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NOTE TO TI[I' TFIIKT) EDITION.

TuF. early rxlKiii^tiuii nf tin- second ((liliiiii called I'lir an innnediate re-issue.

Ad\antaL;c lias hciai taken i>( this fact to introduce a few more colonrcd liuurcs

111' c-ises which it was t'ound iinpussihlc to coiiiplctc in time I'or- the second edition,

and to replace some of tlic black and white illustrations hv Ix-ttci- cxaniplcs.

These alterations, and the introduction of the a])propriatc ri'len-iu'es in tlic

Text and in the (Icaieral Index, constitute the onl\' <-hanL;cs.

The publishers arc- L;ratihed that the iinprecedt-ntcd (huiand lor llie \-oluiiic

has made these impro\cnHaits possible at so carK a dale.

DrcfiiilKT. Ill 17.



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

Little need be said by way of ])icfacc to the second edition of this woilv : the

gratifying sale of the first edition and tlic necessity there has been to reprint it

several times is siiflicient evidence that the book is one which tlic medical profession

welcomes and appreciates.

In this edition every article has been revised and several new ones have been

addec-1.

The elaborate index, which has been much appreciated, has Ixen made, if

possible, even more complete, and at the same time it has been simplilied in some

particulars ; the relative imjiortance of the entries in it are indicated more clearly

perha))s than was the case in the first edition, by the use of three degrees of ty])e.

The illustrations are nearly doubled in nuniin-r : the eoloured ])lates especially

having been increased from sixteen to thirty-se\"en. and neither time nor expense
has been spared in the endeavour to make them characteristic of the conditions

they represent.

The size of the type employed is larger than before, in response to suggestions

from readers, and consequently the pages have had to be enlarged also.

It became a (juestion, therefore, whether the book should be published in two

vohuTies ; in the belief, however, that in a work in which nimierous cross-references

are unavoidable it is advantageous to confine it within one cover, it has been

decided to keep it as a single book. The general character of the volume remains

otherwise unchanged.
It is hoped that this second edition will be as widely welcomed as was the first ;

and that it will prove even more helpful in its primary purpose, namely, to be of

assistance in arri\ing at the diagnosis of the exact cause of ])artienlar symptoms.
Cordial thanks are extended to many helpers who. whilst not contributing

written articles to the \ohime. have nevertheless assisted greatly in \arious ways ;

especially to Dr. D. S. Davies. Mr. f. Thurstan Holland. Dr. \. C. Jordan. Dr. T.

Warner Laeey. Dr. T. M. Legge, Dr. Lindsay Locke. Professor Kutherford ^lorisoii.

•Sir Malcolm Morris. Dr. II. B. Newham. Dr. G. W. Nicholson, Dr. J. II. RylTel.

Mr. .S. GillK-rt Scott. Dr. W. P. Saimders. Dr. \. Ucndle Short. Dr. Hugh Walsham.

Dr. S. .\. K. Wilson : also to the Royal Society of Medicine, the Gordon Museum.

Guy's Hospital, the South Eastern Fever Hospital, and the London School of

Tropical Medicine. Also to the ])ublishers and proprietors of various journals and

periodicals for unfailing courtesy in giving facilities for the use of copyright nuiterial

and illustrations.

IIekbekt Fkench.

Loudon,

February, l'J17



PREFACE TO TIM- FII^ST EDITION

Tins lidok is a ti-calisc on tln' a|)|ilicati(in nl' (lilTciTiitial (lia^misis to all tin- main

si^'iis aiul syni|)toiiis dl' disease. It aims at hciiiii (it practical utility tii medical

men whenever dilliculty arises in deciding the precise cause oC any particular

symptom of which a ])atient may complain. It covers the whole ground of medicine,

surueiy. yynu'colony. opht halmoloLiy. dermatoloo\-, and neuroloov.

\\ liatevcr the disease from which a patient is suffering, tlie im])ortancc of

dia^nosinn' it as larly as [)ossible can hardly he o\ c-r-rated. The present \()lumc

deals with diaunosis I'rom a standpoint which is diffei-ent from that of most text-

books. hax'iiiL; been written in response to rc(piesls for an Jinli-.i <if Didgiia.si.s as a

coni|ianion to the publishers' Iiulc.i nf Treat iiiiiil. issued in I'.lOT. The l)ook is an

index in the senst' that its articles on the \arious s\niptoms are ari'ani^i'd in alpha-
betical order: at the same time it is a work upon diffcrt-ntial (liaj;iiosis in that it

discusses the methods of thstin<>uishini;' betwt'cn the \arious diseases in wliich each

indixidual symptom may be observed. \Vhilst Ihe hotly ol' the book thus deals

with
.si/iiij)tiiiiis. tlie iicneral index at the end i;alliers tliese tonctlu-r under the

lieadinns of the \arious disi'dses in which thev occur.

The Editor lays particular stress upon the importance of usini; these two parts
<il the li(i<ik together. Unless refercnet' is made freciv to the j^encral index, the

reader may niiss a mmibcr of the places in wliich is discussed the diagnosis of the

disease with which hi- has to deal ; for while each sjiiii plain is considered but once,

each disease is likely to come
\\\i

for discussion under Ihe headinii of each of its more

important symptt>nis.

The ouidiiiy principle throughout has been to suppose that a particular

syni])tom attracts special notice in a gi\en case, and that the diagnosis has to be

established by differentiating between the \arious diseases to which this symptom
may he due. One of many difficulties arising during the construction of the work

was that of deciding wliere to draw the line as regards symptoms themsehcs. The
exclusion of many borderline lu-adings such as

"
Dullness at the base of one lung."

Inability to breathe through the nose." and various signs such as Koml)erg"s,

Stillwag"s. \on Gracfc's. and so forth, may jierhaps seem arbitrary ; but reference

to the minor symptoms and jihysical signs which ha\c not l:)een thought sulliciently

important to merit separate articles will be found in the general index at the iiid

of the \oIunie.

Treatment, pathology, and prognosis arc not dealt with except in so far as thev

ma\- ln-ar upon differential diagnosis
—the employment of salicylates, for instance,

in distinguishing acute rhcuniatic from other forms of arthritis ; the use of flu-

microscope in distinguishing malignant neoplasms Irorn inflammatory or otlu-r

tumours : the value of the lapse of time in distinguishing between tulterculous and

nK-ningococcal meningitis.

t'oloured plates and other illustrations ha\e been introduced I'rt-cly wherever

it was tho\ight they might be hel])ful in diagnosis. Most of them an- original, but
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a l\-\\ MX- rf)m)(lucctl Irani otlur sources, ami thanks arc due to the autliors ami

publishers who have kindly lent them.

So far as the Editor is aware, although there exist indices of symptoms, and

medical works in which various maladies are discussed in al[)habetieal order, the

present Index of Differential Diagnosis of Main Symptoms is unique in medical

literature. It rests with the medical profession to decide whether it strikes the

mark at which it aims. There must be room for improvement in many respects,

notwithstanding the great amount of time and laljour that have been bestowed

upon it.

However this may be, the work undoubtedly owes much of what value it

possesses to the suggestions and kindly help of the many contributors who have

assisted in its making ; and to the practitioners and the authorities of various insti-

tutions who have generously lent the material for many of the illustrations. Indeed,

it is difficult to see how the book could have been produced in its present complete-

ness without their willing collaboration : they are enumerated elsewhere, and to all

of them the Editor tenders his sincere thanks.

Criticisms and suggestions are invited, and will be receivetl with gratitude by
the Editor,

IlKliliKKT FhENCII.

02, tl' i III piilf Slrtft, Liiniliiii. IT.

Mairli. 1912.
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Wii.i.iAM Ckcii. BosANQriT. M.A. ()\(i[i.. Mil., i.in.i". : I'livsioian, Urdinpton Iliisi>il:il lor

Consumption and Diseases of tlie Cliest : IMiysiciaii. C'liariiifj Cress Hospital.

Blood par anum, 75.— Colic, 114.—Glycosuria, 2G0.—Melsena, 385.

E. FAugniAi! Hi /.zaiid. m.a.. m.d. ()\oii.. u.t ii., i u.ci'. : Physician to Out-Patients at .St. 'riioTnas's

Hospital and at tlie National Hosjiital for the Paralyzed and Epileptic, Queen S((uare ; Con

sultlni; Ncindjofjist to the Hoyal Free Hospital and to the Hosjiital for Diseases of the 'I'liroat.

Colilen .Sipiare.

Amnesia, 19.—Ataxy 55.—Aura, 67.—Claw-foot, 109.—Claw-hand, 109.— Fades, abnormalities of, 233. -

Girdle pain, 260.—Incontinence of taeces, 313.—Irritability, 323.—Knee-jerk, abnormalities of the, 357.

Pain in the extremity (lower), 438.— Pain in the extremity (upperi, 442.—Pain in the face, 446. -

Paralysis, lacial, 491.—Paralysis of one extremity (lower), 4^6.— Paralysis of one extremity (upper), 500.— Sensation, some abnormalities of, 604.—Speech, abnormalities of, 623

Pi licv .John Cammiih;i:, .m.d. I.ond., ii.i'.ii. ( ainh.

Cammidge's pancreatic reaction, 100.

Hi'.niii'.it i K. I^AsoN, M.ii,. -M.S. Lond. : .Senior ( iiihthahiin- SurL'eon. (iuy's Hospital.

Diplopia, 174. Enophthalmos, 217,— Epiphora, 220 — Exophthalmos, 229.—Eye, acute inflammation of,

231.—Nystagmus, 407.—Ophthalmoscopic appearances, notes on, 415.—Ptosis, 540.—Pupil, abnormalities
ol the. 551.—Strabismus, 649. Ulceration of the cornea, 733 —Vision, defects of. 757.

.louN W. II. ICviii;. M.I)., M.S. Durh.. li.I'.ll. Caiiili. : Director of the Haeteriolofxieal Deparliiient,

(;ny"s Hospital: Lecturer on liacteriology to the .Metlical .Seliool anil Dental .School. (Juy's

Hospital.

Bacteriuria, 69.

CAI:l.^ I*'. CooMHN. m.d.. i .ii.c.i'. : .Assistant I'hysician, Hristol Oneral Hospital : t liiiieal l.eetiirer

in .Medicine. l'iii\'crsity ol" Hristol.

Pulse, irregular, 544.

IIi;iiiu;iiT .M()iii.i;v l''i.i:rciii'.i!, m.a., m.d. ( anili.. I'.n.c.P. : Physician. .St. Hartholnnicu 's Hospital:

Physician in Cljar;.'e of Diseases of Children I )epartnicnt , .St. Hartlioloniew's Hospital : Coii-

snltin;; Physician, l-^ast London Hospital for Children.

Headache, 293.—Vomiting, 763.

Hi;i(iii:irr Khiomii, m.a., .m.d. Oxon.. imi.cm'. : Physician. Palholiii;ist. and Lcchiicr. (iiiy's Hospital.

Accentuation of heart sounds. 1.—Accoucheur's hand, 2. Acetonuria. 3.—Albuminuria. 4. Albumosun.i,
16.—Allocheiria, 17. -Antemia, 20.— Ankle clonus, 39.— Ascites, 43.—Atrophy, muscular. 69.—Atrophy,
testicular, 66.—Babinski's sign. 68.— Black specks before the eyes, 71.—Bleeding gums, 72. -Blood-

pressure, abnormal, 81.—Borborygmi. 82.—Bradycardia. 82. Bradypncea, 84.- -Breath, foulness of the,

86. —BullCE, 96. —Cachexia, 99.—Charcot Leyden crystals, 102. Chest, bloody efluslon m. 102.- Chest,

pus in, 103. —Chest, serous eflTusion in, 104. -Cheyne Stokes respiration, 107. —Chordee. 108. Chyluria.
108.—Clubbed fingers. 111.—Coma. 117. Crackling, egg-shell, 151.—Crepitus. 152. Curschmann's

spirals, 153. -Cyanosis, extreme, 156.—Cystinuna, ISl. Dead fingers, 162.- -Diacetuna. 170. -Diazo-

reaction, 173.--Dilatation of the stomach, 173. -Discharge, nasal. 178.—Dysphagia, 194. Dyspnoea, 199.
—Emphysema, surgical. 203.—Enlargement of the forehead. 203.—Enlargement of the heart. 206.—
Eosinophilia, 218.—Erythema. 222. -Ffeces passed per urethram, 238.—Fatty stools, 239.— Fracture,

spontaneous, 242 —Gallbladder enlargement, 252. Grinding of the teeth during sleep, .!65.—Hasma-

temesis. 265. - Hasmoglobmuria, 284. Haemoptysis, 285. - Heartburn, 296. —Hemianopsia, 300.—
Hemiplegia. 302.—Hiccough, 307.— Hyperacusis, 308. Hyperpyrexia. 309.—Hypothermia, 310. Impo
tence. 312. -Indicanuria, 314. -Jaundice, 324. Leucocytosis. 359. Leucopenia, 361. Limping in

children. 362. Lymphatic gland enlargement, 376. Mar.asmus, 384. Merycism, 388. Meteorism, 388.

Mucus in the urine, 399. Nightmares, 402. Noises in the head, 405. Obesity, 408. OEdema, sym-
metrical, 410.—Opisthotonos, 417. Orthopncea, 418. Oxaluria, 423. Pain in the breast, 429. Pain in

the eye, 445.— Pain in the iliac fossa (left), 452. P.ain in the iliac fossa (right), 454. Pam, inter
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scapular, 461.^Pain in the shoulder, 474. Palpitation, 484. Paralysis, laryngeal, 494. Paraplegia,

510. Parasites, intestinal, 519. Peristalsis, visible, 521. Phosphaturia, 522. Photophobia, 524.—

Pigmentation in the mouth, 626. Pneumaturia, 526. Pneumothorax, 530. Polycythaemia, 532. -

Polyuria, 534. Priapism, 537. Ptyalism, 542. Pulsation, undue abdominal aortic, 543. Pulses, iinequal,

550. Purpura, 552. Pus in the stools, 557. Reaction of degeneration, 583. Reduplication of heart

sound, 587. Regurgitation of food through the nose, 588. Retraction of the gums, 589. Retraction of

the head, 589. Risus sardonicus, 598. Skodaic resonance, 611. Smell, abnormalities of, 611. Snoring,

613. Sore throat, 613. Spleen, enlargement of the, 628. Sputum, 641. Stertor, 647. Strangury, 649.

Stridor, 650. Succussion sounds, 651. Swelling, pulsatile, 693. Swelling of the tongue, 698. Taohe

cer^brale, 702. Tachycardia, 702. Taste, abnormalities of, 705. -Tenesmus, 716. -Thirst, extreme, 719.-

Trismus, 729. Urate deposit in the urine, 740. Uric acid deposit in the urine, 741. -Veins, varicose

abdominal, 748. Veins, varicose thoracic, 750. Weight, loss of, 768.

Archibald Einvn. G.^rrod. c.m.g., m..\.. m.d. Oxon., f.r.c.p., f.u.s. : Physician, St. Baitliolomcw's

Hospital ; C'onsultini; Physician to the Hospital for Sick Children, Great Orniond Street.

Urine, abnormal coloration of, 742.

Gkorge Ernkst Gask, r.R.c.s. : Surgeon with Charge of Out-patients. St. Partlioloniew's Hospital :

Joint Lectuier in Surjiery. St. Bartlioldniew's Hospital .Medical School.

Discharge from the nipple, 131.—(Edema, asymmetrical, 410. Pain in the jaw, 462.—Pain in the vunbilical

region, 483. Rectum, abnormalities felt per, 584. Rigidity of the abdomen, 592. Stiff neck, 647.
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enlargement, 721. tllceration of the leg, 736. Ulceration of the tongue, 738.

Hastings Gilford, f.r.cs. ; Consultinjr Surgeon. Kin<i;\voo<l Sanatorium. Headinf;.
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Gangrene of the lung, 259. Insomnia, 320. Pain in the chest, 430. Pain in the hmbs, 463. Rigors,

or chills, 694. Swelling, abdominal, 656. Tenderness in the chest, 706. Tenderness in the scalp, 710.—

Tenderness in the spine, 712. Tremor, 724,

Sir .^^\I.coI.M Morris, k.c.v.o., f.r.cs. Edin. ; Consulting Surgeon, Skin l)ci>artnicnt, St. .Mary's

Hospital: Surgeon. Skin Department. .Seamen's Hospital.

Baldness 70. Sore finger, 239. Flushing, 241. Fungous affections of the skin, 246. Lips, affections of

the red part of the, 365. Macules, 382. Nails, affections of the, 399. Napkin-region eruptions, 400.-

Nodules, 402. Papules, 487. Pigmentation of the skin, 527. Pruritus, 540. Pustules, 557. Scabs, 599.

Scaly eruptions, 601. Sweating, abnormalities of, 654. Tumours of the skin, 731. Ulceration of the

face, 735. Ulceration of the foot, 735. Vesicles, 763. Wheals, 771.

HoBFRT P. Rowlands, .m.b.. m.s. Loud., f.r.cs. ; Surgeon, Guy's Hospital ;
Lecturer on Anatomy,

Guy's Hosjiital Medical School.

Cluh foot, or talipes. 111. Curvature, spinal, 153. Swelling, inguinal, 678. Swelling, inguinoscrotal, 682.

James E. H. Saw vfr. m.a., m.d.. b.cii. Oxon. : .Assistant Physician, General Hospital, Birmingham.

Bruits, cardiac, 89. Deformity of the chest, 167. Heart impulse, displaced, 297. Thrills, precordial, 720.

Fri.|)1;rick John Smith, .m.a.. m.d. Oxon.. f.r.c.p.. f.r.cs.: Physician and Senior Pathologist.

London Hospital : Consulting Physician to the City of London Dispensary and to the National

()rtho|)a(lic Hospital.

Breath, shortness of, 87. Cough, 148. Delirium, 169. Gait, abnormalities of, 251. Linea; albicantes,

365. Pain in the back, 427. Pyrexia without obvious cause. 571.
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patients. Queen t'liarlotte's Hospital.

Amenorrhcea. 17. Discharge, vaginal. 185. DysmenorrlicBa, 192. Dyspareunia. 193. Dystocia, 199.

Menorrhagia, 385. Metrorrhagia, 390. Metrostaxis, 392. Pain, bearing down, 427. Pain in the pelvis,

467. Prolapse of the uterus, 538. Sterility, 645. Swelling, mammary, 685. Swelling, vulval, 699.

I!i s>i r 1, H. Joiici.YN Sxv.vN. M.ii., .M.s, I.ond.. i.u.f.s, : Sui-^'eon. C'aiieer Hos]iital. Hrompton,

Anuria, 39. Discharge, urethral, 181. Enuresis, 218. Hrematuria, 275. Kidney, enlargement of, 352.

Micturition, abnormalities of, 393. Pain in the Penis, 469. Pain in the perineum, 474. Pain in the

testicle, 477. Pyuria, 574. Sores, penile, 617. Sores, perineal, 619. Sores, scrotal, 621.

Ki{i:i>i:i!i(.'iv T.v^i.OR. m.h. LoihI.. i .ii.f.i'. : Consult iiiiz IMiysieian, (oiy's Hospital, ami I'Aeliiia

Hospital I'or Siek I'liililren : IMiysieian, Seanien's Hospital. ( o'ci-nwieli.

Pyrexia, prolonged, 563.

I'lm.H' Ti iiNi;i!, H.sc. .m.u.. m.s. Lonil.. i .li.c.s. ; .\ssistant .Surm-on, (;ny's Hospital ; I )eni(mstralor
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Deafness, 163. Earache, 202, OtorrhcEa, 421. Tinnitus, 723. Vertigo, 750.
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(iiiy's Hosjiital,

Joints, affections of the, 337. Liver dullness, deficient, 366. Liver, onlargomonts of the, 365. Mucus in

the stools, 398, Pain, abdominal, 426. Sand, intestinal. 599.
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Platf. I.—Rena] tul)c casts _.--.-.,
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Platk II.^Red and white blood coriiusclcs
------ 22

A, Normal red ; B. Megalocytes and microcytes ; C. Normal red corpuscles made an^uliir by imperfeet
fixation; D, Creiiated red corpuscles; F, Poikilocytes ; F, Nucleated red corpuscles—-(1) Normoblasts,
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Pi.ATK III.—Blood film in pernicious antemia ..---. 24

Sliowiiit; poikilocytes, microcytes, megalocytes, nucleated red cells, and I'unctate hasopliilia.

Plate IV.-—Plood film in splenomcdnllary leuk;eniia - - - - - *Jil
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red cell, in addition to normal corpuscles.

Platk V.—Blood film in Iym]>!iatie leukaemia - ----- 28

showing a lai-ge increase in the small lymphocytes.

Pi.ATK VI.—Blood film in malaria ---- 82

showing tliree mahirial parasites of the ring type.
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------- 228

I'latk XI. -Aentc irillamnintions nf the eye -_-_.. o;j()

A, Acute conjunctivitis ; B, Acute iritis ; C, <-iluucoma
; D, PhlyclenuI.Tr conjunctivitis ; E. Pol!i*n]:ir

conjunctivitis.

I*LAT7: XII.^—^Aeute inflammations of tiie eye --.._. 232

F, Chronic blepharitis ; G^ Interstitial keratitis : H. Trachoma ; i. Hypopyon ulcer of cornea ; K. Sub-

conjunctival ha-inorrhngc from injury.

Pl.\tk XIII. ^—Symmetrical <;an<;rene of the finj^ers in Haynaiids (iiscasc . - . 250
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Platk XV .^
—Bladder appearances seen throu<jrh the eystosco|)c

.... 282

A, Blood-stained urine issuing from the ureter
; B. Purulent urine issuing from the ureter ; c. <!'onges-
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AN INDEX OI'^

DIFl-KRENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
OF MAIN SYMl'TOMS

ACCENTUATION OF HEART SOUNDS.— It may he tliat, williout cardiac bruit,

one or other of the heart shuikIs is iiiueh louder tliaii it oiinlit to he. Svieli aeeentuation

I'enerallv has important clinical sii,'nilieance. It is the (irsi sound that is likely to be acccn-

tuateri or prolonged at the impulse ; whilst in the second right, or second and third left

intereostal spaces close to the sternum, it is the second sound that is likely to be accentuated

rather than the first. It is very unusual to find the first sound accentuated at the base

or the second sound at the impulse, unless there is at the same time still greater accen-

tuation of the first souTid at the impidse, and of the second sound at the l)ase respectively.

Ileucc the tliree conditions under which accentuation of a carihac souTid becomes clinically

important are: (1) When t)ic secotid sdiiiid is iiniliili/ laud in llic sccdikI right iiilir((iKl(d

space cld.ic to tlic stcniiiin : (2) tVlicii tlnrc is mcftititdtion of llic struiid sound ivitli

infi.rininin of intciisitii in tin' second or tliird left intereostiil s/iaei' close lo the sternum ;

(;i) M'lien there is (ucentnidion of the Jirst sinuid rcith nni lininni intensili/ at or iniir the inijiidse.

Accentuation of the second sound with maximum intensity in the second right

intercostal space close to the sternum nearly always indicates thai the systemic blood-

pressure is above the normal. The latter can only be determined xvilli ccilainty by actual

measurement of the systemic blood-pressure instrumeiitally. The causes of the increase

will probably be one or other of the following :
—

Age.—Kven healthy jiersons over fiftj' begin to show slight irureasc of Ri.oon-

I'UEssiiti; (p. SI) ; and their aortic second sound begins to get louder than the first.

Arteriosclerosis or griumhir Icidnei/.
—These can be discussed together, because it

is extremely dillieult to tell where the one ends and the other begins. In both there is

cardiac hypertrophy, increase in the blood-])ressure, ])rolongation of the lirst sound at

the im|)ulse, possibly a l^lowing systolic bruit there, a ringing or clanging aortic second

.sound, albuminuria, a tendency to heart failure as time goi'S on. with all its concomitant

symptoms, and albuminuric retinitis. It is sometimes stateii that the accentuation of

the aortic second sound is due to local atheroma : but this is inaccurate, for atheroma

by itself, though it may easily ])roduce an aortic systolic bruit, does not accentuate the

second sound : and when in the second right intercostal space there is ,i soft systolic bruit

re[)lacing the first sound, and a clanging second sound, the former indicates atheroma of

the aortic valves, and the latter arteriosclerosis. These two absolutely distinct vascular

lesions often coincide in the same patient, atheroma affecting the aorta, and the coronary
and cerebral arteries, whilst arteriosclerosis affects the middle-sized arteries, especially

of the splanelinie area. There is often extensive visceral arteriosclerosis when the railial

artery does not feel abnormal to the fingers.

Accentuation of the second sound with maximum intensity in the second or

third left intercostal spaci' close to the sternum, generally spoken of as accentuation

of the pulmonary second sound, indicates a higher jtressure than there should be in the

pulmonary circulation, except in children, in whom it is not unconnuon to find the pul-

monary second siiund normally nuich louder than the aortic. The most imixirtant cause

of ])atliological accentuation of the [julmonary second soun(i is disease of the mitral valve :

it occurs more markedly with mitral stenosis than with mitral regurgitation. It may
sometimes be a marked feature of the latter, whether due to organic changes in the mitral

D 1
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valve itself, or secondary to dilatation of tlie otherwise normal orifice as the result of lieart

failure from aortic disease, myocardial degeneration, arteriosclerosis, or jjranular kidney.
Sometimes, instead of accentuation of the jjulmonary second sound, tlie latter may be

reduplicated : the significance of its reduplication is identical with that of its accentuation,

the |)robalilc reason for the reduplication being that when the i)ressure in the ])uhnonary
circulation is relatively very much above the normal, the jjulmonary semilunar valves

close sooner than the aortic, the first part of the reduplicated second sound being due to

closure of the pulmonary valves, whilst its second ])art is due to closure of the aortic valves.

The cause of an accentuated or reduplicated pulmonary second sound will generally be

obvious if the other cardiac physical signs are observed carefully ; one way in which it

may have particular significance is in distinguishing between old and recent changes in

the mitral valve ; when, for instance, a systolic and mid-diastolic bruit at the impulse are

due to recent endocarditis wliich may possibly clear up. there is very much less accentua-

tion of the ])ulmonary second sound than tliere woidd be if tlie same bruits were due to

mitral stenosis and regurgitation due to old fibrotic changes. The greater the accentuation

of the pulmonary second sound, the greater the mitral leakage or obstruction.

Accentuation of the first sound at the impulse may have one or other of two

entirely dillerent cliaractcrs ; it may be an accentuation of very short duration, dillicult

to describe in words, though obvious enough when heard, and often spoken of as a

slapping
'

first sound at the impulse : this is one of the most characteristic physical

signs in many cases of mitral stenosis. It may occur when there is neither a presystolic
nor a mid-diastolic bruit, though even when tliere is a bruit the slajiping character of the

first sound is still to be distinguished. When tliere is failure of compensation in a mitral

case, the driving power of the heart may liecome so feeble that limits are no longer audible,

and the heart's action is (|uite irregular : in such cases, the occurrence of this slapping
character of the first sound, clearly audible here and there in an otherwise tumbling
rhythm, is highly suggestive of mitral stenosis.

The second variety of accentuation of the first sound at the impulse consists in its

being very much longer than it ought to be—a marked prolongation of the first sound
as distinct from there being any bruit. This prolongation is obvious enough when heard.

It indicates that there is considerable hy|iertrophy of the left ventricle, and therefore,

in the absence of bruits, nearly always jioints to a higli blood-pressure such as results from
either arteriosclerosis, granular kidney, or the two combined ; it is rejieatedly met with

in cases in which there is accentuation of the aortic second sound at the same time. In

a iierson of middle age or over, in whom there is a prolonged first sound at the imjmlse—sometimes s]ioken of as a "

lumpy
'

first sound—and a clanging aortic second sound,

witli or without Aldimin'iri.v (p. 11), a diagnosis of arteriosclerosis or of granular kidney
is very probably correct, and instrumental determination of the blood-pressure will

generally show that it has risen from the normal 120-150 mm. Hg to something between
180 and 300 mm. Ilg. or even more.

It is noteworthy that transient accentuation of the first sound at the im])iilse may
occur in nervous young patients examined while their hearts are acting rapidly : it vanishes

in a few minutes when the patient becomes less nervous and the heart slower. The

]ilunonienon is common in connection witii life insurance examinations. Ilerbcrl Frencli.

ACCOUCHEUR'S HAND is seen most characteristically in tetany (Fig. 1). though
it may also occur in a tew cases of other spasmodic neuro-muscular affections such as

athetosis. In a typical case, the attitude of the fingers is almost pathognomonic. There

is full extension of all the fingers and of the thumb at the interjihalangeal joints, the four

fingers are adducted firmly towards the middle finger, so as to form a cone, they are semi-

flexed at the metacarpo-phalangeal joints, and the thumb is strongly adducted andojiposcd
to the cone of wliicli the middle finger forms the apex, or else into the palm of the hand.

The spasmodic muscular contraction seldom ceases here, but generally affects the rest of

tlie arm also, the wrist being Hexed and abducted towards the ulnar side. The elbow is

flexed to a right angle, and the arm rotated inward and adducted so as to lie in contact

with the trunk. The affection is symmetrical. The feet and ankles are apt to show-

similar spasmodic contractions, the ankle being fully plantar-flexed, the toes and the distal

lialf of the feet rotated inward, the knees extended rigidlv, and generally the thighs also.
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Tlif CDUtractioiis may be liiiiitccl to tlu- Iianiis and feet— tlie sD-ealled c<npi)-pciliil sjiii.siii—
especially in the tetany of young ehiklren suffering from rickets or from gaslro-intesfinal

disorder suelj as diarrluea. When adults are affected, the symptoms spread from the

limbs to the trunk, the wliole body being kept rigidly extended, the paroxysms lasting
from a few minutes to many hours, and recurring for days, weeks, or e\en months. So
far as the tetany itself is concerned recovery is

invariable, though the patient may sometimes
sueeuml) to the associated malady, tetany itself

being generally not a i)rimary disease but a com-

plication of gastric ulcer, gastrcctasis. colilis.

intestinal fermentation or i)utrefaction. thyroidec-

tomy, or iircgiianey. The diagnosis is seldom
dillieult.

One remarkable feature of the case is that

in the intervals l)etween the spasms, if the upper
arm is grasped firndy Ijctwcen the observer's two

hands, and tlie pressure maintained, the hand and wrist may be forthwith sent into tlie

typical spasm, a sign described as Trousseau's. If the cheek close to tlu' front of the ear

is percussed gently but sharply from above downwards, the different groui)s of muscles

supplied by the branches of the pes anserinus of the seventh nerve can be made to

twitch successively
—C'hvostek's sign. The nuiscles of the limbs often sliow altered

electrical reactions in that, though still responding to faradism. with galvanism .\.C.C. is

greater than K.C.C.— I':rb".s sign. tlnhnl Fniicli.

ACETONURIA denotes tlie oeeurrenee of acetone in the urine in amounts to he

detectril by oidhiary clinical tests. In practice the laboratory method of distilling a

quantity of in-inc to get a concentrated solulioii of any acetone that may be [jrescnt takes

too long, and yet without distillati<in it is ilillicult to apply the iodoform test for acetone.

\n easier and more useful jilan is Legal's nitroprusside test, or Rothera's modilieation of it.

Legal's test consists in taking .> c.c. of iumuc in a tcst-tid)c. adilint; a few drops of liquor
soda^, Ihen a lew drops of fresh sodnini nitioprussiilc solution, and liiially acidifying with

strong acetic acid. The liquor soda' causes no elKingi' of colour, or at most an opalescence
from the ])recii)itation of phosphates : tlie sodium nitroprusside [jroduees a rcrldish-lirown

colour in almost all urines owing to the [jresence of creatinine : if tlie red colom- is due to

cri'atinine only it is discharged on a<lding acetic acid, whereas when acetone is present
the red deepens into a rich burgundy that is unmistakal)!e. Rothera's modification of this

test consists in addiuL; a few dro])s of fresh nitroprusside solution to 5 c.c. of lu'ine, liqut)r

ammonia^ till the niixlurr is decidedly alkaline, and then ammonium sulijhate crystals
in excess : as tin- solution becomes satnrateil with the latter, a colour like that of ])otassiuni

permanganate develops if at-etone is present, the maximum being riaehed in about lifteen

minutes.

.\cetone is often associated with diaeetie acid. oxyl)Utyric ai-id. and amido-oxybutyrie
acid : the detection o( these, however, affords no clinical information that is not afforded

l)y the acetone alone, so that it generally sullices to test for the latter, and possibly lor

diaeetie acid also. The tests for the butyric acids arc dilTieult. When these substances

are being produced, the patient is said to be suffering from dciilo.si.s. the result of unnatural

metabolism. .Vcetonuria is indeed the chief practical evidence of acidosis. It occurs in

the most extreme degree in certain cases of diabetes mellitus : from the point of view of

prognosis all cases of glycosuria may be divided broadly into two classes, namely, those

with, and those without, acetonuria. The same patient may, of course, be passing acetone

in his urine at one time and not at another : the prognosis is always graver, howc\er, when
acetone is jjrcscnt, for it is the acidosis that causes the serious results of diabetes and

glycosuria. .\ patient without acetonuria is in no immediate danger of coma, wliereas,

when acetone is present as well as sugar, coma may supervene at any time. Broailly

speaking, once glycosuria has been diagnosed, it is more important to test the urine for

acetone from time to time than it is for sugar, and that treatment which reduces the

acetone to a minimum is, generally speaking, doing most good, whatever quantities of

sugar may be passed.
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Acctomiria may occur, however, witliout fjlycosuria ; even a healthy person who
is starved of carbohydrate food is apt to pass acetone and diacetic acid in the urine. This

explains why it is that acetonuria occurs in such conditions as gastric ulcer ; gastric carci-

noma
; gastrectasis ; oesophageal stenosis ; intestinal obstruction ; cachexia, whether

tuberculous, malignant, syphilitic or malarial ; in cases of persistent vomiting of pregnancy ;

uraemia ; severe migraine : infantile diarrhaa and vomiting ; cyclical vomiting of children

(p. 765) ; and probably in many other conditions in which there is either actual or virtual

starvation. Tiie same applies to surgical operations under anaesthetics—the patient is

often starved beforehand, and may then be persistently sick afterwards
; almost all patients

who have been under a general anicsthetic for any length of time have acetonuria. and in

some the acidosis increases instead of being transient, this being to a large extent, perhaps,
the pathology of so-called delayed chloroform poisoning. It may also result from gro.ss
intracranial lesions, especially those of an inflammatory nature ; thus, acetonuria may
be pronounced even as early as the first two or three days in acute epidemic cerebro-

spinal meningitis.
The chief importance of acetonuria therefore from a diagnostic point of view lies,

not so much in distinguishing one disease from another, as in detecting the existence of
acidosis. The importance of this from the point of view of ]>rophylaxis and treatment
will be obvious when it is remembered that acidosis does not occur until the liver and tissues

have lost their glycogen, and that glycogen storage depends largely upon the ingestion
of carbohydrates either by the mouth, the rectum, or hypodermically. Herbert French.

ACIDOSIS.—(See Acetonuria. p. 3.)

ACROPARESTHESIA.—(See Pain in tiik Exthemity. Ui-peu. p. Hi'.)

ALBUMINURIA.—This term is used to denote the passage in the urine of proteid
that is eoagulable on boiling. M(jre than one substance is included in this sense, and there
are varying proportions of albumin and globulin in different cases. So variable mav be
the relative amounts of these, not only in different diseases, but also in different cases of

the same disease, and in the same patient at different times, that little useful clinical infor-

mation is to be obtained by dealing with them separately, at any rate so far as present
knowledge goes. Xucleo-albumin (p. 124) comes in quite a different category.

Although numbers of tests for albumin have been devised and advocated, for clinical

purposes tliere is little need to trouble about more than the two conmion ones, namely
the acetic acid and boiling, and the Cfjid nitric acid tests. It is true that each of these has
fallacies ; but tlie latter are not common to both, and therefore if there is doubt in the

interpretation of one of the two tests, it can be confirmed or otherwise by the other. More
delicate tests exist, but there is such a thing as too great delicacy in a clinical method.
One does not want to find albumin in minute traces where it does not matter ; and it

seldom matters until its amount is sufficient to give both the common tests.

The Acetic Acid and Boiling Test.—A test-tube three parts full of urine—cleared

by filtration it need be—is held by its lower end whilst its ujjper ])art is heated carefully
to boiling point. It is best not to add any acetic acid before boiling unless the specimen
is distinctly alkaline, in which case it may be just acidulated with a drop of acetic acid.

.\ftcr boiling, the tube should be held in a good surface-light against a dark background,
such as the sleeve of one's coat ; any opalescence will be obvious, and there may be a dense

white cloud. Except in rare cases of Bcnce-Jones albumosuria (p. IG), this will be due
to one or more of three things, namely, calcium and magnesium phosphate, calcium car-

bonate, or coagulated albumin. One, two, or more drops of acetic acid solution (B.P.) are

now added : if the cloud disappears entirely, quickly, and at once, it was due to earthy

phosphates, and no albumin is present : if it disappears entirely but with brisk efferves-

cence, the latter is due to ealciiun carbonates amongst the phosphates, and no albumin is

present : if. on the other hand, the cloud clears uj) but ])artially. or remains unaltered, or

actually increases and becomes more floeculent, albumin is almost certainly present. There
is only one serious fallacy remaining, and that is in regard to nucleo-])roteid : this is preci-

pitated by acetic acid, and it is possible for a cloud of phosphates to be cleared up by the

latter and yet for a faint cloud of nucleo-proteid to come down in the place of the phosphates
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lluTffore that alliuiniri is |ir(sfiit wlit-n it is iKit. Tlicrc are three ways f)f (ih\iatinL; this

source of falhuv : tlie first is to add a slni;le drop of diUitc non-fimiiiiii nitrie aeid to tlie

suspicious cl()U<l that remains after addinj; the acetic acid ; if it is due to all)uinin it will

])crsist or even increase, whilst if it is due to nucleo-{)roteid the nitrie aci<l will disperse

it ; the second is to perform the cold nitric acid test for albimiin as described below—
nucleo-proteid will not give a definite localized white ring with it ; and thirdly, a control

test may be done, acetic aeid being added to another specimen of the urine without boiling,

anrl tlie cloud due to any nucleo-proteid present compared with the cloud in the acidulated

and biiiled spi^'irnen.

Heller's Cold Nitric Acid Test.—.\bout an iiuli and a half of urine is poured into

a test-tube, the latter is helil much inclined, anil colourless nitrie aeid is allowed to How

gently down the side until about one-third as much as the urine has been added. The
nitric acid is heavier than urine and goes to the bottom : if albumin is present a white

ring forms at the junction of the two liuids. Some prefer to pour the nitric aeid into the

lest-tube first, and then add the urine with a pipette. It is important not to shake the

tube, or the nitric acid and urine will mix and there will be no definite junction line between

Ihem. Fuming nitric acid must be avoided because the nitrous oxide fimies decompose
the urea and the resultant bubbles mix the liuids ; sometimes there is bubbling even when
the nitrie acid is colourless, in which case this is due tc t'O.. set free from carbonates. The
test is very delicate ; if any large tpiantity of albumin is jiresent. the ring appears at once :

if there is only a trace, the white ring may not appear for a little, and the tube should be

set aside and looked at again in a few minutes. Broadly s])eaking it takes three minutes

for it to develop when the amount of albumin is 1 ])art in 30.000. This test is open to

more fallacies, however, than the acetic acid and boiling test, so that it should not be

trusted to alone unless it is negative. In concentrated urines it is common to get a dark-

brown, reddish-brown, or violet-brown ring of colour at the junction ; this is nothing to

<lo with albumin ; it is generally most marked in cases of Indic.vnuria (p. 31 t). White

rings, more or less like that due to albumin, may also be due to any of the following :
—

1. liesin.—If the patient is taking copaiba or other similar drug, enough of the resin

may be excreted in the urine to form a iliffuse white cloud abo\e tlie nitric acid. This

fallacy is best avoided liy bearing it in mind and checking the nitric acid test by the heat

test ; this latter safeguard apjilies to all eases of suspected albuminuria.

2. AWiimoses.—These generally occur in association with albumin ; should they
occur alone the ring will disappear with warming, to reappear with cooling, and there will

be no cloud with the heat test.

;}. lit'ticc-Juius's AlbKiiinst'.—This occurs without albumin, gives a white ring with

nitric acid that disajipcars on warming, to reappear on cooling ; with the heat test, a

dense cloud appears about (>()' C, to disappear on further heating to boiling-iioint (p. Ki).

4. XiiclcD-iilhiniiin.—The ring with this is not in contact with the nitric aeid, but

liiglur up. and diffuse ; it may be a real diniculty in diagnosis from albumin, for it is also

precipitateil by acetic acid, and may therefore give a haz.e with the boiling test (see above).

5. Vralcs.—Tliese may form a cloud near the nitric acid if the urine is very concen-

trated ; the cloud will disappear on gentle warming, to reappear on cooling, so that it

may also be mistaken for albumose : the fallacy may be avoided by diluting the urine

with plain water before the nitric acid test is employed.
6. Urea Silrale.— If the urine contains a large [lercentage of urea a eryslalline di posit

of urea nitrate may form at the junction ; a.s a rule the crystalline nature of the ring is

obvious on insjiection : but in case of doubt the urine should be diluted and the test

repeated.
It does not niatler wliicn test is most relied upon when the result is negative ; but

before the [lositive deduction that a urine contains albumin is drawn, both the acetic aeid

and boiling, and tiie cold nitric acid tests, should be jiositive.

In arriving at a diagnosis of the precise cause of alliuminuria in any gi\en case, /,' /.v

e.i.ieiiiial that (i inicrnscnpical e.ramination of the rctilrifiigdlizcd deposit Jiinn the iiriiir sliniihl

he made. Whatever else may be found, the tirst question to be answered is : .\rc renal

tube-easts present as well as alliumin. or not "? .-Ml cases of albuminuria may lie divided

into two main groups, namely : (I) Cases tcillt renal Inhe-easis : (II) Cases -.eillmul renal

lahe-easts.
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Renal Tube-casts.—Wlien one sjicaks of renal tube-casts, however, one has to bear
in niiiid tliat nicxUiu nutliods of ecntrifugahzing with electrically-driven niachineiy have
reached such perfection that hardly anytliing that a specimen of urine contains escapes
detection ; techniciue has become almost too ]5crfect : for when clinical methods become
too delicate they begin to lose some of their clinical value. The result, in connection with

casts, is that even in a great many normal urines an occasional renal tube-cast and an
occasional red blood corpuscle are found ; therefore when one speaks of cases of

" albumin-
uria witn tidjc-easts," one means " with enough renal tube-casts to be pathological." 'J'lie

observer learns from experience to know when the
'

occasional
'

tube-cast is inside or

outside the normal limits. More than one examination may be required, and the mine
should be as fresh as possible, for casts disintegrate on standing, especially in hot weather
and in alkaline urines.

Renal tube-casts are of various sorts {Plate I), and a certain animmt of help can be

derived from a knowledge of the jiarticular kinds of casts present in a given case. Their

matrix or foundation is a structureless material whose origin is obscure, though thought
to be due to some kind of proteid coagulation. Sometimes the casts consist of this

structureless matrix only, and according as they are then less or more highly refract ile,

they are sjioken of as hyaline easts or 'doaxy casts respectively. The hyaline is commoner
than the waxy, but neither is characteristic of any jiarticidar disease. Embedded in the

hyaline matrix there may be various substances or structures : and according to the main
features of the embedded substances the casts receive different descriptive names. If

renal epithelial cells predominate, the cast is an epithelial cast ; if leucocytes or pus corpuscles,
a leucocytic cast : if rerl blood corpuscles, a blood east : if bacteria, bacterial casts ; if fat

globules, probably derived from degenerated renal cells or leucocytes, fatti/ casts
;

if non-

fatty granular debris, granular casts. It is not at all uncommon to find a long cast wdiich

in one part is simply hyaline, at one end is granular, and at the other epithelial
—a yiiixcd

east. Upon the whole one may say that the hyaline cast occurs in all forms of nephritic
conditions, whether acute or chronic ; that epithelial and leucocytic casts indicate active

catarrh ; that granular casts tend to occur along with epithelial casts, but that when they
occur alone or in association with hyaline casts they are evidence of at least less acute

mischief than are epithelial casts : whilst fatty casts come between the two. Blood easts

may occur in almost any variety of renal haniorrhage, and by themselves they are not

evidence of inllammation, though in association with other casts they indicate very acute

inflanunatory c'hanges.

I. -ALBUMINURIA WITH RENAL TUBE-CASTS.

AVhen it iias been decided that there are a ])athological mnnber of renal tube casts

as well as albumin in the urine, it is almost certain that there is an intlanunatory lesion

of the kidney. The next step in the diagnosis is to decide by mierosco])ical examination
whether pus is jiresent also ; in other words, the cases may be subdivided into two main

sub-groups, namely: (.4) Albuminuria <citli renal tube-casts without obvious pus; and

(li) .llbuminuria ifith renal tube casts and obvious pus. There are border-line cases in

which leucocytes are present in excess, and yet not in sufficient numbers to constitute

pus ; other points about such a case will generally lead one to decide whether it comes
in the apyuric or in the pyuric group. The differential diagnosis of the latter is discussed

under Pvcria (p. 57I-), so that it only remains here to discuss :
—

(.1) The Differential Diagnosis of Albuminuria icith Tube-casts without Obvious Pus.—
The causes of this condition may be classilied as follows :

—
1. The Various Forms of Bright's Disease:—

(a) A primary acute nephritis.

(b) An acute exacerbation u|)on an underlying chronic ne]jhritis.

(c) Chronic nephritis of young people : (i) Arising out of a known attack of

acute nephritis ; (ii) .\rising without any known previous attack of acute

nephritis,

(rf) Chronic nephritis of old people : (i) cirrliosis of the kidneys : (ii) .\rterio-

selerosis.

((') Cystic disease of the kidneys.
2. Nepbritis of Pregnancy.
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RENAL TUBE CASTS
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A, Hyj^IiiiL' .a^t . b, ^V-i-xj I'li^t?. C, Hyaluic cast coiitainiii'j; sniall crystals of calcium oxalate. D, Hlood cists.

E, A h'iicoc3-t(7 cnsf. F, Rpitlielial cnsts. G, Granular casts. H, Fatty casts.
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o. Chronic Ascending Nepliritis, It-ailini; to st-arrcd c-untrafttd kiiliirys. the n-Milt nf

(a) (Jhstniftion to urinc' outllow l)y :
—

(i) I'ri-tliral stenosis,

(ii) Enlarued prostate,

(iii) Displaeement of tlie wonil).

(iv) Fibroniyoma. ovarian eyst. or otiier pelvie tumour,

(v) Preii'iiancies.

(vi) I'ndue mobility of the kiihiey and kinkinu of the ureti'r.

(vii) Rarities, sueli as al)doniinal aneurysm obstructing a ureter.

(/;) Irritation aseendinn from {hv pelvis of the kidney, the risult espt-eially of

ealeuhis. l)ut also sometimes n[ chronic- tuljerculous lesions.

4. Lardaceous Disease of tlie Kidneys.
'). Infarction of the Kidneys, cs])eeiall\ when the result of iinbolism in cases of

(unyatin'4 eudorarditis : but also due to thriuubosis. as in some blood diseases.

*i. Thrombosis of the inferior \eua cava iiuoK inii the renal veins.

7. New Growth of the Kidney, s(jme cases.

In m my eases the diao'uosis soon becomes obv'ious. but in some there may be great
dillieullx. The two lollowino- may serve to illuslrale how such dillieulties may arise:

A patient of middle age, who had not been strong for a long time. begaTi to suffer from
a-dema of the aid<les, which increased rapidly anil spread to her legs, thighs, getiilal organs,
and back. Within a few days lier abdomen began to swell, and she began to pass very
little water, the coloni' of blood. I'pon examination the m'ine had a sp. <;r. of KI.'U). was
loaded with albumin and l)lood. and micld~cl^pically there was an abmidancc ol' red

C(ir]]Useles, renal epithelial cells, leucocytes, and t'pithelial. fatty, granular, and blood

casts, without pus. crystals, or bacteria. It seemed almost ob\ious that she must be

suffering from acute I$right"s disease : but there was no ledema of the eyelids, and there

was delinite enlargement of the left supraclax ieular lymphatic gland : the dist'o\ery of

the latter led to a very careful examination h>r malignant disease ; and a latent and (|uitc

unsuspected carcinoma of the rectum was found. Tlie diagnosis was carcinoma recti,

secondary deposits in the retro])critoncal glands, obstruction and tlirombosis of the inferior

vena cava and of the renal veins, with eonsi(|uent albumimn-ia, luematuria, and renal

tvdjc-casts from as])hyxial nephritis, simulating acute Hright's disease.

Another case was that of a girl of 1(1, sidfcring from increasing anainia, shortness of

breath, a^lema of her ankles and face, and sliglit pyrexia. The heart was a little cidarged,
and there were soft systolic limits that were regarded as secondary to the auauiia. The
urine contained blood and albumin, with renal epithelial cells and tube-casts in abundance.

.Vscites developed, with increasing general a-dema : there were also retinal ha-morrhages
and neuro-retinitis. The fiiagnosis of acute ncjjhritis, however, was only in small degree
correct : for she was really suffering from malignant endocarditis of a sid)acute type,
the nephritis being due to infected emboli of the kidney ])roducing inflammatory changes
around nndtiple renal infarcts.

These cases will serve to show how it may Ik- impossible to arrive at a (-orrc(-t diagnosis

except by- thorough examination of all the systems, by watching the case carefully, and

by repeating the full systemic examination at intervals. We will now deal with the

headings in the above table in their reversed order.

If there is New Growth in a kidney- the mnnber of renal tube-casts is likely to be

small ; sooner or later a microscopic fragment of new growth may be detected in the centri-

fngalizcd urinary dejiosit. Albuminuria will not be extreme unless the renal veins and

the inferior vena cava become involved (F/g. '-.fH. p. 730), the same applying also to the

ledema of the legs and trunk : ha-maturia is likely to occur at intervals, the attacks being-

separated by many weeks sometimes, and being relatively painless ; there may be an in-

creasing renal tumour : cystoscopic examination may show blood-stained urine (sec Plait'

XI'. Fig. .4. ]). •2H2} coming from one ureter only : and finally, when suspicion of new growth
has been aroused, laparotomv may be in<licated and the diagnosis confirmed thereby.

Thrombosis of the Renal Veins and Inferior Vena Cava has been referred to

above as a condition that may sinnilate acute nephritis. Points to lay stress on in arriv ing

at the diagnosis arc ; (1) To make a very careful anil systematic examination, including
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that of rectum and vajjina. in order not to miss anythinji, sucli as some latent jjrowth whose

secondary deposits are obstructing the veins : (2) To enquire carefully into the history—many cases of inferior vena caval thrombosis are due to extension upwards from iliac

or saphenous clots, in which case there will nearly always have been swelling of one leg

only to start with, followed later by extension to the back and to the other leg ; (3) To
note that although the oedema of the legs and back may be extreme, there is a definite

upper level to it and no swelling of the eyelids or scalp ; and (4) To note that if there are

any distended or varicose veins upon the abdominal wall (see Veins, Varicose Abdo.minai,.

Fi'a. ;i03. ]). 74.9), the current in them has become reversed—to being from below

upwards instead of from above downwards.
Infarction of the Kidneys may be either embolic or thrombotic. The commonest

cause of embolic renal infarction is fungating endocarditis. Each embolus gives rise to

the sudden appearance of blood in the urine which may have contained none previously,
or to increase in any existent hrematuria ; there may or may not have been a sudden pain
in the back at the same time. Around each infarct acute nephritis develops, so that in

some cases all the characters of the latter malady may be superposed upon those of the

fungating endocarditis. If the patient is already known to have heart disease the diagnosis
is easy enough ; the dillieulties arise in cases in whicli, notwithstanding the endocarditis,
there is no bruit. If fungating endocarditis is suspected, the i)oints that confirm the

diagnosis are those mentioned on p. 34.

Thrombotic infarcts are less severe in their effects ; they may produce no htematuria

at all, and the albuminuria may be slight, and unaccompanied by tube-casts. They
generally arise in cachetic conditions, or in blood diseases such as leukremia or pernicious
aiiicmia, in which cases the diagnosis will be arrived at on other grounds, albuminuria

not being tlu' jtrominent feature of the case.

Lardaceous Disease of the Kidneys used to be common in the days of septic

surgery, but il is uneominou now. It is a risky diagnosis to make, therefore, unless there

is some obvious cause for it, such as long-standing suppuration in association with a spinal,

hip-joint, or empyema sinus, bronchiectasis, phthisis with cavitation, or the like ; or clear

evidence of tertiary syphilis with cachexia. There is nothing characteristic about the

urine. In the earlier stages there may be but a trace of albumin in an otherwise normal
urine ; later, the albumin increases and it may reach very large amounts, such as 20 parts

per 1001). casts being very few in proportion, the total amount of urine increased, its colour

pale, and its sp. gr. low—1005 to 1012 : later still, possibly as the result of superposed

nephritis, the amount of urine falls until only a few ounces may be passed each day, of

high colour and sp. gr. 1020 to 103.'j. loaded with albumin, and now containing hyaline,

waxy, granular, fatty, and epithelial casts. Lardaceous casts may or may not occur, but

they are not diagnostic, for they tiave also been found in cases of nephritis without lardaceous

disease. Indeed, the diagnosis of lardaceous kidney resolves itself into one of guesswork
in a case in which there has been prolonged suppuration or severe syphilis to give rise to

it, and in which there may be smooth firm enlargement of the liver, moderate enlargement
of tne spleen, and more or less severe diarrhrra, to indicate corresponding lardaceous

change in the other organs that are generally affected at the same time as the kidneys.
Chronic Ascending Nephritis arises from precisely the same causes as acute ascending

nephritis or surgical kidney, and i)robably results from recurrent focal inflammations

which heal, with the result that, in the course of months or years, the kidneys are con-

verted into a mass of irregular fibrotic sears which together produce the same local and

general changes and effects as are found in cases of ordinary red granular contracted kidney.
It is important to bear in mind that any cause of prolonged obstruction to the urine

outflow may cause granular kidney with albuminuria, without pus but with casts, in a

pale abundant urine of low specific gravity. The diagnosis will generally be obvious

when the obstruction is due to urethral stricture ; it is more apt to be overlooked in

other cases, though if one bears in mind the causes mentioned in the list above, the

methods of diagnosis will generally be clear. One would only mention in particular that

uterine tumours or displacements are a very common cause for slight all)umimiria and a

few renal tube-casts in women
; and that in men of sixty and over enlargement of the

prostate causes a precisely similar condition long before there is any definite pyuria.

Pregnancy Nephritis is sometimes spoken of as though it were altogether different
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fiiiiii nciilirilis of the Hrii^lifs disi-ast- type in <;ci)fr;il. I (io ikiI suhscrilii- in tliis \icvv.

I hold that l{iiL;lit"s disease lias many different causes and many dineicnt types. It may
be due to searlet fever, in whieh ease il is very possibly streptoeoeeal : it may be due to

pneumonia or enii)yenia, in whieh cases it may be pneumoeoeeal : it ma\ be due to

various other miero-organisms : it occurs in some cases of cholera, and in se\ere secondary

sypnilis ; it is frequent in malaria, especially the quartan type ; it may be due to chemieal

substances such as turpentine, cantharides, or oxalic acid : it very often seems to come
on from no known cause at all, thouijli in such cases tlnre must be a miei(il)ial or other

cause that is not discovered : it may be due to pregnaney, in wliieli case it is ascribed to

unknown toxins. In all these cases the types of reaction on the part of tlic kidney are

similar, and one can only regard pregnancy nephritis as a variety of non-suppurative

nepliritis in general. \'erv likely it is oidy a matter of degree whetlicr it is non-suppmativc
or merges into the type in which there is pyuria as will as albmnimnia—pyelitis of preg-

nancy. I'rcgnancy may cause a primary acute ne|)hritis. whicli may recover either com-

pletely, or but partially and persist as chronic nephritis ; or may seem to recover when in

reality it is merely latent, or even slowly and insidiously progressive ; it may prodvice
what seems to be a primary acute nephritis which is really but an exacerbation superposed

upon a chronii' nephritis tliat has been unsus])ected : and very possibly it may produce
nephritic changes which are not associated witli detlnite symptoms at the time, but wliieii

ultimately re^.ult in wliat is spoken of as chronic interstitial nephritis. When, therefore,

albuminuria with renal tuljc-easts. l)ut without pyuria, occurs during pregnancy, it matters

little wliat name is given to tlie ci^ndition. jjrovided it is realized tliat just the same dilU-

culties offer themselves here as in l?right"s disease in general, in arriving at a conclusion

as to whether the renal lesion is acute, chronic, or acute on chronic.

Various Forms of Bright's Disease.—Of all these, the hardest to diagnose with

certainty is piiiiiiin/ unite iirpltrilix in the adult. The majority of adult cases that are

labelled acute Bright's disease arc really suffering, not from primary acute nephritis, hut

from an acute exacerbation upon the top of already existent but ])ossibly latent chronic

nephritis. The dilTieulty is to arrive at tlie diagnosis between these two. [>arlicularly
since many of the ])oints mentioned in text-books as occurring in acute nejihritis are really

due. not to the acute attack, but to the siib.ieute or chronic renal lesion whieli has, until

then, been imsuspccted.
The l)cst cxanqjlcs of [)rimary acute nephritis are to be seen in eases that are already

under observation for some other disease, notably scarlet fever or lobar [ineumonia. Some-
times the onset of the nephritis is indicated by general oedema, especially of the eyelids
and face, ankles, genital organs, and loins : but it cannot be insisted upon too strongly
that ccdcma is not essential, many eases of acute nephritis having no adema at all. es])cci-

ally if the patient is already in bed when the kidney inflannuation begins, as in scarlatina

cases. If the urine were not examined the renal lesion would often escape recognition

altogether : and there can be no doubt that many eases of primary acute ne|)hritis do

escai>e recognition in this way. coming umlcr observation later when they present symptoms
of chronic nephritis, or an acute exacerbation on chronic nephritis.

The essential point in the diagnosis is urine examination. According to the severity
of tlie nephritis there will be more or less diminution in the total daily quantity : it is

common for less than 20 oz. to be passed in the twenty-four hours, and often the amount
falls to 10 oz.. 5 oz., or even to none at all for a while. The specific gravity is raised to

1025. 1030. or even to 1035. but rarely to 1040. The reaction is generally acid at first.

but it soon becomes alkaline on standing. The colour is extremely variable, according
as little or much blood is present : sometimes it is almost normal or merely that of a con-

centrated urine : more often tlierc is some tinging with blood, varying from briglit red

to brownish, brown, brown-black, or to tliat ]K'Culiar blackish tint which is described as

smoky. There is a general cloudiness of the specimen, and on standing it dejjosits a heavy
sediment which often has a dark brownish tint owing to the phos|)hates carrying the blood

pigment with them. Microscopically, the centrifugalized dejiosit consists partly of

amorphous debris due to earthy phosphates, and to the disintegration of cells and tube-

casts ; and one expects to find an abundance of red corpuscles, renal epithelial cells, vari-

able numbers of e|)ithelial. fatty, granular, hyaline, and blood-casts, an excess of leucocytes,
an occasional crvstal of caleiuni oxalate or uric acid, and irregular granular masses whieh
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are not definitely tube-casts. It is noteworthy, however, that in the very acute stages
there may be no tube-casts, though shed renal epithehal cells are abundant ; in sucli a
case tube-casts will show themselves in a few days. It is important that erich specimen
should be examined as fresh as possible, owing to the tendency of casts and cells to dis-

integrate on standing. In addition to red corpuscles there is often much free ha?moglobin :

tlie tincture of guaiacuni test will be positive, and the spectroscope will show the bands
of oxyha-moglobin or of metha^moglobin. Coagulable ])roteid is generally present in

abundance, the jjroportions of globulin and albumin varying greatly, but together amount-

ing to anything between 2 and 20 parts per thousand—often about 15 parts per thousand
at first, rapidly dropping to less after the first few days of treatment, until at the end of
from a fortnight to a month it may be 1 part per thousand or less, or even absent

altogether. In a few cases, however, there is very little coagulable proteid but an
abimdance of albumose. so that the boiling test gives but a faint cloud, whilst the nitric

acid test yields a dense white ring, soluble on warming, to reappear on cooling. There
is generally an excess of nucleo-proteid also. The urea, chlorides, and |)hosphates all

fall below the normal totals, though their |)ereentages may be increased if the urine is

very concentrated.

With this condition of urine there will be little doubt as to the presence of acute

nei)hritis ; the only question then is whether it is primary, or an exacerbation upon chronic

nephritis. The former is probable if it is known that the urine was free from albumin up
to the time of the attack, if the patient is known to have suffered recently from scarlet

fever, pneumonia. di|ihtheria. secondary syphilis, or some other similar fever : if the heart

is of normal size and its soimds natural, the blood-pressure natural, and the retina- healthy.
It may be that the patient himself may have been exposed to scarlatinal infection, and
without having had the rash may develo]) ne|)hritis ; the association of peeling of the

skin, or recent sore throat with enlarged glands in the neck, or otitis media, might suggest
the diagnosis in these mild cases of scarlatina, though sometimes acute nephritis in a child

may be the sole evidence of the disease. The course of the malady will also assist the

diagnosis ; the albuminuria of primary acute nephritis may clear up entirely in from a

fortnight to six weeks, though in unfavourable cases it persists and chronic ne|)hritis

develojjs out of the acute. If. on the other hand, it is found that, in a case of apjiarently
recent acute nephritis, with general oedema, hiematuria, and the other urinary changes
described above, there is cardiac hypertrophy, with a prolonged lumpy first sound at the

impulse, a ringing aortic second sound, a blood-pressure of more than 1,>0 mm. Ilg. and

possibly albuminuric retinitis, the probability is that the acute nephritis is not primary,
but an acute exacerbation of an unsuspected chronic nephritis. There is often a history
of former scarlet fever or of syphilis in such cases ; the patients may be of any age, from

childhood to past middle life. If the patient survives, one or other of two conditions

usually results : either the albumimiria. the scanty urine, and the tube-casts persist, whilst

the patient remains waterlogged until the end comes in a few weeks or months, or else

the acute exacerbation subsides and the clinical characters of chronic nephritis remain.

Some of these cases, but by no means all of them, are examples of ))rimary acute

nephritis, persisting and becoming chronic. It must, however, always be very difficult,

and indeed almost a matter of opinion in many cases, to decide whether a patient is suffering
from a chronic nephritis which is the result of a primary acute nephritis that has not

cleared up, or from a chronic nephritis which was present but unrecognized before an acute

exacerbation drew attention to it : my own view is that many eases in which young adults

seem to develop acute nephritis from no more definite cause than exposure to damp or

cold, are really examples of acute on chronic, and not of primary acute, Bright"s disease.

The albuminuria in these cases does not clear up. and it is a mistake to restrict the diet

or the daily occupation after the acute exacerbation has subsided. In spite of the per-

sistence of albuminuria, these patients do best if they arc given iron and allowed to go
about their ordinary avocations : they have diseased kidneys, and they will not live many
years, but there is no need to adopt treatment which constantly reminds them of the fact.

As the acute exacerbation subsides, the amount of urine rises rapidly to 60 or 70 oz. or

more per diem, and remains increased even after all oedema has passed away ; the specific

gravity falls to 1012. 1010. or 1008 : the albumin persists to the extent of anything between

Oo and 8 parts per thousand ; blood is absent, though an occasional red corpuscle may
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he seen uiiiliT tlic luicToscopc ; and tluTc art- inoilcratf luuiilic-rs iil' h\aliiic. granular,

or even fatty casts, witli an occasional renal epithelial cell.

It happens not infrciiucntly that a yount;- jiatient sullerint; I'miii (liniiiic iicjihnlis

conies nnder observation for shortness of breath, palpitations, anieniia, or for inllannnatiim

of one or other of the serous nienil)ranes. without ever havini; had any syni|)toms of acute

nephritis at all. The kidneys that would be found in such cases differ from the granular

contracted kidneys of older people in that they are pale instead of red. They are pale

granular contracted kidneys, precisely similar to tliose which may result from a lonji-

antecedent acute neiJhritis that has not entirely cleared up. When they develop without

any known preceding attack of acute nephritis they have been referred lo as Rose-Bradford

kidneys. It is by no means impossible that they arc really the result nf a precedino- acute

nephritis which eseajjcd recognition because there was no (edema lo allrael attention lo

the need for urine examination. The ])atient may be of any age. though generally between

live and thirty-Hve. There may be no sign of anything wrong until acute ura-mia. with

convulsions, leads to rapid death. On the other hand, in a typical case, in addition hi

the urine changes mentioned above, one expects to lin<l some of the following sympldiiis

or signs : a great increase in the size of the left ventricle, as evidenced by displacement

of the impulse downwards and outwards, even into the sixth left intercostal space below

or outside the left ni])plc, with increase of the precordial impairment nf ri sdiiMuec outwards

to the left without corres|)onding increase ui)wards or to the right : a liiiiiing seennd sound

in the second right intercostal space close to the stermim. and a ))rnl(ingation of the lirst

sound at the impulse, or its replacement by a localized blowing systolic bruit ; more or

less aiuemia, sometimes very considerable and of the chlorotic tyiie : a maximum systolic

lilood-pressure, of 17.5 mm. Ilg, or more, sometimes over 800 nun. Ilg, even when the

pulse feels eom])arativcly soft to the linger ; albuminuric retinitis : a tendency to hanior-

rhages, especially to cpistaxis : hca<laehe : insonmia ; breathlessness on exertion : and

inability to work with the usual energy, cither mentall\- or iihysically.

The rhroiiir iitplnilia of old people is diagnosed more often than it exists, if one undci-

stands by it the disease associated with small red gramilar contraete<l kidneys. On the

other baud, the kidne\s of most old ]Moplc exhibit a c-ertain amount of interstitial librosis.

with occasional reti'Ution cysts and some granularity of the surhiee when the capsules

are stripjied off. without there being any material diminuti(.n in their si/c. Where senile

changes that arc almost normal end and chronic interstitial ne|)hritis begins, is dilheult to

determine. The same apjilies to (irtcrinnelerosi.s and the renal changes associattil with

this. Some regard arteriosclerosis anil chronic interstitial neiihritis as essentially difleient

maladies ; others regard the arterial as secondary to the renal ehai-ges : others hold that

arteriosclerosis leads to a variety of red granular kidnc\- that is not the' same as the red

granular contracted kidney of chronic interstitial nephritis ; whilst others again favour

what seems a likely \ii'W. namely that arteriosclerosis and sclerosis of the kidneys lioth

have common causes, and that it is more or less an accident whether the patient, on post-

mortem examination, presents mon- arterial or more re na! changes, or about tin- same

degree of both. During life the dillerenlial diagnosis between them is sometimes impos-

sible. In either case there will be a hypertroi)hied left ventricle, a loud lumpy first sound,

or a blowing systolic bruit, at the im])ulse. a markedly accentuated aortic second soimd,

a systolic blood-pressure somewhere between 150 and ."i-iO nmi. Ilg. with a tendene\' to

shortness of breath : giddiness, csijceially on sudden change of posture : singing in the

ears : difhculty in concentration of mind : and very possibly cardiac symiitoms, a arying

from a mere consciousness of the existence of the heart, to precordial iiain of varying

severity, or even extreme heart-failure, with oedema of the legs, ascites, nutmeg liver,

orthopncea, and pulmonary congestion. In the latter case the great dilliculty will be to

decide whether the heart failure is due to primary renal or arterial, jirimary cardiac, or to

primary ])ulmonary disease, and the only sure methods of deciding that there is a renal

lesion are : the discovery of more than an occasional granular and hyaline tube-cast in

the urine : the detection of albuminuric retinal changes ; and instrununtal determination

that the blood-pressure is much raiseil. Sometimes inllammation of one of the serous

membranes is the hrst symptom : subacute or chronic peritonitis with ascites : jiericar-

ditis : or pleuritic effusion. On the other hand, the patient may seem to have been in

robust health until the nature of the case is suggested by a sudden apopU'ctic seizure due
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to cerebral hemorrhage. In yet another group of cases the niahidy is discovered acci-

dentally as the result of examination for life insurance. It is not very uncommon to find

glycosuria as well as all)uniinuria. the sugar occurring in a urine of normal specific gravity
without any associated acetone or diacctic acid. The degree of albimiinuria is very
variable : when there are signs of cardiac failure there may be oliguria with much all)imiin

and not a very large number of casts
;
when there is no heart failure there is generally

polyuria, the patient having to rise several times in the night, passing from 60 to 120 oz.

of pale urine in twenty-four hours, of sp. gr. 1008 to 1012, often containing only a trace

of albumin, and even that not constantly ; there are intermediate cases in which the

amount of albumin v-aries from 0'25 to 4 or 5 parts per thousand. Upon the whole one

may say that, if the increased albuminuria (hie to heart failure on the one hand, or to a

super-added acute attack of nephritis on tlie other, can be excluded, the more the disease

approaches the type of red granular contracted kidney, the more likely is the albumin
to be small in amount and intermittent : whilst the more the disease approaches in type
to arteriosclerosis with renal changes on the one hand, or to pale granular contracted

kidneys on the other, the greater will be the amount of albumin, if any is present at all.

There will be tube-easts, chiefly granular and hyaline, most numerous with pale granular
contracted kidneys, fewest with arteriosclerosis, and intermediate in numbers with red

granular contracted kidneys. It need scarcely be added that the absence of albuminuria

does not exclude arteriosclerosis : but we are here dealing only with cases in which albu-

minuria occurs.

Cystic Disease of the Kidneys is found in three entirely different types of patients,

iiiunely. (1) tlie new born, (2) the young, and (:}) the elderly. In the new born the main

syiU])tom is abdominal distention, which may be so extreme as to have caused dilliculty

in delivery : the bilateral cystic tumours can be felt, and the diagnosis in such cases

is not dillicult. Elinor degrees escape detection at birth, and it may be that several years

elapse before the diagnosis is arrived at as the result of finding bilateral uneven renal

tumours associated with the passage of abundant pale urine of low specific gravity con-

taining traces of albumin, a few granular and hyaline tube-casts, and an occasional red

corpuscle. Sometimes a sudden and severe attack of hcvmaturia is the first symptom in

the case. The discovery of bilateral irregular renal tumours is the clinching point in the

diagnosis. In at least one case they were so large as to meet in the middle line, so that a

loop of intestine that had passed between and behind them could not get out again, and
the patient came under oVjservation for acute intestinal obstruction. The third type of

cystic disease of the kidneys occurs in old persons, and is but a variety of chronic intersti-

tial nephritis in which the agglomeration of retention cysts has reached an extreme degree;
the enlargement of the kidneys is then much less than it is in young persons, where the

lesion is probably congenital ; the symptoms and urinary changes are precisely similar

to those already described in cases of red granular contracted kidneys.

(li) Albumiiiurifi zvitli Rntnl Tube-casts anil ivith Pus.—AVhen pus is present in the

urine along with albiunin and renal tube-casts, the differential diagnosis resolves itself into

that of ])yuria that is partly or wholly of renal origin (see Pyiri.^, p. 574). It only remains

to add : first, that it is not sufficient to rely upon the naked-eye characters of the urine,

or upon chemical tests, in excluding minor degrees of pyuria ; microscopical examination

of the ccntrifugalized deposit is essential, especially in the detection of acute pyelitis

and pyelonephritis the result of coli-bacilluria in children, pregnant women, and others

(p. ()!)) ; secondly, that the amount of albumin actually due to pus itself is small, so that

if there is any measurable fpiantity of albiuuin present it indicates that the kidneys are

themselves affected, this being further conlirmed when casts are also found ; and thirdly,

that blood, like pus, is in itself responsible for relatively little albumin, so that when there

is considerable albuminuria associated with blood, there is strong ground for believing
that the albumin is by no means all due to the blood. The presence of very small quantities
of blood does not assist the differential diagnosis of the cause of albuminuria so much as

might be expected : much blood indicates that the cause is due to one or other of the

conditions discussed under H.eiiaturia (p. '27'>).
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II.—ALBUMINURIA WITHOUT TUBE-CASTS.

Tiiiiiinf; now to all«iiiiiiuiiia without tube-casts, one would (ini)hasi/,c the fact that

ninie than one inieroseopieal examination may be required, for if the urine is alkaline,

or lias stood for any length of time, easts, originally present, may have beeome unrecog-
nizable ; besides wliich, even with definite nephritis, there may be very few easts at one
time, many at another. This applies particularly to the very acute cases on the one hand
and the very chronic on the other. .Vssuming that not more than a very occasional east

is found, the chief conclusion that can generally be drawn is that the albumimiria is not
indicative of organic renal disease. The cases may then be subdivided into: (1) Those
in zvliich the urine jircsciils nonie other definite ahndrmtilitij Ijesidea tdhiniiinnria, especially
id) pyuria, (b) luematuria, (e) ha>moglobimn-ia, or ((/) glycosuria : (2) Those in uhiili.

ivere tin' iilhninin rennned. tlie urine ivould lie nornud.

1. 'I'hese cases need not be discussed further here ; the differential diagnosis will be
found under Pyuria. H.em.vtlri.v, ILb.-moui.obinliua. and (Jlycosikia respectively.

2. These are clinically of importance in that, until tlic absence of easts has been
determined, the absence of organic renal changes cannot be concluded. ICven when casts

arc absent, a trace or a small amount of albiunin may be the first evi<lence in elderly

persons of enlargement of the jirostate, chronic interstitial nephritis, or arteriosclerosis ;

or in younger persons of chronic ascending nephritis, the result of such things as former

gonorrhoea, repeated pregnancies, uterine |)rolapse or other displacement, chronic \X'sical

catarrh, or urethral strictme. The chronic cITects on the kidneys of interference with the
urine outflow are apt to be oxcrlooktd. though if tluy are borne in mind they are generally

easy of diagnosis.
Tlie following arc a mnnluT of other conditions which may cause slight degrees of

albuminuria without tube-casts, but which are obvious. <jr else diagnosed by other signs
that are discussed elsewhere : l)urns. scalds, chronic alcoholism, cirrhosis of the liver,

dial)etcs mellitus. exophthalmic goitre, gout, lead-poisoning, mumps, secondary syphilis,

inor|)hinism, mercurialism. vasomotor neuroses such as Haynaud's disease or angioneurotic
ledema, obstruction to the vena cava inferior by thrombosis or by external tumours, the

])rcssure of considerable ascites, ovarian cysts or solid tiunours, ])crTiicious ananiia,

IIo(lgkin"s disease or lymphadenoma. lymphosarcoma, lymphatic or s])lenomedullary
leukainia, splenic ana'mia. pemphigus. plK)sphorus poisoning, chronic arsenical jioisoning,

pregnancy, severe anemia the result of syphilitic, malarial, malignant, tuberculous, or

phthisical cachexia, ankylostomiasis, or infection with other parasites such as liiiltiritt-

cepludus latus or Triehina spiralis.

There remain three other groups of conditions in which albuminuria and its differential

diagnosis are often important, and these are: (1) Febrile eonditiiins : (2) Jleart-fuilurc
eonditions : and (;j) so-called

'

l'h!j,siolo»ie(d
'

(dbuniinuria of adoleseenee.

Febrile Conditions.— In nearly every fever there is some ek)udy swelling of the

parenchyma of various viscera, especially the kidneys : consequently most fevers may
sometimes be associated with albuminuria, and, broadly speaking, the higher the patient's

temperature the greater is the liability to it. Tlie amount of albumin present is generally
not great. We need not enumerate all the various fevers in this connexion. Suflice it

to say that albuminuria is relatively common in scarlatina. di])hthcria, variola, erysi])elas.

pyrexial phthisis, cholera, dysenterv, Weil's disease, severe malaria, and yellow fever :

not so conunon in lobar jineumonia. bronchopncmnonia, typhoid fever, and empyema :

and relatively uncommon in other febrile conditions, such as acute rheumatism, influenza,

meningitis, measles, (Jerman measles, follicular tonsillitis, and so on. The alljuminuria

may, of course, be already [jresent in a person who develops an intercurrent fc\cr ; tfic

diagnosis then depends upon considerations mentioned above.

If. on the other hand, the albuminuria is known to have developed eoincidently with

the febrile illness, the chief point to decide will be whether it indicates actual nephritis
or not. .Alany consider there is an essential difference between febrile albimiinuria

'

and actual nephritis. This may or may not be so. but it is extremely difficult to be sure

of the distinction clinically. It may be urged that—to take scarlet fever as an example—
the albuminuria of the first few days is

"

febrile." wliilst that of the second or third week
is

"

nej)hritic." As a matter of fact, in not a few cases in which death lias occurred in the
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first week the
"

febrile
'

albuiiiimiiia lias been associated with large mottled acute nephritic
kidneys, even where there has been no cedema, no hrematuria. and no very large numbers
of renal tube-casts. Probably there are all degrees of acute nephritis, from very slight
and transient, to very severe and possibly fatal ; and it is a mistake to try and make a
distinction in kind. The great majority of cases of albuminuria during fever recover

completely ; some .seem to recover but come under observation years later with pale

granular contracted kidneys ; others die during the acute attack. The degree of albumin-
uria is not a direct measure of the renal changes unless the amount of albumin is large ;

a small amount of albmnin does not necessarily indicate trivial nephritis. Absence of

oedema is the rule. Microscopical examination of the centrifugalized urinary deposit is

essential : the more the renal epithelial cells, red corpuscles, leucocytes, and various renal

tube-casts, the more conclusively can some degree of actual nephritis be diagnosed.
When doubt lies between .scarlatina and measles or German measles, or between

diphtheria and other forms of sore throat, the existence of albuminuria .sometimes assists

in arriving at the diagnosis of scarlatina in the one case or of diphtheria in the other.

In ])neumonia, albumimuia has become much less fre(|ucnt since blistering with
eantharides has gone out of fashion in treating this di-sease.

Heart-failure Conditions.—The right side of the heart may fail owing to many
different causes, which may be arranged under four main headings, as follows : (o) Valvular
disease ; (b) Obstructive lung affections ; (c) Myocardial affections

; (rf) Granular kidneys
and other high blood-pressure conditions. Each of these main headings has many sub-

headings (see Orthopxce.v, p. 41,s). Any one of them may result in albuminuria, though
the amcjunt of the latter is extremely variable, some eases of severe heart failure exhibiting
no all)umlnuria at all, whilst others may have as much as 10 ])arts per 1000, or more.

The first step in the differential diagnosis is to exclude primurf/ renal conditions l>y

negative microscopical examination of the centrifugalized urine deposit for casts, examin-
ation of the retinae, and exact determination of the blood-pre.ssure. Curiously, even with
feeble irregular pulses, such as are found in panting cases of mitral stenosis, the blood-

pressure is considerably higher than normal, doubtless owing to partial asphyxia ;
so

that merely finding a .systolic blood-pressure of 150 or IGO mm. Hg is no ]>roof of granular

kidney or arteriosclerosis ; sometimes, however, the reading is as high as 200, 250, 300,
or even 320 mm. Hg, and then the diagnosis of one or other of the latter is almost certain.

If renal and arteriosclerotic conditions can be excluded, the diagnosis lies between
the other three main groups. The cardiac bruits, the history of growing pains, chorea,
or acute rheumatism, the youth of the patient, the family hi.story of heart disease or

rheumatic fever, the association of other rheumatic affections such as recurrent tonsillitis,

subcutaneous nodules, or erythema, will often serve to point to primary valvular disease ;

in older patients, especially in men between forty and fifty, there may be aortic disease

and a history of syphilis and not of acute rheumatism. In severe heart failure in children

under puberty, the result of meclianical didiculty with the circulation, an adherent peri-
cardinrii is generally found, and clinically, t!ie heart is large out of j)ro])ortion to the general

physical signs.

When there is a delinite history of recurrent winter cough in an elderly person, with
a hyper-resanant and over-expanded chest, the likelihood of emphysema and bronchitis

will at once suggest itself. .Similarly fibroid lung, or fibroid lung and bronchiectasis, as a

cau.se of heart failure and albuminuria, only needs mentioning, the diagnosis generally

being obvious from the physical signs, the clubbed fingers, and in the bronchiectatic eases,

the abundant intermittent, and fre(|uently foul, expectoration.

Myocardial affections, such as fibroid, fatty, or primary alcoholic heart, are generally

diagnosed by guessing at them when other causes of heart failure can be excluded. The

patients are generally middle-aged, shortness of breath on exertion, precordial pain and
even angina pectoris occupying a prominent position amongst their cardiac symptoms :

there may or may not be a high blood-pressure, the albuminuria is not associated with
renal tube-casts, tliere is often no cardiac bruit, or at most a more or less localized blowing
systolic bruit at the impulse ; at the same time the heart is clearly enlarged, and it may
be beating rapidly and irregularly : there may be a history of syphilis or of chronic

alcoholism ; the patient may be very stout in the fatty, though generally not so in the

fibroid, cases. There may be a historv, either of an extremely sedentary life upon the
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one liand, or of over-use of tlie heart by streiuioiis hard physical work—as a hlaeksinith,

ail alhlete. and so fortli—on the olher. I";ii'etro-e;ir<hiiyra]>hie tracings may he rei|uii-ed

in deteniiinins;' tlie nature of tlie heart lesion.

Xeedless to say, the exact nature of the carchae lesion remains obs. ure or iineerlain

in many of these cases, many a patient wlio really has mitral stenosis bein^ regarded durinir

lil'e as sufferini.' from ehroiiie broneliitis and emphysema, and so on.

•Physiological' Albuminuria.— Finally, we come to the albuminuria of apparently

liealthy males and females between the ages of lifteen and thirty. Tlu' condition was
little known until medical examinations at schools, or for life insurance, or for the

services became common. It has received a number of names, of which the following
are .some :

"

accidental."
"

essential."
"

postural."
"

evelie."
"

orthostatic."
'

intermittent,"
'

physioloi;ieal," 'functional." 'orthotic." albuminuria. l'avy"s disease, albuminuria 'of

adolescence
"

or '

of pul)erty." It derives its chief importance from the fact that

youTiii males who suffer from it may be rejeeteil for life insurance or for the services, from
the fear that they have some form of nei)liritis. ,\ similar condition occurs in females of

u similar ajje. but it is detected less often than in males because one has less occasion to

examine the urines of healthy girls than is the I'ase with boys and youths, (olliir and
others have thrown much light upon llu' nature of the affection by their investigations

upon the urines of rowing men. It is found that the urine ])assed just lieforc a boat-race

being free from albumin, that voitled ininicdiately after is generally loaded with it. .\

few hours later this albuminuria is gone again. Now uni\crsity oarsmen ari'. upon the

whole, long lived, hence this recurrent albuminuria eanuot matter in them : and the same

appli<-s to the albuminuria of many adoli'seeiits. .V prominent feature of such a case is

that the urine first voided in the morning is (luite normal, whilst that passed later in the

day may contain anything from a trace to live parts per thousand of albumin : the more
the youth has exerted himself physit'ally by walking or otherwise, and Hie \\\inv he has

exposed himself to cold, for instance (hiring a train journey to the city on a winler"s da\ ,

or ill .1 cold bath, the greater is the liability to this unimportant but |iossibly alarming
albiimiiiiiria. Some youths may pass albumin for days together before an liitrival of

Ireedoiii froiii it occurs. Sonu'times they appear to be in robust health, somclimes they
loiik a little pale, as though they had been incrudrking at an indoor oecu])ation : they

may be iier\(iiis. but often they arc not. .\ natural nocturnal emission is supposed to

predis])ose to albuminuria next day : so also is a diet which includes eggs, especially raw

tggs. The point is that these individuals have to be differentiated from sufferers from

I{right"s disease. The method of diagnosis is as hillows : a complete routine examination

is carried out. and no obvious affection of the heart or other viscera is detected ; the blood-

jiressure is normal ; the albumin having been discovered, the patient is directed to siijiply

a series of samples, at intervals of a few days, and preferably passed immediately after

rising in the morning. If all samples contain albumin it will be very dillicult to exclude

organic dist-asc : if some contain albumin in abundance, however, and others none at all,

the ])rcsumption will be that it is
"

functional
"

: before being finally satisfied, howexir.

it is important that a careful microscojiieal ixamination of the centrifugali/ed dejiosit

from a specimen containing albumin should be made, no casts or other abnormal consti-

tuents being found. The administration of calcium chloride or calcium laelatc greatly
diminishes the tendency to this form of albuminuria. In an adolescent male who has no

symiitoms, albuminuria disco\ eri'd accidentally. ]ircsent after exertion or after exjiosure to

cold, but absent after rest in bed. and ivliin present not associated with renal tube-

casts or with signs of arterial, cardiac, or other disease that should be detected by physical
examination, is almost ccrtainlv

"

|ilivsiolot;ical." nccfling no treatment and not indicative

of any underlying disease. II< ihni l-'ninh.

ALBUMOSURIA maybe discussed under two main headings. namel\- : (1) OriliiKiri/

Alhinniisiiiiii. which is not unconuuon but is of little clinical impoitance ; and fJ) Ilciicc-

Junes Alhiiiiiosiirid. which is rare but is clinically ini|)ortant.

Ordinary Albumosuria is seldom recognized because the albumose generally occurs

along with albumin, and is not detected until this has been removed by acidulating with

acetic acid, boiling thoroughly, and filtering. Albumose may be recognized in the lilt rate

by the fact that with Heller"s nitric acid test it gives a white cloud which disappears on
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warmint;, to reappear on cooling : and its presence may be confirmed by the violet -red

colour it gives with the biuret test, which consists in adding excess of caustic soda to a

drop of dilute copper sulphate solution, adding this mixture in drops to the urine, from

which all albumin has been removed, and warming. Another test for albumose is

Hofmeister's, which consists in acidulating the urine with acetic acid and then adding

phosphotungstic acid ; albumoses give a milky cloud with the latter. The deutero-

albumose that gives these tests occurs in the urine under a great variety of circumstances :

apparently the one essential factor is cell destruction within the body. It will sullicc to

mention some of the many diseases in which it has been found :
—

(a) Febrile
'

Albiiniosuria : in severe infective fevers, such as ty])hoid, scarlet,

small-pox, measles, acute rheumatism, lobar pneumonia.

(6) Pyogenic
'

Albumosuria : in empyema, phthisis with cavitation, bronchiectasis,

appendicular subdiaphragmatic or hepatic abscess, suppurating gall-bladder, pyosalpinx,

suppurative periostitis, arthritis or osteomyelitis, gangrene of the lung, gangrene of the

leg, breaking-down cancer, acute peritonitis.

(f)
•

Hepatogenous
' Albumosuria : in cancer of the liver, cirrhosis, catarrhal jaundice,

phosphorus poisoning, acute yellow atro])hy, infective cholangitis. sui)purative pylephlebitis.

((/)
'

Alimentary
' Albumosuria : in cases of gastric or duodenal ulcer, carcinoma of

the colon or stomach, ulcerative colitis, tuberculous ulceration of the bowel, acute and

chronic dysentery.

(e)
'

Ihematogenous' Albumosuria : in leuka'mia, scurvy. j)ur[)Uric c'onditions. and

with internal ha?matomata, such as pelvic ha?matocele.

(/) 'Albuminuric' Albumosuria: many cases of acute nephritis. sy]jhilitic. cardiac

and other forms of albuminuria, are associated with albumosuria. There is some doubt,

however, as to whether the reagents employed in the qualitative analysis do not themselves

convert some of the albumin into albiunose.

(g) Albumosuria due to unclassified causes : such as pregnancy, especially if I he ftrtus

has died, though sometimes even without this.

The amount of albumose present iu any of the above conditions is seldom large, and

diagnostically it has little if any significance except when it occurs apart from albumin.

Even then its main importance lies in the necessity of not mistaking it for albimiin. This

error would only arise with the nitric acid test, for albumose does not form a cloud on

1 oiling with acetic acid. It is urged by some that albumosuria in appendicitis points to

abscess rather than to simple intlanunation : that in a pleuritic case it points to empyema
rather than to serous effusion ; that in a meningitic case it points to the sujipurative or

epidemic cerebrospinal forms rather than the tuberculous ; and so on ; but it is very

doubtful if the symptom can carry so much weight as this. In a given case the presence

of ordinary albumosuria points to a graver ]irognosis upon the whole than if no albumose

were present, but it is not particularly helpful in differential diagnosis.

Bence-Jones Albumosuria, on the other hand, though rare, is clinically important.

The nature of the proteid present is still undecided ;
it certainly is not ordinary albumose.

Its most striking characteristic appears when the urine is warmed after acidulation with

acetic acid to prevent precipitation of phosphates : long before the urine boils a dense

milky jirccipitate appears, suggesting at first sight either phosphates or coagulated

albumin : it attracts attention at once from the fact that on further warming it begins

to clear up again, and after boiling it almost or completely goes. It will be realized that

the precipitate cannot be albumin or phosphates, for not only would neither of tliese clear

up at boiling-point in this way, but also the acidulation of the urine has been sufiicient

to prevent phosphates from coming down, whilst the temperature at which the dense

sticky precipitate appears (about 60° C.) is far lower than that at which albumin coagulates.

If any albumin is present at the same time the clearing at boiling-point will be but partial :

the albumin should then be removed by boiling and filtration, when nitric acid added to

the filtrate will give a white ring which redissolves on warming, to reappear on cooling,

like that of albimiose. This Bence-Jones proteid. when present, generally occurs in much

larger amounts than ordinary albumose ever does, so that it is seldom overlooked imless

it is mistaken for albumin. It may amount to anything between 1 and 20 parts per

thousand, or more. It may be present on some days and not on others. It indicates,

almost with certainty, that there is some affection of the bone-marrow ;
it might be due.
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for iiistaiu't". to secondary deposits of nialii;iiaiit disease in bones, or to l(uk;einia ; bvit

in tlie ^reat niaj(jrity of cases it lias occurred in connection with nnilti|)le niyeloinata—
Kahler's disease or myelopathic all)innosuria of Uradsliaw. I'niess tlierc is other i\ ideiice

to tlie contrary. alnnKhnice of Henee-Joius protei<l in the urine indicates miihiple tumours
iIl\dlvin^ tlie hone-marrow. llcihirl Frnx-li .

.ALKAPTONURIA.- (See I'liiNi-: .\iiNoii\iAi, C'<M,oiiArii(N(>i'. p. 7 tli.)

ALLOCHEIRIA—Literally means 'other hanchiess." It sometimes happens that

when M patient is tonelied upon. say. the l)ack of his lia/il toot, and is then aslied where
he lias been touched, he .says.

•
('pun the hack of my /(// foot." ''"his reference of sensa-

tions to exactly correspondinu parts of the limbs or body on the wrong side is known as

allocheiria. Kxperiments have shown that eom|)lete alloeheiria results from tians\cise
heniisection of the spinal cord. It seems that sensory impulses travel nineh the more

readily ujj their own side of the cord, but can also jiass by the opjiositc side if necessary :

when they are compelled to do so. the brain interprets them as cominij from that side of

the body which usually sends impulses up this particular side of the cord. When a patient
exhibits all.icheiria. therefore, it ifcnerallx- indicates that there is a lesion affecting one side

of the spinal cord, or the upward extensions of the tracts which eonvc\- sensory impulses
from the cord to the brain, more than the other. It is necessarilv a rare symptom. It

might result from a stab or a bullet wou?hI damaging the cord unilaterally : or from a

gumma or neoplasm of the spinal meninges ; it may be functional : rarelv it may result

from the cord becoming compressed more on one side than on the other liv spinal caries.

a new growth, callus, or a fracture-dislocation ; and occasionally it may be noticed when
there is a cord disease which, though usually bilateral, hajipens to have advanced more

rapidly on one side than upon the other, as in exceptional cases of disseminated sclerosis,

locomotor ataxy, or softening from syphilitic endarteritis and thrombosis. I'ixcept in

functional cases, alloeheiria will seldom be the only, or even the chief, feature in the ease ;

paresis, pain, or some other symptom |iresent will allord greater assistance in the diagnosis
than will the alloeheiria itself. Ilnhiii Frvncli.

ALOPECIA.—(See Hai.i.nkss. p. 'A).)

AMAUROSIS. (See VisniN. Di.i.i-.crs oi-. p. 7.-.!l.)

AMBLYOPIA.—(See Visn>N. niii-wTs oi-. p. T.-.c.)

AMENORRHEA.—The time at which menstruation lirst appears is very variable

within certain limits, being inlluenced largely by climatic and racial peculiarities : in this

country about fourteen may be taken as the average. When the menstrual How has not
become established it is usual to speak of jirimary amenorrha»a. whilst cessation of the
flow after il has once been regularly cstablislieil is known as secondary anienorrli(i-a. From
the table of the causes of amcnorrlKca below, it will be seen that some of them must
of necessity give rise to primary anienorrlKca. whilst others more commonly i>roduce the

secondary variety. In investigating a case, therefore, it is important to ascertain hist

whether the condition is primary or secondary, and next whether it is real or only apparent.
The latter condition, known as eryptonienorrluea. implies that the menstrual How takes

place but is unable to escape externally because there is some closure of a part of the genital
canal. The congenital form of eryptomenorrlura is the only variety met with at all

commonly. ac(|uired closure of a part of the genital canal being exceedingly rare. .Stenosis

of the vagina is not unconniion as a result of injury and infection, but a small sinus is

usually left which sulliees for the escape of the menstrual thud. We are led to suspect

eryptonienorrluea when the patient volunteers the statement that she has pelvic jiain.

headache, and possibly vomiting, of monthly occurrence, in fact the usual menstrual

inolimina, unaccompanied by any visible How. .\ physical examination should be made
at once in such a case, including abdominal pal])ation, inspection of the vulva, and a recto-

abdominal bimanual examination. The common form is that in which the lower end
of the vagina is imperforate, the hymen usually being visible on the outer side of the

occluding membrane. The complete examination in such a case will reveal a fluctuating
D 2
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swellint; reachinr; from the vulva to the pelvic brim, above wliieh the uterus can often
be palpated and moved about. It is further of considerable importance to make out
whether the uterus and Fallopian tubes are distended with menstrual products along with
the distended vagina, for in the presence of h;vmatosalpinges the treatment is considerably
modified. Abdominal section is required in such a case to avoid rupture of the tubes when
the vagina collapses after incision of the occluding membrane. Distention of the vagina
or haematocolpos is complete in this case, but may be partial where the lower part of the

vagina is absent, and then is likely to be accompanied by distention of the uterus

(lucmatonietra) and hiematosalpinx. Complete absence of the vagina can only be inferred

from physical examination, when the distended organ appears to be only the uterus.

Although a secondary phenomenon, acquired cryptomenorrhoea produces the same

symptoms and requires the same kind of investigation as the congenital cases. It must
not be forgotten that aeipiircd closure of the vagina following the vaginitis of specific fevers

n.ay occur in infancy, and will then, of course, produce primary amenorrha-a.

CAUSES OI-

Congenilal :

Iniporf'drate vagina
Iiiij)erl"orate liynien
Absence of the vagina

Acquired :

Closure of the vagina :

Hue to speeilic fevers

Due to injury

APP.AHENT AMENORRHCEA.

Imperforate tervix
Doulile uterus witli retention

Huiiiatiieolpos

Ilaniatomctru

Hainatosalpinx

Closure of the cervix :

Due to injury
Following operations

Physiological :

Before piilnrty
After the nuiinpause
During pregnancy
During lactation

J'alhohgicfil :

Generative .System :

Absence of essential organs
Infantile uterus
.Small adult t\])e of uterus
Deticient ovarian activity
Dc»tru<t)on of both

ovaries :

By double ovarian

<;rowtlis

By pelvic inflammation

Superinvohition of the
uterus

CAUSES OF REAL AMKXORRHCEA.
Circulatory System :

Chlorosis

Aiuemia

Leueoeytluemia
Hodgkin's disease

Wasting diseases :

Malig[iant growths
TubiTele

l'rolo[ii.'e(l suppuration
Diabetes

I^ate stages of nephritis
Late stage of some forms of

heart disease

Late stage of cirrhosis of
the liver

Nervous system :

Imbecility
Cretinism
Various forms of insanity

Cold just Ijefore or during
menstruation

Sugiiestion—fear of preg-
nancy

Anorexia nervosa
Altered internal secretions :

iNIyxcedema
Exnpbthalmic goitre
.Addison's disease

.Acromegaly
Obesity
Change of habits

Toxic :

After specific fevers

Chronic poisoning l)y lead,

mercury, morphia, alcohol

Note.— Real amenorrbcea may be (1) Primary* with delayed onset;
(.J) Secondary.

(2) Primary and permanent ;

In considering the diagnosis of the causes of real amenorrhcca. the priniarv and

secondary forms afford us an important clue to the possible causation. Suppose, tor

instance, that menstruation has once been established regularly, it is clear that there cannot
be any serious congenital anomaly of the generative system : the uterus and ovaries nuist

at least be present and lunctional. We then must make a systematic examination of the

generative, circulatory, nervous, and ductless gland systems, in order to learn by a process
of exclusion which group of causes we have to deal with. If, however, the amenorrhoca
is primary and real, that is, the patient has no molimina. our examination nuist first be
directed towards finding out whether the essential organs, namely, uterus and ovaries,
are present, and are nornuil in size and shape as far as a bimanual examination can ascertain.

If necessary, an ana?sthctic may be given for this purpose, for it is often a matter of con-
siderable difficulty to decide the question. If the fact of absence of the essential organs
can be established, we are clearly justified in considering the amenorrhoca to be permanent,
and the patient or her friends should be told of this.
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Ai):irt from coniicnitiil anomalies, it is remarkable how few lesions of the generative

organs there are wliieh produee amenorrluea : only those diseases whieli destroy both

ovaries eompletely or render the uterus funetionless ean eause amenorrluea. and under

this heading we lind only double ovarian growths, the late stages of |)elvie inllanunation

(salpingo-oophoritis), and su]>erinvolution of the uterus. ,\ tiunour destroying one ovary
as a rule has no efleet on menstruation at all. provided the other is present and funetionally

perfect. It is po.ssible for one ovary only to be functional : for instance, that on the same

side as the undevehiped half of a unicornuate uterus may be quite atrophic and funetionless.

The presence of two tumours in the abdomen synunetrically arranged with regard to th?

uterus will sometimes permit of the diagnosis of double ovarian destruction, but quite

<?ommonly one tumour is much larger than the other, and the doul)Ie nature of the lesion

cannot be established until the abdomen is opened. .Superinvolution of the uterus is not

(iillicult to recognize when we remember that it always follows pregnancy, and the small

size of the uterus can be made out readily by bimanual examination and the passage of

the uterine sound. The organ sometimes measures only lo inches by the sound. It nuist

TKit be forgotten that even in these cases the primary lesion may be an ovarian atrophy,
liut \ rrv little is known on this ])oint. The term "deficient ovarian activity" is a time-

liniidincd C1I1I-. iiud must be taken to mean the absence of the internal secretion of the

ovarv. It is obvious that this condition cannot be diagnosed by any jihysical examination,

and its presence can only be inferred when absolutely no other lesion of any system can

be found to aecoimt for amenorrha-a. either primary or secondary.
It is impossible in the space at our disposal to draw up any detailed metliod by whieli

the various diseases under the circulatory, nervous, etc.. systems, can be diagnosed : these

are discusse 1 under the headings of other symptoms that they ])roduce. It is. however,

not out of place to note here that amenorrhcra caused by general diseases, unconnected

with the generative system, depends upon : (1) Alterations in the blood itself; (2) Alter-

ations in blood-pressure : (3) Altered relation of the nerve impulses which form part of

the stimulus for menstruation : (4) .Altered relations between the internal secretions of

the ovary and the thyroid glands on the one hand, opposed to the suprarenal and pituitary

glands on the other. Finally, with regard to pregnancy, which is the eonunonest of all

causes of secDudary amenorrhiea. it may be formulated as an axiom that an otherwise

healthy woman who lias had perfectly regular menstruation is jirobably pregnant if she

has a period of absolute anienorrlKca. Nevertheless, the (jresence of pregnancy nuist

never be assumed without a most careful consideration of the history, combined with a

complete physical examination. The diagnosis of pregnancy must always be made upon
a complex of symptoms rather than upon any one : the combination of amenorrhrea.

secretion to he squeezed from the breasts, morning sickness, vaginal discoloration, and an

abdominal tinnour. ean only mean ])regnaney in the vast majority of cases. The addition

of fietal movements and the fietal heart-sounds make the diagnosis absolute.

T. (i. SliTewi.

AMNESIA (Loss of Memory).-Memory is one of the higher functions of the lirain,

and [iresents wide \ariations in its degree of development in different indisiduals. The

physiological range being so extensive, it is almost impcjssible to say whether an a|)parently

poor memory is pathological or not, when the condition is of long standing and stationary.

Slight degrees of impairment of memorv' are of interest to the psychologist, but to the

majority of medical men the loss must be considerable or of peculiar character before it

is of diagnostic importance. In some forms of excitement there may be exaltation of

memory (hypernmesia) ; events are recalled and magnified in importance, which in normal

states would never have reached the surface of conscious memory. In all forms of

dementia, on the other hand, memory becomes impoverished (hyponuiesia). and may
eventually fail altogether (anmesia). Reference can be made to only a few states in which

the condition of memorv- may be of service in diagnosis.

Dementia.—In all forms of dementia—senile, general paralytic, toxic, etc.—memory
is impaired, and it is the rule to find that recent events are lost before those belonging to

distant years. Even when memory is obliterated almost completely, a few isolated events

in the past may be recalled distinctly without their surroundings, and may take a

prominent place in the patient's personality. These traits characterize senility, but are

also to be found, when looked for, in other demented states.
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Epilepsy.
—Amnesia is an important feature of the epileptic seizure ; in the majority

of epileptics no memory of the convulsion is preserved, although events immediately
preceding it may be retained clearly, as well as those which follow the return of consciousness :

in other cases the amnesia may cover a period jireceding the attack (retrograde amnesia),
wliile in others, actions are performed after the attacks, in an apjiarcntly conscious state,

which the patient is quite imable to recall later on. To this ijhcnomcnon may be ajjplied

the term antegrade amnesia in association with post-epile])tic automatism. Epileptic
amnesia is often important in connection with medico-legal questions and criminology.
In addition to temporary lapses of memory, the majority of epileptics suffer from the

progressive hypomnesia conmion to all forms of dementia. It is one of the first signs of

their intellectual deterioration, and not the result of the administration of bromides to

which it is generally attributed.

Trauma.—Severe falls or blows on the head often cause c<)mi)letc amnesia : the latter

may cover not only a period of unconsciousness, but also a period preceding or following it.

or both. .\s in cases of cpile])sy. the amnesia may be retrograde, anterograde, or antero-

retrogradc.
Korsakmv s Syndrome.—This condition, generally the result of alcoholism, is character-

ized by hypomnesia, disorientation, and pseudo-reminiscences. The patient loses memory
for recent events, has no appreciation of time or place, talks freely and often plausibly
about events which have never occurred, and yet may retain a very natural attitude of

mind towards his surrounilings. So natural may be his manner of talking and his behaviour,

that the aljoxe-mcntioned mental delicicncies may escape notice unless the medical man
applies himself to their discovery.

To.rwmia.— In many infective diseases, such as enteric fever, the return of health may
reveal a state of amnesia covering a considerable part of the patient's illness, and this

blank, the result of intoxication of the higher cerebral centres, may be permanent.

Hysteria.
—Amnesia is probably quite complete in connection with some forms of

hysterical
"

fits." The patient in the interval between attacks has no recollection of the

latter, although they are not associated with, loss of consciousness. This fact underlies

the theory which assinnes a double consciousness; the person in one state of conscious-

ness has no memory for events wliieh occur in the other. E. Fiiniuhiir llii-zanl.

AN/tMIA is a general and inexact term which may include one or more, or e\en all,

of several dilferent changes in the blood, but of which the main criterion clinically is

diminution in the amount of haemoglobin contained in a given volume, usually but not

invariably associated with a decrease in the number of red cells per c.mm. of blood. Changes
in the leucocytes are not essentially related to anaemia, though their behaviour affords

means of diagnosing some forms of ana-mia from others. Various terms have been used

to denote different ways in which the blood may depart from the normal, and these may
be defined shortly, though they are seldom important in ])ractice.

Otifi<itylh<rmia or hyjioii/tlia'tnia both signify a diminution of the number of red cells

below the normal ,5. ()()(),()()() ])er c.nun. of blood in a man, 4.500,(MM) in a woman. ()lig(pmiii

means a diminished total amount of blood in the body : liydrwmia, an increased percentage
of water in the blood : polyplasmia, an increase in the volimie of the plasma of the blood

such as occurs in chlorosis : oligrichromirmia, a diminution in the amount of hiemoglobin

per c.mm. of blood.

For ])urposes of comparison of one case with another, one speaks of the red cells and
of the hanioglobin as being normally 100 per cent in health. An anaemia may be such

that the hiemoglobin is greatly diminished without so great a diminution in the red

corpuscles ; it is also possible for the ha'moglobin and the red cells each to be diminished

in equal projiortions : and thirdly, it is possible for both the ha'moglobin and the red

corpuscles to be diminished, but for the haemoglobin to be relatively less so than are the

red cells. The red corpuscles contain relatively less luemoglobin than they ought to in the

first variety of anaemia, which is probably the commonest of all : in the second group,

although there is anaemia, each red corpuscle contains its full quantity of haemoglobin :

whilst in the third grou]), although there is anaemia, each corpuscle contains more haemo-

globin than it normally should. As a means of expressing these facts shortly, one speaks
of the colour indejc : this is the ratio of the haemoglobin to the red corpuscles. If the red
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Fi'l. 'J.
— -V ril.luD ilETHOD OF MAKINi; A ULOOD-FIL-M. A "irup

of hloo'l is recpivetl at one end of ;i miero^cope sliilc : :i sci-oiid

>-liile is laiii transversely aero*^ tlie tirst. as shown ; tlie blcjoil beint,'

in the aeute aiiL'le hfhiiid it, tl\e transverse sU'le is carried steailily

forward over the snrfai-e of tlie tirst. drnnut'i Ihr hlvnt ufttT il in an

corpusflfs anil li;cnu);;I(>biii aro t-ach ](»() per cent of normal, the colour index is
|;|;;,

or 1.

If the liieinoolobin were diminished to 40 per cent of normal, whilst the red cells were only

diminished to 80 per cent of normal, the colour index would be l\\. or 0-5—the chlorotic

tjipc. in which the index is less than 1. If the h.-emoglobin and the red cells were both

diminislied to 50 per cent of normal, there would be ansemia with a normal colour index of

i\\.
or 1. If the hicmoolobin were diminislied to ;50 per cent of normal, whilst the red

cells were diminislied to 20 per cciit of normal, the colour index would be
:||,

or I'.j—
thiit is to say. greater than 1. a eondilioii which is spoken of as the pcniiriniis lifiic of

colour index, because it is seen best in pernicious auLcmia.

Pallor may or may not indicate

aiiMiiiia, Many [persons look almost

wliite and yet their blood is not in

an abnormtd condition. Pallor is nor-

nitii in niiiht-workcrs and in those who
work imilcruround. I'iven in some

<!avlioht workers the distribution of

the cutaneous capillaries seems to be

such that the superlicial skin has little,

if any. of the normal colour of blood,

and yet the individuals are not anainic

in the sense of having any diminution

of the luxmoglobin or the red cells.

The error of mistaking mere pallor for

aiKcmia is avoided by means of a

blood-count, which in all cases shoidd

include estimation of the percentage of htemoglDbin, and of the total number of red cells

per c.nnn. : and in most cases determination of the number of leucocytes per c.mm.. a

differential leucocyte coimt and an examination of the characters of the red corpuscles in

stained blood lilms also.

I (ir|iiis(lcs arc li:-st eimnti'd liy lueaiis nt llir 'riminii-Zeiss or Tliani;i-Li-itz lia-iiiocyliiiiicter :

liU'iiio;;loliiri is iiieasared most acciirntely liy llic llalclaiic-Uowers lt:rrii(>i;l(>l)iiiiinicter : and lilooil

films .^re l)est lixcd and stttlned simiiltaiieoiisly li\ iiu-aus of .Icniier's stain, or, when hienititozoa

are to be lookeil for, tiy Leislimaii's stain, full liireetidns as to the tiso of these instninietits and

stains are generally issi'ieii with tliein, or uric- of lite many small httndlnniks on lalimalory methoils

may he referreii to.

IIa\iM'4 jiroveil that the patient is siifleiinLr from real ana>mia. that is to say from

diminution in the percentage of luemoglobin. and |)robably from a diminution in the red

cells also, the next step in the diagnosis is to determine what is its nature. Attempts are

sometimes made to tit all cases of ana-mia into one or other of two main groui>s. labelled

pihiifiii/ and sccoiiildn/ respectively : but this is not really very hel|)ful clinically. In

many cases the nature of the an;emia is obvious at once—it may be .secondary to post-

partum ha-morrhage or other blood loss, or the later stages of phthisis, syphilis, cancer,

or malarial cachexia, and so on. Sometimes, however, even though ana-mia is really due

to a cause which in some jxitients is olnious, it is not obvious in the patient with whom one

happens to be dealing, and then the diagnosis has to be arrived at by a process of exclusion.

One need but mention as examples, perhajis, the dilTicuIties that arise sometiTiies in

diagnosing between fungating cndoctirilitis, gastric carcinoma, and iiernicious antemia ;

or between aiuemia due to blooddoss and blooddoss due to antemia. In arriving ;it the

diagnosis it is important first to exclude those conditions in which the blood picture is

it.self positive. .\. division of all ca.ses of aiuemiti into (A) Aiurmins ivilh n pasilivc blond

pUture : and (li) Aiiamias ivith an huleli'rminale or iieaaliie hloorl picture, is probably more

helpful clinically than any other classilication. The only anaemias in which the blood

picture can be described as itself jiositive
—that is to say in which the diagnosis is indicated

directly by the results of blood examination—are (a) iiernicious ana-mia. (h) splcu'i-

medullary leuka-mia, (c) lymiiliatic leukicmia, ('/) mixed varieties of leuk;cmia, (c) parasitic

ana'inia assoeitited with eosinojihilia. ami (/) ptirasitic ana'uiia associated with i)arasiles

in the 111 I.

Blood Changes common to all Severe Anaemias.—in any severe ana>mi;i there are
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certain blood changes wliiili are almost always to be found, which arc not characteristic

of any one variety of ana-niia. but which, seeing that pernicious ana-mia in its later stages
is probably the profovmdest of all the anaemias, are perhaps better seen in it than in any
other disease. These arc :

—
(a). A very great diminution in the number of red corpuscles, down even to so low a

figure as 600,000 per c.mm.

(6). Great variation in the shapes of the red cells—poikilocytosis ; poikilocytcs

(Plate II, Fig. E) always retain a smooth, curved outline, but instead of being flat circular

discs, like normal corpuscles, they may be oval or pear- or hour-glass-shaped, and so on.

It is imjiortant not to mistake crenatcd corpuscles (Plate II. Fig. D). or red cells that have
become polygonal by reason of mutual moulding when fixed in too close apposition with

one another (Plate II, Fig. C). for poikilocytcs.

(f). Alterations in the sizes of the corpuscles. In normal blood the red cells are almost

all of the same diameter, about 7^1 ;
in any severe ana-mia they may vary consitierably in

size, many being much smaller than normal—microeytes (Plate II, Fig. B) ; some larger

than normal—maerocyles or megalocytes (Plate II, Fig. B).

(d). The presence of nucleated red corpuscles. Normally none are present in the blood

even in infancy : in any severe an:einia they may ajjjicar in varying numbers, and according
to their sizes they are termed microblasls. normoblasts, megaloblasts. or giganlolilasis (I'lalc II,

Fig. F)—the latter containing more than one nucleus, the others only one. It has some-

times been stated that the greater the number fif nucleated corijuscles the less favourable

the prognosis, but this is not necessarily the case, except in so far that it is unusual for

nucleated forms to appear until a severe stage of the anaemia is reached.

None of the above changes, one must repeat, are diagnostic of any particular variety
of severe amcmia, though they are perhaps most marked in the later stages of pernicious
anaemia.

Normal Varieties of White Corpuscles,—It often hapi)ens that variations in tiie

relative proportions of the different leucocytes in the blooil afford means of differential

diagnosis. Hetorc changes from the normal can be understood, it is necessary to say a

word or two about the normal varieties of white cells ; these number anything from .5.000

to 10.000 per c.mm., the total changing consi<lerably at different times of the day. When
films are made it is found that four easily distinguishable varieties are to be .seen. These

have received different names at the hands of different observers, but they are so distinct

that names hardly matter, and they might be termed quite well types A, B, C, and D
respectively. If. however, one has to choose between the different names that have been

given to them, the following may perhaps be selected as the most fre<iuently emijioyed :
—

(1) Small li/mpliorytes : (2) Large h/mpliticytes ; (S) Poh/morpliiiniicledr cells: (4) Coarsely

granular eosiuopliile corpuscles.
1. The small lymphocytes (Plate II. Fig. II) stain blue with Jenner"s stain, both as to

nucleus and iirotO|)lasm. The nucleus is round, and the protoplasm is relatively small in

amoimt and free from granules.
2. The large lymphocytes, or hyaline corpuscles (Plate II, Fig. J), stain blue, both as

to nucleus and proto])lasm. The nucleus is more or less kidney-shaped, and the ])roto-

jjlasni relatively large in amount and free from granules.
3. The polytnorphouuclcar cells (Plate II, Fig. K) stain blue as to the nniltilobed

nucleus, red as to the relatively abundant protoplasm, which under the high power is

seen to be speckled with very fine red granules.
4. The coarsely granular eosiuopliile corpuscles (Plate II. Fig. L) stain blue as to the

nniltilobed nuclei, red as to the protoplasm, the amount of which is approximately the

same as in the polymorphonuclear cells, but differs from the latter in that it is studded

with very striking large eosinophile granules.
The only dilficulty that arises in making a differential leucocyte count in normal blood

is that whereas the small lymphocytes usually become fixed in such a way as to cover

rtlatively small areas, so that the cells seem to consist mainly of nucleus, at other times

they spread out flatter over larger areas, and then the rounded nucleus seems to be

surrounded by nnich protoi)lasin (Plate II. Fig. I). A small lymphocyte flattened out in

this way is apt to be called cither a large lym]jhocyte by those who do not insist upon the

reniform mick-us of the latter, or a Irunsitiounl lymphocyte by others. There is no deduction
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of particular clinical \aliic to be obtained by distitijiuishing these cells from small lympho-

cytes ; it is better that they sliouUi be grouped with the small lymphocytes for clinical

purposes at any rate, only undoubted lar>;e liyaline cells with rcniform nuclei being

included in the group of large lymphocytes or hyaline corpuscles.

The relative ])roi)ortions of these cells differ according as the individual is a child

or a grown-up person ; for an adult one may say that, roughly speaking, out of

100 leucocytes

Aljiiiit •J.'i will be small lymiihoeyles
S will 1)0 large hyaline lyniplmeytes

(j.5 will be polyniorplionuelear cells, and
2 will be eoars<"ly granular eosiiioi)hile eorpii'^eles

1(10

In children the tendency is for the small lymi)hocytes to be relatively more mnnerous

in health, and still more so in any illness—uj) to K) per cent or even more—whilst the poly-

niorphoiuiclcar cells are correspondingly dirninisln-d.

Some observers prefer to represent the different varieties of white corpuscles not as

percentages but as total numbers per c.mm. of blood.

Abnormal Varieties of White Corpuscles.—AVhereas the above are tlic only kinds

of white I'clls in lieallhv blond, in certain diseases the following abnormal forms are met

with :
—
Myelocylen.

—These are large corpuscles (I'lnlc II. Fif!. M). comparable in si/.e to the

polvniorphonui'lear cells, but differing from the latter in having either a perfectly roimd.

an oval, or possiblv a slightly kidney-shaped inicleus, rather than a nudtilobed one. There

are all uradations of them, and at the two extremes it is ditlieult to differentiate some from

large lymphocytes and others from polymorphonuclear cells. They are to be distinguished

from the latter by the roundness of the nucleus, and from large lym|)hocytes by the

granularity of the protoplasm. The granules in ((ucstion are sometimes stained brightly

with eosin—mainophile myelocytes (Plate II. Fig. .V), distinguishable at once from the

ordinary eosinophile corpuscles by their nuclei being nearly spherical : more often, how-

ever, the granules stain blue, or some colour between blue and red—ordinary or iieulropliile

myelocytes. No useful clinical information can. so far as is at present known, be oi)tained

by laying stress upon these differences in the staining reactions of different myelocytes,
so that they are usually coinited together simply as myelocytes. There is only one condition

in which they are very numerous, and that is spleuo-medullary leuka'mia : but they may
occur in small numbers in various other affections also, particularly in lynipbadcnoma.

Hodgkin's disease, pernicious anaemia, and a|)lastie an;emia.

Biisi)j)liile ('oijiiisclis (I'liile II. Fin. O).—These are much smaller than myelocytes,

their size being comparable to that of small lymphocytes : they differ from the lattir in

that the protoplasm, instead of lieing homogeneous, contains from 2 or ."5 to i)erhaps 'JO or

more very large granules which stain deep blue with .tenner's stain. They are unmistake-

able. No delinite clinical deductions can Ije drawn from their presence Ijcyond the fact that,

if there are more than 1 or 2 per 1.000. the blood is abnormal. They may be jiresent in

many different varieties of anaemia, but they arc not characteristic of any : they seldom

amount to more than 2 or 3 per cent, ami often to no more than O.") p<'r cent. c\en

in disease.

Puiicldic Uiisiijihiliii.
—There are certain conditions. ]iarticularly |iernicious aiueniia in

its later stages, leukaniia. and lead poisoning, in which the red cells, instead of staining

uniformly pink with the eosin of Jenner's stain, jircsent large numbers of small blue specks

or granules in their ])r(jtoi)lasm {Plate II. Fi<>. (i). a condition known as puiirlate basophilia.

In a case of doubt, when pernicious ananiia has been excluded by there being a low colour

index, and when leuka-mia is contra-indicated by the fact that there is a ncjrmal leucocyte

count, the presence of extensive pimetate baso])hilia is ha'd sometimes to afford coii-

tirmative evidence of plumbism.
We may now pass on to consider the eonunoner varieties of ana-mia. dealing llrst with

anaemias with positive blood pictures.
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(.J).—ana:mias with positive blood pictures.

Pernicious Anaemia is a disease of insidious onset in adults, the main synii)tonis lieina;

piojiiessive loss of muscle-power and increasing pallor, with loss of weiulit, hut with

relatively less loss of body volume. Various other symptoms may be associated with

these, or no others may be present. The diagnosis is seldom made until a relatively late

stage of the malady has been reached, by which time there is a great dimizitition in the

ha-moglobin, down perhaps to 30 per cent of normal or less, and a still greater diminution

of the red cells, down perha])s to 25 per cent, 20 per cent, or even 10 per cent of normal ;

consequently the colour index is high, and this is the pathognomonic sign of the disease.

Tiiere is no leucocytosis, but rather leuco|)enia (p. 3 il) : the differential leucocyte count

shows a relative increase in the small lymi)lioiytcs a corresponding diminution in the ])oly-

nior|)lionuclear cells, normal numl)crs of eosinophile corpuscles and large lyin])lio( ytcs,
occasional basophile corpuscles, and one or two myelocytes. Blood films also show all the

changes described above (p. 22) as common to any severe ansemia, but with particularly

large relative numbers of megalocytes. When these blood changes are all present there

can be no doubt about the diagnosis, and we need not enter here into all the other symptoms
that may be presented by the jjatient. It is important to remember, however, that there

is one group of the eases in which nerve symptoms predominate before the anicmia is

pronounced. The diagnosis of ])ernicious ana'mia cannot he made without a blood-count,

and it can be made absolutely with one : one word of warning is required, and that is that

the colour index is not continuously high in every ease of pernicious anaemia, so that perhaps
several hlood-coimts may be re(|uired at intervals. It should also be noted that the power
of temporary recuperation is considerable, and when the patient's condition improves the

blood may return partly or wholly to normal : during such remission the colour index,

instead of remaining greater than 1. becomes 1 or less than 1.

There are certain cases of very severe ana^nia which some would include under the

heading of pernicious ana-mia. altliough the colour index is persistently less than 1. It is

more useful, however, from a clinical point of view to leave these cases unlabellcd. or at

any rate not to call them |)ernicious ana'inia. which has so characteristic a blood picture.
One variety has recently become separated from the rest under the title of iipliislir iiiKvtiiid,

the chief characters of which are a ])rofound, [jrogressive, and ultimately fatal aniemia

for which no cause can be found, which seems in many respects to simulate pernicious
anaemia, but which is persistently associated with a low instead of a high colour index.

It is. moreover, unaccompanied by a positive Prussian blue reaction in the liver—Perl's

test with potassium ferrocyanide and hydrochloric acid—post mortem ; this, when ijositive,

is strongly eonlirmatorv of ])ernicious aiuemia. for very few other conditions give it, and

they arc rare sjirue. for example, is one such, and bronzed diabetes another.

Spleno-medullary Leukaemia.—In the earlier stages of this disease there is no ana-mia

at all. though later diminution both in the luemoglobin and in the red cells may be profound.
The essential point in the diagnosis is the occurrence of a very great increase of the total

number of leucocytes, not at all uncommonly up to such a figure as 200.000. and sometimes

up to 600,000 or even 1,000,000 jier c.nmi. There is only one other condition which can

produce so extreme an increase in the total number of leucocytes, and that is hptipluitic

leiikcemia. The two are immediately distinguishable from one another by the differential

leucocyte count, the characteristic point about which, in spleno-medullary leuka'niia. is

the large number of myelocytes present. These 7iiay amount to KO, to even 50 per cent,

or more, of all the leucocytes present, with the consequence that there is a relative but

not an absolute diminution in the other varieties of white cells. Occasional basophile cells

are seen : but whatever may be the proportion of these or other leucocytes, the main

point in the diagnosis is the large relative number of myelocytes in association with an

enormous increase in the total leucocyte count. \Vhen anaemia ultimately ensues it is of

the chlorotic type ; that is to say, the luemoglobin falls before, and to a greater extent

than, the red cells. The disease generally lasts from one to three years Ijefore ending fatally,

and in the later stages all the blood-changes characteristic of severe anaemia may be found.

Clinically, the other main feature of the comphiint is the enormous enlargement of the spleen,

which here reaches dimensions bigger than in any other disease, the viscus often extending

right across the middle line to the right iliac fossa or down into the pelvis. It is note-
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PERNICIOUS AN>tMIA

I'art of ;i Iilooil liliri from :i in^e of severe^pernicious .inaMiiia, sliowiiii.' poikilx-jte?, niii-rocytt'-;, iiii-!j::ilocyte>;

iiiir'tcntetl red i^ells. and piuirt:ite basopliilin.

INDEX OF rHA(iX0.SIS^7V) Jacr p. 2i
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wnrtliv that in ])atients treated witli the ,i-nus the spleen very often l)ee()nies greatly

rediieed in si/,e, and tlie Mood ])ictiire may retnrn nearly to normal, thonjih it seldom if

ever happens, even when the numl)er of leucocytes per e.mni. has reached the normal,

that there is an absence of myelocytes in the dificrcntial leucocyte count. Xotvvilhslandini;

this apparcTU improvement m the blood ami in Ihe spleen, the len<;th of time the patient

survives does not seem to be increased. The splenic enlarucmcnt is not associated with

enlargement of the lymphatie glands.

Lymphatic Leukaemia.—There is no age at which any form of leukainia may not

occur; but upon the whole the spleno-medullary Inrm allects adults rather than children,

whereas the lymphatie affects children

rather than adults. Its course is usually rS^Ss

rapid and invariably fatal, death result in;;,

as a rule, within three or four months
from the lirst dermite symptoms. .Vnainia

is nuich more rapid in its devcloi)ment in

the lymphatic than in the spleno-medull-

ary form. TIk- lirst sym])toms may be

either ana-mia. or lymphatic glandular

enlargement in the neck, axilhe. and

groins, or ttie oceurrenee of |)urpm'a. ei>is-

taxis or other forms of haanorrhagc. <ir in

certain eases a complete change in the

child's temperament in the direction par-

ticularly of cxecssi\c irritability of temper,
with loss of ap|ielilc and obvious and pro-

gressive illness. 'I'hcre are eases in which

no glands are enlarged. I he diagnosis imt

being at all obvious without a blood-counl.

More often tlii'rc is general enlargemcnl of

the lymphatie glands, \isceral an<i ])cii-

plicral, sometimes associated with similar

increase in the size of olhcr glands, par-

titidarly the sali\arv and lachrymal—
Miculiez"s syndrome—and the spleen is

nearly always palpable and sf)metimes

large, though seldom so big as it is Iti splcrio-mcdnllary Icukaania. .^serous inllammal ions

are connnon. and there is apt to be ])yrexia. as in other severe anaanias. especially in

spleno-medullary Icukainia (Fio. 4). Hodgkin's disease (Fig. "JIT. p. ^"70). and pernicious
aiuemia {Fig. •JIC. p. .">(>!»). The diagncisis is afforded at once by the blood-count in the

majority of eases. There is a varying degree of increase in the leucocytes, sometimes

I'i'J. :;.--\ I-:!*.- o( I'hriMli.-

:iiiil l:ic!,rym;ii s.'l;liiil> f Mii-lllitv.'s syinlr ) in

l\-mpli;itic leuki-rni;i. [Ktmlln U'ril hij Jlr. Fn'tm

Uu- -.,llV:U-V

:i i/isi' ul

.;. raiil,,,.)

30 a4|88Wa4
72 92 34 ]QQ'l04"e-t'92

2+^28" 28 28' 28*2-*
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I'tj. 1.—'lV-liiiiei-;itiirr rlmrt (iiior'iin- nrjti e.f utu') in ;i r.i^r- of s|.lfiin-inriliill.iry Ipukn^niin in ;i

who iiiiproved very iiinrkeiUy u n.tnr .c-riiy Ireiitiiipiit uliik' in lio^]iiI;il.

II.

reaching no higher than .'().()()() or .30.000. more often SO.OOO to lOO.OOO. and somctiiTics,

but more rarcl\ . to much higher figures, such as 200.000, (J00,000, ,S00,000, or even

1.500,000 per c.nun. Whatever the total leucocytes count, however, the striking feature

is the enormous rclatixi' increase in the small lymphocytes in the differential leucocyte
count. ()ut of c\crv hundred Icucoevtes it is nnl unconnnon to find that iM>. or even
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95 or 98 are lymphocytes : so that there is an enormous rehitive and sometimes absolute

reduction in the other white corpuscles. Amongst them will be found an occasional

myelocyte and one or two basophile corpuscles. The red cells and the haemoglobin
become diminished progressively, and the former may exhibit all the other changes
described above (p. 2'2) as characteristic of any very severe anaemia. Whereas in most

cases the colour index becomes less than 1 as the disease progresses, in a few instances,

especially some time before the end. the colour index has been found to be greater than 1,

as it is in pernicious anicmia. There is no likelihood of mistaking one condition for the

other on account of the changes in the white cells.

Some authorities describe two types of lymphatic leuka'mia according as the lympho-

cytes seen in the films are of relatively large or small size ; as has been explained above,

however, there is always difficulty in deciding whether differences in apparent size of the

lymphocytes constitute differences in kind, and there is no ver;,- great clinical purpose
served in drawing the distinction here, unless perhaps that upon the whole the larger the

lym])hocytes present the greater the mmiber of months the patient is likely to survive.

The chief difficulties that arise in the diagnosis occur in two ways : first, there are a

few instances in which lymphatic Icukiemia has run its course without any actual increase

in the number of leucocytes per c.mm. of blood, the diagnosis being afforded only by the

enormous relative increase in the small lymphocytes : and secondly, children normally

have a relatively high leucocyte count, from which it hajjpens that lymphatic leukicmia

may sometimes be suspected in them when it is not really present. Supjiose, for instance,

a child suffers from an obscure illness associated with anaemia of the chlorotic type with

an increase in the leucocytes up to 2.5,000 per c.mm. and a relative increase of the small

lymphocytes up to 55 per cent, would one be justified in diagnosing lymphatic leuk:emia ?

One might be if there was general enlargement of the lymphatic glands and enlargement of

the spleen : but otherwise both the leucocytosis and the relative increase in the lympho-

cytes might be due to some other complaint, and the only means of arriving at the diagnosis

might be by awaiting developments. It is not safe to insist upon a diagnosis of lymphatic
leuk;rmia unless there is either a very large increase in the total number of leucocytes, or

a relative increase in the small lymphocytes up to 90 per cent or over, or both these changes
at the same time.

Mixed Forms of Leuksmia.—Although the majority of cases of leukicmia belong

either to the si)leno-nU(lullary i>r the lymphatic form, there are cases in which the symptoms
and the blood changes partake of the characters of both. Either the splenic or the

lymphatic glandular enlargement, or both, may be marked : there may be no anitmia

until the disease has passed its earlier stages, when the red cells and hai-moglobin pass

through the chlorotic type of changes until they reach those severe alterations characteristic

of all ana?mias in their last stages : the white corpuscles show more or less increase in

their total numbers, and the differential leucocyte count shows not only considerable

numbers of myelocytes, such perhaps as 20 per cent or more, but also a great relative

increase in the lymiihocytes up to, it may be. 60 per cent or over. The occurrence of these

eases of ' mixed
'

leukicmia would seem to indicate that there is really no absolute difference

in kind. b\it rather only a difference in type, between the lym|)hatic and the spleno-medullary
forms already described.

Parasitic Anaemia associated with Eosinophilia.—Many varieties of the parasites

that affect man produce hardly any blood changes at all— Tiiclioccplialus dispar. (Xrijuris

vcrmkularis. Ascaris lumbricoides. Other parasites, however, jiroduce very marked changes

in the blood, and one may mention in particular Botlirioccphalus laUis, Ankyhstomum
duodenale. Trichina spiralis. Bilharzia lupmatobia. Filaria sanguinis hotninis, and not a few-

cases of hi/datid disease. The ana>mia which results may be very ]3rofound, and the blood

may exhiljit all the changes described above as common to the severest an:emias. The

colour index is usually low, but sometimes it is greater than 1. sinuilating pernicious anaemia ;

but whatever the total leucocytes, the differential count very commonly presents a con-

siderable increase in the coarsely eosinophile corpuscles, and this Eosinophilia (p. 21!i). in

association with severe anaemia, is suggestive of the presence of some toxic parasite. It

does not indicate which parasite is present, however, this being determined by careful

examination of the faces, urine, and so forth (see P.\rasitks. Intestinal, p. 519).

Parasitic Anaemia associated with Parasites in the Blood.—The four best known
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I'arl uf :i liluoil liliii from a L\ise of s|ileQO-mediillar.v leukajniia, sliowini! live ueutropliile myclocj-tes, one eosiiiopliile

iiiyekK-yte, tliree basophile cells, and one biiiucleatea red cell in addition to normal corpuscles.
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diseases in which huiiiaii beiiiijs have parasites in the hlociil are : malaria, filariasis, try|)ano-

soniiasis. and relapsin;; lever. In all these there may he mvieh destruetion of red eells with

C'()nsei|uent aniemia i>( the ehlomtie type. In most eases the history, partieularly of residence

106

105

1

101-
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due to infection by tlie spirocha^tc of Obermeicr (I'liite XXi'III, Fig I, p. (il !) intioiluced

into the body by the bites of bugs. It is a long spiral organism. 40
ft long and 1

/.i broad,

actively motile in fresh blood, but best seen in films stained with Leishman's stain. They
first appear a day or two before the paroxysms of fever (Fig. 5k and may reach larg- num-
bers In the intervals they are not to be found. The course of the disease usually suggests
the diagnosis, outbursts of pyrexia associated with extreme prostration and severe illness,

lasting about a week or rather less, alternating with intermissions of about the same

length. There may be an indefinite number of relapses before the jjatient either dies or

recovers.

Filaiiaais may be latent for a long time before it produces symptoms. Its best known
effects are elephantiasis of the legs or genital organs, with or without chyluria. It

occurs in many parts of the tropics, particularly in some of the Pacific Islands, such

as Fiji: and in certain parts of China. The elephantiasis and chyluria are due to

mechanical obstruction to the pelvic lymphatics by the mature worms. The blood exhibits

more or less ana>mia of the chlorotic type, with a varying degree of eosinophilia, whilst at

certain times of the day or night the jjcripheral blood also contains the long but narrow
filarial embryos [Phite XXVIII. Fig. F. p. (ilJ). There are probably different varieties of

the organism, but they cannot be distinguished easily by the appearance of these embryos
alone. Without laying stress upon generic differences, it is important that in most cases

they are to be found in the peripheral blood only at night (Filaria bancrofti nocturnu) ;

during the day they seem to retreat into the deep vessels : there are other cases, however,
in \vhich embryos, very similar in appearance, occur in the peripheral blood in the daytime
and not at night (Filaria diiinia) : whilst in Filaria per.stan.s they are present in the blood

both day and night. ISoughly speaking, one may say that each embryo when stretched out

is 'iOD
fi long and 4 to 5

fi wide, and they stain by Leishman's method. They may be found

in the blood of patients who have returned to Kngland after contracting the disease abroad.

Trii])n>io.soiiiia.sis
- the cause of sleeping .lirhiirs.s. 'I'rypanosomes of many different

kinds are known to affect various animals, birds and fish, but the only one which is important
in man is the Trypanusoma gambienne (Plate XXI'III. Fig. G. p. 014). It is to be found in

blood films stained by Leishman's method months or years before it finds its way into the

cerebrospinal Huid to produce sleeping sickness. It has a large and definite nucleus about
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I'.irt of a liloml film from a c;i3e of lyiuphatL- leukiBinia, showing a lar^'e increase iu the ^luall lyniphoi-yti--.
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worthy 111' iidU- tluit one variety of severe aiueiuia oj'ciiiTiiii; in Assam, asso/iated uilli

pyrexia and enlari;ement of the spleen, and formerly thought to l)e a variet\ of Tualaria. is

due to a \ariety of trypanosomiasis in which only immature forms of tlie parasite (l.eislnnan-

Donovan bodies) have been fomul (Plali' Willi. Fii;. II p. (ill ) : and heie not in llie

oeneral blood stream, but in the fluid obtained by splenie |iun(ture. The disease is

termed KdUi-intir.

Mdhiriii is not essentially associated with ananiia : Init in patients who ha\c had

recurrent attacks blood destruction by the parasites leads to considerable reduelion both

in the red cells and in the lueniojilobin. the colour index ueneially being of the chlorotic

type. The changes in the white corpuscles are described on p. IJOI. The diagnosis can

often be surmised wlien a jiatient who is, or has been, resident in a malarial district sulltrs

from periodic rigors with ])yrexia. Theoretically there arc two main types of the distase.

Tos
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qiiDtidinu {Fig K). If he were infected by two quartan parasites, the one producing attacks

upon Monday, Thursday, and Sunday, and tlie otlier upon Tuesday, Friday, and Monday,
the occurrence of the paroxysms becomes less re<;ular. for tlie patient woulft liave a rigor

upon Monday, anotlicr on Tuesday, none on Wednesday, a rigor upon Thursday and Friday,
but none on .Saturday, and so on. Each infection by a fresh brood of malarial parasites

complicates the clinical ])icture. nntil finally in those who have been long in malarial districts

the attacks of pyrexia may be quite irregular or even almost continuous. Each jjaroxysni

has three cliaracteristic stages, anv one of which may last from half an hour to two or three

MONTH
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The diagnosis may be confirmed to some extent by findins tiiat tlie pyreNial oullmrsls

diminish or eease altogether under the administration of <|uinine, but tlie only rial ])r<K)f

of the nature of the complaint is the discovery in the blood of the malarial parasites

il'liilc A'.V( ///. Figx. A. fi. C. D. and E ]>. (HA). It is important to note that Ihe

administration of (piinine renders it dillicult nr impossible tn lin<l these in blood films, and

Fi'r. 111.—Ciisf of in;il;irial fever Ijeromiiiu' eoniplex from niultinle m:iUirial iiifoetion.

ilViiirl sii],i<li,;l hij Ihr l.i^mliin Hrlnuil "/ Triii,iml Mnltrinr.t

then the behaviour of the leucocytes (p. :!in ) may be very helpful. .Mbiiminiiria is

eiimmou, and the urine ifcnerally contains urobilin duriiii; active malaria, ceasino to do so

when the latter becomes latent : microscopically, fjolden brown i)igment granules are oflen

to be found in the centrifugalized deposit : these and the urobilin together may point (o

the diauMosis when no parasites can be found in the blood. For a detailed accomit of all

Fi'l. 11.—cliart 10 illustrate irre^'ular [i.vrexia in clironic malaria.

((7"ir( siii'i'linl h,i Ihe I.,:j„l„i, .<rli.,„l „/ Tn./untl Mctinne.)

the stages and appearances of various malarial parasites, text-books of troijical medicine

should be consulted. There are two main types to be seen in films stained by Lei.shman's

method— the ring-form and the crescent-form. The latter are perhaps the rarer, though the

severer types of malaria, ])artieularly the a'stivo-autunuial form met with on the West Coast

of .Africa, arc generally due to it : the crescentic parasites cannot be mistaken for anything
else. The ordinary tertian and quartan agues are due to the ring form of parasites, which.
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though the two types are distinct from one another, are sufficiently similar not to be

ilistinguisliable in films except by experts. If blood is examined at the beginning of the

rigor the stage most commonly seen is that of Plate XXl'III. Fig. li. p. (iI4. The two
chief points of morphological distinction between tertian and (|uartau parasites are, first,

that the pigment granules are much blacker and fewer in number with the quartan than
the tertian, and secondly, that in the rosette stage the quartan segments are fewer than
the tertian. One remarkable feature about malaria is that it may remain latent for many
years, and yet recur in those who have long since returned to Great Britain from the tropics.
What has haijpened to the parasites in the interval is not known, but their re-appearance
is brought about by such conditions as general depression of health from overwork or

worry, or as the result of .some intercurrent malady.

(B).—ANEMIAS WITH AN INDETERMINATE OR NEGATIVE BLOOD PICTURE.

The diagnosis of the fact of an:emia is made by means of a blood-count, but in the

great majority of cases the cause of the ana-mia itself is not indicated by the blood condition.

The differential diagnosis has to be made on other grounds. One may subdi\ide (iioiip li

into four sub-groui)s. namely. (1) Those cases in which the anicmia is slight and in itself

not a very juomincnt sym])tom : e.g.. in an indoor worker or a convalescent : (2) Those
cases in which, though the anaemia may be .severe, the routine examination of the patient
discovers some more or less ob\ious and not absolutely uncommon cause for it ; e.g.,

chronic tubal nejjhritis : (3) Those cases in which, though the ansemia may be severe, no
obvious lesion can be discovered, but in which there is nothing about the case to suggest
that the condition is a rare or unusual one : e.g., chlorosis : (4) Those cases in which the

ana-mia may be more or less severe, in which there may or may not be obvious lesions to

account for it, but in which the circimistances of the case suggest that the disease is unusual

or rare ; e.g., chloroma.

Cases in which the Anaemia is slight and in itself not a very prominent
symptom. -It is clear that before any ana?mia that is not due to acute blood loss from

internal or external luemorrhage reaches a severe stage, it nuist pass through a phase in

which it may be regarded as slight or mild. This group therefore really includes all the

other groups at some stage of their development, and the diagnostician will often label a
case to start with comparatively mild or luiimportant. when the cour.se of events ultimately
shows that this was wrong. For instance, a case of pernicious auEemia may exhibit what
seems to be unim])ortant symptoms for months or years before the ana-mia reaches .so

definite and severe a stage as to be diagnosed correctly. The group now luider discussion

is meant to include only such slight degrees of an;emia as are themselves not important in

the matter of diagnosis : for instance, in people who live too mucli indoors, in those who
are convalescent from some illness, in those who suffer from chronic indigestion, constipa-

tion, obesity, some forms of chronic intoxication by microbial products, due to such things
as infective synovitis or arthritis, pyorrhoea alveolaris and oral sepsis, uterine or ovarian

disease, the earlier stages of phthisis, empyema, latent or deep-seated caseous glands or

tuberculous affection of joints, vertebra?, or peritoneum in children, the milder cases of

|]hunl)ism. and .so on ; in all these cases there may be a sufficient degree of anaemia to attract

some attention, but the diagnosis will rest ujion other symptoms and signs than those

connected witli the lilood. and in most cases the aiKcniia will not be extreme.

Cases in which, though the Anaemia may be severe, a routine examination of

the patient discovers some more or less obvious and not absolutely uncommon
cause of it.

llamonhage.—Some of the most striking cases of anamia in this group are those in

which there has been recurrent or severe loss of blood. When the latter has been lost

by epistaxis. h:emoptysis, ha-matemesis. haematuria. menorrfiagia, metrorrhagia, metrostaxis,

jnirinira, or by the escape of blood per rectum, the nature of the ana?mia will generally be

obvious, and the differential diagnosis will depend U|)on the cause of the jjarticular ha-mor-

rhage in question (see Episrvxis. etc.). One should insist ujion a complete blood-count in

all these cases, however, in order to exclude jiernicious anamia. leukaniia. and the other

conditions in which the blood-pieture is ]iositi\e. lest the bleeding be due to the blofxl state

and not the blood state to the bleeding. The possibility of mela-na should also be borne in
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mind, lor uillidut (y;imiimtioii ol' tin- ra-ces the cxtreiiie pallor rt'sultinji from loss oC blood

from siicli a Icslim as a duodenal nicer may iiol he diaijnosed correctly, lliiiiiopliilid should

not lie foriidllcn ; the way the patient bleeds ixeessively from slight scratches or cuts will

fjenerally point to the diagnosis. cs|jeeially if there is a family history of a similar condition,

males beini; affected more than females. The bloo(l-)iietvne in hicmopliilia is ctitirelv

iiejiativc. the anicinia that results from the blecdinu beini; of the chlorotie ty|)e. It is

sometimes stated that the result of l)lood-l()ss is to produce an anainia in which the red

corpuscles and the iKcmoylobin are e(|Ually reduced, so that the colour index remains more
or less noiiiial. 'This may be true of an acule blecdint; such as venescelp<in or post-partuin
ha-morrhaiie. but I he c fleet of recurrent blond -joss is to proiluce the chlorotie ty|K' of ana'uiia,

in which the red corpuscles are less dirniuishrd than is the luemonlobin.
Cdcliciid.—A similar blood ])ieture. namely an aiKcmia of the chlorotie type more or

less severe, but without anything which Tuay be called ])athoi;nomonic. cither as to the

red cells or the leucocytes, is to be found in almost all forms of cachexia, whether due to

syphilis, tuberculous or malif;nant disease, malaria, beri-ljcri and other tropical illnesses,

(csophaneal stenosis, or starvati<in. .\ careful |)hysical examination of the patient and

eiiipiiry into his symptoms may point to the correct diagnosis: but it is to be borne in

mind how dillicult it sometimes is to dctiii plil liisis. (jr some cases of eaninoina or saicoma,
c\cn when far advanced. .S|jutuni analysis should not be omitted : icclal examination
should not be forgotten: the .i-rays may scr\i' to detect lesions within the thorax, and
Wassermanns serum reaction may be employed u hen syplulis is suspecttd. It is remarkable
how little ana'uha may result from some \arieties of cancer, partienlarlv carcinoma of the

breast : whilst other varieties, especially carcinoma of the stomach, produce progressive
anaania <-omparatively early. It is notewoilhy that, whereas in former times Ihe absence
of free hydrochloric acid from the uastric juice at the jjroper interval after a test meal was

rejiarded as iiood evidence in fa\'our of a carcinoma vcntriculi. it has now been established

firmly that Ihe hydroeliloric acid may be \ery delleient or entirely absent in a ni'cal maTiv
other conditions also; it is absent in almost all cases of advanced carcinoma, whether of

the stoiTiaeh or not; and in many chronic maladies associated with ill-health all the

secretions of the body suffer. aTul amonyst them the hydrochloric acid of the gastric juice.
It follows, thcrefori'. that it is only wlieii the diagnosis has been narrowed down to there

being some lesion of the stomach, that the discovery that the hydrochloric acid is very
delieient or absent affords evidence that the lesion is a carcinoma.

I'liiiisilic (ifjccliiiiis sometimes escape recognition, e\en when they have led to sullieicnt

anatnia to attract attention (see P \h.\siti;s. In ri;si inai,. p. .")!!»). The two varieties most

apt to 111' associalt'd with ana-mia arc Aiil.iilosloiiinm (hiodcnale and liolhiiixrjiliiihi.'i liiliis.

Uilhiii-.iii lariiialtihiii may also lead to severe anainia, hut generally d<ies so on account
of the Il.KMAriiii \ (p. li.S'J) that it produces. Kosinophilia (p. 'Jl.S) may suggest a

l)arasitie infection.

(erlain dnnin are a|)t to jiroduce auaniia of the simph' eh Ion it ie type if I heir ad mi nisi ra-

tion is colli imied oxer a long period: particularly iiicrriirji. (trsciiic. lead and sidicjilntfs.

.\eute merem ialisiii is connnonly associated with stomatitis and salivation, but in chronic

eases, in addition to anainia, there is a])t to be a motor type of i>eripheial neuritis alTecting
the limbs and associated with a remarkable tremor (]>. 72(i), ])articularly of the hands. The
diagnosis is generally arrived at from the fact that the patient has been receiving mercury
medicinally, or is cin])loyed in some work in which mercury is used, for instance, the making
of then lelers or mirrors, or the curing of rabbit skins for the manufacture of hats.

.li.sciiit(d jxiisdiiiiig seldom gives rise to ana-mia as its sole symptom : but it is noteworthy
that although licpior arsenicalis is an admirable remedy for the relief of pernicious ana'inia,

arsenic itself is also a cause of ana'inia amongst those who work in it. As a rule, in ad<Iition

to an.Tmia there is marked |iigincntation of the skin {Pl<de VII). and Addison's disease

may be simulated. In the latter, however, the pigmentation occurs on the mucous
membranes, particularly of the lii)s and checks, as well as upon the skin, and this-
though in very exceptional eases a similar pigmentiition within the mouth has been
observed in pernicious an;cmia (see Plate X.XIl. p. ry2H}, and perhaps after taking arsenic

for long periods
—is always very suggestive of Addison's disease, and the tliagnosis may

be confirmed l)y finding a slight degree of cosinophilia, a remarkably low blood-pressure,
down even to .SO mm. Hg or less, attacks of vomiting, syncope, and remarkable asthenia.

D 3
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If there is aetive tiibcreiilosis of the suprarenal capsules, C'alniette's or von l'iri|uet"s

reactions with tuberculin {Plate XXXVII. p. 770), may be positive, but these two tests

are now less relied on than formerly. In arsenical cases there may also be evidence of

peripheral neuritis and of hyperkeratosis of the soles and palms. Analysis of the hair

will discover an abnormally hi<;li percentage of arsenic. The chlorotic type of ananiiia in

lead poisoning may be extreme, but the diagnosis will depend upon other symptoms, of which

any or all of the following may occur :
—a blue line upon the gums : constii)ation ; nausea :

vomiting : epigastric ])ains : abdominal colic : a tendency to repeated abortion in women :

peripheral neuritis, particularly of the wrist-drop type : various cerebral symptoms of any

degree, from mere headache or iiisonmia to epileptic convulsions or acute mania, or other

serious mental signs sinnmarised by the term saturnine encci)halopathy : impairment of

sight : optic neuritis : ophtliaimo])legia. chiefly affecting the sixth cranial nerve : a

tendency to gout, albuminuria and granular kidney, and the secondary effects of the latter.

The absence of a blue line on the gums does not exclude lead poisoning in those whose teeth

are clean : nor does its presence prove lead poisoning, for most workers in lead exhibit a

blue line whether they have other symptoms or not. In cases of doubt, it may be necessary

to collect an abundance of urine, evajjorate it. and ajiply the ordinary tests for inorganic

lead. The occui)ation of the |)atient will often suggest the diagnosis. Salicylates are said

to produce aiKcmia if tlieir administration is contimied for a long ijcriocl : but it is also

possible that the ana'mia may be due to the condition for which the salicylates are being

given, namely acidc rheumatism. The diagnosis is generally obvious.

In addition to the ana'mia that may result from acute rheumatism itself, there is apt

to be pronounced ana-mia in some forms of valvular heart disease, pa ticularly affections

of the aortic valves, whether rheumatic or syphilitic. Mitral disease, particularly mitral

stenosis, is more likely to cause polycytha-mia (p, y.V.i). unless there is fungating or infective

endocarditis. The occurrence of a ])rogressi\'e ana-mia in chronic heart cases always arouses

sus])icion of the latter : most cases of fungating endocarditis present symptoms of failing

com])ensation which are often very dillicult to distinguish from those due to the mechanical

effects of chronic vah ular disease, so that it is often dillicult to distinguish a heart case

without fungating endocarditis from one in which fungating endocarditis has super\ened.

In addition to aiioemia the following points would be in favour of the latter : sudden and

radical changes in the character of the heart bruits, for instance from nuisical to blowing,

and vice versa: enlargement of the spleen; the occurrence of ha-morrhages, particularly

subcutaneous or retinal ; optic neuritis; pyrexia {Fig. '2A:i, p, 50(i). whatever its type,

provided it cannot be ex|)lained by any intercurrent affection such as tonsillitis or pleurisy—though the absence of pyrexia does not exclude the disease : rigors, though these arc

often al)sent : and symptoms of infarction or embolism in the si)lccn, kidney, brain,

intestine, retinal or i)eripheral vessels resulting in convulsions or jtaralysis : cessation of

])ulse in one or other of the accessible arteries such as the radial, ])osterior tibial or

dorsalis pedis ; acute gangrene of some ])art whose circulation has thus been cut off

suddenly
—a toe, or the tip of the nose for example : the development of a spontaneous

peripheral aneurysm ; sudden ha>maturia ; sudden acute pain over the spleen, associated

perhaps with a peritonitic rub. It is noteworthy that there is but little leucoeytosis

in infective endocarditis. Cultivations from the blood obtained by aseptic venesection

may .serve to clinch the diagnosis, and also to indicate what serum or vaccine treatment

should be employed ; though it is remarkable how often blood cultures are negative in

these cases, even when the blood is obtained during a [)eriod of high [lyrcxia.

It is in some cases easy, but in others relatively difficult, to be sure of the diagnosis

of subacute nephritis. Antemia is a prominent symptom in the chronic nephritis of young

people, though the reverse is generally the case in the red graiuilar kidney of later life ; for

the differential diagnosis, see Albuminuri.v (p. !)). The old aphorism of " the large

white person with the large white kidney
'"

may sometimes suggest the malady.

Many subacute or chronic maladies associated with continued absorption of microbial

toxins have ana-mia as a prominent symptom. One may mention, for instance, chronic colitis.

whether mnco-membranous. "

sini|)le
'

ulcerative, or tropical dysenteric (see Diaiuuice.v,

]). 172) ; deep-seated suppuration acts in the same way, and one is familiar with the

jiallor of jiaticnts suffering from empyema : the development of this anaemia after the

crisis of lobar pneumonia, or in connection with broncho-pneumonia, in children, not
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infrei|iiontly siisiiicsts tlmt an t'lnpyema has (k-vclnpiil : tlic <lia'j;nosis may be coiifiriiR-d

by tlic physical signs, but it will be eliiuheil by tindini; pus when the ehest is needled.

Leucocytosis or a relative increase in the polymorijhonnclear cells does not help in

deterniinini;; the presence of empyema sf) much as in other eases of suppuration, because

empyema is nearly always secondary to lobar or lobular pneumonia, and in each of these

there is also a polymorphonuclear Icucocytosis. Other examples of chronic sepsis which

may produce severe anu'inia are chronic appendicular abscess : pyDsaljjinx ; hepatic
abscess : tlie breaking down of ovarian or uterine tumours : clinmic endometritis ;

pyorrhcea alveolaris : infection of sinuses connected with bones or joints. particidarl\-
unclean tuberculous hip or knee joints : psoas abscess : sui)|Mirativc iicriostitis or osteo-

myelitis, with necrosis of bone : secondary coccal infections in phthisis with cavitation,

or in lironcliiectasis. Chronic sei)sis may jjroducc Utrd<iceous disease, which itself is also

a cause of i)rofound anicmia, with a ijcculiar pale yellowish or transparent appearance of

the skin, though its diagnosis is exceedingly diincult in any but advanced cases. It is

guessed at. as a rule, on account of there being a chronic ]iurulcnt discharae from lung,

joint or limb, or else severe tertiary syphilis. There may be enlargement of the liver and

spleen, albuminuria, and a tcnilency to diarrha'a : but even when all these symptoms are

present, it not infre(|uently hap|)ens that the post-mortem examination shows that there

was no lardaceous disease at all.

Rlnintiiitiiid mlliiilis is an indefinite group of joint iliseases which differ essentially from
osteo-arthritis (|). ^Ali). in ihut with the former there are more or less severe constitutional

symptoms, including .slight |)yrexia. loss of appetite and weight, pigmentation of the skin,

and ana'Uiia. The nearest lymi)hatic glands, e.g., the epitrochlear when the hands an-

affected, arc often enlarged and tender. The diagnosis seldom dejiends upon the aiuemia,
however. I'robably there are many varieties of rheumatoid arthritis which will some day
be classilied upon a bacteriological basis into those due to gonoeoeci. streptococci, staphy-
lococci, pneumococei. liariUns roli roiiniiiiiiis. Spiroclnvtii piillidn. and .so on. There are

two types that are i)articularly prone to aiKemia. and these are. first, the form in which
there is marked spindle-shaped enlargement of all the lirst interijhalangcal joints in adults,

whatever other joints may be affected at the same time (p. 342) ; and .secondly, a general
destructive affection of the joints in children, associated with emaciation, ana-mia. enlarge-
ment of the spleen and of the lymphatic glands, and known as .S7)7/".v ilisnisc (FiS- H)!'.

p. :177). (Set- .foiNT.s. Affkctions oi--. p. ;!:i7.)

/'/;. VJ.—Teinper.tfurL' L-!i.irt (inorniui,' and eveiiiriu') from n c.i-se of c'rrUosi- of the li\ r-r, sliowiii^ tlie

teiKleiuy to slight pj-roxia. especially lit the eveiuni:.

Cinli(i>iifi of Die Ihrr sooner (jr later leads to anaemia of the ehlorotic ty])e. although in

the earlier stages the alcoholic patient may have a rubicund complexion : by the time
the ana-miti is pronounced there will almost certainly have been other .symptoms of the

complaint. ])articularly H.KM.vncjiESis (p. -JfiS). Jaundice (p. 824). or AscrrES (p. -::{).

Patients with cirrhosis of the liver often have .some evening pyrexia (Fin. 12), and they
tend to undue pigmentation of the skin.

Jliipirliiiitdion is a prtiminent cause of anxmia and general ill-health, especially in

women in towns. The cause for prolongation of the period of lactation is often an idea
that pregnancy will not recur whilst the last infant is being suckled. The diagnosis is

generally obvious if its possibility is borne in mind.
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Gastric nicer, or ratlier the symptoms which are often stated to he tliose of fjastric

ulcer, is fre(|uently associated with an;emia : the latter in a few cases is the result of direct

loss of blood by H.ematemesis (]). 2C8), or. in the case of duodenal ulcer. Mi;i..exa (p. 7,5)

.\ duodeiiid ulcer may sometimes simulate Gastric ulcer, but more often it ]>roduces symptoms
which are apt to be mistaken for <;all-stones. the ])ain l)eini; referred to a s])Ot about an inch

below the tip of the ninth rijjht rib. As a rule tlie pain in cases of duodenal ulcer Wars a

definite relationship to food, being greatest when the patient is beginning to be hungry.
and relieved by the taking of food. Gastric ulcer, on the other hand, is much more difhcult

to diagnose, for even when the patients have suffered from epigastric pain coming on

immediately after food, from vomiting which relieves the pain, and from one or more attacks

of iKcmatemesis. it is possible for the latter to be due to generalized of>zing from the gastric
nuico.a— ••

gastrostaxis
""—rather than a definite measurable idcer. When there has been

no liiematemesis the diagnosis is still more diliicult. though it is noteworthy that in nearly
half the cases in which the presence of an ulcer has been jjroved by operation there has been
no history of ha'niatcmcsis. It was formerly stated that gastric idcers are common in the

female sex between the ages of fifteen and thirty, especially in the unmarried and the

anaemic ; notably amongst the servant class : oi)erative demonstrations of gastric ulcers,

however, seem to show that they are really commoner in later life, and affect men as often

as women, so that there is a very decided possibility that the gastric symptoms of anaemic

women are not in fact due to ulcer. One meets with jjaticnts who have pain the moment
they take food, in whom vomiting after meals is persistent, in whom the diagnosis of gastric
ulcer woid<l certainly have been made in former years, but in whom that diagnosis is made
now only with considerable caution. It has become increasingly recogni/ed that the

vomiting and the gastric signs are often due to the ana»mia itself, and result from anaemic

dilatation of the heart. In diagnosing between this condition and that of true gastric

ulcer, one of the best plans is to put the patient to bed, and when she has been recumbent
for twenty-four or thirty-six hours, to see what is the effect of giving her full diet. Fidl

diet will be borne cjuite well in cases of severe anaemia associated with gastric symptoms
without ulcer so long as the patient remains in bed ; but if she gets up and returns to work
before the ana'mia is cured the gastric symptoms come on again directly. The vomiting
and the epigastric pain seem to be related not so much to food as to work in these cases.

When there is an ulcer, however, an attempt to adoy)t full meat and vegetable diet on the

second day of resting in bed nearly always fails if there have been severe sym])toms up to

that time.

Conditions in which, though the Anaemia may be severe, no obvious Lesion can
be discovered, whilst at the same time there is nothing to suggest that the case Is

a rare or unusual one.

Chlorosis is almost the only malady wliich comes under tliis luading. if one includes the

milder an;cmias of girls and young women as well as the severe cases of yellow-green sickness

to which the term should strictly speaking be limited. The cases of anu'mie vomiting just
discussed might also come under the same heading. Chlorosis and simple chlorotic amcmia,
without obvit)US organic lesions, are affections of the female sex—absent before puberty
and common inuncdiately after, seldom lasting after thirty years of age, and generally not

so long ; cured as a rule by marriage ; ne\er fatal even when severe ; an affection of all

classes, but mostly of indoor workers such as servant girls, and not often affecting those

who are employed in outdoor pursuits. The diagnosis is generally easy. The patients are

com])aratively well covered though they often eat very little. Emaciation is rare in

chlorosis, and this is probably due to tlie fact that the blood is less deficient in (|uantity
than diluted by excess of water. The leucocytes arc normal both in total number and in

differential count. The red cori)Uscles are often nuich less diminished than might be

expected from the appearance of the (jatient. the chief feature of the com])laint being the

great reduction in the luemoglobin. so that the colour index may fall to ()•.'). 0-4. or even

less. As the condition improves the red cells return to normal fairly quickly, and the

luemoglobin rises steadily but less rapidly. The way in which the patients react to treat-

ment by rest in bed, bj- the giving of iron, by keeping the bowels open, and by living in a

sunn\ atmosphere, is remarkable, and helps to clinch the diagnosis in any case of doubt.

It has been mentioned above that there are many blood changes which are conuiion to

severe anaemias ; it should be noted that even when the ha-moglobin has fallen to 30 per
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cent of noniiiil in m sc\ere case (if clilorosis. tlif cliaiiues in the blooil-eclls enunienited on

pane 2-2 seldom appear. ( lilorosis. more often than any otlier form of an;emia. leails to

haeinic cardiac limits, iiartieularly a blowinu syst<ilie liruit in the pulmonary area and a

bruit de diiihlr in the neek. Tlie patients are <ilten constipated, are apt to sulfcr from

menstrual irreuularit>-. particularly amenorrliira, which may last lor months, and a tendency

to cedenia of the feet. The viscera are <;enerally normal, (.hlorosis, unlike man\- olher

forms of severe aiuemia. seldom jiroduees albinninuria.

Cases in which the Anaemia may be more or less severe, in which there may

or may not l)e obvious lesions to account for it, but in which the circumstances of

the case suggest that the disease is unusual or rare.

Ildililkiii's ilisriisc is (iKrn sjioki-n of as lli(iu'_;li il were an allection in uhicli Ihe lilnn.l-

coiuit indicates the diagnosis. This is not the case, however, the blood chanues beini;

merely neiiative. thouuh a lilood-eount is essential in order to exclude leuka-mia by lindin^

that there is no leueocytosis. .Vt lirst there is no aua-mia : later there is proi;nssi\c ana'niia

of the ehlorofic type, with linally all the chaniics in the red cells eomuKin to the severe

anitmias (p. u-J). There is no leucocylosis, cir nunc <<[

moment. The dinVrciitial leucocyte count uim\ lie normal :

more often. lio\vc\cr. there is sonu' relatixc increase in the

lym]ihocvtes with proportionate i-elati\c diminution in

the iiolyniorphonuclear <-ells. and when a lariic number ol

white corpuscles are examined nccasidnal myelocytes and

one or two basophile corpuscles will be detected. The

diaynosis is made from Ihe enlart;ement of the \.\ \iiii\ik

Gi..VNl)s (p. ;{T7) and of the Sim,kiln (p. (i;!."i).

Sph-iiii- iiiKfiiiid is a malady in which there is ciin-

siderable enlariicment of the spleen, prci^res^isc anainia

of the simple ehlorotic iMie. and no other very (ili\i(ius

evidence as to what is wrono with the patient. 11 is

probable that moic lliari one condition is at present

labelled splenic aniemia : a considerable numlier ol the

cases turn out ullimalcly to be cirrhosis (if the li\er

(p. (33). in which enlarucment of the spleen happens Id

liave been the tirsi symptom to attiact attention. \cry

likely years berm-e the other elhcts of cirrhosis manih'sled

themselves. When splenic anaiiiia is the ciii;;inal (lia;;ii(isi>

in a case which ultimately pnivcs to be cirrhosis of the

liver, the eondilidii is dfteii spoken of as limili's ilixi-asi-.

Aplaslir nmriiiid has been mentioned abo\e (p. •_'l).

and there are a considerable number of obscure cases of

severe aiKcmia to which up to the |)resent no delinite

labels can be attached. Sduie of these sinnilate pernicious ana'mia. but all dilhr from

the latter in haxiny a cdldur index persistently less than 1. One can (inly rel'cr td them

as severe and e\cn lalal nu-named anaMuias.

Pseii(l<i-I('iil,(riiii<i iiifiiiihiiii is a condition in which enormous enlari;emenl iif the spleen

takes place in a miuul; child or infant {Fig. 13). associated as a rule with more or less ascites

and enlarucmcut of the abdomen. So (i''eat is the s|ilenic enlaruement sduictimes that the

condition at first sujiuesfs leuka-mia: l)ut when a b! l-eonnt is made, althouuh Ihe red

cells mav be very nmeh diminished and exhibit all the ehanaes characteristic of severe

ana-mia. there is no extreme leueocytosis. so that the condition cannot be classilied as a

leukaMiiia. anil hence is termed '

ijscudodcuka'mia infantum :

"

it has also been called
•

roii

JdliSfirs discdsr.' It ucnerally bej^ins at an aue of less than two years. The liver is cnlarued.

but less .so than the spleen. There may be severe luemorrhaoe from the nnicons membranes,

and there is often periodic pyrexia. The disease may be mistaken for rickets or for con-

genital syphilis ; indeed some authorities think that it is really due to one or other or both

of these causes in an cxa(ir;'e''ated degree. Whether this is so or not. the prounosis is fair

even when the aniemia has reached a severe dcyiec. The ascites may disappear, the huge

spleen may become restored to its normal dimensions, and the patient recover cdm|iletely

in the course of months.
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Mij.ra'dcDUi is a condition wliitli nuiy be mistaken for simple anainia. and eonse(|uently
it is apt to be overlooked, particularly at that stage which merits the term "

liy])()tliyroidism
'

rather than myxoedema. It is an affection of women rather than of men : it comes on

very slowly, and sometimes it can be diagnosed only by watchino; the beneficial effects of

thvroid treatment. There is icnerallv excess of (jelatinous subcutaneous tissue, which

Fiir. 11. T!ie same patient as Fiij. 1.5,

previous to tlie development of myx-
a-dema.

Fi<t. 15.—Myxcpdema : the cliaracter-

istic facies, illustrating' tlie broadening of

the features and the malar llusli. (Com-
pare Fig. 14.)

gives the patient a liUlTv or icdematous appearance, especially in the face (Fi!>. 1.)). hands

(Fig. 16). and lower limbs. ,so that not a few cases are mistaken for iie|)hritis. The urine

is copious and of low specific gravity, but usually does not contain albumin : though in

some cases there is sufficient albuminuria to make the case still more like one of Bright s

disease. The apparent ncdema docs not jiit on ])rcssiue. or pits far less easily than it would

if it were ordinary trdema : the

skin becomes thickened, an<l tlic

hair decreases in (niantity arid

liecomes brittle. Pliysical move-

ments are lethargic, and the in-

tellect dull, so that there is slow-

ness of action both of body and

of mind. sym])toms that disappear

in a remarkable way under tliyroid

treatment. In some cases the

mental symptoms ijredoniinate to

such a degree that some form ol'

delusional insanity or dementia

may be diagnosed, or even a

cerebral tumour. The chlorotic

tyjie of ana'mia whicli accom-

jiaiiies myxoedema may be masked

by a local flush over the malar

bones, not unlike tliat of mitral

stenosis.

ScKiTi/ is a rare tliscase which

may lead to the most [jrofoiuid

ana'mia, though it seldom does so

without also iiroducing extensive lucmorrliage into the skin, beneath the ])eriosteum of

the tibia' or other bones, from mucous membranes, and especially from the s])ongy and

foetid gums. It is not common now-a-days, except in a mild form in children,—scidtii-

riclcels or Barlow'-'i dheiise—in which tenderness of the bones associated with aiKcmia,

often mistaken for rickets, is the main symjjtom. The tenderness in question is due to

Fi(j. lil.—TIands of a patient sulfennL' Ii"iii iiiy\(i'iloni;i, illil^triltine tlie

swellinit of tlie ^oft parts, the Uroadeiiini,' ut tlie liiiL'tas, and tlieir consequent
stumpy or podi^y appearance.
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local siil)-j)cri()steal luemorrhaso. and tho way in which the oomi)Iaint rapidly gets better

under suitable treatment with fresh N-eyitahle diet helps in clinchinj; the dia<;iiiiscs. The

severer forms of scurvy are due to prolonncii deprivation of fresh food, such as is rare in

modern i)ractiee. thoimh it used to he eonirnon on board sliips.

ClihroiiKi is a very rare affection, relatecl to lymphatic leuktemia on the one hand and

to lymphosarcoma on the other. It is associated with the formation of multiple tumours,

especially in connection with liones. and a proirressive and severe anaemia of indeterminate

type. The condition is fatal, and the diagnosis is at once sujijiested by the green colour of

the neoplastic depnsits. Ilcrhirl Fii-iicli.

ANy€;STHESIA. (See Sl-.NSATION. Al-.SOKMAIJTIF.S OF. 1). (iOf.)

ANALGESIA. (See Sknsation. Aisnohm ai.i rM;s oi'. p. (iOl.)

ANASARCA. -(See CEl)l-.M\, p. 111.)

ANKLE-CLONUS is best elicited when, the patient lyinu oil his back, with his knees

sliyhtiy Hexed, the observer (|uickly. but not \iolently. dorsitlcxcs the foot, the hand belnn

a|>plied alonn its outer border in such a way as to keep it well outwardly rotated. The

result, when ankle-clonus is ])rcsent. is a scries of rhythmical jerks at the ankle-joint, at the

rate of about 7 per second—///<• ciiiitrmliDUK CDiiliiinhi^ iis li»iil a.s llir /)rc.s.s»;c /.s- iniiiiildhiid.

The last pro\iso is important, because it often happens that a few ankle-jerks arc obtained.

var\ ini; in lunnbcr from two or three to as many as twenty or thirty, but uradually tailing

oil and ceasing, although the pressure on the sole is maintained. This is sometimes spoken
(it as a

" tendenev to ankle-clonns." but for eliiiieal purjjoses it is not ankle-clonus at all.

and indicates nothing more than hypersensiti\cness of the nervous system, and nut organic

diseasi'. .\nkle-clomis. on the other hand, denotes changes in the corresponding crossed

pyramidal tract, and it is to be expected in association with increased kncc-jcrk anil extensor

plantar rellex. Its chief value lies in determining between functional and organic exaggera-

tions of the knee-jerk ; the latter may be \cry brisk as the result of pure nervousness, but

if it is associated with cither an extensor plantar rellex or ankle-clonus, or both, the exaggera-

tion is due to organic disease of the upper neuron, hemiijlegic or |)araplegic as the case

may be. Whereas, howcxir. the presence ot maintained ankle-clonns is eoiielusi\i- proof
of an upper neuron an'eetion. the absence of such clonus does not exehale such lesion;

ankle -clonus is not met with until there is a lelat i\ ely large amount of lateral column change ;

it eouK's later, as a rule, than the extensor plantar rclU'Xcs. Iliihni l-'inidi.

ANOSMIA. (See Smi'.li.. .\iiNoii\r\rrrii;s in-, p. (ill.)

ANURIA— :)r sup])ression of urine- nmst be ilistingiiishcd from rclciilioii nf iiiiiic.

in which urine is secreted from the kidneys, but Is retained in the bladder from snuie

lesion causing obstruction to the urethra, such as urethral stricture or prostatic obstruction

in the male, or pressure or drag upon the urethra by a large pelvic tumour or a rctro\crted

gra\ld uterus In the leni lie. Ketentlon of urine may also occm' without urethral obstruc-

tion in various lonns of disease of the spinal uei\oiis system alfecting the lumbar centres.

In retention of urine there is |)aln abiixe the piibes. constant and urgent desire to pass

urine, anil the distended bladder forms a tense. o\al, dull tumour alio\e the piilies In llie

miflille line. In many eases a pre\ ions history oi' obst ruction to the urinary Mow will lie

obtained, whilst in others the invohmtarv dribbling of lu'ine from the urethra from an

over-distended bladder at once distinguishes the case from one of anuria.

CAISKS OK .VNTltl.V.

A.—Ob'ilnictivc :—
t'alculus in kidney or meter

Vesical carcinoma involving the ureteric oriliccs

I 'ferine carcinoma

Large pi'lvie or alidominal tumnurs.

li.—\oii-(ihnlniclii'i' :
—

Toxic, luematogenous or ascending.
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In Riuil disease, nephritis, lardaceous disease, tuljoreiilosis, polycystic disease,

suppurative pyelonepliritis

Kcllcx. after O])erations or traiinui. or tlie siiildcu eni])tyiiiu of an over-distended

liladder.

In ixiisonini; from mercury. lead, pliospliorus. oxalic acid, canthariiles, or

turpentine.
In severe collapse.

Hysteria.
Anuria may occur and be complete without any other symptom, and it is remarkable

that in the obstructive forms, especially with calcidus. anuria may be complete for several

days without any other symptom—latent ursemia. In the non-obstructive forms, anuria

may be accompanied from the onset by the various symiJtoms of in-aMnia, such as vomiting,
convulsive muscular twitehings. dyspniea, and headache. In the obstructive form there

may be total absence of any urine secreted, or a small (|uantity may be passed of low sjieeitie

gravity, and containing very little urea or solids. .Vlbumin is absent unless there be ha-ma-

turia or cystitis, when ])us may be present also. The ])atient may com]>lain of aching in one

or both lumbar regions, but. with the exception that no urine is passed, seems to be in

ordinary health. The appetite is good and the mental state clear : but after a variable

period, from seven to ten days, the patient becomes drowsy, the tongue dry, temperature
subnormal, appetite deficient, and pupils small. There may be muscular twitching : the

drowsiness gradually becomes deeper, without any true ur.Temic convulsions, and death may
be postponed for as long as twenty days from the onset of the anuria. This se(|uence is very
different from that .seen when anuria occurs from non-obstructi\e causes, when there is

fref|Uently marked disturbance of the nervous system : headache and giddiness are followed

rapidly by con\iilsions, delirium, and dyspnica, with \'omiting and small pupils, the ])atient

rajtidly becoming comatose and dying in a few days.

.4.—OBSTRUCTIVE ANURIA.

Calculous Disease is the most frc(|uent cause of obstructi\e anuria. It may occur

at any age. but is conunonest in men of about forty. Suppression of urine may arise from

the impaction of a small calculus in the ureter of a kidney which is i)raetieally normal, or

may be ilue to the total destruction of the renal secreting substance, which has ])rogressed

gradually and without marked symptoms. Between these two extremes there may be

many stages, and the two conditions, namely, ureteric impaction and renal destruction,

may exist at the same time. Clinically, it is rare for calculous anuria to arise from simul-

taneous blockage of both ureters by calculi ; it is less uncommon to find that one kidney
has been destroyed by pre\ious disease, the ureter of the remaining organ then becoming
obstructed by a stone. Kxceptionally. the blockage of one ureter may cause reflex suppres-
sion of urine in the other kidney, especially if the function of the latter is impaired alread\

by disease : but in these lases the anuria is usually temporary. Calculous anuria may occiu'

suddenly, and in patients who arc a])i)arently in good health, for it is no unconnnon thing
lor a ])atient to go on in good health when he possesses only one functionally active kidney,
the other ha\ ing l)ecn destroyed by slow disease, or being absent : or there may be a history
of previous liunbar jjain. luematuria. ])yuria. or the passage of calculi. At the onset of

anuria there is usually pain in the lumbar region along the course of the ureter of the side

most recently affected ; it commonly lasts a day or so and then subsides, or it may last

throughout the period of anuria. In addition, there is frequently a constant desire to mic-

turate, although no urine is passed, or if the anuria is intermittent, urine of pale colour and
low specilic gravity, sometimes blood-stained, may be passed. If the anuria remains

complete, no other symptoms may occur for several days, a feature which is common to the

obstructive forms of anuria, but is in marked contrast to the non-obstructive variety. .After

a ]>eriod of anuria lasting from seven to ten days, the jiatient becomes drowsy, the tongue
is dry, there is disinclination for food, and the general symptoms of ura-mia may come on :

but in many cases the patient may die before any symptoms of ura'mia occur. Thus, it is

usual to speak of a tolerant and a iinpniic period in obstructive anuria. The tolerant stage
of obstructive anuria may be even further prolonged if the functional kidney he already

hydroncphrotic from previous intermittent obstruction, even to twenty days. The sudden
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(ibstriK'tidii ti> till- iiriii;irv How in a C(>iii|>irativL'ly normal kiiliicy causes coiniilctc sm|i|ii\s-

sion, wliilst a partial or intermittent obstruction eausi's dilatation of the kiiinc\ . If such a

kidney l>e the fnnctionatinj; organ, and become eom|)lctel\' obstiueted. the dilalidion will

increase; and a linnbar tinnour may be palpable. If there is pain on pressure ovei' the

kidney, or alonj; the course of the ureter, the <liagnosis i.s strengthened, or it may be <lecided

to settle the diagnosis by immediate operation. In some cases in which one kiilnev has

been destroyed gradually without pain, and anuria occurs, there may be great dilUcultv in

determining which of the two kidneys is the functional organ which has recently become
obstructed : in these cases it is a good ride to operate upon the side on which the pain has

occurred most recently. If the patient is not too stout. pali)ation may detect a distiTict area

of pain over a caU-nlus impacted in the course of the ureter : or on carehil rectal or vagina!
examination a calenhis impacted in the \esieal end of the ureter mav be fell. If the case is

seen early, evidence of ureteric calculus may be obtained by the eystoseo|]c. when I hi' ureteric

orifice of the ol)strnetcd side may be seen to be congested or ecchymoscd : or a ureteric

bougie impermeable to the Hiintgen rays may be ])asst'd into the ureter and a skiagram
obtained, though it is (July exceptionally that this can Ik- <-arricd out. Operation upon the

side of the recent pain may be urged strongly, when the kidney can be opened and draineil.

and opportunity taken to explore as nmeli of tlu- ureter as can be felt by the parietal incisio?!

and by cathcleri/alion from abo\e.

Anuria from Vesical Carcinoma impliis that either Ixjth ureteric oriliccs are

involved in the disease, or that the ureteric oriliee of the only functional kidnev is implicateil.
The conilition is uncommon as a pure obstructi\c anuria, for in most cases the kidnevs are

already the seat of changes due in part to the back pressure and in part to sepsis, so that

when anuria terminates a case of vesical carcinoma, it is more often due to renal disease

than to ureteric obstruction. If tlie bladder has remained uninfected by septic organisms,
the gradually increasing ureteric obstruction may lirst causi- hydronei)hrosis. so that when
the obstruction becomes complete the renal distention may increase (luickly. and the svm-

ptoms of nra'inia be delayed. In cases arising from vesical carcinoma, it is verv rare for tlie

anuria to occur before symptoms of vesical growth are ajiijarent. such as luematuria. pvuria,
increased fre(|uency and pain on micturition: but in the infiltrating type of carcinoma,
luematuria and frei|uency of micturition may be absent for a long time. In all cases, careful

\aginal or rectal examination will detect infiltialion and tliickcning of the base of the bladder,

and the growth can be seen through the eystoscope l I'lnh- .\ T/. Fiff. F. p. L'S t).

Uterine Carcinoma.—.\niiria is frequent in the Icrmin.il stage of uteiine carc-inoma.

when the growth has extended into the cellular tissues of the broad ligament and iiUDlvcil

the terminal portions of the ureters, or when the oriliccs of the latter are implicated in the

direct inliltration of the growth into the Ijladdcr base. In the majority of cases dving from
uterine cancer in the inoperable wards of the London ( aixcr Hospital, the kidnevs are

found to be hydroncphrotic. the renal pelvis dilated, or the renal secreting tissue .selcrosctl,

apart from the frccpient infection with septic micro-organisms. In all cases the growth
has reached an advanced stage, and the disease has been apparent, but it lias Ijccn ncordcd
that anuria has occurred beft>re the patient has complained of any syni])tom pointing to the

uterine condition. The.se cases might simulate other forms of obstructive anmia. but the

diagnosis would be apparent ujion vaginal examination.

Pelvic or Abdominal Tumours, such as uterine libromyomata or o\arian earcinom-

ata. may cause anuria from direct pressure on the ureters, especially if a part of the tumour
is impacted in the pelvic cavity. The cause of the anuria will Ijc a])parent on examinatit)n
of the abdomen and of tin- |iclvic organs.

/;.—NON-OBSTRUCTIVE ANURIA.

Marked diminution in the amount of urine or complete amu'ia may occur without
obstructive lesion of tlu' urinary apparatus, due ii\ many instances to disease of the ri'iial

secreting tissues. In many of these cases the sym|)toms differ remarkably from those

seen in obstructive anuria, in that the anuria is a<'companicd by symptoms of ura'inia in a

short time, and not after an interval of days as in the obstructive cases. Aiuu'ia maN- occur

under certain toxic conditions, as in acute fevers, or in acute ])oisoning by mercurv. lead,

|)liosphorus. or turpentine : the history and ace<jm]>anying symptoms of such cases are

usually sullieicnt to point to the nature of the urinar\' su]ipression.
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Anuria in Renal Disease.—In uciiie nephritis, anuria may occur early or after the
disease is well established, and is usually accompanied by marked disturbance of the nervous

system. Tlie sudden onset of the disease after exijosure to cold, or in the course of an acute

specific fever sucli as scarlet fever, enteric, or ])neumonia. or in luematogenous renal infec-

tions, associated with i)allor. backache, jiulhness of the face and ankles, and sli<;ht pvrexia,

together with the small amount of urine passed before the suppression becomes complete,
are points all suooestiuu' acute nephritis. If the urine has been tested before the onset of

anuria, it is often of reddish-brown colour from the presence of blood, and contains abundant
albumin, together with renal, epithelial, and blood casts. In chronic nephritis, anuria may
occur as a late symptom in the diseas-e, and is occasionally jircceded by a ])eriod in which

polyuria is marked. Anuria in chronic nephritis is accompanied by pi-ominent symptoms
of urxmia, such as headache, giddiness, convulsions, stertor, and coma, and unless the flow

of urine is re-established quickly, death ensues, Tlie previous history of the case, high
arterial tension, cardiac hypertrophy, retinal changes, and signs of baek-])ressure, with or

without ascites and anasarca, will ])(>int to the nature of the anuria. In otiier diseases of

the kidney, such as lardaccons disease, siippiirritiir jii/cloiiephrilis. or bilateral ti/berculosis,

anuria may be preceded by general failing health, with loss of appetite, subnormal tem-

perature, a dry brown tongue, headache, increasing pulse-rate, hiccough, and attacks of

dyspnoea : fre(iuently there may be polyuria before suppression occurs. In these cases the

anuria is terminal, the condition of the kidneys having been known previously, \Vith tlie

occurrence of anuria there may be great restlessness, with muscular twitching, loss of

sphincteric control, convulsions, and a gradual lapse into coma,

Poli/ci/slic disease of the kidneys frequently terminates in anuria and uraemia, but the

diagnosis of the disease has probably l)ccn arrived at previously. The sym])toms resemble
in a great measure those of chronic nephritis, with the exception that ascites and a^dema of

the extremities are uucoumion. Headache, flatulence, and digestive troubles, sickness, and

general lassitude are symptoms of renal inefficiency, whilst arteriosclerosis, a bilateral renal

tumour, and a low-speeific-gravity urine in increased quantity, would suggest ))olycystic
disease. ILematuria is the first symjitoiu in not a few of these cases.

Anuria following Operations or Trauma.—.\miria may occur in patients who have

unilergonc an (iperalii>ii and who arc the Milijccts of renal disease, or may occur occasionally
even when no renal disease is present. Any extensive operation which involves a good
deal of shock in a patient with renal disease, or in whom the kidneys have been subjected
to Ijack-prcssure, as in uterine myomata. may succumb to annria unless apjjropriate measures
are undertaken; even an apparently trivial operation on the urinary organs may cause acute

suppression of urine. This must be differentiated carefully from the retention of urine in

the bladder often seen after operations such as for hajmorrhoids or for hernia. Acute

su]jpression of urine may follow operations upon the lower urinary tracts, such as the passage
of instruments, or the performance of internal urctlirotoniy, .Vnuria is jjarticularly liable

to occur when a catheter is passed to relieve an over-distended bladder in a ease of prostatic

enlargement or urethral stricture, the kidneys Ijcing already distended from back-pressure
or infecterl with se|>tic ja-ocesses, and it must Ijc laid down as a golden rule, that if a catheter

is ])assed in tliese cases, tlie urine must be withdrawn very gradually. Anuria following

operations upon the lower urinary tract is diagnosed by the direct relationship lictween the

operation and the onset of symptoms ; by the rigors, pyrexia, and the profound |irostration,

rapidly followed by convulsive movements and coma,
.\nuria may also occur in the severe collapse following an injury, in the late stages of

eltolcra or yellow fever, and oeeasionally as a miinifcstation of liijslcria. It may be simulated

by a malingerer. ji_ jj, Jocchju Sivan.

APHASIA.—(See Speixii, .Aunoioiai.ities oi', ji. 0-2-1..)

APHONIA.—(See Si'EKCir. .Aisnohmamties ok, ji. C:28.)

APPETITE, ABNORMAL.—Apiietite may be: (1) Increased: (2) Diminished;

(3) Perverted.

Increase of Appetite sometimes occurs in cases of hjiperchlorhiidria. The general
condition is then well maintained, there is usually pain or discomfort in the later jicriod of
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(iiucstidii. ri-Ik'Vf(i (temporarily) by tlie takini; iif niorr fnod. A test nual >lu)\vs excess of

liydrucliloric sieiti.

In (lidbctcs, especially in its earlier stai;cs. tlicrc is (jftcn an alinornial craxiiiL; lor I'ooil :

but in spite of larise meals the jJUticnt wastes, l-^xaiiiination of tlic urine will establish

the diagnosis.

IiiicfiliiHil jKirasilis (round-worms and tape-worms) are l)clieved tobe a cause of excessive

appetite in some eases. This is doubtful ; but in any ease the jioint can always be cleared

up by uivinii' an antlu'lminlic.

In some cases of li/istriiii an excessive appetite is present (liuliiuia). 'I'lie |)ati(nt is

usually a youni; woman, and other stiyinata of hysteria are ])resent.

Diminution of Appetite oieurs in many forms of dyspepsia. es])ecially when associated

with a lessened <;astric secretion. Thus it is almost constantly present in giislrilin. except,

perhaiis. in the acid form. If renal disease. ad\anced mitral disease, or cirrhosis of the

li\ir be i)resent. secondary gastritis may be diagnosed. If there be a history of the abuse

of alcohol or tobacco, or of indiscretions in diet, or if there be a marked defect of the chewinu;

apparatus, there is ])robably primary gastritis. The tongue will |)robabl\ be furred, and

a test meal shows diminished acidity and ]>robably an excess of nnicus. but the cxaminalion

of the stomach is otherwise ncgati\e. (See also I.NDicKsriox. ]). olT.)

Loss of appetite is also an early symptom in eases of «(i,stric ciirriiKinni. and should

lead, especially in elderly subjects, to careful examination for other signs of that ilisease.

There is frecpiently a s])ecial distaste for meat in such cases. (See Ixdicksi kin. p. ;!l(i.)

In children a profound anorexia is sometimes an early symptom of iKlicrciilDnix.

In hysterical young women complete disinclination for food (iiiiorciin iiirvitfui) is some-

times met with. The diagnosis is based upon the absence of other eausis of the symptom,
the presence of otl]<r signs of hysteria, and the history of mental or emotional shock. The
loss of a])i)etite in such eases may amount to a com|>letc refusal of all food, and the |)atient

may CTuaciate to a dangerous degree. Obstinate constipation is usually present as well.

.Allied to these cases is the loss of appetite \vhieli occurs in mel:',nclinlic forms of iiisiniili/.

In such a case delusions may be iircscnt.

Perverted Appetite may occur in Ihe course of iiiTiiiiiiiic/f. and is of no special signili-

cance. It is met with. loo. in nervous, an.cmie cbildrcti. in whom it often takes the form of

dirt-eating (/liiii)- Here. also, it is not a sign of any diagnostic value. Perverted appetite
is also a connnon nccurrcnc'c in insanity ; but olhrr e\ ideiiee of mental disturbance is alwavs

present as well. Hulnit lliih lif,iiii.

ASCITES, or Ibe accumulation of serous lluid in Ihe peritoneal ca\ity. is not a disease

in itself, for it may be produced by a great variety of conditions. It is easy to determine

its precise cause in some cases : in others it may be almost impossible to say dmin^ life

what is the jirimary condition. f)ne may discuss (1) //.s- jilii/sical m'niis : (-J) Jlini.- In

(lixtiiigiduli it from iitlirr idiiditiiiiis ii'liirh man '<imiil<itc il : ('.',) A cliissiftrd list (if ilfi

Cdiises : ( t) Tlif iliicf /xiiiits \i.tiich icill In
Iji in iiniriii'^ ill ii loni'it iliffiTnilidl ilidiiiinsis id

d ptinirutdr rr/.vc.

1. PHYSICAL SIGNS. Inspection.—The abdomen is distended uniformly, the degree

varying with the amount of lluid. If the (piantity is large, and its accmnulation has

been ra]iid. the abdomen is more or less globular, the umbilical region being the most

prominent. The skin is tense and shiny, and there may be linea' albicantes. If the <piautity
of Huid is large but its accnnnilation has been gradual, bulging of the tianks is more marki'd :

the lower ribs may be (lUslied outwards, and the epigastric angle wiilened. If the (piantity
of fluid is small, only a slight bulging of the tianks may be noticed. The a])|)earance of the

abdomen depends a good <leal on the position of the |iatient. If lying on one side, the mo^t

dependent ])art is the most prominent, owing to the lluid gravitating to that side of the

abdomen. If the ])atient stands or sits upright, the hypogastric and iliac regions will be

most bulged. The umbilicus becomes stretched transversely and flush with the surface,

or even ])rotruc|e(l ; it retains its position in the median abdominal line, and remains nearer

to the ])ubes than to the eusiform cartilage. In tuberculons jjcritonitis the skin in its

iumiediate neighliourh 1 may be reddened and o'diir.atous. or there may be a liecal

llstula liere. In cirrhosis of the liver the veins around the mnljilicns are said to be dilated,

but the so-called
"

caput medusa?
"

is rare. The supcrlicial veins all over tlie abdomen an<l
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lower part of the chest may be dihited. the blood flowing in an upward direction, this reversal

of the stream occurring mainly when the inferior vena cava is obstructed, either by the

tension of the ascites or by somcthina- related to its cause. (See Veixs, Varicose Abdom-

inal, p. 7i8.) The abdominal res|)iratory movements may be absent or much diminished.

The cardiac impulse may be displaced upwards and outwards. The legs, thighs, and

scrotum may be oedematous. and so may the loins.

Palpation.—The abdomen may be anything between (luite llaccid and very tense.

.V lluiii thrill may be obtained by placing the hand flat against one flank and gently flicking

the other with the fingers of the other hand : the possibility of a thrill being transmitted in

the abdominal wall should be eliminated by getting the patient or an assistant to place the

side of his hand on the front of the abdomen, so as to stop the mural thrill at the point

of contact with the abdominal wall. If the above precaution is taken and a thrill is

obtainable, it denotes the ])rcseiice of fluid.

If the liver or spleen has enlargeil it sinks backwards, so that between these organs

and the abdominal wall a layer of fluid is present : if the hand placed on the abdomen, in

the right or left hypochondriac region as the case may be. is suddenly dejjressed. this fluid

is displaced, and the surface of the enlarged organ can then be felt. This i)henomenon of
"

dipping is almost pathognomonic of ascites.

Percussion.—When the patient lies flat on his back the fluid gravitates to the posterior

|)art of the abdomen, and the air-containing viscera float to the anterior part, so that the

|)ercussion note is resonant in front and dull in the flanks. .\s the fluid increases in quantity,

the line of dullness creeps forward from the flanks and upwards from the pubes, and keeps
a concave u|)per border : in extreme cases the abdomen may be dull all over, particularly in

children.

One of the most prominent physical signs of ascites is the effect produced on the per-

cussion note by a change in the ])osture of the patient. If. after examining him lying on

the back and Hnding dullness in the flanks and resonance in the front, he be turned on one

side, the uppermost Hank becomes resonant and the line of dullness on the other side rises

nearer to the median abdominal line, owing to the fluid gravitating to the most dependent

part. If only a very small (piantity of fluid is present, the abdomen may be resonant all

over when the patient lies on his back : but if he is percussed in the knee-elbow position,

the umbilical region may be found to be dull.

In some cases. es|)ecially of tuberculous peritonitis, shortening of the mesentery is apt

to be associated with the ascites : the intestines cannot then rise, and the result is dullness

all over the abdomen, or in very exce|)tii)nal cases dullness in front with re>ionanee in the

Ihinks. Chronic peritonitis may cause the fluid to be loeulated, through matting together

of the intestines. The abdominal distention may then not be uniform, and change of

posture may not alter the character of the percussion note.

Mensuration.—The abdomen should be measured, fixed points being taken in front

and behind, e.g., the umbilicus in front and the tip of the third lumbar spine behind. This

is important in order to watch the effect of treatment. The distance of the umbilicus from

the ensiform cartilage. ])ubes, and anterior superior iliac spines should also be noted. In

ascites, the navel is nearly always nearer the pubes than the ensiform cartilage, and eipii-

distant from the two anterior suiierior iliac spines when the patient lies flat on his back.

It is always important to examine the abdomen carefully after paracentesis : the

cause of the ascites can often be discovered in this way. in the shape of tumours, or enlarge-

ments of organs, which were previously obscured by the tenseness of the abdominal wall.

2. DIAGNOSIS.—Ascites has to be distinguished from other conditions which may
give rise to general abdominal distention, especially from :

—Tympatutes : Ovarian and

paroiiirifiii ci/sIs : Gravid uleriis n-itli hydrops amnii : Distended bladder : Distention

associated xi-itli obesiti/ : Phantom tumour : Large abdominal ei/sts and solid tumours.

Tympanites is distinguished from ascites by the following signs :
—The outline of

distended coils of intestine may be visible, and peristaltic movements may be noticed.

There is no fluid thrill if precautions are taken to [irevent a thrill being transmitted by the

abdominal wall. The abdomen is resonant all over, both in front and in the flanks.

Ovarian Cyst.
—There may be a history of the enlargement of the abdomen having

been noticed at an early date to be more on one side than the other, and to have arisen from

the pelvis. The umbilicus may be nearer to the ensiform cartilage than the pubes, and
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nearer to one anterior sii|)erior iliae s])ine tlian the other. A fluid tlnill may not l)e ()l)tiiineil

far l)ack in the Hanks, hut only in trout of the niid-axihary hues. There is usually ilulluess

in front, with resonanee in the Hanks. Tiie outline of the eyst may possilily lie noticed

(Uu-inL; the respii-.itory movements. On measuriui; the abdomen tlie ureatest eireuml'erenee

is usually beldw the umbilicus: whereas in ascites it is ifenerall\- at th<' uml)ilieus. .V

vaginal exainiualiou ma\- reveal that the uteius is drawn upwards and that its mobihty is

impaired : when^as in ascites it is lnw ihiwu ami m(i\;dile. If paracentesis luis been i)er-

formed, the nature (il the (i\arian lluid is ehaiaelcristic. beino- usually thick, tenacious,

viscid, and of a brownish cir greenish cdlcnu- : whereas ascitit' thud is yellowish, limpid, and

clear. Mucli dillieulty arises when ovarian eyst and ascites are both iircsent. owini; to

infection of the peritoneum by secondary dejxjsits from the ovary. Kven without this.

however, it is l)y no means always easy to distinguish between ovarian cysl ami .iseites

when the abdominal distention has become extreme.

Gravid Uterus with Hydrops Amiiii. In this condition it may be possible to

make out the <iutline of the enlarged uterus : the tmuour may \ary in eonsistiiicy as the

uterine wall contracts and relaxes ; on vaginal examination the cer\ix is soft and |)atuious

and the uterus cnlargeil. 'Ihere will l)e other signs of pregnancy, tlie eharaelcrist ic condition

of the breasts, hetal mo\cmcnts and heart sounds, and the history of amenonhoa. 'Ihere

will be dulhicss ill the trout of the abdomen, resonanee in the Hanks.

Distended Bladder. -This may reaeli well abo\c the umbiheiis, most lre(|ui'iitl\ in

women as the result of a retroverted gra\id uterus, or in men over sixty from <nlarge-

nient of the prostate. The most important symiiloms are : incontinence of urine from

over-distention and oxcillou. and abdominal dislciil ion. There is generally a globular

mass to be |)alpalcd in tlie middle line abo\c the piibcs and reaching iiii to the umbilicus

or higher : it is dull |o percussion in front, \\illi resonance in the Hanks. The passage of

a catheter shmiM clear up all doubt.

General Obesity nia\- cause unieli abdominal disleiition. The mcseiitiay, omentum,
and abdominal wall may be so loaded with fat that it is dillicnlt to make a satislaclory

examination, and it niav be almost impossible to dcteriiiine with certainty the prcsiiice of

even a moderale amount of lluid.

Phantom Tumour. The abdomen may occasionally be so distended in women, espe-

cially at the lime of the climacteric, that ascites, o\aiian tumour, or pregnancy n\n\ be

simulated when there is merely a phantom tumour. If an anasthetic is administered it

often disappears, the rigid abdominal wall becomes Haccid. and it can be <leteriiiiiied

whether Huid in the |ieritoneal cavity or any abdominal tuniom- is jircsent or not.

Large Abdominal Cysts may occasionally simulate ascites, e.g.. hvdroneiihrosis. pan-

creatic eyst, and hydatid eyst : they do not. however, cause uniform distention of the

abdomen as a rule. They are most likely to be mistaken for simple chronic ])ciilonitis in

which local collections of Huid have arisen from matting together of the intestines. Hydro-

nephrosis may be distinguished by its i)osition and by the fact that it may vary in size, a

decrease being associated with an increase in the amount of urine passed. I'anercatic cyst

may be differentiated by its jxisition in the uiipcr part of the abdomen and by its more or

less circular outline. If paracentesis abdominis has been performed, the character of the

Huid and its ferments would point to the nature of the iliscase.

3. CAUSES.—Having made up one's mind that the general abdominal distention is

due to Huid in the peritoneal cavity, one must next dillVrentiate the cause of the ascites.

The following is a classiticd list :
—

i. Diseases of the Peritoneum :

Xon-snp]iurati\e acute peritonitis
"

Sim])le
"

chronic peritonitis

TuberciHous peritonitis

Malignant peritonitis, generally secondary to a primary growth elsewhere

Ilydati<l cysts in tlie peritoneal cavity,

ii. Obstruction to the main Portal Vein by :
—

Xon-suppurali\e thrombosis

iMilarged portal lym|ihatie glands :
—

Malignant

Lymphadenomatous

Tuberculous

Lymphatic leukaemia
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Tunioiirs of adjateiit organs, such as :
—•

Liver Duodenum
Panereas Colon

Kidney Suprarenal ca[)sule

Stomach
Rarities such as aneurysm ol' the Iiepatic artery

. Diseases of the Liver :
—

( irrho-;is

Periliepatitis. really part of chronic simple peritonitis

Carcinoma
]

Doubtful cavises if the lesions are conlined to the liver : i.e.,

Sarcoma !
if there is ascites, it is probably not due to the carcinoma.

Syphilis I etc.. in the liver, but to simultaneous affection either of

Hydatid disease ) the peritoneum or of the portal lymphatic glands

. Obstruction of the Inferior Vena Cava above the Hepatic Veins by :
—

Thrombosis Mediastinal growth
Chronic mediastinitis

Chronic Failure of the right Heart ('backward pressure') the result of:—
\'alvular disease :

—
Mitral stenosis

antral regurgitation
Aortic stenosis or regurgitation with

secondary mitral regurgitation :
—

Rheumatic or syphilitic

Congenital pulmonary stenosis (rarely)

Chronic myocardial affections :
—

Fatty degeneration Fibroid heart

Fattv intiltration Primary aleolio-

Generally as-

sociated

Adherent in'rii-u'diuiii

Chronic lung affections, especially :

Em])hysema
Recurrent bron-

chitis

Fibroid lunu

Chronic high blooil jjressure :
—

Red granular contracted kidneys
Pale granular contracted kidneys
.Vrterioselcrosis

Fatty superposition lie- liciirt

vi. Bright's Disease. In Brighfs disease ascites may be caused in at least four diliVreiit

ways,
—namely, as the result of :

—
Part of a general dro)isy Secondary to hypertroi)hy and dilatation

Acute peritonitis of the heart, lollowed by failure of

Chronic peritonitis compensation

\ii. Severe Anaemias, in wliieh the ascites is usually the result of acute, subacute, or

chronic intereiurent peritonitis, as in :
—

Splenomedullary leuk;emia

Lymphatic leukaemia

Ilodgkin's disease

Pseudo-leuka-mia infantum

Splenic anfemia

Pernicious anseniia

Aplastic anoemia

Malaria

4. DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS.—If ascites is the only fluid accumulation present in

the jKitient; if. although there is also swelling and (edema of the legs, the ascites is known
to have appeared first : or if the ascites is out of proportion to dropsy elsewhere : it is

most in-obably due either to some form of ])eritonitis. to portal obstruction from thrombosis

of or ])ressure on the portal vein, or to cirrhosis of the liver.

If it is associated with general anasarca, that is to say. with tedema of the legs, body,

and lace, perhaps even of the scalp, and i)Ossibly with other serous effusions, the |)rol)able

cause is acute, or acute on chronic, Bright's disease.

If .swelling and oedema of the legs w-ere noticed first and the ascites followed, heart

failure from one of the causes in Group V, or obstruction of the inferior vena cava above the

hepatic veins, would be the most likely cause ; it is important to remember, however, that

in the slighter cases, or in those of long standing, the patient is often uncertain which swelled

first, his legs or his abdomen, and his statements on the point may be misleading.

If jaundice is associated with the ascites, it points to some form of portal olistruction

as the cause, either cirrhosis of the liver, or, if the jaundice is intense, to some actual pressure

on the portal vein and connmin bile-ducts, generally due to malignant disease.

If enlarifcment of the liver is associated with the ascites this may be due to carcinoma,
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sarcoma, cirrhosis, pcrilicpatitis, syphilis of tlic li\cr, or to nutmetj cliani;c tlic result ol'

l>ackward pressure from chronic heart or limy <lisease.

If the ascites is associated with multiple abdominal tumours it suuiiests tulierculous

or maliuiiant peritonitis, or in rarer cases hydatid disease.

i. Diseases of the Peritoneum.

Aciilc Xdii-niiitpindliir I'iriliiiiitis is an acute inllammation of the i)critoneum analogous

to acute simple
"

pleurisy witli serous effusion. One seldom speaks of ascites, howexcr,
in connection with acute infective jieritonitis such as would lead to ])Us formation if laparo-

tomy were not resorted to : and it is dillicult to draw a decided line between acute peritonitis
in which the fluid should be called ascites, and other cimditions of acute j;eneralizcd

peritonitis to which the term would not be applied. There are, however, cases in which
acute serous effusion due to non-sU[)purati\ e peritoTiitis occurs in acute and chronic Hrii;ht"s

disease: or acute tuberculous peritonitis almost sinudatins general sup|inrati\e peritonitis;
whilst pneumococcal and gonococcal peritonitis may be acute in onset, and yet take the
form of an ascitic effusion, recovery occurring without the necessity for la))arotoiny. It is

probably a (|Uestion of the dose of the miero-orgaiiism that affects the peritoncimi, and it is

by no means impossible that, whereas the perforation of a gastric ulcer, duoflenal ulcer,

dysenteric, typhoid, or tuberculous ulcer of the intestines, or leakage from a pyosalpinx, an

appendicular abscess, stercoral ulcer of the eolnn, nr a perirectal or prostatic abscess,

generally gives rise to acute general peritonitis which would prove suppurati\c if it wi-rc

not operated on. the same conditions may in some cases lead to a sliuhter affection with
a severe but non-suppurative ascitic effusion en<ling in spontaneous recovery. Whether
laparotomy is indicated or not in any given instance must depend up<in the indixidual

circumstances of the case : but it is nnich safer for the i)atient to be operated upon for

acute non-sup|>urative ]>eritonitis of the type of which we are now speakint; than for

general suppurati\e peritonitis to escape "p._-iation.

Shiipir Cliroiiii- Pcriloiiilis is a chronic inlhunmation that is not tuberculous or malii;-

nant. It may follow simple acute peritonitis, but ils two commonest causes arc : a fonnir
tuberculous peritonitis from which the tub<rcies lia\e disappeared : and the ehronie irilla:n-

malion which results from repeated |)aracenl( sis abdominis for any other \arietv of ascites.

The latter is important : it sometimes hapi)ens, in a heart case for instance, that both icdema
of the legs and ascites have been prominent symptoms, paracentesis abdominis being indi-

cated on account of the cardiac distress ; the tapping of the abdomen niav have had to be

repeated scxeral times, and yet ultimately the cariliac compensation has been restored,
the patient's general condition becoming (piite good and the (I'llema of the leys disappearing ;

yet in spite of this general improvement, ascites may still persist and rei|uire further tapping
at inter\als. In such a case, whereas at lirst the ascites was due to backward pressure
from the failing heart, it ultimately becomes due to chronic peritonitis, the result (jf the

reiieatLil tappings. It is usually associated with iKrihe|)atitis. which indeed is only one
of the local manifestations of chronic j)critonitis. lAen when all inflammation has ceased,
the great thickening of the peritoneum over the dia|)hragm, liver, and spleen may have
blocked up those ])ores through which the jieritoneal secretions iiaturallv drain away, so

that the Ihiid keeps on re-aecmnulating, and necessitates rejieated ta])ping, which in some
eases has been performed over three hundred times. The peritoneum be<'omes thickened

generally, and the intestines bound down and matted together. There iiia\ be local or-

general abdominal distention, depending on whether loeuli are formed or not b\ the adhe-
sions. On accoimt of the shortening of the mesentery and matting together of the intestines
there may be dullness all over the abdomen, so that this form of ascites is ])artieularly li;d)le

to be mistaken for ovarian cyst or tumour. Albuminuria is frequent on account of interl'er-

ence with the renal circulation, and there may even be a few tube casts ; there may or may
not be actual renal fliseasc, but this should not be diagnosed from the albuminuria unless
there is also high blood-] >ressure, retinitis, or other conlirmatory sign. Abdominal jjain is

generally slight, and although there may l)e vomiting or constijiation. there is usually neither,

TuljcrciilDiis Pfn'loiiilis.—This is the most common cause of ascites in children. There
are several varieties, of which the following may be distinguished :

—
1. The acute ascitic form, which may simulate acute general peritonitis due to jierfora-

tion of a viseus (sec above).
2. The peritoneum may be studded all over with miliary tubercles without anv caseous
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masses. Tlie [ihysical si^ns are those of ascites without any alxloininal tuiiKJiir. and it is

not (iillicult to mistake it \vlien it occurs in an adult for cirrliosis of the liver or for malignant

peritonitis, especially that form which is secondary to ovarian timiour. In a child, the

occurrence of ascites without cedema of the legs at once suggests tuberculous peritonitis ;

in an older person tuberculous peritonitis is much less common.
3. The omentum may be contracted and thickened from infiltration with caseous or

fibro-caseous material, and a hard abdominal tumour simulating an enlarged liver may be

felt. It may be distinguislied. however, by the resonant percussion note between it and the

costal margin, and the liver edge may be paliKible above and distinct from the omental

mass which simulates it. .-\seites in cases of this kind is generally less in amount tlian

in the miliary tuberculous form.

4. The intestines may be matted together and the adhesions thickened and infiltrated

with tuberculous deposits, so that the peritoneal cavity may be divided into several loculi

of fluid, the abdominal distention being not uniform, and paracentesis only removing part
of the ascites.

.5. The mesentery may be thickened and contracted, and tlie intestines bound down
to the ])Osterior parts (jf the abdominal cavity, so that if there is ascites there will either be

dullness all over the abdomen, or dullness in front with resonance in the flanks, suggesting
ovarian cyst rather tlian tuberculous ])eritonitis. After paracentesis, a more or less defined

irregular deei)ly situated tumour may often be felt.

6. When the caseation affects the mesenteric glands in jjarticular. niultiiile irregular

tumours are felt, sometimes but not always associated with ascites.

7. Occasionally local thickenings in the abdominal wall are to be felt as the result of

subperitoneal inflammatory deposits, a condition which may often be mistaken for rigid

contraction of the recti muscles or for disease of the parietes ratlier than of the peritoneum ;

if. however, there is ascites at the same time, tuberculous peritonitis would be very

probable. ]iarticularly in a child.

It will naturally dci)end u))on the aeuteness of the tuberculous process whether there

will be pyrexia or not. and whether there will be abdominal ])ain and tenderness. In the

caseous varieties, whether of the glands, omentum, mesentery, or abdominal wall, pain aTid

tenderness are the rule, and the temperature generally rises to 101° F. to 104° F. each

evening. It is not at all uncommon in such cases for redness and oedema to develop round

the umbilicus, and for a purulent discharge to occur from the latter, or for a fa?cal fistula to

develop. The commonest cause for spontaneous f;ccal fistula of the imibilieus is tuberculous

peritonitis. When the active tuberculous process has become quiescent there may still

be ascites, though the temperature is subnormal, \\nien jjaracentesis is ))erformed, it is

advisable to inject some of the fluid into a guinea-pig, to see if the latter develops general
tuberculosis. The nature of the case may sometimes be suggested by the presence of tuber-

culous lesions elsewhere in the patienfs body : for instance, in the spine, kidney, a joint

such as the hip or knee, glands in the neck, or lu|)us. though very often tul)crculous peritonitis

is the only objective lesion.

Ascilic Fluids.— It lias been stated that chcmieal analyses of ascitic fiuiil ciClcn afford material

a-sistanre in arriving at a diagnosis of its cause ; Imt in practice only the liroailist cdncliisions can

he drawn. The liiulicr the specific gravity, the larj;cr the jiereentage of albiuniii, and tlie greater
the tendency to spontaneous coagulation, the more deliiiitely can one eonehule that the condition

is an inflammatory exudate — e.g., specific gravity 1,02.5, twenty parts per tliousand of albumin,
witli a spontaneous coagulation. The lower the specific gravity, the smaller the percentage of

all)uniin. and the more iktinite the absence of spontaneous coagulation, the more likely is the condi-

tion to l)e a non-inllaniniatory transudate— e.g., specific gravity l.OO.J, five parts i)er thousand of

allannin. and no coagulation. There arc, however, many intermediate cases in which chemical

investigation of the fluid leaves one in doubt as to whether the condition is infianunatory or not.

It has also been stated that differential analyses of the protcids are helpful, notably as to

whether there is more t'lobulin or more albumin ]iresent : l)Ut it is doubtful whether this really is so.

Microscopical examinations arc more valuable than chemical ; the eentrif'ugalized deposit
should be cxamineil under the high power ; it may exhibit many leucocytes in inflanimatory con-

ditions, ])olyinorphoniielear cells ]>redominating in acute conditions, small lyni|iliocytes in subacute

or chronic affections such as tuberculous peritonitis : peritoneal cells in eases of inflainniation ;

and oeeasionalh the diagnosis is clinched by finding actual fragments of new growth or hydatid
booklets (Fig. 18). The deposits may also tie stained for bacteria, and sometimes tubercle bacilli,

streptococci, stapliyloeocei, gonoeocci, or pneunioeocci may be found. When investigating ascitic

fluid bacteriologieally, however, it is probably better to resort to cultural or inoculation methods
than to rely solely upon films prepared from the deposit.
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Caiiccroiifi Pcriloiiilis usually ucuuis in patients over forty, and tlie fiiowlh is |iraftically

always secondary. Primary carcinoma of the peritoneinn is very rare, and it is usually
colloid and not associated with ascites. In secondary cases the omentum may l)e thickened

and infiltrated, the uniliilicus fixed, the uraehus |Kil|)ably infiltrated, and nodules an<l masses

may (le\eIop all over the peritoneum. Kapid emaciation and cachexia are the rule. .V

larjic (piantity of fluid may l)e present, and if it is blood-stained at the lirst ta|)i)ini; this

is very siijjgestive of maliijnant disease.

Ascites may be the lirsl and only evidenei-

of orowtll, and it niiiy 1j<' mistaken lor fhal

of tuberculous peritonitis or cirrhosis of tlie

liver, especially when the alulominal disten-

tion is so marked thai no noilules can l)e

felt. Kvidence of a primary i;rowth sliuuld

always lie looked for with care, espeeiall\

in coimeetiou with the stoniach. ])aneieas,

colon, rectum, or ovaries. Hectal examina-

tion should never be omitted, and if need

lie the sigmoidoscope may lie used. It

sliould not be forgotten that useful iii<lica-

tion of intra-abdominal malis>nant disease

is sometimes affordeil by enlariiemeiit of

the kft supraclavicni.ir lymplialie L;lanils

by secondary deposits (/''//,'. 17).

There is one variety of secondary
malianant [ierit<initis which merits sjiecial

nienti<in — namely, that which may result

from a proliferating papillomatous ovarian

cyst. The malignancy of the latter is

sometimes relative, so Ihal although there

may be thousands of papilloma deposits on

the peritoneum, causing ascites that may
need ta])ping scores of times at short in-

tervals, there may be no other secondary

deposits anywhere. The diagnosis may be

made as the result of careful vaginal examination, or by finding fragmeuls ui ll

nant iiaiiillomata in the ascitic fluid, or ])erhaps the case may be regarded a>
"

simjjle
"

peritonitis until the abdomen is opened.
IJi/ddlid Ci/sls in the periloneal cavity may be primary, but more often thev are

hxdalid disease of the liver. The malady is rare in this country, though
\ustralasia and elsewhere. The jiatient is generally an adult and the diagnosis

is often obvious, though sometimes it may be very obscure. There
may be a large globular tumour in the liver, rarely giving the

typical hydatid thrill : there may be Kosinopiiii.t,\ (p. Ulil), and
an investigation of the lilood scrum in special laboratories mas-
show the specific hydatid serum reaction. In some eases in which
there are hydatid cysts as.sociated with ascites it is possible to

make the diagnosis by rectal examination : one has left globular
bodies aliout the size of grapes in front of the antirior rectal wall,

and when these lia\e been pressed upon to inxestigate them more
fully, they have slii)|)ed away from under one's finger through
being pushed up into the ascitic fluid ; after waiting a moment the

finger has felt them come back into Douglas's iiouch. Similar mobility of spherical masses
m the ascitic fluid may be noted elsewhere—hir instance, in an iliac fossa. The ultimate
diagnosis dejiends upon the detection of booklets (Fig. 18) in the Huid obtained by para-
centesis or by laparotomy. It is important to bear in mind, however, that the absence
of booklets does not exelu<le hydatid disease, the cysts sometimes being sterile, and in that
ease not iiroducing booklets.

CliiftoDs Asciles is not in itself a specillc makuh-. for there is more than one condition in

Kiil.irned
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whith the ascitic fluid may appear like milk. This may result from obstruction to the

main abdominal lymi)haties. particularly the reeeptaeulum eliyli and thoracic duct : or

from their rui)ture alter injury to the abdomen ; more often the condition is associated in

this comitry, in some way which is not fully understood, with the peritonitis of chronic

liright's llhecise. or of leiikcemia. The best known tropical cause for chylous ascites is

Filaria s(in<<uinis bominis with elephantiasis. In rare eases the secondary deposits of

malignant disease may be such as to obstruct the thoracic duct, and so produce the

chylous condition of the ascitic fluid. C'hyluria may or may not occur at the same time.

There are two types of chylous ascites, one in which actual chyle accunnilates in

the peritoneal cavity as the result of direct leakage from the thoracic duct or reeeptaeulum
—

true chylous ascites : the other in which the condition is in the main one of ascites, but the

fluid becomes milky -looking from little-understood chemical changes taking ])lace in it,

particularly in the proteids. This is tern ed chyliform ascites, or pseudochylous ascites.

There is much more real fat in the former condition than in the latter ; but chyliform ascites

is commoner than true chylous ascites. The diagnosis between the two is afforded by

chemical and microscopical analyses of the fluid obtained by tapping, the chief points of

distinction being as follows :
—

CInjIoiis Ascites.

1. The fluid tends to aecunuiliiti- very

ni])idly, and in consequence large volumes are

removed at |iaracentesis.
2. Generally yellowish-white in eiiliiur and

less perleetly emulsified.

3. Degree of opalescence more or less con-

stant at successive tapi)ings.
4. Possesses an odour corresponding to the

odour of the IckkI ingested.
.5. Mieroseopieally the tlnid contains fine fat

globules, but verv tew cellidar elements.

6. General
on standing.

Iv shows a distinct ereaniv laver

7. .S])eeifie gravity generally exceeds 101 'J.

Depression of freezing point about 0'.")1 t'.

and ai)]iroxiniating that for chyle.

9. Total solids vary eoiisideraliiy. hot nsually
exceed 4 per cent.

10. The total protein content generally ex-

ceeds :! grams per cent, and of this the serum-

alhuinin is the largest fraction, globulin occurring

only in traces.

11. .Mueinoid substances absent.

12. The fat content is generally high, varying
from 4 to 4 per cent. The fat corresponds
in all its proi)erties to the fat contained in food.

i:i. Of tfie lipins cholesterol is invariably

found, and lecithin only occurs in traces.

14. No evidence of the i)refenee of a Iii)in-

globulin combination.

15. The salts and the organic substances

present approximate to the values found lor

chvle obtained from the thoracic (hiet.

Clniliform Ascites.

1. Collects more slowly, the volume of tlie

fluid varying with the exciting iiathologieal
condition.

2. In colour a pure milky-white solution in

Ibe form of an almost ]ierfeet emulsion.

:!. The opalescence generally increases or

<iiniinishes at successive tapjiings.
4. Odourless.

;). Microscopically the (|naiitity of free fat

is variable ; often numerous fine, highly refrac-

tile granules are present, and these do not give
the reactions for fat. Cellular elements may
he numerous and often contain fat : sometimes

\ery scanty.
(i. ,V cream may or may not form, but does

nut affect tfie opalescence ; a sediment fre-

ipiently settles out.

7. SpeciKc gravity less than 1012.

8. Depression of freezing point ranges from

0-5(>° to 0-61 -, and thus eorres])onds to tjie

iigiues for hlood serum.
!). Total solids rarely exceed 2 per cent.

10. The protein eenstituents vary between
1 and ;J grams per cent, and of these the

serum-glohulin occurs in a])preciabk' i|uaiitities.

11. .Mueinoid substances present.
12. Tile fat content is generally low, and it

may be ])rescnt in traces only ; in its melting and
eliemieal eomi>i>sition it proves to he patho-

logical fat.

i:i. The most characteristic lipin is lecithin,

though cholesterol is ocea'ionally present.
14. The lecithin is mainly combined with the

globulin, and when ])resent is the cause of the

(ipaU'seence (if the fluid. .Such fluids resist

putrefaction.
1.). The salts and organic materials eorresiiond

closely to those of lymph and serous fluids.

ii. Obstruction to the Main Portal Vein.—This is most conuiionly due to ciilargeiiiciit

cf the portal liimpliatic glands by secondary- deposits of malignant disease ;
it is conunon h)r

the main bile-ducts to be obstructed at the same time, so that an increasing depth of jaundice

accomiKinies the ascites. ^Vhen there are masses of secondary growth in the liver associated

with jaundice, or ascites, or both, it is seldom that the hepatic masses arc themselves respon-
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s^hlc for the ^\ inplDins. Hicse hriiiii inure ol'tcii due to tin' ;>.ssi)ciatf(l dt-pcisils in llic portal

1\ inpliiitic ijlanils. Tlie diagnosis is niadi' on (lisco\ crini; a primary growth, more olteii a

oarcinonia than a sarcoma. It is much rarer for the lympliatic i;lan(hilar eiihir{;cmcnt to be

Ivmpharicnoniatous, tuberculous, or due to lym])liatic leuk;rmia. If ascites were a promi-
nent symptom in any of these conditions, it would be regarded as consequent on affection

of the peritoneum rather than on obstruction to the portal vein, unless there were deepen-

ing jaunilice at the same time. In the latter case maliirnant disease would be sinnilated.

(Jeneral enlarsicment of the lymphatic glands in the axilhc. groins, and neck, with or without

evidence of enlargement of those Iti the thorax or abdomen, together with enlargement of

the s])leen, would suggest either lymphadeiioma or lym])hatic leukaemia : the absence ol'

])ositive blood changes would render the former more likely, for in lymi>hatic leuka'inia there

is more or li'ss considerable leucocytosis with a great relative increase in the small lympho-

cytes up 111 !M) per cent or more (p. •..">). Only in very rare cases do tuberculous portal

glands cause ascites, and when they do the diagnosis must be one of guess-work only, unless

in association with definite tuberculous peritonitis there were jaundice suggesting obsl iiietion

to the ciiininon bile-duet and to the portal vein at the same time.

'riiriiiiihiisis of tlie portal vein may be su|)]>urative. in which case there is no ascites, but

a pyrexial conilition with rigors and possibly jaundice, diagnosed as a rule only when there

has been some definite inflannnatory focus in the portal area, such as api)cndicitis, which

might lead to infection of the portal vein. I'riniary thrombosis of the i)ortal vein is rare.

;ind its diagnosis can seldom be more than guessed at. It leads to marked ascites, jiossibly

with sinniltancous increase in any tendency there may be to piles, anil without evidence of

tuberculous or malignant disease of the peritoneiun or cirrhosis of the liver. It is by a

process of exclusion that the diagnosis of portal \ein thrombosis might be arrived at,

especially if the ascitic fluid withdrawn by paracentesis, when examined chemically, were

foimd li> enntain a relatively very high proportion of coagulable proteids without imy par-

ticular tendency to spontaneous coagulation, and without those |)olymorph(>mielear cells

or lymphocytes that would be foimd if the high percentage of proteid were due to the

ascites being inllannnatory.
Tumours of (kIJiiiciiI t>r<^(iiis seldom obslrucl the portal \eiu enough to cause ascites

without presenting other symptoms which suggest the diagnosis. Sometimes, however,

unless the tumour c;m be felt, great dilliculty may be ex|)erieneed in determining the natme
of the case. Carcinoma of the pancreas may be accompanied by glycosuria and the passage
of fatty stools. Idgethcr with deei)ening jaundice, progressive enlargement of the gall-bladder,

and a posili\e Cammidck's P.vncre.vtic Re.vci'ion (p. 100). On account of the relation of

the tumour to the aorta, marked traTismitted |)ulsatioii may be felt in it. and by inllating

the stomach it may be demonstrated that the tumour lies ])osterior to the latter. Hiiial

tumours may be dillieult to distinguish from enlargement of the liver when they are big :

but they arc generally associated with .Vi.iumini ki.v (p. 4). lI.EM.vmti.v (j). "iT.j), or

Pvi iti.v (p, 57 1). Carcinoma (>f the stomach, duodeniun. colon, or suprarenal capsule
would be suggested by the position of the mass, or by the gastric or intestinal symptoms ;

if there were ascites accompanying them, it would generally be due not to the i)rimary
tumour, but to secondary deposits either in the peritoneiun or in the portal lymphatic glands.

Aniiiri/sm of the hepatic artery is a pathological curiosity, though in recorded cases it

has produced ascites and jaundice. The connuonest cause of aneurysm of the hepatic artery
is fungating endocarditis with embolism.

iii. Diseases of the Liver.—Cirrhosis of llie Liver.—When ascites is due to this the

(liaiuiisis is sometimes easy on account of the history of chronic alcoholism, and possibly
of former ha-matemesis. meUena. or jaundice. There may also be acne rosacea an<l

telangiectases on the cheeks, or even a bottle-nose, a furred and tremulous tongue, a

history of morning sickness, cramps in the legs at night, nausea, loss of ajjijctite especially
for breakfast, epistaxis, perhaps the iirescnce of distended veins round the umbilicus,

hiemorrhoids, enlargement of the liver, the surface of which is hard and rough and the edge

irregular and perhaps beaded, enlargement of the spleen, icteric tinge of the conjunctiva',
and a peculiarly sallow, slightly pigmented facics. which is almost characteristic in the later

.stages of the malady. Cirrhosis is a slowly progressive disease sometimes extending over

twenty years or more, producing a large, smooth, nnilobular cirrhotic liver with jaundice
and a tendency to h;cmateniesis in its earlier stages : but l.-itcr a small li\cr in which, in
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addition to the unilolxilar fibrous tissue, tliere has developed a much coarser multilobular

meshwork which, by ])rogressive contraction, has led to the previously large, smooth organ

becoming smaller, rougher, and harder, until it may sometimes be so small as to be no longer

palpable. Only in the very last stage does it produce ascites. People have been known to

be total abstainers for as long as eighteen years or more after the first symptoms of cirrliosis

have develojjcd, and yet to die with a granular, contracted,
"

liob-nail
"

liver and ascites.

Perihepatitis.
—A case of cirrhosis of the liver seldom survi\'es long after it lias first

become necessary to tap tlie abdomen, and when paracentesis abdominis has to be performed
more than once or twice in a case supposed to be cirrhosis, this jjoints to the diagnosis be.ng

wrong, the case being one, not of cirrhosis, but of perihepatitis. This is not always so. how-

ever, for it happens sometimes that even when the ascites was originally due to cirrhosis,

the repeated tajjping jiroduces perihepatitis, the greatly thickened capsule of the liver

being the result of multiple tappings for what was at first cirrhotic ascites. It is exceedingly
difficult to be certain of the diagnosis of simjjle perilic])atitis : the condition is really only part
of a chronic ])eritonitis. The ca])sule of the liver becomes much thickened, and it contracts

and distorts tlie organ, and rounds the edge, or else turns it up or under, in a way wliich is

characteristic. It is only if tliis curled-imiier or turned-up edge can be detected that the

diagnosis of perihepatitis can be made witli certainty. Syphilis is possibly the cause of tlie

malady in some cases.

Ascites associated with carciiioiiia or ndicoiiui of the liver is usually aecomijanicd by
intense jaundice, and there is always doubt as to whether these symptoms are not due

rather to coincident affection of the portal lymphatic glands than to the deposits in the liver

itself. The latter becomes much enlarged, very hard, the edge often coming well below the

umbilicus. Probably the largest livers that occur are due to secondary carcinoma or sar-

coma. They may reach a weight of 22 lb. or more. Besides being very hard, the liver may
be tender, and umbilicated nodules may be felt on its surface. Primary growth of the liver

is exceedingly rare, and though it leads to progrtssive and deepening jaundice, it does not

often produce ascites. -Secondary growth is so much more conunon, that it is imjiortant to

look for the primary growth elsewhere with great care before ])rimary growth in the liver is

diagnosed. Ketinal and rectal examination should not be omitted ; and C'ammidge"s pan-
creatic reaction (p. 100) should be tested, in case the primary growth be in the pancreas.

Sypliilis may produce local peritonitis over a gumma : it may also lead to general
chronic peritonitis and thus to ascites. The diagnosis is made upon the history, upon the

signs of sy])hihs elsewhere, and upon Wassermann"s serum reaction.

Hydatid disease of the liver seldom of itself causes ascites, though it may be associated

with coincident affection of the ijcritoneum with ascites (p. -40),

We may now pass on to consider those cases in which, if the history is correct, there has

been swelling of the legs before, or at any rate not later than, swelling of the abdomen ; and
if one follows the classification as given on pages 15 and 4f!, one comes next to :

—
iv. Obstruction of the Inferior Vena Cava above the Hepatic Veins.—This is rare,

and will seldom be diagnosed unless there is cither (1) clear evidence of extension of throm-

bosis to the inferior vena cava from a previous thrombus in one leg, associated with exten-

sion of oedema up the back, followed by albuminuria and perhaps luematuria when the

renal veins are involved, and then by ascites, together with varicose distention of the

abdominal veins and reversal of the blood-stream in them or (2) a history or the ])hysical

signs of chronie mediastinilis. which generally results from recurrent attacks of pleurisy
and pericarditis, especially rheinnatic, or of intrathoracic new growth, which is distinguished
from chronic mediastinitis by the shorter history and by the ,r-ray appearances, {Fig. -12,

p. 105.) (See Veins, Vahicose TiionACic, p. 750; and Veins, V'aricose -Abdo.minal. p. 748.)

v. Chronic Failure of the Right Side of the Heart (Backward Pressure).—.Ascites

as the resuh of backward pressure in chronic licart and lung discaNC is nearly always ])receded

by swelling and tcdema of the legs. Careful examination of the heart and lungs, a history
of acute rheumatism, or of recurrent winter cough, or an abundant and offensive periodic

expectoration, may suggest valvular disease of the heart, chronic bronchitis and emphysema,
or fibroid lung with or without bronchiectasis, to account for the ascites. Nutmeg liver

also results in these cases, the enlargement varying with the degree of heart failure, the

surface of the organ being smooth, sometimes pulsating synchronously with the heart.
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teiitier. with a wtll-ik-fined edge whieh nuiy reach below the level of the uiiihiMcus in the

right nipple line. The urine is apt to contain albumin, and when the heart failure has

reached an advanced degree it may be exceedingly dillicult to say whether it is due to primary
valvular disease, primary lung disease, jirimary kidney disease, primary arterial disease,

oi to primary affection of the muscle of the heart. The importance of casts in the urine

in the differential diagnosis has been referred to imder Albiminuria (p. (i). where the

significance of the blood-jiressure. of retinal changes, and so forth, are also <liscussed.

The valvular heart lesion most apt to be mis-diagnosed in connection with ascites is

milriil slniDnis : for by the time the heart failure has reached a sullicient degree to cause

ascites, characteristic bruits, especially the i)resystolie. become no longer audible in many
cases. The heart beats very rapidly and irregularly, no bruits may l)e audible at all. Mitral

stenosis may still be suggested by the characteristic faeies (I'lalr \l-\). with its yellowish

pallor of the forehead, and around the nose and mouth, with bright or dark red coloration

of the lips and o\er the malar bones and up])cr jxirlions of the cheeks : or by the history of

acute rheumatism or chorea, though absence of such a history by no means excludes valvular

heart disease. It may. however, be im|)ossiblc to say whether there is mitral stenosis or

nut until the patient has been kept in bed, given digitalis, and watched for a week or more,
luitil thei'c is somi- degree of recovery of the cardiac comi)ensation : by which time the

characteristic bruits of mitral stenosis very often return with the increasing force of the

heart's beat.

Some of the hardcsl of heart-failure cases to diagnose with certainly are those due to

chroiuc afjccliiiiis nf llu- itii/iMdnliiiin or to tidhtrnil jiiiiiiiiiliian. In each ease the diagTiosis
is arrived at uiainly by a process of exclusion, t hronie myocardial degeneration schlom
occurs in yoimg people, or at any rate it is much conunoner in midille life and later. The

symptoms are those which are connnon in all varieties of chronic heart failure (]). US), what-
ever the cause of the latter. There may or may not be the systolic bruit of mitral regurgita-

tion, or an aortic systolic bruit due to atheroma of the aortic valves, but upon the whole
the ])hysical signs do not suggest valvidar disease : the lu'inary changes and the absence of

ea.sts do not suggest nephritis or granular kidney : the blood-pressure may not suggest
arteriosclerosis ; the lung signs do not suggest bronchitis and emphysema, or fibroid liuig :

so that some myocardial affection is all that is left to diagnose. If there is a history of the

drinking of nuich alcohol, particularly beer, piiindii/ (ilailmlic lienrt may l>e suspected, though
this is less conmion in iMighuiil than in (Jermany. Fiillii siiperpoftilioii would be suggested
if there were general obesity with shortness of breath on onlinary exertion : whilst o\erload-

ing of the surface of the heart seldom (jccins without some
/Vy/Z/y injiltrtiliaii at the same time.

Fitllij fltgciirrnlioit is more likely after a long febrile illness, or chronic ])oisoning by ])hos-

|>horus. arsenic, or lead, or by the hypothetical toxins of severe aiuemias, such as ])crnieious
or aplastic ana-mia. Fibroid heart is very dillicult to distinguish from fatty heart, but it is

the more likely in a syphilitic patient, particularly if the patient is not obese and if there

is syphilitic aortic regurgitation or angina pectoris.
Adlicmit pcriiiirdium is not in itself an exi)licit term, for there are three dillerent condi-

tions which come under the one heading ; there m.iy be (1) .\dhesions between the parietal
and visceral layers of the ])ericardium : (2) .\dhesions between the ])arietal pericardium
and the structures arouiul it, particularly the jjleura', diaphragm, and chest wall ; or (.'{)

Adhesions both of the |)arietal to the visceral layer of pericardium and of the parietal layer
to the structures outside it—really a form of chronic mediastinitis. It is dear that the

physical signs will differ according to whieh of these three things has happened. That
which ought to be implied strictly by the term adherent pericardium is adhesion of the

parietal to the visceral layer, without any other adhesions whatever, and of this condition

there are no i)ositive physical signs at all, nor need there be any symptoms. The diagnosis
is generally made by guess-work, the patient being known to have had pericarditis, or being
suspected of ha\ing had it because of having suffered from acute rheumatism with severe

eom]ilications, and the heart now being found nuich larger than it ought to be in ])roportion
to the aii|)arent valxular disease as iTidicated by the bruits. It is conmion. however, for the

])arietal and visceral layers of ])cricarditun to be universally adherent without the heart

being big, and without there being any ill effects at all, the condition being met with post
mortem in patients who die of something quite different. It is only when the i)arietal layer
has become adherent to the visceral laver when the heart was alreadv dilated at the time of
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the pericarditis that symptoms subsequently aeerue. the result rather of the inabihty of the

already big heart to maintain sulheient hypertrophy than of any intrinsic interference

with its action by the adJierent pericanhum itself. It (piite often hapjiens. indeed, that

when there has been rlieumatic myocardial affection without pericarditis, the big heart tliat

results is out of all proportion to the valvular disease, and yet in the post-mortem room no

abnormality of the pericardium is found.

The followinsi points in connection with heart disease in children are as true as most

aphorisms : mitral stenosis is almost unknown before ])uberty, whatever the bruits that

sutrgest it ; heart disease never proves fatal before ])uberty imless as the result either of the

severity of the acute inflannnation of valves, muscle, or pericardium, or else from adherent

pericardium. Fatal mechanical failure of the heart before ])uberty in a patient who presents

no symptoms of rheumatic reinfection (joints to adherent ])ericardiuiii.

Adhesions between the parietal pericardium and the structures outside it, witliout any
adhesion between tlie parietal and visceral layers within the pericardium, are exceedingly

common, generally resulting from former pleurisy. The former inflammation must have

extended outside both the pericardium and the pleura^, so that it was really a mediastinitis ;

but clinically the condition is seldom sjioken of as mediastinitis, because it is of very little

imjKirtance, and in itself produces no sym])toms : the ])hysical sign which might suggest it

is dehciency in the movement of the jiosition of the cardiac impulse to the left or to the right

as the patient rolls from one side to the other.

The third variety of adherent pericardium, namely that in which there are adhesions

between the parietal and visceral lajers and between the parietal layer and the chest wall,

pleura?, and other structures outside it, is really a comljined condition of adherent pericar-

dium and mediastinal adhesions which, when an extreme degree is reached, becomes what

is known as chronic mediastinitis. Here again, it is possible for neither symptoms nor

physical signs to present themselves, the condition being found unexpectedly in the post-

mortem room. It is this condition which is generally diagnosed un<ler the name of adherent

pericardium. There will be a history of former ])ericarditis. jjleurisy. or both, probably
rheiunatic. The heart will be large out of all ])ro])ortion to any valvular disease that is

present, without there being other olivious cause for its hy])ertrophy and dilatation, such as

nephritis, arteriosclerosis, hard work, alcoholism, fatty or fibroid heart, or chronic lung

disease. If the parietal pericardium is adherent both to the pleunc and to the dia])liragm
—

jjarticularly the latter—there will very likely be retraction of the lower left ribs posteriorly,

synchronous with the heart-beat : it is this physical sign
—

systolic retraction of tlie lower

left ribs—which is generally regarded as pathognomonic of adlierent pericardium : it is

really evidence, of course, of adhesions outside rather than within the iierieardium. The

sign needs to be looked for with some care : the observer watching the posterior ]jrofile

of the left chest from the patienfs left side, small movements obviously due to cardiac and

not respiratory action are to be seen in the ninth or tenth intercostal s])ace in the line of

the angle of the scapula, or just outside this ; irregularity in the heart's action often render-

ing these visible only now and then—perhaps only when a strong heart-beat liappens ta

coincide with the most favourable phase of respiration. The sign, however, is far from

uncommon. ,\nother physical sign which is regarded by some as indicative of general

pericardial adhesions, is an ingoing imjjulse in the third or fourth intercostal space half-way

between the left nii)plc and the left border of the sternum, synchronous with an outgoing

impulse nearer the ajiex, giving an oscillating or see-saw appearance to the jirccordial

region
—some of the intercostal spaces moving inwards at the same time as others move

out with the heart-beat. As a matter of fact, the probable exjilanation of the ingoing

movement nearer the sternum when the part of the heart which is nearer the apex causes

the ordinai'v outgoing impulse, is the visible withdrawal of the hypertrophicd right ventricle

as it contracts. This see-saw appearance in the precordial region is indicative therefore

of great hypertrophy of the right ventricle : it does not indicate what is the cause of this

hypertrojihy. though amongst its causes would be adherent pericardium. .\ sim lar

appearance is often seen in cases of extreme mitral stenosis of long standing, even when

there is no adherent iiericardiuni.

Bright's Disease may ])roduce ascites in more ways than one : the effusion may. for

instance, simi)lv be part of a general anasarca, the accunnilation of the ascitic fluid in the

peritoneal cavity corresponding precisely with its accumulation in the subcutaneous tissues ;
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or the Rriulif s disease may lead to aeute or clironio peritonitis of tlie ty|)es deseril)ed above ;

or. esi)ecially in elironic eases assoeiated with pale or red jirannlar eontraeted kidneys, there

niav he lailure of the dilated and hypertrophied heart, with ascites, which may be very
dillieult to distinouish from that of jirimary heart disease : especially as the ureater part of

the associated albnminuria is now the result of the heart failure rather than of the renal

sclerosis ; and casts may seem unduly few in proportion to the albumin. If the blood-

|)ressure is very high the diagnosis is more likely to be arteriosclerosis or granular kidney
than primary heart -failure, though, curiously enough, the blood-pressure is generally above

normal in heart-failure from any cause, even when the pulse is as irregular and feeble as it

often is in the late stages of mitral stenosis. This terminal rise of bluod-pressure in heart

cases probably results from the jiartial asphyxia.
Severe Anaemias often cause ascites, but they do not give ri,se to nuieh dillleulty in

diagnosis, because the sub-aeute or chronic peritonitis which is the cause of the ascitic

exudate in these cases arises, as a rule, comparatively late in the disease, after the tiiagnosis

lias been made on other grounds, by blood-counts and otherwise. (See An.kmia, p. "iO ;

Spleen, P2ni,.\rgement of, p. 628 : Lv.^iph.\tic' Gland Enlargement, p. 37().) One need

not do more here than refer to the huge enlargement of the .spleen without lymphatic glan-

dular enlargement, and the great leucocytosis with a large portion of myelocytes, in spliim-

tiiidiillririi Icukinidd : the considerable leucocytosis, the enlargement of the lymphatic

glands and |)robablv of the spleen, and the great relative increase of the small lymphocytes,
in UjiiiplKitic Ifiihaniid : the enlargement of the lymphatic glands and of the si)lcen, and the

aljsencc of anv positive blood changes, beyond anainia of the chlorotie ty])e without leuco-

cvtosis. in nadahiii'ti disease : the enlargement of the s])leen. the absence of lymphatic

glandular enlargement, and the occurrence of a jirogressivc and ultimately severe ananiia,

of the simple chlorotie type without leucocytosis, but with an occasional myelocyte and

basophilc corpuscle, in splenic atiwrnia (which often, as the cour.se of the disease goes on,

turns out to be cirrhosis of the liver) : the profound anaemia and the high colour-index

without leucocytosis, in pernicious (nnnnia : the .severe an:emia suggestive of pernicious

anamia, but with a persistently low colour-index, in aplastic niuemia ; and the splenic

enlargement with profound chlorotie anainia without leucocytosis. in jiseudii-leulnvniia

iiifaiiliini. Ilcrbrri I'rcinh.

ATAXY is llic term used to describe \(]luiil:ir\- inii\rnients whic'Ii are iiiipcrfcctly

controlled oi' co-cirdinateil. It is disi)laycd in lis simiiicsl jorm by infants under the age

of one year. In ])athologieal states, it is often a s\niptom of great diagnostic importance;
but before its value as a localizing sign of disease can be utilized, it is necessary to

appreciate broadiv the physiological mechanism by which co-ordination is l)r(iui;ht about,

and the possible situations where a lesion is able (o disturb the smooth working of that

mechanism. For the proper co-ordination of \oluntary movement. im])ulsjs from the

nuiscles, tendons, joints, and skin of the part which is moved nuist reach the brain. These

impulses are uf twn kinds :
—

1. ScnsniA atli-rcnt impulses which are eaninl tii the rctcliiiiiii by way of the ]ieripheiMl uci-ves.

Ilic iinslirior inlimiiis of the eord, the tillet. and rmally froia the liasal ijaiiiilia U> the eiirtex in the

neijiiilmurluHid iit the nii>tur area. These ini|Hilses eruss IVdrii cine side uf the Ixidy to the oppcjsite

hemisphere, tlie erossin^i taking place in the niedidla.

2. Non-sensory afferent inijjulses, so-eallcd l)ei:iiiM- llicy never reach ciinseii)iisiiess. pass
from tlie ]ieripheral .structures eoneerncd in inoveineiil, h\ way of the peripheral nerves and the

aseendinn cerebellar tracts of the cord, to the ccrcbtlliini, ;in(l priiKi|ially to the ecrcljcllar lube of

the same side (iftlu- htidy. In some manner which is not perfectly unilerstodd, hut in whieli pre^er-
vntidU (if muscular lone is (jrulialily cciueenucl. the e(i-(iperaticiii uf the cerehelhmi is recpiired if

iiuivements initiated in the mntor area iittlif eerrbrum are to be carried out in a e(i-(irdiiiate maimer.

Xot oid\ must tliese two set ^ uf impidscs reach the brain, but the ]iarts of the brain,

cerebral and ccrcljcllar. which form their destination, nmst also be intact if \<iliinlai'y

movement is to be carried out with accuracy and co-ordination.

From the clinical point of view it is neces.sary to ascertain in the hrst ])lace whether a

patient is ataxic, and in the second whether the ataxy can be attributed to the loss (d' the

sensory or non-sensory afferent impulses. In some cases the ataxy is obvious ; in others

it can be detected only liy the careful ap|)lication of certain tests. F'or instJincc. a patient

may walk into a well-lighted room with perfect ease and without anything remarkable
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in his gait, but if lie is asked to walk along a line, placing one foot exactly in front of another,

he may at once display his lack of co-ordination. Such ataxy is just as important from a

diagnostic standpoint as the imperfect attemijts of an advanced tabetic patient to walk

even when supported by companions on either side. It is the quality and not the (juantity

of a defect which gives the needed information.

The co-ordination of movements jierlormed by the upper extremities nuist also be

investigated with the same care. The patient may handle his stick in cpiite a natural

manner, but if asked to imbutton and button his coat, to touch the ti]) of his nose with the

tip of his finger, to write, etc.. he may fail to convince the observer that his control of fine

movements is up to the normal standard.

Having ascertained the existence of ataxy, the next step is to decide whether it is

dependent on the loss of sensory or non-sensory afferent impulses, or on the imperfect

function of the cerebrum or cerebellum. If the ataxy is due to loss of .sensory ini])ulses,

it will be increased by the loss of visual im])ulses brought about by closing the eyes. It

will also be possible to demonstrate the loss of sensory impulses by asking the patient to

describe the position of a limb with his eyes closed after it has been moved by the observer.

When these two tests are positive, it may safely be assumed that the lesion aflects the first

set of impulses or their cerebral destination.

If, on the other hand, the ataxy is iminfluenced by closing the eyes and the patient

is perfectly accurate in describing the position of his limbs, it is probable that the cerebellar

tracts are at fault, or the cerebellum itself.

For further localization of the lesion in any particular case it will be necessary to take

into account concomitant phenomena.
Interference with the passage of im])ulses necessary for ]>roper co-ordination may be

provoked by lesions in (1) The pciiplicrni nerves : (2) The spinal cord : (3) The brain-stem ;

(4) The eerebrian : and (5) The cerebellum. Let us now consider the effect of lesions in these

different regions, and the diagnostic evidence as to their localization afforded by ataxy.

1. Peripheral Nerves.—A severe lesion of a perijiheral nerve must lead to ataxy of

movements performed by the muscles to which it is distributed : a severe lesion will also

paralyze the nuiscles, however, and thus prevent any ataxy being demonstrated. Less

severe lesions, such as occur in slight cases of peripheral neuritis, allow of some voluntary

movement, so that ataxy becomes demonstrable. Thus a case of i)cri])heral neuritis of

alcoholic or diphtheritic origin may show im])aired .strength, together with ataxy in all

four limbs. The diagnosis of a peripheral nerve affection in such a case will depeml on

the following jjoints : In the first place, the symptoms will be found to be .synunetrical,

and in the affected limbs the impairment of strength will be most marked in the extensors

of the wrists and ankles. Secondly, slight ana-sthesia to cotton-wool may be detected

over the glove and stocking areas. With regard to pain (p. C06). there may be blunted

cutaneous sensibility to the prick of a pin over the same area, but almost constantly, deep

pressure on the affected muscles will establish the fact that these tissues are abnormally-

sensitive. This is a most important point in diagnosis, because it strikes an essential

distinction between cases of ataxic peripheral neuritis, sometimes described as pseudo-

tabes, and cases of true spinal tabes, in which it is an almost invariable rule to find

diminution or loss of painful sensibility on squeezing the muscles. In the third ])lace, the

tendon reflexes will be markedly diminished or completely absent, while the plantar reflexes

will probably be unobtainable. Finally, the use of electrical currents upon the muscles

will show that the response to faradic currents is materially lessened or abolished, and that

the contraction excited by the make and break of the galvanic current may be of the slow,

worm-like type so characteristic of the reaction of degeneration (p. 582).

The ataxy of peripheral neuritis has in itself no reliable characteristic to distinguish

it from ataxy due to spinal disease. That it is due to a lesion of the perii)heral nerves is

concluded not from the nature of the ataxy, but from the presence of other symptoms
also referable to interference with the functions of the nerves. The gait is unsteady, and

the patient keeps his legs apart in order to lessen the tendency to lose his balance. The

clumsiness of the upper extremities may be demonstrated by his inability to bring the

first finger of one hand accurately into apposition with that of the other, or to touch the

tip of his nose with either. Both the unsteadiness of gait and the awkwardness of the

fino-ers are exaggerated it he attempts to walk, or carry out movements with his hands
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when his eves arc elDsed. A tendency to lii^li-steppaue will be ndtieeahlc in walkiii;; if,

in addition to the alaxy, there is well-marked paresis ol the dorsillexors of I lie ankles. In

such a case the pal lent is oblisjed to lilt the h-el lo an uuiis\ial heiiiht in cirder to clear the

ground.
2. Spinal Cord.The ataxy due to disease of the s])in;il cord is seen best in Idhcfi

dorsalis. in whi<'h malady dciieneration of the posterior column ascending tracts occurs

early, and in which, conscfjuently. the ])atient does not receive the normal impulses from

the muscles, tendons, and joints so necessary for the ]ireservation of his .sense of |)fisition

and movement. Contrary to ])opular ideas, ijross ataxy is met with only in a small jiro-

portion of the cases of this disease, and it is often necessary to apjjly delicate tests t"

demonstrate its presence. The patient's <fait may not be remarkable in yood daylight.

but he may conii)lain of its uncertainty in the dark, or he may be obviously ataxic with his

eyes closed. Another patient may have noticed nothing amiss with his walking in the

ordinary way, but if he is asked to follow a line on the tioor, placing one foot exactly in

front of the other, his impaired jiowcr of bakinee will become apparent, especially if he is

directed to accomplish this test with his luail raised and his eyes fixed on something in

front of him instead of upon his feet.

In cases of moderate ataxy the gait and stance of the [)atient are reniaikable fur the

wide base he assumes, and his tendency to guide his ftet by means of his vision. Homberg's

sign can be obtained easily. This sign is not diauiiostic of tabes, as is so often assumed,

but is merely used for the jiurpose of ascertaining whether the removal of visual impulses
will convert a condition of stability into one of instability. Many if asked to describe

Romberg's sign, reply.
" Von direct the patient to ])ut his feet together and close his eyes :

if he sways or falls, the sign is present." This is obviously incorrect, because the patient

may sway even l)el'ore his eyes are closed. In order to test a j)atient for this sign, he must

be directed to stand with his feet as near together as he is able to do with steadiness, and,

having established his stability in that i)osition with 0|)en eyes, he must be told to close

the latter. If he sways or tends to fall, it is clear that he had been dejiending on his visual

impulses, and that, without their aid, the impulses derived from his legs aTid trunk were

insuHicient for the preservation of his ecjuilibrimn. We have in this test, therel'oic. a

valuable metho<l of ascertaining whether the lunction of the posterior columns is being
carried out normally.

To judge from the descriptions given in some tixt-books. the ty])ieal gait of tabes is

one in which the legs are thrown into the air iind the feet brought to the ground with a

more or less noisy stamp. As a matter of fact, this ty|)e of gait is seen only in a small

proportion of cases, and is rarely observed except when the jKitient is de])en(iing for support
either on a couple of sticks fir on one or two attendants. In other words, he has become
so ataxic that he cannot walk unsupported, and. being supported, he no longer attempts
to control the exuberance of his leg movements by means of his sight.

Tabetic ataxia in its moderate and extreme degrees can be dcnionstr ited when the

patient is at rest in bed, by asking him to carry out accurate movements with his hands
and feet, with and without the aid of his vision. In slighter degrees the fact that the ataxia

is dependinl on interference with his sense of position and movement may be proved by
asking him to describe the position of a finger or toe which the observer moves in different

directions. Sometimes it is as well in testing this sense in one limb to ask the ])atient to

place the corresponding limb in the same ]iosition. when the error will be made more obvious.

The diagnosis of tabes cannot be made from the character of the ataxy alone, since in

other diseases, such as Friedreich's ataxy, disseminated sclerosis, or combined degeneration
of the cord, there is or may be sclerosis of the posterior cohunns resulting in similar

ineo-ordination. It is important, therefore, to remember that in tabes the po.sterior roots

are affected also, and that there is very often some interference with other afferent iniiiulscs,

especially tho.se which convey sensations of pain from the muscles and skin, and those

which are concerned with the deep reflexes and the maintenance of muscular tone. Thus,
in this disease one of the earliest .symptoms is relative analgesia to pin-]irieks and to deep
pressure on the nniseles in the lower extremities : at the same time it must not be forgotten
that the tabetic phenomena may be limited to the up[)er extremities (cervical tabes).

In Frii'ilnicli's dhicri/, disseminnted xrlciiwi-i, and other s|iinal disease, as well as in some
eases of tabes, the ataxy due to the lesion of the posterior columns may be complicated
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and intensified by tlie fact tliat tfiere is also interference in tlie ])ath of tlie non-sensory
afferent impulses, which pass from the extremities to the cerebelhmi lid the ascending
cerel)ellar tracts in the s])inal cord. If this form of ataxy is present tlie help which the

patient derives from vision for the purpose of controlling his incoordinate movements is

largely discounted, and he may be as ataxic with open as with closed eyes.

In some lesions, such as those resulting from si/riiigomi/eli/i or ncic grOiVlIis, only one

side of the cord may be affected, and a Brown-Secjuard form of paralysis be exhibited (p. 497).

If the paralysis is not complete, some ataxy may be observed in the paretic limb.

3. The Brain-stem.—Lesions of the medulla, pons, or crura may produce ataxy if

they interfere with the passage of either sensory afferent impulses to the cerebrum or non-

sensory afferent impulses to the cerebellum. The cerebellar impulses can be interfered

with only at the medullary level : that is to say, before they ha\e [lassed into the cercljcllum

vid tlie inferior peduncle. .\ good example of hemiataxia of this origin is afforded by any
case of thromhosis of one posterior inferior eerebellnr artery. This uncommon condition

affects the structures on one side of the medulla, and is characterized by hemiataxia of the

homolateral limbs, together with loss of sensibility to ])ain, heat, and cold, on the contra-

lateral side. The ataxy is of the cerebellar type : that is to say. it is not associated with

loss of sense of position and movement in the affected limbs, and is little influenced by
closure of the eyes. Above the medulla, lesions which are capable of producing ataxy by
interfering with the sensory impulses from the muscles, joints, and tendons, usually cause

paralvsis of the same parts, so that the co-ordination is more latent than real, and therefore

of little diagnostic importance.
4-. The Cerebrum.—From the basal ganglia to the cortex, the jjath of the aflV:ent

impulses necessary for co-ordinate movements lies near to that of the efferent im])ulses

from the motor area, and it is only rarely that lesions affect the sensory hbres and leave

the motor intact. Every now and then, however, a patient complaining of loss of use of 1 he

limbs on one side, is found on examination to be suffering from impaired sense of jjosition

and movement in those limbs rather than from paralysis. His co-ordination may be fairly

good so long as he can utilize his vision, but with closed eyes he has no notion of the position

of his arm or leg, and no knowledge of the nature of objects placed in his hand (astereoaiiosis).

This may even be the case when other sensory stimuli, such as those of touch, ])ain. and

heat, are appreciated ])erfeetly. .\ similar condition may be observed during recovery
from a slight liemi])legic

"

stroke," the patient displaying a degree of clumsiness and

awkwardness with his lingers <|uite out of proportion to his loss of voluntary power. A
process of re-education for finer movements, similar to the education of early life, is necessary

before he is able to overcome this form of ataxy.
.\taxie movements are not uncommon in the subjects of iiifaiilile luiniplegia. The

hand on the affected side may be permanently clumsy and incapable of carrying out the

delicate mani|)ulations necessary for writing, sewing, etc. In other cases all voluntary
efforts are interfered with by the constant presence of involuntary movements of an

athetotic, choreiform, or tremulous character, sullicient to |)revent their attaining any

dexterity.
Whatever the nature of the lesion, cerebral ataxy is generally characterized by its

hemiplegic distribution, and by its increase when the eyes are closed : generally the loss

of impulses subserving the sense of position and movement, and often of other sensory

impulses, can be demonstrated by suitable tests,

5. The Cerebellum.—Cerebellar ataxy may be unilateral, as in some cases of tumour

of one lateral lobe, or bilateral, as in the ueute eereheliar ataxia of children due to encephalitis.

In imilateral cases the ataxy is most marked on the same side as the lesion, and is associated

with hypotonia and some paresis of the affected limbs. On the other hand, it is im])ortant

to note that the reflexes on the affected side are normal, that the ataxy is not accompanied

by any loss of sense of position and movement, and that closure of the eyes does not

materially increase the patient's disability. The ataxy often differs from that due to

disease of the posterior spinal cohinin in that it is complicated by vertigo. This may take

the form of a sensation of rotation on the part of the patient, or of rotation of surrounding

objects, sometimes of both. The vertigo and the ataxy are generally much less noticeable

in the recumbent position. The cerebellar gait resembles that of a drunken man : the

patient reels from side to side, with a general tendency to deviate or fall to the side of the
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lesion if only one lobe is affected. He is unable to balanee liiniself properly on the hoiiio-

lateral foot, and his manual dexterity is impaired, so that he may be unable to fe.il or

clolhe himself. The ataxia is not always limited to the trunk and limbs, but may alfeet

the tontrue, lips, palate, and voeal cords, so that their movements may be controlled

i|"imperfectly, and a characteristic •cerebellar articulation" attracts attention. Finally, a

lesion of the cerebellum sullieient to cause ataxy nearly always causes nystaiimus also,

which, in disease of one lobe, is more marked dvirinj; deviation of the eyes to that side.

(>. Hysterical Ataxy.—.\taxy is sometimes hysterical, and may then be the only

disorder of function exhibited by the patient, or may be associated with hysterical hemi-

plegia, paraplegia, hemianiesthesia, etc. The diagnosis de|ien(ls ])artly upon the absuie

of signs of organic disease, iiartly on the ])resence of other hysterical stigmata, and p;;illy

on its character. For example, we may cite the case of a boy who, when lying in bed. was

able to feed himself and to carry out all movements of his upper and lower limbs with

perfect accuracy, but who. when ])laeed on his feet and told to walk, displayed the wildest

inco-ordination and loss of equilibrium. It was noticeable, however, that he always reached

some chair or bed on which to collai)se finally, even when placed in the miildle of the room

at some distance from any support. It would, of course, be unjustiliable to ap]>ly this

last test before the observer was satislied from careful examination thai there were no

signs of organic disease. /•>'. Fiiniiihuv Hii-.hikI.

ATHETOSIS. -(.See C'onth actions, p. 1:!1.)

ATROPHY, MUSCULAR. Muscular atrophy is often merely part of a gnirriil

iciistiiii; iif the -iclidlr hnilif. due either to chronic lesions such as carcinoma, sarcoma, tuber-

culosis, syphilis, malaria, ulcerative colitis, marasmus, starvation, hepatic abscess, cirrhosis

of the liver, diabetes, anorexia nervosa, or to acuter maladies, such as diarrhiea and vomit-

ing, ptomaine poisoning, typhoid fever, dysentery, cholera, and so forth. The history,

and the other symptoms in the ease, will

usually serve to indicate these. If any doubt

remains as to whether the atrophy is neuro-

trophic or not, the electrical reactions will

be tested : there will be no reaction ol

degeneration (H.D.) when the atrophy is

merely part of a general wasting, whereas if

—as might be the ease in a diabetic patient.

for instance—there is peripheral neuritis in

addition, this will be indicated by a partial

or com])lete H.l). (See RKAcrioN oi' l)i>

OEM'.RATIOX. 1). ')>^'2.)

In the next ])lace. the atmphy may be

(he result of disuse. Organic disease of the

nervous system may or may not be present
at the same time ; the ])atient may be bed-

ridden from locomotor ataxy, for exam])le.
or from general paralysis o( the insane ; and

the muscles of the limbs may consequently
become so thin that peripheral neuritis or

degeneration of the anterior cornual cells

may be simulated, and a determination of

the absence of H.I). may be the only means
of excluding thesi'. It is important to re-

member that iTi the priiiKirji iitiit oiliir <li/s-

Impliics, whether of the pseudo-hypertrophic.
the juvenile, the infantile, the facio-scapulo-
liumeral or Landouzy - Dejerine or other

types, there is no reaction of degeneration,
the electrical responses and the superficial and deep reflexes remaining normal in type,

though they diminish in degree as the amount of muscle grows less and less, until linally
there is no nniscle to respond at all. The ]irimary muscular dystrophies (p. ji: ) are

Fin.
'

aii.l U|.|.

myelitLs-

—
Atrnpliy of the luuMes of the left shoiilihT

;irrii. the result of former aetite anterior pohn-
ifaiilile iiaraiy.'^i-s.
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compiirati\ely easy to diagnose, however, on account of their insidious onset in children,

their slow but progressive downhill course, their occurrence in different members of the

same family, the absence of sensory disorder, and the absence of R.D. They are distin-

guished from the iiifaiililc paralysis which results from acute anterior poliomyelitis (F/g. Ill)

by the latter having a sudden onset, R.D. at its height, whilst the resultant wasting does

not advance progressively, but after recovering to a certain degree, tends to remain

stationary.
'

'

Pcri])heral neuritis is distinguishcil from prunary nuiscular dystrophy by the history

and course, and by the presence of R.D. at some period of the malady. Two other affections

tliat mav be confused with a primary muscular dystrophy— jiarticularly as they also are

-Tc/. -''. -li'.itU -
|i.-ruiH-:il IV! i iii-iuu-iiii-i-iil.Lr

.Ivstrophv
—early ; tlie patient is the younger lirother

of tlie girl ill >'i.'/. 21. Note tlie iilaiitar-ncxioii of

the bi^ toes .and the dropping; of the feet ; tlie

calves are not yet wasted.

Fr^l. L'l.—Toolli- I'i'iiMii'iI ty[ii' 'jf iieuro-niii^cnlar

dvstiopiiy : tlie patient i^ ^i>ter to the boy in Ft{i.

L'O ; her malady is in a much more advanced staj^e

than is his, wastiiis having extended to the calves,

tlUL-hs, hands, and "forearms.

liereditary, begin insidiously at an early age. and slowly advance—are Friedreich's ataxy,

and Tooth's pernwal t'/pe of progressive muscular atrophy. Each of these may cau.se talipes,

moreover, anil therefore simulate infantile paralysis, except that in the latter the talipes is

generally one-sided, whereas in the other two it is bilateral. In Fricdrcieh's ataxy (see

p. .31-J) there is no real wasting, but rather a lack of development. Tooth's ])eroneal type

of progressi\e muscular atroijliy is apt to come on after some febrile malady such as measles

or whooping-cough, the first thing noted being inability to dorsitlex the big toe, which

hangs down m a way that is the exact converse of its erect position in Friedreich's ataxy

(FiS- 211) : the paresis takes months or years to spread to the rest of the legs, and finally

to the hanils {Fig. 21). the slowness of the progress and the absence of sensory symptoms

showing that it is not ijcriphcral neuritis, whilst the H.D. in the affected muscles excludes
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a primary iimscuhir dystropliy. Tlii- lt-si(iii is in tlii' aiittrinr coriuial i-<lls and slarls in

the lumbar enlarucmi-rit. The knee-jerks are relaineil until the ijuachieeps of llie thit^h

is involved.

Local nuiseular atrophy may be due tn iliscasf aj llir /Jtiitx hciiealli. as in the ease ol

the pectoralis major, the supraspinatus. the deItoi<l. the inlraspinatus, and other shoulder

nuiseles when tlie underlyiuf)- lung is the site of active phthisis. Siiuilar local atropliy

results very (juiekly from acute and subacute affections of joints, especially in the nuiseles

whose origin is above the affected joint. The gluteal atrophy associated with tuberculous

hip-joint is well known ; similarly, knee-joint disease leads to thigh atropli\ , elbow disease

to atrophy of the muscles of the up])cr arm. and so on. The same applies to theelfccts

of fractures, new growths sprains, and splints: the atrophy is sometimes so rapid that

some think it cannot be due simply to disuse, but nuist have a neuropathic factor also.

The affected muscles present no R.D., however. One jKirtieular form of paralysis

associated with the use of splints merits special mention, namely. \dlkmann"s jiaralysis

of the forearm. (.See P.\u.\i.y.sis OF the Upper Extremity, p. £()ii.)

Hemiatroi)hy of the face or trunk is generally congenital, and the diagnosis is not

diliicult (see p. +!)+).

If it can be decided delinitcly that there is some nervous cause for muscular atrophy,

the best proof of wliich is the detection of jjartial or comiilcte K.U., the diagnosis lies

between one or other of the following conditions :
—

1. Causes in the Spinal Cord.—
Proyressive iiiusciiNii- alr()|p|iy .\ few cases of transverse Tooth's )i(roiual type nl' pni-

Aniyotrophic lateral sclerosis niyelilis I eressive nmsciilar atropliy
'

.Syringomyelia |

.Acute anterior ]iolloinyelitis

•2. Causes in the Peripheral Nerves.

Tumours of the eaudii eciiuiiu New jirowth
'

(;unnnata. etc., invoKinu the

Pelvic tiuiiours involviiii; the .Accessory ecr\ ical rih. etc.. cranial or other ner\(s

hmibo-sacral plexus pressing on the hraeliial Injury to |)eripheral nerves.

Sciatica i plexus i inejudiug the ellccls olc alius

Aneurysm 1

after fractures

Pcri]>heral neinitis. of which the following arc some of the causes :^
Certain inorganic chemical Certain severe anaanias : Beri-I>eri

substances, notably Pernicious anaiuia Syi)liilis

Lead Spleuo-meduUary l(iik;emia I Typhoid fever

.\rsenie Lymphatic Icuka-mia Influenza

Merem-y Ilndiikin's disease
i

Oral sepsis

Splenic anaania Certain constitutional cliscascs

Certain organic chcuiieal com- Certain inierol)ial or allied somrtinies attrilmlid to

pounds, nolahly toxins : endogenous poisons
Alcohol

, Diphtheria
Ether Lejirosy
Carbon bisulphide

' Malaria

Naphtha Chronic pya'uiia

Gout
Diabetes mellitus

Pregnancy
Other causes as vet uiuletrr-

Infeetive endocarditis mined.

In arriving at a diagnosis in a ])articular case, it is iiujiortant not to use the term

'neuritis' until all the other ])ossible lesions have been excluded. Tooth's ])eroncal ty|)c

of progressive nuiscular atrophy and acute anterior poliomyelitis have already been

<liseussed. The latter is sometimes regarded as essentially a disease of early life, but it is

important to rcincnibcr that it is by no means impossible for it to affect an adult, in whom
the symptoms and residts may be precisely similar to what they would be in a child.

Progressive miisciilnr alroplii/ is a disease of adults. It shows no i)articular tendency to

occur in several members of the same family. It begins insidiously, and advances slowly

for months and years, affecting first the small muscles of the hands, causing atroi)hy with

R.D. in the interossei and in the muscles of the thenar and hypothenar eminences : the

peculiar deformity described as •

main-en-grifie
"

results (p. 10.5). In the course of nu)nths

the paresis spreads from the hands to the forearm, and later to the upjier arm. Disease

of the peripheral nerves, such as the ulnar, is excluded by the fact that the )>araly/,ed

muscles are not all supplied from the same nerve trunk—the thenar muscles sui)i)lie<l by
the median being affected equally with the hypothenar supjdicd by the ulnar. .Ml the

muscles below the wrist are invohed more or less together, then all the nuiseles below the
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elliow, and so on: this paralysis of associated groups of muscles as distinct Ironi nuiscks

sup])licd by the same nerve, at once suggests a progressive degeneration of the anterior

cornual cells of the cervical enlargement of the cord. Disease of the brachial plexus

would be excluded first by the fact that the lesion is bilateral and symmetrical, and

secondly by the absence of jjain or other sensory disturbance. The pathology of the disease

is analogovis to the nuclear cell-degeneration in the medulla oblongata that leads to bulbar

(labio-glosso-pharyngo-laryngeal) paralysis ; and indeed, progressive muscular atroph)'

may either follow or be followed by bulbar paralysis.

If. at the same time that there are the signs of progressive muscular atrophy in the

hands, there is also spastic paresis of the legs, with no wasting, but increased knee-jerks,

ankle clonus, and extensor plantar reffcxes. the onset having been quite gradual, without

sensory disorder, and without bladder or rectal trouble unless the disease has reached quite

a late stage, the condition is amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

It is important that the character of the onset and the absence of sensory symptoms
be insisted on. in order to exclude syringomyelia and anomalous cases of transverse myelitis.

fii/riiii{o»ii/etia is rare, but it has one very characteristic feature, namely, the preservation

of ordinary cutaneous sensibility with the loss of power of distinguishing heat from cold,

or jiain from touch, in some part of the limbs or trunk. There need be no other symptom
tlu'.n this dissociation of sensations, or skin lesions in the para-sthetic parts may be a

])rominent feature—Morvayi's disease ; if the enlargement in and around the central canal

of the cord displaces and destroys the anterior cornual cells in the lower part of the cervical

enlargement, jjrogressive muscular atrophy is simulated : if at the same time the bulging

of the central canal and the changes around it cause compression of the crossed pyraniiilal

tracts, there will be all the motor symptoms and signs of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, the

diagnosis being only ])Ossible when the sensory symptoms are typical.

It is generally stated that transverse mi/elilis causes spastic parajjlegia without muscular

wasting or R.D. This is in the main true, because the few anterior cornual cells destroyed

by the transverse softening of the cord in the commonest site, namely, the dorsal region,

correspond to an intercostal or abdominal segment, the wasting of which is difhcult to

detect. If, however, the transverse myelitis occurs so high up as to involve the lower part

of the cervical enlargement
—to involve the cord yet higher up is incompatible with life,

because lioth tlic intereostals and the ))hrenic nerves would be paralyzed
—a certain number

of the anterior cornual cells sending motor nerves to the hands and arms would be destroyed,

the result being a main-en-griffe like that of jirogressive muscular atrophy ; and the

sim>iltaneous interference with the crossed pyramidal tracts would produce a picture

identical at first sight with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Xot only, however, would there

very likely be impairment of all forms of sensation as well as paresis, in a case of transverse

myelitis, but instead of the onset being gradual and the progress a .steady advance downhill,

as in progressive muscular atrophy or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, the onset would have

been com])aratively rajjid, followed by a cessation or even by an improvement if the patient

lived. Similarly, if transverse myelitis occurs so low down as to involve the lumbar enlarge-

ment of the cord, it would cause, not spastic paraplegia with increased knee-jerk, ankle

clonus, extensor ])lantar reflex, no wasting and no R.D. : but absence of knee-jerk, no

ankle clonus, no extensor plantar reflex, marked muscular atrophy of the legs, with R.D.,

paroesthesia, bladder and rectal trouble. The involvement of the sphincters in such a

case would be of considerable aid in excluding peripheral neuritis ; whilst Tooth's peroneal

type of progressive muscular atrophy and acute anterior poliomyelitis would be excluded

not only by the par.Tsthesia, but also by the history of the mode of onset and the course

of the malady.
A tumour involving the cauda equina is rare, but it is not altogether difficult to diagnose.

It may be more dilhcult to determine the nature of the mass—gumma, glioma, primary

sarcoma, secondary sarcoma or carcinoma—than its site. The onset of symptoms is

generally gradual, and one leg is affected either earlier than, or more than, the other.

AVeakness in the leg, together with severe pains both in it and in the lower part of the

hunbar region of the spinal column, will be followed by muscular atrophy and R.D.

Sciatica may at first suggest itself, until it is found that neither the pains nor the paresis

correspond to one single nerve ; and when the disease progresses and the other leg is

affected, anajsthesia supervenes ujion the paralysis. The site of the pain over the region of
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IIr' cniiila finiiiia is an iiiipurtant puint in Ihi' diaiinosis, wliilst rectal and
|)<issil(l_\- \at;in:il

examinations arc essential for the exclusion dl a pelvic mass—such as carcinoma of the

rectum, uterus, or ovary, a fibromyoma, a cyst, a sarcomatous, gummatous, tuberculous,

or inlhunmatory mass, or even a displacement of the womb—^\hich, by intcrferinj; with

the nerves at the back of tlie pelvis miuht produce very similar symptoms. Sacro-

iliac joint disease can generally be excluded by the fact that the pains arc not delinitely

referred to the joint, whilst any wasting that might be associated with disease of that

joint would not be accompanieil by H.I).

Scidlirii ([). 438) does not always give rise to wasting of the corresponding muscles :

Init sometimes it does, and occasionally it may do so l)ilaterally, with H.D. The localiza-

tion i)f the pain, tenderness, and atrophy to the i)arts supplied by the great sciatic nerve,

without atfection of other nerves and muscles in the leg or calf, would ])oint to sciatica.,

especially if the lesion were imilateral, and if the |)atient, though unable to fiex his thigh

to a right angle with his abdomen at the same time that he keeps his knee extended, can

extend his leg backwards at the hip-joint in a way that would be iin])ossil)le if he liail a

])soas abscess ; and if he is al)le to licar firm backward pressure on the knee when the leg

of the affected side is flexed and outwardly rotated in such a way that tlic foot lies across

the op))osite knee—a test which will exclude hip-joint disease.

When the lesion is a tliordcic niieiirnstti or nroplnsDi. or i.n nrci'ssitrii rnriiiil rili piissiiiH.

(Ill III- iiiiiihhifl till' brarliial jilcrtis, the wasting is almost certain to affect one arm only,

or one arm much more than the other, and the diagnosis will be made by physical examina-

tion of the thorax, assisted by the .z'-rays.

The only rrnnini iicriT pnrnh/srs that :irc likely to lie associated with marked atro|ihy

of nuiscles, arc those of the seventh with f.ieial atrophy (p. -t!i;{). and ol the twelfth with

atrophy of the tongue.

Injuries to pcrijilirnil inrvrn. or inelusioii of the latter in callus, will generally be

<Iiagnosed by the history, and by the fact that in distribution the muscular atn>phy and

K.l). corrcs|)ond accurately with one or t\un\- of the ])cripheral nerves that may have been

divided or otherwise injureil.

If iill the conditions described above can be excluded, it is jirohalile that the cause

of the nniseular atrophy is .some variety of peripluni! neuritis. To merit this diagnosis,

the alTeeted muscles should be multi])le and symmetrical ; partial or com])Iete K.D. should

lie obtained : there may or may not be sensory changes ; the reflexes, both superficial and

dee[). are hir a short time exaggerated, and then beiomc deficient or disajipcar altogether
for the time being. Wasting may be extreme, but the tendency is for >low recovery to

ensue, improvement beginning to set in some three or four months after the neuritis ceases.

.Sometimes the nature of the case is obvious, but it is often easier to diagnose perijiheral

neuritis than to discover its exact cause. The different conditions that may produce it

are eiuunerated above. In diagnosing between them the history is very im])ortant. F<)r

instance, if the |iatient has never been abroad leprosy and beri-beri are imlikely, whereas if

he has been abroad amongst lepers, and if he has areas of ana-stliesia without much

paresis, with or without the characteristic nodules and bosses of sufjcutaneous infiltration

(Fig. 173. ]). 401), followed by ulceration and necrosis, the diagnosis of leprosy will at

once suggest itself. The chief dillieulties will perhaps be to exclude syringomyelia on the

one hand and tertiary syphilis on the other. The good effects of treatment by ])Otassium
iodide and mercury may assist in detecting syphilis, and Wassermann's reaction may be

positive : in syripg(unyelia there is little or no loss of cutaneous sensibility like there is in

leprosy, though there is loss of power to distinguish heat from cold, and pain from touch.

The ultimate test of leprosy would be to excise a small portion of the affected tissue ami

to examine it for the acid-fast leprosy bacilli.

Beri-beri is sometimes seen in this coimtry. generally in ])atients who have come into

jort in a ship from the East : several of the crew have generally been affected at the same

time, some may have died : the peripheral neuritis and muscular wasting will often be

associated with (cdema. and there is often a history that the dietary has consisted of

decorticated rice.

The ])resence or absence of glyc<isuria will serve to diagnose or exclude iliiibetir

7ieurilis. Loss of knee-jerk in diabetes mellitus is com])aratively common, but extcnsi\e

jieripheral neuritis is nuich rarer. It is associated with pain and para-sthesia as well
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as paresis and imiscular atrophy, and it affects tlie limbs, especially the legs, rather than

the trunk.

Gout as a cause of peripheral neuritis is always open to doubt, for often tlie neuritis

of a gouty subject is really due to the indulgences that brought on the gout. Difficulty

may also arise in attributing a neuritis to jnegnuncii even when the patient is, or has been

recently, pregnant.
In the case of blood diseases it is imporant to bear in mind that these are usually treated

with arsenic, so that the jieripheral neuritis may be due to the treatment rather than the

disease. This will be rendered the more probable if there are or have been other symptoms
of subacute or chronic arsenical poisoning, such as coryza, nausea, vomiting, abdominal

colic, diarrhoea, headache, pigmentation of the skin not unlike that of Addison's disease,

hyperkeratosis of the palms and soles, or herpetiform eruptions. With arsenical neuritis the

limbs are involved most, particularly the legs, and there arc pains and parasthesia as well

as paresis. The blood diseases may themselves cause peripheral neuritis, however, just as

severe ananiias. such as pernicious anuniia, may cause degeneration in other ])arts of the

nervous system also, notably in the long tracts in the spinal cord, with consequent sensory,

ataxic, or paretic symptoms, varying with the parts involved. If the peripheral neuritis

occurs early in the blood disease, the latter may not come to mind as a possibility.

A blood-count is essential (p. 24). Oligocytha-mia with high colour index, no leuco-

cytosis, a relative lymphocytosis, and the presence in blood films of a preponderance of

megaloeytes, are changes characteristic of pernicious (DHemia, in addition to which the

primrose-yellow skin may be typical. Great increase in the total number of leucocytes up
to anything from 50.000 to l.OOO.O(K) per c.mm. would suggest leucoci/thivmia : if this were

the spleno-nu (lullarv form, myelocytes would |>rol)al)ly be ;i() ])er cent or mure of all the

white cells seen in lilms. whilst in the lymphatic form the lymphocytes would similarly

amount to 90 per cent ; in both forms, particularly the s])leno-medullary. the spleen and

liver would be big, whilst in the lymphatic type there would jirobably be general enlarge-

ment of the lymphatic glands.

Ilodgkiii's disease or lympliadenomn suggests itself when the spleen and many of the

lym])hatic glands are enlarged, without any characteristic blood changes
—at most a simple

an;emia without leucoeytosis. with relative lymphocytosis, and an occasional myelocyte,

baso])hile corpuscle, and nucleated red cell in films. Splenic (iiuemia is a doubtful entity,

the name being applied when there is sim|)le ana'inia with ap|)arcntly idiojjathic enlarge-

ment of the spleen. Many such jjatients ultimately turn out to have cirrhosis of the liver

—Banti's disease. Peripheral neuritis in such a case may well be alcoholic.

Malaria will be diagnosed by the history, and by the discovery of the haniatozoa in

the blood (p. 29). The difficulty may be to exclude alcohol as a cause for the neuritis in

a jjatient who has also suffered from severe malaria.

Infective endocarditis is sometimes so chronic and insidious that it escapes detection.

Points to lay stress on are summarized on p. 34.

It may not be easy to convince oneself that some other cause of clinniie jn/a'niiii, whether

uterine, pelvic, pulmonary, oral, or otherwise, is the cause of peripheral neuritis in a given

case. The same applies to syphilis, especially if the jiatient is also addicted to alcohol.

Influenza is not to be diagnosed as the cause until every other ])ossible explanation has

been exhausted ; it is too easy to attribute things to influenza. Peripheral neuritis from

typhoid fever generally arises as a direct sequel of a typical attack confirmed by Widal's test,

so that the diagnosis is not dilTicult as a rule. It has the same type, sensory and motor, as

arsenical neuritis.

Diphtheria is one of the most important of all the causes, ana il tiie dipntneria itself

has been slight, it may have been overlooked entirely, especially as the neuritis develojjs

two or three weeks or longer after the sore throat. It is imjiortant. therefore, to lose no

time in taking cultivations from the throat in all doubtful cases of jjeriplieral neuritis : it

may still be ])ossible to find the causal organisms in swabbings. The nature of the case

may be suggested at once, however, if there has been a nasal alteration in the voice (p. 589),

or if there is an inability to swallow liquids owing to their regurgitation through the nose—
evidence of paralysis of the palate that is almost characteristic of diphtheria ; the pupil

reflexes are also apt to be affected, and the patient may be thought to have an error of

refraction because paresis of the ciliary muscle renders accommodation difficult or
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impossible for the time being. The symjjtoms may stop at the palate and eye ; but in

bad eases—])erhaps as the result of a toxin different from that whieli direetly affeets the

[lalate
—

paralysi-; and extreme atrophy of the limbs, without nnieli sensory disorder, follow.

The vagus nerves may be involved, eausing taehycardia. and perhaps deatli : e(|ually

serious may be the iii\ ol\cmcnt of the |>lircnic nrrxes. witli weakness oi- paralysis of the

diaphragm.
In regard to the various clieniicdl suIkIiiiicis that may produee ])eripheral neuritis.

ini|uiries into tlie patient's occupation may assist the diagnosis. Workers amongst india-

rubber come in contact with carbon bisulphide fumes, this compound being used to dissolve

the rubber, \ajilillia is used extensively in some trades. The use of a chemical may not

alwavs be obvious until careful inquiries are made—for instance, one may not at first see

what a person who ])repares rabbit skins for conversion into hats has to do with mercury,
until it is learned that mercurials are used t(» preserve the pelts. Mercurial neuritis is

eharacteri/ed by a remarkable tremor of the hands and arms, in addition to the muscular

atroj)liv in the arms and legs : there are not many sensory synii)toms as a rule. Lead

neuritis is easily diagnosed when it causes tlie characteristic wrist-drop. Iliough a similar

I-'i'j. 21',
—

Wri>t-.irop .an-.- 'lj|ilitli.-n i. >niiiLir t..> that oi [>!niiilii-iti.

paralvsis of the hand may be due to other forms of peri|)heral neuritis such as diiihtheritie

(Fiii. -i'i). or to the residt of compression of the musculosi)iral nerve by callus or

crutch-head, or Ijy slee])ing with both arms across the arms of a chair— "

Saturday night

palsy" : in plumbic wrist -drop all the muscles supplied by the nuisculospiral nerve beyond
the triceps become paralyzed, except the supinator longus and the extensor ossis metacarpi

poUieis, and there is no sensory disorder ; the escape of the supinator longus distinguishes

wrist-drop due to plumbism from that due to compression of the musculospiral nerve : the

diagnosis is confirmed by finding a blue line upon the gums and the other signs of lead

[toisoning described on p. 84. The difficulty arises in less tNiiical cases in which the lead

causes generalized [jcripheral neuritis in bf)th legs and arms. perha)js without any other

symptoms, without even a blue line upon the gums if the teeth are kept clean. The source

of the lead may be very far from (if)vious— it may be some obscure thing, such as a hair-

wash, or the result of water contamination due to electrolysis in water-pipes, the result of

leakage in an electric main. In case of doubt it may even be worth wliile to analyze the

hcees or evaporate down a large bulk of urine and apply the ammonium sulphide test for

lead to the residue : a drop or two of the latter, allowed to fall into a tall glass full of

anmionium sulphide, will cause a white trail to develop in the fluid as the drop descends.

Arsenical neuritis has been mentioned above (p. <i4) : it may arise in patients who are

u 5
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takini; arsenic in medicinal doses, for instance for chorea or pernicious anicniia, f>r the

poison may Ijc taken unawares, as in tlie Manclicster epidemic, in wliich fatal results followed

contamination of beer with arsenic. It has even been held that alcohol itself is no cause of

])eriplieral neuritis, and that those patients who have developed it as the result of long-
continued drinking to excess—possibly without a single actual intoxication in the popular
sense—owe the nerve trouble and generalized muscular atrophy, not to the chemical sub-

stance C.,H,.0. but to other bodies associated with it. Clinically, however, it is sullicient

if the diagnosis of the cause of jjcripheral neuritis can be narrowed down to alcolio! in some
form or other, and for this to be possible an accurate history is essential. The greatest

dillieidty arises in the case of secret drinkers. es))ecially women who may ap]jear to be above

suspicion. The neuritis is ushered in with pains and cram])s in the limbs, followed by
wasting which may reach an extreme degree ; the trunk and limbs sometimes look like

those of a person who has been starved to death ; it arsenic is suspected, a portion of hair

should be sent for chemical analysis ; the hair of a person taking arsenic stores the latter

in proportions sufficient to allow of its detection.

It only remains to add that there will always be some cases in whicli the cause of the

peripheral neuritis fails to be found. Herbert Freiicli.

ATROPHY, OPTIC—(See Opmtuai.moscopic .\ppeahancks. Xotks ox. p. 41(;.)

ATROPHY, TESTICULAR.- WIkii one testis is smaller than the other, it is lirst

necessary to determine which is the abnormal one : for when one is slightly enlarged, it may
be regarded erroneously as normal and the other as too small. Some inequality may be

])hysiological. as is the case with paired organs generally. Physiological atrojjhy of the

testes is apt to occur in advanced life ; it may begin as early as fifty, though many old

men have testicles of normal size.

A testis in an abnormal position, in the inguinal canal or elsewhere, is subject not only
to such causes of atrophy as may affect one normally situated, but may also be inhibited in

growth from compression by surrounding ])arts.

The causes of atrophy of a ncirniaily situated testis may be groujied uiuC'r three main

headings, as follows :
—

1 . Interference with the Blood Supply :
—

Coinprcssion of the spermatic eoni, as Iiy an i Venous stasis, the result of varicocele.

in;;aiiui! liornia, a spermatocele, or an ill-
'

.\s a sequel of 0])eratioii in the region of the

fittiiii.' truss. sperniatie cord, such as those lor the cure

tuniprcssidii of the testicle by affeetioiis of

the tiuiiea vaginalis, such as hydrocele or

h;cniatocele.

of varicocele, spciiuatoeele, or hernia.

Elephantiasis.

2. Atrophy, after Orchitis or Epididymitis, due to such causes as—
(ionorrho'a .^hu^ps Gout
Tubercle .V-rays Syphilis

Injury Ty(ihoid fever Influenza (?)

3. Neurotrophic Causes, cs|)ccially after injury to the brain or spine.

It has been stated that the atrophy may result from iodide of potassium; this is

dillieult to prove, for it seldom happens that this drug is given unless there is already some
other ]>ossible cause, particidarly syi)hilis or orchitis.

In the differential diagnosis between the above causes the history is in most instances

very im]jortant.
The cause in any of the cases in (Jroup 1 will generally be obvious. It is only necessary

to bear in mind that an operation for varicocele, for instance, may have been ])crformed

successfully, and the patient may thereafter contract an orchitis followed by testicular

atrophy for which the operation may be blamed unjustly.
As regards Group 2, it is very doubtful whether influenza e\ev really produced either

orchitis or testicular atrophy. There may be a definite history of gonorrhoea, followed by
orchitis, which preceded the atrophy, and then diagnosis is easy. It is to be remembered,

however, that by no means every orchitis is gonococcal. If nuunps. typhoid fever, gout.

and injury are borne in mind, these causes of orchitis and testicular atrophy will be

recognized more often than they are. Mumps is particularly apt to be overlooked : (uchitis
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may be the sole evidenee (if tliis edinpUiint. If the patient is seen vvlieti Ihc (ircliitis

is active, l)aeterii)l(iuieal examination of any urethral discharge is essential lo llic dia-

irnosis. which depends on whether uDiincocci are detected or not. If uonorrhiea can he

exchided. then the diagnosis of the nature of the orchitis is arrived at hy considering

the evidence as to gout, mumps, and so on.

It is sometimes stated that orchitis may result troni strain, atropliy resulting in due

cotu'se. There are a few cases in which, apparently as the result of great boilily exertion,

especiallv the lifting of heavy loads, inllammation of the testicle follows : hut it is dillieult

to sav that in these cases the strain alone jjroduced the symptoms : there is the ))ossil)ility

that there may have been residual gonorrlKca in the (irostate or posterior urethra, tlic

action of the strain being merely to light u|> the latent inllammation. It is |)ossililc Ihal

soinetiines the latent infection is not gonococcal, but due to other organisms, such as staphy-
lococci or streptococci, whilst recent observers record the bacillus eoli conununis as the

causul organism in some cases of
"

spontaneous
'

(U'chitis.

There remain a number of cases, however, in which there is no clear history of orchitis,

the latter ha\ing betn relatively slight. Testicular atrophy will then seem to lia\c arisen

idiopathieally. and it is im])ortant to remember how often it is the result of former injury,

such as a kick at football, a Ijlow from a cricket ball, contusion from falling astraddle on a

fence or bicycle, and so on. The injury may date back to boyliood. many years before

testicular atrophy is noticed, and it will often be dillieult to pro\ e that the latter was really

due to the hjrmer.

.\part from ob\ ious tubert'ulous cpididyuio-cnihiti-.. transient I'ularyement of a testis

is to be observed, if looked for. in tuberculous subjects : whether this can be regarded as a

delinite tuberculous orchitis or not. it sometimes results in atroi)hy.

The ,i'-rays are a jHissible cause of testicular atrophy, and all users of .c-rays should be

careful to have a suitable lead shield. That sterility can result from repeated applications

of these rays is well known.
As regards Group 3. the history as a rule gi\cs the diagnosis. Remarkable instances

have been recorded in which, within a IVw nwinths of injury to the brain or spinal cord,

l)artieularly after injury to the lumbar \ertebra', or the occipital region of the skull, the

glandular elements of the testicle have disappeared. A ease of Kocher"s exem|)lifies

this : A man, age 41, the father of fom- children, fell on his head from a eonsithrablc

height. -Vt tirst he did not ap])ear to be greatly damaged, but ])resently twitehings

occurred, and the ))atient became unable to work. From this time on his sexual powers
diniini-shcd greatly, and his beard and pubic hair fell out. Eighteen montlLs later this hair

was gone completely, and about five years after the accident the left testicle was the size

of a hazel nut. the riiiht the size of a bean. Ilrrhi il h'rnicli.

AURA is the term apjilied to the immeiliate prelude of an ej)ileptic seizure. It is

recognized in some form or another in about :i() or 40 per cent of ei)ile|)tics. an<l with rare

exceptions always takes the same shape with every attack in each individual. .\n aura

may l)e motor, sensory. iJsychical. visceral, or related to some s])ecial sense, .\ motor aura

may be reijrescnted by an involuntary movement of a limb or a part of a limb : in oilier

cases it takes the form of a general movement such as running. A sensoii/ aura is conunon.
and is deseril)ed as a pain, a numbness, or a tingling in some part of the patient's body. A

psychical aura is often expressed as a vague apprehension, or an indescribable feeling, or a

sense of unreality. .\ visceral aura is frerjuent. usually as an '

epigastric sensation
"

or

f|ueer feeling starting in the region of the stomach and rising to the throat, or less often as

a peremptory desire to go to stool. An aura of si)eeial sense may be olfactor/i, lisiii/l.

aiidilor!/. or anstatijri/ : a ))leasant or un]ileasant odour or flavour may Ije perceived by the

patient, or some alteration in vision may warn him of the onset of a seizure, or he may
hear voices or some particular kind of sound.

The aura of epilepsy is. in relation to <liagnosis. important from at least two points
of view. In the first place, it often affords a clue to the ]>articular locality in the brain

from which the "
fit

'

or • storm
'

originates and spreads. This may not be of nuich

value in the ease of idiopathic epilepsy, because there is no method at present known to

us by which the seat of the disease can be treated successfully. In the case of .Jacksonian

epilepsy, on the other hand, the knowledge of the locality in which a fit is generatetl some-
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times, although unfortunately n<it olten. allows of benefit being obtained from surgical
assistance, p'or instance, an aura may Ije the first symptom of the presence of an intra-

cranial grouih. A tumour of the uncinate region of the temporo-sphenoidal lobe may be
revealed by the presence of signs of increased intracranial pressure and the repeated
occurrence of an olfactory aura, followed by a vague, dreamy state of consciousness. A
lesion of one occipital lobe may be suspected from the occurrence of epileptiform fits

immediately preceded by an aura in which there is loss of sight in the opposite visual field.

An aura of pain starting in the left foot, spreading up the left side of the body, and

terminating in a generalized convulsion, suggests a lesion in the post-Kolandic region of the

right parietal lobe. Such instances of the importance of an aura as a localizing sign in

diagnosis might easily be nniltiplied, but a general knowledge of the functional anatomy of

the brain will suffice to supply other examples of a similar kind to the reader's mind.
In the second place, the importance of recognizing a subjective sensation as an aura,

and so recognizing the existence of ejjilepsy in its simplest and sometimes earliest form,
can hardly be over-estimated from the point of view of treatment. When a patient describes

himself as being liable to subjective sensations occurring at intervals, and for which he
cannot account, careful inquiry should be made as to their nature. The chief characteristics

of an aura are : (1) Its spontaneous de\elopment without cause, generally during good
health ; (2) The suddenness of its onset : and (3) The identity of each sensation with the

last. It should be understood clearly that an aura may occur alone, or may be followed

by momentary loss of consciousness (petit mal). or by loss of consciousness with convulsions

(grand mal). In some cases an aura may be rejieated with freciuency for many months
before a typical epileptic seizure supervenes, and if recognized as such during this stage,
it is reasonable to expect that treatment will have more chance of success than at a later

period, when the
"

habit
"

of convulsions has been established firmly.

Finally, it should be emphasized that in cases of epilepsy the recurrence of an aura,
even without further manifestations of the disease, is evidence that the morbid tendency is

not controlled completely, and that discontimiance of treatment will lead to the reappearance
of more serious attacks. £. Farquhar Buzzard.

BABINSKI'S SIGN consists in a modification of the plantar reflex. In testing the

latter the patient should be lying U])on his back, with his legs very slightly flexed and each
foot everted so that its outer border lies comfortably in contact with the bed or couch ;

the sole should be warm and dry ; the ankle should be gently but firmly grasped by one of

the observer's hands, to prevent the undue dorsiflexion of the whole foot which often makes
it diflieult to decide which way the toes themselves move, whilst the outer side of the sole is

tirmly and steadily stroked fnim the heel forwards with some such instrument as the butt
end of a pencil. In healthy adults the big toe and the other toes will become plantar-Hexed :

when the great toe becomes dorsillexed instead, it presents the extensor plantar reflex, or

Babinski's sign. Whichever way the other toes move, it is with the direction of nii)\enient

of the big toe alone that Babinski's sign is concerned. It is noteworthy that if Babinski's

sign is present, the fact is usually ascertained with ease ; when there is any doubt as to

which way the great toe moves, the jjlantar reflex is seldom really extensor.

The great value of the sign is in distinguishing between functional and organic affections

of the nervous system. If the patient is a fully conscious adult with paresis of one
or both legs, the existence of an extensor plantar reflex is proof that the lesion is organic.
The converse is not true

;
for with locomotor ataxy, and with lower neuron affections

such as infantile paralysis. Tooth's peroneal type of progressive muscular atro|)hy, peri])heral

neuritis, Landry's acute ascending jjaralysis, and ]iriniary muscular dystrophies, the ])lantar
reflex is flexor if it is obtainable at all.

Babinski's sign is seen best when there is a lesion in the crossed pyramidal tract. Thus
it is present in cases in which tumour, abscess, haemorrhage, thrombosis, or embolism has
caused hemiparesis or hemi|)legia by affecting either the p\-ramidal cells themselves in

the motor cortex or the pyramidal hbres in the internal capsule ; in cases of cerebellar

tumour, owing to the fact that this, by compressing the medulla, nearly always causes

lateral sclerosis of the cord as well : and in cases of disseminated sclerosis, transverse myelitis,
either primary or due to compression, ataxic paraplegia. Friedreich's ataxy, amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, primary- lateral sclerosis, some eases of .syringomyelia, and in those cases
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of irregular sclerosis of the cord that may I)e associated with severe oligocvtliieniias such as

pernicious aii;vniia. Tlic differential diaunosis of these conditions will be found under
Hemiplegia (]>. ;5()2) and 1"msapleoia (p. 510) and elsewhere. Babinski'.s sijin is not found
in those cases of liysliria that sometimes simulate one or other of the above conditions ;

provided always that the patient is a conscious adult . This proviso is im))ortant. because

the plantar reflex may be extensor without there bein<; any decided chances in the cord

or brain in infants and (|uite young children : also in a considerable |)roportion of older

children suffering from ilnncii : and also sometimes in adults during deep sleep, or under
conditions of unnatural unconsciousness such as that due to a general an;estlietic. or acute

alcoholic intoxication, or such affections as epilepsy. ui;emia, concussion, saturnine encephalo-

pathy, and in some other forms of coma. These cxcej)tions. however, searcelv detract

from the great \ aluc the sign has as a means of dislinnuishing between organic and functional

paralysis of the legs of the upper neuron ty]ie. Ihihcrl I'ri-nrh.

BACILLURIA. 'See Uactkhh liiA. iiifrii.)

BACTERILRIA (see Plate XXl 111. p. (il t) is a comijrehensive term cniployeil to

indicate that the unwv when freshly voided contains miero-organisms. BuciUiirid is a term

of similar import, but is restricted to those cases in which rod-shaped bacteria aie present.

The vaginal segment of the female urethra and llie anterior ])ortion of the male urethra are

normally inhabited by certain non-])atliogenic bacteria (chiefly cocci, such as Strcptncorciis

breiis. Staplijilocmcus alhns. also varieties of BmiUus xerosis, etc.), which are, of course,

present in urine obtained under ordinary conditions, and so constitute what may be termeil

phvsiological bacteriuria. Haeteriuria as a paf hological condition due to some lesion of

the minary system posterior to the urethra can only be recognized with cerlainty by the

examination in the laboratory of a catheter specimen of the urine collectecl with the most

scrupulous attention to asepsis ; for. on the one hand, a perfectly clear acid urine may be

heavily loaded with bacteria, and, on the other, a urine may owe its turbidity either to

purely physico-chemical causes, or to the growth in it of bacteria which have gained access

after its exit from the uretlua. Moreover, although the identity of the infecting organism

may be suspeeteil from general clinical considerations. culti\ation experiments are essential

in order to settle the matter beyond doubt.

Bacteriuria may be ])crsistent and may indicate either general or local infection. It is

a rare symiifom of general infection, save one of such intensity that an acute nephritis,

associated with a definite ha-maturia. has supervened. Isually its appearance indicates

a local infection of the urinary tract : it then occurs with greatest frci|Ucncy in young
children and pregnant women, when the micro-organism concerned is usually II. euli, and

the site of the infection the pelvis of the right kidney. It is. however, met with at all ages
and in both sexes, and many different bacteria have been recorded as the causative factors,

and whilst the infection is commonly due to some |)articular micro-organism, the ])ossibility

of multiple infection must not be forgotten—the most usual being a double infection due

to B. eoli ciiinniiinis and SireplDeoeciis pifogeiies loii<^iis.

When intermittent, bacteriuria may indicate a general infection, or a local infection

of some area distant from the urinary tract, as. for cxam|)le. a tonsillitis or a dental abscess,

and often in an obscure case of pyrexia a bacteriological examination of the urine will well

repay the trouble involved. Intermittent bacteriuria. particularly of the staphylococcic

type, is often associated with kidney calculus, and it is also not unconunun in eases of

rheumatoid arthritis.

Bacteriuria may be a symptom in :
—

.1. General Infections, with or without associated nejihritis. due to :
—

Streptococcus pvouencs loiigus .Stajiliyl'ienccus pvoiiencs au- 1^. eoli cunnnunis
Pneumococcus rcn^

|

B. paratyp]ii.^sus
Gonococeiis 15. typlinsus j

Micrococcus niclitciisis

li Local Infections :
-

Xephritis. pyelonephritis, or ureteritis due to :
—

B. eoli B. ])iicuiucini^r ( I''rie(fl.iii(ler's Stapliylncnccus i)yo,'ciK'«
B. tul)ercu[i)sis l>aciflus) aureus
B. pyocyaiiciis .Streptococcus pyogenes loic.nis Pneumocuccus
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Cystitis due to :
—

B. coli 1 B. tyiiliosus 1 Staphylococcus ])yogcncs au-

B. tuberculosis I Stic])tncoccus pyoi;cncs lonpus reus

Prostatitis due to :
—

B. coli
I

Sta|)hylococeus pyogenes au- Streptococcus pyogenes longus
Gonococcus

I
reus

Urethritis due to :
—

Gonococcus Pneumococcus Micrococcus catarrhalis

Stai)hylococcus aureus or albus
| Streptococcus ])yogcncs longus

In the above table the various niicro-organisnis arc, s]ieakin<; <renerally, arranged in

the order of their frequency.

Finally, a slight and transitory bacteriuria due to li. culi comtiiiiiiis. and one usvially

passing off without any treatment, can freciuently be observed following operative measures

upon the rectum or anus, or the organs of generation.
In general infections the urine is either normal in appearance, or by reason of its admix-

ture witli blood may present any tint from "

smoky
'

to bright red. The reaction is usually
acid : often a degree of acidity is recorded which if present in an artificial culture mediimi

would inhibit the growth of the infecting micro-organism. .Mbiunin is ])resent. varying in

amoimt from a trace to 7. 8. or more parts ])er thousand, and microscopical examination

of the centrifugalized deposit shows blood-cells, renal tube-casts, and renal epithelium, in

addition to the infecting bacterium. The clinical symptoms presented by the jiatient are

those of tlie general systemic infection.

In local infections of the genito-urinary tract where infection is due to one species of

micro-organism only, the urine presents a somewhat similar appearance ; blood, however,

may be entirely absent, while pus when measured by the centrifuge may vary in volume
from a trace to 10 or 20 per cent of the total bulk of urine. In the early stages of a local

infection, however, microscopical examination of the deposit may merely show the presence
of leucocytes slightly in excess of normal, so that without the use of the microscope the fact

of pyuria may easily be missed altogether.

Occasionally, and particularly in adult cases, it may be noted that the urine passed

during the day is neutral or faintly alkaline—the change in reaction then being due to

physiological causes. In those cases where the urine is strongly alkaline the alkalinity is

due to ammonia resulting from the decomposition of urea, not by the pathogenic infecting

organism but by non-pathogenic saprophytes which have gained access to the urine, either

after it has been voided or whilst still intra ivsicam. In the latter instance the contamina-

tion may have taken place as a result of careless instrumentation, or (as in the female) by
continuity of surface, but it also frc(|uently occurs owing to the passage of micro-organisms

through the intlamed blailder wall from the lumen of the adjacent large intestine.

The clinical sym])toms associated with bactcriiuia due to local infection vary enor-

mously with different ])aticnts. Frecjuency of micturition, scalding, dull aching pains in

one or both loins, with tenderness on deep pressure over the kidney or ureters, ])ains in the

perineum and hypogastrium (according to the situation of the primary infection), severe

rigors, pyrexia (Fig. 193, p. 4c6), anorexia, nausea, and vomiting are amongst those

commonly obser\ed. It is important to remember its relatively common occurrence in

children, in whom there may be hardly any symptoms at all, or pcrhajjs general delicacy

or ill-health, or gastro-intestinal distarbanee. without any special urinary symptoms
attracting notice. The urine generally contains only a trace of albumin, and no obvious

pus ; the diagnosis then depends u])on bacteriological investigation of a catheter sijccimen,

the need lor which will be suggested by the discovery of a decided excess of leucocytes in

the eentrifugalized deposit from the spjcimcn first collected during tin- routine examination

of the ]);Uienf. .hw. Eijre.

BALDNESS.—Alo|)ecia. or baldness, may vary in degree from slight thinning to

complete loss of the hair. There are three main varieties of simple baldness or alopecia,

namely: (1) Congenital. (2) Senile, and (3) Pretnntiire.

Congenital Alopecia is seldom complete, and the hair may be lanugo-like. In the

latter case the diagnosis is certain, as it also is when the baldness is aecom])anied by
de\elopmental defects in the skin or its appendages. ^Vhen there is complete absence of
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tlio luiir. not only of tlie heail Ijut also of the eyelids, face, trunk, armpits, ami |iiil)i<- regions,

the diagnosis is obvious.

Senile Alopecia needs no description.
Premature Alopecia may be (a) idiopathic or {!/) symptomatic. Tlie former, much less

freipient than the latter, and due to no recognizable cause except heredity, usually begins
between the ages of twenty and thirty-tive : in many cases at the vertex, like senile baldness,

but often at the tem|)le, when it extends backwards elli|)tieally. .Symptomatic ])reniature

baldness may be either temporary or |iermanent. gradual or ra|iid. and is dependent upon a

great variety of local or constitutioTial causes, including scbitrrliwa of the scalp, jtstuidsi.i.

iliroiiic cczi'iiKi. eri/xijH'Ias. iiii!>-cCoriii. fiiviia. liijiii.t. cr/ilJicnutlDsiis. sypliilis: it is also a se(|Uela

ol fevers or other acute systemic dise;ises. and sometimes of a severe shock to the nervous

system such as may result from a sudden and imexpected bereavement or the like. When
it occurs as a .set|uel to fevers, in syphilis, ringworm (except after severe kerion). erysipelas,

and eczema, the loss of hair is usually but tem])orary ; in seborrhoea, favus. lupus erythema-
tosus, morphcca. and follieiilitis ilccdiviiiis. it is generally i)erinanent ; it is always so when
the hair-follicles have been destroyed.

The most important form of symptonialic baldness is that which is associated with

sebiirrlia'ti. whether of the oily or of the dry kind. Seborrlueic alo|iecia has the same
(iistribution as idiopathic baldness, .\nother form of symptomatic baldness is the condition

known as aloj/eria iiiealii. in which the hair falls nut in more or less circular smooth while

patches, generally of irregular distribution. I'sually the patches continue to spread lor a

time, and may run into others, denudeil areas of irregular outline thus being formed, with

a surface white and smooth as a billianl ball. 'I'he hairs at the edges of the ])atches are

looser than the others, and among tliern ma\ be seen short stumjis that have atrophied
elo.se to the root, so that they rescmbk' a imfe of exclamation (!). In rare eases the hair

falls out not in i)atches but more generally and very rapidly ; and soon the whole scalp

may be bared, and even the hair of the whole body may be lost, and with it the nails of

the lingeis and toes. The affection with which alopecia areata is most easily conl'ounded

is liiiii-uiirni of the tricho|)hytic variety : the differential diagnosis between the two ari'eet ions

will be found under Fiwcous Afkioctions of tuk .Skin (p. liK)). .Mopecia areata may
also be conl'useil with another form of symptomatic baldness, namely, idiipeeia riciilrisiilii.

the jisciiild-jK liiile (if Uroc(j. in which depressed islands of baldness, round nr of irregular

shape, occur <in the seal]), the i)atches usually spreading and coalescing intn large. snioDth.

shiny areas : these are cicatricial : there is destruction of the follicles sfi that the hair is

never restored : there are normal-looking hairs on the bald areas, and the note-of-excianui-

tion stumps of alopecia areata are absent. 'i"he bald patches soinetimes met with in

secoiuUiiji siijiliilis may be distinguisheil from those of alopecia areata by the i-o-existcnce

of other syphilitic symptoms, liv the positi\e \Vassermann"s serum reaction, and by the

elfec'ts of s])eeilic treatment. The liald areas ot lupus eiiillienialosiis are in greater or less

degree cicatricial, there is destruction of tlu' tnllieles. and a liorder which is slialitly or

distinctly inllameil. Folliciditis dtcdlvdiis is cieat lieial also, and at the eilge of the bare

patches a small red papule or patch of erythema can be seen siu'roimding each lolliele.

Mdlnilii, Munis.

BEARING-DOWN PAIN.--(See Pain. I5i:ai!IN,:-1)Owx. ].. f.'d.)

BLACK SPECKS BEFORE THE EYES are of two tyj.es : (1) Mdviii^. (2) Fired.

Moving Black Specks are pi-aetieaily always due to iiikscw roHtdides. The atpieous
and vitreous humours are not absolutely homogeneous ; in both there are minute particles

in most persons, and these throw shadows upon the retina which are referred by the patient
to ])i)ints in the visual Held outside him. They sn-m to be in front of his eyes, interfering

with what he wishes to look at ; yet when he tries to locate them delinitely by looking

directly at them, they immediately float away, as it were, from his direct field of vision

to a peri|)heral part. He can never focus them, and yet he may beeonscious of seeing them
all the time. Only few persons in perfect health are trouljled in this way. for although
the musca> volitantes may be present all the time, the mind neglects them and fails to

notice them. When the eye is tiied by close work, however, or the patient is suffering

from brain-lag, worry, insomnia, biliousness or other similar condition, they may attract

his notice very nuich and make him fear that he is developing some .serious lesion such
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as a cataiiict. Microscopists often iiiul them a great nuisance. After a rest or a holiday
they will cease to obtrude themselves upon the patient's notice, but he will notice them
again when he gets overworked or rim down. In a similar way muscfe volitantes may be
troublesome in those who are suffering ill health due to almost any organic cause, especially
if it is associated with Ax.tsmia (p. "20). The way in which tlie specks float away when an

attempt is made to focus them is characteristic.

Fixed Black Specks.—When, on the other hand, the patient notices a black spot or

spots in his field of vision, always present and always in exactly the same relationship
to the ]joint upon which he is focussing his eye—not floating away into different parts of

the field of vision like musea? volitantes—a careful examination of the eye with the ophthal-
moscope, assisted perhaps by the perimeter to map out the abnormal blind spot with

accuracy, will generally reveal some organic lesion in the eye to account for them. .An

opacity in the cornea from old 1,-eratitis. or synechia? from adhesions due to old iritis, or
a cataract, may be seen, or tiny white jjatches at the macula indicative of incipient nlbiimiii-

uric retinitis of grave omen : or a small detachment of the retina : or a melannlie sareuiiKi

of the eyeball : or earli/ optic neuritis : or a thrombosed retinal rein : or an cmlmlizcd brancli

of a retinal artcri/ ; or a hannorrliagc into the \-itreous
;
or a scotoma from localized optic

alrophi/. such as is met with sometimes in cases of disseminated sclerosis. S|)ccial ophthal-
mic exiieriencc will be needed to diagnose between these different conditions, although
tlie o])hthalmoscopic appearances (p. 415) of some of them are pathognomonic.

llerljert French.

BLEEDING GUMS.—-^ .spongy, bleeding condition of the gums, attaining such a

degree that the teeth become covered by the exuberant blood-oozing tissues, was a

prominent feature of .sciiri'//. a serious and often fatal disease which used to be common
on sailing ships when fresh food was necessarily absent from the diet for weeks or even
months at a time. It is now rare in its full development, but is still found in a mild form

amongst children—infantile scur\y, or Barlow's disease—as the result of long-continued
feeding with tinned milk without fresh food. Its chief features are ana-mia and tenderness
of the long bones due to ha-morrhages under the periosteum : in severer cases, besides

sponginess and bleeding of the gum with more or less general stomatiti-^, there may be

purpura and other luvmorrhages. The diagnosis is suggested by the diet history, and
confirmed by the benefit that follows the addition of fresh milk and. in older children,
fresh vegetables. A similar condition may arise in adults whose circumstances compel them
to live on tinned foods. There are. however, many other causes of bleeding of the gums
besides scm-vy. The differential diagnosis is generally easy, but sometimes very difficult.

The first ])oint to determine is whether the gum condition is due to local changes only, or

whether it is part of a more general condition.

(A). Bleeding Gums
where than in the Mouth

Scurvy
.S[ilen(iiiu(lull;n y IcuUu'mia

I>ym])liutie leukaTiiia

Hodskin's disease
Pernicious anteniia

Aplastic aiucima

Splenic niurnira

Ha'mopliilia

(B). Bleeding Gums d

Injury, e.g., l)y tootli liiusl

Dental caries

Tartar

Pyorrhcra aheolaris
Alveolar abscess

Papilloma
Epulis
Wveloid sarcoma

due to General Conditions or preceded by Lesions else-

Purpiira (see Pirpl"r.\, p. o')2)

.Syphilis

.Alerciirialism

Iodide poisoning
Phosphorus poisoning
Arsenic poisoning
Lead poisoning

ue to purely Local Conditions :

Epitlielionia

.\ctinomyeosis
Acute or chronic stomatitis

not obviously due to any of
the causes already men-
tioned, e.g, :

A|)hthous stomatitis
I'lcerative stomatitis

Febrile or asthenic states

accompanied by sordes, e.g.,

pneumonia, typhoid fever,
the later stages of maliiinant

cachexia, general paralysis,
acute yellow atrophy of the

liver, and so forth

Dyspepsia

Gangrenous stomatitis

(eancrum oris, phage-
d.-cna oris, noma oris)

Tuberculous gingivitis

Erythema bullosuni, dermatitis

herpetiformis, pemphigus,
affecting the mouth as well

as the epidermis

A. Bleeding Gums due to General Conditions.—Many of the above conditions are

discussed under other and more prominent symptoms, so that here we need refer to them
but briefly (see Spleen, Eot..\rgemext of, p, 6-i8 ; An.5:mi.\, p. 20 ; PrRPUR.\, p. 552 ; etc.).
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niui-ii-,.! Iilic'ils on tin- siiiilitt'>( (miili. :inil llic

A l)l(io(l-couiit is ref|uired to diiiyiidsc i,v exclude lciiU(V)tii(t or periiicioiia nna'initi. The

family history may siijjiTest iKviiiitpliilin. Sjth-iiic (Diwinin. Hodgkin's discfise, and iiplanlic

antvmiii attract attention more on aecoimt of tlie enlargement of the spleen (p. f>2.S),

or of tlie lymphatic ulands (p. :','ii). or of tlie aiuemia (p. "iO). than becaiisc of sponi;v'

gums. I'nrpnru (p. 552) is itself a sym|itom and not a disease.

Siipliilis. particularly in its seeoiidary sla^e. may prorluee stomatitis, pharyngitis,

laryngitis, and gingivitis, with bleeding. e\tu when no mercurial treatnunl has been

adopted : the secondary roseola may still be present, or the history may be obvious.

Dillicnlty arises mainly in women and children, and when the chancre has been extrauenilal

(Fia. '--i). \Vassermann"s scrum

test may be tried, or the Spini-
diivla 'piillidii (Plate XXf III.

Pi'J.. J. p. in t) looked for in scrap-

ings from tlu' niuciius lesions.

Mrrciirij is very liable to

cause profuse salivation and acute

stomatitis, with distressing and

])ainful swelling of lii)S. gums.
tongue, anil cheeks : swallowinu

may become im])ossiblc. the glairy
saliva hangs in strings from the

protruding; tongue and bulging lips, th

])aticnl is the picture of abject misery. .Sume persons are far more intolerant cil niercurv

than others, but its worst efleets lia\-e occurred when the remedy has been cmpldxcil when
the teeth are carious, or the mouth unclean, ami when there is altjuminuria (svphilitie

nephritis). The diagnosis depends upon a knowledge of the drugs that are being <ii\en

or. in occupation cases, of the chemicals that the patient has been working with.

I(nlidi:\ may cause ])rofiise coryza. due to conjunctival, nasal, and oral catarrh, but
the amount of bleeding that accompanies it is slight. The nature of the dru<;s being taken
will suggest the diagnosis, or if ther-c is doubt as to the drugs, the urine niav be tcslt'd lor

iodides.

Phosjilinnis used to produce very severe stomatitis, going on to necrosis of the jaw—
'

phossy jaw"—not infreciuently ending in death as the result of fattv degeneration <if'

the liver and heart : this is unconuuon since restrictions have been laid upon the use of

crude yellow ])hosphorns in the niainifactnre of matihes. The occupation gentrallv ser\es

to suggest the diagnosis.
.Irai'iiir and lead are both rare causes of bleeding giuns : occupation, or medical

prescription, or habits as regar<ls drinking, may suggest the diagnosis, and there may be
other signs of the poisoning. ])artieularly pigmentation of the skin, vomitinu, diarrlKca,

hyperkeratosis of the soles and jialms. and generalized peripheral neuritis in the case of

arsenic ; and the symjjtoms given elsewhere (p. .'it) in the case of lead. Arsenic niav be
found in excess in the hair, or lead may be detected in the fa-ees or in the residue from a
bulk of urine.

Febrile and astheiiie states only cause sordes and bleeding gums when the patient has

already been ill some while, or when the nursing has been remiss : the diagnosis will depend
on symploms other than those connected with the gums.

/{. Bleeding Gums due to Local Conditions. -When care has been taken to exc hale

general causi's of bleeding of the gums, dilferentiation between the various local causes is

not dillicult. Some patients are alarmed by the symptom, when its cause is nothing more
than the use of a )ie\i: tootli-hnis/i whose bristles have slightly lacerated gums that are

accustomed to an older and .softer brush. The history will indicate other forms of local

injury
—an ill-htting tooth-plate, perhaps. Haemoptysis may be simulated.

Dental caries may be obvious, or it may be hidden away between adjacent teeth and
yet be irritating the gum enough to cause it to bleed with undue readiness when the teeth
are brushed. Tartar is obvious on inspection. Pi/orrhwa alveolaris. also known as

suppurative gingiiiiis or liigg's disease, is the rcstilt of se|)tic infection extending down into
the sockets, loosening the teeth, causing the gum margins to recede by erosion, and leading
to a ])urulent discharge from between the gums and the teeth. This condition mav be
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jjreseiit even wlieii the external aspect of the teeth seems perfect ; a very fine j^robe may
sometimes be passed painlessly down into the tooth-socket between adjacent teeth where
the suppurative process has been i)roi;rcssing imsuspected. and out of the reach of the

tooth-brush. The gums bleed on the sli<;htcst touch in severe cases, the breath is foul, and
the constant swallowinj; of pyogenic organisms and tlieir products leads to dysi)C])sia.

ana'mia. chronic ill health, listlessness. functional nerve disorders, and sometimes more
acute sym])toms of general jnainia, especially multiple infective synovitis and arthritis.

Neurasthenia and depression ultimately ensue in many cases, and sometimes verv severe

and even fatal anicmia or purpura.
The diagnosis of alveohir ab.sces.s is generally obvious, though infection of a lji'iii<>ii or

malignant neio growth may simulate it for a time. Microscope examination of the excised

tumour is the only certain way of diagnosing the nature of an odontoma, papilloma, simjile

epulis, myeloid sarcomatous epulis, or epithelioma of the gum.
Aciinomijcosis is rare in man ; but the jaw. gum. or cheek are parts least uncommonly

affected. The chronic nature of that which partakes of the characters partly of a neoplasm
and partly of an abscess, in a jjcrson who has had occasion to put straws, cotton, or other

vegetable [jroducts into his mouth, may suggest the diagnosis, which will be conlirmed by
the iinding of tlie ray fungi in tli<' pniiilcnt discharge, or in sections from parts excised.

.Minute grey or yellowish specks in the pus are

said to be characteristic, but they are not always
seen, and it is by microscopical examination that

the diagnosis is made with certainty (see Plate

\.\\ III. Fig. S. p. 014).

Sldnialilis in its various degrees may have a

general cause, such as mcrcurialism (see al)ove) :

or it may be due to purely local infection with

micro-organisms. It might perhaps be classiliid

liactcriologically
—the variety spoken of as thrush

being due to the oidium albicans, for instance.

Clinically, however, it is more often classified by
its degree—into acute catarrhal, ulcerative, and

iiMUgrenous. .\11 these affect the mucosa of

iliccks. lips, tongue, and palate, in addition to

I lie gums, and any of tlie inflamed ))arts bleed

iiadily. The first degree is characterized by red-

ness, swelling, tenderness, and ])ain. with inability

to move the tongue about in order to eat and

swallow, swelling and protrusion of the lips, foul-

ness of the breath, and very often salivation.

There may or may not be localized greyish or

white aphthous ])atches : these are conunoner in

children. When ulcers occur, these are generally

nniltiple and shallow, very ])ainful. with more or less glazing of the ulcerated surface.

and acute hypera-mia of the margins. The gangrenous form is better known as canrrani

oris (Fig. 2 1), fortunately rare, though sometimes seen in ill-cared-for children who have

contracted measles or some other acute debilitating fever. The cheek is affected first, a

dusky-red or black spot appearing within and without, spreading rapidly and leading to

sloughing and perforation of the cheek, gangrene of the gums and jaw, falling out of the

teeth, a very foul nauseating odour of the breath, and death from utter exhaustion. The

diagnosis is generally obvious.

Tuberculous gingivitis is rare, hut when it does occur it is very severe. The nalin-e

of the bleeding gums will be suggested by the co-existence of phthisis, and tubercle bacilli

may abound in smears from th? gum.
Kriitlicn(a bullosum. dermatitis ticrpctiftninis. and pnnpliigus

—
particularly the first—may

allect nnicous membranes as well as the skin, esj)ecially the mouth, colon, and vagina.

The result as regards the mouth is very distressing ; the crusts and resultant inflanunation

of lips, gums, tongue, cheeks, jjalate, fauces, and pharynx, may make it impossible for food

to be taken orally, and the patient loses weight rapidly and becomes very ill. The mucous

ri.j. -raiKTuni ori^.
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niembnuu- t-vtrvwlnre likods on the slightest touch, and tlie coiiflition is ])iti:il)le. There

is oenerally pyrexia. Tlie diauiiosis is. as a rule. easy, for the mucous nieinbranes are

seldom attacked unless the skin is affected also (sic ]?i i.i .k. p. SO. ami 1-;(imn()1'I1ii,i \.

p. -ilS). Iltrlicrl Ficiali.

BLEEDING NOSE. (See Ki>ist\\is. p. •.-io.)

BLEEDING, UTERINE.—(See ME.NOiiitnAinA. p. ;i8.5 ;
Mi.;Ti!oiiuiiA(.iA. p. :;!.() : and

Metrostaxis. ]>. :V.l-.)

BLINDNESS. -(See Vision-. DKFi;rrs or. p. 7.-.T.)

BLISTERS.- (See Bri.i..i:. \,. ilil.)

BLOOD, COUGHING UP OF.— (.See H.kmoptvsis. j,. -JS-,.)

BLOOD IN THE URINE.—(See II.kmatim \. p. -iT.J.)

BLOOD PER ANUM.—Blood may be i)assed per anum whenever bleeding takes

place troni any pari of the alimentary canal. It it comes Irom a ])oinl hinh np. as troni

the stomach or duodenum, it is usually altered in appearance, so that black, tarry stools

are passed (mclaiia) : if it comes from the colon or from the lower end of the ileum, it is

passed as red blood, easily ree<>sni/able as such. If Ihe (piantity is very lari^c it may be

bright red even in the ease of lesions high np ; the colour depends on the ra]iidil\ of jiassage

throuuh tin- bowel and the consc(|ncnt extcid In « hieli the digestive jnices have acted

upon it.

Recot;nilion of the actual i)resenee of blood, pure or mixed with the motions, is not

often dini<'ult. except when the (|Uantity is small. The typical tarry stools of liainorrhage

high up in the alimentary tract are milike anything else. The black colour is much more

pronounced tlum the pigmentation of the stools caused by iron or bisnuith sulphide, which

produce rathir a slaty or dirty greyish-black tint : while the viscid consistency of the

luemorrhagic stool is also characieristic. .\dministration of charcoal by the moulh may
produce deep black stools, and eating bilberries is also said to do so. In case of doubt.

the chemical and speetroseopieal tests for blood ma\ be apjilied : for which purpose il is

best to acidulate the fa-ccs strongly with act-tie ac-id and |o extract the acid mixture with

ether: a clear solution of blood-pigment is thus obtained, suitable for the spec! rosc(i|ic

or for tlie guaiacum test. In some cases b! 1 corpuscles maybe recogni/abh' under the

microscope if a |)orlion of the fa'ces is ruljbcil up with i)hysiol()gical saline solution, (iriuns

of charcoal will be distinguishable under the microsco))e if this suljstance has been taken.

The conditions associated with the ])assage of blood ])er anum may be di\i<led con-

veniently for diagnostic purpose into : (1) Tliosc in icliirli liirgc (jiiaiililii'a of allcrcd Uhnxl

are passed (true mehena) : (2) Tliase in iiliirh larsie (jiianlities of red or unaltered lilooil are

voided ; (8) 'I'liose ia icliieli small aiiioanis (,f sarli blood arc seen ; and ( t) Cases of sa-eidled

occult liu'iiiorrhage, only recognizable by chemical or other s|)ecial tests. '1 he conditions

classed under headings (2) and (3) necessarily oxcrlap. inasnnieh as the exact i|uanthy ol

blood discharged is very variable : the former comprise, roughly speaking, affections ol

the bowel : the latler. lesions about the rectum and anus.

Large quantities of altered blood may esca|)c in cases of ulceration of the stomach

orduodemmi. It is usuall\ mixed with acid gastric juice, and thus blackened. Such c-ases

are generally associated with pain after meals, vomiting, luematemesis. an<l increased aciility

of the gastric juice. Tenderness will be elicited on jircssure over the ci)igastrium. mosi

often at a jioint rather to the right of the middk- line and about four inches below the

xiphisternal junction in the i)yloric region. Distinction between lesions of the stomach

and of the duodenum is dillicult ; but in gastric ulceration the pain usually arises wilhin

an hour after meals, and is relieved by vomiting : in duodenal ulcer, it often reaches its

acme about three or four hours after a meal, and it may at first be relieved l)y taking food

('hunger i)ain "). In gastric ulcer, the greater jiart of the blood which escapes is likel\-

to be vomited ; in duodenal, mcst of it to be passed jier anum. Duodenal ulceration is

most common in men. The symptoms of gastric ulcer are much more eonnnon in women :

but it has been shown that in manv such instances no actual ulcer can be found, tiu' blood
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escaping :ii)parcntly by a process of oozing tliroiigli tlie mucous membrane—a conditioa
referred to as gastrostaxis. Evidence obtained from post-mortem findings shows the two
sexes to l)c al)out equally lial)le to this afl'ection.

Large quantities of unaltered or but slightly altered blood may be passed in cases of

ulceration of tlie small intestine, as in enteric fever, tuberculosis, or the peculiar lesions

associated with cluonic interstitial nejjhritis. Tlie phenomena of enteric fc-cer need not
be detailed at length

—initial headache, epistaxis. and fever ; fullness of the abdomen and

possibly diarrha?a, rose spots, enlargement of the spleen, mental dullness or delirium :

leueopenia, and Widal's agglutinative reaction in the blood. Tuberculous ulceration of

the intestine seldom, if ever, occurs ajjart from tuberculosis of the lungs, and it is a rare

cause of profuse intestinal h;emorrhage. It is associated with pain and tenderness in the

abdomen, and with emaciation and signs of pulmonary disease. Tubercle bacilli may be
found on examination of the heces.

Clironic liriglit's disease may be associated with luemorrhage from the bowel as from
other parts of the body. The absence of other causes, such as idceration

; the existence of

liigh blood-pressure and enlargement of the left ventricle, the cardiac im])ulse being dis-

jjlaced outwards and downwards ; and the constant or occasional appearance of albumin
and renal tube casts in the urine, with weakness, anemia, and perhaps epistaxis, will point
to this cause.

Bkedino into the pancreas and cnihiilisni or tliriiiiilnisis of (iiie of tlic mesenteric i-essets

may both lead to moderate hoeniorrhage from the Ijowel. In both alike there will be

symptoms of sudden abdominal pain and constii)ation with collapse, closely resembling
the ])hen()mena of intestinal obstruction. .\ certain diagnosis can hardly be made without

laparotomy. Patients who suffer from i)ancreatic apoplexy are usually fat. Blocking
of a mesenteric vessel by embolism is most likely to occur in sufferers from some form of

cardiac disease, especially malignant or ulcerative endocarditis (p. ;J4).

In the ])eeuliar condition known as Henoch's purpura (p. 5,5(5) there occur attacks of

colic, eonstijiation and vomiting, with jiassage of blood per anum. The symptoms may
closely sinudate intestinal oljstruetion or intussusception, and may be indistinguishable from
mesenteric embolism, A diagnosis may sometimes be made when other jjlienomena of

bleeding are ]>resent, such as hsematemesis, ha?maturia, petechiie in the skin, or epistaxis.
or by concomitant affections of joints (ha>morrhagic arthritis) : the patient is generallv

young ; a history of ])revious attacks may also be obtained.

A good deal of blood may be passed per anum in some eases of general liirniorrliagic

conditions, such as profound an;emia. leuk;emia, and purpura ha-morrhagica. The general

appearance of the patient, and examination of the blood (p. 24) will suffice to distinguish
the two former ; and in the last there will probably be visible haemorrhages in the skin

and bleeding from other mucous surfaces.

The possil)ility of the rupture of an aneurysm into the stomach or bowel may be men-
tioned for the sake of completeness : a diagnosis can only be made by recognition of the

]iulsating aneurysmal swelling, and the condition will ]irobably be ra])idly fatal.

In infants, considerable ([uantities of blood may l)e passed ])er anum owing to septic

infection of the umbilical cord, the ha-morrhage arising either from an actual ulcer of the

stomach or duodenum, or from a purpuric condition caused by bacterial tox;emia : in a

few such cases running a rapidly fatal course the passage of dark or bright blood per rectum
in increasing quantities is almost the only symjitom. and the cause of the bleeding is not

clear even when searched for at autopsy ; the fatal symptom may develop within a day
or two of birdi (Mehena neonatorum).

Haemorrhage of moderate degree is usually associated with disease of the large
intestine, though occasionally profuse bleeding may occur in such affections. The blood

is bright in colour and generally mixed with mucus. In tropical di/senterij there is severe

tenesmus and great freciiieney of defiecation. only blood-stained nuicus in small (piantities

being passed when the disease is well established. In ulcerative colitis, which appears to

be a bacillary dysentery of temperate climates, there are the same diarrhoea, frequency
of defalcation, and wasting as characterize the tropical malady, but tenesmus is less marked
and the stools are usually more faecal. Some cases of ulcerative colitis closely simulate

enteric fever : they may be distinguished by the absence of \Vidars reaction, and by recog-
nition of the ulcers in the lower part of the large bowel by means of the sigmoidoscope.
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Kxaniinntioii of the stools in cases of tro])ieal dysentery may reveal the iiresence of

the Ainn'bd liisltiliilicti [Fig. 25). This larsje oryanisni measures some 30 to 40
fi

in diameter,

and is distiniiiiishe<l from the harmless Anmhd colt hy its well-devel<)])ed elear outer layer
of ectoplasm, by its small and eeeentrieally jilaced nucleus, and by the ])resenee of invested

blood-corpuscles within its substance.

In the search for amoebK- a flake of mucus should be spread out as thinly as possible
on a slide, and if the organisms are very .scanty, the addition of a drop of 1 per cent watery
methylene blue is of assistance, as it stains the ))us and epithelial cells at once, whilst for

a time the amtebie resist taking up the stain and also retain their activity : they thus stand

out clearly amid their blue surroundings as light refractile motile liodies. In such a ])re-

paration examined directly after it is made, it is ))Ossible to detect them with a very low

power, such as a Zeiss A or a half-inch lens, a higher |)owcr being turned on to verify the

find. With some jiraetice they may also be seen in imstained mucus with the low ])ower
as small glistening ])articles. the condenser being fully lowered for this method of examina-

tion, and any likely object being scrutinized further l)y a i inch lens. Full doses of

ipecacuanha or emetine should not be given before the stools are examined mieroscopically.
or a negative result is likely to be obtained in amnbic eases, just as in malaria afler (|uininc
has been taken. The stools should

always be examined as fresh as n

possible, preferably within an hour
of being jiasscd. In cool climates the

specimen may be kept at blootl-heat

for a short time and the slide warmed.
The organisms shouhi always be .seen

in active motion before a positive

diagnosis is made, for there are often

large nmeoid cells present, especially
in bacillary dysentery, which may
easily be mistaken by the inex])eri-

eneed for inactive amo-ba-.

In bacillary dysentery the patho-

genic organisms belong to a group of

closely allied bacteria classed under
the title 7^. dijseHteriw. They are

short, rod - shaped bacteria, with
rounded ends, somewhat resembling
B. Iiipliosiis, but non-motile. These
bacilli grow on ordinary laboratorv

media, do not coagulate milk, and do
not form indol. They are not stained by (iram
ulcerative colitis is undetermined, but organism
isolated by some observers.

MaligiHiiit disease of the ii)lcsliiie may give rise to some degree of luemorrhage. In a

typical case of cancer of the large bowel, an elilerly i)erson has suffered from gradually

increasing weakness, wasting, and constipation. Attacks of colicky pain may supervene,
and some enlargement of the abdomen may be noticed. Hlood may be present in the
motions from time to time, but is not often a marked feature. Kxamination of the
abdomen may reveal vermicular movements of the hypertro])hied bowel, which tend to

pass in a definite direction alimg the course of the colon, and to cease at a iiarticular ])oint.
Here a dehnite tumour may be paljiable : but as the Hexures of the colon are favourite

seats for neoi)lasnis, it often happens that the growth is situated deeply in the |)elvis vr

beneath the lower ribs, and cannot be felt. There is little or no fever unless there are

extensive secondary deposits, especially in the liver, which may become greatly eiilarg(Ml.

Acute intestinal obstruction may finally occur. 'J'lie diagnosis is often assisted eitlur liy

the sigmoidoscope or by the use of ,r-rays after a bismuth meal (p. IL'5).

As contrasted with the above, non-nudignant idcenilioii of the colon is likcl\- to ha\e
a more marked onset, with ]jain. frer|ueney of defiecation. and loose motions. The stools

often contain considerable <iuantities of blood mixed with nuicus. The body temperature

N-
::^,

/'( /. _'.>.^'ff'O -liiKihit liisti-liitica (.iftrr .Tmrcn^t ; \ii) Aimilni ri-li.

inutiU- fonii ; if/i Aniiihn ri'li. eiu-ysted (after ( ;L-^u:niiii.li .iiul l'.;ii-hai,Mllii;.

(N) Niu-lfus; (N') Nuclei alter division; (C) Ulooii cori'ii^'lfs. (IJi'iii

nirtliinl. TIk' cxiict l);i.clfri()l()iiy of

rrst-iiil)!inii B. dijsfnUriiV \\:\\v \)vvn
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is raised, (iften to a Ixigh degree (103^ F.). pain is more constant, and tenderness may be
elicited all along the course of the large intestine. Often the ulceration extends into the

sigmoid flexure of the colon, and may be visible on examination with the sigmoidoscope.
In inltissiisceplion. blood and mucus are passed without fa-cal matter aeeonipanying

them The condition is commonest in infants and young children. There are usually

symptoms of severe illness, with screaming, drawing up of the legs, frequent pulse, and
some collapse : rarely the condition may be encountered with but few grave signs. A
rectal examination is essential, as in many cases the intussusceptum may be felt with the

finger ;
a careful palpation of the abdomen will usually reveal an elongated tumour, which

may sometimes be felt to harden and relax again with the peristalsis of the gut.
In infants, simple colitis may give rise to the appearance of blood and mucus in the

motions, but there is generally some fiscal material passed at the same time, which is not

the case in intussusception after the contents of the colon below the intussusception have
been evacuated. In simple colitis the motions are frequent and loose, and they may contain

mucus. In milder cases they may be green and slimy, but in the more severe they are

brownish and very offensive, and in the worst cases consist of little more than a dirty serous

discharge. The child's temperature will probably be raised : the pulse is frequent, and
there may be vomiting. .A collapsed condition may occur at a late period of this malady—
rarely, in acute choleraic cases, it may ensue within the Hrst twenty-lour hours. In intussus-

ception, on the other hand, collapse usually occurs quickly ; and there is absolute con-

stipation, with passage only of a small amount of blood-stained mucus. The only cases

which can give rise to a dillieulty of diagnosis are the rare instances in which intussusception
is jiresent witliout severe symi)toms ;

and here rectal and abdominal examination will

])rol)ably reveal the true condition of affairs. By means of rectal examination in an infant

a considerable area of the abdomen can be investigated, especially if an ana'sthetic be

administered. In all cases of doubt in intestinal affections accompanied by bleeding this

proccdvue is urgently demanded.
The intense diarrhoea accompanying (irscnical puisuiiing may be accompanied l)v the

passage of traces of blood and mucus. The condition will be distinguished by its rapid

onset, some half-hour or so after a meal, by the epigastric pain, tenderness, and vomiting,
followed by collapse, with rapid irregular pulse, and clammy skin. A chemical examination
of the vomited matters should be made in suspected cases, by Reinsch's or Marsh's test.

Traces of blood smeared over tlic motions are suggestive of ])iles, which may be seen

on inspection if external, and felt by the examining linger if internal to the sj)hincter.

Occasionally a sharp attack of bleeding may occur from this cause if a varix be ruptured.
The condition is usually aeeonipanied by a sense of fullness, weight, and even pain in the

rectum, and the patient may be consjious of "
something coming down "

and having to

be replaced after defa?cation.

Some amount of blood may arise from an ann! fistula, which may also lead to a dis-

charge of mucus and of pus. Inspection and digital examination will discover this

affection, the external opening of the fistula being close to the margin of the anus, the

internal often just above the border of the sphincter.
Cancer of the rectum does not usually give rise to much h;emorrhage. but traces of blood

may be passed from time to time, and sometimes a sanious discharge occurs. The main

symptoms are usually wasting and cachexia : gra<lually increasing dillieulty in defa'cation :

and rarely, alteration in the size and shape of the faecal masses, which may be thin or ribbon-

like. Sometimes alternating periods of diarrhoea and constipation occur : or there may
be morning diarrhoea, the matter passed being thin fluid. Pain in the sacral region generally
occurs at some period of the disease, and it may radiate down the thighs. The growth may
be seen by means of the speculum or sigmoidoscope, and also felt by the examining finger.

liectul polfipi are common in chililren, and may rarely be encountered in adults. They
give rise to fretjuent bleeding, which may occasionally be considerable in amount. The

patient may be conscious of something ])resent in the rectum giving rise to a sensation

of fidlness and freipicnt desire to defiecate. Digital examination will reveal the existence

of a pedunculated tumour, or rarely of multiple tumours. Occasionally a polypvis may
jjrotrude at the anus after defa-cation, and must be distinguished from prolapse of mucous
membrane by examination with the linger.

Another condition affecting the rectum which mav be signalized bv free bleeding is
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that a{ ptil>iI!o)iia or i-il!iiiis iuimiur. Tlic syin|(tonis will closi-ly rfsi'inhlc tlidsc (if rccliil

polypi. l)iit the blooil is likely to :ii>peiir in hu-t;o <|iiiuititii-s. Di^ilal ixaniiiiation may
discovtT u soft, velvety pateli on the reetal wall, and the exaininiiii;- finder will be witli-

(Irawn covered with blood. The growth may be seen by means of a speculum as a soft,

vascular mass, bleeding- on the sliyhtest touch. TIk' coudiliou is uncorninon. II is likely
to occur at an earlier a^t' than cancer, bnl IIk'

latter is not unl<nowii in persons under twent\.

Siiiijilt prolapse of llic iiiiiil hiid'osii will U'.-id

to slight ha-morrhage. The con<lition is often

seen in children, and may l)e reeogni/ed on in-

sjicctiou of the anus, when a red {ilobular swell-

ing of e\ertc(l mucous membrane is \isible.

Adults will be conscious of liavinu to push tlie

(lart back after passing a motion. Such prolapse
often aeeonipanics ])iles.

Llccratioii of the rerliini. of \enereal origin,

occurs chielly in women. Bleeding is not usnallv

a very marked feature, but attacks of hemor-

rhage may take ])lace. The condition is rccoyniz-
able by digital cxaniinal inn, and by inspection

through a rci'tal spetulnm or the sigmoidoscope.
The ulccralion usually extends right down to

the anus, whereas there is nearly alwa\s an
interval of normal mucosa between the amjs
and an ulcerating cancer of the rectum.

The i)arasite called ItiHiiirziii iKriiiiihiliin nia\ occur in the rcclum. though less

frequently here than in the biadchr. Its presence gi\i-s rise to the passage of nuieiis

and blooil per anum. There nia\- be discondort in the rectmn and frc(|ueney of dcfieca-

tion. Irderliiin is conlraeted abroad, especially in Kgypt—a fact which may lead lo a

suspicion of the presence of the affection in patients
who liavi' residcil out of England. Diagnosis can
onl\ be made by linding the ova of the parasite in

the faces. Their well-known sha])e
—oval with a

pointed spike at one end (/•')". 2(>). or rarely at the side—renders them mnnislakeable under the microscope'.
In children the presence of thread-worms (O.vji-

iiris veniiiciihin'.s) in the rectum may lead to the

discharge of small amounts of nuieus coloured b\' a

trace of blood. The worms will be seen readilv on

inspection of the child's motions. They are white,
about as thick as coarse thread, and \ to g in. loni;.

In some eases the actual cause of even uuieli

blood being passed jier anum remains undiagnosable,
and oi'casionally the cause seems to be •

vicarious

menstruation." notwithstanding tli<- doubts held bv

many as to the possibility of the latter. The follow-

ing is a very Siiggesti\c ease IVoin the jiraetice of

Dr. Keuell .Vtkinson :

"
.\ girl, age i;5J, very tall for

her age, menstruated regularly for more than a year.
I was sent for because she was passing bkiod per
anum : that was on .\|)ril 9. The blooil was (piile

bright and in consideral)lc (piantity : there was no other symptom exccjjt a little nausea
and vomitinii of fiothy nnicns. She com]>laincd of jtaiu. mostlv over the pubes on each
evacuation, but none at other times. Xo abdominal tenderness or distention. No tem-

perature. Xothiug to be felt per rectum. On April 1 t she passed a large dark, semi-

digested clot, .\liout the --Mth she ought to have menstruated and did not. The blood
continued to be ))assed until the iSth. .Inst a trace on the 2!)th. Xonc sinee. Slie has
remained well, menstruation has recurred regularly, and tiiere has been no rej)etition of

FifJ.21.—AnkiilostomumdHOilriuiIr. A U'miI witli

books ; B. Tail : c. IGiitirevvoriu. (
Lnw i,vii> i ).

fFi'oiii iU'Ufal L<ihor<i!ortt Miiltoih.

Dr. nerhert FreiR-li.)
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«<;. 2B.~-AniiiIostviiuim liiimhmilt: Ova at difcient

=tage;. Near tlie "centre is an ovum o( Tnclncf/iluiliis ilispar

(y 50). (By permteion. from Dr. HulJane and Dr. Boycott s

paper in Tlti'joi'nml of lliigiair, \ ol. iii.)

Fig. 29.—Anki/losloinum duodenali. Two-cell stage of

devefoping ovum ( x 200). (By permiwion, from Dr. Haldane

and Dr. Boycott's paper in The Journal of llijiiicni; Vol. m.)

SPECTU.\L ABSORPTION BAXDS.

ri.i. :;i.--A.iJ li;c;uaC

I
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I'kj. 3<j.— Urol'iliTi.
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the ])ass;ii;c' ul blond per reetuni. and she scciiis fci \)C a normal yirl. What was the

cause of the bleedinj;. and where did it cnrne Ironi ? Was it an instaiuc of vicarious

menstruation '!

"

Occult hemorrhage is the term applicil lo the presence ot minute traces <>[ lilood

in the motions, rcvealcil only hy chemical or spectroseopieal examiirition. It may occur
in any lesion of the alimentary canal in w hieh there is breach ol' surface, as in ulcer, cancer,

or severe inflatmnation. .Such h;emorrhai;c will also be present constantly in cases of

infection with the parasitic worm Aiikfildsloumm iluodinudc (Fig. 27). This condition,

which is met with in persons who have resided in certain parts of the tropics such as India,

or who have worked in mines or tunnels in which the soil has been contaminated by fellow-

workers suffering fiom the disease, leatis to profound ana-mia ; and the ova of the worms
may be found in the f;eces by mieroscopieai examination {Figs. 28 and 2;»). The tests for

occult bleeding may be aj^plied in cases of dillieulty when there is reason to susjieet ulcera-

tion or cancer. No meat or meat-extracts nnist be administered for a day or two before
the test is made, lest the luvmoglobiu present in them should vitiate the results. The
existence of any bleeding from the gums must also be excluded. One of the simplest
methods of detecting occult iKemorrhage is to rub up some of the fieces with water, acidifv

with strong acetic acid, and then shake out with about 1 volume of ether ; the latter

extracts the liaMuatin. and the characteristic bands may be detected in the ethereal extract

by means of the spectrosco|)e (see Figt. :V.', :u\'\ ."it). IT. Cecil linsinKiml.

BLOOD, VOMITING OF. (See H.km vn:Mi;sis. p. 2f..-,.)

BLOOD-PRESSURE, ABNORMAL. Hlood-i.ressure cannot be gauged accurately
with the linger : when instruments of precision arc used to verity opinions expressed as

the result of merely feeling the ])ulse. it is astounding how erroneous digital ini|)ressions of

pulse-tension and blood-pressure are. It is most imi)ortant ik t to diagnose an abnormality
of bl(iod-j)rtssnre until the latter has been measured instrumentally. There are four main
kinds of blood-pressure, namely, niaximnm systemic arterial ; minimum arterial ; mean
arterial ; and venous. Instruments ha\ c been de\ised for measuring all these, but clinic-

ally the only really im|jortant variety is the maximum systemic arterial blood-pressure.
This may be cither (iljiiontifilli/ line or iil/iKiinitilli/ high, hut no stress should be put vijion any
but considerable departures from the normal. Healthy individuals who have not been

kept in bed have an average jn-essure in early adult lite of 120 to 180 mm. Hg. Children

have less than this, though at this early age it seldom happens that anything is to be learned

by measuring the blood-pressure. .\s years advance, the blood-pressure tends normally to

rise, so that at fifty or sixty a reading of 1.50 or 100 nun. Ilg. or thereabouts, which in a

younger person would imlicatc disease, would be normal.

Abnormally high blood-pressure may reach figures such as ;J20 mm. Hg. and any-
thing from 170 nun. Hg upwards is essentially abnormal, whatever the age of the i)atient.
It nearly always indicates rigidity of the vessels as the result of arlcriosricrosis. and it is

very often associated with renal (iegenenitioti. which, as time goes on, ultimately becomes
red granular contracted kidney. Curiously enough, and contrary to what might l)e ex|)ected.
the maxinuun systolic Ijlood-pressure is higher than normal in cases of heart failure such as

result from mitriil stenosis, even when the pulse is so irrt'gular and feeble that it I'an only be
felt with certain beats, and when one would ha\e thougiit that there nuist be a fall in the

blood-})ressnrc : the cause for the rise in such cases is |)robably the partial asplii/.ria acting

upon the vasomotor centre ; similarly, a rise of blood-pressure, even to 220 nun. Hg or

more, may accomjiany the asphyxial attacks of Raynaud's syndrome. Cases of melancholia
have abnormally high blood-pressures : when the melancholia improves, the pressure falls,

and may return to normal when the jiatient recovers from the mental sym|)toms. The
chief importance of high blood-pressin-e is in diagnosing arterial or renal degeneration,
with consc()nent tendency to apoplcri/ or to chronic heart faibirc. It should be remembered
that any patient who is kept in bed tends to have a diminution in the bl(iod-])ressurc, and
this applies to arteriosclerotic patients as well as others : a jjerson may have a blood-

])ressurc of 2,j0 nun, Ilg or more when up and about, and yet when he is kept in bed the

pressure may fall to 1,50 nmi. Hg. to rise again when he returns to active lile. I'rolouga-
tion of tli<- jirst sound at the impulse or a rin'^ing accentuation of the aortic second

u ()
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souikI. may serve to indicate that tliere is a hijrli hlddil-pressure wlieu no instrument

is at l\and to verify the fact.

Abnormally low blood-pressure ol' moderate degree may be observed in many different

circumstances associated witli asllicnia : it is apt to accompany Grai'es^s disease ; and exces-

sive stiiokiiisi of cigarettes : but in itself a low maximum systemic blood-pressure is seldom

of diannostie significance excepting in Addison's disease. In a case in which the dtgiee of

pigmentation of the skin or of mucous membranes may leave doul)t as to whether Addison's

disease is the diagnosis or not. a blood-pressure so low as 80 mm. Hg woidd be confirmative

of the diagnosis, although there are cases of .\ddison"s disease in whiih the l)lf)()d-pressure

may be no lower than 110 mm. Ilg. Herbert French.

BLUE SCLEROTICS. (Sec Fractiui;. Spontamiois. p. 2i->.)

BLUE-BRAIN.—(See Dkad Fincf.hs. ],. lO-'.)

BOILS. (See I'l STLI.KS. ]). .5jr.)

BONE, SWELLING ON A. -(See Swki.i.ixg UN A Bonk. p. ()()?.)

BONES, SPONTANEOUS FRACTURE OF.—(Sec Fractluf.. Spontankols. p. 242.)

BORBORYGMI arc gurgling noises in tlie abdomen ])roduced by ))eristaltic move-

ments of file l)c)wel acting upon the mixed gaseous and fluid contents. With the stetho-

scope apjjlied to the abdomen they may be heard in all normal ])ersons. varying in intensity

at different ])hases of digestion. When a meal has been taken after a period of fasting,

ttie ]iassage of the intestinal contents through the ileoeiccal valve may be heard distinctly

with the stethoscope ])laced over the right iliac fossa some six hours or less after the meal :

but it is seldom possible to decide what precise ])ortion of the bowel is responsible for the

production of borborygmi heard elsewhere.

Normally, these sounds should not be audible either to the patient or to other persons ;

but occasionally even in health they maj' be heard fpiite loudly. In some individuals

indeed. esi)ecially in women, the sounds become annoyingly obtrusive, and they may even

acquire a ])athological degree. They may be very loud when a person is beginning to get

over-lumgrv. It may be very dillicidt. however, to decide exactly as to their cause : some-

times the patient seems to be otherwise perfectly healthy. IMore often there is evidence of

functional nerve disorder or hysteria, so that the borborygmi may be due to functional

errors in the intestinal peristalsis or in the secretions within the bowel. They may l)e

associated with Flatulence (p. 240), though by no means necessarily so. Observation

of tlie patient may detect air-swallowing : intestinal putrefaction is indicated by excess of

indican in the urine, or by a high ratio of organic to inorganic urinary sidphates : fermenta-

tion of carbohvdrate is suggested when there is no evidence of air-swallowing, when urine

analvscs do not confirm any suspicion of i)roteid ])Ut refaction, and when the borborygmi
are increased by carbohydrate foods.

Borborygmi arc a])t to be increased in asphyxial conditions, and may be very marked

in eases of heart failure with cyanosis.
The absence of borborygmi may sometimes be ini])ortant. for one of the lirst effects of

peritonitis is to inhibit jjcristalsis ; without jjcristalsis borborygmi cannot be produced,
and therefore, it peritonitis is suspected, the presence of well-marked borborygmi on auscul-

tation of the abdomen is an argument against there being general peritonitis, whilst com-

plete silence of the abdomen is in favour of this diagnosis. Herbert Frencli.

BRADYCARDIA, or undue slowness of the jjulse-rate, is eom])atible with hcaltli,

some individuals ha\ing a normal pulse-rate of 50, whilst in a few it docs not exceed 40 or

even 80 per minute. Occasionally bradycardia of this kind is found in more than one

member of the family. It is impt)rtant to auscultate the heart to exclude the possibility

of the rate of the iinlse as felt at the wrist not being the same as the rate of the heart -beat :

often, particularly with mitral stenosis, by no means every pulse wa\e becomes palpable

at the wrist, and the rate may then seem to be slow when perhaps in reality it is twice the

apparent rate.
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Alisnliite slowness of the puIsL'-bciif . as distinct from its relative slowness in i)rop(irtion
to tlie ])vrexia, is liest seen in the syinptoin-eoniplex termed Slokfs-.ltliinis' ilised.sc. the

lilienomenii of wliieli are syncopal attacks associated with epileptiform convulsions, coma,
stertor. and cyanosis, the rate of the heart -beat bein;; found to have drop|)ed to a half or

even to less than half of that which is natural. These .symptoms are due to dilliculty in

the transmission of the contraction-stinudus from the auricle to the ventricle aloni; the

Fi'i. .",7.— l-;icrtro-c;inlio'jr:»m •-

nt pqiKil int('r\-;il^. Iiiir iipjir no
|.|.-tc' lifirt-lilnrk.

1.. 111.- \.-hIil, III. I

I'iriil ir \\:i

Ar X 11,.-.

aurieulo-\-eiUricular bundle of His, The inhibitory factor is not the sajne in all t-ases. but
is often associated with arteriosclerosis and degenerative chanjies in the bundle of His,

tonethcr with myocardial degeneration and atheroma of the coronary arteries : or to syphilis
of the bundle of llis or to destructit)n of that bundle by a gumma, sarcoma, or carcinoma.
The diagnosis is a])t to be that of e|)ilepsy until the fact has been established that the pulse-
rate falls during an attack to about half the normal : but when this observation has been
midr. the dillcTcuec belwi-cn .Stokes-.\dams" disease and ordinary epilepsy is clear. The

l:iL'lit anil 111

Idt ,11-in. *•

r.i'.'litiiniitd

left Ic-.

Lett arm <o

left lo;;.

/(!/. 3S. — l':leet^o-c.^rJio^nlm to illibtrate oiie-iii-two liean-l.loek. It will be iiotiee.l tiMt tlie

auricles ami ventricles are both be-itini^ pcrfcL-tl.v re_'Ul:irt.v. Iiiit tlie aurii-le iiotobes CP) are twice a-?

mimerous as the ventricle notches (RJ. Onlv everv second auricular heat «;i.s foUoweil bv a ventri-
cular heat. The illustration is from the same patitMit as Fni. ".l. bin iipiei a ihtiVreiif ncc'i^nin. He
sometimes e.vhihiteil partial he.art-hlock as above, and soraetiinc- ri,iii|ilrtc, a^ iii Fi>i. :;7.

])henonien;i are those of ln-art-block." the diagnosis of which in its lesser degrees cannot
be made without carehil instrumental records of the venous and arterial ])ulses and of the
cardiac movements, made either by means td' the polygraph, or better still the electro-

eardiogra|)h. t'onsiderabic slowing of the pulse-rate has also been noted in some eases of

iira-niid. vwn without heart-block: l)oth in the chronic type of the affection and during
ura>mic coma. Bradycartiiti is by no means constant in ura'inia however.

Increased intracranial pressure sometimes causes bradycardia in certain eases of
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cerebral hteniorrhage, tumour or abscess, and in the early stages of tuberculous iiieiii)igiiis :

in other forms of meningitis, and in tlie later stages of tuberculous meningitis, the initial

bradycardia changes to tachycardia. If in a given ease there is otitis media or some
other local infective focus which might produce a cerebral abscess, pyrexia with a pulse-
rate of 50, 55, or 60 is an argument in favour of intracranial abscess : the other coni))lications

of otitis media, especially lateral sinus thrombosis, mastoid abscess, or sui)|)iu-ative

meningitis. ]>roducc a rapid pulse-rate instead of a slow one : the reverse is not true, for it

is not po.ssible to exclude cerebral abscess merely on the ground tliat there is no bradycardia.
Cerebral tumour can generally be distinguished from cerebral abscess by the greater length
of the history, the more pronounced optic neuritis, or the absence of predisposing cause to

cerebral abscess, such as otitis media or bronchiectasis ; whilst cerebral haemorrhage is more

rapid in its onset, is less likely to have marked optic neuritis, and if there is pyrexia it is

apt to be extreme, reaching the level of hy])erpyrexia : generally the patient is an elderly
man who has either high blood-])ressurc. albuminuria, or other evidence of degenerated
arteries or granular kidneys.

In myxwdcma the pulse-rate is seldom fast, and it may be abnormally slow.

Certain drugs are apt to slow the heart markedly when they have been administered

in full doses over a long period, the three most important being digitalis, stropliauttius. and
sodium salicylate : the diagnosis depends on knowledge of the medicine the patient is taking.

Jaundice is generally stated to cause marked slowing of the pulse-rate : it is true that

artificial introduction of bile salts and pigments into the circulation in animals slows the

heart, but clinically in man it is rare to lind jaundice and absolute bradycardia associated.

Herbert Frciicli.

BRADYPN(EA, or imdue slowness of breathing, is not a very connnon symptom,
but it may be met with in marked degree under various conditions, of which the following
arc the chief :

—
1. As an Effect of certain Drugs or Poisons :

—
C'liIorofi)rni Chloral i Sulphoiuil Acdiiite

Opium Chloral liydratc
' Trionnl AntiiiKJUy.

Morphia Butyl ciiloial hydrate Tctniii;il

Alcohol
1

Veronal Medina!

2. Cerebral Compression resulting from :

Depressed fracture of the
skull

Meningeal haemorrhage
Cerebral iuemorrhage

3. Shock or Collapse from

Pontine iuemorrhage Cercl)eIIar abscess

Ccrolinil tumour Osteoma of the cranium
Cerel)ral aliscess ; (Jnnuna of the meninges.
Cerebellar tumour I

Se\iTe injnry Operations
ISndclen onset of acute ilhicss Excessive loss of llnid fnim choleraic dinrrlura.

4. Caseous Bronchial Glands.

5. Functional Conditions :
—

Hysteria | K[)ilei)sy 1 Catalepsy |

Trance.

(!. Uraemia.

7. Diabetes Mellitus with impending Coma (' Air-hunger").

Although bradypnoea may residt from any of the above causes, it is not constant in

most of them, and in the majority it is an incident which, even if present, is not of

diagnostic iin|)ortanee. This applies particularly to the conditions mentioned in Groups

(1) and (2). in many of which the patient is likclv to be at least stuj^orous. and perhaps

completely comatose (see Coma, p. 117). The cerebral lesions will be indicated by associ-

ated headache, vertigo and vomiting, and confirmed by the discovery of o|)tic nemitis

(Plate A/.V. Figs. K, L. p. 416).

Now and then, in the ease of a child suffering from tuberculf)us meningitis, one comes

across a curiotis type of slow breathing, in which two or perhaps three short respirations

occur in quick succession, followed by so long a pause that the patient may appear to be

dead. This type, known as Biofs breathing, does not resemble Cheyne Stokes" breathing

(p. 107) clinically at all, but it is ])robably related to it pathologically. It occurs in those
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who arc appriiachiiiLr dcatli. hut may ho jircscnf f )r a ilay or more hel'orc death actually
occurs.

If tlic l)ra(iyi)iiira is (hie to a poison, the circumstances of the case may sufii^cst this,

and it may l)e conhrmed by chemical analysis of the gastric contents or of the contents

of adjacent hottlcs : thouuh there may be the same dilliculties of deeidins whether the

patient is 'drunk or dyins;,' as are discussed on [). llS. One important point is not to

conclude forthwith that the ])resencc of sunar in the urine indicates diabetic bradypnijca
and coma, for numl)ers of patients sidferinij; fnun ileep alcoliolism have su'^ar in their urine

for tlie time l>cini; : iicuerally, howc\er, witliout acetone (p. 8) and iu a low spceilic

jiravity urine.

In cases ol' .>.'((((/, <u- nilliijjsc the existence ol' bradypno-a will be overshadowed by the

other symi>toms in the case, and it is not in itself imitortant.
The slow brcathini; that results sometimes from ctiseous hrom-liiul ^loinh diUcrs from

most of the above in that it affects jiatients, j;eneially children, who are not acutely ill ;

thouyh delicate, they may even be goini; to school, and yet their respiration rate may be

as slow as 12 or even 10 to the minute for weeks or months. There is nenerally tachv-

cardia at the same time. INIany such children shake off their delicacy in the course of

;i year or two, for Ihc majority of cases with caseous bronchial glands get well without

bcinji diagnosed : but the relationship between this bradypnuea and affection of the ulands
has been establislicd repeatedly in patients dyinsj from accident or other causes. During
life the diagnosis may be established by findini; the shadow of the cast'ous jihmds in Die

thorax with the ,i'-rays {Fig. (il, p. 1 HI).

Little need be said about the functional conditions in which bradypncea may occur.

Old pcoplf tcnil to breathe much more slowly than yoimi; unless there is shortness of breath
from emphysema, liroiichitis, or myocardial affection. Epileplics breathe normally
between their attacks : but during a seizure they cease breathing altogether for the first

twenty seconds or so—the tonic stage
—and then their respirations start slowly and

stertorously : the bradypncea may then cease suddenly, or it may persist in minor degree

during the jjcriod of post-epileptic stupor. Hijslcria may produce almost any symptom ;

bradypiKra is possible, though tach\|iii(ra is more conuuon : the diagnosis depends upon
other features of the case (p. Ki.">). Caliilfpsi) and trance are both mental conditions,

diagnosed by watching the case or by the history : in catalejjsy the movements of respira-
tion may be very slow, but they are obvious : in trance, on the other hand, the breathing
movements may be apparently absent altogether for days or weeks, the jjatient lying
motioidess like one dead. The chief dilliculty is to exclude actual death ; the tliermometer

helps nuich—the body <ioes not become cold ; the heart sounds may be just audible even

though the pulse cannot be felt : and the fact that some respiration is taking |)lacc may
be recogni/cil b\- holding a bright mirror close to the nostrils and mouth, when a slight

dimming from condensation of ex])ired air will be seen. In very exceptional cases, how-
ever, death is simulated so closely that the iialrciU has been upon the point of being
buried before the mistake has been discovered.

Vrcvniia may be associated with Ijreathing that is ciliicr ripid, or uornial, or slow ;

the latter is cxce[>tional ; but in some cases of unemic coma brady])n(jea is pronounced.
Cerebral comj)ression by a ha'inorrhage, abscess, or timiour may be siundalcd, and a

knowledge that the urine contains all)umin and lube casts, and that the Ijlood-pressurc is

high, will not always decide between them. Hecurrent convulsive seizures would point
to uraania to some extent, but they may also occur from gross brain lesions, and optic
neuritis may also l)e common to both. To clinch the iliagnosis of uncmia it may be

necessary to test blood or cerebrospinal lluid to sec if it contains excess of urea.

Didhelts iinlliliis is liable to cause the most eharaeteristie brady])nica of all —the

"air-hunger" of diabelic coma. This is not a dys])n(ra, as the name might suggest, 'nut

a condition i>\ extremely deep slow breathing with a maximum respiratory excursion both
in the intake ami in the output of air. The "

hunger
"

for air is one of getting the

maxinuun of air iu and out with each dee]) slow Ijreath, rather than one of getting in as

many breaths as possible in a given time. The patient becomes increasingly drowsy, and

generally complains of jjains in the upper half of the abdomen. Tlie breathing rate begins
to fall from 18 to l(i. to If, and ])rogressively down to perhaps only (i to the minute.
There is a long paiise between each breath, and th<-ii inspiration starts and, without any
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luirry, tlic stupciose jjatient goes on drawirii; aii lii'CjuT and liccpcr into his dust until

lie cannot expand it to take in any more ; the head is often thrown slowly back during
the process, the mouth slowly opens wider and wider as the head goes back ; then there
is a pause at the height of inspiration before an equally deep, slow, solemn expiration
follows, and the head comes forward and the mouth closes partially until the next slow

deci) inspiration is in progress. The patient seldom lives much longer than forty-eight
liours after this onset of air-hunger and diabetic coma, but the air-hunger is sometimes
seen in cases not yet comatose. It may then pass off for a time, but it is always a sign of

grave danger, and it is the most characteristic of all the forms of l)raiiypnira.

Herbert French.

BREAST, DISCHARGE FROM.—(See Dischargk from thi: Xipn.r:, p. ISI.)

BREAST, PAIN IN.— (S<c 1'ain ix the Bueast, p. 429.)

BREAST, SWELLING OF THE.-(See Swelling. Mammakv. p. r.S,>.)

BREATH, FOULNESS OF THE.—This is due to one or other of four main groups
of conditions, namely, septic and i)Utrefactive changes within the mouth or nose : septic
or putrefactive changes within the lungs : smoking or the ingestion of substances, such as

garlic or onions, whose products are excreted by the lungs or saliva : and severe toxic

conditions, especially those affecting the alimentary canal or peritoneiun.
When the foulness of the breath is not habitual, but occurs as the result of recent illness,

there will be symptoms of the latter which point to the diagnosis cjuite apart from the con-

dition of the breath, and one need merely indicate as possible causes such things as tvphoid
fever, general peritonitis, post-puerperal sepsis, intestinal obstruction, and a host of other

conditions of this kind in which, even though the mouth be clean, there may be foulness of

the breath, such tendency being greatly exaggerated if sordes have been allowed to collect.

Foulness of the breath due to the ingestion of foodstuffs such as onions or giirlic is

familiar enough ; there are certain drugs, for instance siidiacol or parrilikJiyde, which mav
IJroduce a similar symptom without the jjatient's friends realizing why the breath slmuld

be so tainted.

Foulness of the breath due to lung conditions will nearly always be indicated either

by the abundant and putrid sputum, or by the abnormal physical signs in the thorax.

The condition may be due to plitliisis with secondary infection of the cavities by j)yogenic

organisms, fertiil broncliilis. bronchiectasis, lieintlrene of lite liinos. onpijcnia or other abscess

which has ru])tured into the lung. The cases which give rise to most dillieulty i:i differential

diagnosis are those in which an empyema has been situated deeply, for instance between
the lower lobe and the diaphragm, or between two lobes, without reaching the surface :

there may be absolutely no abnormal physical signs, and the diagnosis has to be made from
the symptoms and history. The patient has generally had some obscure febrile illness,

possibly with eough, but without much expectoration, until one day, after a particularly
severe bout of coughing, a large quantity of pus—jierhaps a teaeupful or more—has been

brought [up suddenly, since when, at intervals of hours and days, there has been similar

expectoration of quantities of putrid pus. Deep-seated emjjyema without abnormal physical

signs most resembles bronchiectasis or bronchiolectasis, but is distinguished by the sudden

way in which the first large (luantity of purulent expectoration came on. In both cases

there may be clubbing of the lingers, the sputum contains pus corpuscles and pyogenic and

non-])yogcnic micro-organisms other than tubercle bacilli, but no elastic fibres indicative

of lung destruction.

Gangrene of the lung produces an unmistakeable stench of the worst kind ; tlie detection

of elastic fibres in the sputum, after boiling with caustic soda to destroy other tissue

elements, clinches the diagnosis.
Phthisis with cavitiition may produce foulness of the sputum, but hardly ever the stench

of gangrene, imless gangrene has supervened. It is distinguished from bronchiectasis and
from hidden empyema by discovering tubercle bacilli in the sputum. The chief diflieulty

arises when the tuliereulous part of the malady has ceased, the cavities formerly excavated

by the tuberculous process having been usurped Ijy secondary pyogenic organisms.
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Fdiil Ijrciitli is due in tlif fjreat iimjority of cases to local dccoiiiposition in the mouth,

often (iiaiiuosable on sim])le inspection in the form of tarUir. sej)lic ilnnis. cariiius leclli with

ilceomposing food particles in them, piiarrhrea (ilvealiiris. or sto>U(ititis (p. 542) ; or it may
be that the nose or throat are at fault rather than the mouth, as the result oi necrosis of the

lidSdl bones, puruhnt h/ijierlropliie or olrojtliie rlihiilis. ozana. septic tonsillitis or other varieties

of SouE Thhoat (|>. (il3) ; very vile foulness of the breath occurs with f'inccni's angina

(p. 014), and with sqiianious-celled carcinoma of the mouth or tongue : in children the

possibility of some foreign body havinj; got imjiactcd in the throat, nose, or nasopharynx
should not be forgotten.

It is only when all such local conditions have been excluded, and when there is no acute

illness nor any lesion of the lungs, that one can attribute foulness of the breath to constijndion

or to di/spepsia. It is sometimes very diflicult to find out why the patient's l)reath is not

sweet, and indeed there are some persons in whom all the functions of the body seem to be

normal, and the mouth clean, and yet the breath is foul. If there are any symptoms of

gastro-intestiual disorder, especially flatulence or constipation, one is inclined to attriljute

the condition of the lireath to the stomach or tlic bowels ; but when there arc no symptoms
of error in these, it is more than likely that the trouble is due to some local condition not

discovered on ordinary inspection, particularly putrefaction of food jxuticles which may
become impacted between the teeth even in iiersons who u^c lioih tooth-brush and mouth-

wash daily. llnlinl Frmrli.

BREATH, SHORTNESS OF.—This is a very eonunnn complaint which shoulil be

differentiated carefully from dilliculty of breathing, the latter term being reserved entirely

for cases of obstruction in the main air-passage, the larynx, and trachea—diphtheria,

growths, and, very much more rarely, jiressure from without being the main causes. Short-

ness of breath is. in the patient's mind, a conscions (luiekening of the respiratory movements

to supply a conscious need of air. The following are chief causes :
—

Increased Seed for Oxygen.—Fevers and other septic processes inducing excessive

oxvgen re(|uirements. Exercise in health—temporary shortness of breath.

Diniinislied Supply of O.rygen.
—

(1) Hlood conditions in which the red corpuscles

cannot carry a sullicient charge, or do not yield up their supply with suflieient ease ;

(2) Cardiac conditions of ineflieiency of circulation : (U) Pulmonary conditions of diminished

surface of contact, or ease in contact, of air and blood in alveoli : (4) .\tmospheric con-

ditions of diminished partial oxygen pressure in the alveoli of the lung : (5) Deformities

of the chest meehanically preventing the expansion of the lung. The diagnosis of these

conditions is not difficult when once attention is drawn to the ]iossil)ility f>f their occurrence,

but we must advert briefly to each of them to indicate the guides to the cause in a case

not at once obvious.

Fevers and Septic Conditions.—The thermometer and the obvious illness of the

patient will ycnerallv indicate these : nor indeed is shortness of breath a common conijilaint

in such ]>atienls. their minds being filled with other ideas.

Exercise in Health.—Here it is necessary to be sure of the health : it may or may
not be that the (lerson is merely out of condition, and undertakes exercise which only a

trained athlete can perform ])roi)erly. The only way to avoid mistakes is to ask. Does

the shortness of breath soon disap|)ear ? and then to make a careful examination of the

patient to see if any of the undermentioned causes are at work :
—

1. Blood Conditions.—These include: (i) Simple loss of blood: (ii) .\naeniia simplex ;

(iii) .Anainia. severe, pernicious or leuka'mic
; (iv) Polycythaniia : (v) Some patlK>logical

constituent, as in diabetes, nra-mia, Graves's disease, etc.

The actual laboratory diagnosis of the blf]od condition is simple enough if we decide

to have it examined. The points that may lead us to have this done would naturally come
in the following order. A history of loss of blood is pretty sure to be volunteered—jjiles.

excessive menstruation. ob\ious trauma, loss at ijarturition, etc. : suspicion is very likely

to be aroused by the colour of the patient's face, especially when coupled with a primary

complaint of shortness of breath. Diabetes and urcvniia are likely to show other signs, and

the urine will give the clue to the diagnosis. Xevcr omit to have the blood examined if

the cause of a shortness of breath is not ap))arent on simple physical examination : indeed,

one nuist go farther, and say if some easily diagnosable condition is not present : for it
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must be rcnienibercd that blood conditions are the very ones to be the exciting cause of

cardiac inefficiency, which by itself is often hard to diagnose if there be no obvious bruit

or irregularity in rhythm.
2. Cardiac Conditions.—InefYiciency in circulation. Tlicsc include : (i) Aalvular

disease (acute and chronic) : (ii) Muscular weakness (fatt\-. fibrosis, etc.) : (iii) Nerve
conditions (arrhythmia ?) : (iv) Pericarditis and pericardial effusion.

i. J'dlviilnr Disease.—If a bruit be present, it may fairly be assumed that the heart is a

factor in causing shortness of breath, but unless .some other tell-tale sign be jjresent it must
not be assumed that it is the oribi factor, for it is very common to find patients with bruits

who will not confess to shortness of breath.

ii. Muscular Weakness.—We cannot under the present heading give all the points in

connection with ' morbus cordis sine murmure '

; it must, however, be stated that a

diminution in the muscular energy of the heart is a most important contributory factor in

producing shortness of breath in all ])athological conditions of the blood, including renal

affections and diabetes, in convalescence from acute disease, and in acute pericardial

affections : it is, ])erhaps. the commonest cause of all of shortness of breath. ^VaIlt of

tone in the sounds, likeness of the first to the second soimd. and irregularities in rhythm,
are the principal ])oints to look for. The urine .shoidd be examined with care, both for

albumin and tube-casts ; the ophthalmoscope should be used in the detection of albuminuric

retinitis : and it is often wise to measure the systemic blood-pressure to find out whether

it is greatly above the normal or not. In this connection fat wants special mention ; fatty

degeneration of heart muscle, and overloading of the heart with interstitial fat will both

cause shortness of breath, and it is ])raetically impossible to differentiate the two with

certainty during life. In very stout individuals the latter is of ct)urse to be suspected, but

the former cannot be excluded : in fact, when such a jjaticnt complains of shortness of

breath, his ca,se re(|uires the greatest acumen to decide the cause and then the treatment.

The previous general health affords the strongest due. coupled with the history of the onset

of the .shortness of breath. In a stout subject, as indeed in all other patients in whom I

am trying to judge the question,
'" Am I dealing with a case of cardiac insufficiency without

a bruit '?

"
I adopt the following sim|)le plan. I listen with the stethoscope to the heart,

counting the pulse frequency and noting the sounds while the patient is sitting in a chair

in the course of conversation, and again do the same while he is standing. I then make
the patient hurry in his movements, run upstairs, or several times across my consulting

room, and again repeat my observations on fre(|ueney. rhythm, and sounds ; I then get;

him to lie down on a sofa whilst I make another examination on the same points. It is

thus possible in three or four minutes to get most valuable information as to the resjjonse

of the heart to increased work, as well as to relief fnjm work, and to draw jiretty accurate

conclusions as to its muscular elBeieney, which after all is the chief ])oint to be considered.

I roughly assume that there is an average difference in health of about five beats per
minute between sitting and standing, that effort should increase this difference to somewhere
about fifteen to twenty beats a minute, and then in about three minutes a reasonably healthy
heart should resume its resting frequency from such mild exertion as mentioned above.

If exertion removes a "

resting
"

irregularity in rhythm. I assiune the heart is nuiscularly
in a reasonable state of health.

iii. Xerve Conditions.—Local pressure on the nerves may cause cardiac arrhythmia
and brcathlcssness, but these will have other signs and .symptoms easily discoverable ;

general nervousness and neurasthenia are often characterized by shortness of breath on

exertion or excitement, there being frequency of the beat without any arrhythmia.
iv. Pericardial Diseases.—.V differential diagnosis between tfiese and a hypertrophy

or dilatation of the ventricles may be demanded for other reasons, but (jiia shortness of

breath, there is no difficulty in determining that either cardiac or pericardial trouble is the

cause.

3. Pulmonary Conditions.—These, again, will be fairly obvious on |)ropcr examination

including, as they do, every disease of the lung : but we would specially draw attention to

the possible presence of a quiet pleural effusion, which not very infretjucntly is so insidious

as to give rise to no complaint but that of shortness of breath. Again, in the early days
of phthisis, it may be that a cough and shortness of breath are nearly all that is complained
of. Bronchitis, advanced tubercle, bronchopneumonia, lobar pneimionia, and acute
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pleurisy. ;irc ;ill ciisily rccoiinizatjli' causes i>\' slmrtuess iif Ijreatli. 'I'iie only inti'iiisic

affectidu nT tlic luiins nut at (ince easily (iis<ii\cral>le is eiiiphysciiia \villii>ul ils usually

aceouipaiiyius brouehitis ; the shajje iil' llir elicsl. the delieit-ney of \csicular suunils. the

increased resdiiaiiee to |)ercussion will jicnerally yive a clue.

J.. Atmospheric Conditions need no <lianiii>sis : jiartial asphyxia li\' had air, liiyh

mountains, ami caisson work, are the three chief alterations in yascous surrounilinns. All

are ohxious.

.">. Deformities of Cliest are ayain oliximis: I'otfs cui-\ature is the cliiet on<'. 'i'hey

derive their importance trom the lact that <'onmi(inly one lun<4- is liDr.f ilc cniiihiil almost to

start with, ami hence a \ery slii^ht allcclioii ot tlir other may cause i;rcat dillicully in

brcathinj;. /.•,,-,/ ./. Simih.

BREATHING, CHEYNE-STOKES. (S,.- chiivm-.-Stokks 1{i.;si'iiiati..n. p. mr.i

BREATHING, SLOW. -(See Biiadvi-mka. p. ,st.)

BRITTLE BONES. (See Fn.xc-iriii;. Sconi amors. p. -Jl.-J.i

BRUITS, CARDIAC.

I.—SYSTOLIC BRUITS.

(.1). Systolic Bruits in the Mitral Area. When a dcliuitc systolic laiiil is andililc

over the niitr.jl area which corresponds to that portion ot the chest wall Iviuu immediatciv
over the cardiac a|ic\. ils cause is sometimes obvious. If, for example, a person who has

lircviously had an attack of rheumatic fever presents a bruit with its jminl ot maxinunn

intensity o\er the cardiac apex, conducted outwards into the left axilla, tlnre beinj; lost,

and heard auain near the inferior aufjle of the left scapula, then such a bruit is almost

certainly due to oruanic disease of the luitral valve causinn repiuriiitation through it. This
is conlirmed by llndini; that the heart is cidarued. the area of cardiac dullness increased,

and the ai)ex beat disphiced downwards and to the left. Such enlarjicmcnt points to the

cardiac condition not bcinij of recent oriijin : bulninj; of the pra-cordia, often seen in children,

is additional c\ idenee in the same direction.

In .some cases, houever. the diagnosis is not so obxious. and for a deHnite conclusion

to be arrived at it is necessary to consider all the following conditions which mav |iroducc
a sy.stolie bruit in the luitral area :

—
(1). .Mitral rcnuryitation. due to chronic organic disease of the mitral \al\e,

(•J), .\entc endocarditis: {n) Simple: (h) llccrati\e or malijiiiant.

(:!). Mitral re<;uri;itation where there is no disease of the mitral \alvc. but dikilaliiin

of the left vcntricl(> as the result of (a) Disease of the aortic vahe : (/;) Disease of the

myocardium, such as myocarditis, parenchymatous dejjeneration, fatty heart, libroid heart ;

(f) Disease external to the heart, causing hypertrophy and dilatatiori of the left \cntricle

such as arterial .sclerosis and interstitial nephritis : (ilj Adherent p<ricardium, which is

frequently associated with organic disease of the valves.

(4). Functional bruits.

(5). Cardio-respiratory bruits.

(()). t'ongenital malformation of the heart.

(7). .\neurysm of the heart.

(cS). .\cute pericarditis.

1. The following points are in favour of the bruit being due to i,r<iiiiiir ilisc/isr iif the

mitral lalve of long standing: (n) KnIargemenI ut the heart, shown by displaceiiieni of

the apex beat and increase in the area of cardiac dullness. In mitral regurgitation the

enlargement is due to hy])ertrophy and dilatation of the left ventricle, the differential

diagnosis of the other causes of which will be found on p. 206 : {b) \ history of past
rheumatic fever or of chorea : (c) The age of the patient : in children and young adults

mitral regurgitation is far more likely to be the result of a jirevious endocarditis than of

dilatation of the mitral orilicc without valvular disease : (r/) The absence of i)yrexia helps
in excluding a recent endocarditis, though in children suffering from rheumatic endocarditis

the temperature is often normal while they are being treated with .salicylates. In cases of

recent endocarditis there may be no iihysical signs of any great enlargement of the left

ventricle, and usually the apex beat is found close to its normal [jositii n.
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2. Acute cndocuriUlifs is nearly always associated with some other affeetion : for

example, tliere may be. or have been, acute rheumatism or chorea, or pneumonia or some
other infectious process, such as scarlet fever, erysipelas, septicaemia, or puerperal fever.

The heart is not found to be enlari;ed. or only to a slight extent, provided that the condition

is not one of an acute endocarditis affecting old sclerotic valves ; tlie bruit is soft and

blowing—never musical in simple cases—and it is localized to the impulse instead of being
transmitted into the axilla. In malignant endocarditis the constitutional disturbances may
be severe ; the points in the diagnosis will be found on p. 34.

3. The ]K)ints in favour of mitral rcgnrgitation due to dilatation of the left ventricle are :

(a) The age of the patient : myocardial degenerations, except those occurring in infectious

processes, arc not likely to be present before middle life : (b) The presence of arterial

sclerosis and chronic interstitial nephritis, as determined by increased blood-pressure,
accentuation of the aortic second sound, thickening of the radial arteries, retinitis, and

polyuria with a trace of albumin : (c) The existence of non-rheumatic aortic obstruction

or regurgitation with hypertrophy and dilatation of the left ventricle ; (d) Shortness of

breath and cardiac distress upon exertion, without any obvious cardiac lesion ; if these

be associated with oedema of the legs, engorgement of the lungs, and enlargement of the

liver without a very high blood-pressure and without obvious primary huig trouble such

as fibrosis or emphysema, dilatation of the mitral orifice as the result of mi/oeardial

degeneration is |)robable. If this is the result of fatty infiltration, the cardiac condition is

often part of general obesity.

Hegurgitation through the mitral valve may be caused by a dilatation of the left

ventricle dependent upon an adherent pericardium. The following signs of adherent peri-

cardium must be looked for : (a) Systolic retraction, which is best determined by inspection
of the chest wall from the side, and is due to an indrawing of the intercostal spaces during
the ventricular systole. When this is situated near the apex beat it is due to an adherent

pericardium : it may also be noticed over the lower sternal region, or at the ensiform

cartilage, or over a lower left rib behind the posterior axillary line. Systolic retraction

is not always due to an adlierent ])erieardiuin. for in thin i)ersons and in children a systolic

indrawing of the third and fourth left intercostal spaces dose to the sternum is often seen,

and is produced by the normal recession of the base of the heart during each ventricular

systole. Systolic retraction due to adherent pericardium is often followed by (b) 'I he

diastolic shock, palpable and due to the sudden relaxation of the ventricular wall : (c ) diastolic

collapse of the veins of the neck, or Friedreich's sign, which is produced during the ventricular

diastole : it is found chiefly in this condition, but does not always occur, and is sometimes

seen without ])ericardial adhesion being present : (d) The pulsus paradoxus, the cardiac beats

becoming more feeble at the end of inspiration, so that during each inspiration the pulse-

beat becomes very weak, or is lost.

4. A systolic bruit at the cardiac apex may be functional in origin, in which case it is

localized to the mitral area, being conducted only for a short distance into the axilla, and

not heard posteriorly. The condition is associated with ana-mia and other debilitating

conditions. Other functional bruits are nearly always associated with it, es]jecially one in

the pulmonary area, and also a bruit de diable in tlie neck.

.5. A eardio-respiratory bruit is frequently heard at the cardiac ajjex. and is sometimes

mistaken for one caused by mitral regurgitation. The bruit varies with the movements
of respiration, the more usual sounds heard being bruits corresponding with the ventricular

systoles of two or three heart-beats during inspiration. Such nuirnuns should not be

ignored, as they may be due frecjuently to pleuritic friction. To distinguir-h tlu in from cardiac

bruits is usually easy, and the chief diagnostic points are : (a) Cardio-resjjiratory l)niits

vary in intensity with the movements of respiration, being lovider during insjiiration.

(b) When present at the apex they are abolished when the breath is held in deep inspiration.

(( ) They vary in intensity and character with alterations in the posture of the patient.

((/) The bruits .sound nearer to the ear than cardiac bruits, (e) Each bruit commences

suddenly and ends abruptly. (/) They are not conducted in the recognized direction of

valvular nunnuirs.

0. A congenital systolic bruit, when heard in the mitral area, is always part of a loud

bruit with its point of maximum intensity nearer the base of the heart. When such a

murmur is heard in children, with little (jr no dis]}laccnient of the apex beat, and the area
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of cardiac dullness is increased to tlie ri;;lit (iT tlie sternum, the condition is ahva\ s conminlal.
The lesion will jrenerally be either patent sejituni ventriciiloruni, i)ulnionary stenosis, or

patent ductus arteriosus (p. ]5(i). Mitral reuuryitation (\uv to a eonfrenital delect ])ractically
never occurs.

7. .\n iiiicKiiisiii III llic iiirdiac iipc.v is rare, and is scarcely i)ossil)le to diaj;nose. so that

it necil not be taken into account when considering;' the differential diaitnosis of apical bruit.

<S. When acute pciiciirilitis is present, a systolic bruit which is part of a
'

to-and-fro
'

friction niurniur may be heard in the mitral area. Such a murmur chanues its character

with the pressure of the stethoscope and with the different ]ihases of resi)iration : and it is

not ennducteil into the axilla. Other sil'Us of i}eriiar(litis are usually present (p. _'i;i).

(Bj. Systolic Bruits over the Pulmonary Area, i.e.. over the second lill intercostal

space close to the sternum, may be caused b\ the following' conditions :
—

(1). Conginiliil ciinliiic iiiiilfoniiiiliinis. especially ]]ulmonary stenosis and patent ductus
arteriosus.

(2). Fiiiiiiiiiiiiil hriiit.

(3). Ciiiilin-icsjuriiliiri/ hniit.

(4). Arijiiircd piiliiiiiiiiiri/ slciiosia. which is a \ cry rare lesion.

To distinjriiish between an organic and congenital defect and a functional condition is

usually (piite easy. PiihnoiKirij siciiosis is nearly always congenital, and is thertforc found
for the most part in children : and its iiresenee is confirmed by other signs of congenital
heart disease, such as little or no di.s])lacement of the apex beat with considerable enlarge-
ment of the right side of the heart, together with cyanosis of varying degree, and chihhiiig

of the fingers (p. Ill) and toes. With a. patent iliietiis arteriosus the bruit is often similar,

although cyanosis and clubbing of the lingers and toes are usually absent : instead of the

murmur being definitely either systolic or diastolic in time, a long rumbling bruit, com-

mencing during systole and ]jassing on into the diastole of tiie ventricles, is heard. Such
a bruit is considcreil to be pathognomonic of this congenital defect, as it is imiHissible for

a bruit extending from systole into diastole to be ]>roduced within the heart. \Vhcii a

patent ductus arteriosus is present, .i-ray examination of the heart sometimes shows a

.shadow bulging to the left between the arch of the aorta and the left ventricle. It

ap[)ears like a 'ca])' above the ventricle, due to ililatation of the puli lary artery.

A'-ray examination will helj) in tlie diagnosis of most forms of congenital heart disease.

because it shows delinitcly the enlargement of the right heart with little alteration in the

position of the left border.

Other congenital malformations, such as a piitml iiileneiilriciiUir scpliim. \\va\ produce
a systolic bruit in the [lulmonary area, though the inaxinunn intensity of the abnormal
sound is lower down on the left of the stermnn : in many eases, however, the differential

diagnosis of the ventricular congenital malformation is impossible.
2. The functional pulmonary bruit is common in chlorosis and other ananiic and

debilitated conditions, and in exophthalmic goitre; it is also frequent in school-children

;ct. 5-1,5. The bruit alters with the position of the patient, being louder in the reemnbent
than in the erect posliue, whereas in congenital defects the pr)sition of the patient has

very little inllueuec U|)on the loudness. The presence of a hriiit de diable in the neck eonlirms

the diagnosis of the functional origin of the bruit, and there is generally no such increase

of cardiac dullness to the right of the sternum as occurs in congenital malformation and

acquired jiulmonary stenosis. .\ systolic thrill may be i)rcsent in the pulmonary area both
in organic and functional conditions, but is more common in the former and therefore in

fa\oiir of pulmonary stenosis.

A systolic bruit is frequently heard over the up]>er ])ortion of the manubrium in young
children in the sitting posture, when the head is so raised that the eyes are looking directly

up at the ceiling. It disapjiears when the chin is lowered. It is usually of no importance,

although it may be a sign of enlarged lymphatic glands at the bifurcation of the traihca.

3. Canlio-rcspiralor// bruits are sometimes heard at the base of the lieart. and more
often on the left side of the sternum. They vary with the movements of res))iration and
also with changes in the posture of the patient, but not in so definite maimer as do the

cardio-respiratory bruits which are heard in the mitral area.

4. Puliiionarij stenosis may be an acquired lesion, although \cry rarely ; if in a y<jung
adidt such a bruit as has just been described is present, and if there is a i)ast history of
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ilK'iinialic fever, tonetlu-r with lesions of tlic other valves, esijeeially the mitral, then it

may be fairly presumed that the bruit is due to an acquired ])ulmonarv stenosis. The

history helps greatly in the diagnosis, for if the lesion were congenital there would be

symptoms of its presence dating back to infancy.

Systolic bruits due to other valvular lesions may also be heard over the pulmonary
area, but they have their ]5oint of maximiuii intensity over other portions of the pra?cordia,

and are only heard over the ])ii!monary area on account of their loudness and extent.

These bruits are not likely to be mistaken for those that have just been described.

(C). Systolic Bruits over tiie Aortic Area.—Wlien a systolic bruit is heard with its

point of niaxiniuni intensity in the aortic area, which corresponds to tliat portion of the chest

wall overlying the second right costal cartilage, and is conducted u|)wards into the vessels

of the neck, it arises either at the aortic valve or in the ascending portion of the aorta. The
chief point in the diagnosis between these two conditions is the character of the aortic second

sound. If the bruit be due to changes in the valves causing obstruction, then the second

sound will be altered in cliaracter. being muffled and s-ometimes inaudible, as the rigidity of

the aortic cusps ])revents them closing suddenly in the normal manner. The presence of

an aortic diastolic bruit would make quite clear the valvular origin of the systolic bruit.

AVhen the bruit is due to changes in the aorta, in consequence of atheroma, dilatation, or

aneurysm, and not to aortic obstruction, then the second sound is usually clear. The

presence of a pulsating tumour, pulsation in the second right intercostal space without a

tumour, or dullness in this region, would suggest an aneurysm and so confirm tiic diagnosis
of the bruit arising in the aorta. A systolic bruit over the aortic area is of frequent
occurrence : but for the purpose of diagnosis it must be remembered that such a bruit is

rarely due to stenosis, and more frequently results from a progressive sclerosis of the aortic

valve without real stenosis, or from changes in the aorta. Before aortic stenosis is diagnosed
there should be a loud systolic bruit in the second right intercostal space, together with a

systolic thrill, and evidence of hypcrtroijhy of the left ventricle. If the bruit is due to

(iriife rndocdrdilis. with vegetations on the semilunar valves, then the left ventricle is not

enlarged to such an extent as in aortic obstruction, or in atheroma of the aorta, \fiinctinniil

bruit contined to the aortic area is very rare, but may be distinguished by there being no

enlargement of the left ventricle, and by the presence of other functional bruits, especially

a hniit dc diable. If marked anivmia exists, either from some primary blood-disease or

secondary to a cachectic condition, due to malignant disease, tuberculosis, malaria, a large

hainorrhage, etc., then the diagnosis of a functional bruit is confirmed.

In rare cases a very loud .systolic bruit in the aortic area is due to a saccular aortic

aneurysm opening into the pulmonary artery or into the sn])crior vena cava : in cither case

there will generally be a history of acute dyspncjea deveIo])ing suddenly, together with

cyanosis ; and when the superior vena cava is opened into in this way there is generally

acute oedema of the face, neck, and arms also {Fig. !)!>. p. 208). A'-ray examination may
assist the diagnosis materially in cither case.

(D). Systolic Bruits over the Tricuspid Area.—A bruit heard best over the tricuspid

area, which corrcsiwnds to that part of the chest wall overlying the lower portion of the

sternum, is of diagnostic im|)ortancc in that it indicates tricuspid regurgitation, which is

nearly always due to dilatation of the right ventricle. That the bruit is due to tricus|)id

regurgitation is coutirmed by finding the cardiac <lullness extending to the right of the

sternum, fullness and pulsation in the veins of the neck, and evidence of failing cardiac

compensation, as shown by a^dcma of the legs, and enlargement and pulsation of the liver.

Many bruits, systolic in rhythm and produced at the tricuspid valves, arc best avidible in

the neighbourhood of the cardiac impulse, but they are not conducted outwards into the

left axilla like bruits produced at the mitral valve. On the other hand, when a mitral

.systolic bruit is loud enough, it may be audible in the tricuspid area, but there would not

be the signs of passive congestion unless there was general failure of compensation. It

should be borne in mind, of course, that tricuspid regurgitation often occurs without pro-

ducing any bruit at all. so that absence of systolic bruit does not exclude tricuspid leakage.

II.—DIASTOLIC BRUITS.

.\ diastolic bruit heard over the ])recordia is always due to organic disease of the heart.

If it be present over the aortic area, that is. over the second right costal cartilage close to
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tlic stfiniiiii, and conducted downwards alonu the kit hordcr of the stenmin. and sonictinies

outwards towards the cardiac imiiulsc. then tlic limit is due to doiiir ngur<>itiili(iii.

S'onietinics its ]ioint of niaxiniuni intensity is in the aortic area, sonietitnes to tlic Ull ol

the sternum in the third intercostal sjiace. Kxaniination of tlie pulse conlirnis the diagnosis,
for the

• water-hannner
"

pulse is found only with aortic regurgitation. C'aj)illary pulsation
is also present : it is del istratcd l)y jilacing a glass slide on the everted lower lip. or li\-

pressing the linger nail so that the proximal half of it remains ]iink and the other is

hlaiiehed. or by stroking the forehead lirnily with the linger and watching the alteiiiale

lilaiiching and reddening of the resultant streak. Capillary jjulsation may also lie found
in cases of marked anatnia. and in the normal jierson in a Turkish hath. A ilouble

murnnir is fref|Uently heard over the larger arteries in aortic regurgitation, particularly
o\er the femoral artery, where it is spoktn of as IJiiid-ic-'s sign. The lirst nuninur is

|)roduced when the vessel is distended with lilood. and the second when the hlood-pressure
suddenly falls on aeeonnt of the regurgitation.

.\s the diastolic bruit of aortic regurgitation is frequently associated with a .systolic

one. the result of aortic obstruction, a • to-and-fro ' munnur is produced w liieli may some-
times be mistaken for jiericardial friction sound. In iiericardial friction the systolic and
diastolic sounds do not connnence accurately with the lirst and second sounds of the hcarl.
are not eon<iueted in the recognized direction of an endocardial limit, and are altered in

intensity by the ])ressure of the stethoscope. Having decided that the bruit is due to

aortic rcgmgitation, it must be remembered that such a lesion may be the result of.—
1. .1 j)nigrcs.'>ii-c sclcidsi.s of the aortic valves, being jiart of a general arterial degenera-

tion, or due to a localized syphilitic lesion.

2. Kndocanlitis. either rheumatic or malignant.
8. liupturc (if (I svgDiiiit. due to either excessixe strain on a!i ahcads diseased \al\e.

or to malignant endocarditis.

4. Dilatation of the aortic ring, secondary to dilalalinn or aneurvsni nf llu- asiciKiing

portion of the arch of the aorta.

."). Congenital inalforniiition.

'I'he age of the patient liel]is greatly in the differential diagnosis : if the lesion be fotmd
in a chiM or young adult, the condition is almost inxariably the result of endocarditis :

if. on the other hand, aortic regurgitation occurs in middle life, it is nearly alwavs due to

.sclerosis of the aortic valve, especially syphilitic, anil the diagnosis is eonlirmed bv tindini;

a positive Wassermann reaction, or degenerative changes in other arteries, chronic renal

disease, and considerable hypertrophy of the left ventricle. If the regurgitation be due to

dilatati<in of the aortic ring, it can only be diagnosed when the existence of dilatation or

aneurysm of the ascending portion of the arch of the aorta is iiidicate<l by dullness in the

.second right intercostal space close to the sternum, by jiulsation or a pulsating tumour
in this area, or by an ,i-ray examination. Sometimes the aneurysm may be situated just
above the sinuses of Valsalva, and. while producing aortic regurgitation by eausinu dilala-

tioTi of the aortic ring, may give no other jihysical sign of its presence. It may be \ er\-

small, and yet may cause sudden death by rupture into the jjcricardial sac.

A diastolic bruit heard only down the left border of the .sternum is praclieally always
due to aortic regurgitation, but on some occasions it may be produced by jinhninion/

rcgurgilatioii as the result of endocarditis, dilatation of the j)ulmonary ring, or a con-

genital defect. Pulmonary regurgitation is most often secondary to mitral stenosis, due
to dilatation of the pulmonary orihee as the result of increased pressure in the jiulmonary
circulation. The other two forms arc very rare, and dillieult to distinguish from aortic

regurjjitation unless then' is evidence of enlargement of the right ventricle and not of the

lelt, and there is no • wati'r-hammer
"

jiulse as in aortic regurgitation.
Diastolic bruits audible at the I'ardiac impulse are due cither to endocarditis of tin-

mitral valve, to mitral stenosis, or to a<irtic regurgitation. An aortic diastolic bruit is

often conducted as far as the cardiac a]iex and replaces the second sound here ; sometimes
the diastolic bruit which is heard in the aortic area is lost on being traced down the left

border of the sternum, to rcap])ear at the ajiex. The diastolic bruits of mitral !<tcnosis can
be distinguished by their apjiearanee later in the diastolic jieriod. and the m<ist common
is jiresystolic

—a crescendo murmur ending in a loud slap|]ing first sound. .\n aortic

regurgitant bruit is generally blowing in character, whereas the bruit of mitral stenosis is
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often rumbling. Early diastolic, niid-diastolic, and late diastolic bruits, occur alsD in

mitral stenosis, but none of these should be mistaken for the bruit of aortic regurgitation,
as the latter condition would be associated with hyiH-rtrophy and dilatation of tlie left

ventricle, the apex beat being dis])laced outwards and downwards, even to the sixtli inter-

costal space, and would be confiinied by the characteristic
' water-hammer '

pulse. In

mitral stenosis witliout mitral regurgitation there is very little displacement of the apex
beat, because the left ventricle is not enlarged. The bruit of mitral stenosis is often

associated with a presystolic thrill, whereas that of aortic regurgitation is not.

In order to imderstand the various bruits which occur in mitral stenosis, tlie manner
in which they are produced must be discussed. They are caused by the blood being forced

lluougli the stenosed mitral valves. The two forces which produce this are the contraction

of the walls of the left auricle and of the right ventricle. The suction action of the left

ventricle during its diastole is ])r<ibably not sullicicnt in itself to cause the bruit, but simply

helps in the work of the left ainiele and right ventricle. The ])resystolic bruit of mitral

stenosis occurs during the end of the ventricular diastole, and corresponds to the systole

l-it SOUTlil. '.n<_\ .sound.

Jl
Acceiituatiim of the

lir.-.r sound in ;iU

i i Sliort presystolic
liruit.

I.imu'er presystolic
l.niit."

Mid-.lia--tolic hriiit.

^J Mi.lMliLtstolic arirl

piosystulic bruit.

Mi.l ili:ustolic :i!id prL'-

systoUc bruits faspd

into one.

J'i'j. o'.t.
— ltKii,'r;im ui tin.' bruits o[ nutr.U ^Hvio-is

; .*:inyer's I'hijsicdi Shiis).

of the left auricle. A mid-diastolic bruit sometimes occurs in mitral stenosis. This may
be the only bruit present, but there may be a presystolic bruit as well, resulting in two
distinct bruits during the ventricular diastole. These two bruits may be fused into one

wlicn the contractions of the right ventricle and left auricle are vigorous. The niid-diastolic

bruit^is i)rol)ably due to the previous contraction of the right ventricle increasing the blood

pressure in the lungs and left auricle, and so forcing tlie blood through the stenosed mitral

valve. It varies slightly in its situation in the ventricular diastole in different cases, but

whetlier early or late it is always separate from the previous second sound instead of

replacing the latter in the way an aortic regurgitant murmur does. When the force of the

contractions of the left auricle begins to fail, or when there is nil) iniiurfibrillaiiori, as shown by
total irregularity^of the heart or by an electro-cardiogram (Fig. 196, ]). 486), the presystolic
bruit often disapjiears. In mitral stenosis there may therefore be a jjrcsvstolic bruit, or a

niid-diastolic bruit, or mid-diastolic and ])resystolie bruits, or a bruit which occupies almost
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the whf)k- iif the ventricular diastnlt-. With all these limits the first snutul at the apex is

iisiialiv slappinL; or thuiiipiiiL; in character, 'i'his alteratioTi in the lirst smmd may he

|iresent without any of the above-mentioned bruits, and is in itself very characteristic of

mitral stenosis. In some eases the second .sound is redu|)licated at the cardiac ajiex, while

in others—anfl this in the majority of the cases— it is inaudible. The pulmonary second

sound is aecentuateil or redui)licated. The bruit may be acconipanied by a mitral systolic

bruit, as ref>ur(;itation often occurs tliroui>h the stenosed orifice.

.V presystolic bruit in the mitral area is usually due to mitral stenosis, but it also occurs

without any mitral stenosis in some cases of aorlic rr!<iir<iiltilioii or of (Ulatatiun iif Die left

veiitriele. when the bruit is spoken of as Flint'-': iiiiirniKr. To distini;uish between the latter

and the similar bruit of actual mitral stenosis may be dillicult : in an inieomplicateil ease

of mitral stenosis the apex beat is normal in position, but when Flint's murmur is present
the apex beat is dis])laeed to the left on account of the enlargement of the left ventricle.

'I'he presence of aortic disease also points in the direction of the bruit being Flint's nnninur.

This bruit is often considered to be caused by trie vibration of the anterior curtain of the

mitral valve as it lies between the regurgitating blood-stream through the aortic orifice

and that llowing into the \entriele from the left auricle. If this were the true explanation.
Flint's nun-mur should occur early in diastole instead of ln'ing ])rcsystolie. .\nother \iew

is that the blood regurgitating through the aortic orilice lifts the anterior curtain of the

mitral valve, and so obstructs the mitral orifice at the end of the ventricular diastole.

Neither of these explanations seems to be sullicient to account for the murmur. In a

normal heart the ratio of the diameter of tin- mitral ojiening to that of the left ventricle is

about 1 to -2 : in mitral stenosis, on account of the contracted orifice, the ratio may be. say.

i to 2. the si/.e of the left ventricle remaining the same, and a presystolic bruit occurs. In

aortic regurgitation, although the diameter of the mitral orifice remains the same, yet the

diameter of the left ventricle is greatly increased on aecoimt of its dilatation. The ratio

between the diameter of the nutral opening to that of the left ventricle might be. say. 1 to I-,

or exactly the same ratio as occurs in mitral stenosis a relative mitral stenosis when the

size of the mitral o|)cning is com|)arcil with that of the left ventricle. The one condition is

merely on a larger scale than the other (F/i;. 40) : ami as the altered ratio of these two

diameters proiiuees in mitral stenosis a presystolic bruit, it is jirobable that the same r.dio,

although the factors arc on a larger scale. ])roduees in aortic regurgitation a Flint's murmur
—which is also presystolic in time. A presystolic bruit is sometimes present without any
aortic regurgitation, and without nijiral stenosis, but always with an enlarged left \cntriele :

and this seems to |)oint to the regurgitation of the blood through the aortic valves not

taking any direct part in the ))roduction of the bruit. The following diaanunmalic draw-

ings of the heart are eonstrut'tcil to show the probable mode of proiluetion of Flint's

muruuir :
—

Nom:il hiMrt.

llatio of illLimi-trr of

iiiitnil valvti^ :iiiil (Ji:i-

iiietPT- of left veiuriclo.
about 1 to '2.

ilitm! ^t'•nosi>,

l;:itio about -'. to i

Presystolic bniK.

IiilatOil If-ft vi'lltri -Ic.

r.atio about J. I'Jto 4; j.f. tliP same

Jiroporrion' .xs in initr.il stenosis.

J'resvstolie bniit nlim'-).

Fi-j. 41'.— DiiL'rani to ex tlaiii the ori^ia of Flint's nmrriiiir fSa-.vyer's J'hi/sn-ul Si'tns),

Diastolic bruits are heard only very occasiontdly over other areas of the iirceordia,

but it is possible for a presystolic Ijruit to occur in the tricuspid region as the result of
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tiic'US])icl stenosis ; siuli a bruit is rarely present without valvular disease of the left side

of the heart also.

A functional bruit is never diastolic in rhythm : but it is important to distin<;uish
I lie mid-diastolic bruit of acute endocarditis from the similar bruit of (ibrotic stenosis.

IJuriuii- endocarditis there is some thickenius; of the valve-f1a]js from inllamuiatory (tdema,
and this leads to bruits not inilike those of fibrous stenosis. The diai;nosis dejiends upon
(1) The devcloiimcnt of the bruit under observation : if in a case of acute rheumatism a
mid-diastolic bruit is noticed to develop rapidly, it cannot be due to fibrosis, and nuist result

from acute inflammation of the valve ; (2) The course of the bruit : if it is due to fil)rosis

it will persist, if to endocarditis it will chani;e with time, becoming less definite if the
endocarditis resolves, more definite if the inllammation goes on to scarring and stenosis ;

t'.i) The age of the patient : mitral stenosis does not occur commonly before puberty, so

that it is most risky to interpret a diastolic apical bruit in a child as being due to mitral

stenosis. ./. /.;. //. s,m-ijcr.

BULLi^.—A liulla is literally a water-bulible : it is synonymous with bleb or blister ;

it differs from a vesicle only in its size, which may be from half an inch in iliameter to that

of a tangeiine orange or more. Almost any vesicular skin disease may be of bullous degree

occasionally ; there are certain diseases in which bullae are characteristic : and there are

yet other aflections in which, although bulto are not always present, they may occur

sometimes in a marked degree. The following are the chief conditions under which Itulke

are, or may be. a ])rominent featine of the ease :
—

A. Conditions in wiirii Uli.l.e auk usual :

Pemphigus
Erythema bidlosnm

Dermatitis herpetiformis

Pemphigus neonatorum
C heiro|iompholyx

Herpes gestationis

Krythcma iris

Epidermolysis bullosa

Local ajjplication of vesicants, such as cantharides, arnica, rhus toxicodendron, croton

oil, nitric acid, scalding water, hot solids, or extreme cold, for instance after freezing
with carlion-dioxidc snow.

Local friction by s]jlints after fractures
;
or In' boots, oars, tools, etc.

li. Conditions in wtiicii Tyi'icai, Bui.l.k may occuu. tiiou(;ii they aiii; xor i suai. :

Erysi])elas

Impel igo contagiosa
lodisni

ISi'omidism

Cilanders I Erostbite

Syi)hilis

.Syringomyelia

(Jangrene

Raynaud's disease

.Scurvy

Extreme u'dema from Rright"s disease or heart failure

Workers amongst turi)entine, chrysarobin, varnish, aniline dyes, and other chemicals
;

tar products, resin, volatile oils : satin-wood, iirimula obcouica, and some other

])laut products.

Poisoning by large doses of certain hypnotic drugs, notably veronal an<l acetauilide,

especially towards the end of a fatal case.

The diagnosis is sometimes obvious ; for instance, herpes gestationis
—also known as

hydroa gestationis, erythema gestationis, and dermatitis pruriginosa ])olyinorpha reeurrens

graviditatis
—is ))robable when a l)ullous eru])tion develops in a jiregnant woman : and the

diagnosis is certain if there is a history of former pregnancies each associated with a similar

eruption, with complete freedom from the complaint between the pregnancies. The eruption
itself is precisely similar to that of dermatitis herpetiforniis, described below, and there is

generally eosinophilia (p. i)9). In most cases the trouble begins in the later months of

pregnancy, but tends to de\elop earlier in each successive pregnancy ; and wliereas in most
cases it subsides rapidly when the child is born, in a few instances it may last into the puer-

jjerium, or even develop only during that period. The most troublesome part of the com-

plaint is the itching and irritation, that often amount to actual ])ain. .\ person subject to

pemiihigns or erythema bullosiuii might develoj) an attack during juegnancy : but herpes

gestationis is excluded if recurrenee takes place a]>art from jjregnaney. whilst the occiurenoe

of the bullous eruption solely in association with pregnancy makes the diagnosis ob\ ions.

Bulla' in an infant generally receive the term jjeinpliigiis iieunaloruni, but the eruption
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is not related to ordinarv peni)ihii,nis, so it is a |)ity tlie word ])ein|iliii;iis is cmiiloyed at all.

There are two distiiiet varieties, namely: (1) That in which (lie bulla' are ehielly on the

hands and feet, one of the manifestations ol a scvcie and generally fatal ty|)e of eonyenital

syphilis, in which the eruption a])[)ears almoxl innnediately after birth instead of after an

interval of days or weeks, as in other eases : and (2) That in which there is an inlcilion of

tJie skin of the nature of impetigo—uenerally stai)hyloeoecal. but in some eases due (o less

usual orjianisius such as the liticiUiin jn/oci/diiciia
—

producini; bulla' instead of the more
usual pustules : the latter is an affeetion of poverty-stricken districts, occurring; in more
or less epidemic form, sometimes closely related to the practice of a parlienlar nndwile,

and fortunately rare uow-a-days.

Clicirojxiinjiliolyx may generally be recogiii/.ed at oni'c. It is a dysidnisis. and the

sweat-alands of the palms and soles are most affected. tliouj;h those of the foreheail. cliest,

and back may sometimes be affe<'led too. As a rule the sweat retained in the glands

produces subcutaneous vesicles that are barely larger than sago grains ; as the superhcial

epidermis becomes worn fiff. the little sweat-cysts reach the surface, a process assisted by
tlu' scratching that usually results from the accompanying irritation. After each cyst
bursts there is deS(|Uaniation which may simulate that of scarlatina. The malady occurs

in summer weather, or in tropical climates, cspeei.dly in those who perspire freely.

misters produced by vesicants are diagnosed readily when it is known that any ap]ilica-

lion is being used. Dillieulty arises mainly in two classes of jjcrsons. nani<ly.(l) In those

who live in houses upon which the lihiis tiwictidnidron is grown as a \'irginia creeper, the

nature of the case being (liseo\ered usually from the fact that the patient is always affected

when at home, and uc\er when away ; and CJ) In hysterical patients, or in malingerers,
who ]>roiluee the skin eruption surre|)titiously. If the latter is suspected, it is generally

possible to iilaee the |iati<'ut unilcr eonditioMs uliicli |ji'(iliide seU-applieat ion. when the

disappearance of lesions t'onlirms the diagnosis ; (jr the actual vesicant employed may be

discovered. li(|Uor epispasticus for instance, or some oilier ])reparation of cantharides ;

croton oil : capsicum: carbolic ;ieid : mylabris ; iodine: or one of the strong mincr:d acids,

especially nitric acid.

The relatioMslii|i of occujiation to a bullous dermatosis may become cOivious from the

way the skin troubli' reems whenever ;uiy parti<'ular work is resumeil : the list above
indii'ates the kind of oe(U|ialic>iis Ihat are liable In |)ri"luee it : nearly all these produce
buike far more seldom than they do a \isieular dermatitis.

Kxtremely (edematous tissues are easily blistered, and oii this ai'eouni one musi be

chary of diagnosing anything but simpk' blislt'rs when buike devclo)) up<Mi (edematous legs

or other parts in association, for instance, with Ilrisilil's ilisrasc. or in chronic liciirl ciiscs with

failing com|)ensation. The same a|iplies to the blebs arising on the skin it{ frdctiircit linil/s,

and also in the region ipf a local ^iiiiiircnc : or necrosis of the soft parts due to such causes

us fiost-bilc. or HayiKiKd's disease, or scinvi/. The diagnosis in these cases will nearly always
be clear enough, and so will it be in ca'-es of simple blisters due to friction.

Having thus exehided the more obvious cases, there remain : i)emphigus, erythema
bullosum. dermatitis herpetiformis, erythema iris, epidermolysis bullosa, erysipelas, impetigo

contagiosa, iodism. broniism, glanders, sypliilis. and .syringomyelia. Of these, ac(|uired

st/pliilis is so seldom bullous that it would not be diagnosed unless there was strong collateral

evidence of the nature of the com])laint. Si/riiiao/in/elia is rare also, and bulke occur in but
a small proportion of the eases : should they do so they would attract atiention from being
eontined to a local area, the fingers and hands for instance, leasing the rest of the jjcrson
free. The diagnosis would be confirmed tiv finding cutaneous sensibility natural, though
the patient cannot distinguish pain from touch, or heat from cold, in the affected jjarts.

The cutaneous affections of syringomyelia are known as ^hlrvans disease. The lesions

arise fjeeause the skin is insensitive to things that are painful or hot enough to piddiice
sores and blisters.

The patient's occupation may suggest the malady in a case of bullous <il(iiidcis : a horse

with which the patient had to do might be known to be affected with the complaint. The
skin eruption is sometimes (piite a late manifestation of a ])rolonged and obscure febrile

illness when the glanders infeetiou has started internally, for instance in the lungs. The
lidcillus DKilIci may be foimd in direct smears from the contents of the bulUe. or in cultures

from them. JJacteriologieal nietlKxls afford the final criterion of glanders.
D

"

7
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Both bromides and iodides may produce various types of skin ern|)tions. Tlie commonest
is simple aene : but tliere may be a jiatchy erythema with cutaneous infiltration or nodular

swellins; studded with yellow points from which thick ])uriform fluid can be expressed : or a

conllucnt funuicular lesion : or a true bullous eru[>tion or hydroa. The latter is decidedly
rare, but its occurrence should be borne in mind, and inquiry made as to any druifs that

the patient may be takino- ; in the case of iodides the urine gives a bluish-<>reen colour with

the guaiacmn test, though no blood is ])rescnt. and if there is still doubt u ((uantity of

urine may be evaporated down, and either bromine or iodine detected by ordinary clicmical

tests. Bromide and iodide eruptions have been recorded in infants at the breast when the

mother has been taking the drug without herself jjresenting any cutaneous symptoms.
Bullous impetigo contagiosa is a variety of impetigo. Fluid accumulates in the infected

spots so quickly that at first it does not appear to be purulent, but rather to take the form

of big vesicles or bulla*. These often become ])ustular. and as they dry up the crusts over

them have a characteristic yellow lioney-like a])|)carance. The condition can be diagnosed,

as a rule, from the fact that other parts of the body present the typical lesions of ordinary

impetigo : tliere may be other ])atients alfected in the same house or school, and the condi-

tion is as reailily curable by antiseptic measures as is imjictigo. There is a \ery rare and

extremely grave disease described as impetigo herpetiformis in pregnant women : but this

seems to be an aggravated form of dermatitis herpetiformis or herpes gestationis become

13iu-ulent and contagious. It is found in Austria, but not, apparently, in England.

Enjsipclds is a familiar cause of bullse. and when blebs are ])resent u]ion the typical

tender, slightly raised, and well demarcated red skin at the height of the affection, in associa-

tion with the constitutional synij)toms and |)yrexia. there can seldom be dilliculty in the

diagnosis. It is when the erysi|)elas is subsiding or has subsided, whilst the bulhe. or the

remains of them, are still obvious, that dilliculty niiglit arise. Streptococci may be detected

bacteriologically.

If all the above conditions can be excluded, and the ])atient is suffering from a disease

of which bulla' with more or less erythema are the chief manifestation, then the diagnosis

has been narrowed down to one or other of the following : pemphigus, erythema biillosimi.

dermatitis herpetiformis, erythema iris, and epidermolysis bullosa : there is evidence to

show that these are closely related in some respects, the different names ai)i)lying to affec-

tions that differ more in type than kind. If the patient develops bulhe on various ])arts of

the trunk and limbs without any erytlicjna. or at any rate without any erythema until the

bulhe have been present a longer or shorter time, the condition is described as pemphigus.
If the bulhe develoj), not on normal-looking skin, but ui)on places where there has already
been erythema, associated with more or less itching, or e\en pain, before the bulhe develop,

and if the whole eru|)tion consists of this combined condition of erythema and large bulla-,

the name used to designate it is erythema LuUostim. If the bulla? tend to dry up at their

central parts and then to be followed by a secondary ring of vesicles or blebs aroimd the

original one, these secondary vesicles being followed in turn by others upon a yet larger

ring outside them, the condition is referred to as herpes iris or as eri/lhciiKi iris, according
as there is little or much erythema before the first vesicles or bulhe a|)pear. When the

bulhe are apt to develop on any part of the body from a degree of rubbing or scratching

wliicli in the ordinary individual would be (piite unlikely to produce blisters, this imduc

tendency to blister formation from what ought to be inadequate causes is spoken of as

epidcrmolijsis bullo.^a. a condition which may jsersist throughout life without necessarily

leading to any other untoward symptoms ; it is probably related to factitious urticaria.

Dermatitis iicrpctiformis is a polymorphous eruption, of which bulhe form but a jiart : the

trouble begins with itching of the skin, and more or less general disturbance, part of which

arises from the loss of sleep entailed l)y the irritation. In various ])arts of the body or limbs

erythematous and urticarial |)atches supervene, some of which subside without further

development, whilst ujion others clusters of vesicles soon appear. ^Nlany of the clusters

contain twenty or thirty vesicles upon a single inflamed base : some, fewer vesicles of larger

size : others develop into tyi)ical blebs varying in area from that of a six]ienec to that of a

half-crown. No region of the body is exempt. The characters of the lesion are precisely

similar to those found in pregnant women suffering from heri^es gestationis, but there

nuist be a difference in causation, for the latter, though it occurs witli every successive preg-

iiancy in the same woman, remains in complete abeyance between the pregnancies, whilst
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(Icnimtitis luipetifDiniis
—niihrini;"s disease or iiydioa -nuiv occur in cither sex uiid at

almost aiiv aijc. tliouifli it is less comnion in dnlilrcn than in adults. It is jjrobably due

lo the action oT some poison circulatinj; in the hlood. derived j)crha|)s from the food in

some cases : it is possible for two ])ersons to l)e taken ill after partaking of the sa.me

food, one with acute gastro-intestinal symptoms, such as diarrlKca and vomitini; : lln-

other witli acute pcniphisus : it looks, therefore, as if pem])higns and its allies may be

K lull il lo the acute urticaria that is so familiar in certain cases of shell-fish jjoisoninsi.

Aii\ one of tiie bullous dermatoses may bi- either acute, subacute, or chronic : in any
of these dciirees there may be i)raetically no constitutional disturbance on the one hand, or

the |)atient may be so ill with pyrexia and anorexia as to require to stay in bed : not a few

such eases prove fatal. In all the bvdlous ilermatoses the eruption may be restrictcil to

llie iiitanrotis surface : Ijut the bulla- may also occur upon nuicous membranes, especially

of the mouth, palate, (esophagus, nose, colon, rectiun. and vagina. Kvcn when temporary

recovery has taken jjlace there is a tendency tor subsc(iuent attacks I cui-. 'I'lH-re is

also a tendency to luematoporphyrinnria duriui; (he exacerbations.

FinalK. it ma\- be emphasized tJLal alll lih il is often stated as a general rule that

many skin dise;!scs mav be associated with cosinophilia. as a matter of fact few skin diseases

other than the bullous dermatoses jiroduec any marked degree of cosinophilia. so that a

ilitlercnlial leucocyte count may afford \ahiablc diaunostie evidence. The absence of

ciisino|iliilia b\ no means excludes j)emi)higus or erythema bullosum or any iilher bullous

(Irrmalosis. but the i)resence of eosino])hilia in a doubtful case increases the probability of

the eonditi.iii being one of lluse: it is noteworthy that whereas cosinophilc cells may
abound in the contents of the natural bulla-, those which occur in a lilistir prmhiccd artili-

cialK- in the same case present no sui-h eosinophiha. Iliihril Frnirli.

BUZZiNG IN THE EARS. (See Tinmiis, p. t-j-j.)

CACHEXIA liten-.lly means 'a li:!d habit.' and is an ill-delined term useil to incluilc

ahnost any depraxed condition of the body in which nutrition everywhere is <left-clive. it

is uenerally applied to patients who exhibit at the sanu- time jirogressivc loss of weight, and

clianm- of complexion in the direction of sallowness or actual ana-mia. (See Wi-.nnir. Loss

oi p. 7()S : and An.-emia, p. "iO.) The word is generally ])refixed by a (|ualifying adjective.

Mich as iiiiireroiis. siipliiliiic. maltninl. Inherciilous cachexia, the diagnosis being indicated by

other symptoms or by the history. Otiu-r \an(-ties of cachexia that may be given special

mention, and which, if they are borm- in mind, are not as a rule diilievilt of diagnosis, are

r. ftpkiiiai. including blood diseases such as leucoeythemia. in which with jirogressivc loss of

weight anil ana-mia there is enlargement of the Si>i.ki;n (p. ii'lS) : C. iileriiiii. from chronic

non-fatal l<-sions of the uterus or other pelvic organs, notably leucorrluea. chronic endo-

metrit's. or fibroid tumours : and often accompanied by brown distiguring pigmentation

(chloasma uterinum), especially on the forehead anil round the eyes : ('. piinisiliai. due t<>

infection by the more serious intestinal or other parasites, especially AnlnilonUiiHHiii iliin-

ikiiiilc. Holliriocep)i(ih(S hitus. Billiarziii li<i'iiiiil(il/i(i. and Trichiiid spinili.s : ('. chhiriilica. a

svnonvm for chlorosis ; ('. merniriiilis. attributed to the effects of mercury, though perha|)s

really due to the sy])hilis for which the mercury has been given : C. e.rophlliiilmicii. some-

times associated with (Jravcs's disease ; <'. jxiliislii.s. or marsh cachexia, due cither to actual

malaria or to constant living in unhealthy, damp surroundings ; ('. iilkaliiia. the bad health

caused by taking large quantities of alkalies for a long period, and evidenced by pallor,

breathlessness, emaciation, and aniemia : ('. (Kpw.sa. also called pica, and C. ajricnna. a

term given to an an;rmie condition leading to serous effusion, and often accompanied by

l)erversion of apjietitc. seen in hot climates and especially among negroes : it has received

nianv names, such as white tongue, stoniai-h disease of negroes, negro cachexy, intratropieal

ana-mia, dirt-eating disease ; doubtless many different disorders ha\ e been included imder

this name, including the results of malaria or of intestinal worms ; C. rcnalis. which results

from piolonged albuminuria, especially in subacute tubal nephritis : C. scorhiitini a con-

dition formerly described as a-soeiated with rickets, though n\ore likely related to Ihc

iniantile scurvy of Barlow, nutrition In-ing impaired, the head and upper ])art of the body

pi-rspiring i)rofusely during sleei). ana-mia developing, and the jjatieut being intolerant of

bed-clothes owing to tenderness or actual ])ainfulness of the lioncs from sub|)eriostcal htemor-

rhages ; there may or may not be bleeding gums : ('. satuvnina, from chronic lead poisoning.

Herbert French.
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CAMMIDGE'S PANCREATIC REACTION,—The improved pancreatic reaction

depends upon tlu- fact that wlicn the urine ol' a jiatient suffering from pancreatic inflamma-
tion is liydrolysed by boiling witli dilute HC'l, a substance liaving the reactions of a ])entose
is set free, and may be recognized l)y conversion into its osazone crystals by treatment
with ])henylhydrazine. a golden yellow Hocculent dejjosit of flexible hairlike crystals forms,

arranged in microscopic sheaves, readily soluble in dilute sulplunic acid. The aj)pearance
and solubility of the crystals are very characteristic, but as glycuronic acid, which is set

free to a greater or less extent in all urines during the hydrolytic process, also forms a crystal-
line conipoimd with phenylhydrazine, it is removed by treating the still acid urine with
tribasic lead acetate, alter the excess of hydrochloric acid has been neutralized with lead

carbonate. The lead that goes into solution has also to be removed by converting it into

an insoluble sulphide or sulphate before the phenylhydrazine test is applied.
The results of clinical experience and many animal experiments have dcmonstratid

that a i)Ositive
"

pancreatic
'

reaction is strong presum])tive evidence of a disturbance of

function and of acti\c degenerative changes in the pancreas. In most cases these are

consecpient on inflammation, either acute or chronic, but in a few instances a positive
reaction seems to rise from abnormal physiological activity. The latter may, however, be

neglected for all practical purposes, for it is not associated with symptoms suggestive of

pancreatic disease.

It has been pointed ovit repeatedly that the pancreatic reaction is not ])atli(>gnomi)nic
of pancreatitis, and the writer mvist again insist that the results of the test must be con-

sidered in conjunction with the clinical sym])toms and the evidence to be obtained by a

complete analysis of the mine and faces. By doing so one can not only obtain confirmation

of the indications given by this special method of examination, but also infer the probable
cause of the changes in the pancreas, which is a most important ])oint. for pancreatitis is

rarely, or never, a primary disorder, but is usually secondary- to an ascending catarrh from
the duodenum, gall-stones in the common bile-duct or in the anipidla of Vater, in\asion of

the pancreas by a duodenal or gastric ulcer, malignant disease either jirimary in the pancreas
or secondary to some other organ, back-pressure from disease of the heart or hmgs. arterio-

sclerosis, alcoholism and cirrhosis of the liver, syphilis, tubercle, inlluenza, typhoid fever,

mumps, etc.. etc. In many of these the clinical signs and symptoms alone are sullicient to

indicate the cause of the pancreatitis, but in others they arc so indefinite or obscure that it

is only by considering the results of a comi)lete quantitative and (|ualitative analysis of the

urine, and faces also, that a correct diagnosis can be arri^"cd at.

A single negative pancreatic reaction does not exclude chronic pancreatitis, or rather

the results of inflanmiation of tlie pancreas, for the reaction is only given when there are

active degenerative changes in the gland at the time when the urine is being excreted.

Cirrhosis of the pancreas due to past inflammation docs not, therefore, cause a reaction after

the inflanunation has subsided. Cancer of the pancreas too is associated with a positive
reaction in only about 25 jht cent of cases, the presence of the growth being apiiarcntly
unattended by any inflammatory changes in the pancreas in the remaining 75 per cent.

As the ordinary nutlii d of earning out the test is interfered with by the presence
of sugar in the urine, a modification, in which a hydrochloric acid solution <if the precipi-

tated lead salt from the basic lead acetate solution is submitted to .steam distillation, has

been devised (Canimidge, (Hycostiria and Allied Cotidilioiis. \). 274). The cjuantity of fur-

furaldehyde formed is determined by treating the distillate with sodium nitrite and then

titrating with iodine solution. This method, which can also be used for sugar-free urines,

gives quantitative results by which one case can be compared with another, and the course

of any one be followed accurately. Xiuneious experiments have shown that the " iodine

coefficient
'

of normal urines is nil, and that even when sim])le digestive and he])atic disturb-

ances are present it rarely exceeds 10 to 1 5 per cent. ^Vhen theic is inflammation of the

[lancreas the iodine coellicient rises to ten, twenty, or more per cent, with a total for the

twenty-four horns urine of KJO. 200, or over. As one would expect from the qualitative

test, many cases of cancer of the pancreas give a negative iodine coeflicient, but in some
25 per cent similar readings to those obtained in cases of pancreatitis are obtained.

Other points to be noticed in examining the urine from suspected cases of pancreatic
disease are :

—
1. The presence of calcium oxalate crystals (see Ox.\i.i iua, p. 428) in the centri-
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fiifj;ili/,oil (liposit ; tliesc are met witli in (i.'i per cent of cases of cliionie pancreatitis, or

7:5 per cent if jaunilieeil eases are exchuled.

2. A ])atlioloi;ieal excess of uroljilin (see I'ldlr XXX I W h'iil. 12. )>.
7 tS) : this is a vcr\-

constant indication of eliolangitis, and a ])artieiilarly Msdnl sign of ^all-stones in the

eonnnon l)ile-duct, HJKtlier accompanied In' jaundice oi' not.

:>. .\ well-marked iiidican reaction: pointiiii; to a catarrhal condition of the intestinal

nuicons memlirane. witli abnormal |)utrcfacti\-e chanycs in tlic contents of the intestine.

:mii1 jiossilily a (hioden;d or gastric ulcer.

t. 15ilc pigment in the urine : showing that there is some filistnietion to the free How
of liiU' into the intestine, due to im|)acted gall-stones, gripping of the common liilr-duet by
the iullanied head of tlie pancreas which surrounds the duet in ti'J per cent of eases.

malignant disease of the head of the |)ancrcas. or a growth iu the common bile-duct.

For tlic purposes of a further differential diagnosis, the rcsidts of a ((ualitative anil

i|uantitative analysis of the fa'ces are most important. In carrying out the analysis the

points lo be notieeil |iarticularly are :
—

I. The presence or absence of stercobilin : in gall-stone ol)struetion. traces at least are

nearly always met with, wliereas in malignant disease of the head of the |)ancreas total

lilocking of the duct is the rule, although the soft growths occurring jirimarilv in the
common duct usually allow some bile to litter through so that traces of stercol>ilin are met
with in the fa'ces.

'1. The percentage of unabsorbed fat : in cancer of the pancreas this is always \er\ high.
70 to ,S() per cent ; it is usually somewliat less in growths of the conunon duet. a\ eraging
lit) to 70 [M'r cent, anil yaries fr.im a subnormal percentage in early catarrh of the i)ancrcas to

as much as 50 or. rarely. t\en SO ])er cent in adyanced chronic [lancreatitis.
;>. >lorc important si ill. howescr. is the relation of the

"

unsa|)onitk'd
"

to the
"

saponi-
licd fats." for whereas the former are in excess in diseases that interfere with the digestiye
functions of the |)ancrcas. such as cancer of the gland and advanced chronic jiaiiereatitis.

the latter predominate in obstruction of the common duet by gall-stones, without pan-
creatitis, .-irid in malignant growths not inyolving the pancreas. It nmst l)e borne in mind.
howc\er. that. o«ing to the abnormal actiyity of fat-splitting bacteria in the Iowim- bowel,
such as is met with in s(jme cases of intestinal catarrh, an excess of sa])onilied fat may br

found in cases of chronic pancreatitis where the disease is due to an infection spreailing
from the duodenum along the pancreatic duets. .V similar excess is often met witli in early
catarrhal pancreatitis, owing probably to an increased flow of |)ancreatic juice analogous to

the sali\ation met with in parotitis.
4. Microscopical examination of the faeces for fat globules, fatty acid crystals, undi-

gested nuisele tiljres. and eonnectiyc tissue, should not be omitted : a large excess of fat

globules and free fatty acid crystals, with luunerous isolated undigested nuiscic libres,

|iointing to cancer of the pancreas or adyanced cirrhosis of the gland, whereas nnisele

associated with conncctiye tissue points to defeetiye gastric digestion.
.5. .Vn acid reaction of the fresh stool is in favour of a diagnosis of pancreatic disease ;

ill simple gall-stone obstruction, the f;eces are usually alkaline.

6. Occult blood, when constantly present in the fa-ces (see p. !S1). is suggestixe of

nuilignant disease or. more rarely, adxanceil ])ancreatitis. in which it is now well known
lliat there is a h;emorrliagic tendency : while the discoyery of l)lood intermittently points to

a gastric or duodenal ulcer, which may lie iinading the pancrc;is and setting up pancreatitis.
By carefully considering all the facts thus obt:uned. and interpreting them in the light

of the clinical signs and symptoms, it is possilile. not only to diagnose correctly the existence

of disease of the pancreas, but al>o to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion as to its i>robable
cause. .Affection of the pancreas is much commoner than is generally su])posed, and many
trying cases of chronic indigestion, recurring or jiersistent jaundice, and obscure affections

of the njjper abdomen would Ije ex])lained. and satisfactorily treated, if investigated as

abine. I'ndiagnosed. and conscf|nently untreated, (lancreatitis is probably the most
lommon cause of diabetes. If this were more widely recognized much might be done to

st:iy the further increase of that disease. I'. ./. Citnitiiiil^f.

CARDIAC BRUITS. -(See liinrrs. C.vrdi.vc. p. 80.)

CARDIAC IMPULSE DISPLACED.—(Sec Hk.vrt I.mpi i.se, Disi-lackd. p. 2!>T.)
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CARDIAC THRILLS.- (See Thrills. Phecordl\l, p. 7-20.)

CASTS IN THE URINE.—(See ALBUMiNiinA. p. (i.)

CEPHALALGIA.— (>-ee Hkadaciie. p. 293.)

CHARCOT-LEYDEN CRYSTALS were at one time supposed to consist of six-rmin,

but now there is eonsideruble doubt as tf> their exaet elieniical natvire. Their chief import-
ance from a elinieal point of view is that they are more common in certain conditions flian

in others. They may be found either in the s])utum. the blood, or in the stools. They need

the high power for their detection. Eaeli resembles an elongated diamond with clear-cut

edges, without colour, but with a slightly yellow appeai-anee when seen obliquely. They
stain with eosin. and are soluble in hot water, in mineral acids, and in alkalies, so that for

their detection a fresh specimen is re(iuired.

In the spiitinii. they are commoner in (istliiiia than under any other circumstances—
true spasmodic asthma, such as also gives rise to C'rRsciiMANN"s .Spirals (]}. 153), and eosino-

phile corpuscles in the sputum. In determining whether a given ease is one of paroxysmal

ilyspna»a. cough, or bronchitis on the one hand, or true asthma complicated by bronchitis

U|)on the other. numlxMs of Charcot-Leyden crystals in a fresh specimen of sputum are

evidence in favour of the latter. Small nuniber.s of the crystals may be found in bronchilin

and in association with bronchieclnsis. but in true asthma their numbers may be quite large.

The occurrence of Charcot-Leyden crystals in the blood is of little diagnostic value.

They are seldom found in fresh blood : but when the latter has stood for some time in bulk

they develop, particularly in Iciikinuid. Some have tried to draw imiiortant clinical deduc-

tions from the development of these crystals in lilood. but it is doubtful whether they really

have any signiticancc of value.

In the stools. Charcot-Leyden crystals have been found in a great variety of diseases.

but whether or not clinical deductions can be drawn from their presence is doubtful. It

is stated that, when they abound, the patient is probably suffering from an animal parosilc :

but it affords no indication of the nature of the parasite present. Their occurrence should

lead one to examine the faeces for parasites or their ova with even greater care than usual.

Herbert Freiirli.

CHEST, BLOODY EFFUSION IN.—\Vhen. on needling a pleural cavity containing
fluid, this fluid is t(iun<l to be obviously blood-staine<l. the fact is suggestive of one of three

things : either the j)leurisy has been exceedingly acute : or the chest has already been

tapped not long previously, so that there has been lucmorrhage into the resitlual fluid ;

or there is malignant disease of the pleura.
The history of the case may at once indicate whether the inflammation is very acute

or not : the sym|)toms would have been of short duration, with much |)yrexia. wh.ilst the

fluid itself would be of high specific gravity, would contain a large amount of albumin,

would ]>robably coagulate sixmtaneously. and microscopically would exhibit numerous

polymorphonuclear cells and lymphocyte-, and abundant red cor|)usclcs. but no ])articles

of growth in the eentrifugali/.ed deposit.
If blood is found in pleuritic fluid at a second ta])i)ing, when it was not pre-ent at the

first, the fact is by itself of little value in differential diagiKtsis, for the bleeding has prob-

ably been caused by the act of paracentesis.
\Mien there is a new growth, and the efl'usion contains obvious blood at a first ta]3ping.

it is likely that (he symptoms will have been of gradual onset, without marked pyrexia :

the diagnosis is sometimes cleared up by finding fragments of new growth in the eentri-

fugali/.ed de])osit. It is of course by no means every ease of malignant disease affecting

the ])leura' that i)roduees a blood-stained effusion ; but when the effusion is l>lood-stained at

a lirst ta|)i)ing. in a case that has not run a very acute course, one should be very suspicious
of new growth. In not a few such cases tliere have also been C(un])aratively laige minibers

of coarsely granular eosinophile cor])uscles in the effusion. It is often impossible to be sme
of the diagnosis until the progress of the case has been watched, sometimes for weeks ; pleural

effusion, like that of a simple case, may be the only sign for a long time, but sooner or later

one will expect to find evidence of obstruction to a bronchus or to the superior vena cava as

the growth spreads in the mediastinum, and occasionally the ])eculiarity of the shadows
seen with the .r-rays point to the nature of the ease (Fig. J-2, p. 105.) lUrljcrt French.
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CHEST, DEFORMITY OF.— (Si-t- Dki-oumii v of tite I'jiest. !>. kjo.)

CHEST, PAIN IN.—(See Pain in tiii; Ciikst. p. KiO.)

CHEST, PUS IN. Wlicn. (Ill ncedliny llii' clicsl. pus wells
ii]) into the exploriiii; syriiinc,

it is |iriili:il)lc lli:il Hie piitient has an fiiijii/ciiiii. Other lesions may siiiiiihilc eiiipyeniu,
however, ami excii when empyema is actually inesent it i.s important not In lei I he (liai;nosis

rest at thai : Iml riilliei- to regard it as a symptom and try to diagnose its cause. It by no
means Idllciws. nl eoiiise. that wliep. tlie explorinji' syriiifje fails to deteet |iiis. an empyema
is not |)reseiit. hir sumetimes it is situated either between the lower lobe and the dia-

|)lira<>'m. in front of the lunii or between the lobes, or in some other position in wliieh it

is diHieult to hit it oil with the needle. When pus is found lint the amount is only (plite

small, there may be doubt as In wliethei' it came fidin an i-mpyema outside the lunLj. from a

lironehiis. or an nhsccsn iiiiilji in llic liiiiii siihsUiiKC. The nature of the case ma\' remain
mideeideil until a subse(|ui'iit lumctiii-e. or .-i rcseetioii of a ril). eonellisi\-ely disen\crs iiitra-

))leiiral jais. I'^xcii when pus wells u|> in the cxpldiiiit; svriiiiic. it is ))ossiblc to mistake for

em|iyenia a colleelidii of pus which is lielow llic diaphianni. A siihiliiiiiliiii<iiiiiilii- iilisi-cs\

and an <ihni'cs\ \cilliiii llif lifi-r are the two cdiidiliiiiis ninst liable to siiiiiilalc ciiipyeiiia in

this way. If, ImHcscr. the history. Ilic syiiiphiins. and the physical si;.;ns do mil scr\c to

distinmiish bclwccn these dilhreiil

conditions. It will si ill be cleaHy

necessary to e\acuatc Hie )ius.

and the surycon's linijer inserted

throuuh the wound will be able

to feel whellicr Hie diaphraii'm is

above or below the eolleetion.

Even llieii there is dUe possible
source of error, namely, when there

is pus both above and below tlie

diaphragm. .V subdiaphragmatic
abscess, secondary iicrhaps to

a|)])cndieitis upon the right side,

or to a leaking gastric iileta' upon
the left, may ha\c iufcetcd the

pleura through Hie diaphragm.
causing first a serous and then a

purulent effusion. sc|iai'ate(l from
that below the diaphragm merely
by the thickness of that muscle.

It may be very dillienlt indeed to

be sure of this condition, even at the time of operation, the nature of the case imt being
fully cleared nj) until, wlieu one of the pus-cdulaining ca\ities has been exaeiialcd. the

abnormal pliysieal signs per-ist. and a sei-ond collection of |ius. abox-c or below the dia-

phragm as the case may be. is huind at a. subsc(|uciit exploration. 'I'lie j-rays ma\' be of

considerable assistance sometimes in showing whether the diaphraLiUi is alioxe Hie |ius
or below it.

If. hdwcN'er. the physical sii;us. symptoms. :iiii| Ihe result of needling, all pio\ e con-

clusively that the chest contains an empyema, it is still necessary to decide as hir as possible
the nature of the latter. Its coimnonest cause is pneiimocoecal infection, nearly always
preceded by loliar pneumonia in adults, in children sometimes by fjroncliopncumonia. but
not infrei|uentl\- arising insidiously. It is |)robable that many of the so-called latent

empyeniata of children have really fieen preceded by undiagnosed bronehoi)iieimi(>nia.

Difficulty often arises from the fact that the amount of pus present is not great, so that

though it compresses the lung sufficiently to render the alveoli airle.ss, the bronchial tubes
still remain patent, and there is no complete dullness at the base or wherever the empyema
may be ; and over the alleeted area there may be bronchial breathing and crackling rales,

instead of the absence of breath-sounds and of voice-sounds that usually accompanies
empyema in adults. If there is doubt as to the nature of the empyema as judgecl by the

phtlil-l-. (/../ Jlr. .1.
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history, bactcriologiciil examination of the pus will often indicate its origin. The com-
monest organisms to be foimd are pneumococci, streptococci, and staphylococci, thougli
lincUhis coll communis, typhoid baeilH. and the Bacillus pyoci/anciis also occur, and even
other organisms may be present in some instances. The mode of infection is generallv
either via the lung, or from beneath the diaphragm : and careful in(|uiry into the history
and symptoms will generally indicate which of these two paths has been the more likely.

When infection from any peritoneal condition such as appendicitis, leaking gastric or duo-
<lenal ulcer, infected gall-bladder, or subdiaijluagmatic. pcrine])hric. or he])atic abscess,

can be excluded, when there has been no injury to the chest with liroken rib. or a wound
communicating with the exterior, and when there is nothing to indicate whether the infec-

tion has succeeded pneumonia or is itself pneumococcal, suspicion will arise that the patient
has been suffering from phthisis, which has caused a pleurisy which was at first non-purulent,
but which became converted into an empyema as the result of secondary infection with

])yogenic organisms, especially if there is a tubercidous family history, or if the patient has

himself been weakly for some time. The sputum should be examined with particular care,

and li'-ray examination is often helpful : for even when the compression of the lung bv

empyema has led to marked oiKieity at the base, it may still be ixissible to make out that

apical mottling which is almost pathognomonic of ])hthisis (Fig. 41).

Rarer causes of empyema than those mentioned al)o\e will generally have been

accompanied by other symptoms, or by a history which suggests the nature of the

individual case. Herbert French.

CHEST, SEROUS EFFUSION IN.—When exploratory needling of the chest dis-

covers clear serous lluid in the pleural cavity, it is important to regard the fact merely as a

symptom, lor there are many (lilferent causes to which it may be due. and. whenever ])ossible.

oue should decide what is the actual cause in each particular case. In the first place, the

effusion may be either inflammatory or merely a transudate : the pleinilic must be distin-

guished from the plcririd effusion. Clinical points indicating that the effusion is inflam-

matory rather than passive would be : its being unilateral, not bilateral and symmetrical ;

and the non-existence of the more common causes for passive effusion, particularly chronic

heart failure or nephritis with general anasarca. Physical, chemical, and microscopical

analyses of the fluid may also serve to indicate whether the effusion was active or passive

(see Ascites, p. 48). There are cases, of course, in which there may be doubt, but it is

generally easy to determine whether the effusion is due to pleurisy or not. Plemal effusions

not due to |)leurisy occur late, and the diagnosis will have been made already from the

existence of ])romiuent sym])toms earlier in the disease, for instance. Ai.bi'.mini luv (|). 4),

Ortiiopnce.\ (j). 418). (Eue.ma (p. 411). and so forth.

Pleuritic effusion, on the other hand, may be the first and most prominent .symptom
in the case, and it is not always easy to determine its cause. It should be an invariable

rule to have the effusion examined microscopically, both for cells and for micro-organisms,
and sometimes to have guinea-pigs injected with it in order to sec whether in six weeks"

time the inoculated animals have developed general tuberculosis. The connnonest cause

for apparently idiopathic pleuritic effusion is latent or undiagnosed ti(bcrcitlosis of the lung ;

there may be no sputum : .j-ray sliadows may be indeterminate : there may be no abnormal

apical physical signs : there may be too few bacilli for them to be detected on direct examin-

ation of the deposit, even when it has been most carefully centrifugali/.ed. and yet inocu-

lated guinea-pigs may develop typical tuberculosis and thus indicate the nature of the

jileurisy.

Iiitriilhordcic ncxc grnictli. whether of the mediastinum, lung, or ])leura. is fortunately
iineoumion ; but when it occurs, the symjitoms and [jhvsical signs to which it gives rise

are often ver^• difficult to interpret. The growth may obstruct a bronchus and give all the

physical signs of fibroid lung, with or without bronchiectasis : it may cause a big mass,

bodily displacing the lungs and heart : it may cause multiple nodules which, imless they
ob.struct the superior vena cava and ])roduce olnious varicose veins on the chest wall, may
give rise to no very definite signs or symjitonis at all ; or. what is not at all infrequent, the

growth may lead to pleuritic effusion which may at first seem to be simple, or even be taken

to be tuberculous, growth not being suspected until the rajiid recurrence of the effusion,

repeated tappings, and rapid downhill course of the disease ultimately suggest its nature.
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>Ii(TOsci)))ical cxaiiiinatioii of lln' cc'iitririmalizcd deposit oT tla- pkniritic fluid soincl iiin's

ii'uds to ,he di'tcftion of particlrs of new yrowtli whifli cliucli the diauiiosis, wliilst if llie

lliiid ill a case wliicli is not absolutely acute is hlood-staiued at a lirst tiippiiij;. this liy itself

is highly su<j<;cstive of nenplasni (p. 102). The .c-rays often assist inateiially in inakini;'

the iliaijiiosis (/•'/;,'. l.'J).

Anilc rliiiiiiKilisni is a eciiMmnn cause of pleurisy with clfusinii. pari iculariy hi-twceii the

anes of fixe and Iwciily. 11 may occur when there haxc already been Joint-pains, or other

syiuptonis of acute ihcuiual isui. such as chorea, recurrent tonsillitis, pericarditis. end(i-

carditis followed by \al\iilar disease, skin uffcetions such as tr\thenia unill ilnrrne, erylheuia
nodosum, jicliosis rhcumatiea. or subcutaneous nodules. In sui'h cases the diaunosis is nol

(lilli( lilt : it is less easy when the pleuritic effusion is itself the main symptom. The xniilh

of the patient, the absence of ana'inia or of j.rcvious ill-health, the absence of abnormal

apical lunu' siuns, of a family histor.v of i)htliisis, the presence of a cardiac bruit, the occur-

rence of heart disease, acute rheuniatisni, or chorea in other members of the same family,
the rapid onset of the disease, and the almost <'(|ually rapid resolution of the effusion, are

piiiiils in taxiiur of aeiile rlicii-

nialism ratlur than tuberculosis.

Whi-ii in doubt, the nciiatixc results

of nuinca -
))iii inoculation would

point in till- s;ime direction, and

Mill l'ii(|uet's skin reaction would

be nii;ati\e. There are, howexcr.

many cases of i)leuritic cITiision in

yoimj; peo])le. in whom it is impos-
sible to allocate the causi.' eillier |o

rheumatism or phthisis, and siieh

cases are sometimes spoken of as

'simple': doubtless most ol lliesr

are either tubc-reiiloiis or rhinmal i<-.

many iiltimatel.v pro\ ini; to be Ihe

former.

I'lieumoeoecal lesions of the

lull;; generally i)rodiice pleurisy ;

liilmr /iin iiiiiiiiiiii iinleed. ncNcr

oeeuis without it. thoUL:h hidiiilin-

piiiiiniuiiid. e\cii when if is piieii-

niocoeeal, often does. It is also

]iossible tor jiiieumoeoceal )ileuritic

erhision to oeciir without delinite

lobar )ineunioiiia or broneliopneii-
nionia precedint; it- -primary ])neu-
mocoeeal pleurisy, the diasnosis beinji conlirmed by tin- diseo\er\' of pneiinioeoeci in the

Iliiid. It is dillieiilt to say where piieunioeoeeal serous effusion stops. howc\er, and

lineunioeoeeal empyema bej^iiis. ||ie two incr^inu; into one another, and the same
case often exhibitiiiL; clear Iliiid at one exploration, t-loiidy Iliiid a few days later, and

Jius later still.

liiiiilil's (liscdsi- may cause eilher a |iassive effusion from heart failure in chronic eases,

or sim]ile accumulation of (pdema lluid in the pleural caxilics without heart failure in cases

in which the yeneral <cdenia of Hriuht"s disease is extreme ; or actual pleiuisy with serous

effusion, probably the result of intercurrent infection by some oruanism. correspondini;-
with the peritonitis with .\scitks (p, i\i) and the pericarditis that may also occur in these

case... The diagnosis will be indicated by the Ai.BU.MiNnu.v (p. 4). associated with renal

tube-casts : and if there is bilateral effusion without universal (cdema, but with sii;iis of

heart failure in the form of orthopnica, <cdema of the leas, and i)erha])s ascites, tin- effusion

is passive : it Ijclonys to the second cateyory if there is universal (edema ; whilst if the

effusion is inllannnatorv it will probably be unilateral, or else more marked in one side of Ihe

chest than in the other. In a few cases an extensive |)leuritic effusion in a iniddlc-aycd or

elderly jierson is the first indication that there is anything renal the matter, the diagnosis of

t'i'l. I'J. .^ki iL'i.ini -linuiiiL' s;iri'oiii:i of tin- riL'lit Iiiiil.'

sc<-oiiilar\- to >:in'olii;i of li ki.liic\'. Tlic pat-Ciit was a i;liilil, aL'f.l

li .veai^' GG .\I;ls<|.s olU.'w LTo'utli. H. Hfarl. The low cT mark
G I'Oiiits ill llic ilircitioii of till' low*"!' nia.ss of m'oulli, hut the line

lias not Ik-i'ii |iroloiiL.'..(l so far as lo tlie shadow of llie i,'routli

[Slnivinini hi/ llr. C. Thiirsltiii Ilnll'ini!.)
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red uiiiniiliir contractid kidney being eonlirmed by tlie urinary ehanges. big heart, ringing

aortic second sound, liigh blood -pressure, or by albuminuric retinitis.

Any of the severe blooil diseases, particularly Ilndahiii's disease, lymplimlciioma. leii-

kcemia, splenic nnamia. pseudD-lenktemia iiifaiUiini. and to a less extent peniicioiis ainemiti.

may give rise to inflanuiiation of any of the serous membranes, and thus lead to ascites,

pericarditis, or pleurisy with el'fusion. Tlic latter is seldom an early symi)tom in such cases,

ho\ve\er. and the diagnosis will generalh' be known already from the iiresenee of pronounced
.\n.emi.\ (p. 20). enlargement of the Lymphatic (Ji.ands (p. 376). or enlargement of the

Spleen (p. 628), with or without ]jathognonionic l)lood-changes already discussed under

these various headings.
Pleuritic effusion may sometimes be secondary to infection of tlie pleurce from inflani-

mfiloifi chnnaes beloiv the dinphrasm ; thus appendicitis may lead to micro-organisms tracking

up behind the ascending colon to reach the diaphragm, there perhaps producing a small

subdiaphragmatic abscess, or a local inllanunation which. sto|)ping short of pus formation,

ultimately subsides. The bacteria in eonlaet with the lower surface of the diajjliragm can

jtass through the latter and infect the ])leura without there being any actual perforation of

the diaphragm ;
it is noteworthy that jjassage ol' micro-organisms in the reverse direction

is so rare as almost to be negligible ; acute peritonitis often ])roduces acute i)leurisy. but

the latter, or even empyema, seldom produces peritonitis. Any intlanmiatory mischief

below the diajshragm may lead to dry pleurisy, pleuritic effusion, or eni])yema. One need

not enumerate all such causes, but they should be borne in mind as possibilities. There

may have been acute general ijeritonitis. or a more local inflammation of the peritoneum
tracking in the manner already described in connection with appendicitis. This is possible

when there is leaking from a gastric or duodenal ulcer : local iul'eetion from the gall-bladder :

jnosalpinx : pelvic ))eritonitis due to whatever cause : j)erinephrie inlhunmation secondary
to renal calculus or injury, acute ascending nephritis, tuberculosis of tlie kidney : hepatic
abscess or other inlhunmatory changes in or about the liver, such as infective cholangitis.

supi)urative i)yle])hlebitis, or the softening and breaking down of new growth, gununa. or

hydatid cyst. When the possibility of a pleuritic effusion being secondary to an abdominal

lesion of some kind is borne in mind, the diagnosis of the case is generally indicated, at

least approximately, by the ]>receding history and symptoms. If the fluid obtained smells

as though it were infected with Uncilliis coli coiinniinis. this would be an additional argument
in favour of some subdiajihragmatie cause.

Infairlion of the lima, whether thrombotic or embolic, is apt to cause dry jileurisy : but

if tlie infarct has been extensive, or is due to embolism from some sei)tie source such as a

lateral sinus or jugular vein thrombosis in connection with otitis media, or other similar

lesions causing venous clotting, the inflammation of the pleina tends to go further and

produce an eflusion which, at first serous, may later become purulent. The diagnosis is

sometimes obvious : but when after an operation, perhaps for excision of an inflamed

appendix, the patient a few days later develops pleurisy with effusion, it may not occur to

one that a possible explanation of the trouble is that more than one systemic vein in the

region of the right iliac fossa has become inflamed and thromboseil, and that ])orti<ins of

the clot have been detached and carried to the lung, where multiple infected emboli have

led to pleurisy and serous effusion, without going so far as to produce either abscess in the

lungs or empyema. Should luemoptysis occur in such eases, as it sometimes does, jjhthisis

may be feared: but it will be excluded by the absence of tubercle bacilli on rejieated

examination of the sputimi.

Occasionally the fluid obtained on needling the chest is distinctly clii/loiis. in wliieh

case the first suspicion to be aroused is that there has been some interference with the

thoracic duct, either by injniij or by an intrathoracic rieiv grozcth. Sometimes, however,

this rare symptom is due to remoter causes, such as chronic nephritis or leuhirmia. just as

these may occasionally produce chylous ascites (see p. .50) : in a few instances a chylous
effusion into the chest has cleared u]) after ta])|)ing. no ascertainable cause being found.

Multiple serosltis or polyorrhomenitls is a term used to express any condition in

wliidi there is recurrent inflammation and serous effusion into more than one serous mem-
brane. It generally affects the peritoneum, pericardiinii, and both i)lenrir either simultan-

eously or successively. It is not a disease in itself, so that the differential diagnosis of the

cause of the combined effusions has to be made upon the same lines as that described for
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each sci)iinitcly. There :iie eases in whieh. even when the ])atient dies, the precise nnlure

of the nniltiple senins in(Uunniations and ell'usions is oljscure : it is very i)()ssihU' that tlu-

original niicroljial cause has disapiieared. k'avini;- lieliind it so much iibrotic thi<l<(iiiiii; cil

the nienitjranes that even the normal seerelions are unable to drain away as last as I hey

should. Tlie result is that recurrent tappinj"- at comparatively short intiixais lHiii?nes

necessary, and the ])atient ultimately dies of exiiaustion. nothinij beinj; ronnil post nuirteni

except fibrous thickeninii of the ])eriti>ii<iiTii, |)erieardiuni. and ])lein-:e, \\il h iiiore or less

extensive ])erihepatitis. peris]jlenitis, adiierent periciirdium. and chronic nieiliastiriitis.

The neneral opinion is that the primary cause in these cases has been citlier acute rheuma-

tism or tuberculosis. Sometimes secondary malignant disease affects moic than one ol

the serous membranes at tlie same time, and produces a clinical picture xvhich al llrst

simulates chronic simple polyorrhomenitis ; there ;!re generally symptoms due In the

primary growlli : but oee:'.sionally. es|)eeially in eoiuieetion with diffuse eareincma nl

the stomach— "

iudiaruljljer-bottle
"

stomach—the primary growth causes ui< s\mpl s.

and the nature of the multiple scrolls effusions may be obscure unless parlii-lcs of new

growth can be dcleclcil hi the cent iifugali/,ed cicposit, or sceondai-y masses can be

found in the li\'er or Isniphatic glands. The jell supraclavicular glands slioiild be

examined carefulh' { /''/i'. 17, p. 4!»). S clirLics Ihc diagnosis is not arrised al niilil a

post-mortem <'\aininalion is made.
Hesi<les chronic lubereulous. rheumatic, and malignant polyorrhomenitis. : similar

condition may be due to Hright's disease or any of the severe anaanias : the differential

diagnosis of the serous effusions to wiiicli Ihesi' may give rise has been <liseusseil above.

.Careful exaunn.ilinn of Ihc lilood and urine, togclher with estimati<in of the blood-picssnrc.

examination of Ihc o|ilie discs, and routine jihysical examination of the \arious boily

.systems, arc csscniial before the eonecl diagnosis <'an be arri\ed at. Iliilml Fniicli.

CHEST, VARICOSE VEINS ON.- (.See X'kins. XMmkis,-. Tuokach'. |i. T.".;).)

CHEYNE-STOKES RESPIRATION, or periodic breathing, consists in llie oecnrrenee

of a siaies <if inspiralions. beginning with a haicll\- pcreei)tible movemcul increasing to a

maxiuunu. and then declining in force and length nulil they cease in a period of apncea of

some seconds' duration, during wdiich the iKiticiU ma\ ap|)ear to be dead, but .U Ihc iiid :il

which a low ins] lira I ion. followed by one more decided, and then others of increasinti de|illi.

mark the beginnint; of a new ascendin;; scries of inspiralions. which in their liirn. when

the maximum lias been reached. Iiceonie progrcssix ily smaller ;igaiii lo end in anolher

Fig. 43.

soft

period of apno'a ; and so on with more or less ])eriodieity {Fis,. -i:i). The duration of each

period varies from half a minute to two minutes or even more. There is a peculiar \ariet\

of periodic breathing in which, instead of a waxing and waning sequence, only I no oi- pci hajis

three rapid deep breaths are made at a time, with long jieriods of apmca between I hem -

a variety of periodic breathing which is sometimes spoken of as Biot's.

Periodic breathing mav occur dining sleep in the very young and in the very old without

there being any actual disease. In other ]icrsons C'hevne-Stokes breathing is generally a

late phenomenon, having been preceded by other symptoms, particularly uraniic or cardiac :

in a few cases of jirogrcssivc softening in the medulla oblongata secondary to arterial

degeneration. theyue-Stokes rcsjiiratiou may be the salient sym|jtoni in the case. Broadly

speaking, one may classify the chief causes of periodic breathing as follows :
—

1. Arterial, especially with Degenerative Changes in the Medulla Oblongata —
Arteriosclerosis, with or without L;i:iiiii!af kiiliicy.

Senile degcneiation.
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2. Uraemic, in cases of :-

Acute nepliiitis
Chronic nepliritis
Calculous tiiscase of tlio kiilncy

Tuberculous kidney
Ascending ne|)hritis, acute or

chronic

Cystic kidneys
Carcinoma of the kidney
Sarcoma of the kidney.

3. Chronic Heart Failure :
—

Secondarv to valvular heart disease

Secondary to myocardial defeneration, cspeci-

allv fattv or fibroid heart

4. Narcotic Poisoning, especially from

Secondarv to chronic obstruction in the lungs,

espcciallv from emphysema and bronchitis,

or liliroid lunj;

Associated with very high systemic blood-

pressure.

Mnrp!iia
Opium

Clilciral

ISulvl chloral hvdrate
Veronal

Siilphonal

5. Macroscopic Lesions of the Brain or its Coverings :

Meningitis, tuberculous, su])i)urative, i)ostcrior

basal, cerebrospinal

Hydrocephalus
Tumour of the brain, especially of the puns

or medulla

H;rmorrhage
Softeuincv of the brain secondary to :

Chronic arterial degeneration
Svphilis Caisson disease

Krnbolism General paralysis

.Malaria

Infective endocarditis

6. Acute Specific Fevers, such as :
—

Piuunionia
|

Diphtheria I

Cholera Typhoid fever I

The differential thagiiosis of these various conditions will he indicated by symptoms
and signs otfier than the Cheyne-Stokes respiration, for the latter will have occurred late

in the great majority of the cases. The nrine will be examined, the blood-pressure measured,

the jjhysieal signs of the heart noted, the retina examined for retinitis, optic neuritis, or for

choroidal tubercles, and careful inquiries will be made into the history. Where narcotic

poisoning may be suspected, the gastric contents may be recovered and analyzed, bottles

found untlcr suspicious circumstances may be examined in the same way, or evidence of

liypodermic injections sought for on the patient's body or limbs. When Cheyne-Stokes

respir.ition occurs as the main sym])ti)m in the case, the great probability is that there are

degenerative changes in tlie medulla oblongata, nearly always secondary to arterial degener-

ation, either senile, syphilitic, or sclerotic. When there have been obvious symptoms of

some other kind before Cheyne-Stokes respiration develops, the latter is far more important

from the prognostic than from the diagnostic standpoint. It is a sign of evil omen, though

in a few cases it has persisted for many months before the end came, and in a few it has

disapiieared entirely for the time being, even after it had been well marked for days or weeks.

Ilcrhcrl French.

CHILLS.—(See Ruioits. p. ,594.)

CHORDEE.—A condition in which, during erection, the ])enis, instead of rcmahiing

straight, becomes curved like a banana, either downwards or to one side. It is nearly

always due to gjnorrhira, though in rare cases it has resulted from injury without gonor-

rha>a. The differential diagnosis will depend upon the history and the existence or other-

wise of a urethral discharge containing gonocoeci. The condition itself is probably due to

intlammatory effusion into one corpus cavernosum, or the corpus spongiosum, as the case

may be : or, in the absence of inflammation, to blood extravasation from a burst vessel.

Fracture of the penis has occurred during resisted coitus, the diagnosis depending on the

history and the break that is palpaljle in the penis during erection. Ilcrhrrl Froirli.

CHYLURIA.—The jiassage of milky-looking urine, due to the admixture with it of

enuilsiticd fat. is known as ehyluria. It is not likely to be mistaken for phosphaturia.

even when the latter, especially after the largest meal of the day, causes the urine to be

almost like thin milk from the spontanctnis deposition of the excess of phosphates whilst

the urine is still in the bladder. The opacity in the latter ease disappears on the addition

of a drop or two of acetic acid, whilst the fat droplets of ehyluria do not clear vip with acids,

are obvious under the microscope, and may be brouglit out still more clearly by the ilsc

of special fat stains, such as osmic acid, sudan III. or saffranin. .\s a rule the \irine coagu-

lates on standing, and subsequently liquefies again, wlien it throws up a fatty scum and
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deposits a scdinicnt. The fat is iiKist i)leiitiful iifter meals wliich eoiitain fat : the deaiec

of ehyhiria eonseqiiently varies eonsiderably in the same i)atieiit. and ma.y sdinefinies l)e

ahiiost absent.

Tlie eommonest canse for tlie symptom is iid'cction l)\- Fihiiia smiiiiii/iis li(iiiiiiii\ in

tlie tropies. adnlts l)einu allirtcil i c oftiii Ihau rhildrcn. and females morr often than

males. There may or may not lie rUplitiiilidxIx at the same time ; Ihe diai;n<isis ma\ lie

suuuested by eosinoi)liilia and eonfirnied l)y the diseovery of Ihe embryos In llir blood

(PIdIc .\X\Ul. Fiil. F. ji. (il t).

t'hyluria mav also oeenr. lio\ve\e|-. in thoNr who lia\i' ne\er been aliroad. and il is

sometimes assoeiated in some way that is not yet fidly nnderslood with snb-aente nephritis :

there mav be ehylons ascites (;i. .->()) at the same time. The diagnosis depends upon llie

hislciry. the lieneral ledrma, the ana-mia. eardiae hypertrophy, and upon tin- diseovery o(

an abnndanee of albnmin with renal epithelial eells and tnbe-easis m the eentiifn<;ali/.ed

urinary deposit, as well as hit dro|j|(ts in the supernatant llnid.

Sometimes eliyluria dexelops ipute aj)art from any
renal lesion, either siHintaiieonsly or as the result of

abdominal injury : and it has !>enerall>' been hiund in

these rare eases that there has lieen either rnptnic ol

the reeelitaeulum ehyli. or else a bloekajie in the

thoraeie duet. The latter sometimes results in eases ol

maliunaut disease, especially carcinoma id' sonic liitia-

abilominal oruan with secondary (h'posils in the iilands

in the posterior meiliastimuM. 'I'lie dc\clopmeid of

ehvluria in suc'h cast's would lie a latr symptom, and

the di-aynosis woulil probably lia\i' bciai made aheady
on account of other symptoms, <-spcciall\ the disco\cr\

of a ]iriinary tunioiu'. It is impoi'tant not to lore -I

rectal and xayinal exanuiiation. lesl the jirowth sli(juld

be ]icl\ie. Ili-rbnt Fiimli.

CLAW-FOOT (Pied-en-grit"fe) (/-'/i;. ff) is nmch
liss common than ( Law -n ami. but it may arise fi-om

similar eausi's. The iidernal popliteal ner\c which

supplies the itderossei and lurnbricals of Ihe fool lliioui;li

its external plantar branch, is honiolonnus to the ulnar

nerve in the up))er extremity. Its bm'ied course in the

ley' does not. howevci'. ex[iose it to Ihe same ehauecs of

injm\" as the more supcrlicial ulnar ner\c, and eonsc-

ijucntly claw-foot is no| ollen tlie result of liaiiina.

IJisease or iiijuiy of the lirst and second saca'al senincuts

of s])ina.l roots may produci.' the characteristic delormitx

of the toes, in which case there would proba,bl\ be dls-

tm'banees of sensibility in Ihe eori'cspoudinL; cutaneous

areas. In acute poliomyelitis atleetiny those segments.

/', ;. 11,— il,iu-l,.

the diagnosis ih-pcnds on the

historv of onset, as in the ease of elaw-lian<l of similar oriuiii. F. Ffiiijnl;iir liiii\nnl.

CLAW-HAND (Maill-en-griffe) is the name used to destaibe a hand chaiacteri/,ed

by a elaw-lif;c ]iosition of the tinuers {Fig. 45). The lini;ers ai'c extended at the mctaearpo-

phalan<;eal joints_ and Hexed at both interphalanaeal joints. This ))osition is the result

of the over-action of the extensor eomnninis difiitornm and flexures dinitorum when un-

opposed by the normal antagonism of the interossei and Imnfjricals. It is not symptomatic
of any particular di.sease. but residts from any morbid condition which produces atroiihie

paralysis of the intrinsic hand nuisclcs so long as the loni;' extens(.>rs id' the llnecrs remain

intact. Progressive miiscntar (itrophi/. iiliKir jxiralysis. si/riiigotniieUii. eeniial jiiicli/iiiniiiiigHis.

(leute pdlionii/elitis, peroneal atrophi/. and snpenninieniri/ rihs are amonji' the conditions

which may give rise to elaw-hand to a lesser or greater degree. In any |iartieular case

the diagnosis of the miderlying condition dejiends on the residt of fm-ther in\estigation.

In progressive miiseiilur alropliy, wasting of the intrinsic hand nuisclcs is often an early
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symptom (p. 61), and a claw-hand may develop before the long extensor muscles of the

linoers have become involved in the disease. All four hngers are usually affected to an

approximately c(|ual extent, and there is often marked wasting of the thenar and hypothenar
euiinenees. When the abductor pollieis is also involved, the thumb tends to come into

line with the Hngers and gives an a])pearance to the hand resembling that of the ape (ape"s

hand). The Hexors of the wrist often become involved before the extensors, witli the

result that the wrist is hyperextended. and a •

preacher's liand
"

results. The absence

of |)ain and of all sensory disturbance, the gradual onset, and the general exaggeration
of the deep reflexes, serve to distinguish this condition from some of tlie other causes of

claw-hand.

In iibiftr ])(irali/.si.s the claw-position is uKjrc marked in the ring and little lingers than

in the middle and first fingers, owing to the fact that the two outer hnnbricals are supplied

by the median nerve. The adductor pollieis is the only thenar muscle to suffer, but the

hypothenar eminence is wasted. If the injury to the nerve is above the point where it

gives off the branch to the flexor carpi idnaris, the latter nuiscle will also be ]jaralyzed,
and flexion of the wrist will be carried out with a leaning towards the radial side. In ulnar

])aralysis the palsy is limited to the muscles supplied by the ulnar nerve, and there is

usually some sensory loss in the area of skin innervated by the latter.

The claw-hand of siiriiigo-

)in/iii(i (Fig. 4.5) resembles that of

pnigrcssive muscular atro])hy in

general appearance, and may show
the niodiheations to which the

term "

a])e"s hand
"

and "

]>reacher"s

hand
"

have been a])plied. The
nuiscular atrophy is not limited

to the distribution of a single

nerve, but involves the muscula-

ture iimcrvated by the eighth
cervical and first dorsal spinal

segments.—the segments, in fact,

in which the gliosis fre(|uently

f'n, I-. -Mn„...om,vdir , h.«-h„ni begins. The diagnosis depends on

the presence of dissociative anies-

thcsia. trophic and vasomotor disturbances such as whitlows, glossy skin (|)eau lisse).

main succulente, and is often corroborated by the occurrence of oculo-i)upillary pheno-
nuna. nystagmus, scoliosis, and evidence of spastic paralysis in the leg of the same side.

('crricdl pricliiiiiioiingHis only leads to a daw-hand when it interferes with the function

of the eighth cervical and first dorsal anterior roots, and leaves uninjured the sixth and

seventh cervical roots. The condition is generally bilateral with some asymmetry, and it

is usually associated with pain and ill-defined disturbances of sensibility in the two arms.

An nciile poliinni/clilis affecting the eighth cervical and first dorsal segments, and

leaving intact the sixth and seventh cervical segments, is uncommon. The history of

acute onset, with constitutional sym])toms such as headache, fever, vomiting, and convul-

sions, affords a clue to the diagnosis. The absence of sensory loss, and the ])ossible presence
of atrophic palsies in other parts of the body, form additional data in these eases.

In peroneal atrophy the diagnosis depends on the symmetry of the affection and the

l)rcceding or concomitant atrophy of the leg muscles, generally beginninL; in those supplied

by the ])eroneal nerve (see Figs. 20 and 21. jj. CO).

Supertiainerari) cervical ribs may lead to the production of a claw-hand wlien they
cause neurit ic changes in the trunk formed by the eighth cei-vieal and first dorsal con-

tributions to the brachial plexus. The muscular atrophy is ]ireccde(l by pain in the

arm and neck, and sometimes by vasomotor changes and diminution of the radial

])ulsc. Analgesia in the distribution of the eighth cervical and first dorsal-root areas

may also be detected, but the diagnosis may depend mainly on the skiagraphic discovery
of the rudimentary ribs (p. iV.i). E. Fanjiiluir liiizziird.

CLONUS, ANKLE.—(See Ankle-clonls, p. 39.)
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CLUBBED FINGERS, or Imlbdiis (Mil:irufiiu-iit of the soft parts nl I lie Iciiiiiiial

plialanm^. witli (i\xi-cui\ iiiu ol tin' nails botli transversely and lonnif uilinalls . are seen

eliaraeteristieally in morbus ca?ruleus. anrl also in association witli fibroid lunu. Tliev

are distiniiiiisjied readily from enlargement due to lionv ehanyes. sued as tliose of aeromei;al\'
and pulmonary osteoarthropathy.

Minor deyrees may occur with almost any disease that leads to |)ersistent eonyestion
cil terminal parts, such as mitral stenosis, mitral re;;ur<fitation. emphysema, chronic

lirnnchitis. pleurisy with ellusion. empyema, chronic jihthisis. some forms of aortic or

Mibela\ian aneurysm, asthma. |)ericarditis. adherent pericardium, mediastinitis. or

ine.liastinal neo|)lasm. In such cases, however, the cluhbina has to be looked for it does
licit thrust itself upon mie's notice : it may also pass away a;;ain when the cause is remu\ed.
for iiislaiicc when an empyema is

ci.ned by operation.
(tli\ioiis and extreme tiuuer-i'liili-

liiii'4 lias imly two main causes—
i-(iiii;iinial lic.ni disease with cyanosis
( /•')£;. Ki). especially iiulmonarv sten<isis

with or without a iicrforated inler\eii-

trieiilar ^e;itiun : and fibroifl luiii;,

espe<ially if associated with bronchi-

eelasis. 'I'lic distinction between tliese

two will ycnerally be ob\ ions. 'J"he

former dalis from infancy ami is

assiicialed with extreme evanosis and
a loud jiuimiinary sysli.he liriiil and
thrill: the latter develops later in

life, is selddiii associated with such

extriiiie cyanosis except whin the

|ialieiil is in extremis, ami is aceom-

|ianied by displacement of the heart

and other siyns of fibrosis of the luni;.

Dilfieulty may arise in those rarer

eases of coni;enital h.-art disease in

which there is no bruit—for in.stancc

when the heart yives off a single larne vessel, the place of the pulmonary arteries beiuy
taken by intercostal ves.sels—but even here the fact that the lividity is out of proportion
to the dyspiKca. and the history that the cyanosis and the finuer-elubbini date from
soon after birth, afford immediate clues to the diagnosis. C'oni;enital heart disease with-

out cyanosis—|)atent ductus arteriosus, for instance-does not jjivc ri-se to clubbed liniicrs.

In hiui; eases the diagnosis is cither obxious from the i)hysical signs: or else, if the

abnormal physical signs are so slight as by themsehes to suggest little more than bron-

chitis, the existence of marked clubbing of the lingers is important evidence that the

lung trouble is more exteiisixe than this, and that there is really nuich fibrosis, and jirob-

ahly bronehieetasis. too deep-seated to permit of the usual physical signs being detected
at the surface of the chest. .V moderate degree of clubbing of the fingers is sometimes
oliserved in cases of cirrhosis of the liver, particularly in that type which begins as splenic
an:rmia Hanti"s disease (see p. :57). This suggests that the elianges in the finger tips
lia\i' a chemical as wi'll as a mechanical factor in their causation. [hrhcrl Ficiiili.

i\tl(-ll|p ex ai

CLUB-FOOT, or TALIPES. .\iiy delormit\ of the fo.,t not limited to the toes

commonly goes under the name of elub-hiot. or talipes. 'I'lie diagnosis of the diffcrenl

forms of talipes is extremely diflicult. owing to the miiiiber of causes and the eomplieateil
nature of the deformities. It may be well. Ilierelore. to diliiie briefly the chief varieties

of simple deformity.
1. Talipes Equinus.— In this condition the hu'c part of the foot cannot be raised

to the normal degree. .\ny healthy adult is able, with the knee straight, to dorsillex the

ankle to such an extent that tlie ball of the great toe is two or three inches higher than the

prominence of the heel. The degree of dorsitlexion is e\cn greater in infants, but with
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advaiiciiiif years the movement beeomes limited, so that old jieople may hardlv he al)le

to dorsillcx the foot beyond the riuht aniiie.

2. Talipes Calcaneus.—In this eondition the heel is depressed and the fore jiart of

the foot elevated. Extension of the ankle is limited, so that the fore part of the foot mav
not toueli the uroimd in walkinj;.

:$. Talipes Valgus.—The foot is everted and aljdueteil at the ankle-joint, so that the

inner malleolus is too ])rominent.
t. Talipes Varus.—The foot is inverted and addueted at the ankle-joint, so that the

outer malleolus is too prominent. In this condition, however, there is more serious

deformity at the medio-tarsal joint, at whieh the fore ])art of the foot is addueted and
inverted.

.). Talipes Cavus.—The areli of the foot is too hiuh or hollow. This may lie due to

de])ression of the lore part of the foot, of the heel, or of both.

t'lub-feet may be divided into (I) The Congenital, (II) The Acquired.

I. CONGENITAL TALIPES.

Confienital tali|)es is usually (piite easy to diaynose. beeause of the history of the

jiresence and the nature of the deformity at birth. There are two ehief varieties of it :

(1) Equino-varus ; (2) C'alcaneo-valgus.

Sometimes the history is laekini; or misleading, and the shuiie of the feet has been

so altered by treatment or neglect that it is very dilHcult to distinguish the condition from

])iiralytic talipes, especially that due to ])aralysis of the lower neuron. In making the

distinction it is ini|5ortant to remember that the shortening is usually \ cry nuieh less in

congenital eases, and that wasting of the muscles, apart from tight s|)linting, is also much
less. Trophic idcers. and cold and l)lue feet, which are eonmion in cases of |)aralysis. do

not occur in congenital talipes. Moreover, the toes are not hyper-extended at the nieta-

tar.so-phalangeal joints, a condition connnonly present in |)aralytic talipes. The reaction

of degeneration is not present in congenital cases, thus distinguishing it from tali])es due
to comparatively recent paralysis of the lower neuron. Tlie retlexes are not exaggerated,
thus distinguishing it from talipes due to paralysis of the upper neuron. In congenital

equino-varus the small conical heel is not only raised but also turned inwards in a character-

istic way. and it is generally sejjarated from the inner aspect of the foot by a deej) furrow.

There is also a curious llattening on the outer side of the foot, just in front of the external

malleolus, where the skin is dinii)led and loose. There is also a furrow on the inner side

of the foot opposite the medio-tarsal joint. The varus is always worse than the ctiuinus,

whereas in (laralytic cases the equinus is usually worse than the varus. With care the

overstrctcheil weak nuiseles can be shown to be capable of voluntary contiactiou.

II. ACQUIRED TALIPES.

This condition may be subdivided as follows : (1) The paralytic, due to : (a) Disease

of the upper nemon ; {h) Disease of the lower neuron : (c) Primary mu.seular disease :

(2) Pcstural, e.g.. talipes valgus ; (li) Due to librosis of muscle, with retraction : H) Due
to bone disease ; (5) Due to joint disease : (G) Due to contracting scars ; (7) Due to

hysteria.
1. The Paralytic.—(«) In talipes due to destruction of the upper neuron the reflexes

are exaggerated and the ])lantar retlex is extensor ; whereas in talipes due to disease of

the lower neuron the rellexes are unchanged, diminished, or lost. Keaetion of degeneration

may be jiresent with lesions of the lower neuron, and absent with lesions of the upper.
Coldness and bhieness of the feet are only common in lesions of the lower neuron, and the

same is true of trophic ulcers. The shortening and wasting are generally much greater

in lesions of the lower neuron, and the distribution of the paralysis is much more irregular

than in these of the upper. When the disease of the upper neuron is in the brain, it is

usual for the arm as well as the leg to be paralyzed (infantile hemiplegia), or both feet may
be in\olved symmetrically (congenital spastic paraplegia). Oeeasionally there may be a

cerebral monoplegia. In any case the deformity due to disease of the upper neuron is

almost characteristic, and is mostly equinus. usually with a little valgus, but occasionally

with slight varus ; whereas when the lower neuron is affected the deformity is nearly
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always c<iuiiii)-vanis or talipes valgus. In (listiiisuisliiiii; varidus (Instructive lesions of
the upper neuron, the history and the nature of tlie (lel'orniity may helj). In hemiplrgid <,r

monoplegia there may be a history of flillieult labom-. with delivery hy forceps, inrlicating
injury to the cerebral cortex, or meniuf^cal liuniorrhafic with secondary fibrosis of the
motor area. The deformity may not be obvious for a year or more after birth, and it is

usually noticed first when the child beyins to walk. In other cases it may be due to
lln-oiiibosis of l/ic ccirbral iriiin followin<>' measles or intluenza. or to rupture of some of the
cortieal veins durinj; whooijinji-coiii;h or violent Hts of passion. Coiigcnilnl spiistir pant-
picgia is distinguished by its symmetry, and by the amount of spasm as shown by the

unexpected deu'ree of flexion of the ankles that can be produced by firmly pressiuL; upwards
the fore-parts of the feet. Moreover, there is usually some mental incapacity, and often
the history of nervous disease in the family. When the lesion is in the spinal cord, there

may be a history of spinal injury or evidence of spinal caries, or of growth causing a sjiastic
paraplegia. In (iini/otrii/ihir Intcral .sr/cm.s/.v there are signs of ])aralysis and wasting of
the ni)per limbs. Friedreich's iliscaw. or hcrcililnr// riliixji. is an occasional cause of talipes
equinus or e(piino-varus. It can be recognized by the iuco-ordination. the nystagmus.
the shirring of speech, the age of onset, which is usually about six to nine years, the absence
of knee-jerk, and tlie hallux ereetus.

(b). Lfnioiis (if Ihc loxccr iiciirnii may !» in the cord (infantile paralysis), or in the eauda
e(piina (spina biti.la), in the Imnlio-sacial cord or sacral ijlexus (e.g., carcinoma of the
rectum), or in the peripheral nerves (peripheral neuritis, injured sciatic nerve, or Tooth's
neuro-museular jiaralysis). Infiiiilile pardliisis results from acute anterior poliomyelitis,
and is distinguished by its irregular distribution, reaction ot degeneration, and its vaso-
motor and trophic lesions. It is fre(piently possible to show that the patient is unable to
use certain nmseles or groups of nuiscles. especially the anterior tibial and peroneal group.
It is unusual for Ihc paralysis to be limited to the leg : the thigh is often afleetcd to some
extent, and ulleri the op|)osite leg. It is impurtant to examine for spiim bifida: talipes
due to this is not necessarily symmetrical : one foot may be involved more than another,
and the deformity is often progressive. I ha\ e seen several eases of talipes ealcaneo-valgns
associated with it. and also pure eavns. and one very bad case of e<iuino-varus of one foot,
and equino-valgus ,,[ the other. The foot may tlrop in pcriphind neiirilis due to diphtheria,
lead poisoning, or alcoholism. In each of these conditions there is other evidence of the
<lisease. In many eases of growth in the jiehis the foot may drop owing to invasion of the
sacral ])lexus by the growth, which may be either sarcoma of the [jclvis or carcinoma of
the rectum. Woimds of the thigh, or the pressure of tight splints in the treatment of
fracttu'e, or the forcible extension of a contracted knee, may lead to paralysis of the sciatic
nerve, especially of its external popliteal branch. This may lead to talii)es equino-varus.
.\ similar deformity may follow injury of the lumbar spine with secondary luemato-rhachis,
or growth anywhere in the course of the sciatic nerve. I have known it follow the use of a
llodgen extension ajjparatus. Tooth's neiiro-miisnikir juirali/sis {Fig.s. -JO and 21, p. (iO)
causes paresis of the anterior tibial and peroneal nniscles. with talipes ecpiino-varus and
marked cavus, and deformity of the toes. It may be distinguislied from infantile paralysis
by the synunetrieal affection of both feet, by the wasting of the thenar eminences, and the

history (jf similar deformity in the family, and from the primary nuiscular dystrophics
by the occurrence of reaction of degeneration.

((). PriitKirii Miisniliir Disease.—In primary muscular paralysis (see .Vtropiiy, Mvs-
ciL.\R, p. 59) talipes may be developed late in the disease ; but as a rule the patients do
not live long enough for the deformity to become a striking feature. The family history
assists the diagnosis, and in the pseudo-hypertrophic form there is the eharactcristie way
in which the i)atient raises himself from the supine position hy rolling into the prone position
and then lilting himself on his toes and hands, and working his hands up the fronts of the
thighs.

2, Postural.—.Acquired talipes valgus may be due either to posture or to paralysis
of the tibiales muscles. \Vhen a jjatient attempts to adduct and invert the fore-part of
the foot, the tendons of these nmseles can be seen to stand out when they are not paralyzed.
The foot may be forced into a cramped position by tight boots, and a form of talipes
cavus may thus develop, with marked deformity of the toes, which are hyper-extended at

metatarso-phalangeal joints and flexed at the others. This condition must not be
D «
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confounded witli a sitnihir one due to paralysis of the small muscles of the foot, especially
the interossei and lumbricales.

3. Fibrosis and Contracture of tiie Muscles of the Calf.—Xevy rarely the calf muscles

may contract as a result of an ischaMiiia analonous tn that occurrina; in the fore-arm. and

leading to contracture of the wrist and finiiers (Volkmann's contracture. Fifi. 58. p. 141).
The same condition may develop as a result of cellulitis of the calf muscles, often

associated with coni])ound fracture of the leg. or with acute necrosis of the tibia. In all

these conditions it is important to prevent the development of tali])es e((iiinus.

4. Bone Disease.—Injury or intlainmation of the tibia near the epiphyseal lines in

youth may lead either to arrest or over-growth of the affected bone. This is not uncommonly
a cause of talipes, which can be recognized if care be taken to make comparative measure-
ments and ,1-ray examinations of the bones.

5. Joint Disease.—In fractures into the ankle-joint, such as Pott's and Dupuytren's
fractures, a very bad form of talipes equino-valgus may form unless care be taken to

correct the deformity and to keep the ankle moving. Talipes eipiinus may arise as a result

of the maltreatment of sprains or arthritis of the ankle, either septic or tuberculous, unless

care be taken to keep the joint dorsillexcd during treatment.

6. Contracting Scars.—Occasionally talipes equinus follows severe burns or lacera-

tions of the skin of the leg or foot. The diagnosis is usually obvious from the scars.

There may be some wasting of the muscles from want of growth of the limb from disuse.

7. Hysteria.—Hysterical club-foot may be suspected from the associated symptoms
and conhrnud by the absence of any change in the electrical reactions, by the variation

of the deformity, and the flisproportionate amount of sjiasm. which passes off during sleej)

and under an ana'sthetic.

Finally, it is to be remembered that if a normal nnisclc is left in one ])Osition over a

long ])eriod with its points of origin and insertion unduly ai)pri)ximated. it may presently
be found to be impossible to lengthen it out pro])erly again : it is in this way that contrac-

tures of muscles are apt to occur during the course of long febrile illnesses—enterica for

instance—when the patient may remain curled up in bed for weeks. If the limbs are

passively extended and flexed each day, no contracture results, but it sometimes hajjpens
that the neglect of this ])recaution is followed by persistent contracture of what had hitherto

beenTnormal nuiscles. and one of the likely results of this is club-foot. U. 1'. limclaiids.

COITUS, PAINFUL.—('5t'c Dyspakeinia. p. urn.)

COLIC.—This is a word often used very loosely for any severe abdominal pain,

especially of a kind which tends to wax and wane in intensity. Such pain may be associ-

ated with disease in almost any one of the abdominal viscera, and the word colic is applied

<)uite commonly to the jjain caused by the passage of a calculus down the bile-duct (biliary

colic) or the ureter (renal colic). The name ' mucous colic
'

is also used by some writers

for the disease usually known as muco-niembranous colitis. It is better, however, to

restrict the term colic, used without a (lualifying adjective, to pain caused by contraction

of the intestine, of a cramp-like nature, caused by local irritation or by general poisoning,
in the absence of any organic disease of the bowel. Diagnosis therefore mainly consists

(1) //( cxiii((liiig such nrgfiiiic iiffcctidtis : and ('!) In nsccrtninitig, so far tis passible. Ilic causi

of the local spastti.

In order to exclude organic disease a careful examination of the whole abdomen
is needed, as well as obscrvati(jn of the general condition of the sufferer. It must be

remembered that in simple colic there may be \omiting. sweating, and some degree of

collapse owing to the severity of the pain. The patient's temperature is not, however,

usually raised; the abdominal walls mo\e freely on respiration : and there is little or no
local tenderness, jjrcssurc being often a relief to the pain, so that the sufferer tends to press
his abdomen against a pillow or other support. Though the face exhibits an expression
of pain, there is not the ])inched. anxious facies so characteristic of grave abdominal

troubles ; and the patient is likely to throw himself about instead of lying still as in such

conditions as peritonitis or intestinal obstruction. The pulse is not often markedly
affected ; it may even be imdidy slow, but in nervous subjects the anxiety and jiain

may cause some rise in its frequency.
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The liilfcrfrit allri'tioiis wliic-li may yivc risf tn uhiluiiiiual pain liable to In- called

colic by patients are : Acute iiUestiiial olistructiim, intussusception, appendicitis, and

possibly even jjcilorative peritonitis : colitis and ulcerative diseases of the colon ;

nialinnant disease of the intestine : pancreatic disorders, acute and chronic : uaslric pain,

especially that encountered in cases of jjyloric obstruction ; intestinal neuralgia, and

referred pains in spinal caries and in cases of [jrcssurc ))y tumours or aneurysms : gastric

and intestinal crises in locomotor ataxy: chronic plumliism (p. lit-): and renal and

biliary colic.

Takinu the diaiiuostie features separately :
—

Rise of temperature above 100^ F. will indicate the existence of some inllammatory
affection, such as appendicitis. The ])ossibility of thoracic disease, such as pneumonia
or diaphrasiiuatic pleurisy, causing abdominal pain, must be borne in mind : but such pain
is not really colicky in character. (See 1'ain. Ahdomin ai.. p. V2i.)

Voiuitiny that is repeated and severe does not occur in simple colic. It sugncsts the

existence of intestinal obstruction, if the temperature of the ])atient is normal or subnormal,
or of some form of iicritonitis if there be fever. In the former condition a hecal odour

may be noted in the vomit ; in nencral peritonitis the vomitins; may be characteristic,

large quantities of lluid being brought up with little effort : but these signs occur late in the

course of these condilions (see N'oMlTlNc, p. 7(>.">). The colii'ky pains associated with gastric

dilatation clue |o pyloric obstruction are likely lo nul with I lie expulsion of a large (plant I ty
of foul fermenting material. The dilatation of the stomach may be ascertained by noting
the existence of splashing in the organ when the fingers are

"

dipjjed
'

sharply in the epi-

gastric region : by eliciting an increased area of tympanitic resonance : by observing the

peristaltic mo\c-mcnls of the hypertrophied walls of the stomach, as seen by inspection
of the abdomen : by discoxery in the vomit of fooil taken some days previously, as well

as of organisms of fermentation (toruke and sarcina^. Fi<>. 121. p. 241). the vomitcrl matter

being generally foul and frothy: and by examination wilh tln' ,i'-rays after exliibilion

of a bisnuith rucal ( /''/f. 1 2.S. )i. 2li.S).

Tenderness ,ind ligidily of the abdominal wall aic usually absent in colic. When
conjoined. the>' point to alleetiou ot the peritoneum : tenderness ;ilone indicates disease

of some viscus. as in colitis, when it is found along the course of the colon, in iidcstiual

or gastric ulceration, and so forth.

Slight fullness ol the abdomen may exist in cases of colit-, but it is usually incon-

spicuous : more often the abdominal walls are rclnieted. Considerable distention indicates

some organic trouble, such as cirrhosis of the li\cr. intestinal obstruction, or peritonitis.

A contracted portion of bowel may sometimes be fell. This nnist be distinguished

from an actual tumour or inllammatory mass, and from the elongatcil swelling fi'lt in

intussusception, 'i'hc spasmodically contracted gut of colic is of small diameter, and may
be felt to relax as the jiain subsirles and to hardi'ii again with a fresh exacerbation.

Constijiation is the lule in patients suffering from colic, and if a motion is passed it

is small and hard. The ajjpearance of iliarrhiea will point to some affection of the bowel,

such as colitis. In mucous colitis, which is associated with severe pain, hard scybala may
be passed along with casts of the intestine (/'\'g. 172, p.;!9S) or large shreds of nmcus : these

may take the form of rolls resembling segments of tai)e-worm, but can easily be Moated

out if ])laeed in water (see below). The appearance of any blood per anum will show that

something more than mere colic is jiresent (see Hi.oon vi:n Aniji. |). 75).

.Attacks of severe abdominal pain occur in gouty and arteriosclerotic sulijccts. aceom-

anied by giddiness, nausea, and sometimes vomiting ('angina abdominalis ") : there

may be slight jaundice. Examination of the pulse will reveal increased tension and

possibly (ILscasc of the arterial wall, and the troubk' yields rai)idly to nitroglycirin tablets

and iodides.

Pain associated with a movaljle kidney {DifU's crises) might be described by the sufferer

as colic. Such attacks are characterized by sudden pain, nausea, faintncss. and collapse :

there may be blood in the urine (see ILtsm.\ti"1U.\. ]>. 280). In some instances the kidney
is enlarged as well as movable, owing to develojiing hydronephrosis.

Intestinal ncnridgia may be dillicult to distinguish from colic, as both arc alike

functional disorilers without organic disease. Xt'uralgia is likely to occur in an ana'uuc,

ill-noiu-ished person of neurotic tvpe : it arises without obvious exciting cause, and may
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recur at tlie same time oi the day with some regularity. The pain lias not the eramp-
like character of colic, but is aching, boring, or darting. It is a very rare disorder, and
can only be recognized by exclusion of all organic disease and of the intestinal spasm
associated with colic.

The gastric or intestinal crises of locomotor ataxy may be indistinguishable from colic,

except by recognition of the other symptoms of the disease—absence of knee-jerks, ataxy,

.•Argyll Robertson ])upils, lightning jKiins and girdle-sensation. Examination of the blood

and cerebrospinal lluid may reveal the presence of the \Vasserniann reaction, and excess

of lym])hocytes may be found microscopically in the latter fluid.

In children, who are s])eeially liable to suffer from attacks of colicky ]>ain due to

indiscretions in diet, it is important to bear in mind the possibility of appcndicilis, on the

one hand, as a cause of abdominal pain, and on the other of Pott's disease, which may give
rise to pain referred to the front of the abdomen. Examination of the spine in these latter

cases may reveal the existence of rigidity and tenderness, perhaps some prominence of

one or more vertebral spines, and examination with the ^--rays may give positive evidence

of caries of the bodies of the vertebra".

Appendicular Colic.—This term is sometimes applied to attacks of pain in the right

iliac fossa. Their association with disease of the a])pendix is doubtful. A])pcndicitis

may ensue subse(|iiently. but it is as likely that the original attacks may have been due
to colitis (typhlitis), which afterwards spread to the appendix, as that this organ was at

fault throughout. Unless the signs of appendicitis are present (p. 454). the condition

cannot be recognized with certainty. In all cases of doubt as to the cause of colicky pains,
an examination per rectum is advisable ; it may reveal the presence of inflammation in

the appendicular region, or of an intussusception, in quite unsuspected cases.

The term mucous colic is sometimes used as a synonym for mucous colitis. The
disease is characterized by obstinate constipation and l)y attacks of abdominal i)ain,

during or after which shreds and rolls of mucus, or even casts of large portions of the

bowel (Fig. 172. ]). .'SiliS), are evacuated along with scybalous masses. The casts lloat out

in water and are often s])oken of as • skins
'

by jtatients who suffer from this malady.

Microscopically they consist of mucus with few leucocytes or epithelial cells.

Biliary Colic.—The passage of a calculus down the bile-ducts gives rise to se\ere and
even agonizing pain in the right hypochondriuni. It is of a colicky character, but it is

apt to be more intense than that of simple colic. It may be accompanied by vomiting,

sweating, and collapse. Shivering is frequent, and if present is suggestive of this trouble.

The pain is likely to [)ass roimd into the right side and to the angle of the right seapida :

it may even be referred to the tip of the right shoulder. If the calculus lodge in the common
bile-duct, jamidice will result. Its depth will vary with the degree of obstruction, and
while the colic lasts it is not likely to be very intense. Palpable enlargement of the gall-

bladder is (luite exceptional in cases of gall-stones. Actual proof of the cavise of the colic

may sometimes be obtained by finding a stone in the fa?ces, by jiassing them through a

coarse sieve under a current of water. Attacks of gall-stone colic are liable to recur, and

a history of previous illness of the same kind may aid in the diagnosis. Women are rather

more subject to gall-stt>nes than men. and fat subjects suffer more than thin. The malady
is most often encountered in middle life. In some instances examination with the ,i'-rays

may afford confirmatory evidence of the existence of calculi in the gall-bladder ; but

failure of such contirmation does not exclude their presence, as their substance is not very

o|)a(iue to these radiations.

Pancreatic Colic, due to |)assage of a calculus along one of the ducts of the gland,

may occur, but can scarcely be diagnosed. It is characterized by severe, deeply
seated pain in the epigastrium, sometimes extending to the back and loins. Exactly
similar attacks of pain occur in chronic pancreatitis, and may be accompanied by
.shivering, or actual rigors. Intense jaundice may also be seen in this malady, and an

enlarged gall-bladder can usually be felt. The condition can only be recognized when
there are present other signs of ])ancreatic disease—wasting, pigmentation of the skin,

and the passage of bulky, offensive stools, containing large (juantities of fat. I'hemical

examination may show that much of this fat is neutral (unaltered) fat, with less than

the usual proportion of fatty acids (p. 101). ."Microscopical examination may reveal

the jtresence of unaltered meat-tibres in the motions. The urine may contain sugar.
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and Cammidge's Tf.st {]>. 1(10) may \>v aiiplied to it, tliouiih the tnislwdrthiiuss of lliis

ri'actiim is not yet estahlislRMl.

Renal Colic—The distiiifjuisliiuii' features of the jxissiige of <i calcnliix doieii llie iirr'er

are similar to tliose of l>iliarv eoHe. hut the ])ain starts in one loin and radiates (h^vvnvvards

to the thigh and to the testiele in tlie mak-. to tlie hibiuni inajiis in the female. The urine

may eontain blood, and also epithelium, from the pelvis of the kidney and from the ureter.

Frequency of micturition is often marked, hut the ((uantity of urine may he small : it

may even he suppressed temjiorarilw If the calculus become imjjacted in the ureter a

swellinii may subsequently ajipear iu I lie loin, due to the formation of a hydronephrosis.
The pain may cease suddenly when the stone [jasses into the bladder. The ,r-rays are of

considerable value in deteeting the concretion (Fiii. l!fJ, p. t.).)). provided the bowels be

empty so that shadows due to seybala can be avoided.
The i)ain due to the presence of a lahulus in the latliici/ can hardly be mistaken hir

colic, but occasionally the symptoms of this condition may precede an attack of renal

colic. A history, therefore, of |jain in the loin, frequency of micturition, and the appearance
of blood in the urine, may hel]) in the diaonosis of the latter condition. Tuberculous
disease of the kidney, in which the symi)toms may be very similar, thougli apt to be accom-

panied by more wasting and by evening pyrexia, may give rise to colickv attacks if blood-
clots (tv caseous masses lodge in the ureti'r. Pus ami tubercle bacilli mav be found iu

the urine. DietTs crises have been referred to abo\e.

The principal causes of Intestinal Colic are iiidigrstihlr I'ikkI. (dcaldiUc (wccss, and lf<iil-

liiiisiiiiiiiii. This last should be clinLinalcd lirst. It is characterized by symi)toms described
on p. :! t. There will usually be a history of some occupation involving contact with lead—
paiiitijig, gla/.ing, type-setting, or mauul'actin-e of some com|)ound of lead : but the possi-
i)ilil\ of poisoning l)y drinking-water or by beer which has stood iu contact with leaden

jiipcs unist be remcmbererl the latter cspceiilly iu potmen. The chief signs of alcoholism
are given on

|i. 7'_'(i. In cases due to iudigeslibk- limd. a history of llic consumi)tion of
fried fish, shcll-iish. pork, raw fruit, or other suspicious matter may he obtained. The
pain is more likely to mo\c along the course of the colon than to remain fixed in the centre
of the abdomen (u- at some special point, as if usually docs iu lead colic. In infants, colic

may be caused by hard curds of nulk, and be indicated by drawing up of the legs and
screaming. In older children, unripe apples, plum-stones, and similar delicacies are often
the siiuree of the trouble, and fruit-stones may be discovered subsct|uently in the nifitions.

It'. Cecil Btisiinijiift.

COLOUR BLINDNESS. -(See \-ision-. Dkfi-cts oi-, j). T(i-_>.)

COMA is a state of unnatural, heavy, deep anil prolonged sleep, often accompanied
liy sIdw sIi Ttorous (ir irregular breathing, and frc(|Uently ending in death. It may be
due to a large number of different causes, which may be classified into two main groups,
namely : [A) Cases in which coma is not a |)romincnt symi>tom early in the maladv. but

only in a late stage, when the nature of the disease has already been suggested by other

synqitoms : and (/{) Cases in which coma conies on early and may be the most prominent
featuri' of the case.

(iiiiiip A includes-

1. Certain Severe Fevers iu which coma may occur as a terminal jilu iiomcnou :

•|'\|.liiis Irscr .Measl.'s Blaekwater lever

r\|ili(>iil Irver Scarlet lever .Alalignaiit malaria
•^'lioleia Hlieiuiialir lever Infective emloi-anlitis.

Dyscutc-ry Yellipw lever Diplithcria.

2. Acute Inflammatory Lesions of the Brain or the Cerebral Meninges :

Acute eiiee|ilialitis 'ruluaculcms meningitis l^liideiiiie eerelinispiiial luenin-

Su))purative meningitis I'nsterior basal meniicjitis gitis, or spntteil lever

3. Certain Less Acute Lesions of the Central Nervous System :

Cerebral tuinoiu- Post-cpileptie state DisseiniTiiitecl sclerosis
Cerehral abscess (.eruTal panilysj , of tlie insane Syphilis iif the brain

-J. Diseases in which General Metabolism is probably at Fault :

Urawnia
j

Chokemia Raynaud's <liseasc
Diabetes

1 Addison's disease i .Mvxa'dema
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Group B includes tlie following conditions—
1. The Results of Head Injury:

Conijiression by meningeal Concussion I Fracture of the l)asc of the

hicmorrhage Depressed fracture
|

skull.

2. Vascular Lesions of the Brain :

Emholisni i Thrombosis : (a) arterial, (6)
|

the superior longitudinal.

Ha-morrhage I of a venous sinus such as

3. The Acute Effects of Drugs, particularly :

Alcohol ( arbon monoxide Trional

Opium Absinthe I Tctronal

Morphia Chloral hydrate Bromides
Carbolic acid Veronal Chloroform and other anaes-

Oxalie acid Suli>honal thetics.

4. The Chronic Effects of Chemicals, especially plumbism : (Saturnine encephalopathy).

5. The Effects of Extremes of Temperature: Heat stroke
\

Excessive cold.

C. Excessive Loss of Blood from :

Ruptured tubal gestation Ha>matemesis
|

Intestinal bleeding
Post-jiartum haiuorrhage i Duodenal bleeding Ruptured aneurysm.
Ila-moptysis i j

7. Stokes-Adams' Disease.

8. Sudden Nervous Shock.

!). Hysterical Trance.

Although it is generally possible to make a broad distinetion between the two groups
enumerated above, it is necessary perhaps to point out that some conditions which usually

give rise to other symptoms before they produce coma, sometimes pass unrecognized until

coma supervenes. This applies, for example, to certain cases of diabetes mellitus, ura?niia,

su))|)nrative meningitis, or cerebral abscess or timiour : whilst, conversely, some conditions

which usually exhibit coma early, may not do so until after there have been other sym-
jjtonis to indicate the nature of the case. It is not necessary to enter into the differential

diagnosis of those conditions m which other pronuncnt symptoms have ])rcceded coma.
When coma is either the first or the most prominent symptom in the case, it is

ini])ortant to arrive as near the correct diagnosis as may be at the earliest ])ossible moment,
the case being relegated to one or other of the following four classes, which difler from one
another radically as regards treatment :

—
1. Cases in which immediate trephining is retpiired, c.ii.. for meningeal hipmorrhage.
2. Cases in which active treatment by lavage of the stomach or by the administration

of antidotes is required, as in opium or other poisoning.
.'}. Cases in which active medicinal or physical treatment is required : for instance,

diabetic coma re(|iiiring the administration of alkalies, or ura'mia re(|uiring venesection.

4. Cases in which absolute rest is indicated, especially in cerebral h:emorrhage.
When investigating a case, notice first whether there is any evidence of unilateral

paralysis : the pupils may be markedly unequal, one cheek may be more jiuffcd out on

expiration then the other, one arm or leg may fall more limply than the other ; there may
be differences between the two knee-jerks or the two plantar reflexes : there may be

conjugate deviation of the eyes. If there is distinct evidence of unilateral paresis or

paralysis, there is almost certainly a cranial or intracranial lesion—haemorrhage, embolism,
fracture, tumour, abscess, thrombosis, or meningitis. Next, exanune the head with particu-
liir care to see if there arc any signs of injury : the presence of a seal]) wound or even of a

fracture does not of course prove that this is the i)rimary cause of the coma, for the ])atient

may have become imconscious. from a cerebral ha-morrhagc for example, and in falling

may have struck his head, in which case the injury is due to the coma, and not the coma
to the injury. Some of the greatest dilliculties in diagnosis ari.se on this account, particularly
when the patient has previou.sly taken sufficient alcohol for his breath to smell of it. and
to suggest that he is drunk. Careful observation for several hours may be required before

the diagnosis can be settled, and even then errors are sometimes unavoidable. A clear

history is generally lacking, but if available it often assists materially in deciding the nature
of the case. The ears and nose should be examined with care to see whether cerebrosjjinal
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fluid or hlooii is ooniiii"; from eitlicr. as an indication tluit tlicrc is a fracture at the base of

the skull : lilooil coming forward into the subconjunctival tissue may afford similar

evidence.

Cerchiiil /i<riii<irrhii!ic is much more conunon in an elderly tliau in a youn;,' person,

wliilst the reverse is true of emlxilisni. 'I'lic latter may occur instantaneously, whilst

luemorrhaj^e produces coma rather more i;radually : and thrombosis, syphilitic or other-

wise, often leads to heniipleijia so jfradually that no coma occurs. The presence of albu-

minuria with casts, with a hi<;h blood-pressure as measured instrumcntally ; the history,

in an elderly man. of a |)revious seizure of a similar kind with definite hemiijleiiia,

especially if there is also an enlarged heart with a lumpy first sound at the impulse, or

perhaps a local systolic bruit there, with a ringini; aortic second sound, woidd all indi-

cate cerebral h;vmorrhaj;e, associated with defective arteries and jjerhajjs with granular
kidnev, .Mbumiiuiric retinitis should be looked for. Strong evidence in favour of

cerebral eniholinin would be afforded by a previous history of acute rheumatism and the

existence of a presystolic or other bruit indicative of organic heart disease, especially if

there are signs (p. :{4) suggesting that fungating endocarditis has supervened.

Supposing there is no evidence of a UTiilateral paralysis, it does not immediately
follow that none of the above conditions are present : one form of cerebral h;emorrhage
in particular that may cause no unilateral paralysis is paiitine lia'tiwrrlidge : this might be

suggested at once by the very small, almost pin-point i)upils, though similar pin-point

pupils mav be due to tipiiirii poisonittg. The thermometer affords a nutans of diagnosis

between these, for (ipium poisoning leads to a subnormal temperature, whilst ha-morrhage
into the pons X'arolii causes the tem|)erature to rise even to the point of hyperpyrexia.
The diagnosis of other varieties of coma due to poisoning can seldom be arrived at accu-

ratelv unless the circumstances of the case either allow of an analysis of the gastric contents,

or else point to the patient having taken an over-dose of one f)f the drugs mentioned in

the al)ove list, either aeeidenlally or with suicidal intent, 'i'he bottle may be hiund near

the jjaticnt.

Coma due to pdismiiiig by carbon nuitKiride is sometimes ol^vions from the patient's

bright clierrv-rcd colour : it is impossible to conxcrt the carboxyha>moglol)iii in his blood

into reduced haiiioglobiu by the ordinary ainmoniurn sulphide method : and there is

generallv direct evidence of the mode of poisoning, such as the fact that the patient is

found in a room with the windows shut ami the gas turned on, or has been subjected to

the fumes of slow combustion from a stove, brazier, limekiln, or some other lire wlii<li

has been Imrning with an insuHieient supply of oxygen,
Siitiniiiiie oiccplinlopdiliii is very variable in its s\ niptoms : it may take the form of

epileptiform convulsions: more or less dementia; continued coma; acute mania;

indeed, its nuiltiformity is one of its chief features. The occupation of the patient may
point to the diagnosis forthwith, or there may be a lilue line upon the gums or other signs

of lead poisoning (p. 84). Not infrequently, however, the nature of the case gives rise

to much perplexitv before the diagnosis is idtimatcly made. One method of arriving at

the latter is to collect ;iu abundance of urine, evaporate it to dryness, and apjily the tests

for lead to the residue ; or to test for lead in the fa'ces. The case is apt to be mistaken for

either cerel)ral ha'morrhage. cerebral tumour, or general paralysis of the insane. Optic
neuritis mav be due directly to plumbism. and this makes the differential diagnosis still

more <lillicult. unless there is clear collateral evidence of lead poisoning.

Mi/.radcnin is generally diagnosed from the facies (p. 38) and general state of the

.subcutaneous tissues, or from the results of thyroid treatment ; occasionally, however,
one meets with a case in which the mental symptoms so far outweigh the others that the

nature of the malady is apt to escape attention altogether. .An attack of coma is rarely

the first sign, though it may l)e ; more often there is a longish history of progressive mental

slowness, sometimes with delusions, and often ;issoeiated with attacks of irascible excitation

alternating with tits of deiiression ; or with bouts of mental lethargy stopping short, as

a rule, of actual coma.
Coma due either to heal stroke or to exposure to c.rccssive cold is generally indic;ited

by the collateral evidence, especially as regards the temperature of the patient's surround-

ings, or his having been exposed to very strong sun's rays when at work. The chief

diffieultv will be to make certain that there is not luiy \aseular lesion of the brain. When
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there is doubt, the course of the case may indicate its nature, lieat -stroke generally recover-

ing rapidly, or ending fatally with hyperpyrexia : but sometimes, even in a fatal case, the

diagnosis may remain in doubt imtil a post-mortem examination has been made.
Acute encephalitis is a disease of children rather than of adults ; its general symptoms

are those of acute meningitis ; the patient becomes unconscious more rapidly, however,
than is usual with the latter, and yet, notwithstanding the apparent severity of the illness,

recovery may occur, either within a few days or a week or two. The diagnosis rests upon
the course and reco\ery, for in the earlier stages it will nearly always have been regarded as

acute meningitis. The same aitplics to acute llironihosis of the superior longitudinal sinus,

the diagnosis between which and acute encephalitis or meningitis is generally one of opinion

only, unless operative measures are resorted to, or a post-mortem examination made. Optic
neuritis, as well as headache, vomiting, and general convulsions, may occur in all three.

General paralysis of the insane does not as a rule give rise to coma and epileptiform
convulsions until the nature of the case has been indicated already by the mental and

physical changes—particularly- the ideas of grandeur, the loss of highest cerebral control

in one way or another, the changes in disposition, and the inability to perform the finer

movements reriuired for wTiting, dancing, playing the [jiano or violin, jjainting, and so

forth, in which the ])atient may at some time previously have been an adept. Occasion-

ally, however, notwithstanding some alterations in the mental character, the diagnosis of

general j)aralysis may not have entered one's mind in a given case until a sudden syncopal
seizure, with or without convulsions, attracts jjarticular notice to it. It is not impossible
that such a case may even then be mistaken for one of sever cerebral haemorrhage, and
it may be treated as such until it is found that the coma, severe though it may have been,

passes off rapidly in a way that would not liave been the case had it been a haemorrhage
of corresponding severity. The recurrence of these attacks will make the diagnosis certain,

even if it remains in doubt for a time, and examination of the cerebrospinal fluid for

excess of small lymphocytes or for \Vassermann"s servnn reaction will serve to clinch the

diagnosis in most cases.

Severe hwinorrhage other than cerebral as a cause for coma is usually indicated at

once by the su<lden extreme blanching, not only of the patient's cheeks, but also of his

lips and mucous membranes. The pulse-rate rises to 100, 120, or even 150, according
to the amount of blood that has been lost : if there has been external evidence of the

haemorrhage, the differential diagnosis will be arrived at as discussed under such headings
as H.EMATEMKsis, IT.E.MOPTVSis, Mi:trorru.\gia, etc. If the bleeding has been internal

in a healthy person, the commonest cause is duodenal ulcer in a man. pelvic ha'matocele

or ru])turcd tubal gestation in a woman : similar blanching in cases of typhoid fever would

point to intestinal bleeding. The coma in such cases comes on suddenly, but it does not

long remain profound. It is often preceded by amaurosis, and may be accompanied by
epileptiform convulsions, so that acute uraemia may be simidated.

When an aortic aneurysm ruptures either into a bronchus, the oesophagus, trachea,

stomach, or bowel, the amount of blood-loss seldom leads to coma, but rather to sudden
death ; sometimes, however, when the bleeding is into some closed space such as the

mediastimmi or retroperitoneal tissue, the blood-escape is checked to some extent, and
acute l>lanching with coma ])recedes further bleeding and death. Rupture of an aortic

aneurysm into the pericardium causes sudden death before the amount of blood lost has

been sullicient to i)roduce marked blanching.
The phenomena of Stokes-.Adams" disease are described on p. SH.

Hysterical or functional trance is an affection of young women, and it is not very
common : the diagnosis is arrived at by a process of exclusion, and until the case has been

watched for some time its nature may not be obvious unless there have been other hysterical

symptoms previously (p. 46.)). It is a dangerous diagnosis to make until every other

possible cause for coma has been considered and satisfactorily excluded, for it is not

dillicult to jump to the conclusion that coma in a girl or young woman, really arising

perhaps from a cerebral tumour or abscess, is due to a neurosis. It is most important
to examine the optic discs with great care, lest there should be optic neuritis, the latter

never being functional. Herbert Frencli.

CONJUNCTIVITIS.—(See Evr., .\cute Inflamm.\tiox of. p. 2.31.)
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CONSTIPATION.
I. CHRONIC CONSTIPATION.

Tilt' iii(lii;ostil)k' ivsidiio of a iiu'til iiiirni:illy icaciu'^ tlit' ilfsceiidiHL; cijlun in less

than sixteen hours, ami in dcfa'cation all llie coatents of the lari>e intestine beyond the

splenie flexure are evaeuated. Some of the residue of a meal taken ei;;ht hours after

defa'eation should be exereted at the next defan-ation in indixiduals whose bowels are

opened every twenty-four liours. If. however, the bowels are only opened on alternate

mornings—a condition which is not necessarily ])athoIo^ical
—

forty liours instead of sixteen

would elapse before some of the residue of the meal would be exereted. Constipation may
therefore Ije deliued as a ciiiiilition ill ichirli iinur iij the ifn'iiiir of ii iih'iiI. IiiI.iii li^lit hours

iiflcr (l('f(rc(itiu», is cxcrclcd Xiilliin forti/ luiiirs. t'onsti])ation thus delineil can be reeojiuized

by i>ivini; three charcoal lozciiffes with food eiyht liours after defa'cation : if a blackened

stool is not passed within the next forty hours the patient is constipateil. The abnormal
action of the bowels in constipation may manifest itself in three different ways :

—
1. Defa'cation mat/ ncciir 7villi insiiffii-iriit frcqaciici/. A daily action of the bowels is

merely a matter of comenienee. and many people in perfect health only defa'cate once in

two or three days. As a rule, however, an indi\ idual may be reaaided as constipated if his

bowels are not opened at least once in forty-eiulit hours.

2. Tlie stools iiHii/ lir instiffirieni in qiiniililii iiiiil <i iniiiiii oniouiil of fines is riiaiiicd.

although the bowels may be opened onci' daily or more ofUn. This ((Jiidition (cumulati\e

coiistii)ation) can be differentiated readily by the charcoal lest from that in which the

Ijowels are ])ri)])crly emptied but the heces are \erv small In cpi.iiitity owing to the <liet or

to the unusually active absorptive power of the intestines.

3. Tlic boicrls inai/ he iipeiieil diiilij. i/i
t tlic firees are liard and drij. oiviiig to jiridonoed

rcleiilion Itcfore e.reretioii : the deficii'Ut (|uantity of water in the stools also renders them
less bulky than normal. The stools may be similar in character when an excessive

quantity of lluid is lost by oilier cliannels. as in diabetes. l!y means of the I'hareoal

test it is easy to determine whether constipation is also present.

.\fter constipation has ln-en diagnosed, it is necessary to determine its cause. The
first essential is to distinguish between two great classes of constipation : that in \vhicli

the jiassage through the intestines is delayed whilst defa'cation is normal -Intcsliiial

Constipation : and that in which there is no delay in the arrival of lieccs in the |)elvic colon,

but their final excretion is not ])crfornied ade(|uatcly
— I'elvi-reela! Coiistipidimi or Diisela-zia.

.i.—DIAGNOSIS l5KT\Vi;i;.\ IXTKSl'INWI. t().\S Tl 1>.\ TK tX .\X1) l)VS(lIi;ZIA.

.\ rectal examination should be made in the morning, after an aftenijit has been made
to open the bowels without the assistance of medicine, enemata. or suppositories. If more
than a very small (|uantity of heces is found in the rectum, dysehezia may lie diagnosed.
If the rectum is almost or ipiite empty, the constipation must be due to di-lay in the jiassage

through the intestines, excciit in uncommon cases of dysehezia in which there is inability
to pass ficces from the pelvic colon into the rectum. The latter condition can be recognized
on rectal examination, if the ]ielvic colon is felt through the front wall of the rectum to be

hlled with solid faeces: the ])resenee of fa'ces in the pelvii' colon ce.n also lie proxed 1j\-

sigmoidoscopic examination made at once without preparation of the patient bv washing
out his bowels.

.\t the same time the abdomen should be palpated. If seybala ari' felt in any [lart

of the colon, intestinal constipation must be present. This is. however, not necessarily
the ease if fa'ces are felt in the iliac or pelvic colon, as the rectum in dysehezia may be so

full of fa'ces that retention occurs secomlarily in the pelvic colon and rectum : such a

condition would be recognized by the rectal examination.

When a jiatient feels that there is something in his rectum which he cannot cxjicl at all.

or that after dcfitcation the relief is incomiilcte. dysehezia is probably present. The
absence of this synijitom does not exclude the ])ossibility of dysehezia. as the rectum is

often so insensitive in such cases that no seii.sation is ex])erieneed, even when it is lilled

tightly with f:eces. The frequent jiassage of very small jiieces of hard fa'ces (fragmentary

coustijiation), or the occurrence of pseudo-diarrhiea
—in which small fluid stools, sometimes
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containing hard frafjments of feces, are passed, althouijli tlie cliarcoal test shows the

presence of constiiiation
—arc both symptoms sugorcstivc of dysdiezia.

Some indication, wliich is not. however, aljsolutely rcHable, can be obtained from

the results of previous treatment. Patients who have found tliat diet and mild a[)erients

readilv give them relief are ])robal)ly suffering from intestinal constipation. Those who
have obtained better results with encmata. and particularly with suppositories, probably
have dyschezia. Dyschezia is of course also present in those patients who have to dig
out the f;eces from the rectum with their fingers.

Examination with the ^--rays is the only method by which the two classes of constipa-
tion can be separated with absolute certainty, and by which the predominant condition

can be discovered in cases in which both are present together. Two ounces of bariinn

sulphate mixed with porridge or bread and milk are taken at breakfast, and at intervals

Fig. 47.— ILilNni;il roii>ti[t:itn>n. 'rwe!il\--[iiiir liours

after bismuth bre-ikfcxst. No Msmuth has rearheil

beyond tlie lirst two inches of the transverse colon.

Subsequent examinations showed that a similar delay
occurred along the whole of the large intestine.

Fi'i. 4S.—Dyschezia. Twenty-four hours after bis-

muth breakfast. All the bismutll has collected in the
dilated colon and rejtum, except traces which remain in

the transverse colon. In spite of this the patient felt no
desire to defalcate.

during the next two or three days observations are made of the shadow produced on the

Huorcscent screen. The colon should he cmi)tied as completely as ])<>ssible by aperients
anri enemata for two or three flays, but no medicine shouM Ije given the day before the

examination, on the morning of which an enema must be used if the bowels have not acted

naturally. During the period of observation no aperients or enemata should be given,
and tlie patient sliould be allowed to continue his usual occupation and to take his ordinary
diet. In intestinal constipation, flelay is observed in the passage through some part or

all of the colon, and occasionally the small intestine : in dyschezia there is no delay in the

intestines, but the act of def;eeation does not empty the pelvic colon and rectum com-

pletely (Fiss. 47. 48).

/?.—DIAGNOSIS OF THE C.\USE OK INTESTINAL CONSTIP.\TION.

Intestinal constipation may be due to (1) Tlic motor (nlhitfi of the ititcsliiics being

deficient ; or (2) Tlie force requircil to c/irri/ the fceces to tlie pel'dc colon being excessive.

In the first grouj) of eases aperients are generally much more effective than in

the second : in the latter there may be a history that jjurgatives are producing
less effect than formerly, or that they now completely fail to act. but that enemata

still give a more or less satisfactory result. The increased activity of the intestines

in their attcmjjt to respond to the excessive demands in the second class often leads

to colic.
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]. Df.fkiknt MoioK Amvnv riKi\- lie duo t(i :
-

{a). Weakness of the Intestinal Musculature.—When constijiatioii iui.s existed Ikpiii

infancy, especially if it is jiresent in several members of the family, it is likely to be due to

congenital hypoplasia of the intestinal musculature, ('(instipation developin;; crradualh

a.s old age ajiproaches is generally due in part to senile intestinal hypoplasia. When
constipation occurs in clilorotic girls, in cachectic conditions, in rickets, and in fcxcrs,

it may generally l)c assumed to l)e due to weakness of the intestinal nniseulature secondary
to these conditions.

\Vhen the abdomen is constantly distended and tympanitic, an<I the patient comphiins
of attacks of colic, which are relieved by the passage of llatus. it may be assumed tliat the

constipation is due. in part at least, to the incapacitating effect of distention on the intestinal

musculature. The Fl.mulence (p. 240) may be primary, or it may be secondary to the

constipation, in which ease some other cause of the condition must be looked for.

Fi'j. V.>.— lli;u:r.irn of llip imniial larije iiilc-tine. The
nuTiilierv. in tins :uid llie follow iii'/ Iii.'ure-'^, represent the
hoiirv ;ifter :i lusniuth breakfiist at wlii.-h the different parts
of the colon are readied, c Caj.aini ; AC. Aseeiuliiij,' eoloii ;

HF. Hepatii- (lexiire ; SF Splejiie llexure ; DC. I'esfendint.'

colon; IC. Iliac colon; PC. I'elvii: colon; R, Itectiini :

U, IJnil'ilicu^
; p, TelvLs.

Fiij. .50.— rost-dysenteric atony and paresis of the colon.

Compare the hnneri of the colon and the slow pas,sai;e of

fa-ces throte.'h it with Frj. lit.

'i'lie eonstipatiiin of fat people is due in p;ii( to tin- inellieieney of the iutestiii;d

museulatiire restiltino from fatty inliltraticm.

In some of these ciiuditions titony of the colon e;ui be recognized with the ,(-ravs by
its abnormally large huuen. in addition to the slow passiige of heces {Fi!>s. M» and .)()).

(h). Deficient Reflex Activity of the Intestines.

Insufficient Stituulalion of Intestinal Movements.—Careful eni|uiry should be made into

the patient's diet and habits, as many eases are due to too little foofl being taken, or to

the 1(111(1 containing too little mechanical or chemical i)eristaltie stimuhmts. and some tire

due to deficient exercise. Other Ciises result from a '

greedy colon." the altsorjition of

food being vmusually complete. In s|jite of enough food of a sullieiently stimulating
character being taken, and in .spite of the fact th:it the abdomen is refracted and no
accumulation of fa-ces can be felt in either the colon or the rectum, yet a very deficient

(luantity of fa'ces is excreted. This is the type of case in which benefit results from the
use of agar-agar or petroleum. In constijjation due to an unsuitable diet or to a greedy
colon the stools are generally small, dark, and dry. and smell less strongly than normal.
In oesophageal or pyloric obstruction constiiiation is always present owing to the smtill

quantity of food-residue which reaches the colon. The other symptoms generally ]irevent
a mistake in diagnosis being made ; but occasionally in pyloric obstruction the patient

complains of nothing but some slight indigestion or weakness in addition to the con-
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stipation. Tlic passage of a stomach-tube twelve hours after a large meal, when the
stomach should be completely empty, and an .r-ray examination, will clear up the diagnosis
in rloubtful cases.

I)i-fii-iciit Sensibility of tlie Intcslinal Miicoiis Membrane.—This is the probable cause of

the consti])ation when there is a history of excessive tea-drinking or of the long-continued
use of large doses of aperients ; it is also partly responsible for the constipation associated
with catarrhal colitis—in which excess of mucus is passed with the stools—whether
this is primary or a result of constipation due in the lirst instance to some other cause.

Depression of the yervous System.—In neurasthenic, hypochondriac, and insane patients,
the condition of the nervous system is the chief cause of the constipation which is almost

invariably present : but an improper diet is generally an additional factor.

(f). Inhibition of the Motor Activity of the Intestines.—This group of cases can
often be recognized by the fact tluit sedatives, such as ()])iuni and belladonna, give relief,

whilst purgatives are re(|uired in unusually large doses, and produce an unusual amount of

colic unless given with a sedative. Tlie .c-rays show that the small intestine as well as the
colon is traversed slowly : this is unusual in other forms of constipation (Fig. 51 ). Inhiljition

may lie direct, eentral. or rejie.r.

Fig. .'>!
—

Coii.stipation due to lead poisoning. The passage
throiii,'li the small int&^tine n.s well as the colon is slow, owing
to tlie inhibitory action of the splanchnic nerves.

Fig. 52.— Constipation with nmco-membranoiis colitis,

showing spasm of descending and iliac colon.

Direct Inhibition in Lend Poisoning.
—The diagnosis is suggested by the occupation of

the patient, a blue line on his gums, or other symi)toms of ])lumbisin (p, 34.).

('entnd Inliiliilidn. -.V liistorv of a recent shock or worry is ol)tained.

liefle.r I uli iliit ion .- -(\ms\\\K\l\in\ is a fretpient symptom of painful diseases of abdominal

and ])elvic viscera, other than the intestines themselves. It can then be cured only by

treating the |)rimary condition, so that it is essential to ascertain the cause of the ])ain.

t'onstipation is particularly liable to result from disease of the vermiform api)endix. female

genital organs, stomach, duodenum, and gall-bladder.

id). Irregular Spasmodic Contraction of the Intestine : Spastic Constipation :

Enterospasm.—When const ii)ation is associated with pain, especially if the jKiin comes on

in attacks during which the dillieulty with the bowels is increased, the possibility that it

is tluc to s))asm of the colon must be considered. The pain is situated in the course of the

large intestine, most frcr|uently in the iliac and ])elvic colon, but occasionally in other parts.

The affected parts of the colon can generally be felt as a contracted, tender cord, in which

scybala may be detected and the narrow lumen can be recognized with the ,r-rays (Fig. :,'!).

VNlien the pain is in the right iliac fossa appendicitis may be simulated : the long duration

of the attacks without any pyrexia, the occasional history of similar pain on the opposite

side, and the contracted condition of the ascending colon and sometimes of the caecum

(though in other cases the ca-cum may be distended and tympanitic), are distinctive features

of spastic constipation. When the pain is in the left side, a tumour of the descending or
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iliac colon niiiy be sus])ected : the low^ liistorx . llic absence of visil)le or palpable peristalsis

and of distention above the contracted ])arl. and the absence of occult blood from the

stools, are points which distint;uish spastic constipation from cancer of the colon. In cases

of spastic consti]>ation the stools shonld always be examined for mucus, as tln' spasm,

especially when it occurs in neunitic women, is often only a symptom of inurii-incTnbianous

colitis, shreds or membranes of coagulated nuicus beinn- passed liy the patient (p. .'{!»S).

2. Constipation due to Excessivi; Foiui; hf.quiuf.d to cakuv rni; F.t.i i.s ro tuk
Pelvic Colon may be due to :

((/). Obstruction by Faeces.—Dry. hard fa>ces. which ie(iuire abnormally stroui;

peristalsis to cany them to the pelvic colon, result from : (i) lusuineient consumption of

water—a common cause of consti|)ation in women : (ii) Kxcessive loss of water by other

channels- -one cause of the consti|iation of diabetics, and of individuals who perspire freely

and are only co.islipated in hut weal her.

{!>). Narrowing of the Intestinal Lumen.

Organic SIricllirc.—t'tdess this is due to a pal|)able lumour it may be \ery dillirult

to distinguish from consti-

pation due to less serious

causes. Jlore or less colic

is ociK-rally present, and

its situation often gives a

clue to the localization of

the obstrut'tion. \i\ j-iay
examination. A\lKn the

barium is gi\cn by mouth.

rarely gives any li(l|i in tlu'

early stages ol the disease,

although occasionally llu'

actual narrowing of the

intestine is ob.served and

stasis occurs in the proxi-
mal ])ortion of the bnwcl

(/•' i L>. 5.'i'. -M u e h HI o ] (

valuable information vai\

be gained by the adminis-

tration of a barium enema.
Six ounces of barium sul-

])hate are suspended in a

pint and a half of water to

which has been added an
ounce and a half of acacia

mucilage and an ounce of

methylated spirits. 'I'lie iluid is run shiwly into the bowel from a funnel at a, piessme
of one foot. In normal individuals some ol it rtaehes the ea-cum almost inuuediately.
but even in the early .stages of organic obstruction the passage is more or less obstructed
at the seat of the .stricture, owing apparently to a sn|ieradded spasm,

Xoii-malisnant alrictiirea of the colon are rare. If there is a history of tubeiculnus or

dysenteric ulceration, the possibility of obstruction due to cicatrization should be con-

sidered, tliongh this is a very unusual occurrence. Hyperplastic tuberculous iuliltration

of the intestine, especially of the ca'cum, causes obstruction, but the tumour ])resent is

dillicnlt to distinguish from cancer. Obstruction to the iliac or pelvic colon may follow

the pericolitis which results from the formation of (iircrliinhi in old peo|)le who have h)ng
suffered from eonsti))ation. Thi.s condition may also be iniiistinguishable from a growth,
but the possibility should be borne in mind in the case of elderly patients with a tumour
in the iliac or jjelvic colon, where there is a long history of constipation : the sigmoidoscoiie
may hel]) in the diagnosis. If a vesico-colic fistula develoijs in association with chronic

constipation, it should be remembererl that pericolitis due to ulceration of dixcrticula is

a more freiiuent cause of this condition than cancer.

t'l't. o;>.—.skiai^raiii to stiow the arrest ol tiisimitll by a inalit:naiit stricttii-i* of the
last '.'> or 4 inches of tlie transverse colon, .\t tlie suhsei|iierit operation a. very Jiard

stricture of this exact portion of tlie transverse colon w.is {omul ami cNcised. The
nature of the cornlition was quite unsuspected until bisaiutti ami the ,r-rays wer<^

employed : ^'jistric trouble, possibly au ulcer, was thou'/ht itrolialjle previously.
Male, ai-'e ;i.S. TC. ^'oniplete arrest of fomi in transvr-rse colon twcTit v-seven hours
after it was ^'iven by nioulh. [S!:"i /rum l>ji lir. ('. I'h'irsfiin ll^'llninl.]
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Orjiaiiif stricture of the colon is most commonly due to cancer. The possibility of

cancer should always be considered when an individual above the age of forty, whose bowels
have been reijular previously, develops constipation of increasing severity without change
of diet or habits, or when a |)atient who is habitually coiistijjatcd Ijeconics more so without
olivious reason. The constipation is at first intermittent and may alternate with diarrh(ra

;

dru!>s become steadily less effective, and enemata. which at first give greater relief than

drugs, also lose their effect slowly. .\ tumour is often not ])alj)ablc. but an examination
under an ana'sthetic reveals the presence of one in many doubtful cases, especially in fat

individuals. The tumour may vary in size, and even disappear after the bowels have
been o])ened well, because a mass of fa?ces may become impacted above a cancerous stricture

which is itself impalpable. Hence, although the presence of a tumour is an important aid
in diagnosis, its absence or disappearance does not exclude the possibility of cancer : only
when its disap])earanee under treatment is accompanied by complete and lasting cure of

all symptoms can cancer be excluded. The
tumour is hard, and cannot be altered in

shape by pressure, as is the case with ficcal

timiours. Slight attacks of colic occur fre-

(luently, but they are not often severe until

the obstruction is almost complete ; the colic

may be accomjjanied by visible and palpable

jjeristalsis and spasmodic contractions of the

intestine. The latter is a most important
sign, as it never occurs in colic associated with

lead-poisoning or colitis, and very rarely with

obstruction due to fiecal impaction. Progres-
sive loss of weight and strength, anorexia,

and anicniia are late symptoms, and it is im-

Ijortant to make a correct diagnosis before

they have appeared. The obvious presence
of blood in the fa-ces is an important symptom,
l>ut it is often absent. Much more frequently
traces are found which are only recognizable

by chemical tests (]). SI). In the absence of

h;emorrhoids and of li;emorrhage from the

mouth, throat, or nose, the presence of
"

occult
'

blood in the fa'ces is strong evidence

that ulceration is ])rescnt in the stomach or

intestines ; when symptoms pointing to gastric
or duodenal ulcer and gastric carcinoma are

absent, and constipation is present, a suspicion
of cancer of the intestine receives important
confirmation. In doubtful cases a sigmoido-

seo|>ic examination should be made, as cancer

is much more common in the rectum and

pelvic colon—which alone can be in\estigated by this method—than in any other |)art

of the intestine.

A kink of the colon is a very unusual cause of constipation. It is sometimes partly

responsible for the constipation which is almost always present in visceroptosis {Fig. 56).

and it should be susjiectcd when an attack of localized peritonitis, due particularly to

disease of the female genital organs, appendicitis, or leakage from a gastric or duodenal

ulcer, is followed by constipation. An j-ray examination should, however, always be

made before advising surgical treatment, as, in the vast majority of cases, even if adhesions

are jircsent they have nothing to do with the obstruction. The .r-rays show whether the

delay takes place in the neighbourhood of the supposed adhesions, and the presence or

absence of adhesions can also be ascertained by seeing how movable the colon is. and

whether the two limbs of the various flexures can be separated from each other.

Whate\-er may be the primary cause of Hirschsprung's disease (wrongly called
"" con-

genital idiopathic dilatation of the colon "), it is probable that a kink is produced after

Fi'j. -ii.—The same else .is Fi^;. 53. Skiaijrani after

tlie ailininistration of a bismuUi enema seven days
after bisnmth had been jriveii by tbe moutli. Arrest
of tbe bisnuitli by the obstructive carcinoma at the
end of the transvei'se colon. TC. Food still in the
ililated transverse colon seven days after it had been
(jiven by montli. S- Splenic flexure: Complete
arrest of bismuth enema.

(.^Iciarfmiii hii Dr. C. Thiirsliiii Ihtllnml.)
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the dilatation has reached a certain deurcc hy the overliansins of the dilated |i;ut of tlie

colon over the undilated section (Fig. 5.')). 'riicrc is always a history of constipation datin"
from the first few months of life, although sometimes the bowels may lie o|i<ried daih hut

insullieiently. Soon after birth the abdomen becomes

(jreatly enlarncd. the size \aryini; from time to time.

The outline of the distended colon can be seen, and

peristalsis is often visible. The abdomen linally
becomes enormous ; it is tlien tense and tyni|)anitie.

Attacks of obstruction are liable to occur, and death

takes ])laee most fre(|uently between the ayes ol

three and eiyht.

When a large iihdoniiiinl tumour is |jresent. con-

stipation may be due to its pressure on the colon.

Chronic inlusfiusrcplinn may cause .symptoms
similar to those iirodui'cd by a stricture : attacks

of colic accompanied by visible [jeristalsis occur

with increasing; frei|ucney and severity, and thi'v

are often bT(iiii;hl on by focid or aperients. An

intussusception sluiuld be suspected under Ihcsc

circumstances when a sausa!>e-shai)cil tumour is

palpable. es|,rcialiy if blood and mucus aiv passe.l f,-,. .'^.-..-Colon i„ a ™,se of Hiivrl,s|,ruT«-s

at freiiuent inler\als. In (.ne-thinl ol' ilir cases l'i«'-f- AC. Asi-eii.iini;L-oio.i : tc, Tnuj-vcr^o
' colon: DC. lle,*endiiii.' i-olon ; IC. Hii- oiloii ;

the apex ol the inl Uvsusc(|it inn can be Icll on PC, Loop of pelvio colon ; R. Ki-i-tmn ; K. Kmk

rectal exanunalmn. -cm the lo^tai miivinx.

/

\

r. i)i\(;\()sis OK Till'; ( \t si-; ok dvsi iii;zi a.

l)\sehc/,ia is due to a want ol |ii(ipcr proportion between the power of expclliiiy lln'

fa'ces from the |icKic colon and rectum, and the force rer|uired to do this eomplelelv.
It may therelorc be due lo (1) lucffuimt Drfdriiliou: or (2) An Ohsliiiii- la Kljuiciil

l)i'f(fiiitii)ii.

1. lM;iiiei:.Nr Di.r.iXA rn)N may be due lo :

i^ id). Weakness of the Voluntary Muscles of Defa>ca-

y '^V tion.— This should be suspected when constifiation dates

/
"

'^^
Irom prcijnaney. or is assoeiateil with ascites, larye

abdominal tumours, or olnsify. It i^ ollcn casv to

ascertain the ('ondltiou of the abdominal muscles by

simple palpation in the horizontal position: the dis-

covery of a nio\al>!c kiilncy or a droppeil li\iT would
also su^LieNl that the abdominal iiLUsclcs arc weak.

The jiatient should next be IcjIcI to raise her head from

} ^
V: the couch : the recti rnuselcs contract and their stri'Uuth

'

'

can be ascertained, and any sejjaration between them

, rccojiriized. Finally, the ])atient slioulfl be examined
standino up: buliiini: of the abdomen below the um-
bilicus (Fig. .'.I ) shows that visceroptosis is present and
that the abdomiiud muscles are weak. The patient
often complains of :ibdomirud discomfort, «liich is re-

lieved by lying down or by pressing the lower p;irt of

the abdomen upwards. In all cases in which a woman,
whose bowels ha\e ])reviously been regular, becomes

eonsti]iated after the birth of a child, the condition of

the pelvic lloor should be investigated, as well as that of

the abdominal wall. The anus is normally slightly re-

ri,i. .ji;.— \ i^c,io|,tosi-. tracted : the retraction is increased and the anus mo\-cs

slightly forward when the levator ani n'.usclcs are con-

tracted by m:d<ing the movement which is required when it is attempted to restrain a

commencing def:ccaliou. If tlicv are weak, the retraction in the ecuidition o|' rest is
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iibsent or (iiniinislied, anrl on contracting tlie levator ani muscles, the retraction and

forward movements are slight or absent. On straining, the whole perineum projects

mtieh further than it should do, and in severe cases the uterus may be more or less

prolapsed : in such cases no further evidence is required to show that the dyschezia is

partly due to weakness of the levator ani muscles.

When constipation is present in asthmatic or very emphysematous people, it is i)artly

due to tlie fact that the great rise in intra-abdominal pressure required in deficcation

cannot be jiroduceil by contracting the diaphragm, as the latter is already almost as low

as it can go.

(/;). Habitual Disregard of the Call to Defaecation.—When dyschezia is not

associated with weakness of the muscles of the abdominal wall or pelvic lloor. the history

will orenerallv show that it has resulted from habitual disregard of the call to deheeation—
a very common cause in girls, and a not imcommon one in schoolboys and business men,
who allow themselves too little time between getting up and beginning the day's work.

The call is also often neglected if for any reason defa-cation is painful.

((). Unfavourable Posture during Defaecation.—Kn(iuiry sliould be made as to the

height of the seat in the water-closet, as when this is too liii;h it is impossible to assume the

proper crouching position, and def;ecation may conse(|Ucntly be inellieicnt. Weakness of

the vohmtarv muscles of defa'cation, habitual disregard of the call, and the assumption
of an unsuitable positionduring the act. all lead to the same results—the loss of the def;eca-

tion reflex, and atony and paresis of the musculature of the pelvic colon and rectum. The

loss of the deficcation reflex is shown by the fact that the patient never experiences a desire

to defalcate, even when examination shows that the rectum is fidl of faeces. The atony
of the rectum is shown by its abnormally large size and the very slight resistance offered

when the finger presses upon its walls : the atony of the pelvic colon is shown by the

abnormally large shadow it forms when examined with the .r-rays {Fig. 48. p. 122). The

paresis of the pelvic colon and rectum is shown by the patient's inability to defacate by an

effort of will, when the rectum is full of ficces.

((/). Primary Weakness of the Detscation Reflex.—This is sometimes the cause of

coustiijation in infants : it is probably tlic case when defai-cation occurs on exaggerating

the natural stimulus by the mechanical effect of the introduction of a finger into the rectum,

or by the combined meclianical and chemical effect of the introduction of a piece of soap.

(f). Organic Nervous Diseases.—When constipation occurs in the course of organic
nervous diseases, such as tnbcs tlorsalis, mijclilis, or nieniiigitis. it is due to disturbance in

the def;eeation centre in the lumbo-sacral cord or the tracts connecting it with the brain.

When constipation and dittieulty in micturition appear simultaneously, the possibility of

some organic nervous disease should be considered, even if no other symptoms are present.

(/). Hysteria.—When dyschezia occurs in nervous individuals it is often due to the

patient having suggested to himself that he cannot open his bowels at all. or unless he takes

a purgative or an enema. The diagnosis can be confirmed by the result of treatment :

if such a patient can be persuaded after a thorough examination that there is really no

reason whatever why he should not obtain a daily action of the bowels without artificial

aid. he will have no difficulty in curing himself at once.

2. Obst.vcles to Efficient Df.f.ecatiox may be due to :
—

(h). Hard and Bulky Faeces.—When the ficces are abnormally hard as a result of

intestinal consti|>ati(iu or of the excessive loss of fluid from diarrhcea. lucmorrhage. or other

cause, the force required to expel them may be so great, especially if they are bulky, that

dyschezia results. This condition can be recognized easily by a rectal examination, which

shows that fa-ces of alHioniial hardness are impacted in the rectum.

{b). Spasm of the Sphincter Ani.—When defiecation is painful it is rendered difficult

as well by reflex spasm of the sphincter ani. The anal canal and rectum shoidd be examined

after the introduction of a cocaine suppository, or if necessary under a general anesthetic,

so that any local cause of the pain, such as an anal ulcer or inflamed haemorrhoids, may
be discovered. In the absence of these, the genito-urinary organs should be examined

thoroughly for reflex causes of spasm.

((). Organic Stricture of the Rectum and Anus.—In every case of constipation a

digital examination of the rectum should l)c made, and in cases of doubtful origin the rectum

and pelvic colon should be examined with a proctoscope and sigmoidoscope. Coiigenilal
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narroiunesfi (if the iiiinl ciiikiI is recognized eiisily ; it is rare, but may give rise to no syni|>t(>ni

until several years after the child is born. FJiraiis stricture of the rectum is an occasional

cause of dyschezia. especially in women : it results from inflammatory infiltration of the

submucous tissue secondary to infection of an abrasion of the nuieous membrane. The
condition is nenerally painful, and often associated with active inflammation and ulceration ;

it can be distinguislied readily from maliuiiant stricture by means of the proctoscope.
Cancer of the rectum or pelvic caliiti is a common cause of dyschezia ; when consti])ation

develops after the age of forty without any obvious cause, especially if it is accompanied
by a sense of fullness in the rectmii .iiid of incomplete relief after defaecation, by loss of

weight and strength, or by discharge nl mucus and blood, the possibilitv of cancer of the

rectum should always be considered, and u tlKirough examination mailc l)y the linger and

proctoscope or sigmoidoscope.
{(I). Pressure on the Rectum from Without.—Pressure on tlu' pelvic colon and

rectum by ii gruvitl uterus always produces some dyschezia. Apart from this the [)ossibility

of a iH'lvie tumour, such as distended lulies. cuncer. or Jibroid of the uterus, and ovuriuii

tumours, should be remembered in dyschezia occurring in women, especially if there is jiny

pelvic pain. .V rctroverted but otherwise normal uterus cannot be regarded as a sullicicnt

explanation of dyschezia.

{(). Invagination.—When a constipated patient, whose general health is so good that

cancer seems improbable, complains that after defa-cation he feels as if something were
still present in the rectum, especially if nnicus and occasionally a little blood are passed,
the dyschezia may be due to obstruction caused by the invagination of the nnicous nuinbrane
of the upper part of the rectum into the lower part. The condition is generally associated

with lumbar pain. Tlie iiuaginatcd mucous membrane can be felt on digital examination,

especially wliiri the p,'\ticnt strains.

n. ACUTE CONSTIPATION.

Aculc ciiiislipation may be (A) Due In iuulr iul(stiuid (ilislniclioii : or |l{) .( .sijiiiplum

of ((() s<iuic licucral (liscnsc. or (//) sonic other mute iiliiloniinid ilisciisc.

A. MITK I\'l'i:sTI\ \1, OHSTHItTIOX.

1. The following points help in the (lislin<tion between acute intestinal obstruction
and severe cases of acute eonsti|>ation of other origin : (i). I'isiljlc and pdljxililc peristalsis
or stilfening of the intestines is never i)rcsent except in obstruction, (ii). I'omiting is never
fa'cnlent. except occasionally at a very late stage, in non-obstructive cases, (iii). In other
conditions the- conslipotion is inconijilclc :

—
{a). Flatus, and c\ en a small quantity of fa'ces. may be ])assed s]iontancously.

(h}. A purgative may give a result : it is. howev er. very unwise to administer i)urgativcs
in such cases, but fre(piently the patients have already tried them on their own res])onsil>ilily.

(r). ,V rectal examination should always be made. In organic intestinal obstruction
the rectum is cm|)t\- : if it contains fa'ces there nuiy be oljstruction due to fa'ces, but it is

exceedingly rare Icjr this to produce symptoms at all comparable in severity with those

due to acute obstruction. With this exception, the presence of any (|uantity of luces wouM
show that there was no intestinal obstruction.

('/). In iloubtful cases two enemata should be given, with an interval of an hour :

the first generally brings away a certain amount of fa'ces. even if obstruction is complete ;

the second only results in the passage of fa'ces or tlatus if there is no complete obstruction,
or if the obstruction is high in the small intestine. If there is complete obstruction the
second enema is cither retained or escapes unaltered and with abnormally small force.

2. Uefore considering any other ]jossibility, all the hernial apertures should be

examined, even in the absence of local pain, as a strangulated hernia gives all the signs of

acute intestinal obstruction.

;i. The hillowing ])oints should be eonsiden'd in determining the cause of the acute

intestinal obstruction :
—

(i). -Igc.
— Intestinal obstruction in the new-born is almost invariably due to a eon-

genital malformation: as this is generally in the rectum (]). .580) the latter should bccxamintd
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first, and only aftur it lias bct-n found to be normal sliould tlie possiljility of congenital
obstruction in the duodenum or ileum be considered. In infants the common cause of

intestinal obstruction is intussusception : at a somewhat older asje obstruction may arise

in connection with a Meckel's diverticulum ; but in children and younj; adults the most
common cause is obstruction by bands or adhesions resulting; from local peritonitis, due to

apijendicitis. tuberculous ])eritonitis, or caseous mesenteric glands. Acute obstruction

occurring in an infant or child under ten years of age, in whom there is a history of eon-

sti|)ation an<l abdominal distention dating from soon after birth, is most probably due to

IIirselis])nmg's disease (p. ]2(j). After the age of forty the ])ossibility of cancer of the colon

should always be remembered, and in fat patients, especially women, obstruction by
gall-stones. In patients over sixty acquired diverticula of the colon are likely to give rise

to symptoms and signs which are generally mistaken for cancer.

(ii). Histon/.
—A previous attack of appendicitis, or a history of tuberculous peritonitis,

or of inllammatory ])elvic disease in females, suggests the possibility of obstruction by
bands or adhesions ; tlie same diagnosis should be considered if the patient has some weeks
or months before had a strangulated hernia reduced. A history of biliary colic or of the

less striking symptoms which may result from cholelithiasis indicates that oljstruction may
be due to imi>action of a gall-stone. When acute obstruction follows a period of increasing

constipation in middle-aged patients, cancer is probably jiresent.

(iii). Slate of the Boivels.—The passage of blood and mucus without any heecs is very

suggestive of an intussusception. In older patients it may be due to cancer. The passage
of stools during the early stages, in spite of other evidence of obstruction, indicates that

the latter is situated in tlie small intestine.

(iv). AMoniiiKil Evdiniiudion.—
(rt). Distention.—Great distention generally means that the obstruction is in the colon :

if it is present very soon after the onset of symptoms, it is jnobably due to cancer or volvulus ;

if it has been present to a less extent for some time before the onset of acute symptoms,
a growth is likely ; but if it has developed very acutely, a volvulus is more probable. In

infants and small children great distention suggests Hirschsprimg"s disease (p. 126), if the

abdomen is tympanitic ; if it is partially dull, and if free fluid or irregular masses are

present, tuberculous peritonitis is the probable diagnosis. Well-marked distention in both
flanks suggests origin in the ])elvic colon or rectum : if in the right flank only, in the

he|)atic flexure or transverse colon : if the Hanks are comparatively undistended and the

central jjart of the abdomen is most affected, the obstruction is likely to be in the ileum or

the ca-cuni : distention is slight when the obstruction is in the duodenum or jejunum.
{!>). J'isihlc Perislalsis imd Stiffening of tlie Intestine.—The iiosition and direetion of

visible peristalsis and the position of stiffening coils of intestine may show the localizatioJi

of the obstruction. When a .series of more or less parallel contracting coils is visible in the

central part of the abdomen, the obstruction is in the small intestine ; if it appears to

culminate in the right iliac fossa, this is likely to be the seat of disease. Stiffening of a

length of intestine, which can be seen to rise up and felt to harden, most often occurs in

the colon, and especially when there is a growth near its lower end. The most marked

peristalsis and stiffening occur when acute obstruction is a sequel of chronic obstruction ;

they may be eom])letely absent in very acute ])rimary cases.

(('). Tumour.—The diagnosis of intussusception can be made with certainty only when
the characteristic sausage-shaped tumour situated somewhere in the course of the colon is

felt. In acute obstruction due to cancer the tumour is often not paljiable, as it is generally
hidden by the dilated intestine : but large tumours are felt sometimes, especially when

present in the right or left iliac fossa : the former are generally due to cancer of the ca-cum,

the latter to cancer of the iliac colon and inflammatory thickening round acquired diverticula
—a condition which may closely simulate cancer. Gall-stones can hardly ever be felt.

(v). Ueetiit Exiiniiiuition.— .V growth of the rectum can be recognized easily, and some-

times a growth of the pelvic colon can be felt through the front wall of the rectum. In

infants, the end of an intussusception may be felt in the limien of the rectum, and
more fre(|uently the tumour can be felt on bimanual examination. Obstruction due to

pelvic adhesions can often be recognized by the presence of tender masses and the hxity
of some of the pelvic viscera. The ijresenee of more tlian traces of f;eces in the rectuni

in cases of undoubted obstruction indicates that its situation is jirobably high up in the
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small intestine. A very Ijallooned rectum su(j<;ests obsf ruction liiiili up in tlic rccluni nr

in tlie pelvic colon, liut this is not an invariable rule.

(vi). Pain.—Wlien the |)ain is localizeii. or moves in a detinite (iirectiou to reacli its

greatest severity at a certain point, the latter is likely to be near the seat of the obstruction.

\Vlun tlie pain is situated in the middle line, the obstruction is prol)ably in the small

intestine if it is above tlie uml)ilicus. and in the colon if below.

(\ ii). i'linii/ing.
—Tlie more frei|uent the voniitinji' and the earher the onset of heculcnt

vomitinu. the hiuher in the intestine is the obstruction likely to be. It is most severe in

small intestine obstruction due to bands or internal hernia : its onset is later and its occur-

rence less frequent and sometimes only after food in cases of <;rowth and volvulus.

(viii). Borhoii/gmi are sometimes most marked over the seat of the obstruction.

(i\). Shoctc and CoUapse arc more marked the liiylicr the olistruction. They are also

iiiuili {ireater when obstruction is accomiianicd by stnuiuulation owinn to bands or licrnia

llian when straiii;ulation is .-ihscnl. as with nall-stones and cancer.

Ii. SVMl'I'OMATK .

In .iiitle (ifitviiil Diseases.—L'onsti|)atiou besiimiiiiy' acutelv is a frci|uent symptom
of a lars'e variety of acute infective and other diseases. It is never so si'xcre that it cannot
he overcome by puruatives or encmata. and the other symptoms are so much more striking
in the majority- of cases that tlic prc-^enec of constipation litis little inlhuiice in h)rmin'4' a

<liag:iosis.

Ill Anilc .Ihiliiniiiinl ( ijiiililiniis. -t onsli|)ation is a proiiiineiit syiiiptoni in mo,-.t acute
alidominal conditions. Other symptoms are often so well marked that the {[uestion of

intestinal obstruction hardly arises. Thus, the diagnosis can generally be made by the

early tenderness and rigidity, its locali/.ation. ami the early pyrexia in acute peritonitis due
to appendicitis or the perforation of an ulcer : the characteristic situation and radiation of

the pain in renal and biliary colic, and the frei|Uent hematuria in the former and jaundice
in the latter : the presence of a tumour when an ovarian cyst is twisted : the niekena and
occasional Ir.cmatemesis. and the presence of a primary disease in the heart or abdomen
in iiirsnitcrir ciiihiilisiii and lliriiiiiliosis respectively. Some cases of aculc paiicreatilis are

clinically almost indistinguishable from intestinal obstruction, but flatus is generally passed ;

there may also be a history of biliary colic, and the patient is generally fat. middle-aged,
-.-and alcoholic. The diagnosis is selilom maile with certainly until the ty[)ical fat-necrosis

is seen on o])ening the abdomen. In Irail c(ili<- the conslipalion is ncit alisolute. and the

occupation of the [latient and llii' hluc lim- on the gums (p. .•',-t) suggest the correct

<'':iUliosis. Arlhitr /'. Iliir-t.

CONTRACTIONS, Athetotic, Choreiform, Fibrillar, Spasmodic, and Tetanic-
are all to be dclincd for present purjioses as invohmtary and painless contractions occurring
in the voluntary muscles. From CoNTR.^CTruKs (|). ];3S) they may be distinguished by their

short duration, longer or shorter intervals in which the affected muscles are relaxed occurring
between the separate contractions. From rratiips they differ by being painless, or com-

paratively so, and also by their short duration. Hut in many cases it is impossible and
also unnecessary to draw an\- hard-and-fast line showing where, for example, tetanic

contractions cease and tetanic cramps begin. In all cases the occurrence of the contractions
mentioned aliovc may be taken to indicate some disease of the nervous sxsteiii. usually

organic but sometimes functional.

ATHETOTIC CONTRACTIONS, ATHETOSIS, OR MOBILE SPASM.

Athetosis is a form of in\ (limitary nio\enient alfeetiii'4 the lingers, hamls. and
wrists most often ; less often the toes and feet, and in rare instances the face. It is

usually unilateral, but in exeepti<mal cases bilateral—the
' double athetosis

"

of French

neurologists. The movements are spontaneous and incessant, and may even continue
while the patient is asleep ; in other instances they tend to cease, but arc started anew or

exaggerated when voluntary movement is attcmjited. In the hand, the movements consist
of a succession of slow and serpentine flexions, extensions, hyperextensions. and lateral

motions, all combined to cause the fingers and tliumli to execute the most cuiious and
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com|)lex clutiliing or spreading movements {Fig. 57). The wrist is held more or less Hexed ;

tlie tingers may move about togetlier. or wander eaeli individually. Analogous movements
are observed when athetosis occurs in the lower extremity, or the mouth and face. No
great regularity characterizes the motions of athetosis ; as a rule they are steady rather

than violent ; a large amount of voluntary control over the affected parts is retained,

jyiobile spasm is due to varying degrees of central irritation of muscles that are incom-

])letely paralyzed and somewhat spastic.

Prim fill/, idiopiitliiv. or jiiiinilivc athetosis is a rare disease of childhood or of adult life,

ni which bilateral athetotic contractions first make their a]>]jearanee in a ])reviously healthy
person, citlier for no ])articular reason, or after a chill or a nervous shock. It may be
associated with ejiilepsy or insanity. This form ajjpears not to be connected with any
gross changes in the nervous system, thus ilifl'ering from all other conditions in which
athetosis is seen.

.\thetosis is common in the various spa.'itir pnioplegias of infants and children, which

may be either congenital or acquired : in Congenital cerebral diplegia, also known as

Little's di.'iease when the legs are affected ehielly. the nervous structures suffer from an
inherited taint (alcoholism, syphilis, insanity), and eitfier fail to develop projjcrly. or

degenerate early in life. The onset of Little's

<iisease is gradual, and usually early, but it may
be delayed until the child is as nuich as six or

eight years old. The (mtient is backward or

nuiitally deticient, probably unable to walk, and
afllicted with bilateral spastic paralysis. This

may affect the legs, the legs and arms, or even
the whole body, and may be more marked and
more spastic on one side of the body than on
the other : speech is defective, optic atrophy
common, and the gait is clumsy and stiff.

"

cross-

legged
'

or scissor.' Involuntary movements
occur in the affected members, and are athetotic

or choreiform ; tremor or intention-tremor is also

not infrequent. Although it may not appear for

some years after birth, this is really a congenital
disorder, and it is to be distinguished, for reasons

<(innectcd with its ])atliological anatomy and

etiology, from certain other forms of spastic

jiaralysis in infants and children that may closely
resemble it clinically. These are the acquired
cerebral paralyses of infants, the spastic infantile

liemi|)legias. mono])legias, diplegias, triplegias, para])legias, that result from more or less

localized cerebral inflammations or hiemorrhage occurring at birth or in infancy. Porcii-

eepliali/. or the occurrence of lacunas in the tissues of the cortex or brain, may be found

in either the congenital or the acquired cerebral paralyses : it is really a post-mortem-
room term, and requires no special consideration here.

Acquired spastic paraplegias fall into two categories, according to their etiology :
—

1. ISirlli [lalsii's : due to iiuningeal or cortical h:emorrhage caused by ])rolonged labour

or the use of instruments. Many of these infants have been born luematurcly.
2. Acquired palsies : due to—

Kncephalitis after an acute specific fever, or infective in origin.

Polio-encephalitis, the cerebral analogue of acute poliomyelitis in the anterior

eornua of the cord.

Cerebral embolism.

Cerebral or meningeal ha'niorrhage or thrombosis.

The hirlh palsies are due to injuries received in the process of birth, and the rupture
of meningeal or cerebral blood-vessels, with the escape of blood : they develop at once,

and the history of the case should make diagnosis easy. The diagnosis of the exact cause

of an acquired spastic jianitijsis in an infant or child may be less easy. The paralysis due

to cnceplialilis generally apjiears during the first two or three years of life, but may come

-'ilie hand in athetosis.
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on at aliiiii-it anv a^•(. ('crchrnt tliriiDilinsis in chililnn is saiil hi liappcn ol'tiMU'st at alxiiit

the ajjc (if six. C'cnhnil ntihalistii is likely to l)c seen in infants or cliililvcn with ac(|uirf(l

licart-discasf. the cnilxilns l)einj;' dcriveil I'roni venotations on the mitral or aortie valves,

or from thronilii that liave formeil in hackwaters of the dilateil left anricle or ventriele.

Tliese infantile hemiplenias nr diplegias are of snilden onset, and are eharaeteristieally

spastie. Athetotie movements, with or witlmnt elioreiforni contraetions. trophic lesions,

and tremors, are common in the affeeted lind)s ; the cliildreii often orovv lip to exhibit

mental defect, ini])crfect speech, or epilepsy. As a rule, I he face is less involved than the

arm or ley, and the athetotie muMiiienls, conlined to the affected parts, may not hegin

until vears after the occurrciicc of the (niyiua! cerebral lesion.

Posl-lietiiiplcgic itllicliisis. which cannot be marked off sh.irply from postdiemiplegie

chorea (see p. l;{4), is an uncommon sei|nela of hemiplegia in I he adult ; but connnon—
being secTi in about a third of the cases -in the congenital and ac(|uireil hemiplegias just

considered. In the adult it occiu's oftenest when the lesion is situated near the |)osterior

part of the internal capsule or the optic thalamus. These athetotie movements of the

extremities have been described already : in the adult, they may be eond)ined with

choreiform contractions involving the uIidIi' arm and shoul<h-r, and the face. The

diagnosis shoidd not be dillicult. as the history of a stroke will be t)l)taine(l and the jihysical

signs of a hemiplegia will be present.

CHOREIFORM CONTRACTIONS.

These are similar to the contractions seen in chorea. They are involuntary and inco-

ordinated movements, pnrposive in character, but aindess and incfhctivc in performance.

They arc jerky, rapid, and highly irregular; gronps of nuiscles are put into action successively.
as if the original intention were gi\-en nji. or changed, as soon .is I In- complex movement

began. They may affect one side nf the Ixidy oidy. nr bolli. When mild, they ammmt lo

no more than excessive lidgetiness, involving perhaps only the hands and arms, or the

hands, arms, and face, in wriggling anil grimacing. When severe, they give tlie ])atient

no rest ; he is tossed about, |)crhaps with the utmost violence, by combined but irregular

contraetions. in wliicli any of the voluntary nniscles may participate. Choreiform con-

tractions bear no resemblance to tnnuirs. whether coarse or tine. From iittcnlion-lri'iiiois

they are distinguished by the facts that they contimie when the patient is at rest, that

they are pm'posive, and resemble ordinary vuluntary movements nu'sapplied. From
atd.riii they are distinguished by occurring at rest as will as on attempted inoxcment : the

muscular contractions of ataxia are merely ineo-(irdinaled, ap|)arcntly ill-designed and

clumsily executed, types of normal movements.
Chiu'ciform contractions are seen in the hillowiiig cdiiditions :

—
I'linriM iiiiniir, cir St. N'iliis's ilaiice ; I're-hviniplriiir ilifuca : |ii>sl-hcniiplefjie

i-hiiinie (»r lIuntiriiitDn's clHU'ca : i-liorea eli(tr\-a : spastic par'alysrs nl" infants ; <'orti-

niajor. <ir paiidcniic cliurra : luslcri.i. cal sclero-^is : chorea cleetr'iea (llcnoi-h).

Cliiiirii. cliurcn iiiiiinr. iiciilc chorcii. or SI. J'ilus's dance, is an acute disease of childhood

or adolescence, commoner in girls than Ijoys. and closely connected with a history of

rheumatism, and witli rheumatic endocarditis. I>ikc rheumatism, it is often a family
disease ; not infreriiicntly one linds that one or two children in a large rheumatic family
have had rheumatic fe\er or rheumatism, another chorea, and another both rheumatic
fever and chorea. It is commonly and erroneously held that severe fright may by itself

be the cause of an attack of chorea. It may also occur in adults in connection with preg-

nancy, when it is sometimes of a severe tyi)e, and may run on into insanity. The move-
ments may be confined to one side of the body—hemichorea—or may affect botli sides ;

the muscles are in general weak, speech may be interfered with. res])iration is often jerky,
and the |iatient is often unduly irritable and emotional. Exee|)t in the severest cases the

movements cease during sleep : the disease tends to recovery in the course of jierhaps two
or three months. Mild cases in which the face is most affected may ])resent a certain resem-

blance to the more chronic and quite unconnected disorder known as liahil-spasin. linhil-

rliorcd, or convnlsivc tic (see Sp.\smodic Contractions, p. 180). ,-\ facial tie is controlled

for a time by strong efforts of the will, whereas the facial mnvenunts of chorea will usually
be increased bv the concentration of the attention on them : the facial movements
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of chorea are irregular, representing a succession of various ])ur|iosive but unc<)ni[)lete(l

actions, while the facial tic consists in the repetition of a single definite lu.d purposive

movement, originally designed, no doubt, to give relief to some local irritation.

Clironic, degenerative, or HiDiiiiiglon's chorea, is a rare hereditary disease coming on at

the age of thirty or forty, associated with slow and difficult speech and with insanity. The

involuntary movements are slower and more ataxic than those of acute chorea, and can

often be suppressed for a time by exercise of the will. They affect the extremities and face,

are continuous, cease during sleep, and are accentuated by excitement, so that at first sight

acute chorea may be imitated fairly closely. The diagnosis between this chronic chorea

and an acute chorea that had become chronic, as sometimes happens, would turn on the

family history, mental symptoms, age at onset, and the course of the disease. Chronic

chorea is incurable, and may take twenty years or more to run its course ; mental failure

occurs early, and is progressive ; and a family history of chronic chorea can be obtained.

Chorea major, or pandemic chorea, is an epidemic hysterical manifestation occurring in

the more emotional races of Europe under the influence of religious excitement. Chorei-

form movements are among the less conspicuous of its motor phenomena ; it is unknown
in the more plilegmatic northern races.

In lii/stcria the motor jjhenomena are notoriously protean. Should a hysterical patiejit

have had chorea herself, or should she liave had the opportunity of observing it in others,

she may reproduce its characteristic movements with great accuracy. The diagnosis may
be very difiicult for a time, particularly if the ])atient"s ])revious history be not known, and

hysteria not suspected. Her temperament will probably lead her to develop other signs

or symptoms that suggest the true diagnosis ; such as tremors, paralyses, contractures,

hemi-anoesthesia, anaesthesia of the stocking and glove distribution, exaggeration of the

deep reflexes, or attacks of hysterics. Remission of the choreiform movements and of the

local symptoms generally may occur when the hysterical patient thinks she is no longer
under observation, or when her attention is diverted elsewhere. The hysterical patient

simulating chorea or hemichorea is likely to overdo the part.

Choreiform movements may occur in connection with hemiplegia in two forms. Pre-

Iteniipleaic clinrea has been recorded in a few cases. t«itchings or even choreiform move-

ments beginning in the limbs of one side of the body shortly before the onset of an apoplectic
stroke. Posl-ltemiplcgic chorea is connnoner, and more often seen in children than in adults.

.\fter a hemiplegia more or less muscular spasm and movements of one kind or another are

habitually seen on the affected side of the body. In many patients these movements take

the form of tremors, fine or coarse ; in others they are athetotic : in others again they are

ataxic, occurring only when vohmtary movements are attempted ; and in yet others they
are ch.oreiform. Which of these forms of muscular contraction is likely to occur in any
given case it is im])ossible to say : they are all due to combinations of cerebral irritation,

muscular sjjasm, and muscular jjaralysis, mixed together in varying ])r<iportions.

The choreiform movements occurring in the spastic paraplegias of infants and cliildrcn.

conditions that have been more vaguely described as cortical scleroses on the strength of

their post-mortem appearances, are to be regarded as variants of the athetotic contractions

already considered above. Henoch's chorea electrica is considered below : it is the muscles

of the neck and shoulder that are chiefly involved in this rare disorder.

FIBRILLAR CONTRACTIONS.

Fibrillar contractions of the muscles, or fascicular nuiscular twitchings, arc small

spontaneous movements visible on the surfaces of muscles, rhythmical or irregular, involving
not the whole mviscle. but only single muscular bundles in it. They may be confined to a

few of the bundles, or may occur irregularly in any of the bundles composing a muscle.

They are almost always too feeble to produce visible movements at the joints ; they are

increased in fatigue, and when the nuiscle is mechanically stimulated. Similar, but coarser,

twitchings may be seen in normal muscles when they are over-fatigued, or on exposure tii

cold. The finest Hbrillar contractions are said to occur only in cases of organic disease in

the central nervous system. They are seen most freely in muscles that are degenerating
or undergoing atroi)hy, or are shortly about to atrophy, as the result of disease in the lower

motor neuron ; they cease to appear when the muscle is nmch wasted. They are most
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eviilcnt in tliu extremities and timyue. aiul no douht are dne to irritation of motor nerve-

cells in tlie eord or l)ulb tliat are livi)er-ex(ital)le lieeause tliey are degenerat ini;.

From a diagnostic jjoint of view, lihrillar contractions are important l)ecansc for

practical ptn-poscs they do not occur in the iiiijtqxitJiics or primary muscular difslropliics

that are due to lesions in the muscles themselves and not in the spinal cord. In only a few

recorded cases have these Hbrillations been seen in cases of myopathy where lesion of the

central nervous system could be excluded. Xcurolojiists and myologists have devoted

much attention to primitive myopathy, with the result that it has become burdened with a

liiiihiy elabondc elassilieation and uomenelatiue. Thus the condition aenerally has been

described as |)rimarv pronressive myo|)atliy. progressive muscular dystrophy (Krb). idio-

pathic muscular atrophy and hypertrophy, iirimitive [iroitressive myoi)atliy. muscular

dystrophy, myopathy.
Special forms of it have been raised to the dignity of

"

types." the cliief of wliii'h are

the—
Siini>lc atrophic (I'^rh)

Pscudo-hyp('rtrn|ihie
.Iu\'enilr (i''.fi>(

Faeio-scaimlo-ljUMicral
(Latulouzy and Dejcrine)

Distal (Gowcrs)
Myotonia atrophica

^lixcd and t laMsitional

(Leydcri .inil .M(icliiii>

ZiiiiTncilin).

Distinction". Iiclwccu these \arious fornix must be souijlit in s))ecial manuals. Their

importance for present pur|joses consists in Ibis that fll)rillary eontr;;etious uiay occur as

a rare exception in most of them.

Contrariwise, librillar contractions are obser\ ed habitually in the I'ouise of the /»o-

grcssivc musculiir (ilrnjjhics iif ncuriijxitliir origin, variously known under such names as—
chronic anterior poliomyelitis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Charcot). |)roi;rcssivc bulbar

paralysis. pro;;rcssi\-c nniscular atrophy, toxic dcaencration of the lower motor neuron.

Werdnig-IIoffnianii proL;ressive muscular atrophy of iidants. accordiuii to their special

characters. In all of these, the lower moloi- neurons are primarily at fault, cxhibitinji slow

or rapid deueucraliou ; in many cases the u|iprr motor neurons are also affected, either

simultaneously, or before or after the lower. .\s a rule, no cause for the dej;eneration can

be discovered : but many—perha))s a half -of the patients have previously had acute

poliomyelitis. Oeeurrinu' in infants or iliildrcn. this neuropathic nniscular atrophy is

generally of the Werdnia-IIoffmann type, affeetiiif; the legs first, and spreading upwards
to the body and arms : the hands and feit are affected late, and the deep reflexes vanish.

The condition may at lirst sight resemble rickets, but in rickets there is no real muscular

atrophy, the deep rcllexes are retained, and librillar contractions do not oeeui. It may be

indistinguishable from one of the ]>rimary myopathies considered above : but Ihe occur-

rence of fibrillar contractions would make the iliagnosis of neuropathic nniscular atrophy
the more probable.

In adults the disease may et>nform to one of se\(ial types, according to the dislribution

of the atro])liy. In some instances the lower motor neurons of the hand. arm. and neck

are attacked, when the Ci,.i\v-ii.\ND (p. 10!)) may result : in others, the lower extremities

may first show the degeneration. Charcot's amyotrophic lateral sclerosis is characterized

by spasticity of the legs combined with atrophy of the muscles of the hanils and arms. In

making the diagnosis of neuropathic muscular atrophy it must be remembered that the

onset is gradual, that fibrillar contractions are present, that the atrophy proceeds pari

passu with the loss of power, and that sensation and the sphincters are not involved. The
electrical changes in the muscles are of assistance, loo. the partial Re.\ction oi' Dicukneu.v-

TION (|). 582) being exhibited ; the nerves react normally to faradism. and to galvanism so

long as there are muscle fibres left to rcs])oiid to the stimulation, while the muscles react

sluggishly, and .\.C.C. is often greater than K.t .t .

Bulbar parahjsis is due to lesions of the medulla oblongata, and the nerves mainly
affected arc the motor part of the fifth, the seventh (facial), the eleventh (spinal accessory),
and twelfth (hyj)oglossal). In other cases ophthalmoplegia is observed as well. It is only
in the chronic eases of bulbar paralysis that librillar contractions arc seen, and they are

particularly well shown in the tongue, which has been described a.s looking
"

like a bag half

full of worms.' The main sym|itoms will be ililliculty in articulation, phonation, mastica-

tion, and. most of all. in swallowing.
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SPASMODIC CONTRACTIONS.

In weneral parlance, tlie tpithet
"

spasmodic
"

implies siiddenncss and sliort dnration.

These characteristics are not impHed liy the word as it is used clinically. Hence it is neces-

sary to distinguish between sijasmodic contractions or nuiseular sjiasms of three kinds,

according as they are :
—

(1) Short and single
—the muscular twitch ; (2) Short and repeated

—
clonus or clonic spasms : (."}) Tetanic—commonly and improperly known as tonic spasms ;

these arc long-sustained.

Single Spasmodic Contractions ol a muscle or grouj) of muscles, over in a fraction of

a second, may occiu' in normal persons who are suffering from great fatigue, overwork, or

nervous exhaustion. For no apparent reason, and frequently just as the person is going
off to sleep, a sudden violent twitch in one or more of the limbs occurs, and wakes him up.
In other cases these sudden starts may occur when the patient is resting by day. In abnor-

malhi neri'ons or exeitalile patients such sudden spasms are seen more fref|uently. and often

result from some sudden and unexpected sensory impression—a soimd. sight, or touch.

The diagnosis of such spasms in nervous or jumpy patients should not be diflicult, the

affection being very chronic, and no doubt familiar to the patient and the patient's entour-

age. Coming on suddenly, this jumpiness may be a minor sign of various nervous disorders,

such as hysteria, acute chorea, delirium tremen-;. general ])aralysis, or Graves's disease.

Single twitches of muscles or of groups of muscles form the outstanding feature of the

simpler forms of a series of affections known as habit spasms or spasmodic ties. A habit

spasm consists in the involuntary repetition of some ordinary co-ordinated ])urposive act.

In many instances the tic was at first a natural reflex act. designed to allay some transient

irritation. Thus a blinking tie may have been initiated by the pain caused by a foreign

body in the eye, or conjunctivitis ; a sniffing tic by some temporary itching about the nares,

or it may be associated with the presence of adenoid growths in the nasopharynx : a shoulder-

shrugging tic by some irritation of the neck due to a tight or rough collar. By voluntary

repetition such an act ultimately becomes automatic, when it is s|)oken of as a habit spasm
or tic. These motor tics exist in great variety, oftcnest affecting the face, less often the

jaws, neck, or limbs ; they are so common as to escape comment in their minor manifesta-

tions—mannerisms and stereotyped acts—being set down merely to
"

individuality.'

^lost tics can be controlled by mental effort with some distress, are increased by emotion,

cease during sleep, and are curable only with great difiieulty when well cstnljlished. In all

cases the patient is supposed to exhibit a certain psychical weakness.

More violent and shock-like muscular spasms are seen in the rare condition known as

myoclonus or paratnyoclonus multiplex. Myoclonic movements are particularly sudden

and violent, occurring liilaterally. or first on one side of the body and then on the other ;

they are painless, but may give rise to much inconvenience by their violence. They are

increased by emotion and cease during sleep. They may be single, but more often are

clonic, repeated perha])S fifty or a hundred times in a minute. In paramyoclonus multiplex
there are no mental, sensory, or sphincter changes, and this rare disease is described as

both familial and hereditani'. In hysteria, myoclonus is seen exceptionally, accompanied

by other hysterical manifestations. In certain rare forms of epilepsy, the so-called myoclonic

epilepsy, these paroxysmal asynchronous bilateral lightning-like movements have been

recorded ; the diagnosis will be easy here, as the patient exhibits the phenomena of major

epilepsy
—loss of consciousness, relaxation of the sphincters, etc.—in addition to the sudden

and forcible myoclonic movements. In certain cases of minor epilepsy, or petit mal. the

affection may take the form of si)asmodie twitches of the nuiscles of a limfj. or of the face,

associated with a t)rief absent-mindedness or a few seconds of loss of consciousness without

loss of aulomatic control oxer the body generally.
Clonic Spasmodic Contractions, clonic spasms, or clonus, are in reality interrupted

tetanic contractions, consisting in the rhythmical and more or less rapid repetitions of the

single brief muscular spasm or twitch. A typical clonus of muscles in the arms or legs may
often be produced in health by the adoption and maintenance of some strained position.

Thus ankle-clonus is soon produced if a normal person sits in a chair and strains the heels up
while the toes are held pressing on the floor. Such clonus is ])hysiological, being due to

heightening of the muscle tone or normal state of tonic nuiseular contraction by the applica-

tion of mechanical tension to the calf nnisclcs.
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l'atholo<;ic;iIly. clonic spasms are seen tyiiically in tlic second or clonic slaj^c of iiKijiir

cpilepsij. where they snccccd the initial tetanic (or tonic) stajje. Here they ;ire universal

and bilateral as a rule, uItlioi:gh one side of the body may be involved more tlian the (jtlier,

or the arms more than the legs. C'onscionsness is lost, and the sphincters arc olicn relaxed.

Jlild and limited clonic spasms of a few muscular i;rou|)s, without loss of ((ins<'iousness

and lasting for only a few seconds, may l)c seen in ]>atients with major epilepsy, ami are

often described by them as •

warnings.' .Such attacks are identical with those of minor

epilejisy. In certain epileptic j)atients they seem to be to some extent uniler control, so

that their threatened onset can be ])revenfeil if the patient can sit or lie down, for example,
orcanjjress on or constrict the limb in which the spasms are about to ajipear. The diagnosis

oihusii'rn-rpili'pfiii is sometimes made in tlu'se patients : but the term is not a yood one, and
is often misleading. \'cry similar convulsi\e sri/.mcs may be met with in )iatieuts with
chronic nc|)liritis (iinrniic convulsions) and in prri;naut women {(•claiii/isin). The clonic

stage of epilci)sy may be imitated uneonscicjuNlN by patients witii h\stiria. <ir frankly

mimicked by the malingerer. In Iti/slrriii the onset of the Mt is gradual, not sudden ; con-

sciousness is impaired, not lost ; the pupil reacts to light, and is not immobile as in epilensy ;

screaming and purposive movements occin- throughout, and the lit is often i)rotracted ;

the sphincters are not relaxed, and the tongn<' is not bitten. The nifilhigt'icr is red and
heated by tlu' effort of producing the clonic spasms, his consciousness is fullv |)reserved,
and he rea<-ts to painful stimuli that leave the e|)ilcptic unmoved. Hoth the hvstcrical

jiatient and the malingerer show <pii\ering of llu' eyelids, and are likely to resist attempts
to open the eyes.

In Jackson id n ijiilcjisi/. clonic con\ulsions occur without loss of consciousness ; thev

are usually unilateral, startini; in some given muscle and spreading thence until Imtli limbs

or half the body an' ciimulseil. Transient paresis from exhaustion may be noted after-

wards in the affected muscles. In severe or long-established eases the whole body mav be

convulsed, or a tetanic stage may occur after the clonus : in these instances consciousness

may be lost. Jacksonian or focal epilepsy may result from any form of local iiritalion of

the motor cortex—trauma, luemorrhage. new growth, the effects of syphilis, chronic intlam-

mation. It leads in the long run to paresis and atrophy of the affected muscles.

.As the names imply, the very rare conditions known as myoclonus and ji/iiiiniiinilnniis

multiplcr exhibit t\ pieal clonic contractions. Tlie clonus occurs in single muscles or rmisele-

groups, such as the biceps and supinator longus. the quadriceps femoris and semitendi-

nosus ; rarely in the fact' : from .)(> to ^M) contractions a minute may occur. Henoch's
cliorcn electricii is the same as myoclomis. It is said that animals from which the para-

thyroid glands have been removed may exhibit identical spasms. For the diagnosis of

myoclonus, see above. Clonic spasms of the neek-nmsclcs. particularly the stcrnoniastoids.
arc conunon in torticollis or wry-neck.

Tetanic Contractions, tetanic or the so-called tonic s|)asms. Physiologists and clini-

cians Ixith make usi' oT the two terms •tetanic' and 'tonic.' but unfortunately employ
them in different senses. Physiological

" tetamis
'

is the apparently steady state of

muscular contract iou exhibited by the voluntary muscle at work, maintained b\- the fusion

of separate ULUscular twitches or spasms due to a inpid succession of ner\iius stiuudi. It

may be seen in a single muscle or in many together. Clinically, however.
' tetanus

'

or
"

tetanic contractions
'

have come to be associated with ])ain, besides being of some dura-

tion, and the terms are used only when a large mnnber of muscles are involved siimdta-

ncously : tetanus of a single nuiscle is referred to clinically as a cninip (p. i:{i» and 1 M)). To
the iihysiologist. the normal resting nuiscle is already in a state of

"

tonic contraction,' and
exhibits

'

tonus.' This muscle-tone is maintained partly by local or i)eri|)heral stimula-
tion (mechanical tension, the venosity of the blood, drugs such as digitalis or veratria), and

partly by nervous impulses that reach the muscles more or less continuously from the

motor neurons of the central nervous system. This central element of nmscular tonus is

really of reflex origin and due to posture, the maintenance of the erect attitude : the motor

impulses descending in answer to ascending impulses received by the central nervous system
from the nuiscles and joints concerned. But the clinician applies the terms ' tonus

'

and
'

tonic contractions
"

to the severe and pathological nmscular contractions seen, for example,
in the first stage of major epilepsy, which are physiologically and scientilically speaking
tetanic, not tonic. This clinical misuse of the word 'tonic" is well-established and time-
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honoured, but only serves to promote confusion. The terms '

tonic spasm
' and '

tonic

contraction
'

should be reserved for states of musele-tone that are raised only within physio-

!oi;ical limits, and are not pathological. The contractions or spasms that the clinician calls

•tonic' arc almost always pathological, and in the interests of uniformity should be

described as "

tetanic." not "

tonic." Exaggerated states of physiological tone and the

milder degrees of pathologically heightened muscular tonicity are described clinically as

spastic states or spasticity, falling short of tetanus in degree, and differing from both tetanus

and cramp by being painless. They are detailed under the heading Contractures (p. 139).

Typical tetanic (or tonic) spasms are seen in tetanus. Here the patient has become

infected by Bacillus tctuni (Piute XXVIII. Fig. T. ]). 014), through some known or unknown
wound. He first notices stiffness of the neck and jaws : soon, increasing tetanic spasm of the

nuiscles of mastication brings on trismus or lockjaw. Spasm of the facial muscles next

brings on the painful grin known as the lisus sarflonicus. and presently paroxysmal tetanic

spasms of great violence occur in practically all the voluntary muscles, although in mild

cases in children the s])asm may jirocectl no furtlicr than the nuiscles of the face. If the

spasms are strongest in the extensors of the back, the body is arched backwards till, perhaps,

the heels touch the head (opisthotonus). If the flexors contract most powerfully, the body
is bent forwards (emprosthotonus) ; in some cases the body remains straight and stiff (ortho-

tonus) when the flexors and extensors are balanced. These acutely painful paroxysms
last for ]XThaps a few seconds, and recur at varying intervals on any kind of stimulation ;

they may cause death by asphyxia or heart-failure. In the intervals between them, a

milder but still painful tetanic (the so-called tonic) contraction of the muscles is maintained ;

or, in milder cases, nothing more than an exaggerated ])hysiological muscle-tone. In mild

or chronic cases of tetanus, the signs and symptoms will be far less severe than tho'c

described above ; but trismus and painful nniscular contractions will still occur. In some

chronic cases, the chief sign may be a recurring but transient risus sardonicus, perhaps with

some stiffness of the neck ; not a few of these patients have been treated for liubit spasm or

hi/slcricnl grimacing for a time, until the suspicion of tetanus arose, or spread of the tetanic

spasms to the trunk-muscles made the diagnosis more obvious. The diagnosis of tetanus

may ha\c to be made in other instances from impacted zvisdom tooth ;
or from muscular

rheumatifim. wdiieh may cause stiff-neck but is hardly likely to set up trismus : or from

sjiiudl meningitis, in which there is fever, while the tetanic spasms occur on exertion, and

do not primarily affect the muscles of the jaws, and great jiain is felt on moving the head

and neck.

In strycltnine jiuisuning trisuuis is absent or occurs very late, the extremities are

first and most markedly affected, the nuiscles are quite relaxed between the paroxysms,
and the symptoms develop rapidly

—within an hour or two of the administration of the

drug. In tetani) (p. 2) the distribution and duration of the tetanic contractions should

suffice to prevent any confusion with tetanus. In hi/dniphohin there should be a history

of a bite by some animal, most often a dog : mental symptoms are ])rominent. and the

spasms affect the muscles of respiration and deglutition most, while trismus is absent.

In lii/steria a patient may exhiliit trismus, tetanic sjjasms, and opisthotonus ; but no true

picture of tetanus will be presented, and other evidences of hysteria will be found on

examining the patient, or will develop if the case be kept under observation.
.1. J. .Je.r-Blahe.

CONTRACTURES—are lasting bodily deformities residting from a great variety of

causes. For clinical jnirposes they may be divided roughly into two classes, according as

they are (1) .4ctiie. or (2) Passive. The division is not sharp, as active contractures when

long established tend to become passive.

1. Active Contractures: resulting:
—

(«). From lesions of the upper motor neuron :

Cortical lesioii'. Transverse lesions of the cord Spastic ataxia

Hemiplegia .Subacute combined degenera- Spastic paraplegia
Frieilreieirs ataxia

[

tion HEematomyelia
.AlyeliUs I

Lateral sclerosis

{!)). From lesions of the loioer motor neuron :

.Acute poliomyelitis Progressive muscular atropfiy Injury of nerves

Chronic poliomyelitis ! Neuritis
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Hysteria |

Tortifollis

2. Passive Contractures : sctii in :
—

Late stiiucs of tlic active contraotiircs

Local orfiaiiic diseases oC the liones, joints, iniisclcs, fa«eia\ skin.

Active or Spastic Contractures.— In these, certain nioiii)s of nuiscks are I In-own into

a state of perniancnl contraction, or else the l)alance of power between antagonistic sets

of muscles is npsel. In eitlicr case borlily deformity (flt'^in'i. extension, cmvatmc) results ;

but the deformity can be redressed temporarily cither by steadily niaintaiTicd mechanical

traction, or by the forcible electrical stimulation of the weaker set of the antagonistic
muscles involved. In jjassive contractures, on the olhcr liaml. no amount of electrical or

other stinndation .avails to correct the deformity, nor can the a|i])licali(m of hirce without

ruptme of the tissues.

Active conlraelures nnist be distinyuished from certain other forms of muscular

contractions, particidarly cramps and tetanic (or so-called tonic) contractions or spasms
of the voluntary nmscles. Cramps may resemble contractures by their relatively loni;

duration—thus those of tetany have been known to persist for days and even weeks : but

pain is a constant feature of erami). whereas it has no connection at all with contractures

per sc. Ti'ldiiic fDiilrricliiiiis of muscles (sec ('oNrn.\tTiONS. p. 131)—commoidy called tonic

by the misuse of a word that already has a dehnite and different physioloiiical meaning
(p. 137)—resemble cramps by being painful, and differ from them only by l)eing more

generalized. The normal resting muscle is. ])hysiologieally speaking, in a constant state

of Ionic coiitrticlion, and exhibits a certain retlex tone or tonus (musele-tonc) due to the

combined action of two factors, one local and one ncrvdus. Any muscular spasm, rigidity,

or spasticity set up liy increase of this normal tone within physiological limits, may pro])crly
be referred to as a condition of tonic contraction. I5ut when a spasticity is pathological,
as are all the

"

tonic contractions
"

of the clinician, it should no kinger be referred to as a

state of tonic contraction, especially as it corresponds satisfactorily with the physiological
"tetanic contraction" or tetanus.' A ty])ical pathological spasticity or active contrac-

ture is seen in Sherrington's
" decerebrate rigidity," the extensor spasm observed in the

limbs of the cat or rabbit after removal of the cerebral hemispheres and basal ganglia. This

rigidity lasts for several days, and is due to the removal of the inhibitory im|>nlses normally

reaching the cord from the cortex and thalanuis. A similar rigidity, though, of course,

with a different distributioTi. is seen in such disorders as hcmi])lcgia. cortical losses, lateral

.sclerosis. Friedn ich"s ataxia, subacute comI)ined <l(generation. and transverse lesions of the

cord.

The active contraetines lijllowing liciiiijilcgiii or carticiil lesions in the motor area are

confined to the affected side of the body, and shoidd not be dillicult to diagnose. There

are three varieties of rigidity after hemiplegia, but only the last of these is usually described

as a contracture : (1) Initial rigidity, present at the outset and lasting only for a few hours ;

(2) Early rigidity. l)eginning within a few days of the stroke and lasting for a week or a few

weeks, possibly due to the irritation of blood-clot at the site of the cerebral lesion : (3) Late

rigidity or contracture, lirst appearing several weeks or months after the stroke, and due

to the fact that while all the muscles of the affected limbs are spastic, certain groups of them
are stronger than their antagonists. Thus the thumb is flexed and pressed into the palm.
the fingers clenched, the wrist and elljow flexed, the forearm i)ronated. and the arm adducted.

The thigh is adducted. the knee extended, and tlie heel drawn up. the foot inverted, and
a characteristic spastic gait results. The deep reflexes are increased on the hemi])legic side.

where, too. ankle-clonus and Babinski"s extensor reflex can be obtained. The lapse of

years converts these active contractures into i>assive in consequence of the struetinal

changes that take place in the muscles, fascia?, and joints.

t'ontractures are liighly cfiaracteristic of congenilal and itcfjuircd cerebral diplegias or

hemiplegias due to cortical lesions, cortical sclerosis, or porencephalns (.see C'onthactions,

Athetotic, p. 131). The patients show l)ilateral spastic jjaralysis : one side is sometimes

affected more severely than the other. If the legs oidy are affected the condition is known
as Little's disease, and the gait is

"

cross-legged
'

or "

scissor,' the feet being pointed and

inverted, and the thighs adducted. Kyphosis is often seen, and the arms, if in\(ilved. are
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held in the position of a hemipknic arm (see al)ovo). In ths acquired cases the spastic

paresis is oftener unihitcral tlian Itilateral ; the nutrition of the affected hnib suffers con-

spicuously, and its i;;rowth is retarded ami inconii)lete.

In Friedreich's disease, a familial disorder beginning usually between the ages of seven

and seventeen, and seen oftenest in males, characterized by ataxia, intention-tremor,

nystagmus, and hesitating or syllabic speech, active contracture sets up scoliosis or scolio-

kyphosis, pes varus or equinovarus, and ' main bote '—an analogous deformity of the

hand with hyperextension of the terminal phalanges. These contractures are partly due

ti> muscular atro|)hy. ])artly (in the case of the foot) to over use of certain nuiscles in attempts
at cipiilibration ; the heel is drawn up. the dorsimi of the foot arched, the sole hollowed

out. the toes flexed at the interphalangeal joints and hyperextended at the metatarso-

phalangeal ; prominent hyjjertrophy of the extensor longus hallucis has been found.

In subacute combined degeneration, in which may be included lateral sclerosis if the

degeneration mainly affects the upper motor neurons, there will be contractures. The

earliest symptoms are connected with sensation ; but the patient, usually an anxmic adult

in the second half of life, presently develops spasticity in his legs. The limbs tend to draw

up as he lies in bed. from flexor spasm : the gait becomes spastic, and walking is soon

impossible—the condition becoming one of spastic paraplegia. The deep rcHexes are

increased, and Babinski"s sign is present : segmental areas of ana>sthesia can be made out,

and control over the sphincters is weakened, .\fter some months, this sp.astic stage gives

place to flaccidity. control over the sphincters is lost, and the patient rapidly runs down hill.

In cases of transverse mi/elitis or transverse lesions of the cord, and in certain cases of hcewato-

niyelia of insidious onset, in which the liaMiiorrhagc perha])s takes place into an already
dilated central canal, spasticity with increased deep reflexes, loss of sensation, and loss of

control over the sphincters is the rule. The diagnosis is facilitated by the fact that no

symptoms occur in parts of the body innervated from above the cord lesion ; at the level

of the lesion there is evidence of nerve-irritation (girdle pain, hypencsthesia). In these

cases the flexors of the leg overpower the extensors : the limbs draw themselves up again,

sooner or later, as often as they are extended for the patient.

So far, the active contractures considered have all been due to lesions of the ui)])er

motor neuron. A second class contains those resulting from lesions of the lower motor

neuron and the subsequent muscular atrophy. These contractures arise either from the

unbalanced action of the muscles that normally antagonize those that have atrophied, or

from late shrinkage of the paralyzed muscles themselves ; and a spinal curvature may
come on from the adoption of some jjosture that facilitates locomotion or the occupations
of life when the spinal muscles are intact, .\cute and chronic poliomyelitis, neuritis, and

lesions of the nerves have to be discussed in this connection. Acute poliomijelitis, or infantile

l)aralysis. begins suddenly with malaise, pains, and an acute febrile attack : the flaccid

paralysis ajjpears early, and contractures begin to show themselves within a few months,

as a rule. The limbs are most involved, isolated muscles or groups of muscles being

par.ilyzed : and it should be noted that the jjaralysis is distributed in accordance with the

nuclear grouping of the muscles in the anterior cornual regions of the cord. Sensation is

affected only in the rarest instances. If many muscles in a limb are paralyzed, its growth is

much impaired. Contractures are conmion in chronic poliomyelitis and the various forms of

progressive muscular atrophy of neuropathic origin (see Contractions. Fibrill.\r, p. 134), the

hands and feet Ijcing mainly involved, with the production of various forms of club-foot and

claw-hand. .\11 the muscles are involved together, and there is no selection of certain

groups for paralysis as is the case in acute poliomyelitis. In addition, fibrillar contractions

can be seen in the degenerating muscles, provided that they are not covered too thickly

with subcutaneous tissue. The onset is insidious, and the disease occurs most often in

middle age : the commonest type is that in which the hands are hrst and most involved,

but in other cases the legs, and in others the upper arm and shoulder, first give evidence

of the disease. Contractures are seen occasionally in alcoholic neuritis of the motor type,

and more frequently in arsenical neuritis, talipes equinovarus or flexor contracture of the

wrist, with excessive muscular hypera^sthesia. being noted ; such deformities are rare in

other forms of neuritis, such as those due to lead, diabetes, influenza, dijjhtheria. etc.

Secondary contracture of the muscles on the affected siifc in BelKs facial paralysis may
occur, and gives rise to the impression that the sound side of the face is paralyzed while the
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face is at rest, for the face as a whole is |nille<l over to the affected si<le (Fig. 198. p. M)2) :

on vohintary movement, however, tlie heuUhy side will lie found to move normally, while
the paralyzed side remains (oinparatively still. Contractures usually follow severe iiijiin/

of ncncs. unless satisfactory healing of the wound and regeneration of the nerve-trunks
take ])lace.

Aflivc roiilnivturcs jraiii ilisiise may occur in otiicrwisc healthy subjects who lor any
reason may have been kejjt too long in one position. Patients who have lain on their backs
in bed for long periods may have a temporary talipes equinus when.they get up—an a(ti\e
contracture due to the weight of the bedclothes resting on the toes and keeping the I'eet

extended. Fractured or injured limbs that have been splinted and kept too lung in one

position, often exhibit active contractures when tlu.

splints are removed (e.g., \'olkmann"s iscluemie contrac-
tine of the forearm. Fig. 58). In some cases the con
tracture is due to lixation of the muscles, tendons. (,i-

nuiscle-shcaths by intlarnuiatory Jiroduets that have
become organized, in others to adhesidus iir bony de-

posits that have formed themselves in or about the

joints, while in others mere disuse, without inllammatiir\

changes, may underlie these contractures : all of these
would be avoided by the titm-ly use of inassagt' and
nio\ ement.

I'aralyscs (leeur in |icr!iap-. L'.j per criit ot nil

patients with ////.ilciiti. in two main types : the- rarer
llaccid. the {•onnnoner spastic, and often marked enouuh
to proiluee active contractm-c. In hysterical contracture
the allectcd nuisdes are not wasted except in severe
cases of long iluration : the dcip reflexes are inereasi-d ;

ankle-clonus may be priscnt : but Habinski's sign is

probably ne\cr observed. The limbs are most aireeteil

(henii-. mono-, or paraplegia), less often the muscles ol

the face, eyelids, lips, or tongue. Certain attitudes aic

highly characteristic of hysterical spastic paralvscs :

the elbows, wrists, and fingers are kept flexed, the arms
arc addueted : the hip and knee are extended, and the
fo<it is held in a position of talipes e<)uino\arus : ptosis
may be seen, from sj)asm of the orbieidaris : torticollis

from contracture of the sternomastoid. In the less severe
cases the stiffness and [laresis are neither couiplete nor
marked enough for the condition to be referred to as a

<(intraetine. In all instances the ileformity ))roduced is

the result of active muscular s|)asm. and in severe cases
it cannot be overcome by exercise of the initient's will,

galvanization, or by the ajjplication of mechanical force.
The contracture often persists during sleep, and is

abolished only by deep ana-sthesia—a character distin-

guishing hysterical contractures from those due to

organic disease. Hysterical contractures ollen last lor iiioiilh

cases of long standing muscular atro[jhy and struetmal ehauges about the joints may
establish permanent passive contracture from disuse. Highly charaet eristic of' hysteii -al
contracture is the patient's use of antagonistic muscles to ])revcnt passive or active correc-
tion of the deformity exhibited. If. for example, the arm is semiflexed bv contracture of
the biceps, the triceps can be felt to contract and resist the movement wiicn the attemi>t
is made to flex the arm further. .\ similar contraction of the triceps can be felt or seen if

the patient is asked to bend the joint herself; with the result that the joint remains un-
moved, although all signs of great effort to bend the arm may be disp'lave<l. Pain and
tenderness in the contracted muscles are usual : and other hysterical stigmata such as
hcmiansesthesia. panesthesia. davus or globus hystericus, and the hysterical temperament
generally, will not be wanting. Special forms of hysterical contracture mav give rise to

y-'/;/. ."iS.
—Volkmaiiii's isi'liiriiiic p;u-jily^is

follouiii^ tlli^ vise uf all ;uirHi-jiir sjilmt for
frai-Iure of the bones of llie forennii. Note
the eleiietied filltreis- luid the trophic soro on
the foretiiiger. f Heprodiu-eii by perniissiori
from a p.iper liy .Mr. K. C. Houlan.l^ in the
Hull's IJosj'iful (j'OIftll.)

If e\-eii vears :
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i-i,/. -L>iii my t roll's Contracture.

great trouble in diagnosis by imitating definite conditions or diseases. Tims a painful
'

hysterical hip
'

or
"

hysterical knee
'

may pass on from surgeon to surgeon, until one is

found to operate upon the normal joint for tuberculous arthritis ; hysterical spasm of
some of the abdominal muscles may lead to the diaguosis of pregnancy or new "rowth

pseudo-cycsis or phantom tumour : hysterical contracture of muscles in the neck or

shoulder may be diagnosed as

new growth, the ptilpablc tmuour

\anisliiug only when the patient
has been antpsthetized and is on
the operating - table awaiting
incision.

Tnrticollis. or wry-neck, in

ttiliills. mtty lie regarded as a

fimctional disease, and is a form
of tic. characterized in its later

stages by contracture of the

affected muscles of the neck.

The muscles ehielly affected are

those supplied by the spinal

accessory nerve. Its clonic

variety is easy to diagnose : but
where the spasms are tetanic (or

tonic) rather than clonic, the

diagnosis nuist be made from
such conditions as cervical

caries, rheimiatic myositis, or

dcej) inliammation in the glands
of the neck. Cuiigciiilal torticollis dates from birth, usually affects the right sterno-

mastoid muscle, and is often associated with facial asymmetry—when it is perhaps due
to congenital defect of the centres in the bulb. The face is smaller on the side of the

affected sternomastoid. Congenital torticollis is distinguished from the form of wrv-neck

produced in infants by rupttu'c of the sternomastoid nniscle at birth dining dcliverv. by
the fact that in the latter a callus is to be felt at the site of the ruittmc.

Passive Contractures are those

due to affections of the bones, joints,

or soft tissues, thiit mechanically
obstruct correction of the deformities

they produce. They also result from

long continiKDirc of the active conlrnr-

iiircs considered above, by a gratlual

process of transition. The co:itract(il

limbs can only be straightened by
surgical measmes. or Ity manipulations
severe enough to ruptiu'c the ol)-

structions.

Passive contractures may result

from the most varied local organic
diseases of the affected parts.
Dupuytren's Contracture of the palmtir
fascia, leading to deformity of the

little and ring ftngers {Fig. 59) is so

characteristic that it can seldom be

mistaken. It is prone to occur in

gouty subjects and in those who use the palms of their hands most, as in the case of

coachmen and those who use spades, etc. In diseases of the joints, such as rheiunatism,

rheumatoid arthritis, spondylitis deformans, tuberculosis, gonorrha-a, etc.. the patient

may lie in bed or go about for weeks or months in some bent or contorted position that

involves the minimum oi discomfort ; ankylosis of the affeeteil joints often results from

Fi'j. ijti,
—ricatriciitl contracture after a burn.

(From I'rofe^ur ItutliPrforJ MorisOu's Jufnidiictitin tu Snrtjeril.
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I lie orowtli of fiilliesions. ccchondrosfs. or exostoses in aiul about tlie cilf;es of the joints,

tiiat permanently limit tlieir rani;e of movement. C'orrespondinj; slioiteniny will take place

in the nniseles that are relaxed, and a j)assive eontraeture results. The urowth of a tumour
in or about a .joint may ])roduee identical results. Traumatic or inllannnatory lesions about

the inusrtcs or their tendons may establish inflannnatory ])roducts locally that permanently
limit the movements of these struetin-cs. I.arfic superheial scars due to exten-ive burns

or losses of skin and the su])erlieial tissues, beinj; composed mainly of librous tissue, may
contract, and so briiii; about marked contractures (see Fig. CO).

Spontli/lilis deformans, a chronic malady of the .spinal colunm (]>. (i4S), often results in

contractures and partial ossification of the lit;aments and muscles of the back : and extreme

deformity may arise from nii/osilis ossifi<(ins. a rare but easily diagnosed affection in which

the nnisi'les all over the body cradually become riyid from ealeilication ; the patient has

generally been normal up to adult life, and then becomes the subject of acute attacks of

pain in \arious nniseles. acconi])anied by local myositic swellino- and some pyrexia : after

the local inflammation subsides, calcium salts are deposited in the site that has been inflamerl

and the affected muscle becomes stiff and hard. Weeks or months may elapse between

successive attacks of this kind, but the number of ealeifieil muscles slowly mounts up.
until in c'xtri'me instances the inilient is ri<^:d almost Irmi ln-ail to foot — the "

o-,silied man.'

The cliaiiTiosis of the cause of a passive eontraeture will olixioiisly depend upon the

results ol' the physical examinalicui ol the affected part, and upon the siieees-> with whic li

a true history of the onset and coursi' of the ease can be elicited. .J. ./. .Je.r-lilnl.i .

CONVULSIONS, or CONVULSIVE SEIZURES, are paroxysms of inv.iliintary

iiiuseiilar loiil lael ions. They iiia\ be disided iiilo two classes, accordinii as lliey are local

or general : loctd eomiilsions have been considered inider the hcadinj; Con riiAcrioNs,

Si'.v.sMODic (p. 1.'.()). and the followini; account deals mainly with general conrnlsiiins. The

Heneral convulsions without loss of consciousness that constitute Higohs are discribcd under

that headiiii; (|). .");U) : with this exception, ijeneral convulsions are almost always aeeom.

panied by loss of eoiiseiousiiess. cxee|)tiiiu' in some hw eases of partial epile|isy and ol

hysteria.
In iiHist eases of convulsions, both sides of the bod\ -face. neck. arms, trunk, and leu's

—
are convulsed ei|ually. l?iit it sometimes happens that thouuh their cause is apparently

fieneral. the movements are unilateral, or much more marked on one side of the body than

the other : for present puqjoses such convulsions may still be termed L;<neral. I'sually

convulsions are clonic, less often tetanic or tonic.
"

Fits may be ilefined ronyhly as any sudden (laroxysnis or seizures oceuiriiin in the

eom-sc of any disease. In common usai;e. liowe\er. a
'

lit
'

is a con\ulsi\e lit. or lit of

convulsions, and if uuciualificd. the term usually means an e)iile|)tie tit. liut not alwa\s.

Certain clinical features arc common to almost all eou\ulsi\<' sei/.ures in which

consciousness is lost. If the onset is sudden, as it usually is. tin- patient is apt to hdl <lowii

and injure himself unless already reeund)ent. If the miisiKs (d tlie mouth and jaws are

involved and saliva is secreted freely, the mouth hiams : if the toni;ue or checks are bitten,

the foam becomes stained with blood. ClenehiiiL; of the jaws will make the brcathin;4

laboured, stertorous, and ineffectual. If the muscles of rcs|)iration are greatly affected,

cyanosis, with congestion of the face. neck, and exposed jiarts. will be oliserxed. The
convulsive movements are typically clonic, limited in range. |)urposeless. and aeeonipanied

by more or less rigidity. If the rigidity is marked, the amplitude of the mo\ements will

be reduced corres])ondingly. so that the condition may even become one of stiffness and

tetanic (or .so-called tonic) spasm. It is characteristic of epilepsy that tlie tit should consist

of a brief tetanic stage followed by a longer stage of clonus : but convulsive attacks of every
.sort may occur in epilepsy, and either the tetanic or the clonic stage may be absent or so

brief as to jjass unnoticed. Control over the organic rellexes of micturition and dcfax-ation

is often lost, the bladder and rectum being cmjitied involuntarily. -\s a rule the rellexes

cannot be obtained while the convulsions last, and are lost or diminished for some hours

after they arc over, or are unei|ual on the two sides of the body. AVhen the fit is over and
the patients have recovered consciousness, they often complain of headache and lassitude,

showing diminished sensibility to all impressions, mental hebetude, and great sleepiness.

Less often, the patient becomes excited or terrified after a lit. or e\in maniacal, and he may
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also exhibit aiitoinatisni for hours or even daj's : in none of these conditions will he be

responsible for his actions. The duration of general convulsions is commonly to be measured
in seconds or minutes ; but in severe cases they may go on for hours if untreated, and in the

status epilepticus may last for days with only brief intermissions. Prolonged convulsions

due to any cause may raise the temperature several degrees ; when they are imilateral,

the temperature is raised more on the affected side than on the other. Albuminuria after

a fit is very common, and may last for a day or two ; it is by no means necessarily evidence

that the fit was ursemie.

The morbid conditions in which local or partial convulsioiis. and in rarer instances gCHern?
convidsiuns also, occur without loss of conseioTisness. have been considered imder Contrac-

tions, Spasmodic (p. 136). but for the sake of clearness may be recapitulated :
—

Fatigue
Nervous exhaustion
Habit spasm
Spasmodic tic

Myoclonus

Hysteria
.Jaeksonian epilepsy
Chorea electrica (Ilenocb)
Tetany

Tetanus

Hydrophobia
Strychnine poisoning
Malingering.

The convulsions conunonly accompanied by loss of consciousness will be considered

here imder the f<illi)\ving heals :
—

1. General Convulsions of Infants and Children, seen in :
—

Hereditary syphilis Meningitis Idiocy
Congenital heart disease Drug poisoning Hiekets
Cerebral ]iaralysis Enlarged tliynins E])ilepsy,
Onset of acute fevers

2. General Convulsions of Adolescents and Adults, seen in :
—

nunor a n<l major.

Epilepsy, minor and major.
.laeksonian epilepsy
Kpileptil'orm cdnvnlsions—

i'ra'mia

Pregnancy
Severe heart disease

3. Unilateral Convulsions,

Ap(i|ilcxy
Intracranial tsniwlh I

Asphyxia
Stokes-Adams' disease

Saturnine cnecplialo|)atliy
C'ereljral lesions :

-

.\|)oiilcxy

.Meningitis

seen in :
—

Meningitis
Epilepsy, major and minor

Intracranial growth
General ])araiysis
Ciironie ateoholisni

('(rehral syphilis

Hysteria
Malingering.

.laeksonian epilepsy
1 )isseminate(l sclerosis.

General Convulsions of Infants and Children.—.Vmong the conunonest of all con-

vulsive seizures are those occurring in childi'cn of lender age. known as infantile coiivtdsions.

The sexes arc allceted equally : aliout a third of the cases take place dining tlie tirst year
of life, two-thirds during tlie iirst two years : and they are rare, apart from epilepsy, after

the age of five or six. They are of more .serious import in infants under six montlis than in

older children, and also in anaemic and weakly infants. In hcictlilartj ayphilis convulsions

often prove fatal during the first week of life. For the rest, in about half the patients rickets

is the predisposing cause : in many of the others some local irritation, such as inflammation

of the gums in dentition, diseases of the nose or ears, the presence of irritating food or ivorms

in the intestine, renal or vesical calcnlns, or pliimtisis, can be found : while convulsions at

the onset of acide infectious diseases, such as scarlet fever, pneumonia, measles, whoojjing-

cough, or during their course, and in nephritis, are not infrequent. Overdosing with drniis

—
strychnine, atropine, santonin, morphia—or with idcohol, may bring on convulsions.

Fright and over-strimg emotions are included among the causes of infantile convulsions ;

how far inheritance, the neurotic or neuropathic taint, is responsible for them is uncertain.

They occur in children with enlargement of the thymus gland, the so-called status lipnptudicns.

and in these not infretjuently a fit has a fatal issue. Finally, it nuist be remembered that

in any child there nuiy be early evidence of epilepsy, or of organic disease of the brain. Their

diagnosis demands a very careful examination of the child, and also of its diet and the

hygiene of its daily life. They may be due to congenital heart disease, wlien there will Ijc

enlargement of the heart, a cardiac murmur or murmurs, and some degree of cyanosis. In

children with organic disease of the brain {porcnccplndus. congcnitid or acquired cerebral

jHinili/sis. spastic paraplegia, etc.) there will l)e paralysis, spasm, and muscular atrophy, and

])robably mental defect. If the convulsions are due to the onset of some acute infectious

disorder, they will come on suddenly in a child ])reviously well, and will be accomiiauied by
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hii;h fever ami liill(i\v<:i l)y tlie cluinict eristic rash. Similar e(iu\ iiKimis and fever may
occur in nictiii/gili.s. usually towards the end of the disease. 'I'liey are not rare in zchiiopiiig-

aiiigli. particularly in rachitic infants, bcini;- |)rccij)itateil l>y the asphyxia resultinsi' from

the \vhoo|jini;'. ami not rarely causing death. Tlie diaijnosis of lits due to ilnigs- or (ilcohal.

taken cither by the child, or liy the mother if the child is bcinj; suckled, will depend upon
obtaininii an adequate history of the ease. In what way fiildrgcriiciil iif tliv llii/iiuis brings

about convulsions is not known : the condition is fortunately rare, and is hardly ever

<liaj;'noscd durinjf life, 'riie lits occurriiii; in lii/ilnni/ilKilKs and the various dcyrccs of nictiUil

ilii'cit need only be mentioned.

It is to nrhcis that one must look for the explanation of most eou\ulsions oeeurrini;

Ixiwceu the aaes of three months and four or five years. The nervous system is unstable

in all youTiM children, the power of cerebral inhibition not beinj; actpiired for several years.
In rickets this insLibihly is much increased, and finds expression in irritability, lits of

screaniinj;, restlessness, inability to sleep well at night, and in the more serious troubles of

tetany, laryujiismus stridulus, and convulsions. .\ny child with fits should l)c scrutinized

for evidence of rickets—cxa<;i>crated curvatures in the lon<> bones, the rickety rosary, a

Harrison's sulcus on the sides of the chest, the larac and bulgiuL; rickety head, thinness of

the hair on the f>ack of the head (due to head-rollinir). a tumid and Haceid abdomen, lateness

in the closure of the anterior foutanclle. and jicncral nuiscular debility, l^nijuiry shoukl be

made for other symptoms common in ri<kets that \vill come under the observation of the

mother or nurse tenderness of the bones and skull on handling and washing, head-rolliuff

due to tenderness of the skull, imich sweatini; ab<iut the head in sleep, broken slumber,

))ronencss to gaslro-intcstinal upsets, constipation and mucous stools or constipation

alternating with diarrlKca. unusual liability to corvza and bronchitis (or
"

catching cold ").

The feeding and hygiene nf the child must be gone into : in low life, rickets is mainly due to

dcliciency of fat and protein in the diet, with excess of carbohydrate food, whereas in high
life the diet is more likely to err by lack of freshness due to too careful sterilization or to the

use of j)atent IVxids : rickety children all suffer from want of enough exposure to fresh air

and sunshine. But if rickets is the imiin predisj/osing <-iiiisr of infantile convulsions, it nuist

be remcmbcrcil that they are actually brought on by some secondary crcilhig ciiusf. such

as a gastro-intcstinal disturbance with diarrhrca or vomiting, or reflex irritation of any sort.

Whether itrtititUm is in itself enough t<i account for convulsions is extremely doubtful,

although that '

tccthing-Hts
'

do occur is oiu' of the things that every woman knows.

Kj/ilcj)sii is one of the last causes of infantile convulsions that should be thought of,

except when the lits occiu' for the lir.st time in tolerably healthy children more than three

or four years old. .\ bad family history of fits or of insanity would make epilepsy more

probable : so would the occurrence of an aura before the lit. and the division of the lit into

a tonic and a clonic stage, with biting (jf Ihc longue or cheeks. The repetition of lits for

which there is no local or general cause, such as those described abovi-, would be in favour of

eiiilcpsy. |)articularly if the sequence extended over a long period of time. But one fit

undoubtedly facilitates the oc<'urrcnce of another soon afterwards, so that the i-ecurrcnce

of convulsions for a few days or weeks in a rickety chihl is not enough to Justify the

diagnosis of epilepsy.
General Convulsions of Adolescents and Adults. -The con\ulsions of cjiilcpaij,

including both the major and the minor forms, are very variable in extent and duration.

In the minor degrees, or jiclil mill, there is usually brief tonic or tetanic s])asm. with loss of

consciousness, but without clonus or convulsions. In severer cases this is known as tclfiiioiil

cpilcps-i/. a tetanic spasm con\iilsing the patient for some seconds, or even for a minute or

two. with great risk of death Ijy asi)hyxia. In /idilitil epilepsy the convulsions are confined

to part of the l)ody
—the face, pcrhajjs. or the arms and face. Midway between minor and

major ei)ilci)sy (Jowirs ])laces
"'

epilepsiii iiieiliii. in which there is nuiscular spasm of tonic

character, without the clonic spasm which follows when the tonic spasm is more severe."

In iiiiijor epilepsy the typical [licture is as follows : after experiencing an aura or warning of

some sort for a few seconds, the |jatient is seized with a general tetanic spasm, cries out, and
falls to the ground, this tetanic or tonic stage lasting for from five to thirty seconds. This

then gives ])lace to the clonic stage, or convulsions, with foaming at the mouth, and clonic

jactitations that arc often unc()ual on the two sides of the body, .\ftcr a few minutes the

clonus flies away and the ])atient is left comatose or stupelicil, with a headache that is slept

D
'

10
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oil in the course of the next few hours. Consciousness is always lost in true epilepsy ; the

extent and duration of the convulsions, liowever, are hiiihly variable. The fits of .Jiicksiniian

cpilepsi/ are rarelv fieneralized : the condition is considered below. In true epilepsy there

is no known organic lesion of the brain ; the loss of consciousness and the convulsions are due

to some unknown functional disturbance of its action ; but apparently identical fits may
occur in the course of a nimiber of diseases in wliich organic lesions are present either in the

brain or elsewhere, and to these the name cpileplifonn convulsions is given. They arc seen

most often in ni(rniiii. in which tlie kidneys are severely diseased and tox:eniia results ; the

patient exhibits the characteristic ])ieture of advanced renal disease, with headache, high

blood-jncssure, hypertro|)liied heart, albuminuria, ))robal)ly retinal changes, and an;emia ;

or may have a stricture of the urethra or an enlarged ])r(istatc with secondary ascending

nephritis : or mav be the subject of renal tuberculosis perhaps. It must not be forgotten

that transient albuminuria is commonly present after fits due to any cause whatever. In

the intervals between uncmic convulsions the patient may remain unconscious.

The convulsions occurring in connection with pregnancy are known as ecliiniptic fits,

the condition as cclinnpsiii. The majority of such convulsi(ms come on before labour, some

during labotu'. and \'> or '20 ])er cent during the first week after |)arturition : any fits occurring

after this are ])robal)ly due to some cavise—ura'uiia. for example—other than ])regnaney or

partmition. In many eases the fits occur suddenly and without any warning, or after no

more than a brief |)eriod of heailaelie or restlessness, or after vomiting. Eclam])sia appears
to be an auto-intoxication accompanied by a profoinid disturbance of the [irotein

metabolism ; its primary cause is in the ])lacenta. Its diagnosis can rarely be dillicult.

There is nearly always albuminuria, and some observers regard puerperal eclampsia as one

variety of uraMiiia.

Ki)ile])tiform convulsions may occur in severe heart or lung disease, and. indeed, in the

terminal stages of many disorders, due in part to aspliyxia. in part to toxainia. Like

certain <ibstinate infantile convulsions, they may often l>e sto]>pe(l by the adniinistratiou

of oxygen.
In SloI.es-.idiDns' ilisease (p. 83), ei)ilei)tifiirm or apoplectiform conxulsive sei/.ines

occur from time to time, no doubt due to the asphyxia and cere))ral aiuemia resulting from

temporary cessation of the heart's action. The radial ])ulse is lialiitually slow in this

disorder, but becomes suddenly slower at the time of the '

attacks," beating pcrhajts forty

or thirty or even only twenty times to the minute ; the cardiac auricles, on the other hand,

beat at the normal rate. The patients are usually arteriosclerotic jjcople in the second

half of life : if they are seen in their convulsions, the diagnosis of apoplexy will ])robably

be made, only to be corrected later when it is found that the attack leaves no i)aralysis or

paresis behind it. that similar sei/.ures have occurred before, and that the jjuIsc becomes

excessively slow during the seizures.

General convidsions due to direct irritation or disease of the brain may occur in a

large nmnber of cerebral lesions, unilateral or bilateral, most commonly in the lattei'. Iti

most of these there will be other signs or symptoms of disease, especially oi>tic neuritis.

that should suITiee to clear up the diagnosis. Such convulsions may be seen in meningeal,

subdural, or arachnoid liwrnorrhuge ; in meningitis due to the C tuberculosis, VVeichselbaums

mcningoeoeeus, or other microbes ; in ccrebritis : in congenital anomalies of the brain such as

jiorcnccphalas. lii/drocejilKdiis. and the abnormalities met with in idiots and mentally defective

children generally : and in cerebral or cerebellar abscess, lamoar. or anciiri/sni, when sullicient

growth lias taken ])lace to raise the intracranial ])ressurc generally. In another group may
be i)la.ced those cases in which cxtensi\e degencratixe changes ha\c taken place in the brain :

fits are common in the second and third stages t>i general paridifsis of the insane, when other

signs, such as defective memory and judgement, grandiose ideas, inec|ualily or reflex im-

mobility of the pupils, blurred s])eeeh. tremors of the tongue and face, loss or exaggeration
of the deej) reflexes, and muscidar weakness may be looked for : in the insanity of chronic

idcoholism. with its tremors and inco-ordination. its marked sensory perversions, and its

paramnesia or illusions of memory : and in cerebr<d si/philis, where the lesions may be either

vascular, gununatous, meningeal, diffuse, or a combination of any or all of these, and the

main symptoms arc headache, insonmia, attacks of aphasia and hemi|)legie or epileptiform

convulsions. i)aralvsis of cranial nerves, and in addition dementia in the diffuse cases.

Chronic planihism may produce cerebral symptoms of the most varied kind (salarnine
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evccpliiilopiilhi/). from simple lieuthiclie to acute mania, and amongst the plieiiomena.
convulsions oT epikptilorm type may l)e ]>rominent. The diagnosis is hased upon tlie

llistory. the oeeupation. the other symptoms of lead poisoninii (p. ;U). and perliaps u|)on
the disenvery of lead salts in the uriiu-.

Lastly must he mentioned the <;ener-al eouvnlsions of the hysterical and of malin<ferers.
In lii/slcria. the tits are noisy and protracted performances, the movements more i>r less

I)urposive and (juite unlike clonus : the patient becomes red in the face rather than blue
or white : consciousness is not lost, attempts to open the eyes are resisted, pressure into
the supra-orbital notcli causes witlidrawal of the head, the sufferer's hand is withdrawii
if pressure is made between a nail and its matrix : the sphincters are not relaxed, and the
tonoue or cheeks are rarely Ititten. The convulsions are broiii>ht on by some emotional

upset, and tend to cease when unsympathetically received. The nKiliiiiirrn- may display no
little art and skill in his convulsions, which are modelled on those of epilepsv ; here aiiain
the sufferer is red in the face rather than blue, although he may breathe stertorously. and.
with the help of a little soap, foam at the i th : consciousness is not lost, the corneal rellex

is present, the head and hand are withdrawn from painful impressions ; the sphincters are
not relaxed : persjMration is usual : it is said that in epilepsy, if the liands are clenched, the
thumb is burieil in the palm, whereas tin- malinuercr clenches it outside the linuers ; on the
detection of its character. Ihe sinudated tit ends as suddenly as it beaan.

Unilateral Convulsions. -The com ulsions in iiimplcvii are habituall\ limited lo one
side of the body. The onset of apoplexy, more often ;;radual than sudden, is oenerally
preceded by headache, dizziness, and tinuliuL; or weakness in some part id' the body : and
it is more marked in cerebral ha'Uiorrhaue than in end)olism or throndiosis. The loss of
consciousness comes on earlier and persists lonuer in cerebral iKcmon-hajic than in the other
two ccuiditions. When the convulsions are prominent the case is desciibed as one of epilepti-
form apojilcii/. ('cifhral hiriiioiTlKn^r is comtiioner in middledife. in persons with hii;h

blood-pressure and hypertropliied hearts, and in the sul)iects of arteriosclerosis ; rcirhidl
embolism is associated with endocarditis or intracardia<- thrombosis, and occurs oftcnest
in younc;- patients with hc.nl disease : rcrchriil llirambosis is seen in svphilitic |>atients. and
in those with \ascidar <lise.ise. and is cliar.icleristie.illv of slow ons<'l aflcr ])remonitorv
warninos.

In ccnhnil iilisccss and icrchnil liimoiir convulsions are not verv common, and usuall\-

appear only after the diagnosis has been made clear !>> Ihe occurrence ol such <ardirial

symptoms as headache. \(imitini; on ehanne ot position, nplie neinitis (choked disc), and
localizing si^ns pointing to intracranial tuniou]- : but it max hai)i)en that an c]jileptihirm
fit with unilateral or bilateral convulsions is the lirst sinn that anythini; is wrong, or at any
rate the first thint; that makes the iiatient corisull a medical man. The headache that
follows a con\ ulsiNe sei/ine is likely to be \rry se\ ere and prolont;ed. Of the two. rnrhral
ahscesa is the more likely in patients with chronic su|)purati\e disease (d' the ear or nose, or
of the facial and frontal simises. Meningitis—es|)ecially tiihrniilons mciiiiiiiitia in its later

stages—often exhibits unilateral or bilateral convulsions, sipiint and other local jjaralyscs.
more or less coma or mental apathy, gastro-intestinal syni])toms. Cheyne-Stokes brealh-

ing. E'.nd irregularity of the pulse-rate and temperature : hnnbar puncture and examination
of the cerebrospinal finiil (p. :i()t.) may be ici|uireri in eslablishing the diaL;iiosis ami in

distinguishing between the tubeicnlous. the siippurati\c. and the cpiilemie crrcbrospirial
—

'

spotted fever
"

forms.

The unilateral coinulsions of Jiir/.siiiiiuii riiilcpsji are rarely dillic'ull (o diauiiose. 'I'he

patient usually gives a history of heaii injury, and often a cranial scar or irregularity is to
he found. There is no loss of consciousness during the attack, except in ver\- sexerc
and inveterate cases : usually only one lindj is involved, and an aura of some sort usuall\-

precedes the conxidsions. which exhibit a characteristic
•

spread
"—

Itcginning in a single
muscle or group of muscles, and sijreading thence to the muscles whose cortical areas of

representation adjoin that of the nuisele first involved. In Jacksonian cpilejisy there is

almost always an irritatixc lesion of the motor cortex or its inniiediatc vicinity, due to

trauma, syphilitic meningitis, or new growth : paresis or paralysis of the affected nmscle.s
follows the con\ ulsions, and in the course of time becomes marked. The •

s])read
'

is frequently characteristic : if the face is inxolved first, the arm follows, and tlieii the

leg ; if the hand is attacked first, the convulsions spread up the arm, then to the face, last
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to the leg. In the severer cases, where the whole side of the patient is convulsed, con-

sciousness is lost, and then the convulsions may become bilateral.

Unilateral convulsions do not occur often in epilej>si/ or infantile ciinviilsiiins. or epilepti-

form eonvnisions. and vvlien they do there is a danger lest the diagnosis of apoplexy or sonic

focal (irganic lesion of tlie brain be made. There is nothing in the character or distril)ution

of the convulsions in these cases to enable a fliagnosis to be made, and it is onlv alter they
are over, and it is found that no evidence of organic cerebral mischief is left behind, that

their functional nature can be established. They are not followed by any ])ermanent

paresis, paralysis, or atrophy of the muscles on the affected side. It mu.st be remembered
that unilateral convulsions, the .so-called

"

a])oplectiform
'

convvdsions. may occur excep-

tionally in some of the conditions detailed under Group 2.

In disseminated sclerosis, hemijilegic apoplectiform attacks like those seen in general

paralysis are not rare, often accompanied by aphasia. These attacks are both transient and
recurrent. The ])atients are likely to exhibit other evidences of disseminated sclerosis—
a childish and optimistic mental attitude, optic atrophy, nystagmus, impaired articulation,

intention tremor, undue muscular fatigability : the deep reflexes are commonly increased.

Babinski's extensor jjlantar reliex is ]>rcsent. sensation is but little affected, and control

over the sphincters is rarely lost until late in the disease. .1. ./. Jr.r-Blake.

CORNEA, ULCERATION OF.—(See I'lckhation or the C'ornka. p. 7:58.)

CORYZA.— (See Discuakci;. Xasal. J). 178.)

COUGH.—Cough is a signal that something is irritating a branch of the vagus ner\f

or the cough centre, and is, in fact, nature's effort—often ill directed—to remove that

something. Hence, to diagnose the cause of a cough it is necessary to know the branches

of the vagus : they are as follows :
—

(1) A small meningeal branch, of no interest as causing cough, though it may possibly
account for vomiting in meningitis ; (2) Arnold's branch to the ear—a cause of cough,
though a rare one, due to affections (wax, eczema, etc.) of the external ear : (3) Pharyngeal
liranch—a frequent source of cough : (-1) Superior laryngeal branch—sensory to base of

tongue, larynx, etc.. the most frequent source of cough, with or without visible changes :

(5) Inferior laryngeal branch—motor for action of coughing, not a cause of cough, but of

inefliciency and other ])eculiarities in the act of coughing : (0) Cardiac branches—indirect

causes through circulatory failure : (7) Pulmonary branches—concerned in the cough of

gross pulmonary or pleural disease : (8) and (9) tEsophagcal and [(cricardial branches—
possible but most rare causes

; (10) Gastric branches—occasionally dyspejisia causes a

cough.
The irritants to which the surfaces of the distribution of these nerves are exposed may

be classified into: (1) Foreign bodies, e.g.. dust. food, tobacco smoke, etc.: (2) Excess

of natural secretion ; (3) Pressure and inflannnation ; (4) .Acute or chronic simple debility
nr increased irritability, e.g.. after influenza, etc.

In dealing with the treatment, there is no better division of coughs than into those

which arc hel]jful and those which are not. and the same division is most useful in arriving
at a diagnosis of the cause of a cough, for if the cough succeeds in its object

—the removal
of the offending material—we can see. or at least enf|uire about, its nature, and this will

at once give a strong clue to the locality of the irritable point, and very possibly also to

the morbid process going on. Hence the first questions to ask a patient with a cough are :

'• Do you bring anything up ?
" " What do you bring up "?

"

Cough without Expectoration.—If the answer to the first (jucstion be.
""
Xo, the

cough is just a troublesome dry cough witli no expectoration at all," we at once begin to

think of the purely reflex coughs [jroduccd by an irritant which the cough itself is |)Owcrless
to remove, and though we may often make a short cut to a diagnosis by other means of

investigation, or observation of the general condition, the following routine should be

followed if no jjroniincnt clue offers itself :
—

1. Kxamine the external ear for wax, eczema, etc., althougli this is a comparulively
rare cause of cough, except in the special experience of aurists.

2. Enquire whether any ordinary irritant, such as tobacco smoke, etc., brings it on :

this, of course, at once raises the suspicion that the nasopharynx or larynx is unduly
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sensitive, ami sIkhiIiI lead to a (•arcfiil ixaiiiinatidii iif tlie reoioii. wheioiipdu a cause may
be detected at (iiicc. sucli as chronic inflammation of any sort, or a lony pcndulons nviila,

sonicwiiat arlcniatous. or sliowing otlier siijns ol' aente inflammation. Conditions of niidne

irritability uillioiil aiiylhing to see occin- after inflnen/.a or whoopinu-conuh, and indeed

remain long aflcr flic .icMte trouble has passed away from the regions : Ihcrcl'oi-c cn(|uiry
must be made lor some such illness. Such a cough is often seen when con\ alcsccuts go
into a cold licilrdnni. or ^ct into eolrl sheets at night.

3. .Vsk the patient to cough voluntarily: the curious barking or rough cough of

laryngitis and nt pressure on the trachea from aneurysm or growth, also the very striking

cough of paralysis (jf the \(ical cords, at once betray themselves: there is no mistaking
them when they ha\c bctii once or twice heard in a hospital ward : the same remark applies
to the cough of whooping-<'ough.

4. E\,-inunc the chest carefully lor heart disease <ir early phthisis : the I'orrnh ipf both
these eonditioirs is cdrrnrrnuly dry ; so too is the ciirri;h of the early horrrs uf an orrcorning
bronchitis nr- prreunronia. but these can scarcely
fail to gi\e (^thei- iudiealions. t hilclrcn often

suffer fr'orrr xcry Ir-orrblesome dry cough, sonre-

times persrstirrg lor months, as the rcsirit of

retiex irritation from caseous or inflamed brorr-

chial glands : the latter may be impossible of

diagncksis frorrr physical siorrs. I)rrt tfic\' can

often be secrr \ er\ clearly with the /-rays

(/'7g. (il).

5. If rro carrse rexeals itseff by rrou . Ifie

stomach nrust f)e tfrorri;lrl of. and its frrrretiona;

and ijhysical corrditiorrs erri|rrir'cil iirto and

examined, ami only alter rregati\e resrrlts frum
all these cnc]iiiries and proccilmes may we tfrini,

of a sinijilc hysl<'iical cough.

Cough with Expectoration. l-:xpcctorat ion

gencr-all\- makes the task of diaL:riosis rrrrrch

easier, ami Ir-orn the srirrple inspeefinri of a

spittoon if is tie(|rrerrtly possilile to rrrakc arr

almost corrrplete diayrrosis dl' a case : the x'crv

sticky spntrmr of arry acrrfe irrtlanrrrration in its

early stages, the rrrsty sputrrirr of pneumonia.
the stink of alisccss nr- gaugrcTic of tfrc hurg and
of bronchieetirsis. the mirrrmitlation of phthisical

sputa, the frothy sputrrrrr of br'onehitis. are verv

commonly i|uile typieaf anil mnnistakeal)le.

Small blood-clots nrake us apprehensive of early—but wcll-irrarkeil |)hthisis. or of ])hai'vngcal
conditions, m- oj rrriti-al stenosis : streaks of

blood ])oint to acrrfe lirr-ynyitis or bronchitis : pi-ofrrsc Irarrroptysis alirrost diagrroscs ;rcrrte

phthisis in the alisencc of signs (if an airi'irrvsm or i;routh. I'lrs is a hretor- coirrrrron to

all inflanunations of rmrcous memfiranes. and therefore in itself is of birt little dirrgirostie
value, though its (prantity. colom-. ami odorn- ma\ be \cry snggestisc- nl abscess or

excavation, or of an hepatic abscess rniJturcd into the lung, of gangrene, or stinking

empyema. With hepatic abscess the s])utunr sometinrcs has an almost pathognomonic
anchovy-sauce appearance.

In any ease of cough with sprrturrr it is wise to fra\i.- a rrricioscopical (.xarrrirrirfion of
the latter. ])articularly for tubercle bacilli.

Tlic .Igc of Ihc I'lilirnl.—In baVjies and (piitc yorirrg children irrost of tin- more rmrrsrral

causes of cough carr be excluded at once oir the rncr-<' fact of age. but tire (irescrree of a

foreign body in the laryrrx is one of the rmrrsrral ones to be rerrremljcr-eil. especially if the

cough has corr re oir srrdderrly in the midst of health. IJronchitis. bi'oncho])Ueumonia. tubercle,

|)neumonia. whoo])ing-cough. and diphtheria, are far and away the most coimnon causes
in these young subjects, and owing to the absence of expectoration they do not reveal their

/'(./. 'il, si.i ij -
\

: L' ) l.tri-'i-' 'Msi'illis u'lari-l in

a rlijl.l. i-iii-In^' <o(ii.'h [n-rsi~tlliL' lur nioiitlls uilliimt

i'\l'ei-t(iraTioii. ami ilifficiilt to u'lifnc Ity inoiiiiim-^.

H. ni'urt ; S. Oas ill stoIlKii-h : CG. l 'a^'nis i;l:iliil-
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presence without careful examination of the eliest an<l throat. From infancy to mi(Idlc

life, the age of tlie patient gives but little assistance in determininu the diagnosis ;
but

about middle age chronic bronchial troubles, quiet pkurises. growths-, aneurysms, etc.,

become increasingly obtrusive, giving rise to a persistent cougli. and only careful routine

examination of the chest will reveal their ])resence.

//oiC loiiii have you had the cough ? Much information may be derived from the answer

to this question, for a cough tliat has only lasted a few days, but in that time has become

sulheiently severe to cause the }>atient to seek advice, is practically certain to belong to

the group caused by acute trouble, easily detectable when the chest is examined carefully :

whereas, on the contrary, a cough that has lasted some months, and yet seems to the patient
uncertain in its causation, is very likely to be due to some of the obscurer conditions,

pressures of aneurysms or glands, etc., which need care to discover. The .(-rays are valuable

in detecting thoracic aneurysms and new growths, and they are also of service in demon-

strating jihthisical and other lesions in many cases : skiagrajjliie evidence must never be

relied upon by itself. h()we\er : it should always be interpreted in terms of the other clinical

data and ])hysieal signs. In an obscure ease, however, j-ray screen observation should

not be omitted, as it will now and again be the only means of clearing up the diagnosis.

When does the cough come on ? A cough in the morning only is suggestive of bronchial

catarrh with accumulation of secretion during sleep. A cough on getting into bed suggests

laryngeal irritability or a long pendulous uvula : but one that wakes the patient after he

has gone to sleep makes one apprehensive of phthisis in the absence of other indications

of obvious acute chest changes. A cough on exertion suggests heart weakness, and in

determining the ijresenee of this, the finest discrimination is rei|uire(l in auscultation, for

these are typically the cases of morbus cordis without a liruit in which frci|ucncy of rhythm
and good diffcrtntiation of the first and second sounds are all important for a dii'.gnosis.

Shortness of breath will generally be a marked symptom associated with the cough in these

cases (see Breath, Suoutness oi \ ]>. cST).

Has the voice altered since tlic cougli appeared ? Laryngeal inllanunations or paralysis
of a vocal cord are suggested by an alhrmative answer, and the larynx must be examined

carefully, the more carefully the more nearly the |)atient is approaching to the period of

life when growths are more common.

Cough anil i'oniiliug.
—These two complaints are not infreijuently made together

by patients, and there is a very useful but often forgotten (piestion to put, viz,,,
" Are you

sick independently of the cough ? or do you cough till you are sick ? ^'es to the (irst sug-

gests stomach trouble : yes to the second suggests bronchial trouble or wliooping-eough.
Fred. J. Sniilli.

CRACKLING, EGG-SHELL. -This is a condition closely allied to Cur.prri s (].. 152) ;

if snbeiitaiKdUs enipliysema. arthritis, and tenosynovitis can be exehided. it is nearly always
a sympt'J'n either of osteosarcoma, if it occurs in connection with a long bone, or of hydro-

cephalus or craniotabes in the case of the occipital or other cranial bones. The .r-rays

may assist the diagnosis (p. (i7;5) : if there is a tumour connected with the end of a long
bone which exhibits egg-shell crackling with or without pulsation, it is almost certainly
an osteosarcoma, Ilcrhcrl French.

CRAMPS are involuntary tetanic nuiscidar contractions accompanied ]>y sharp pain
in the voluntary muscles involved. Temporary paralysis of movement, jjartial or com-

plete, is often associated with cramp. Similar painful spasms of the involuntary muscles

are referred to as colic. In most instances, cramps residt from ovcr-excrtion of tlie affected

nuiselcs. The cramp comes on at once, or after a short delay, or when the attempt is next
nuide to use the muscles involved. The most striking exami)le of this is s~vimmer's cratup :

in this the victim is overtaken suddenly by painful spasm and paralysis of the nuiselcs of

the leg or legs, or of the legs and arms ; he is likely to drown unless help is speedily forth-

coming. Similar but less extensive cramps are not rarely experienced by ])ersons taking

part in the more violcTit of outdoor games—football, hockey, lacrosse, etc. ; some par-

ticularly sudden or violent efl'ort may be followed by cramp in the thigh- or calf-nuiscles.

.Similar cramps of the legs are familiar to rowing men and ballet-dancers. Certain people
have a great jjroclivity to cramp during the night, and it seems to return with less and
less provocation the more often it is experienced. Stokers and iron-founders who do heavy
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boiiily work in miicli ovoiiicatcil Mtnidsplurc arc lial)le to heat cramps, severely ])aiiifiil

spasms in tlie mnseles of the linihs anil ahdonien. in attacks lasting; for niiiiiy lionrs and

folJDWcil by iii'cat weakness. The (haj;ii<isis iil' cramps ilnc t<> over-exertion, directly

associated as tliev are witli a deiiiiite history of muscniar strain, should not !» dillicnlt.

Tliey rarely become .so severe as to prevent tlieir \ictims from conlimiiiii; to take ]i;irt in

the occupations that i)rovoke tlicir occurrence.

It is (|Mitc otherwise. Iioucvcr. with patients who arc alllictcd wilii tlic so-called

jinifcssidtitil tidiiijts or iirriijxitidii (/('(ni/.sr.s- that result from chronic strain and o\cr-\ise

of certain j^ronps of uniscles. They occur in such persons as writers, typists, telejiraph

operators, compositors. ])aintcrs, tailors, seamstresses, dairymaids (from milkiny cows),

pianists. Ilntc-playcrs. violinists, "cellists, drunnners. blacksmiths, tile-makers, cigarette-

rollers, and so hirtli. In all these employments. i)articnlar uroups of muscles are in constant

and special employment. If they are overworked tlicv may become the seat of cramps
and achiui; pains- -professional crainijs —as soon as they arc used : thcii- moxcmcnts lose

their dclicarw and bccoinc inco-iirdinatcd and spasniodi<\ .\ line ticinor is \cry connnonly
to be obsci\cd in llic allcclcd limb. 11 is pmbablc that o\cr-use alone is not enough to

set up these cramps. Anxiety, ill-hcallli. local injury or disease, and the inheritance of

a ncin'otic temperament, all ccmtnliutc to the establishment of professional cramps. These

cramps liaxc also bctn i-ccordcd in nthcr occupations, and as alTcctiny other aroups of

Muiselcs : in trcadlcr's cramp, the liamstrini; nmsclcs and yhdci are afteeleil : in cornet

plaver's the lonnue in watchmaker's the orl)icnlaris <icnli. may be attacked. .\s a rule,

the diagnosis of a, professional crairip is not hard, but it is necessary to make sure that

neither organic neixous dismiler nor- liical diseaM- is picscnt. Thus the ))Iiysieal sij;ns.

tlioufih hardly t he s\ jnplonjs. of writer's <Tamp may In- present in such diseases as ])aralysis

ajjitans, disseminated sclerosis, tabes. fi('ncial jiaialysis : brachial nenralaia rni<;'ht simidate

the nenralyic forms nl mcupation neurosis, but il is free from cramps. .Vyain. aflcctions

of the joiiils (ir ni the tendons al the wrisls. such as chrome rbenmat ism. rheumatoid

arthritis, tenosynovitis, tuberculous inlcction. may all i;i\c rise t<i pain in. and interfere

wit 11. the movements of the ha ml. .\aain. writer's cramp may be sci much feared by nervous

patients that their riyht hand may become so still, or weak, or |)ainful, that they can no

longer write : obje<'tivc siyus of the cramp, houiver. are lackiufi' in sik'Ii cases, which are

cured by the re-establislimeni of llie palieiil's sclf-conlidcncc.

Cramps arc- the main feature of htiiiii/. a disease characleri/ed by the oeeunence of

paroxysmal or ciinlimied tetanic spasms of the cxiremities. anil increased excitability of

the ncr\'cs and muscles to electrical or na'chanical stimulation. Ti lany occurs in many
different eondilioiis. and at any a^ie. In ird'anls and \ourii; eliilibcn it is a i-omphealion
of rickets, impiopcr fccdini;. and acute >;astro-inti'stinal disorders, cither with or without

diarrhiea and vomiting. K)>idcmics of tetany in yonnji adults, probably resultinn from

food-poisonint;'. have been described on the I'ontincnt. th(Mii;h not. ap|)arcntly. in (Jrcat

IJritain. Iti nmsinj; women, tetany may follow prolonged lactation : or it may develop

during pregnancy and reciu' in successixe prejinaiu'ics. It may result from thi- remo\al

of too much or all of the tlisroid aland in either sex. Tetany complicates a certain jiro-

portion of the cases of aastrectasis. occurrina whether the dil.'ited stomach has been washed

out or no. .V few instaiu'<'s arc on reeoid in which telany hilloucd the ai'ulc spceilie fevers,

enteric fever, or poisoiiina by chloroform, leail. or ci'aot. In line, it may be said tli.'tt letany
is usually ibie to acute or chronic diacstivc troul>lcs. the painbil spasms beina evidence

of the a,bsi>rption of some toxin from the aastro-intcstiTial tract in most eases. The cramjis
of tetany arc mainly in the extremities and paroxysmal : they may eontimie. however,

for hours or days, and are very painful. Durina the spasms, the (inaers are extended at

the terminal and flexed at the metacarpophalanacal joints and ])rcssed together, while the

thund) is adducted and Hexed into the palm, so that the so-called
" accoucheur's hand

"

(f/f. 1. p. ;i) is produced. The wi'isi and elbow arc flexcil. tlu' arms licina usually folded

over the chest ; except ionally the cll)ow may \)i- extended stillly. Tlu- t<ics are drawn

tiiaethei- and llextil. the foot is ar<'hcd and turnt-d invvai'ds. and the ankles and knees

extended. Isually the limbs only are involvcil. but in severe eases cram))s occur in the

lace. neck, and even the trunk, when respiration may be embarrassed seriously. The rigid

muscles are very tender to the toneli. Three special signs are present in the intervals

between the attacks o( tetany, and are valnaljle in diagnosis : these are Trousseau's sign,
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or ropioiliK-tioii of tlic paroxysm by manual comjjrossion of the nerves or bloori-vessels

.suj)|)lvini; the affected parts : Erb's sign, or hyper-exeitahility of tlie motor nerves to

electrical currents (0'5 to "J'O niillianiperes) : and C'livostek's sijjn. or reproduction of the

spasm in the facial muscles by tapping either on the nuiscles themselves or on the facia!

nerve. Tetany must be diagnosed from tetuiiiis. in which the s|)asms begin in the head

and neck, and trismus is an early symptom ; and from stryelininc jjoisoning, where the

spasms are clonic rather than tetanic, and affect the whole body, and not the extremities

primarily or principally. In the carpo-pedal spasms of rickety children or of infants with

severe gastro-iutestinal catarrh, the cramps arc similar to tho.se of tetany, but are tran-

sient, and perhaps affect the hands only, or the hands and arms. Such spasms may justly

be regarded as identical with mild tetany, lli/slcricdl titaiiy occurs, and is to be distin-

guished from true tetany by its association with other hysterical stigmata on the one

hand, and on the other by the absence of Trousseau's and C'livostek's signs. Hysterical

tetany may also. ])erhaps, be distinguislicd by its failure to respond to the exhibition

of calcium salts : the most recent view of true tetany regards it as the expression
of hyper-excitability of the nerve-cells due to lack of calcium .salts, and eoimects

it with the parathyroid glands l)y supposing that they control the calcium-metabolism

(if the l)oily.

Heference may again be made to the fact that cramps are prone to occur in patients
debilitated by the <iciite fevers or enleiir fever ; .severe erani])s in the legs and arms are

often a highly troublesome featme of the convalescence from eliolera. In many chronic

diseases noetiniial cramps may give rise to no little distress, or may interfere seriously

with sleep : in gold, c)rrunie lin'ghrs disease, iira'niia. alcolmUc neuritis, and almost any
chronic wasting disorder, complaint of cramp is not infre(juent. but in such instances more

serious signs or symi)tonis of disease will l)c evident. .1. ./. ,l,-j-Hlal:i'.

CREPITUS i- a term geiien

/'i/7. G'J.—Ski.^I,'rilm of a trrowth in tlie Inimcrus in a

male, ago 72, who was sent in as a case of ])rimary sar-

coma ; the tumour proved on operation to he a sccoirI-

ary deposit of cylindrical-celled carcinoma; tlie >eat of

the primary growth wa.s vindiscovered at the time.

(Skrnf/rnm hij llr. C. Tfiursftiri //otlmnt.)

rickety infants, may make the skull bone

sometimes the result is a sensation of crepitus.

to tlenotc the grtiting or crtickling scnstitioii ;ind

noise produced when two ends of a broken bone

grate together. It is the most conclusive sign

of a frtietiire : but it causes the patient so nnieh

])iiin that Mlicnever the .r-rays can be cm])loved

attempts to obttiin ere|)itus shoidd not be matlc

with any vigour. AjKirt from fracture of a

bone, crepitus is also to be felt and heard in

joints affected by dendritic synovitis, or still

more so in cases of osteo-artliritis : the term

silken crepitus
'

has been used for the sensa-

tion felt on moving such ii joint, comparable
to the ndjbing together between the fingers of

two pieces of stout silken ribbon, 'rennsi/novilis.

especially around the flexor tendons at the

wrist, intiy also produce a very marked feeling

of crepitus, especially in cases where the tendon

sliciiths contain melon-seed bodies.

When there is an enlargement of a bone

uithout fracture, and when on ptdjjation a

reeling of crepitus or egg-shell crackling is

obtained, it is an indication that the tumour is

;i deposit of .secondary carcinoma or a primary

rarefying usleosareoina. which may sometimes

be felt to pulsate also. 'l"hc diagnosis may be

assisted by the use of the .i-rays (FiS- fi'i).

Rarefaction of the bones of the skull, either

;is the result of syphilitic lesions in adults, or of

lii/ilraceplialas or eratiiotnbes. especially in the

occipital region of congenital syphilitic ;ind

so thin that they readily licnfl on pressure, and
The diagnosis is generallv obvious.
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Quite apurt fnun liouy. artliiilic. or synovial oliaiiifcs. a oliaracloristif feclini,' of

ciciiidis may 1k' Icit hciiratli tlif sl<in uhcii yas iir air lias accunuilatcil in tlic suhcntant'dus

tissues as till- iTsult dl' sui'i;ical I'hri'UI s!;ma (]i. 20:!). Ilcrhni Firiirli

CRUSTS ON THE SKIN. (See- Scahs. p. .-,1111.)

CUD-CHEWING. (.s,t Mr;i,vn,sM. p. .-..ss.)

CURSCHMANN'S SPIRALS consist ol a hi-hly iclnictilc ccnlral lihiv. ami a

siinious \va\y shr.illi ol iiiiii-us. Thcx- ni.-iy hi- hall an iu'-li in IcU'^lli. Iiut tlii-y arc very
slcn<lcr. 'riic\- occur ni I he spuluni ol [latients snircriui; Iroiri (rue spasniorlie asthma,
and they nia\ lie associated with eosiiiophilc corpuscles and tharcot-I.cvden orystals.

They are pretty ohjeets. best seen in tresh sputum, hut their dianriostie siynilieanee is verv
limited, first because they are so often absent in eases ol' undouljted asthma, and .secondly
because they have been I'omid in bronchiolitis without aslhma. They seem to be easts

of the linest bronrhioli's. It is |u-oba,blc that, if there were doubt as to whclher a ^iven
ease were ouc ol primary emphysema and linuiehitis. or of spasmodic aslhma that had
led to em|ih\scma and bronchitis, the oceurrenci' of typical I'ursehmamrs spirals would

point to the latter, 'riierc are. however, other uicaus (d' arrivilij; at llu' sinnc conclusion,

particularly tlic historw thi' a'ic at xvliicii the tirsi attack bcuan. arirl the presence or

absence of Im)si\( ii.r\ (p. I'lii). Ihrlinl Fniiih .

CURVATURE, SPINAL.— Tn the dia-nosis. the lirst tliinn is to dislinuiiish between
lateral .lud ant ciii-post crior deforimtics : but in a ydod mane cases scoliosis or lalci-a,l

curvature is i iplicatc<l by antcro-posterior detormit\. U\pliosis. or lordosis as well, .and

in !i few instances ol ani;ular kyphosis due lo caiics there is souie lateral ilesialiou. which
is generally much more abrupt than is the cur\c ol scoliosis. .\ iiooij \va\ id" rlcmonstratiui;'

lateral curvature is to pencil the skin oxer the' spinal processes.

LATERAL CURVATURE.

The lollowinn- arc the most imporlani causes ol lateral em\aturc :
—

Ine(|aulily in the Iciiulhs of the lower liiulis l'.ir:il\ -is ol Ihe riiiiseles ot Itie li:iilv. ;is in irifaii-

Weakness of the iiiu>eles of the hack assoeialed tile paralysis, peiiplieral luinilis, especially
with had habits of staiidinji or Mlliiiii that tollinviMy diplillicria. and mhiic ol Hie

C'arryiiiu liea\v weifjiits with one arm or on one nmsenlar dvstropliies
^1 Ider .Sliri\ellinfi ot ime side of the eliesl as the resnlt

"ickets of enipyeina or liliroid Inni;

Wiy-ncck, or ofhei' causes of asyninietry of the
, Hysteria.

head ami slionlders. siii'li as .SpreMf;el"s
shoulder

liiti/iKi/ilfi (if till liir^tlis of till- liiu-cr liiiihs is one of the coumioncst causes of lateral

ein-\ature : therehirc it is \(r\' import.int |o lind out at once if the lci;s arc cipial. The
most reliable and easy method of detciiiiinine this is to oct the ])atient to stand u|) with
both knees straieht and without restiny a hand upon aii\thiui;. The obscr\'(.'r then stoops
in froiil of the patient and places his thiunbs. with their extremities upwards, exactly
upon the proniiuencc of each anterior superior spine. The eye can then detect c\'cu a

slight dillerenee in the level of the two spines. 'I'liis mcthoii is far more reliable than
measurement from the anterior sujxM-ior spines to the malleoli. .Moreo\ir. the latter

method does not show shortening; due to llexion and adduction of the hip-joint. Further,
the hiot may be lixed in a iiosilion of tali|ies eipiimis, which may make a short lindi

a.p|)arently lonucr than its fellow, so that the anterioi- spine on the corres|)ondini; sifle

may be elevated. When the a,nferioi- spines arc on a dilhrcnt ic\cl. the trunk leans
towards the lower s|iiue. liut in order to maintain the creel position the upper jjart of
the bod\- bi-comcs Ihxcd to the opposite siile. 'J'hus, the siiinc in the lumbar vejiion

develops a curve with ils convexily to the side of the short limb. J.ateral curxatnre due
to !i shortened limb, in ds early stages, is corrected at once by compensat inii the shortened
limb, and it also disap|)ears when the j)atient sits on a Hat le\el surhtce. In the absence
of ineijuality of the limbs, muscular '.i-rnlniess is by far the most eonunon cause of
lateral <-uivature. The sjiine does not become straight when the patient sits on a flat
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level siirfaee
; but in the early stages of the tleforniity the sh:i|)e eaii be corrected some-

what by muscular effort.

Asymmttni of the chest following upon empyema or fibroid lung is easily detected.

The shrivelled side is generally less resonant on ])ereussion, and there are other signs of

pulmonary disease.

Scoliosis secondary to urif-iicck is usually slight, and linuted to the cervical and dorsal

regions. In growing youths the cani/uig of licdvij u'cii>lits with one arm or upon one shoulder

is a eonnnon and important cause of scoliosis, and it is therefore necessary to go into the

tpiestion of occupation and lial)its. For instance, nursery-maids and l)utchers' boys are

very apt to develop lateral curvature as the residt of carrying burdens upon the right arm.

The lateral curvature due to rickets is recognized by the unusually early onset, during
the first or second year, and the signs of rickets in other parts, especially thickening
of the lower end of the radius. The direction of the ])rimary curve is sometimes explained

by the pressure of the arm of the nurse who carries the baby too exclusively on one arm.

Actual paidli/sis of tlie spiiuil muscles is a rare cause of scoliosis, and is to be recognized

by the wasting of the spinal nniselcs. especially when this is more marked on one side.

The sinking of the muscles due to rotation of the spine must not be mistaken for wasting.
There is usually paralysis of other nuiscles. especially those of the kg. .Scoliosis is oflen

seen in the various primary mviscular atrophies {\>. 'A?>). and in Friedreich's hereditary

ataxy (p. .512).

Peripheral neuritis as a cause is nearly always due to diphtheria or sore throat. The

history may indicate this, or there may have been otlier post-diphtheritic paralyses,

notably that of the soft palate, witli nasal voice and regurgitation of fluid through the nose.

Cultivations should be taken from the throat, and the Klebs-LiiUler bacillus (Plate

XXl'III, Fig. L. p. (il4) may he humd if sought early enough. OccasioniiUy the abdominal
nuiscles may also be ]Kiraly/.eil in these cases, and this is a contributory cans:' of the

(ur\ature.

A>T£RO-POSTERIOR CURVATURES.

Tiiesc may take the form of (1) Ki/phosis. (2) Lordosis.

1. Kyphosis or "hump-back,' means a Iwiiding forwards of the u|iper |)arl of the

back on to the lower. The curve may be (o) .liigiilar, and limited to a small portion of

the back : or it may be (It) Diffuse, or even general, extending from the coccyx to the

cranium.

(a), .tiiiiuliir Ki/pliiisis.
—The causes of angular kyphosis are:--(i) Tulicrculoiis caries

of the vertebra- ; (ii) (Jrowth of the spine : (iii) Hydatid disease of the vertebra'.

(i). Caries is by far the commonest cause, and it is very important to recognize the

disease Ijefore the deformity becomes well marked. I'nfortunatcly, it may be treated

for a long time as stomach-ache or intercostal neuralgia, because the jjain is referred to

the abdomen and the intercostal regions. During its active stages it is easy to recognize
it from its classical symptoms and signs. The jiaticnt avoids all jerky movements, walks

with a stooping gait, and grasps with the hands any convenient article of furniture. The

spine is tender on percussion, also on pressure upon the head or shoulders. Local rigidity

of the back is noticed when the i)atient attempts to stoop. In later ca^cs, paralysis of

the legs may complicate the deformity. In the (|uiescent stages, the diagnosis is based

on the characteristic local deformity and rigidity. Skiagrams, especially th<ise taken

from side to side, may afford material help by showing evidence of destruction of the bodies

of the vertebra- (Fig. 19.5, ]>. 400). In some cases, lateral curvature may complicate or

lollow caries, and then the diagnosis is not easy. The disease may have affected the

bodies of the vertebra: unevenly, leading to some lateral deviation, which is usually rather

abrupt and associated with the local rigidity characteristic of caries.

(ii). (Iroivtli of the spine is a rare cause of angular curvature. Rapidly devcloiied
curvature in a patient after middle age may be due to secondary carcinoma in the bodies

of the vertebra-, and bearing this possiljle cause in mind, the surgeon should go carefully
into the history, and examine every possible source of i)rimary carcinoma, particularly
the breast. Primary or secondary sarcoma may also lead to <leformity of the spine, and
in some cases an ,i'-ray examination may give evidence of the development of new bone
in the growth, or of the absorption t>f the vertebra*.
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(iii). UyiUtliil (Uacn.si' is a very rare caiisf' uf siiinal curx aliirc. ami il is usually not

limited to tin- s])iiic.

(b). Dijjiifse Ki/pliDsis.
—The l)a(k may Ijc bent forwards in a uuilonii curve exleiidiiii;

from the eotcyx to the eraniiim. This variety is eommoii in rirhels. ovviiiy to the |iremature

assmii])lion of the sittini; position when the hones are soft and the museles of the hack are

weak. When tlie patient is lyinj;' prone, the deformity ean easily lie corrected liy raisinu

the le<Ts. Moreover, there arc other sii^ns of rickets, such as enlarucnicnl of llic lower cud

of the radius. lica'liuL; of the lilis. and delay iu the eruption of leetli. .\ similar deformity
arises from iiiK^iiilnr -<i.iiil,iiiss i\\\i' lip ollici' causes, such as idiocy and co]ii;cuital spastic

parajileuia. In all of these there is an entire iiliscnee of rij;idity of the s])iuc, .\u cxlcusi\c
;iud uniform cur\c. affectini; the ccr\ ico-(h)rsal region, is common duriuL; adoli sccncc. and

is due to umscular weakness. la/.\' haliits. and the eairxiiiy of heavy weights. In its ciirlv

fi'i. I'/.'i.- i>-ti'ilj^ .Icfninia'i^ m a iii t'hj. 111. -il-ti.itis ,k.|, nci;

stages the dcliiiuiitv is easily reducihlc. and as a rule is compciisatcil liy a ma.rkcd Icjrdiisis

in the lumbar region, and some tilliui; backwards of tlii' occi|iut. It is often associated

with lateral curvature, r.nd iu souu- cases may be partly iluc to shortness ol' siiiht. The
con<lition is distinunished from caries liy the diffuscness of the eur\aturc. thi' absence of

pain and local tenderness, and the coniparati\c su|iplcness of the back.

Kyphosis due to sjiiiiiihilili.s iki'unndiis or to nslcitis tlcforniiiiis (/''I't'.v. (i.'t and (14) is of

a more uniform character without complicatinii lordosis, anil the deformity is irreihiciblc.

There is iiencrally cxidcnee of the disease iu other parts, such as dslco-arthrit is. <ir the

bending of the legs, and increase «d' the si/.c of the hi ad. which aic due to osteitis dchirmaiis.

Porters carrying heavy weights on the np|)er part of the back prematurely dc\clop the

kyphosis which is usually associated with old age. 'f'hcy frei|ueidly ha\c a bursa over

the seventh dorsal siunnns process {Fin. *>•">)•
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2. Lordosis, Hollow-Back.—This deformity is only comnion in tlie lumbar and

lower dorsal region, 'i'lu- natural hollow of the loin is exaggerated, and usually there is

either primary or eom])ensatory ky])liosis in the

cervieo-dorsal region (Fig. (ili). Lordosis is

rarely primary, but it may be so in the early

stage of lumbar or lumbo-dorsal caries in

ciiildren. when the real eause of the deformity
is a|)t to be overlooked. The al)domen is very

l)rominent. and the back is not only hollow,

but rigid and tender. Pressure upon the head

also causes pain in the back. In some eases

the deformity is exaggerated by induration or

suppuration in the ](soas muscle, which com-

])lieates this disease. Lordosis is not uncom-

monly due to xvenkness or pnralijsis of the miisrlcs

of the back (Fig. 06). It is ])articularly impor-
tant to look for otlier e\idenee of primary
muscular dystrophy. The upper part of the

back is then thrown backwards to facilitate the

maintinauce of the erect iiosition. Lordosis is

often secondary to the flexion of liip rliseasc,

which nuist not be overlooked. Limitation of

movement—es])ecially of rotation of the hip-

joint
—and wasting of the thigh, serve to demon-

strate the existence of this disease. Lordosis

and the waddling gait may be the first indica-

tions of congenitd! dinloc(ili(iii of llic hi/i. In

this condition, which is

almost confined to the

female sex. the erect

position is maintained only

by throwing the shoulders

backwards to an unusual

decree in order to bring

the trunk in a line with the heads ol the femora, which arc dis-

located backwai'ds. The suspicion of congenital dislocation of the

hip mav be contirM\cd by skiagraphy, by the gliding mo\cments ol

the head of the lemur U|)on the jielvis. the unnatural width of the

hips, the h )llow ap[)earanee of Scarpa's triangle, and by palpation

of the head of the fcnnir upon the dorsum ilii when the thigh is

flexed, strongly adducted. and inverted. Coiilortianisis usually have

a good deal of lordosis owing to the unnatural su|)|)leness of the

lur\d)ar spine ;ind the elongation of the hamstrings. In all these

conditions, the back is sujjple. and can be restored to its natural

shape by placing the patient in the supine position and flexing

the thighs. />'. P. lioiilands.

CYANOSIS, EXTREME. -Extreme cyanosis, blueness, or livid-

ity. is generally most markeil in the face : next in the extremities,

especially the hanils, feet, cars, and i)enis : and least in the trunk.

Cases in which it is a prominent symptom may be divided into two

main groups, according as the cyanosis is present at or soon after

birth, or occurs later in the life of a patient originally free from it.

Congenital cyanosis of extreme degree is nearly always due to

niiilfonndliiDi of the licitil. jiarticnlarly piilinoiiari/ stenosis (Fig. 67). I'olcni scplinii irii-

tririiliiiiiiii may also i)roduce the symptom, though not in so marked a degree, whilst

potent tliirlii'i arteriosus, when it occurs by itself, is generally not associated with

cvanosis at all. These three conditions all uive rise to loud universal bruits, f>f which

Fit/. 05.—T>ex\ porter's I I over vcrtc'lnM iironi

Fii/. CO.

ilyopathic lorcio^is.
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-roiinsi^ with
criilal

that (hie to iMilnioiiary stenosis is purely systolic, witli its iiiaximimi intensity in llie socond

left intiiiostal spaw close to the sternum : that (hie to ])atent septum ventrieulorum is

also svstolic. l)iit has its maximum intensity lower down the sternum, usuallx hclwecn

the two thinl sjjaces or lourth rilis : whilst the bruit of patent ductus arleri<isus is not

])urely svstolic. hut continues through Imlh systole and dia^lolc. \vilh il^ inaxinuun

intensity at the time of tlie second soimd. and it is best heard iu llir tliud l< It intercostal

space, about half an inch out from the stermmi : all these bruits may or nia\ iiol be accom-

panied by a correspondinu thrill, the latter ijcnerally

bcinif least marke<l with jjatent septum \ (iitrieulorum.

I'^xtreme Cuhbinc of tuk Fim;kiis and of the

toes accompanies the cyanosis in most eases (Fig. Ki,

p. 111). In adilitiou to these three tyjies of <-in\-

;;(uital heart disease, there are other cases in which

extreme cyanosis, with or without elubliiuL; ol the

linuers. occurs without any definite bruits. :nid the

diagnosis of the nature of the lesion can only be

yiiessed at. There may or may not be transpusil i(ju

of the <;reat \csscls or <ir the \isccra at lln' same time.

S(uuetin\es there is a sinylc larf^c vessel, the pulmonary
artcrv comiiij;' off from the aorta : or there may be

only one ventricle, or a sini>lc am'iclc. It is almost

impossible to decide between the \arious possible

lesions, unless there is one of the delinitc bruits just

described, .\nomalous cases seldom survixe. but some

cases of puliuonaiy stenosis or |iatent septum \'cn-

trienlorum reach adult lile. and patent duelu^ arteri-

osus often gives little incduvcuieuce lo the palieiU at

all. It is to be rcmcniberi-d that patent foramen ovale

is (|uite undiaynosable. that it causes no symptoms,
and is present in a large percentage of normal people.

Cyanosis developinj;- in children or adults who have hitheito been heallhx . i'- gene rally

due either to laryngeal or tracheal obstruction, to lung lesions, cardiac failure, obstruction

to the superior vena cava, or to some alteration of the blood itself. su<-h as is found in

splenomegalie {)olycytlupmia. metluemoglobina'mia. sulph-hainoglobiiia'uiia. or the later

stages of diseases assoeiate<I with extreme loss of lluid from the tissues, especially chcjlera

maligna. The differential diagnosis is usually easy up to a certain point ; not ;i little

cyanosis may result from taking certain drugs either in large (|uantities at a time, or in

less ((uantities continually
—veronal, trional, sulphonal, and acetanilide in particular.

The urine in these cases often reduces Fchling's solution, and may contain metluemoglobin.
leeognizablc by the s|)ectr(iscope. The diagnosis depends on a knowledge of the drug that

is being taken. Cases of y<«)«c<Y/////.v often exhibit a i)eeuliar cyanotic hue. The fact of

liiiijiigetil olistriiction is generally obvious from the stridor, and from the way in which the

larynx moves forcibly n]> and ilowu with respiration. The cause of the obstruction may
be less easy to determine. In a child, a digital exajuination of the back of the mouth
should not be omitted, lest there be a jiost-jihfiii/iigcal nhsrrss or a fnnigti l/mli/ ; in the

absence of this, the most |)robablc cause is diplillicria : though it may be dillicult to dia-

gnose forthwith between hiijingilis nilh iiitcnnilteiit sjiiisni. Uiifiiigininns stridulus, iiciilc

uhslriictivf lari/Hgilis. and (lijihtlicria. Swabbings should be taken from the throat as far back
as possible, and examined bacteriological ly. The bacillus of di]jhtheria (Pl(dc A'A' I'///. Fig.
L. ]). (il4) may be found on flireet examination of lilms stained by Xeisser's method : but

sometimes they cannot be fmmd until cultivations have been made, and this takes upwards
of twcnty-foin' ho\irs. If there has been no obvious cause for catarrhal laryngitis, such

as the inhalation of irritant gases or a recent attack of acute bronchitis affecting the large

tubes, it is better to assume that the condition is di|)htheria until it is proved not to be so.

The occurrence of other eases in the same house, or in the neighboinhood. may assist the

diagnosis. Another condition which may sinndate diplitheria from the extreme dyspnoea
and cyanosis that result is the iiiludfilioii of n Janigii hndif. such as a button, small shell,

piece of food, a tooth, anrl so on ; or obstruction to the trachea by a bulging cascuii.'^

I "I. f.7.

]iiilTM(in:irv
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gland (Fig. CtS ). In an older person, finite suffocative laryngitis due to pnetimococci or strepto-
cocci is associated with extreme cyanosis of rapid onset. Traclieotoniy is necessary, and
tlie diagnosis is arrived at upon bacteriological grounds. When similar acute infective

changes occur, not in the larynx only but in the root of the tongue as well, thence infil-

trating the deep structures of the neck, as
Left msin bronchus

scarce^/ visible on azcounx.

of ths buhing gUnd aboye it

in angina Lndinici. cyanosis aufl dyspnoea
may be very marked ; the diagnosis is

suggested by the acute brawny swelling
of the neck and by the changes in the

floor of the mouth and tongue. Severe

dyspnoea and cyanosis may accompany
gin'tres. whether simple, exophthalmic, or

malignant : tlie attacks may be ])aroxys-
nial even though the thyroid gland itself

<loes not seem to vary in size : or the

cyanosis and dyspncea may be continuous

when there has been rapid enlargement
of the gland from rarities such as haemor-

rhage into it. acute supj)uration in it, or

from progressive and extreme fibrosis of

the organ such as is seen in ligneous thi/-

roiililis. or Hieders disease (see Tuvitoii)

Glanu, Enlargement of, p. 721). It is

diflicult to inspect the vocal cords in a

child ; but in an adult this is easier, and
direct examination serves to distinguish

between acute or ulcerative lesions of the larynx and laryngeal paralysis ; the latter, some-

times the result of syphilitic degeneration of part of the vagal centre in the medulla, is

apt to produce bilateral abductor ]}aruli/sis with adductor spasm, which may come on acutely
and simulate acute asjiliyxia from a foreign body. Tuberciihius. siiphilitir or iiinlignanl.

inward
bu/gecf\\\j>^^

the left
*vj//-^-^of the trachea, y

caused bj a caseoi/s\

g/and -A-hich is embedded
in the bulge

^

/'((/. GS.—lironchoscopic iippeirance of w e;i.se of traclieal

L'ompreiision from eiilargeri cilands. There wa-s extreme ciyspncea
and cyanosis in this cast, relieved at once by the passage of

the bronchoscope.

Fii- 0£t.—Obstruetion to the superior vena cava by intrathoracic aneurysm. The patient, wlio was under the care

of Dr. iloorliead, of Bliniltey Heath, was of normal apjiearance until, almost suddenly, liLs face and neck increa.scd

enormously in size and became violaceous without being dellnitely (edematous. There had been a bra^y coiiffh for

some time previously. He survived the acute obstruction to liLs superior vena cava a few_months. The photograph,
ttikeii when he w.is \\\\\\z. ill in bci.l, ^hows tlie lilotted appearance tliat resulted.

Vdrioious, leprous, lupoid, ami irntit/mtic u/rcration of the larynx, may any of tlicni become

ucutely infected by inflammatory ort^anisms. and lead to comparatively sudden and severe

laryniTjeal stenosis with acute cyanosis ; the diaunosis will depend upon the history, bacterio-

Jouieal examination, and direct examination of the vocal cords. BrighTs disease has
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soniotimcs caused similar sympldins. due to acute (ideina of the larynx, and piitiisshnn

iiididf uiav do the same in those who are particularly prone to iodism. Knee-jerks should

be tested, and the pupils exandned. lest acute attacks of dyspruea with cyanosis simulal inn

larynaeal olistruetion are due to the larynneal crises of liil)cs ih,rsiilis.

Gnmlhs of llic lung, particularly if they uive rise to pleuritic effusion or to obslrnctioti

of a bronchus, may cause jjrojfressivc cyanosis : the diagnosis is not as a rule tasy in the

earlier staycs. hut if there is evidence of progressive interference \villi the structures witliin

Ihe thorax, with ultimate stenosis of the superior vena cava, and the results of this, namely.
(edema of the face and arms, touether with cyanosis of these parts out of proportion to

anv similar clianac in the legs, the diagnosis lies l)ctwcen j;rowth. aneurysm, and mediastinal

librosis. The .r-rays will sometimes be of material assistance in decidini;. .\ rare hut

very alarndni; complication of thoracic anemysm is lor the latter to open suddenly into

Ihe sujierior \ ena c;iva : the result is acute dysi)n<ia. extreme cyanosis of the face and
hands, and bloaleddookini; swcllini;

of the head. face. neck. arms, and

upper ])art of the chest and baik

(/''/;.'. (ill). 'I'he diannosis is sUfjj^estcil

al once by Ihe su<ldemiess of the

onset of the <;ra\cr symptoms :

thouiili these have also been pin- ^El; '* "<*-^

duced in rare cases by such lesions

as sudden huiiiorrlidiii- iiilii llic nniliii-

sliiniiii or llii/iiiiis ghiiiil. or similar

htrtuoi'i'litiLtc Into on liilt nlhininir

s)n,(ii)i(i or otl:er new i;rowlli.

I'litliisis. ill Ihe l;ihr slaves,

parlicularly when it aihaiK'cs

rapidly and leads to generali/ed
caseous bidnchopiicunionia. causes

extreme cyanosis in some instances.

The (liaLiiiosi^ will oeiu'rally luixe

bi-en made loii;; prcviousK, Irum

the syinploiiis. such as h;eiiiopl ysis,

coiiiih. and wasting: from Ihe ab-

normal physical sjuiis which starhil

al the apices (iT Ihe lim^s and wen

proaressive : and from the diseo\-er\

of tubercle bacilli and elastic libiv s

in the sputum, thouuh there are

many <ases of miner's pl.tliisis (/-'/a.

7(1). or piieuiiioniieoniiisis. in wliieli

the luiia tr.liiile may bee\tensi\e,

yet tulereic liacilli cannot be
lound : there is doubt as to whether
this condition is alwaxs tubereulons
anil ii<it sdiiicl iiiies sxphjlitic,

I'm iiiniilhoni.i . \vheii it comes
on suddenly in a ]iatient who has had
and cyanosis, which presently pass off:

cause is jicnerally tubercle.

Embolism of Ihe Inng. if the artery occluded is of larae size. ma\- cause sudden dealli.

so that the patient hardly has lime to become cyanosed : when the embdius blocks a
smaller vessel, lixidily. dyspuiea. intrathoracic pain, and hicmojitysis are the most promi-
nent symploms : the diagnosis is sui;jiestcd by the suddenness of the onset in a case in

wlueh there is a cause h)r embolism, particularly thrombosis of a \ciii such as the femoral
or iliac, or a recent surjiical operation in the neinhbourliood of a large vein such as those
in tlie abdomen, or otitis media with lateral sinus thrombosis, or a cardiac lesion such as

infective endocartlitis of the right side of the hearU Tliere may be no abnormal i>liysieal

>^.^4iiH.t,*;<av-;»..i->.--f,-^. :.-''raa!i^. Il

7n. -Skia:.'r;itu of :i

«1 Ix'cri ;i wnrkr-r iii

of lunu' Tl-ollM.-'. tlinllL.'li Ilir

;i ty]iic;il astlimaln- witli

he I

lia,-illi. Hi> 'il :i few iiioiuli>

I Sk„

miner's [ililjii^is in a man. ;i'_'e :;''.

<i t,'0l(t mJTi.'s. 'I'iiii-f yc.ir.-." Iiistoiy
lajl liail won a mile racn a year .iLTo. Xow
piUUIn lait WItlnmt defe.-tahle luliCTete

ifrer the sk'ia-_'ram \v;

nil bii lir. C. r/iif

take
llnli.lllil. I

no symptoms hitherto, leads to acute dyspnoa
the physical signs are pathognomonic, and Ihe
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signs ; but sometimes tlie resultant infarct may be detected by the impairment of percussion
note, the deficient vesicular murmur, and the development of a rub over it.

In childhood, the commonest lun»- affection to jiroduce extreme cyanosis is broncho-

piicinnonia : the diajinosis is generally obvious, though it is not always easy to determine
wliether, in a case in which there is some evidence of laryngitis at the same time, the

cyanosis is due mainly to the laryngeal obstruction or to the intrajjulmonary lesions.

lOach may cause extreme sucking in of the intercostal s|)aces and convulsive movements
of the chest as a whole : but the best measure of the degree of laryngeal obstruction is

the violence of the up-and-down movements of the larynx itself. There may or may not
be empyema associated with bronchopneumonia : but the degree of cyanosis will not help
to distinguish between these two ; needling of the chest will be resorted to when there is

ground for supposing that empyema may be present. Severe bronchitis and emphi/senia
in middle age often lead to marked cyanosis and orthopnoea. owing no doubt to the failure

of the right side of the heart to which the lung troul)lc gives rise. The over-distended
condition of the chest, its small difference between maxinuun inspiratory and maxinuun
expiratory girths, the deficiency of the vesicular nuirmur. the rhonclii all over it. and
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Cardiac causes for extreme cyanosis include any of the eon<litions wliieli lead to chmiiir

fiiihirc of the liglit side of the licnrt. These may be ehissed into one or otlicr of four main
jjroups. namely : jjrimary volvulnr disease of the lieiiil : affection of the niiisele of the heart

or pericardium ; failure of the heart as the result of chrotiie lung lesions, especially emphy-
sema, broneliitis. fibroid lunj; and bronchiectasis : aii<i cardiac failure when the heart is

unable to maintain the Itigh blood-pressure due to granular kidney or arteriosclerosis.

When a lale sta<;c in the failure of compensation has been reached, it is often dillicult to

determine whether the jjrimary condition is kidney, heart, lunas. or arteries : the dilferential

diagnosis lietwceu these is considered on paye 14.

Cyanosis due to splenomegalie polifculhatiiia { Plate .V.V/.V. p. (i^J.) is slowly proj;rcssive,
and the diaj,'nosis is arrived at by tindiut; in the patient a biff spleen with l'<)LvcvTn.F..Mi.\

(p. .)82), and no other very definite lesion.

Cyanosis due to inspissidioa of the blood as the result of loss of lluid trum the tissues

in fevers, sucli as cholera, dysentery, yellow fever or typhus, is a late s\ niptnm ui a
disease that will generally lia\-e been diagnosed upon other ttrounds.

Metlavmoaloliinwmio and salji'i-ha'nionldbiaa'niia are diseases which ha\e been grouped
toj;ether under the term ealeroaeiiinis eijaaosis. Both arc exceedingly rare. The tint of
the skin by itself sungests the diagnosis, bciiiu altogether different from that of ordinary
cyanosis, and yet not to be mistaken for iiigmentarv alfeetious such as .Addison's disease,

argyria. ochronosis, or luemochromatosis. There is no polycytluemia. The diagnosis is

established by spectroscopic examination of tile patient's blood, a suitably diluted specimen
exhibiting a well-defined absorption liand in the red (Fif>. :{."). p. ,S0) in addition to the
two bands nf (ixylucmoglobin between the D and K lines {Fi«. ;!(». p. ,S(I) ; the distinction
between sulph - luemoglobin and

metha-moglobin is not easy except
in the hands of experts in blood

chemistry and spcctroscoi)y. Some
eases arise without any obvious
external cause, and arc to be dis-

tinguished from those in which
the blood-changes arc direct 1\

attributable to the effect of taking
chlorate of potash, aniline deriva-

tives, and jxissibly other drugs.

Ilrrl/tr! Freuth.

CYSTINURIA is the term used
tn deniiti-' the presence of evstiu

(C..II,.X.SO.J^, in the urine. Thi-

latter is usually jiale. turbid, and

oily in appearance when passed.

slightly acid in reaction, with an
aromatic odour resembling sweet-
briar ; after standing, alkaline di -

composition leads to the formation
of sul]ihnretted hydrogen and a

change in colour from yellow to

green. The cystin forms a light-

yellowish deposit, which consists of
colourless mieroseoijic hexagonal ]>lates (F/g. T'.'). The condition is b. reditar\ . and merelv
indicates a peculiarity of metabolism. The crystals have occasionally given rise to calculi,
which are of a light fawn colour when first passed or remo\ed. changing to green when they
are exposed to the air. Cystin is not dissohed on heating the urine or by adding acetic
acid, but it is Ijy mineral acids and by ammonia : from tiic latter it can be recovered by
evaporation : a chemical test that has been recommended is to boil some urine with
acetate of lead and caustic jjotash : if cystin be present, a dark precipitate should form,
as the result of the formation of lead sulphide. The best evidence of th<' c(indition. how-
ever, is the discovery of the typical ervstals in the urine mieroseopieallv. Herbert French

D
"

n

Ft'/. 7l'. -('y--Ciri iii crv-st.tl.-. .i- ^i-rii umier Tlir Iji'.-li [poui.t ul tlie

niicrosi_-oiie : eoloiirlc-^^ Hat lie\a:,'oiiril plate--.
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DEAD FINGERS.—Most individuals are i'aiiiiliar witli dead fiuuers arisino in perfectly
noinial |iers(ins who Iia\e spent more tlian the usual lenytli of time in a swimming' hath or
in the sea ; sometimes all the fingers of both hands will go absohitely wliite under these

eircumstanees : even the whole hand may go dead-white, but more often it is the lingers

only. The toes may be affected in a similar way.
Very similar deadness of the fingers results from exposure to cold on land, though the

amount of cold required on shore is much greater than that which produces dead fingers
in the water. The degree of cold required to jirodnce this deadness of the fingers is much

greater in the case of some individuals than in that of others, and the more inured the

individual is, as the result perhaps of his occu])ation or other circumstances, the less easily

do his Hngers go dead with cold. This being so. it becomes a dilhcult point to decide just
where deadness of tlie hngers ceases to be a ])hysiologicaI ])licnomenon and begins to be

evidence of a pathological change. At the other end of the chain one has Rdijiiaud's disease,

which is one of the most characteristic of maladies, the jiatienfs hngers going dead on the

least exposure to cold, and sometimes often in quite warm weather. This phase of local

syncope often passes on quickly to one of local asphyxia, in which the fingers and generally
also the toes, from being white, go more or less purple or even quite black (Fig. 125, p. 25G)
and remain in this deeply cyanotic state for hours, days, or even weeks, unless artificial

measures are resorted to to restore the circulation. In the most severe cases some portions
of the affected tissues fail to recover their circulation i)roi)erly. and die in jiatches. with the

result that indolent idcers dcveloji, healing slowly to form depressed scars, and thus simu-

lating to a minor extent tlie effects of frost-bite. l'",vcn extensive gangrene and loss of

fingers results sometimes.

A very similar condition in which dead hngers may be a symptom results from

ergotism (p. 2.59) ; and deadness of the fingers may be one of the phenomena of pellagra

(p. 225). although here erythema is commoner than acute pallor. Fortunately both ]iellagra

and ergotism are exceedingly rare in tliis country.
Between the i)hysiological dead fingers of exposure in cold water or to cold

atmosjiheres, and the ])athological deadness resulting from Raynaud's disease as the result

of exposure to tcmiicratures which ought not to cause deadness of the digits in normal

persons, one meets with varying degrees of precisely similar changes to which it is diflicult

to give an exact name. For instance, an apparently healthy individual com])lains that

whenever he is getting up on a winter's morning he finds one or other of his fingers, gener-

ally a ring or little finger, goes dead and white, and it is not until he comes down
to breakfast and gets into a warm room with a fire that the circulation becomes restored

in it : what name is one to give to this "? There is no generalized syncojie of all the fingers

such as one meets with in Raynaud's disease : and yet the jjatient suffers from his dead

lingers without any cause which should be adequate. The complaint is fairly common ;

generally it is no indication of disease. Four things in particular need to be thought of,

however, before the trouble is put into the category of jicrsonal idiosyncrasy, namely :

(1) Cervical rib ; (2) Aiteriuscleiosis ; (3) (lecupatioii ; (4) liliie-hraiii.

Deadness of the ring or little fingers may be one of the earliest sym|)toms in the case

of a person who has a eervieal lib (Fig. 186, p. 443). Later, more generalized neurotic

symjjtoms in the arm and hand may be expected, or even atrophy of the nmscles supplied
from the ulnar part of the brachial plexus. Although the rib dates from birth, it is remark-

able how it often produces no symptoms until adidt life is reached ; it may jiroduec no

symi)toms at all even then : when it does so the jjatient's attention is seldom drawn

directly to the neck, but nearly always to something being the matter with the hand or

forearm, especially the ulnar aspect of the latter and the little and ring fingers. If one
realizes that the cervical rib or the fibrous band which joins the end of a buttress cervical

rib {Fig. 187, p. 413) to the first rib, is liable to interfere with the lower trunks of the brachial

plexus, one can imagine the various vasomotor and other nervous symptoms that may
result ;

and if the ])ossihility occurs to one, the diagnosis is established by means of the

a-'rays. Only when in place of any bony rib there is but a fibrous cord representing it will

the .T-rays fail to show either the entire rib, or more commonly perhaps a stump representing
the vertebral end of such a lib, sulficient nevertheless to indicate the cause of the nerve

symptoms in the hand and arm.

Arteriosclerosis or alturoma, or both, may invohe the vessels supplying the hands
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and ))ro(iurc in tlu' latter sariniis symptmiis of ik-licicnt circulation, inclu(lin<i dead finijcrs.

The ])aticnt will generally be jjast middle life, and as a rule there will be otlier indications

of arterial degeneration, especially raised blood-pressure, though wlicn atliemnia rather

than arteriosclerosis is the cause the arterial affection may be extensive though the blood

))ressure is not raised. The condition in the arms anil hands comes on as a rule spasmodic-

ally, or in paroxysms when the arms and hands aic used, and the remarks made on page
440 in regard to intermittent claudication ai)])ly here just as they do in the case of the leg.

Dead fingers from this cause, however, arc not met with frciiuently.

Orciiputiiiii as a cause for dead lingers is familiar in two classes of persons in particular,

namely first, those whose hands are inuiierscd for many hours a day in waters of different

temperature, esjjccially if there are chemical ingredients such as carbonate of soda in the

waters. Dead fhigers are in this way one of the troubles which washerwomen are apt
to suffer from (]). 444). The nature of the patient's cmidoyment may suggest this cause

if inquiry is made as to exactly how the particular individual carries on his work. The
other grou]) of persons who are liable to dcvcloji deail fmgcrs in one hand or the other as

the residt of their occupation, are those who carry heavy loads upon one shoulder in such

a way as to depress that shoulder and push the head far over towards the o|)positc si<le.

.\]iparently what hap|)ens is that the pushing asunder as it were of the shoulder and the

neck throws mu<-h strain upon the libres of the brachial jilcxus. and in some indi\iduals

this strain leads to degenerative changes which extend down the nerve of the arm into the

hand. Pains may be the most prominent result. an<l these pains are generally most severe

in the region of the shoulder and the upper arm, especially in the parts supplied by the

eireimdiex nerve. In other eases, besides the pain, or without pain, muscular atrophy
results. In a few instances vasomotor ])henomcua predominate, and dead lingers or even

a condition similar to that of Raynaud's dis'easc has resulted. That occupation is the

probable cause will be suggested by the symptoms being so mucli more [jronounccd in

one hand than in the other, for it very rarely liai)pcns that the man will carry weights fust

on one shoulder and then ui)ou the other so as to affect lioth l)rai-hial plexuses alike.

lihic-hiiiiii is a descriptive term, coineil by Sir .lames (Joodhart to cover a very extensive

class of case in wliieli all sorts of peripheral ijhenomcna of a functional type have their root,

in his opinion, not in a peripheral cause but in a central one : and as the individuals generally
have what is called a poor circulation, with a tendency to blueness of the ears and liands, a

liability to chilblains and other phenomena of that kind, he considers that they also have

a eorres]M)nding tendency to ])oorness of the circulation in the cerebral centres ; just as

they liave blue extremities, so they have, as he says
•

blue-brain." The patients are not

all women, though the majority are : they have aches here and pains there : the abdominal

aorta is often unduly pulsatile: the right kidney is often movable: there is suffering at

the monthly jicriods : the knee-jerks are exaggcrateil : the patients arc of the nervous,

neiu'otie. neurasth nic. or even actually hypochondriacal type. Amongst the many syiu))-

tums that the> may complain of. deadness of the lingers on the slightest ])rovoeation

may be one : the condition may then sinudate Raynaud's disease, and it is a ((uestion

whether in l^iyn iud"s disease itself the \asomotor anomaly is not central rather than

])eripheral. lAcrv practitioner has met with dead fingers in patients for whom they can

reeognize at once that the term " bluc-br.uu
'

fits as an appropriate label : for a full

description of the types of case in question he shoidd read Sir .laniCi Goodhart's original

article upon the subject. Ilerhirl Fniich.

DEAFNESS. — This is the most constant symptom of disease of the ear. It may be

pre-ent in one or both cars, ani m.iy vary from a slight deficiency, which may be

unnoticed by the patient, to a complete loss of hearing. The causes of defective hearing
are many. In some cases it can be easily relieved : in others the prognosis may be abso-

lutely hopeless.
The organ of hearing consists of two main parts. Tlie first is a conducting

jiortion consisting of the external auditory meatus, tymj)anum. drum, and ossicles—the

function of which is to collect the sound waves and transmit the vibrations to the

endolymph of the internal ear. The second portion contains the labyrinth
—eocldea,

vestibule, and semicircular canals—in which arc situated the terminations of the auditory
nerve. Deafness may be caused by a lesion either of the conducting portion of the auditory
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ajjparatiis. or of tlie intiinal ear. which contains the receptive nicchanisni. The latter—
hibyrinthinc or nerve deafness— is tlie more serious and usually the more severe, but the

former is much the conunoner. Rarely, deafness may be due to some disease of the

auditory nerv'e or to some tumour of the brain involving the fibres of the nerve in their

intracerebral course.

Tests for Hearing.—In the examination of a deaf patient, a careful investigation
of the sense of hearing is necessary : (n) To estimate the severity of the deafness ; (6) To
ascertain whether the lesion is situated in the conducting apparatus, or in the labyrinth
or auditory nerve. Before carrying out these tests it is well to examine the external

auditory meatus with a speculum, to make sure that the deafness is not due to the presence
of a plug of cerumen, in which case elaborate hearing tests are unnecessary. The following
are the tests usually applied :

—
1. The fVliispereil }'oice Test.—This consists in noting the distance at which whispered

words are heard. Vowel sounds are usually heard better than consonants. The examiner

must cultivate a whisper of uniform intensity, and the patient's eyes should be covered

to avoid the possibility of '

lip reading.' Each ear

must be tested separately, the other external audi-

tory meatus being covered by a finger.

2. Tlte Waleh Te.tl.—Here the distance is

measured at which the ticking of a watch is heard.

The same precautions must be taken as in the

voice test. The observer must first measure the

distance at which it can be heard by a normal

person. .Suppose this to be 30 in., and the patient
hears it at a distance of 12 in.;

the ])atient's hearing is then

described as J,-'. Instead of a

watch. Politzer's acoumeter (Fig.

7S). an instrument ijrodneing a

uniform tapping sf)un(l. may be

used.

The results obtained by these tests by no means always coincide.

Sometimes the whispered voice may be heard remarkably well while the

watch is almost inaudible. This is more likely to be the case when the

onset of the deafness is late in life. More rarely the watch is heard

more easily than the voice.

3. Tutiinsl-fiiik Tests are of the greatest importance, since it is chielly

by these that labyrinthine or nerve deafness can be distinguished from

deafness due to a lesion of the external or middle ear. In the latter

case the sound waves are obstructed on their way to the receptive

apparatus, and cannot be heard when the fork is near to, but not in

contact with, the car ; whilst if the ba.se of the fork is applied to the

mastoid process, forehead, or chin, the vibrations are heard readily,

because they are now conveyed to the normal receptive mechanism

directly through the bone. In nerve or labyrinthine deafness, on the

other hand, though the vil)rations are transmitted by the bone, the sound is heard poorly
or not at all. for the receptive apparatus is at fault, and is unable to respond ])roi)erly

to the stimulus of the sound waves, whether they reach it via the external and middle ear,

or through the bone.

The tuning-fork used should be one which vibrates 250 times per second (C). It

should have a flat foot-piece (Fig. "7 A), so that it can be applied conveniently to the bone,

and it may with advantage be fitted with a contrivance to prevent the occurrence of over-

tones. In addition, tuning-forks vibrating 64 times per second and 1024 times per second

should be at hand, for testing the perception for high and low tones. In an elaborate

investigation, still higher jjitehed tuning-forks may be necessary. The ('(jllowing are S]iecial

tests used in testing bone conduction in a deaf patient :
—

1. liiinie's Test.—The tuning-fork is struck lightly, and the flat foot-piece is held

steadily against the mastoid process. Directly the patient ceases to hear the .sound, he

Politzer's acoumeter.

f'l. 71.— 'Iiitiiiii^-fork

«itli loot-piete.
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raises his liaiid. and tlii' fork is then held elose to the external auditory ineatiis. It' the

sniind is heard aijaiii. the result is positive : if it is inaudible, the result is nei;ali\e. The

test iiia\- also be carried out by holdinn' the fork opposite the t'xtenial auditory meatus

(irsl. and then, when it is no longer audible, applyinj" it to the uiastoid. A useful nioditica-

tion of this test is for the examiner to wait until the fork is no longer heard by the |)atient

throuiih the mastoid, and then to transfer it to his own mastoid. In this way the bone

ciinduetioii of the patient is eomjiared with the bone conduction of a normal in(li\ idual.

i;. W'clirr's Test.—This is especially useful in unilateral deafness. The \ibratini; lork

is applied l)y the Hat foot-ijieee to the middle of the forehead. The patient is then asked

in which ear the sound is heard best. If the deafness is in the external or middle car, the

sound will be best heard on the deaf side (])ositive) : if <lue to a lesion of the internal ear

or auditory nerve, it will be heard in the jjood ear (neijativc). (ireat care has to be exercised

in this test to get the correct reply from the patient, as there is often unwillingness to

admit hearing in the affected ear.

:5. (Icllr's Test.—The air-pressure is increased in the external auditory meatus by
means of a Sieglc".s speculum. The vibrating fork is then applied to the mastoid, or to

the nii<ldle of the forehca<l. In a normal i)erson, Ijone conduction is diminished. When
it is unaffected it is generally considered that the foot of the .stapes is fixeil.

The hearing of high or low tones is ascer-

tained by using tuning-forks of a rapid or low

rate of vibration. (Jalton's whistle (Fifi. 7.*)).

which produces \cry high notes, is also used for

this i)uri)Ose. Hy niean.s of thi.s instrument a

note as high as .'iO.OOO vibrations per second

can be pioducfd. If notes of mor<- than 'JO.ODO

or 25,001) vibrations are not heard, the auditory
nerve is probably' aireeted.

To sum up. labyrinthine <leafness is indi-

cated when bone conduction is iliminished markedly, i.t-.. when Kinnc's test is p(i-.iti\e and

Weber's is negative. (Jenerally speaking, in this form of deafness the peiception of high-

pitched soiuids is diminished. It unist, however, be remembered that in old jjeople the per-

ception of high notes is generally diminished considerably without any affection of the nerve.

Deafness due to some error in the conducting a])paratus is indicated when bone con-

duction is good, i.e., when Kinnc's test is negative and Weber's positi\e. There is al

likely to be jjoor perception of low-[)itched notes.

In carrying out these tests, however, it must be remembered that, in a patient o\er

fifty. Iione coiuhiction is normally diminished, so that the tests are often ineonehisixe in

an elderly ])atient.

Deafness due to a Lesion of the Sound-conducting Apparatus. When this is

the casi'. eitlur the external or flw middle ear ma\ be at lault. I^xaminatiou with the

speculum will readily re\eal the presence of a l)lii« iif cerKmrii, poh//ii. nr a fnifigii hotly,

such as a mass (jf wool, which is not infrequently inserte<l and forgotten by the patient.
The cause of middle-ear deafness will be diagnosed by considering other symptoms

which may be present, such as pain and tinnitus, together with an examination of the

tympanic membrane, and of the nose and nasopharynx. Deafness is more or less marke<l

in all iiiflatniiiatiiiji iliscasis of Ihe tiiiiUUc car. acute or clironic. suppurative or viiti-supjiuralivc.

It must be renicmbcred that there is not necessarily a correspondence between the intensity
of the deafness and the condition of the membrane. The latter may be destroyed and

hearing may remain fairly gooil. while with a small perforation, or in chronic non-suppurative
otitis media, with but little alteration in the appearand- of the memlirane the deafness

may be profound.
Catarrh of the Eustaehiaii tuhc. or obstruction to this ])assage by the presence of adruoids

or enlarged toiixils. is a common caust- of deafness, especially in children.

In .some eases of midillc-car deafness, especially in otoselerosis. where the foot-plate of

the stapes is lixed. the patient may hear ordinary speech better in a noisy place than in a

quiet room. This is known as paracusis iVillisii. It is generally explained by supposing
that the more extensive vibrations caused by the loud noise loosen the joints between the

C'sicles, which arc otherwise abnorniallv stiff.

so
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In disease of tlie condiictiiii; apparatus, the ])atient, thou<;h deaf, not infre(iiicntly

hears his own voice very loudly, and also noises in the nasopharynx svieh as occur on

swallowing. This is known as (lulojjiKiiiia. <^

Hi/pemsthcsia aciiftlicd is a term a|iplie(l when sounds produce an actual painful sensa-

tion in the ear. It may be present in acute inllammation of the middle ear, fevers, and

migraine.
Nerve or Labyrinthine Deafness may be due to a lesion of the (ludilory nerve itself,

which may be involved in a groivlh of the temporal bone, or may show degenerative

changes in tabes. It may also result from a definite intracranial lesion such as a tumour

of the mill-brain or pons. A diagnosis in these cases will be made from the coexistence of

other nervous symptoms associated with cerebral tumour. In labyrinthine deafness the

following actual pathological changes have been fomid : (1) Degenerative changes in the

organ of t'orti : (2) Ilaniorrhage : (3) Organized inllanunatory products ; (4) Rise in

pressure in the endolym])h.
The following arc the chief causes of labyrinthine deafness :

—
1. Extension from disease of the middle ear, suppurative (|)yo-lal)yrintliitis) or imn-

suppurative (occasionally in otosclerosis).

2, Apoplectic deafness or Meniere's disease, which may be due to ha'morrhage or a

sudden rise of intracranial ])ressure,

S. Following the s])ecilic infectious fevers, esjjceially mumps, but also intluen/.a,

typhoid, measles, scarlet fever, and others.

4. Syphilis. In the acquired disease, deafness may occur at almost any stage. The

onset is usually sudden, the trouble is usually unilateral, and may have all the characters

of Meniere's disease. In congenital syphilis the deafness usually begins between the ninth

and sixteenth years. Eustachian obstruction and retracted membranes are frequently

present, but the deafness progresses and is labjTinthine in character. Other signs of

congenital syphilis will be present to assist in the diagnosis.
Deafness may follow an injection of salvaisan. It may ajjpear after an interval of

several days, or as long as three months. The short interval is usually after an intra\ enous

injection, the longer when the drug has been injected into the muscles. The deafness is

more or less absolute and has the characters of nerve deafness. By some this is regarded
as due to the drug ; others regard the lesion as due to the liberation of a large (juantity

of endotoxin consequent upon the destruction of the spiroehietes.
5. In Bright's disease, leuka'mia, pernicious and other anaemias, ,\ hiemorrhage is

frequently the cause of the trouble here.

6. Certain drugs cause transient deafness of labyrinthine character ; notably (|uiiiine.

and sodium salicylate: i)Ossibly alcohol and tobacco. ,'Mercury atui lead also are stated

to cause deafness sometimes.

7. Traumatic. Labyrinthine deafness may follow blows, falls, or fracture of the b;:st

of the skull,

8. Occupations, such as caisson workers, or workers in a continuous loud noise (boiler-

makers" deafness).

!). Meningitis, especially cerebrospinal meningitis ; and occasionally in epilepsy.
Deafness may also occur in hysterical individuals. This may usually be recognized

by the manner and aspect of the patient, and by the absence of abnormal physical signs
on examination.

Lastly, it must be rernendjered that deafness may be complained of by a malingerer :

the fraud is usually exposed by contradictory re|)lies to hearing tests with the eyes bandaged,
or by speaking into the chest-piece of a binam-al stethoscope with the tube to the sound

ear plugged with wool. The ])robability is that the jiatient will say he hears words spoken
into the stethoscope, but on removing this and covering the sound ear with the linger, he

will say that he hears nothing. Pliiti/) Turner.

DEFORMITY OF THE CHEST.^In the differential diagnosis of alterations in the

form of the chest, it must be remembered that many slight deviations from its typical
form are not produced by disease. A long narrow chest (alar chest), or one flattened

anteriorly (flat chest) is often found in persons predisposed to phthisis ; but these also occur

iu individuals who are never affected by this disease. A long neck and sloping shoulders
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are also associated with tliis eondition, wliile a sliort. thick luck with hif;li shoulders is

found in persons subject to apoplexy. The alterations in the form of the chest which may
result from (hsease may be considered under the followini;' hea<linj4S :

—
(1). Deformities llie result of rirketn :

(2). General elianges in the form of the chest : ((/) Tiie barrel-shaped, {h} Unilateral

enlari;ement. (c) Unilateral shrinking; :

(."5). Loeal ehanges : (a) Hulninj)-. (/;) Retraction.

Rickets.—The following deformities of the chest in an infant are due to rickets :
—

Tlie chest is somewhat pear-shaped on transverse section and a long vertical groove
is often seen on each side of the sternum. Beading of the sternal ends of the ribs

takes place, giving rise to the rickety rosary. The pigeon chest, in which the ribs are
flattened on each side in front, so that the sternmn becomes unusually i)rominent. making
the chest appear somewhat triangular on transverse section, is alwavs due to rickets

(Fig.'i*). Harrisoii'n siilriis, a horizontal groove in the lower part of the rickety chest, is

due to the sinking in of the ribs above the attachment of the diaphragm. This groove is

\ '0 ;
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Whenever any loss of symmetry in the two sides of the cliest is found, tlie vertebral

column must be examined carefully, as the alteration may be due to spinal curvature.

(b). A TJinlaferal Enlargement of the chest can be produced by an extensive pleuritic

effusion, a large empyema, pneumalhorax. and when an intratlinracic tumour affects the greater

part of one side of the chest. The cause of the enlargement is ascertained by the physical
examination ; tluis with pleuritic eflusion. either serous or purulent the movements of

the affected side during respiration are restricted, while thoe of the opjjosite side are exag-

gerated : dullness is found over the effusion, while above it the note is usually of higher

pitch than normal, and often skodaic : vocal fremitus, breath-soimds. and voice-sounds are

diminished or absent over the dull area. At the upper level of the fluid tegophony may be

present, and the breath-sounds frequently tubidar. The jiresence of fluid is further con-

firmed by finding the heart pushed over to the opposite side, and the liver depressed when
the right pleura is involved. \\'lien a pneumntlinra.r is jiresent. there is usually a history of

a sudden onset, accomjianied by a severe ]>ain in tlie chest : the affected side does not move
as freely as the other with respiration : the heart is displaced towards the 0])posite side,

and vocal fremitus, breath-, and voice-sounds arc diminished or absent, though the affected

side of the chest is fully resonant; if serum or ])us be present in addition to air, the

note is dull or greatly impaired at the base of the hmg. with hy])er-resonancc but absence

of breath-sounds above. When much fluid is present, the note changes considerably with

the position of the patient. The metallic tinkling of Laennec is sometimes heard over a

pneumothorax : coughing is generally required for its production ; it resembles the sound
which occurs when " a drop of water falls on the surface of a fluid contained in a half-filled

decanter."" The bell sound or "

bruit d'airain
"

is very characteristic of a ])ncumothorax ;

to hear it. auscultation is |)erformed over a portion of the pneumothorax, and a coin |)laced

on another ])ortion is struck with a second coin ; the sound has a ringing metallic (piality

like that of the tinkling of a small bell, or like the ring that accompanies hammering u])on a

blacksmith's anvil. Hi]ipocratie suecussion may also be obtained when the observer's ear

is a])plied to the chest while the patient's body is shaken or jolted.

((). Shrinking of the -whole of one side of the chest is due to contraction of one lung,
either as the result of a ])revious compression by a large pleuritic effusion, and especially

by an empyema, or on account oi fibrosis of tlie lung (Fig. 70). The history of the patient
often indicates the cause of the contraction of the lung : a large effusion may have been

aspirated, or an empyema may have been drained by surgical means, leaving the scar of

the operation. In other eases the cmi)yema may have burst into the hmg. and there may
be a history of a large amoimt of ])us having been expectorated. With fibrosis of the lung
the affected side is retracted and shrunken, the intercostal spaces are very narrow, and

the ribs may even overlap. The shoulder is lower on the affected side, and the vertebral

colunui is deviated towards the diseased lung. The heart is drawn over to the affected

si<ie, in which there is very little movement during respiration. If the left lung be affected,

the heart will be less covered by lung than normally, and so there may be a large area over

which cardiac ]julsation is visible. The note over the contracted lung is impaired, while

on the opposite side it is hyper-resonant. The breath-sounds are deficient or absent, and

may be tubular or cavernous, while at the base there may be numerous coarse bubbling
rales, especially if there is bronchiectasis. A'ocal fremitus may be decreased or exaggerated.
The expectoration is generally copif>us. semi-purulent, and often fa'tid. There is often

marked elul)bing of the tips of the lingers.

Local Changes.—(a) Tlic cause of bulging of any portion of the chest wall may be

dillieult of diagnosis, though sometimes it is obvious, as when an empyema points externally ;

even this is sometimes mistaken for a localized abscess of the chest wall, unless a careful

examination reveals the sign of fluid within the chest. In pulmonary emphysema, bulging
is often jiresent in the supraclavicular and infi'aclavicular regions. Bulging may also be

due to an intratlioracic tumour, to an aneurysm of the aorta, or to a tumour or abscess of the

chest wall. The most common situation on the chest wall for an aneurysmal swelling is

to the right of the sternum in the first, second, and third intercostal spaces ; it may erode

the upper ])art of the sternum and .so produce a swelling there, while in rare instances it

may produce a prominence to the left of the sternum ; a bulging to the left of the vertebral

column may lie due to an aneurysm of the descending thoracic aorta. The expansile
character of the ]>ulsation suggests the diagnosis. A tumour or abscess of the chest wall
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may occur in any sitnati<in. The pnrcordia becomes prominent in cliildren in cases of

pcricanlial effusion, or when tlie heart is enhirued : the situation ol tlie ])rominencc
indicates its cardiac orijiin. An cnlar«ciiiriil of llie liver (p. odd) nuiv also produce a promi-
nence of the ril)s under which it hes ; a liepatic abscess, a siibdiaphrayniatic abscess, or

an em|)yema, sometimes point over tlie lower part ol the chest in front, while a psoas
abscess may point over the lower ribs ]K)steriorly. .\ prominence o\cr the spmal column
in the dorsal region may be due to spinal earies. or ti> a mnlignaiil new armclli of the npine.
An ansTular curvature of Ihc si)ine is most commonly (hie to spinal caries, and any swell-

ing which is associated with it may be i)roduced by an abscess arising from the disease.

Hulgings which give an impulse on coughing, and which wax and wane with res|)iration,

suggest liernid of the lung, sometimes of considcraltle size in marasmic children sulleriug
from whooping-cough, or in emaciated phthisicid subjects with incessant cough.

{h). lletidrlion or localized shrinkiui; nf the chest wall occurs in any condition in which
there is a portion of lung contracted by disease. When present over one or both apices
of the lungs, as shown by retraction in the supra- and infra<lavieular regions, it is nearly

always due to jihlliisis. I 'nil.ileral shrinUaiic is also found with lihriiiil idndilioiis of the

liiug.s which are not lubcrcuhnis. or after the absorption (d' a pleuritic ellusion or the
removal of the pus from an empyema, ./ /,; // .Snwiicr

DELIRIUM occurs in :in o\ciwhclmingly large pidportion of cases in the course (d'

some well-known disease, connnoidy j)yrcxial, and beyond the hict that the condition
itself in such diseases is .i symptom of somewhat serious import, nolhiiig need be .said as

reganls the diagnosis. There arc, however, a few |)rognostic jioints worthy of mention
in comiection with such cases. Thus, in typhoid during Ihc height of the h'\-cr. in measles,
and in .scarlet fever, the delirium is connnonly in propoiiion to the pyrexia in its violence,
and can usually be controlled by controlling the pyrexia, if nl•e(•s^aly ; in the later stages
of typhoid, a low muttering delirium is of very serious import. In pneumonia, on the
other hand, some degree of delirium is an almost constant hictor. no matter what the

temperature may be, and its significance depends upon the previous (alcoholic) history of
the i)atienl. upon the violence or sevcritw .-ind duration or ijcrsistcnee of the menial

phenomena. In rheumatic fever (unless due to salicylates, vide infni) ilelirimn is of

extremely grave signilieance. being commoidy associated cither with hyperpyrexia or with
dehnite intracranial intlainmalion. neither of which is at all connnon. In inlluenza, too,
it is a symptom causing great anxietv.

The <lit]iculties of diagnosis arise cliiclly when we arc called to a case of delirium of

which we have no previous knowledge, where in fact our sei\i<-es are sought primarily
because the patient has •gone off his head and is talking nonsense." and we nuist consider
to what different factors this may be due. The billowing table embraces causes ordinarily
met with :

—
Delirium elm- to intrinsic liniiii-

(
.Mania nr liiiiacv in :ill it-, t'oniis

cell eluinges or to pure iier\e I'ain. ocrasioiiallv so scNcre as to prod ice it

inlhiciurs
( Shock, ilitto

Deliriiiiii due to poison arising I I,™,''".'''

ill the liiidy (autogeiu-tic)
I)ial)et<-s. .\ii;iiMia. I'nlytytluiinia ?

Inipcndini; dcatli froin any eau'e,

IJeliriuiii dm- to iaicnil)icaclivi- ' I'Vvers of any kind, known and iiMknnwii as to their
ties

I speeilic niicrobie origin

I

I^eltadonna, hyoseyanius, and their allies : alcohol
and other less common intoxicants, an;esthetizing

Delirium (lur to chemical audits I Milistances, and liypiioties. Lead, and other metals
introdiieeil In. in will t i

i>ci-asi(iiiatly, I-^xcrptioiially, it arises from almost

any pi'isiiH nr dnii;, most typically, perhaps, from
'

artilicial salicylate ol sddiuni,

-As with all other tabhs of diagnostic problems, the difliculties are much greater on
paper than in jnactice. for in almost every case there is some one overwhelming and out-

standing fact in the history which settles the matter off-hand. It is well, however, to
have ,some fixed order of procedure laid dow n, w liich may take the billowing lines :

—
1. Make strict enquiries as to anything unusual having been taken or applied latelw
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Medicines containing belladonna, drops put into the eyes, or some strange or nnusnal

vegetable eaten, are the most likely things.
2. Enquire as to the recent health of the individual bearing on the urinary secretion,

anaemia, etc. ; also enquire about incidents that might have caused shock, and incidents

suggestive of a simple idin])athic mental disorder.

3. Take the temperature : if materially raised it suggests some form of microbic

influence, although in some, such as rabies, the pyrexia may not be great.
4. Note the pupils ; if dilated and fixed, they suggest belladonna or perhaps

alcohol —delirium tremens can hardly occur without a definite history of
'

soaking,' or

an accident ; contracted and immovable pupils suggest uraemia ; unequal pupils, general

paralysis of the insane.

'). Test the urine : this will go far in clearing up urinary causes. Further details

must be souglit under the ajjpropriate headings.
(5. Note the skin, whether dry or sweating, whether flushed or ]jale ; in poisoning by

belladonna, etc., it is often dry and flushed ; if connected with other dangerous chemical

poisons, it is commonly i)ale and sweaty. Fred. J. Smith.

DIACETURIA—or the passage of diacetic acid in the urine—occurs under i)recisely
similar circumstances to AcetonL'RI.\ (]). 3). The following is the usual clinical test

for diacetic acid :
—To one inch of urine in a test-tube add licpior ferri perchloridi (B.P.)

drop by drop. For a moment a white precipitate of iron phosphate forms, and then, if

aceto-acetic acid be present, the liquid becomes deep purple-red, this colour being dis-

charged on warming. If carbolic acid, salol, or salicylates are being taken, the urine

contains i)lienyl conqiounds which give a similar reaction with ferric chloride, but the

colour due to these does not disappear on warming, Ufrberl French.

DIARRIKEA.—It is important to remember that diarrha-a is a synq)ton) and not a
disease in itself, and in every case one must try to discover what the underlying cause
of the looseness of the Ijowels is. In order tf) do this it may be necessary, in addition to

loutine pliysical examination in the ordinary way, to enqjioy one or all of tlie following

special methods: (1) Digital examin;ition of the rectum: (2) Inspection of the lower

colon by the sigmoidoscope ; (3) Investigation of gastric digestion by test meals (see p.

819) ; (4) Examination of the stools by the naked eye and by the microscope. Most of

these methods retjuire no special description, or have been dealt with in other articles,

but some account must be given of the examination of the stools.

Various "

test-diets
'
for the investigation of the intestinal functions have been proposed, but

it is sufficient to let the patient inoluile the following articles in the dietary for about forty-eight
hours before the stool is examined, viz : (1) Milk ; (2) Eggs ; (3) Jleat in some form : (4) Farin-
aceous foods, e.g., bread, potatoes, rice : (5) Green vegetables and stewed fruit : (0) Fats, e.g.,

butter, bacon, fat, ham, etc. The choice and amount of the individual articles may be left to the

patient's taste.

In order lo exami)ic llie stnol, a. portion the size of a walnut should be rubbed up with normal
saline sohition to a fluid consistency, and examined with tlie naked eye against a dark background.
Normally one sees a homogeneous fluid made up of very small dark-grey particles. In pathological
conditions one may recognize mucus, pus, blood, parasites, the remains of connective tissue in the
form of yellowish-white shreds, brown muscle fibres, and the residue of potatoes in the form of

glossy granules.
For microscopienl examination one prepares three specimens. The first is examined as it is ;

to tlie second one adds a few drops of 30 per cent acetic acid, and heats a little to dissolve fat ;
to

the third is added a little iodine solution.

A normal stool shows in the first preparation .a few muscle fibres, some yellow lumps of lime

salts, and a few empty potato cells. \n the second preparation, a few fatty crystals : in the third
a very few violet-tinted starch grains. In ]iatliologieal conditions one may find in the first prepara-
tion many well-preserved muscle fibres, numerous fat droplets and fatty crystals, and abundance
of |)otato cells : in the acetic acid preparation, numerous masses of crystals of fatty acids ;

in the
iodine prejiaration, an excels of starch.

In (infer In test jar Bile, mix some of the stool with concentrated corrosive sublimate solution
and alfow to stand for twenty-four liours. Normally it turns red from tlie presence of urobilin ;

greenish particles show the |iresenee of unaltered liilirubin : absence of green or red colouring
sliows that bile is not present at all.

Reaction (if the Stool.—.\ drop of the stool jjrejiared as above by rubbing up with water is

applied with a glass rod to a i>ieee of moistened litmus paper. Tlie reaction can easily be seen on
the other side of the paper. .\ normal stool is nearly neutral : marked alkalinity indicates putre-
faction ; acidity shows carbohydrate fermentation.
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Test Ji)r 'Oniill' HUmiiI. Tlir (latiiiit iiiii'-t liave futcii iKi red iiu-at lor two nr tlirir days.
A ])ortioii of the stool the size ol a liazcl-iiiil is riilil)ed up uitli 'J c.c. of distilkil water in a mortar
and j)laccd in a test tube. Add lialt its vohiiiif of ylacial acetic acid, anil sliaUe. Then nearly
lill tlic tube «ith ether, and reverse several times. To about one inch of tlie resultini; yellou,
translucent, ethereal solution, add: (a) a few dro()S of j^lacial acetic acid. i_li) one inch n( fnslih/

pre/iarcil saturated solution of benzidin in rectilied spirit, (r) one inch of liq. hyilrofj. ])erox. Shake,
and pour a few dro^is on to a porc.'lain slab. If blood he present, a blue colour appears.

DIARRHOIA IN INFANCY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD.

1. Acute.—The acute diarrlKras of infancy are either dyspeptic or infective in origin.

Tlie infective diarrhceas are usually spoken of as " summer '

or '

epidemic
"

iliarrlma. It

is often impossible to distinjiuish sharply between the simple dyspeptic and the infective

variety, but it may be said that the greater the signs of toxaniia (collaiisc. sinking in of the

fontanelle. inelasticity of the skin, etc.) the more likely is it that tlie case is one of infection.

High body lcm|icraturc anil epidemic pre\alencc of the ilisease are also in favour of such
a diagnosis. Dyspeptic' diarrhiea may be due to nud-digcstion of any of the constituents

of milk. l<;\aniination id' tlu- stools may enable one lo distinguish which constituent is

at fault, thus :—

.Stools containing white tough particles, insoluble in alcohol and ether mixture =
casein indigestion.

Green slimy stools containing small granular masses soluble in alcohol and ether

mixture = fat indigestion.

Frothy .sour stools ^ sugar indigestion.

Green stools are of no s]>ccial diagnostic value, as they merely indicate that the

contents have been hurried unduly through the intestine.

If the stools eontaiit visible blood and mucus, and are passed with much jjain and

straining, acute colitis nuiy be <liagnosed. but not imtil iiitK.iniiftcrplidii has bctu excludcrl

(see Bi.uoD per Antm. |). 7.")).

2. Chronic.—Chronic diarrhoa in infancy may follow upon an acute iid'cctive tiiarrluca

or be dyspcjdi<- from the outset. The history and a consideration of the points mentioned
above will ihtcrniinc the diagnosis in most cases, but it nuist be remembered (1) That an
intestinal catarrh set up by an infection may lead to mal-digestion and persistent chronic

diarrlnea in conseciuence ; and (2) That a dyspciitic diarrhiea predisposes to the develop-
ment of inteslina! infections. The two classes may therefore jiass into each other ami
an exact differential diagnosis be impossible.

There is a special form of chronic diarrhiea in early life which follows a very prolonged
course, and to which the term " cadiac disease

"

or "

the cieliac affection
"

is applied. It

usually starts in the second or third year of life, and is characterized by the passage of

stools which arc not very frequent but are bidky. pale, and extremely offensive, containing
nuieh tmdigested fat and free fatty acids. The abdomen is tumid and tympanitic, and the
child wastctl and stiuited in growth and development. This form of diarrhiea is very
apt to simulate abdominal tubcrctdosis. and indeed is usually diagnosed as such : but in

abdominal tuberculosis enlarged glands or a rolled-up and thickened omentum cait usually
l)c felt, or there is ascites or evidence of tubcrctdosis elsewhere. .Sometimes, however, a

diagnosis is only jjossiblc after watching the progress of the case. If the stools in a case of

chronic diarrhu'a contain visible mucus and blood, and arc passed with nnich straining,

sjiccial involvement of the large bowel may be diagnosed (chronic colitis). The history
will usually point to the preceding occturcncc of an attack of acute colitis.

DIARRH(EA IN ADULTS.

1. Acute.—The history is of great importance. It may elicit some indiscretion ol

diet (the eating of muipc fruit, etc), or the consiuiiption of some toxic article of food

{ptomaine poisoning) or irritant drug (e.g., arsenic). In such cases vomiting is often present
as well. In toxic cases there is great depression, and a feeble and. perhaps, irregular pulse.
If there be fever, one should think of an infective cause, such as typhoid fever, or dysentery.
In the case of ti/plioid. enlargement of the spleen is an early conhrmatory sign, but is .some-

times absent ; spots should also be looked for. The presence of leucopenia may be of

help, and the ])idse-rate is low in jjropmtion to the temperature. The agglutination
reaction is not usually obtainable imtil the end of the first week. In di/seiilerij there will
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be tenesmus, with blood and mucus in the motions. In the amoebic form, the Amoeba coli

may be found in tlie stools (see Fig. •i.'i, p. 77). In the specific form, the blood serum

aiislutinates Shiga's bacillus. Similar symptoms to those of dysentery are produced by
(iciitc colilis. especially of the ulcerative form.

Appnidicilis may begin with acute diarrhtca. and the possibility of this should be

borne in mind.

In pernicious iitHemiti, e.tnplillialiiiic goitre, and Addison's disease, periodic attacks of

acute diarrhwa are apt to occur. Tile other characteristic signs and symjitoms of these

affections will be present. (See Anaemia, p. 24; and Pigment.\tion of the Skin, p.

528).

Finally, it should be rcinciiibcred that even although diurrhn-a is due to a new growth
in the bowel, it may begin acutely, and a rectal examination should never be omitted.

2. Chronic.—t'hronic diarrhira in the adult may be the result of several causes, of

which the following are the chief :
—

Impaired (iastric Digestion (gastrogenic diarrhica).
—The looseness tends to occur in

bouts, with intervals of freedom. The stools contain fragments of connective tissue and
show under the microscope an excess of unaltered muscle fibres. A test meal reveals

absence or great diminution of gastric juice (achylia).

Impaired Pancreatie Digestion (pancreatic diarrha-a).—The stools are pale or white

in colour, very offensive, and show, on cooling, .solidified fat masses ; microscopically they
exhibit excess of fat globules and fatty acid crystals along with undigested muscle fibres

and starch granidcs.
Local Conditions in tin- Colon :

—
{a). Frecfd Impactiim (paradoxical diarrhd-a).

—This variety is commonest in elderly

persons. Rectal examination reveals retained f;eces. and ficcal masses may |)erhaps be

felt through the abdominal wall. A thorougli evacuation arrests the discharges.

(6). Neiv Groivtli.—There is nothing absolutely characteristic about this form of diar-

rhoea, but the motions are often explosive and tend to occur in the early morning. Blood

may be present in the stools, but not always. Digital examination of the rectimi or the

use of the sigmoidoscope will reveal a growth. It should be noted specially that neither

a sudden beginning of the sym|)toms nor the youth of the patient excludes the possibility

of growth.
(c). Chronic Catarrh of the Colon or Ileetam.—The diarrhfca in this variety tends to

be in the early part of the day ("morning diarrlia-a '). the stools are well-digested and

may or may not show visible mucus. Examination with the sigmoidoscope will show a

catarrhal condition of the mucous membrane if the disease affects the pelvic colon. In

cases in which the chief .seat of the affection is higher up. it may only be possible to arrive

at a diagnosis by the method of exclusion.

(d). Ulcerative Colitis.—The stools are fre(iuent. usually small, often passed with some

straining, and contain visible mucus, blood, and shreds. The sigmoidoscope reveals ulcera-

tion of the mucous membrane. The idceration may be dysenteric or non-dysenteric in

nature, but the history will usually enable one to make the distinction.

Catarrh of the Snudl Intestine.—The stools are usually copious. Iluid. free from visible

mncus or blixwl. unless the colon be involved as well, and show under the microscope

impaired digestion of all the food constituents and the presence of bile-stained particles
of mucus. Sometimes the diagnosis can be arrived at only by exclusion.

If catarrh of the small intestine be diagnosed, one has to determine its cause. The
chief things to think of are : cardiac disease or cirrhosis of the liver producing chronic

venous stasis in the bowel; i)hthisis or other forms of tuberculosis; chronic nephritis;
alcoholism and the ingestion of irritants (e.g.. arsenic, antimony).

Lardaceoas Disease is a rare cause of chronic diarrhcca nowadays, and is not likely to

occur unless there be signs of waxy disease elsewhere, e.g., in the spleen, liver, or kidneys.
There may be a history of [)rolonged suppuration or tertiary ,sy])hilis.

Tropical Diseases.—The two chief tropical diseases causing chronic diarrhtca are,

besides chronic dysentery already mentioned, sprue and /(;7/ diarrlia'a.

In sprue the pale, frothy, and copious stools are characteristic, besides the presence of

a painful stomatitis involving the tongue and lining membrane of the mouth. It .should

always l)e thought of as a possibility in the case of a patient who has lived in the East.
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///// (liiinliii'd. which is cldstly allied to sprue, is met with cliielly in Kuropeans on
their K<'i"t; to t'lt' liiUs after living in the tropical lowlands. Tlie diarrhica tends to occur

chieHy in the early morning, the stools being copious. i)ale. and frolhy. Tlie diarrhoea

is accompanied by much flatulence and distention.

Xenons Causes.—If all tlie alxpve causes of a chronic or recurring diarrhoa can lie

excluded, one may be dealing with a ease of nervous (lidiiliaii. which is characterized Ijy a

tendency for the bowels to act directly after a meal (lientery) or on excitement or under
emotional iullucnces. .\ good many eases of so-called

"

morning diarrluca
"

are of this

type, though in many there is a catarrhal liasis as well. The history, the ])resencc of other
evidences of nervous irritability, and tlic fact that the general health and nutrition are

well maintained, all yield conlirmatory evidence. Frequent action of tlie bowels may
accomi)any tahes dorsiilis. either in a late .stage when sphincter trouble lias arisen, or earlier

ill the foriTi iif mini erisrs aiialoydus to the more familiar gastric crises of this disease.

Hither t Iluhiiistjn,

DIAZO-REACTION. -The diazo-reaction of l-;hrlieli is obtained in certain urines

on testing thrni with (lie following solutions :

(1) -Sodiiiin Nitrite - - - o.") 'jrain {.'l) Sulpliaiiilic .Acid - - o-.", gram
Distilled Water - - - KM) r.i-. Hydmcliloric .Acid • - (l-."> c.c.

lli-tillcd Water - 100 c.c.

A strong solution of ammonia is also rccpiircd. and all should lie frishly prciiarcd.
'i'o a drachm of sulphanilie acid solution add a drop of sodium nitrite solution, mix with
a drachm of the urine, and add ammonia to excess. ,V normal urine turns brownish-

yellow ; \\\u\\ the reaction is positive the mixture turns deep red. and. most characteristic

of all. the froth produced on shaking the test tidic is rosy red.

It is (dteii regarded merely as an obsolete test for tyjjhoid fe\er : hut il occurs in

many other conditions— it is an indication of ahnormal protein metaliolism. leading to

the elimination cd' certain aromatic suhstanees which react in this way to diazo eomi)ounds.
The following are some of the conditions under which the diazo-rcaction has ])roved

jiositive :
—

Alaiiy fevers, such as diphtheria, erysipelas, measles, pneumonia, scarlet fever,

tyiihoid. typhus : cachectic states, such as advanced phtliisis, cancer, cirrhosis, .syphilis,

malaria, grave ana'mias ; and as the result of ]ioisoning by certain drugs, such as elirvsa robin,

guaiacol. carbolic acid, or o|)ium.

Clearly a reaction which occurs under so nian\ differcid eircmnstanccs can have but
a limited value. There are some who say that it has no value at all : others, however,
hnd it <d' clinical use in the following respects: (1) It is nc\er normal; CJ) It is more

constantly present in cases of typlujid than in any other fever, so that, other things being
eipial, the presence of the iliazo-reaction may help in diagnosing tyiihoid fever, though
the converse is not true : {:',) In cases of phthisis a positive diazo-reaction is a sign <d' ill-

omen, whilst should the diazf)-reaction disappear after it has been present, this is e\ idence
of material imiirovement. even though the iihysical signs remain the same.

Ilethirl l-'itlirli.

DILATATION OF THE HEART. -(See KNr.AiuiEMr.N-r of Till-. IIi-.Airr \,. -iw,.)

DILATATION OF THE STOMACH i.rescnts itself clinically under two totally
different as]ieets : (1) Acntr : (•_•) Climnie.

Acute Dilatation of the Stomach is generally a serious comj)lieation. or often rather a
fatal catastrophe, arising in the course of some other condition, especially :

—
After 0|icrations. notably laparotomy, per- In (he eouise <<( acute lev<'rs. espeeially

formed for wliatevcr cause lobar pneumonia
.Vl'ter aliduminal injmy In the course of chronic heart failure,

especially in had eases ol mitral stenosis.

The diagnosis is generally easy ; it is the relief of the acute dilatation that is so dillicult.

Tlie blown-u)). drunimy abdomen, the constant effort to bring up wind, sometimes in vain,

sometimes with copious and recurrent eructations, (dten with ominous hiccough, are

familiar and much to be dreaded. Sometimes shortly before, sometimes just after, deatli,

immense quantities of blackish brown or dull greenish brown fluid (low from the mouth
and nostrils, and the wonder is how it can all be coming from one stoniaeh. The dilatation

itself is of the nature of acute paralysis of the gastric walls, and the final outflow id' lluid
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— whicli gushes out rather than is vomiteii—is caused by the jiressiire of the gas associated

witli it, and not by active contractions of the stoniacli musculature.

Chronic Dilatation of tiie Stomach is due to totally different causes, which may be

divided into two main groups, namely :
—

1. Tliose associated with stenosis at or on cither side of the pylorus due to :
—

Cicatricial fibrosis of ail old simple gastric ulcer

Cicatricial fibrosis of an old duodenal ulcer

Adhesions around or near the pylorus, the remit of former local peritonitis due to
such causes as : Former gastric ulcer ; Former duodenal ulcer ; Gall-stones. In

many cases adhesions are found without any ascertainable cause.

Carcinoma of the pylorus
Carcinoma of the duodenum
Carcinoma of the gall-bladder
Carcinoma of the head of the |)arcreas

Rarities, such as calcified retroperito-
neal cyst ; hydatid cyst at the portal
fissure

; huge renal tumour.

2. Dilatation tvithoat obstruction :
—

Atoay. Over-distentioa by gis or excess of food or <lrink.

In the consulting room the two most suggestive signs of dilatation of the stomach are :

(1) A gastric succussion splash, audible or palpable over a much wider area than normal.

The mere presence of succussion is not an indication of dilatation, for a normal stomach

containing thud and gas gives marked succussion. The jjoint to determine is the area over

which the succussion is heard ; and if it extends right across the e])igastritun and down to

the umbilicus, or below it, when the patient is lying down, dilatation is almost certain.

(2) Visible gastric peristalsis over an unduly large area (p. 521). The most important

symptom wlien tliere is pyloric stenosis is the vomiting at relatively long intervals of larger

quantities of material than were consumed at the last meal, especially if remains of a meal

taken the day before can be recognized in the vomit. A very important i)oint to remember,
however, is that even a marked degree of jnloric stenosis, with extensive dilatation, may
be present in a patient who ne\er vomits at all. This has been ])ro\'ed again and again

by liismuth and .r-ray examinations followed by o])eration It is by the .i-rays that the

diagnosis is made best, especially by a scries of examinations after the original bismuth

meal. If the bismuth is taken at 11 a.m.. mine should be .seen in the stomach at 6 p.m.

\'cry often in these cases, liowever, the black shadow is still obvious in the stomach, even

at 11 a.m. on the following day—after twenty-four hours, and in some instances for longer
still. It is generally easy to see the active peristaltic waves of the .stomach at the same
time, and thus distinguish between the dilatations due to obstruction, and atonic dilatation

in which the stomach wall lias sagged down and remains motionless v.lien seen with the

,)'-rays after bismuth. Skiagraphy is infinitely su|icrior to any other method of diagnosis
in these cases, and is replacing diajihany, lavage, inflation, and gastric juice analyses where-

cver available. At the s;ime time it is often possible to detect such dilliculties as hoiu'-

gla.ss .stomach, or to distinguish ulcer from carcinoma. Once dilatation from stenosis has

been demonstrated in this way, operative measures are indicated, for medicinal treatment

cannot cure the mechanical stasis. The lurther details of the diagnosis are arrived at by the

surgeon : even when the abdomen has been opened, however, it is often exceedingly
dillicult to decide whether a given hard mass at the pylorus is malignant, or due to inflam-

matory matting round an old simple ulcer, and it may remain in much doubt which of

the two is present until one finds that the patient survives for years after his gastro-

enterostomy, and thus demonstrates that what was thought at the time to be a carcinoma

must after all have been not malignant, but the result of inflammatory matting round a

simple chronic ulcer. Ilerl/rl Frcncli.

DIPLOPIA, or double vision, may be cither monocular or binocular ; that is to say,

an olijcct may be seen double with one eye, or single with each eye separately, and only
double when both eyes are open. To distinguish between the two conditions it is necessary
that each eye should be closed in turn. If with either eye the object is still seen double,

the diplo|)ia is monocular and due to that eye alone ; if. on the other hand, the object

is seen double only when both eyes are open, the diplojiia is binocular, and due to some

disturbance of the balance of the two eyes.
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Monocular Diplopia may he iliu- to : (l| Dislocation of the lens : CJ) lnci|)icnt

cataract : (3) Double piipillarv aiicrturcs ; (A) Low deyrees of ;istii;iiiatisni.

Ill a case of iiionoeiilar (li|)I()])ia it is necessary to examine tlie eye by li^lit rellcctcd

iil)on tlie |iiii)il
from an o|)titlialmoscoi)e mirror in a dark room. Dii)lo|)ia from a (lisliicalcd

or (liKpliurd Iriis will only occur wlicn the e(|u;e of tlie lens is in the |iu|)il. some rays passing

outside the lens direct to the inaeuhi, and other rays, passinii through the ed!>e of the lens,

heinu dcllceted to a diherent i>art of the retina. In these circumstances the edi>e of

the lens will be seen in the pupil as a dark crescentie o])acity of unmistakable form and

appearance. Other symptoms which may serve to eonlirm the diaunosis are increased or

irreiiular depth of the anterior chamlier {the space between the iris and the cornea), and

tremor of the iris iluriui; muNcments of the eye.

Ivirly Kiidinrl usually leads rather to the appearance of multiple images, than of

two only, a candle or liijht beino seen as fi\e or six. 'I'liis polyopia is due to the fact that

the lens is broken up by cortical cracks and opacities into sectors of varying refractive

power, very often set in sliyhtly iliflerent planes. These cracks and sectors of the lens

will be seen easily as black radial opacities on illumiu-.ition by an ophthalmoscope mirror,

or as opa(|ue white stria' when the eye is illuminated from the front b\ a lens.

The presence of Iwi) /iiipilliiil/ (ipir:iir(
s will be at once apparent on a careful examina-

tion of the eye. They may be conuenital, or due lo a-eident or operation. In eases of

diplopia due to multiple pupillary apertures, tln' double \ision is most evident when the

object looked at is not in accurate focus.

Should none of the three conditions mentioned above be found, it is most likely that

the diplopia is due to a liw error of rcfraclimi . In this condition letters an<l test types
arc often .seen accom])anicd by faint

"

uhosts
"

[ihiced cither above or to the side of the

real letters, and in some cases oNcrlaiipinji them. 'I'his cause of monocular diplopia can

only be determined by a careful exauunation of the refraction of the eye. The diplopia

is cured by the wearinii of suitable glasses.

Binocular Diplopia may be eitlu-r (1) I'hysiologieal or. (2) Pathohjgical.

I'liiisioliiiiiinl itiphipui occurs umioticed in all normal binocular \ision. It is evident

that as the two eyes view any given object from different standpoints, the retinal images
nuist differ as d<i the two views taken by a stcrei)seo]iic camera. The diplopia is not

apparent, however, as the two dissinular images arc combined by the higher visual centres

of the brain to form a smgh' solid conception of the object viewed. The amount of

dis-similarity of the retinal images gives the impression of space anil distance, near

objects causing images more unlike than those formed by things remotely placed. The

dis-similarity of the two retinal images in normal binocular vision, giving the idea of

space, is termed in p.sychology dis[)arateness
"

or <lisparat ion.'

AVhen. however, owing to some failure in the centre which contii>ls the mental fusion

of the two (H-ular images, they are not combined, or when some disturbance of the accurately

balanced musculai- mechanism njisets the automatic fixation of both eyes upon the same

object, pathological or obvious di])Iopia results.

Patlutldgiail Diplopia.
—Before discussing the various h)rms and causes of this con-

dition it is necessary to have a clear idea of the visual ])roecss of localizing objects in space—
[trojection, or orientation.

In normal binocular \isiou. looking at an object nu'ans that both eyes are sd turned

that the image of the object looked at falls ujion the central most acute area of the

retina, the macula or yellow spot, in each eye, and objects other than that directly

looked at form images upon the retina wliieh are more or less ])eri])heral. From our

experience of such sensations and their locality on the retina we are able accurately

to determine the relative positions of objects in space. The image of any object will

always fall u\mi\ eorresjionding areas of the retina» of the two eyes. These areas, though

always corresjionding, are not in the true .sen.se of the Wdrd symmetrical. Tlie image
of an ol)ject to the right of the eyes falls uiton the nasal side of the right and the

temi>oral side of the left retina : but the corresponding areas are in nfirmal circuni-

stanees always stimulated simultaneously, and from these retinal images is ilcrived the

idea of the ]iosition of the object in sijace.

If the normal relative position of the two eyes is upset in any way the image of an

object no longer falls upon two usually corresponding areas, erroneous ideas of projection
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are formed, with consequent (li|iIo|iia. and it is from an examination of this diplopia tliat

we can ascertain the displacement of the eye and its proljable cause.

For example, Fig. 81 represents diagranniiatically a condition in which the left eye
is lookini; at or fixing the object O. while the riuht eye is pointing abnormally inwards—
a convergent strabismus. In consequence of the abnormal position of the right eye, the

image of the object O does not fall upon the yellow spot on the macula, /, but upon a point
internal to it, a. In ordinary circimistances, with jjroper fixation of the two eyes, any
object whose image fell upon a would be to the right of the object O. hence under the exist-

ing abnormal conditions the right eye erroneously projects the object O to the position O^,
and a diplopia results in which the right of the two images seen belongs to the right eye,

and the left to the left eye. This is termed a homonymous diplopia. Fig. S2 shows in a

similar manner the formation of a crossed diplopia in a divergent S(|uint or strabismus.

These two figures illustrate the formation of a diplopia in lateral deviations of the eyes. A

Fiij. SJ.—Homonymous doubk' images. Fi{/. 82.—Crossed double inuiires.

momenfs consideration will show that deviation in a vertical or oljlique plane will ecjually

cause diplopia, owing to the disturbance of the normal corresponding areas of the two
retina;.

It will be seen from the figures that, in lateral deviations, a convergent squint causes

homonymous, and a divergent squint crossed, diplopia. In ocular paralyses the diplopia
will increase if the two eyes are carried in the direction of the usual action of the jjaralyzed

muscle. As an example. Fig. S] may be chosen as a diagranunatic representation of a

paralysis of the right external rectus muscle. The more the eyes are turned to the right

the greater will be the convergence, owing to the inability of the right eye to turn to the

right to the same extent as the left : the greater therefore will be the diplopia as the image
of the object O falls farther and farther round on the nasal side of the right retina, the

object being projected farther and farther to the right. It will also be seen from this con-

sideration that in a case of diplopia from a muscular paralysis when the eyes are carried

as far as possible in the direction of the usual action of the paralyzed muscle, the farthest

displaced image always belongs to the paralyzed eye.
The two images are not equally distinct. That in the unafleeted eye falls upon the

macula and is seen most distinctly : this is called the real image. That falling upon the

retina of the affected eye is more peri])hcral. and therefore not so definite : it is termed

the false or ajiparent image.
With the above considerations in view, and with a knowledge of the individual actions

of the ocular muscles, it is easy to elucidate cases of simple paralysis of one or more ocular

muscles, but for convenience of reference the chart giving the position of the images in

paralysis of the various ocular muscles is reproduced on the following page.
Binocular diplopia may be caused, as suggested above, by paralysis of ocular

muscles, but it may also arise from the bodily displacement of one eye from
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orbital gnnclli. (tliscess, or liiriii()irliai;i\ It may also occur after some operations for

iciiotomi/.

Cases of displaeemcnt of the eye from local causes can usually be (listini;uislieil from

those of ocular paralysis by the inrlctcrminate character of the diplopia, which is aceum-

jiaiiied bv more or li-ss tixation of the eyeball, and by pro]itosis.

/''/;,'. M:!. To Ii.i.rsiiiATi; iin. Hi iiAvioi ii oi nil; Dm lu.i; Ima(;i;s

IN I'ahai.^'si^ or nii: Oim.ak Mi m i.i>.

I.eft-sjji-d RKht-HideJ

I':.ralysi». l';iralysL'.

Tlir il"l!r<l IntfS rff.r'S.nl th'- iij>i»ir,i,l iimijr.

•
I

K.rlcriiiil Herliis. I
J

i I Diplopni ;ipp<-.UN ill Iciiikiii^ tiiwanl flu' paialy/cd siilr. I

J I
'I'lie lateral separatiiin cil' the iniai;e^ iuereases as the paralvAeii eye I J

• ' is alMliieteil.

'

' •

II
hitrnial liftht^. i Isi

I)i])l<>pia on lookiiii: towards the sound side.
|

g The later .separation iif the iniayes increases in addiieticin cil' the para-
'

\

; Iw.ed eye.
" *

Sinii'tiui- lutllis. *
» \•

I)ip|..pia on looUiiej np. \
• 'I'he vertical distanee lM-t\\ix-n the iniai^es increases as the paialy/.etl

•

• eye is elevated and ahdueteil. • I

I

The ohiitpiity increases in addiietion. I

The lateral separation id' the iin:ii;es diniinishes ulien the eyes are I

tinned laterally in either direction, |

Infcrifir Itrrltis.
I

I

Diplopia on lookint; down. I

The vertical distance hclwccn IIk- iniMLies increases as the paralyzed I

eye is dei)rcsscd and ahducted. , I

* The ohlirpiity increases in addiictinii. »

• 'i'lie lateral separation of the iinayes diminishes when the eyes are

« tinned latenillv in either direction.

Siint'ridr Oh/iiiut'. a

I Diplopia on lonkiiej down. I

I
The vertical distanee hetween the iiiiai;cs ineieases as the paralyzed I \

*
I eye is depressed and addueted.

| \
f * The obliquity increases with the ahdiietion. \
f The lateral ilistanee between the iinaues diniinislies when the eyes

*

• are turned laterally in either direction.

Jiifnitir (fhfii/nr.

Diplopia on lookini; up. <

The vertical distanee hetween the iiiiai;es increases as the /laralyzed •
• I eye is elevated and addueted. I

I
The ohiiipiity increases with the abduction. I

I The lateral ilistanee between the images increases as the eye is I

I elevated and abducted. I

Isolated ])aralyses of individual ocular muscles or groups of iiiuselcs arc nearly always
nuclear in orii;in ; basal growths rarely cause ocular ]iaralyses of any extent on one side

only, the affection sooner or later bccomini; bilateral.

In some rare cases of convergent or divergent squint with alisciice of Ijinoeular vision

and good vision in each eye. there may be the [jower of alternate tixation with more or less

evident diplopia. As a ride, however, the individual has the power of su|)])rcssiug- the

image of the sipiinting eye, obtaining monocular vision. lltrhert L. liason.

DISCHARGE FROM THE EAR.—(.Sec Oroiuuiacv, p. 421.)

D VZ
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DISCHARGE, NASAL.—A discharge from tlie nose may be acute, subacute, or chronic,

and it may consist of clear fluid almost like water, of mucus, muco-pus, pus, food regurgi-
tated through the nose, or blood. For the differential diagnosis of the causes of haemor-

rhage from the nose, see Epistaxis, p. 221).

Regurgitation of Food through the Nose may be due to a congenital condition,

especially clifl pidiilc : to ac(|uired jicrjotdlion of the jjalate. especially syphilitic ; to post-

<li/)lilluiilir paidli/sis ; or to much rarer neuro-niuscular lesions, such as bulbar ])arali/sis,

psciulobiilhar jxiriili/sis, or mi/a.tthenia grmis. all of which are discussed elsewhere.

Serous, Mucous, and Muco-Purulent Discharges differ from each other diiefly
in degree, for that wliich may begin as serous may later become muco-purulent and then

jiurulent, as is seen during the course of a common cold. .\ watery discharge is sometimes

spoken of as coryza, though for the latter to be typical there shoidd at the same time be

watering of the eyes : it is generally acute in onset, and the diagnosis of its cause is not

diHicuIt as a rule. It may be due to the following different conditions :
—

Common cold, early stage Arsenic
|

Some cases of spasmodic
{Micrococcus caiarrliali>i) Local irritants siicli as snuff,

|

astlima

Laelirymatioii ammonia vapour. suli)hur
|

.Some cases of trigeminal

Hay fever {coryza e feiio) dioxide, chlorine, and other , neuralgia
Measles irritating gases Neurosis
lodism or broniism Fog

The differential diagnosis of these conditions needs little discussion, a careful inquiry
into the circumstances of the case generally pointing to its nature at once. Measles

probably presents the greatest difficulty, for the coryza precedes the macular eruption,
and the patient, generally a child, may seem to be sidfering merely from a severe cold,

when in reality it is in the most infectious stage of measles. Exanunation i)f the buccal

nuicous mend)rane for Koplik's s]jots {Plate i'lll) may sometimes serve to distinguish this

malady as long as two days before the eruption appears. These spots are individually

small, with a whitish centre the size of a i)in"s head, surrounded by a i)ur])lish red blush ;

in many cases they are not single, but collected into grou|)S of from two or three to thirty

or more ; a common jjlace to find them is on the iimer aspect of the checks, in nnicli the

same position as that in which one expects to find brown pigmentation in .\ddison"s

disease ; but tliey should be looked for also on the gums, the inner aspects of the lips,

and on the hard and soft palate.
The coryza residting from iodide or bromide of potassiiiiii or from arsenic may be very

severe, and the patient generally com]>lains of constantly catching cold, when in reality

the symptoms are due to the drug.
The term influenza is sometimes aj)])lied to severe febrile colds associated with

running of the eyes and dripping at the nose, but it is often inaccurate to apply the term

influenza here, for the symptoms are more often due to the Micrococcus catarrlialis.

Bacteriological detection of the Bacillus influenza- in the discharge is essential if inllucnza

is to be diagnosed with accuracy.
Excessive secretion tiv the lachrymal glands apart from emotion may, in some

instances, lead to constant dripping of water from the nose as the result of neurosis.

One rare form of watery discharge from the nose is the escajie of cerebrospinal fluid \

this fluid is jicrfectlv transparent, like water, and it may be dillicult to recognize its true

nature imless there is a clear history of the conmionest cause for the symptom, namely,
an injury to the liead leading to fracture througli the base of the skull, involving one of

the anterior fossa\ The fluid may drip steadily, at the rate of a certain number of drops

per minute, and if it is collected in a test-tube it may be found to reduce Fehling's solution.

A Purulent Discharge from the nose may residt from that whicli has been in the first

place serous, nuicoid. or nuico-purident : or it may have been purulent from the beginning.
If it is acute and bilateral, it is |)robably due to a local infection Ijy some pyogenic micro-

organism, and even when it may seem to be due to nothing more than a connnon cold,

not a few different organisms may be discovered bacteriologically. Staphylococci, strepto-

cocci, and pncumoeocei (sec Plate XXl'III. p. (U-t) are associated not at ail infreiiuently

vi\t\\X\\Q Micrococcus caliirrhidis. Inlluen/,a bacilli may be found. In rare eases, especially

when the purulent discharge jicrsists longer than it ought if it were the result merely of a

cold, and especially in cases in which it is so acrid as to produce superficial excoriation and
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soreness ol' the edfivs of the nostrils and the upper hp. (lijilitheria haeilh will lie found more

often than ruijiht lie expeeted. .\iistil (liphtlinid. indeed, is not alto<;ether nneoininon,

hut it is dillieult to reeoi>iii/.e exee|)t liy baeteriolojiieal examination of the nasal diseharge.
The same applies to two very nuieh rarer i)urulent lesions of tlie nose, namely those due

to ooitococ i and to glanders. There may l)e a urethral infection or a \ aginal discharge to

jHiint to the diagnosis in the former ease, the ])atient having transferred gonococci directly
from the genital source to the nose hy means of the fingers or a towel. Purulent rhinitis

due to glniiders is fortunately rare, though when it does occur it may escape recognition

entirely in its ciiralile stage, unless the jjatient's occupation as a groom or horse-dealer

suggests the souri-e t)f the infection, or imless bacteriological metluids are resorted to in

all cases of nasal discharge that are not [jerfcetly straightforward.
Chronic purulent nasal discharges are for the most part due either to lesions of the

mucous memlirane or Ut the emptying into the nose of purulent collections from the

antrum of Ilighmorc. frontal, ethmoidal, or sphenoidal sinus, or from necrosis of the nasal

hones. The diagnosis may be obvious enough, but very often it is by no means easy. It

is essential tliat both nasal cavities should be inspected directly in a good light by means
of a speculum and mirror : the various kinds of chronic rhinitis may be recognized in this

way ; in chronic alrophic rhinilis the amount of diseharge is usually small, the cavities of the

nose are relatively spacious, the smell offensive (oza-na). and there arc generally crust-like

deposits upon the nuicous membrane. Chronic /i/ijicrlmjiliic rl/hiitis may also produce
a very offensive smell, a considerable jjurulcnt diseharge. and diflieulty or even inability

to breathe through the nose owing to the bulging of the inllamed mucous membrane.
There may or may not be poli/pi at the same time, and pcrha|)s adenoids and enlarged
tonsils owing to the necessity for breathing through the mouth. Ulendjranoiis rhinitis is

nf)t a distinctive variety, it being more or less an accident whether the inflamed nuicous

membrane [iroduces a mcml)rati(ms exudate or not : the discovery of membrane would

suggest diphtheria, but bacteriological examination alone can determine whether the

lesion is <ii])htlieritic or not. Sii/ihilis is ivsponsible for a large number of the cases of

oza-na and chronic rhinitis, especially of the atrophic form, but it is not responsible for

all. and the diagnosis as to whether the lesion is syphilitic or not will rest upon concomitant

signs elsewhere, ujxin the history, and ujxin the result of Wasscrmann's reaction. Xecrosis

of the nasal bones, if it occurs spontaneously, is often syphilitic, but it may also result

Iriiui an injury, such as a blow : the deformity which follows the falling in of the bridge
of the nose is characteristic.

Tabereuloas rhinitis is rare. There is a \arii'ty of nose alTection called rhinitis raseosa.

but this is acute and not tuberculous ; the appearances might at first suggest that the

nose was filled with a yellowish diphtheritic membrane, lint on cultivation no di])htheria
bacilli are to be found : what micro-organism is the cause of the cheesy exudate in these

eases is not known : if left, the underlying nnicosa is apt to ulcerate, but nnder simple

antiseptic treatment cure results in a week or a little more. lihinoliths, although they

may cause persistence of a nasal discharge, are not in themselves a primary condition,

but rallur the result of preceding rhinitis. Endothelioma, rarcinonia. or sareoma affecting
the nose are not connnoii except as the result of direct sprca<l to its interior from the lip.

jaw. cheek, or forehead. Sometimes, howexer. considerabli- nasal discharge may result

from the growth of a .semi-malignant tumour known as recarreut jiliroma iir Jihro-sarroma

arising from the external jieriosteum of the basi-splienoid bone, thus obstructing tlie back
of the nose, and detected by a digital examination via the mouth.

A foreign body inserted into the nose by a child or by an insane jierson may |iroduee

damage associated with a purulent discharge, which niay jiersist even after the foreign

body has been detected and removed.

Lupns of the nose is hardly ever jirimarv. and although it may destroy the margins
and lead to a purulent discharge from the nostrils, the diagnosis is generally clear from
the apple-jelly deposits in the adjacent .skin of the cheeks. Rodent ulcer, on the other

hand, though starting in the skin, may spread deeply into the nose, causing destruction of

cartilage and bone, with pain and purulent discharge. Whereas lupus starts in early adult

life, rodent nicer begins at or after middle age. Histological examination may be required
to distinguish it from epithelioma, though the latter is likely to fungate more and to have

advanced more rapidly than rodent ulcer ihies : the latter may have existed for years
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without ;iny rapid advaiife. Hadiiini treatment, elliciently ai)|)lied. will cure most rodent
ulcers of the skin, but this tlierapeutie test is no longer applicable when the cartilages and
bones of the nose have become invoh'ed. for radium is then not able to cure the rodent

ulcer any better than it can cure lupus or epithelioma.

Empyema of one antrum of Highmore may cause most troublesome purulent discharge
from the nose, but it is not difficult to diagnose when the symptoms are definite. The

patient generally complains that the ])us invariably comes down one nostril ; that it is

associated with an odour which is offensive to himself in a way not common with oza'iia

generally ; that he can often ])roduce the discharge by tilting his head sideways in the

opposite direction to that from which the discharge comes, and that he experiences dull

aching pain in one side of the face, often spoken of as nemalgia. l)ut upon investigation

proving to be associated with tenderness located mainly in the corresponding superior
maxilla. There may be a carious tooth, particularly a canine, from wliich infection of

Fui. SI.—Tr.iiisil uiiiiri;itiinis nf till- ;uilnuii. /* sliows the iiorni;il apjifaniiu'e. B ^I'ow?^ no illmiiiiiatiun of tlie

right side, owing to purulent contents. (From Medical Annual, 1906.)

the antrum has taken place, though in a small number of cases a more serious cause exists,

namely, carcinoma or endothelioma of the antrum, which can seldom be diagnosed until

either an operation is undertaken or the growth itself begins to cause a i)ri>tuberance either

into the nose or through the face
; the nature of these growths is determined histologiciilly.

Examining the jjatient in a dark room by the introduction of an electric lamp into

the mouth or po-sterior nares, may reveal empyema of the antrum by the transilliuninatioii

of the superior maxilla of the normal side and the opacity of the other in which the antrinn

is full of pus {Fig. Hi).

Empi/emii of a fronlal .sinn.s has generally been preceded by acute nasal catarrh, which

has led subsecpiently to severe aching above one or other eye, with tenderness on jjcreussion

over the affected frontal sinus, and so nmch pain in this region that the ])atient may be

compelled to hold his head before he is able to cough or blow his nose, because of the

increased pressure within this sinus due to either of these acts. The condition nearly

always starts acutely, though if untreated it may become chronic and come under
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obscrvatiim onlv when [i\v iiircrlidii has trackfd its way tlinaiyli into the siilxiitancous

tissue so as to point above the eye or in the aiiyie between the hitter and the nose.

Siippiiralion in connection 'cvitli tlie ctlimoiilol or splicnoidtil sinuses ean be httle more

than guessed at iniless special skill has been acquired in the liireet examination of these

air-cells. If, however, there is a purulent discharge from the nose coming apparently

from high uj), in a patient who has neither antral disease nor infection of the frontal sinus,

and in whom local conditions of tlii' mucous membrane of tlie nose itself can be excluded,

infection of the sphenoidal or ol' the ethmoidal cells is to lie sus])ccted. Ilcrhcrl Fniicli.

DISCHARGE FROM THE NIPPLE. Discharges from I he nipple may be divid<'d

into three classes: — (!) ymiiKil iliscliiir<;is : ("i) Xonudl ilischiiifiis al itlnniiiiKil lin<(s ;

(li) Abnormal diselKirsies.

Normal Discharges. It is <piite natural I'or a woman dming I he period of

|)regnancy and lactation to haxc a discharge ol' milk from the breast. It is usually of

small amount, except when the child is put to the breast, but occasionally the How at otln'r

limes ma\' be sullicient to be distressing.

Normal Discharges at Abnormal Times. Milk may come from the breast a( other

times than during iireguancy and lactation. In infants it may be found as the result of

undue stiuuilation on the part of the nurse, and it has been noted in the breasts of Ixith

sexes at the time of puberty. Xo great im|)ortance attaches to it.

Abnormal Discharges, -lilood or lilooil-slained Disclinrgc. This is a \ery signilieant

sign and should not be neglected, for it almost always indicates the presence of some

abnormal condition in the breast which re(|uires careful in\cstigation. The conuuonest

is some growth involving the larger duets in the neighbourl d of the nijjple. This may
be either innocent—a (ti(cl pripiUoma : or malignant (/»(/ i<ininoni<i. scirrhous ciircinottiii,

or sarcoma. It behoves one therefore nexcr to neglect such a significant sign. When a

well-marked lumi) is felt the diagnosis can usually be made without dillieulty. and for this

the reader is referred to the article on Swici.i.iNO, i\l.\MM.\m" (p. (i.S5). Dillieulty arises when
there is no obvious swelling. In these cases the breast must be palpated carefully with

the flat of the hand and also with the tips of the lingers, special attention being given to

the part inunediately subjacent to the nipple. If no swelling can be made out, and the

bleeding remains a persistent sign, it ma> become necessary to make an incision into the

breast for diagno.stic purposes, recognizing the fact that a papilloma may be so delicate

as to escape detection with the finger. Probably the commoiust cause of bleeding is a

duct carcinoma (eolunmar-cclled careinornal; alter that duet papilloma and scirrhous

carcinoma, and last of all sarcoma.

.V piinilciil iliscliariie. or pus mixed with milk, generally indicates acute suppurative
mastitis : the other signs of intlammation or abscess are well marked as a rule, so that there

is no dillieulty at arriving at a tliagnosis. Chronic mastitis seldom causes a discharge

of pus from the nipple, but the symptom is met with sometimes when the lesion is titlicrcii-

liias : the discovery of tubercle bacilli in the discharge will <listinguisli this from carcinoma,

with which it is often contused.

.\ (liscliarge of seni/ii will suggivst chronii' interstitial m.isfitis with cyst formation,

but the symptom is rare.

Iljldaliil Jliiiit has been recorded as escaping through the nipple from a lii/dalid ci/st

of the breast, but it is so rare as to be a pathological curiosity. The Uiiturc of the lluid

would be recognized by the linding of booklets in it (Fin. IS. ji. 4!t). (inirar E (iiisl,.

DISCHARGE, URETHRAL. Any inllanunatorv (irocess in the urethra causes a

disehapge. .Mthough ULost eomiLionly the result of infection by the gonococcus, by no

means every methritis is of this nature, and bacteriological examinations show that other

organisms besides the gonococcus may produce a urethral discharge and the same sym-
ptoms as an acute gonorrlKca. t'urther than this, a purulent discharge may occur in

which no micro-organisms can be found : for instance, when the urethra has been injured or

subjected to irritation by the injcctifin of strong solutions, or when it contains a foreign body,
such as a calculus or a retaine<l catheter. It is stated that a urethral discharge may be

associated with yoiil and rliciinialism : but althf)ugh a few cases of the former have come
under my care. I have been unable to prove that the small amount of discharge was not
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the remains of a former unciired urethral infection, or that it was directly due to the same
source as the arthritic symptoms.

There is no doubt tliat an acute urctliritis may be caused by otiier organisms tlian

the gonococcus, and sometimes tliere is considerable trouble in com])ktcly curini; it.

These cases may cause complications in the genito-urinary organs similar to those due
to the gonococcus, such as prostatitis, epididymitis, or cystitis. They may arise by the

infection of the urethra by septic instrumentation, or after connection with a woman
subject to leucorrhoca. A careful bacteriological examination should always be made ;

more than once the reputation of a wife has been at .stake until it was proved that the

husband's urethritis was of staphylococcal and not gonorrhoeal origin. An acute urethritis

may accompany a hajmatogenous urinary infection ; for instance, an acute pyelitis due
to bacillus coli may be followed by acute cystitis, prostatitis, and urethritis in which no

other organism but liiiciHus coli can be foimd.

Gonorrhoeal Urethritis is due to the infection of the urethra by the gonococcus of

Neisser (I'lnlr AAT///. Fig. U. p. 614). In form it is a di])loC(>ccus with flattened surfaces

ap])roxiniating each other : it stains readily with basic aniline dyes, but differs from other

diplococci in being decolorized by (Jram's stain. The gonococcus is seen in a stained

specimen to be intrdceHulor. penetrating not t)nly the leucocytes but also the epithelial
cells found in a smear preparation, and, though the cocci may be foimd also between the

cells, their appearance in the cells is strong evidence of their specific nature.

In any case presenting a purulent <liscliarge from the urethra, it is necessary, in order

that appropriate treatment may be carried out, to ascertain the extent of the infection,

not only in the urethra itself, but also in the other organs of the genito-urinary apparatus.
For the j)urposes of clinical investigation, the urethra is divided into anterior and [josterinr

portions, separated by the membranous urethra, the anterior comprising the bulbous and

penile uretlira, and the ])ostcrH>r the prostatic jtortion. \ urethritis is also, according to

its clinical aspect, acute or chronic, the acute form being characterized by a thick, creamy,

purulent discharge, with pain, and the chronic by a thin, greyish, mucopurulent discharge.
.'Vcute gonorrhoea affects not only the su])erficial layers of the urethral mucous membrane,
but also the sub epithelial tissues and the glandular elements, causing a leucocytic infil-

tration. The tendency of the inflammation is to spread backwards along the canal, so

that the prostatic urethra may become infected, even in the acute stage, though most

frequently this occurs at a later ])eriod ; the prostatic and the ejaculatory ducts may
become infected, and the inflanuuation may spread to the seminal vesicles, epididymes,
or testes. In tlie acute stages of the disease, the infection of the anterior methra is accom-

panied, as a rule, by redness of the external meatus, scalding pain during mictiuitioii.

and painful erections ; occasionally all pain is absent, especially in patients ])reviously
infected with gonorrhoea. If the anterior urethra be irrigated with sterile water or saline

solution, the urine passed inmiediately afterwards will be quite clear : or without irrigating,

if the urine be passed into two gla.sses. the first portion will be turbid from admixture with

the urethral discharge, whilst the second portion remains clear.

When the posterior urethra becomes infected in the acute stages, the symptoms arc

nuich more severe, .Micturition is more painful and greatly increased in frequency, both

<Iay and night, the patient often Ix'ing obliged to pass urine every half-hour. Even after

irrigating the anterior urethra the urine passed will lie turbid with jius that has accunui-

latcd in the prostatic portion or passed backwards into the bladder, and the terminal urine

may be tinged with blood. In these circumstances it may be necessary to eliminate aciilc

prostatitis or prostatic aliscess. either of wliich may complicate an acute posterior urethritis.

In either condition, micturition may be very painful, or there may be acute retention ;

the temperature will be raised, and in cases of abscess there is often a rigor : upon rectal

examination, the prostate is found nuieh swollen, hot to the touch, and cxtremelv tender,

wliilst with an abscess a soft Huctuating area may be felt. -An acvite |)osterior gonorrlKta
is practically always accompanied iiv infection of the bladder, and the diagnosis between
it and cystitis is ])ractically imjjossible.

I'nder suitable treatment an acute urctliritis may remain confined to the anterior

urethra and clear up. but in less fa\ourable cases a slight discharge remains. If this

continues for longer than six weeks after the initial onset, it is spoken of as chronic gonor-
rhoea or gleet. The discharge is small in amount, thin and watery, or may be so slight as
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oiilv tc l)C ])rcsc'nt in tlir iiiiiriiini; Ml'tcr a Imij; ptriod of iR't'dniii I'nini ui'iiiiitii)n. or ;is

filaiiioiits ill the iirino. Tluiv is no pain or incriast-d t'rt'(|iK'ncy of niicturilion, and tlicre

is no diffcn-Tifc in the sul)jiTtive syniptoni.s Ijctvvecn an anterior and a posterior infection,

although in most eases of ehronic gonorrhoea both are present.

In any case of chronic urethral discharge, examination should be conducted to

ascertain not only the seat of infection, but also the nature of the lesion ])romoting the

discharge. Thus, the i)atient should be directed to hold urine for at least three hours

before lie (iresents himself for exaniination. when the anterior urethra may be irrigated

thoroughly by a fairly forcible stream of sterile water, the urinary meatus being alter-

nately occluded and opened during the process, so that the whole length of the anterior

urethra is distended l>y the fluid. The washing is then examined for any threads, which,

if present, must [iroceed from the anterior urethra. The patient is then directed to pass
urine into two separate glasses : if there is turbidity due to excess of phosjihates, this is

cleared by the addition of acetic acid. when, if any threatis or plugs of muco-pus are present
in the first specimen, they probably arise from the posterior urethra, whereas pus and

turbidity of the second show that cystitis is present in addition. If there be any threads

in the ])ostcrior urethra, or if only a small amount of discharge is present, it is advisable

first to fill uj) the bladder with sterile fluid by direct Janet irrigation, after which the

prostate is massaged by a linger in the rectum, and the |)atient is again directed to pass
the fluid from the bladder. IMugs of nnico-i>us will be found if chronic prostatitis is

present. In any case the threads from either the anterior or posterior urethra shouM
be spread as a. film, stained, and examinni uiiiler a microscope' for pus and micro-

organisms.
If the remaining injection is found fo lie limited to the anterior urethra, the latter

should be examined under direct \ ision by the endoscope. .\ few minims of a .'5 per cent

solution of cocaine are injected into flic urethra and, with asepfic precautions, the largest

sized endoscope tube that the meatus will admit conil'ortably is passed for about an inch.

The canal is then illuminateil. and at the same time distemled with air by means of the

inflating licllows attaclud to the instrument ; each ])art of the anferior urethra can then

be examined successively as the endoscope tube is passeil gradually fin until the membranous

portion of the canal is reached. It will be founrl mueli better to examine the urethra in

this manner than by first |iassiiig the instrument to the full extent and examining the

canal as it is withdrawn, for any infecfioii of flie urethral glands, infiltration of ffie walls,

or granular areas arc observcil under acro-distention before the instrument has passed
over them. When tlie wliole length has been examined under distcnti<iu. the air is allowed

to escape by opening the wiiiilow of the instrument, and the canal again examined from

behin<l forward by gradually withdrawing the tube, normal urethral walls falling together
in a eliaraeteristic striated manner, which is altered into a slight rigidity by inliltration,

whilst at the same time glan<lular infection or ulceration is again seen. Similarly, a definite

stricture or a small jjolypus which may keep up a slight urethral discharge can be dia-

gnosed with certainty, and any local treatment for the various lesions applied. l?y careful

examination conducted on these lines we are able to determine, not only which part of

the urethra is producing the discharge, but also the nature of the lesion, .so that apjiropriate
treatment can be carried out. In most cases in which a gleet remains in spite of treatment

with various kinds of injections, it will be found that there is an infection of the posterior
urethra or ])rostatic ducts, which no urethral injection except a com])lete irrigation into

the bladiler will reach. There is often no abnormality to be detected on digital

examination of the prostate per rectum ; but after urethral irrigation the secretion

squeezed out from the jirostatc by massage will usually show pus cor|)useles in addition

to the retractile globules and epithelium which are contained in the normal jirostatic

secretion. In other cases of obstinate chronic urethritis, a distinct inliltrative process
will be found in the anterior urethra, a process which results in rigidity of the urethral

wall, and in severe eases leads on to .stricturi'. The urethral glands arc implicated. an<l

their secretion gives rise to the filaments in the urine. This infiltration is seen readily

by urethroscopy, tiut it may be iniperceptiblc on the jiassage of a sound. The urethral

meatus is the narrowest part of the canal, and a sound which will completely fill the nu'atus

may still ])ass steadily through an in'iltrated portion of the urethra, even when its normal

calilire is diminished considerably.
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In spite of all forms of treatment, a slight urethral discharge occasionally persists,

and the physician may be asked if any infection remains, or whether a patient may be

allowed to marry. A chronic urethral discharge may contain gonococci or may be entirely

free from any organisms. Oltviously. if any gonococci are found, the discliarge is still

infectious, but there is often dilllculty in detecting the organism in these chronic eases,

whilst in some they may be found if any slight exacerbation of inflammation occurs.

Other cases agiun show a chronic urethral discharge wliich resists all treatment, but which

contains a few pus and epithelial cells, tliough no organisms can be found. That i)us cells

are present in this small urethral discharge is no detriment to marriage, provided that no

gonococci can be found, and in practice, if no cocci are found after irritation of the urethra

by irritant injections, instrumentation, or the free use of alcohol, on several successive

examinations, marriage may be ])erniitteil.

A urethral discharge may in rare cases be present in other conditions Ihnii that jiroduced

by goiionlirra or septic urethritis, and as dilliculty may arise if one of these cases be met

witli. it is necessary to mention tlicni.

Herpetic Urethritis.—The mucous lining of tiie inethra is undoubtedly affected by

herpes in the same manner as other mucous membranes, frequently as a tertiary lesion

of syphilis. There is irritation of the urethra during micturition, and a slight muco-puru-
lent discharge from the meatus. The small vesicles may be seen by the endoscope, and

may be associated with herpes of the pre]>uee.

Soft Sores in the Urethra arc distinctly uncommon. They oeevu- in the Urniinal

jtortion of the urethra, anfi cause painfid micturition and a ])r<)fuse, thin, ])urulent dis-

charge, which contains no gonococci. There may be other sores on the glans penis, and

an idcerated smface will be seen on endoscoi)ic examination. They occur within a few

days of infection, and. if extensive, may produce narrowing of the uretlira on healing.

Syphilis may affect the urethra either as a hard chancre or as a gununa.
The Chancre occurs in the anterior end of the urethra, forming a firm indurated mass

which can be felt readily on external palpation. The meatus is oedematous and swollen,

so that the introduction of an endoscopic tube is imiiossible : there is a thin, purulent,
and often blood-stained discharge from the meatus. .V urethral chancre must be

diagnosed carefully from j)eri-Hrcthral infiltration due to luelhritis : the ])eriod of incuba-

tion from the time of infection, the i)resence of small, hard inguinal glands, the occurrence

of secondary lesions of syphilis, and AVassermann"s serum test will [joint to the diagnosis.

(jiimmatn of the nrettiro give rise to a watery urethral discharge when they break down
and cause ulceration. They may ulcerate tliniugli the canal and form fistula', but may
usually be recognized on careful examination.

Papillomata of the Urethra may occur either in the anterior or posterior ])ortion,

as small, pedunculated tumours in the canal, and freipiently as a setiucl to a chronic gonor-
rhoea. They may arise, however, in the urethra of a patient who has never had urethritis.

They cause a thin, scanty discharge, which does not yield to injections : they are seen

readily through the endosco])C.
Carcinoma of the urethra is very rare as a ])rimary disease, and in the few cases

recorded has been in association with stricture. It forms a tumour in the urethra ])alpable
from the exterior, and causes jjainful micturition with a blood-stained discharge, and

enlargement of the inguinal glands. Suspicion of carcinoma should arise if a hard, irregular
tumour be felt in the course of the urethra, without gonorrhoeal infection, in an elderly

patient, but the final diagnosis depends on histological examin.ation of a portion of the

growth.
Tuberculosis of the Urethra is always secondary to disease elsewhere in the genito-

urinary tract, usually of the prostate or seminal vesicles.

Foreign Bodies in the Urethra may cause a inirulent urethral discharge if they
remain in the canal for any length of time. They may be introduced through the meatus

by intent—matches. ])ins. etc. : or a piece may be detached from a damaged catheter :

or a small calculus may come down from the bladder and be arrested. In the latter ease

the history is usually clear—sudden stopjiage of the stream of urine during micturition,

with penile pain ;
a calculus may be felt from the exterior or seen through the endoscope.

li. U. Jocclijn Sican.
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DISCHARGE, VAGINAL.— In (mlcr to rfcoiinizi- tlii- varieties of patliolii^ieal va;;inal

discharj;es. it is lirst ini])(irtant to realize what the norinal seeretions found in the \aj;ina

consist of. The secretion normally present must be a mixture of those from the uterine

body, cervix, and v:ininal wall. That from the uterine body is watery and small in amount,
whilst that from the cervix is thick and nnicoid, lint clear and transparent, like unboiled

white of efiij. The vajjinal secretion is merely a transudation of (jlasina from the vessels.

mixed with desciiiamated vafjinal epithelium, and in viruins looks like unboiled starch

mixed with water. Naturally it is very small in amount. The bulk of the sci'retiou found

in the vagimi eomcs from the cervix, because there arc far more glands there than in any
other part of the genital tract.

The secretion from Bartholin's jfland. which is thin an<l mucoid, may be copious under

sexual excitement, but imder normal conditions is Libscnt. and so does not contribute to the

seeretions in the vagina. The vaginal mixed secretions are acid in reaction, owing to the

presence of lactic acid prothiced by a long bacillus which is found normally in the vagina.
On the other hand, the unmixed uterine secretions are alkaline. Xormally. the amount
of mixed vaginal secretion sluiuld do no more than just moisten the vaginal orili<-e. \\heu
the amount is so great as to moisten the \ul\a ami consei|Uently stain garnu'nts. the

.secretion is pathological.
The composition of an abnormal sccrctioii varies considerably according to the scjurce

from which most of it conies. The eonunonest type is the thick white or yellow disehartic

associated with iullanunatory changes in the cer\ix. It contains a large propoiiiou of

mucus, many leucocytes, masses of shed epithelium from the vagina (" scjuames "), and
bacteria of various kinds. This is (piitc typical, and is produced by nulorcrvicitis and
cervical erosions of the various kinds. When, however, there is a corporeal endonielrilis-

present as well, the discharge becomes thinned, white, or yellow, on account of the admixture
of much watery secretion from the body of the uterus. The yellow colour is due to the

adnuxture of red bU)od corpuscles, and in some cases the fluid may become actually blood-

stained. McMorrliagia accompanies these discharges and serves to distinguish a mixeil

corporeal and cervical endometritis from a simple cervical catarrh. !Mieroscopically the

films made Iroiii Ihe mixcil cases show proporl icJiialely less nuieus. but (jIIh luisc the

constituents are the same.

fagiititis rarely exists alone, but wIk'M it does occur the discharge is thick and pasly
if it is a sim[)Ie catarrhal condition : pasty on account of the large admixture of des(|uamated

vaginal squamous epithelium. On the other han<l. in granular eatarrhrd vaginitis the dis-

charge is nnieh more purulent and copious owing to the exudation of more lliiiil from the

exposed blood capillarit's. This is the kind of discharge associated with traumatism of

the vagina, cs|iecially liuni the irritation <>{ badly-litting pessaries, and actual ulceration

as in decubitus ulcers im prolapsed jiortioiis. Practically no mucus is found in such

<lischarges imlcss the cervix shares in the inllanimatory ])rocess.

There is nothing characteristic of goiiorrliwal tiisell urges to the naked eye or on simple

microscoiiieal examination. The detection of the gonococcus alone can decide the (luestion.

This is often a matter of great dilTiculty. l)ecausc it is only in the few days inmicdiatcly after

infection that the gonoeoeeus can be foimd free in the vaginal discharge. In chronic cases

the gf)noeoeeus must be looked for in two ])laccs. either the interior of the cervix or in the

urethra and .Skene's tubes, which ojien by the sides of the meatus urinarius. The best

plan is to take some discharge from within the cervix, after carefully wiping away discluirgcs

from the os uteri with sterile wool, using a Fergusson's specidum. This discharge should

be spread on a glass slide and put by to dry. -\ second film on another slide should tlnii

be made, by sipieezing the urethra from behind forwards and mopping up any secretion

thus made to appear on the meatus. .After drying in the air the films should be iixed by
passing through a llauie, and then stained by (;ram"s method, followed by neutral red as

a counter-stain. In lilms i)re])ared in this way gonoeocci are stained red whilst organisms
which retain (Jrani's stain appear dec)) violet or black. The gonoeocci are usually fouml

in the cytoplasm of the ]jolymorphonuclcar leucocytes {I'late XXI'II I. ]). 614).

Offensive smelling vaginal discharge is associated with decomposition, and it may be

that the discharge itself is decomposing because it cannot escape fast enough from the

passage, or that the .source of the discharge is a decomposing substance like a sloiigliiug

fibroid or necrotic carcinoma of the cervix. In the two latter cases the discharge is copious.
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watery, and blooil-stained, with a horribly fcftid snit-ll. Wiiin the discharge itself is decom-

posing, it is usually thicker and purulent, and is commonly retained by pessaries or by
redundant folds of vaginal mucous membrane. In old women a fold discharge may come
from tlie interior of the uterus, a pyometra ; in which case pus can be made to flow from

the OS uteri by squeezing the uterus or passing a sound. It is due to senile endnmclritis,

the result of infection, and is often associated witli cancer of the body of the uterus.

Watery blood-stained discharge, not offensive, occurs in eancer of tlie boili/ of tlic iitcnts,

in early aiiiccr of the cervLv. with riiiicoiis poh/pi. pUiceiddt polypi, and ln/<Ioli<lifi>rrii mole.

The differential diagnosis of these conditions cannot be made from the discharge alone,

but must rest upon |)hysical examination combined with the use of the microscope upon
materials removed from the uterus.

Wigitial casts may be composed of coagulated surface epithelium, the result of

astringent injections or applications, and are easily recognized with the microscope.
Membranous flakes may be passed with discharge in cases of membranous vaginitis. They
consist of vaginal epithelium entangled in coagulated blood plasma, and ])resent quite a

different appearance to casts of coagulated epithelial layers. These membranous masses

may be seen lining the whole vagina, and are generally due to special organisms. The

diphtheria haeillus {Plate XXI'III. ]>. (il-l.) has been found to be the causal agent in such

cases, and in one investigated by the writer, the Bacillus coli co»i»iunis was the offending

organism. t. C. Sleiens.

DIZZINESS.—(See Vi-.itTi(;o. p. T.)].)

DOUBLE VISION. (See Dii'i.oi-ia. ]). 17 1.)

DROP-FOOT. (See P.viiAPi.Eci.v, p. 510 ;

and l^\llAl.^Ms OK One Extremity, Lower,
p. 4!)0.)

DROP-WRIST (See Atrophy. Muscri.An.

DROPSY. -(See ffiDEMA. p. HI.)

DWARFISM (Microsomia, Nanosomia).—Kor

purposes of diagnosis, dwarfism may be divided

into two classes, namely, ihviirfisni tlie result of

deformity, and dwarfi.'sm uilhout deformity. Gener-

ally speaking, well-proportioned dwarfs owe their

defective stature to a generalized delay or arrest

of develo])mcnt. and arc therefore in a state of

infantilism, whereas deformed dwarfs are stuntiil

in growth only, though the reduction in height

may be due rather to the warping or collapse of

the bony frame-work than to actual curtailment

of height.

I. DWARFISM THE RESULT OF DEFORMITY.

Fiq. S5— F.\tin.'t rii-kets. — Ai-'f l:;. Tlic dwarliMii

is moderate, ami i~ due to Ltetiiliiii: aiiil sliortenirii: ot

the tliigli ami leg bones. There ii knock-knee, the
tibiae are sabre-shaped, the feet Ilat. The wrist- and
ankles are laii^e ; the must-Ies are not allerted.

This kind of dwarlisni is due mainly or solely

to shortness of the legs. In most cases the primary
fault lies in the skeleton, but occasionally the

dwarfism has its source in dclieicney of the braiu.

and still inoie rarely is brought about by a local defect of development implicating the

lower extremities.

-1. Skeletal Dwarfism is occasioned by:—
(1) Rickets: CJ) Aeliondrojjlasia ; (3) Osteogenesis imperfecta: ( () Anostcojilasia ;

(.51 Ostcduiahicia.

Rickety Dwarfism (/•'(£,'• '^•"') 's usually moderate in deoree. and is due partly to actual

shortening of the bones of the lower limbs and i)artly to bending (bow-legs or knock-knees).
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It may ulso be (lie outcome of aiitcid-|iosttTior or of lateral eiirxatiire of the spine. 'I'lie

skull looks bijf and is of the s<iuare or liot-eross-bun type, with Ijulf^iiii; f«rehea<l. The
shape of tlie nose is not affected. Tlierc is often a pigeon breast or a transverse jiroove
round llie lower [jart of the chest (ricket> girdle, Harrison's sulcus), and an hour-ylass shaped
or. at limes, beaked (rostrate) pel\ is. The nuiscles are well develope<l. and the body is

stpiat and thickset.

In Achondroplasia (Fiii. SO) the limbs ar<' shorter than in rickets, and llu- stature

less. The pro|)ortions are of the dachshund pattern. The shortening of the limbs is chielly
of the proximal .seiiinent. and the body, though actually short, is relatively loi\g. The
legs are often bowed, and there may be bending of the upper limb bones. The joints arc

usually prominent. The forehciid is bulging, the bridge of the nose depressed. There is

conspicuous lordosis, and the ])clvis is small and contracted. The muscles arc often dis-

])ro]iortionately big. giving the achondroplasic a sturdy appearance and a surprising degree
of strength. The lingers are broad, the three middle lingers beini; of ccpial lenglh and
divergently cur\ed.

/'(;;. si;. -A.'lioii,ln)i.la,-m.— .\!;e 1.'.. Tl.i- tnmk i, nl-

niust of normal le[it,'tli. and the limbs vpiy .-^liort, tin:

proximal lipiiiL; shorter than the distal se^'meiits. The
cpipliyses are elilart,'ed. and the foi-eanns ami leu's are
rurved. The nose is deficient at the bridu'e. In tliii

ease there is infantilism a.s well as dwarfism.

A^e o*2. RendiiiL.' of the tibite, femora,
spine, etc., bei-'an at \tve yeais, anil con-
tinned for nearlr ten year^ before it

ceased. There was no epiphyseal en-

l.irLn-ment.

Osteogenesis Imperfecta (osleopsalliyrosis, tranilitas ossium) (/''/g, .S7) is eharaclcri/.ed

by lirittlcncss with softening. There is not much dwarfing, cxcc|»t as the result of the

yielfling of the bones, and the muscles ;ire usually weak. The disease ])robal)ly sonietimcs

runs 1)11 iiiid iisiininalaeia.

Anosteoplasia, or eleido-crtinial dysostosis. With general imi>airmcnt of boric growth,

causing moderate dwarfism, there is pronounced dcfct t in the formation of the membrane
bones. The skull is rounded and broad, the lace small, the dcTitition dclayid ; the chivieles

are rudimentary or absent. The disetisc is otieii hereditary.
In Osteomalacia the dwarfism is due almost solely to the erumiiling of the decaliilicd

bones : but when I he disease occurs in childhood there is also .some diminution of stature

Iroui arrest of bone growth. The nuiscles :ire conspicuously weak.
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Diagnosis nf SUeletal Divarfism.—Tliough osteogenesis imperfecta, rickets, and achon-

droplasia can, as a rule, l}c <listinguisliefl readily one from another, cases occur in which
one of these (iiseases seems to blend with another, or at any rate to partake of its characters.

In distinguishing rickets from achondroplasia it must be remembered that the most char-

acteristic features of rickety dwarhsm are the bending and the post-natal origin, and of

achondroplasia the shortness of the limbs (micromelia) and the pre-natal origin. The

enlargement of the ends of the bones which is so distinctive of rickets disappears as the

disease settles down and the bones continue to grow, whereas in the hyperplastic form of

achondroplasia it remains throughout life. Extreme softening must cause us to suspect

osteogenesis im|)erfecta or osteomalacia, even if there are rickety enlargements as well,

especially if the bending continues to increase after the age of six years.
Dwarfism may be due solely to spinal ciirvaliirc. If a kyphosis it is usually the result

of tuberculous disease (caries) of the s])ine. but is occasionally a local manifestation of

rickets, or possibly of osteomalacia. When of rickety origin there is not only kyjjhosis of

the dor.sal region, but a compensatory lordosis of the dorso-lumbar. If it begins in middle

or old age it is usually osteo-arthritic, but as a rare event it may be due to osteomalacia

(o. senilis). In the latter event the softening is usually confined to the spine and pelvis,

and may take place with extraordinary rai)i(lity, and be followed by gradual hardening
and fixation in the deformed jjositiou.

Scoliosis is usually of mixed origin, the main factor being an inherent laxity of tissue

showing itself in weakness of the back muscles and of the spinal ligaments. This laxity is

sujiplemented by faulty ])ositions of standing, sitting, etc., or by the injutlicious use of

stays. Hut it is probable that s])inal curvature of svillicient severity to produce dwarfism

is invarialjly the result cither of rickets or, in rare cases, of a mild and local form of

osteomalacia.

B. Cerebral Dwarfism.—This form of microsomia is most pronounced in microcephaly,
but hydrocephaly, porencephaly, imbecility, or any degenerative cerebral aflection of early

progressive development may be associated with pimy growth. The microcephalic dwarf
is charactcriz.ed not only by the relative smallncss of his head (circumference never exceed-

ing 17 ins.), but als;j by his sloping forehead, ])rojccting nose, and receding chin, giving
him a ferret- or rat-like physiognomy. He is usually quick of movement, and restless,

and is either imbecile or idiotic, according to the degree of his microcephaly,
C. Dwarfism from Pre-natal Deficiency of the Lower Limbs.—This is of two

kinds : phocamclus an<l ectromelus. In phocoinchis the defect is in one or both of the

proximal segments, leaving the hands and feet unaffected, so that the individual affected

resembles a penguin or a seal (phoca). In crironichis there is absence of part or whole of

the limbs from the feet up,

II. DWARFISM THE RESULT OF DEFECTIVE GENERAL DEVELOPMENT. INFANTILISM.

AVell-proportioned dwarfs arc not invariably of backward development, for we meet
with men of excellent development, who, if not actual dwarfs, are so dwarfish in stature

that we have to admit the possibility of the existence of a true dwarfism in which there

is no infantilism. Nevertheless, generally .speaking, the dwarf of correct proportions is

affected with infantilism.

To Dislingiiisli Infantilistn from simple Ihvarfism.—Dwarfism is a defect of growth,
whereas infantilism is a defect of dcvelo])ment. In determining whether development is

implicated, stature, ossification, and sex development are of great but not decisive import-
ance. Thus infantilism may co-exist with gigantism : and the ossification in some cases

of symptomatic infantilism is not only not delayed, but may be actually premature. It

is also premature in progeria. .Moreover, a sexually mature child of five or six does not

cease to be a child because its ossification and sexual condition resemble those of an adult.

Evidently therefore neither height, nor sex. nor ossification is a cardinal featme of

infantilism. Indeed, in some cases of sexual ateleiosis the presence of infantilism is

determined by the child-like stature, proportions, and physiognomy alone, the individual

being in all other respects a well-develo]>ed human being.
Tlie Forms of Iiiftiiitilism.

—Infantilism may be widespread among whole races or

nations (racial infantilism), or may select certain individuals or families, and occur
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epidtniically or spdiudically as iiiiiil>i(l iiil'aiitilisni aiiKPiiu; |i((i|ik' (if (irdiiiaiy dL-vt-lopinriit.

Morbid iiilaiitilisni is nC Iwo soils, iiaiiuly. si/iiijiliiiii(ilii\ tin- result of causes ; and cusciiliiil,

or cryptofii'iutic.

A. Symptomatic Infantilism.

Tliis is seldom or never ol' extreme decree, has no uriirorm type ot pliysioynomv . and,

bcinj; an aeipiired condition, is never transmitted. It is hest elassiljid aceordiny to the

nature of the cause by whieli it is pr(P(hiced.
It may I)e tlie result of iiilo.riidlidii with the poison of sypliilis. wine, tobacco, or with

that of rheumatic, scarlet or other lever, or with lead, llerter claims that the intoxication

may arise from over-al)undance of the normal flora of the intestine (intestinal infantilism).
It may be the result of (orrclaliini. as when it is associated with Ici/pliiisis or witli

splciKinifUdli/. or with lii/jiciirojiliir cinhdsix of the lixer. rcrha])s th<- lust example of thi.s

Fig. 8S.—C'retiiii^iiL. -A-i- -jn. Th,' irit;nilih-M[ i,

uniform ;iiiil extretiit-. 'I'Ik- iriti-lli^einre, }iro].uH luri-

attituilp, niMiiiier. forrespoml with tliose of .a rliil.i of
IS montlis. Tlie fe.itiires :ire ]iiifl5(i and ilistii:iirfd

with tlie i-hai-.ictC'ri:^tic pselnlo-OHiema.

f'ifl. S'.l. — I'itllital-v infailtiiiblll.

form of infantilism is thtit which is associated with inirniicjihiili/. In some microcephalic
dwarfs there is not only an impairment of orowth. constitutiny dwarfism, but the develop-
ment of the whole body is stayed. ap|)arently liecause it is the custom for a certaiu devclo])-
ment of the Ixidy to <;o with a certain size of the brain, and such customs are liable to be
maintained even untler abnormal conditions. Dwarfs witli diminutive heads may be of

just ])ro|)ortions and of fairly good intelliticnce, provided the growth of the body is so

retarded tliat it remains in keeping with the growth of tlie brain. In Ihjimic infantilism
there is fatness with ansrmia, and liability to .syncopal attacks, which often end in death.

It may be due to the deficienctj of n hormone which ordinarily stinnilates development.
There are two forms : (a) 'thyroid, and (/;) Pituitarv.
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Tlifiioid iufiintilism in its most diaracteiistic form—creliiiisni {Fig. 88)— is unmis-
takable : but cases ol' iulaiitilisni occur in wliicli tlie pliysioouoniy. stuntinji of growth,
and backward sex devclo|iniciit suggest mere thyroid inader|uacy. Some reserve tlie name

of tliyroid inlantilism for these eases of
•

myxccdcme Iruste,' but the term shouhl

only be applied when the intelligence is

<lefective and uniform improvement sets

in as the result of giving thyroid extract.

Tlie thyroid inadequacy may however not
he primary, but a mere incident in some
otIuT form of infantilism, e.g.. ateleiosis.

In Pitiiitaiji inlantilism (Fritlieh's

syndrome. /•'/". ,S!)) there is fatness' with

i<ins|)ieuous genital backwardness as well

as a general defect of development.
Polyuria or glycosuria is often present, and
there may be drowsines.s or nutritional

changes in the skin and its appendages.
Sickness, headache, or other symptoms of a cerebral tumour are occasionally ))resent.

MougoUsm (Fig. !tO) is distinguisheil from cretinism or myxcedeiiie frustc l)y the pre-

dominance of the imbecility as com])arC(l with the slightness of other cretinoid symi)tonis.
In reality the physiognomy is only cretinoid because it remains of the infantile type. It

is not disfigured l>y the tliick lips and general

pseudo-cedema of cretinism, and the tongue,

though sometimes jjrotruding, is not large.

Fig. 90.—ifongolLsm.—.Vse \i. Tlie general development
is delayed. The physiognomy is undeveloped, is without
iaciiil hair, and is slightly Mongoloid. The occipital region Is

Iliit. The boy is an amiable imbecile.

Fill. yl.—.\ud,ii;jiopla^UG niliUiLlllsui.—,Vge IG.

There is general delay of development, but not to an
extreme degree. Tlie physiognomy and proportions
are of the adult pattern, but sex development is

more immature.

Fitf. 02.—Essential

oy, age 12, standing
ge U years.

Infantilism (Ateleiosis).
—An ateleiotic

beside his normal and taller brother,
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The oycs remind one of tlie <>bli(nuly-s(t eyes of tlie Cliinanian. I)iit it is sonictiines

didicult to make out tlic rcseiiihliiiui-. Tlie liuamenls are lax. anil m<)n<;(>ls are liable to

beeome kiux'k-kneed and to lia\c fiouble-jointed
'

thiiinlis. 'I'herc is ollcii some
valvular alleetion of the lieart.

In a liiven ease of infantilism it may In impossible to say liow mneli is due to eorn-ia-

tion. how uuieh to intoxication, how nuieh to hormouie delieieiiey. and how mueh to mere
laek of nutrition. This may be said. ('.«. of eardiae. or arterial, of renal, and of paneieatic
infantilism.

Cindidc infantilism exists when there is some ili)minal ini; iTica|iaeily nf the eardiae

valves. Sometimes there seems to be a defiei<'nt de\el(]|iment nf llic wlnile arterial

system, eonstitutinu' <:ii(iiiaii)jil<istir iTdantilism (/''/<.'. 01).

In jiiDiiriiilic infantilism there are

indications of pancreatic ineijmpctcncc.
The stools are fatty. <opious or frequent,

pale and offensive, ('ai)sules of iodoform

enclosed in a glutoid en\-elope (Sahlis

ca])sules) are solul)le only in the pan-
creatic secretion, and arc therefore not

dissolved in this form of infantilism.

The infantilism is improved by i)an-

crcatic extract.

Hindi infantilisiu is consecutivf lo

chronic Brighfs disease, and is sufjjrestcd

when there are polyuria. al))uminnria.

or other symptoms of |{rii;ht's disease.

and no indication dl a pricjr s\pliililic

or other intoxication.

Jl. Essential or Cryptogenetic In-

fantilism.

This is distinguished from symptom-
atic infantilism by its pronounced de<frcc.

by its seemingly spontaneous ap])earaTiee.
and occasionally by its heredity. There
are two forms : atcleiosis and jiiuni riii.

Alch'io.sis (Fiil. !)"J) is primary. s])on-
taneous infantilism. It mav begin at

any age of iirogressive development, and
its characters are for the most ]>art those

normal to the age of its lirst a|ii)earance.
It usually begins in infancy or ea.rl\

childhood, ami the size. pr(ii)(irt inns, and

I)hysiognomy of this tinu' of lilc are

J)eri)etuated. It is ])rone to be associ-

ated with cryptorchism. or with snmc

corresponding ill - development of the

ovaries, causing divergence into two
varieties, sexual and asexual. In iisr.uiul iitrUiiisis all the pliysieal h-itures ol inhmtile
life are stcrcotyijcd : but in scjiiril tiliieiosis. though the jihysiognomy and proijortions
remain infantile or <hildish. the onset of puberty (often grca.tly delayed) brings with it

some accession of growth and the addition u{ the jirimary and secondary sex eharaeter->
of the adult.

Progeria {Fig. S3) is primary. si)ontaneous inhiutilism mingled with premature senility

(senilism). Hence, with shortness of stature and other indications of inlantilism. there
are baldness, emaciation, arterial .sclerosis, and general decrepitude. Dci'.th from angina
liectoris or (jther senile disease may ensue at IS or even earlier.

DYSARTHRIA.

Fi'i. ii:;.- I'nii;fri;i. -Al'c !.". Tin' -eitlllr ;ina |ii<i|iiMtluii-

are ciiiliiUli. but. tlie (ili_v^io^'noniy, U-aiim^^s. and l>a!itiies-.; are

eliierly. Tlie scalp wa.s in reality sparsely i-overeil with irroy
hair. The ear lobule is absent, the nxsal caitilayes are con-

spicuous, antl the linf,'ei^ notlose owing to the prominence of

the cpii.hyses.

////s7///gx (iilfoni.

DYSCHEZIA.

-(.See Speech. .VuNoiiM.M.iTiE.s of, p. (>-_>0.

(See Constipation, p. 121.)
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DYSIDROSIS. -(See Swk.ating, Abnohmalitiks or, p. 654.)

DYSMENORRHCEA owes its origin to a variety of causes, whieli must he diflerentiated

carefully in order tiiat treatment may be successful. The following tahle [jresents the

causes of the three common varieties :
—

1. Sp.\smodic.

Coni;enital malformations
Dotieicnt uterine nuiscle

Lon;; conical cervix

Stencsed external or inter-

nal OS

Xcnrasthenia

2. Congestive.

Endometritis
Uterine congestion
Retroversion and flexion

Uterine tiliroids

Salpinijo-oophoritis
Pelvic ])eritonitis
.Small cystic ovary
Neurasthenia

3. 1Iembr.\nous.

The distribution of the cases into these three classes is often easy ; in the lirst ])lace,

because spasmodic cases are practically always ])ihnari/. that is, they coniinence with the

onset of menstruation ; whilst congestive and membranous cases are secondary, that is,

acquired as a result of some definite lesion. Further, the nature of the pain is often cliar-

actcristic of the type of case, for in spasmodic cases the pain is intermittent, griping, and
"

colicky," commencing at the same time as the blood-flow, or only just before it. In

the congestive eases, on the other hand, the pain is continuous and aching, and begins
some hours or days before the How, In tyijical cases also this ])ain is relieved by
the flow. In the membranous cases the nature of the pain partakes t)f the characters of

both the former types, being aching and continuous lirst : then becoming colicky and

s|)asnu)dic when the uterus is atteiniJting to expel the characteristic membrane or cast,

and being finally relieved when this comes away. Many cases are met with in which the

pain partakes of the nature of both the congestive and spasmodic types. This usually
means that a woman who originally had spasmodic dysmenorrhoca acquires some lesion

which in its turn gives rise also to the congestive type of pain.

Having settled that a case belongs to one of the three nuiin types, it is not very dilHcult

to work out the actual causation. This is more didicult in the spasmodic cases than in the

congestive, because the latter depend upon well-dcHncd lesions, and the former do not.

Spasmodic Cases.—The causation of this type of case is often obscure : but a bi-

manual examination, or a recto-abdomiiuil cxainiiuition in virgins, will usually reveal a

condition of the uterus which can only be described as a coiigfiiilfil midjttrmnlion. It may
be small, but of the adult type ; it often has an exaggerated anterior bend, the

" cochleate
"

uterus of Pozzi ; and, in addition, the vaginal portion of the cervix is often too long, with

a conical shape, and a very small pin-hole external os. Into sucli uteri the sound may
pass with difficulty, owing to stenosis and rigidity of the internal os. The underlying true

cause of the pain, however, is commonly admitted now to be imperfect development of

the uterine muscle, in itself agaii\ a congenital malformation of texture occurring in an

organ whose external form also is malformed The nuiscle being im])erfect it is also possible

that the endometrium is abnormal in these cases, unduly librous perhaps, and resistant : a

])oint which our jiresent knowledge does not prove or disprove. One proof, however, of

the truth of these views is the effect of pregnancy ami labour on such cases. They are

nearly always cured, owing to the great muscular development during pregnancy, and
the extreme stretching of the lower segment during labour. Neurasthenia also colours

and increases the pain in these cases
; but, by itself, will not start a spasmodic any more

than a congestive dysmenorrhoca.
Congestive Cases.— It is unnecessary to differentiate the congestive cases as tubal,

ovarian, or uterine, because the underlying cause in all is uterine congestion accompanying
such lesions as are shown in the table. The differential diagnosis of these lesions is to be

inatlc by a careful consideration of the history, combined with bimanual examination of

the pelvic organs and, if necessary, curettage of the uterus, which also serves to cure the

cases of pure endometritis. Cases due to eiidotnctriiis are to be recognized by the cardinal

symptoms of this lesion, namely, menorrhagia, leiicorrhcca, often blood-stained, and chronic

backache. These symptoms accompany slight enlargement of the uterus without any irregu-

larity in shape such as would occur if fibroids were present. Simple retroversion and fiexion

can be recognized on bimanual examination : the fundus will be felt posteriorly, the cervix
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liKikiim iliri'ctly ilnun the \;t'4iua in ;i rmwanl (lircclioii. ScJpin^^d-ixijilKin'lis in jls ly|iical

chronic I'Drni yixcs rise f<i irregular very tender swellinys <in either side and Ik hind tlie uterus,

sometimes forminj; ddinitely retort-sliaped swellinys, es|)eeia]Iy if ]ins is present in the tubes.

Fixation of these s\velhni;s and of tlie uteiiis is a very detinite siyn fif the disease ; wliilst

the history of one or more attacks of acute illness, with pelvic pain, will assist to make the

diaunosis certain. The small ci/stic irctiri/ may exist without obvious salpinfi(i-0('iphoritis,

and without widespread lixation. The ovary is found to be permanently enlarged and

irregular in shape from the projection of cy.sts from its surface. XeiiraslheDid is included

under this headinj; because any menstrual pain is made worse by it. and onlv a very slight

lesion need be present f>)r this nerve weakness to accentuate any pain arising from it.

Membranous Cases.—The membrane, or cast, is of two types, and is easily recognized
and distiiiLiiHslied licim other uterine casts, such as those formed by the decidua of preg-

nancy. The classical cast of membranous dysmcnorrlKca is hollow, triangular, not more
than one-eighth of an inch thick, and possesses three openings. This, however, is not the

eonunon form : lor in most cases the east is solid, and formed by the mucosa being rolled

u]ion itself. These casts contain connect i\e-t issue cells and uterine glands in a stroma
which is crowded with leucoc.ytes. The solid cast may be nearly half an inch thick. au<l

looks microscopically as if it were composed of endometrium into which lKcnH)rrhage and

lencocytic intiltration had occurred. The glands in it arc broken up. arid often lie on the

outside. These easts never contain any compact masses of large cells of the decidual type,
hut an occasional hypcrtroi)hied connettive-t issue cell may be found. Decidual casts, on
the other hanil. are the result of pregnancy, and consist of eoni|)act masses of large )>oly-

gonal cells without any librillated connective tissue. They contain glands with hvpcr-

tiophied epithelial linings, and often show large ha'morrhagic foci. The occasional presence
in them of chorionii- \ illi absolutely settles the dia;;iiosis.

It nnjst not be lorgotten that cases of d\ sinenorrho'a may be nn'stakcn for those of

abdominal pain due lo other lesions tmeonncclcd uilli menstruation: and the dilTcrcn-

tiation of such eases may be a matter of considerable imporlance. It is eoneei\ alil<' that

dysmenorrhiea may be mistaken lor ;
—

Ap])en(iieitis
' To'sioii of an ovaiiaii cyst pediele

Colic, intestinal, renal, or liepatie Fheniorrhage from or into a (Jraafian Icjiliele

I'erforated iiastrie ulcer itiiptare of an ovarian cyst nr pyosalpiiix
Rciliturecl tubal i^eslatinn l)\spe|isia with llatulent disleiil ion.

Olniously. ^ome of lliese lesions arc dangerous to lil'e. and therefore it is essential that

they be not o\ eil(jokcd. The danger of this occurring is increased if anv of these lesions

start at or near tlic expected time of a menstrual period, and wf)nlrt hardly arise al all if a
menstrual period had taken place rei-ently. oi- was not expected lor some ila\s. II will

be noted that all these lesions are accompanied by sudden abdomiuid pain, which niii;ht

perha|)s lead to a suspicion of sj)asmodic dysmenorrhiea. but hardly of congest i\-e, owing
lo the character of the [)ain. /• (; .sincns

DYSPAREUNIA, <ir painful (oitus. may depend on a \aricty of local lesions which

reipiire careful (hllVrcnIial ion lor then- approj)riatc trcalmeiit. m- it may exist when no
local lesion can be found al all. It is associated closely with vaginismus, or painful s])asm
of the levator ani muscle on attempts at coitus, and the same lesions which cause simple

dyspareunia may al^o give rise to vaginisnujs. It is remarkable tliat in sonu' wonu'U a
small local lesion will produce no pain nijon attempts at coitus which in another will cause

]>ain accompanied by violent s|)asm of the levator ani. In some cases |>ain arises because
there is a dilliculty of penetration of the vaginal orilice. whilst in others there is no dilli-

culty. but ])ain is caused. The lesions which eonmionly gi\e rise to dysiiareunia are the

following :
—

C'onsenital aliscni'c of the Xcuritis of the pudic iicr\c
' Chronic metritis

lower part of the va;;iuu Healed perineal laccialioiis .Salpinnn-oophoritis willi

I'nruirtured hymen Irethral caruncle adhesions
Intlanied liyineiieal oriliee I'retliritis i .\nal fissure

Vulvitis Cystitis Thrombosed and iiillamed
liartholiiiitis

j
Prolapsed tender ovaries with piles

I.eukoplakic vulvitis retrovcrted uterus
Ivraurnsis \iil\':e

'

n 13
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It will bf notiil from a ])criisal of the aljove that tlie lesions fall into natural i;rou])S,

accordinii as the situation of the lesion is at the vulva, the uterus and ovaries, the urinary

jjassajjes, or at the anus and reetiun. C'onset|uently it is neeessary to earry out a detailed

examination of any ease of dys|)areunia in order to find out whether any of these well-

defined lesions are present.
The commonest lesion is certainly inflamed hi/niemiil remains, very often jionorrha-al

in oricrin and accompanied by redness and swelling of the orifice of the duct of Bartholin's

gland. The lesion is self-evident on inspection, and the parts are acutely sensitive to the

least touch. LeiikopJakic vulvitis is a lesion that is obvious from the white, sodden

appearance of the labia minora, and causes pain on aecoimt of the sensitive cracks and

lissmes which accompany it. Kraurosis vulva' causes actual contraction of the vaginal

orifice, and consequently penetration is diHicult and causes pain. The red projecting

growth from the meatus lu'inarius, earunele, is self-evident and acutely tender, whilst

urethritis is diagnosed by the issue of pus on squeezing the urethra. Cystitis is diagnosed

by the presence of pus and mucus in the urine, aceomjjanied by fretiuency of micturition,

and it causes pain because the bladder is painful in such cases and intolerant of the

distm-bance caused by coitus. Pudic neuritis is not a well-defined condition, but can be

recognized by tenderness along the ]judic nerve just inside the vaginal orifice, where the

ner\ e passes along the inner side of the ischial ramus. In prolapsed lender ovaries and

baekieard displaeements there is no jjain on penetration and no diHieidty, but coitus gives

acute pain. The condition is recognized by a Ijimanual examination, the same remarks

applying to salpinao-ooplioritis. bearing in mind that there is usually a history of some

acute attack of pelvic peritonitis in such cases. In ehronic metritis the tubes and ovaries

may be normal, but the uterus though normal in ])osition is tender to the touch, and

consequently coitus causes pain. Anal fissure, thrombosed and inflnmed piVes, can only
be recognized by a careful examination of the anus and rectiuii by the finger and speculum.

In the cases which occur without local lesions the vaginal entrance will be found to

be hypencsthetic as a rule, and penetration is impossible. Such cases are almost always

accompanied by spasmodic vaginismus. The most careful examination fails to demon-

.strate a lesion in such cases, and they arc usually termed " neurotic
"

for the want of a

better term. Such cases do not necessarily mean absence of sexual desire : on the con-

trary, many such jjatients are desirous of the consunnnation of marriage. Enlarging the

oriHce. or even child-bearing, does not cure a true case of this nature : it nmst be in some

way a disorder of function of the nerve centres. These cases must be ilistinguished from

those in which the underlying factor is absence of sexual desire and actual dislike of the

sexual act. Unhappy and unsuitable marriages conduce to this state of affairs, and the

patient is liable to complain of pain when dislike is really what is meant. There is no

difliculty in penetration in such cases. T. (1. Stevens.

DYSPEPSIA.—(See Indigestion, p. 315; and Fi,.\tui,ence, p. 240.)

DYSPHAGIA literally means difficulty in swallowing, but the term itself does not

indicate whether the dilliculty is mechanical, nervous, or due to pain ; there are conse-

(juently several entirely different groups of cases, to each of which the term dysphagia has

been api)lied :
—

1. Dysphagia due to Mechanical Obstruction to the (Esophagus.—The usual

history of jirogressive mechanical obstruction to the (csoiihagus is as follows : there is

little or no ])ain, but the jtaticnt notices that whereas formerly he could swallow anything
with ease, he is beginning to ex|)cricnee difficulty with the more solid kinds of fr)od. such

as meat, dry bread, and vegetables, so that he is obliged to live mainly ui)on l)ulpy foods :

milk puddings, gruel, and the like. Later he can swallow only licpiids ; ultimately he

finds that even these are apt to be regurgitated soon after they have been swallowed, and

there is often a sense of obstruction at some point between the level of the cricoid cartilage

and the lower end of the gladiolus, whicli latter corresponds, as regards sensation, with the

cardiac end of the oesophagus. When with the above history the patient gives a definite

account of ha\ing swallowed some strong irritant or corrosi\e substance, such as an alkali

or a mineral acid, the diagnosis of fibrous strieture from eorrosive injury is easy. When
similar obstruction succeeds the swallowing i>f n foreign Itodi/. such as a tooth-plate il''ig. iiJ),
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a lar<;e piece of bone, nr a cDiii. the (iiannosis is also easy as a rule. thoiii;li in some
cases there may be doubt as to the existence of a foreign body in the iis.iplianus iiolcss the

nes()pliasoseo|)e is used, or tlie ,r-ia\ s eni|)loyed with or without Ijismutli {Fig. 95). i. Where
tile symptoms are not directly attiibutal)le to anything of this nature, however, but come on
insidiously, the diagnosis generally lies between s(iuimiou!i-ccllrd ctiniiiniiia of the (esophagus.
carciimma nf flic sloinarli direftly in\adinu the lower end of the (esophagus, and (/ry;7/c

(iiK'iirifniii stenosing the (es(.)|)hagus from
outside. 'l"he actual fact of obstruction

has lirsl tn be determined, and there is

danger in passhig a bougie unless aortic

anein-ysm e.-in be excluded : this exelii-

sion is liy ii<i means easy. Imwexcr. for

that \aiicly (( aMeurysm which is njnst

liable 1(1 stcnose the (esojjhagiis is one
aireclini; the deseen(hng thoracic aorta.
sii thai it docs not give rise to any
tuniiiur. iir pulsation, or bruit, and it is

placed Ion far along the aorta to cause

inei|iialily of the jjulscs. inc(|iiality of
the pupils (from interference with the
cervical s\ ni|iatlictie). paralysis of a
\ Ileal c(ird (lidin iritcrlcrcnce with the

Fi,l. •.U. -<ii,l,l..ii ,l,.:,fh II,, Ml :

tooth-plut,- iiii|iaL-tc,| 111 till- Ian-
Warrtfr l.aait, nf \l'aohnrh.\

,lv-|.i

(/;„„
n,l a^|,liv\lil ;

rl.M "/ fir. r.

left rccmrciil laryiiL^cal nerve), tracheal tug-

ging, or pain down cither arm. The only
other eUccts besirles (esophageal obstruction

likely to be due to aneurysm in this position
are: pain in the dorsal region of the sj>ine.

possibly radiating along the course of one or

more of the mid-dorsal intercostal nerves
towards the left, and jicrhaps obstruction tn

the lower jiart of the root of the left lung,

causing impairment of note, of air-entry, or of
voice sounds, with or without some crackling
rales over the left lower lobe behind. If a

bougie is pas.sed, it should be a soft one, and
extreme care .should be taken : but the danger
may be avoided in towns where .r-ray installations exist, for the olistructiou may often
be demonstrated by making the patient swallow a capsule or gruel containing bisnnith
or barium chloride and watching its course (F/gv. !t(i. i)T) : while an aneurysm would cast a
characteristic shadow in the jiostcrior mediastinum. The older the patient, the more
likely is it to be carcinoma of the (esophagus and not ancmysm. The differential diagnosis
between primary growth of the (eso|ihagus and intiltration nf the osophagus by a growth
starting at the cardiac end (if the stomach, is often one (if great dillieultv, unless there

Ft'i. iij.—0-:so|ihagLi:s blorkcl Uy a iipidi. wliit-h does
nor sliosc. but suspeii'Js tlip liij^iiiiiitli foo,i. the lower
bor,.ler of whicli arches over tlie bean. A.s a result of
the j--r.iy ex.iniiiiatioii the cesophaguy was further

exploreil aii'l the foreisn licly removed.
t^kinjmiii III, I'ir. <'. Thiirxinii Ihilluiul.)
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Ir.ivo Ihcii definite gastric symptonis before dyspliagia set in. Secondary nodules would

naturally he looked for, especially in the lymphatic glands in the lower part of the neck
and in the liver. A history of syphilis and evidence of syphilitic aortic regurgitation,

especially in a man between the ages of forty and fifty who had been a hard manual
worker and not teetotal, would render aneurysm probable.

When aortic aneurysm can be excluded, mucli information as to the nature of an

oesophageal obstruction may sometimes be obtained from the use of an oesophagoscope,
and the latter can be used at the

same time in facilitating the re-

moval of such things as a foreign

boily.

Djfspliiigia hisoria is a very
rare condition due to compression
of the a-sojjhagus by the right sub-

tla\ian artery when it arises from
the aorta beyond the left subclavian

and passes to the right side cither

in front of or behind the (esophagus ;

the diagnosis in such cases will be

almost impossible, though it might
be guessed at if there were other

congenital deformities, such as club-

foot or transposition of the viscera.

Oisoplingea! pniiches cause

symptojns which can seldom be

interpreted with certainty unless

the case is watched for some time,

(kncrally the patient can .swallow

with case on some days, but with

considerable dilliculty on others ;

aneurysm, new growth, and trau-

matic or corrosive obstruction to

Hie (esophagus will be excluded

partly by the results of .r-ray exam-
ination and partly by the age—
pouch cases are relatively yoimg.
The ])oint which suggests the dia-

gnosis of a i)Ouch is that the patient
who has been able to swallow

perfectly well for a few days, and
then begins to have dilliculty in

getting the food down, finds relief

presently on the regurgitation
—

clearly not from the stomach but

from some situation higher u))
—of

a larger (|uantity of food material

than had been swallowed immediately before, including ])erha])S articles which were taken

one or more days previously. The reason for these symptoms is that the jiouch does

not obstruct the ccsophagus until it becomes very much distended by the gradual accu-

nuilation in it of portions of the food swallowed, relief coming when the greatly distended

sac empties itself back into the ccsophagus.
2. Dysphagia due to Nervous Causes without Obstruction.—The two commonest

varieties of dysjihagia due to purely nervous causes are ])robably piisl-diphtheritic and

hi/sleric(il. The former is characterized by regurgitation of the food through the nose,

due to paralysis of the soft jialate : inspection may demonstrate the flaccid condition of

the latter ; there may have been a history of sore throat, of other cases of diphtheria in

the ])atient"s neighbourhood, or Klclis-LoHlcr bacilli may have been found, or may still be

found in the patient's throat. AVhen regurgitation of the food through the ncse develops

Fi'j. '.lij.
—

skiiigrani, .ifter ,a bismuth me.il, showing tlic I'isiimth IieM

up by a nialiu'iiant stricture of tlie cesopha^s at about tlie level of tlie

bifurcation of the trachea.
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in a person who is not known to liavo had (hi)IitlK'ria. tlic symptom will usually aioiist-

firavc suspicion that (lii)htluTia of a mild ty|)c has occurred but has been (>\(i Nicikcd. There

may or may not be other si^iis (if periiiheral iicurilis. or there may be par:ilysis of Ihe ciliary

muscles of the eyes.

lliislvrid as a cause for dysphagia is familiar cnoui;h uu<ier the lieadiiiji of globus

hystericus, the (hafiiiosis of which is not as a rule dilhcult, especially if Ihe patient be a

young woman who has suffered frum olher hmclii)nal luivous alfcelicius. for instance

hysterical a.phonia.

Less connnon varieties of ilyspluiiiia of nerxdus (iriyin are :
—

Bulbar iianili/sis. in which the

cliaracteristic and profiressive dilliculty

in the use of the lijis. tonnuc. ])harynx.

anil larynx poiuls at once to the dia-

gnosis, the only {lidicnlty that may
arise being jicrhaps in distinguishing

true bulbar paralysis, in which Ihe

lesion is in the motcjr uuelei of tiie

medulla oblongata, from pseudo-bulbar

paralysis, where the lesion is dui' to

bilateral cortical softening : in the line

form there is atrojihy of the tongue
in the i)seudo variety the tongue docs

not atropliN-, and chielly upon this

point is the dillir-ential diagnosis

made.

iS l/pli i I i I i < (liiic III- 1 ti I i (III of llie

mednllarv ccMlres may produce sym-

ptoms not uidiki- lliose of cjrdinary

bulbar paralysis, but it is geuerallv

differentiated by Ihe fact that other

cranial nerves, particularly those of

the eyeball, are probably affected at

the same time, and there may also be

evidence or a clear history of syphilis.

with or without a positive Wasscr-

mann's reaction.

Liiiil jiiiisiiiiiiif^
and iihiiliiilisiil may

also be responsible for degenerative

lesions affecting the nerves concerned

in the process of swallowing.

(Iciii'iiil paiiili/sis of Uic insiiiH'

ultimately results in inability to swal-

low : the swallowing rellex is amongst
the very last to disappear, and the

diagnosis has long since been established

Spasmodic (h/sphagia. due to spasm of ih

pharynx, is ])robably the cause of globus hystericus, but similar spasticity may prevent

swallowing in nuich more serious diseases, and constitutes a ]irominent symptom in

lij/dnipliohid. ill which any effort to swallow liipiids produces the sym|itom in extreme

degree. The history of a dog-bite as a source of contagion is the chi<f point in arriving

at the diagnosis.

Mi/astliciiia aravis is a very characteristic disease, in which the muscles that are

affected are perfectly al)le to do their work when they lirst begin to contract, but become

fatigued with great ra])idity, so that after the first few contractions, those which succeed

become less and less effectual, until they cease, and the affected muscles will only be able

to work again when they liave been given a long rest. The neck muscles, antl those of the

eye, larynx, and mouth, become involved early (Fiii. HI. P- 235), and difficulty in swallow-

ing after the first few mouthfuls is sometimes a characteristic feature of the case. The

lijsiiiulli

a ran-irx

silli-;fc(lli

[ir(^viniis

sti.iriarh

--kii'-T, t..k.-i ti.t -niii-latn-al |.u-ltii.ll after

sle losis vi t!u' u-si>i.liaL'us hy
iii.i iit the fariiiac ori;ice. T!ip iIiai.'nosis was verilieil at

lit opfnttioii. Tlie bisttnitli littil iieeti takfii 130 niitmtes

to ttiP r-rav f'Xaminatina apiil iioiir hail yet iMitcrcil tho

islcuil/rim Iri lir. I'. Thiii-^lan Ih'Uittnl.)

Ill" othii- groimds.
muscidar coats of the icso|)hagus aTid
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niyastlienio electrical reaction (see Rkaction of Degeneration, p. 584) serves to dis-

tinguish these eases from those due to Ijulbar paralysis.

Finally, there are very rare eases in which, without any known ])atholoi;y, the

a-sophagus becomes enormously hypertrophied and diluted, and tlie ])atient cannot swallow,

though a bougie passes perfectly well. This so-called idioputhic rlilalntioii and liijpeitropliii

of the nesophagus is fortiniately very rare : it has generally been regarded as due to cardio-

spasm—an erroneous spasmodic contraction of the cardiac orifice, which refuses to relax

for the ingress of food into the stomach ; but a more recent view is that it is due, not to any
extra spasm, but to defective relaxation of the normal tonicity

—a condition to which the

term iirhahizia has been a))plied. It leads to dihitation of the (rso])hagus behind it, with

much hyjjerlro))hy, tlie latter,

great though it is, eventually fail-

ing to o\ercome the neuro-muscu-

lar constriction of the [esophageal

sphincter, though bougies pass
without difficulty. It may be recog-
nized by the use of bismuth or

barium and the ,r-rays (Fis. 98).

.3. Dysphagia clue to Mechani-
cal Defects of the Mouth or

Pharynx, the (Esophagus being
Normal.—This group of rases in-

cludes patients sidfering from such

conditions as widely cleft palate,

syphilitic stenosis of the pharynx,

inability to use the tongue, either

because it is acutely swollen from

glossitis, bee-sting, or angina Ludo-

vici, or because it is fixed from

carcinomatous infiltration, and so

forth. There is little need to enter

into the differential diagnosis of

this variety of dysphagia, for it

can generally be determined l)y

direct examination of the buccal

cavit> . Mvunps, quinsy, and post-

pharyngeal abscess belong to the

same group, the last-named caus-

ing more dysitntea than dysphagia,
and lieing confined to quite early
childhood.

4. Dysphagia in which there

is no Mechanical Obstruction, but

in which the Act of Swallowing
causes the Patient so much Pain

that he hesitates to Swallow.—
Tlie chief causes of dyspliagia wliieh come under this heading arc : iTillainniatorv affections

of the mouth or tongue, including the different varieties of stotiidiitis (p. .542) : pemplii«iis
or I'l/illieiiHi biillosiuu of the buccal cavity, evidenced by similar eni]ition upon the skin

(see 13i LL-K, p. 96) ; ulcers of the tongue, whether malignant, ginnmatous, tuberculous,

or due merely to erosion by a carious tooth or an ill-fitting tootli-plate : sore llirords of

various kinds (see Sore Throat, p. 6i;5) ; pain in the mouth, larynx. i>r (esojjliagus after

swallowing acute irritants or fiuids that are either exceedingly cold or burning hot ; and

iiifldiiniiatorii affections of the larynx and its immediate neighbourhood.
The nature of the buccal lesions will generally be indicated by inspection.
The different varieties of sore throat may be distinguished to some extent by inspection,

though bacteriological confirmation is usually aflvisable.

The chief dillieulties arise when the cause of the dysphagia is a painful affection of

i^^^^^^l^^^B
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llir larynx. Harities such as variolous, lupoid. k'i)rous, typlioidal, deouhital. and Irau-

nialif ulcers of tlie larynx will seldom be diagnosed unless there is obvious collateral i\ idru(<-.

such as the eruption of small-pox upon the skin, residence in leprous countries. |ii(il(ini;cd

confinement to bed, and so forth, to indicate the nature of the case. The c<inuu(intr

varieties of laryngeal trouble which (iroduec dys|)hai;ia are actile hirijiigitis. Iiihciciiloiis

larjitisiitis with or without ulcers, ciiiriiioiinitiiiis iilccnilioit of the larynx, and si/ithilis.

Larynuoscoiiic examination is essential, local anicsthesia by the use of the cocaine generally
being necessary first. If tubercle bacilli can be found in the sputum, or if there are abnormal

signs at tlic ajiices <if the lungs, the diagnosis of tul)erculous laryngitis is ])robablc. and
the pallid swelling of tlie arytcno-epiglottidcan folds, and. still more so. nniltipic small

ulcers of the edge or posterior surface of the epiglottis or of the free edges of the tine or

false vocal cords, or similar ulcers in other |)arts of the lar\mx. bilaterally situated, would
indicate the diagnosis with certainty. The cliict' dilliculty arises in the more einomc cases

in wliicli. after tlie larynx has become iiuoKicI, llie huig condition has impinxcd. and
tubercle bacilli may not be found in the s|)utum. Kpithcli atous ulceration of the larynx
may be very extensive, and yet for a long time remain confined to one side : this unilateral

distribution of the infiltration is often important in distinguishing e|)ithelionia from svphilis
of the lar\nx. whilst the latter may also be distinguished by the repair which mav ensue
e\en after extcnsi\e destruction of the tissues has led to much deformity nl the parts. The
inllucnce of salvarsan or potassium iodide and mercury U])on the lesi<ins mav assist the

diagnosis, and Wassermann's serum test may be employed. IJonbt mav rem;an. however,
and sometimes, where it is very important to arrixe at a certain diagnosis as soon as

possible, a small portion of the affected tissue may be excised and examined microscopically.
When tuberculosis. sy|ihilis. and new growth are excluded, and yet laryngitis is ])rescnt.
the probabilitx is that it is due to some infecting organism. Probablv the symptoms will

have started more or less acutely, even though they persist anfl become chronic : laryngeal
ins|)ection may show acute hypera-mia anil iniection of the ])arts with extensive (cdema
witlioul ulceration, and the nature ol the micro-organism concerned—the (Hphthcria
bacillus, streptococcus, pneumocoecus. etc. may be determined bactcriologieally by
prepariuL; cultures from local swabbings. It is possible, of course, for two or more maladies
to occur simultaneously, and it is jiart icularix dillieult to distinguish syphilitic laryngitis
from tuberculous in a sy])hilitic ])atient who lias undoubted phthisis : similarly, it nuiy
be (lilll<iill to distinguish catarrhal laryngitis from tuberculous in ])hthisical patients, and
so nu : inilicrl, in many instances the diagnosis may be one of opinion onlv. .l/ea.v/rv is

very apt to be aeeompanied by laryngitis, which may often be merely catarrhal, but which
not inl'rei|uently is due to diphtheria developing synchronously with the measles. In
order to exclude di|)htheria, it is always advisable to take swal)bings for bacteriological
iiwestigation even where it seems almost o!>vious that the laryngeal catarrh is mcrciv part
of tlie general coniv.a of measles. In all these eases dysphagia will be accompanied by
lioarseness or other alteration in the xoiee pointing to an affection of the larynx.

Ilrihni r,ri,rh.

DYSPNCEA, or marked dilticidty or distress in breathing, mayor mav not be associated
with ni|li(ppii,ea : in the milder eases a jjatient wlicn at rest has no dyspntca, the dilliculty
with lireatliing being brought out only by exertion : nearly all conditions which may pro-
duce dyspuica. Iioucver. are capable in later stages of producing orthopiuea. so that the
causes of dys|)!i(ea and of orthopnira arc similar in kind though they differ in degree. 'I'licre

is no need, therefore, to repeat what will be h)und under the heading Ortuopncea ([>. H.S)
whilst tlie arliele on BuEATH. Siior.TNEss ok (p. ST) should also be consulted.

Ilfthnl i'ntirh.

DYSTOCIA signifies dilficult l)irth or labour. The dilHcuhies of (k'livery sliow

themselves by prolongation or delay in the eoiiii)letiiin of tiie stages into which labour is

usually divided. Dillieult labour is accom|)anied by jirogrcssive symptoms, objective and

subjective, which are to be explained by physiological exhaustion, especiallv in its effect

U]ion the central nervous system of the patient. The results of dillieult labour are thus
<if such importance, affecting, as they do. the life of the mother and child, that antici|)ation
of it. and therefore early and ai)proi)riate treatment, are of ]iaramount impcirtauee in

scientific midwifery.
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The causes may be tabulated according as they occur in the first or second stage, the

first series delaying the dilatation of the cervix, the second the ex])uIsion of the child. It is

not out of place in this connection to add also the causes of difliculties in the separation and

expulsion of tlie ])lacenta. for delivery cannot be said to be complete until the placenta is

expelled.

C.-vusES OF Delay in Completion of the Three St.^ges of Labour.

15,7 Sllire.

Weak uterine contractions

Rifxidity of cervix : relative,

spasniodie, cicatricial, new
};rovvths

Pendulous belly, causing ante-
version

Early rupture of membranes,
due to malpresentations,
morbid adhesions to the
lower uterine segment, un-
due friability

Malpresentations in general
Anything which prevents the

head entering tlie lower
uterine segment

Ilydranuiids
Deticicncy of li(|Uui- amnii
Twins.

Srd Stage.
Weak uterine contractions
Morbid adhesion of placenta
T'terinc spasm
Hour glass

'

contraction
Adhesion of membranes

'liid Stage.
Weak uterine contractions

Secondary uterine inertia

Absence of accessory muscular
effort

Rigidity of vaiiina an<l ]>eri-

neum
Loaded rectum
Distended bladder—eystocele
Contracted ])elvis
Pelvic tumours ; Fibromyoma.

ovarian timiours, growths of
the pelvic bones, ha-matoma,
varicose veins, vaginal
growths

,Malpresentatioi\s : Oecipito-
posterior, b-reech, face, brow,
transverse

Any aljnornuil enlargement of
the child : Hydrocephalus,
meningocele. ascites, tu-

mours, <iiiulilc monsters,
very large child

Excessive ossilicatimi of the
head

.Short coril : absolute, relative

Locked twins

From the above it will he seen that the causes of delay are very numerous and im-

portant ; and the successful delivery of the child under many of these conditions depends
very much on their (inlicipalioii. rather than their recognition when delivery is already

dangerously obstructed. Conse(|Ucntly. accurate diagnosis at the beginning of labour
will often save much trouble to the ])ractitioner. and danger to the mother and cliild.

Indeed, some of the dangers of obstructed labour can only be avoided satisfactorily by
careful examination of the patient during pregnancy, say at the thirtieth week. This

applies specially to the recognition of contracted pelves, of pelvic tumours, and sometimes
of malpresentations, and constitutes an important reason why every patient should be

urged to undergo an examination during the later weeks of pregnancy.
The routine method of examination of the pregnant woman, whether in labour or not,

is the same : and the deductions to be made from it are identical. The examination is made
as follows : first, by abdominal jjalpation : secondly, liy vaginal examination.

Abdominal Palpation.— First feel for the fatal head in the pelvis by the
•

pelvic

grip." or I'awliks grip. In a jirimipara the head should be well down in the pelvis : not

necessarily so in a multipara. Failing to lind the head in the pelvis, palpate for it at the

fundus ; failing to find it here, it will be found in one or the other lateral situations. If the
head is in the pelvis, and fixed, there can be no pelvic contraction of importance, and
tumours of the uterus or ovaries bcloic the Ijiiw are (piite mdikely. If, however the head
is above the brim and movable in a ))riini})ara, ])elvic contraction must be suspected, whilst

a tumour ))reventing entrance into the pelvis is a ])ossibility. Pelvic contraction may be
verified by pelvimetry, for which see below. .Abnormal presentations are recognized by
abdominal |)al]jation : breech and transverse by the actual position of the head ; occi])ito-

posterior by the presence of the " small parts." arms and legs, in front, and the absence
of the back of the fa-tus ; a face cannot be diagnosed absolutely except in mento-posterior
eases, when the groo\e between the extended occii^ut and back will be felt in front whilst

the head remains above the brim. Hydramiiios may be recognized if there be fluctuation,

and the ftrtal ])arts can only be felt by dec]) di]ii)iiiii through the fluid. T-^lids may jiossibly
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lie I'ccoyni/.cd Iiy Ict'Iini; twii licails. :iii(l licuriiiL; two lirtal lu'arls I)eatinii with (liHirciil

rliytlirns.

Vaginal Examination.— It is important (o iinii'mbcr that very little can lie made mit

with one or two tingeis. As a rule, all that ean be noted is the condition of llic nuiol. wlietlur

narrow or rigid, with a powerfully acting levator ani muscle, and the condition of Ihc us : note

esjieeially its consistence, and the integrity of the membranes. It may not even l)e possiliic

to recognize the presentation if this has not been made out liy abdominal palpation. If <()n-

tracted ])elvis is suspected, the important diameter, namely, the diagonal conjugate, should

be measured with the Hngers. and the true conjugate estimated by subtracting half an inili

from this measurement. The only accurate instrument for taking this measinement is

Skntscii's pckimcler : but its use re<|uires considerable ex|)erienee. and. in general, tlii' simpler
method with tlic lingers is sullieicntly accurate for most Jjurposes. lOxternal nicasurcmcnts

may be made to sup|ilement the important internal one ; but tlicy arc not of the same

practical importance. When a dilliculty arises in labour, accurate diagnosis is indisijcnsable,
and the whole hand sliould l)e inserted into the vagina under ana'stlicsia. The ])reseTiting

part may then be grasped, and its absolute character determined. In this wav occipito-

)]osterior presentations (the counnoncst cause of dillicult labour) can be diagnosed with

certainty, and rectified. IIydrocei)halus may be recognized by this mananivre ; the hand

may be pushed on above the head without danger in most cases, and the neck felt for cniK

of cord, the body of the ehilil palpated for the presence of tumours or enlargcmctit li\

ascites. Tumours obstructing delivery arc best felt from the vagina : {\h\ arc usualh

wedged between the jiresenting [)art and the sacral promontory. j)art below and |iarl above
this prominence. If fluctuating and soft the\ are usually ovarian cvsts : if hard and

unyielding they may l)e fibromyomata <jf the uterus : but these also are apt to soften iluriiiu

pregnancy, and to feel like fluid tumours. Tumours of the pelvic bones are usualK lioii\. cpi-

cartilaginous ; growths of tlie cervix may be libioid. but more eonuuonh are friable earcin-

omata. bleeding freely on examination.

Little more than the methoil of examination can be indicated in a short article on the

diagnosis of a ease of dillicult labotn' : but too much stress cannot be laid on Ihc value of

abdominal examination and pal|)ation as the most important means of gaining inrormation

in any labour.

Delay in the Delivery of the Placenta, lhoui;h ncpt strictly a jKirt of diHicult labour,

presents dillienltics in the completion of delivery, and nuist not be oxcilooked. The

placenta may be simply retained in utero ; max be adherent to the uteiiis, totilU or

partially : or may be retained in the vagina. In the tirst ease, if there is no haiuorrhaue.
the i)laceuta is likely to lie in the lower uterine segment and vagina, and is not expelled

owing to weakness of the accessory nuisclcs. If partially adherent, bleeding is certain to

occur, whilst total adhesion does not permit of an\- bleeding. In anv ease of this kiml if.

after a suHieient time has elapsed, the ])laeenta cannot be expressed, the hand miisi be

introduced into the uterus in order to diagnose the condition. It nuist not be loriiotlrn

that the jjlaccnta may be retained above a spasmodic .stricture of some pari of tin- uhrus
the so-called lioiir-aldsn contniclion. Ila-morrhage always aceomi)anies this eondilion if t he

jilaeenta is partly separated.

Finally, the ni/iiijilonis of c.vlniiisliini ciinsei|U<iit upon obstructed laboui- may be men-
tioned. The lirst are rise of tem])crature and increase in fre(|ucncy of the pulse-rate. These
afford \ cry important indications of obstructed labour, and assist us to distiuiiuish this

from simple <lelay from weak uterine contractions, in which the pulse anil temperature
remain normal. The later sym])toms of obstruction, if not relieved, are local and giniral.

Locally, the \aginal secretions fail, the ])arts become hot. dry. and swollen. The uterus (on-
tracts powerfully, and may go into a tetanic condition, usually known as tonic contraction, in

which case the uterus is hard, never relaxing, and is tender to the toucli. The exact opposite
occurs in uterine inertia, when the uterus remains flaccid, along with a normal pulse and

temperature. Later still, vomiting may occur, signs of septic infection may appear, and

rui)tnre <if the uterus may take place owing to the dangerous thinning of the lower segment
when tonic contraction supervenes. This series of symiitoms should never occur in |)roperlv
conducted midwifery : their jiossible occurrence should always be antieijiated bv correct

diagnosis early in labour, followed by inuiiediate aijjtropriate treatment. 7'. <;. sicvnia.
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EAR, DISCHARGE FROM. (Sec Otorrhcea. p. 421.)

EARACHE is tlu' term usually applied to the i)ain exi)erieiiced in acute inflaiiuiiation

of the middle ear. It is most acute when suppuration ensues. There are. however, a

number of other conditions-many "of them of lixeat importance—which also give rise to

otalgia or to pain roughly localized by the patient to the ear.

In iicute otitis media the pain is usually dull, continuous, and throbbing, with sharp
exacerbations in which the pain shoots to the occiput, to the top of the head, or forwards

to the temporal region. It is usually worse at night
—indeed it may disappear in the day—

and it is increased by pressure over the tragus and on opening the mouth. Not infre((uently

there is some tenderness over the mastoid process. There is always .some im|)airmcnt of

hearing. In adults there will ])robably be a slight rise of temperature ;
in children the

temperature may rise to 103' F.. or more, the pain is often very acute, and constitutional

symptoms may be very marked, with convulsions, vomiting, and delirium. .Such cases

may be mistaken for meningitis, especially in children too young to talk : but in these little

patients attention may be directed to the trouble by the extreme tenderness of the affected

ear, the least manipulation of which may cause the child to scream. In yomig children

the presence of cerebral symptoms with pyrexia should always lead to a careful examin-

ation of the ears. The presence of optic neuritis favours a diagnosis of extension of the

inflammation to the interior of the cranial cavity, but this is not a universal rule, for cases

are recorded in which otitis media by itself has caused optic neuritis. Attacks of earache

in childhood are frequently caused by ndennidn, and indeed, acute otitis media is prac-

tically always caused by an extension of inflanmiation from the nasopharynx along the

Eustachian tubes. When supjjuration occurs, the membrane becomes i)erforated, pus

escapes, and the pain usually ceases. When it persists, the ])erforation is probably too small

to allow of satisfactory drainage of the pus. Examination of the tymjianic membrane by
means of a speculum will show redness, loss of lustre, and probably bulging of the mem-
brane, with blurring of the handle of the malleus.

Chniiiic middle-car suppuration is usually painless. When necrosis occurs pain is often

present and may be very acute, but this is by no means invariable, and some cases of

cxtcnsi\e caries are remarkably free from pain.
Pain and tenderness over the mastoid ])roccss are also ])resent in acute luiistoid abscess

and periostitis.

Pain in the ear may also be caused by the following lesions of the external auditory
meatus, which may be diagnosed on examination through a si)cculum :

—
A foreign hodi/, esijecially if an insect finds its way into the meatus.

Furuncles : intense pain, often throbbing in nature, is followed by a discharge of pus,
after which the pain diminishes : the meatus is so tender that it may be impossible for the

patient to endure the presence of the speculum.
Cerumen is usually painless, though sometimes a dull pain may be present.
Eczema of the nn-atus may be the cause of a burning or smarting pain.
Sometimes a careful examination of the ear will fail to reveal any lesion, I'nder

these circumstances the possibility of one of the following causes of referred pain nuist

be consiflered :
—

A carious molar tooth, a very common cause of pain referred to the ear.

Epithelioma of the tongue or ulceration of the pliari/nj' or laripLC : pain in the ear may
be a \ ery troublesome symptom of any of these.

Acute or subacute tonsillitis often causes acute j)ain in the ear without any inflammatory
lesion of the middle ear. Less frc(|uently, suppuration in the acccssori/ sinuses of the nose

has a similar result.

Otalgia may sometimes be neuralgic, and it is then usually associated with trigeminal

ucuridgia. It may also occur in nervous aniemic patients, and sometimes must be regarded
as a neurosis. It mu.st also be remembered that the glenoid lobe of the ])arotid gland extends

into the non-articular ])ortion of the glenoid fossa, and thus parotitis may cause pain referred

to the ear. Similarly otalgia may occur with osteo-arthritis or injlamuiiittni/ trouble in the

temporo-mandibular joint.

Certain diseases of the auricle ma\- cause pain more or less severe in character. Peri-

chondritis is by no means imeonmion. It may be traumatic or spontaneous, and in the
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latter syphilis may be tlie cause. Herpes, acute eczema, erysipelas, Haynaud's disease.
aiici chilblains are all accompanied by pain and may affect the auricle. Sebaceous cysts
and dermoids also occur here, ami wlicn inllamed will cause more or less severe pain. .\

condition known as •

telephone ear" has been described in persons who constantly use the

telei)hone. More or less severe jjain is present, and this may be accompanied liy timiilus

and associated with the presence of boils.

Lastlv. it must be remembered that there is a lymphatic uland situated o\er tlie niasloid

process which drains lymph from the side of the scalp ; when intlameil. this alan<l may be
tlie cause of pain and tenilerness. wliirli may lead to a siispieion of supi>uration in the

mastoi.l process. /'/(////. Tiniirr.

ECCHYMOSIS.—(See PritpURA. \,. ,-,.Vj.)

ECTHYMA. (See ScAHs. p. ,-.«l9.)

EFFUSION, PLEURAL.— (See tiiKsi'. ISi.oonv Kfi-imon in. ]j, ki-j : tiii>T. Si;itot s

EiirsioN IN. |). Kli: and (ill'.si. Pis in. p. lOa.)

EGG-SHELL CRACKLING.— (.See Chac ki.inc;. Ki;..-mii;i,i . j,. l.-,(l.)

ELECTRICAL REACTIONS. -(S.-e Kkaition of Dklkni-.h atiun. p. .-„s-_'.)

EMACIATION. (See .Mahasmi: s. p. :i,S|. ; and Wi-.K.UT. Loss OF. p. T(iS.)

EMPHYSEMA, SURGICAL.—Suruical or snbi'Utaneons emphysema is due to disten-

tion of the subciilaui cMis areolar tissues with air or <;as. The diagnosis of the condition and
its cause is nol as a rule dillleiilt. Its coir Jiiest startinu-|)laee is in connection with the

thorax, pailieularly when there has lieeu iiijiiiji In llic h(ii<> tissue by a broken rib. a stab
with a knife, a laillet W( d. the rupture of aUcoli due to excessive coujihinjj. as in whooping-
couj^h and Ijronchitis. or during great straiu. as in dilHcult labour : or bv o|)erative injury
to the lung, as in exploratory needling of the chest. The gas spreads ra))idly. and may
extend over the greater part of the trunk in a short time, disappearing again in the course
of a few days. It may do so similarly after the oiieration of lni(lieot(j)iiii.

The lace may sometimes be almost suddenly iiudlveil unilaterally by the escape of air

into the subcutaneous tissues from the upjier part of the nose, after violent siiceiiiifi or

energetic hliiiciiig nf lite nose.

Rarer causes for the escape of actual air- into tlir subeulaiieous tissues are iilvcidliiv or

Irininialii- Ic^iiniis of the irsiiiili<i'j,iis. slntiiiiiii. iliiuthiiinii. cirnim, bladder, or nclinii. .\ir

esea.i)ing iu the r.reolar tissues around an\- of these parts may sometimes exteiul and become

|)alpable as crepitus under the skiu.

Quite another type is that in which thi' gases in the tissues are not air. but the results of

iiifeclioii b// <<(is-i>ioi!tichis bdclrrin. Fortunately cases of this kind are now rare : they were
less uncommon in the days of liaspiliil o(iHi>rciie and piilirfarlion. The liiirilhis coli com-
munis, howewr. not infrei|uently liberates gas in an abscess to which it may tiive rise—for

instance in the region of the \ermiform appendix—and sometimes subeutaneoiis emj)hysema
results. Another gas-producing organism that attacks man. though less often as a jjrimaiy
affection than intercurrently during some oilier malady, is the ItiiciUus aerogeiics capsiilaliis :

this, howexer. more often judduces lias-eonfaining loeuli in the liver and other internal

organs than in the tissues lieneath the skin. Iliihnl Fnmli.

EMPYEMA.—(See Chkst. Pus in. p. lo:;.)

ENLARGEMENT OF A BONE.—(See .Swelling on a Honf. j,. (iiiT.)

ENLARGEMENT OF THE FOREHEAD.—Many indiN-iduals who ha\e passcl
nuddle aye males more so than fema.les tend to develo]) an increasing jirominence of
that part of the forehead which corresponds with the outer casing of the frontal air sinuses :

with the result that their eyebrows seem to overhang the eyes more and more, and the

countenance looks different from what it did ten or fifteen years before. This is due to slow

enlargement of the air cells of the frontal sinuses, and it is not |Kithological. This normal

enlargement (.Ithe foreheail has to be distinguished from two diseases which, though rare.
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are generally recognizable with ease if the patient is watched over a period of months or

years, namely, leontiasis ossea and acromegaly.
The commonest symptom that a patient suffering from leontiasis ossea complains of is

Hiat in former years he always took a certain size of hat. and was able to order hats without

having to go and try them on ; of recent years, however, he has foimd that he has had to

get progressively increasing sizes, so that whereas formerly a number 7 may have fitted him.
he may now require even so large a size as a mmiber 8 : in a few exceptional cases special
liats have had to be made for the patient because the enlargement of the head, esijecially
of the forehead, has become tremendous, whilst at the same time it may very likely not be

quite symmetrical. The general health remains good, and if the patient does not mind his

personal appearance and the .size of his hats, he lives for years without suffering any other

inconvenience. On the other hand, the bony changes may not be confined to the skull,

but may affect the bones of the limbs as well, especially the tibiae ; there is probably a

relationship between leontiasis ossea and osteitis deformans or Pagefs disease of the bones

(see |). 1.55). If the cranium is examined after death, it is found that there is no longer any
distinction between the hard ivory bone upon the surface and the cancellous bone in the centre ;

both have assmiied an intermediate character, so that the whole bone is more or less of the

same textvire. very thick and heavy, and in a conditifin which used to bespoken of as osteo-

porosis. In some cases the change is sy|ihilitic.

In acromegaly it happens very rarely that the frontal bone is affected alone : much mure
often the afl'ection of the forehead is much slighter than the increase in size of the lower

jaw and of the [jhalanges of the hands and feet (p. 237). If. however, the changes were

more marked in the frontal bone or in the bones of the skidl generally than in those else-

where, it is probable that a case of acromegaly would be diagnosed as one of leontiasis

ossea, and one does not really know what essential difference there is between these two.

Whereas, however, in acromegaly the bigness of the lower jaw makes the characteristic

facies. in leontiasis ossea the ])rominence of the forehead gives the face that leonine character

from which the name of the disease is taken.

Xo other maladies in adults are likely to cause uniform increase in the size of the fore-

head, but occasionally one meets with tumours of the frontal bone which cause a .symmetrical

enlargement of the forehead, the most important of these being the ivorii exostosis—a non-

malignant tinnour which may arise from any of the flat bones of the skull ; it grows very

slowly but enlarges ))rogressively, and in so doing is apt to displace anything which comes
in its way, and in the course of many years great deformity of the eye or nose may thus

result. The slowness of the growth, and its very hard character generally. ])oint to the

diagn(jsis at once, and an ,r-ray examination may help to confirm it.

Other asynuiietrical enlargements of the forehead may result from si/pliililir nodes

caused by gununatous jjeriostitis terminating in bony organization ; sarcoma of the peri-

osteum, a \ery rare primary growth in this region, but when met with suggested by the

relative softness of the mass and its rajjid increase in size ; secondary malignant disease,

likely to be mistaken for primary sarcoma if no jjrimary growth elsewhere is known, but

readily diagnosed correctly if the existence, now or formerly, of a carcinoma of the breast,

thyroid gland, or other jiart is known.

Any other tumours in connection with the frontal bone are exceedingly rare. The

very extensive disease of the frontal, as of any other cranial bone, which used to be met
with in syphilitic subjects, is now practically unknown on account of the greater adequacy
of the treatment of sy])hilis in its earlier stages.

Lepro y may be mentioned as a cause of enlargement of the forehead (Fig. 173, p. 404),

for in the nodular form any part may be affected ; but it must be very rare for leprosy to

affect the forehead region only, and the diagnosis will be suggested by the lesions elsewhere

and by the history of the case.

The above remarks ajiply to enlargement of the forehead in ailults : in children (piile

different causes will suggest themselves, the three most important being: (1) Ilydro-

cephaUis. (2) Rickets. (3) Congoiitid si/jihilis.

It happens not infrequently that a child's forehead enlarges very considerably, and

bulges with nnich convexity to such an extent as to make both the parents and the physician
fear hydrocephalus when the child is suffering from nothing more serious than rickets.

The diagnosis may be <}uite dilHcult if there arc not at the same time the other familiar
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signs (if rii-kcts iiH'iitioiicd im page KiT : and Uivrv arc nut a tV-w instances in which it is

only wlicn the case has been watched lor inontlis or years that one can l)e sun- thai tliere

is not liydroeepliahis. Tlie same applies to tlie swelling of the frontal bone tliat ina\ result

from congenital syphilis. In the case of both riel<els and congenital syphilis, one will

examine the whole of the hea<l carefully, to try and make up one"s mind whether the eniarge-

ment. which usuidly affects not only the forehead but also other parts of the skull, is a more

or less uniform stretching such as liydroeephalus gives rise to. or whether there arc not

some ])arts which are enlarged and other parts which arc more or less normal. IJoth

congenital syphilis and rickets are apt to produce diffuse round prominences of the parietal

regions as well as of the frontal regions, so thai there are four main bulges with an antero-

posterior and a traus\crsc groove between lliciii. constituting the li(jt-eross-liun-shai)ed

type of head : but the dilliculty of excluding hydrocephalus is made greater still when, as

sometimes happiris. there is svich thinning of the bones in the occipital region from cranin-

tabes that the bones can be dented inwards like stiff iiarehment : such cranin-tabcs may
result either from rickets or from congenital syphilis. One would then pay special allcn-

tion to the regions of the sutures : if these ar<' ob\iously stretched asunder the case is almost

certainly hydrocephalus, and not rickets or congenital syphilis. One would also be able to

draw some conclusion perhaps from the ai)pearances of the eyes, for the eyeballs will l)e

in normal position when the cause of the forehead culargement is rickets or congenital

.syphilis, whilst with hydrocephalus the eyes will give the impression of being displaced :

sometimes they look \ery nuich deeper set than normal ; in other cases they look as though
they are depressed as the result of the downward pressure exerted by the excess of lluid

upon the roofs of the orbits. If the' enlargement and ])rominence of tin- forehead <lates

from birth or snon afterwards, this will be an argument in favour of hydrocephalus : if the

change devcloj)s later in the infants or child's life, there will almost certainly be a history

of a severe attack associated with sym|>toms of increased intracranial |)ressure. for

jirobably the coimnonest cause of acquired hydrocephalus is a preceding attack of meningo-

coccal meningitis, from which the child has recovered. The history, therefore, may help

in deciding the diagnosis. The optic discs should also be examined, for in a eerlaiu number

of eases of acquired hydrocephalus there is optic atrophy (Plate XX. Fii!. ii. p. US), and

this is practically nc\<r met with as the result of rickets ;nid very seldom as the result of

congenital syphilis. It is of course only when th<' ikgrec ol' hydrocephalus is medium that

it is dillicnlt to distirii^uish it from the forehead cnlargcnu-nts due to rickets or congenital

sy|)hilis. Major degrees of hydrocephalus cause such extreme enlargement of the whole

head. eou|)led with such thinning of the Ixuie-. and stretching of the sutures, that llie

diagiiosis is almost unmistakable.

Altluiugh either simple or malignant luniuurs may alleet the frontal bones. c\in in an

infant or child, they are very rare. They should be diagnosed in the same way as similar

tmnours in adidts. ('hltiruiiKi may jierluqis be mentioned specially, rare though it is. The

tumours in such a case are never single, but as Ihcy may dcvelo|) upon bones, they some-

times attract notice lirst in connection with the eiamal liones, and thus perhaps a local

enlargement of the forehead may lie the first symptom in the ease. There is a tendency for

the glands generally to become enlarged and sometimes the spleen also, and in some respects

the malady simulates lymphatic leuka-mia. Xcojilasm of some kind will be an early

suspicion, an<l the nature of the growth is indicated by the greenish colour of the tumour

when it has been excise 1. The actual diagn<isis, howe\cr, is made more often jKist mortem
than during life.

The commonest local swelling of the forehead in a child is a liivindtniiui resulting iidui

injury, and as the blood clot is often quite deep-seated there is sometimes no discoloration

of the skin, and some more serious tumour may be thought of until the disapi)earance of

the mass in the course of a week or two proves its simple character. Such a haiuatonri

after a day or two softens in its central ]iart in a remarkable way. leaving \er\- hard

raised edges, and on palpation it feels almost as if there were a hard bony ring with

an absence of any bone at all in the centre ; the lirst time such a softening ha'uiatonia

of the forehead is felt, one can hardly believe that it is only a lucmatoma and not an

actual hole in the bone covered merely by scalp and skin. The feeling, however, on

palpation is so characteristic that once felt the condition is readily recognizable in any

subsequent ease. Herberl Fniicli.
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ENLARGEMENT OF THE GALL-BLADDER. (See Gail Bladder ENLAHcicMiiNx.

p. 252.)

ENLARGEMENT OF THE HEART may be due t<. hypertropliy "f the walls of any
of its eavities. hut especially of the ventricles ; to dilatation of the cavities : or to these two

conditions combined.

Tlie most important physical signs of enlarnement of the heart are : (1) Uis])laecnicnt

of tlie cardiac impulse; (2) .4n increased area of cardiac ihillness. After jniberty the normal

cardiac impulse is usually situated in the fifth left intercostal .space, about three-quarters
of an inch internal to the left nijiple line. Before puberty it is normally in the fourth left

space in the nipjjle line. When the heart is enlarged, the impulse is displaced outwards and

also downwards. Particular eare must be taken to determine the exact position, as from

this observation a good idea of the particular ]jart of the heart which has enlarged may be

obtained. When tlie left ventricle is much hypcrtrophied. the cardiac impulse is dis])laced

more in a downward direction than outward, e.g.. it may be found in the sixth or even the

seventh left intercostal space in the nipjile line or outside it. When the enlargement is due

to hypertrophy of the right ventricle, the cardiac im])ulse is displaced more in an outward

direction than downward, and fretiuently there is also considerable pulsation in the

epigastrium.
Where the cardiac impulse is thus displaced, before cardiac enlargement is diagnosed

the [jossibility of its mechanical displacement by fluid or air in the right pleural cavity

[jushing it, or a retracted left lung |>ulling it. over to the left, must be excluded by careful

|)hysieal examination of the front and the back of the chest. In the case of pleuritic effusion

the dullness on the right side of the chest, and the absent or delicient vesicular mmnuir
would pt)int to Huid : in the ease of retraction of the left lung the left side of the chest would

be smaller, there would be detieient movement, dullness and deficient voice sound and

vesicular murmur, or possiljly bronchial breathing, consonating rales, and pectoriloquy over

the left lower lobe.

The character of the iiiijiiiisc nuist be noted carefully, for, when forcible and heaving,
it denotes hypertrophy : when feeble and diffused, dilatation.

The cardiac impulse is invisible and impalpable in some cases of enlargement of the

heart, on account of emphysema of the lungs. In these circumstances even the ,)'-rays may
be required before one can be sure of the diagnosis of cardiac enlargement.

Careful mapping out of the area of cardiac dullness may afford valuable information

as to the part of the heart involved in the enlargement. If the area of deep dullness is

inereaseil downwards and outwards, an increase in the size of the left ventricle is indicated ;

if upwards and to the right, hyi)ertroi)hy of the right ventricle : if in all directions, enlarge-

ment of both ventricles.

Enlargement of the heart in children may produce definite local bulging of the chest

wall in the cardiac area.

Having determined the jjosition and character of tlie impulse, mapped out carefully

the area of cardiac dullness, and thus arrived at the conclusion that the heart is inereaseil

in size, the next ste]) is to determine not only what particular i)art is enlarged, but also the

actual cause of the enlargement.

ENLARGEMENT OF THE LEFT VENTRICLE.

The left ventricle may become enlarged in :
—

1. Aortic Disease:—Stenosis and regurgitation; regurgitation; stenosis; aneurysm
of the first ]>art of the aorta involving the aortic ring.

2. Mitral Regurgitation :
—Disease of the mitral valve ;

dilatation of the left ventricle

involving the mitral ring.

3. Arteriosclerosis and Granular Kidney.
4. Alcoholism.

5. Long-continued Over-exertion :
— Athletes

;
workers at laborious occupations,

e.g., stokers, firemen. furnacciiU'ti. blacksmiths.

6. Exophthalmic Goitre.

7. Congenital Heart Disease.
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1. AoliTIC DiSEASK.

Aortie disease may cause very yreat eiilaryenieiit of tlic lieart—eiir l)(i\iiumi or hov ine

heart. In tin- (Juy's IlDspital .Museum tliere is a heai'l uT this kind xvliieh weiylis 5;! ounces,
the normal \veii;lit beiiifi' aliout 1(» ounces.

Stenosis and reaiiri;itation is the connnnnest form of aortic disease. I hen rei^uriiital ion,

and ])ure stenosis is the rarest.

Aortic Stenosis and Regurgitation.—The cardiac impulse is ilispja'cd downwards
and outwards, and the cardiac dullness much increased towards tlic left.

It may be in the fifth, sixtli. seventh, or even eighth space in or outside tlie left niiplr
line, and may be as far out as the anterior axillary line. The fm-ther the impulse is down
the lari;cr the left ventricle, and the further it is out tlie more the dilatation. \Vhcn the

impulse is forcible, heaviny-, and limited, it indicates that hyi)crtrophy ])rcdominatcs ; when,
on the other hand, the impulse is diffused and feel)lc, dilatation prepouilcralcs. 'S'ouu;;

people may jjresent well-marked Ijuloini; in the precordial area.

A systolic thrill may be felt over the base of the heart, especially o\ci- llic second liylit

interco.stal space close to the right border of the stermim. More rarely a diastolic thrill

may be felt also or inde[)cndcntly. either to the riyht or to the left of the upper part of the

stermun.

On auscultation, a systolic and early diastolic nun-mnr arc heard over the base of the
heart. The hirmer usually replaces the lirst sound, is loudest in the second ri^ht intercostal

s])ace close to the stermnu. and is transmitted uinvards towards the clavicle and into the
carotids. It varies in character, beinj; in some cases soft atid faint, and in others harsii,

rough, and loud. The diastolic might be described as post -systolic, for it replaces the
second sound ; it is generally soft and blowing, though in rare instances it is harsh or e\cn
musical. It may be heard oxer the upper i)art of the sternum and on both sides of it. \\ hen
the aortic incompetence is due to librosis resulting from endocarditis following acute
rheumatism or chorea, it is usually best heard to the left of tlu- sternum, loudest in the lliiid

intercostal sjjace close to the sternum. When the incompetence is due to syphilitic atheroma
or to aneurysm of the first i)art of the aorta, the bruit is generally loudest and best heard
in the second space to the right of the sternum. The early diastolic Ijruit which denotes
aortic regurgitation may also be heard at the cardiac impulse, and in some cases may even
be traced outwards into the left axilla. It cannot be ndstaken lor a mitral stenotic bruit,
because there is no interval between the second soimd and it. If there is com|>lete com-
pensation, the lirst sound mav be loud and clear at the a])ex. but if dilatation of the left

ventricle lias occurred, there ma\- be a loud blowing systolic murmur nplaeing the tirst

sound and traceable outwards into the left axilla. Another bruit, which is rumbling in

character and pre-sysfolie in time, may lie heard at the cardiac impulse when the \cntricle
is dilated, the so-called Flint'f: limit {Fin. K). p. <).5).

Patients are usually ana-mic, and the carotid, brachial, and otlier superlicial arteries

are seen jiulsating forcibly. .\ feeling of faintness on rising from the su|iine to the erect

posture, dizziness, headache, a sensation of throbljing in the extremities. ]ialpitalion,

dyspncpa. and precordial pain on exertion are early manifestations <if this disease. .\s

compensation fails, the dysjina'a and palpitation increase, a-dema of the legs .supervenes,

pain becomes worse, and is felt not only over the region of the heart, but tends to radiate
into the left slioulder and arm, and it may be followed by attacks of true angina pectoris.

The curious splashing or water-hanuner
"

pulse is iiatliognonionic : it is appreciated
best if the radial [lulse is felt when the arm is raised, the pulse-wave striking the finger with
a sudden sharp jerk, and then as suddenly collapsing. When compensation fails, the pulse-
rate may become rapid and the beats irregular and intermittent, as in mitral disease, but
earlier in the disease the rate and rhythm are normal.

Capillar/j pulsation, which may be detected in the lijis. tinger-nails. and skin, is a \crv-

characteristic sign. It can be demonstrated by drawing a linger nail two or three times
across the skin of the forehead or abdomen, so as to ]iidduee a line of hypencmia. which,
if watched carefully, will be seen to blush and pale alternately, each blush being synchronous
with the pulse.

Aortic Regurgitation.—The symiitoms are |iraetieall\ the same as in aortic stenosis

and regurgitation, but there is no systolic thrill and no well-marked svstolic bruit in the
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aortic area. Tlio inilsf is of the tyjiieal water-liainnier type. Tlie presence of a soft systolic

Ijriiit in the second riglit interco.stal space close to the stertiutn does not indicate aortic

stenosis unless there be at the same time a thrill there.

Aortic Stenosis is the rarest form of aortic disease. In addition to the absence of a

diastolic bruit at the base, there is a jnilse very different from that of the water-hamnicr

type. If there is full compensation the pulse is slow, frequently below fiO. and it may be

only 40. or less, to the minute. It is usually regular, loufi- sustained, and of jjood tension.

A sphyi;ino!;ra])hic tracin<; shows a slow rise, often with an anacrotic break in the npcurve,
a broad sununit. and a nnulual decline. The mere presence of a systolic murmur in the

aortic area, even if its ])i)int of maximum intensity be in this rejjion. is not sullicient evidence

on which to base a diannosis of aortic stenosis. A little rousihenin<; of a segment of the

aortic valves, slight sclerosis of a valve, atheroma tir dilatation of the first part of the aorta,

and e\en anaemia, may give rise to a well-marked systolic bruit in this region. Before

diai;iiosing aortic stenosis of clinical degree, one should have a big heart, a harsh systolic

bruit in the aortic area, and a corrcsiKinding well-marked systolic thrill.

Aneurysm of the First Part of the Aorta is another important cause of hypertro])hy
of the left \enlricle if Ihe dilalaliou of Ihe aorta involves the aortic ring, increases

its circumference, and thus renders

the aortic valves incompetent,

though the cusps may be indi-

vidually healthy. In addition to

the characteristic ])ulse and the

usual signs and symptoms of

aortic regingitation. there may be

several indications which ])oint to

an aneurysm of the first ])art of

the aorta as Ihe cause of the aortic

incom])etencc :
—

There may be a disliuct bulg-

hig of the thoracic wall invohing
Ihe hrst and second interclumdral

spaces close to the right border of

the sternum.

There may be well-marked

pulsation in the .second right inter-

chondral s])ace and also in the ad-

jacent spaces, according to the size

of the aneurysm, close to the ster-

mun : when not obvious to the

ii;iiid Ihis may sometimes be dc-

Icclcd by the ear laid Hat on the

chest.

In addition to an increase of

the cardiac dullness downwards and
lo the left, there will be dullness in the second right space close to the sternum.

'I'here may also be some signs of intrathoracic pressure :
—

The right carotid pulse may be weaker than the left.

The face ;ind neck may be dee])ly cyanosed if the aneurysm has extended outwards
and has sicnoscd the su|)erior vena cava, though this is a rare occurrence in this disease

{Fig. (iU, p. ].)?<). There may be a loud systolo-diastolic bruit audible in the second right

space over the superior vena cava, with maximum intensity an inch or more to the right
of the sternmn. The suiierficial veins over the upper part of the right side of the chest in

front may be varicose {Fig. 99), and the direction of the blood-current in them may be from
above downwards, instead of from below upwards.

'I'he riglit brouclms may be .stenosed if the aneurysm projects jjostcriorly. and this leads

to impairment of |)ercnssion note and deficiency in the vesicular nun-nun- over the uijper
lobe of the right lung. The ,r-rays might be used to determine the diagnosis {Fig. 100),

though the aiirtic diastolic bruit shouM ser^•e to distinguish ane\irvsm from new growth.

Fi'j. 99.—ObstriK'tioii to the superior vena cxva by nn aortic

aTieiirysin ; collateml circulation lltrou'^'h tlie distended superlicial veins
of ttie neolc and tliorax.
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A diagnosis <il' aortic iliscasr is iiic(mi|]|(te until the actual cause (if the lesion lias been
determined. It may l)e due to :

—
1. Lesions of llic f 'aires :

—
Acute endooarilltis

FiI)rosis after t'orrncr endocarditis
Infective endocarditis

liie to: Strain (|ierslslent ), SyphilisSclerosis (

Alcohol

Hn|iturc of a segment
t'onucnital malformation.

2. Dildliilioii iif llir Adilii- Iliiiii I'riiiii .li/ciin/sni of Ihijirsl piiiiioii of Die Aoilii.

Lesions of the Valves.

.Utile Endoeiinlilis occurs most frci|Uc:iHy as a complication of acute rheuinatisni,

chorea, or scarlet fe\-cr. 'I'hc indications ol acute inllaunnation of the aortic v.iKcs will he
a systolic murmur in the aortic area, and less connnonly an early diastolic (post-systolic)
murnuir, which first hecoines audible in the third left space close to the left l)order of the

sternum. If the bruits are already present
when the jiatient is first seen, it may be dillicidt

to decide whether they are due to cxisliuu
acute iidlannnation or to fibrosis alter former
inflannuation. They may be noticed to arise

whilst the patient is under treatment in licil

for acute rheumatism, and then llicir acute
nature will be ob\ ions. In cases in which the

bruits arc due to acule aortic endocarditis and
not to permanent fibrosis, tlie jjulsc will ha\c
little of the watcrdianuuer type, the heart will

not be much hypcrtro|>hied. thouLih it may be
dilated from acidc rheumatic toxa-una. and the

bruits will be found, as the days uo by. cithci-

to diminish or increase in intensity, according
as the inflammation of the yahes resoKcs oi-

passes on into permancnl librosis.

Fibrosis I'loni J'revioiis Kiiiloeimlilis.

When aortic disease is due to fibrosis from

previous endocarditis, there will i;cncrally be a

history of attacks of acute rheumatism, chore;',

scarlet fever, or tonsillitis. The diastolic bruit

which indicates the presence of aortic reonrgi-
tation is heard best alonji- the left border of the

sternum, the point of maximum intensity beinu
in the third left intercostal space close to the
left border n\ the stermuri. There will generally be eyidence of orgamc rrjitral disi'asc at
the same time. an<l if mitral stenosis be associated with aortic disease, whether there is a
history of acute rheumatism or not. the valvular lesions may be considered without doubt
to be due to the elfects of former endocarditis. The patients are gen-iallv children (jr

young adults, though a few survive into middle life.

Inleelii-e Kiiiloenrrlilis.— ln this form of endocarditis, in addition to the signs and
symptoms of aortic disease, there may be others, described on p. 134. In some cases bac-
teriological examination of the blood detects such organisms as the Slrejiloeoeeiis pyogenes.
Slaphyloeoeeiis pijogeiies aureus. Mieroeoeens rlieamalieas. I'lieamoeoveas. or others.

Selerosis not due la former Endoenrdilis :
—

Strain.—Persistent strain is an imjiortant factor in the production ^^\ aortic disease.

OeeuiKitions entailing long and continued manual labour, and excessive indidgence in
athletics, may thus lead to incom]ietence. Tlie tendency is not nearly so great, however,
in those who have not had sy])hilis as in those who have : so that sclerosis from strain
alone nnist not be diagnosed unless there be neither a history n<jr evidence <if rheumatism,
chorea, syphilis, or alcoholism.

Si/jiliilis.
—.\ history of syphilis, and any manifestations of this disease in the form i,(

pigmented scars on the legs, body, aiid face, ulceration of the tonune. patches of leukoplakia
° 14

tl

//;/. llHi,—Ski:i-.,'nun of a lar.'i' s.i \n\.u aijiui_\ .-iii < AH'f
( a^iH'iiiliiii: part of tlie aivli of the aort.a ; (B) tratisvei-^e

ar.'h ilis|i|aeed to the left; feC'l i-laviele-s; (Dl ilia-

1'hrai.Mii ; rt) apex- of left ventric-le.— /j'/ /;/, .llfnj ('.

Jorilnii.
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ulceration, scarring, or jjcrforation of the palate, necrosis of the nasal hones, etc., would

point to this disease as the cause, and this conclusion would be strengthened if there were no

previous history of rheiunatisrn, scarlet fever, or chorea. The Wasserinann reaction may
be p(>siti\e. The [latients are nearly always males who ha\e worked liard. and their first

symptoms arc often brought on by some imdue muscular effort which strains the enlarged
heart, or even bursts an atheromatous patch in the diseased valve. L'neommon before forty,

the lesion is met with often enough between forty and fifty ; in many cases the heart has

been passed as normal at forty, whilst at forty-five the aortic regurgitation is extreme.

These patients often suffer from very severe attacks of angina pectoris, to which th<?y are

much more liable than are rheumatic aortic cases.

Alcohol.—The constant use of alcohol raises arterial tension and maj- be followed by
sclerosis. The general appearance of the patient, and the signs described on ]). 72G, would

suggest alcohol as the cause in the absence of any evidence of rheimiatism or sy|)hilis, but

alcoholism without syjthilis leads to dehnite aortic disease less often than it does to a generally

hypertrophied heart, which sooner or later exhibits fibroid or fatty degeneration.

Rupture of a Segment of the Aortic I'alve is a rare occurrence, usually brought about by
Some severe and sudden muscular exertion. The following is a good illustrative case of

aortic regurgitation caused by rupture of a valve segment. A sailor, who had been examined

just previously and passed as sound, was one day pidling on a rope, when suddenly the strain

on it was unexpectedly and much increased. He made a tremendous effort to prevent the

rope sli])ping through his hands, in doing so fainted, and was picked up in an unconscious

condition ; on coming round he was very dyspna'ic, and complained of pain in the pre-
cordial region. When the doctor examined him again he found a well-marked nuisical

early diastolic murmur in the thin! and fourth left intercostal spaces close to the sternum

and came to the conclusion that as his heart sounds were normal before the accident, he

must have ruptured one of the segments of his aortic valve and thus caused the incompetence.
There is always the ))robability of such a valve having been previously the site of sy]jhilitic

atheroma, without bruit, until the extra strain caused a weak spot to give way suddenly.

Congenital JMalfornuitions of the Aortic }'(ilves are extremely rare, and they are to be

diagnosed with great caution.

Dilatation of the Aortic Ring from Aneurysm of the first portion of the Aorta is

nearly always due to sypliilitic atheroma of the aortic walls, and in such a case it will be

]irobable that there is syphilitic disease of the aortic valves themselves also. The dilatation

of the aorta (' fusiform aneurysm ") will be indicated by definite impairment of note in

the second right intercostal space near the sternum : and the a'-rays will confirm it. It will

be next to impossible to assess with any degree of accuracy how much of the aortic regurgi-

tation is due to the dilatation of the ring, and how much is due to the concomitant valve

changes.
2. MlTliAI, Hkglrgitation.

As a result of mitral regurgitation the left auricle becomes dilated and hypertrophied,
the left ventricle dilated and hypertrophied, and later from backward pressure the right
ventricle and auricle may be affected similarly. The chief symptoms are dyspnoea on exer-

tion, palpitation, congestion of the face and lips, cough. ]tossibly lurmoptysis. oedema of

the feet and legs, and later albuminuria, ascites and CTilargement of tlie liver. In the early

stages the ]iulse may be regular, full, and of low tension. When comjiensation begins to

fail, the ])ulse becomes ra]iid. irregular, and intermittent. The cardiac impulse is displaced
downwards and outwards. It may be in the lifth intercostal space in the left nipple line,

or outside it. or in the sixth s))acc outside the nipple line. It is usually diffused, and there

may be e|)igastric ]iulsation. There may be marked bulging of the |)recordial area in

children. A systolic thrill is rare, but it may be felt at the cardiac impulse.
The cardiac dullness is increased outwards and downwards, but also ujiwards and to

the right when the right side is involved.

At the impulse there is a systolic murmur, usually of a l>lowing character, which may
either follow or replace the first sound. It is best heard at the cardiac impulse, but it can

generally be traced outwards into the left axilla, can Mimetimes be heard behind at the

inferior angle of the left scapula, and can also be traced inwards towards the left border

of the sternvnn. The pulmonary second sound is accentuated or reduj)hcated in the second

interspace close to the left border of the sternum.
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WluMi ciiiiiiKTis.il idii I'uils. in u^Mitidii l<i the ubovr there may be :
—

A systolic iiiuriimr. sDl'tt-r than an<l ihllfrfiit in character from that ;it the inipnlse,

over the lower pari ol the sternum and tlie fourth and Hftli left interspaces, due lo tricuspid

regurgitation : o-dcina of the feet. legs, and lower jiart of the body : abdominal distention

from ascites ; enlargement and [julsation of the li\cr : signs of hydrothorax : albuminuria.

.\ diagnosis of mitral regurgitation is incomplcl<' by itself, for it may be due lo diri'crcut

conditions. It is necessary to determine, if possililc. the actual cause of the defect.

Ciiiisi's
i/f Milidl liriiiirgitiiliiiii.

1. Li'siiiiifi of till' Mi' fill I'lilic :
—

.\cute ciidiicarditis I Kihrosis the result of former
Infective endociirditis

| endocarditis.

2. DiUildtiiin. or Il/ipiitiiijtliii iiiid Diliilaliuii. of llir Led f'cntriclf. :t.illiiiiil iiniiiiiir rliiiiigcs

in the Mitral I 'alri- itself :
—

Sceoiulary to aortic disease

Secondary to increased .systemic l)l(>ci(l-pres>>iirc :
~

Clnoiiic Hiight's disease
j

.\rterioselerosis.

'.i. Di^eiise.t of the Mi/iiiiiiiliiiin hinI I'eriiiniliiini :
-

.Myocarditis I'lrKMiditis

Fatty dci;eiieratioii A.lliereiit pericanliuiii.
Fil)rf>id degeneration

4. Ariite Diliiliiliuii of the llenil from :
—

Over-exerliciri Acute felirile diseases
|

.Acute iieplirilis.

Lesions of the Mitral Valve :
-

Aeiile Kiiiloeiirililis. Simple acute endocarditis is not a disease jier se. but occurs as

a complication of some other disorder, especially acute rhevunatism. chorj'a. and scarlet

fever. It sometimes complicates tonsillitis, which is in many instances a manifestation

of rheumatism occurring without any changes in the joints : and in children acute endo-

carditis may be the only indication of an attack of rheumatism. There are no eharaetcristic

symptoms which point to acute endocarditis. If in the course of acute rhcmnatism the

patient complains of a little pali)itation. ])recordial pain, and distress, and it is found
that the heart .lel ioti has increased in ra|)idity without any increase in the joint affection,

endocarditis should be suspected. The temjicrature chart seldom indicates the eom|ilieation.
\X first the position of the cardiac impulse and the heart-sounds remain normal, but if

watched from day to day. en<loearditis having <le\elo])ed. the inijjulse will be foun<l to have
moved oidwards. the lirsl sound becomes prolonged and roughened, then doubled, and in

a few days it is either followed or re|ilaceii by a localized soft blowing systolic murnuu-.
Fibrosis the result of Previous Eiidoeiirilitis.— If acide endocarditis of the mitral \al\es

does not resolve, the valve-Haps become .sclerosed, anil in the later stages even caleilied.

In many eases the circunderence of the orilice is narrowed, so that the \alvc is not oulv

incomi)etenl but also stenosed. .\ diagnosis of librosis alter endeicarditis as the cause of

mitral incompettace may be made if there is a. previous history of acute rheumatism or

chorea, and independently of such a history if tlu'rc is evidence of stenosis as well as rcgurui-
tation. If actual nntral stenosis can be diagnosed with certainty, it nuist be due to fibrosis

from endocarditis, though there may of ecmrse be recent endocarditis as well.

Infeetive Kiidoeiirilitis of the mitral valve suggests itself if there is a mitral bruit, ami
if any of the symptoms and signs mentioned on page .'51- are iiresent at the same time.

Hypertrophy and Dilatation of the Left Ventricle.

Seeotiiliirii to .lortie Disease.—.Aortic disease leads to hypertrophy of the left vciUricle.

followed after a time by dilatation of that cavity and mitral regurgitation. Marked |)ulsa-
tion of the superlicial arteries, a splashing pulse, cajiillaiy ])ulsation. and the systolic and

early diastolic nun-mur at the base of the heart, the former best heard in the second right

space close to the sternum, and the latter in the third left space close to the left border id'

the sternum, would indicate the iiresence of aortic disease. If the patient has suffered from
either rheumatism or chorea, the mitral regurgitation might be due to ]irinuiry endocarditis
of the mitral valve, but if the aortic disease is the result of syphilis, hard work, or aneurysm
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of the livst ))art (if the aorta, then it may be assumed that the mitral rcgurjiitation is tlie

result of secondary dilatation of the left ventricle, and not of primary mitral disease.

Secoiidarfi lo Increased Si/.sleniic Blood-pressure due to Chronic lirisht's Disease.—
Associated with the increased blnod-prcssure of chronic Brishfs disease, the left ventricle

hypertro])hies first, and after a time, when compensation fails, dilates ; mitral regurgitation

follows, and may be succeeded by all the signs of backward pressure, such as a-dema of the

feet and legs, ascites, enlargement of the liver, hydrothorax, hwnioptysis from congestion
or infarction of the lungs, and so forth. A patient presenting such a group of symptoms
may at a first glance be considered to be a case of primary disease of the heart, but a careful

investigation will often enable one to determine that the primary changes have occurred

in the kidneys. The radial artery may be thickened and tortuous, the tension of the ])ulse

higher than in mitral regurgitation from ])rimary heart disease : there may be albuminuric

retinitis and retinal ha-morrhages ; the urine is ^•ariable. for whereas it may formerly have

been abundant, of low specific gravity (1008 to 1012). with only a trace of albumin, heart

failure may lead to its being diminished in amount, of s|iecific gravity 1020 or more, and
albumin may be abundant : microscopical examination, however, will generally reveal

renal tube-casts.

Secondary lo Increased Syslemic Blood-pressure due to Primary Arteriosclerosis.—In this

disease there may be signs of enlargement of the heart, mitral regurgitation, backward

pressure, and a thickening of the arteries, but in contrast to chronic Uright's di.sease the

urine will be of higher specific gravity, and there will be no albiuninuric retinitis. It often

becomes merely a matter of opinion, however, whether a given patient is suffering from

arteriosclerosis or from granular kidney : post-mortem examination may reveal both, or

arteriosclerosis may iiredominatc wlun granular kidney had been diagnosed, and vice versa.

Diseases of the Myocardium and Pericardium.

Myocarditis—Inflanunation of the myocardium is associated most frequently with

either pericarditis or endocarditis, but occasionally it may occur in acute rheumatism as

a primary condition. ] n one form of the disease there is an infiltration of leucocytes between
the nuiscular fibres—interstitial myocarditis : in another form the actual muscle fibres

are involved—]iarenchymatous myocarditis : and there is a third variety which occurs in

py;emia. especially from bone disease, characterized by the formation of abscesses in the

myocardium. The weakened condition of the heart muscle leads to dilatation of the

ventricles, and thus to enlargement of the heart. When accompanied by jieriearditis or

endocarditis, the signs of myocarditis are overshadowed by the symptoms associated with

these other conditions. The diagnosis of myocarditis is therefore a difficult matter. If in

a case of acute rheumatism there is no evidence of either pericarditis or endocarditis, but

there are signs of cardiac failure, a feeble irregular pulse, a good deal of precordial pain and
distress, dyspncra and jjalpitation, a tendency to sudden colla])se, and signs of dilatation

of the left ventricle, with a feeble cardiac im])ulse and a weak first sound, myocarditis may
be suspected.

Fntly Ilccirl.—The heart may be covered with fat (fatty superposition) : fat may
infiltrate between the muscular fibres (fatty infiltration) : the muscle fibres may be

degenerated, losing their striation. and containing fat gramdes (fatty degeneration) ; or all

these conditions may be associated. Fatty degeneration may occur in patches or be general.
Wlien general, the heart becomes enlarged from dilatation as the muscle becomes flabby,

has less contractile force, and is more yielding. It is a condition which may be associated

with general obesity, severe anaemia, wasting diseases such as cancer, phthisis, phosjihorus

poi.soning. and alcoholism. It may be a sequela of .severe attacks of typhoid and other

specific fevers. The symjitoms and signs of the condition are due to the diminished

contractile power of the ventricles which leads to dilatation. The pulse may be small,

feeble, and slow—30 to 40 beats per minute—or it may be frequent and irregular. The
cardiac imi)ulse is very feeble or imperceptible. There may be an increased area of cardiac

dullness from dilatation, and the first sound may be very faint. The patient is usually
feeble and an;cmic, and suffers from faintness or severe syncopal attacks which come on

suddenly and are characterized by coma, convulsive twitching, and stertorous breathing,
ffidema of the legs and venous congestion of the lips and face, which are common in ^•alvula^

disease, arc usually absent. There is dyspntea on exertion, a feeling of coldness and depres-

sion, and a general im])airmcnt of the nutrition of the nuiscles which are soft. Ilabby. and
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(liiniiiislicil ill pnwtr. In >(inn- fast> ;itl:icks of cLinliac
'

astliina
'

in IIr- cailv nKiiiiiriL;

are coniphiinid of. ami in llic later stages of the disease tliere may be I lie\ ne-Stokes

tJreathing. Tlie cliief diaunostie siiriis are the feel)le eardiae ini|)ulse. tlie feel)le pulse, and
the weak lirst sound, assoeiated with dyspmea and attacks of syncope, and the alisericc of

evidence of other causes for the lieart symptoms.
FibriiUI Heart.—Fibroid detjencratioii of the myocardium is usually associated witli

some obstructive lesion of the coronary arteries caused by syphilis. It may be ocnenil.
or rarely localized to the apex of the left ventricle : in the latter case there may l)e

tliinnin'i and wcakeiiin;,' followed by aneurysm of the heart, and then by rupture. It is

one of tlie causes of sudden deatli. 'I'lie most important symptoms are : dyspiuea on
slioht exertion, jialpitation. and precordial [lain. The ](liysical signs are those of dila-

tation of the left ventricle. The pulse is slow, and in late stages feeble and irregular.
There may be severe attacks of angina pect<iris. The diagnosis is more or less a
matter of guesswork. Such signs and symptoms in a patient who has had syjihilis.
but neither acute rheumatism nor chorea, and who has neither aortic disease nor signs
of granular kidney or arteriosclerosis, might be considered indications of this form of

cardiac degeneration.
Prn'riiiililis.—In pericarditis the canliac inijuilsc is usually displaced, and the area

of eai'diac dullness ineieascil. These physical signs may be due to enlargement of the
heart, or to effusion of serous lluid into the pericardial sac. and it is very dilhcult to differen-

tiate between these two condilions. I'.ulargement of the heart due to dilatation is generally
the result of the myocardium being affected as well as the pericarditmi. and the cardiac

impulse is diffused and displaced outwards. If there is an effusion of serous lluid into the

])ericardial sac, it is said that the impulse is displaced iqnvards as well as outwards, so that,

it may be found on a level with, or alxivc and external lo. the left nipple, but this is a very
unreliable sii;n. The dullness is increased laterally and upwards, and when carefully

mapped out it is said to have a triangular shape, with the base on the diaphragm and a
somewhat rounded apex |)ointing towards the left cla\ iele. and reaching to the second
left intercostal space or higher. Percussion, however, is i)uite unable to distinguish between
a pericardial effusion and a much enlarged heart without effusion. The intercostal spaces
are hlled out. and may be almost obliterated, so that the ribs feel much less |)romineiit on
this part of the chest. On auscultation, in addition to a systolic murmur at the impulse
due to mitral incomiietenee from the accompan\ ing dilatation of the left \entricle. a triple

"cantering
"

sound, and perhaps a definite rub. may be heard in some (lart of the precordial
region. es|)ecially near the sternum, independently of respiration, and generally increased
in intensity by firm pressure of the stcthosco|)e. The rub is audible whether effusion is

present or not.

Adhciriil Ptiicairliiim.—.\dhesions between the visceral and parietal layers of the

|)ericardium are found frc(iuently post mortem when they had never been suspected during
life. Sometimes, however, they are associated with chronic mediastinitis, or what should
more correctly be termed mediastinal fibrosis, the outer surface of the pericardial sai

becoming adherent to the thoracic wall and to ailjaeent structures. This condition usually
leads to considerable hypcrtroiihy and dilatation of the heart. There may be markc<l

bulging of the jirccordial area to the left of the sternum. The cardiac imijulse may be seen
not only in the sixth space outside tlie left nijjple line, but also in the hfth. fourth, and third
left spaces, and the pulsation may extend in these spaces from the left border of the sternum
to the left nipiile line, or even outside that line. The imjiulse has a curious wavy character,
and it may be noticed tli;il coincident witli the impulse in the sixth space there may be
a systolic retraction of the sjjaces above, or of the lower ribs below and outside the cardiac
area, best seen when the patient lies over to the other side with his left arm raised above his

head. If the heart is adherent to the diaphragm, there may be a systolic retraction of the
eleventh and twelfth ribs on the left side behind. Some cases of adherent pericardium of
this type exhibit <lilatation of the siiiierlicial \eins in the precordial area. Diastolic collapse
of the cervical veins is said to occur also. On rolling the patient from side to side it is found
in many cases that the cardiac impulse remains nearly in the same position, not altering
so much as it does in health under similar circumstances. Tlie hand placed over the heart

may feel a diastolic shock or rebound, which is regarded by some as a characteristic sign
of the condition. On auscultation there niav be a svstolie muniiur at the apex, indicative
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of iiiitrul rt'f,'iii(;itatiim. and frequently there is also a jtresystolie murmur due to a relative

stenosis of the mitral orifice.

There is also a therapeutie sign whieh may lielp in doubtful eases. Mitral regurffitation

in young people, if due simply to fibrosis of the valve after endocarditis, will usually improve
under treatment by rest in bed and the administration of appropriate doses of digitalis.

Where the mitral regurgitation, however, is associated with adherent pericardium, similar

treatment lias little effect, and very slight, if any. imi)rovemciit follows. If. in a young
l)ers()n who is presumal)ly rheumatic, the size of the heart and tlie symptoms are not easily

aecountalde for by the extent of valvular disease suggested by the bruits, the patient

probaf)ly lias adherent pericardium with mediastinal fibrosis. The diagnosis, therefore, is

guessed at rather than made.

Acute Dilatation of the Heart.

From (h'er-r.rerlioii.—Acute dilatation may result from over-exertion. For exam])le.
if a man who has l)ecn run down from excessive mental work, and in conse(iuence is in poor
condition or bad training, takes a holiday, and attem])ts the ascent of a mountain or engages
in some violent form of exercise, his heart is very liable to give way under the strain. The
chief indication of such an occurrence will be a feeling of pain, distress, and discomfort in

the region of the heart, dyspncea. and i)aIpitation. The pulse will be rapid, weak, and

irregular. The cardiac impulse will be displaced outwards. diHuse. weak and undulating
in character, and although a maximum jjoint of the impulse may be visible, it cannot be

located clearly fjy palpation. There will be epigastric pulsation, the cardiac dullness will

be increased outwards, and the first sound will be feeble, redu])licated, or re])laced by a soft

blowing systolic murmvir.

From Acute Speci/ic Fevers.—Similar signs and sym|>toms. especially weakness of the

first sound, occurring in the course of dijihtheria. typhoid fever, typhus, scarlet fever,

erysipelas, and other fevers, would ))oint to dilatation of the heart in conse(|uence of the

toxa-mia producing loss of tone in the cardiac muscle from parenchymatous degeneration.

:i. ."VliTKRlOSCI.EROSIS AND GraNLI.AR KiDNEV (seC p. li).

4. Alcoholism.

Patients who have been addicted to alcoliolism arc lial)le to enlargenuiit of the heart.

It is a cause of wliich the im])Ortance is fre(|uently overlooked. The usual signs of hyper-

trophy and dilatation may be present, with mitral and tricuspifl incom|)ctence and signs of

backward ])rcssure. The enlargement may l)e considerable. At a post-mortem examination
it is by no means imusual to find the heart weigliing as much as from 'JO to .'iO ounces. Tlie

valves are healthy, the aorta normal, and evidence of arteriosclerosis and granular kidney
is absent. Alcoholism may be suspected as the cause of enlargement of the lieart where
there is no evidence of primary valvular disease, adherent pericardium, arteriosclerosis,

or chronic Brighfs disease. Other signs of alcoholism may also be present (p. 726).

5. LONG-CONTINIED OVER-EXERTION

produces hypertrophy of the ventricles ; for a considerable period there may be no symptoms,
but after a time, when com|)ensation fails owing to the hyjiertrophy being insullicient to

continue the excessive work, dilatation is ])roduced, and mitral incompetence and signs
of Ijackward pressure ensue. The subjects of this form of enlargement of the heart are

usually either middle-aged men who are roliust and healthy in apitearance, but have had
to follow for many years a laborious occujiation entailing severe manual labour, or else

young men of good ]ihysi(|ue who have indulged in excessive athletic exercises, such as

rowing, football, boxing, and running, often with insuHicient ])reliminary training. At
first, palpitation, dyspntra, and irregular cardiac action are noticed. Later the ventricles

dilate and the mitral \ahes become incompetent, and all the signs of backward pressure

may follow. Knlargement of the heart from this cause is much more liable to occur where
the patient is accustomed to take a considerable amount of alcohol. .\s a cause of enlarge-
ment of the heart it should not be diagnosed until primary valvular disease, granular kidney,
and arteri<isclerosis can be cxcluiled.
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G. Exopii iiiAi.Mic (JoiTiir,.

Ill this disease, moderate enhiriiemeiit of the Iieart. as shown l)y the ilisphiceiiient
outwards of tlie eardiae iiu|>ulse anil the inereased area of eardiac dullness, is eomnion, and
is probably the result of the lonu-eontinued increased rapidity of eardiae action. It is rarely,
however, the most prominent sii;n of the disease. It is distin<fuished from other forms of

enlargement by the presence of tachycardia—the pulse-rate in a well-marked case varying
between 120 and 100, or being even higher tlian this —the marked pulsation of the carotids

and other superficial arteries, the exophthalmos, the enlargement anil pulsation of the

thyroid gland, the line tremor of the extremities, the loss of weight, tlie excitability, and
tlie pigmentation of the skin of the eyelids. There is very often a loud blowing systolic bruit

in the pulmonary area, less often one at the impulse, but frequentiv one over the thvroid

gland. Certain signs associated with the names of von (iraefc, Stellwag, and i\Ioel)ius

are not of the least \ahic in making the diagnosis.

7. CoNGKNirvi. IIeakt Disease.

When there is a patent intervcntriculai- septum there m ly be considerable enlargement
of the heart from hypertrophy and dilatation of both ventricles. It is rrci|uently associated
with some narrowing of the pulmonary orifice. In addition to the svniptoms common to

most forms of congenital Iieart disease, viz.. cyanosis, clubbinu .if the finger.-, and toes.

dyspna-a. and polycythiemia.the cardiac impulse will be ilisplaeed downwards and outwards,
there will be epigastric pulsation. ]>erhaps a prolonged systolic thrill, best felt over the third

left intercostal space close to the sternum, an increased area of cardiac dullness in all direc-

tions, and a loud systolic murmur al the base of the heart, the iioint of maximum intensitv

being the third or fourth left intercoslal space close to the left border of the sternum. It is

often very dillicult to say whether the lesion is pulmonary stenosis or patent interventricular

.septum. .\ well-marked thrill is associated more constantly with the former than with the

latter, but the point of maximum intensity of the murmur produced by |)iilmonarv stenosis
is in the seconil left space, close to the left liorder of the sternum, whereas in patent inter-

\entriciilar septum the murmur is loudest lower down.

ENLARGEMENT OF THE RIGHT VENTRICLE.

When the enlargement of the heart is due to li\ pertrophy or dilatation of the right
ventricle, the cardiac impulse is displaced outwards more than downwards, there is frei(iientlv
well-marked epigastric ])ul.sation, and the dullness is inereased ujiwards and to the right
rather than to the left. The causes of enlargement of the right ventricle are as follows :

—
1. Diseases of the Left Side of the Heart:—

.Mitral stenosis

.\ll the eiiiiilitiniis wliieli eaiisi- eiitar;;eiin.-iit nt tile left ventricle (p. 20(j).

2. Diseases of the Lung :
—

Fibroid Iiiii^'

Clironie hnmeliitis anil enipliysenia.

:!. Diseases of the Right Side of the Heart :
—

Congenital putiiioiiary stenosis

Piilnionary ineompetenec : (i) Due to ililat:iliiiii ol llir piiinumaiv artery;
(ii| Due to inlrrtive emliii-arditis of tlir piiliiiiinarv \alve.

1. Diseases ok Tin; Left Side (if itie HEAiir.

Mitral Stenosis. This is a common and most important cause of enlargement ol the

right ventricle. The obstruction to the Mow of blood from the left auricle into the left

ventricle leads to hypertrophy and dilatation of the left auricle, passive congestion of tin-

lungs, red and brown induration of these organs, thickening dilatation and atheroma of the
branches of the pulmonary arteries in the lungs as a result of the increased tension in these
vessels. ,\ll these changes increase the amount of work to be jjcrformed by the right side
of the heart, and are responsible for the hyjiertropliy of the right ventricle, by which
means compensation may be maintained for some time. When the right ventricle dilates,
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coinpensation fails. In the early stages the j)ulse shows little vaiiati<in from tlie normal.
and there may be no obvious symptoms jjointinij to the existenee of mitral stenosis. In more
advaneed phases the piiLse beeomes rapid, small, and irregular. The cardiae im])ulse is

displaeed outwards, and ])ulsation ooeurs in the e[)igastrium and in the third, fourth, and
fifth intereostal spaces elose to the sternum. On plaeing the palm of the hand over the

region of the cardiac impulse and the adjacent fourth and fifth intercostal spaces, a diaracter-

istic thrill may be felt. It usually has a curious rough grating (|uality. It is diastolic in

rliythm, and may be felt to terminate suddenly in a sharp shock which is synchronous with

the apex beat. The dullness is increased upwards from the third left rib to the second,
or even higher ; it extends well to the right of the sternum, but it does not reach far to the

left, though in a few cases it extends to the left nipple line, even when mitral stenosis is the

only lesion present. The more the dullness extends to the left, however, the less likely is

the diagnosis of mitral stenosis alone to be correct. At or just inside the cardiac impulse,
a loud, rough, rumbling, vibrating bruit may be heard, which rims up to, and is continuous

with, a loud, accentuated, slajjping first sound, which may or may not l)e followed by a

systolic nnirnuir. This characteristic bruit may occupy tile whole of the diastole, and may
commence with a doubling of the second sound. It increases in intensity until it finally

ends in the loud first .sound. It may, however, be shorter, and commence in the middle or

latter part of diastole. It is usually termed presystolic, as it runs up to and is continuous

with the first sound. The other abnormal signs to which mitral stenosis may give rise arc

described on pages r3 and 64.

All the Conditions which cause Enlargement of the Left Ventricle.—Wlienever

com|)ensation l)cgins to fail in cases of mitral regurgitation from any cause, aortic disease,

enlargement of the left ventricle from chronic Bright's disease, arteriosclerosis, alcoholism,
or other causes discussed above, and there is backward ))ressure through the lungs, hyper-

trophy of the right ventricle serves to maintain eomjjensation for a time. The increase in

the size of the right ventricle would be indicated by the advent of epigastric pulsation and
a further increase of the dullness to the right of the sternum, but the diagnosis of its cause

would rest upon data already discussed under the heading of mitral regurgitation (see p.

210).

2. Diseases of tue Lung.

Fibroid Lung gives rise to symptoms and |)hysical signs so characteristic that there

is rarely any ililliculty in making a diagnosis. The hypertrophy of the right ventricle is of

secondary importance, and docs not become manifest until late in the disease. The retraction

of the lung draws the heart over towards the affected side, and in consequence of the

displaced cardiac impulse and the increased area of pulsation, it may appear to be much
larger than it really is. When the right lung is affected, there may be well-marked epigastric

[julsation. and the cardiac impulse may be to the right of the sternum in the fifth intercostal

space, the maximum (loint being in some cases as far out as the right nipple line. When
the left lung is affected, the heart may be pulled over towards the left, so that the cardiac

im]iulse is situated in the anterior, or even in the mid-axillary line. In consecjuence of the

shrinking of the lung, more of the anterior surface of the heart will lie in contact with the

thoracic wall, and there may be therefore an increased area of visible pulsation in the second,

third, or fourth intercostal space. In addition to displacement of the cardiae impulse, there

is diminution in the size and decrease in the movement of the affected side of the chest,

the shoulder is drawn down, the spine curved with the concavity towards the affected side
;

there is increased tactile vocal fremitus. im[)airment of note on percussion, and possibly
a cracked-pot soimd ; and, should there be dilated bronchial tubes, there are cavernous

or amphoric breathing, bronchophony, pectoriloquy, and loud crackling rales. With the

exec|)tiou of eompensaf<iry em|)hysenia. there may be no sign of disease in the other lung,
a point which helps to distinguisli this conditif)n from phthisis. The chief symptoms are

chronic cough, dyspna'a, abiuidant expectoration on rising in the morning, the sputum
often being fntid on aeeoinit of the bronchiectasis so frequently associated with fibroid lung.
The patient may be well nourished and show no signs of lo.ss of flesh. Haemoptysis occurs

occasionally, but no tubercle bacilli will be found in the sputum. There is often extreme

clubbing of the fingers.

Chronic Bronchitis and Emphysema may so increase the volume of the lungs that
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tliev cover tlic aiitcridr siirl'iiff of flic lu;irt cdniplotely : rciiis((|iii-iilly the eardiac impulse

may l)e invisible, the siipeiHeial oaniiae iliiHness diminished or absent, and the lieart sounds

faint or even inandible. In these circumstanees it is not an easy matter to diagnose enlarye-

nient of the heart. Shonid there l)e liihilation of tlie rii^ht ventriek- as well as hypertrophy,
and also tricuspid reifin'uitation. a systolic minimn' may be heard over the lower part of the

sternum and in the fourth and tilth left intercostal spac-es close to the sternum, and <edenia

of the lens, ascites, cnlarf^cmcnt of the liver, and albinninuria may also be present. If, in

addition, there are siijns of pulmonary emphysema, viz., the cubical chest, wide epiijastric

auiile. incrc.ised tactile Mxal fremitus, hyper-resonant percussion note, diminished area

of hejiatic and cardiac dullness, increased voice sounds, diminished vesicular imirmur with

prolonjiation of the expiratory sound, with or without non-consonatinji rales and rhonchi,

and if there are no indications of fibrosis of the hiart \alves from former endocarditis,

chronic Briuht's disease, or primary arteriosclerosis, enlarijemcnt of the heart with failme

of compensation as a result of chronic bronchitis and emphysema may l)e diaf^nosed.

3. DiSE.\SKS OF Till: Hjc.ut Siiik oi tui; IIi'aut.

Pulmonary Stenosis.—This is the commonest form of eoni;enital heart disease. In

addition to cyanosis, clubbinu of the finjicrs and toes, polycythicmia, dyspno'a. and siijus

of hy|)ertrophy of the rii;ht \cntrick'. there is usually a well-marked systolic thrill over the

second left intercostal space close to the stermun. and a loud, roujjh systolic nnn-nuir in the

.same ]iosition. The nuuMimr is no( transmitted to the carotids in the neck, as is that of

•lortie stenosis.

Pulmonary incompetence.—Tliis lesion may be associated with connenit.HJ pulmonary
stenosis, or may be due to infective endocarditis (especially <;onococcal), but by far the

commonest cause is functional incompetence from dilatation of the ))ulmonary artery and

orifice secondary lo tlu' hii;li tension ]m)duced in the |>ulmonary circulation by mitral

stenosis. It may be dillieult to distin<;iiish from aortic regurgitation ; the early diastolic

bruit of pulmonary incompetence is most audible, however, in the third and fourth left

intercostal spaces midway between the left nipple line and the left border of the sternum,

whereas in aortic disease the diastolic bruit is usually heard best in the third left space close

to the left border of the sternum. The \isiblc pulsation of the superlicial arteries, and the

collapsing pulse, which are so characteristic of aortic incompetence, are not jircscrit in

cases of pulmonary incompetence. Ihilnii i'muli.

ENLARGEMENT OF THE KIDNEY. (See Kii.nkv, KNi.AU(n:MKNT ok, p. :5.V2.)

ENLARGEMENT OF THE LIVER.-(.See I.ivkh. Kni.akof.mi-.nts ok tuk. p. lUiC.)

ENLARGEMENT OF THE LYMPHATIC GLANDS. (See LYMPiivric (iiANo

Kni,aim;i,\ii;n r. p. ;!T().)

ENLARGEMENT OF THE SALIVARY GLANDS (See SwiiiLi.NG oi the Sai ivakv

Glands, p. iWM).

ENLARGEMENT OF THE SPLEEN. (See Splkkn, ICm.ahcj-mknt ok, p, (i-J8.)

ENLARGEMENT OF THE THYROID GLAND. (See Thyuoid (;[am. Km akge-

MEM, p. Tl'l.l

ENOPHTHALMOS (or Retraction of the EyebalD.^This may occur: (i) In

v.asting diseases ; (2) In paralysis of the cervical sympathetic : (."5) In various congenital

affections.

The cnophthalmos in icii>^liii<i iliscnufs is due to the absorption of the orbital fat,

and the diagnosis as regards the eye i)resents no dillieulty.

Enophthalmos due to jiaialiisi.-: of the ccnicnl sijitij>iilluiir is always associated with

the other well-defined .symptoms of this condition, namely, diminution in the size of the

palpebral aperture, constriction of the pupil, and absence of sweating and lilushing on the

paralyzed side. The pupil is constricted owing to the jiarnlysis of the dilator librcs. the

pui)il therefore not dilating in a feeljle lii;ht.
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In certain congcm'.al rase-; there is well-marked retraction associated with defective

or irregular movements of the affected eyeball. The ocular muscles are. as a rule, inserted

much farther hack in the sclerotic than is normally the case. The condition appears to

be due to the absence or defective insertion of the extrinsic muscles of the eye. and may
be recoi;nized by its existence since birth. Herbert L. Kason.

ENURESIS occurs almost exclusively in children, and although most frequently
confined to the night, it may occur in the day. It must be distinguished from incontinence

of urine : the patient has usually full control of micturition during the day. although some-
times the desire to urinate must be satisfied (piickly or a little dribbling may take place.
The child completely empties the bladder, often without waking, once or several times

during tlie niglit. The bladder need not be ((uitc filled for micturition to occur, for it

takes place in the early hours of the night.
Enuresis is often accompanied, and may be caused, by slight affections, such as

phimosis, balanitis, small urinary meatus, vulvitis, constipation, or intestinal worms, the

correction of which remedies the trouble, but in other cases there seems nothing to promote
the excitability of the detrusor muscle. It is cured not infrequently by an operation for

the removal of enlarged tonsils and adenoid growths, or after the administration of small

doses of thyroid extract. It has been stated that the condition is due to faulty

development or deficient innervation of the sphincter muscle, or to spasm of the

detrusor : but this is difficult to prove. If the sphincter muscle were paralyzed or

deficient, there wouhl be true incontinence of urine, whereas this is not so, and the

children are often of good development and health. It is probable that the infantile

condition in which the detrusor muscle holds the mastery over the sphincter persists,

a relative disparity between the innervation of the two sets of muscles allowing the

detrusor, which normally is held in cheek by the spliincter, to overcome the compara^
tively weak action of the latter. When enuresis persists throughout childhood, it may
disappear at puberty, when the prostate gland enlarges and strengthens the action of

the sphincteric ap])aratus.
It is important to exclude both pyelitis, phosphaturia, and oxaluria before a diagnosis

of simple enuresis is made. In either case nocturnal micturition may be the chief

symptom ; microscojiical examination of the centrifugalizcd (lei)osit will detect the pus
cells or the excess of calcium oxalate crystals, and a bacteriological examination of a

specimen of urine passed directly into a sterile bottle or obtained by a catheter should be

made in order to diagnose or exclude coli baeilluria (p. 69).

In most cases no source of irritation, alteration in the urine, or disease of the bladder

can be found. The child is nervous and sensitive from a feeling of shame due to attempts

by the parent to cure the trouble by punishment. In some the enuresis may accompany
a minor epileptic attack, in which case there may be longer intervals than is usual in simple
enuresis, or there may be a history of epilepsy, insanity, or other ner%"e trouble in the

parent. /?. //. Jocehin Snan.

EOSINOPHILIA denotes a relative increase in the coarsely granular cosinophile cells

of the blood (Plate II. Fig. L. p 22) ; it is determined by preparing blood films and making
a differential leucocyte count. Normally, the coar.sely granular cosinophile cells vary
from to 2 per cent : the point at which eosinophilia begins is quite arbitrary ; but one

may say that although it is unusual, under perfectly healthy conditions, to find more than

2 per cent of these cells in the differential count, they should reach 5 per cent or more
before the term et>sinoijhilia is applied to the condition. It is probable that some normal

people have upwards of 5 per cent t)f these cells, but beyond this point they are nearly

always pathological.

One may divide the causes of eosino])hilia under main headings as follows :
—

1. Conditions in which Eosinophilia is slight, inconstant, and of little diagnostic

significance :
—

Post-febrile states, after :
—

.Scarlet fever .'Vcute articular rheumatism Varicella

Pneiuiionia Measles Malaria.
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AITiiticiiis (if till' iKiiK'-inarrow :
—

SpltiKinuMlullury lcnkii-mi;i Hickcts I Osteomalacia
Sarcoma ot Ixiiic Osteomyelitis I

Addison's disease.

From certain chemicals, jiarticularly eunplior, siil|ilmr(l(cil livdroyen.

In ovarian maladies.

(;< iiorrlioa.

Duriiii; the positive staj;e of tuberculin reaction.

Some cases of malignant disease. es|)ecially when there are metastases—carcinoma,

lymphosarcoma.

2. Conditions in which Eosinophilia may be marked.

((/). Sjm.'iiiioilii' .tslliniii.

{It). Ccrtaitl Sl^hi Diseases, more parlicularly the hullons dermatoses :
—

t'emplii^us Dermatitis lierpetil'orrnis (l)illi- Her|ies iris, or erythema iris

I'Irytliema bullnsMrn ring's disease) Herpes <;estationis

Hydroa

It is mucii rartr in other cases of skin disease, hut is noted oL'casionally in psoriasis.
eczema, an I exceptionilly in some other affections of the skin.

(('). Certain Panisilie .Ifjecliiins. parlicularly:—
Ankylostt)mum dun Botluioeephahis latiis

|

Filaria saiifiuiiiis liominis
denalc T;enia solium Trichina spiralis

Hilliar/.ia hicniatohla TaTiia medioeaiiellata

It is nuich less constant, and indeed ''cuerallv absent, in cases of :
—

Asearis luml)ricoi<!es
I Oxyuris vermieiilaris

Trieliiicephaliis dispar |

Pediculus capitis
Pcdieulus piiliis

Pediculus corporis
Acarus seahiei

The list above almost s])eaks for itself, and litth' discussion is needed. Xonc of tiie

conditi(ms named is necessarily associated with eosinophilia. but the coarselv jiranular

eosinojihile cells often reacli a figure between '> and 1,5 per cent in the differential count
in many of tlie diseases that come imdcr headinf;s (a). (Ii). and (c). whilst sometimes durini,'

paroxysmal astlima they may reach 2,5. ")(). or even more per cent, and they are often ()\cr

20 ]ier cent in the severer forms of parasitic (hsease. Tlic eosinophilia of leukainia has
often had stress laid upon it in text-books, but as a matter of fact, althouf^h the coarsely
granular eosinophile C'clls |)er cubic millimetre of l)lood may be considerablv above the
normal along with all the other corpuscles, yet when reduced to ])ercentai;es in the differ-

ential leucf)cyte count, the eosinophile corpuscles seldom lunuber m<pre than 2 or :> jier

cent of all the white cells ])re.sent.

The \aluc of eosinophilia in discriminatinu' between urtilicial bleb-formation and a
true buUnas dernialosis is mentioned in the article upon 1Uli..e (]). !((>).

The dilliculty sometimes present in decidinji whether in a "ivcii tase the lesion is

primary emi)hysema and bronchitis, or primary astlima succeeded by emphvsema and
bronchitis, is discussed on page 5;5.5 : and the value of eosinophilia in discriminating
l)Ctween truly asthmatic cases and those which simulate asthma but are really cardiac,

renal, or broncliitic. is there referred to. It should be noted that tie eosinojjhilia is not
confined to the blood, being jjresent also in the cells in the sputum ; it occurs during the

paroxysms of asthma, and rapidly disappears in the intervals.

When a patient is suffering from an obscure form of amemia. and when the bl I al

the same time exhibits considerable eosinophilia. the latter may sometimes be the first

suggestion that there is a serious parnsitie infeetinn in the case, and careful examination
of the faces or urine for the parasites themselves or for their ova. with the administration
of anthelmintic drugs, may then be resorted to for confirmation of the diagnosis (see

Para.sites, Intestinal. ]). ")1!)). Persons who have been resident in the trojjies are more
liable to unsuspected infection of this kind than are others. Herbert Freneli.
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EPIPHORA, or oveillow of the tears, may be due to (1) Increased secretion : (2) The

puncta hiclirfimiiUu not being in close apposition to the Slobe ; (3) Obstruction of tlic lachr/imal

canaliciili or duct.

1. The most famiUar cause of epiphora due to increased secretion of tears is the act

of iceeping, in which the flow is due to psychical stimuli. Epiphora may also occur in the

lachrymation caused by conjiinctiviiis, corneal ulcers, and other inflammatory affections

of the eye (p. 231).

2. Tears only find their way down tlie canaliculi by capillary attraction, the puncta

lachrymalia being a])plied closely to the surface of the globe. In facial paraliisis. owing
to the failure of the orbicularis palpebrarum muscle, the lids are no longer braced u]) against

the eye. and the lower lid droops away from the globe. The tears collect in the sulcus

thus formed, and run over on to the cheek. The condition is easily diagnosed by tlie

inatiility to close the eye entirely, either by passive or active movements. In cases of

chronic marginal blepharitis, hypertrophy of the lid-edge and the conjunctiva results in a

slight eversion or ectropion. The punctum lachrymale of the lower lid is no longer in

apposition with the eye, and epiphora follows, causing continual moisture of the edge of

the lids and aggravation of the original condition. Cicatricial ectropion from burns, injury,

scleroderniia, or Inpits of the cheek may also result in epiphora ; and so may severe proptosis

(see Exophthalmos, p. 229). resulting from tumours or inflammation at the back of the

orl)it. or from (Jraves's disease.

3. The lachrymal ducts may be congenitidlij otislructed. The obstruction is usually

unilateral, and is due to a plug or septum of imcanalized epithelium situated in the lower

part of the duct. The epiphora is as a rule not evident till the seventh or eighth day, at

which period the infant first begins to shed tears, and owing to the suppuration of the tears

collected in the lachrymal sac the malady may be mistaken for a chronic conjunctivitis.

The unilateral nature of the affection, and the presence of tears or pus in the sac, are the

diagnostic signs, and the obstruction may generally be cured by a single probing of the

duct through the dilated but uncut canaliculus. Congenital absence of one or both canaliculi

has been recorded. Stenosis of the lachrymal duct may also occur as the result of catarrhal

congestion of the mucous membrane, or from some organic obstruction, due to cicatrizidion

following abscess in the lachrymal sac or necrosis of the bones forming the walls of the duct.

The diagnosis can only be made by syringing through the canaliculi : in catarrhal obstruc-

tion, fluid can usually be forced into the nose, but in organic stricture it is returned through
the other canaliculus. In such cases the stenosis can be relieved by the passage of a probe,

after slitting the lower or upper canaliculus, or by various operations, which are now on

their trial, for the formation of a |)crnianent direct opening from the lachrymal sac into

the nasal cavity.
Excision of the lachrymal sac for chronic suppuration is always followed by epi|)hora,

but this condition may often be preferable to the discomfort caused V)y recurrent lachrymal
abscess and to the risk of corneal ulcer with hypopyon.

Injury to the duct or canaliculus may also cause permanent epiphora, llcrlirri L. Eason.

EPISTAXIS -rliiniirrhagia. or bleeding from the nose, may be due to local or general

causes, or to a combination of both. In many cases it occurs sitontancously and no cause

can be indicated.

Local Causes.

Injurji.
—.V blow, fracture of the base of the skull, a foreign body in the nose, operation

on the nose, violent coughing, sneezing or nose-blowing, nose-picking.
Ulceration.—Traumatic, syphilitic, malignant, tuberculous, leprous.
Nao Croivth.—Adenoid growths, polypi, fibroma, angioma, malignant disease.

J'aricosH/i of the J'eins of the nasal mucosa : multiple hereditary telangiectases.

Acute Infective Inflammation.—Severe catarrh, diphtheria, scarlet fever, influenza.

General Causes.

High .Irlcrial lilood-pressurc. such as obtains in granular kidney and chronic renal

disease, arteriosclerosis, gout, cirrhosis of the liver, lieart-disease.

High Venous 1!hod-pressure in bronchitis, emphysema, dilatation of the right heart ;

in cerebral congestion, when blood passes from the superior longitudinal sinus by an

emissary vein going through the foramen cteciim to the nasal mucosa : in
" determination

of blood to the head
"

: in schoolboys and children after taking violent exercise.
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Alhiiil ('(iiiiUliiius of the liliKiil.— HiriiHi{ihili;i. ]H'riiicii>us aiwiiiia, iiiirpiirii. scurvy,
Icukniiiiii. rlilorosis, juuiiilirc. Jind IIk- onset (it ;uutc s|K(ilic IVvcrs. |>articuliuly tntcric,

scarlet fever, and measles.

Alliriitiiiiis ill Aliiiiisiiliiric I'lissiirc.— Mountaineerinij. diviiit;. caisson disease. «

Epistaxis of Obscure Origin, often attributed to (onuestion. and oeeurrinjj :
— In

eliildhood : at (lubcrty. especially in t;irls ; as the alleijcd vicarious menstruation: as

the result of sexual irritation in cither sex : in women at the meno|iaust-.
In some cases the blood issues from both nostrils : in the majority, particularly when

the cause of the bleeding is local, from one only. But it must be remembered that nose-

bleeding may occur without any blood coming from the anterior nares ; if the patient
is lying down the effused blood runs down the sides or llo.ir of the nose, passing through
the posterior nares and entering the nasopharynx : when this occurs the ijaticnt may
cough and spit it up. when hanuiptysis will be obscrvetl : il. on the other hand, he swallows
the blood, he may vomit it later, when ha'matemesis will take place. In the not
uncommon instances in which cither of these events occurs from epistaxis. careful encpiiry
should sullice to make the diagnosis clear : but it should not be forgotten that either

ha'matemesis or h:cnin|]tysis may indicate nulliiiig more serious than :iu attack of nose-

lilecfliuL'

In every case of epistaxis. the history of the attack should be gone into carefully.
Particular cniiuiry should be made as to any sort of trauma that might aecouni lor it.

and also as to the occurrence of previous attacks (jf nose-bleeding. More important still

is a careful examination of the local conditions of the nose, with use of a nasal s|)ecnlnm
to dilate the nares. and of a mirror and lamp to secure a good illumination. In many eases

the lilecding point can Ije seen, whether the luemorrhage be arterial or venous, the so-

called
"

seat of election
'

of e])istaxis being a small and perhaps ulcerated s])ot on the

cartilage of the septum not far from its junction with the ethmoid and vomer. In other

instances no such bleeding point can be seen, the blood oo/ing from the nnieous membrane
generally. The urine should br tested for albumin and the arterial blood-pressure iricasuicd

instrumcntallv.

Recurrent Epistaxis at irregular intervals is likely to be due to some local cause.

For cxaniijle. a small ulcer on the septum nasi, due i)erhaps to injury in the first instance,

may scab over from time to time Init never heal satisfactorily : a eomi)aratively trilling

nijury, such as that occasioned by blowing the no.sc. may sutlice to detach the scab,

epistaxis following. Malignant disease of or about the nose, and also adenoid vegetations,
often give rise to repeated nose-bleeding. Kpistaxis has been a prominent sym])tom in

the rare liereditary disease in which numerous friable telangiectases appear al)out the

surfaces of the body and on mucous membranes.
Considerable aid in diagnosing the probable cause of an epistaxis is afforded by the

age of the patient. In iiifdiicji. the cause is likely to be local injury by a fall, a foreign

body, the habit of nose-picking, or syphilitic disease of the nasal bones. In rliil/llinmi.

falls and blows on the nose are common, the temptation to insert foreign bodies up the

nose still asserts itself, adenoid growths in the nasoiiharynx are connnon : and general
causes such as heart-disease, diseases of the blood, or obscure conditions of local congestion,

may exist and account for the onset of epistaxis. About the age of ]>iili<iti/ nose-bleeding

may occur in either sex. and jiarticularly in girls, not only in consc(|uence f>t the causes

enumerated already, but also spontaneously. In the healthy, or apparently healthy,

young adiitl. almost any of the list of local an<l general causes may account for nose-

bleeding : diagnosis here nuist rest upon the results of the examination into the local

conditions of the nose, and tlie general state of the organs of the body. In the old. on the

other hand, and in middle-aged patients of ])lethoric habit, high blood-pressure with or

without general arterial disease is the most imjjortant cause of epistaxis : it may be a

natural remedy for the plethora from which such ijersons suffer, and not iid'rci|nently does
relieve them from such symptoms as a sense of fullness and congestion of the head, tinnitus

aurium, or the apijcarance of flashes of light or nuisca- \olitaiites before the eyes. In

other instances, it may serve as a warning, drawing attention to the aljnormally high blood-

liressure and to the chronic interstitial nc|)hritis or arteriosclerosis that underlies it.

./. ./. J,:,-ISI,ikr.

ERUCTATIONS. (See Fi.ati lkme. p. •_>!(): anil IlKAitTBi UN. jj. 2!)fi.)
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ERUPTIONS, BULLOUS, VESICULAR, Etc.—(Sec Buil.k, Vesicles, Etc.)

ERYTHEMA signifies a patlmlogical reddening of tlie skin from vascular liyijencniia,

the redness disappearing on pressure, to return wlicn the pressure is removed. Tliere is no

strict line at whicli one can say mere redness of the skin ends and actual erythema begins.

For instance. Flushing (p. 241) would hardly merit the term erythema in some cases,

though it would in others ; clinically, however, there is .seldom difficulty in deciding what is

(Tvthcma and what is not. It may be local or general, and may be due to many causes,

incluiling the following:
—

1. Drugs.

{)i). E.i'leititil Applicdlioiin. hichidiiig (ill Huhcjdcicnts :—
TuriK-utine Jlineral acids

Poultices Alkalies

Mustard plasters .Alcohol and alcoholic ]>repar-
Ammonia at ions

Croton oil Clirysarobin
Cantliaridcs Oil of cade

Capsicum Strong mercurials

Carbolic acid Iodoform

Arnica
Mcsotan

Mctliyl-salieylie acid

Certain soai)s

-V-ray dermatitis
liailiuni applications.

(b). Medicines liikoi by Ihe JMoiilli :—
Copiiilia
Cnl)cl>s

.Sandalwocd oil

Bclhulonna

Atropine
Salicylates

.Vs]iirin

Sulplional
Veronal

Trional
Chloral
Chloral hydrate
Uiityl chloral hydrate
Chloralaniide

Antipyrin
Arsenic

Quinine
Boric acid

((). Therapeutic Agents injeclcd Ili/podertniealli/ :
—

Xornial horse serum .Antistieptocciceiis scrum

Antidiplitlieritic
scrum

.\iiti-antlirax scrum

.Antitetanic serum

Antipncuniococcus scrum
Saharsan

Rhubarb
Benzoic acid

Mercury
Bromides
Iodides

Pilocarpine
\'alcrian

Chlorate of jiotasb

Neosalvarsai'.

.Atoxyl
Sodium eacodvlate.

(</). Tlieiopciitie .Agents injected per liectum :
—

So:i]i and water cncmata
[

(Jtlier i iicniata

'_'. Erythema Artefactum (Malingering).

:5. Irritants affecting Workers at Certain Trades, in which they liave to handle or

come in contact with crvthema-produciui; substances, such as :

Turpentine
Varnish
.\nilinc dyes
\'olatilc oils

Scents

Fishermen handling jelly-tisli.

sea eats, weevers and other
Tar products [lisli

Resins
\'aiiilin

Satin-wfiod sawdust
Leaves of Primula obconica
Leaves of Rhus toxicodendron
.Juice of knot-grass (Poly-

goiuun aviculare)

4. After Operations sometimes, perhaps tlie result of tlie ana-sthetic.

5. Extremes of Heat or Cold :
—

faytlicnia solarc
| Erythema ab igne | Erytlienui a frigorc

T). Around Inflammatory Foci, such as :
—

0\er any abscess as it ncars the surface—appendicular, mastoid, dental,

hepatic, axillary, inguinal, a jiointing e!n];yema, and so on.

Round supcrlicial intlanimatinns of the skin, such as boils, carbuncles, furuncles,

maliiinant jiustules, and so on ; or as ]>art of other skin lesions, such as eczema,

lupus erytliematosus, urticaria, rinuworm, tinea versicolor, er\-thema iris,

liydrcia, erythema nodosum, pldebitis. cellulitis, lymphangitis.

7. As part of a General Illness, in which other symptoms are likely to be even more

prominent :—
Cerebrospinal mcuin- I'touLaine poisoning I Leprosy

gitis .Malaria Dengue.
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8. As a Prominent Symptom of a Disease wliicli

svIll|)t(lm^ at till- tinu-.

(ii). l.iicdiizcil Kri/lhiitifi

l^r\'si|K'las

Siii;ill-]inx
(;<)iit

I*'rytlir(nii(l;ilL;i;i

Hayi'.:iinrs disi-asf

(/(). (iencralized Kiiitlictiiii

Scarlet (ever

Measles
(Jerinaii measles

I'Niiirth
'

ilisease

I'jrythenia iriiluratiini (Ha/.iii':

<iisease)

Polymyositis
Trichinosis
Hat-liitc lever

Acute rlieumatism
Parasitic toxa'iiiias,

Hyilatid ilisease

'raj)e\\nrm

I'rom

Generalized Erythema without obvious cause :-

Kr\ tluaiia sinij»K-\ I l-aytlicma iHiilt iluriiie

may ikiI [ircsciit ullicr

1'ellai.ra

Meiiic's disease

An*^i<nu'urotie (I'licnia.

I'ilariasis

'rrypaiiosomiasis.
Snake bite

l^rvtlicma e\ruliati\ urn

sen scarjatiniloT'nic.

In arriviiis; at the cause of erythema in any (larticiilar case, the diagnosis is \iry often

obvious when the possibilities are borne in mind. Indeed, many of the conditions men-

tioned in the list abo\e do not re(|uirc any further discussion. The appearance of the part
aflcctcd will often snyiicst that some external application is the cause : vesiculation may
result from almost any of the substances which, in weaker sidution. produce erythema

only : tliere is nothinu pathojiriomonic about tlie naked-eye appearances from which to

tell the application used : the history as to what the patient has been applying to the skin

is needed : and if malin-ieriny by surreptitious api)lieation is sns|)ccted. the cessation of

the lesions when the patient is ])laccil under eircumstanees wlure lint her applications are

not possible will conlirm this. One point of im|)ortanee is that the red patches i)rodueed

by carbolii' a<-i(l may be such as to simulate tinea eireinata ; but the absence of spcni-s upon
the hairs remo\c<l Iroin the |iatch when they arc examined microscopically will exclude

this.

Local reaction from the application of ,i-rays on repeated occasions is familiar : it

differs from ,i-ray cancer in that, though the erythcTna ma\- persist for weeks, or may
develop inlci a vesicular eruption (i-r.iy dermatitis en- i-ray burn), which may be very

resistant lo treatment, it ultimately subsides, leaving a brown pigmentcil slain, whereas

.r-ray cancer progresses in spite of cessation of the use of the rays, leads to progressive it

slow destruction of the aU'eetcd parts, and ultlmatel\ belia\cs like an ordinary epithelioma.
liddiiini hiinis arc less comrnon than the\ used to be. because of greater Unowlediic ot

the mcthofls of screening the skin from the eticcts of the su);ertieial rays by means of lead

or silver sheets : but most radium a])plicalions are followc<l by some degree of local reaction,

of which erythema is a prominent leatiMc. for a week or ten days, after which the icaction

subsides rapidly though often followed by local brown pigmentation of the skin.

The i)hcnomcna of .seiuiii reaclioiis are familiar : the elTcets are due to the scrum

itself rather than to the antitoxin it contains, and they form part of what is known as

anaphylaxis. 'I'lu' inji-ction of am foreign proteid into the system is followed by chemical

reactions in the body antagonistic to the injected proteid. and when these reactions are at

their heiglit the body is extra-sensitive (anaphylactic) to a further injection of tlie same

foreign proteid. In the case of horse-serum this state of anaphylaxis reaehe.s its heiglit

about eight or nine days after the original injection : it is at this time that the .symptoms
of • sennn disea.'^e

"

show themselves clinically. The ]iaticnt begins to ache all over, with

more or less acute pains in the back and limbs, sometimes referred particularly to

the joints : lieadaehe is usual, and there may be vomiting ; the temjrerature rises moder-

ately, the tongue is loated. and a])])etite fails : at the same time a blotchy red eruption

appears upon the skin, sometimes universally. Init generally with maximmn intensity round

the site of the inoculation. There is intense itching, the patient may nut be able to sleep,

and may not lia\e enough fingers to scratch himself with. The erujjtion is scjmetimcs a

pure lutiearia, but tpiite as often generalized erythema preponderates, with nuiltiple urti-

earial wheals amongst the erythema. Vesication is inieommon. These symptoms last

but a da\ in mild cases,- two, three or even four davs in others. '['Iiev nearly always
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subside spontaneously, but in a few instances tlie serum reaetion has been so intense as to

prove fatal.

Tlie erythema whieh sometimes follows the injection of sniviir.sdii, nciifidlcarsaii,

alo.ri/l. or siidiiini c(u<i<bil(ite may be severe for a time, but it is usually transient, and it

only devclo])s in a small minority of cases. It is probably due to the arsenic which is

present in relatively high proportions in organic combination in these drugs.
The erytliema that may follow cnemata is generally universal, and for the time being

the patient looks very much as if he had scarlet fever. Indeed, the physician may be

unable at the moment to make sure that it is not scarlatina, especially if the case is febrile

already. The erythema disappears in about twenty-four hours or less, is not accompanied
bv vomiting, sore throat, or albuminuria, and is not followed by des<|uamation. Tlie fact

that it has followed directly after the administration of an enema is the main jxiint in the

diagnosis.

Erythema due to the various trade causes mentioned inider Grouj) 3 in the above

list may not be relegated to its correct cause unless the nature of the jiatienfs occupa-
tion is fully understood : but a general indication which is common to all this group of

erythemata is that the patient does not suffer when he is away from his work, but

gets recurrences when he returns to his old surroundings. The same applies to the effects

of certain garden and hot-house plants, though here the source of the irritant may escape

diagnosis unless the possibility is borne in mind ; particularly in the case of persons living

in liouses upon wliich liliiis tojcicodendron is growing in place of ampelopsis as a Virginia

creeper. Knot-grdss is a conuiion weed in some districts, but it is not likely to produce

erythema unless tlie jiatient has recently been indulging in extensive weeding operations
in tlie garden.

Tlie slings oj jcUfi-Jisli are familiar tn bathers as will as to fishermen. an<l in addition

to intense itching and irritation, acute oedema may result and generalized erythema and

urticaria. The skin eruption may not be confined to the part actually stung by the jelly-

fish, for sometimes after a latent period of from twelve to twenty-four hours there may be

a generalized erythematous eruption although the jelly-fish sting may have been purely
local. It is not so much the small, flat, gelatinous jelly-fish that are the worst offenders in

this respect, as the much larger ones with long red streamers.

The effects of being pricked by the sjiines on the gills or fins of certain fish, es)>eeially

sca-cals and xvecvcr Ji.ih, arc familiar to most fishermen : in addition to acute irritation of

the skin, with or without urticaria, there may be intense swelling, vomiting, headache, and

a feeling of such illness that the patient may be confined to bed in a temporarily serious

condition for several days. Sometimes, indeed, the local spot which has been pricked may
fester and remain a sore for many months.

Most of the trade irritants are apt to go further than the production of erythema, an

acute vesicular dermatitis being even commoner as the result of irritants mentioned on

page 222.

Little need he said aljoul the erythema following u\nm iipfiiilidiis. or that which follows

upon crtrcnics of Itciit or cold. Local erythema. especiall\- of the feet, was \cry common

amongst those who had to man the trenches in the Great War : in most instances it stopped
short of actual frost-bite with gangrene, but the erythema persisted for weeks or months,

accompanied by swelling, and great local pain and consequent limping gait.

One need not discuss from the point of view of the erythema itself the reddening that

may be associated with al>scess formation, phlebitis, cellulitis, lymphangitis, etc., men-

tioned in Group G in the above list. The diagnosis is indicated by other symptoms that

will be present.
PtdtiKiiiic pois(i>iiii<i is characterized much more by acute vomiting, accom])anied or

followed by se\cre recurrent diarrhtea, than it is by erythema : but in some cases in which

erythema is a prominent feature it may make the diagnosis less easy than when it is absent.

When a single patient is attacked, the nature of the condition may be dillicult to dCLcrniine

unless enquiry into the previous dietary shows that some particular food likely to produce

ptomaine poisoning has been partaken of ; the erytliema generally conies on either at once

or else twenty-four hours or more after the food in question. It is noteworthy that precisely

similar erythema may result in some cases from the ingestion of foods which do not

make other p<'rsons ill at all. in which res|)eot there are personal idiosyncrasies to crab.
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strawhcrrii"^, anil iiCfiisiimally (11 otlici- (|iiilf Dnliiiarv (oii.ls wliicli tiic |]aliiiit can iic\cr

take witliDUt suttVrinn from crvHu-nia or urtit-aria. or l)nlh.

In rcicl'i-osjihuil iiiriiingilis gonorali/.cil erythema is only one oC main' iiossil)Ii- sUJn

ernptions ; herpes faeialis is much commoner, and a vesienlar erupticjii on the trunk anrl

Hinbs is mure usual than one which is jjurely erythematous. Most eharaeteristie ot aM.

liowever. are purpuric spots, varying in size from mere peteeliia- to relati\ely large purple
blotches, though this purpura develops in less than half tlie eases : at the same time th<a-e

will in most cases be sonmolenee. headache, green vomit, ami pyrexia to indicate the nature
of tlic malady, the diaynosis of which is confirmed by lindiiig meningoeocci after lumbar

])uncturc.
In iiKiliiiid acute erythema is not common ; llic patient will generally give a charac-

teristic history of recurrent rigors with intervals ol' perfect health, and lie will have lived

or be li\ing in a malarial district : iKcnialo/.ija (I'liilc \'l. p. :!•_') will be looked for in llie

bkiod.

Lcproti/ is discussed on page It):!, and (Iciigiic on page 400 : paleliy erytlicma is

almost constant in the latter, but is not so frecjuent in the former.

The main characters of <acli of tlu' \arious diseases that may be associated with local-

ized erythema mentioned in tJroup JS (a) in the list above, are described in other parts
of this volume : rn/sipcltis on page 07 I- : smaU-pox on page .500 : cii/llinniiil/ilsid on page
2.50 : l{ii!iiiiiiiit'\ r//.s((;sr on page 2.50 : ciiillirmit indiirdtiim. or Bazin"s disease, on page
4(1 1 : jxil/tiii/idsilis and lntlii)nisis on pai;c Kit ; and riit-hilc fever on page 508.

J'll/d'^ni. rare though it is in this country, has now been recognized in so nianv
individual patients and in such \arious parts of (neat Hritain. that it merits sj)ccial

Fill. mi. -•IVmiicr.itiirc .liurl iif tli.' Ii-t live wwlcs of an ..xarertjatioTi ui i.i-II i.Ta m a ,is.. nhlrli invurn-il in tin- suiillj
ui Krii,'l,iii<]. Tlio iKilit-nt liaii l...'(.'ii ill. witli t'eviT. for sovi-ri w.-i-k-- ht-lon- la- was ailmilli-ii fu liosj.Uul.

mention, for although it is nuieh commoner in other eouidries. csi)cr>ially Italy, it seems

likely that it woidd be diagnosed correctly, and more olten. if its chief eharaclers were more
familiar. The malady is one of months or years as a rule, and a certain proportion of the
cases recover. The disease starts as a rule with acute gastro-intestinal disturbances in the
form of nausea, vomiting, and diarrhiea. which last is generally severe and sometimes intra.-t-

able. .Vcute ptomaine ])f)isoning may be sinndated at this stage: but the diarrlnea. which
is seldom absent, persists in a way that will exclude ptom:iine poisoning, whilst at the same
time there is generally a remarkable soreness of the mouth and tongue and considerable

salivation, such as does not accompany ptomaine poisonini;. .Such an attack may subside,
to recur after an interval of days or weeks, and sooner or later ncr\-ous symptoms of a
serious nature are added. These nerve sym|)tonis may take the form simjily of progressive
weakness, but more often they may simulate some gross intracranial change on account of

the severity of headache with vomiting and giddiness, semi-eonia. and even, in exce])tional
c.ises. optic neuritis or ojjtie atrophy. Hallucinations are conuiion, and not a few of the

patients become actually insane, though this does not happen as a rule until the disease
has been present for some time. During exacerbations there may be pyrexia, sometimes
of long duration {Fig. 101). though generally not of severe degree. The two chief groups
of sym])tonis which call attention to the seriousness of the jjatient's illness in its earlier

stages are the gastro-intestinal on the one hand, and the cerebral upon the other. If either
of the.se were present alone the correct diagnosis would |)robably never strike one, but the
characteristic feature which may very likely call one's attention to the nature of the case,
rare though the condition is. are the changes in the skin. .\ few days, weeks, or months
after the lirst onset there develops on the backs of the hands a remarkable discoloration

D 15
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which, at first red and erythematous, presently becomes more piifmented. so as to resemble

a condition of extreme sunburn. The .skin soon becomes not pnly dark but thickened and

rough, and presently also cracks or fissures may occur and desquamation follows. Such
an attack of erythema of the dorsal surface of the hands may subside, to recur again after

an interval, and it may then spread to the face or other parts, remaining nearly always

symmetrical (Plate IX), There is a well-defined line of demarcation between the

erythematous or pigmented ))arts and the normal skin immediately above it. It is by
these skin changes that tlie disease is recognized, and it is generally u])on looking back
over the history that one realizes that the jirevious cerebral or gastro-intestinal
attacks were ]3art of the same malady. Cases ha\e been recorded in jiatients who ha\e
never been out of London, whilst in some village districts in Hamiishire and in some

parts of Scotland several consecutive cases have been recognized in the same valley,
and there is a belief, not yet proved, that the disease is microbic, and spread by infection

from water derived from particular soil : though there is an alternative theory that it is

a malady of diet, pellagra having been attributed to maize in much the same way that

beri-beri is to decorticated rice.

Both Meige's disease and (iiigioneurotie cedemii are characterized by oedema rather

than by erythema in the great majority of cases (p. 411) ; in each of these two conditions,

however, which are doubtless in their primary pathology related to one another, both being
functional disorders of the vasomotor system, the patient is liable to acute attacks associ-

ated with vomiting, possibly diarrhoea, malaise, generalized backache and limb pains,

pyrexia amounting to 101" or 102° F., and acute erythematous eruptions which may be

localized or general. The erythema is very similar to that of erysipelas, especially when
the attack is localized, and it is more than probable tliat when the first attack occurs

erysipelas will be diagnosed. The attack may last a day or two. or a week, and
then subside either completely, or, in Meige"s disease particularly, there may be a tempo-
rary or even ])ennanent increase in the localized a-dema. The exact nature of such an

attack may escape recognition until familiarity with them is established by their recurrence

in the same jjaticnt at intervals of months or years, each subsequent attack being very
similar to the one before ; another point which may assist the diagnosis even in a first

attack is the occurrence of similar pyrexial and erythematous bouts in other members of

the same family, for both Meige's disease and angioneurotic oedema are familial disorders.

The erytheniata due to parasitic toxaemia, especially to hydatid disease, tapcivorm

infection, filariasis and tri/panosomiasis may sometimes be extreme, and in a case of

severe erythema witli constitutional symptoms in which no apparent cause can be found,

examination of the faeces for tai)eworm ova should not be omitted. In some cases of

hydatid disease, generalized erythema has been the first symptom to draw attention to

the fact that anything was wrong, but to attribute such erythema to hydatid infection

would be exceedingly difiicult unless upon physical examination some evidence of a cyst
in the liver, in the peritoneum, or elsewhere could be found. If the possibility were

suspected, but no confirmatory signs discovered, an additional test is the specific hydatid
serum reaction, for which blood can be taken from the patient, as in testing the

Wassermann reaction, and sent to a siiecial laboratory for examination. If there were

acute erythema from hydatid disease, the hyilatid would almost certainly be active and the

patient's blood sermn would give a ])ositive hydatid precipitin reaction : wliilst Eosinoi'UIli.v

{]). 218) woul<l ]»robably In- pronounced also. The erythema of filariasis and of trypanoso-
miasis may occur early in the infection : tlie nature of the malady would be pro\ed by
the discovery of filaria embryos {Plate XXVIII, Fig. F. p. (Hi), or of trypanosomes (Plate

XXVIII, Fig. G. p. 614) in the patient's blood, though the nature of the infection would
first be suggested by the history of residence in countries in which one or other of these

parasites is prevalent.
There remain for discussion erythema simplex, erythema multiforme, erythema

exfoliativum sen scarlatiniforme : scarlet fever
; German measles :

• fourth '

disease ;

and the erythema of acute rheumatism. When erythema due to any of these causes is

met with, the main object in the diagnosis will lie to either recognize or exclude searlet fever.

It will be found in iiractice that it is sometimes quite impossible to be certain whether a

given generalized erythema is that of scarlet fever or not. So nuich a matter of o])inion

may it he that even at a consultation between the highest physicians some will consider
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the lesion tn lie Hint of sf:ulet fe\er, (itliers will s;iy tluii in their ciiiiniun it is ccitMiiily not

scarlet fever. The irnportanee of the deeision lies in deridinij wlietlier the jjalienl shniild

be sent tr> a fever liDspital or not. If the condition is not scarlet fever, then by so sending'

the patient to a fever hospital one renders him lialjle to get scarlatina if his erythema is of

some other kind. If, on the other hand, his condition is really one of scarlet fever, and it

is regarded as non-scarlatinal from the atvpical eliaraeter of the rash, other individuals

in the housdiold or community may cateli the infection if the patient is treated as suffering

from some otlier forn\ of erythema. The right thing to do under such circumstances is to

isolate the jjatient as though it might be scarlet fever, until the progress of the case and

other eircunistances prove that it is not ; carrying out the isolation in a separate room,

in which the patient himself runs no risk of infection from other scarlatinal east-s. In not

a few such ii\stanees there will be doubt for all time as to whether the ])atient has had

scarlet fever or not : because, esjiecially now-a-days, the scarlatinal rash is sometimes

almost transient and is often atyjjical. The important points to pay attention to are :

the onset of the illness on the day before the rash aiJjjears with vomiting as an early sym-

ptom ; the extreme redness of the throat, fauces, and ])harynx : the coated tongue, perhaps
with red fungiform i)ai)ilhe ])rojecting through the pallor of the fur ; pyrexia of 102' or

lOo" F., which if the case be followed should fall by lysis and reach normal about the end of

the first week if there are no complications such as otorrluea or adenitis ; tender swellings in

the neck : aliscnce of all rash upon the face, forehead, scalp, or behind the cars, associated

with a bright scarlet erythematous eruption all over the trunk and limbs, beginning at the

root of the neck and extending thence downwards. This erythematous eruption will be

found on carefid inspection to he not ])urely erythematous, but an erythema associated

with very line red dots, which show up best if some affected part of the skin is

pressed gently with a glass spatula or mieroseo])e slide, so that after the redness of the

erythema has disai)|)eared by the compression the minute red dots can still in- seen. It is

a 'punctate" erythema. If with these characteristics the ])atient also has a milil degree

of albuminuria, the diagnosis of scarlatina is exceedingly likely : and if after ten days or a

fortnight the characteristic ])eeling develops, starting round small ]>in-|)rick-like foci and

extending thence concentrically away from the central minute hole, the diagnosis is almost

certain. Upon the hands and feet the destiuamation does not have this |)in-hok- type,

the surface epidermis coming off rather in Hakes or easts than in line scales.

One of the most dillicult skin affections to distinguish from true scarlatina is t'ri/llic»iii

scurlaliiiifoniic. which has also been called cn/Z/fC/H^ r.rfolidliviim ; with this, cither at the

same time that the rash appears, or a few hours before it, the patient becomes suddenly
ill, with shivering and loss of appetite, and there may be reddening of the tonsils and fauces,

and a condition of tongue very like the strawberry tongue of scarlet fever, with pyrexia.

Erythema scarlatiniforme is apt to recur in the same i)atient. and the dilliculty of diagnosis

will be nuich less after a second or later attack than it is in a first, but most cases are dia-

gnosed as scarlet fever in their first attack. Owing to the close resemblance between the

two diseases, it is certainly right that such ])atients should be isolated in any case. Two

points of distinction between the two that are worthy of special note are: first, that with

scarlet fever the destiuamation seldom begins before the end of the first week and is usually

not at all marked until even later than this : in erythema scarlatiniforme desquamation,
which may be extreme, generally starts whilst the erythema is still present, often on the

second or third day. and nearly always not later than the third or fourth : and secondly,

that the erythema of scarlet fever may last twelve hours or less, and seldom has a duration

of as much as a week, whilst that of erythema scarlatiniforme may persist for two or three

weeks, or in some eases even for a month or more.

EnjIlicDiii niiillif<iiiii(\ which is one of the erythemata which may l)e classcil as

apparently idiopathic, seeing that no cause is known, is generally distinguished from other

forms by the fu-t that it is very seldom purely erythematous. There are nearly always
vesicles or e\en bnihe at the same time (p. 7,56), whilst scarlet fever au<l the other erythe-
mata we are discussing practically never become vesicular,

Eryllicmii siiiipli-.r. which may also rescml)lc mild scarlet fever, or be mistaken for it,

is perhaps even more liable to be mistaken for mild erysipelas ; it is seldom uni\ersal :

much more often it occurs in local patches. If there are several patches on dilferent ])arts

of the body at the same time, erysipelas would be unlikely, nor is the edge of each red patch
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as nmcli niiscd (ir as sli;iri)Iy (Iclincil as is that of erysipelas ; in additiim to wliieh there

are few if any constitutional symptoms, and little pyrexia or none. Sometimes the patches
come and go over a period of days or weeks, either in the same or in different parts of the

body, and then the term erythema fugax is applied. The diagnosis of erythema simplex
can only be made when the circumstances of the case lead one to exclude all other possi-

bilities, and the main dilliculty will be to be certain that the patient is not having a very
mild and atyjaical attack of scarlet fever. In all such cases ver\- careful watch sliould be

kept u])(in the condition of the urine, lest there should be nephritis really of scarlatinal

origin, which if not looked for in this way may escape detection altogether ; the patient

coming under observation ten or fifteen years later with a Rose-Bradford kidney (p. 11)

arising out of a condition which was so mild as to lie diagn()se<l erythema sim])lex. when
it was really scarlatina.

Acute rheumatism is liable to be associated with various skin eruptions, including not

only subcutaneous nodules (p. 405) and erythema nodosum (p. 404), but also generalized

erythema. Doubt has been expressed as to whether some of the cases in which joint jjains,

transient bruits and erythema have been attributed to acute rheinnatism are really

rheumatic at all: but in the absence of ])roof to the contrary, one must in the meanwhile

allow that the older teaching may be correct, and that acute generalized erythema clo.sely

sinudating scarlet fever may be associated with rheumatic fever. If there are no joint

pains in such a case the diagnosis will be very dillicult. but if there are joint ])ains and

pyrexia, and if both the pyrexia and the joint pains disappear within thirty-six or forty-

eight hours after the administration of salicylate of sodium in appropriate doses, the

probability will be that the patient is suffering from acute rheimiatic erythema. The

erythema itself is of little moment in such cases ; the main point in the case is to eliminate

the possibility of scarlet fever with joint jjains. and if there is doubt it will be better to

treat the |)atient as a possible case of scarlet fever than to assume too readily that the con-

dition is rheimiatic. Sore-throat may be a marked feature in either case.

Tliis leaves for discussion Duasles. (Icrmnn nwiisles. and ^fourth
'

(lisease. Both measles

and German measles are nearly always niacuIo-])apular rather than purely erythematous
as regards the skin eruption, and the rash in both these diseases affects the face and the

neck as much as, and even sooner than, the body or limbs ; whereas in scarlet fever the

actual exanthem does not attack the face at all, though the latter often has a characteristic

appearance of pinkness of the cheeks with pallor round the nose and mouth, the general

tone and appearance having been described as the
"

peach-blossom
'

facies. In measles,

moreover, there will almost certainly have been some constitutinnal symptoms for about

three days before the rash aiijiears, especially running at the eyes and nose simulating a

common cold : in addition to which a very hel|)ful point in differential diagnosis is the

development of Koplik"s s])ots (Plate VIII, p. ITS) within the mouth. These may occur

singly, but more often they are in groups varying in number from two or three to a score

or more, each spot having a pale, almost white, centre, the size of a small pin's

head, surrounded by a deep-red injected periphery ; they are to be expected upon the inner

surface of the cheeks, upon the mucous surface of the lips, and sometimes upon tiie gums,

generally at some little distance from the teeth. They may also develop ujion the mucous
membrane of the soft or hard palate, though here they may be simulated by particles of

milk if care is not taken to see whether or not they are removable by means of a soft brush.

German measles is more apt to simulate scarlet fever than ordinary measles is, and

with (ierman measles there are no Kojilik's spots to help one. The rash, however, if

inspected carefully in diflercnt parts, will generally be found to be a characteristic macular

one somewhere, and it will be found upon the face or forehead, or behind the ears, which

will not be the ca.se with scarlet fever. The constitutional symptoms are generally slight,

even though the rash is very extensive, and a very helpful jioint in diagnosis is the presence

in German measles of generalized enlargement of the lymphatic glands, including not only

those in the neck, axilkt, and groins, but also those in the occipital region. In scarlet fever,

although the glands in the neck may be swollen and very tender, those in the oceijiital

region .and elsewhere are not generally enlarged.
The chief remaining dilliculty is in connection with what has been called 'fourth^

disease. Though this is accej)ted by many observers as being a distinct entity, its exist-

ence is not allowed by all. It has struck many observers, however, that patients who
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hiixx' hfcn known ti) have liml (Ji-rnian nn-aslcs and ordinary measles and searlet fever

definitely in the |)ast, may yet develop an arule erytliematous exanthem wliieh has same

of the eharaeteristies of measles, some of (in- characters of German measles, and some of

the characters of scarlet fever, withont nevertheless being typical of any one of these three.

The malady may spread throunh a school or a household or institution, ami produce shnijar

cluiracteristics in other individuals who. not luuing had scarlet fever or measles before.

if seen by themselves would be diagnosed as sulleiinji from one or other of the three

better known maladies. As. liowever. in such an epidemic it may attack those who have

had scarlet fever before and also those who have had measles before, and those who ha\e

had German measles previou.sly. in addition to those who have had all three before, those who

have had most to do with cases of this kind ineline to the belief that there is a delinite

'fourth disease" distinct from the other three. It is a relatively mild maladx', with some

pyrexia and some constitutional disturbance, but not much of cither, and in all cases there

is a wides|)read erythematous or maculo-crythematous eruption. There are no points

which arc distinctive of the malady, however, and if it exists at all it can only be diagnosed

when circumstances sungest that jjatients are sulTering from it who ought not to be liable

to any one of the three better known exanthems of similar type. The weak point in the

argument is that it is a well-known fact that although German measles, measles, and scarlet

fever protect against subsequent attacks of the same maladies in most individuals, tlu-n-

are some who may have not only two but three or even several separate attacks of either

German measles or measles or scarlet fever : and it is on this account that one cannot say

definitely that there is such a disease at all as tlic fourth
"

disease. Hence its diagnosis in

anv particular instance must necessarily lie one oldpinion only. Ilnhnl Fn-mii-

ERYTHREMIA. (Sec Poi.vcvtu.kmia, p. ,-,;!-_M

ERYTHRASMA. (See Frxcois .\i rixTioxs or Tiii; Skix. ]>. •_>.->!.)

ERYTHROPSIA. (See \lsiox. Dkfkcts of. ]). T()2.)

EXOPHTHALMOS (or Proptosis)—May be bihiteral or unilateral.

Bilateral Exoplithalmos.—Tlie eonunonest cause of this condition is Gravrs's iliseasr.

in which the exophthalmos is associated with other general symptoms, such as tachycardia,

swelling of the thyroid gland, fine tremors, and general nervousness. The eyes arc pushed
forward to a varying extent (Fig- 1 1 t. p. 2;$0), in some cases the jirotrusion being so great

that they cannot any longer be covered entirely by the lids. Tlie protrusion causes the

upper lid to be unusually raised, and the eyes look wide open, giving the patient an expres-

sion of alarm or astonishment (Stellwag"s sign, due to spasm of the levator palpebne

superioris). When the eyes are lowered, the u]iper lids do not descend to the same extent

as the cornea, but leave a broad portion of the sclerotic visible above the cornea (von (Jraefe's

sign). Winking takes place less frecpiently. and convergence of the eyes is sometimes

rendered diflicult (the sign of ^loebius)

Bilateral exophthalmos may also be caused by Ihrombosis of lite cuvcnioiis xiiiii.'icii.

This condition is usually secondary to some furuncle or carbuncle of the skin of the face in

the region of the eye, to orbital cellulitis, or suppuration in the accessory simises of the

nose. It usually starts on one side, and invarialily spreads to both in the later stages of

the attack. The eyes are protruded and fixed, the eyelids are red and engorged, and the

frontal and ophthalmic veins are dilateil and lull. >hivements of the eyes are very litnited,

and there is much swelling and induration of the orbital tissues. In association with the

orbital infiltration there is often some swelling in the region of the mastoid process, owing
to the exit in this region of an emissary vein in coimection with the sinuses that communi-

cate with the two cavernous sinuses. This condition is nearly always fatal, as it is followed

by a suppurative meningitis.

Unilateral Exophthalmos may be due to :
—

(liiiilul cclluhtis l''.X(ist(isis

TfiniiulMisis cittlie eavcruou's siiuii ' Tuljercle

()il>ital ]iciinaitis .Xrterioveiious aneurysm
.Mcriirmncclc and enceplialocelc Distention of tlic accosnry sinuses

(.uniiiKi of tlie nose.

New (iniwtli
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The diagnosis of orhilal reUuUtis and thrombosis of the cavernous sinus presents little

difficulty, owing to the symptoms of acute inflammation that are present, orbital cellulitis

being distinguished from cavernous sinus thrombosis by the fact that it is usually unilateral

and there is no (cdema in the mastoid region.
Orbital periostitis, especially in more chronic cases, may give rise to varying degrees of

proptosis, and in the absence of any obvious thickening of the orbital margins the diagnosis

may be obscure. In any periosteal inflammation of long standing, a skiagram will usually
show a definite increase of density in the affected bone.

Meningoceles and cncephaloceh's may in some cases be diflicult to diagnose from der-

moid cysts. The latter are usually placed anteriorly in the orbit, and do not therefore

cause any proptosis. though they may displace the eyeball. A meningocele usually ]iresents

itself through a gap between the ethmoid and the frontal bones(F/?. 102). and is attaelied to

the bone. An opening may sometimes be found through which the meningocele communi-
cates with the cranial cavity. Meningoceles sometimes pulsate in association with the

arterial and respiratory oscillations. They may also be diminished in size by pressure of

the fingers, as the fluid can be squeezed into the cranial cavity. In many cases an explom-
tory ])uncture is the only means of making a certain diagnosis.

A gumma of the orbit can only be diagnosed
from the patient's general history, evidence of

sjiecific disease elsewhere, a rapid improvement
in the condition after the administration of

salvarsan. mercury, or iodide of potassimn.
and iierhaps a positive Wassermann's serum
reaction.

.\ groiith of the orbit has usually no distinc-

tive feature, and can only be diagnosed by
means of an exploratory operation and the

removal of a portion for microscopical examina-

tion ; but it is to be remembered that tumours
of the optic nerve can usually be diagnosed with

accuracy by the fact that they always jiroduce
some com])ression of the eyeball in the antero-

posterior diameter. Cases of pro])tosis. there-

fore, in wliieli there is increasing hypermetropia
on the affected side, may be ascribed to a

primary tumour of the optic nerve.

Jvory exostoses or osteomata usually arise

from the frontal bone and are attached by a

broad base, so that their removal presents very

great difficulty : the diagnosis depends on their

slow growth and excessive hardness : a skiagram shows their presence with great certainty.

Some eases of tuberculous disease of the orbit may closely simulate orbital cellulitis or

distention of the accessory sinuses of the nose, and the diagnosis can only be made with

certainty after excision of a i)ortion of the infiltrated tissue and a microscopical examina-

tion of the fragment.
An arterial aneurysm is nearly always associated with a i)ulsating exophthalmos, in

which there is i)rotrusion of the eyeball and dilatation of the blood-vessels of the retina,

lids, and con juncti\a. There is distinct pulsation of the eyeball, and a loud blowing murmur
on examination with the stethoseo|)e. Compression of the carotid on the same side dimi-

nishes the inilsation and the sound. The usual cause of arterial aneurysm is the ruptiu'e

of the carotid into the (incrnous sinus as the result of an injury. Rare cases are also seen

of intermittent exophthalmos, which apjiears <jnly at intervals or when the head is depressed.
These are usually due to varicose veins in the orbit not in comnumieation with an artery.

The protrusion of the eyeball in ilihittition of tlie accessorii sinuses of the nose is. as a

rule, less an exophthalmos than a dis|)lacement of the eyeball downwards and outwards.

In dilatation of the frontal sinus there may be some thickening and fullness of the supra-
orbital ridge associated with pain and tenderness over the eyebrow. In dilatation of the

ethmoidal cells there is usually a definite swelling to be felt at the inner side of the orbit.

Fiij. 1(12.—MciiiiiL'ocele iirojectiiiL.' intd the lui- fmi
the anterior |i;irt of tlie b;ise of the skull. {From
ilrairifi'j in 1/u (iorclon M/iscum, Oiiif's Htfapila!.)
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whicli is c•(l^l])^t^sil)l( thdiiuh not distinctly fluid. Dilatation of the sphenoidal sinus is

sometimes aeeonipanied by neuritis or atrophy of the optic nerve. In all cases of proptosis

due to sinus trouble of any duration, there is evidence in the nose of inliainniatioii of these

cavities, the usual svniptoni bcinu the existence of [lolypi or of delinite swellings in the

region of the infundibuluni. Herbert I.. Ewon.

EXPECTORATION. -fSee Sitta, p. (in : and H.kmoptvsis. ]>. -js.-,.)

EXTENSOR PLANTAR REFLEX.—(See B.munski-s .Sicn. |). os.)

EYE, ACUTE INFLAMMATION OF.—Acute inllammation of Ihe eye may be due

to three main types of disease. rmijuiHtivitis, iritis, and glaiitoiiid. The <'haracter of the

inllammation varies with the type of the disease, but certain sym])toms. such iis jiaiii.

ptintnpliobid (intolerance of lis;ht). and Uulirijiiiatinii. are common to all inllammatory condi-

tions, and are therefore of little diaiinostie value.

In coDJiiiictii'itis Hie conjunctival vessels are dilated, briuht red. and injected : they
are freely movable over the subjacent sclerotic, and the injection is most evident in the

equatorial region of the ball of the eye, the circuincorneal portion of the conjunctiva, owing
to its firmer attachment to the sclerotic in this reoion. beinu- relatively paler. The cornea

is usually clear and polished, unless there are corneal ulcers (see below) : the anterior

chamber and iris are normal in ap])carance. the pui)il is black, and the iris active. There

is always more or less secretion of purulent material, which collects at the imier angle of

the palpebral aperture and on the cdiie of the liils. es])ecially after sleep. The eye feels hot

and dry, and owing to the (edema of the inner surface of the lids and the enlargement of the

lym|)hoid follicles, there is a feeling of grittiness as of sand or dust in the eye.

In the ordinary infections or cdlarrttid ophthalmia (" [)ink eye ") the inner conjunctival
surface of the lids is velvety and swollen, but there is little or nf) (edema of the conjunctiva

c(3vering the eyeball. In oolifjrrliual coiijnucliviti.i by contrast, a brawny eedema of the

lids and intense swelling and cedema of the conjunctiva, which i.s raised all round the eorneo-

sclerotic margin (cheinosis). is a prominent symptom. In the earlier stages of the infection,

the discharge is yellow, serous, and blood-stained, but rapidly becomes [)urulent and

extremely profuse. The cornea ulcerates as a rule, its substance apparently melting away
in a characteristic manner, (ionorrhccal ophthalmia of the new born (ophthalmia neona-

torum) exhibits similar symptoms, early and destructive ulceration of the cornea being one

of its most serious comjilications. In folliridiir rnnjiimtivitis the eonjiuictiva, esiiceially

of the lower lids, is studded with small raised lyni|ihoid follicles, which are transparent and

gelatinous in appearance. In Ixftioiini the conjunctiva is also studded with enlarged
follicles, but in this disease they are found particuhirly on the imder surface of the upper
lid and in the upper conjunctival fornix. The follicular enlargement is associated with

considerable thickening and (edema of tlie tissues of the upper lid causing a partial ptosis.

with profuse lachryniation and. in the later stages, with a vascular opacity (paniiiis) of

that jjart of the cornea which is usually covered by the u|)per lid. In the later stages of

trachoma the intiltration is followed by the formation of fibrous tissue, causing bending of

the tarsal fibro-cartilage, entropion, and trichiasis. In plili/clciiiilar aiiijiiiicH-Litis there

are to be .seen one or more roimd yellowish raised masses at the corneo-sclerotic margin
surrounded by a localized area of vascular conjunctiva. In some cases the phlyctenules

may encroach upon the corneal surface, being followed by a trail or leash of eonjvmeti\al
vessels. Chronic cnnJKnctivitis in adults is sometimes characterized by being confined to

the inner and outer angles of the palpebral aperture (angular conjunctivitis), the infection

being due in this case to the diplobacillus of Morax-Axenfcld. In this form of conjunctivitis
the edges (jf the lids as well as the conjimetiva are moist and red. especially at the inner

and outer canthus.

In mcnibniiions CDii/nintiiitis, which may be due either to the diphtheria bacillus or

more conunonly to staphylococci, the under surface of the lids is covered with a yellowish-
white membrane which can be peeled off, leaving a raw bleeding surface.

Corneal ulcers arc always apparent as greyish or white ojjaeities of the cornea over

which the cornea has lost its polish. There may be only inliltration of the cornea, or in

more serious cases actual loss of substance, which may ultimately lead to perforation of

the cornea. In certain cases of corneal ulcer there may be pus in the anterior chamber
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(hyj)opyon). The diagnosis presents no diirnulty, as tlieir existence is always obvious
it the cornea he carefully examined.

In iritis the inflammation of the eye presents rather different characteristics. As the

iris receives its blood supply from the deeper ciliary vessels, the dilatation of these shows a

marked contrast to that of the conjunctival vessels. The injection is most evident in the

circumcorneal region, the equatorial region of the eyeball being paler, and the colour of the

injection being not bright red. but rather of a more dusky or violet character. The cornea

retains its polish, but the aqueous is usually turbid, and there may be actual punctate deposit
of fibrin and leucocytes on the posterior surface of the cornea {keratitis punctata) or a deposit
of pus at the lower part of the anterior chamber between the cornea and the iris (lii/popi/oii).

Owing to the increased vascularity of the iris, and to the exudation into its substance,

its volume is increased and its mobility impaired : hence the pupil is small and sluggish or

inactive. The presence of blood and exudate in the substance of the iris also changes its
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At lii-st (Ik- cliief complaint is (if ;il l:icUs (jT Icrnixirurv obscuralidii (if NJsioii. tlic Mpprar-
iinoi' 111' halos i)i- rainbows rouiirt lights, and nniisiially ra]>i(l iiu-reasc of pri'sliyopia, or lailMir

of acoonnnodation for near vision. Dnriny a mild attack there is often a leelitii; of tension

in the eyes and a dull frontal headaclie in addition to the lo.ss of vision. In severe attacks

the pain is very violent, radiatini; from the eye to the head, the ears, and the teeth, and is

associated with sickness, the latter symptom oftiii causino the condition to be mistaken for

miuraine or sick headache. The lids may be (edematous and the eonjimetiva injected.
The cornea is hazy and amesthetic. the anterior chamber is shalNjw. the iris discoloured.
and the pu|)il dilated and tixed. The eye is hard to the touch and \cr\ tender. \isio?i

fails rajtidly. diminishing in a few hours frorji iioriual to the ban- pcrccplicju of lii;lit. In

the acute stages the optic disc is not visible dxving to the opaeit\- of tiie eornca. a(|Ueous
and vitreous: but ultimately, when the nudia clear, the optic disc will be seen to be white
an<l excavated (I'liilc XX. Fig. v. ]>. US).

Subacute or simple glaucoma, but for its sNnver course and the absence of se\cre

attacks, resembles acute glaucoma.
The importance of discriminating between iritis mihI glaucoma cannot be oNcr -cinplia-

si/.ed : the use of atropine or some siiuMar mydriatic is Wiv siiir i/iiii iiiiii of the liealnKail of

iritis, whilst in glaucoma it is disastrous.

The points which serve to differentiate these three conditions from one another are

sunnuarized in tabular form on page 2.'{2. Ilnh<ii I.. I'lnsmi.

EYE, PAIN IN. (^ Pain in iiii; \\\\.. p. ft.).

EYES, BLACK SPECKS BEFORE THE.—(See Hi.ack Si-ix-ks m-.i-ouK tuk Kvios,

p. 71.)

FACE, SWELLING OF THE.
(See Sw r,i,i,iN(: in rui; Fa(]:. p. (17:!.)

FACE, ULCERATION OF THE.
— (See ! i,ei;i!AiioN lU' inv. Vwi.. ji.

7;sr,.)

FACIAL PARALYSIS. -
(
See

1'aii \l,^•sIs. !' \i I \i.. p. |.;ii .)

FACIES, ABNORMALITIES OF.—The study of the face in health and
disease, while it earmot rcjilace careful

systematic examination of the body as

a whole, may in many cases direct tlu'

experienced observer's attention to thr

most likely field in which to find data
for his diagnosis. Observation and

experience alone (an tt'aeh the student
to detect all the features of a face.

I'hotographs and drawings can only
illustrate the coarse and obvious defects

which arc present when the face is at

rest or when some particular move-
ment is being sustained. The more
subtil- abnormalities of cxijrcssion, the

|ila\ of the emotions, and the response
of the features to intelligence, are often
too tieeting and too mobile to allow of

re|)roduction on [taper, and sometimes
so intangible as to defy any effort to

describe them. Even if the jien of a '"'- )'':-a i.m;.!, .ritm. tu .huu tii. (jn-i,,

skilled aitist could succeed in portray-
ing the passive vacant aspect of a chronic alcoholic, it nuist nece?sarily fail to de
traitorous tremor which hovers about the eorner.-> of his mouth when he opens it to i

pict the

)ruclaim
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Fig. 10^.—ilyxa?dema: 'the character-

istic facies, illustrating the .broadening of

tlie features ami tlie malar flush, (f'om-

pare Fig. 100.) '-•t.-^v

Fui Ktn —llie same patient as Fig. 104,
l're\ lous to the development of myxojdema
iFrum phftlnqraphs kindlu hut hif Dr.

JIale IlVirtf.)

his temperance. The shifty eyes of the drug-taker, the fatuous pkicidity of the patient
with advanced insular sclerosis, the anxious look born of abdominal disease, the explosive

suddenness with which the

victim of double hemi-

|)legia bursts into laughter
or tears, are only a few of

the many familiar and

siriking lessons of the face

which must be seen in real

life if tlieyareto be lerrned

and utilized. On the other

hand, there are facies the

description and illustration

of wliich may serve to im-

jiress their more important
features on the minds of

those to whom they arc not

familiar.

Cretinoid Facies.—
Compared with the general
stunted growth of the rest

of the body, the head is

relatively large. The face is broad and remarkable for thick eyelids, broad flat nose,

thick li])s, and large coarse ears. The mouth is usually ojjcn and cx|)rcssi()nless, the

tongue may be more or less

constantly |)rotruded. and the

chin is ])oorly developed (see

DwAuriSM, p. IcSO). The hair

is scanty and brittle, the skin

coarse, dry, and often almost

yellow. Confirmation of the

diagnosis may be sought in

the dwarfed size of the child,

the pendulous 'frog belly'

(/•'/A'. lOa). and the thick

pads of subcutaneous tissue

espeeially frequent aliove the

clavicles. The lack of mental

development, the slow pulse,

and subnormal temperature

comi)lete the clinical picture.

Mi/jifilcnKildiis Facies.—
Tlie dullcil intelligence of the

patient is betrayed by the apathetic physiognomy {Fig. 104), Fi<>. 105 shows the same

patient previous to the attack. The skin of the myxoedematous face is coarse, dry, and

sallow, witli occasional cyanotic areas over the cheeks. ^

The pufliness of the eyelids may suggest nephritis, but the

subcutaneous tissue is everywhere of firm consistence, and

podgy rather than oedematous. The nose is broadened,

the ears thickened, and the lips so much swollen that

more tlian the usual amount of mucous membrane is

exiiosed. The hair is scanty, receding from the forehead,

and the eyebrows ])oorly marked. Similar conditions of

hair and skin, together with brittle, striated nails, are found

elsewhere. ^Masses of fatty tissue, like those dcscrilicd in

cretins, may be found scattered about the neck and trunk.

The slow speech, the expressionless face, and the general

attitude of the patient may suggest paralysis agitans, but the diagnosis may be made by

/'(;,. lOi'..— I onL'ctiual syiiliihs, sliowiiii^

prominent foreliead and depressed nasal

bridge,
{riiiilo 1,11 Dr. Frii,n,' Sli„rl.)

Fit. 1117,— K.)cies of coni;cnital

syphilis, sliowin'j notched teeth and
sore ,an<rles of the mouth,

tPlwlohij Dr. S. A. K. Tl'iton,)

Fig. 108,—Hutchinsonian notched teeth,

fFrom 1 iitroihiciion to Surgery, Prof,

Rutherford MorLson,)
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Fi,i. 11:1.— I'.xoplitlialmio L'nitiT

(Pli'j/u bii Jlr. S. A. K. Wilsu .)

sliows how a. slight asymmetry in the muscular affections may be resijonsiljle for \ery
different expressions on the two sides of the face.

The Fades of Exophthalmic Goitre.—The facial appear-
ance in Graves's disease depends chiefly upon the

"

stare
'

{Fig. 113). Surprise or fear is suggested by the ])rominence
iif the eyeballs and the retraction of the eyelids. The

degree of exophthalmos varies greatly, and it is not present
in all cases ; sometimes it occurs on one side and not on

the other. Close observation shows that the sclera is visible

I litween the edge of the iris and the eyelids, and that the

usual harmony of movement between the eyeball and the

eyelid is lacking. Normal winking is frequently much
diminished or entirely in abeyance. The surface of the con-

junctiva may be abnormally l)right and glistening, and the

secretion of tears may be excessive. In contrast with the

white of the eyeballs, there is often considerable dark pig-

mentation of the eyelids, which may also be the site of some
aniema. The size of the pupils varies, undue dilatation

occurring only in exceptional cases. A moist skin and a

readiness to Hush may often be remarked in the face.

Tlic Fades of Paralysis Agitatis.
—In this disease a

cardinal sym])tom is muscular rigidity, which affects the

skeletal muscles generally as well as those of the face. The
ocular muscles, however, escape. It is due to this fact that

while the face as a wliole is expressionless,
•

starchy
"

or
• masked '

{Fig. ll-l), the eyes appear to move with natural

or even abnormal rajiidity : for instance, they will turn

in the direction to which the patient desires to look, before

the head has assumed a corresponding position. Frequently
the face has a staring expression, the eyelids being con-

stantly retracted by the tonic spasm of the orbieulares

pal]iebrarinn. An absence of normal winking has been

noted and ascribed to the same cause. In contrast witii the

slow development of facial expression under the inlluencc of

emotion, there is sometimes marked want of control over the

fnlly-develo|)ed emotional movement, and the patient com-

plains that the exuberance of his laughter or tears is entirely

out of proportion to his feelings of merriment or sorrow.

Tabetic Fades.—In a considerable percentage of cases of

locomotor ataxy the appearance of the face is sufficiently

striking, to a close observer, to afford a clue to diagnosis.

The small size or the inequality of the ])upils may first attract

attention. Tlie slight droo])ing of the upi)er eyelids, eoni-

liiued with some wrinkling of the hjrehead {Fig. 115). due to

a et>n\pensating effort on the ])art of the frontalis nniscle,

gives a sad expression. This droo])ing of the eyelid, which

may be termed pscudo-ptosis or hypotonic ptosis, is not due

to any paresis of the levator palpebr.-e superioris. as may be

shown by the raising of the lid when the patient is looking

u]). It really depends on the fact that this muscle, like most

ot the nuiseles of the body, is in a condition of hypotonia.
This allows the action of gravity to assert its influence, with

the result that the lid hangs like a half-raised curtain in

front of the eyeball. In other respects the face may be

normal, but the majority of tabetics have a sallow eom-

])lexion and very little subcutaneous fat. two facts which

contribute to their generally unhealthy aspect. The writer

believes that many victims of this disease exhibit a deficiency of the emotional reflex

I'l'l 111.— Fuel.'- ..t [.,ir:ily^i^ :i_.u:ii

sliowiii;,' tlie lixed :^l;irin^,' exi»rcisioii.

/(>;. 11.-..—T:il..-tic fa.-k~. TlK-iilioto-

t:r;i|jli .-huu.- tItL- (taitial bihireral ]itosLs
and the wriiiklitiirof the forehead, which
contribute to tlie expression of sailrii'^>.

iPlwlo Ini Dr. .S. A. K. Ili/soi.)
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niovciucnls ol llir l;uial muscles. Oiiriiiix (.(.iii\ors;ili(in. tlir play <il their

response to the subject of tlicir talk is not so noticeable as that of healthy indi

Fades of Acromcgidji.
—In the course of acrotiicjialy. chanycs in apjicaraiKv

take ])laee to such a decree that the

patient becomes unrecounizablc by
friends who have known him only
before the onset of his disease. These

chan<.;cs are the result of abnormal

<;nnvth on the i)art of the bony and

subcutaneous tissues in many parts ol'

the body, and especially in the skull

and extremities. The charactcristie

faeies is brouoht about by osseous

hyperplasia of the Irontal ridges, the

mastoid. 7,yi;omatie. malar, and nasal

processes, while the lower jaw is

usually enlarued in all diici-lions.

The i)romiuent. aiehed brows, with

retreating and wrinkled forehead, the

massive nose, the long, thick upper

lip, and the heavy chin (Fig. lUi)

form the most conspicuous features.

The lower set of teeth may project

some distance in front of the upper.
and they are unduly wide apart.
The tongue may be so eidarged as to

keep the mouth open and to display

many fissures an<l indentations as

the result of its jjrcssure against llie

teeth. The increased weight of the

lower ]iart ol' the face tends to make
the head lean forward and perhaps

ultimately to rest u|ioii the steriunn.

In some cases the lower jaw is not

aireeted.and the face may be described

as abnormally square (////«' cdncc).

Fdcics of Mongolian hliorii. -'I h

I'eatuies in

viduals.

fre(piently

Ft'i. \V>.—.Y'-rome^aly.

is faeies is so eharaeteristii- that the diaL;nosis

^^^^^^^^r ^^V
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rendered even broader \>y tlie presence of cpicantlius : tlie eyelids show signs of chronic

blepliaritis ; tlie ears are large and ])itclier-shai)ed : tlie lips are fissured and often left

open to allow a coarse tongue to protrude {Figs. 118. 119) : the forehead is downy, and the

hair of the scalp scanty, wiry, and frequently mouse-

coloured : the complexion is florid and mottled. The

almond-shaped eyes, the jiresence of epicanthus, the

llorid complexion, and the absence of fatty masses

ser\ c to distinguish the Mongolian from the cretinoid

idiot ; in case of doubt the benefit or otherwise of

thyroid treatment may clinch the diagnosis.
Fades of Familial Lenticular Degeneration.

—The
characteristic facies of this disease is only seen in

advanced cases, and may be described as one of fixed

emotion. The slightest attempt to engage in con-

versation may evoke an expression of exaggerated
mirth (Fig. 120) which takes a long time to wear off

and is quite unlike that seen in other diseases of the

nervous system, although perha])s related to the spastic
smile of double hemiplegia. The accompanying photo-

graph also illustrates the tendency to fall to one side

or the other when in the sitting position.

E. Farqiiliar BiiztarJ

-{See Blood per Ant-m. p. 7.j : and Mei,.i;n.\. p. 38.5.)

Fiff. 1-U.—Facies of familial lenticular

degeneration.

F^CES, BLOOD IN.

opening into the bladder cither directly, or through
the medium ot an intervening abscess.

F^CES, FAT IN. -(See Fatty Stools, p. 2:W.)

F/ECES, INCONTINENCE OF.—(See Incontinenck oi- F.ecics. p. aia.)

FAECES, MUCUS IN.— (Sec IMucrs in the Stools, p. ;5!)s.)

FiECES PASSED PER URETHRAM.—Fa-ccs or ficcal fluid arc only passed per
urethram when the bladder is in fistulous communication with some part of the bowel, or

with some fa^culent abscess cavity infected with the Bacillus coli communis. Pneum.\-

TLRi.v (p. 529) is liable to occur at the same time. The chief causes are as follows :
—

Cancer of the bladder opening into the rectum or into some loop of bowel which has

become adherent to the bladder.

Cancer of the rectinii

Cancer of the sigmoiti colon

Cancer of the caecum

Cancer of the uterus opening both into the bladder and into the rectum.

Proctitis and ])eriproctitis leading to the formation of an abscess which o])cns into

the bladder.

Prostatitis and jjrostatic abscess opening into the rectum.

Rectovesical fistula from injury and sloughing, particvdarly after childbirth.

Caseous tubcrcidous disease ojaening both into the bladder and the rectum.

Appendicular abscess opening into the bladder.

An abscess resulting from acute diverticulitis (Telling's disease) opening into the

bladder.

The jjassage of fteces in the urine may be simulated by some cases of very foetid cystitis,

when the bladder has been infected by the Bacillus coli communis.
If the symptom is due to cancer, it matters little which viscus is the ])rimary site by

the time the growth has involved both bladder and bowel. The diagnosis resolves itself,

therefore, into one between malignant conditions on the one hand and non-malignant on

the other. If malignant disease is not obvious, it will nearly always be advisable to resort

to surgical measures in the hope of curing the primary condition—rectal, ap])endicular,

prostatic, or otherwise. The conmionest causes other than malignant are local sloughing
of the parts after labour, and fa-culent a])pcndicular abscess o])ening into the bladder. The

diagnosis will be suggested by the history and conlirmed by local examination or explora-

tion. Herbert French.
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F^CES, PUS IN. -fScc- Pis IN Tin: Stools, j). r,.".)

F;€:CES, SAND IN.--(Sc-c Sand. Intkstinai.. p. .-,!!;».)

F^CES, WORMS IN. -(See Paiiasiiks. lNii;,TiNAr., p. jl-,).)

FAINTING ATTACKS. -(Ser Coma. p. IIT.)

FAT IN URINE. (See Cuvukia. j). lOS )

FATTY STOOLS. All sli,.,ls ei.ntain a litllc fal : many contain more than they
should, the fact bcins iliscovcialjlc on analysis. altlioiii;li it may not he obvious to the un-

aided eye : the relative jiroportions of sajjonilied and of unsaponitied fats may have an

important bearing on the diai;nosis of pancreatic lesion.s (see C',VMMiuiiE"s P.vxcuf..\tic'

Reactiox. p. 100). Fatty stools in which the fat is obvious to the naked eye are rare :

when they do occur they nidicate one of three things : either that enormous ainoimts of fat

are being ingested
—more than can be absorbed by the normal mueos:e : or that the seert-

tions are defective, so that even ordinary amounts of fat remain unabsorbed : or that the

food is being luirried through the alimentary canal so fast that much fat remains undigesti-d.

It is easy to exclude the lirst of these three ])ossibilitics by regulating the diet : the

other two factors generally occur together, and the chief diseases in which fatty stools may
be a prominent feature are :

—
1. Those associated with .severe diarrhoea, especially where the patient may be having

an abundance of milk, as in :
—Typhoid fever : Infantile diarrha-a ; Sprue.

2. Those associated with jaundice, especially where the cause of the latter also i)revents

the pancreatic secretions from entering the duodcninii. such as :
—Chronic pan-

creatitis : Carcinoma of the head of the pancreas : Carcinoma of the duodenum,

including the ampulla of Vatcr.

The diagnosis of C;roup 1 need not be discussed further here, for it will be indicated

by other svm[)toms than the fatt.v stools. The different maladies belonging to Group 2.

on the other hand, may be indicated directly by the fatty condition of the stools. If. for

instance, there is doubt as to whether the patient is suffering from gall-stones obstructing

the eonnuoii bile-duct, or from chronic ])ancreatitis. the occurrence of ]>ale abundant stools

upon the surface of which an iridescent scum of fat is obvious, will be in favour of the latter,

for fat can be digested to a far greater extent without bile l)nt with pancreatic juice than

it can be without the latter. The symptom affords no means of distinguishing inllanuiia-

tion from new growth, however : the distinction between these will depend mainly upon
the duration of the sym])toms

—growth of the pancreas kills within a few months (jf ])roiluc-

ing fatty stools, whilst chronic pancreatitis may continue for years, or even get quite well.

Other points to be on the watch for would be the presence of a tumour, of a dilated gall-

bladder, or of secondary deposits. The age of the patient is seldom nuich help, for neither

disease is connuon before adult life. The distinction between carcinoma of the head of the

pancreas and carcinoma of the ampidla of Vater and <Iuodcnum may be next to impossible
without laparotomy or ])ost-mortem examination : although carcinoma of the head of the

pancreas, rare though it is, is nuich conunoner than new growth starting in the duodenum.
IJnht'rl Fn'Nc/i.

FEVER. (Sec Pviii:xiA. p. .j(>:! and p. .)71 ; and IlM'i'.nrviiiOMA. p. ;5():i.)

FINGER, SORE.—Digital lesions may be erythematous, papular, xesieular, bullous,

pustular, squamous, or ulcerative, representing a long list of cutaneous affections. The

criftlicrndtoun affections which may attack the tuigcrs arc erythema. lu|)us erythematosus,
eczema, urticaria, chilblains, and frostbite : the papiddr. lichen ])lanus and lichen annularis,

pityriasis rubra pilaris, angiokeratoma, eczema, and pajjular syjihilides : the vesicular.

scabies, eheiropom])holyx (dysidrosis), eczema, dermatitis herpetiformis, cliilblains, the

irritation set up by the habitual handling of sugar, or (in washerwomen) l)y immersion in

water containing soda, or by contact with such vegetable irritants as rhus, mustard, thajisia,

the common orange, euealy])tus leaves, arnica, etc. ; the bullous. pem|)higns, epidermolysis

bullosa, dermatitis herpetiformis, scabies, leprosy, and syi)hilis (chielly in infants) : the

l)ustul(ir. seal)ies. boils, whitlow. im|>etigo contagiosa, eczema, and pustular sy|)hilide :
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the sqtKinums. ))soriasis, eczema, ichthyosis, lichen planus, SY])hilis, acanthosis nigricans,

and verruca necrogenica ; the ulcerative, bedsore, chilblains and frostbite, ^r-ray ulcer,

dissection wounds, lupus vulgaris, lupus erythematosus, leprosy, chancre and syphilitic

ulcer, epithelioma, Raynaiid"s disease, diabetic gangrene, trophic ulcer, and scleroderma.

The diagnosis of these various affections will be found under the names of the i)rimary
lesions—])apules. vesicles, etc.—and here it is only necessary to particularize bedsore,

diabetic gangrene, verruca necrogenica and dissection wounds, and chancre. Bedsore on

the fingers is caused Ijy friction between the knuckles and the bedclothes as the patient
raises himself to the sitting ])osition. It begins as erythema, and its significance can hardly
be mistaken, though its ])resence in such a situation may take the nurse by surprise.

I)i<il/elir gnngrene most IVetpiently attacks the toes or other part of the foot : but occasion-

ally it has been observed in the penis, and I liave seen eases in which tiie fingers have been

affected. Post-mortein zvart. or post-mortem pustule, the condition sometimes met with

chiefly on the knuckles and in the interdigital folds in those who have to handle dead bodies,

whether of human beings by mortuary attendants or of the lower animals by butchers and

slaughterers, is a form of tuberculosis, caused l)y infection with living bacilli from the dead

tissue. It is sometimes met witli also in colliers, in whom the site of inoculation is probably
an abrasion received in the handling of coal. The ])ustule. beginning as a flat pa])ule,

dries up an^l forms a scab, which, wlien it falls off. leaves a surface that is made irregidar

by overgrowth of i)apill:e. These grow and become harder, until they form a warty mass.

The avocation of tlie jiaticnt will suggest the true nature of the lesion. Of disseetion

ivourids, consisting of pustules or small abscesses on the site of a ])uncturc or scratch, or of

lymphangitis and cellulitis, which may be followed by py.xmia, the history will supply the

diagnosis. In chanere of the finger, usually met with in midwives, nurses, and medical

men, but occasionally in others, a favourite situation of the sore is at the lateral

nail-groove, and in many eases the lesion first attracts notice as a persistent fissure. If the

sore undergoes induration, and there is general enlargement of glands with the other well-

known secondary symptoms, the diagnosis can no longer be doubtful.

Dairvmaids. milkers, and other farm hands sometimes devek)p acute or chronic sores

u])on their fingers due to emv-pu.r caught from the teats or udders of infected cows, and

such patients may inoculate others who have no work that is connected directly with cows.

The a]>pearances are those of jjcrsistent boils or whitlows, and the diagnosis may be very

diflicult unless the source can be traced. Two other varieties of whitlow may pass entirely

without recognition unless bacteriological methods are resorted to, namely, onychia or

perionychia due to Klebs-Loefllcr bacilli (digital diphtheria) and similar trouble due to

the Bacillus coli communis. Miih-oliii Morris.

FINGERS, CLUBBED.— (See Clibbkd Finc;krs, p. ill.)

FINGERS, DEAD.— (.See Dead Finukrs. \k W>.)

FINGERS, NUMBNESS OF.~(See Sensation. Abnormalities of. ]). G04.)

FITS.—(See Convulsions, p. 148.)

FLATULENCE.— It is important to distinguish between (1) Gastric flatulence, in

which wind is eructated ; and (2) Inlestin<d jlutidence. in which it is passed per anum.

Gastric Flatulence.—Hcfore concluding that excess of gas is being produced in the

stomach, it is necessary to exclude the ixissibility of air-sxalloiving (a'iropliagia. eruclalio

nervosa). This is common, but is apt to be interpreted wrongly. It is met with often in

women about the menopause ; it is also by no means infrequent in young men prone to be

•neurotic' or to exhibit signs of neurasthenia or ])sychasthenia, though otherwise healthy.
Eruetatio nervosa is recognized by the violence of the belching and the excessive amount of

wind expelled. It comes on in attacks both by day and by night, sometimes waking the

patient. If a patient can belch
"

to order," one may conclude with almost perfect cer-

tainty that he is suffering from this form of neurosis ; and by watching him during the

attack one can recognize that he is gulping down air.

True gastric flatulence is present to a greater or less degree in many—one might almost

say in all—forms of gastric disorder. For purposes of diagnosis one must distinguish
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iK'twceii tlie cases in wliicli gas is proiiuced ]>y fi-rnirnliilioii in staifiiatinK ifustric- contents,

ami tliose in wliicli no sucli fernitntation is taking place. In tlic lortiKT tlic stoinacli is

dilated, vomiting is almost certainly present ; if examination of the sjastric contents shows

delay in their transmission, and the iiresence. probably, of sarcina- (^"'i,'. 1-1 ) and yeasts,

one may diagnose pyloric obstruction, either simple or malifinant. In these cases the eructa-

tions are sometimes offensive, revealing the existence of [)Utrefaction in the gastric contents.

Bismuth and .r-ray examination will confirm the delayed emjjtying of the stomach.

Xon-frniinitatii-e flatulence occurs in almost all forms of functional disorder of the

stomach ; but is specially prone to occur in gastric atony. In that case there will be a well-

marked sjilash over the gastric area, even some hours after a meal, but without any evirlence

of actual dilatation of the organ, although there may be some gastroptosis. (See also

Indigkstion. p. :515.) In other forms of gastric <lisorder llatulence is only a minor sym-

ptom, and of little diagnostic value.

Flatulence is also not an imconunon symptom in oniiliiisfuui aj the Ikii^s. and in cases

of ciirdiiic (li.scdsc. especially when due to degeneration of the

heart muscle. In elderly persons these conditions should always
be Icjoked for. In angina, also, flatulence may be a ijrominent

synii)tom. but in that case the attacks tend to come on after

exertion, and are accompanied by the eliaracteristie pain of

angina.
Intestinal Flatulence may be either (intic (see .Mirn^oitisM.

]i. ;!S,S). or cliriiiiii- (intestinal llatuleiiee pidper). In the latter

ca.se it is often attended by colicky pain, which is relieved by
the passage of wind. It is important to note that flatulence is

not a feature of ordinary constipation. When marked, it is sug-

gestive either of chronic obstruction or of intestinal fermentation.

If obstruction be present, coils of intestine undergoing peri-

staltic contraction are often to be .seen, and there is pronounced

eonstii)ation, sometimes alternating with diarrluca. A diagnosis of the exact caM--e of the

obstruction may necessitate the use of the sigmoidoscope, bismuth and the .r-rays, or even

of an exploratory operation. In cases of intestinal fermentation, either consti[)ation or

diarrhica may be |)rescnt. Microscopic examination of the stools is often of help in

elucidating the nature of the fcrnientative process, undigested muscle lilires (protcid

fermentation or putrefaction) or an exc<-ss of starch cells (carbohydrate fermentation)

being seen. (Sec also Di.muukica. p. 170.) Hulurl IliiUliisn-i

t'l't. I -'I.—.Sarcin3 Ventrii'uii.

(.Nri'^liuin imvver of tlif

IIli.-:T;si-0|ii-.)

FLUSHING.—The difference between Hushing and blushing is that the former only

occasionally, the latter invariably, arises from emotion—shyness, shame, and modesty.
.V flush may begin instantaneously in all the parts in which it is felt, or, arising in a lower

region, it may ascend to the head, or, bcgimiing in the head, it may descend to some i)art

of the body, or it may i)ass both upwards and downwards. The sensation varies in severity,

and may be actually painful. The nerve-storm generally ends in a cold stage, though this

may precede the hot stage. The cutaneous symjjtoms may be accomi)anieil or followed

by nausea, \omiting. fainting, a sense of suffocation, nvnnbness, tremors, timiitus. giddiness.

l)al]iitation. paresis. The physical states and conditions from which flushing arises include

menstruation and menstrual irregularities, the climacteric, pregnancy, lactation, chlorosis,

indigestion, feeble circulation, general debility : it may also be an expression of emotion,

may be caused by alcoholic indulgence, or may merge into an epileptic aura. If it becomes

chronic, the skin of the face, especially of the Hush area—the middle third of the face— is

reddened permanently, and the case becomes one of rosacea : sooner or later the superlicial

vessels imdergo dil.atation ; hypersecretion and retention of sebaceous matter follow, and

inflammation may be set up ; the inllammatory process, becoming chronic, may give rise,

especially if the jjatient is much exposed to the weather, to hypertrophic thickening of the

skin of the nose, with lobvdation (rhinophyma).
The condition or habit which is the cause of ro>atea will be deduced from the history,

especially as regards tea, alcohol, and dyspepsia, and from examination of the patient.

Rosacea is distinguished from acne vulgaris by the absence of comedones, the redness of

the affected surface, the limitation of the eruption to the face, the telangiectasis, the

D ](•
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hypertrophy, and by its btinij an affection of middle hfe rather than of puberty. It differs

from lupus cri/tlumatosiis in the absence of scahness and of atrojjhic scarring, in the border

wliich is not raised and shows no signs of active spreachng. and l)y its fluctuations.

Seborrlxeic eczema may be met with in the flush area, l)ut it is usually associated with

seborrhoea capitis, there is no telangiectasis, and the affected surface is oily or scaly. From

tertiary syphilides. rosacea is distinguished by its slow course, its symmetry, the dilatation

of blood-vessels, and the absence of any tendency to ulceration and scarring, or to atrophy.
In syphilis, further, there will be the stigmata or the history of earlier lesions.

Malrohn Morris.

FOOT-DROP.—(See Paraplegi.\, p, 510 : and Pakalvsis of one Extremity

'LowEit), 1). 49(),)

FOOT, ULCERATION OF THE.—(See Ulceration of the Foot, p. 73,5.)

FOREHEAD, ENLARGEMENT OF.— (See Enlargement of the Forehead, p. 203. )

FORGETFULNESS.—(See Amnesia, ],. 19.)

FORMICATION.—(See Pruritus, p. 540.)

FOUL BREATH. -(See Breath. Foulness of the, p, 80.)

FRACTURE, SPONTANEOUS.—Spontaneous fracture signities fracture of a bone

from causes which ordinarily would have been inadequate. Tremendnus muscular efforts

sometimes lead to the breaking of bones without any external violence, but this \ariety
would not be included under the heading of spontaneous fracture if the degree of

muscular effort seemed adequate. A man has been known, for instance, to dive into

shallow water, and in order to bring himself to the surface quickly, and prevent his head

from striking the bottom, he has used his neck muscles so strenuously in bending his head

back as actually to fracture his vertebra'. This fracture is not spontaneous, but due to

excessive muscular exertion. There are three main groups of causes for true spontaneous
fracture, namely, excessive brittleness, or innate lack of strength of the bones—frasililun

ossiuni : general paralysis of the insane : and unsuspected lesions of the bones, ])artieu-

larly myeloid sarcoma, ehloroma, tuberculous caries, or secondary dei)Osits of carcinoma

or sarcoma,

Fragililas Cssium.—When the first fracture occurs in such a patient, there may be

doubt as to the diagnosis ; but when repeated breaking of different bones occurs, in each

case from apparently trivial causes, the diagnosis becomes clear. The undue fragility may
show itself in early life, but more often not until the patient has reached adult stature and

weight. There is a very remarkable familial tyi)e of the disease, in which successive

generations contain some members who have fragile bones amongst others who are healthy :

the latter have white scleroties, whilst those exhibiting fragilitas ossium have sclerotics

that are definitely blue—sometimes even dark blue. Hoth bones and sclerotics lack

part of their proper matrix : the diagnosis is easy, though the cimdition, termed ' blue

scleroties with brittle bones,' is rare.

Two maladies which differ from fragilitas ossium, and yet which may cause undue

bending, or partial or green-stick fracture of bones, are rickets in children, in which disease,

for a time at least, there is excess of preparation for bone formation, but deficiency in com-

pleting the ossifying process, .so that the bones, being unduly soft, not only bend, but also

give way as a green stick would, causing the ])artial or green-stick fracture : and moUilies

ossium, a rather rare affection in this country, though re])orted to be less uncommon in

certain parts of the t'ontinent, notably in the Hhine valley, coming on especially after

pregnancy, and associated with concentric thinning of the bones from the marrow outwards,

so that they eventually consist of a mere shell, which bends with undue ease, and may
sometimes break spontaneously. The relationship to pregnancy may suggest the diagnosis,

and there is no other disease wliieh produces the same degree of pathological softening and

fragility of the bones in adults ;
active rickets is practically confined to young children,

onlv a few cases having been recorded during adolescence and none in adult life.
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SpontaiK'iiiis frai'tiirt's in gfiicnil jKiniliisis of tin- iiisaiic occur, like tlir ;uiral lia'inati.)-

inata of this disease, at a late staj^c- wlun llie patienl is bedridden. Tliey nia\ amuse

suspicion lliat the attendants have hi'en unduly rouuli in tluir liandliuy of the patient ;

but so atrophic do the tissues, and particularly the bones, beeonic, that the latter may
fracture from slijiht and otherwise inadcipiate causes. The diagnosis will have been made
months or more previously, by reason, first, of the mental ehannes of the iiatient, i)articularly
ideas of yrandcur ; and secondly, by the oeeurrence of convulsive seizures after there have
been chauiics in the jiatieiit's mental condition for a loniicr or shorter time. The case is

generally that of a man who has suffered previously from syiihilis. for which treatment
was not very prolonged, and whose business has entailed nuieh mental hard work, and

possibly worry, in a city, tonhrmatory evidence may be obtained, if need be, bv linding

relatively large numbers of small lymjihocytes in the cerebrospinal fluid removed Ijy lumbar

puncture, and Wasscrmamrs serimi reaction for syphilis may be positivi'.

Before eoiuhiding that spontaneous fracture f)f a bone is due either to ncurolrophie
causes, or to fragilitas ossium. it is important to exclude the |iossibilitv of primarv tu'

secondary new ilrdiclli in the affecteil bone, or lubcnuloiis cdrics. It may be that the patient
is already snITering from a bony swelling, such as niyeloi<l sarcoma, before the fracture takes

place, (U- it may be kn(jwn that there is, or has been, a primary growth elsewhere : for

instance, in the pelvis, breast, stomach, or thyroid gland, in which case the spontaneous
fracture of a bone would suggest that a second metastasis has occurred at the site of frac-

ture, eroding the bone until it linally broke from a trivial cause. The chief dilficulties arise,

lirst, when there are no syniptcuns of the primary growth itself, for instance in the ease

of a diffuse carcinoma of the stoniaeh ol the indiarubbcr-bottle type : and secondly, when
the patient is really sulTering from tuljcrculous caries vvho.sc existence has been entirely

unsuspected. .\s an instance, one might mention the ca.se of a woman fifty years of age,
who, seeming to be in ](erfectly robust health, was standing in her kitchen, when her son
entered miexpcetedly, causing her to start suddenly, giving her body a twist at the same
time. This Tuovement was followed inunediately by jiaralysis of l)oth legs, and it seemed
as though the sudden nuiscular exertion had led either to a luemorrhage or to a fracture-

dislocation of the spine : the cause for the fracture was in itself inade<|uate, however, and
it would not have produced the symptoms had there not been s|)inal caries which had been

slowly eroding the bones for some time pre\ iously, until they now gave way as the result of

what would otherwise have been a trivial movement. The diagnosis in cases of the kind

depends chiclly U])on remembering the possibilities, and not omitting a most careful exami-
nation of every part of thi' body. When the .)'-rays arc available, they may sometimes be
of considerable value in detecting a neoplasm {Fig. 2S(), p. 078) or a tuberculous focus

(Fig- l!*i5, p. K>()) in the alfeeteil l)one Herljirl French.

FRAGILITAS OSSIUM. (.See Fuain hk. SroNTANKors. p. -Jf.'.)

FREQUENCY OF MICTURITION. (See Muri it.noN. AiJNOit.MAi.rriEs OF. p. .-JiCJ.)

FULLNESS, SENSE OF.—.\ sense of fullness is experienced when the tension

exerted on the nuiscle librcs of the stomach or iTitestincs is greater than normal.
Locfilizdlioii.—A sense of fullness felt in the upjier part of the abdomen, in the

neighbourhood of the umbilicus, and in the lower jjart of the abdomen is gcncrall\- due to

distention of the stomach, small intestines, and colon respectively.
1. Gastric Fullness.—The bulk of gastric contents, whether llui<I or gas, required to

produce a sense of fullness depends upon whether the tone of the nniseles of the stomach
is (o) Normal, (h) Excessive, or (c) Deficient. The sensation is the same in each case : the

l)atient commonly believes it is due to excess of gas in the stomach, and it is gencr.illy

thought that tone is deticient : but the former is rarely true, and the lat ter is certainly not
more conunoidy the case than the reverse.

(a). In normal individuals the sensaticju (jf fullness is ]iroduccd by eating \ery rapidly,
as the intragas'tric pressure rises owing to the relaxation of tone, which should proceed
piiri passu with the increasing bulk of the gastric contents, taking place with insullieient

ra|jidity.

{h). When the tone of the stomach is increased, a comparatively small quantity of
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food jjroduccs a sensation of fullness unless the food is eaten with extreme slowness. In

rare cases the stomach is abnormally small, owing to infdtration of its walls with cancer

(leather-bottle stomach. Fig. 132. p. 270) : as its capacity cannot then increase at all by
relaxation of its muscular coat, a very small quantity of food produces an immediate rise

in intragastric pressure and a corresponding sensation of fullness.

(c). In atonic dilatation of the stomach the muscle-fibres are relaxed completely
before any food is eaten ; the weight of the food, however slowly it is eaten, stretches the

fully relaxed fibres from the minute it is eaten, and a sensation of fullness is felt.

In slighter eases (liypot(jnus) the nuiscle-fibres are not relaxed com])letely. hut

complete relaxation occurs as soon as a small quantity of food has been eaten : any
furtlier addition to the gastric contents produces a sense of fullness.

From these considerations it is clear that : (1) If a sense of fullness is only felt when
an excessive quantity of food is eaten, tlie size of the stomach is probably normal, and the

excess is the cause of the symptom ; (2) If it is only felt wlien food is eaten very rapidly,

the size of the stomach is probaljly normal, and the bolting is the cause of the symjitom :

(3) When it is felt in sjjite of the food being normal in quantity and eaten at the normal

rate, it is due to Iiy])ertonus or hypotonus if it can be ])revented by eating small meals

very slowly, and to atony or to leather-bottle stomach if tliis is not the case.

T)ie distinction can only be made with certainty, however, by estimating the tone of

the stomach directly, or indirectly from its size, a hyi)ertonic stomach being small, whereas

a hy])otonie or atonic stomach is large.

Although jiercussion gives .some idea of the ((uantity of gas in the stomach, it does not

hel]) in the determination of its size, and au.scnitatory percussion and friction have been

shown by means of the .r-rays to be quite valueless so far as the stomach is concerned.

Splashing and succussion occur in the normal .stomach after an ordinary meal : if.

however, they can be i)roduced after drinking two ounces of water on an eni|)ty stomach,

atony is probably present.

Inflation is the only method apart from the .i-rays which gives <lellnite inlorniation as

to the size and tone of the stomach. The jiatient drinks on an eni]jty stomach two quanti-

ties of water in rapid succession : li drachms of sodium bicarbonate arc dissolved in one

and IJ drachms of tartaric acid in the other. At the body tenqjerature and atmospheric

pressure, 1700 c.c. of carbon-dioxide arc evolved. The normal stomach has a capacity of

COO to 1200 c.c. when filled rapidly : the 1700 c.c. of gas are therefore subjected to a con-

siderable degree of tension ; a certain amount of discomfort is felt, and the gas is expelled

rapidly on sitting up. When the tone of the stomach is excessive, the capacity is less than

600 c.c, and when it is deficient it is more than 1700 e.e. : in the former ease a sensation

of painful fullness is i)roduced. and the gas is expelled violently on sitting vqt : whereas in

the latter ease no discomfort, and sometimes actual relief, is ex]ierienced. an<l the gas can

be expelled only with dilliculty. The tumour formed with a hy])ertonic stomach is gener-

ally situated too high to be accessible for pal])ation. but when it can be reached it is found

to be firm and well defined : with a normal stomach it is also firm and well defined, and is

often visible through the abdominal wall, whereas with a hypertonic stomach it is .soft,

and its outline is less easy to determine by palpation and jjercussion. When the inflated

stomach is outlined by means of jialpation and |)ereussion. the distance between the lesser

and greater curvatures of the stomach should be between 3 and i in., and the greater curva-

ture should reach within an inch of the umbilicus. The distance between the curvatures

in a hy|)crtonie stomach is less than 3 in., and the greater curvature is more than an inch

above the umbilicus ; in atonic dilatation the <listance is more than 1 in., and the greater

curvature often reaches below the umbilicus.

The size and tone of the stomach can be determined most accurately with the .r-rays

after a meal of porridge containing 2 oz. of barium sulphate. Owing to the adaptation
of the tone of the normal stomach to the volume of its contents, there is little difference in

the upper level of the semi-fhiid chyme as seen in the erect position, whether the volume

is 5 oz. or 2 pints, and the greater curvature is not more than an inch above or an inch

below the umbilicus (Fig. 122). A hypertfinic stomach is diagonal, or even horizontal, instead

of almost jterpendieular. as in normal individuals, and its lowest extremity is situated at

least an inch and often considerably more above the umbilicus. An atonic stomach does not

adapt itself to the volume of its contents : food taken when it is em]>ty dro])s at once to its
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most ilc|ieii(iciil jiarl. iiisltMil of liciiiy lirlcl u|i lor :i lew si'coniis l)y tlic ti)iiit' contraclidii

of the boily "f the stomach. As more and more food is taken, tho iippiT surface of tlie

f;astrie contents ijradiially rises, hut it never readies the Iieijrht ()l)serve(t in normal and

liypertonie .stoniaehs after tlie lirst two or three niouthfuls of food are swallowed. The

;;astric tone is insullieient to withstand the weijiht of the food, and tin- ^.neater curvature

cnnsequentlv sinks as the ((uantity of i^'astric contents increases.

Most jjatients ascribe a sense of fullness in the c|)ii;astrium to
"

wind," and try to

relieve their discomlorl hy eructation : as, however, it is rare for excess of ;.;as to be present,
the attempt leads to acrophaj;y. The sense of fullness is thus often anuravated by aero-

phagy, though primarily due to some other cause. In addition to ascertaining the tone
and size of the stomach, it is therefore necessary to discover wliether the sense of fullness

is in jjart due cither to excess of gas proiluced by fermentation or to secondarv aerophayx .

The presence of excess of gas in the sto!Tricli can be ascertained most icadilv bv means of

the.r-rays, as it isoften dillicult todisliu-

guish by percussion whether a resonant

are.i corresponds to a collection of gas in

the stomach or in the splenic flcxnr<'.

I'',xcess of g.-is is only pro<luccd
in the stomach when evacuation is

dclaycil : this iie\<'r occurs in a hyper-
tonic stomach, and iiriK in a uorinal

stomach when an excessive i|uanlily of

food has been eaten. In atonic ilila

tation of the stomach stasis is nc\ci-

suflieicntly great for imieh fermcnlaliou

to occur, the only coiidilion in which il

is leally active being dililation due lo

pyloric obstruction. This can rcadilv

be distinguished lium alonic dilalalion

with the .r-rays. even before the ousel

of visible i)eristalsis and Ihe cliaractcr-

istie vomiting of lai^c (|uantilies ol

food eaten many bonis earlier, by the

excessive activity of |icristalsis. tin-

oeeurrence of ret rcj-peiistalsis, and the

jirescnee (jf a laigi' residue in Ihe

stomach six hours alhr i barium meal.

The diagnosis of pvlorie olistruclion is

conlirmeil if the passage ol' a stoniai-li-

Inbe at '.< a.m. shows that rcmnanls ol

a dinner taken at li ]i.u\. the previous

evening are still in the stomach, nothing
having been eaten or <lnmk in the

interval.

Aerophagv can be diai;nosed vvith cerlainty if crucial ioii occurs six or more times in

rapid succession. i>r if it occurs before bri-akfast. unless fond is present in the stomach as a
result of pyloric obstruction. l>"inally. it is (piite easy to watch the while process of acro-

jihagv with the ,r-rays.

•-'. Intestinal Fullness.- .V sense of fullness in the lower part of the abdomen is almost

invariably due to the excessive tension on the intestinal walls [jrodiiccd by the iiresencc of
an excessive quantity of gas. The only symptom which proves conclusively that this is

the ease is the passage of excess of tlatus. particularly if it is foiuid to relieve the discomfort.
In the absence of evidence of a hypertonic condition of the colon, such a.s occurs in sjiastic

constipation (Fig. .-,!•. )). Il24), a sense of fullness in the lower part of the abdomen may be
presumed to be due to the pressuic of an excessive ipiantitv of gas. Sp:istie constipation
is much more often accompanied by |iain than a sense of fullness : it can be recognized by
the contracted condition of ]iarts of the colon, the sitiialiou ami degree of the si)asni

varying from one examination to another, and with more certainly by means of lh<-

j'-rays after a barium meal or a barium enema.

t'l;. IJJ. ---k,.

Th iimmI in ;i honiial .idnit sl(.Tii;irli.

ilikimjram hy lir. V. Thiirslmi th'lhiihl.)
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Intestinal flatulence may be due to the excessive production of gas in the intestines

from excessive fermentation or putrefaction, retention of gas behind a ftccal mass in

constipation, the passage of some of the swallowed air into the intestines in severe cases

of aerophagy, and deficient absorption of gas due to the impeded ^'enous circulation in

eirrliiisis of the liver and heart failure. The stools should always be examined : if tlicy

are bubbly, acid in reaction, and contain obvious excess of vegetable residue, intestinal

fermentation is probably the cause ; if they are alkaline in reaction, have a putrefactive

odour and contain obvious fragments of meat, excessive putrefaction is probalily present.

On incubating some of the stool made thin with water for twenty-four hours in an

apparatus in which the gas evolved can be collected, it is found that little or no gas develops

and tlie stool remains neutral in reaction if there is no abnormal bacterial activity. When
excess of gas is evolved, it is due

to fermentation if it is odourless

and the stools have become very
acid, and to putrefaction if it has

ail unpleasant odour of |)utrcfac-

ti\c products and the stool is very
r.lkahne.

In the absence of excessive

fermentation or putrefaction, a

liistory of constipation would sug-

gest that that is the cause of the

flatulence {vide Constipation, p.

^.'l). Aerophagy only leads to

intestinal llatulencc when it is so

well marke<l as to be easily recog-

nized {zidc .'iiiprii).
and an examin-

ation of the liver and heart show

whether it is due to deficient

al)sor|)tion of gas IVoni eiirhosis or

licait failure. Aiiliiit /•". IIiii>l.

FUNGOUS AFFECTIONS
OF THE SKIN. -We here in-

cluile (1) Fdvii.s ; (2) lihigrciirw :

(:',) ]'a:ciii(( niiirgiiKilinn ; (4) Tinea

iiiiliiiciitd : (5) Tilled I'eiKirotor ;

and ((i) l''riillni:sm!i.

1. FAVUS in man is due in

about "J'J per cent of cases to

inoculation with the Acltorion

SelnDileivii. Four other achorions,

of animal origin, have been identi-

licd, and it has been jji-oved that

the afiection can be conununi-

eated from animals to man, but

the instances are so rare as to be

negligible. Between the achorions

on the one hand and the micro-

sporons and trich(i])liytons on the other (see p. 247), there are close morphological resem-

blances, but the clinical differences are well marked.

Faviis, while showing a distinct preference for the scalp, may attack any ])art of the

skin {Fig. 12:5), and even a mucous membrane. The characteristic lesion—a tiny sulphur-

yellow disc with a cup-like depression in the centre, resembling both in colour and in shape
a honeycoml), and in hairy jjarts pierced by a hair—can hardly be mistaken on account of

its peculiar mousy smell. The lesion begins as a collection of whitish material, somewhat

resembling a pustide, which grows and ])resently becon.es dry and friable. The cup-like

disc can then be detached from the epidermis, leaving a pimply, smooth, greasy surface.

^ho^vi!]'J tlie very \\u\p tltitributioii ov(r llie I'otly, aa

well !i.s th? scalp,

(prom Itiseasf.^ t>f ifir Skin, Sir .Malcolm ilorrls.)
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As tlioy i;rii\v. tlic (li^^< oltfii run ti)t;ftlnT. In a later staue niualiisli rriist^ arc Inrincii.

sejjarated by ])ali'. hluisli-piiik sears. Tlii' crusts, wiicn bmkcn up. arc seen un<lcr the

microscope to consist of spores, varying much hoth in size and shape, and of sliort tlueads

of niyccHum. wliich may |)enetrate into the mucous hiyer of tlie eifiderniis, and may even
reacli the derma : this never occurs in tricliophytosis. Hairs affected with favus are dis-

coloured and lustreless : they may fall out, l)ut do not breal-c; off as in rinjiworin. I'nder

the mierosco])e one may sec in favus-hairs se-finents of fundus 12-1.)
^i

in Iciiijth, dicho-

tomized at an acute anulc. If the nails arc affected, the uiiijual cells will be found to be

separated by irreuular threads of mycelium, or by spores.
In the less characteristic cases the lesions must be examined closely under a aood lens

for remains of the yellow discs of favus or the broken hairs of ringworm. If, owinu to

applications to the skin, the crusts arc laekinir. treatment should l)e stopped Inr a lew days,
when the whitish points and the discs will usually reappear. In ])roloni>cd cases the crusts

may be replaced by an irregular, lumpy, dirty-ycllouish accumulation, but the odour of

favus will still remain, .\t this staijc the disease may resemble psoriasis of the scalp : Init

there is a much fiicatcr loss of hair, the scales arc less pearly, and even when no discs or

sulphur-yellow siabs I'aii be seen aljout the edu'es. the lustreless hair and tin- atro])hie

scarrinsj left by the scabs arc sullicicntly distinctixe of favus. The scarrin"i mav suijiiest

lupus erytlu-miitiisus ol' the scalp, but in that alTcclion the crustinij and the mouse-like odour
are absent, while jicncially there arc characterisi ic lesions on the face. From both crzeiuu

and sebnirliri'u fax us is diricrcntiat<(l by the fact that its lesions are never dilfusr, but always
have a dehnite mari;in. In iilopcciu iiiculu there is no scalint;, crustini;, or eic.itrix.

•2. RINGWORM > hit her of the scalp, the beard, the hairless skin. I he mucous mem-
brane, or the nails is due to funiji bcloni;iiiu' to two diflerent families, the mic'rospora and
the trichophyta, each of them comprisinir a munber of different species. In the one case

the affection is styliMl iniriospoiosis. or tinea with small spores : in the other. Iric/idiilii/tosis.

or tinea with larue spores. Eleven species of riuLivvorm microsjjorons have been identilicd :

of the triclio|)hyta. upwards of thirty. Only four sficcies of the microsi)ora. and the same
number of species of the trichophyta. are of imporlancc. The four mierosporons arc ^1/.

Audnuini, JM. ftiiiiiiiiii. .1/. cuiiis. and .1/. lunluui : the Inur trichophytons, 7'. ciiiliiifonuc.
T. acuminriluiu. 7'. siil/iliurrinii . and T. viuliuiiiui . In both families sume of the species
are of animal orJLiin, and it is these whieli aecnunl for lU'arly all the iulliiiiniitildiii forms of

rino'worm. includiui; kciinn.

Of the mierosporons. the type spt'cics is .1/. Aiidiiuiiii. which is tiie cause of some
90 per cent cdthe juvenile rinoworm of London. It is also the cause of nnich of the

juvenile rini;worm of Paris, thouyh of much less than was the case a few vears auo. M.
jcliiicuiri anil .1/. ciiiiis. closely allied s|)ecies. are responsible for an appreciable pcrccntaui-
of human rinywornis the one in Enyland. the other in France. .1/, tmiliiin is met with

occasionally in France. Of the four clinically important s|)ccies of trichophytons, the one
encountered most lrei|ucntly is 7'. rrutcriforuic : next comes T. tiruniiiiiitKin. then T. sul-

phureum. which. howc\er. is not known in France : and lastly 7'. violari'iini. \ lifth species
of trichophyton. T. nisareuni. which chielly allects the beard, but also the hairless skin, is

said to be relatively not infrequent in Northumberland and Durham,
The division of the rin<;worms into a small-spored and a laroe-sjjored croup mav easily

lead to confusion in diagnosis, for anionrf both mierosporons and trichophytons the spores
vary consideraljly in sj/.e, aeeordinii to the species. Those of the mierosporons ma\- be as

large as i
fi,

while those of the trichophytons 7iiay be as small as 3
^i ; the limits ol' tli<- one

are 2 to 4
fi.

and of the other. 3 to 8
fi. Clinically, therefore, mierosjjorosis and tricho-

phytosis are to be dillcrentiated from each other not alone by the size of the spores, but
also by their shape and arrangement and modes of ;;ro\vtli.

First, as to shape : In microsporosis the spores arc. speaking generally, round <ir oxoid ;

in trichophytosis, they tend to be square with romulcfl angles, or oblong with shar])er

angles. Still more imjiortant, for diagnosis, is the arraii<j,rment of the spores. In micro-

sporosis they are dotted about irregularly, and the mycelium interwoven xvith them is

curx-ed and branching, and irregularly jointed. In trichophytosis they are arranged in

regular chains, and the mycelium is short and regularly jointed. In microsporosis the

fungus forms a greyish sheath around the hair—xvhether of the scalp or of the body—which
it eats axxay, fraying the edges, penetrating to the interior of the shaft, and iirowiiig
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downwards towards the root. Presently tlie hair breaks off, at some distance from the

follionlar orifice, and the jjarasitic sheath is disintegrated and may lie seen as a patch of

asli-coloured scales on tlie epidermis. In trichophytosis, the parasite attacks tlie root of

the hair first, and grows upward. The hairs are broken off short, and no sheath is to

be seen outside the folhciilar orifice. It should be added that some small-spored tricho-

phytons form a slieath outside the hair like that of microsporosis. but the s]jores observe the

chain-formation which is characteristic of trichophytosis, and this is never present in

microsporosis. These small-spored trichophytons are all pyogenic, and are the cause of

many cases of kerion.

Trichophytons may be either endothrix or endo-ectothrix. If the parasite penetrates
the hair between the cuticle cells and develops entirely within the hair-structure, it belongs
to the endothrix class. If it develops not only within the hair, Ijut also continues to pro-
liferate in the follicle outside, it nuist be allocated to the endo-ectothrix class. The great

majority of the cases of scalp trichophytfisis, both in London and in Paris, are due to endo-

thrix infections : liut the endo-eetotriehes are responsible for most of the ringworms of the

hairless skin, for nearly all the adult ringworms, and for the majority of sijecially intlain-

matory eases,

Sabouraud divides the endotriches into (1) True endotriches, and (2) Xeo-endotriches,
the distinguishing feature between them being that in the latter the early (neo) stage of

the attack, the stage in which the outside of the hair is assailed, is prolonged. If the parasite
is a true endothrix. it is easy to miss the invasion stage, so short is it : if it is a neo-cndothrix,

the invasion-stage is .so protracted that it is possible to mistake the case for one of tricho-

phytosis due to an endo-ectothrix. The endo-ectotriches are subdivided into those with

large spores (megaspores). and those with small spores (niicroides). It is the latter which,
as mentioned above, may be mistaken for mierosporons, unless the chain-formation be

looked for. In the case both of the microspora and of the trichoiihyta cultures may have
to be grown to distinguish between the different species. There are four micro-spora of

human origin, and these give either a small or medium culture ; to this group belong
M. Aiidoiiiiii and M. tardiim. The seven species of animal origin yield a large, enduring-
culture ; in this group occur the two remaining species of clinical im])ortance. M. cani.s

and il/. fclinciim. In the first group j)Ieonior])hism is never met with : in the second,

on a suitable medium, a white downy pleomorphism, quite different from the motliir

culture, is exhibited.

Of trieho])hyton cultures there are four main ty]>es : (1) The erateriform or acuminate :

(2) Those with large white growths, either powdery or velvety : (3) The faviform : (4) A
single species, Epidcrmopln/toii inguinale, which is the cause of eczema marginatum. In

the first group, to which belong all the four clinically important species, the culture resembles

the crater of a volcano, and is white, cream, or primrose-coloured, or it is like a mountain

peak (' acuminate ") and is grey or yellowish in colour. The parasites of this cultural

group are all endotriches. In the second group the cultures are very large and white, sonic

of them ]iowdery. others velvety. The sjiecies which yield cultures of this type are all

cndo-ectotriches, and are of animal origin. The three species which give cultures like those

of the jiarasites of favus, although the clinical course of the lesions and the appearance of

the fungus in the hair leave no doubt that they are trichophytons, are also of animal origiTi.

The Kpidirmoplii/loti inguinnlc yields a mellow-orange culture, dry and powdery, but often

white and velvety as the result of pleoniori)hism.

Ringworm of the Scalp {Tinea ((insurans).
—Both the small-spored and the large-

spored ringworm of the scalp begin alike as a small red papule, which develops near the

orifice of a hair-follicle : the size, and yet more the shape and arrangement of the spores,
and the way in which the hair is attacked, help to distinguish between them : in trichophy-
tosis there is a much smaller muiiber of stumps to be seen with the naked eye. and on the

surface of the scaly patches, among the remaining healthy hairs, one may detect those

<lark ]ioints to which the affection owes its name of
" black-dot ringworm.' These dots

are pigmented, coiled-u]) hair-stumps. If the whole scalp is thus affected, the case becomes
one of ' disseminated ringworm." In trichophytosis, again, the scales are scantier, or may
even be absent, and the outline of the lesions is not so rounded or so well-defined. As a rule

it is not dillicult to <listing\iish tinea ton.surans, whatever its form, from other scalp affec-

tions, the clinical picture— the broken hairs, the black dots, the slight scaliness. the jiromi-
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nent follicles, the lialdness. in \aryiii,i; iU<;r(rs. of tlii' involved area—being sniliiicntly

distinctive. In fdiii.s there is the same dull and brittle condition of the hair, but tlic palclies
are not generally circular, while in ringworm the cup-sha])ed crusts are absent, tlicii' is no

mousy smell, nor is the skin atr()|iliic. The broken hairs distinguish tinea tonsurans I'mm

pilijriasis of the scalp and fnjin psiirinsi.s ol' the hairy skin, in both which alTcctions tiie

hairs fall out imbrokcn. In |)soriasis. too. there is a greater degree of scaliness. generally
it is not the scalp only that is aflectc 1. nor is loss of hair usual, though it occurs sometimes.

In the anomalous form of ringworm known as Ihicii dectilvfins. or liald ringworm, in which

the hair falls out in places leaving smooth bare patches, confusion with (iloju'citi (irriitii may
be avoiticd without much diliiculty : the billiard-ball smoothness of the patches in the

latter condition is not present in ringworm, .\nother differential feature is the sha|)c of

Ihc short hairs found at the edge of the patchi's : in tinea tonsurans they arc bciil. whereas
in alopecia areata they may be compared to a note of exclamation. In the latter condition,

too. the hairs that remain are free from fungus. In the infrequent cases of inllammatory
ringworm, a condition somewhat rescndiliug hiipdigo or eczema may Ijc .set up : but the

broken stumjis and the limited area of the atfection. together with the history of the ease.

shr)uld i)revcnt confusion with those alTcctions. In these forms of ringworm again, the

lesions are sharply defined, and the i)ustules ;irc invariably situated round the hairs.

Sel/orrhwa can be ruled out by remembering the greasiness of the scales, the diHusidii dl the

condition over the whole scalp, and the absence of patches of baldness.

Ringworm of the Beard (Tiuen s/icosis).
—From ordinary .sf/co.s/.s- this aliirtiim is

distinguishable by its more rapid spread, and the greater lunii)iness of the allcctcd surlacc.

In sycosis vulgaris, too. the pustules are usually pierced by a hair, and are (piitc small, and
unless there is much more suppuration than is usual, the hairs do not fall out. 'I'inca sycosis
(liflcrs from eczeniiiloiif: fdlliciililix in the absence of the serous discharge that marks the

latter alfeition. In the ec/.ematous condition, again, there is but slight if any loosening of

the hairs, so that if they are extracted they bring with them their root-sheaths. The alfcc-

tion is not conHned to the hairy parts, as in tinea syco.sis. nor do the palchis ass c Ihc

ring-like form. The ring-formation is absent also in sebnrrlta'tt, nor is tlie liaii- in\(il\eil as

in beard-ringwiirm. In the cireiinilr liilnrrii/iir xi/jiliilodcnii. the border of the lesion is

darker in colour and more infiltrated, and there is either atro|)hy or pigmentatidii, or butli.

Occasionally the severer cases of ringwurm nl the beard take the form nl a sinulc turn -

like formation which may be mistaken for a cuihiuicle. but the inflammation is almost always
less active than in earbvuule. and the swelling and pain are correspondingly less. In any
clinically doubtful case examination of the hairs under a microscoi)c will show whether or

not the ease is one of beard ringworm by re\ealing the presence fir the absence of t he

trichdphytie fungus.

Ringworm of the Body Skin {Tiinu riniiuitn). The small, red. slightly raised

spot which is the first visible lesion of ring\v<iriri (if the budy. graduallv sjjreads at the edge
and becomes scaly. Fading away at the e<nlre. the re<lness leaves a slightly discoloured

branny area which forms the inside iif a red ring. 'I'lie circle slowly eidargcs without any
widening of the edge. I'sually. though not always, there arc several rings, sometimes,

though seldiim. arranged concentrically, and those afijoining each other may run together.

I'"reiiucntly. as the edge advances, there is no involution in the centre, the lesions then

apj>earing not as rings but as patches. .\s a rule inflammation is present in varying degrees,
and the neighbouring lymphatic glands may be slightly enlarged.

These symptoms, with the tingling and itching, form an eiisciiihli- wliieli can hardly
be mistaken i'uy any other affection. In cizeniu sclniirJiiriiuiii the scales are greasy, and
often there are jirojcctions into the glandular openings. In jmuiasis the skin is .alfected in

ring-like areas, but all the other characters arc different, p'rom the cirriiDile tiihnciilnr

si/philoflcnn. ringworm of the liody may be distinguished in the same way as ringworm of

the beard (see abo\e). As a ruli' microscopic examination will disclose tlu' ringworm
fungus—usually a triehoiihytc

— without diliiculty : but occasionally the jiarasitic eknients
are deep-seated, and nuist l)e sought in a section of the affected tissue.

Ringworm of the Nails [Oinicliouiiiaisis) usually, though not invariably, appears in

association with trichopliytosis of the beard or of the body skin. The first visible lesion

shows as greyisli stains imder the borflers of the nail and at the root. Inflammation of the

matrix follows and the structure of the nail degenerates, becoming thickened, spongy, and
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more or less brittle, with a dulled surface. When exfoliation oeeurs a mass of disintegrated

nail substance is seen, in which the fungus may be found.

Similar changes may arise in connection with gout, rheumatism, and other constitu-

tional disorders—those for instance in which there is impaired nutrition—as well as in such

iuHammatory affections as eczema and psoriasis. From all such cases, the presence of the

parasitic elements will sufliee to differentiate onychomycosis. In the onychomycosis of

favus. the stains under the borders of the nail are yellower, and the mycelial elements

shorter and less regular.

3. ECZEMA MARGINATUM.—In this form of ringworm of tlie Ijody. more frequent

in tro])ical climates than in Europe, the parts attacked chiefly are the lower portion of the

abdomen, the groins, the buttocks, tlie fold of the nates, and the axilla-—parts, that is,

where the skin surfaces are in contact. The hair is never involved. The characteristic

feature of the lesions is their broad, bluff margin : it is scaly, and as a rule papular. They

are often eczematoid, but they can be distinguished from eczema and from eczema sebor-

rhoeieum by their gradual spread and broad, elevated margin and by the ring-like forma-

tion of the early stage. If anv I'oubt remains, the microscope will clear it up by revealing

the parasite, the Epiitfiimijilnitoit iiiiiitimilc.

From eczema marginatum, flliithic's itch is differentiated very imperfectly. It is in

fact a popular name for all eijiphytie skin diseases of warm climates, but usually it connotes

diseases of this group of which the sites are the inguinal regions and the axilhe. t'astellani

distinguishes two fungi as the cause of dhobie's itch, besides Epklcrmoplii/ton iiigiiiiinle.

namely E. Perneii and E. riihrum ; and ]Manson holds that, in many cases, the parasites

concerned are Microsporon minutissimum and M. furfur. For jn-aetical purposes, dhobie's

itch may be regarded as another name for eczema marginatum.
4. TINEA IMBRICATA—known also as Tokelau ringworm—was formerly peculiar

to certain oceanic tropical climates in the East, but now has a wider distribution. The

fungus has not yet been classified flefinitely. Sabouraud holds it to be a trichophyton

allied to species "of animal origin met with in Europe ; by other authorities it is regarded

as a lepidophyton ; so far it has not been cultivated. The affection to which it gives rise

is characterized by a concentric arrangement of closely-set rings of scaly ei)idermis. The

conditions from which it has to be distinguished are tinea circinata and irlilhiinsis. From

the former it is differentiated by the greater abundance of the fungus elements, the tendency

of the inocess to spread centripetally. the absence of marked inflammation or congestion

of the rings, their concentric disposition, and the greater size of the scales. From the latter,

by the presence of the fungus, the concentric arrangement of the scales, and the fact that

the attached border of each scale is towards the |)eriphery, the free border being towards

f he ceilre of the circle, or group of circles, to which the scale belongs.

5. TINEA VERSICOLOR—ofteti styled pityriasis versicolor— is caused by the Micro-

sporon furfur, the mycology of which is little understood. The disease is contagious, but

onlv in a low degree". The" lesions, confined to the horny layer of the eijidermis, take the

form of romidish, scaly patches, with a definite margin, and of a colour varying from fawn

to liver—in coloured races, grey or white : in persons who have lived in warm climates, it

may be black. The hair is not assailed, nor are the hands and feet. As a rule the lesions

are limited to the trunk, ])articularly the front of the chest, but occasionally they extend to

the upper parts of the limbs : they have been mistaken for secondary syphilides, but the

colour and distribution, and the large patches in which they are found, should serve to

obviate the confusion. In exceptional cases the face may be invaded, and the affection

might then be confounded with chloasma. F"rom pitfiriasis rosea and from eczema sebor-

rhaicum it may be distinguished by the absence of inllainniatory reaction, except in persons

who perspire freely : in pityriasis rosea, too, the upper parts of the limbs are affected equally

with the trunk. The lesions of tinea versicolor offer some resemblances to the pigmentary

jiatches sometimes met with in leprosy : but from these, as from the other cutaneous mani-

festations mentioned, they may be differentiated almost certainly by the ease with which

the scales can be detached by a stroke of the finger-nail, and quite certainly by the fungus

elements which mav be detected in the scales after these have been treated with potash.

The spores are rounded and. like the mycelium, have a double contour with a diameter of

:5 to 5
ji

: they are generally grouped together in masses, suggesting a resemblance to

bunches of currants.
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6. ERYTHRASMA, (hie ti> the MiiinspiiKni iiiiiiiilissiiiiKiii . ]ir('seiit>s scxt-nil points of

rcsemblanoe to tinea versicolor. In l)oth it is only tlie liorny sfnifnni ot' tlu' epiiiriinis

that is affected, nor is tlie liair e\er altaekccl. In Imtli lluir is Imt a low clcurre (jf eon-

tauiousness. The lesions offer some likeness to those of tinea \ersieolor. bnt they are

reddish-brown in colour, and their nsnal silr is the uenito-crural rcfjion or the axilUe. or

l)oth. thoni>h occasionally, in fat sidijccts. there may be extension to tlie abdominal and

siibniamniary folds and those of the lariie joints. In rare cases, ervthrasma resembles

one tv])e of eczema maruinatnm. bnt is distinmiished from that affection by its low decree

of ciintauiousiiess and slow evolntion. and by the absence of inllammation. which also

distinguishes it frcjin eczema scborrlui-icum and IVom |iityriasis idsi'a. .\n\ doubt belwicn

ervthrasma and any other affection, including tinea \ersicolor. may usually be cleared up

by examination of a preparation under a nn'croscojie of .siilliciently high power. The

spores of .1/. iiiiiiiilissitHKiii. like the threads of mycelium, are cxtrcUH'ly minute, having
a diameter of about (l(i /i. 'I'lii' mycelial threads, of the same diamcti.r. are so abnndant

and ^o twined together as to form, hcie and there, a network o\ er the epidermic cells.

MiilttiliH Mdiiis.

GAIT, ABNORMALITIES OF. -.\s a genuine aid to diagnosis the gait eaiUK.t be of

much real assistance. There arc. however, sevcnd (lis<-ases and alh'ctions which pioduce
manifest, and in some casc^ peculiar, alterations in gait. In soiue respects, indeed, the

gait is a diagnostic j)oint in identity, though this probably also depends on the total bat-k

or front view of the indi\idual. rather than on real pecnliarilics of gait as such.

In analyzing yait for diagnostic purposes, we tind that it consists of co-or<liiiatc and

painless movements of the muscles (d' the lower limbs and pelvis -often, indeed, sinkinu

into purely rctlex. oi- at least subconscious, movemiaits -and these are associated, in easy
ami ordinary walking, with rhythmical movements of arms. body, and head. The

diiections. therefore, in which it can be disordered are: (1) Iiirii-niiliiiiilioii : {'!) Liiail

lass (if iiinii'r : (i!) I'liin ((illiiiil iilliniiiiii In llif tiiiniDiiiils.

1. Inco-ordination. The lest for the presence of this is the complaint of t he pat ienl

that he feels unsteady in walking, especially on turning or walking on unescii ijroimd. or

on walking or standing with the eyes shut : and if co-ordination only be at fault, it will

then be found that on testing the legs for simple movements, such as llexiou and extension.

the power of the muscles is unimpaired. Having discox'cred inco-ordination. the next

f|nestioii is. to what may this be due? Tiihcs dormilis. (ilrrn'c jiiiiiijilf^iii (combined lateral

and ])osterior sclerosis). tlissrxiiiKilctI schriisis. and litn<litiiii/ iiIilvii (Kricdrcieh's disease).

are far and a«a\ tlu' comm(jncst causes of this, in t he order 'A' mini ion : their differential

diagnosis depends on nian\' other" s\inptoms and signs, discussed <-|se\\ here. ('fifhr/hir

disease causes latlu'r a reeling in the gait than a simple inco-ordination in the indixidnai

movenicnts : and here ai;ain. other symptoms will be to the front. Localized jiiiiiili/se^:

of (•(/<'
niiisiies may also cause inco-ordination ; this will probably cause com])laints of

double vision, and may be diagnosed by the fact that the patient walks better with one

eye shut than with both o[)cn
—in cases of some duration it is quite likely that this sini))le

test will not diseoxer which is the affected eye.

J. Local Loss of Power is well illustr;^-d b> the waddling gait ul' /isiiiild-lin/iri Inijihic

piircdjisis. calculated to gt't tin- weight of the boily as spi-edil\ as possible on the- foot as

a basis. The diagnosis depends on the peculiar way in which the (latient climbs up himself

(see P.\i!.\i>i.Ki:iA. ]>. .'jilt). .Vnother condition in which the loss of power is due. not to the

imiselcs thcmschcs. bnt to the jiositiou of their attachments, is seen in eotiiiiiiitdl ilislii-

iiiliiiii of llie lii/is : the L;ail heie. too. is waddling, the lower part of the back I'xhibits

extreme lordosis, and the belly is thrown forward through attempts to balance the |ielvis

on the loose sup]iorts at the liips.

Otlur forms of local loss of power betray themsehcs by a limj) or by a dragging of

the foot or leg. and (or) peculiar positions of the feet, and ])ossibly by wasting of muscles

generally or locally : measurements must of i-ourse be made if wasting be suspected.

Iiifiiiilile jiiindi/sis. and old lieiiii- or mono- or /xiid-plciiids arc the connuon causes of this,

if it be imassociatcd with |iain. and ciii|uiry must bi- made as to mode of onset ami

duration, in completing diagnosis.

.'5. Pain on Walking is at once ob\ ions. beeaus<- complained of by the patient : acute

inllanunatory troubles of museli's. joints, or tissues will \>v ob\ious on <-\aminat ion, and
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chronic joint troubles, osteo-arthritis, etc., may be discovered easily, chronic fxonorrhoca

or pyorrhoea alveolaris not being forgotten as possible causes of these. One thing that

may escape observation is hip-joint disease, when pain in the knee may be the complaint.

The only other caution we can administer here, is to warn practitioners against any

hasty conchisions as to the nature of a disease from the gait : the high-stepping gait of

tabes, the shuffling gait of lateral sclerosis, the fcstinating gait of paralysis agitans. are

all easy enough of recognition when a diagnosis is made, but are too frequently absent

or atypical to all nv much diagnostic suix-r structure to be built on thcni alone.

Freii J . Smith.

GALL-BLADDER ENLARGEMENT.
Physical Signs.—The only jihysical method of examination which is of material

assistance in detecting enlargement of the gall-bladder, is palpation : inspection, percussion,

and auscultation seldom help. On careful palpation one may feel an oval, smooth swelling,

which may be no larger than a hen's egg, or as big as a swan's, moving downwards close

behind tlie anterior abdominal wall when the iiaticnt inspires, descending either from

beneath the right costal margin near the tip of the ninth rib. or approaching tlic under

surface of an enlarged and |)alpal>le liver in the right nipple line. The tumour generally

extends inwards as well as downwards as it grows, so that it may ultimately cross the

middle line below the level of the umbilicus. It may be large enough to be palpable

bimanually in a thin patient ; but it seldom lills out the loin in the way that a renal

tumour would. It may or may not be tender, according as the cause of the enlargement

is associated with inflammation or not : it feels firm and tense rather than hard : on

careful jxTcussion it may be found to give an impaired note, but it is seldom (}uite dull

unless it is very biii.

Diagnosis from other Swellings. It has to be distinguished jiarticularly from four

groups of conditions which may sinndate it :—(1) From aircinoma arising in the bilc-

ducts or gall-bladder, and replacing the latter with new growth : (2) From Inmoiir.s in

or attached to the liver in the neighbourhood of the gall-bladder : Riedel's lobe : secondary

new growth : or more rarely gumma, abscess, or hydatid cyst : (3) From movable kidncii

or lii/dronephrosis : (4-) From tumours in organs in the neighbourhood, such as carcinoma

of the ])ylorus. carcinoma of the duodenum, carcinoma of the transverse colon, carcinoma

or sarcoma of the right suprarenal capsule or right kidney.

Carcinoma of the Gall-bladder.— It may be dillicult to decide whether a given mass

is merely an enlarged gall-bladder, or a growth replacing the latter ; in either case there

may be a history of gall-stones, with biliary colic. i>yrexia. and even jaundice, extending

over years : for primary new growth of the gall-bladder is nearly always secondary to,

and associated with, gall-stones. The ra|)idity of the enlargement, in the absence of any

definite cause, may suggest growth, particularly in a person of the cancer age : careful

l)alpation may show that the mass is not smooth as most gall-bladder enlargements them-

selves are, but more or less nodulated or covered with bosses or irregularities, which in

themsehes suggest new growth ; in some cases there may be secondary deposits in the

liver, and someHmes the eidargemeut of the left supraclavicular gland points to malignant

disease with metastasis. Notwithstanding these ])oints. however, the differential diagnosis

may be so dillicult that lapaiotomy will be resorted to in order to decide it.

The Tumours attached to or in the Liver that are most likely to be mistaken

for enlargement of the gall-bladder, or vice versa, arc Riedel's lobe, secondary carcinoma

or sarcoma of the liver, and nuich more rarely gumma, abscess, or hydatid cyst. \ RiedeVs

lobe (see \). :?()«) may be quite impossible to distinguish by physical examination from an

enlarged gall-bladder or from a movable kidney. Owing to the absence of symptoms,

there is seldom need for laparotomy : Init sometimes the lobe arouses such alarm lest it

be some more serious condition that laparotomy may be resorted to and the diagnosis

verified in that way.
Secoiiilori/ urzc'groivlh in the liver, whether carcinoma or sarcoma, nearly always cau.ses

very considerable, and sometimes enormous, enlargement and great hardness of the organ,

not infreciuentlv associated with J.mndice (p. 331). Ascites (p. 52). or both. The diagnosis

depends, first, upon the discovery of a primary growth. Avhich in the case of carcinoma

is likely to be in the stomach, duodenum, pancreas, colon, or rectum ; or in the case of

sarcoma, the eve—some of the greatest enlargements of the liver being due to secondary
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deposits i)f nul;in(itic sariipiiia. sfcdiidary to a i)riiiiary ocular ;^routli ; and secondly,

on the disco\cry in the li\er of sexeial separate nodules, some of which may lie felt

to lie umbilicated. that is to say, depressed in their central part and raised around the

edges.
(liiiiiiiiii id' the li\er is not very tre(|neid nowadays, and wiien it occurs is apt lo be

mistaken lor new growth uidcss there is an obvious history id" sy|ihilis. or the eflects <d'

tertiary lesions are visililo elsewhere, especially gummatous lesions of the skin or tongue.

The diagnosis may he confirmed by obtaining a positive Wassermann's scrum reaction,

or by the bcneticial effects of giving salvarsan, or jiotassiuni iodide and mercury, though

these drugs do not always cau.'-e a gumma of the liver to disa]jpear ra]iidly. In cases that

have come to laparotomy the diagnosis between gununa and new growth is by no means

easy even when the liver is inspected.
Ab-sicss of the liver (see p. 309). if it is to simulate an enlargement of the gall-bladder,

is likely to lie a single large one, whi( h if it has not arisen in some pre-existent mass, such

as a gumma, new growth, or hydatid cyst, is likely to have been acquired in a tropical

country, where the patient may have suffered from amcebic dysentery. The diagnosis

may not be evident until laparotomy is resorted to. or until the mass is punctured with an

exploring needle, when the chocolatc-and-milk appearance of the pus ol)taincd may be

characteristic.

Ilijduliit Cjisl of the li\er is seldom sduated in such a position as to cause dillicidty of

diagnosis from gall-bladder enlargement, the cyst being more often embedded in the liver

substance, or projecting from its up])er surface. The diagnosis might be arrived at if the

jjatient were known to have had hydatid cysts elsewhere
;
but in most cases it is onl\ when

laparotomy has been performed that the correct diagnosis can be made. It might have

been suggested by the occurrence of eosinoi)hilia, and also by a specihe hydatid sernm

reaction, though neither of these is likely to be foimd unless the hydatid cyst has jimduccd
toxic sym]jtoms. because latent hydatid cysts cause no symptoms.

The Distinction between an Enlarged Gall-bladder and a Movable Kidney or

Hydronephrosis might seem to offer no dillieulty : but elinicall\ the distinction is not

always easy. There is often no jaundice to suggest gall-bladder trouble, nor need there

be any obvious urinary changes to suggest kidney, so that the diagnosis has to be made

chiefly by ])al|)ation. One woidd lay stress upon the fact that the gall-bladder is more

easily felt anteriorly than posteriorly. whiNl I he rcxerse is tln' ease with the kidney : that

the kidney is the more freely nio\alilc of the I wo. as a rule ; that il is seldom possible to

demarcate the np|ier pole of an eidarged gall-bladder in the way that a movable kidney
can sometimes be made out : that with a kidney tumour the loin is dull, whilst with gall-

bladder enlargement it is resonant : and that, on rather hrm biinaiuial palpation, the

peculiar sickening sensation that the ]iaticid may eom|ilain of is more characteristic of

kidney than it is of gall-bladder.

Tumours of other Organs simulating Enlargement of the Gall-bladder lia\e to

be distinguished partly by the fact tluit new growths of the pylorus, duodenum, transverse

colon, or sujjrarenal capsule, big enough to sinudate an enlargement of the gall-ldadder.

will seldom have the smooth oval outline that the latter nearly always |iossesses. There

may, moreover, be distinct symptoms attribidablc to the primary growth, such as

dilatation of the stomach, coffee-ground vomit, or there may be secondary deposits in the

liver, in the left supraclavicular gland, or elsewhere, to indicate the diagnosis. It is not

easy, however, to exclude enlargement of the gall-bladder without resorting to laparo-

tomy in some of these cases.

The Cause of Enlargement of the Gall-bladder. Ilaxing decided that a L;i\cn

tumour is an enlargement of the gall-bladder, it is necessary to determine to whieli of

the following causes it is due :
—

l''.nipyema of the gall-bladder i Tvphiiiii fever
t'lironic iianereulitis Olistructimi nt the coninioTi liile-ihiet liy a

CareiiKiiua nf the head of the pancreas gall-stnne
C'li(ilfe\'stitis from: (i) (iall-^tiines ; Olistructifin ol' tlK' t-vstie iha-t fi\' gall stmie

(ill New mow til Simple niiieoeelc.

It is noteworthy that gall-stuncs lead to enlargcmcid of the gall-liladder far less often

than might be expected ; if the intlammation they lead to, and which leads to them.
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does not '^i>
on to cnijjyfnia of the gall-bladdtr. the latter iisually becomes thick-walled,

contracted, and embedded in dense adhesions, tlie latter preventing it from dilating even

when the cystic or common bile-duets become obstructed by a stone. It is the exception

to find a very big gall-bladder with gall-stones. Indeed, in a middle-aged patient in whom
there has not been any very definite attack of biliary colic, the occurrence of progressive

and considerable enlargement of the gall-bladder, associated with a deejiening jaundice

and no ascites, sliould always arouse serious suspicion of there being a lesion of the liead

of the paiiereds which has extended along the jjancrcatic duct so as to occlude the eonunon

l)ile-(hiet graduallv. the commonest cause of these symi)toms being either clirotiic paiicreii-

titis or anriiioma of the head of the pancreas. The greater the epigastric |jain in sucli a

case, especially if it is paroxysmal, and such as to suggest gall-stones, the more likely is

the lesion to be chronic pancreatitis rather than new growth, and the suspicion may be

confirmed by Cammidge"s Pancreatic Reaction (p. !()(>). There are. of course, cases in

wliich gall-stones are the cause of the enlargement ; but wlien this is so. there is nearly

always tenderness over the gall-bladder, and pain when it is i)alpate(l firmly, associated

with a rise of temperature, possibly with rigors, especially if the inflanunation has sjiread

to the bile-ducts (infective or suppurative cholangitis). Leueoeytosis. with a relative

increase in the polvmorphonuelear cells, woidd indicate that in addition to gall-stones

there is sui)]jurative inflanunation

surgical treatment.

Another important cause for

diagnosis is not dillicult as a rule.

-that is to say. einjiijenui of llie gaU-liUidder
—

requiring

Fifj. 1-1.—Choipsteriii crvi^tiils.

(Hi<^li I'Ower.)

empyema of the gall-bladder is Ifiplioid fever. The
for there will be no question of new growth or of gall-

stones in most of the cases, and the patient will have

been suffering from a prolonged asthenic fever which
will have been diagnosed already l)y Widal's test. In-

fection of the gall-bladder by tyi)hoid bacilli is relatively

common, and seeing that gall-stones are seldom if ever

])rimary. but rather the result of [jrcceding inienil)ial

intlanunation in the gall-bladder, it is not surprising
that gall-stones are more common in patients who have

previously had typhoid fever than in other [)ersons.

Apart from gall-stone formation, however, slighter

degrees of inflammation of the gall-liladder by liaeilltis

typhosus are eonunon. and it is thought that the con-

tinued infectivity of the excreta in typhoid-carriers is

due to the constant discharge of infected bile from the

gall-bladder. i)ersisting sometimes for thirty years or

more. In a certain number of typhoid patients rapid

enlargement of the gall-bladder occurs owing to the

bacillary infection, and there are instances in which the

distention has become so great that the gall-bladder has ruptured spontaneously and

(jroduccd general peritonitis. Sometimes the inflammatory products discharge themselves

naturally by the bile-passages : but it is often necessary to open and drain the gall-bladder,

the diagnosis of the nature of the em])yema being settled by bacteriological examination

of its contents. It is noteworthy that, whereas in uncomplicated cases of typhoid fever

Widals riaetion rapidly becomes negative dining convalescence, when there aie i)ersistent

bacillary eomplieations the serum test may remain jjositive, or at least partly ])ositivc,

over much longer jjcriods. When an empyema of the gall-bladder due to typhoid fever

remains latent for weeks or longer, the nature of the case may be suggested by the previous

history, and by the persistence of the positive .serum reaction.

Simple mucocele of the gall-bladder is probably the result of former catarrh of the

cystic duet, or of a gall-.stone which has disappeared ; in many cases it may be iaipossible

to determine the precise cause : the gall-bladder may become greatly distended with

perfectly colourless mucoid fluid, free from bile pigment, though sometimes containing

crystals of cholesterin (Fig. 124). The fluid is sterile. There are usually no symptoms ;

tlie patient may by chance have discovered the tumour for herself. Such a mucocele may
be mistaken for a movable kidney, and the diagnosis of the Jiaturc of the mass is some-

times obscure until operation is resorted to. Herbert French.
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GANGRENE.—Whi'ii any iiciTotie tissue becomes iiii'ecteil willi |iutrcractive niiero-

orciUiisms, tlie resulting ediiditicni is krinwii as i;ansi;reiu---ilr\ . iimist. ur s|>r(ii(liiij;. (Sec

also Gangrene of the Lim^ ]>. •_'.")!i).

CAUSES OF GANGRENE.

Local Traumatic Causes :
—

Sc\<ic l^r•wi^iI^^ or cnisliini,' ol" tlic tissues

I'roloni;eil [iressure- s|ilint-sores. bed-sores

Kxtreme heat or cold —
l)iiriis, frostbite, etc.

The action of stronf; elieniieals—acids, alkalies, ])henol, et<'.

The action of powerful electric currents, or of liyhtnin;;.

Lowered Vitality of the Tissues, eitlu r (a) Larcil. or (h) Gcticral.

Local : adjacent to tlie infected area in su<h acute infections as—
Se])tie wounds I

tionorrlm-a Scarlet fe\'er

Krysipelas Sypliilis tancruni oris.

.Anthrax
| Diphtheria

General : occurring alter sonic slii;lit injury, as a coni])lication or sccpicla of—
Diabetes I >h-asles ^'ell<|\\ l'e\r'r

I-^ntcrie fever ! Infantile uuirasnnis .\bdaria

.Small-pox
I

(.'holera i I'ois(^MiIll: by snake-

t'hieken-])Ox I Plague I
venom.

Disturbances of the Innervation of the Tissues, sucli as occur in—
Ha\iiaud's disease Tabes (hjrsalis .Meninuo-myelitis
I^rvthromelali.'ia Leprosy
I'cripheral neuritis Ileniiplefiia

Svriimcimvelia .Mvelitis

Lesions of the spinal cord
and Cauda e(|uina.

Stoppage of the Circulation, due to—
i-aubcilism ai.'es, splints : Pressure of new
Throndjosis

'

yrowths : Pressure of aneurysms
Endarteritis : senile f;angrene I

or effuseil blood
Occlusion of vessels, complete or The arterial spasm id' ernotism, the

partial, by -
Lijrature, tiL'lit harnl- - so-called

'

epidemic- i.'ani.'reMi'.'

Speakinii generally, inori' than one of tlie causes enumerated aboxc will be .-il work
in tlie production of Lranirrene in any particular instance. Thus, in tlic gangrciu- followiuL;

.severe injury to one of tlic extremities, sto|)|)ai;e of the circulation tlirouiih the affected

part is usually observed in addition to the direct injury caused by the mecliaiiical crusbiny
of its tissues. .Again, in raneniiii oris or noma -the name given to the spreading gangrene
of the soft tissues of the mouth and clieek occurring in debilitated children after measks
or scarlet fever—great feebleness of the circulation contributes to its production, in addition

to the lowered vitality of the necrotic tissues (Fiii. 21-. ji. 74). .\ diabetic ])aticnt with

gangrene may owe it partly to the impoverished or altered (pialit\' <d' bis bluod. partly
to the arteriosclerosis that is often associated with diabetes, and jjaitly tn piriplicral

neuritis occurring as a further complication of bis disease.'.

In ilri/ gangrene, or iniunnii/iculion. t\\v affected part id the body, usually the distal

end of a liml). becomes lixiii and cold, and gradually blackens as the blood-])igment diffuses

out of the blood-corpuscles and enters the tissues : the part withers as the lluid in it

evaporates. It is a slow process : |)utrefactioii is little in evidence, and there is no

markedly offensive odour about the jiart. for it is too dry to afford a satisfactory culture-

medium for the bacteria of ijutrefaetion : between this dry gangrenous tissue and the

adjoining hcalth-y part of the limb i.s an inflammatory zone : the line of demarcation

{Plate A/I', p. 258). Dry gangrene is common in cases of emiiolism or other com|)letc
obstruction t)f the arteries, in senile gangrene, and in Itaynaud's disease {I'Uite XIII) : the

afleeted part is converted ultimately into a shrunken, black, and ninuldy-smelling mass.

MoisI gangrene. sphacelnK. or slongliing. may often be seen after se\ere crushing of a

leg or an arm. when the ilistal ijortion of the limb dies and putreiies. .\t lirst hot. red.

and jiainful. the crushed extremity jjrcsently becomes mottled, purplish, and cold, as the

circulation through it stojis. Putrefaction soon appears in the dead tissue, the skin rising
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into fiiscoloiiied Ijlibs, which, on rupture, give issue to offensive sanious fluid. A dusky
red line of demarcation separates the gangrenous from the adjoining healthy part.
'

Sloughing
'

is the name commonly given to the putrefactive separation of smaller parts
of the soft tissues from the body ; sloughs are the localized gangrenous patches that result

from most of the injuries described under the first heading.

Spreading gangrene is the form due to infection by special virulent bacteria such as

Bacillus acTOgenes capsiilatiis, which cause death of the tissues in which they grow and

spread. Fatty acids, sulphides, and gases are among the chemical compounds formed by
these micro-organisms, and it is to them that tlie offensive odour is due.

THE DIAGNOSIS.

Traumatic Local Causes and Lowered Vitality of the Tissues.—Gangrene being
an infective necrosis of some part of the body. i)roducing changes obvious to the eye and

nose, the fact of its occurrence can rarely be dillicult to determine. The history of

exposure to one or another of the forms of severe injury or infection, or of exposure to

some injury or infection that would be unimportant if it occurred in a healthy person,
but may lead to gangrene in severely del)ilitated jiatients, ought to be elicited readily.

Disturbances of tiie Innervation of the Tissues.—Gangrene due to disturbances

in the innervation of the tissues is commonly described as a trophoneurosis or trophic

change. It may be either chronic or acute in its onset.

Gangrene of a Chronic Type.—In Raynaud's disease gangrene may affect the tips of

the fingers or the toes, less

often the edges of the ears and
the end of the nose or tongue.
It is often synmictrical, and is

preceded by the other two well-

known stages of the disease,

namely, local syncope, in which

the afiected extremities become

cold, numb, and white ; and
local asphyxia {Fig. 125), in

which they turn from white to

bluc-grcy or purple. Rarely,

Raynaud's disease is character-

ized only by recurring attacks

of necrosis in the extremities

(Fig. 120). It is a chronic

affection, and gangrene only
occurs in marked cases and in

their later stages, although it may be seen at any age. As a dry gangrene attacking the

superficial and terminal parts of .some of the digits, it may bear some resemblance to

senile gangrene (Plate XIJ'. \>. 2,58) : this, however, generally attacks only one limb, usually
a foot : it is more extensive and progressive than the gangrene of Raynaud's disease ;

and it is associated with well-marked disease of the arterial walls.

Gangrene may be a part of the manifestations of erytlnonielulgia. a rare and chronic

disease of adults who do hard work while exposed to considerable changes of temperature.
It is characterized by pain, heat, and Hushing of one or more of the extremities, all aggra-
vated when the limb is allowed to hang downwards. The colour varies from rosy red to

purple, and the affected parts are hot : hence the condition should not be confused with

Raynaud's disease. The gangrene of erythromelalgia is confined to the extremities and

may be symmetrical ; as a rule it is more narrowly localized and less superficial than the

gangrene met with in Raynaud's disease.

Gangrene is a rare coni])lication of peripheral neuritis due to alcoholic, arsenical, or

other forms of poisoning (p. (i.j) ; it occurs only in jKitients exhibiting the vasomotor

type of neuritis. This closely resembles Raynaud's disease, with which, indeed, some

hold it to be identical. The gangrene is symmetrical ; the patient will very probably
exhibit other sym])toms of peripheral neuritis—disturbances of sensation, tremor, paresis,

wasting, trophic changes—and a history of alcoholic excess may be obtainable.

.a iis|,liyxi;i



PLATE XIII

SYMMETRICAL GANGRENE OF THE FINGERS IN RAYNAUD'S DISEASE
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l!,'/jn;h,e,,l h:, prriiiisiioi, «/ ll„ Jl,.,ix,- CoiilDrlhr „l SI. i:,:ni-,„-s Hux/n'"'

from a irrtfcr-cohvcr dr'vnii'i h<j llir iiitr I'r. E. A. \Vih"n,

IXDEX OF I)IAi;XOSIS— 7'li /(Ur ^. .'•)i;
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(JaiiniTiir (il the skin ami siiiicrlicial (issues <<[ the hands or fcrl. or dl' llic llni^cr-cnds,

nia\- lie met with in siin'iiS(ini//iiiii : this (iiseasc-. if assnciated with ])ainlcss whitlows on

the linyTTs. is known as Morviin'.'i (liscasc. This nanyrcno is to some extent liauniatie.

and may he symmetrical : but the diajinosis should not be dillicult. for in most eases throe

|iroiiiinent symptoms are seen in syrinuomyelia : (<i) Loss of the sensations of pain and
of temperature, tactile sense beini; preserved over the ana-stlietic area—the dissociated

ana-stliesia
'

of Charcot. (h) Trophic chansjes about the extremities, often oriuinating
in some iH'ylcctt'il oi' unnoticed injury: hypcrliophy or atro|ihy of the skin or nails;

trophic changes in the joints, tlic so-called
'

I'hari'ot's joints' : brittleness of tin- long
lioncs. with a tendency to sponlan<-ous fracture, (c) Progressive muscular atrophy,

invading the hands first, later the forearms, arms, and shoulders; atrophy of the spinal

muscles mav ensue, giving rise to spinal curvatnri'. Thus the gangrene of syringomyelia
is characterized by its painlessness, and by its combination with other well-marked special

symploms ; in addition the hands <iften [irescnt certain deformities.
'

C'r.AW-iiANi)
"

(p.

10!)) lesulting wlien the muscular atrophy of the hands is marked. " succulent hand
"

when nmch hypcr|ilasia and redundancy of the sol't parts of the hand ami lingers occur.

(Jangrcnr of the toes may occur in lahis doisiilis. usually in connection with a

perforating ulcer about the ball of the big toe (/•'/;,'. •.iflT. ]>. 7:j(i). 'I"hc |iroi'css is slow

Fi'h \J -Tlir- olTHL-t of linvii di-Ki^^ :ifri'r It !ia^ i-ro'lii nf iic-c^rn^i-; of tli

and painless, not symmetrical: and is assoeialed with the otlK-r main signs of tabes

(p. (i(t!(). (Jangrcne of a similar sort, and similarly started by some ulceration or a

neglcctcrl injury, is conmion in /c/iriis// of the smooth or anu'sthctic type. It occurs only
in tlu' later stages of this disease, and IVoiii its rarity calls for no further consideration

hci'c.

(iinniiiiir (if (III (iiiilc l/ljic. attributable to trophic changes, occurs in the form of

ihiiiliiliis iinitiis. or (iriilc bedsore in certain acute disorders or infections of the central

ner\ous system or spinal cord. ]>rodncing both paralysis and anitsthesia. Within a few

days or even horns oi the primary lesion, secondary changes are seen in the skin and soft

tissues where they are most exposed to pressure
—about the buttock, sacrum, coccyx,

iliac crest, great trochanter, tibia, or heel, according to the jjosition in which the paralyzed

]iatient lies. When the pressure is imdidy great or protracted the skin turns red or purple,
and iniless most carefully jirotected presently imdergoes extensive and S|ireading necrosis

and gangrene. Ilot-water bottles that would expose an cdinary patient to no discomfort

or danger, may set up analogous necrosis and gangrene if allowed to remain too long
or too closely in contact with the skin of a paralytic iiatient liable to the formation of

I) !7
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bedsores. The prolonjjed application of an ice-bag may do the same
; indeed, the use of

ice-bags over long periods may be followed by gangrene even in patients who arc free from

any nervous disorder, and particularly in patients who are very fat. The chief nervous

lesions in which the acute bedsore is seen are the following : hemiplegia, whether (hie to

cerebral embolism, ha-morrhage, or thrombosis ; acute infections of the spinal membranes
or cord, such as meningitis, myelitis, or meniLgo-mijelilis. whatever the nature of the infec-

tion : transverse lesions of the spinal cord or cauda equina, such as are caused by fractures

or fracture-dislocations of the spinal column, or by j)enetrating wounds involving the

spinal cord. These bedsores occur only in the ansesthetic areas, and hence tend to escape
the notice of the patient, who may also be unconscious or delirious. It is most im])ortant
to keep a sharp look-out on the skin over all the bony prominences exposed to pressure
in these patients, so that an inci])ient bedsore may be detected at once, and its spread
checked by suitable treatment. Once well established, the acute bedsore tends to sjiread

in area and in depth in spite of the most careful treatment, and brings about the death of

the patient by septic absorption, pyaemia, or the exhaustion consequent to prolonged

suppuration.

Stoppage of the Circulation.—Among the most important and extensive causes of

gangrene are those in which the exciting factor is some more or less complete vascular

obstruction, with conse(|uent stoppage of the circulation, and the death of those tissues

whose blood-supply is cut off. Occlusion of arteries is more important than that of the

veins, but in exceptional cases moist gangrene of some distal part follows blocking of the

veins by thrombosis or by pressure from without, while the arteries are still ])atent. The

importance and amount of the ])athologieal changes following vascular obstruction depend
on the extent to which collateral channels are able to carry on the circulation through the

affected area. If they are ill-developed, the consequences of the stoppage are serious.

Embolism is likely to occur in patients who have valvular disease of the heart, with vege-
tations on the mitral or aortic valves that may be swept off into the blood-stream : or

the embolus may be derived from a blood-clot formed in a diverticulum of one of the

chambers of the left heart, or in an aneurysm, or upon the surface of a rough atheromatous

aorta. Thrombosis, whether arterial or venous, may be sus|)eeted in patients in whom no

source for an embolus can be detected, but who exhibit widespread arterial degeneration,

phlebosclerosis, or local disease that may spread to some vessel and set u]> clotting in its

contents. The occurrence of arterial embolism, in the leg for example, is marked by a

sudden and very severe pain in the limb about the level of the blockage. The parts

beyond become numb, cold, insensitive ; pulsation can no longer be felt in the arteries

distal to the obstruction. The gangrene that follows is usually of the dry type. Very
similar syiii])toms may mark the occlusion of an artery in the leg by thrombosis, but the

onset is usually much more gradual, and the ])ain may be terribly protracted and severe.

Senile gangrene occurs in patients of advanced years with extensive arterial sclerosis ;

in many instances they also give a history of gout, or suffer from diabetes mellitus. It

is in reality a form of occlusive gangrene, due either to the clotting of blood on the diseased

and roughened arterial intima. or to increasing obstruction of the arterial lumina by a

proliferative endarteritis. It is often of insidious onset and confined to one lower limb,

just as embolic gangrene may be : but it tends to spread upwards slowly and indefinitely,

a tendency that finds a natural explanation in the extensive character of the arterial

degeneration that goes with it. It is not often symmetrical ; if more than one limb is

aflected the lesions are successive in their development.
Little need be said about the gangrene that follows com])lete or partial occlusion of

the vessels by the other causes enumerated above. The gangrene will be secondary to

some primary lesion that will seldom fail to be obvious. The ligature of an arteri/ in the

course of a surgical ojieration
—of the femoral, for example, in the treatment of ])oi)litcal

aneurysm—has caused gangrene of the leg in patients whose collateral circulation unfortu-

nately proved to be inadequate. The application of light ba/idages round a limb, possibly

to check hipmorrhage. may cause similar gangrene if they are left on too long. A'ctt'

grozLlh readily compresses or invades veins or even arteries in exceptional cases, and renders

them im]xrvious ;
in either case gangrene of some distal |)art may result. The new growth

may be ])rimary, or a secondary deposit growing ])erhaps in a lymphatic gland. Thus

carcinoma in the mammary gland, or endothelioma of the lung or pleura, may lead to
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secondary (Uiinsits iilicml tlic axillary ami siiliclaxiaii \fin ami artery : and Hum' may lie

so extensive as to oiistriict the eirenlation thronsli tlie arm. and set ii|i moist yanyrene
in the tingers. Similar uanitrene of the finy-ers may result from the vasenlar ohst ruction

caused 1)V a larjic intrathoracic iiiiciii/isiii. or by hlinxl that has escaped and clotted round

the vessels of the arm.

The cjiiileiiiic iliiiiilrenc of ergotism is only of historic interest in Great Uritain, although
it is said to occur still in Russia. It is seen oidy in persons who consume (luantities of

mouldy rye : it appears not to occur in human being.s as the result of excessive doses of

the pharmaceutical preparations of erndt. Minor degrees of erj>'otism may. however,

simulate Raynauds disease or erythromelalyia. (iangrene due tt) ergot is dry. <hronic in

progress, extremely jiainful. and usually asynnnetrical : it results in nuich <lisligmement
from loss of tissue, and has had a high mortalitv in inanv of its epidemics.

I. ./. .1, ,- Illlike .

GANGRENE OF THE LUNG occurs when a portion of this iir_;an undergoes necrosis

and then, owing to invasidu by one or more of many kinds of bacteria, putrefies.

It usually occms iii senile, intemperate, diabetic, or debilitated patients. .Most often it

affects a circumscribed area of lung tissue only, but it may be a diffuse jiroccss in\dlving
a whole lung. It occurs as a rare comjilication of ptieiimotiia or hniiieli(ijiiieiiitioiii(i ;

and as a comparatively common complication of iisjtinilioii piieiiinoiiin due to direct

infection of the lung by bacteria contained in food, nnieous secretions, or foreign bodies

generally (peas, beans, fish-bones, extracted teeth, etc.). that have madt' their way past
the larynx and into tlu' trachea or bronchi. (Jaiigrenc may also result from an extension

of the infection in such chronic snjipurative afhctions of the lungs as eliroiiir imhiiDiiiiri/

liibereiilosi\. Iniiiiihiecliisis. or I'wtid tiroiicliilis. In other instani'cs the infecting agent
reaches the lungs by the blood-stream; thus gangrene may follow jikIiiiiiikiii/ ciiiholium

if the emboli eontaiii septic or ])Utrcfacti\'e bacteria, secondary, for instance, to lateral

sinus thrombosis the icsult of middle-car disease : nr it may result from peiielialiiifi -.vniuirls

of the lung, or from the sjiriail of iiifertioii from tin- pliaua. peritoneum, or pericardium
to the tissue of the lungs.

(Jangrcne of tlu' lung is charaeteri/,e:l by gi'eal prostration, irregular festr. cough,
and in most cases the expectoration of copious lluid, frothy sputum of disgusting odour.

The sputum settles into three layers on standing, and the lowermost of these contains

fragments ol ilaslie tissue. .Severe haemoptysis from gangrenous erosion of a blood-vessel

may be noted in chronic cases. In a few cases the sputum lacks the indescribable but

characteristic tutor, oftinest so in diabetics or children. The physical signs of gangrene
of the lungs are in no way distinctive : more or less extensive consolidation or inliltration

of the affected (larl will be indicated early in the disease, and later, when the gangrenous
tissue has softened and been expectorated, the signs of a cavity may appear. Occurring
as a terminal event, shortly before the death of an exhausted and debilitated patient,

pulmonary gangrene ULay not be suspecteil. ami so may escape detection.

.Vs a rule, howe\er'. the diagnosis presiails no great dillit'ulty. being snggesled by the

supervention of copious and highly offensive expectoration in a patient known to be

suffering from one oi- another of the diseases alri'ady mentionerl. The gangrene may,
however, be siniullanenus with the development of an <isjiinilioii piieitiiiDiiiii. and this con-

dition may therefore be considered more fully. It is often set up by the entry of a foreign

l)ody into the trai-hca or a bronchus : it may follow stenosis of a bronchus from any cause,

such as syphilis, or the pressure of an aneurysm or of a new growth : it may result from the

establishment of a listula from the (esophagus to the trachea or a bronchus as a terminal

event in malignant disease of the air-passages or o-sophagus : it is seen in patieaits with

spreading infections of the mouth, pharynx, or larynx : it occurs in the insane, or in

])ersons with cxtcnsi\c laryngeal or bulbar paralysis who are constantly exposed to the

danger of swallowing food directly into their aii-passages : and it is observed occasionally
offer operations. ]iarticularly those on the mouth, pharynx, larynx, or trachea, when
infective matter -e.g., nnicus, sjiutum, a fragment of a tooth that has just \)vvn extracted—has made its way into the bronchi while the patient was under the influence of a general
ana-sthetie. All the causes just emmierated are dependent on exceptional circnmstances

or conditions that sliouM be distinguished fairly easily or remembered by the patient :

but in not a few instances gangriTie of th.e lung has followed liathing. diving, or accidental
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immersion, tliough the patient could not call to mind that he inlialed any water ;
in the

same way the origin of (jther cases of pulmonary gangrene has remained obscure until

the ])atient has coughed up a piece of bone, a fragment of a tooth. |)art of an ear of corn,

or some other foreign body that he had no recollection of having inhaled down his trachea.

In patients with pycvmia. gangrene of the lung due to multiple embolic pulmonary
abscesses would be suggested if the patient should develop the signs of pulmonary con-

solidation, cough, and offensive expectoration. Similar symptoms occurring after wounds

or contusions of the lungs would make the same diagnosis highly probable.
Greater dillieulty is ex|)erienced in deciding whether gangrene of the lung has occurred

in a patient snilering from hronchicctasis. I'aiid briinchilis. clironic pulmonarii tuhcrculosis

nilh cai'ili/ joinnilion. tir puliid enipi/cniti dischorgiug tlirougli tlic lung, where expectoration

of highly offensive sputum was already jjresent. Elastic fibres and shreds of pulmonary
tissue may be. and often are. present in the sputa of all these conditions : but they are

commonest, and present in greatest amount, in ])ulnionary gangrene. Again, the onset

of pulmonary gangrene is often acute, and accom])anied by nuich prostration, no doubt

due to septic absorption ; these facts, coupled with evidfiice of appropriate changes in

the physical signs of the ])atient"s lungs, should assist in arriving at the diagnosis.

Pulmonary gangrene may occur so soon before death as to be unsuspected : in a few

instances the s])Utuni is not firtid ; in others, particularly in children, the gangrene may
lead to no expectoration at all. In these circnnistances the diagnosis is impossible, ami

the gangrene of the lung may be described as hilciil. A. ./. Jc.r-Iilal.i'.

GASTRECTASIS.—(See Dil.mation oi- xni; Stomacu. p. 178.)

GIDDINESS.~(See \'KRTiGO. p. 751.)

'" GIRDLE PAIN, or 'girdle sensation "—which is often a better description of the

pheiionKniin is a sense of constriction, snnietimes of painful constriction, as though a

tight band encircled the trunk. The band may be narrow or broad, and may be referred

to any level of the thorax or abdomen. Although a conunon symptom of tubes, it is not

pathognomonic of that disease, and may occur with any morbid condition involving

symmetrically the ])osterior spinal roots, such as sijpliilitic spiuul nwuiugitis.

Another form of girdle sensation, having a different pathological basis, is often

described by patients suffering from spastic paraplegia due to focal disease within or out-

side the dorsal region of the spinal cord. In such a case the tight feeling is found to corres-

pond with the highest level of s|)asticity. sometimes with the highest level of sensory loss.

Thus a girdle sen.sation may be a sym])tom of disscniinidcd sclerosis, of myelitis, or of com-

pression paraplegia. In the last it may helj) the ph\sician to locali/.e the level of the disease,

but it is rarely so reliable for this purjjose as the information which can be obtaineil from

a careful investigation of the distribution of motor and sensory paralysis and of the

superficial reflexes (see P\nM'i,i-.(;i \. p. .'JIO). A'. Funiuhin- Buzzard.

GLANDS, LYMPHATIC, ENLARGEMENT OF.- (See Ly.mimiatic (Ji.and Eni,ar(;k-

MKNT. p. ;!7(i.)

GLYCOSURIA.—The diagnosis of glycosuria falls naturally inti> two divisions :
—

(I) The recognition of glumse iu the urine: and (II) The inference as to the disorder icitli

nil ieh it is associated.

I. THE RECOGNITION OF GLUCOSE IN THE URINE.

Certain conditions are met with so connnonly in connection with glycosuria that

tlieir presence makes it ini])eratively necessary to test the urine for sugar. Thus irritation

(eczema, intertrigo) in the neighbourhood of the glans ])enis or vulva may be caused by

the direct local action of the sugar contained in the urine, while boils and carbuncles arise

in the skin owing to diminished resistance to the attack of micro-organisms. Peripheral

neuritis, perforating ulcers, and gangrene of the extremities may own a similar cause.

Obese persons are often the .subjects of a chronic form of glycosuria. Early symptoms of

diabetes are : unex])lained weakness and lassitude, increased hunger or thirst, increased

frequency of micturition owing to the polyuria. Dinmess of vision may be the condition
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of wliii-li (•(iiii|il;iint is madf. ami may l)c due citlicr to ciiininciicini; calaiai-t oi' to a form

of retinitis elosoly rrscmblinji that met with in cases of clironie ne|)hritis.

Urine eontaininij sugar is usually large in <|uaiitity, pale in eolour. and peculiarly

bright and clear in appearance. Its S])eeilie gravity is high, any reading over lOIiO, except
in a dark concentrated specimen, suggesting the need for careful examination for sugar.
It is acid in reaction, and seldom gives rise to any deposit on standing, hut occasionally
it may become contaminated with toruhe which form a turbidity, or even a white sediment.

In all cases in whieli sugar is found in the urine it is important to ascertain whether acetone

and diacetic acid are also jiresent. such almormal constituents pointing to a ciiiidition of

consideral)!e gravity, a true diabetes rather than a sim|)lc givcosuria.
The following aic llie more importanr cliernical tests for the presence of dextrose in

the urine :

1. Trommer's Test.—This—and the two succeeding tests, which are modilicatidus

of it-depend on the ]iower possessed by glucose of reducing alkaline sohilions n\' salts of

copper, with formation of red oxide of copper. To perform Trommer's test, a small amount
of solution of potassium hydrate is poured into a ti'st-tube (say i-in. diptli). and t i it are

added, lirst a few drops of solution of copper sulphate, which will produce a precipitate
of copper hydrate : and secondly, a small (luantity of the suspected urine. On boiling the

mixture, i red precipitate or suspension of cuprous oxide appears if t;luensc be piesent ;

while if glucose is absent. l)lack cuprie oxide is formcci instead.

2. Fehling's Test. This is Trommer's test modilicd by the addition of sodio-polassic
tartrate, whieli holds the black oxide of copper lu solution. Two solutions ai'e piepared
as follows : (i) Dissolve .'ifi'tit grams of copper sulphate crystals in distilled water and
make up to 500 c.e. : (ii) Dissolve 125 grams potassic hydrate and ITIi grams sodio-pntassie
tartrate (Rochelle salt) in distilled water and make up to 500 c.c. These two lluids should

be ke|>t in separate stoppered bottles. For use. take equal quantities of each (s.iy |-in.

deep in a test-tube), mix and boil. .\(ld to llie hot Muid a few drojjs of boiling urine. 11

glucose is present a red suspension of cuprous o\id<- is formed : if it is absent, llie Muid

retains its bhu- colour.

3. Pavy'S Test. This is practically Ihe same as Fehling's. willi the exeeplion that

a certain amount of ammonia is added to retain Ihe icd oxide of copper in solution. The
solution is made thus : topper sul|)hate. t-K! grams : sodio-potassic tartrate. 20- I- grams :

strong .solution of ammonia. 300 c.c. : and distilled water to 1 litre. On boiling this with

urine containing glucose it is decolorized. The blue colour returns on eonlael with the

air. This test is seldom used exeeiit I'oi- <|uanlilali\c purposes (see below).
Sources of Error hi tlir Above Tests.—Faror may be caused by the presence in the mine

of other bodies besides glucose which have the power of reducing co])per salts. The most

important of these arc Liirlose and Pentose. Moth of these sugars form '
osa/.oiic

"

crystals with ])henyl-hydra/.ine. but they do not ferment with yeasl. Pentoses give a

cherry-red colour when heated with hydroehlorie acid and a little pliNu-oglucin. They
also react with the following solutions (Blals Test) : Orcin. 1 gram : 10 per cent solution

of ferric chloride. 25 drops ; strong hydrochloric acid. 500 c.e. On luating 5 c.c. of the

urine with 10 c.c. of this solution a greenish-blue colour is |)rodueed. and linalK' a precipi-
tate of this coloiu' is formed.

Other substances which may cause error in tisting with Fehling's solution are—
Ghjcuronic Acid. Vric and Ilippuric Acirh. Xiuillihi. Creatinin, and Alkiiptoii. As a rule.

however, they do not produce more than a dull greenish-yellow precipitate. insUad of

the golden colour given with glucose. They are none of them fermented liy yeast, (ilyeu-
ronic acid gives the reactions described as characteristic of pentose. .Mkaptonnria is

suggested by the dark colour of the urine (sec Fuini',. .XuNOiniAL Coi.()R.\ri()N of. p. 7 Ki).

The reduction sometimes seen on testing the urine of patients who ha\e bi'cn taking
certain drugs, such as morphine, chloroform, chloral, salol. camphor, phena/.onc. benzoic

acid, or carbolic acid, is [jrobably due to glycurouie acid.

If the urine to be tested for glucose by the copper-reduction method contains an\-

large amount of albumin, this should be reuio\c'd lirst by boiling and liltralion. If the

urine be anuuouiacal. Fehling's test luay be converted unwittingly into l'a\y's. and
decolorization l)e produced instead of a red precipitate. -Strongly alkaline urine should
be rendered slight l\' acid with acetic acid.
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4. Bottger's Test.—Put a small quantity of urine (freed if necessary from albumin)

into a test-tube, and add an efjual <iuantity of liquor potassa- and a couple of grains of

bisinutli subnitrate (as nuicli as will lie on the point of a small penknife). On boiling, a

black precipitate is formed.

5. Nylander's Test.—Make u]) the following solution : Hisnuitli subnitrate, 2 grams ;

sodio-potassic tartrate, 4 grams ; caustic soda solution (sp. gr. 1-12), to 100 c.c. On

boiling .5 c.c. urine containing glucose with 5 or 10 drops of this solution a black precipitate

is formed. Glycuronic acid, pentose, and lactose also reduce bismuth.

(>. Moore's Test.—Put a small quantity of urine into a test-tube, add an equal

amoimt of liquor potass.T?. and boil. If sugar is present, a dark brown colour is produced

and gradually deepens to an almost black tint. This test is not of much value, as it requires

the presence of a considerable ])erccntage of sugar, and a dark colour may be produced

bv other substances, such as indiean and alkapton,

7. Picric Acid Test.—Pour about 5 c.c. of urine into a test-tube : add 2 c.c. of

satiuated solution of picric acid in water and a few drops of litpior potass*, and boil. A
dark brown colour is produced if glucose is present. This test also is of little value, as

a dark colour is produced also by

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^„__^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ lactose, and even by creatinin^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^H niay

^^^^^^^^r^ ^^^^^^^^H on

^^^^^r ^^^^^M s. Phenyl-hydrazine Test.—
^^^^^ I ^^^^M a test-tube about a quarter full of

^^W j ^^1 urine, and add as much phenyl-

^m I ii i^/ ^B hydrazine as will lie on the point of

V , li ¥ ^ the large blade of a penknife, and
' 'at her larger amount of sodic

I ,
,

I acetate. Boil some water in a

If^i^y ;
I beaker, place the test-tube in this

I
I and keep it boiling for half an hour.

I
I

I Then remove it, and allow it to

1^*^
' M cool. If glucose be ])resent. crystals

^^^ ^M of i)hciiyl-glucosazone will form in

^^ -^-X \ ^1 the shape of sheaves of bright yellow

^^^^ \ j^^M needles, as seen under a low |>ower

^^^^ '^^^H of the microscope (i^fjg. 127). Other

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^m such as lactose and

^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ acid,^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
differ somewhat in shape, phenyl-
lactosazone. for example, being
shorter and rather in the form of

bundles than of sheaves. The

melting-points of the different com-

pounds also difl'er: ]:henyl-glucosazone crystals melting at 206 F., phenyl-lactosazone
at 200 F, phenyl-pentosazone at 160 F, In all cases of doubt the crystals should not

only be inspected under the microscope ; their exact melting-point should be determined

also. Glycuronic acid usually gives rise to an amorphous precipitate, or scales, not to

crystals. The urine to be tested should be free from albumin.

9. Safranin Test.—Place in a test-tube about a i-inch of urine (free from albumin) ;

add etiual (juantities of liquor potassse and of solution of safranin (1-1000). .\ dark red

lluid is ])roduced. which turns yellow or brownish on boiling if glucose is present. This

test is seldom used, but appears to be a sure indication of the presence of glucose (Bedford).

10. Fermentation Test.—Boil some urine (200 c.c.) in a beaker, and allow it to

cool ; stir into it a i)iece of yeast the size of a small cherry till it is thoroughly mixed.

Alkaline urine should tirst be rendered acid with a few drojjs of acetic acid. Fill the

graduated limb of a ureometer with the fluid, and let it stand for twenty-four hours in a

warm place. If glucose is present carbon dioxide gas will be formed and will accumulate

at the top of the tube. If performed carefully this test is a certain indication of the presence

Fig. 1'21.—Plieiiyl-giucosazoue crystals u-s seen under the Jliediimi

power of the microscope. Note their yellow colour, finer rays, and

larger size than the sheaves of tyrosni crystals (.Fig. 148, p. 333).
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(if yiucose. A small anwiunt of Icinifiitation may lie |iiiiilurril by bactd-rial action on

other sui;ars, but l)y hoilin" the urine this error is ehiniiiateil. L;evulose may also ferment

with yeast, but its presence in urine is so exceptional that it may practically be disregarded.

A rough indication of the amount of sugar ])resent may be gained by taking the specilic

gravity of the urine after fermentation, and comparing it with that of a specimen kept

under similar conditions but without yeast. It is said that a fall of one pcjint in the specific

gravity takes place for every grain of .sugar per ounce of urine : but this mode of quantita-

tion is very inaccurate.

Qlwntitativf. MKASfREMENT of the ulucosc present may be ma<le by either Fehling's

or Pavy"s fluid.

If Fehling's Fluid is used. 10 e.c. of the mixed fluid (i. and ii.) are placed in a porcelain

dish along with about 40 e.c. of distilled water, and heated to boiling over a flame. .\

burette is lilled up to a known mark with the urine, diluted to 1 in 10 (10 e.c. in 90 e.c.

of distilled water), and this is allowed to rim slowly, a few drops at a time, into tlie boiling

fluid, which is stirred meanwhile with a glass rod. .V precipitate of red oxide of copper
forms, and the blue colour is gradually discharged. When this has completely disappeared,
the quantity of diluted urine is read off : and the amount of sugar in this is known to be

0-05 gram. Sup|)ose that, for example. 8 e.c. of urine diluted to 1 in 10 have been used :

then 8 e.c. of undiluted urine will contain 10 • 0().} gram glucose, or 03 gram. Knowing
this, the percentage i)( sugar is easily calculated to lie 0-5 x 100 ^ S. or ti-25 per cent.

The method of using Pavy's Solution is similar, with the exception that it must be

boiled in a closed llask. and the nozzle of the burette I'onnected to this by a piece of tubing
which passes through the cork of the tiask. The complete reduction of the cojjper is known

by the decolorization of the fluid. Ten e.c. of Paws solution are e(|uivalent tn OOO.j gram
sugar (it is thus only one-tenth the strength of Fehling's).

Bang's Method consists in boiling a portion of urine with a standardized solution of

cuprie suli)hate and titrating the amount of copper remaining unreduced with a solution

of hydroxylamine sulphate. The reagents are as follows : (i) Dissolve 500 grams potassic

carbonate. 400 grams potassic sulphoeyanate. 100 grams ])otassic bicarbonate, by heating
in 1200 e.c. water : add 2.") grams cuprie sulphate crystals dissolved in l.'jO e.c. water, and
make up the whole to 2 litres. (ii) Dissolve (i-5.) grams liydroxylamine sulphate ami
200 grams potassic suliihocvanate in water an<i make up to 2 litres. Thus 1 e.c. of (ii)

(lecolorize> 1 c.e. of (i). To perform the (luantitative test, take 10 e.c. of urine (or of

mine diluted to 1 ."> or 1 10 if there is much sugar present) and l)oil with .50 e.c. of

solution (i) for three niinuti's. tool the mixture under the ta[i : it nnist remain blue,

otherwise the operation nuist be repeated with 10 c.e. of more dilute urine. Titrate with

solution (ii) in the cold till the colour disappears. The quantity of sugar present in the

amount of (undiluted ) urine originallv used is calculated from tlie following table :
—

C.e-hydioxyi-
amiiie solu-
tion needed
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the patient is suffering from some form of diabetes mellitus. Two main varieties may be

distinfTiiished :
—

1. True or Acute Diabetes.—This occurs usually in younoish subjects ; the urine

is increased largely in amount, and the condition is accompanied by muscular weakness,

wasting, marked thirst, and increased appetite. The face may be Hushed, and the tongue
often looks large and deep-red in colour. The amount of sugar in the urine is influenced

but slightly by diet. .\s the disease advances, acetone, diacetic acid, and oxybutyric acid

make their a])pearance in the urine. (See Acetoniria. p. 3.) The presence of acetone

in the breath may be recognized by the pecidiar sweet smell. The knee-jerks arc often

lost. Death occurs, usually within two or three years, in a condition of coma. It may
be hastened by the sujicrvention of acute pneumonia or of a rapidly progressive tuber-

culosis of the lungs.

2. Chronic Glycosuria.—This occurs in elderly subjects, who arc often obese, and

may show gmify tendencies. The urine is not markedly increased in amount, and does

not contain acetone bodies. The amount of sugar present is reduced considerably by
strict dieting. There is no wasting, and little alteration of thirst or appetite.

Forms of intermediate severity are met with, the rapidity of the ])rogrcss of the disease

diminishing somewhat as age advances.

There are a few conditions associated with temporary glycosuria wliich have to be

distinguished from true diabetes. The following are the most important :
—

1. Cerebral Injuries, Haemorrhage, and Tumours may be associated with glyco-

suria. In the case of cerebral tumours it may persist till death, and is by some writers

described as diabetes due to this affection. It will usually, however, be associated with

the cardinal signs of cerebral tumour—headache, vomiting, and optic neuritis. None of

these are conunon in diabetes, though o))tic neuritis may occur. If a patient is seen

for the first time during the coma which is caused by a cerebral hainorrhage or injury,

the jjresence of glycosuria may lead to a mistake in diagnosis. It nuist be borne in mind
that in diabetic coma there are usually acetone bodies present in the urine; also that

cerebral ha-morrhage is most often seen in elderly subjects, diabetic coma in younger

persons, and that the amount of sugar found in cases of cerebral disease is not as a rule large,

2. In Alcoholic Subjects ( onsideralile (|uantitics of sugar may occur in the urine

and persist for some weeks, and may yet disap|jear entirely on careful dieting and complete
abstinence from alcoholic liquors. This condition may be due to disturbance of the

pancreatic or hepatic fimctions by the ])()ison, and may really be an early stage of true

diabetes which is amenal)lc to treatment. It is well, therefore, not to make a diagnosis of

incurable diabetes in an alcoholic subject until the effects of careful regime have been noted.

3. Pancreatic Disease, acute and chronic, may be accompanied by glycosuria.

Pancreatic haniorrhage and acute pancreatitis are signalized by severe pain in the upper

part of the abdomen, constipation, vomiting, and collapse
—symptoms suggestive of acute

intestinal obstruction. In only a minority of these eases does sugar ajipear in the urine :

when it does, it is an important aid in diagnosis of the affection ])resent. In chronic

pancreatitis
—as also in some eases of gall-stones, in which this couflition is probably

present
—

glycosuria is encountered ; indeed, the condition may go on to true and fatal

diabetes. Wasting, ])igmentation (jf the skin, repeated rigors, and the passage of imdigested

meat-fibres and of an increased quantity of fat (especially neutral or uns])lit fats) in the

fseces, accompany this form of pancreatic disease. (See under Cammidc;e"s Reaction,

p. 100.) Jaundice is often a marked sym])tom.
4. Other conditions in which small quantities of sugar nuiy be found in the urine are

Graves's Disease, Starvation, and so-called Alimentary Glycosuria, in which glucose is

excreted after meals containing large quantities of this substance or. more rarely, of

starchy food. These conditions should not lead to difficulties of diagnosis.

It is well to bear in mind that the onset of true diabetes may be signalized by the

IrtDisitori/ ap])earanee of glucose in the urine. This symptom may disappear once or twice,

with or without special treatment, but may finally return and persist. This occurrence

may be observed sometimes in connection with pregnancy, sugar being found in the urine,

or increased thirst and appetite noted along with polyuria, the patient subsequently

regaining her health ; then, at a subsequent pregnancy, the symptoms may recur and

persist. ir. Cecil Bosdiiquct.
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GOITRE.— (Hie TiiviioiD (;l.\M) Enlaiu;e.ment. |i. 721.)

GRINDING OF THE TEETH DURING SLEEP is u Mni|,t.,ni «ln,-li tr-.iul.lrs ii,,-

patient little, but may eonsidt ralily disturb tli<)se who sleej) witli him. In itself it is.

however, a sym))tom of little importance. It is popularly held that urindinji of the teeth

at nijfht. esjieeially in ehildren. is an indication of the presence of intestinal worms. |>artieu-

larly of the Oji/iiris- vciniiiiilfirin : it would be well, therefore, to have the fa'ces examined
in all cases of the kind, both for parasites and for their ova. The |iopular belief of the

association of intestinal |iarasites with the teeth-<,ninding habit is seldom verilied clinically,

however, and the habit may be very bad and |iersistent in children, or even adults, who
are in perfect health. Very often it is rather a rattling of the up|)er teeth against the

lower, owing to lateral movements made by the lower jaw as the patient, when half roused.

turns over in bed : actual gritting of the teeth diiring slec]) is far less common. It is

possible that in its beginning there was a gumboil or other local irritation, which led to

jaw-movements that ]iersisted as habitual grinding of the teeth long after the primary
cause was gone. Ilirbnt Fniirli.

GUMS, BLEEDING.— (.See Bi.kkdim; (Jims. p. 7-'.)

GUMS, RETRACTION OF.— (.^:ce Hkthaction ok -iue (ii.Ms, !>. .l,s!).)

GUMS, SPONGY.- (Si'.' Hii.i;i.im; (;i ms. p. 7-_'.)

HjIIMATEMESIS is a teim indicating xumiting of blood. It has to In- dillerer]-

tiated from ha>mo|)tysis. but the distinction is not dillicult if attention is paid to the

points discussed on p. !!«.").

Having arrived at the ((inclusion thai Ihc patient is sullcrini; from ha^matemesis, tin-

next point is to determine the cause.

CAUSES OF H/EMATEMESIS.

A. Swallowed Blood.

I'jpist.-ixis lUcediriLi tMiTii Ihc iiiniitj] arid M.ilin^ci Iiil:

Ila-nidjilysis |

llunnl

Ii. Diseases of the Oesophagus :
—

KpitlLclidiua M( iliasliiuil i;iijv\IIl pcrluralirij; the nsoplciijiis
.Aortic aueiuysni nipliirinu inle tlic and aciria

lesiiphaL'lls l'"iircii.'M lindy p( liuratili;^ Ihc osopliaijus and
Haphu'e of \aricnsc o-sitphaifcal \'eins aorta

( '. Diseases of the Stomach :

Acute L'astritis

Chronic gastritis
Toxic gastritis
Corrosive poisons,
such as strou" acids

Gastrointestinal irritants, sncli CarciiKinia
as arsenic, phosphorus, anti- Injmies
mony .Vtlieroina

I'Icer .Midoniinal Lineinysm (ppening
(Jastrostaxis into the sluniach

or alkalies
|

Hieniorrhaiiic erosions
[

D. Diseases of the Duodenum :
—

fleer
j

laicin(jnui
|

Gall-stone nleeratini; into tlie dnoileinini

E. Portal Obstruction :
—

Cirrhosis of the liver

Pylephlebitis (adhesive) ,

Pressure on tlie liortal veins I

Chronic heart and lung disease ,
'I'"*'' '"'^'y

Some cases of enlarged spleen
'

/". Acute Febrile Diseases :
—

.Malignant variola .Malaria I Cholera
Malignant scarlet 'S'ellow fever Acute yellow atrophy

fever lJen;;iie ) Funjiatini; endocarditis
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G. Blood Diseases :

I'ur|iiira
ScTirsv

Hti'innpliilia

//. Miscellaneous :-

Leuk.Tmia
Hodfrkin's disease
Chlorosis (?)

Pernicious ana-mia
Malarial cachexia

Splenic anxmia

Chronic Bright's iliseasc I Prolonged jaundice
Following; abdominal operation | Syphilis

It niivy be said at once that tliere are only three common causes o[ profuse lueniatcniesis—namely, gastrosta.ris. gastric ulcer, and cirrhosis of llic liver. The differential diagnosis
between these is by no means always easy. The older the ])atient and the greater the

history of alcoholism, the more likely is the symjitom to be due to cirrhosis of the liver :

at this stage of the malady there may be neither jaundice nor ascites, but the liver may be
felt enlarged and unduly firm, and the spleen may also be pali)able. Hiematemesis in

a young, anaemic woman is more likely to be due to gastrostaxis than to ulcer, whereas in

.older patients, especially in males, gastric or duodenal ulcer is the probable diagnosis if

cirrhosis can be excluded. The distinction between gastrostaxis and gastric ulcer often
becomes one of opinion only, unless ojieration is resorted to. The longer the preceding
Iiistory of gastric symptoms, and the more definitely localized the epigastric pains, the
more likely does ulcer become.

The diagnosis is often arrived at (juiekly enough, but sometimes a routine discussion
of all the possible causes is required : so that we will take each of the above groups in turn.

A. Swallowed Blood.

Epislrrris.
—If there is obvious bleeding from the nose as well as ha'matemesis. the

])robability would be that some of the blood luid trickled down the posterior nares into

the pharynx, and had been swallowed and subsequently vomited. It should be remembered,
however, that the two commonest causes of epistaxis in adults are cirrhosis of the liver

and chronic interstitial nephritis, so that the po-ssibility of bleeding having occurred from
the stomach as well as from the nose would have to be considered. If a moderate degree
of epistaxis has taken place during the night, blood may have been swallowed uncon-

, sciously. In some eases in which no blood has come from the anterior nares, examination

may reveal blood trickling from the posterior nares. and the epistaxis niav become evident
if the |)aticnt blows his nose.

Ihvnioj/li/sis.
—When blood comes from the air-passages, some of it may How back

into the ]jharynx and be swallowed, especially if the haemorrhage occurs during sleep. If

the patient has a cough, or expectorates blood-stained sputum and presents signs of chronic

pulmonary disease, the possibility of swallowed blood must be considered as a cause of
the haematemesis, though difficulties may arise in forming a correct conclusion, for cirrhosis

of the liver, for instance, is not infreciuently complicated by ])hthisis. and so on.

Bleeding from the Mouth anil Throat.—The gums, tongue, and fauces should be
examined carefully, as blood from any of these sources may be swallowed and later vomited.

IJleeding from the gums is most likely to occur when they arc spongy, as in scurvy or
mercurial stomatitis.

Malingering.—The possibility of blood having been drunk in secret and afterwards
vomited with intent to deceive must be considered in some eases when no cause can be
found to accoimt for its occurrence. Should fraud be suspected, it may generally be
detected by careful observation. The red corpuscles should be examined microscopically
in case the oval corpuscles of a bird may reveal their extraneous source.

B. Diseases of the (Esophagus.

Epilhcliomii.
—

Ilapmorrhage is rare in the conunonest form of epithelioma of the

fjesophagus which leads to an annular stricture, but it may occur from erosion of small

blood-vessels as the result of the ulcerative form of the disease, the amount of blood which
is brought up being snudl. When the ulceration is deeper and more extensive it may
finally lead to jjcrforation of a larger vessel, even the aorta, a condition which causes

sudden, profuse, and rajjidly fatal luemorrhage. The diagnosis of this cause does not,

as a rule, give rise to nuich dilticulty ; dysphagia is the earliest symptom in nearly all the
cases (see p. 1!)4).
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All Aiiiiiiiisiii ii{ till- 'riiiinific .iiirlii ((lm|)I(•ssiIl^ tlic (i>sci|ili;ij;iis iiiii\ lliuilly cidili- and

open iiitii it, with |)r()l'use and fatal lui'inatciiR-sis.

Riiptiirc iif I'lin'rosc (EsiiplKigcal \'cinn.—Varicose vt-itis occur in the lower end of

the cesopha<>iis as a result of ])ortal olistruction, especially that form which is due to

cirrhosis of the liver, and the ru|)ture of such veins is often followed by profuse lueniateinesis.

It is, In)wever, practically impossible to determine whether the blocjd comes from the

lower end of the <esopluigus or from the stomach, so that the diagnosis resolves itself into

one of cirrhosis of the liver.

Meiliiisliiiiil (irinclh perforating the (Ksopliiigiis niiil Aorta.—Ilaematemesis from this

cause is exceptionally rare, for mediastinal urowth is by no means a common disease, and

vomitinj; of blood is an infrequent complication of it. HLcmorrhage may occur, however,

if the urovvth compresses and erodes the osopliagus. It is most likely to be mistaken

for thoracic aneurysm or epithelioma of the (esophagus. The tendency of new growth
to compress and invade the large veins, leading to (edema of the neck and up|)cr extremities,

cyanosis, and dilated superficial veins, is characteristic, and serves to distinguish it from

aneurysm, in wdiich severe venous obstruction is much rarer. The followina case of

mediastinal sarcoma perforating the (eso|)hagus and aorta is an example ol liaTiialemesis

from this cause :
—

Michael II., aged :!(). was admitted I'lir (iys|iiio:i and pain in the cliest. lie liail Milliicil tioni

several attacks of what had been considered to be lueiiKiptysis similar to that of |ilitliisis. the first

occurring seven niontlis before his admission. He was found to have impairnienl of note, with

diminished l)realli-sounds, (i\er the whole of llie left side of his chest. .\bont a month after his

admission lie suddeiih hionglit up a larye ((uaiitit\- ot blood, and died. .\t tile post-m(]rlein evamiii-

atiou. the stomach and (hiodenmn were fidl of lil 1. Tliere was a large sarcomatous mediastinal

orowth. which had smroimded the lower cud of the (esophagus, trachea, and aorta. The wall of

the (csopliayus at the lev( 1 of the liihireation of tlic trachea had heeu destroyed, and tlie aorta was

perforated at the origin of the left suhela\ ian artery, m> that a clireet eomimmiiation lelwcen the

oesoi)hagus and the aorta had been established.

Foreign lioili/ iierfiinitiiig the (Ksoplingiis ami Aorta. -Copious ha'morrh.ige which may
cause death, may be i)roduced as a result of a foreign body, such as a pin, lishbone, or

tooth-plate, perforating both the (esophagus and some large vessel, or c\cn the aorta.

A history of such a foreign body being swallowed, followed by a feeling of discomfort in

the (esophagus, would suggest such a condition, which might be conlirined by the use of

.r-ravs. bougies, or the (esophagoscope.

('. Diseases of the Stomach.

Aeate (iastritix. -'VUi.- nuicous membrane of the stomach in this disease is congested,

and small lucmorrhages and erosions may be present. They can be seen clearly with the

gastroscope. The ha-morrhage which occm-s is slight, in the form (d' streaks of blood nuxe(l

with mucus in the vomit, aiul it hardly merits th( term liaMnatcmesis. Acute gastritis

is caused most freipientlv by errors in diet, irritating or dccomjiosing foods, alcohol, corro-

sive or irritant ixiisons, or sepsis from septic teeth, stomatitis, or ])yorrh(ra alvcolaris.

The chief symptoms arc : a feeling of discondort and tenderness in the epigastrium,

nau.sea, eructations, vomiting, constijKition : or in children. diarrlKca : headache, a

feeling of depression, furred tongue, foul breath, and concentrated urine. Pus corpuscles,

or micro-organisms .such as .streptococci, pneumoeocci, or diphtheria bacilli, have been

recovered from the gastric contents on ai>propriatc exannnation in some cases.

Chronic (liislritis.—The mucous membrane of the stomach may be thickened and

congested, with ha-morrhagic erosions scattered oxer its .surface. The vomit usually

consists of a good deal of mucus, and occasionally a little blood. It may billow acute

gastritis, but most fre(iiiently is caused by the continual and excessive ingestion of alcohol,

tea, coffee, and irritating and indigestible articles of diet. The main symjitoms are :

tenderness in the epigastrium aggravated by the taking of food, nausea, vonuting—
especiallx in the early morning if due to alcohol —llatulcnce. foul breath, a furred tongue

indented by the teeth at the edges, consti|)ation, concentrated urine, and slight pyrexia.

Toxie Gastriti.'i due In Corrosive Poisons.—Strong acids or alkalies destroy the nuicous

membrane of the stomach as well as injure that of the mouth, throat, and (esophagus.

More or less constant vomiting of blood and blood-stained mucus is one of the most

promineid s\toptoms, and it nuiy be associated with intense |)ain in Ihe mouth, throat.
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and abdoiiK'ii. dysphagia, pain and tenderness behind theTlowcr end of the sternnni or
in the epigastrium, distention of the abdomen, collaijse, and a rapid, feeble pulse. The
urine may contain blood and albumin, and, if the poison is oxalic acid, crystals of oxalate
of lime. If corrosive poisoning is suspected, an inspection of the mouth and pharynx
will show signs of corrosion, and an examination of the vomit will furnish evidence of the
nature of the poison.

Arsenic.—The mucous membrane of the stomach is red. inflamed, partly detached,
and covered with blood-stained mucus. The chief symptoms are nausea, violent and
incessant sickness, burning pain in the epigastrium, diarrhoea, faintness, and depression.
The vomit is usually a brownish, turbid fluid, mixed with nnicus and streaks of blood.
Later, there may be severe diarrho-a, with rice-water stools. Arsenic may be detected
in the vomit.

Phosphonm. antimony, and other irritant poisons may also cause inflammation of
the mucous membrane of the stomach, and lead to slight luTmatcmesis.

Gastric Vlccr.—Ha-matcniesis is the most important symptom of gastric ulcer, though
it occurs in only abovit 50 per cent of

the cases both in the acute and
chronic forms of the disease, being
clue in the former to erosion of small

\ csscls, and in the latter to the

ulcerative process extending to and

ii|)ening uj) larger gastric vessels, and

uccaslonally even the i)ancreatic or

>|ilcnic artery. The amount of blood

\aries within wide limits. If the

quantity is small, or if it is gradually

poured out into the stomach, it may
remain there a sufficient time for the

acid gastric juice to act on it and
convert the hemoglobin into hae-

matin. which gives to the vomit a

characteristic dark-brown "

coffee-

grounds
"

ap|)carance. In some cases

the blood is not vomited but appears
in the stools as mehvna (p. 385). If

a medium or large \essel is eroded

(lie bleeding may be very copious,
a quart or more of blood being
vomited, either liquid and arterial in

colour or in large red clots. •» A
profuse luemorrhage causes sudden

pallor, a feeling of faintness, rest-

lessness. syneo])e, and a rapid, feeble

pidse. It is rarely fatal unless a

large vessel such as the splenic artery
has been eroded. Occasionally Ine-

matemesis is the first intimation of
the presence of a gastric ulcer, but in the majority of eases there are other symptoms and

signs which have preceded it. The disease was formerly said to occur most frequently in

females
, especially of the servant class, between the ages of twenty and thirty, but not a

few of these cases diagnosed as gastric ulcer are i^robably examples of gastrostaxis, or

bleeding from a spongy, oozing mucosa without any definite and macroscopic ulceration.

An analysis of 101 fatal cases showed 5!) males and 42 females, and it is quite as conuiKjn
in later as in early adult life. It docs occur before jniberty sometimes, but very rarely.
Like duodenal ulcer, it seems to be commoner in the North of England than in the South,
and in mining and manufacturing rather than in rural districts. In addition to liaMiiat-

emesis, the signs most characteristic of gastric ulcer are abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting,
and metena. Pain is felt in the epigastrium just below the ensiform cartilage : it usually

1:.J. 12 -.!rkui.,'r.t,Ui ul bi.siiiulli in .lii Ut i^l.ij^ btoiiiaoii.
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begins a U\\ iniiintrs .il'trr' the iimisticiii (if I

an hour or two at'tcrvvards. Pain may also

and first lunil)ar spines. Its eharactcr and

intensity are very variable, but it is

usually severe. lly])era'stliesia of the skin

and tenderness on ])ressure in the ei)i<>as-

triuni may also be present, ^'omitin^ ma\

come on immediately after food is taken,

or may ln' deferred for an hour or twn.

bein<J preceded usu:dly by a yiiod ileal of

pain. The \dmit has a \ery acid tasti-

and an abnormally acid rea<tion. Melana

follows Inemateniesis : oeeasionally it nia\-

precede it. and rarely occurs indeiiendentlw
The InUiiue in llie majority of eases is

clean, red. imiist. mid stead\'. There is

more or less aniriuia : the |piiints uf dis

tinction between i;aslrie ulcer and an:rnne

vomiting are discussed on page :>li.

Simple ulcer is snmctimes dillicult In

differentiate frnm cirrhosis of the li\cr

or carcinoma of the stomach, l-^xamina-

tion of the stomach with the i ra\s

after a bismuth or barium meal some-

times ahords piisiti\i- evidence of the

natmc of the lislon (/•'/<>. l-J.S), especiall\

when there is some stenosis of the pylorus;
but it is possible to have an active ulcer

and yet for llic r-ra\ appearances of the

stomach to be noiinal.

lod. but in some cases is not cNpcrienccd until

be fell in the back, between the tenth dorsal

Fi/i. 1311. -
... .".: .iliii- .1

bismuth llli-.ii in .i ^ ..-.- .u iuniLM,.!,, .IIM ,-.. <_a tlir llU.iillr

of the stonuich. 'I'he pyloriL- rinl was normal. The Lliagiiosis

was verified by operation.
(Sf,-!ii'ir'im hii Iir. C. Tfnirslmt Ht'lkinil.)

About 00 per cent ol' the cases occur bet

iiicil. IViniilf. ave -Js.

lSk„nnim /',/ lir. C. riiiirs/'U, llolhind.)

(idslrdslii.ris (.see .\\.e.mi.\, p. .'50).

IldiiKirrlidgic erosions arc probabl\ the

earliest stage of gastric ulcer, though they
ina\ not develop l.)eyond the phase of

niiiLidc ei'osiiius. Thc-y may be llic actual

laiisc of i;astrosta\is. and peihaps llic dis-

linctions between gastrnstaxis. ha-niorrliagie

elusions, and multiple small gastric ulcers

ale iliHereiiccs of dcL^ree and not of kind,

riierc arc certain conditions, however,

csp.iaallv acute malignant fevers, ])urpm-a.

infect i\e endocarditis, and similai' seiitie

states, in which a general tendency to

siibcnhincous and subnmcous lucmorrhages
leads to nuiltiple small gastric erosions,

which produce hiematcniesis without being
dirccllv related to ordinary gastric ulcer.

(iirciiiiiiiKi.— Hiematemesis is a less

frcipicnl and important sign of carcinoma

of the stcimach than of gastric ulcer, for it

occurs in but a little over 20 jjcr cent of the

I'ascs. and even then is generally slight.

Bright-red blood is rarely seen in the

vomit, for the slow ooze from the ulcerated

surface of the growth allows the blond to

remain in contact with the gastric jiuc'c and

develop the coftee-groun<ls
"

appearance,

ween the ages of fortv and sixtv. The chief
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symptoms and signs of the disease are : pain in the epigastric region, nausea, vomiting.
anorexia, loss of weight and strengtii. jiyrexia. ana-mia. cachexia, and the presence of an

abdominal tumour. Pain is one of the earliest

symptoms, but it varies considerably in degree and

])osition. It is referred most frequently to the

epigastrium, but is not as a rule so severe as in

gastric ulcer. \'omiting is another early symptom
which varies in frequency and character according
to the position of the growth. When the pvlorus
is involved and stenosed. the stomach dilates and
a large quantity of frothy, brownish vomit is eva-

cuated every two or three days ; in cases of
dilfuse carcinoma the capacity of the stomach is

diminished, and a small quantity may be vomited
I wo or three times a day : when the growth is

situated at tlic cardiac orifice, the .symptoms
resemble those of epithelioma of the a'so])hagus. and
the food immediately after swallowing is regurgi-
tated rather than vomited ; whilst in cases of

growth whicli involve neither of the orifices of the

stomach, there may be no vomiting, or if present it

may have no special characteristics, the symptoms
being mainly those of dyspepsia or gastritis. A
chemical analysis of the vomit may show deflcieney
of hydrochloric acid and the presence of lactic acid ;

first because there are a great manv other conditions

Ftij. lol.—Skiiiiiram aiter it bLsiuutlt iin;.il in .i

case of carcinoma of pylorus and pyloric end of

stomach.

{Skiarjratu by Dr. C. Thiirstan Holland.)

but the value of this test is limited :

besides carcinoma of the stomach in which

there is delieieney or absence of free Ht'l

in the gastric contents—cachexia of any
kind, cirrhosis of the liver, heart disease

with failing compensation, enteric, pneu-
monia and other fevers, achylia gastrica,

pernicious anaemia, and many other con-

ditions under which the patient is ill

enough for all his secretions to suffer,

amongst them the gastric juice ;
and

secondly because insutlicient care is .some-

times taken to recover the gastric contents

at the right time after a meal. All ])ersons

fail to show free hydrochloric acid in the

gastric juice for some while, generally three-

quarters of an hour at least, after a meal

containing proteid. The more the proteid
the longer it takes for the stomach to

accumulate sufficient HC'I, fir.st to combine
with all the molecules of proteid as com-
bined Ht'l, and later to jjermit of a surjjlus

of uncomliiiied or free IK'I. Merely tt) test

a vomit obtained at hazard is of little use

therefore ;
one must know what food >vas

taken previously, and how long before : it

is on this account tliat test meals of known

composition are employed, followed by
lavage at such an interval afterwards that

free HC'I is to be exi)ected unless there is

some disease interfering with the (jroper

formation of the gastric juice. .\ growth in

the stomach may be seen with the aid of the gastroscope. The loss of weight and strength

/'((/. l.'iL'.
—Showing bismuth in a ' leather-botllc

'

£tum:iLh—(liJTuse carcinoma of the stomach—taken after four table-

spoonfuls of food (all the patient could take) liad been
swallowed. Food ' rau through

'

the stomach and duodenum
into the small bowel.

{Skiagram hy Dr. C. ThiirMaii Ilollaiul.)
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are usually ])roi;rcssive. ami they arc anicm^st tlu- most t-onstant ami cliaraitiTistic siyns of

tiie (ii^fasf. Ana'iiiia <ii' tlic secondary clilorotic type, witli a low coloiir-iiulcx. may be

so prominent a symptom that a ]>rimary ana'mia may lie suspected until a careful blood

examination has been made. A very careful investigation of the abdomen nnist lie made,
for in about 70 jier cent of the eases a tumour may be felt, thoutjh it is to be hoped
that the gastroseope will lead to the diagnosis of carcinoma ventrieuli before this stage

is reached, and when surgical cure is still jiossible. The position and character of the tumour

vary according to the part of the stomach which is involved. Pyloric growth may cause

the abdomen to be distended as a result of gastric dilatation, and a movable tumour may
be felt above the innbilieus, near the middle line and to the right of it. When the cardiac

orifice is involved, tliere may be no tumour to be felt, and the same applies to the small
' indiarubber-bottle

'

stomach of diffuse carcinoma ventrieuli (F(g. 132). Tumours of tlie

body of the stomach may be felt in tlic epigastrirnn, or below tlie left costal margin. It

may be necessary to examine under a general ana'sthetie in some eases : .c-ray examina-

tion aftei a bismuth or barium meal may assist In some cases (Fig. I'M): anil even

laparotomy may be advisable as a diagnostic measure under some circumstances. If the

patient Is weighed carefully twice a week, and is ])roved to increase In weight steadily under

treatment, carcinoma is improbable, provided this increase does not prove transient after

a week or two.

Injuries.
—Ha'matemesis may follow blows, stabs, or gunshot woimds in the e])lgastric

region, or the passage of instruments or foreign bodies, such as a broken thermometer,

into the stomach. The history and the ex idcnci- of any such occurrence would make the

diagnosis sudiclently obvious.

Atlicnnnn in association with arteriosclerosis or granular kidney and high Ijlood-

pressure may lead to luematemesis In very exceptional eases by causing weakness and

rupture of small gastric vessels. Such a diagnosis should be made with extreme caution,

even when other symptoms and signs of atlicroma arc present, for luematemesis as the

result Is exceedingly rare. It Is. however, not uneoninion in splciionicgalif iioh/ci/lliiriiiid

(p. 534). In wliieli malady the blood-pressiiie Is generally high.

AhdomiiKi! Aiiciiri/.sin opening into tlic Stoniacli.—.Aneurysm of the alidominal aorta is

uncommon. The sac may rupture Into the stomach, however, and lead to a sud<len,

profuse, and fatal attack of lufmateniesis. Ttie chief diagnostic signs are : an epigastric

tumour, with distinct expansile pulsation and severe |)ain both in the abdomen and in the

back over the site of the bulge, in a patient who has suffered from syphilis and has been

accustomed to repeated and violent nuiscular exertion,

D. Diseases of the Duodenum.

Diiuilcnal LVwr. -IlaMnatemesis is caused in tlir sanu- manner in this disease as in

gastric ulcer, viz., by the erosion of small (luiidenal blood-vessels or l)y the ulcerative

process s])readlng to and opening larger and deeper blood-vessels outside. The ulcers are

in the first ])art of tlie <hiodenum in a very large proportion of cases. They are about

eight times as eonnnon in men as in women. Some of the symijtoms are similar to those

of gastric ulcer, viz., luematemesis, meherui. abdominal pain and tenderness, ana'mia, and

vomiting, ILematemesis, however, is not so frcipient as it Is in gastric ulcer : it is

generally less marked than is the mehrna, and the latter may occur inde|)endently of

haematemesis or before it. In the acute form of the disease there may be a copious intes-

tinal ha'niorrhage in an apparently healthy person, accompanied by acute ])allor and
followed by the evacuation of a mixture of black altered blood and bright arterial blood

from the rectmn. The more the bleeding, the greater the tendency for the blood passed
to be still bright red. There may be no pain at all. but more often it is i-onsiderable :

there Is hardly any part of the abdomen to which It nuiy not be referred. I)ut generally
it is deep-seated in the upper part, about an inch below the tip of the ninth right rib. more
to the right of the middle line than is that of gastric ulcer, and usually Its onset Is two or

three hours after the Ingestion of food. One [joint about this pain that is almost patho-
gnomonic is the way In which, coming on when the patient is beginning to get hungry—
'

hunger pain
"—It is often reheved entirely by taking food. Vomiting is another

important symptom which may be very troublesome, though in some eases it is entirely
absent. One characteristic of some cases of duodenal ulcer is the very rapid way In
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which, undor the .i-rays, bismuth may be seen emptyiiifj out of the stomacli into the

(kioilenuni.

Cnrcinoma of the lliitiilriiiitii is very rare, and would only be diagnosed if there were

general symptoms of malignant disease together with a fixed tumour in the situation of

the duodenum.
Gall-stones ulcerating through from the Call-blaihlcr into the IJiiodenum may cause ha?mat-

emesis and metona. Previous attacks of pain occasioned by the gall-stone might lead

to a diagnosis of gastric or duodenal ulcer : but if the pain was colicky in cliaracter. and
was associated with tenderness and enlargement of the liver, pain over the gall-bladder,
and jaundice, it would point to a gall-stone. The diagnosis might be confirmed bv the

discovery of the stone in the faeces, or. in the case of a larger calcidus. by the occurrence

of acute intestinal obstruction from its impaction in the small intestine. As a cause of

ha?mateiiiesis this condition is natmally very rare.

E. Portal Obstruction.

As a result of obstruction to the How of lilood through the portal vein, passive con-

gestion and htemorrhagic erosion of the mucous membrane of the stomach, and varicose

gastric and oesophageal veins, may be produced. ILematemesis may then arise through
oozing of blood from the congested mucous membrane, or from an actual escape of blood

in the case of hicmorrhagic erosion or the rupture of one of the varicose veins. The signs
which are common to portal obstruction in addition to hirmatemesis are : nausea,

vomiting, ascites, (rdema of the legs, albumimiria, and the presence of dilated and
tortuous superficial abdominal veins

; the chief cause is :
—

Cirrhosis of tlie Liver.—This disease is one of the conniionest and most important
causes of ])rofuse hipmatemesis, and it is often difficult to diagnose from gastriu ulcer or

carcinoma of the stomach, Ha-matemesis may be one of the earliest symptoms, and it is

frequently ])rofuse, and very liable to recur, though it is seldom fatal. There may be a

history and the signs and symptoms of chronic alcoholism (p. 726). The liver may be

enlarged, its surface rough and hard, and its edges irregular and beaded. The sjileen may
be enlarged as a result of the portal obstruction, but in adults rarely attains to such an
enormous size as it does in the splenoniegalic variety of cirrhosis in children and young-
adults. In distinguishing this disease from carcinoma of the .stomach, it is very important
to determine, if possible, the absence of a stomach tumour and of large nodules projecting
from the surface of the liver.

Adhesive Pi/leplilebitis.
—Non-suppurative thrombosis of the portal ^•ein is very rare,

and dillicult to diagnose. It may, however, give rise to sudden and profuse hasmatemesis.

It is distinguished from other forms of portal obstruction by the relatively sudden onset

of ascites, luematemesis, mclsena, and enlargement of the spleen, and by an absence of

signs and symptoms of cirrhosis of the liver and other causes of j)ortal obstruction.

Pressure on tlie Portal J'ein.—Ila-matemesis, when due to this cause, is generally
associated with ascites and intense jaundice, since the conunon bile duct is liable to be

compressed as well as the portal vein, on account of their close proximity to each other.

{See Jaundice, p. 82!).)

Some cases of Enlarged Spleen (see Spleen, Enlakge:ment oi-, p. 628),
—Hicmatemesis

is a fairly common symptom in cases of enlarged spleen, even when the enlargement is not

associated with cirrhosis of the liver or leukaemia. Osier explains the occurrence as being
due to the " intimate relation between the v-asa brevia and the splenic circulation

"
; some-

times, however, it results from actual thrombosis of the splenic vein, though the diagnosis
of this is scarcely possible without laparotomy or autopsy.

F. Acute Febrile Diseases.

Malignant Variola.—H;ematemesis occurs in about a third of the cases of haMiiorrhagie

small-pox. It is as.soeiated with cutaneous, subcutaneous, and submucous hiemorrhages,
h;rmaturia. epistaxis, melaena, and bleeding from the gums. The sudden initial rigor,

intense backache and headache, severe vomiting, epigastric ])ain, cutaneous hirmorrhages,
and the dilTuse hypcra-mic rash with small punctiform hiemorrhages which appears first

on the groins and lower ])art of the abdomen, would point to a diagnosis of hiemorrhagie
or black small-pox if such a case occurred during an epidemic of the disease.
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Maligiiaiil Srarlrl Fever.—In the liaMiioriliai;ic forni of scarlet fever, luemateniesis may
occur ; but liaMuaturia, epistaxis. and cutaneous liaMuorrluifics are more frequent. The
sudden and severe onset, the nciv liigh temperatvire. the extremely rapid and I'eeble ])ulse,

the headache and delirium, and the a|)|)earance of the characteristic rash on the second <lay

would point to scarlet fever.

Yelloic Fever.— • Black vomit
"

due to the presence of altered Mood is one of the most
characteristic features of tliis disease. HyperaMuia and catarrhal swelliuf; of tlie niueous

membrane is the only chan<;e which is found in the stoinaeli. It is essentially a disease

of tropical and sub-tropical countries. The onset is sudden, with a chill, headache, and
.severe i)ain in the back and liml)s. The face is Hushed, and very soon jaundice appears.
After the first day the pulse-rate drops, so that with a tempcratm-e of 103 or 10 1- the

pulse may be only 70 or 80. Albuminuria is another early sym|)tom. which may appear
on the third day. In addition to the black vomit, there may be cutaneous petechia' and

bleeding; rr(]Mi I he gums. It is often diflicult to distinguish from malignant malaria,

thougli in the early stages of malaria jaundice, albuminuria, and luematuria are extremely
rare, whilst an examination of the blood may reveal the presence of malarial parasites,

Chulera may be associated with luemateniesis sometimes. The sudden onset of acute

gastro-intestinal symptoms, the rapidly rejjcated rice-water stools, and the epidemic nature
of the malady, all point to the diagnosis, wlileli may he conlirmed by recovering the vibrio

from the motions Ijacteriologically.
Acute yellii7V Alro/ilii/ iif Ihe Liver. —Ha-matemesis is the commonest form of luenior-

rhage in this rare disease. Women between twenty and thirty are affected more frequently
than men, especially during and just after pregnancy. It sometimes follows fright and
mental emotion. The first symptoms are indistinguishable from catarrlial jaundice—
viz., malaise, loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, and jaundice. The vomiting .soon becomes
intractable, the jaundice increases, and drowsiness, restlessness, and delirium supervene.
The vomit is l)laek, and may resemble treacle, its ai)))earance being due to altered blood.

Mehena. epistaxis, and subcutaneous petechia' may be noticed. The tongue becomes dry
an<l brown: the liver (hdlness diminishes: the urine shows characteristic changes in the

marked diminution in the amount of urea and the |)resenee of bile pigment, whilst leucin

and tyrosiri crystals in it (Fig. 1 I.S, p. liUJJ) are an imjiortant diagnostic sign of this disease.

(1. Blood Diseases.

Piirjiiini IlfFmorrhagiea.
—ILcmorrhage fnnii the stomach is rare in this disease.

Ila-matemesis may occur, however, as a result of blood derived from the mucous membrane
of the nose or mouth being swallowed. .\s purpura is a symptom rather than a disease

in the majority of cases, before making a diagnosis of purpura luemorrhagica or idiopathica,
those diseases which lead to symptomatic purpura must he excluded (see Piiu'URa,

p. .55'2). .\n examination of the blood must also be made, to exclude pernicious aua'mia
and leukaemia ; and blood cultures may be required.

Seiiii'i/.
—Ha'matemesis is uncommon, only occurring in se%ere and well-marked cases,

so that the diagnosis is not diflicult. The swollen and spongy gums, ancemia, cutaneous

h;rmorrhages around tlie hair sacs, and subcutaneous indurations, in a patient who is

found to have been living on a diet deficient in quantity and in vegetables, w-ould jjoint
to scur\y,

Ha'mopliiliti.
—Out of 334 eases analyzed by (Jrandidier. there were only hfteen

examples of ha'morrhage from tlie stomach. Excessive bleeding from slight cuts or after

tooth extraction, epistaxis. bleeding from the mouth, and lia^morrhage into the joints,
are the earliest and the eoiiinionest manifestations of the disease. The association of

ha'matemesis with luemorrhage from other parts, and with ha'morrfiage into joints in

particular, in a patient whose near male relations show a tendency to bleed on the slightest

provocation, would jioint to ha'iiiophilia. There are no pathognomonic blood changes,
Leuhcemia.—Ha'uiorrhages from and into various parts, especially epistaxis. are

common in this disease, ILnematemesis may be the actual cause of death. Its association
with enormous enlargement of the s])leen is by no means ])athognonionic of leukaemia,
for the two conditions may be present in chronic malaria, splenic ana-mia, and spleiio-

megalie cirrhosis. An accurate diagnosis cannot be made until the blood has been
examined and a high degree of leucocytosis found (100,01)0 to 1,000,000 white blood

D 18
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corpuscles per c. mm.), with a large proportion of myelocytes in the case of spIenomeduUary
Iciikfemia and a high ])erccntage of lymphocytes (!)() ])er cent) in lympliatic leuka'mia.

Hodghin's Disease.—In the hite stages of this disease there is a tendency to lucmor-

rhage from and into various parts of the body. e.g.. epistaxis, bleeding from the mouth,
cerebral haemorrhage, and rarely lia'niatcmesis. There sliould be little difhculty in making
a diagnosis, as haematemesis would be a late symptom : tlic cliaraeteristie features of the

disea.se are described on jiages 37 and (i;3.5.

Chlorosis.—It is difficult to determine whether luematemesis occurring in an anaemic

woman imder thirty is due to gastric ulcer or to ga.strostaxis (p. 36). That cldorosis has

something to do with ha-matemesis, apart from the formation of macroscopic ulcers, is

probable ;
it is also probable that chlorosis predi.sposes to gastric ulcer. The precise

nature of the symjjtom in a chlorotic girl is therefore very difficult to determine, some
observers diagnosing gastric idcer where others prefer to label tlie condition gastrostaxis.
The former withhold .solid food longer than the latter, and are perhaps inclined to recom-
mend o])eration more readily ; these arc the main groimds for striving to draw a clear

distinction between the two conditions.

Young women suffering from chlorosis are usually well nourislied. The skin may
have a greenish tinge and the sclerotics a distinct bluish appearance. (Edema of the feet,

dyspnoea, palpitation, and amenorrha>a are prominent .symptoms ; but the diagnosis
cannot be made with any certainty until the blood has been examined. It is pale and
thin : the red blood-corpuscles are reduced in number, but rarely are imder 3.000.01)0 per
c.mm. : the average si/.e of the red blood-cor])uscles is below normal : the luemoglobin is

reduced much more in jjroijortion than are the red blood-cor|)U<cles. so that the colour-

index is low, being as a rule about 0-5 or under : the white blood-corjjuscles are not

increased, and the difleri iitial leucocyte-count is almost normal. Seeing tliat anu-norrhtra

and haematemesis are botli liable to occur in ana'mic girls, the gastric lucmorrhage has

sometimes been regarded as vicarious menstruation ; there is little evidence to support
. this view of its pathology, however, and when the bleedings recur, the attacks do not show

any monthly regularity.
Pernicious Anwmia.—ILcmatemcsis is a very rare symiitom in pernicious ana-mia ;

when it occurs, the difficulty in distinguishing Ijetween tliis disease and carcinoma of the

stomach is nuicli increased. A correct diagnosis cannot be made mitil the blond has been

examined (|). 24). The urine contains pathological urobilin.

Mdlaridl Caclicxia.—.\n;emia and enlargement of the spleen may follow repeated
attacks of malaria, and severe hicmatemesis may be a prominent symptom. In making
the diagnosis, the history of residence abroad, of attacks of ague, and the condition of the

blood, must be relied on. A normal or a diminislied number of leucocytes, with a relative

increase in the large mononuclear cells beyond 1.5 per cent, is .strong presumptive evidence

of a previous malarial infection.

Splenic iinwiniu may run its course without any luematemesis : on the other hand,

the latter is sometimes one of the most serious sym|)toms in the case, and may l)e tlie cause

of death. The chief features of the malady are described on
j). 37.

//. Miscellaneous.

Clironic Interstilifil Xepliritis.
—Ila-matemesis occasionally, but very rarely, occurs

in this disease. Its association with an;cniia, thickened and tortuous superficial arteries,

high-tension pulse, hypertrophy of the heart, albuminuric retinitis, polyuria, and urine

of low specific gravity containing a variable quantity of albumin and renal tube-casts,

would point to chronic interstitial nephritis as the cause. It is most imjiortant that the

bIood-i)ressure .should be measured instnunentally. and not guessed at by palpation.

Follmciiig Abdoitiiinil O/x'ra/Zo/f.v.- Ihcmatemesis may occur after severe abdominal

operations, independently of any injury to the stomach or dviodenum. Should death

occur, no obvious lesion can be found in tlie stomach to account for it in the majority of

eases. The reason of the occurrence of such an alarming symptom remains a mystery
in many cases, but in some infective conditions, such as ap])endicitis, nuiltiple minute
ulcers have been found.

Prolonged Jaundice.—The importance of this condition as a cause of almost any
variety of bleeding lies chiefly in the added danger attending operations in such cases.

r-
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Si/iiliilis ijf llir Liver is sonietimos citcil a-, liriiiu itself a Ciuisc of lui-matcincsis : the

dillieiiltv is to cxcluiie the possibihty ol' alcolmlie cirrhosis in siieli a ease ; it is doubtful

whether s\ pliilis alone can cause the vomiting of blood. Ilnbnl Fn-inh.

HyEMATOPORPHYRINURIA.-(See ruiNr.. AnNouMAi. Coloration of. p. Tit.)

HiUMATllRIA. lilood may appear in tlu' urine as the residt of injury, of disease

in some portion of the urinary tract, or of oilier organs involving the urinary apparatus,

or of a few general diseases of other parts of the body. The blood may lie present in large.

small, or microscopic amounts, it may continue for days or even weeks, or appearinn; sud-

denly and without apparent cause, may disappear completely for a variable period.

Further, it may be present in the urine either as corpuscles or as luemoi;lol>in. and it is

necessarv to distinguish between the two conditions. In haemoglobinuria the urine is

dark brown from the presence of inetha'mogiobin. and any deposit is found to consist of

brownisli del)ris in which no red blood-corpuscles can be found (see H.k^hxii.obinlri.v.

)). JS4). Occasionally the colouring matter of the blood may escape from the corpuscles

if tlie stained urine has been retained for any lengtli of time in the bladder, when crenated

or disintigrated corpuscles will be found on microscopic examination of the sediment.

The following list gi\cs the chief causes of ha'maturia :
—

I.—H.i:mati III A luoM Ai'i'i;cTn)N <ii' somi. i'aut or tui; IiuNAitv (Ikc^ws.

A. Renal Causes.

."Nlaiiiznant tinnimrs uithr kiiiney ;

llyperne|iliniMia

J'^nii)ryoiM:i

t'arcinoMKi

Sarcoma
Iniioeent tiiiiinMrs papilloma ntpcKis,
angioma

liijur\' ot I 111- ki<lae\'

(ali'ulus

Tnliereulnsis

So-called
"

essential
"

luematuria

Calculus
Tiihereulosis

Kenal mobility
Ilydroiu'plirosis

Polycystic disease

Injury
Oxahu'ia

Nephritis, acute ami suliai'iile

Coli liacilluria

Drugs : tin|ieiitiae. carliolie aeiil, eantharides

B. Ureteric Causes.

Caleulu-^ in the ureter.

V. Vesical Causes.

Pnififsf.

N'illinis tuninin-

Papilloma
Vilhis-eiivered carcinoma
Prostatic adenoma or carcinoma

D. Urethral Causes.

Acute uritlirltls, impaction of calculus

iujiuv

.S7 /;/)/.

lC|)ithelioina
Tuberculosis of Madder or prostate
Calculus
.\cutc cystitis
liiiiiar/.ia haniatohia

Injury

Acute spermato-eystitis
Na'vus

II.—II.t.MAri lUA ii!o\r Disease ok rni: Xi:u;iinorfUNG V^hcera involving tiii-

I'ltlNAKV OltOANS.

Carcinoma of the uterus, vai^ina, or

rectum
Acute appendicitis
Acute salpingitis

Pelvic abscess

Dysenteric or tuberculous ulceration of tlie

intestine.

III. II.EM.VFL la.V IN tJlLNKHAI. DlSE.\SES,

Itenal infarction in endocarditis
.-Vrterioselerosis

Leukaania

Pur[)ura and scurvy

Ha'mopliilia
Acute fevers, malaria, small-p<

fever.

and vellow
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In considering tlie diagnosis of a case presenting haeniatnria as a symptom, it is

seldom that there are not other symptoms present, siicli as pain, tumour, or increased

frequency of micturition, which will point to one or other organ as the source of the bleed-

ing ; but in some cases luematuria may he the only symptom. The following ])oints will

often help in the differential diagnosis :
—

The Colour of Die Urine.— If the urine is stained a bright red colour, the haniorrhage
is most likely to arise from the bladder or lower ininarv tract. Dark-coloured blood in

the urine may, however, be due to the I'etention of blood in the bladder for some time, or
from the large amount present in the urine.

The Distribution of the Blood in the Urine durini^ JMieluritinn.—If the urine during
micturition is only tinged with blood during the linal expulsive efforts, or if the terminal
urine is stained more deeply than the rest, the source of the haematuria is almost certainly
in the bladder. If the first urine passed is blood-stained and the remainder clear, the

bleeding is probably from the urethra or prostate : whereas if the urine is evenlv stained
with blood throughout, it suggests that the source of iKcmorrhage is in the kidneys,
although a vesical lesion which causes more than a slight haniorrhage may also gi\e rise

to a deeply blood-stained urine throughout micturition.

Tlie Quunliti/ of Blood Present in the Urine.—.V large (juantity of blood in the urine,
in the absence of traumatism, suggests some form of growth in the bladder or kidney.
Papillomata and villus-eovered carcinomata in the bladder may cause sudden profuse

ha-morrhage without pain or other symi)tom. whilst equally profuse haemorrhage may
arise from a malignant tumour in the kidney which has invaded the renal pelvis. Exam-
ination of any clots of blood passed may occasionally afford useful information in deter-

mining the seat of luemorrhage. The urine shoidd be jioured into a large Hat tray con-

taining water, and the clots Moated out. when some may show the triangidar or jjyramidal

shape indicating their formation in the renal ])clvis, (jr others the thin, worm-like form
with tapering or decolorized ends from their formation in the ureter: their passage down
the ureter is accompanied by the same acute renal colic that is caused by renal calculus,

t'lots formed in the bladder are Hat, dise-like, but often broken U]) in their j)as.sage through
the urethra.

If the quantity of blood is increased by movement or exercise, suspicion of renal stone

or growth will arise. In a recent case, profuse hieniaturia oeeurred after three successive

railway journeys, when the lesion found at operation was an early carcinoma of one kidney
which had recently invaded the renal ))elvis.

Tlie Assoeialioii of other Elements from the I'riiiiiri/ Orgiiiis icilli Blood in the Urine.—
Microscopical examination of the deposit oljtained by ccntrifuging the urine may reveal

cellular elements distincti\e of the renal i)elvis or \(sical mucous membrane or epithelial,

granular, and blood-casts from the renal tubules (Piute I.
]). 6). which may hel|) in the

diagnosis in a case of ha>niaturia. The j)resence of a number of urinary crystals in a urine

of acid reaction will point to renal calculus. Occasionally, small pieces of growth may be

passed in the urine from the delicate villous papilloma or vilhis-covered carcinoma of the

bladder, and more rarely ])lugs of muco-pus frtim a caseous tidjcrculous cavity in the kidney

may be found. It is important to remember that the presence of a villous tuft in the urine

gives no indication whether it is derived from an innocent ]ia|)illoma or a villus-eovered

carcinoma, as it becomes detached only from the surface of the growth.
The association of ]jus with blood in the urine does not give nuich assistance in deter-

mining the seat of the bleeding. Both ])us and blood will often be jirescnt with either

calculus or tuberculosis of the kidney or bladder, and may both be present with vesical

growth or with prostatic enlargement.
The Amoinit of Albumin.—If the amount of albumin in the urine is in excess of that

which would be due to the amount of blood present, the bleeding is probably renal in origin.

The Reuetion of tlie Urine is of very slight assistance in determining the source of bleed-

ing. Generally speaking blood in an acid urine is more likely to be derive<l from the kidney
than from the bladder : this, however, is no universal rule, for blood may be jirescnt in

an acid urine in a case of vesical calculus or growth: whereas, on tlie other hand, there

may be blood in alkaline urine in a case of renal calcidus as well as in pathological con-

ditions of the bladder.

The association of unilateral lumbar pain, situated in the angle between the last rib
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and till- liiinkr i>( the erfftDV spiiiii- niu--ilc. iiassiny forwanis al)o\c- tin- iliac OR-st into tlu-

nroin. with (iccasional attacks of culic, would suggest a renal lesion : whilst liaeniatnria.

accompanied by increased frequency of micturition, or by penile puin nnnicdiately following

micturition, would indicate vesical disease. This statement must of necessity be taken

in a very general sense, for exceptions to it are frequent. Thus a vesical tumour causing

ha;maturia may implicate an ureteric oritiec sulficiently to cause increased intra-renal

tension on that side with lumbar aching or even enlargement of the kidney : whilst oti the

other hand a tuberculous lesion in the kidney, with descending meteritis. may cause increased

frequency of micturition before there is any vesical infection. I'^pially important is it to

take into consideration the age of tlic patient : thus, in a young adult, continued slight

hipmaturia with increased frequency of micturition arc highly suggcslive of tubercidous

disease of the kidney, whereas slight lucmaturia in a more elderly patient suggests vesical

carcinoma or caleidus, .\t any age. severe hainaturia may be ])resent with a villous tumour

of the bladder, or in a patient more advanced in years with renal growth or prostatic

enlargement.
Furtlu'r evidence of the source of tin- ha-mnrrhagr may be obtained n|iiin the |)hysieal

examination of the jjatient. This should be carried out systematically, and not only should

the urinarx' ornans be examined, but any evidence of disease elsewhere in the body, as in

the heart, lunns, blood. Ii\er, <ir pthic organs, sought for also. Each kidney should be

examined bimanualh. niic hand being placed in tlie angle made by the last rib and the

margin of the erector spina- muscle, and the other in front, immediately lielow the costal

margin : the jjatient is then <lireete(l to breathe deeply whilst pressure is maintained by
the two hands, when an enlarged or unduly mobile kidney may be felt to descend, or may
be gras|)cd on deep inspiration. Any pain or vmdue tenderness on either side should be

noted. es|)ecially any sharp, |)ricking [lain experienced by the patient if the anterior hand

be depressed suddenly, a sign said to be indicative of renal stone.

Examination of the bladder by i)alpation in the suprapubic area may elicit pain in

acute intlammatory conditions, or may give evidence of a distended bladder in a case of

hematuria from jirostatic ol)struction : but much more knowledge may be gained by a

thorough rcrliil c.riimination. For this ])urpose the jjatietit should assume the knee-elbow

position, when the examining finger can explore not only the iiro.state. but the vesicuhe

seminales, the lower end of each ureter, and the bladder base, as well as the lateral pelvic

wall. The prostate mav show adenomatous enlargement, or may be infiltrated with

primary carcinoma—which has recently been shown to be far from uncouunon,—when

the gland will present marked, firm, rounded nodules, and will often be immo\able.

Search should be made for any nodules in the prostate or vesicles, or thickening of the

lower end of the ureter, suggestive of tuberculous disease, or thickening or intiltration in

the bladder base, which may often be felt in a case of vesical carcinoma. Examination

in the lateral pelvic .space may show infiltration of the pelvic lymphatics, or enlargement
of the Ivmphatic glands in a ease of carcinoma of the bladder or prostate. Examiuuliou

of tlie tisles should always be made. A nodule in either epididymis may indicate tuber-

culous disease which may have spread to the urinary organs, but care must t)e taken not

to mistake a nodide dating from a gonorrho'al epididymitis for one due to tubercidous

disease.

Great assistance may be obtained by the use of the ci/stoscopc (I'lotcs AT. j). 2)S2. and

Xl'l. ]). 2St). Needless to say. the greatest gentleness imist be used in carrying out any
instrumentation, to avoid any further ha'morrhage, which would obscure a view by the

cystoscope. and if any bleeding is present, an attempt shoidd be made to arrest it by irriga-

tion of the bladder with silver nitrate 1-1000, or with adrenalin solution of the .same

strength. If the bleeding is profuse, it is ])robably impossible to obtain a satisfactory view of

tile interior of the bladder, but with e\en moderate hjpmorrhage going on a rapid disten-

tion of the bladder may produce a medimn clear enough to obtain a view which will show

the seat of Inemorrhage. Thus in renal lucmaturia blood-stained urine may be seen to be

emitted from one ureteric orifice {Plate AT. Fig. A. p. 'JS'J) and clear urine from the other

before the medium is too obscured : or with vesical ha-morrhage a vesical tumour may be

seen. Even slight haemorrhage will, how-evcr. ra|)idly render the medium in the bladder

too hazy for a satisfactory examination of any minute changes in the vesical wall to be

obtained—tuberculous disease for example. Hence it is better, if possible, to undertake
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any cystoscopic examination in tlic interval between attaeks of lilicdinw. when the bladder

can be examined thoronghly and any pathological lesion Ibimd. If no evidence is obtained

in this way. a further examination may be conducted during an attack of bleeding.

I. HEMATURIA FROM AFFECTION OF SOME PART OF THE URINARY TRACT.

A. Renal Causes.

The Malignant Tumours of Vic Kidncij. hyperneijhroma. cmbryoma. carcinoma, and

sarcoma, are all associated with profuse ha^maturia at intervals. Hypernephroniata arc

the most connnon ; they arise in the cortical portions of the kidney, and are of compara-

tively slow growth. The embryomata may occur in small children or in elderly persons.

whilst the true carcinomata and sarcomata are much more unconnnon. These tumours

cause an aching in the loin, and may lead to considerable eidargemcnt of the kidney before

any ha-maturia occurs. In the progressive growth of the tumour, the renal pelvis is

involved gradually and ha>maturia is evoked. This is usually severe in type, so that clots

may be formed in the calices of the renal pelvis or in the ureter, and cause the typical pain

of renal colic in their descent of the latter. The renal tumour usually maintains the shape

of the kidney, but in some cases may i)resent a nodular form. Hence profuse hoematuria,

with clots of ])yramidal or worm-like shajjc. associated with renal enlargement, is strongly

suggestive of a renal malignant growth.
The only conunon form of imioccnl tiniioiir in the kidney is papilloma of the renal pelvis.

This gives rise to ijrofusc ha-maturia and to renal enlargement, which in this instance is

due to hydro- or hicmato-neijhrosis from the obstruction to the ureter by the papillary

growth or by blood-clot. Thus the renal tiunour may vary in size. Papilloniata of the

mucous membrane of the renal pelvis are accompanied occasionally by similar growths
in the ureter, and may also show a similar growth at the ureteric orifice upon inspection

of the bla<l(ler.

An angioma of the kidney, forming a distinct tmnour in the renal tissues and causing

profuse luematvnia, has recently been described l)y the writer, whilst Hurry Fenwick has

described cases of angioma of the apex of a renal jjajjilla causing luematuria.

Injuries to the Kidnci/ may cause luematuria ; the diagnosis is usually obvious. The

liistory of the accident, a blow or stiuccze to the lumbar region, associated with luematuria.

woidd point to an injury to the kidney. There may be renal enlargement, but this nuist

be diagnosed from an extravasation of blood in the ]5erinephric tissues from the rupture

of the renal cortex. Comparatively slight injury to the loin may produce hiematuria from

a small lesion in the renal tissues, whilst in some cases there is no sign or recollection of

external violence. In any case of luematuria following traunuitism. it is essential to dia-

gnose an injury to the kidney from injury to the urethra or liladder. In urethral injury the

canal may be merely contused, or partially or wholly ruptured : blood may be found at

the urethral meatus or may be marked in the first portion of any urine that nuiy be passed,

whilst if the urethra be entirely divided, signs of extravasation of urine, with inaljility to

micturate, will appear.
If the bladder be injured, blood may be present in any urine drawn off : or after rupture

of the bladder involving the peritoneal coat fluid may be found in the abdominal cavity.

The length of time between the last passage of urine and the occurrence of the accident

should be ascertained, and a catheter ])assed ; very gentle irrigation of the bladder with

sterile iluid should be carried out in any suspected rupture of the viscus. to see if the amount
of Iluid run into the bladder is duly returned. At the same time, a thorough examination

of the bony pelvis should be made for any sign of fracture, which is frequently the cause

of direct injury to the Ijladder or urethra.

In Renal Caleulus the bleeding is seldom profuse, is usually associated with a small

amount of pus, and frequently is increased after exertion or the jolting of a journey. The

subject of a renal .stone will usually complain of pain in one loin of a constant aching

character, which will remain of this character so long as the stone remains embedded in

the renal tissues, in which condition slight ha>maturia is often present. When, however,

the calculus projects into or is free in the renal pelvis, the urine also contains a small (|uan-

tity of ])us, and attacks of renal colic come on, characterized by very acute pain in the

loin, passing forwards and downwards to the groin, upper part of the thigh, and testicle

of the .same side, and aecomiianied by frequent desire to pass urine. The calculus may
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be passed into the liladiiei- alony tlie iiix'ter. may l)ee(iTiie iiiipaeteil in tlie eourse cif the

ureter, or may remain in tlie renal jielvis. in which ease successive attacks nf renal colic

may occur. The previous jjassage of a small lalculus per urethrani. followinj; an attack

of renal colic, is an important point in the history of such a iiatieiit. hut in any ea.se an

examination hy skiagraphy should be carried out, when a calculus may be proved |)resent

in the kidney (Pig. i:!8). A calculus in llie kidney ma\- attain a si/c too larui- lo become

engaged in the upper end of the ureter, when itnal colic will be absent, or it may cause

hydroneiihrosis. icnal abscess, or pyonejihrosis, of which symptoms may lie present.

lifiifil Tiilicrriilosis. a|)art from the miliary form of children, is not uncommon as a

primarv disease of one kidney. The ])atients alieeted are usually young adidts, who com-

plain of a const an I aching in one loin, with (H'casional attacks of more acute ]iain resembling

/'('/. Ki.").—Skia'jram at a i-airiilu^ in a ilni '[k-iI loir kiJm'V.

(liu tir. Mtnd C. Junlnii.i

renal colic. At the onset of the disease, when the foci are limited to the renal tissues, there

is no change in the urine beyond the occasional presence fif albiuuin : but as it ad\ anees
the foci coalesce and form a softened area which o])ens into the renal jielvis. when there

is a constant discharge of small quantities of pus and blood in the urine. The liberation

of tuberculous material into the renal ])cl\ is and ureter eau.se.s infection of flic mucous

lining of these passages, and is marked almost constantly by increased lVc(|Uency of

micturition during both day and night, even before any tuberculous infection has occurred
in the bladder. These cases are often mistaken for renal calculus, but in any case of jier-

sistent slight luematuria or pyuria a careful search should l;e made for tubercle bacilli in

the uruic. It sluruld be noted also that a skiagram may show a distinct shadow |iidduced
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by a tuberculous focus in tbc kiilncy (Fis. i'.H-). l)ut its outline generally differs from that

due to a calculus in its less detinitc border. In renal tuberculosis the lia^naturia is rarely

increased by exertion on the part of the patient, as is frequently the case with calculus,

and pain in the loin is less mitigated by rest in bed. In renal tuberculosis the lower

end of the ureter of the affected side may often be felt to be thickened on examination

per vaginam, or per rectum, whilst in the male tuberculous nodules may be felt in the

prostate or vesicles.

In lieiinl Mohilit/f. liaMiiaturia is certainly uncommon, but occurs occasionally. In

the case of a patient with markedly increased renal mobility, ha-maturia may follow any

exertion, such as hunting or dancini;. Renal mobility is so common, however, that the

occurrence of ha'matiu'ia should in any case arouse sus])ieion of some other lesion of the

urinary tract, and a thoroufth

examination both of the urine

especially for tubercle bacilli,

and of the bladder (by the

cystoscope) and of the kidney,

should be made before any

attempt at fixation is under-

taken. Movable kidney may
Ije entirely painless and fjive

rise to no symptoms what-

ever, or may cause lumbj.r

aching or attacks of acute

|)ain resembling renal colic

(DietPs crises). It frequently

causes gastro - intestinal dis-

turlianee from the drag ui)on

the duodemun in relation to

it. and occasionally also poly-

uria and increased frequency
of micturition. The kidney
can be felt to be movable.

l)ut care must be taken not

to mistake other abdominal

swellings for a kidney (see

KlDNKY, EnLARGEMKNT OK,

p. :!.Vi).

Hi/ilroii(plir(i\is occasion-

allv gives rise tf> ha'maturia.

and the combination of renal

tumour and ha'maturia would

suggest a growth in the

kidney. The blood from a

hydronephrotic kidney, how-

ever, is very rarely cojiious,

and the other synijjtoms of

rticular intermittcucy with corresponding

/'('/. IMl.—Skiagram in a case of tuberculous kidney witli pyoneplirosis ; the

condition, due to marked deposit of calcium salts in the old tuberculous lesiOJis,

miuht be mistaken for a large antlered calculus.

(Sl.-iagratn fcv l>r. r. Thurstan Holland.)

hydronephrosis would distinguish the two. i

changes in the amount of the urine.

Poh/ci/stic disease of the kidneys is commoiil>- accompanied liy ha-maturia in the later

stages of the disease. It occurs in early childhood or in adult life, and is most commonly

bilateral, forming an enlargement of each kidney which may reach large dimensions,

although on the other hand a tumour may only be felt on one side. In the early stages

the diagnosis is diflicult ; but later, pain, bilateral tumour, ha-niaturia. and signs of renal

inellieiency will be present. The renal tumour caused by polycystic disease is smooth

and rounded, but diliers from hydronephrosis in that fluctuation can seldom be obtained.

Bilateral hxdronephrosis will be diagnosed from polycystic disease by the hnding of some

lesion obstructing the normal urinary flow, such as stricture of the urethra, prt)statie or

vesical disease, or carcinoma of the jjclvic organs invading the ureters.
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Oxdliiriii (|). \'1',\) ni;iy ix\\c risu to sliylit lucniiitiiria. 'I'lu' |):issai;<' of hiryc nmnlxTS

iif oxalate crystals in the urine occurs in some ])atienls. csjx-cially after a diet contaiiiiiiji

rliuliarli. uoosebcrrics, or tomatoes, and is often aeconipanie(i by dyspepsia. An examina-

tion of the urine on successive days \vill demonstrate the condition. 'I'lie aehinii in one

loin, and the presence of envelope crystals in the urine, may simulale renal stone, hut the

absence of a shadow in a skiagram will disprove the latter.

Acute Xepltiili.i is accomi)anied by h;ematuria. but is usually obvious by I he sudden

onset of the disease, by the history of .some s])ecihc fever, or of a chill, and by the subcu-

taneous (edema. The urine is scanty and of high speeilie grav ily. and contains, in addition

to l)lood discs, hyaline and ei)ithelial tvibe-easts. many renal epithelial cells, and abundant
albumin. There are some eases of acute ne])hritis in which no (edema occurs, and then

the abundance of renal tube-casts in llie urine allords the main evidence as to the diagnosis.

Ks.scniidI lieiKil IhriiHilini'ii is the name i;i\-en to a uroup of cases in which defmite

unilateral luematuria is present, but in which examination of the kidney on exploraliou
has failed to show the cause of the ha;'morrha<;e. The bleedinii is profuse and comes on

suddenly without any apparent cause; it is intermittent and may be accompanied by
limibar achini;. but thcic is no Imderness and cnlarnemcnt of the kidney, and on eysto-

scopie examination it is pi(]\cd l<i be unilateral. In the inter\als of luematm-ia there ma\
he no .albuminuria. The kidney on ex|)loration appears to be normal, but if a ])iece is

removed for mieroseo])ic section, evidence of nephritis will usually be found. The e\idenee

tends to sliow that these eases are probably due to a imilatcral nephritis.

B. Ureteric Calculus may cause hainaturia. either durinj; the descent of the stone

or when the latter beeoines arrested in the duct without causing eomiilctc obstruction to

the flow of urine. The diagnosis is usually easy from the history, and the character of the

l)ain, acconi|)unie(l by the increased desire to micturate : but in some cases on the right

side it may be mistaken for acute appendicitis. The previous history of the passage of a

calculus or of renal sym|)toms of stone will usually be elicited. .\ skiai;ram should be

obtained (/-'/i,'. 1!»2. )>. 1.").")).

('. Vesical Causes. The profuse ha'maturia of a juijiilliiniii. villiiiis liiiiiiiiir. or of a

viUiis-covtrcil cnniiioitiii of the bladder IVecpjenlly occurs without any other sym|itom.

coming on suddeidy without any exciting cause: it may last a variable time, and then

disappear entirely, or continue as a slight lucmaturia for some days. With the carcino-

matous form there may be .some increased fre(piencv of micturition in the absence of bleed-

ing, but in either variety the clotting of blood in the bladder may cause urgent desire to

micturate or even retention of urine. .\ rectal examination may give evidence of inlil-

tration of the base of the bladder or of the pelvic lymphatics in the malignant form, but

it is only rarely that an innocent tmnoin- is large enough to be felt per rectmn. In the

intervals between luemorrhages, a cystoscopic examination will demonstrate the presence
of a vesical growth {Plate AT/. Figs. F and (,). It should be noted that the common situ-

ation for a vesical tumour is at the base of the bladder, in close proximity to a ureteric

orifiee : the latter may be obstructed, or dragged upon by the growth in such manner as

to cause renal distention or hydronephrosis, so that a \esical tumour may give rise to renal

pain and tumovn-, and in this way be mistaken for a renal growth. This dilliculty will be

overcome by a c\ stoscopic examination of the bladder.

Priiatdlir eiiliirgemetit of the adenomatous, or more fre(|Uently of the carcinomatous

variety, may cause lucmaturia. The age of the patient (.51- or more), the increased fre-

quency and dillicidty in micturition, the evidence obtained by rectal examination and by
catheterization, sulliee to diagnose the disease. The lucmaturia of prostatic enlargement is

often ))rofuse. and may occur early in the disease; but on carefid iiuiuiry it will usiudly be

found that there has been for some months a gradually increasing fre<|uencv of micturiti(jn.

Vesica} EpillicUiima occurs in elderly ])atients, and causes slight but fairly constant

lucmaturia. For luemorrhage to take ]]laee finm a vesical e])ithelionui there must be

ulceration of the surface of the growth, and other symptoms will Ijc present, namely,
increased frequency of micturition both day and night, penile pain following the act of

micturition, and pyuria. The blood often occurs as a few drops at the termination of

urination, or nujy be mixed throughout the act. Isually a vesical e]>itlielioma is situated

on the base of the bladder, and may be felt as a distinct infiltration i)er rectum.

Vesical Tuberculosis gives rise to exactly the same .symptoms as an epitheliouui, but
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it occurs coninirinly in yoiin<; adults. Persistent sliglit hspmaturia and pyuria in a yoimg

jiatient will always suggest tiiljerciildiis disease, and a very earefvil search slioidd be made
in the centrif'iigalized urine for tubercle bacilli, whilst other evidence of tuberculous disease,

especially in the testes, vesiculse seniinales, and prostate, should be looked for. DilKculty

may arise in the diagnosis between vesical and renal tubercle, for in the latter persistent

lucmaturia and jivuria, together with increased frequency of micturition, may be present
before the bladder becomes infected. AVith renal tubercle some renal enlargement and

pain will usuallv be found, the ureter may be felt ])er rectum to be thickened, and the blood

in the urine will not lie more ai)])arent at the end than during the rest of micturition, unless

the bladder is also affected. When tuberculosis attaci<s the urinary organs, it is much
more conunon as a primary disease in the kidney than in the l)ladder. but the infection

finally spreads by the i;reter to the bladder as soon as a renal focus discharges into the

pelvis of the kidney, and may at the same time attack the prostate or seminal vesicles.

When a tuberculous nodule in a vesicle or the prostate ulcerates into the bladder, a sharp
attack of lurmaturia may result. Great assistance may be gained in the diagnosis of

urinary tuberculosis by a careful cystoscopic
examination (Pldlr A'l', Fig. E). and by
rectal cxaniinatiou.

Vesical Cdlcitliis also causes slight ha--

maturia, usually as a few drops in the

terminal uiinc. 'I'lie subject of a calculus

in the bladder miaccoaipanied by cystitis

will complain of increased frequency of

micturition during the day or during exer-

cise, but is usually free from micturition

during the night. There is |)ain of a

]>ricking character in the gians penis after

micturition, and there may be a history of

sudden stoppage of the stream during the

act. The patients arc usually men, and

there may be a history of previous calculi

in the bladder or of attacks of renal colic

with the descent of a renal calculus which

has not been passed per urethram. but

which has increased in size since it entercfl

the bladder. The stone may be felt with a

sound, or better still, seen by a cystoscope,
when small calculi which may be missed with a sound may be diagnosed with certainty

{Plate AT'/, Fig. H). The .i-rays are also useful in detecting the stone in many eases (Fig.

185). If the calculus has caused cystitis, there will be in addition pyuria and nocturnal

micturition.

Acute Cystitis is accompanied by lucmaturia ; but the other symptoms, such as \esical

tenesmus, sui)ra]nibic pain, and pyrexia, together with pyuria and a cause for the condition,

will |)oint to the disease.

Jtill/tirzid Ild'inatnl/ia causes slight lucmaturia, and gives rise to sym|)toms very similar

to vesical tuberculosis. The discovery of the typical ova in the urine (see Fig. 2'i, p. 7!»),

together with a history of residence in an affected district, notably Egypt or certain

parts of South Africa, will make the diagnosis clear. The cystoscopic apijcarance in the

bladder of small, glistening yellow nodules and small areas of raised granulation tissue,

is distinctive of the disease (Plate AT/, Fig. A).
D. Urethral Causes.

Acute Urethritis, whether gonococcal or septic, may cause blood to appear in the urine

from the acute congestion of the urethral mucous membrane. The history and the

])resence of an acute urethral discharge (p. 181) make the diagnosis evident.

The Iwpdctian of a Calculus in the urethra causes some bleeding from direct injury

to the urethral mucous membrane. There is usually retention of urine, so that true

lucmaturia nuiy not occur : but the history of sudden stoppage of the stream of urine during

micturition, with acute penile pain, together with the previous history of renal or vesical

vesical calculus, c, calculus ;

npn-U.' (.i\.,|:j[p ;iim1
]

.| iii^| iiial C)

R, rectum ; S. ?vmplivsis pubis.

(till Dr. Aljreil C. Jordan.}



PI.ATE XV

BLADDER APPEARANCES SEEN THROUGH THE CYSTOSCOPE

Copiinglit.

FiG E.
11" Th>niton Shu'Us^thL

Fig. .-1.— Blootl-r^tainpcl urine issuing from the urete-r. Fig, D.—'VXw. retracte<l ureti-r ((iniiii

/^/'/. /J.— I'iinileiit. uriiip issuing from the ureter. renal tuberculosis.

Fi'j- C- Congestion arouni.l a ureteric oriliee in caleuluiis Fiij. £".— Tuhereulon? ulcrnitinn ;u

pyelitis. orifice in descending renal luhrreulosi;

(Fig^. D oiul E an- from sk-vfc/i-s kimllii snpi^llrd hij Dr. C F. n'ultrrs, o] Cl-fii'ii.)

un with de:-i-eri(liiig

oniiij the ureteric.

I.VDliX OF DIAQNO^IS— ro face p. liSl'
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stone, will iisiiall\- make the cliMuiKisis clear. It is not iiiieninninn in maU' eliildren. The

ealeuhi.s may be IV'll fnmi tlie outside in the course of tlie urethra, often al <ir near the

meatus, or seen b\ an endoscopic examination.

\(rviis of the urethral nuieous nieinhrane is a rare hut ini])ortant cause of se\(ie and

n-current luematuria, the patient uenerally ])resentini>- no other symptoms lieyond the

spontaneous hleediriij and serious ana-niia resultinij from it. The blood is jjassed both

with and ajjart from mic'tiirition. There may or may not be bleedini; na'vi elsewhere : but

the condition is precisely analogous to the small bleedini; na'\i of the tongue and mouth

that liave been described in conjunction with na'vi of tlie skin by Osier and oIIkis. The

diagnosis of a urethral na-vus could scarcely be made with certainty except by urethrosi-opy.

11. H/EMATURIA FROM DISEASE OF THE NEIGHBOURING VISCERA INVOLVING

THE URINARY ORGANS.

The' diieel spread of anciuoniii of the pel\ ii- (jrgans may in its progrt'ss iiudlxe the

bladder, as is not uncommon in the later stages of carcinoma of the uterus, vagina, icctum.

or pelvic colon. The intiltration of the bladiler wall before actual ulceration has occurred

is usually indicated by x'csieal irritability, followed by ulceration and hainaluria. loncther

with the ])assage of urine Ijy the vagina or fa'cal mailer in the urine. OceurriiiL; as a lat<'

stage of carcinomatous disease, there is usually little dilliculty in the diai^nosis.

Ha-maturia may occur during an attack of aciilf (ippciidicilis from the direct spread

of the intlanunatorv process to the vesical wall. In some cases in which the inllanied

appendix turns downwards over the pelvic brim, it may become adhircnt to the bladder,

or an abscess mav form in immediate relation to the bladder wall. Tlie localized inllam-

mation of the \esical mucous membrane causes Ineniaturia. whilst tlie sudden appearance
of a ((uantiy of jms in the urine has been noticed when an appendicular absciss has

ruptured into the bladder. The history of acute pain low down in the right iliac fossa.

the pyrexia, and general sym|)toms of peritoneal inllammation before any urinary symptom
was noted, will [xiint to the disease ; a rectal examination may reveal llir inllamniatory

process in the right pcKic region.

Acute S(il/)iii!'ilis or I'clvic Abscess may similailv cause ha-niaturia from dir< el inllani-

matory extension to the vesical wall, but this is rarer llian in appendicitis.
Tiiberciiliiiis and Diiseiitcrie lleemtidii iif Ihc Jiilesliiie have both caused ha-malnria by

the adhesion of the bowel lo the fundus ,,i' the bladder and the subsequent inflammatorx-

condition of the mucous niembraiie. In a case c f slight luematuria. a cystoseopie exam-

ination showed a localized area of intense congestion at the fundus of the bladiler without

any other vesical lesion, and on opening the abdomen, a coil of small intestine, obviously

ulcerated liy tubercle, was I'ounii adhereiil to the peritoneal aspi-c-t of the bladili r. In

most eases the svruploms due to the intestinal disease uciiild be a|iparenl.

III. H/EMATURIA IN GENERAL DISEASES.

The sudden plugging of a renal vessel by embiilisni iniiiil inl'iii'iiiiiii) is uol uneoiiiinoii

in cases of endocarditis, and may be accom]i:mied by h:ematuria. The embolism is seen

most commonly in infectix'e endocarditis : it is indiealed by suildeii pain in the loin, followed

by ha'maturia. The oeeurnnce of acute endocarditis in the course ol' acute septic |iici-

cesses, such as acute osteomyelitis, imeumonia. or acute rheumatism, is not uncommon.
and will usually be diagnosed before there is any evidence of renal embolism. ()ii tlie

other hand, there are certain cases of chronic heart disease in which the first evidence of

infected endocarditis having become superadded may lie the occurrence of sudden

ha-maturia ; and in some such cases there may be dilliculty in excluding acute Hrights
disease, because around each infarct there is local acute inllammation. and therefore the

urine will t-ontain tube-casts as well as Ijlood : the other signs of infeetist' t'lidoi-ardil is

(p. ;it) should be watched for.

Leulavniid may bt' accompanied by luematuria ; bul the enlargement of the spleen,

general symptoms ofauaaiiia. and the total and ditleiinl iai blood counts (]). 2!) will point

to the diagnosis.

Scnrcji and the various forms of Puiu'un.v (p. .>.J2) may each lie accompanied by
ha-maturia. but Ihc general symptoms of each disease are usually well marked before

lia-maturia en-curs. /;. //. .IihiIi/n Snaii.
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HEMOGLOBINURIA differs fnmi hu'iiiaturia in tlmt tlie blood pitrment is ])asscd in

solution ill tlic uiiiK' ajKirt from it-d coipiisc-lcs ; small mimbcrs of red eorpuseles. or their

ghosts, niav be found niierosco|)ieally, but these eonstitute ha^niaturia in association with

the haemoglobinuria ; the essential part of the latter is the passage of the blood i)ignient

dissolved out of the red corpuscles. It gives the same chemical tests as ordinary blood ;

spectroscopically it is almost as common to find the bands of methscmoglobin {Fig. ;55, ]). 80)

as those of oxyh:enioglobin (Fig. 30. p. SO) : by the addition of ammonium sulphide the

spectrum is changed to that of reduced h;rmoglobin (Fig. .'51. p. SO), and by the further

addition of a few drops of concentrated caustic soda, that of alkaline h;cniatin (Fig. :J."5. p. MO)

is ])roduccd. The diagnosis depends upon the discovery of blood ])igments in the urine,

whilst the microscope show-s no red corpuscles, or so few as to lie out of all proiHtrtion to

the ]Mgment. It is important that the urine should be examined fresh, for otherwise,

owing to the disintegration of red cells after they have been passed as such, it is ])<)ssible to

mistake for haemoglobinuria that which is really h;cmaturia. To the naked eye the urine

may be only just tinged with a colour that suggests blood pigment, or it may be absolutely

blood red, brown, murky, or even black, as in tropical blackwater fever. It is .seldom

clear ; but clouded by mucus, casts, amorphous masses of pigment, and debris.

Ilsemoglobinuria results from any condition which leads to ha'mogloljina'Uiia by laking

the red corpuscles within the living vessels. It has been (troduced in animals exi)erimentally

by the injection of various haniolytic .sera and other substances. It may occur in man as

the result of the oral administration of certain chemical substances, such as potassiinn

chlorate. ])henylhydrazine. tur|ientine. ether, carbon bisulphide, pyrogallic acid, naphthol.

carbolic, hydrochloric, sulphuric, nitric, oxalic and chromic acids, glycerin, chloroform,

sulphonal. veronal, trional, tannin, saponin, .strychnine, urotropinc, and possibly (piinine ;

after the inhalation of certain toxic gases, notably carbon monoxide, carbon bisulphide,

naphtha va])Our. arseniuretted, antimoniuretted or sulphuretted hydrogen : after the

transfusion of certain foreign sera, or after the introduction of such ])oisons as those of

snakes, or venomous toads or spiders ; from ricin, abrin. robin, crotin, phallin ; after eating

])oisonous nuishrooms, toadstools, or truffles ; after frostbite and extreme exposure to

col<l : after severe burns : after large internal extravasations of blood, especially those

within the abdominal cavity : in a few cases in which ]n'egnancy is associated with

toxjemie sym])toms : in some new-born infants, occasionally in an obscure epidemic form ;

in association with certain functional disorders of the vasomotor system, especially

Raynaud's disease, factitious urticaria, and angioneurotic oedema ; after very long-sus-

tained excessive physical exertions and fatigue : in association with severe forms of micro-

bial—or ))resumablv microbial—toxicmia. especially malaria and blackwater fever, and to

a nuich less extent in severe syphilis, ty|)hoid fever, scarlet fever, acute ])yogenic septi-

ciemia. generali/.ed anthrax, yellow fever : llenoch's purpura : in certain cases of nephritis ;

and in that remarkable affection known as paroxysmal haMiioglobinuria.

.\lthough the above list may appear formidable, the differential diagnosis between the

different diseases mentioned will seldom depend solely upon the jiresence or ab.sence of

hai'moglobinuria. The chief importance of the latter, indeed, lies first in the necessity of

not mistaking it for haimaturia. and secondly in that its occurrence is a sign that consider-

able lucmolysis is taking place and that the prognosis is proportionately less good. It is

enough if the fact that it may be a complication of any of the above conditions is borne in

mind.

The (pRstion of whether bUickwnlcr fever is due to the effects of ((uininc in a patient

whose blood is already susce])tible to lucmolysis on account of malaria, or wlu'lher the

blackwater is due to a distinct and specific malady, has not yet been settled : the diagnosis

is, howexer. generally obvious, the geographical circumstances under which the disease

develoijs pointing to its nature.

Pnro.rysiiKil ha'Diogluhiniiria is rare : but in (Jreat Hritain it is prol)ably the conunonest

cause of considerable ha-moglobinuria without symptoms of extreme illness. It may affect

adolescents or grown-up people, males or females ; it has probably several different ulti-

mate causes : amongst the latter, however, previous syphilis stands out pre-eminently, and

|)robably heredity is also a factor. .Males arc affected rather than females. The remark-

able feature of the malady is the way in which an attack can be brought on. almost at will,

by certain inuncdiate cau.ses, of which the most potent is exposure to cold, others being



PLATE XI I

BLADDER APPEARANCES SEEN THROUGH THE CYSTOSCOPE

Copyright.

Fig. f—Peduiicuhitcd carcinoma of the tiladdcr, I Fil. /.—Appearance at the uretliral orilice in hilateral

Fig. (1—Pedunculateil bald carcinoma of tlie bladder. adeiiutnatcii-S enlarecni?nt of the pro.^talc.

Fig. //.—Uric acid calculus in the bladder.
| Fig. A'.— Bilharzia hajmatobia.

{Fig. (1 is from a .vicclch by Dr. Walters, and Fig. K i^ nprod'fixd Ijy kind permission oj Mr. II
. A. II thim }
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excessive exercise or iiu-ntal exeiteiiieiil . Surneliines the exposure has tu l)e eoiisichrahle

lief'ure li;eni(iul(il)iniiria results ; on the otiier harul. it may l)e iui])ossihle Inr the patient to

Ucej) his hands innucrsed in cold water for an\ lenyth of time witliout an attack ensuinu.

Tile urine may look like lil 1. and the output of piunicnt. toaether with eonsiilerable

albuminuria, persists for a day or two as a ruU' : the attack may be unaccompanied by-

other symi^toms. but sometimes there is a shivcrinii' attai'k or an actual rijfor with rise of

temperature, and a general feeling of illness, neeessitatinj; rest in bed. Sooner or later, if

repeated attacks occur, the patient becomes severely an;eniic. with all the symptoms that

result from such aiucmia. The diagnosis may be very dilTieult at tlie time of the first attack,

liut it is relatively easy when the attacks recur, especially when there is distinct relationship

to some definite immediate cause, such as exposure to cold, to undue fatigue, or mental

excitement. 'I'lie main mistake to a\oid is a diagnosis of luematuria. sucii as a villous

tumour of the bladder might cause. The wa\- to ob\ iate this error is to cm])loy both the

microsco|)ic and the spcctrosco])ic tests for blood, nnieh i)igment and few corpuscles point-

ing to h;emoglobinuria. If there is still doubt as to whether the (latient has hiemoglo-

binuria or haniaturia, a little of his blood scrum, olitaincd by vene])uncturc. may be exam-

ined in the laboratory for Eason"s reaction, a complex serum test which is positive in essen-

tial ha'moglobinurie eases, negative in others : the Wasscrinami reaction would probably
ln' tested at the same time to <leterminc whether the cause of the symptom was syphilis

or not. Ill I hill Fn-iifh.

HiCMOPTYSIS literally means blood-spitting, but clinically it is restricted to

expectoration of blood deri\ed from the lungs, bronchi, or trachea, to the exclusion of

blood from the mouth, nose, or ])harynx. Some include blood coming from ulceration

of the larynx under the heading of luemoptysis : others do not. so that the meaning of the

term is arbitrarv : for practical ))urposcs it is simpler li> include the larynx as a source for

luemoptysis.
The differential diagnosis resolves itself into two main portions, namely. (I) .\ deter-

mination of whether the symptom has really been ha-moptysis in the restricted st'use. or

whether the blood has been derived from the mouth, nose, or jiharynx on the one hand, or

the stomach on the other : and (II) If true luemoptysis has really occurred, a detcrminal ion

of its exact cause in liie partit'ular case.

I. THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN TRUE AND SPURIOUS H.CMOPTYS1S.

True luemoptysis -that is to say. hanuirrhagc from the lungs, bronchi, trachea, or

larynx-can sometimes be distinguished at once from the spitting of blood <lerivcd from

the nose, nioutii. or [iharynx. The occurrence of ei)istaxis. bleeding gums, si.ii- throat,

ulcerative slonuititis, epithelioma linguie. injury to the mouth, gingivitis from a carious

tooth, or from ])yorrh(ea alveolaris, pharyngitis, septic conditions of the antrum of lligli-

niore, or frontal, ethmoidal, or sphenoidal air-cells, cir rarer conditions, such as lupus of

the palate or jiharynx. sarcoma of the tmsil or of the basisphenoid. nuiy generallx be

detected by a careful examination of the nose, mouth, gums, and pharynx : nKjrcovcr

the blood in these conditions is usually mixed with saliva, and watery. It is important,

Iiowever. to be decidedly guarded in concluding that blood conies from the mouth, nose.

or throat, and not from the lungs : and a careful examination for tubercle bacilli should

be carried out in every such case, lest the early stage of phtliisis be missed.

The distinction betw.>en luemoptysis and ha-matemesis is often easy, but sometimes very

difficult. The history nuiy heli), or the patient's own sensations may make him certain

that he coughed up the blood, and did not vomit it. The following is a sumnuiry (jf the

points of distinction :
—

H.KMOFTVSIS.

1. Tlie patient coughs tfie l)foo(l up
2. Part of tlie Ijlooil is often frotliy
:i. The bfood nuiy occur l)y itseff. fxit it is

often mixed witii s]mta, recogni7.al)fe

niierosco|iicaify
4. Tlie filorid is alkafiric in reaction

II.r,M-\TEMESIS.

1. Tfie I lood is voinileil

•2. The lifood is not frotliy

:j. Tlic bfood may occur fiy itseff. Init it is

often mixed with vomit, recogiiizabfe

fiv tlic iircsence of food [uirti<-fes

4,. Tfie blood may be alkaline if it is af)iuulant.

fiiit it is often acid from a(fiiiixtaie witfi

gastric juice
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Hemoptysis, rniiliiiiieil.

J. Tubercle Ijacilli or clastic fibres may be
detected

(i. There may be a iirevious history of acute
rheumatism or of cough and night sweats,
indicative of lieart or lung disease, con-
lirmcd l»y abnornial cardiac or pulmonary
physical signs

7. Kefore the blood is coughed uj), there is

often a sense of tickling or gurgling in the

throat, always suggestive of true hemo-
ptysis

8. The motions are not altered afterwards
imless the blood has been abundant and
nmch of it has been swallowed, when they
may be tarry as in luematcmesis

9. Blood-stained sputa may be expectorated
for several days after a severe attack

10. .\ historv of cough

H.EM.\TEMKSIS, COIltillllfd.

o. Tid)ercle bacilli will be absent

(>. There may be a definite hi-story, with
or without physical signs, pointing to a

gastric lesion or to cirrhosis of the liver

T. IJeforc the blood is brought up there may
be a feeling of sickness, nausea, oppression
in the epigastrium, faintness, and giddi-
ness

8. The motions are often tarrv afterwards

9. There are usually no sputa

10. .\ history of abdominal jiains after food

Xdtwithstanding all these points of distinction, however, one may be misled unless the

patient can be kcjjt iiiidcr observation for a time : moreover, hii'matemesis may be caused

by hanioptysis. especially when the bleeding takes place in the night, tlie blood being
swallowed as soon as it gets into the pharynx whilst the patient remains aslec|j and quite
unconscious of the occurrence. The frequency with which ha'moptysis occurs during the

night when the patient is at rest is remarkable : but in the nuijority of instances the

incidence of bleeding excites coughing, and the patient wakes.

Malingering by the production of blood-spitting by gum-siioking is diagnosed upon
circumstantial evidence. It has sometimes liappeiu'd that a patient has ])roduced the

blood of fowls with the statement that this has been coughed uji
—a fallacy that can be

detected by examining the red cells midcr the microscope.
Redness of the sjuitum is not always proof that the colour is due to blood ; the

))resence of red cells should be verified imder the microscope, and the guaiacimi and
ozonic ether test also applied : occasionally jjaticnts have been regarded as suffering
from recurrent phthisical ha-moptysis when in reality the redness of the sputimi has been

due to infection of the respiratory passages by relatively unimportant pignicnt-jjroducing

micro-organisms, generally of the liocilliis prnfligiusiis type ; this source of fallacy is

to be avoided by having careful bacteriological examinations of the sputiun made in all

cases that are not perfectly straightforward.

II. DETERMINATION OF THE CAUSE OF THE HAEMOPTYSIS.

Having arrived at the conclusion that a patient has ha<l ha-moptysis. the ni'xt |)oint

is to ascertain its cause. By far the commonest causes of luemoptysis are plitliiiis and
mitral stenosis. The heart and lungs need particular examination therefore, and the family
and personal history, both as to acute rheumatism or chorea, and as to consumption, may
assist. If there are no abnormal [jhysical signs in the thorax, it does not follow that

phthisis is absent—even phthisis with cavitation may exist without any definitely abnormal

physical signs being detected ; microscopical examination of the sputum, therefore, both for

tubercle bacilli and for elastic fibres, should never be omitted, especially after the h;cmo-

ptysis has ceased : repeated examinations may be required if the iirst proves negative.

.\lthongh these are the conmionest, there arc a great many other cau.ses, a.s the

following tables indicate :—

A. Haemoptysis due to Changes in the Lungs:

1. IMithisis: («) Early: (b) Later
•J. Cirrhosis of lung : jmcumonoeoni-

osis ;

(fi) Knife-grinder's lung
(I)) Stonemason's lung

3. Cardiac disease, especially mitral
stenosis

4. Violent coughing efforts, as in

whooping-cough or bronchitis

J. Injury to the chest :

(a) Blows upon the chest wall

(/)) Fractured rib

(() I'^xploratory needling
((/) .\t the cud of paracentesis thoracis

(1. Lobar iincumonia
7. BronehopneiuTionia
8. Septic pneumonia, with or without

abscess
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A. H.EMOPT^^I^ 1)1 r. T(l (IIANCKS IN Till: 1.1 M.>. I I'll 1 1 II III il :

0. Gaiiiii'cru' of tlif \\iu\l

1(1. Iiirarctiim of tlif \\u\)i :

(ii) lOiiiliiilic ; (/;) Tluoiubutii-

11. Xt'iiphiMiL III' the luriL;. wlirthcr

[witnaiy or M-cori<iar-\' :

{(() .Sarcoma : {h) t'arciiioma

12. Sporotricliosis of thf limi; ;

((/) .Xspcryillosis ;

(/<) .\ctiiioniycosis

(r) Other lorins

111. .\urtic jiiKuryMii prcssini; on anil

opciiiii^ into tlif Innii

1 t iMnpyi-nia bursting throni^li tlir Innij

!."». Hepatic abscess l)nrstin<i tliroui^lt tlie

(liaplirayni into the Inni;

Hi. Hydatid cyst
17. I'rirnary atlieroTua of llie pulmonary

artcri(tlcs

B. Haemoptysis due to Clianges in tlie Bronchioles, Bronclii, or Trachea :-

1 . IJi'onchitis :

(</) .\cntc ; (//) Ciiionic' : (r) I'lnstjc

2. Bronelmrrliica
:!. Bronchiectasis
!•. .\ortie aneurysm opening into tile

trai'hea or a hroiicluis

."i. I'lceralion of the trachea iiv a

hronehns :

(//) TcrtiarN- s\ philit le

(/») Mali^rLant'

(i) l*riiu;ir\' epilheIiom:i of
hroneim.

(ii) Invasion of a lironehus liy a
meiliastinal sarcoma, lymplm-
sareoma. O'sopluifical epithe-
lioma, or other neoiilasm.

(e) Secondary to a foreiun body, such
as a button, a fruit-stone, a tooth,
ite. ; or to a tracheotomy tube

((/| .Secondary to a caseoii^ or cale.ireoiis

bronchial <iland

*;. Parasitic infection by Di^lniiiii /iiihniHiiilr

ii'Csfi'rniiiHiii

C. Haemoptysis due to Changes in the Larynx
1. .\cutc l.aryiiLiitis

2. riiiierciiioiis ulceration

o. .Syphilitic ulci-iation

4. .%IaliL!Uaiil iilceralion :

(a) I'.pithcliomatoiis
(h) Sarcomatous

.1. rost-typhoidal ulceration

/'. Haemoptysis due to Changes in

1. I'lirpura and its \arious causes
( p

2. Scur\\
:!. Splenomcdiillary leiikaniia

4. I^yiii|iliatie Iciika-niia

]•:. Doubtful Causes of Haemoptysis :

1. Granular kidney
2. .Arteriosclerosis

:!. Vicarious menstruation

!»,

1(1,

11

I'ost-diphtheritic ulceration

Injury to the larynx, by
throat ^rip, a cut 1 1

or operation
ijipiis of the larynx
Variolous ulceration

Leprosy of the larynx
.Aiiiiioiiia of the larynx

I blow, ;i

t
, iiituliatiou.

the Blood :
-

'>. Pernicious ana'iiiia

i. Lym|ihadciioma
*. .Mali>^iiant types of specilie fc\ers, sue}?

as N'ariola or measles
<. H.Tmophilia

4. Kecurrcnt luenioptysis in arthritic sub-

jects (.\ndieu' I'lark)
'). Ha'iiioptysis in ap|iaicntly sound and

liealtliy yoimi; subjects

Copious Haemoptysis has (inl\ two causes, iiaiiicly. ni/iliiir of an atnlir ininiiiisiii into

trachea. hroTU'liiis. or luni,; ; and nijitiiii' of tin iiiiciiinsni of ii jiiiIiiiiiikiii/ iiilciiiilc in ii lung
cavitij or phtliisicii! vimiica. The biriiur. when iiiicc it causes severe luenioptysis, nearly

always proves iiniiiediately fatal : the latter may also eause rapid death, but soiiietinies the

severe lileedinfj stops, and recovery may ensue. In either ease, however, there is often a

stage of slii;ht or premonitory lilcedinu- for days, weeks, or even months before the linal

rupture occurs.

There are some causes of ha-moptysis in the above list about whieli little need be .said.

The whole (t{ Group K. for instanee, is open to much doubt : it is true that ap]);irently sound

young subjects may have transient luenioptysis and never develop ])hthisis ; on the other

hand a certain jiroportion of such eases do beeome eonsumiitive later, so that the presump-
tion is that in all cd them the haemoptysis really has a tuberculous origin, cure resulting

rapidly in some, but not in others. Particular care should be taken in the examination of

the sputum and of the chest by the ordinary jihysical methods, and pcrhaiis b\ the .r-rays
also, and even although the eause of the luenioptysis may not be determined jireeiscly. the

patient would lie well advised to live as healthily as jiosslble, lest a further stage of phthisis

develop. The same applies to so-called vicarious menstruation : and in not a few eases in

which the ha-moptysis has been attributed to the arthritic diathesis, to arteriosclerosis, or
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to renal lesions, the cause may really be an intercurrent infection of the lunj; Ijy tulierele

bacilli even in niicldle-aged or elderly people.
Causes in Group D seldom give rise to extensive true ha-moptysis, thovigh there may be

nuicli ei)istaxis, bleeding from the gums, and so on. Tlie diagnosis between the different

conditions in this group will be found elsewhere.

Phthisis is by far the commonest cause of ha-mo])tysis. It may be the very first sign

of tlic disease, it may be the last, or it may occur at any intermediate stage. The amount of

blood brought up is very variable ; the sputum may l)c only streaked, or a pint or more may
stream from tlic mouth. In advanced stages the diagnosis is not dillicult. There is the

history of cougli. loss of appetite and weight, night sweating, and expectoration ; tliere are

tlie wasting and flattening of the chest wall, especially above and below the clavicles, often

more on one side than the other ; the deficient movement on respiration, the unequal tactile

vocal fremitus, the impairment of note, over one upper lobe more than over the other, with

the bronchial breathing, consonating rales, bronchophony and pectoriloquy at one apex,
with signs of similar but less advanced disease at the other. Detection of pus cells, tubercle

bacilli, and jjerhaps elastic fibres in the sputum, is conclusive. Ha'uioptysis may. however,
be the earliest evidence of |)hthisis : the diagnosis is then dillicult. for the physical examina-

tion may not reveal any abnormal signs. Particidar stress may be laid upon greater promi-
nence of one clavicle than of the other, prolongation of the expiration, and the constant

presence of one or more apical clicks, or rales, perhajjs brought out only on coughing. In

some cases the mottled shadows seen with the .r-rays may assist the diagnosis {Fig. -H,

p. 103), although, taken by themselves, they may be misleading ; tubercle bacilli may be

found in the sputa quite early, so that a careful examination even of the most insignificant

amount of sputum nuist always be made before a definite opinion as to the cause of the

hu'moptysis can be given. In the early stages of phthisis h;emoptysis results from local

inflammatory hypcra'mia with rupture of capillaries : the amount of blood expectorated is

then usually small, and it may amount only to streaking of the sputum. A little later,

small vessels may themselves become inflamed and softened, or directly invaded by the

tuberculous process, consequently rupturing if any extra strain is suddenly put upon tliem,—for instance, during attacks of coughing. This may lead to a more ]>rofuse luemoptysis
even quite early in the disease. When the malady is more advanced, caseation and break-

ing down of lung ti.ssue may lead to softening of the external wall of a considerable branch

of the ijulmonary artery, resulting in an aneurysmal bulge, which, if thrombosis does not

occur within it, will sooner or later rupture, and cause a profuse and possibly fatal lurmor-

rhagc.
Cirrhosis of the Lung Pneumonoconiosis, Miners' Phthisis—is a i)artic(i!ar \ariety

of fibrosis due to the inhalation of irritating particles, especially amongst wcjrkers at certain

occuiiations. Coal miners seldom get it : although their lungs become packed with carbon
—anthracosis—these particles do not seem to inflame the tissues. Knifc-grintiers suffer

from it—siilerosis ; so do workers in certain limestone quarries, rock-drilling gold mines,

and diamond mines—silicosis. The chief point in the diagnosis is the history as to occupa-
tion ; there is much doubt as to whether these conditions are not really of a chronic tuber-

culous nature, and tubercle bacilli should be looked for in all these eases, whilst the blood

should also be tested for Wassermann"s reaction, because recent evidence points to syphilis

l)eing another important factor in many of these jiatients. The h;cnio])tysis is far less

frc(|Uent and less abimdant than it is in ordinary i)hthisis.

Mitral Stenosis is the second commonest cause of luemoptysis. Other forms of heart

disease seldom lead to it direct, though mitral regurgitation may do so occasionally, and so

may aortic stenosis or regurgitation when they have caused secondary mitral regurgitation.

('(ingenital heart ilisetise, unlike the acquired forms, is so liable to lead to ])hthisis that any

luemoptysis associated with it would arouse suspicions of the latter. Fungating endo-

carditis may also cause haemoptysis, but as the result rather of the septic state or of infarc-

tion than of the valvular lesion. Mitral stenosis is the chronic valvular heart disease par
excellence to produce luemoptysis, and it may do so either when there is complete compensa-
tion or when there is evidence of failure. When com])ensated. the right ventricle j)umps
blood into the lungs with vigour, and causes great rise of pressure in the ])uImonary vessels

l)ecause the blood cannfit escajie freely through the stenosed mitral orifice. This is indicated

clinically by accentuation or reduplication of the second sound in the second left intercostal
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space close to tlic stcnmin. At tlic iiii|iulM-. wliidi is ollcn not materially (lis|ilae<'(l. the

first sound will lia\e a slaiii)iiiu eliaraeter. ami il will generally be prcceileil liy a shorter or

lonoer presystolie nniililinu- bruit. 'I'lie laller is so short sometimes thai it ma\ be over-

looked, but there may be a history of chorea or rheuiMatisni to assist the diaf^iiosis. and the

accentuated ])ulmonary second sound will arouse suspicion in other eases, particidarly if

the precordial im])airment of resonance is increased upwards and to the rif>ht. but not much

to the left. The result of the urcat rise of blood-pressure in the lungs is that cai>illaries

rujJture from time to time : the resultiuit ha'moptysis alarms the jjatient. but it is really no

sign of danger : sometimes patients have this luemoptysis whenever the heart is at its best,

losing it again when failure threatens. Far diri'ercnt is it when blooil-spittiug occurs in

failing cases of mitral stenosis : it is then generally due to infarction or to i)uimonary
'

apoplexy.' The infarction is less often due to embolism from an antc-moitem clot in the

right auricular ai)pcndix or other part of the right side of the heart than il is lo lliiimihosis.

which results as follows : atheromatous degeneration of the pidmonary aiterioles is brought

about by the greatl\- increased tension w^ithin llicm : rupture of small branches of such

degenerated ])ulmonary arterioles gives rise to apoplexies." and the altiralion in the

tunica intima due to the atheroma, together with the deticienf rate of bi l-llow. strongly

predispose to thrombosis and conse(|uent iidarclion. An ciiibalic iiifdii-l occurs suddenly,

and causes acute pain in the corresponding part of tlie thorax, orthopnu'a, increased cyanosis,

dyspnwa, and ha-moptysis ; a thmmhtitic infant arises gradually, and causes luemoptysis

without the other symptoms.
Violent Coughing efforts, as in whooping-cough, or emphysema and bronchitis, may

cause such pressure of the fra-num lingua' against the teeth as to abrade its surface- and lead

to the expectoration of blood-streaked salivary sputum- -sjiurious liaMiio|)tysis : it is said

that they can also produce true luemoptysis : this is jiossible. but before blood-spitting in

any given ease is attributed merely to violence of coughing, c\ery care should lirst be taken

to exclude both tubercle and heart disease.

Injury to the Chest is not an uneonmum cause of blood-s])itting. There need have

been no fractiu'c of a rib ii severe blow on the thorax siimetimes suMlees. The only dilli-

culty in the diagnosis is to be sure thai the

injury is the sole cause, and that it has not

merely been tln' linal factor in produeitig

h;emorrhage from a lalcut tuberculous fo<'Us

or an aneurysm.
In Lobar Pneumonia Ihc amount of blood

expectorated is slii^hl in the majoiity of

cases; the sputum is thick. \ iscid. tenacious.

and generally tlure is no more blood than will

give it a rusty or russit-brown colour. It

may, however, be bright red. and in a few

cases copious enough to be in itself alarming.
The dilliculty then is to distinguish il IVom

phthisis, or from lobar pneumonia super|ioscd

upon phthisis. The diagnosis is often obvious

enough : but sometimes, notwithstanding the

acute onset, the continued fever, the high

ratio of the rcs]iiration to the pulse-rate, the

viscidity <pf the s|iuluui. the prescmc cd' cap-
sulated di]>loeocci in it. the abncjrmal physical

signs, and the absence of chlorides from the

subsequent course of the ease has been watched,

bedside, a skiagram may sometimes serve to differentiate between phthisis (Fi<^. H. p. lo;;)

and lobar piuumonia [I'^ig. l.'iO).

Bronchopneumonia is a rare cause of luemoptysis, because the disease maiid\ alTeets

children at an age when no spitting occurs. In t)lder patients bronchoijiicumonia is gener-

ally cither influenzal, w else due to the inhalation of .septic ])articles from the mouth after

operations under ana'sthetics, or in as.sociation with such diseases as epithelioma of the

tongue, or otitis media with lateral sinus thrombosis. Septic bronchopneumonia is

D 19

///. i:ii;. -Ski;i'-MMiil of liil.:ir iMH'nriionl.' i-iiiMiliibilioil

(.1 It'll lun^' (Al; iiunii.il lii-'Irt liiiiu' (Br. '-M-tru- i;ai

l.ul.lil.' (Cl; InerlD). (/''/ I". -I'/'"' ''. Jor.l.ui.)

urine, serious doubt renunns until the

When the ,(-ravs can be utilized at the
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diagnosed by reason of its lieing a lung complication of some other malady likely to give
rise to it. Influenzal broncliopneumonia is apt to cause characteristic sticky rales at the

bases, with less pyrexia but more asthenia than does lobar pneumonia ; and the minute

Bacilli injtuenzd' may be found in the sputum in large numbers. If the signs are apical
rather than basal, it will be difficult to be sure that the condition is not tuberculous, except
bv watching the case, and finding that rapid and compltee resolution and recovery ensue.

Gangrene of the Lung, due to whatever cause (p. •2.')9). is eliaractcrized by the extreme

stench of the breath and sputa. The only conditions whicli ])roduee similar stench are

foetid deeom])()sition of the retained sputum in l)ri)ncliiectatic ca\ities or old ]>htliisical

vomica', or similar deeom])osition in the jjus of an eni])yenia which has ru])tured through
the lung, and which empties out its contents periodically. Gangrene of the lung can be

differentiated from all these by the pulmonary elastic fibres to be found in the sputum,
and by the history being shorter than would probably be the case with the others.

Infarction of the Lung, embolic and thrombotic, has already been mentioned in

connection with heart disease, its most frequent cause. It only remains to add that it may
also occur as the result of embolism secondary to thrombosis of systemic veins, infective

endocarditis of the pulmonary or tricusj)id valves, or from ])rimary thrombosis in some

blood diseases, such as leucocytha-mia. A large embolus causes sudden death without

ha?mo])tysis : a smaller one may give rise to sudden acvite pain in some \KUt of the chest,

and a local patch of crepitant rales with a pleuritic rub, and perhaps impairment of percus-

sion note with bronchial breathing. IIa?moptysis associated with such physical signs and

accompanied by evidence of endocarditis or venous thrombosis would suggest an infarct ;

diiriculty arises mainly when there is no obvious ])hlebitis in the case, when the vein affected

is deep-seated
—in the ]ielvis. for instance, after childl)irth or some operation. The diagnosis

is not so dilFicult when there have been reijcated sudden acute pains in different jxirts of the

chest, eacli followed by a little jjyrexia and sometimes by h;cmoptysis. due to repeated
small emboli.

Carcinoma and Sarcoma of the Lung (Fig. 42, j). 105) are usually secondary. Tlie

diagnosis is sometimes oljvious, sometimes very obscure indeed. The primary seat of tlie

growth may be near the lung, for instance in a bronchus, the oesophagus, breast, or media-

stinal glands ; or it may be distant, in the stomach, or a bone, and so on. The sputum ma\-

be merely blood-tinged, or it may be dark like red-currant jelly : occasionally the haemor-

rhage is profuse. A large nimiber of cases of malignant disease in the lung are accom])anicd

by pleuritic effusion, and unless the existence of a primary neoplasm elsewhere is known,

growth may not at Hrst be suspected. If aspiration is performed, the fluid is generally

found to contain blood ; indeed, the discovery of blood-stained jileural fluid at a first tajipini;

of a case that is not absolutely acute, is always very suggestive of neo])lasm : microscopically

large cancer cells, with atypical mitosis, or e\en fragments of new growth, may be found

either in the siiutum or in the pleuritic exudate to clinch the diagnosis. Increasing vari-

cosity of the veins on the chest wall, with reversal of the blood current in them, also points to

intrathoracic growth obstructing the superior vena cava. The neo]jlasm may also stenose a

bronchus, leading to unilateral deficiency of movement and tactile vocal fremitus, impair-

ment of note, and deficient <ir absent breath-sounds, with or without faint bronchiai breath-

ing and crackling rales : whilst, accomjjanying these physical signs, no tubercle bacilli

would be found in the sputum, and yet the weakness and emaciation would be progressive.

Sporotrichoses of the Lung are being recognized with increasing frequency. Hither-

to they have generally Inen mistaken for phthisis. They are due to various moulds of

the nature of Actiiwiiu/ces. Aspergillus iiiocr. and others, and the diagnosis de])ends upon

bacteriological investigations of the sjjutum by cultural methods. When no tubercle

bacilli can be detected on repeated examination in the ordinary way, the possibility of

sporotrichosis should be borne in mind, particularly if the patienfs occupation leads to

contact with vegetable products such as hay or straw, grain, bird foods, or even cotton, as

in the case of seamstresses and tailors.

Aortic Aneurysm far less often opens into the lung itself than it does into a bronchus :

the symiJtoms are similar in either ease, and if the history is long the diagnosis will already

have been made on account of some other symptom than ha-moptysis. especially |)ain in tlie

chest or in the back. The .c-rays are a valuable means of deciding the diagnosis (Fig. 100.

J). 209). Two points are worthy of particular attention, and these are : first, that tlie
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nnituriny i>l' ;iii aorlic aiu-urysni iiitu a lirDiicluis. witli (ii|>iims and rapidly lalal lia-nioptysis,

mav be the very first siyii that anytliiiiy is wrmiji : and seeuiidlv. that in nnl a lew eases

there may have l)een shi>lit li:eni()pt>sis and lilii(i<l-stieakini> of tlie spntnin i'nv weeks or

nKjnths l>i-f(iri' the lafal rupture ensues : these ])reliininary sliiiht attaeks of luenioptysis are

pnilialily ihie tn enision of small vessels in the Widl of the hronehus. anil if the aneurysm is

Ijartiallv dlistrueliun. say. the left u|ipei' hrunehus. so as to produee impairment of note

over the left apex, with a few rales tliere. and ha inopt\sis. it is clear that a mistaken dia-

gnosis of phthisis niiuht readily be made. Tubeicle baeilli will be i)ersistenliy absent from

the sputum, there will very likely he a ])re\ ions history of sy|)liilis, hanl manual work, and

perhaps drinkinu' : without the ,i-rays to show the pulsatinu' shadow of the aneurysm, how-

ever, the eorreet iliaiiuosis may be missed, and even when the fatal rupiuri- oeems, the

condition may still be erroneously attril)uted to phthisis, mdess a post-mortem examination

i> made.

Empyema bursting through the Lung may or ma\' not eause ha- pl\sis : the

main features of the ease will generall\ hi an obscure felirile illness subsecpient to pneu-

monia, followed by a sudden eruption of |ius from the respii-atory passages, and a repetition

of a similar copious expect or-at ion of ]irrs at inter\als : irr many cases ther'c are eorrrpar-.rt i\ il>'

few abnorrrral plivsical siijirs. foi- had the cmp\cnra not b<-cn hidden awa\ ciccply Irr the

thorax, its existence woirld ha\c bec-rr di.rurioscil earlier-, aird it worrld have been r-(-lie\<-d by

operation betore it brrrst into the tuna.

A Hepatic Abscess that has bm-st thr-oiri;h the Imri; is apt to ai\x- lisc- to ariclro\y-

sauce-eolorn-ed spiilrrm \vlri(-!r is ehara(-t(-r-istie : rro amccba- may be disco\er'i-d. ami the pus
will very likely be- sic-iilc- : llie dia-

gnosis is gerri-rally based irpon the

history of r-esiderrce in the tropics,

possibly ol' arr attai-k of amo-bie

dysentery, arrd of hepatic syrrrptoms.

pyrexia, arrd rii^ors pr-e\ ions t<i the

expectoration of tin- blood-staineii

pus. The absci-ss oicrrrs on the right

side mor'c ofterr tlrarr oir tire left, and

there Trray be the t\pii-al dorne-sha])ed
dirtiness at the base of th<- right lung.

Hydatid Cysts ar-i- much r'ar-cr in

Kurope tlrair irr Australia arrd New
Zealand ; tlrost- of the Irrrrg arc. as a

rule, secondary to hydatid ol the lr\ ii'.

They may give rise- tn rn-itlrcr- sions rror-

.syniptorrrs : orr the other- Iranil. tlri-y

may cause ha-rrroptysis. and phthisis

nray be siirrrrlatcd. The ,r-rays arc

very ellicierrt in det(-cting their sjrhcri-

eal shadows (Fig. IIST). The Ijlood

may exhibit eosinophilia or- t Ire- spci-ilic

hydatid ^enim I'caetiorr.

Primary Atheroma of the Pul-

monary Arterioles is so rare as to be

midiagnosable. There is no relation-

ship between systemic and jjuhnonary
atheroma, and the conuuonest cause of the latter is mitr-al stenosis, as described above.

Fi'j. 107.—ski;L2r;iiii oi .a hydatiii cyst of tlie rriomx, OfcupyiiiL: trie

liosilioii of the upijer lobe of the left luiij.'.

Haemoptysis due to changes in the Bronchioles, Bronchi, anrl Trachea, as distinct

fronr changes in the lung, have to some extent been incidentally considered with the latter.

Bronchitis shoirld never be diagnosed as the eause of hiemoptysis until phthisis and

mitral stenosis have been thoroughly excludeil.

Bronchorrhoea is. irr most respects, only a variety of bronchitis.

Bronchiectasis may be associated with recurrent slight or even se\(-i-e ha-irroptysis

srimetinit*.. or when the bronchiectasis is due to olistruction of a briMU-hus by a thoracic
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aneurysm tliere may be eo|)ious and fatal iKcmoptysis. as described above. Hroiiebicetasi!-

seldom occurs apart from fibrosis of tbe lung ; indeed, fibroid lung is commoner than bron-

chiectasis ; when fibrosis and bronchiectasis occur together and affect one lung in particular,

the diagnosis is relatively ecsy. for tlicre is deficiency of bulk, movement, and resonance,

tactile vocal fremitus, vesicular murmur, and voice sounds over the affected lung ; the

heart is materiallv disj^laced towards that side : numerous loud erackhng rales, with or

without bronchial breathing. bn)neho])hony. and pectoriloquy, will be heard over scattered

patches of the affected lung, whilst in the intervening areas there will be little to be heard

at all : the rales will be brought out l)est when the patient coughs : the lung on the other

side may give relatively normal signs. Clubbing of the fingers ma^• be extreme. The

diagnosis of fibroid lung and bronchiectasis itself is not complete, however, imtil the iireeise

cause of the latter has been ascertained ; .sometimes so complete a diagnosis is not possible.

The followinj; is a list of the chief causes of the condition :
—

1. Causes in tlie lung ;—
Congenital atelectasis

Recurrent attacks of

lironeliopneumoaia

Delayed resolution ot lobar Chronic tuberculosis

pueiuuonia Sporotrichosis
I'ncumonoeoniosis , Recurrent hroiiclMtis(iloul)tfiil)

2. Causes which act by partially stennsiitg a broucliiis :
—

(a). Causes within the bronchus : (c). Invasion of the hicjnehus from without :

A foreign body .Aortic aneurysm
Inspissated bronehitie mucus. Mediastinal new growth

Hodgkin's or lympluidenoniatous glands

(6). Causes in the wall of the bronchus : Caseous bronchial filauds

.Syphilitic stenosis .A. hypertropliied left auricle in some eases

Primary epitlichouui. of mitral steiKJsis.

3. Causes ivliicli liai'e long compressed llie lung fnnn tin' pleural siile :—
Pleuritic effusion Kmjiyema
Pleural effusion .\ large heart

Thick pneumonic Pericardial cllusion

lymph .'Vseites

Sulnliaphragmatie abscess

Hepatic tumour
Splenic tumour.

There will be no need to discuss each of these here : if the different possibilities are

kept in mind, a ])robab]e diagnosis can be made fairly easily in most cases. Amongst
modern methods of diagnosis one nuist not forget the bronchoscope, through which, in

skilled hands, it is often jjossible to get visual proof of the natiue of a tracheal or bronchial

obstruction. The only bronchial causes of haMno])tysis that need be dealt with further are

syphilitic ulceration and infection by the Distoma pulmonale.

Syphilitic Disease of a Bronchus is a tertiary lesion of gmnniatous nature, and as it

heals it causes bronchial stenosis and consecpicnt fibrosis of the lung, with or without bron-

chiectasis. It will hardly be diagnosed unless there are other very definite means of know-

ing that the patient has had syphilis, or is still suffering from its tertiary effects, or has a

positive Wassermann reaction : and even then care must be taken to exclude the possibility

of the luetic patient having developed ])hthisis. The influence of iodide of potassium in

such a case does not afford conclusive evidence one way or the other, for even though the

syphilitic lesion heals, it leaves behind it the fibrous stenosis of the bronchus.

The Distoma Pulmonale Westermanni is very imlikcly to be the cause of iKcmoptysis

in any patient who has not been resident in t hina. .Ja|)an. or l""ormosa. History of residence

in those countries, on the other hand, woidd suggest the diagnosis, confirmation of which

would be afforded by examination of the sputum for the jiarasites or their ova.

The differential diagnosis of Haemoptysis due to changes in the Larynx depends

mainly on two things : the history of the case, and the condition seen locally with the

laryngoscope. The history and course are the chief factors in diagnosing acute simple

laryngitis, post-typhoidal. ])ost-di|)htheritic, or variolous ulceration of the larynx, or condi-

tions due to injmy of the larynx by a l)lo\v. a hand-grip, a cut throat, or intubation or other

operation. Leprous ulceration of the larynx seldom, if ever, occurs in any jKitient who has

not lived in lejjrous lands, and who has not for a long time exhibited subcutaneous and

cutaneous evidence of his disease. Of the remaining five conditions given in the list, namely.
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tulirrrulous. syphilitic, and maliiiiianl ulrrratioiis. lupus, and ansioma of tlic laiviix. the

last two are very rare indeed, though hi)lh may l)e diaijnosable by their laryiinoseopic

appearance, particularly if there is also lupus i)f the face on the one hand, or a tendency to

cutaiudus or huc'cal Ijlood-oozing na'vi on the other (PJiilr Xf'II). Hetween the remaining

threi' conditions there may be .some doubt for a time, but if it can be seen that the ulcera-

tion is i\tensi\e and yet unilateral, it is probably cpitheliomatons : if tubercle bacilli are

present in the sputum, if there are a])ical lurii; signs, and if multiple shallow ulcers can be

seen alona the ci)iulottis. as well as in the larynx, tuberculous ulceration is ])robalile
— it

praelicaliv ne\i-r occurs cxcejit secondary lo pulmonary tubercle, though the latter may be

slight and mav remain in abeyance whilst the laryngeal tubercle advaiiei's rapidly;

syphilitic larynuitis mav be diagnosed by exclusion, but if there is a tendency to healing, with

marked deformity, after extensive bilateral destruction of the laryngeal and neighbouring

tissues, and if there is decided collateral evidence of tertiary syphilis, including. i)crha|)s.

a positive serum reaction, the diagnosis luay often be made directly. The chief ililliculty

arises in easts in which there may be both syphilis and tubercle at the .same time. This

liriuiis us back once more to the (act that, once it has been decided that true luemoptysis

has oecurrcd. the next step is to examine the sputum and the chest carefully for signs of

tulierele. and not to diaiiiiose anv other condition until both tubercle and mitral stenosis

ha\c hcen excluded. Ilnhrrt Ficiirli.

HAEMORRHAGE, GASTRIC. (See II.km atmmksis. p. -jii.-,.)

H/EMORRHAGE FROM GUMS. (Sec Hi ii iun.; <.i m> p. '!.)

HEMORRHAGE. INTESTINAL. -:S.'e Blodd pkk .Vmm. p. 7.-,; and Mi:i..KV.\,

p :!s.->.)

H/EMORRHAGE FROM LUNG. (See II.k.moi-tvsis. j^. 2s.5.)

H/EMORRHAGE, NASAL. (See Immstaxis. p. •.'•_'i).)

'

H.EMORRHAGE, RETINAL. -'Sec Oiairu ai.mosi oca Apckauancks. p. H."..)

H/EMORRHAGE, SUBCUTANEOUS. (Sec I'iuimha, p. ,.->.')

HEMORRHAGE, URINARY. (See II iMATnuA, p. 27.. )

H/EMORRHAGE, UTERINE AND VAGINAL. ;See Mcn-oukuama. p. :!,s.-, ;

M rriiniMiii \(.i \. p. :i!»,i : and .Mi i itosiwis. p. :;!!•_'.)

H.EMOTHORAX. :See (. m-.sr. Hi.oodv Imi r.ioN i\ p. 102.)

H.ALTING. ;Scc (;ait. .Vbnohm M.niis or. p. -J.jl.)

HAND, CLAW. -(See Ci.aw-IIanp. p. l(l!».)

HEAD, RETRACTION OF. iSee UinuxcTioN- of thk Hkai.. ]>. .jsy.)

HEADACHE is one of the commonest symptoms met with in medical practice, and

the \arious conditions with which it is associated are numerous, as the list given below

demonstrates.

Headache mav 1)C the Hrst symptom calling attention to the existence of gra\e organic

disease, and the correct diagnosis of the cause of this symptom is obviously of the greatest

imijortancc. Too often, unfortunately, treatment of a headaclie precedes a careful

in\estii;ation as to its cause, and an increased risk may thereby be incurred by the jiaticnt

through the delay in recognizing some one of its more serif>us causes.

The explanation of the mode of ))roduction of the pain known as lieddiiclic is not easy.

seeing that the brain substance itself is insensible to mechanical stimulation. The men-

inges are supplied with sensory nerves, and abnormal stimuli received therefrom reach the

cortex and give rise to the impression of jiain. .Abnormal states of the intracranial blood-

vessels may cause pain, which is more dillicult of explanation, as it is uncertain that tliey

have aii\- sensory nerve-supply. It seems |)robable that the headache jjroduced by
increased \ascular tension is a i>ressure effect acting on the brain as a whole, or on its
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coverings the meninges. The scope of this article does not allow further discussion of tliis

part of the subject. Certain general lines of diagnosis may be laid down. The closest

attention .should be jiaid to the character, situation, and time of occurrence of the pain,
and also to accompanying symptoms.

Characlcr Whether throbbing, paroxysmal, or affected by movement or position.
Headaches associated with alimentary disturbance, and raised blood-pressure, are often

throbbing in character, are relieved by rest in a recumbent position, and are increased on
movement. Severe paroxysmal attacks would suggest a neuralgia.

Situalion—This may be frontal, vertical, occipital, or unilateral, and in cases of

organic disease of the cerebrum may be an imijortant indication and an aid in localizing

the situation of the lesion. In renal disease, the headache associated with chronic ura;mia

is usually frontal, but may be occipital. It is vertical in constipation, the '
bilious

' head-

ache. It may be imilateral in migraine, tumour, abscess, middle-ear disease : or occipital
in cerebellar disease. Occipital headache may also be simulated by myalgia in the muscles

and tendons of the nape of the neck.

Time of eminence.—Headache associated with organic tlisease of the brain or its

meninges often persists or becomes worse at niglit, and may wake the patient from his

sleej). whereas that due to toxic and functional causes is relieved by rest in a horizontal

position. Grave suspicion of the organic nature of the headache should, therefore, attend
a case in which pain in the head disturbs the patienfs sleep at night. A headache experi-
enced on rising in the morning may be due to a stuffy, ill-ventilated room, or to the slighter

degrees of combined astigmatism and hypermetropia, or to faulty adjustment of the pillows.
Pillows piled too high may cause interference with the cerebral circulation and result in

headache. Persistent morning headache may be associated with chronic nephritis, and
careful observation should therefore be made of the patienfs urine. Erciiiiig headaches

are most conunonly due to mental overwork, or eyestrain, csjiecially where some visual

defect exists.

For the ])urposes of classification it is convenient to divide the causes of headache
into three main groups :

—(A) Orgdiiic disease fbrain. intracranial vessels, meninges, skull,

special sense organs) : (li) Toxic states
; (C) Faiictimial caiiditidiis.

A. Causes due to Organic Disease.

These mav be classilied anatomicallv as follows :
—

1. Diseases of tlie iruiii .—

toiKii^sion (iunima
'I'linuiiirs Cysts
.Alisccss

Hydrocephaly GciRial paralysis
Disseiiiiuutcil sclerosis of the insane.

2. Ih'seases of intracranial vessch :—
Iluniorrhage Tlminibosis

]

.Aneurysm Arteriosclerosis,

(rupture) Krnlioiisin I Syphilitic ciuiarteritis
,

3. Diseases of the meninges :—
Meningitis, various forms

j

Pachymeningitis Tumours.—localized or diffuse 1 Syphilis
—meningeal type

4. Diseases of the sl.nll :—
(
Innocent

Tumours -

,, .

I -.1 1- I
' I'riniarv

IMalinnant .. ,•'^
I Secnndary.

Tertiary syphilis.

.Sujjpunition or new growth in I'rontnl. antral, or mastoid sinuses

.Suppiuation or tumour in the orbit

Dental diseases.

5. Diseases of special sense organs :—
Eifc
—errors of refraction, iritis, glaucoma, etc.

/?«)—middle-ear disease.

\osc—adenoids, jjolypi, nasopharyngeal catarrh. Inllammation of one of the

accessory air sinuses—frontal, ethmoidal, sphenoidal ; enipvenia of a frontal sinus.
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Headache in Organic Cerebral Disease.

Time i)f Orciirreiicc.—()rf;aiiic crnljial cliscns<' slmuld lir siis|H'cti-il if a liisldi-y nl' i-ccur-

rciil niictuiiuil lit-adaclu- bo (ibtaiiicil.

Scvcriti/.
—Thv pain is oftfii intciisr. ami Nurnrtiincs paroxysmal in cliaraclcr-.

Siliinlioii.—This may sive sornr I'lnc as to tlic existence of an or.uaiiie lesion. In eases

oT eenliral tnniour tlie jiain max lie Miiilaleial or IVoiital. or occii)ital willi a eeicliellar

lesion. In miildle-ear and mastoid disease willi unilateral headache and localized tender-

ness, occipital headache may he one ot the earlii-st symijtoms of meninjiitis.

.Issdciiileil Signs (Dill Si/iiipionis. One or more of the followini; sif^ns and symptoms

may present thcmsehes at an early |)eriod in eases of headache due to orj;anic cerebral

disease, and their early rcco^iiilion is of yreat importance :
—

Ndriiitnii; that is ef liie eereliral
;
Optie iiearitis (P/rt/c .V/.V. p. Mil)

ly|pi' (see \dMTriM:. p. 7(i:!) : it I Irreijiilarity in force and li((|iirii(y of ll;c

iisiiail\ luars no relation to food, and '

pulse
is mil preceded liy nausea 'I'lie onset of iliowsiuess

lucoiialils of the pupils , I'ils.

S(|uirn I

Tapi)inii the skidl oxer the site of the pain may reveal local tendtancss.

The onset of any of these siyns asso(aat<'d with headache would point lo the existence

of some oreailic lesion, such as aie (rnuncratecl abo\e. As in man\ of these conditions

the diauiiosis is unattended with dilliiultN. it will sulliie to direct attention to a lew of

tli( in.

The headache occasionally met witli in ilissrniiiiiitiil silrmsis is sometimes paroxysmal

and accom))anicd by xdmitini;. and is situated most frccpicntly in the back of the head ami

neck. The absence of ojitic neuritis and lh<- iin'sence of the special siyns of disseminated

sclerosis should lead to a correct diaj^nosis.

Cirilinil liiriiiiii iliiiiic lliroinhosis. and iiiihii/isili arc often followed by headache ol

\ai\inn se\i ril\ , In irirhiiil aiiciinisiii a ih\lhiTiic beatina or ]iulsation is sometimes felt

and iiishinn noises are hcai-d. more |iart ieulailx wlan the internal eai-otid is iiiMilved.

lihvlhmie lieatinys oi- noises in the head. how<\c i'. do not b\- themscKcs su^^cst an intra-

cranial au( urysni. for thev arc e(jm|ilained of conunonlv b\ numy anaanie p( rsons and by

sufferers from vascular dcneneration. espeeiall\ atheroma cd' the cerebral arliaacs.

.\dvanccil iiitcriosclciosi.s is sometimes atWiided b\ severe heada.ehe accompanied b\

\omitin;;: airl eases ha\c been described prcscntinn features closely res(anbliim those ol

cerebral tumour. In arri\ iiri; at the diaiiuosis instrumeiital measurement of the blood-

|)ressure is all-important.

In iiiiiiiii^ilis. especially in the epidemic eerebrospinal and the post-basal \arietics,

the ehaiaeler of the headache is sioujiicant . It is usually \ cry intense, is occi|iital. ami

e\tn at an earh slai;e may lie attended by stilbiess of the neck anil i-etractiou of the head.

Kxaniiiiation of the cerebrospinal tliiid (p. :!()t) oblained by lumbar pimetiire is of i; leaf

importance in determining the jjresenee of nKiunj:itis.

Special SciLsc Organs.
—

Et/e. Headaches due to errors of refraction, glaucoma, iritis,

etc.. arc gcnci'allv frontal or temporal. .\ slight error of refraction ma\- cause what appears

to be a disproportionately severe headache, jiurticularly in children. This headache is

frontal, occurs mostly in tlie evening or after school hours, and is ol'tcn attended by

a burniui;. pricking, or watering of the eyes, t'orrection of the defect by suitable glasses

settles the diagnosis by emiug the headache.

li. Toxic Causes.

These may be subdivided into two groups, one in which the toxic influence is acquired

from without, or is e.riigiiiiius : the olliia- in which the disturbing element or toxin is

produced within the body, ami is u[ i iiilu'^i iimis oii^in.

1. ()J t.iogcHun.'i origin :
—

l''oiil air, as in close, ill-veutilaleil rooms
Poisonous gases. C(>^. CO, clilorofonn. ether, etc.

Drays, e.j;., quinine, iron ill some individuals, salicylates, opium
.Meoliot

1

Toiiaeeo
|

Lead poisoiiiicj.
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2. Of endogenous origin :—
Unnnia

]

(lout

Cholu'inia
I

I)ial)C'tc,s

Gastro-intestinal ilistuibanccs : tlyspepsia. coiisti));itii)n

Toxaemias : specific fevers, pyrexial phtliisis, suppuration, etc.

As regards the toxic emises of headache little further need be said as to the diagnosis

of the exogenous ]W)isons.

Via'mia is classed for purposes of convenience as a conrhtion due to endogenous bodies,

or substances jiroduced within the body. It stands out as one of the most imijortant
causes of lieadache. and special attention must always be given to ensure its recognition.

Urajmic lieadaches may be met with in all degrees of severity, from a slight frontal head-

ache felt on rising in the morning to an intense vertical or general cephalalgia. Other

ura'nnc manifestations may be jiresent. such as vomiting, drowsiness, dyspnda, affections

of vision, and retinal changes. Examination of the urine in all cases of headache should

never be neglcctcfl. as regards its specilic gravity, the presence of alliumin. blocid. and casts.

C. Functional Causes :

.. ..Ill I

' lii^'l'. i" .ntoriosclerosis ami renal disease
' " '' ' '""

''
^^ "^

I low. in ana-mia, morbus cordis, Addison's disease.

Venous congestion I
Menstruation

Excessive mental strain Hysteria— (' clavus hystericus ')

Pressure oh the liead—heavy hats, i iligraine

earrving weights on the head Epilepsy
Persistent noises— "

yun lieadaclie
"

Eye strain.
"

academy lieadache
'

Sea-sickne.ss—movement of boat, train
;

Sunstroke.

High blood-pressure is often a cause of headache, usually of a throl)bing character.

accom])anied by a .sense of fullness of the head. The headache tends to come on towards

evening and after meals. The vascular condition should be ascertained by means of some
suitable apparatus for estimating blood-]5ressure.

Headache associated with low blood-pressure (cerebral ana-mia), as in some forms of

morbus cordis and anaemia with fccl)lc cardiac action, is relieved by rest in the horizont;^!

position and cardiac tonics such as digitalis and iron.

J'enous eongestioii may cause headache. This is also met witli in heart disease with

failing comiicnsation. It may also account for the headache felt on rising in tlie morning
as the result of sleeping with jiillows too high or too low.

The elavus In/slericiis
'

is a boring pain felt in the vertex and in hy.stcrical states.

Headache in migroine is often luiilateral. though (piite commonly bilateral, and

frequently it is accompanied by vomiting. Transitory visual disturbance usually precedes
the headache.

In epih'psij headache is of frci|Uent occurrence in the ]>ost-ci)ileptic state, and it should

be borne in mind that it may also follow the slight manifestations of petit nifil.

.Vfter sunslrnkc, chronic headache, usually vertical, may persist for months, and the

same applies to many head injuries.

II is sometimes dillicult to distinguish between heudnche, which implies pain inside the

skull, and neuralgia, which is paizi felt in the peripheral course of a nerve trunk (sec P.vin

IN THE Face, p. 446). Neuralgia, if of wide distribution, may simulate headache. Careful

examination may be necessary to decide whether the supposed headache may not in reality

be a neuralgia. The local distribution, the often intense and paroxysmal character of the

pain, the presence of " tender spots,' the existence of some definite exciting cause such as

dental caries, should point to the diagnosis of neuralgia. //. Mnrleij Fletcher.

HEARTBURN is a connnon symptom, yet dillicult to lU'linc. .Apparently it is due to

regurgitation into the lower end of the ce.so])hagus from the stomach of acid ])roducts

of digestion, and it is thus related to pyrosis or watcrbrish. in which similar acid jjroducts

regurgitate suddenly as far up as the upper end of the [jharynx and the back of the mouth,

causing a local sense of burning acidity in tlie throat, and often a temporary luiskincss of

the voice. Neither waterbrash nor heartburn is distinctive of any particidar malady.
Either may occur in a perfectly healthy individual who for .some transient digestive cause
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has ratluT mcne yas in his stmnacli than Ihi' latter can hold conit'oi'talily : witli the csca])('

of some (if this j^as a draehni or two of tlio H(|ui(l gastric contents may he siiot U|) into the

lower end of the (esi)|)ha<iiis to cause lieaithurn. or further up still to cause watcrhrash.

On the other hand, if the symptoms are |)crsistently troublesome, either may indicate more

serious lesions, such as flatulent dyspejisia (see Fi.ati'LF.nck. p. 240) or pyloric stenosis

from healed ulcer or "astric carcinoma (see Dilatation of tup. SxojrACit. j). 17;!). If the

symjitoms are ohviously not transient, analyses of test meals (pp. 270 and ;!!!>) oi .i-ray

examination of the stomach {Fig. 122. p. 21.5) may be required before the dia<;nosis of their

cause can be established. Duodenal ulcer, fjall-stonc dyspepsia. ai)|iendix dyspepsia.

and ileoeaeal kinking will also need to be boiiie in mind as possibilities.

The actual symptoms of heartburn take two forms. The lirst ei)nsists in a mure or

less acute |)ain. sometimes of a really burninji character, more often of a .-e\a re aehinu.

boriufi'. or e\<ai lancinating type, referred to the mid-line of the lower end of the i;ladiolus.

esjiecially betweiai the two tilth costal carlilayes. ;-(iniinn on as a rule an hoiu- or more after

food, when digestii)n is at its lieiyht. beuinnini; eithia' gradually or suddenly, often increasing;

in severity for hall' an hour or an hour, and lasting sometimes for several hours or a, whole

day : this is gc luaally referable to its cause —llatnlenee—with ease : tspeeiaily it' simple

treatment with bicarbonate of soda and a little rhubarli relieves or (anes the pain. The

other ty|)c consists in attacks of acute grippiui; pain in the ]jrecordi;d ri'gion. es|naaall\

near the apex of the heart : this ]iain conu's on c|uite suddenly, and it often lasts less than

a minute and scldoin more than a few minutes. While it is there the jiaticnt may find

himself unable to take an ordinary breath without increasing the pain to an unbearable

extent ; he therefore holds his breath entirely for as long as he can. generally |)resses a

hand over the precordial region, and when he is compelled to ins]iire again he finds that he

gets checkcil before he has breathed in as much aii as h<- would like : he therefore contents

himself for a mimite oi two with a minimum depth of iireathing. b\ whieli lime the acaite

stitcli-like precordial pain passes off and he is able to breathe normall\ again. The attack

may be repeated after an interval of minutesor hours ; there is often no sense of palpitation.

but in some cases severe palpitations accompany or follow the pain, and the main <liiri<ailty

is to exclude organic heart disease which tin- paliiait tears his symptoms indicate. When
the attacks are oidy very occasional, and there is no shortness of breath, gastric disorder

is more ])rol)able than heart trouble : when, however, the attacks are frecpuait and the

patient is out of condition, it may reiiuire very skilful judgement to decide that the attacks

of precordial colic are of gastric and not cardiac origin. Katty or libroid or tobacco hearts

are the most dillicult to exclude ; the relief the patient receives from carminatives such as

bicarl)t>nate of soda, gentian, cajaput oil. ginger, rhubaib. ])cppermint. does not necessarily

indicate that the trouble is ]]rimarily gastric : and even when the fullest examinations

have been made, includini; t)ie use of the elect roeardiograjjh, there are many instances in

•which it remains \ ery much a matttr of opinion whether the attacks are due to myocardial

changes or to the nuieh less serious lieartburn. Ihilnil l-'rnich.

HEART, ENLARGEMENT OF. (See I';xi,\i!oi-.\if.nt of tuk IIfaht. p. -im.)

HEART IMPULSE, DISPLACED. The apex beat, which is the lowest and outer-

most point at which the cardiac imijvdsc can be lilt, is situated in the normal adult chest in

the tifth left intercostal s|)aee. one-half to one inch internal to the manuuary line. It may
be im]iossible to detine the position of the apex beat even in health, on account of increased

thickness of the chest wall either from nuiscular ilevelo])ment or excess of fat : or in the

female on account of a large mamma. A similar dilliiailty arises when the cardiac impulse
is feeble : when the heart is overlapped by the left hmg. as in ]mlmonary emphysema : or

when itcrieardial ell'usion is jiresent. In childriai. the ajicx beat is situated furtlur to the

left and a little liiglua' than in adults. Speaking generally.it is outside the maumiaiy line

during the lirst three years of life, in the mammary line from the fourth to the tenth \ears,

and it gradually reaches the adult position by the age of fifteen.

The conditions which produce displacement of the cardiac im])ulse arc :
—

A. When the Bulk of the Heart is in the Normal Position.

1. Diseases of tlie lieu it :

{ii}. \alvulai : (//). .Myui'urdial ; (< ). I'erieaiili.al.
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2. Changes in the lieurt secondary to :

(a). Diseases of tlie luniJS, such as (c). Aiueiuia anil dcliilitatiiiii conditions, alTect-

emphyscnuv, fibrosis, etc. ing chicHy tlic riglit ventricle

(rf). Toxic con<litions ]>ro(liicing niyoeardial

(6). Arterial sclerosis and chronic renal changes, as in infective diseases

disease (e). .Muscular exertion.

li. When the Whole Heart is Displaced.

1 . Chiinges in the lungs :

(a). Contraction of one lung or a portion of it ; {Ij). New growth id' lung.

"2. ('h<inges in the jilenid' :

(d). I'Icurisy with cllusion, cnipyenia. pneumothorax : (It). Xcw growth of pleura.

;5. Oilier llioracic tumours :
—New growth, aneurysm.

-l. Deformities of tlie chest wall :
—The result of scoliosis.

."). Chdiigcs in tlie iiljihjmeii :
—Ascites : fymijanites ; abdnininal tumour : iMegnancy.

(1. TransjiDsitiiin ii( the heart.

To distingujsh Ijctvvccn the two groujjs is usually not (lillicult, for when the hulk of the

heart is in the normal position and the apex beat is (lisplaeed beyond the left mannnary line.

the area of cardiac dullness is increased, not only to the left, but also to the right of the

sternum, and upward. If both lungs are emphysematous and the cardiac apex is displaced

outwards, althougli the size of the heart cannot be estimated by percu.ssion, yet the bulk of

the heart may confidently be presumed to be in the normal jiosition.

The ])resence of a cardiac lesion, arterial sclerosis, or chronic renal disease helps to

confirm the view that the abnormal position of the apex beat is due to an increase in the

bulk of the heart, and not to a dis])lacement of the organ as a whole. The examination of

the pulse gives valuable information : if it be of high tension and is sustained, or if the pulse

is of the
" water-hanuuer

"

type, it indicates that the displaced apex beat is due to enlarge-

ment of the left ventricle, and that probably there is no displacement of the heart. The

blood-pressure is increased in arterial sclerosis and in renal disease, and must therefore be

estimated, for it gives additional evidence that the displaced apex beat is part of a general

enlargement of the heart. Examination of the urine must never be omitted ; if there be

I)olyuria, with a small trace of albumin, low specific gravity, and hyaline and granular

casts, the presence of chronic interstitial nephritis is ascertained, and this will account for

the enlargement of the heart, and any displacement of the apex beat down and to the left.

The ijrcsencc of a cardiac bruit is of great value in determining that the displaced ai)ex

is due to morbid changes in the heart
;
but the absence of a bruit does not necessarily mean

that the displaced apex beat is unassociated with cardiac disease. The enlargement id' the

left ventricle, due to arterial degeneration or chronic interstitial nephritis, may not be accom-

panied by any bruit unless dilatation becomes so great that mitral regurgitation supervenes.
The characters of any of the cardiac sounds are frequently altered in dilatation and hyper-

tro])hy of the left ventricle. Thus, the aortic second sound may be accentuated on account

of the increased arterial tension, and the second sound over the base of the lieart may be

reduplicated on account of the aortic and jjulmonary valves not closing synchronously.
The first sound is frcfpicntly louder and more ])rt)li)nged in hypertro])hy of the ventricles,

due to an increase in the nniseular element of the sound, and the greater force with which

the auriculo-ventricular valves are closed. In simjjle dilatation of the ventricles the first

sound is often slightly accentuated, but is usually sharper and shorter.

In the second class of cases, in whicli the whole heart is displaced, the cause of the

displacement is usually easy to ascertain. The chest is freciuently asymmetrical, for there

will be either bulging of the chest wall on the side from which the heart is dis[)laced, or some

shrinking on the side to which it is drawn. Percussion may show that resonance is present

where normally there is cardiac dullness : thus, when the right lung is emphysematous and

the heart is ))ulled over to the left, the resonance of the right lung may be found extending
to the left of the sternum. It is not always so easy to determine the boundaries of the heart

when the displacement is due to the presence of a pleural effusion, as there is dullness over

the effusion which mav be continuous with the cardiac dullness. In such a case, however,
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tlic (hilliicss ()\ cr thi' liasc i>l' the lunn is luit (iii ly in rniiil. In it is likely tci In- Iciiiiid licliind as

well. 'J'luTi' arc also sians (jf (Miinju-cssioii of tlu' Imiji hy the eflusioi). siu'li as absence

of breath and vdiee-sounds. tubular breathing, or skodaie resonance : a'i;(i|ihon\- inav be

heard at the up])er level of the fluid, and it is always \cry siiiii;esti\e of pleuritic effusion.

When the heart is drawn over to one side by the iiuilnulidii iif llir hniti. as in librosis. llure

is ini]iaired icsoiiancc u])()n ]icrcussion o\er the llbidsed luni;. coiUinnniis with llie cardiac

dullness. The boundaries of the heart may be diHieult to delinc by ]]ei'eussion. but o\ei-

the fibrosed luny. brealh-sounds are presenl. tuludar in character, \deal fieinitus and reso-

nance arc decreased, and cracklina' rales and ol her ad\ cut itious sounds nia\ be heard. When
the lieart is drawn o\ci- in this manner by librosis of one luny. the resonance o\ci- the

healthy hnii; will be lound to extend across the middle line, and thus inxade the noinial

position of eanliac dullness. Kxaniination ol' Ihi' chest by means of the ,i-ra\s usuall\-

helps to determine the position of the heart : but lari;c tumours, jdeuritic effusions, etc..

produce shadows which may be continuous with that of the heart. 'I'he jiulsalions of the

lieart are i;encrally well seen, especially in chiMren. and indicate its position.
The changes in llic iilxloincii eausinj; disiilacemeiit of the heart upwards arc iiol likelv

to be o\(rlooked, because Ihere must be a considerable amount of alidomiiial cidaii^cinent

before the heart can be raised by it : and Ihereforc if disjilacenicnls of Ihe apex-beat an-

due to ascites, tymiianites. abdominal tumours, or prcynaney. the causes arc all of such a

marked dejirce or in such an advanci'd slaye. Ihal Ihey are easily reeoL^nizable. When the

heart is displaci-il as the result of marked ehanncs in the hmys and pleura-, iiil ral lioraeie

{uniours. or abdominal cnlarijcnicnts, the causes of Ihe dis|)laeenient an- iisnalK found
first on accouni cd'the syni])toms and physical siuris Ihey ]iroducc : the alleralion in the

position of the apex beat is then a coidirmatory sii;n.

In the first j^roup. in \s Inch the bulk of the heart is in the normal [josil ion. I be direction

in which the ajjcx heat is dis])laced is of sdnie diagnostic \ alue. It is displaced downwards
and to the left in hl/jiciliophi/ of the lieiiil. c specially when it artects chiclly Ihe lefl \entricle.

In iiiiliii! regiirgiltilidii the apex beat is displ.ieed outwards and to the left, whereas in lesiinis

iif Ihe (litrlie valves the displaeement is to the lefl and downwards, so that Ihe .apex beat is

conuiujnly situaled in the sixth inttrcostal space. In botli these condilions the left

ventricle is cnlarucd. but with mitral rcjiurnitation the rjijht side of the heart becomes

enlarged early in the disease, and the apex is displaced much more onlwanis than down-
wards. AVlicn the //<;//( veiilriele is alone enlingeil. .as in pulmonary eni|)h\scma. the dis-

placement of the apex beat is directly to the left, and not downwards at all.

Tlic \aryini; enlargement of the two ventricles may be fairly gauged In walchiiii,' the

position of the ajicx. It is raised and displaced slightly to the left b\ an\ cause which
increases the heighl of tin- diaphragm, sui'li as aseiles. tympanites, abdominal luniours.

and pregnancy. The cardiac impulse is also raised by pericardial cffusieju. 'I'liere arc.

however, a considerable number of cases of displ.ieed apex biat. with the bulk of the hear I in

the normal position, in which it is dillicult to ascertain the cause of the displacemenl . 'I'liis

is especially so in young adults, in whom the apex beat may Ix- found to be displaced

slightly outwards without any aiiparcnt cause. If the subject Ijc a young and muscular
man who otherwise .seems in good health, the condition is jirobably (hie to h\pertropliv of

the left ventricle as the result oi excessive alhlelic e.rercise or of some arduous muscular work.
The histoiy would confirm this view. If. on the other hand, tlie jjatient is not a muscular
individual, the displacement may still be due to strain, but some other cause' should always
be looked for. and in the absence of any obvious cardiac lesion, pericardial ailhisimis must
not be forgotten : these may produce few symptoms except slight enlargement of Ihe heart.

In young girls the a])ex heat is often situated in the mammary line, and this disjilaee-
inenf is associated with chlorosis and other debilitating conditions which ])roducc dilatation

of the coiius arteriosus. The ajiex beat is not only displaced outwards, but also raised.

The diagnosis is confirmed by finding that the cardiac dullness is increased in an upward
direction, and by the presence of a functional systolic bruit in the pulnionarv area and a

hniit (le (liable in the neck.

In elderly ])eii]jlc. in whom tlierc is no \al\ular disease of the heart, the apex may he

displaced, not only as the result of liypcrtrophy of the left ventricle secondary to renal

disease and artirial sclernsis. and as the result of enlargement of the right Ncntricle

secondary to pulnionarv cniiihysenia : but also as the- result of tiii/orardial ilegoicraliini .
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The last condition may be diflicult of diagnosis, but when tlicre is no evidence of valvular

disease, emphysema, chronic renal disease, arterial sclerosis, or anything causing displace-

ment of the heart as a whole, it must always be suspected. Symptoms which frequently

accompany it are dyspncea upon exertion, attacks of syncope, palpitation, and oedema of

the legs. The pulse is often feeble and irregular, and in failing cases the impulse is feeble,

a gallop rhythm may be present, and a soft systolic Ijruit at the apex.
Another form of unitbrm cardiac hypertrophy tliat needs special mention is tliat which

results from long-continued drinking of large quantities of tluid. iiartieularly beer—the

beer-drinlicr's heart. J. E. II. Sd-xyer.

HEART SOUNDS, ACCENTUATION OF. (See Accentuatiox of IIf.art Sounds,

p. 1.)

HEART SOUNDS, REDUPLICATION OF.—(Sec Uf.duplicatiox of IIkart Sounds.

I). .5ST.)

HEMERALOPIA. -(See ^IsION. Defects of. p. 703.)

HEMIANESTHESIA. -;See Sens.vtion. Abnormalities of. p. 010.)

HEMIANOPSIA—or. as it is sometimes called, licmiopia or hetm'diiopid
—means

inability to see objects in one half of the field of vision. It is generally, but arbitrarily,

restricted to cases in which this defect is due to changes elsewhere than in llie retina or

Fir/. 138.—A diai,'r;im ilhistratins; tlie con-

nections of the optic nerves and tracts, tlie 3rd
cranial nerves, and tlie occipital cortex. A,
3rd nerve going to left eye ; B, ditto to right

eye; C, relay of cells in optic thalamus and

superior corpus quadrigeminum ; D, left

occipital cortex, which sees objects in the

right half of the field of vision : E. right occi-

pital cortex, which sees objects in the left

half of the field of virion.

Fig. 130.—A diilgriira showinij how a tumour
of the pituitary body affecting the decussating
fibres at the optic chiasma prevents impulses

pa.s.sing from the nasal half of either retina to

the corresponding cortex or to the correspond-

ing 3rd nucleus. Hence bilateral temporal
hemianopsia and absence of pupil reaction

to light thrown on the nasal half of either

retina.

disc. It is nut a common eonilition, but it sunietimes escapes recognition because, which-

ever half of the visual field has become blind, good vision remains at the central part, and

even the patient himself may not always be conscious of his defect until some accident,
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sucli as ninninii into oliji-ct^ in limad (layliL;lil. draws his attcntinn to it. To map out thi'

blind un-a with aceuraoy an instrunii-nt known as the pi-rinR'ter is rt-iniii-fd.

ll is possiljlf to S't't hfmiailo])sia in one eye only, but this is vtTV rare apart from

functional conditions or niigrainc.

\Vhcn both eyes arc affected, the bhndness may alTccl : (1) CorresjiondiuL; lial\cs of

the field of vision hiltiliiiil liomoiii/iiKiiis hciiiiiiiiiijisiii spoktai of as riglil if neither eye can

see objects in the patient's right-hand half of the lield <if vision {Figs. 1 K) anil 1 H ). and as

left if in the left half : or (2) Op])Osite hal\is of the lield of vi.sion—almost inxariably the

teni|K>ral hahes. and referred to as hilatcvdl Icmiitinil liiniidiinpsid (Fig. i;i!t).

These are the oidy two varieties that are of clinical importance. They arc generally

not the oldy symptoms in the ease, lint tliey sometimes serve to localize certain cranial

lesions with accuracy.
Bilateral Homonymous Hemianopsia has a \ariety of causes, alfccting one or other

of three main sites, namely : (a) < >ne optic tract : (/() The posterior limb of one internal

Fui. 140,—A iliaLrrani sliowin? how n lesion

of tlie left optic tniL't cuuse-s blindness of the

right half of the tielil of vision of each eye. amj
also prevents the pupil.s from re;u-tiri<; in response
to a r.ay of lii.'ht falling on the blind half vi either

retina.

/'(/. Ul.—A ilia_'ralil sliowitli: how a lesion of

the left optic radiations or of the visual portion of

the left occipital cortex causes blindness if the

ri^'lu half of the tieid of vision of each eve. iiiit

does not prevent the pupils from reacting' in

response to a ray of li;.dit fallin;^ on the blind half

of either retina.

capsule : or (c) The ojitic radiations or one occipital reoion at or near the cuiicus. In any
of these sites the jiathological lesion may be either \ascidar—thrombosis, luemorrhaoe.

embolism, or intermittent closure : or a neoplasm, such as a uunuiia. a tuberculous nodule,

an intlammatory swelling, or a glioniatous. carcinomatous, or sarcomatous n<jdule. The
iirst step is to locate the site of the lesion : its nature will then be determined more easily.

because in the internal capsule a lueniorrhagc. throniljosis. or embolism of the middle

cerebral artery is the commonest cause of the symptom : a neoplasm, or an abscess, is

probably its conuiionest cause in the ocei|)ital cortex, though an abscess, or rupture or

occlusion of the posterior cerebral artery woulii also Ijc thought of; in the o])tie tract itjs
as often as not gimimatous. or in some other way svi)hilitie.

Bilateral Temporal Hemianopsia.—There is only one spot at which a single lesion

can produce this condition : this is at the central part of the optic chiasma. where the fibres
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from the nasal lialf of each eye are decussating. The three commonest causes of this rare

lesion are : (a) Hypertrophy of the pituitary body, a condition which also leads to

acromegaly, so that it is important to test for bilateral temijoral hemianopsia in every case

of acromegaly, and it will be found in a certain number : (h) Callus, resulting from a frac-

ture of the base of the skull through the basi-sphcnoid bone ; (c) A gumma or other tumour
in this region. Tiie dillcrential diagnosis between these three groujjs will generally be

obvious enough when the variety of h;emianopsia has been established.

In order to decide the locality of the lesion.it is essential in the first place to determine

whether a pencil of light falling uixin that ])art of the retina which cannot see is able tf>

evoke a reflex contraction of the pu])il. This requires careful testing in a dark room, with

a small pencil of light directed towards different portions of the eye at the observer's will

by a suitable mirror or lens. Anatomical considerations make it obvious that if the optic
tract is destroyed there is no path by which the light impulses from the non-seeing portions
of retina can reach the oculomotor nucleus, so that there will be no reflex movement of the

pupil in response to light (Fig. 140). If. on the other hand, the optic tract is intact, the

lesion being in the posterior limb of the internal cajjsule. or in the optic radiations or the

cimeus. the same hemianopsia results, but the jiujiils react to light stimuli ialling upon the

blind halves of the retina- (Fig. 141).

If the light reflex is lost the lesion is at once located to the optic tract, provided there

is no obvious trouble, such as cataract, or locomotor ataxy, or iritic adhesions, to prevent
the reaction. If. on the other hand, the light reflex remains, the lesion must be in one of

the three other ])laces mentioned, and in determining this the history may help considerably.
If there has been an a])nplectic seizure in an elderly person, luemorrhage in the region of

the internal capsule is likely, and there will often be both hemiparesis and hemipanes-
thesia at the same time. In a younger person sulTcring from heart disease, a somewhat
similar history would point to embolism involving the jjostcrior limb of the internal ca|)side.

If. on the other hand, there has been a slow onset, with increasing headache, vomiting, and

giddiness, then a neoplasm or gimuua affecting the o|)tic radiations or one occipital pole
will be not unlikely.

If the ))atient is unable to see things in the right halves of his fields of vision, the lesion

will be in his left optic tract, left internal eai)s\dc, left o])lic radiations, or left cimeus. as

the case may be. and vice versa.

Hemiaiio])sia due tf) migraine or to intermittent closure of cerebral vessels will be

distinguished from that due to the other causes by its presence on some occasions and its

absence on others.

Irregular or partial forms of hemianojjsia result from irregular or ])artial lesions in the

optic tract or other regions mentioned above. The differential diagnosis is then more

difficult, though it is made upon the same lines as those described above. From a dia-

gnostic ])oint of view it is fortunate perhaps that hemianopsia, when it occurs at all. is

generally definite, and either bilateral temporal or bilateral homonymous.
IltrhtTl Frruch.

HEMIPLEGIA signifies loss of motor ])o\ver in the limbs of one side : the face,

es|ieeially its lower half. Ijeing affected frequently at the same time. In the great majority
of cases the face is paretic on the same side as the affected arm and leg. but there is one

important exception, namely, when the lesion is in one side of the pons Vart>lii. when there

is paralysis of the face upon the same side as the lesion, and of the arm and leg upon the

opposite side—a condition known as crossed hemiplegia. The lesion in most cases, how-

ever, is in or near the internal capsule, less often in the motor cortex, of the opposite side

to that which is hemiidegic. There may or may not be hemianesthesia (p. 610) ;
and in

rare cases, when the lesion is far back in the internal caps»ide. there may also be Hk.mi-

.\NOPSiA (p. :100). When the cause lies in the internal cajjsule. the jiaralyzed muscles may
be either flac'ei<l or spastic, but they do not as a rule exhibit the athetotic and other

involuntary movements that cortical lesions may give rise to (see C'ontu.vctioxs. ]>. I'M).

When a ])atient has difficulty in speech associated with hemiplegia, it is important to

distinguish dysarthria from aphasia (see Speech. .Abxouji.vlities of. p. 626). Lesions

of the internal capsule often produce difficulty in using the tongue, which renders speech

mechanically difficult (dysarthria)
—a very different thing from the aphasia or difficulty

in utteriuix the correct words when the mechanism for the movements of the tonsjue is
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unal'fet'tcd. 'J'nu- apliasi:) assneiatcil willi li(iiii|ik'L;ia Mini;x'sts a k'si(]ii al. m vUisv to

Broca"s area of the cnrtex on tlie li-l't suk-. am) is thcrct'ori' far less CDiiiinini with lcri-si<lcil

than with rislit-sided hemiplegia.
The faet of hemiplegia is generally iKit (lilliciill tii determine. th<]iiL;h in snme eases

there may be sii slight a weakness that (lciul)ts arise as ti) whether there is any hemiplegia
at all. Houtine examination of such a |)atieiit will generally deteet a litlle iiie(|ualit>- in

the degree to wliieh the eyes ean be elosed firmly, a slight differenee in the depth of the

two naso-labial folds when the jjatient opens his lips with his teeth elenehed. a greater
differenee than |)reviously between the two hand-grips, as measined Ijy the dynamometer,
slightly brisker radial and ulnar wrist-jerks, or triei|iital and bicipital elbow-jerks upon the

aff'eeted side, inequality of the knee-jerks with a tendency to exaggeration upon I he paretic
side, with corresponding extensor plantar lellex and increased Aehillis jerk or excii aiiklc-

clomis. .\11 these changes will be ]ironourieeii in cases where the hemiplegia is more
definite, though if the i)atient be seen within a short time of the onset of hemiplegia from
cerebral h;emorrhage. the tendon and otlur rellexcs—which will prestntly be exaggerated
should the jiatient surxive—may for the lime being be decreased or excn unoblain.ible

upon the aireeleil side.

Stress is often laid upon the presence or absence of rigidity in conncctiou with hemi-

plegia, iiarticularly according as the rigidilx comes on early or late in the case. This helps
less, however, in the diagnosis than it does in the )irognosis. A few cases of hemiplegia
are flaccid throughout, though this is unconunon if the jiatient survi\es and the liemiplcnia

persists: in cases of hcmi])legia due to cerebral Inemorrhage. earl\ rii;idit\ generally

suggests a smaller ha'morrhage than docs early llaccidity followed by rigidity : so \ariable

is this, howcvi'r, I hat I he point is of less xahic than has some times been supposed.
It is ilillieull lo classify the causes of licmipliuia salisfaetorilv. bul I be I'ollouing is a

sununaiy ol' I hose discussed :
—

.1.—TuE C'().MAn)Xi;ii ('\rsi;s (u- lIi;Miri.K(;i-V.

1. Hemiplegia of Moilerately Rapid Onset.

CcrrhrMJ li rmiiirl[;cir
j

Sy(iliililic cniliuti-ritis oC a middle
'l'liniinl)oiis lita ruuldle ei'ichral artery |

errrbral artery.

2. Hemiplegia of Sudden Onset.

KTiiliiilisrn ol' llie miditic cerebral artery, gc-arr.illy due to initial sleuusis, ur lu hiiii,'aling
eniliM'anlllis.

8. Hemiplegia dating from Birtli, or fr infancv. ami resulting from :
—

Injury ,

.Sums Ihromlinsis

Congenital nialtoriiialion
j

.Menini;oeoeeal meningitis.
.\eute eiiee]ilia]itis |

B.—Le,s.s Usuai, C At si;s of IIr:Miei,i;GiA.

General paralysis of the insane Slali i>i Imllit wound injuring,' llir spinal
Biirilerland siillieiency of the eeiehial eir- cord in llir cervical region

eulation in old [icMipJe (interinitfeiit .^h•ninl;itis, whether tiibereiilous. suppiua-
elaudieation) tivc, |)osterior-hasal, or epidemic cere-

Ceiehral tumour, with or without h eiiinr- hrospinal
rliaiie into it

'

Disseminated sclerosis
Cerebral aliseess

j

Caisson disease
Heniieliori'a

| IIysteri:i.

(Jranted that a patiint is suffering delinitely from hcmijjlegia. the exact cause of
the sym]itom has to be determined. One may say at once that the diagno.sis is easy in a

very large jjroportion of cases. Ilenu'pUgia of moderately ra])id onset in a ])atient over

fifty years of age is almost certainly due to (crchrril iKriiKini/age. particularly when it is

associated with coma (p. 117) of rajiiil but not iiistantaiUMius onset, when there is a high

blood-j)ressure and enlargement of the heart, with a ringing aortic second sound, with or

without albumimiria or other evidence of granular kidney or arteriosclerosis. If the

liemiplegia has been of gradual onset in a young adult, iiarticularly if one limb is \ery much
more affected than the rest of that half of the body, if there had been iiremoiiilory

symptoms for some hours, or even days, before the paresis became marked, and if there
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has been no loss of eonsciousness. the oreat proliabihty is that the i)atient is siift'cring from

syphilitic endarteritis of the middle eeicbial artery, witli or witliout seeondary tliri)?nl)osis.

The diagnosis may be eonfirmed by a history of sy])liilis. by the oeevirrcnee of cntaneous

ulcers or other sy])hilitie lesions, or by a positive Was-erinami's serum reaction.

If the patient is yoimg. if tlie hemiplegia has been of absolutely sudden onset, generally
without, but sometimes with, loss of consciousness, the probability of cnil/olisiii of tin

middle cerebral artery, secondary to mitral stenosis or to [ungating endocarditis, will be con-

siderable, and the diagnosis will generally be confirmed by physical examination of the

heart, and by inquiry into the history as regards acute rhevmiatism. chorea, or other

rheumatic affections. In cases of fmigating endocarditis one would look for the signs

described on p. 34.

If the patient has been hemiplegic from birth or from early infancy, the probability
is that there has either been aji injury to the opposite side of tlie brain at birth, or congenital

nialfornniliiin of that side, or acute inflammation of it after birth -the result perhaps of

acute encephalitis, sinns thrombosis, or even meningococcal tneningilis which has recovered.

It is particularly in these infantile cases that heniiathetosis is liable to be associated with

the hemiplegia.

Although the above are by far the commonest causes of hemiplegia at the different

age-periods, it is possible for them to overlap as regards age incidence : and one

occasionally sees fatal cerebral hicniorrhage, ap]iarently of the senile type, in ])ersons not

much o\er twenty ; similarly, syijhilitic tlm)mbosis of the middle cerebral artery may
not occur until after fifty : fungating endocarditis followed by cerebral embolism may
occur at any age, though it is commonest in young persons : the same applies to cerebro-

spinal meningitis. The diagnosis will be indicated, if at all. by other syin])tonis than the

hemiplegia. In doubtful cases assistance may be derived from hnnbar [juncture and

analyses of the cerebrospinal fluid : the following are .some of the main points in which the

latter may differ from the normal under various pathological conditions :
—

Appearance.—t'erebrospinal fluid is normally quite clear and free from colour, so

that in a test-tube it may be dilficult to distinguish it from water ; when there are intlam-

matory changes in the central nervous system, particularly in all the acute forms of

meningitis, the fluid becomes opalescent, turbid, purulent, or even fibrinous : and, instead

of Ijeing colourless, it may develop a yellow or reddish-brown colour —when coagulable

proteid is also ])resent the combination has been termed the xantho-proteic reaction.

Specific Gravity.
—Its normal specific gravity is low, lying, as a rule, between l-0()4.

and l-()07. It may retain a normal speciHc gravity even in diseased conditions, for instance,

in cases of general paralysis of the insane ; but with infianiniatory changes, such as

meningitis, the specific gravity is liable to increase.

Tension.—Normally the fluid drops out through the hnnbar-puncture needle at the

rate of (>() drojjs per minute. If it exudes at a lower rate than this no definite deduction

can be drawn : but if the rate of outflow is higher than one drop ]jer second, it inilicates

a conditi<in of hypertension due to disease such as meningitis, cerebral tumour, ha'nior-

rhage, or abscess.

lieaction.—Cerebrospinal lluid. normal or alinormal, is always alkaline.

Cryoscopy.
—The normal freezing i)oint (jf the cerebrospinal fluid is - 0-5,5" C. : in

disease it may be either above or below this : generally speaking, the greater the dimimition

in the freezing point the more likely is acute organic disease to be present in the central

nervous system.

Sngar.—The amount of reducing substance in normal cerebrospinal fluid, estimated

l)y the reduction of l<'ehling"s solution, is a|)i)roximately 1-5 parts ])er lOOO : in diabetes

mellilus this is more or less increased : what the figures are in other conditions has not

yet been established fully, but there is some evidence to show that the sngar is materially
decreaseil in dementia ])ra-cox.

Urea.—Urea in cerebrospinal fluid amounts normally to 0-1.5 parts per 1000 ; the

disease in which there is any material increase in this is unemia, and the excess of urea in

cerebros|)inaI fluid in this condition is sometimes an important point in the differential

diagnosis in cases of coma.
Proteids.—There is little if any coagulable proteid in normal cerebrospinal lluid :

carcfid analyses have shown that no albumin is present, but that there are traces of
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(jldbiiliii : in ilisoascil ciiiKlitiniis. |iailicularly tlmsr assuriatcd with iiillaiiiinatioii williiii

tlie franiuni or sjjinal canal, tiifif arc alhuiniri. nmrc lilciliuliii than norinal. and (jftcn

sonic nudeo-proteid.
Choline.—Some stress was laiil at one time npon tlie snpposcd laet that choline

platino-diloride crystals wire ol)tainahle from the cerebrospinal lliiid when acute nervous

degeneration was taking plaei'. and not in health : hut the tests employed were unreliable,

and the general opinion now is that dcchietions drawn from analyses for choline are

erroneous. c\en when the choline periodide crystals arc tcstcil for instead of the plalino-
cliloridc.

Cijloloiiinil E.fiimiiKiliiiii. -T\u- normal Huid is practically t'vvv from cells, although,

owing to the imi)ossjbilit\- of avoiding slight injury to vessels by the introduction of the

lumbar-pinicturc neeille. a few red corpuscles are generally fomid in the ccntrifugalized

dcjiosit. and a few leucocytes eorrespoiiduig to the mnnl>ers that wouM be expected in the

blond represinted by the led cells. It is |irobablc that eerel)rospinal lluid obtained (|ui(e

free from blood eoutaminatioti would be free from leucocvtes. Quite otherwise is it in

certain diseases—not only in acute lesions, such as meningitis, but also in chronic degenera-
tions, such as general paralysis of the insane. It is important to examine the ccntrifugali/.ed

<leposit. not merely for the presenc'c or absence of leucocytes, but also for the dilTeriait

relative proportions of polymorphonnc'lcar cells and of lymphocytes. .\ considerable

iunnl)cr of polymorphoiuiclear ceils generally indicates bacterial inlcction of the sul)-

araehnoid space by some ori^anism other than the tul)crcl<- bacillus, especially stre|>tocoeci ,

stapliylocoeei. pneumocoeei. and meningococci. Some degree of pol\ inorphoiuu'lcar
excess may. however, accompany the characteristic lymphocytosis of a lew eases of tuber-

culous meningitis. .Monormclear proliferation
—

lym|>lioeytosis —indicates, as a rule, a

subacute or chronic inllaiiunatory or degenerative condition : it almost invariably accom-

panies syphilitic lesions of the central ner\iius system, particularly general paralysis and
tabes dorsalis : it is also to be expected in tuberculous meningitis, and in sleeping sickness.

It is not. however, pathognomonic of any of these, for it has been observed also in entirely
different conditions, such as herpes /.oster, acute anterior jHiliomyclitis, some cases of

cereljral tumour, lymphatic leuka-mia. ehloroma, and e\ en nuunps. .\lthough huiplio-

cytosis generally indicates chronic mischief, and |)olym(]rphonuelear leucocytosis acute

infection, in the later stagi's e\en of acute microbial infeclioiis mcpnomjclear cells may be

more numerous in the eerii)rospinal llnid than are the polymorphomielcars. In a few

eases of ntw growth. es|iccially sarcoma, affecting the spinal e(jrd or its meninges the

diagnosis has been suggested by the diseoviry of large atxpical cells in the lluid obtaineil

by lumbar puncture.
liaili'ri(>lo<iii-(il E.ra III imil inn.— 'Sitrii\i\\ cerebrospinal lluid is absolutely sterile. In

pathological conditions it may be I'xamincd bactcrioloi;ieall\- in various ways, iueluiling

direct staining of films made from tfie ccntrifugali/.ed deposit, cultural nietho<ls. and
inoculation into animals. 'I'lie ukjsI impoitant organisms that lia\c l)ien found ari' tfic

pneumococeus, streptococcus, Ijaciffus tuberculosis, meningococcus (\Veichselbamn"s

Diploiocciis iiilracclliiliiiis iiiiiiiii^iliilis). pncumobacillus. staphyloc<iccus. bacillus typhosus,
bacillus influenza-. s|inoeha'fa pallida. ,ind. probably as a terminal infection only, the

BiuiUiin nili ciiiiiiniiiiis. 'I'hc cerebrospinal lluid may be used for testing for Wasscrmaim's
reaction for syphilis in the same way as is blood serum : the test is not necessarily ixisilive
in the former when it is in the latter, but when the cerebrospinal fluid itself gives a positive
reaction, there is almost certainly active syphilitic disease of the nervous system. It is

inii)ortant to know that a negative Wassermann reaeliou in the blocid does not exclude

syphilis of the nervous system —the blood is negati\e in not a few eases of tabes dorsalis,

for example, even when no antisyjihilitie remedies lia.\<- been employed. The Tivihiiuiiki

])nllidum {Sjiiriirliaiii jiiilliiln) has Ijcen found in the eerel'iospinal lluid. but it is more likel>-

to be detected in the local syphilitic lesions. Tin- oiil\ protozoon at all constantly met with
in the cercbros|iinal Ihiid in disease is the Tri/iniiiiisniiin fi'iiiihiciis, in casis in which the

trypanosomiasis has reached the stage of sleeping sickness.

Amongst the less usual causes fif hcmi](legia it is worthy of particular mention that

general ]i/iriili/sis of llie insane sometimes attracts little or no attention until a sci/.in'c of

some kind occurs, this seizure not infretiucntly being epileptiform, and sometimes [jroducing
a hemiplegia closely sinuilating that due to cerebral lucmorrhage. The diagnosis may
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remain imcerttiiii until the eourse of the case caTi be followed, but Wasserniann's serum

reaetion. and the lymphocytosis in the cerebrospinal tluid. may each serve to point to

the true nature of the case. Another feature is the very rapid rate of temporary recovery
exhibited by some patients : deeply comatose and hemipletjic when seen upon the day of

seizure, nearly all the symptoms may have disappeared by the next morning in a way that

would be unusual were they due to a ha-morrliajic of sullieient size to cause so deep a coma
In elderly jjeople, incomplete hemiplegia may occur ra])idly but transiently over a

period of vears, in such a way as to suyiiest durini; the first attack or two that there lias

been an actual extravasation of blood witliiu the brain. The rapidity with which the

hemiplegic svmptoms may disapjiear. and the way in which they may recin- and yet dis-

appear again each time, render it jirobablc that these jiatients are not suffering from the

effects of recurrent small haemorrhages, but from a condition of partial occlusion of their

cerebral vessels by atheroma to such an extent that, whereas the circulation is just sulficient

for the needs of the brain at one time, it is ju.st insullicient at other times ; the result being

that when the insufficiency of cerebral circulation is most in evidence, weakness of a hemi-

plegic type ensues, to disappear when rest in bed restores the cerebral circulation to a

sufficiency again. Cases of this kind have been spoken of as suffering from intennitlcnt

chiiiiliciilioit. as though the vessels could alternately dilate and close up spontaneously ;

but there is evidence to show that there are no cllicient vasomotor nerves in the cranial

vessels, .so that the theory of hordeiiaiid .siifficieiirn of tircidation through atheromatous

vessels is more probable than that of intermittent claudication.

Cerebral tumour or cerebral abscess may jjroduce hemiplegia by infiltrating either the

cerebral cortex or the |)yraniidal tract directly, or by these becoming involved in the

softeniui; around the tumour or the abscess : in most cases there will be a history of weeks

or months of headache, giddiness, and effortless vomiting, with or without signs of irritation

previous to the paralysis ; o])hthalmoscopic examination will fre(|uently reveal optic

neuritis of the choked disc ty])e {Plate \I.\, Fig. I,-, p. 41(i). and in the al)scess cases there

will generally be a predisposing cause. ])articularly otitis media. It is well known, however,

(hat either a tiunour or an abscess within the cranium may be latent for months, and in

some such cases .symptoms may come on acutely, especially if there has been hiemorrhage

into a softening tumour. Ordinary cerebral ha-morrhage may be simulated in this way.
but if well-marked optic neuritis is found in both eyes, it is probably not a haemorrhage

onh'. The existence of ])yrexia is not by itself evidence of abscess, for ha?morrhage near

Ihe internal capsule, or in the motor cortex, often leads to some rise of temperature for

the time Vjcing. whilst pontine ha-morrhage is not infrci|ucntly associated with hyper-

pyrexia, and in not a few cases of intracranial abscess ]nrexia is cons])icuously absent.

Iiijiiri/ to the Spinal Con! in the Cervical Hcoion is a very rare cause of paralysis of the

arm and leg ujion the same side ; first, because traimia here is extremely lialjle to damage
more than half the cord : and. secondly, because the injury must involve the lower part

of the cervical enlargement if the arm is to be paralyzed, and it is, therefore, very liable

indeed to interfere with the subsidiary respiratory centres, and thus prove rapidly fatal.

Occasionally, however, either a knife stab or a bullet wound on one side of the neck produces

hemii)legia with evidence of unilateral paralysis of the dia])hragm as observed when the

patient's abdominal rcs])iratory movements are watched in a good light. It has sometimes

been asserted that the patient will have an;tsthesia. not of the same, but of the ojiposite

side of the body : in practice this is not generally the case, the hemiplegia and the lunii-

aniesthesia being on tlie same side as the lesion in at least some instances.

t'hildren of a rheumatic tendency, who are subject to chorea, sometimes present the

movements of the latter upon one side of the body only
—hemichorea ; both before the

actual movements appear and after they have ceased there is apt to be considerable, and

occasionally extreme, weakness of the affected side ; so much so that some intracranial

lesion may be suspected, unless there has been clear evidence of the exi.stence of chorea.

Occasionally, weakness of a hemiiilegic nature may be the first symptom of mciiinsili.-i.

whether tuberculous, suppurative, posterior basal, or epidemic cerebrospinal : sometimes,

upon post-mortem examination a definite unilateral softening, or a tuberculous nodule

aliectiug the ])yramidal fibres, may be found to account for this ; but more often the apiiear-

ances seen after death fail to explain why there should have been unilateral ])aretic

symptoms. In the earlier stages the diagnosis may be (juite obscure, but sooner or later
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the ])ari.'sis
l)eciiiiK-s l)il:itfral, and tlir ((iiirsc of tlic (lisease iiiilicati-s inriiiiiijjtis hcvoiui

doubt, fspoi'ially if tluTO are ooiivulsiDiis. xoinitiiiy, and optic neuritis, ([iiuoidal tuliereles

may be detected in some eases {I'liite A'.V. Fisi. :> |). 418). a?id tlie e(reliii]s|iiiiai fluid

ma\ lie examin.ed I'vtoloii'ieally and baeteriolojiieally.

i)isse»iiiKit((l Sclerosis is a very slowly progressive disease, in whieli diirini; I lie earlier

stage.s the foci of sclerosis are few and (|nite irreuularly distril)uted, so that whereas in

the later stayes ataxy, intention tremor, more or les^ spasticity with inereasrd knee-Jiaks,
e.vtensor plantar rellexes. ankle-elonus. and either slurred or staccato speech, are to lie

expected, these are mdy present when, in the course of years, mnnliers of sclerotic foci

have accuniidated in the spinal cord ami brain : lon<>- |)revious to this there have been

irregular symptoms, amonyst which may be hemi|)le!>ia : the diajjiiosis at this stauc is

often a matter of opinion only, thouuh if the patient can l)C watched over a sullieient lenj;th

of time the nature of the case ultimately becomes obvious.

The symptoms {>{ cnissan ilisr{isi' arc <luc to the liberation of air bul.ibles in the ncr\dns

system, and what the symptoms will be depends on where these bubbles arc : in most
instances they are widely scattered, so thai bilateial paralyses are more connnon than
unilateral : it is possible, however, for caisson disease to produce hemiplenia if a relali\elv

larije air bubble becomes liberated in <pr near I he inlcrnal capsule. 'I'he diagnosis depends
on the history and occu])ation.

Ili/slcriii may be res])onsible tor almost any form of nerve symptom, hemipleiiia beinj^

not an uneonunon variety. There is no wastinn. except that which may be due to disuse :

the knee-jerks may be exa<;i>erated. but the plantar reflexes will remain llexcu'. and there

is no ankle-elonus ; the face, as a rule, is unallccted ; if the ))atient. lyiuj; Mat U|>on her

back, is asked to raise her lei;s from the bed. she will raise the sound leii;. but not that which
is paretic: whereas, in a case in which there is incomplete paralysis of one ley due to

organic lesions of the iip])er neuron upon one s\i\v. an attempt to raise the lei; in this wav
often Icails to the paretic leg being liftcil as well as the other. The sex and age of the

patient, her previous history, and the prcs<nee possibly of other functional nerve symptoms
(p. HI.")), would indicate the diagnosis. Ilcrlirrl Frriuli.

HICCOUGH is a symptom which more often than not has no clinical signiheaiiee.

rcsultiui;. as it docs even in the healthiest people, from excessive laughter, from stinuilation

of t'crtain rellex s|)ots. especially about the chin, from tickling, or even cominy on spon-

taneously without any obvious cause at all.

( )ecasionally. however, hiccoughing may be so pcrsisttait . or ma\' icach so alarming
a decree, that il becomes of clinical impmlancc. The patients mav be di\ ided into two

groups, namelx. those in «hom there is alri-idy severe illness, and those who are not

obviously ill. Of the former group thi'rc arc two main types
—the Alcoholic and the

Peritonitic. Xo dilliculty of diagnosis arises between these two ; the drunken person's

hiccough has a character of its own. The patiint who has an acute abdominal condition

associated with hiccough will have jircsentcd gra\e symptoms long before hiccough sets

in. the diagnosis often having l)ecn arrived .at by urgent lajiarotomy. Hiccough in these

eases does not serve to distinguish bctwi'cti acute peritonitis due to whate\cr cause, acute

luenKU'rhagic pancreatitis, acute intestinal obstruction from any cinise. or acute [lost-

operativc dilatation of the stomach ; its occurrence ami
])(. rsistcnce. however, in<licalc a

very grave prognosis.
When persistent or recurrent hiccough is a troublesome symptom in a patient who

is not obviously ill —so troublesome that something more than a simple hiccough has to

he thouuht of—three main types of malady will suggest themselves, namely :
-

1. Hysteria or neurosis.

_'. Mediastinal irri.tation of vagi or plu'cnic nerves, e.g.. by caseous glanils.
;>. Degenerative changes in the medulla oblongata.
None of these three types is at all conuuou. and their diagnosis durin;; life is often a

matter of opinion.
Functional Hiccough is a remarkable malady hardly to be mistaken. The patient

is generally a girl between l.'i anil 'J.) years of age. and she may hiccough persistently

throughout her waking hours for weeks, at the rate of two or three times a mimite. She
will sleep well, and the hiccough stops during sleep. She will eat well, but ma\' hiccouuh
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(lurliiit meals in a most distressing way. Slie will have exaggerated knee-jerks, lirisk

flexor plantar reflexes, and she will be amenable to treatment by snggestion. Whether
treated or not, the hiccough will cease in time, though it may persist on and off for

weeks ; often it will be noticed to have come in the place of some other neurosis

(p. 465), and when it goes it may be replaced by other functional nerve symptoms.
Irritation of a Vagus or Phrenic Nerve by something in the mediastinum causes

rcciinxiil attacks of intractable hiccougli only in rare cases. In a child, the least uncom-

mon cause is lubertiilous vascdiioii iif bmiuliinl and iiiciliasiiiud glands : these seldom obstruct

a bronchus or in other mechanical ways afford c\ idence of their presence : but they may
be associateil with ]jcriodic attacks of fc!)rilc illness in a ])atient who looks delicate, and
who has been in the habit of drinking much milk ; and there may be evidence of chronic

enlargement of the glands elsewhere, particularly those in the neck or in the abdomen. It

may be possible to see the shadow of the gland with the «-rays (Fig. 61, p. 149). AMcrciil

pericardium, or any cause of great enlargement of the heart, may also produce hiccough.
In an adult the least uncommon causes are either niiiligiifint or lympliadenomatous

deposits in the mediastinum, or else fibrous mediastiiiitis. The former may be indicated

by reason of there being symptoms of a primary growth in the (esophagus or elsewhere,

or by ])rogressive varicosity of the veins of the chest wall.- or signs of recent and increasing
obstruction to a bronchus ; chronic metliastinitis has generally been preceded by repeated
attacks of ])leinisy and ijericarditis, es])ecially in those subject to acute rlieumatism.

Hiccough is an cxccjitional sym])tom in these cases.

Drsemic Hiccough is rare, but it may be persistent and of grave omen. A few ijatients

suffering from serious but not urgent abdominal disease develop distressing hiccough in

some reflex way that is not understood : in a few instances it may be that tlie diaphragm
is being irritated, for example by secondary deposits of cancer in the liver, a gumma or abscess

in llie liver, an infarct in the spleen, or a carcinoma of the stomach ; but sometimes the

mischief seems far removed from the dia])hragm
—a carcinoma of the sigmoid colon, for

instance, or cancer o' the icomb. even when there are no secondary deposits.

Finally, if hiccough is due to degeaeridion or softening of the meilutlari/ centres, it will

almost certainly lie associated with other symptoms of cerebral or spinal mischief : in

a young adult there might be a suggestive history of syphilis or chronic alcoholism, whilst

in an older person there would be thickened and tortuous arteries, a high-tension pulse,

an enlarged heart, arcus senilis, possibly albuminuria in an abundant urine of low specific

gravity
—

signs of senile degenerative changes. llnlini French.

HIPPUS.—(.See Pipil, .\BNunM.\Lrriiis of tub. p. 551.)

HUSKINESS.— (.See Spekch, Abnorm.vlitiks of, p. (yi:\).

HYPERACUSIS, or undue sensitiveness to onlinarv noises or sounds, is seldom a

symptom jtointing to disease of the ear itself: aural lesions such as otitis media nearly

always cause impaired hearing or actual Df.afxf.ss (p. 163), and not hyperacusis. The
latter is complained of rather by those whose Ijrain centres are in an unstable, irritable,

over-strained, or excitable state as the result of either local or general conditions which

include the following :
—

1 . Local Causes :
—

((/). ^Vith gross lesions of tlie lirain itself.

TuIktcuIous meningitis
) v 1

' (iunima of tlie brain

Meningoeoeeal meningitis
'

' Abscess of the brain

Su|ii)urativc meningitis j

>^ Tumour of the brain.

Paeliymeniuiiitis

(//). ]Vitlioiit gross lesions of the brain itself, hut affecting the latter refle.vli/ from the

sevcritij of load pain :
—

Tic douloureux
Glaucoma
Iritis

InManunatory conditions of the scalp

(c.) After injury to the head—concussion.

Severe headache from any cause

(p. 293), cs])ecially sick headaciie

or migraine.
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2. General Causes :
—

(ii) During convalesecnct- fr.iiii any severe illness, especially fevers

(/;) Strychnine poisoning S<i-iiii<l;iry sypliills ; Ilvsteriii
'rctiiinis

Malaria
Iliyli lilciiiil-prcssnrc ciinililiDns I Hypuclidnilriasis
Nenraslhrnia

|

(;ra\c's"s disease.

The eiicunislanres iil' (lie ease will nearly always indit-ate the nature dl' the cause.
Prol>alil\ the uiii-,t ni irked instanees nf liyperaeusis are met with in assoeiatiou with tie

doulnureiix ; it is nut so nitieh perhaps that the jiatient hears nmre aentely than usual, as
that she dreatls the unset of a paroxyMii of faeial pain whieh i!ki\- he lirnUMlit on siiddenl\

and acutely by almost anxtliini;. and often by hearinsi' a doin- baiii;, or somebody lalkiiiL;

loiidl\ : she therel'ore complains of the least noise, and keeps herself shut up in her room,
Irom which all sounds are excluded by all kinds of special dexiees.

Tlu' ncurastlienie patient who suffers from liyperaeusis is to be pilied greatly: for

thoui;h suHerinL; from no serious oruanie disease, he dreads all siiunils so much that lie

becomes an almost usi^lcss member of society, a miscrx to himself atid his friends. His
functional sulTcrinns may be so bud as to drive him to desperation and to suicide.

The desire for i)erfeetly silent surroundinus during an attack of sick headaclu' or of

migraine is familiar to all. The remaining affections in the list aboxc need not be dis-

cussed in di'tail hcri'. for llie\ will be assoeiatid with other symptoms that will iioint to the
differential diagnosis ( ow i i,sn>Ns (p. It:;) lor example: oi- I'",vr;. .\( t n. !m i.amm \ i H)N
OF (p. >:U). or \'()\iiii\(; (p. 7(1:!), and so on. One would ad<l, howcxia-, that bcf.ire

diagnosing a case as purcl\ functional, the blood-pn-ssmc should be measnicd inslrument-

ally, and llie urine Icsled for albumin, in case Ihc cause is arteriosclerosis or chi-onic

nephritis with lispcrpiesis; ami in nol a few cases it is ad\isable to have the blooil teslcd for

Wassermann's reaction, for it is surprising how often obscin-i' ner\c s\nip!oms that at lirst

sight appear lanely functional really ha\e a syphiliti<' basis. Ihrbfil Fiviirh.

HYPERIDROSIS.-—(See .Swioaiixc .\r.N(Ui\i M.rrii'.s oi-. p. (i.")t.)

HYPERPYREXIA. The poini al which pyrexia becomes liy|ierpy icxia isarbilrary;
b.\- some it is fixed at l(l."> I-',, by olhcis at KMi F. I( may occur occasionally in matiy
different diseases, but it is sclilom itself of diagnostic signiru'ancc. The patient will nearly
always have exhibited other sym|)toins or signs pointing to the diagnosis : therefore the

iollowing list of maladies in whiehjhyperpyrexia may occur needs little discussion :
—

.1. Fevers of Microbial, or probably of Microbial, Origin:—
I.ohiir piieuniiinia

Hroiicliopneiniimiia
Scarlatina
I'va'inia

Se[)tic:einia

Krysipclas
Typliiiid I'vvcr

Tsplius H\cr
'IVtaiuis

.Malignant cndoi-.irditis

(k'licral tulierenlnsis

Tuhereiiloiis niciii ileitis.

Posterior h.-isal niciiiicjit is

Kpideniie ecrelirospmal invnin-

gitis

Sujipnrat i\-e iiieniic.^itis

Miliaria

IU'hlpsiii'4 l'c\ r!'

Cholera
Dvscadrv
Yellow lescr

Hheiinia(ic l'e\cr

Chorea insaiiii-iis

I'raania due di aseeiidiii

nephrKis
Pvelitis.

Ii. Lesions of the Central Nervous System :
—

Ccacliral liienio^rhage, espeeially poa-
|

Cerclaal tumour or abscess, cspeeiallv
tine, or into one optic tluilaiuiis

|

tmnour of the pons \aidlii
Kractiired skull, witli contusion of the I Fractured spine, especially in (lie lower

br.iin
I cervical or upper dorsai rci^ions

Cereliral solteniie,; I
.\eute myelitis utter iniur\'.

C. Affections that are less easy to classify :
—

.\fter burns or scalds
Heat stroke cu- sunstroke
Infantile convulsions
Delirium tremens

1>. Hysteria.

fraania other than thiit due to si-ptie

nephritis
.\cute yelli>w atrophy of (lie liver.

There are. however, cia't.iin small points about hyperpyrexia that may be important
in dia;;iiosis.
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Acute rheumatism is often stated to be a prominent cause of it : as a matter of faet,

liyperpyrexia is excessively rare in acute rheumatism, so that should it occur in a case tliat

lias l)een regarded as rlicumatic fever, the diagnosis sliould l)e very carefully revised, lest

it really be septicaMuia.
//; (iiililieii the jthysical signs alone may leave one in (loul)t as to whether there is

bronchitis only, or bronchopneumonia, or even general tuberculosis of the hmgs : the

occurrence of hyijerpyrcxia generally indicates that there is more than lironchitis : if the

patient is not particularly livid. broneho])neumonia is more likely than general tulier-

culosis ; the latter becomes the more probable the more ill the jiatient is out of pro|)ortion

to the physical signs. Occasionally hyperpyrexia occurs in an infant or child after a tit.

without any definite cause being assignable either for the convulsion or for the high tem-

perature, and without any serious consequence resulting.

In tuheirultius meningitis hy))crpyrexia is generally terminal : in posicrior-ttasul

meningitis, on the other hand, it sometimes occurs |)erio(lically and transiently. ])roducing
acute upward

"

spikes
"

ujjon a tcmiierature curve that is not otherwise very high : these

pyrexial "crises" (Pig. 258. p. 591). as they have been called. |)oint to posterior-basal
rather than to the more serious tubercidous nuningitis.

IIyi)er])yrexia may sometimes serve as the chief point in distinguishing jimitine li i nnir-

rhage or Iwat-strohe from other forms of coma, such as acute alcoholism or opium poisoning :

in the latter, the temperature is below normal. The circumstances of the case, such as

climatic conditions or occupations, will generally serve to distinguish lietween heat-stroke

and jjontine ha'morrhagc.
.\ftcr an injury to the back—for instance, by a fall in the hunting lield —the occurrence

of hyper])yrcxia sometimes serves to exclude the diagnosis of a mere l)ruising. and to jKiint

to the gravity of the contlitions -a fractured or dislocated spine near the cervical region,

or acute traumatic myelitis or softening of the upper ])art of the spitial cord.

The diagnosis of the other diseases mentioned in the al)ove list is not nmeh assisted

by the occurrence of hyperpyrexia.
It only remains to add a word or two about lij/.steiiu and high temperatures. There

can be no doubt that, in exceptional cases, nearly all of which are of the female sex, the

mercury in tlie clinical thermometer docs actually rise to a very high figure witliout there

being any corres|)onding illness in the patient. Malingerers have sometimes learned a trick,

such as compressing the bulb of the thermometer enough to send the mercury up ; but

(piite ajjart from malingering, there are females in whom, for some reason that is not yet

understood, the mercury really does record temperatures that are not those of the internal

tissues. Headings have been taken sinndtaneovisly in the mouth, armpits, and rectum,

all possibility of malingering being excluded by special precautions : all the thermometers

registered hyperpyrexia. The diagnosis is generally made by the fact that the readings
are so high that they must be unreal : the following have been recorded in various cases :

107^ 108% 111, 113 , 115-8 , IKil , 117 , riO-8 , l"->"2 . 1-27 , 1"28-, and even 131' F. In

most of these patients the symptoms were slight, though sometimes there have been

(lushings. headache, restlessness, and various functional nerve symi)toms. or even delirium

and convidsions. I'niess it is at once obvious that the patient is not really ill. there must

always be dillicidty. danger, and anxiety in arriving correctly at the diagnosis of hysterical

hyperpyrexia : the nature of the case may remain in doubt until the course and residt

ha\e been watclied. Ilcrlitv! French.

HYPERTROPHY OF THE HEART.—(See Enlakokmknt of thh Hi-.Ain. p. 2(i(i.)

HYPOTHERMIA signilies a condition of subnormal temperature, and generally speak-

ing it is assumed to refer to the temjieraturcs registered by the thermometer in the mouth.
Rectal tem])eratin"es do not always coincide with those of the mouth, but the clinical sig-

nihcance of variations in rectal temperatures is not yet fully understood. From a dia-

gnostic ])oint of view hypothermia is not often a symptom of great importance, but there

are at least two i)oints about it that require special mention. In the first ])lace. coma due
to upturn poisoning may be closely sinnilated by coma due to pontine luemorrhage ; in

both there are bilateral loss of movement, pinpoint pupils, and few other symptoms ; with

opium ])oisoning. however, the temperature becomes subnormal, whilst with ]iontine
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lia-iiKinliaiic il lends t<i lisr t(j the l<\(l <il' liypfrpyrcxia, so lliat tlie IhciiniiiiK-ter may lif

tlif iiK-ans 1)1' iliayiuisiiiij bctwci'ii lliciii. In thu si-t-oTiil. patients sullcrinu from rlironir

vdlvuUir heart ilisciiw. with symptoms of inij)enilini; or actual failure of eompensation, very
commonly sufler from liypotherniia. This is a jjoint not always emphasized sullicicntly :

not a few cases of heart disease ha\iui; for their normal temj)eraturc l)ase-line not !»8-4. !•"..

but 97 K.. orexcn iic, V.iFia. ^ fj). It follows that a patient whose normal temperature is

00 F. really has o\er two decrees of l<\er when his tcni|)eraturc reaches ilS (. F. : he may
develop fungatini; endocarditis on the lop (jf his chnmic val\e lesion, anil \(l his Icmpcialnic
ina\ iiol rise materially above US- I I-'. 'I'he lad, Ihcrcl'ore. that h>polhermia is a connnon
Icalurv in licarl cases has jrreal imporlancc. for il indicates the necessity for rcfiardinn
c\cn slight rises above UHi F. with i;reatcr seriousness in them than in other cases.

l'(jr the rest it will sullice to indicate the chief causes of hvpotiurmia. which are as
loll,,Hs:—

Chronic Debilitating Maladies, sn< li as

( liroliir \al\lll:n

heart disease
.\(ldis(iii"s disease
Dialr.tcs Iliellilus

del iiMsni

-Vrleriosrlfnisis

.^Ivxii'denia

Coma, line 111 poisons, particnlarh' :-

Opium
.\lcoli,,l

(idoiai
.\nieslli( lies

Increased Intracranial Pressure in certain cases ,<[

Cereljral aliseess

CcrelHal IniiKHir

Cereliellar alisces--

Cerelielial tiiiiloHr

C'hicmie rii-|ihrilis, wilh cr

witlhiiit uruTiiia

Iniriitioii. nialiijiiant or
ollierwise {Fiii. 1 t:!).

(arljolie acid

Oxalic acid.

C'ereliral Iwiiiorrlume.

20

24-

24-

20

64-

20

52 60 60

64-'64-!60

18

18 120

20120

50 60
64-^76^64-

1 60 '56^56 !55

20|20
2oi2'o

20120

20 20
20!24-|24-

20 24-24-

S0;65,4-8
^

56|60 44-'4-8i50 i4-8 '-^8 i4-8 '4-8

64-i60'56l56 56 S6'60;6<l-*fio!''.4."'^fiisc56 60; 64- 60 £4- 56158
20 20i20 120 ]20 |20
20120 24-i2ol2'or20

/'"/. Ml'.—TeiiipiT;ilur<' .Irirr oi .
'

iliitr.il sce-iosis. sliowiiiL' ;ui (irilitiary ili-.Ti'i- nf liviintliiTjiii:!

'I'hcse same lesions, especialls il lhe\ in\(jl\e eilher llie punllnc or llic subthalamic
reiiioiis, or if they alleel the corpus sliiatnm. may produce pyrexia or even Hvi'Kiu'Yii|-.xi.\

(p. ."Olt) instead of h\pothcrmia, s:i thai Ihe inconstancy of the latter symj)toTn detracts

considerably fr its value in dillerenlial diaunosis in these cases.

Convalescence after certain lexers : for instance :
-

I'lieuninriia Typhnid lever Uelapsiui; lever.

Shock alter severe injury or aller .i serious oijeration.

Collapse due lo loss of llnid from Hie tissues from such conditions as:—
.Sevx'le vuniililiL!

whatever Hie e:

Severe iliairii

I iHielvv ise

I'el iliillil Is

eliiileiaie iir Intestinal ohsliuetion

HaMuorrhaye.

Exposure, es|,eeiallv in tile case of a child.

In the morning, in cases of Intermittent Pyrexias of llu septic or lieciic types. It
IS nnportant that the temperature should have been taken both nif;ht and morninu before
Ihe low lii;ures for the morninM are assumed to indicate conliniied hypothermia ; verv low
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readings in tlie earlier ])art of the day in a patient wlxise malady is not at onee dbvidiis

may arouse siispieion of a tubereidous lesion which further imestiiiatioii mav eontiriu.

It is a point of clinical interest that, although the human normal temperature is upon
the whole remarkablv constant all over the world. Aniiln-Iiiili/iiis and others who have

n"'n?n
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<)( till- ruTviHis system, or iif s(]nR' yciK-ral c-onstitiitiiiii:il nnHlitidii
;

ciTic may mcnliiiii

liarticularly the IdIIipu iiiy :
—

Tabes doisalis I'luiiiliisiii Senility
Ataxic ])ara]ilei.na ((iTiiiiressiiin nt tjie Imvc r |i:irl I'ei'iiieiiius anainia
(Jeneral paralysis of tlie insane iif tlic' ei.nl .Malarial eaehexia

Primary spastie para|)lei;ia Dement i.a Syjiliilitie eaehe.xia
Disseminated selerosis Diabetes mellitus (.'aneerons eaebexia

.\myotroi)liie lateral sclerosis .\tropliy of tlie testicles from Plithisieal eaebexia
Transverse softeiiini; of tbe injnry or from severe orebitis. F.xbanstion from excesses,

cord !i(aiorrlin:il or otberwise

There is little in'ed to discuss tbise fmtber here. for. providini; they arc borne in mind.

they will be diai;rniseil readily as tbe result (da earelul idutinc examination of the nervous

system, urine. luni;s. and so on. One need only aild that i]n|(otence may be an early

symptom in ataxic paraplegia, dissiminatcd sclerosis, and pbthisis. and that the diagnosis

may seem to be neurasthenia oidy uidil tbe case has bet'n watched.
.'i. Impotence due to Inabilit.v to obtain Erections at the right time. This is a

^cry connnoii form of the symptom : the patients ar<' ecru-rally told they are sullcrinn
from ncurastlu'nia ; and so tlic\ are. of a particulai- sort. 'I'his is |is\ ehieal or ncr\dus

impotence : stront; erections may be present at inoppcntunc times, tiaac max lie enussions

dnrinii sleep, anii yet at the \ cry monnni when sexuid int(a-course is intended the erection

is either (piite absent or imperfect. Sometimes, owinii to extreme irritability, emission
occurs on so little t'xcitatiou that it tidscs |ilaci- before insertion is complete, the riuiditx'

of the penis rclaxinj; almost at once, so that com|iletion cd' coitus becomes impossible.

Temporary im|)otcncc of this kiinl is not at all uneomnion duriiii; the first (lw da\s or

weeks of married life, especially if the wcddinu has been preceded innncdiatciv bv par-

tieidarly hard Ijusiins^ stiain or mental oxcrwork |Hcparator\ to the homvuKJou. The

diajiiiosis is arrived at part I \ b\ the lustor\ . partl\ by the ncH.atis c- result of careful ph\ sical

examination i>l' all the systems, especially the ner\ous and pulmonaiy : early phtliisis is

often acc(jmpanic<l by inabilitN' to obtain penile erection : but the linal caitcrion is the

ellect (d' time. Wluac t bc|-e is n(j (jr^^anic ciuisc bir the s\rriploni. normal coitus will (ic(au-

prcseidly if the patiiait ceases to be o\cr-an\ious about it. Ilirliiii Ficiiih.

IMPULSE, DISPLACED CARDIAC. -(Sec IIi.vkt Imci i.m;. Disn.A.f.i.. p. -JitT.)

INCONTINENCE OF F^CES. I'^acuation of the contents of lh<- rc.-tum with,,nt

\olurdar\ e(jntrol or indiation may ocean- under several distinct conditions, the in\csti-;a-

tii I whi(-h may yit-ld rcsidts ol' yri-at <lia<inostic importance.
In b(-althy persons the reHex relaxation of the sphincter ani which is ni-cessar\ for

dcfa-(-alion takes place only at the biddiliL! '>f the will. Some- healthy p(-rsons arc better

abb- to resist an imp(-rati\c call to stool than otlu-rs. and it hajjiicns occasionally that an
individual u ho is p.iorly endowed with tlic ]iower of irdubiliu};- the rctlex may s\dTer from
an incoidinciu-e of fa-ces wlu-n the stimulus e\(ikcd b\ irritatini; i-ontcids of tlic bowel is

overpowcringly strong. 'I'hc individual would be i-onscicais of the accident, which would
be of ran- occurrciu-c. and exanunation would rc\(-al no abnormality. Children often
suffer in this waw Sonu-what similar

'

cxplosi\c diai-ihu-a
'

is also a pi-onuncnt feature

of certain eases of eari-iiiomatoiis strictiu'c of tlie siitmoid colon.

Mec-hanical incontinence of fk-ces results from injuries or diseases of tin- rectum or

perinemn. such as carcinoma, in which the outlet of flu- bowel is no lonucr nuarded b\ an
ellieient s]>liincter. Local ins|)ection and eliuital examination of tin- parts will sullice to

flisco\ci- the canst- of sue-li ine-ontinence-.

In conditions cd' e-oma or partial une-onse-iousuess. from wliati-\cr e-ausc aiisini;, reflex

emiityinj; of the bowi-l may occur at inti-rvals. ]iarti<-ularl\- if aperients are adnunistered.

Dii;ital examination of the- rectum in such i-ases will ie\(-al a normal sphincter which closes

on the obscrxer's tini;>-r.

Injuries or diseases of tiic central nervous system aliovc the sa(-ral n-uion of tlic cord,
if they interfere with impulses passiuii from the cortex to tbe lunibo-sacral cnlaruement.
but do not cause serious sensory distnrliancc in the i)crin(-al area, lead to an unstable con-
dition to which the term '

precipitancy of dcla-eation
"

is applied. In these circumstaiu-es
the pati(-nl is usually i-onst i[)atc-d. but tbe (-all to stool, when it comes, spordantonsl\- or
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as tlio result of aperient medieine. is im]ierative. and finds tlie patient jjowerless to resist

or delay tlie act. The examination of swell a iiersoii discloses a normal sphincter Init. in

all [irobability, some dejiree of spastic jiaraplegia. with brisk tendon jerks and extensor

plantar res|)onses. and inquiry will elicit the history of preei])itate micturition. Moreover,

the patient will be conscious of the acts of defa'cation and micturition. This association

of siffns and symptoms is conmion enough in cases of partial injury to the spinal cord, in

cases of old dorsal myelitis, of disseminated sclerosis, of syringomyelia, etc.

With more serious disease of the central nervous system above the sacral region, the

impidses conveying the need for defiecation do not reach the brain, and the act takes place in

a reflex manner without the knowledge of the patient. Under these circumstances, para-

jilcgia with sensory disturbance over the sacral segmental areas will help to localize the site

of the lesion. The tone of the s|)hincter ani may be little below normal or quite unim])aired.

Disease or injury leading to destruction of the sacral cord or of the eauda etjuina is

distinguished by the fact that incontinence of faeces is associated with an inscnsilive iflfi.rcd

sjiliiiKicr and with serious motor, sensory, trophic, and reflex (hsturbanees in the lower

extremities. When the ftpces are small and Ihiid they escape, more or less continuously,

through the gaping anal aperture. On the other hand, they sonietiuies tend to accumulate

in dry masses too large to pass the ]jortal without assistance. The patient is unconscious

of the accumulation, unconscious of soiling, and insensitive to the exploring finger.

It will be understood from the above statements that for the purpose of diagnosis it

is neces.sary. in all cases of fa-cal incontinence, not only to inquire into the exact features

of the incontinence, the presence or absence of a call to stool, the tendency to constipation
or precipitancy, the ability to feel the passage of motions, etc., but to supplement the know-

ledge gained in this w;iy by a local examination, especially of the sphincter ani. and an

in\ estigation of the motor, sensory, and reflex conditions in the lower extremities.

E. F<ii(jiilifir ]iii:-iiiil.

INCONTINENCE OF URINE. (S.r MicTiitiTioN. .Xiinormai.tttks of. p. :593.)

INCOORDINATION. (See Ataxy, p. .55.)

INDICANURIA. -Indiean in the urine is mainly due to the formation of indol in

the intestine as flir result of |)Utrefaetive changes in the products of tryptic digestion

of proteids. The indol so formeil is absorbeil from the bowel, and converted in the lixer

into relatively innocuous ])otassium indoxyl sulphate, or indiean. This is tested for by

oxidizing it to imligo. the blue colour of which is characteristic. .Vlniost any oxidizing

agent could be utilized for the test, but the dilHeulty is that even slight excess of the reagent

destroys the indigo. A brown ring appearing at the junction of the urine and the acid,

when testing for albumin with nitric acid that is slightly fuming, generally indicates a

considerable degree of indicanuria. To be certain of this, Jafle"s Ijlcaching-powder test

is usually employed. There are several ways of using it. Fresh solution of calcium

hypochlorite is essential. To about 21) c.c. of urine add ;> c.c. of chloroform and 3 c.c. of

hydrochloric acid of medium strength ; the colourless chloroform sinks to the bottom of

the mixture : a dro]) of the calcium hypochlorite solution is now added and the test tube

deliberately inverted once or twice : a second drop is added, and so on. the colour of the

chloroform being watched the while. If indiean is present, it becomes oxidized to indigo,

which is dissolved out by the chloroform so that the latter changes from colourless to blue,

and the depth of indigo-blue colour in the chloroform affords a rough measure of the amount
of indiean in the urine. The main precaution to be taken is, not to add the hypochlorite
solution too rajjidly, for excess of it discharges the colour,

Indiean being an ethereal sulphate, it is present in excess under the same circum-

stances as an excess of ethereal snljihatcs. At one time it was thought that much useful

clinical information as to the condition of the intestines could be learned from its occurrence.

It is true that any circumstances that are likely to increase the ])utreractive changes in

the proteid in the bowel arc also likely to increase the amount of indiean in the urine :

marked indicanuria is generally found in cases of chronic constipation, intestinal obstruc-

tion, diarrhoea, typhoid fever, dilated stomach, jieritonitis. acute enteritis or colitis, api)en-

dicitis, membranous, tuberculous or ulcerative colitis, acute and chronic dysentery, cholera,

intussusception, and carcinoma coli. It affords no assistance in diagnosing between one
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and aiiothci- (if thcsf various allections. however. MoreoviT. it may on-ur when tlicrc is

(lecoinposition of alliiiiiiin clsewluTC in tlie body than in the howi-1 : for instance, in uan-

prene of the Inni;. <;ani;renous enipyeina. putrid hronehitis. bronchiectasis, or adxaneed

puhnonary tuberculosis. Another (Hdieulty is tliat a consideral^le number of perfectly

liealthy in(HviduaIs ])ass quite larjic (piantities of in(hcan in their urine. There are some
who contend that even these healtliy persons are really suffering from intestinal pulrrlaelive

changes without knowing it : this is possible, but from the [latient's |ioiiit <i\' \ iew it is

tantamount to saying—what is indeed almost true that Indieanuria has im real diaiiiiostic

or clinical signitieanee. Il,ih,rl l-'nuih.

INDIGESTION. It is important to remember that 'indigestion" is a s\ iii|>tom,

and iiol a disease : and if a patient complains of this, one should impure more particularly
as l(i the exact natuic of the abnormal sensations present, e.g., pain, fulhuss, llalulrnee,

xomiting, etc. The diagnostic indications iurnished by each of these svmptoms is con-

sidered separately (see \'o.MiTiN(;. |). 7(i;5 : ]'m\ in tuk Epig.\strum. p. t:i(i : Fri,LM-,ss

p. •1V^ : I'"i.\ii i,i:nci-.. ]>. 21.0. etc.). but it niav be coinenient here to offer some general

guidance as to the methods of arri\ iiiL; al a diagnosis in eases in which '

indigestion.'
in one or other of its aspects, is the chief eonipianil.

I. SIMULATION OF DYSPEPSIA BY OTHER CONDITIONS.

.\t the outset one should never forget that a patient may descrilje his case as one of

indigestion, although he is not really suffcrini; from any |)rimarv affection of I he slomach
at all : and mistakes can only be avoided by subjecting every such case |<i a I borough
physical cxauimation of all the organs, and no I eon lining it to the abdomen. If llie )>ossi-

bility of error is borne in mind, it is not usually dini( iilt to a\(iid : and. accordiniih , it

will be sullieient to enumerate liriell\ the chief eondil ions to be thought of. Tlu'si' are :
—

The Vomiting of Pregnancy. The possil,ilil\ of |)regnaney should always bc

present to the mind when one is consulted by a young woman who conjplains of xdiniling
and indigestion, and the other signs and symptoms of pregnanev (p. 1!)) looked for.

Cerebral Vomiting.— In children, particularly, \iimiting of cerebral origin may be
mistaken for dyspepsia. Incipient meningitis and tumour are the commonest causes of

such vomiting. The former, in its earliest stage. ma\ be \ery ditlicult to diagnose with

certainty, but the presence of signs of cerebral irritation (e.g. photo[)hobia. scpiirit, irrita-

bility, headache, Kernig"s sign, etc.) should make one suspicious : paralyses, headache.
and optic neuritis ))oint to tumour. Kxamination of the cerebrospinal lluid obtained by
lumbar pimelure may be re(iuired (p. ;j()).).

Uraemia may masciuerade as •

in<lii;estion.' eliaracterized by loss of appetite and

vomiting (uraTuie gastritis). The "

ura-mic odour" in the breath, high arterial tension.

and alljumimuia and albuminuric retinitis, shoulil be looked for. It must be remarked,
however, that albumin may be absent from the urine in undoubted eases of ura'inia.

Phthisis. In cases of early phthisis, indigestion may be the chief sym|)tom of which
the patient com|ilains, nausea and vomiting being often present. This can be excluded

by a careful examination of the chest and of the sputum, whic'h should ne\er be omitted.

especially in young subjects.
The Gastric Crises of Tabes are apt to be mistaken for dyspepsia. Paroxysmal

vomiting of great violence is the usual form they assume, and they may sinndate gastric
ulcer or other organic affections of the stomach. If the knee-jerks be absent and the pupils
immobile to light, the diagnosis is easy, but it nuist be remembered that gastric crises may
occur early in a ease of tabes before the usual signs of disease of the cord have manifested
themselves. One should inquire in such a case for a history of lightning pains, anil for

any trt)uble with the bladder. It is said also that the blood-pressure is raised during a

gastric crisis, whereas it is lowered in all other cases of acute \omiting. (.Sec also l'.\ix

IX THE Lower Kxtmemitiios. ji. hjs.)

Nervous or Hysterical Vomiting ma\ also sinnilate dyspepsia. The diagnosis here

nnist be made largely by the method of exclusion. The ])atient is usually a woman, .ind

there may be other signs of hysteria i)resent (p. 4(i.")).

In Chronic Intestinal Obstruction the abdominal ])ains, and tli<' vomiting wliieh
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often accoin])anv tlicm. may he descril)c<l by tlif |)atit'nts as
'

indisestioii." In such a

case there will be distention of tlie abdomen, often with visiljle ]jeiistalsis, and a history of

gradually inereasini)' constipation. A tumour may be felt, or examination with bismuth

and the .c-rays. or with tlie sionioidospoi)e. may clear up the case.

Cholecystitis is very a])t to be diaj>nosed as '

indigestion." In the case of middle-

aged or elderly women, particularly, who complain of " wind
"

and "

s])asms." the possi-

bility of the presence of gall-stones should always be thought of.

Chronic Appendicitis may manifest itself chiefly by symptoms which point to tlie

stomach rather than to the vermiform appendix as the seat of the disease. The jiain in

such a case may have the character of a typical
•

hunger-pain." and be relieved by alkalies.

In children wlio are brought to one for
"

indigestion," with vague abdominal jjains, the

possibility of appendicitis should be s|)ecially remembered.

Angina Pectoris in one of its forms may be accompanied by much flatvdence, «hich

leads tlie ])atient to cimsult his doctor for
"

indigestion," The occurrence of the symptoms
upon exertion, the characteristic tendency of the pain to spread into the left arm, and the

frequent presence of a high blood-pressure are all of diagnostic value. Aljili)iiiinnl aitgiiia.

in which the pain is seated in the large abdominal blood-vessels, may be more diHicult to

differentiate. Flatulence is again a pronounced feature : but there may also be vomiting,
and e\en hainatemesis. Thickening of the peripheral blood-vessels is usually present ;

and the therapeutic test is of help, the jiain being relieved by vasodilators, and es|)eeially

by diuretin.

A ]iatieiit who suffers from Migraine may describe his case as one of '

indigestion."

The chief diagnostic |ioint is the occuireiice of severe headache with or preceding the

gastric syinptoiiis. and tlii' marked perio<iicity of the attacks.

Extra-abdominal causes of Pain are often put down by (latients to indigestion.

Examples of these are pleurisy, spinal caries, and aneurysm.
Eructatio Nervosa, due to air-swallowing, is also usually deserilied as indigestion.

For the method of diagnosing it. see Fl.vtulence (p. 24')).

II. FUNCTIONAL VERSUS ORGANIC DYSPEPSIA.

IIa\ ing rxthided all tlusc possible causes of error one may conclude that one has to

deal with a case of either organic or functional disease in the stomach itself. If vomiting,
loss of flesh, or nevere jjain he ](roniineiit symptoms, the disease is jirobably organic ; if

these be absent, ami the affection has persisted for some time, one has most likely to do

with a fiiiniiiiiHi! disiirder.

HI. DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF ORGANIC DYSPEPSIAS.

Tile eliief organic diseases which have to be thought of are: (1) C'liiiirr. (2) Ulcer,

(Ji) <;<islrilis. (J) Ohstriiclivc ililiiliilidii.

Cancer. —.V malignant growth in the stomach may be situated either at tlic ciiriliac

orifice, in the boihj. or at the jii/lonis. In the first of these situations it will produce dilliculty

in swallowing. If at the pylorus, it will result in dilatation of the stomach (see lielow).

(Jrowths in the body are those which are most dillicult to diagnose.

(((). .\ history of "

indigestion
"

beginning abruptly in a jjatient (oftenest a man)
al)o\e the age of forty, and not yielding speedily to simjjle treatment, is very suspicious.

On the other hand, it must be remembered that in a considerable numberof cases the growth
starts in an old ulcer, so that a history pointing to this may also be in favour of carcinoma.

(h). .Steady loss of weight, and the early appearance of anaemia, point to malignant

growth : but, on the other hand, the absence of these signs, and even a temporary gain

in weight under treatment, liy no means exclude it.

((). Loss of ajipetite. and especially a disinclination for meat, are usually early

symiitoms. Nausea and vomiting supervene later but are rarely absent altogether. Pain

mav be jiresent early, and is often more or less constant, (See P.vix ix the Epig.vstril-.m,

p. 43(i,)

(il). A steady diminution in the aniimnt of hydrochloric acid in the gastric juice, with

tlie presence of lactic ;ieid and of Oppler-Hoas bacilli in tlie gastric contents, is a coml)ina-

tion jioinliiig strongly to carcinoma.
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It is tlicri'l'dic ii|i(iii
a (•iiiiil)inaiicm ni' thcsi' syniptciins ami sii;iis that the iliannosis

imist bf based in the early staj^e when it is iiKjst iniportant to make it. I.ater, a tnmoiir

niav be felt below the left eostal niaryin. nv in the epiaastriuni : enlarged ulands may
appear alinve the left elaxiele. altlic)Ui;h they are exeeptinnal ; and there may be sians

of secondary growths in the liver, or at the mnbiliens. When ulceration lias siiperxcncd.

traces of blond may be found in the <i;astri<' contents, and occult blond in the stools (p. cSl).

In some cases of carcinoma of the body of the stomach, pronounced ana'mia is one

of the earliest anil most strikini; symptoms. Such cases lia\t' to lie diagnosed IVom pta'-

nieious anaania. A blood-count will usually sudiee to distinguish them, lor in gastric

carcinoma the red cells are rarely below 'J. 001).001) per cubic ULm.. whereas in pernicious
ana-niia they uo much lower than that ; in pernicious auaauia. also, the colom-indcx is

about 1 or aboM- it. in caieinonia it is less than 1. Mcgaloblasts are found in the lilm in

pernicious aiuemia (p. 24-). but not in cai'cinoma. In spite of all that lias been said above,

the eariv dianiiosis of carcinoma of the stomach is a matter of great dilliciilty : and it mav
be iiistiliable to resort to an exploratory operation in a suspicious t'asc which docs not clear

up after a few weeks" treatment.

Ulcer. -The cliaraderistic symplom of gastric ulcer is /;(///( uhicli conies on after

food and is relieved b>' vomiting, which is usually though not in\ariabl\ present.
I I.Temateniesis is strongly eonlirmatory. but is often absent. The sym|i|iims will be lound
on p. 208. Duodenal ulcer is also often associated with symptoms that the palieiil desia-ibes

vaguely as indigestion
'

: the symptoms are given on p. 271.

The chief sign of ulcer is a lacdliud sjiot of ti'iidcrness on deep pixssurc.
Gastritis.—t'hronic "gastric catarrh' is certainly diagnosed oltcncr than il should

be. the majority of eases so described being really examples of functional dyspe|)sia. The

syinjjtoms are loss of a|)petite. fullness and weight in the epigastriuni. (Irjioiiliiia ilrcdtlii

upon Die khiil ii[ fotxl liiLcii : pain is nol a feature of gastritis : nausea is common, and

vomiting may (iccin'. but is not usuall\ a promineni symptom. 'I'lieic is no characteristic

physical sign, and a diagnosis cannot be made with certainty without the use of the stomach
tube. This shows : (a) Diniinishcd tohil acidity, or c\ en couqilclc absence of gastric juice :

(7;) l''.xet'ss of mucus in the contents, .ir the presence ol' mucus on washjiii; out the fasting
stomach. Ibnini; determined the presence of gastritis one has to settle whether it is

primary or secondary. Secondary gastritis may occur : {<i} Where there is disease of the

heart, causing back-picssure ; (It) In cirrhosis of the li\er: (c) In chronic renal disease.

II all ol tlicsi' can be excluded. ])riniarv gastritis may be diagnosed, and the chief causes

of the latter looked for. These arc : (</) D<fective or carious teeth, and oral sepsis :

(//) .\bnse of alcohol, tea, or tobacco, or the taking of irritating articles of food.

Dilatation.- -The presence (if dilatntion is determined by : (a) Showing that the stomach
is enlarged : and (h) Prnxing the oeeurrenee of stagnation of the contents.

(a). Knlargenient of tlu' stomach may be inferred when, by percussion, the greater
curvature is found to reach IkIow the lc\il of the umbilicus, the lesser curvature being in

its normal position. In order to facilitate pcriaission it may be nccessaiy to indatc the
stomach by making the jiatient swallow !)0 gr. of tartaric acid followed liy 120 gr. of bicar-

bonate of soda. Examination by the .c-rays after a bismuth meal is of lu'l)) in obscure

eases {Fig. 1 t4). The i)resence of splashing is not a certain sign of dilatation, unless it

be present souu- hours after a meal.

(/*). The occurrence of stagnation of contents is proved by giving the patient an e\en-

ing meal, preferably containing some easily reeouuizalile food, e,g,, currants, an<l washing
out next morning. If food residues arc present in the washings, stagnation may be inferred.

Examination with the .c-rays is a still more certain method of diagnosing delay in emptying
of the stomach : normally the bismuth or barium meal should liave left the stomach in six,

or at most eight, hours.

Tlie muse <if (liliitiilinn may be either: (ii) .Some obslruction at the [lylorus : or

{h) I'rimarv atony of the stomach wall.

In flistingnishing between these, tlic history may hclji. Thus llic oeeurrenee in the

past of sym]>toms of iilcir points to a cicatricial stenosis of the pylorus. If visible jieristaltic

waves are seen, oiu' may be sure of the existence of an obstruction. These can siauetimcs

be elicited by massaging the stomach, or by llieking the surface of the abdomen gently
with a wet iowel. The presence of actual staauation of the contents is also stronglv in
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favour of obstruction, as this rarely, if over, occurs in cases of atonic dilatation. Copious
\oniitino also points to obstruction, as it is exceptional to meet with tliis syni])toni

in atony.
.\ssumino- that obstructive dilatation has been diagnosed, one has next to determine

its cause. Here one has to distinguish between benign and nidlignant obslriicliun. \
history or signs and symptoms of ulcer (see above), point to the former ; the general sym-

ptoms of carcinoma to the latter. A tumour may be felt in either case. Examination of

the stomach contents also lielps in the differential diagnosis. The presence of abundance

of free HCl. with sarcinse and yeasts, points to benign stenosis : diminution or absence of

IICl with the presence of lactic acid and Op))ler-Boas bacilli, to malignancy.
One has further to distinguish dilatation from : (n) (iastroptosis : and (/<) Hour-glass

stomach.

((/). In g(istroj>losis. percussion (if necessary after inllation) will show that the lesser

curvature is dis])laced downwards, as well as the greater ; but the normal distance between

the two curvatures—about four inches—is preserved. In most cases of gastroptosis the

right kidney is more or less freely movable, and this affords confirmatory evidence. The

,r-rays may also be of help {Fig. 144).

(//). Hour-glass stomncli may be diagnosed by the follow'ing signs :
—

(i). If the stomach be washed out with a

known (piantity of fluid, e.g. 30 oz.. it will be

found that some has been lost. e.g. 6 oz.. when
the return fluid is measured. Some of the fluid

seems to disajjpear, in fact, as if it had flowed

through a hole.

(ii). If the stomach is washed clean, and the

tube passed a few minutes later, .several ounces

of fermenting liquid may be obtained, which have

eseai)ed from the pyloric pouch.
(iii|. If the stomach is drained apijarently

dry. a splash can still be obtained over the

])yloric end (' paradoxical dilatation ").

(iv). If the stomach resonance is |)ercussed

out carefully, and the viscus is then inflated with

tartaric acid and soda, as described above, and
then again percussed, it will be found that a

great increase in resonance has occurred at the

cardiac end only. If the abdomen is watched for

a little, the pyloric pouch may sometimes be seen

to fill gradually and become prominent. A loud

gushing soiuid can also be distinguished on listen-

ing with the stethoscope over the site of the

oi)ening between the two iiouehcs.
ifter a bismuth meal will show the division of the stomach

Flfl. 144.^^kmgr^ni biiuwi[iy tliu bisriiuLli siiadow of

a
(Iro^ipcd

imd dilated stomacli. the patient Ijein;.' in llie

vertical position. C. crest of left ilinni ; F. fundus of

sromach ; P, pylorus ; R, twelftli left rib ; V. vertebral
column. (Bif Dr. A. C. ./i:';l(iii.)

(v). ,)-ray examination

into two pouches {Fig. 128, p. 268).

IV. DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF FUNCTIONAL DYSPEPSIA.

Assimiing that all the above forms of organic disease can be exeludeil. one may con-

clude that the case is one of functional dyspepsia.
The next task is to determine what particular variety of functional disorder one has

to deal with. In attempting to do this, one is met at the outset by the dilliculty of classi-

fying functional disorders of the stomach. Three forms of classification may be adopted :

(1) Plii/siolngical. (2) Clinical. (3) Etiological.

Physiological Classification.—In this classiHcation. cases of functional dyspepsia
arc arranged according to the particular fimetion afleeted. thus :

—

((/). AJJeclions of secretion :
—

(i) Excess = Hypersecretion and liypc-rchlorhjdria.
(ii) Defect = .Achylia ami liypoclilorliydria.
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(li). .Ijjfclidtis of iiKilililji :
—

(i) Kxcpss = Pyloric spasm,
(ii) Defect = Atony, or inipairrd nnitilUy.

(<). .Ijjnliiiiis of siiiMilioll :
—

Kxecss — ll\ |icr:rstlicsia or nastralyia.

Ally of tlit'sc may be present alone, or two or more may exist in eonjunctioii.
Tlic (liaj;nosis of alfeetions of secretion -ind iiii>tility can be made liy tiic aid ol tlic

stomach tube and by liismutb a.nd the .c-rays.

For the diagnosis of hypcr.estlicsia (yastralnia*. sec 1'ain in the Ki"i(;AsrRii \i (p. (.:>(>).

Till' alio\e is undotilitcdly the iiiosi scientific inethoil of makinif a differential diaynosis
ill cases of functional dyspepsia, lint it lias the inconvenience of nceessitatinji the use of

test meals.

Clinical Classification.- t'linicallw cases of functional dyspepsia may be classilied

into ccrlain rouyh uroiips accordiiii; lo tlieir syiii|itoiiis. 'riiiis :

(a), lliiiiiisthciiic lii/spcjinio. This is probably din- to a cnmbination of hypcrscerctioii
an<l hyperasthesia. The |)aticiil is usually a yoiiiiL; man. otherwise healthy: and the

chief synijitom is pain dnrirm the late period of dijicstion.

(.')). Asllifiiir Di/xjicjisid. This is due to impaired motility (atony), wit li or williout some
disorder of secretion. The patient may be ol' cither sex. and of any ai;-e. and the chief

syin|)toms are llatuleiiec and fullness. I| is often present aloiii; with ii;istroptosis ,

csijeeially in women : and there ma\ be atonic dilatatiiMi of the slomach.

((). .!(/'/ I. i/.^jirj)siii. This is an ill-delilU'd Ljroiip in which the chief symptom is a

sensation of acidity, or the presence of nv\i\ enictations. .Sonic cases are really examples
of hyperchlorhydria. with or wilhoul llic presence of yastritis. In ollicrs. the cause is

tile |iro(luetion of oriianic .acids by I'ermentat ion. Dian'iiosis can only be made by aid of

the stomach tube.

Other clinical forms of dyspepsia are also described, e.i;.. "senile" dyspepsia

(essentially a hypochylia).
'

j;outy
'

dyspepsia (llic same as the "acid" form),
"

llatiilent
"

dys|)cpsia (usually due to (lefceti\e motihlN). .and otiuas: but the use of such terms is

inaccurate, and should be a\dided as far as possible.

Etiological Classification. Insti'ad of attianptinL; to distm;;uisli dillertul forms of

functional dyspejisia, one can regard the latter as an aLt^ircyatioii of symptoms of gastric
disorder excited by dilTerenl I'anscs, and classify ca.ses .accordini; to the particular exciting
cause at work. '1 his n etliod is sim])le and eonveiiient. and is also useful for purposes of

treatment, .\doptiiig it. one may say that funelional dys|iepsia ma\ be induced by:—
(n). Dicliiic cdiiscs. e.g.. unsuitable food, luisty meals, the abuse of alcohol, tobacco,

tea. etc.

(//). I'liijsiciil cdiisis. e.g., imperfi'ct ehewini;, defeelive teeth, oral sepsis, over-fatigue,
tieliiaelit exercise, etc.

((). Mriihil i(//(.sc.s'. I'.g.. o\er-«(irk. a studious life. etc.

((/). F.iiiolioiial citiiscs. e.g.. shock, worry, etc.

Any of the abo\c nietlio<ls is useful, the essential point being that a classilieation of

some sort should be adopted. I'robably a combination of the lirst and third methods,
which take into account both the particular disorder which is present and the cause which
has brought it about, will le:'.d to the best treatment.

-Miiiiioiis Ol' IvxA.MiNiNo Till: Stomacii.

The lollowiiii,' is a hriel' aeeciiint of some .special luetliods eiiiployeil iu exaiiiiiiiiig the stoiiiaeli,

uliieh are eapalile of heiiii; carried out in ordinary practice :
-

1. Determination of Size.—This is done ]>\ light percussion, or iiy perrussion-auseiiitatioii.
Willi or without ])re\i(ais inllation. The position of the lesser and "jreater curvatures and of the
fundus niiist he determined. Inllation is ]ierforiiied either : («) Throiiyli a stonuieli tube eonneeted
with a Ili<;iiinsoirb syringe ; or {b) 15y makin}> the patient swallow 90 L:r. of tartaric acid dissolved
in three ounces of water, followed by fJO lt. of hiearhonate of soda.

'1. Investigation of tlie Contents.- .\ test meal. eoiisistiiiLi of two slices of dry toast and two
cups of tea with a little milk, is yiven in the morninij, and the tube passed an hour later. The tube
should have a solid end and one tie\-elled lateral eye close to it. The sam[ile drawn off should be

investigated as regards :-

((;)• V""'''.'/-
— -^ very small result eontaininji little tliiiil indicLites iliniinished secretion

(aeliylia) ; an abundant anil \ery li(|uid yield indicates diminished motility.
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(h). Pliijsictil Clidriirlfis.—Tlie presence of large ineces of hut sliahtly altered loml indieates
(lel'cctivc secretion and diocstion: a larue amount of lii|uid with a granular deposit shows hyper-
secretion. A very sour odour reveals the ])rcsence of organic acids. Viscidity of the contents,
so that they filter slowly, is characteristic of the presence of mucus in excess,

(c). .IciiUli/.

(i). Teal for Free IICl.— Congo-red ])aper is turned blue, methyl-orani;e pai)cr red. if

free IICl be present. The de|it!L of colour indicates approximately tlie amount of free

acid.

(ii). Tolid Aviditii.
—Ten c.c. of the hitered contents are titrated with

j^^^
caustic

so(ia solution, two or three drops of ]ihcnolphtha!eiu solution being used as an indicator.

.\ pink tinge a))]iears as soon as the acidity has lieeri neiitralizcd. The result is expressed
in terms of the amount of caustic sodti solution required t.i neutralize 101) c.c. of the

gastric contents : e.g., if (J c.c. neutralize 10 of the contents, then the acidity is (10. The
normal acidity is between 40 and TO.

(iii). Orgatiic Acida need only be tested for if free HCI is absent. .\ sour odour of the
contents imlicates their presence : acetic acid and butyric acid can be recognized by the
odour of vinegar or rancidity respectively : lactic acid by adtUng a few droi)S of the contents
to some UfTehnann's reagent (eipial parts of 1-21) carbolic and weak liq. ferri perchlor.)
in a test tube : a bright yellow colour is ])roduee(l if the acid be present.

{(/). /'VrwcK/.f. —Kcunin can be tested for by neutralizing .some of the contents, and trying
whether the addition of a few drops to a little milk results in coagulation when kept warm for

twenty minutes.
There is no convenient test for ])epsiu, l)tit its absence may usually be inferred if there is no

rennin |)resent.

(r). Microscopicitl Clifinulrrs.—Films are made from some of the deposit, and stained with
dilute gentian violet. Oppler-Boas l)acilli. yeasts, and sarcina> (Fifi. 121, p. 2+1) should he looked
lor. The lirst occur specially in cases of carcinoma : the two last in benign stenosis of the ])ylorus.

:{. Delermination of Motility. —Impaired motility is shown by the presence of food residue

in anv cpiantitx' (say about 4 tuinces) six and a hall'hour' after an tirdinary dimicr. In or<ler to

prove the ])resencc of stagnation, a light meal, preferably containing some easily recognized food

(e.g. currants), should be given in the evening, and the stomach washed (Uit next morning. If

food be fomid in the washings, stagnation exists. If there be no food, but if several ounces of

greenish acid fluid are obtained, hypersecretion is present ; flakes of mucus may l)e found in the

washings in gastritis. lioherl llnlchisoii.

INEQUALITY OF THE PULSES. (See Pli.se.s, I NF.(nm . p 5.-().)

INEQUALITY OF THE PUPILS. (Sec Pii-ii.. .Vbnuii.mai.itif.s of thk. ]>. ,j5l.)

INSOMNIA means inability to obtain the normal aiiioinit oi sleep. It inchides sleep-

lessness and l)ii)keii or restless sleep, and admits of no closer detinitioii because the normal

anioimt of sleep varies widely with age, habit, and idiosyncrasy. Thus, out of the twenty-
four hours, an infant at one month will sleep for twenty-one. at six months for eighteen,
at twelve months for fifteen lionrs. .\ cliild four years old needs twelve hours' slee|j. the

schoolboy of twelve needs ten. the public-school man shoukl have nine. The average hours

of sleep in adult life are said to be eight for women, seven for men. but idiosyncrasy may
cut down the liours necessary in certain people to no more than three or four, for long periods
and without any impairment of health or the power to work. Habit may train neglected
children or overworked laboiners and servants to get on with short hours of rest and inter-

mitted sleep that woidd speedily make an ordinary person ill. Insonmia is a symjjtom
indicating that something is amiss, not a disease per se. It occurs in a great many acute

and chronic disorders, but in most cases it depends on functional disturbances, faulty habits

or hygiene, an ill-arranged regimen, and not vipon organic disease. It is to be diagnosed
whenever lack of sleep causes, or is associated with, loss of health. Most patients habitually
underestimate the amoimt of sleep they get, without any intention to deceive : and are apt
to complain that they have been awake all night when in point of fact they have had many
hours of sleep.

The chief causes of insonmia are tabulated below in three main groups, etiologically :
—

1. Insomnia due to Faulty Habits or Hygiene, such as—
Some sudden change in the routine of the day or evening
Ex]iosurc to luidue excitement or bail atmosphere before retiring
The use of a noisy, airless, or overheated bedroom
The use of too many bedclothes, or too few

Going to bed on too fidl or too empty a stomach
Drinking strong tea or coffee too late in tlie day
The over-use of tobacco.
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2. Insomnia due to Acute Disorders, siuli as—
Pain fine to any cause, inllamination, injury, neuritis, ete.

The early stages of fevers

Aeute insanity, nieniufjitis, ileliriuTU tremens, aeute mania, ete.
Aeiite nervous exjuuistiou.

S. Insomnia due to Chronic Disorders, such as—
(iastro-intestinal disorders, dysjjepsia, consi ipation. ete.

Chronic insanity of all sorts, neurasthenia
Cerebral sypliilis, intracranial tumour
Disease of the heart, valvular or niyocardial
Disease of the lungs, emphvsema, l)riineliitis, asthma, etc.

Diseases of the liver or kidneys
Arteriosclerosis and high lilood-]iressure, h\]ier|>iesi,s

Ana.'niia, primary or seeo[idary
Hysteria and nialingering.

The closer investigation of the causes of insonniia may best he <lone by takint; the aire
of the patient into consideration.

Sleeplessness in an Infant is niosl idten due to indieestion. hunger, or bo(lii\- discomfort;
in rare cases it is cvi<lencc of nervous instability or car or brain disease. Kncpiirv into the
nietliods and hours of feeding the infant will often show where the fault lies : the food may
be improper, the hours of feeding too frecpient. the practice of givino; the bottle or breast
whenever the infant cries may have been followed, or the habit of allowing it a dummy teat
to suck at all hours. The artificially fed infant is likely to suffer from indigestion and colic,
with .screaming, drawing up of the legs, and rigid abdomen : the breast-fed infant will more
often fail to sleep because it is hungry. In many cases it fails to sleep because it is in

di.scomfort from a wet napkin or bed. from having too many bed-clothes and being over-
heated, or from being cold : the bedroom may be too light or too noisy. In not a few
instances it fails to sleep well for want of proper training ; esijecially if it tinds that it will

be fed or rocked in the arms or cradle as often and as long as it sees Ht to cry. When the
infant is six months old or more, rickets and the local irritation of teething are common
additional causes. In a minority of cases the sleeplessness is due to the on.set or presence
of acute or chronic disease, or to the indeterminate condition described as nervousness or
nervous instability, or to definite mental dchciency ; careful examination of the infant and
its previous history shoidd suflice to clear u[) the diagnosis in these eases. .\s the treatment
of sleeplessness in an infant hardly ever demands the use of sedative drugs, but consists

mainly in rectifying errors of diet, hygiene, or up-bringing, it is obvious that the medical
man must be prepared to go deeply into these domestic—rather than medical—matters.

Sleeplessness in Children is due largely to causes similar to those described above.
In a great many cases it is due to indigestion, with which may be associated flatulence,

teething, and the presence of worms in the intestine ; tea-drinking is a common cause of
chronic dyspepsia, nervous irritability, ami disturbed sleep, in children as well as in adults.

Many children sleep ill because they are ])ut to bed within an hour or so of a late tea or early
supper of too solid a character ; others, for want of fresh air in the bedroom, waking late
on the following morning in a headachy and irritable condition and with little ajjpetitc for

breakfast. Not a few ill-fed or ana-mie school-children sleej) badly during term-time
because they are over-worked, or worried about their lessons or their i)laee in the class,

without being actually over-worked : in such cases the distraction afforded by games is

likely to be more successful in effecting a cure than treatment by rest. It is only in the

minority of instances that the insomnia is due to disease, whether acute or chronic, such as
adenoids, enlarged tonsils, or organic disease of the various viscera. A few special forms of
insonuiia seen in childhood call for brief mention. In cnrh/ hip (li.icfise slcc|) may be disturbed

by sudden starting pains ; the child goes off to sleep, only to be awakened almost at once

by sudden shooting i)ains in the affected leg or hip. Sleep is broken by fright in iiiiiM-lerrors

(see NioiiT.M.\i!ES. \\. Wl). in which the child wakes up screaming and frightened, but
conscious and able to explain, so far as excitement permits, the nature of the fright : indis-

cretions in diet, or the itresence of adenoi<ls or worms, often exj)lain the occurrence of such

night-terrors. In the rarer and more serious foriu of night-terror, known as pavor iiocluriius,
the child awakes, screaming and frightened, but not full>' c(jnscious, and unable to recognize
those around him. There is no recollection of the fright next day, and in all probability

I) 21
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the pavor is akin tn epilepsy, oeeurrinu mainly in eliiliiren witli a had family history of

nervous disease. It is plain from what has been said above that the diagnosis of the cause

of sleeplessness in a child demands scrutiny of the daily routine, diet, and sleeping-

arrangements, as well as examination of the child itself. .Sedative drugs are practically
never required for its treatment. excei)t in the case of severe acute or chronic disease, and
even then shduld be ^iven hut rarely.

Insomnia in Adults, in the majority of eases, is (hie to faults of lialiit or lii/!iiciic similar

to those already mentioned in the ca.se of children : but it is due to organic disease of one

sort or another in not a few instances, discussed later. The sleepless adult should devote

thought to the economy and arrangement of his bed and bedroom, and the hours he keeps.
The bed should be comfortable—whether the mattress be hard or soft is a matter of taste ;

many ])eo|)le sleep Ijctter with a high pillow than with a low, and if a high i)illow is not

agreeable, the same effect can often be iirodueed l>y ])utting blocks two or three inches high
beneath the posts at the head of the bed. The bedclothes slu)uld be light rather than heavy ;

they should be warm enough to ])revent the occurrence of cold feet, a very common cause of

sleeplessness. The bed should not be ])laced so that the sleeper faces the light. A supply
of fresh air throughout the night is essential, and is assured if the room is heated by an open
fire : stuffiness and overheating of the atmospliere seem almost inseparable from heating

by stoves, hot air, hot water, or steam, and arc common causes of sleeplessness. The

hygiene of the bedroom having been attended to. the habits of the sleepless patient should be

passed in review. Many well-to-do people sleep ill because they go to bed too soon after

a heavy dinner : a few because they go to bed hungry. Not a few find that they sleep badly
if they take a cup of coffee after dinner, or even drink tea in the afternoon ; others sleep ill

if they indulge in brain-work after dinner, or attend exciting pulilic meetings, theatres,

concerts, and so forth. It is known that bodily and mental fatigue promote slec]). and some

patients with insomnia solicit sleep and aggravate their condition by ])ushing fatigue to

the point of exhaustion, forgetting that over-fatigue often produces sleeplessness. The
observance of fairly regular hours for work, food, and sleep is often neglected by busy men,
and the neglect often results in disturbance of their sleep. Sudden changes in the mode
or routine of daily life, or alterations in the altitude or locality inhabited, may result in

acute and persistent insomnia. It is to the investigation of these and similar irregularities,

trifling as many of them may a])|)ear, that one must look in diagnosing the cause of insonuiia

in healthy or fairly healthy jiatients : its treatment will naturally turn mainly on their

correction. Healthier haliits (if life must 1)C advised, and the use of sedatives prohibited

entirely.

In the case of adults sulTering from the most various (icutc (lisonJcis. slight or severe,

the occurrence of insomnia is a commonplace. It passes off with the amelioration of the

disorder, and if the patient is able to give an account of himself and his symptoms, the

diagnosis should not be diflicult.

It is often otherwise with adults sulTering from insonuiia due to clironic disease ; the

sleeplessness may be one of the earliest symptoms of illness, or the other symptoms that

are present may have escaped the jiatient's notice. For example. ])ersistent inability to

slec]) is often a ])roniinent and early feature of tiervons or mental disease—melancholia,

mania, general ])aralysis. hypochondriasis, neurasthenia, acute nervous exhaustion. ])aralysis

agitans. and chronic alcoholism may here lie mentioned ; in old age, senile nocturnal mania

may occur as a very troublesome form of insomnia. Inability to sleep may be marked
in cases of cerebral tumour or cerebral syphilis. Want of sleep throws a great strain on
the nervous system generally, and so is a prominent factor in the production of insanity ;

the one aggravates the other, and a vicious circle is established. In licart disease, insomnia

is frequently a distressing feature ; the ]>atient often has to sleep (iropjied u|) in bed because

of breathlessness whenever the recumbent position is ado])ted, and when he does get off to

sleep he is often awakened by cardiac jialpitation or dyspncca, within a few minutes.

Restless nights are passed even while cardiac compensation is maintained : when C(jm-

pensation fails the condition is much aggravated. Patients with aortic incompetence may
be ke])t awake by the jjulsating shock and noise of their own hearts. Dyspnoea is a common
cause of sleeplessness in many diseases of llie laiigs. Patients with bronchitis, emphy.sema,

spasmodic asthma, extensive pulmonary adhesions or pulmonary tuberculosis, and other

kindred diseases, often pass restless nights because they are awakened by pulmonary
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tlvspiura soon aftci- Licttinji (ill to sleep. With llu-sc patients, as with those siiffei-iiig from

heart riisease. the sittiii'^ or seiiii-reeuiiibent position at iijiflit is often iniperatise, the reasons

beini; that diaphraninatic hreathino is easiest, anil the aniphtude of tlie diaphrasmatic

movements greatest when the patient sits, less when he Hes, and least when he is in tlie creet

position. Sleeplessness is frequent in cirrlwsis of the liver, being accompanied by nocturnal

<leliriuni in the severer cases ; it may also occur in ehmiiic renal disease. It is often a

persistent and distressing feature of arlerinsclcrosis and high blood-pressure, witli hypertrophy

of the heart. The meehanism whereby this sleeplessness is produced is obscure : but from

the fact that any treatment that lowers the blood-pressure
—massage, hot baths, liigh-

frequency currents of electricity
—cures the insomnia, it may be assumed that the high

arterial pressure acts directly. ])revcnting tlie establishment of the degree of cereltral an;emia

that is reciuisitc for sleep. But it must be noted that if insonuiia results from the sujjply

of too much blood to the brain, it also results from the supply of too little : hence sleepless-

ness occurs in !<r<ivr aiKVinia. whether [jriniiirv or secondary.

In conclusion, it may be noted that in hi/sleria. jirofcssions of obstinate insonmia go

far bevond the dbscrxed facts : and that the tiiidiiis.erer. claiming not to have slept at all for

davs or weeks, ma\ urge the sound slunibrr he enjoys in hos|)ital as an argument for the

jirolongatioii of his stay. -I. I. .hx-Hlnke.

INTERSCAPULAR PAIN. (See I'mn. In n-.nscAiTi.AH. p. MM.)

IRIDOPLEGIA. (See I't I'll.. Ai;\()iiM\MTli.s OF Till-., p. .).")!.)

IRRITABILITY. It is not viry often that irritability can be regarded as a symptom
of diagnostic importance. It is a relative condition, varying in its signilicance with the

individual, and more especially with his age. ( hildren. for instance, display irritability

much more readily than adults under similar inllucnces. owing to incomplete education of

their powers of control, and a like distinction may be drawn between dillerent persons of

adult age. \'arying degrees of irritabilit\ may be recognized vmder any condition of ill-

health, and as a solitary symptom it can hardly be regarded as one of nmch import. .\n

exception may perhaps be made in favour of the steadily-increasing irritability which is

sometimes observed as a prodrome <if nieiiingilis. and which may be sulliciently remarkable

to instigate a careful look-out for other early signs of that disease, such as vomiting, head-

ache, strabismus, and head-retraction.

In adults, the personal disposition is lunger cslidilislud and better reeogni/eil, so that

definite alterations in temi)crament. independent of obvious cause, and clearly not of lleeting

character, must always receive attention from the medical man to whose notice they are

brought. Many chronic ailments, especially those which entail mental or physical suffering,

may be associated with increased irritability without exciting special remark. On the

other hand there arc some constitutional or metabolic distvirbances which are noted for the

irritabilitv to which tlie\' may give rise, Diaheles mellilus and chronie nephritis are common

exanqjles of this kind, and the examination of the urine of patients in whom friends have

observed, or who may even themselves complain of, irritability, should never be neglected.

In such conditions as janndiee. Graves's disrnsr. and (irromegalji. other symptoms and signs

are more obvious an<l more conclusive.

Irritaliility often forms ])art of a ueiirnsllieiiic siiiiilninu\ but it is well to rcmeniher tliat

the same sym|)tom may be present in the early stages of general piiraljisis iif the insane.

\ earefid investigation of other mental changes, of the condition of the retlexcs and pupils.

and, if suspicion is aroused, a Wasscrmann test, shoidd be carried out before cmning to a

definite diagnosis. It is hardly necessary to adil that irritability may l>e associatcil with

other depressed mental states, such as melaneholia and epileptic dementia. Finally, chronic

intoxications, and especially chronic alcoholism and jilnmhism. may be responsible for great

irritability, especially in the earlier hours of the day. E. Faniuliar liuzzard.

IRRITABILITY OF THE BLADDER. (See MicTuitmuN, AiiNnnMAi.rnics ov.

p. 393,)

ITCHING. (Sec I'luiuTrs, p. .510.)
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JAUNDICE is the term used to imlieate the yellow or greenish coloration of the skin,

conjunetiva. niueoiis membranes, and other tissues and fluids of the body, by bile plunient.
The following are its chief signs :

—
The Skin.—Tlie colour varies from a light sulphur yellow to a deep orange, greenish,

and. in some eases, dark olive tint. The greenish or dark olive shade is only found in severe

cases of long standing. Intense itching is often produced, especially if the jaundice is the

result of obstruction of the bile-ducts ; and this sometimes leads to vigorous scratching and
the production of scratch-marks, blood-crusts, and sore places.

In certain cases, after some time, little yellowish-white or light yellowish-salmon-
coloured patches of soft smooth tissue slightly raised above the surface of the surrounding
skin may appear on the U])per eyelids near the inner canthi. These patches may spread
until the eye is surrounded entirely by this altered skin, xanthelasma palpebranitti. A
similar condition may also occur on the palmar surface of the hands and fingers, or firm

rounded nodules varying in size from I in. to i in. in diameter, more or less raised above
the level of the surrounding skin, may dcvelo]) over the elbows, knees, or in otlier j)laces^-
xantlielasma planum and xantliiiasma tuberosum.

The Eyes.—The conjunctivse are yellow. Care must be taken to distinguish deposits
of subconjunctival fat from actual coloration. Occasionally, it is said, patients suffer from

yellow vision (xanthopsia).
The Urine may present almost any shade, from a light saffron-yellow to yellowish-

brown, medium brown, dark mahogany brown, greenish-brown, or even almost black.

On looking across the upjjer i)ortion of the urine in a specimen glass a distinct greenish

tinge may be detected, and the froth which forms at the toj) on shaking possesses a distinct

yellowish or greenish shade. It stains white blotting-paper and linen a bright yelNiw.
As a general rule, when jaundice is developing, bile pigment can be detected in the urine

before the conjunctivae become yellow, and the conjunctivse become jaundiced before the

skin. On the other hand, when jaundice is leaving a patient, the bile pigment first disappears
from the urine, wliilst the skin remains coloured for some time afterwards. There are

certain special cases, indeed, in which the skin and conjuncti\a' exhibit obvious jaimdice,

yet there is no bile pigment in the urine. This coiulition is termed acholuric jaundice
(p. .-JJ^-').

Other Secretions.—The sweat and milk of women who arc nursing may be tinged

yellow. Pleuritic, jjcricardial or peritoneal effusions may be similarly coloured. The
tears, saliva, and gastro-intestinal secretions are not affected in this manner, nor are the

meninges, brain, spinal cord, or cerebrospinal fluid.

The Faeces.—In cases of jaundice due to obstruction of the larger ducts, the fa'ces

become greyish-white or clay-coloured from lack of stercobilin, and they may contain an
excess of fat which by decomposition is likely to give the stools a very offensive smell. The
bowels are usually constipated.

The Pulse.— It is freciuently stated that the judse is apt to become much slower than
normal, es|H(ially in cases of catarrhal jaundice without jiyrcxia. It is. however, very
rare to find these slow-i)ulse cases clinically ; more often, although ))hysiol()gical experiments
show that the bile salts tend to slow the heart remarkably, the pidse-rate is accelerated,

especially in jiyrexial cases.

Bruising.—There is a marked temlcncy to capillary oozing and luemorrhagc in certain

cases ; this is important, not only from the point of view of operations, but also because of
the ready bruising of the .skin which might be mistaken for evidence of violence.

Cholaemia.—In cases of severe or long-continued jaundice, chohcmie symptoms may
supervene, namely, stupor, dcliriimi. convulsions, coma, and death.

Jaundice nuist not be mistaken for other conditions which cause yellowness of the skin.

There shoidd be but little possibility of this, provided a careful examination is made. Slight

jaundice and pernicious ana?mia ar perhaps the two conditions that may most readily
be mistaken for each other ; in the latter, however, the conjunctiva" are generally of a

pearly whiteness, however yellow the skin may be : and if the urine should be susi)iciously

dark, its colour will be found to be due to m-obilin, detected by its spectroscopic band
between the E and F lines {Fig. 36, p. 80), whilst tests for bile pigments would be negative.
If there is doubt as to the pi'esence of urobilin on direct spectroscopic examination alone,

further uiobilin tests will lie apjilied. One of the best is carried out as follows : .\ (piantity
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of the urine, Siiy an ounce, is jjoured into :i suitnlile ijlass eylinrler aeiduhitcfl vvitli a few

drops (if aeetie acid : al»)iit lialf an ounce of ainyl alcohol is tiien aildeii. and tlic mixture

is slowly shaken to and fro in the eylinfler se\eral times, alter which it is allowed to stand

for some minutes whilst the amyl alcohol scitarates to the lo|) ; the urobilin is now in solu-

tion in the amyl alcohol, which may be ])oured oft into a test-tube : on addinji a few drops
of a saturated solution of zinc acetate in eth\l alcohol to it. a beautiful red-urecn-yellow
Muoreseenee results if urobilin is present, the api)earance beiny similar to that of a wtak
solution of eosin {Pliilc .V.VA'/I'. Fin. VZ. p. 7tS) : and the absorption band of urobilin can

he seen readily throuiili it with the spectroscope. In \ery rare cases of i)erm'eious an.i'inia

there may be jaundice also. .Vcholuric jaundice cases are probably the most dilHeult to

be sure of, and in some of these the diagnosis becomes a matter of opinion.

Havinii concluded that a patient has jaundice, the next step is to decide between the

causes of the sym])tom. The followini; are the chief of them :

CAUSES OF JAUNDICE.

I. Jaundice due to Obstruction of the larger Bile-ducts, especially of the

common Bile-duct :
~

A. Causes xvitliin the Duct :
—

Gall stones

Inspissated l>ile

li. Ciiusfs iiffciiiiiff llir Wall of llir Durt :

Catarrh of the Tniicmis nu'iiiliraiie of

the duet
Catarrh of the nnieous nieniliraiie of

the (luodeinnn involvinfr and ol>-

strurtiiiLj tlu' ainpiilla of \';iter

I
Hydatid cysts

I'arasiti-s Djstoniata
I Ascarides

Catarrh ol' the pancreas spreadinf; to

and involviiiu' the ampulla of N'ater

(Chronic pancreatitis)
Carcinoma of the duet
Cicatrization following; uleeratinii <if tiic duet

Con^icnital ohiiteration of tile duct

C. Cduses ru>nj>rcssiii>i tin- Dmi fniui uulsiilc or invudiiiii it from outside :
—

Peritoneal adhesions

Enlarged portal lyniphatie ylaiids

((/) Secondary inalitliiant

{!)) I.yniphadenoinatipus
(r) Tnlirreulniis

{ft} liCukaMnie

Tumnurs ot' tlie li\'er

pancreas
duiidcumu

Tumours of tic stomach
eol.ai

v\il\i\ kidney
suprai'eiial capsule
ovai'ies

utenis
omentum

.\neiuysm of the liepatie artery

11. Jaundice without Obstruction of the larger Bile-ducts :-

A. ('(inses iissiieiiiteil -ivith Disensr of the Liver :
-

Careinomi
Cirrhosis

SiriLde
AI)scess

'

Miiltip >r py.eaue

.-Vcute yellow atrophy
Passive eon'.'cstiou froaiehronie heart failure

Sv[)hilis
.Vetive eon'^-stion

/>'. Jiiuiiiliee ill At lite Fevers ami liifei'tioiis. surli us :-

Typhus
Typhoid fever

Pyiemia
Pneumonia

Klietunatic lexer

Syphilis
VVeil's disease
Yellow fever

Phosphoi'us
Arseniuretted livdr

C. Jdundiee due to Poisons :
-

.Vnti nil in in ret ted iiyilrii;;en

.\hde IV'rn

fjen Toluylenedianiine
Trinitrotoluol

I). Jiiniidiee due to Servous Causes :
—

-Ahaital emotion
|

Coneussiun

E. Jaundiee due to Viielassified Causes :
—

i-amilial jaundiee Pernicious an;emia

I'^pideniie inleetivi' .Splenic ana'tnia

jaundiee Leuka'niia

Rclapsin",' fever

.Malaria

And scimi- other tropical
fe\ ers

Snake ]ioison
Tetraehloretharu-
DinitriilK-n/.ene

Chloride of Milphiir

Icterus neouatoriun
Icterus iira\is of eliildien
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THE DIAGNOSIS.

When tliajsinosing the cause of jaundice in any <fiven case, it is important to consider,

not only the degree of jaundice, but also the age of the patient, the history, and the signifi-

cance of any other syui])tonis wliich may be present.

Very intense jaundice and clay-coloured motions indicate some obstruction to the

common bile-duet, of which the commonest causes are catarrh, gall-stones, chronic pancrea
titis, or carcinoma.

Jaundice with rigors suggests : (1) Infective or sujipiuative cholangitis, with or without

suppurating gall-bladder from gall-stones or from carcinoma ; (2) Infective or suppurative

pyle])hlcl)itis, especially after appendicitis ; (3) Hepatic abscess (single or pya-mic).
Almost all the different causes of jaundice may also cause pyrexia, so that without

rigors the exi.stence of jjyrexia does not assist greatly in the differential diagnosis. That

cirrhosis of the liver and carcinoma of the liver arc both very apt to cause evening rises of

temperature to as nmch as 100 F., 101 F., or more, is a fact that is sometimes overlooked

(Fi<<. I(i7, p. 371, and Fig. 145).

The absence of pyrexia in a jaundice case will serve to exclude such conditions as

abscess, ])ylc|)hlebitis. cholangitis, acute specific fevers such as typhoid or Weil's disease,

and epidemic infective jaundice.

IIMt
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I. OBSTRUCTION OF THE COMMON BILE-DUCT.

.1. Within the Duct.

ilaU-sldiics may j;ivo risu to lU) syin|iti>iiis sci loiiji' as tlicv rcinaiii in tlic L;all-lilailder.

They vary in si/.o Inmi a uiaiii ol'sand tii a hens eiiii. and in a IVw oaso tlu'V may be detected

by the .i-rays (/''/i,'. 1 Ki). H' im])acted in the eystie duet, distention oi the gall-bladder may
follow, but there is no jawndiee. AVhen imi)aeted in the eommon duct, intense janndiee is

prodneed. and some enlariiement of the liver, but in the majority of eases no distention of

the i;all-l)ladder. lielore impaction of the calculus takes jijace as it moves from the gall-

bladder along the duets, intense, agonizing, colicky pain is produced, which is lirst felt in

the epigastrium and right hy|iochiindriuin. extending thence to the hack of the lower |iart

Fuj. 1 if..—skniLTiiiii nf L'.ill->rone^ : liit- twu stu

eilge. (Sliiajnim bij l<r. C. Tlfiirstuii Ui'tlitii'l, jm
'S.siiiiu Ni-luu tilt uullijie of III

Til,: Mr.Ucul Aiiiiiuil, lllU.)

of the right chest, to the back of the right shoulder, and it mav be so sexere that the patient
becomes eolla|)sed. Vomiting, pyrexia, and rigors are other sym|)toms which arf fre-

quently associated with these attacks of pain. The latter lasts a varying time according
to what happens to the calculus. If ex|)elled into the duodeniuii the severe pain ceases,

and the gall-stone may be found in the i;eces. If found, it should he extuuined carefully,
for if its surface is faceted it indicates that other gall-stones are i)rescnt, and points to the

likelihood of further attacks of colic and jaundice occurring.
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Jaundicf dependent on the passage of gall-stones usually eomes on about twelve hf)urs

after the connnencenient of the attack of colic, and persists for a varying period according
to the length of time the calculus remains in the duct. Occasionally jaundice occurs without

any previous colic. Recurring attacks of jaundice in a middle-aged woman, with or without

attacks of colic, are almost pathognomonic of gall-stones : only one other disease produces

precisely similar symptoms, namely, chronic jjancreatitis. In the latter, however, the

jaundice is apt to ])ersist longer, and it may never go coniplctely away, lessening between
the attacks, to deeijcn again with each recurrence of the acute pancreatic pain. It is often

very dilhcult without laparotomy to distinguish gall-stones from chronic jjancreatitis. The
absence of gall-stones in the fa?ees, and the presence of a positive pancreatic reaction in the

urine (see C'ammidge"s Pancreatic Reaction, p. 100), would jioint to chronic pancreatitis
rather than to gall-stones ; the former is distinguished from neoplasm by the greater amount
of pain it causes and the longer the case lasts.

There are several methods of detecting pancreatic disease, most of which depend upon
the non-entry of the pancreatic juice into the intestine. The percentage of fat in the stools

when ordinary quantities are given by the mouth is very much greater when the pancreatic

juice fails than when the liile alone fails, .so that extremely fatty iridescent stools favour

a diagnosis of ])ancreatitis or pancreatic neoplasm. The same indication is afforded when
the faeces contain a large numl)er of midigested muscle fibres : also when keratin-coated

capsules are passed midigested, or when such capsules containing methylene blue are given
without the urine subsequently turning blue. Other tests concern the tryptic activity of

the motions, and so forth, and their value is still sub judice.
If a stone remains impacted in the common duct, the jaundice is intense ; but if it soon

passes into the duodenum, the jaundice is slighter and transient.

Inspissated Bile is always mentioned as a cause of jaundice, but there are no

distinguishing signs of this condition, and it would require considerable boldness on the

part of the physician to make this the sole diagnosis. Thickening of the bile may occur

in acute fevers, poisonings, and so forth, and this is [jossibly the cause of the jaundice in

many of the cases where there is no obstruction to the large bile-ducts ; but a diagnosis
of

'

inspissated bile
'

by itself would clearly be incomplete and inadetiuate.
Parasites.—A hifdatid ri/st of the liver may happen to be in such a position as to stenose

the common bile-duct, or it might open into the gall-bladder, cystic, hepatic, or common
bile-duets. It is, however, an exceptionally rare cause of jaundice, and it could seldom

be diagnosed unless by la])arotomy.
Dislonid licpatinim.

—Tlie normal haljitation of this jiarasite is the bile-ducts of the

sheep : it is sometimes fovmd occu|)ying a similar position in man, though in England this

is of extreme rarity. The chief sym|)toms are jaundice, ascites, enlargement of the liver,

vomiting, ])yrexia, diarrhiea, and pain in the right hypochondrium. If circumstances

should suggest this infection, the vomit and the stools should be examined for flukes, and
the stools for ova, which are large, brown, and opcrculated, measuring 0'13 by -08 mm,

Ascaris lumbricoides (round worm).—This parasite inhabits the upper part of the

small intestine and measures from 15 to 45 cm. in length. It seems to have a special tendency
to force itself into small orifices, and it has been recorded as becoming impacted in the

common bile-duct, with jaiuidice as the result. The worms tlremselves seldom produce

symptoms, and unless they are actually found in the duct they coidd never be diagnosed
with certainty as the cause of jaimdice. Even if tlie worms or their ova were foimd in the

patient's ftcces, it would be a hold thing to diagnose that an ascaris iiniiacted in the bile-

duct was the cause of the jaundice.

B. Causes affecting the Wall of the Duct.

Catarrh of the Mucous Membrane of the BUc-ilucI (catarrhal jaundice).
—This is a common

cause of jaundice
—in young people the most common of all. It is due to the obstruction

cavised by the swelling of the mucous membrane, and it is almost im|)ossible to distinguish

clinically between cases in which the catarrh is confined to the bile-duets, and those in

which it began in the duodenum and thence extended to the biliary pa])illa. It is usually

preceded by gastro-intestinal disturbances, especially epigastric discomfort and dyspepsia.
The jaundice develo])s almost suddenly in many cases, and it may become intense, the

stools being clay-coloured and the urine dark with l)ile )iignient. There may be a slight
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rise of temperature at first, the ])ulse may be less aecelerated than would lie |)i(]|i(>rlii)iiate

to the temperature, and in quite rare cases it is absolutely slowed down to K), or cvin :{() ;

the liver and spleen may lie enlarged slif>htly, the tongue furred and the breath foul : loss

of appetite, nausea, constipation, a feelin}; of weiiiht and discomfort in the riijht hypo-
chondriac rcfijon may also be prominent sym|)toms. In mild cases the jaundice is slight

and disappears at the end of one, two, or three weeks : sometimes it lasts as long as eight

weeks, or even more. In considering the diagnosis, it should be renu'inbered that jaundice
in a child or a young adult is most likely to be due to catarrh. The slightness of the pain

helps to exclude gall-stones and chronic pancreatitis, and malignant disease is renilered

improbable if the jaundice presently clears up, and if the patient docs not emaciate. There

is a growing belief that so-called catarrhal jaundice is really a specific infectious fever allied

to the exanthemata, and many instances of its affecting several members of a faniilv or

school or village within a sliort period of one another arc on rfcord.

Caldirh of thr Pancreatic Ducts, extending to the am])ulla of \ater and so to the l>ile-

ducts. has already been discussed under climiiic pancreatitis above. It differs from catarrh

starting in the duodemnn or in the bile-duct by being associated with ])eriodic attacks of

colicky epigastric pain resembling gall-stone colic.

Cicatrizatiiin follincing I'lceration <>( tJic Duct. -Simple fibrous stricture of the l)ile-duets

is a possible but rare result of ulceration due to gall-stones. If the cystic <luct is thus

stenosed. distention of the gall-bladder williout jaundice follows : if the hepatic duct,

jaundice and enlargement of the liver without distention of the gall-blaililer : and if the

common duct, intense jaundice, enlargement of the liver, and possibl\ . Iiut not necessarily,

distention of the gall-bladder. It is ])ractically im|)ossiblc to diagnose between tliis

condition and im])acted gall-stones during life. excc])t by la])aro(«)my.

Congenital Otjliteralian <if titc liile-daets. .laundiee in infants is almost always transient,

icterus neonatorum develo])ing al)out the third day and jjassing off in a week or less. If an

infant shoidd remain ])ersistently jaundiced, a gra\e condition is almost certainly |>resent,

though only a post-mortem examination, as a rule, can decide whether it is due to congenital

syphilis with or without cirrhosis and per\ ions duets, to congenital obliteration of the bile-

ducts, or to icterus gravis." the last term luing used when the child dies and no obvious

cause for tlie jaundice can be found post mortirn. As regards congenital ol)litcration of the

bile-ducts. l)oys are artccted more frequently than girls. Jaundice may be present at birth

or appear on the second day. or even as late as the fourteenth day. .\t first it is slight. l)Ut

soon becomes intense. Constipation, ])ale motions, bile in the urine, and spontaneous
ha>niorrhages—especially from the imibilicus— are the most ])rominent symptoms. Death

may take place in two or three weeks when h.emorrhage occurs, but if there is no bleeding
life may be |)rolonged for six or seven months. Increasing jaundice, colourless motions,

bile-stained urine, and s])ontaneous ha'morrhages would point to some condition more
serious than icterus neonatorum.

f. Causes Compressing the Duct from Outside or Invading it from Outside.

Wlien coiniiressioii of the connnon bile-duet is spoken of. the term invasion of it would
often In- more correct, especially when tlie so-called eomi)ression is due to secondary

deposits of malignant disease in the lymphatic glaiuls in the j)ortal fissure. In almost all

cases of the kind jaundice is persistent, and it is often progressive, although there may be

slight variations in its depth.

Enlarged (ilanils in the Pinlal Fissure. a. Sixondahv MAi.n;N.\Nr (Ji.ands.—The

lymphatic glands in the portal fissure are very lialjle to become enlarged from deposits of

secondary growth in cases of abdominal malignant disease. Jaundice with or without

ascites is a prominent indication of such a condition, and when both jaundice and ascites

are present in a case of malignant disease of the stomach or intestine, whether the liver is

enlarged or not, it is |)robable that there are enlarged malignant glands in the portal
fissure. The dillieulty of diagnosis arises in cases in which no primary growth can be

found. In a fair number of these it is either in the rectum, colon, or jiancreas.
h. Lv.MiMiADKNO-MATOis Gi.ANDS.—The ])ortal glands occasi(jnally become enlarged

in cases of lymjihadenonia (IIodgkin"s disease), or lynqjhosarcoma, with a similar result.

The presence of enlarged superficial lymph glands and enlargement of the s))leen and
liver, together with a simple ana-mia without leucoeytosis. would suggest this diagnosis.
In most cases of lymphadenoma in which jaundice occurs it is a late symptom, arising

long after the correct diagnosis has alrcadv been ma<le.
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c. TrBEUCtLOUS Glands.—Althoush the jilaiids in tlic jjortal fissure frequently
become caseous in cases of tuberculous peritonitis, they rarely compress the bile-duet

and cause jaundice.
(I. Lymphatic Leuk.emic Glands.—The visceral glands may become enormously

enlarsed in some cases of lymphatic leukiiemia, and in rare instances those in the portal
fissure have led to jainidice. The diai^nosis is easy, even if the spleen and supertieial

lymphatic glands are not enhuged. for a blood-count would show that the total nunil)er

of leucocytes per c.mm. of blood was raised to anything between .5(),()()() and 2.000. ()()().

whilst the differential leucocyte count would sliow a great preponderance of lymphocytes.
TiiDioiiis (if ilie Liver.—Any disease which causes a local enlargement of the liver, e.g.,

carcinoma, sarcoma, abscess, gimmia. or hydatid, in the immediate neighbourhood of the

portal tissure, may compress the common bile-duet and lead to jaundice. On account of the

close relationship between the bile-duct and the portal vein, ascites is e<)ually liable to be

produced. The association, therefore, of jaundice and ascites with a local enlargement
of the liver would point to this last-mentioned condition being the cause of the two former.

In many such cases, however, the jaimdiee is really due to dept)sits in the portal lymphatic

glands ; for if the latter escape there may be numbers of malignant deposits in the liver

without any jaundice at all.

Tiiiiioiirs IIf the Pdncreas—A tumour of the luail of the pancreas generally causes jaimdiee

by invading the orifice of the common bile-duet. In some cases, situated far back in the

abdomen, a mass can be felt which, on account of its close proximity to the aorta, may
present distinct transmitted pulsation. It may prove dilHcult, without artificially inflating

the stomach, to distinguish it from a tumour of the latter or of the liver. A pancreatic
tumour is situated behind the stomach, and docs not, as a rule, move on respiration, though
if attached to the portal hssure it moves with the liver, (ilycosuria and fatty stools would
be strong evidence in favour <if a pancreatic tumour, even if no tiunour were palpable.
The tests mentioned on ])age 101 coidd be employed here too. The gall-bladder is apt to

become greatly distended : indeed, jjersistent and increasing jaundice and decided enlarge-

ment of the nail-bladder in a person of the cancer age are probably the most characteristic

sym|)toms of carcinoma of the head of the pancreas.
Tiinwiirs of the Duodenum.—Primary carcinoma of the duodenimi is very rare, but

when it does occur it usually arises in the immediate neighbourhood of the biliary papilla,
and by obstructing the conunon bile-duct causes ])ersistent jaundice, with progressive
emaciation.

Tniiiiinrs iif tlie SlunuuJi.—.\ carcinomatous tumour of the ])yloric end ol' the stomach

may become adherent to the i)ortal fissure and cause jaundice by compressing the common
I)ile-duct. If. however, the existence of a gastric carcinoma were known in a |)atient wlio

develoi)e(l jaundice, the chances would be strongly in favour of the latter being due to

obstruction, not by the primary growth, but by secondary deposits in the portal lymph-
glands. It should also be borne in mind, however, that even when carcinoma exists, a

microbial catarrh of the duodenum may cause transient non-malignant jaundice.
Tumours of the Colon.—Carcinoma of the hepatic flexure or transverse colon may

become adherent to the liver and cause jaundice by compressing the common bile-duet.

It may be dillicult to distinguish such a tumour from a local enlargement of the liver : but

consti])ation. vomiting. tymi)anitic distention of the intestine, and the jjassagc of blood

per rectum would ])oint to a growth in the colon. In most of such cases, however, the

obstruction to the bile-ducts is not by the ])rimary growth, but by secondary dejMjsits in

the ))ortal glands. The importance of rectal examination has already been insisted on,

whilst much hel|) in diagnosis may also be afforded by serial .c-ray examination of the

alimentary canal after a bisnuith or barium meal.

Tumours of the Right Kidncij.
—Large tumours of the right kidney, especially malignant

growths, may compress the bile-duct and cause jaundice. If the tumour becomes adherent

to the liver it is dillicult to distinguish it from an enlargement of that organ, as the liver and
the enlarged kidney would move together during respiration. If the abdomen is palpated

bimanually. however, the loin may be felt to be filled out behind : and. in front, tlie edge
of the liver may be distinguished lying over the front of the tumour, and it mav be possible

to detect a vertical band of colonic resonance over the otherwise dull mass. Ha'maturia,

albuminuria, or jiyuria woidd be additiunal evidence of renal disease.
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Tiansitoi'v attacks of slij^ht jaundice arc not uucoinnion in assuc'ial ion with nioxalilc

kidruv. This is possibly due to comijression of the conuiion bile-duct b\ the kidney, but

it may also result from the associated entero])tosis causino' a drag' on Ihe <luiidi-num, and

a kinkiny of the ci>nnnon l)ile-dnet. 'I'he diafinosis of luovable kidney is not dillienlt. Ilie

position and the mobility of the tumour, and the curious sickeuini; sensation c\|ierirnced

l)y the j)atient when it is compressed, beini; suiyieicntly characteristic.

Tumours of the Riglit Siijiniicinil C'lipsiile.
—Malignant growth of the right suprarenal

capsule is verv rare, but it may give rise to an enormous tumour which is dillicult to

distinguish from a renal, or even in some cases a hepatic, enlargement. .Malignant disease

of one capsule causes no symptoms of .\ddison"s disease if the otiier remains healthy.

In children, liypernephroma may be suggested by tlie jiremature dexeiopment of puliie

hair (sec j). lOS).

Oriiridii 'riimoiiis. -\ large ovarian cyst ma\ extend upwards to the portal tlssurc.

com])ress the common bile-duct, and cause jaundice, but such a eom|ilication is rare : indeed.

when jaundice is associated with ovarian tumoui- the sus])ieion will naturally !» that the

latter is malignant and that there are secondary deposits in the glands in the portal tissure

obstructing the large bile-ducts. Ascites is very apt to be present at the same time, sd that

unless the existence of an ovarian tumour is already known, or unless its cxislcnie can be

determined by abdominal, vaginal, or rectal e\amination. there may be n\iieh dillieulty

in determining the precise cause of the jaundice, though if cirrhosis of the lixcr can be

excluded, some form of malignant disease \vill proliably be suspected.

TiiiiKKiiK (if Ihe rienis.—A large IniTiour of the uterus may cause jaundice in a similar

manner to an ovarian tumour, but cncu more rarely.

Tiiiiioiiis of the Omeiitnni. \ large omental tumour may com|)rt'ss the bile-duet and

thus cause jaimdicc. but it is an exceedingly rare result of svich a condition. Whellur

malignant or tuberculous, it usually lies across the upper i)art of the abdomen, is snperlieial.

and mo\es slightlv with respiration. If it has become adherent to tin' liver it may be

dillicult to distinguish it from a local eidargement of the latter. In any ease, the jaundice
will |irobabl\ be diagnosed as due to deposits lubereulous or malignant in the portal

glands, ralhia- than to the omiaital mass itself.

Aiteiiijisiii iif the Hepatic .Irteri/. ('(ilinc .l.iis. or .thiloiiiioal Aorta. An aneurysm of Ihe

he])atic artery is decidedly rare, but it is by no means unheard of in cases of lim^aling

endocarditis with embolism. .laundiee is intense, on account of the close pro\inut\ of

the hepatic artery to the common bile-duct. .\ correct diagnosis would be almost impos-ilile

during life, especially in view of the fai't that jaundice may occur in fungating endocarditis

cases simi)lv from the ins|iissation of the bile that results from the toxaemia and fever.

.\neurysm of the eo-liae axis or u]>per part of the abdominal aorta is also a very rare

cause of jaundice. An abdominal tumour with marked expansile pulsation, a systolic bruit,

and abilominal ])ain. are the most important diagnostic signs, especially if they occur in

a person who is known to have had syjihilis.

II. JAUNDICE WITHOUT OBSTRUCTION OF THE LARGER BILE-DUCTS.

.1. Causes associated with Disease of the Liver.

Carciiaiiiia of Ihe Liver.—Jaundice occurs in more than .">() per cent of th<' cases of

malignant disease of the liver, whether sceoucUny or |irimarv : it is seldom. howe\( r, that

the masses in the liver itself cause the jaundice, but rather the associated deposits in the

j)ortal glands. .\ li\cr may contain hundreds of nodules of new growth without there being

either jaundice or ascites if the |)ortal glands esca|)e. Jaundice brought about in this

manner is i)ermancnt. and when the common duct is involved is intense. 'Ihe skin, which

at iirst is a deep orange, becoiues greenish, and linally the dark olive-green tint \\hieh is

almost ))athognomonic of jaimdicc due to lualignant disease. Increasing jaundice in .i

l)atient over K) vears of age. who has been ill less than six months, who has progressix ely

wasted and become weaker, and whose liver is enorTuously enlarged, hard, and nodular.

points without nnich doubt to malignant disease, though careful search luay be recpiired

before the jjrimarv source is found. The nodules may even be felt to be nmbilieated.

Primary carcinoma of the liver should not be diaunosed until a \ cry careful ])hysical

examination has failed to furnish exidence of Ihe primary growth in some other organ.
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Cirrho.ii.i.—In many cases of cirrhosis of the Uver the late or multilobular stage of the

disease may be reached without there having been any jaundice at all. If it occurs late

in the disease, when ascites is already present, the jaundice is usually sliglit. Ascites is the

most constant and characteristic feature at this late stage of cirrhosis, but when sliglit

jaundice and ascites are associated in a patient who gives a definite history of alcoholism,

and also has symptoms and shows signs of this condition (p. 726), and has a hard liver with

a well-defined and beaded edge, the diagnosis of cirrhosis of the liver is not difficult. Some-

times, however, jaundice is a marked feature of the case at an early stage, when the organ
is still large and the fibrosis unilobidar. and at this time ascites is conspicuous by its absence.

In most of these cases there is an evening rise of tem|)erature to about 100° F. {Fig. 167. ]).

371). The liver is considerably enlarged, its surface is smooth, firm perhaps, and tender,

and its edge is even and well defined, reaching to the level of the umbilicus or even below it.

The jaundice may pass off, and the patient survive many years before the multilobular

ascitic stage of his malady is reached ; on the other hand, if the jaundice persists anil

deepens, the prognosis is grave ;
chola^mia sets in, drowsiness and muttering delirium

passing on to coma and death.

There is a peculiar form of cirrhosis of the liver (Hanoi's) which affects several members

of the same family, and whose first symptom in each patient is jaundice. The disease

appears not to be caused by alcohol, syphilis, or malaria. It is possible for the patient to

live many years with more or less jaundice all the time. The icteric tinge of the skin is

often unaccompanied by bile ))igment in the urine in these chronic cases—a variety of

acholuric jaundice. The liver is enlarged and hard, and the spleen is also moderately
increased in size. The diagnosis is arrived at by enquiring into the family history.

There is another malady, known as familial acholuric jaundice (Plate XVIII), which

simulates Hanofs cirrhosis very closely during life, but is found at operation or post

mortem to present no hepatic cirrhosis. Several members of the same family are

aliectcii. the spleen is enlarged considerably, the symptoms develoi) either soon after birth

or during the first ten years of life, jjrogress slowly, with periods of remission, and during

exacerbations there is considerable chlorotic ana-mia, associated with fragility of the red

corpuscles as tested with varying strengths of salt solution, and a consequent tendency
to lia-morrhages of all kinds—luematemesis, haemoptysis, epistaxis and ))urpura in particular.

The pathology of this condition is still obscure : some of the cases give a positive

Wassermann test and appear to be due to congenital syphilis ; these are differentiated

by some observers from what they term true familial acholuric jaundice, in which the

Wassermann test is negative. Excision of the spleen has cured not a few of these cases.

There is yet another jiarticular variety of cirrhosis of the liver which occurs in children

and yoimg peojile, and is characterized by enormous enlargement of the spleen, slight

enlargement of the liver, ana-mia without leucocytosis, luematemesis, clubbing of the fingers,

jaundice, and stunted growth. It (liifers from Hanofs cirrhosis in that the liver is smaller

and the siileen larger, and from the latter feature of the case it is termed splcnumcgalic

cirrhnsis.

Single or Tropical .Ihscess.—In cases of single or tropical abscess of the liver intense

jaundice is rare, and it is only likely to occur when the abscess bulges in the region of the

portal fissure. The general ajipearance of a patient who is suffering from hepatic abscess

may, however, be mistaken for jaundice, because the conqilcxion is sallow, and the conjunc-

tiva" may even have a slightly ieteroid tinge. The urine, however, seldom contains bile

])igment. The disease mostly affects people who have resided in the troi)ics, [jarticularly

those who have had dysentery. The diagnosis is discussed on p. 3<i!»). Should the abscess

open into the lung, the dull reddish pus expectorated wdulil ])oint to its origin in the liver

even though no Aniaba' clyscntcriw be fovmd in the pus.

Multiple Abscesses in the Liver might theoretically arise by infection through any one

of four different channels, namely, the portal vein, the bile-ducts, the hepatic artery, and

the lymphatics. In practice only the first two are important, giving rise to suppurative

P!llc)ihlebitis on the one hand, and suppurative cholangitis on the other. There are really

no sharp lines of demarcation between non-suppurative and sujipurative inflammations of

these channels ; there are all intermediate stages between simjile catarrh of the ducts and

acute supjiurative cholangitis : and there are similar degrees of inltammation in the case of

the portal venules, .laiindiee is almost constantly a symi)tom of cholangitis, and the
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//.;. 14 7 iiii'lei" the ,',-i'i. u!ijr;-tivo.

iliauiuisis is arrived at wlirii a eaiiM' Inr fliolaiijiitis i-xists, Midi as ^^all-stonos, carcinoiiui

111' the <;all-l)Iaflder, empyema uf the jiall-Madder after tyj)lioid fever, and when the patient's

h\ er eiUarjies and becomes tender, especially if rigors also occur from time to time. Su|)pura-

li\e ])vlephk-l)itis is diafjnosed less easily,

and in<ieed it is often overlooked as a

cause for an obscure febrile illness

accompanied by riaors. .\l)out half the

patients who have it dexilop jaundii'c,

and one \ cry imjiortant point is that.

in oxer half the cases, the cause of the

inh'ctiiin of the ])cirlal \iin is a recent

mild attack of appendicitis. If. Ihcre-

liiic-. a |iatienl wIki has recently had

pains (ir dist'ond'oil in the riiiht iliac

fiissa ])resently beaius to ild liadly.

<levelopini; ])yrexia and rigors without

apparent cause, and if that patient iu

the course of a week or so develops a

tiii<>e of jaimdice and a slightly enlarged

liver, the i;rave diajiuosis of infectixe

pyleiihlcbif is shoidd sujjuest itself.

iu .Iciitc Yellow Atr(>])li!i of the Liver

jaundice is one of the earliest symptoms.
In the early stajics bile ])ii;incnt may be

found in the urine, but towards the enil.

when the skin becomes arcen. (Jmelin's

reaction camiot be obtained, or only a trace of pianu'ut can be delected (acholuric jaundice).
The disease is rare. It allects females imder :!l) years of aye nnu-c frequently than males,

and in a adud many cases has been preceded by IViaht, nr severe mental cmiiti(in.(jr ehild-

biith. It usually commt'iiccs in the

same maimer as an attack of catar-

rhal jaimdiee. with nausea, vmnitina,
liiss (if appetite, constipation, and

pain iu the liaht hypochondrium.
.\t the eml cif two or three weeks
a sudden chanae occurs, which com-
mences with severe vomitina. head-

ache, restlessness, followed by deli-

rium, convulsions, and coma. The

tem]icrature rises tii Ktl !". or KfJ '

!•'.. and the ])ulse becomes ra])i(l.

Tlie tonane is dry and brown. There
is a tendency to ha'morrhaae from
various [larts. e.a., epistaxis. ha-ma-

temesis. mehena. and metrorrhaaia.
The most important diaanostic sians

are the remarkable diminution (jf

urea and uric acid, and the presence
of leueiu (Fi^. 1 1-7) and tyrosin (Fig.
1 IU) in the urine : also the rapiil

diininntion in the extent of the

hepatic dullness which takes place
after the development of the above-

mentioned nervous symptoms. The
duration of the malady, in the

majority of cases, is under fourteen days from the time of the suilden ehaiiae in the

type of the jaundice.
The striking resemblance between this disease and that producible by poisons

fig. 148.—Tyrosm crystals, a3 seen umler tlie higli power uf tin-

iiittToscope ; sheaves of colourless neeiltes, eoarser nrid shorter tliau those
of lilienyl-L'lucosazone (/"/;/. 127. p. 'Jill-'j. which are yellow.
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suggests that in it there is toxa<inic catarrh of the bile-ducts—that is, a catarrh produced

by the excretion tlirougli the bile of injurious products wliich cause extensive degenerative

changes in the liver cells. A condition which resembles acute yellow atrophy very closely
in its clinical features has affected not a few ])ersons engaged in the vainishiiig of the wings
of aeroplanes, or occupied uiton the premises in which this work is being carried on. The
varnish used is a very special one, composed of acetate of cellulose dissolved in a mixture

of spirit, acetone, benzol, and tetrachlorethane. It is the vapour of the latter which is the

cause of the toxic symjitoms : in milder cases recovery occurs when the patient is removed
from the works on account of continued ill-health with more or less severe gastro-intestinal

symptoms—especially flatulent dyspe])sia. vomiting, epigastric jiains and loss of ai)petite ;

those who remain exposed to the vapour for weeks or months develop jaundice in addition—
at first exactly like a simple catarrhal jaundice, but soon jiassing on to a serious and gener-

ally fatal stage ]ireciselv similar to that of acute yellow atrophy of the liver, though generally
without leucin and tyrosin in the urine. A somewhat similar condition has resulted

from the effects of {linilrobcnzene. used in the manufacture of high explosives such as roburite

and bellite ; from Iriiiilrotoluol. and from the use of chloride of sulphur by rubber workers.

The diagnosis is suggested by the circumstances of the occupation. Post mortem the liver

in these cases is shrunken and discoloured, just as it is in acute yellow atrophy.
Passive Congestion (nutmeg liver).

—Jaundice occurs in severe cases of passive conges-
tion, especially as the result of long-standing mitral stenosis, or of fibrosis of the lung with

ultimate failure of the right side of the heart. It is usually but an icteric tinge, but when
severe its association with cyanosis gives a curious dusky-green tint to the skin, especially

that of the face. (Edema of the legs and ascites are also present as a rule. The liver is

considerably enlarged, its edge is sharp and well defined, its surface smooth, firm, tender,

and possibly pulsating. .Jatuidiee from this cause should not be difficult to diagnose. If

in a chronic heart case there are both pyrexia and jaundice, fungating endocarditis is

probable.

Si/philis.
—Congenital sy])hilis may cause jaundice in infants or young children as the

residt of intralobular fibrosis, but it is jiossiblc for tlie latter to be extensive without there

being any jaimdice, and even where tlie latter is ])resent it is usually slight. If associated

witli uniform enlargement of the liver, wasting, and other signs of congenital syphilis, the

diagnosis is not dillicult.

In an adult it is possible for gummata to cause jaundice by compressing the ducts, but

this is distinctly rare. The local enlargement of the liver and pyrexia may lead to a diagnosis
of abscess or of secondary carcinoma. A careful examination must be made for signs of

.syphilis : in some cases it is not until antisyphilitic remedies have been administered and

the effect watched that a correct diagnosis can be made. If there are any active lesions of

the skin or mucous memljranes, it may be ])ossibIe to detect the Spirocli(rln piillidu micro-

sco]>ieally (see 7^/«^ XXl'III. Fig. J, ]>. (ilJ) : or the patient's serum mtiy be examined in

the laboratory for Wassermann's reaction.

Probably the commonest period at which syphilis may be directly responsible for

jaundice is the secondary stage, when it is apt to cause catarrh of many different glandular
duets, including those of the liver. The symptoms will be very like those of simple
catarrhal jaundice, together with the roseola, the sore throat, the pyrexia, the albumiiuiria,

and other signs of secondary syphilis.

Aciiie Congestion.
—Active congestion of the liver is a diagnosis that some observers

wimld not hold with, whilst others are convinced that it is not an uncommon result of many
of the acute fevers, such as malaria, and that it may arise from insullicient exercise associated

with alcoholism and over-eating. ])articvilarlv in Kuro])eans who live in the tropics. The
liver is slightly enlarged and tender. The chief symptoms are slight jaundice, pain, and

a feeling of fullne.is. weight, and oppression in the right hypocliondrium, which sensations

are nuich increased by pressure ; also i)ain in the right shoulder, a l)itter taste in the mouth,

nausea, sickness, a furred tongue with indented edges, constipation, and scanty high-

coloured urine. There may be a temperature of 102° F., and then care mu.st be taken to

distinguish it from hepatic abscess. An absence of leucoeytosis would be in favour of

congestion and against suppuration. If due to malaria, an examination of stained blood-

films should demonstrate the presence of malaria parasites. It is clearly impossible to

distinguish clinicallv between active congestion of the liver and catarrh of tlie bile-duets.
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B. Jaundice in Acute Fevers.

Mfiliiria.—Slight jiuindioo may oftiir in Idiio-coiitiiiued ttitian ami usti\<)-aiituiiinal

infections, and on account of tlie associated irrcifiilar pyrexia it may lead to a mistaken

diagnosis of liei)atic abscess. Microsc()i)ie examination of stained hlood-fdms. and the

discovery of tlie characteristic jiarasites in the red blood-corpuscles {Plate XXl'II/. p.
614), are tlie most couchisive evidence of malaria. Jaundice may also occur as a result of
malarial cirrhosis. It should be borne in mind that the parasites disappear rajjidly from
the blood in cases in which (|uinine has been administered recently. It is important, there-

fore, to examine blood-tilms before quinine is given, and if possible at the very start of an

ague fit, at which time the>- are at their most tyi)ical stage of development. If rjuinine
has been given already, however, there will still be presumptive evidence of malaria if

there is no leucocytosis, and if the differential leucocyte count shows a decidc<l increase
in the jjrojiortion of large hyaline lymphocytes—up to 1.) i)er cent or more.

Tj/pliiis Fncr.—Jaundice may occur occasionally in this disease, which, fortunately,
is nov.- extremely rare in (ireat IJritain. but it may reappear in any country during times of
famine or distress ; or during war, as in Servia and other regions during the l^lurojican War.
It is a disease of p(jverty, famine, dirt, and s(|ualor, and is sjiread by lice. The onset is

more sudden, and the jirostralion occurs earlier and is more marked, tiian in tvphoid fever.
There is often a slight leucocytosis. The rash appears from the third to the fifth day,
and consists of a dusk\ red ttling -the nudberry rash—rose-coloured jiapules whi<-h

appear on the abdomen and chest, together with a e.rlain munber of i)etechia'
- the latter

not being found in tyijlioid eases. The lexer tends to terminate by crisis rather than

by lysis. \\ idal's reaction is negativt'.

Typlidiil Fever.—.Jaundice is rare in this disease : il oeeu?-red in only llirrc nut of Osier's
series of 82!) cases. It is due to an iullammation of the bile [lassagcs by typhoid bacilli.

The gall-bladder may become enlarged aud tender, and give rise to a typical palpable
tumour, though this may also occur in typhoid fever without any jaundice at all. It

arises occasionally as a complication in the course of the disease, or it may be a secjucla. or

again it may be an early and prominent symptom for which the patient seeks advice, t'ases

have been recorded of jirimary typhoid infection of the gall-bladder and bile-ducts without
any accompanying ulceration of the intestine. The low pulse ratio when compared with
the temperature, e.g., a i>ulse of DO with a temiicrature of lOi F., the presence of tyjiical
rose-red spots on the abdomen, enlargement of the spleen, leucopcnia, and a positive Witlal's
reaction, are the most imi)ortant signs which would point to a diagnosis of tyjihoid fever,

Pi/d-niia and Seplicwiiiid.—.Jaundice is irec|uently a late symptom of pyaemia, aud may
or nuiy not be associated with the presence of multiple abscesses in the liver. It is more
likely to occur in cases of |)orfal than arterial pyiemia. Rigors, high irregular temperature,
rajiid imlse. ])rofuse sweating, rajiid iinaciation. and progressive loss of streniith. arc

symptoms which, if developing after ])artiu-ition. wounds, or oijcrations, would ])oint without
much doubt to a diagnosis of py;emia. In some instances of acute septicaemia due to

streptococci, staphylococci, and perhaps other micro-organisms, there has been intense

jaundice of the skin and conjunctiva- of a peculiar mustard-yellow tint, without the urine

giving a positive Gnielin's test. The urine may or may not be discoloured—in some instaiues
it looks merely concentrated, in others it looks almost like porter, and yet it gives no |)lay
of colour to the nitric acid test : the cause of this would seem to be the oxidation of the

pigment before it reaches the urine. This oceurreuce of acholuric jaimdicc in sei)tic cases
is very reuuirkable, and it may be a confusing factor in the case.

Pneiniioiiia.—.Jaundice occurs occasionally as a com|ilication of ])ncumonia. It varies

very much in its frequency in different epidemics of the disease. It is noticed soon after
the initial rigor, but is rarely inten.se. It is probably due to engorgement of the liver and
catarrh of the bile-ducts. Its more frequent association with right basal jineumonia is

suggestive. The sudden onset with a rigor, the high tem])erature, the rapid resi)iration-rate,
which is above the ordinary temperature and res]jiration ratio, and the comparatively slow
pulse (e.g.. T. 104° F., R. 40. P. 100). the characteristic tenacious, russet-brown sputuln, the
short catchy cough, the pain in the side, the pleuritic rub, and the signs of consolidation
of the lung, the hot dry skin, the deficiency of chlorides in the urine, and the occurrence
of herjies facialis, are the accompanying indications which in the majority of cases would
point to a diagnosis of pneumonia.
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Infectious or Kpiilemic Jaundice (Weil's Disease) is characterized by a sudden onset

witli jiyrexia, severe pain in tlie back and limbs, headache, and giddiness, followed in a day
or two by jaundice, enlargement of the liver and spleen, and nephritis. The jaundice
becomes intense within twenty-tour liours. the temperature rises to 103" F. to lOi' F., and
the pidse becomes rapid. Nephritis, next to jaundice, is one of the most constant features

of this disease. Males between 15 and 30 are most affected, and it is connected with

insanitary surroimdings. Butchers appear to be particularly susceptible. It is practically
unknown in England.

Yellotc Fever in some respects resembles acute yellow atrophy of the liver, but the

liver does not atrojihy. neither does the spleen enlarge, and crystals of leuein and tyrosin
are not found in the urine. It is essentially a tropical or sul)-tropical disease, prevalent in

the \Vest Indies and Central and South America. The incubation period is from three to

four days, and the onset sudden, with rigors, headache. ])ain in the back and limbs, and

constipation. Jaundice is an early symptom, and one of the most characteristic, but it

varies in intensity, being much more severe in fatal than in mild cases. The temperature
rises to 102° F. or 103° F. ; the pulse is rapid at first, but may fall as the temperature rises,

and this is regarded as a very typical sign of the disease. .Vlbuminuria, black vomit,

ha-morrhage from the gums and beneath the skin, are other important symptoms. A
sporadic case occurring iti this country would probably be looked upon as acute yellow

atrophy of the liver imless a delinite history of exposure to infection was obtainable. It may
be (lillicnit to distinguish it from dengue (p. 406) and pernicious malaria. From the latter

it can be diagnosed if crescents are discovered in the blood (Plate XXI'III. Fig. K. ]). 614).

IteUipsing Fever.—Jaundice is a common symptom of this contagious fever, which is

prevalent in India, and is liable to arise in other countries in times of famine. It is spread

by bed-bugs. Considerable enlargement of the liver and spleen, and a good deal of abdo-

minal pain and tenderness, are ])resent in mo.st cases ; also epistaxis and ha-matemcsis. The
most characteristic feature of the disease is the temperature, which rises abruptly to 104"

or 10.5°, and even to 108 F.. remains high for five or six days, and then suddenly falls to

normal when, after an interval of about a week, it again rises and remains high for three or

four days (Fig. 5. ]). '11). During the jjcriods of jjyrexia the Spiroclurta olicrnieieri (Plate

Willi. Fig. I. p. 614) may be found on examining blood-films prejiared and stained

in the same manner as for the detection of malaria parasites. Tlie blood examination

serves to distinguish it from malaria.

('. Jaundice due to Poisons.

Pliosphorus.—Jainidice. tliongh by no means constant, is one of the most characteristic

symptoms of phosphorus poisoning. It is slight at first. ap|)earing on the second or third

day in severe cases, but in mild ones not until the end of the first week, or even later. This

form of jjoisoning is rare in this country since the stringent law regulating the manufacture

of matches from the non-poisonous form of the drug has been in force. In the cases which
<lo occur, the phosphorus has been taken in the form of match-heads or rat paste, with suicidal

intent. At first the signs are those of acute irritant poisoning, coming on soon after the

phosphorus has been swallowed, viz. : nausea, vomiting, severe burning pains in the epigas-

trium, collapse, extreme thirst, rapid feeble pulse, rapid respiration, and tenderness in

the epigastrium and right hypochondriac regions. In many cases that receive treatment

early these acute irritant symptoms subside in a day or two, and recovery results. If they
<lo not thus subside, however, after from two to five days the symptoms change, the vomit

becomes black or linnvnish from the presence of blood, jaundice ai)|>ears and rapidly deepens,
the liver enlarges, and headache, drowsiness, delirivun. convulsions, and coma su])ervene,

followed shortly by death. If hepatic enlargement cannot be ascertained it may Ije dillicult

to distinguisli ))hos]>liorus ixiisoning from acute yellow atro])hy of the liver. H;cmi)rrhages,

although common, are not as frequent as in acute yellow atrophy. The urine is concentrated

and strongly acid : the total nitrogen is first reduced, as in cases of starvation, to about

one-fourth the usual, and then, in spite of the fact that the patient can retain no food, it

rises to the usual amoimt. Urea forms the greater part of the total nitrogen, but towards

the end the total amount of ammonia is increased. Leuein and tyrosin are not usually
found, and the chlorides arc diminished. The condition of the urine, therefore, forms a

contrast to the changes which are found in cases of acute yellow atrophy. The clrief
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indications of tlio disease that arc fimnd post mortem arc jaundice, nmllipic punctH'orin

lixmorrliajfcs, fatty desjeneration ni flic liver. I<idncys and heart, and enlargement of the

spleen.
Arseiiiiiri Ifdl lliidingiii caust's iaMndicc in a similar manner In tnUiylcncdianiine.

thronyli Itlood destruction and extreme ennccntration of the hile ; the increase of Ijile

pigment may l)e to three and a half times more than its normal amount. The bile acids

are diminished.

Tiiliii/lciiriliiitiniif has hcen used for experimental purpiiscs. and its action has helped
to prove that so-called ha'matogennns jaundice is really due to nhstruetion of the smaller

ducts through increased viscidity of the bile. When injected into dogs it soon produces
intense jaundice ; it causes destruction of blood, and the lucmoglobin thus liberated increases

the viscidity of the bile, sd that temporary obstrnctinii of the smaller ducts, followed liy

jaundice, rcsidts.

Triniililonlliiinc. Diiiilrobcmciiv. and Cliluridc iif Sulphur arc discussed abo\e.

SiKikc I'disDii.—Jaundice is a common residt of snake-bite, and is produced in a similar

manner to the last three forms described, vi/,. : as a result of concentration and increased

viscidity of the bile leading to obstruction of the smaller bile-ducts. The diagnosis de])enils

upon the history. The sym|)toms vary with the kind of snake that has bitten the patient.

In England the only poisonous variety is the adder or viper, whose bite is followed almost

at once by a burning local pain, cpiickly succeeded by acute ascending cedema and darkening
discoloration of the limb. The patient is nauseated and presently vomits, he turns giddy
and faint, has to lie down, and in from one to three hours is completely prostrated, often

comatose, and covered with clammy perspiration. The temperature falls below normal,

the pulse may be almost imijcrceptiblc. and death may result at this stage. .More often

the severe constitutional symptoms pass off gradually. imi)rovemcnt beginning within

twenty-four hours ; but the swelling and discoloration of the bitten limb remain extreme,

and there may be gencrali/ed (edema all over the body. Su|)puration or even gangrene
is conmiou. and recovery is apt to be very slow. c\cn wlieri appropriate sin'gical measures

are employed at once. It is during the period between the passing olf of tlir initial coma
an<l the beginning of con\alesc<nee that janndici' is prone to develop.

J). Jaundice due to Nervous Causes.

IiiciKs .\cn-(isii MiiiidlF.iii'ilinii.- t'ascs are on record of jaundice billowing almost

immediaiely after some violent mental emotion, but they are of extreme rarity. The

jaundice has been explained as being the result of a sudden spasm of the bile-ducts.

In an(jther class of these cases icterus does not ap|)ear imtil twelve or h)urteen hours

after, and it is then probably due to catarrh of the bile-ducts, associated with gastric

and duodenal catarrh, for it is well enough known that severe mental emotion, grief,

or anxiety may gi\c risi- to acute dysiicpsia. .laundiee may (jccur similarly after

eoneussiou of the brain. Herbert French.

JAW, SWELLING OF THE. (See Swi.i.i.inc; ^n- rni; .Jaw. ]>. (iS;i.)

JERK, ACHILLES.—(See .VNKt.F.-Ci.oxrs. p. :5!).)

JERK, KNEE. -(.See Kxi;i;-.Ii;hk. Amnohm ai.ities of Tin:, p. .'!.")T.)

JOINTS, AFFECTIONS OF THE.--lt will be well to place these in two groups

(1) Aciile : CJ) C/iriinic.

1. Acute Joint Affections.—Arllirilis due In liheiinmlii- Fever is the most frc(|uent

of these. The patient has often had the disease before, or other members of the family may
ha\ e hail it ; there may l)e manifestations ot past rhemuatie affection of other parts of the

body : thus the presence of organic mitral disease is of great help in the diagnosis of a

doubtful case. .\ history of j)ast chorea, several attacks of tonsillitis, pericarditis, or

rheumatic erythema or nodules will heli>. The distinguishing h-atnres of the arthritis are

that it is acute, and affects hrst and chietly the larger joints, althcaigh in a very severe ease

even the joints of the hanrl and lingers may be implieateil : it does not occur in all the

affected joints simultanei)usly. but appears in one. a few hours after in another, and so on.

.'\s the arthritis often lasts a few davs in anv one joint, in some it mav have passed awav
D

...
22
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wliilf others arc liiiiij^ alkftcd. Tin- pain is very severe and is greatly increased by any
jar of the bed : it is more fleetino; than the arthritis, but hke it, flits from joint to joint,

tiardly ever returning to tlie same joint in the same attack. The swelling of the joint is

usually only slight or moderate
;

it is due to synovial effusion, never suppurates, generally
subsides in a few days, and usually in at most a fortnight the joint returns c<)m])Ietely to
its normal condition. Permanent distortion or stiffness of the joints after rheumatic fever

occurs, but it is highly exceptional. Often there is a faint red ))lush over the joint when
hrst affected.

TIME
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(;!)TIk' jniiit puiiis iuul tlie |)yrcxi;i ui'c nenrrallN- { Fiii. 1 Ml), thou^li iKil al)siilulfly iu\ aiiahlv.

relieved l)y salieylutes within forty-eiylit liours. whereas goiiocoeeal artlirilis (Fi'i. l.")l) ,

acute rheuiiiatiii<l urtliritis (Fig. l.'j-J. ]>. :U1). uout (F/g. 151). and dtlier acute joint attee-

tiiins. arc not (|uiekly intlucnced l)y salicylates in the same way.

Scplic Arthiilis is constantly beinji thought to he rheumatic tcvcr : a had niislakc.

especially for the patient. In septic arthritis, it is true, several joints may lie alTcctcd :

hut it may be one only, which it never is in rheumatic lever: further, in septic arthritis

the Irouhle does not clear n|) in one joint and then pass to another : a joint once affected

remains affected till the source of infecl ion is removed : the soft tissues around are thickened

and hrawny. ipiitc unlike rheumatic h\ir. and if the colour is altereii—which is not often

the case—it is dusky, and not the hright red ol' rheumatic fever. Supjuu-ation often occurs :

in rheumatic fever, never. \Vhcther or not su|)puration takes place, the joint often lieeomes

lixed. which is excessi\ely rare in rheumatic hvcr. Then, if pro|ier search is made, the

t-rMlH
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patient may succumb to a general septicaemia. Pneumococciil arthritis is the commonest
form of infective arthritis in cliildren under five years old. As in adults, it is confined

fjenerally to one large joint. The swelling maj- be very great, and extend to the soft tissues

beyond the joint. The ])ain is less than in adidts. and redness is not conunon. Its possible

presence must be remembered, for as in adults, so in children, it is necessary to drain the

joint early. The child has a raised temperature, and looks ill.

T/ij)li(ii(l .Irlhrilis.—There are two varieties, both very rare : (1) That which precedes
the typhoid fever : this is a multiple arthritis, not of severe degree, which subsides just
before definite symptoms of typhoid show themselves. It is impossible to diagnose it

until the appearance of the typhoid fever. (2) This occurs during the typhoid fever ;

one or many joints may be affected ; the arthritis is of varying severity : it may subside

completely, or require incision and tlrainage. In a few cases even when there has been no

arthritis during or before the attack of tyjjhoid fever some chronic arthritis may appear
later ; most often the joints and ligaments of the spine are affected, and during the conva-

lescence from his fever the patient complains of much pain and stiffness of his back ; he

is then said to have a li/plioid spine. In a similar way the hip may become stiff, and very

rarely there is chronic osteitis of the head and neck of the femur.

ScdibiliiKil (irll/rHis affects many joints, is not severe, soon subsides, and is easily

diagnosed when there has been recent scarlet fever. It is commonly known as scarlatinal

rheumatism, a bad name which quite gratuitously assumes a connection between this

arthritis and rheiunatie fever, for the existence of which there is no evidence.

Arthritis occurs conniionly in association with 7neniiigococcic nteningitis and M/iIta

fever, less commonly with iIi/kchIcii/. rarely in association with iiijhicnzd. illaiiiters. sinall-

po.r, metisles. and diplitheriii. In all these cases the presence ol the ])riiici|ial disease

determines the diagnosis.

(idiionliaiil .Irlliiilis is often called gonorrlKcal rheumatism, but this phrase should be

discarded, for there is no association between gonorrlKea and rheumatic fever. (Jonorrlueal

arthritis is frequently overlooked. I have repeatedly demonstrated its presence when the

family physician has believed its existence impossible. It is particularly likely to be

missed in women. I have met with it in married women of fifty ; it is probable in these

eases that they are infected by their husbands. It may follow gonorrha?al ophthalmia
and even ophthalmia neonatorum. The diagnosis may be very easy, as when a ])atieut

is seized with an acute arthritis, either of a single joint or of several joints, while he or

she is suffering from gonorrlKea. If it is possible to withdraw a little lluid from the cavity
of the swollen joint, the discovery of the gonoeoccus makes the diagnosis certain, but this

is usually (piitc unnecessary, and unless done vei'y carefully may. by introducing micro-

organisms from without, greatly increase the damage to the joint. Often a urethral

discharge may be found, though sometimes in long-standing cases of gleet it is very slight ;

if the gonoeoccus cannot be found in the discharge, it may be detected in a swab taken

from the posterior urethra or vagina. If in women it is thought undesirable to excite

suspicion by taking a vaginal swab, the natm-e of a doubtful arthritis may be determined

Ity the wide variations of the opsonic index to the gonoeoccus.
It is dillicult from the clinical character ol gouorrlKcal arthritis to tell it certainly

fronn other forms of arthritis. Mistakes hapjjen least often to those who constantly think

of the ])ossibility. It is of \arying degrees of acuteness : in the chronic cases of gleet the

corresponding arthritis is chronic, but in the acute eases of gonorrha-a it may be so acute

that I have more than once known the disease called rheiunatie fever. Gonorrhtral arthritis

may be limited to one joint, and then most often to a large one, especially the knee ; but

it may be multiple, and very many joints, even those of the wrists, hands, and fingers,

may be im))lieated : there is often much swelling of the soft tissues around, and this is

more responsiljlc for the swelling than is the effusion in the joint. Gonorrhieal arthritis

is usually very painful. The sheaths of tendons are often inflamed and tender, and so are

some fascia", especially the plantar fascia. The ])atient often complains of pain at the back

of the sole of the foot, and in a chronic case he has llat-foot. There is no variety of

arthritis in which nmseular atrophy is more striking. I have known a severe case of

gonorrhoeal arthritis of the hand called progressive muscular atrophy. When gonorrhoeal
arthritis is chronic throughout the whole of its course, and is limited to one joint, the cause

of the trouble is often erroneously set down to tubercle. Suppuration is very rare. Some
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cast's arc cxtR-niely (•hrdiiic. ami may k-ail t<> lilirous aiikylosis wilji lirlnrmilios,

but with diir inoik-ni iiu-ans (it (liaLjniisis and trfatiiienl this lias hecoiiu' ixceptioual.

Salicylates have im (Ict-ideil tll'ei-[ either ii|hiii the juint ))aiiis ur ii|)iiu the eo-existent

pyrexia (Fig. 150).

All the acute affections hitherto iiieiitioned. except rheuiuatie lexer, are often inehiiled

under the phrase
'

iiifcctirc (irthrili.i.' because they are known to be due to infection by
a micro-orfianisni : but this is a loose term that oui;ht only to be used in a general sense,

for a diagnosis of the precise cause of the infection is nearly always possible if care be taken.

Sometimes in an infective arthritis there is more than one micro-ortfanism at work to

cause it : thus, in the late stages of aleet various micro-oraanisms flourish in the <iiseased

urethra, and the arthritis may Ije due to a mixed infection in which the adiioenecus is not

the preponderatinn- micro-organism ; under sueli conditions pus may lorm in the joints.

Indeed, I have known a mixed infection of gonococci and slr( ptococci from the genitals
of a woman cause in lier a very severe acute arthritis with a temperature of 1().'> F. In

exhausting diseases, cu.. typhoid fe\er. the ]>atient may sul'IVr from a sccinidary slrepto-
coeeal infection which may <-ausc aithritis.

.Iciilc Scraiiiliiri/ Arthritis.—By this is meant arthritis due to spread of disease from

the bone in the neighbourhood of the joint. It is limited to one joint : the most acute

and dangerous form is that wliieli follows acute osteomyelitis. ;\Iore than once I have
known this called rheumatic lever, Ineause the onset has been sudden and the temperature

0«'O'
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pulse is tjenciMlly raiiid. out oi pidportiuu to the fever, tlu- Imnds aud feet sweat profusely,

patches of freckle-like pigment are prone to appear on the body. Most of the patients

Fir;. 1-53.—Acute rheum^noid arthritis : showing the s|iiiulle-shaped sweUiiiff oi the

ioints between the first aiiJ second phalanges, and the swelling in connection with -

the wrist and metacarpo-phalanLieal joints.

Fi'j. loi.—Severe rheumatoid arriiritis ; skiagram of the hands, showing ulnar deflection hut no

bony intra-articular changes.

are young women. The pyrexia is less severe and longer lasting than that of rheumatic

fever, the pulse is, considering the temperature, faster, the sweating is almost confined to
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liaiiils and IVcl. pigment is riri|Ucut . NDr arc llic (liHri'ciu-fs xvilli icnanl to the arlliritis

less strikinj;. I'm- in rlR-nniatdid arthiitis tin- cliaractciistic joints to lie aJIVctfd an- those

between tlie first and second |)luiluni;es. and as it is an afleetion of tile syno\ial nieinliranes,

and also eonsideral)ly of tlie soft tissues around tlie joints, ()uite early in the disease we

get a spindle-shaped swelling of these joints (/''/i;. 158) ; hut soon many oilier joints are

affected, and helore long almost every joini in I he body is iniplieated. so Ihal we ha\-c

the simultaneous an'eclion of a great man\- joints. The temporo-maxillary joiiil is <jltin

involved : so is I he spine. It will be noticed that in every respect the arlhrilis is elinieally

different from lli.il of rluiuiiatie fever. 'I'he joints never sup])urate. but the cpilroelilear

gland ma\' be loiiiid ciLlaryed. Slowly the allaek subsides; as it does so. passive move-
ments and massagi- should be undertaken, tor it iiol. the thickening ot the lisMies around

the joints leads to their fixation. That this iiia\ be prevented is shown by Ihc i.icl Ihat the

jaw rarely becomes lixed. presumably because of its frei|ueiit movement, 'i'liere is never

any endocarditis. The arthritic muscular atrophy is olti'U as extreme as in any \ariety
of arthritis. In a lew months a seeon<l attack conies on, but both the general symptoms
and the arthritis are less severe than in the lirsl ; Ihcii a tew months later another, less

.severe than the second, and so on. until after lour. Ii\e. or six attacks the disease wears

itself out. In tin- later stages, if the

joints ha\e been allowed to beeonie
^ "

stiff, the diseasi' is ortili eoiifused

with osteo-arthritis : but vlieimiatoid

arthritis oeeiiis in youiii;cr subjects,

and there arc no bony outiirow tlis

(F/o. ^a4). cxccpl in a few eases in

which chronically Ihickcned fringes ot

synoN'ial membrane ha\i'. by rrietion

during movements cjf the joints, worn

away a little |iateli of cart ilane, exposed
and irritaled the bone, and led to a.

slight outgrowth. In such a case Ihc

erosion of the cartilage may lead to

bony grating, but in c\en a \eiy
chronic and extreme case of rhcmnafoiil

arthritis, in which the joints have not

been treated, grating and bony out-

growths are (|uite iiicoiisiilcrable. and

are not a leading hatine as in osteo-

arthritis, Ilebcrdcirs nodes (/'/«, I.).'))

are iiol seen in rhciiiiiatoid arthritis.

The spindle-slia|icd swelling of the

phalangeal joints of this disease is not

seen in ostco-arthrif is. The joints

principally affected are dilfcrcnt in the

two diseases, as will be seen on referenee to osteo-arthritis. and the history is entirely

different. Formerly sonic iiiiportanee was aftaclu'd to the transparency of Ihc bones to

the ,r-rays in the neighboml d ol the atfceted joints which may be seen in rlicimiatoid

arthritis {Fig. 1.">(i). but this is now known to be \isilile in other forms of arthritis. 'I'he

.r-rays are, howexer, of use as showing flic bony oiiti;rowllis of osteo-arthritis. In chronic

eases of both rheumatoid arthritis and osteo-arthritis ulnar deflections may be seen ( l-'ig. 1 ."> K,

Henoch's I'lirpiiiii.
—Tliis disease is conlined to children between infancy and lifteen

years old, and early in its course jjain and slight swelling of some of the large joints, with

a little elevation of temiicrature, are often |ircseiit, .\s in children the pyrexia and arthritis

of rheumatic fever are ineonspieuous, mistakes have oeeurred lietween it and llciioch's

purpura, but the jiain in the latter is trivial. The attacks of abdominal pain, with perhaps

vomiting and diarrhcea. are eharaeteristic. and so is the purpura (Fiii. 1.57). together, in

many eases, with bleeding from some internal organ—luematiiria, ha>niatcmesis, or meheiia.

The purpura should not give rise to any dilliciilty ; rheiiinatic purpura is unknown under

the age of fifteen.

/•/.;. l.-i.-,.
— II,Or,.nli-ii-

nl t\f iri.lcx :iiiil 111

l.li-«i-llvii .l.iiir^ I,l.-\

iiio>;itic~ sitl]:iti-il <

1- rnii,'er^, f Fimiii
im>K,l|,lKilM
Ih Ioniums,
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Gout.—This is often said to be present when it is not. The most certain points in

the diagnosis of gout are, first, the detection of urate of sodium, usually as white hard
masses in connection with a joint (Fig. 158). in a bursa, or as a deposit in the cartilage
of the edge of the ear : here it is frequently not easy to be sure if a white nodule is urate of

soda or a projection of cartilage with the skin stretched tightly over it. If it is possible
to remove a minute fragment with a needle, crystals of urate of sodium may be seen under
the microscope. .Secondly, there may be a liistory of repeated characteristic attacks.

The gouty arthritis that we see uow-a-dajs is generally strongly inherited, but not often

by women, and therefore the family history is of importance : it rarely shows itself before

the age of twenty, though I have seen it in a boy fifteen years old. Most of the sufferers

Fig. l,»f'.—Rheumatoid arlltritis : skiiigriim showing tlie traiu'^pareiicy of the ends of bones.

from gout now alive get their attacks quite independently of any errors in diet
; many

of them are most abstemious. The diagnosis is not dillicult when the patient has one or

more attacks of arthritis in tlie characteristic joint
—that of the ball of the great toe. more

often the right than the left ; the attack usually begins at night with excruciating ]>ain,

which subsides towards the early morning ; the ])atient. exhausted with ])ain. drops aslee|),

to wake hiter and tind his joint swollen and tense. There is some fever (Fig. l'>l. p. 33!»).

Probably during the day his toe does not cause pain unless he walks on it ; but he has

another attack the next night, not so severe as that on the first, and on each successive

night the attacks are less. He may have another bout at any period of his life, and he may
have nianv Ixnits. and otiicr joints ni.ay become affected subsequently. The real dilliculty
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^i*-
. 1,', [.nii.i

ill llic aciilc cases fiiiius wlu-ii it is siii;i;cslccl llial an acute aitluitis with pyrexia, anil swell-

iiifi;-
anil reilness ofa Joint other than that of the yreat toe. is caused hy jjoiit. I ha\e recently

seen the dillieulty in one patient in the wrist , in another in the knee. Sueli eases, if they are

not c;out, are soiue bacterial arthrilis. If mure
than one .joint is alfeeterl with acute arthritis at

the .same time, the prol)ability is ajjaiiist gonl.
and the oreater the lumitjcr of joints alTectcd the

le-ss likely is the case to he nue of i;iiiit. Tin

history and presence of urate of sodium are fiftcn

conclusive in favour of ijout. If jins forms, the

case is almost certainly not Jiout. for l;ouI\- joints

very rarely supimrate exce]it late in I lie rliiiniic

disease. On the other hand, the iiiiplical inn of

tendon shcatlis and pain in the hack of llic soles

of the feel aic in taMiur of ^mil. tlioni;ii il iiiiisl

he remenilKrcd that both IIr'sc occur in ouu'ir-

rhii-al casi's. The presence of a smiicc nf infec-

tion is of course auainst soul. The dilliciillv is

especially ureal in cases in which I he t;iiieral

symptoms and arthritis. althoiiMii ^miU. arc cim-

limious ralhcr than paroxysmal: liiil mi llii

whole. coiUinuously increasini; severity of scncial

symptoms is auainst yout. The iroutily-inllanicil

joint looks especially shiny, is ex(|iiisitcly lender
(III llie surhiee. and is more painful at iiishl than

diiriiiu I he day. Cases of extreme dillieulty have
hccii iccciided ill which the first joint affected b\-

pyaiiiia eliaiiccd In be that of the ureal loe.

rnibabis most examples of aciilc arthrilis said li. be yiiiitx- arc so. bill mistakes are
coiiimon al I chronic "('id. Many palicnis wilh clnnmc aiihrilis .ire ipiite wronyly
said III lia\c soul : usually they ha\c oslen-arl liiil is. The presence iil \ isibic male of

sniliimi in ]ilac.s alread\ miailioiied

{Fi<i. l.JN). Ille hisliiry nf pie\ ions

acute attacks, the history nf 1411UI in

ancestors, the age and sex. will .ill

help. The presence of bony oiil-

Si'iwllis is strongly auaiusi soul.

Ilioiisli it is not cniieliisi\c. lor such

may ncciir in true soul, eillier innri.'

or less all round the Joint, or in Ihe

lonii of little nodules : but I hey ne\cr

allaiii the considerable si/.c eoiiiiiioii

in osteo-arthritis. It im male of

siida is xisiblc anywhere. Ihe dia

Siiosis may be \'cry dillicull : Ihe

reader slidiild eoiisiill llie piineipal

points mentioned under llie lieadiiig

of osteo-arthritis. .\iiy joints in the

liody may be allcctcd by soul, but

il is \(.'ry rare in tin' Joints of the

Iriink. the shoulder, or Ihe hip. The

spine, shoulder, and hip are com-

monly affected in osleo-arthritis.

Lralc of sodium may be seen in and near the joiiils as linht spots in .i-ray ]iiiiits (Fi<i. 1.">!I).

2. Chronic Joint Affections.—Wi' will now pass on to consider the diasnosis of

varieties of arthritis which are for tiie most p.nl chronit'. but il must be rcniembcrcd
that many of I hose mentioned as acute become chronic, and their di.isnosis has been
described.

Fii;. l.'i.S.—C'hmiiic i^'out : deposifiun of urate of soiliiiiii in ami
lu'ar tlie ioint:^.
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Osteo-artltrUis is a chronic disease freqiu'iitly confused with rheumatoid arthritis,

from which it is completely distinct, both chnically, and from the point of view of morbid

anatomy. Rheumatoid arthritis (p. 341) is primarily a disease of the synovial membrane
and soft tissues of the joints. Osteo-arthritis is primarily a disease of the cartilage and

bones, leading to the destruction of the cartilage. cburnati(jn of l)ony surfaces, and the

(iroduction of much new l)oiie at the edges of the joint ; hence bony outgrowths (ostco-

|)hytcs), grating of tlie joint, and locking of it so that movement is dillicult, are common.
Tliickcning of tlic synovial membrane occurs, but is less important : the ligaments become

implicated and may softe7i ;
if so, the joint becomes llail-like ; there may be some thicken-

ing of the tissues around the joint and some increase of synovial fluid, and then the joint
becomes enlarged. It is easy to distinguish in most cases between osteo-arthritis and
rlieimiatoid arthritis by the appearance of the affected joint. In the former we have an

irregularly enlarged joint, with palpable bone excrescences and much grating ;
often the

joint is fixed by these bony excrescences, rarely it is flail-like from destruction of ligaments ;

often all the causes just mentioned combine to make it very large. This is altogether
different from the spindle-shai)ed swelling of rhemnatoid arthritis (p. 341). Then osteo-

artlirilis is often conlincij to one joint, and that a large one. e.g., the knee ; riu-umatoid

Ftfj. l'>0.—Cliroiiic gout : skiagram of llie Iiands. showing sodium urate deposits about the ends of many of tlie pbalaiiL'es.

arthritis affects many joiTits. und is most characteristically seen in small joints, e.g.. those

between the first and second ])halanges : but when osteo-arthritis does show itself in small

joints, those most often affected are the terminal joints of the iihalanges. where the bony
excrescences form IIebcrden"s nodes. Hhcumatoid arthritis is far more commonly seen

in young women ; osteo-arthritis in women at the menopause. Rheumatoid arthritis

nearly always begins with fever, although often slight : osteo-arthritis is almost always
afebrile. The pulse is often rapid in those who have active rheumatoid arthritis ; it is

not particularly affected in tliose who have osteo-arthritis. The spine is more often affected

by osteo-arthritis than rhemnatoid arthritis, and it is (piite common in the dissecting-

room to find that elderly subjects have osteo-arthritis of the spine. Muscular atrophy is

far greater with rhemnatoid arthritis than with osteo-arthritis. Osteo-arthritis is especi-

ally liable to attack the hip —usually only one—and this form is commonest in elderly men.

It was formerly called niorhiis co.KV senilis, (ireat care must be taken to distinguish the

])ain due to this from that of sciatica. The chief point of distinction is that in the latter

the nerve itself is tender to jiressure : but it must not be forgotten that in very rare cases

osteo-arthritic outgrowths from the hip may implicate the sciatic nerve and so cause
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iremiiiif scialira. .\I|Iii>ul;1i (istrii-arthi'il is (jf llic lilp umkiIIv t-aiisis Nunciu-ss. sci riiaiiy

other coiKiitioiis <li> this. e.<;., sat-ro-ihiic disease, that the syiuptoin is nl htllc \a.hic. The

knee is tlie joint most often atfeeted by osteo-artliritis—usually both, but sonielinies only

one is implicated. This disease of the knee is very common in women of a.i;es between

forty-five and fift\-n\e. Tliey eonijilain of pain and stiffness. Often the |)aiii and lender-

ness, if present, are eoulini-d to one spot. Thert' is iisMahy considerable enlariicrnenl of Ihe

joint, bony irregularities may be felt, and ijraliiiu ami craeklinfj' on ino\'iancnt are \crv

eonnu(jn : lliesc arc due to iioiiy outurowlhs. inision of cartila<>e. and IhickiinnL; of syno-

vial membrane, which also i;ives a feeliuii lo Ihe ubsrr\< i"s hand jilaceil o\ii- the joinl when

it is moved as Ihouiih he were fcclinij the mciM-niml of wet sand in a ban'. The ^ralinii niav

be heard vcr\- loudly thronuh the stethoscope. Otiiir joints often implicated in osteo-

arthritis are the shoulder, elbow, ankle, wrisl. and Icmporo-maxillary joint ; but what has

been said almul the disease in neneral. and that nl tin- knee in partiiular. applies t(i them.

The disease ma\ be considerably advanced anil \el eunHiied to one joint, or an\ iiuuLbcr

may be affected. The points wliieli haxc been espec iaily mentioned as hel|)inL; to ilistin-

puish osteo-arlhrilis from rheumatoid art hrit is will aid in tin' distinction of it from other

forms of arthritis. I 'ads {Fi-is. Kil). Kit )
(in Ihe dnrs.il .-ispeet of the joints between the lirst

a.nd second pliahiiii;es are not rare. Tliey

\ary in si/e triiiii a split pea lo a ha/el-iiiil .

The joints are not diseaseil. but these p;iils.

which are due tn a nrr-At L:iii"lh nl librous

tissue underiieatli the curluni. ha\c lieeii eiiii-

fused with iisteo-art hrit is. They are nflen

assiieiateil witli Du|iuytrt'n"s contracture (/•"/;.

.V.t. p. 1 \-2). I'huir dctlection (/''/•.'. l.")t. ii.Jifi)

Fit;. 100.—T'a.l^ on ilie dmsal :i.spei.-t of joint? ;

not to be confused witli osteo-artliiitie clian^'e>. fl-y

pernlissiou from J'/i'' Quurtcrtr/ Journal oj Medicine.
vol. i.J

Fi'l. lia.— SUiaL-'i-ain showinu* tliat tlie |kuI-

,k-liicto.l III l-m. liai allVi-t Ih" .-oft parts and not.

tlie underlviii'.- joints. f I'.y liennis-ion Ironi

rhf iiinirlri'hi Jinirnul n/ .Vnlirin,\ vol. i.)

is seen in osteo-avthritis. but is also present in so man\- oilier affections of the rmj^ers and

wrist that by itself it is of no \:due in diagnosis.

TitJwicnhiiis Discdsr of Jniiils.—This is most common in children of between thrci' tind

five years, and becomes rtirer as age advances, .\bout l() per cent of the eases are in the

spine. U) per (cnt in the hii). 10 l)er cent in the knee, and the other joints which arc tilfectcd

not uncommonly ;ire the ankle, shoulder, elbow, and wrist. The disease is essentially

slow, so that the early stages are often overlooked. It is stilted that tuberculous arlhritis

is so insidious in its unset that for one ease in which the allcction is detct'ted and :ulcc|uately

treated in the llrsl munlh of its existence, there arc Iwentv in which it is allowed to drill mi

for three or hinr months, or even longer, behirc it is k ((igni/ed. For some time there max-

be only slight transient impairment of movi nuiit. or an occtisioiuil twinge of pain : gradually

imjiaired movement, showing itself as slight lameness in the lower extremity, becomes

evident, but it must not be concluded that there is no tubert uloiis disease of a joint because

there is no impairment of movement. In the smne way. although (lain. often woise at

night, and causing screaming, is an important sign, yet pain may lie absent for a lonu' while,

or altogether. In all the joints except the shoulder and the iii)!
-which are so deeply
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covered by soft parts that unless it is considerable it cannot l)e detected—swelling is a very

important symptom, for it is almost invariably present, even in the earliest stage. It may
be very slight. .Although there may be no defect of movement in the early stages, sooner

or later, and often (juite early, this symjitom develops and is of great value. Tuberculous

arthritis is usually aecompanie<l by wasting of muscles moving the joint. It must never be

forgotten that a tul)erculous arthritis is so slow in its development that often it is not

ascribed to its correct cause ; also that for a time the symptoms are so slight that no atten-

tion may be paid to them. Mistakes are very serious, and tuberculous arthritis ought

always to be present in our minds when examining a diseased joint. It is very rare for

more than one, or perhaps two, joints to be affected in the same person : tuberculous disease

elsewhere, e.g.. phthisis, is not common ; lardaceous disease, formerly so frequent a compli-

cation, is now seldom seen ;
and general symptoms, e.g.. pyrexia, are often absent and

rarely extreme ; on the other hand, those affected are often pale. Bony outgrowths are

not to be detected ; the joint is swollen and feels thick : hence the phrase
"

pulpy knee.'

There is often a history of injury to a joint which later becomes tuberculous, and then the

transition from a traumatic to a tuberculous arthritis is often overlooked. Tuberculous

disease of the sacro-iliac joint is (jarticularly diflicult to diagnose. Tuberculosis of the hip

is often overlooked because the pain is referred to the knee, and the slight wasting of the hip

muscles is not detected.

Acquired Sfipbilitic Arthritis.—This is most easily recognized by those who constantly

bear in mind the possibility of its existence. If the characteristic pains of sy])hilis, which

are usually worse at night. ha])i)en to occur near a joint, they may be ascribed carelessly to

gout or osteo-arthritis. In the secondary stage of syphilis, and more particularly early in

it. a syphilitic synovitis of any joint may occur. It is subacute, slow, is attended with

stiffness, swelling, and occasionally tenderness, and usually is confined to one joint. Pain.

too, may be present, but commonly neither pain nor tenderness is a prominent symptom.
There is some, but not much, enlargement of the joint from distention with synovial Huid ;

in a few cases the size of the joint varies considerably in a short time. Tliese cases are

often mistaken for tuberculous arthritis, but the error can usually be avoided if the patient

is examined carefully and (piestioned for other evidence of syphilis ;
and in this, and all

other forms of arthritis in which there is any possibility of syphilis, a Wasscrmann test

should be done. Sy|)hilitic arthritis in the tertiary stage is rare : there are two varieties of

it. both of which ])roduce considerable swelling and disorganization of the joint ; in one

there is a deposit of gununatous material in the subsynovial tissue, in the other in the ends

of the bone. Both varieties are usually confined to a single joint, neither is painful, and

both are liable to recur. Great effusion of synovial fluid is not common, but when the

disease is in the subsynovial tissues the joint is enlarged and the thickening of the synovial

membrane can be felt.

('(itigenitcil Sypiiililic Arthritis.—In children and young adults cnngenitul sj-philis may
cause an arthritis which is very like that caused by tubercle. The knees are affected most

often, and the disease is often symmetrical. If there is much synovial exudation. Iluctua-

tion is detected easily ; if there is much gummatous de])osit in the subsynovial tissue, the

synovial membrane feels thickened and irregular. There is no jjaiu. and very little impair-

ment of movement. The existence of this disease must always be remembered : the history

and examination for other signs of syphilis, especially nerve deafness or interstitial keratitis,

must be thorough, and the Wasscrmann reaction must be tested.

In infants congenital syphilis may cause osteochondritis in the sub-epiphyscal plate

of cartilage and adjacent bone ; the epiphysis becomes separated from the shaft, so that

there is motility and dull grating, as it a fracture had occurred. At the same time there is

considerable swelling of the soft ))arts around, from the inllammatiou having sjjrcad to

them, so that there is much swelling about the joint, although the joint itself is usually

not im])licated. .Separation of the epiphysis from the shaft makes the limb paralyzed :

hence the phrase Ki/pliililic pnciiil(i-j)/iriili/sis applies to this condition. Suppuration is very

rare, and the improvement with mercury is rapid. This condition may be noticed at any

I)eriod from one month after birth till the age of two or three years, but it is most often .seen

when the child is two or three months old. It is usually multiple, and there is some tender-

ness and slight pain. Other signs of congenital syphilis are generally present, but if not,

the condition is so characteristic that the child must at once be given mercury.
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Iiilrniiilliiil IIii(li<irllir<isis.
—'I'liis I'aiT disfasc ^ll(lMl(l lir cliai;iiiisril cisilv. It is cditi-

iiiiiiu-st ill woiiifii. Casfs liii\c hfen n-c-drdcil liitwt-cn llic a'irs of t-iLjlit and tilty. hut the

patients art- iiKist often between twenty and thirty years old. Fluid is poured out rapidly
in the.joint, so that it is ihstinetly swollen in a few hours ; the distenticju attains its niaxi-

nunii in one or two days : it then reeedes. and has disa|)peared by the ronrlh or tilth day.
The effusion leads to stiffness of the joint, and uenerally there is some pain, hut nsuully
very little tenderness, and the Joint is neither red n(jr hot. The knee is affeeteil most
often : it ma\ he one or both knees ; if not the knee it is almost always a lar^e joint that
is the seat of the elfnsion. It is rare for more than two joints to be alieeted at onee. The
remarkable part of the affeetion is that the effusion is iieriixlie. and often the interval of

time between the attaeks in the same patient is on eaeh oecasii.u e\acll\ the same : thus
in one patient the effusion always beuau on the ninth da\ from the hciinniinii of the

previous effusion : the inter\al has been kmiwn tn be less than this, and it is often more.
It may be that hir a perind the nilervals are nf a eertain length, and then for a |)eri<id they
are of a different hut unitorni leuMth. In

other eases there is no periodieit v. In eaeh
attack tile same joint or joints are alhcled in

the same patient, .\fter three or four years
the attaeks eease in most eases, but f)eeasiou-

ally there are reeurrences.

('luini)t's Disease {Fig. l(i"J).-—This is the

arthritis met with in tabes dorsalis. and if

any ]>atient. of such an aj;!' that he eould be

sufferinjv fr lahi's. has ehnjuie arthritis of

a single joint, we oUi;ht always to examine
him for si^ris of tabes. lieeause Ibis is iii>|

done many eases are overlooked, for the
arthritis may exist even when the patient is

unaware that he has any signs of tabes.
There is nothing eharaeteristic of tabetic

arthritis, and many joints atlcclcd uitli il

might, hir all the clinical symptoms of the

arthritis, or from the appearances after death,
be equally well alieeted by osteoarthritis ;

but the following points will cifUn make uue

suspicious. The effusion is frcipiently \iry
great

—some of the biggest joints seen arc
those affected by tabetic arthritis; the liga-
ments may be nuich softened. s<i that the

joint becomes tiail-like. but the growth of

nenv bone at the edges of the joint is often

quite slight, and there is considerable atrophy
of hone ; thus I have seen the lloor of the
acetabulum as thin as jjaper, and because it

was so thin, the pressure from the neck of the
femur hail expanded the floor of the acetabulum so far into the julvis that it lornied
a large projection into the jiiK ic cavity. Tabetic arthritis is usually chronic and never
acute, but it may be rapid : thus there may be advanced destruction of the joints
in a few weeks (Fig. 103) : it is almost always iiainless ; generally large joints—e.u., knee,
hil)—are affected : usually only one joint, but I have seen two. The rarefaction of the
bones makes them liable to Iraeture. When tabetic arthritis occurs in the bones of the hand
or foot the considerable swelling may cau.se it to be mistaken for tuberculous disease. In
75 per cent of cases of tabetic arthritis the joints affected are those of the lower extremity.

Artliritis in Syriiigomi/clin.^In 75 per cent of the jiatients affected with this form (if

arthritis the joints affected are those of the upper extremity. There is nothing absolutely
distinctive of this variety : it resembles closely that due to" tabes : perhaiis, on the whole,
some of the eases more nearly resemble osteo-arthritis. Owing to the loss of pain-sensationm syringomyelia, wounds are common: hence the joints may become septic. Mistakes

Fm. ICL'. -1 Ii;,iv.,I- ,||-..;i.,. ,,1 til.- Vl-llf k U i.Mrit 111

s-ociatinii uith tahe-- iiur>:Uls: shuuiii^,' Jisteiitiuli, alici

i^ di.-plareTiit'iit of tiljiii to the rii'lit.
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in tliaifiH)sis can t)nly bf avciick'd liy always haviiiif in niiml tin- ])ciNNiljility of tlie ofcurronfe

of syringomyelia, and txaniinini; the jiatient lor it. Happily it is rare, and often the

symptoms of syringomyelia (p. (H)8) are evident before the arthritis shows itself. In about
half the cases of syringomyelia there is scoliosis of the spine.

Arthritis in Hfemoplnlia.
—In this disease bloofl may be jioiired ont into either the

synovial membrane or the cavity of the joint. This is probably always the result of a

blow, often so slight as to pass imnoticcd. It is most common in the knee and ankle. If

the bleeding is at all considerable the joint swells, the rate of swelling depending upon the

rate of effusion of lilood. The joint is ]iuffy : there may be Huctuation, pain on movement,
and tenderness. The whole trouble often subsides, but sometimes more or less swelling

|)ersists for a time, and even if a joint gets well, relapse is likely. In other cases, either

the impaired blood-supjily resulting from damaged vessels or the friction of the clots leads

to erosion of the cartilage, and per-
manent disease of the joint results.

Forget fulness of the fact that disease

of the joints occurs in ha'mo])hilia
has led to the serious mistake of

incising one into which lileeding has

oceiurcd. The condition is to be

diagnosed by observing the other

signs of ha'mo])hilia.

MtiliiiKiiit (Dili Ili/iiiitid Disease

of Joints.—Both these are very rare,

and in each case the disease almost

always liegins in the adjacent bone,
and therefore ))roperly belongs to

diseases of bones. Both are very
serious: hydatid disease of a joint
is \ery liable to lead to suppuration
in it.

Displdcement of ii Seniilutinr

CiirliUige may cause much synovitis,
and the cause of the latter is very

apt to be overlooked. There is

oltcu a history of a wrench, or the

patient complains that he feels

something in the joint slip or catch ;

this may cause considerable pain,
and there is often tenderness over

the internal semilunar cartilage.

Sometimes similar symptoms are

])roduced bj- a thickened fringe of

synovial membrane becoming nip-

])iil. This may occur in osteo-

arthritis. The thickened fringe may
become detached, and then it forms

a loose body inside the joint.

XcrvoiisM irnicri/, Seiironiiinesis.

or lli/stcrieal Joints.—In these cases

some of the symptoms of arthritis are imitated without there being any actual disease of

the joint. It is important to remember that hysteria is a disease and is not mere malinger-

ing. The malingerer can voluntarily get rid of his supposed disease if he wishes ; the

hysterical girl cannot, as she has not sufficient power of will. There are three main

varieties: (1) The joint is kept constantly in an abnormal position, e.g., the knee may
be considerably Hexed : (2) The joint cannot be moved, e.g.. the hand may hang down
from the wrist, as in extensor paralysis, and it cannot be raised : (3) There may be

acute ]>ain in the joint. In all these cases careful examination will usually show that

there are no real symjjtoms of arthritis : there is no swelling, no heat, no grating, no

Fi/j. m;i.—rilviagmm of Charcot's dise-ise of tlie hip-joint. Tlie

appeamiices are typical and diaKnostic ; they sliow extensive de.struc-
tioii of normal l>onc and large masse-s of abnormal new bone thrown
out arinind it.

f.S/,-(ai7TO7/( hi/ Or. C. Tftiirslaii llollttnil.^
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Fiq. li; I.—rulmo;,iirv .wii-o-:irtl.iM;.:itl.v : tlic patiiMit Iki.I c-limiii.' lliiroi.l

|ihtlii>i-;. The lionv |.:irl- of the linL-er- uere lifroiiiiiii: iin)L:iv.»ivi-lv tliu-kfr
cM.iviiilli- in tlic nL'1,1 h^iii.i.

liniiy nuti;r(i\vtli. the iiniii(i\'alily lixeil joinl can lie iimxril Ci-frly uiulcf an aiia-sl hctir : (in

the other haml I lie |iain. il

present, is far in ixcins ol any

jiain due to artliritis. and the

tenderness may lie so L;reat

that the ]iatient will imt let

the joint l)e tonclied. liotli

|)iiin and tenderness disappear
if tlie ])atienfs attention is

diverted, and neitlier kee|i the

patient awake imr allret the

general lu'alth. 'I'lir pain may
radiate far lirvond the Juint :

very rarely in li\stiiia llu-n-

is trivial swellniL:. Iml it is

not siieh as wmhIiI In- pm
duecd l)y llir clish ril i..ii u\ \\\r

.synovial eavity : it is iiUcil

more in the neiuhlxmrhocid ol

the jiiint than (i\rr il : lint

nearly always I here is rm swel-

ling about a h\s|(rira! jdinl.

I'snally the Jninl supposed to he diseased is cold : \cry rarely it is hot and prrhajis :i

little ncl ; lint this phenomenon, w lii-n

present, is only a local lilush dne lo the

lael that flic ]iaticnt's alteiilion is

(lii-eeled |o the joint, and it passes away
ipneklv. The stillness of a hysterieal

joint can lie made out lo he diu' to con-

Ir.iclion ol umseles and nol lo alteration

ol I he joint itseir : occasionally it is

\arialile. and it is otlen extreme, onl of

all proportion to .in\ possihle joint

ilisiase: and often, too. I he at I It ude of

the joint is not tlia.l usually si'cn in

arlliiitis. it has hei-n pointed out re-

peatedly that nniscles which mo\'e a joint
usuall\ atrophy, often rajiidly. when that

joint is diseased, (piite apart from disuse.

In hysti-rieal allections of joiuls Ihc

muscles waste only slowly in proportion
to I he ilisnse of the joint .

Miisiiiliii I'linili/sifi.
— Often, c.y.. in

peiiplicrai neuritis, the nniscles which

undei-i;o rapid wasting as a residt of

disease ol the lower motor neuron soon

liegin to contract, and this leads to c<in-

siilcrahle alteration in the usual position
of joiuls. Thus, the knee and the elliow

lieeouie strongly Hexed, and at lirst it may
lie thouiiht that tliese unusual jiositions
are the result of disease of the joint, for

loiii^-eontinned chronic disease of a joint
will lead to unusual permanent positions
Ironi conliac'ture of ligaments, from the

pnll of nniscles on a weakened joint, and
Irom contracture of muscles wasted from

Fill. 1«.").— riilmr)ii:ir.v osteo-arthropatliy : sliowiii; .ifEei-- arthritic atropliv : hut a little estimation
tion ot Ii.uilIs :iiid feet, and the w.-isting due to chronic 1'1u1il-.l>.
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of the liistiiry, the eon<htion of the joints, tlic sym|)toms of nerve disease, and the clectrieal

reactions of the muscles will soon lead to a correct diagnosis. There is no reaction of

degeneration in muscles that have atrophied secondarily to arthritis.

Ilypcrlrophic Pulnionari/ O.stcn-fiiihropallii/ is rare and not really a disease of joints at

all. for the change consists in an enlargement of the ends of the bones, and hence the joints

appear large and the ])atient cannot bend them jjroperly. Often this is all that is the

matter with them, but in advanced cases there is some thickening of the synovial membrane
and some erosion of cartilage. The upper extremity is affected more often than the lower,

and the joints usually deformed are the wrist, and the carpal and interphalangeal joints

(Figs. 164 and 16.5) : when the condition exists in the lower extremity the corresponding

joints are implicated. In extreme cases the enlargement extends u]) the shafts of the

affected bones. The condition is distinguished easily, for it is almost always accom))anied

by clulibing of the fingers, and in HO per cent of the cases it is associated with chronic

pulmonary disease, especially fibrosis, bronchiectasis, or chronic empyema, of which there

are generally amjilc physical signs. The remaining 20 per cent of the cases are

associated with such diverse conditions that text-books must be consulted : the most

interesting is aneurysm of the subclavian artery. Hypertrophic osteo-arthropathy used

to be confused with acromegaly ; not only ought the clubbing of the fingers and the

associated conditions to prevent such a mistake, but also in acromegaly there is consider-

able enlargement of the head and characteristic changes in the face (see Fig. 116, p. 237).

II'. Hale While.

KIDNEY, ENLARGEMENT OF.—A renal swelling may be so .slight that it is only
found upon clinical examination, or it may be large enough to attract the patient's

attention to it. A number of pathological changes in the kidney may give rise to a tumour
of that organ, such as hydronci)hrosis. i)yonephrosis. renal tuberculosis or abscess, new

growths, and various forms of cysts in the kidney : it is necessary to lie able to diagnose

any one. not only from any other, but alsD from other tumours sinuilating a renal

swelling.

The chief characteristic points of a renal tumour are :
—

1. Tlie large iiile.'ilinr is in firiiil <if the tumour. When either kidney is merely slightly

enlarged, both large and small intestine will be in front of it ; but when the organ is so

enlarged as to reach the anterior abdominal wall the coils of small intestine are pushed
aside. The anatomical relation of the large intestine to the kidney, and the absence of

a mesentery, do not allow of the same mobility of the colon, which retains its position in

front of the kidney. Hence an area of resonance can usually be obtained in front of a

renal swelling : if the colon be empty, it can sometimes be felt in a thin subject and rolled

by the lingers on the surface of the timiour. Bowel is never jjlaccd in front of a splenic

tumour, and only rarely in front of a he])atic tumour.

2. The area of flullnes.s to percussion is continuous from the lateral aspect of the swelling
to the mid-line posteriorly

—that is, there is no area of resonance between the mass and
the vertebral spines, as in a splenic or ovarian tumour.

3. A renal timiour usually retains the shape of the kidney ; it is rounded at its borders

and i)oles. and does not possess any edge or sharp margin, as in splenic or hepatic swellings,
t. A renal tumour in the ])rocess of enlargement projects foncarils and doicnwards.

It may till uj) the natural hollow of the loin, but very seldom causes any prominence

posteriorly. .V iierinephric abscess, which often simulates a renal swelling, may cause

a distinct j)rominence in the loin.

5. .\ renal tiunoiu' does not descend so freel;/ ujion deep inspiration as a splenic or hepatic
tumour. A renal tumour may be movable downwards or inwards, or may be fixe<i in

the loin by preceding inflammation. .-Vn enlarged kidney can be felt with ease bimanually,
and if grasped between the two hands ca7i be pushed into the loin.

6. When a renal tumour is large enough to reach the anterior abdominal wall, it

commonly comes in contact with the latter at the level of the umbilicus, at the same time

l)ulging out the ilio-costal space. There is usually a line of resonance between the upper

margin of the tumour and the hepatic dullness.

7. .\ varicocele may be developed on the same side as the renal tumour.

8. With a renal tumour there may be changes in the urine pointing to renal disease ;

but on the other hand, the urine at any one time may be normal, free from blood or pus.
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from tin- Tiu-t th:it tlic iiictcr nf tlic discasccl side is I)liickril. or that the disease docs not

involve tlie renal pelvis.

9. In exee|itional eases, a tumour of Uie ri^lit kidney may extend upwards into liie

dome of the dia|)hrai;ni, rotatini>' the liver so that the anterior margin descends below the

costal niarj>iTi, and pre\ents satisfactory palpation in the renal area..

Althouah, from the al)ove physical characters, it would seem that a renal tumour
should |)resent little dilliculty in diasfnosis. yet it is by no means infreijueut to find that a

tumoiu' |)ossessino' several of these characters may give rise to considerable doubt in the

determination of the ornan from which it arises. The following points will assist in the

diagnosis of renal swellings from other tumours with which they are likely to be confused :
—

1. Tumours of the gall-bladder (p. 2:i2) are i)laced inuuediately below the costal margin,
so that no interval exists lictwecn the tumour and the lower margin of the liver. They
:ire usually oval in outline, with the long axis in the line between the ninth costal cartilage
of the right side and the umbilicus : arc freely movable with the res])iratory movements,
and movable from side to side about an axis at the costal margin. There is dullness on

]iercussion over them, and they cannot be felt in the loin or be grasped bimanuallv. With
a tumour of the gall-bladder there may be attacks of colic, with or without jaundice.

2. Enlargements of the liver (p. ;U>(i) jjass downwards from beneath the costal margin
so that there is no line of resonance, or area in which the hand I'an be depressed, between
the tumour an<l the costal margin. Ilcpa.tii' tumours do not impair the normal resonance
in the loin in the same manner as a. renal tmnour. .\ longue-shajied lobe of the liver

(Hieders lobe) may cause dilliculty in diagnosis; but here llie lower margin is .seldom so

roimded as in a renal tumour, nor will the mass be felt in tlie loi > on bimanual examination.

A tumour or cyst in the concave aspect, or of the left lobe. (}f the liver is especially liable

to cause error in diagnosis, whereas, on the' other hand, a tumour of the right kidney which

projects u])wards behind the liver may so rotate the latter that its anterior margin descends
below the costal margin and completely obscures the ki<lney. In a case of a large careinoini

of the right kidney, the li\er was in this way so depressed as to render i)alpation of the

kidney iui|)ossilile.

:i. Enlargements of the spleen (p. i;2,S) descend from beneath the left costal margin,
and have no bowel in front of them. The edge of a splenic tumour is usually well-detined

and often notched, and there is resonance between the jxisterior aspect of the tumour and
the spinal cohium. .\ splenic tumour is more movabi than a renal tumour. .\ blood-

eoimt may help in sjilcnie enlargements.
4. Perinephric effusions, whether of blood, pus. or urine, ma\ form a tumour in

the loin which upon physical examination may be mistaken for a renal swelling, A jjcri-

nephritic cMusion may arise from some suppurative condition of the kidney, so that the

previous history and examination of the urine will not assist in differentiation ; or it may
be due to conditions entirely distinct from renal disease. .Vn effusion of lilood around
the kidney is. in nearly all cases, caused by an injury to the loin, and will be accomi)anied

by other signs of injury. .\ perinephric abscess tV)rms a much more ill-dehned tumour
than that caused by a reual swelling, is more acute in its general symptoms, such as pain
and temperature, and lills up the ilio-eostal space. The skin over it may be thickened or

ccdematous, and fluctuation may be felt to be more superficial than in a renal swelling.
.V [jerinephric ab,scess is most likely to result from suppuration about a carcinoma of the

large bowel, from appendical inllammation. or from suj^puration in a ])erine])hric luematoma
due to injury.

5. Tumours arising from the pelvic organs, from tlie ovary or uterus, may in

some cases simulate renal tumours. .Vn ovarian cyst with a long pedicle occupying the

loin has freciuently been mistaken ior an enlarged or movable kidney, and any sudden
attacks of ])ain occurring from torsion of the pedicle may be looked vipon as due to renal

colic. The usual ovarian cyst or uterine fibroid will seldom lie confused with a renal

swelling, for it is placed in the middle line of the body, can be felt to come up from
the pelvis, and can be felt readily upon bimanual vaginal examination to be attaeheil to

the uterus or its appendages. These tinuours also give rise to dullness anteriorly, and do
not alter the normal resonance in the loin. In cases of malignant ovarian tmnours
associated with ascites, the lumbar resonance may be lost, but on turning the patient over

upon one side, the previously dull note becomes replaced by resonance in the uppermost
D 23
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loin. In till' case of an (i\arian cyst with a lony pedicle, or of a uterine fibroid of

pedunculated, subserous form, the position in tlie loin may sometimes su<;<>est a renal

tumour ; it will be found, however, to occupy a more anterior [josition in the abdomen
than a renal tumour, and to possess a much ijreater range of movement, and it does not

sli]) back into the loin under the costal mariiin in the same manner as an cnlarned kidney
does : there is resonance jjosteriorly, the kidney may be actually palpated as well as the

abdominal tumour, whilst a distinct connection with the pelvic (jrijans can sometimes be

traced from the tumour when the latter is drawn up.

In contradistinction to the above, a very large cystic renal swelling may be mistaken

for an ovarian cyst. In may occupy the greater part of the abdomen, and even be felt

[ler vaginani to be encroaching upon the pelvis ; but on careful examination in a renal

tumour of this form there will be no line of resonance between the mass and the vertebral

cohmm posteriorly, the natural hollow of the loin will be filled up, and there is frequently
a distinct bulging in the lower thoracic wall, together with an increased length of the ilio-

costal space on the affected side. Some assistance may be obtained from the history,

when a hydronephrosis may ha\e been first noticed as a tumour commencing under the

costal margin, and gradually increasing downwards towards the iliac fossa and inwards

across the median line, whereas an ovarian tumour may have been noticed to increase

upwards from the pelvis.

6. Suprarenal tumours may occasionally be of sullicient size to form an abdominal

tumour, ])resenting a rounded, movable swelling in the hypochondrium. It is practically

impossibli' to distinguisli them from renal tumours without laparotnmy.
7. Faecal accumulations in the colon, caecum, or sigmoid flexure may give rise

to a tuniom' and pain of a colicky nature in the loin. They will be distinguished from

renal swellings by the general intestinal symptoms, flatulence, and the changes in form

consequent on the administration of large enemata. It nuist be remembered that a

patient with a collection of fa'ces in the colon may not com])lain of constii^ation. but may
in fact have a small daily evacuation from the overloaded bowel.

8. Inflammatory thickenings about the appendix will be diagnosed from renal

tumours by the situation of the pain and by the swelling being in the iliac fossa rather

than in tlie loin. In some cases, however, the i)ain may be referred to the lumbar region,

or an a])pcndical inllanmiatory thickening may si)read upwards. The onset of the troul)le,

the acute symptoms, and the feljrile disturl)auce will usually distinguish these cases from

renal lesions.

!>. Malignant growths of the large intestine, csijccially of the ascending or

descending colon, may form a tumour in the loin which closely resembles a renal swelling.

The mass formed by the growth may be grasped bimanually, is movable in the same direc-

tions as a renal tumour, and comes forward imder the costal margin. The pereiis.sion

note over the front of the lump is resonant, and there is usually an aching pain in the loin.

If the growth has infiltrated through the wall of the bowel uncovered by peritoneum, the

perirenal tissues may be thickened, or albuminuria may be ])roduced by direct invasion

of the kidney, when the case will even more resemble a renal lesion. Cancer of the large

intestine should lie suspected if there is any irregularity in the action of the bowels, mucus

or blood in the motions, or any symi)tom of connnencing obstruction in the intestine. The

timiour may be irregular and nodular, whereas a renal timiour presents rounded margins.
The occurrence of a timiour in either side, associated with discomfort or jjalpable distention

of the ca-eum from the accumulation of fa'ces, would render a growth in the colon the more

suspicious. The appearances seen with the a'-rays at a suitable interval after a barium

or bisnuith meal may assist the diagnosis by showing organic intestinal stenosis.

1(1. Tumours of the omentum, mesentery, or pancreas, cither cystic or malignant,
are more median in position, do not project into the loin, and seklom resemble a renal

tuuKjur.

In many cases in which difliculty arises in the diagnosis of a swelling in the loin, great

help may be obtained by pyelogTaphy—that is, the injection into the renal ])elvis by means

of a ureteric catheter of some substance such as collargol in a 7 per cent solution, followed

immediately by radiography. By this means the renal pelvis may be definitely outlined

in its normal position, and any change in position or shape may indicate that the swelling

is of renal origin.
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.V kiilncv niii\' l)e (.ularn'i-i] l)iit yet nut jialpMlilr f'niiu tlic fact tliat it is (.-itlier wholly

above tlu' distal maruiu or obscured li\ the li\tr or the thick abdoiiiiiial walls of the

patient. On the other hand, a kidney may be so diseased as to be funetiimless and

shrunken, when it cannot be felt : but the remaining organ may be enlarged in a com-

pensatory degree and may be distinctly pal|)able. One must remember the danger of

regarding an enlarged kidney as the diseased organ when it is in n-ality the only function-

ating one. Aching jtain may be present on the functional side, as a reno-rellex pain from

the disease on the other side. The kidney of normal size and position is not i)alpable

from the abdomen, or on bimanual examination with one hand on the loin : but in a thin

subject, the lower pole !nay be felt to descend between the bauds on the pati< at taking

a full inspiration : if. therefore, a kidney can bi' felt easily on bimanual examination, it

is either unduly mobile or enlarged. It is often dillicult to say if a kidney that is movaljle

is also enlarged to a slight decree ; and a kidney which was thought clinically to be enlarged

has often been found to be of normal size when exposed ; this is in part due to the thick

coverings of the abdominal wall, or to the auiomit of fatty tissue surrounihng the organ.

If the kidney is delinitely enlarged, it remains to determine the nature of the enlarge-

ment : in this one is guided, not only by the |)hysical characters of the tumour i)resent,

but also by other symptoms that are associateil with it. more especially, perhajjs, by the

altered characters of the urine. The kidney may be enlarged only slightly, as in tubercu-

losis, pyeloneiihritis. connneucing hydronephrosis, or carcinoma: or may be enlarged to

a consi<lerable degree in polycystic disease, hydro- or pyone|)hrosis, and in some forms of

malignant growth. From the physical examination of the enlarged organ it is often

possible to say that the swelling is fluid or solid in nature, but it is seldom that a true

diagnosis of the lesion can be made from palpation of the kidney alone. In the following

diseases in which renal enlargement is usually present, the diagnosis must be arrived at

by the consideration of associated symptoms.
In n-iitil tiiliciriil()si\ the disease occurs in a miliary or in a caseous form. .Miliary

tuberculosis occurs as a i)art of a general tuberculosis, usually in children, is bilateral, and

causes no tunioiu-. The caseous variety occurs as a primary disease in one kidney, in which

one or several foci may be present. These enlarge an<l soften to form a tuberculous abscess,

which invades the meihillary tissues, to o])en eventually and discharge its contents into

the renal pelvis. 'I'lu- kiilney is enlarged and tender, and there are persistent j)yuria and

hoematuria in small amount. The lining membrane of the ureter is quickly invaded by
the tuberculous process, l)ecoming thickened and inliltrated, and at the same time shortened

in length, so that cystoscoiiically it is seen to be drawn upwards {Plate AT. Fig. D,]>.

•J82). .\n early symptom of renal tuberculosis is increased frei|ueney of micturition, even

before the bladder has become infected in the downward i)rogress of the disease. The ureter

may be felt to be thickened pev rectum or per vaginam, or other tuberculous foci may be

foimd in the prostate, vesicuhe seminales, or testes in the male. .\ thorough search should

be made for tubercle bacilli in the urine.

In pijeloncplin'lis the kidney may lie sliglitlx' enlarged, together with renal i)aiu,

pyuria, and general malaise. Pyelonephritis is usually bilateral, and due to some infective

or obstructive lesion in the lower m-inary tract, syniptoms of which are usually obvious

(see Pviiii \, ]). .')T t).

MiiliaiKiiit liiinoiirn of tlic kidney give rise either to an irregular nodular enlargement

of the kidney, or to a general, uniform, solid tumour. There is usually aching pain in

the loin, with intermittent attacks of profuse luematuria. the latter occurring as soon as

the growth has inliltrated the renal pelvis. The bleeding may be so profuse that clots are

formed in the renal calices. jjvramidal in shape, which in their jjassage down the ureter

give rise to tjiJieal renal colic. The malignant tumours found in the kidney are of several

varieties, and their origin and exact pathological natme have given rise to nuich discussion

in recent years. The true carcinoma and sarcoma exist, but are \ery rare, forming but

a small percentage of the malignant renal tumom-s. They gi\e rise to renal enlargement
and intermittent luematuria, are usually extremely malignant, and are accomi)anied by

early metastases. The more common type of renal tumour in the cortical portion of the

kidney—the hypernephroma—was formerly supposed to arise in small aberrant areas of

suprarenal tissue which are freipiently found in this situation. Recent obser\'ers maintain

that these tumours arise from the renal elements. The tumours commonly arise in
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the upper pole of tlie kidney, are of yellow oi' brown colour, and are usually fairly well

defined from the renal tissues. ;\Iicroseopieally, their strueture is similar to that of the

suprarenal ^land, and their metastases are of the same nature. They were formerly
classified as anijiosarcoma, alveolar sarcoma, endothelioma, or carcinoma, but are now
classified under the term hyperneijhroma. They form a com])aratively slowly-growing
tumour of the kidney, and give rise to less severe .symptoms than the true sarcoma or

carcinoma. There is aching in the loin, and enlargement of the kidney may be found on

examination, but at first the symptoms are slight. Hicmaturia occurs without any apparent

exciting cause, and there may be renal colic from the passage of clots down the ureter
;

the tumour may be of fair size before any h;ematuria is noticed.

Another form of malignant tumour that occurs in the kidney is that which is sup])osed

to arise from embryonic tissues, and to which the name of enibryoma has been ap])lied.

These tumours are formed of striated nuiscle (rhabdomyoma) or of mixed tissues, such

as striated and non-striated nuiscle, cartilage or bone, and ei)ithelial structures in tabular

or glandular form. They grow in the renal tissues, expanding the latter to form a spurious

caspule. They occur most freiiuently in

children, and haematuria is infrequent.

Thus, the occurrence of a renal

liinidur. accompanied by intermittent

attacks of liicmaturia. especially if profuse,
sliould always give suspicion of renal

growth in an adult. Renal tuberculosis

and calculus both may give rise to renal

enlargement, but the luematuria is seldom

profuse ; with calculus, the ha-maturia is

often brought on or increased by exertion,

whereas with growth it may come on at

any time, e\'en during rest. At the same

time, it should be remembered that both

profuse ha>maturia and renal enlargement

may arise from a \esical tumour which

obstructs the normal How of urine from

the ureteric oriHce ; in all cases therefore

a cystoscopic examination should be made
before any operative measure is carried

out. The ra))id develo|iment of a varico-

rcle, especially on the right side, is a jwiiit

significant of renal growth.

Ilijilroiii'jihroain and pi/oiirijlirosis form

deliuile enlargements of the kidney, which

may attain a large size. The tumour is

oval or rounded, smooth, and gives a sense

of tenseness or elasticity, whilst occasion-

ally distinct fluctuation may be obtained.

Pyelography assi.sts the diagnosis in dilli-

cult cases {Fig. 166). - A hydronephrosis

occurs when there is a partial obstruction to the ureter, or in cases of repeated attacks of

temiiorarily complete ureteric obstruction. Bilateral hydronei)hrosis may also arise fiom

the back-pressure due to any obstruction of the normal jjassage of uiine from the bladder.

Hydronephrosis is usually unaecomiianied by pain or ha-maturia ; but the timiour may
show marked changes in size, from the varying character of the lesion producing the

obstruction ; thus, if the ureter be wholly blocked, the tumour will increase in size and

bL:conie more tense : whilst if the obstraction be partially relieved, the tumour will

diminish, synchronously with the pas.saga of a larger quantity of urine of low specific

gravity. The presence of any obstruction to the normal flow of urine from the kidney

predi.sposes to the onset of infection of the kidney by micro-organisms, so that a hydro-

nephrosis may become converteii into a pyone])hrosis, or the latter may arise from the

obstruction to the ureter of a kidney already the seat of pyelitis. The j>hysical examination

F"/. U'l'.—To illustrate jiyetoL'raiiiiy. t 'cllarL'ul iia.- Iu'l-ii

iujecteil into tlie rislit ureter and rytial pelvis after ureteral
catlleterization. Tlie case w;is an adult female with right-
sided hydroneplirosis, the result of calculous disease. Two
stones had been removed from this kidnej a year previously,
at which time the pyelographic appearances were practically
the same. {Skiagram by Dr. C. Thurstan HottamL)
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of a kidney flistendi-d witli mine or with pus shows praclicallN no dillfrfnce between tlieni,

but with pyonephrosis otlier indieations are usually present to assist the diaiiiiosis.

Examination of the urine will reveal the ])resence of pus at SDuie time, althouah, if the
ureter is wholly olistrueted at the time of cxaminatiim. pus may be al)sent if the other

kidney and the bladder are normal. If. however, the ureter is bloeked only jjartially. i)us
will be found in the urine : in the intermittent form, pus may be present in larye

(|uantilies at intcrxals eoineidins with the decrease in the size of the renal tumour. With
pyonephrosis, also, there will be the <;encral evidence of supjjuration. namely, raised

temperature, sweating, pallor, and often diarrhcea. The most freipicnt causation of

l)yonephrosis is renal calculus, so that a careful inquiry into the history of the case for

symptoms of calculus may give important indications, and .i-ray examination may be of
service (Fig. 13:5. )). -JTlt) unless the stone has been passed. Very occasionally jjalpation
of a kidney enlarged from calculous disease will give rise to distinct crepitation from the
friction of one stone upnn another.

.1 scioKs or lii/iliiliil ci/sl of the kidiK'V may give rise to a tumour in the loin exactly
re-icmbling a hydroiicplinisis. aiirl would usually be diagnoscil as sucli. Tlie discovery of
booklets (Fig. 18. p. H») or hydatid elements in the urine, or iu tlir lliiid aspirateil from a
renal cyst, will point to the nature of the disease.

I'iifil<!/slir disciisc of the kidney may occur in children or in adults, and forms a tumour
which is eonunonly bilateral, though that of one side may be larger than the other. In
adults the disease causes |)raetieall\- no trouble, except the presence of the tumour, in

the early stages: but later, symptoms of renal inellicaency develop. The tumour gi\es
the usual physical signs of a renal enlargement, and may attain a great si/.c on both sides.

There may be aching i)ain in the loins and. occasionallx . marked ha'maturia. The urine
is of low specific gravity, is increased in amount, and in the absence of blood oltcn contains
a small amount of albumin. The disease is usually aceomi>anied by arteriosclerosis. The
chartictcr of the in-ine and the bilateral renal tumour arc usually sullicient data upon which
to form a diagnosis : but with unilateral tumour, as occasionally occ\n-s. the diagnosis is

very dillieult. .\ hydroncphrotie or pyonephrotic kidney may give evidence of fluctuation
which will not be obtained with a. polycystic kidney. /,'. //. J,irili//i Siviui.

KNEE-JERK. ABNORMALITIES OF THE. Uelore discussing the abnormalities
of I hi- knee-jerk, it i^ dcsirahle to sa\ a lew words al)out the methods used for eliciting
this \aluable physical sign, and what may be considered to be its normal variations.

It is essential, if mistakes are to be a\'oi<lcd. to test the knee-jerk with a suitabh-
instrument. The lingers, or' the edge of a hand <ir of a book, are unsatisfa,ctoi-\-. .Scxeral

pereussors are made for the j)uri>osc. lire best beinsi a woollen stethoscope with a moder-

ately heaxy ear-])ieee smrounded by a thick indiarubber ring. The i)atient should lie

either sitting or l\ ing down. If seated in a chair, he may be directed to cross one knee
over the other, or. better still, place both feet on the floor as far away from him
as is possible, so long as the whole sole of each is in contact with the gr-ormd. In either

position a tap on the patellar tendon will |)rovoke a contiaetion of the (juadrieeps extensor
nmscle. which will extend the leg on the thigh, and m\i\ be seen or felt even if it fails to

actually move the leg. If the ]mtient is in beil. he slimrlil lie flat on his back, and be told
to allow the observer to move his legs without lesistanee. The latter then flexes the knee

by grasping the thigh above the joint and raising it until an obtuse angle is formed by the

popliteal sijacc. the foot resting on the bed. The position of the manipulator's hand will

enable him to detect whether the ipiadriceps and hamstring muscles are sulliciently relaxed.
In the ease of small children or irdants. it is advisable to stand at the end of the bed and
to grasp the ankle with the left hand. The knee can then be flexed easily by pushing
the foot towards the i)atient. and. at the moment when the limb feels relaxed, a tap on
the ])atellar tendon be given with the iustrimieut in the right hand. If dillieulfy is found
in making the patient relax his limb in any of these positions, his attention should be
directed to carrying out some other voluntary mmement. such as pidling apart his grasped
hands while he looks at the ceiling. This is known as •

reinforcement,"
The Normal Knee-jerk.— It is impossible to define a normal knee-jerk, because

the extent of the read ion \aries iruich in individuals and nnieh in the same ])crson at
different times. Abscrree of the knee-jerk indicates an abnormality, anil must be regarded
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as pathological. Inequality of the jerk on the two sides must also be regarded as very

strong evidence of some organic morbid condition.

Abnormalities.—The knee-jerk may be exaggerated, diminislied, or lost.

The knei'-jerk is exngacidicd wlien the reflex arc wliich governs the tone of the quadri-

ceps muscle is insulliciently inhibited or controlled by the higher nervous centres. This

occurs under two chief conditions, one of which constitutes a functional, the other an

organic, loss of control.

Functional loss of control occurs whenever the general health or nervous tone of the

patient is below par. Exaggeration of the knee-jerk may therefore be met with in almost

any constitutional ailnunt, and is nearly always to be observed when a person is seriously

out of health. For instance, a ])hthisical patient, a case of chronic renal disease, a conva-

lescent from enteric fever, or a neurasthenic, may present very brisk jerks, and their

presence may only Ije looked upon as an indication of a general loss of nervous tone. This

fact em))hasizes the necessity for never being satished with an examination of the knee-

jerk alone in attempting to diagnose the condition of the nervous system. The examina-

tion of the knee-jerk must at least be sui)plemented by that of certain other reflexes, the

most important of which are the abdominal and plantar. If exaggerated knee-jerks are

associated with normal abdominal reflexes and with the flexor type of plantar response,
and if tlie knee-jerks are approximately equal on the two sides, it may be assumed with

some excejjtions that the exaggeration is due to a functional loss of control over the reflex

arc. If, on the other hand, the abdominal reflex is absent and the ])lantar response is of

the extensor type, the exaggeration of the knee-jerk is due to some organic change in the

cells of the motor area of the brain or in the ])vramidal tracts whicli are made up of the

axonal processes of those cells. Exaggeration of the knee-jerk due to organic disease is

always, or nearly always, associated with other reflex changes, and particularly with the

extensor type of plantar response. Fre(|uently. but not invariably, tliese two signs are

supplemented by the presence of ankle-clonus, by a spastic condition of the lower extremi-

ties, and by a loss of voluntary control over the vesical and rectal sphincters.
When the pyramidal tract is affected equally on both sides, the jerks will also be

exaggerated equally : but if, as in hemiplegia, one pyramidal tract is more diseased than

the other, there is a corres])onding difference in the knee-jerk on the two sides, that of

the paralyzed leg being brisker than that of the sound limb. Ine(|uality of the knee-jerk
is also observed in certain cases of gciicnil paiiili/sis iif llir insane for the same reason.

A very brisk knee-jerk is sometimes associated with a ))heuomenon which goes by
the name of patellar clonus. AVitli the limb resting relaxed and fully extended on the bed,

the patella is sharply pressed towards the foot, with the result that clonic contractions

of the quadriceps are provoked and continue as long as the i)ressure is sustained. The

Itresence of well-sustained patellar clonus is generally indicative of organic disease.

The knee-jerk may be diminished as the result of some pathological processes similar

to those which abolish the jerk. On the other hand, owing to the natural variations in

the activity of the reflex, it is often dillieult to be sure that tlic sluggish character of a

knee-jerk is of ])athologieal origin imless there is evidence to show that it had been obtained

previously with greater facility. Most infants suffering from acute febrile or debilitating

disorders present very diminished knee-jerks : often the latter cannot be obtained at all.

at the height of bronchopneumonia or e])idcnuc diarrhaa for instance, though they return

to normal as convalescence progresses.
The knee-jerk is lost only in organic disease, and the absence of tliat reflex, therefore,

is evidence of some pathological process. The conditions under which the knee-jerk is

lost may be classified in the following manner :
—

1. Affections of the quadriceps extensor nuiscle, as in the myopatliies.
2. Affections of the aflerent path of the reflex arc. as in eases of tabes in wliich the

lumbar region of tlie spinal corfl is involved.

3. Affections of the anterior horn cells, such as occm' when myelitis involves tlie tliird

and fiiurfh lumbar segments of the cord.

i. .Vffeetions of the efferent fibres in the anterior crural nerve innerxafing tlie (|uaclri-

cejis muscle, as in some forms of peripheral neuritis.

5. In complete transverse lesions of the spinal cord above the lumbar enlargement.
This is usually the result of a dorsal myelitis, or of a fracture-dislocation of the vertebral

column witli severe injury to the cord.
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f). Wlien the intrrtoranial iircssiire is liicatly incnased. particularly in cases of intra-

cranial tumour, and more especially wlicn the tumour occupies the ])ostcrior fossa of the

skull.

It should he noted earefully that the ahsence of the knee-jerk in most eases afforiis

evidence of some lesion of the structures which constitute the reflex are. on the integrity
of which it depends. It is a localizinj>- si<>n. not necessarily a siyn of some particular disease.

For instance, it is quite possible for patients suffering from tabes to retain their knee-jerks
so Ions; as the morbid ])rocess has not involved the lumbar rciiion of the spinal cord, or

one knee-jerk may disa|)pear Ijcfore the other. For the same reason the jerk may be

present in certain cases of acute ])olioiiiyelitis. or one may remain when the other has

been lost.

It is als<i desirable to jjoint out that the abolition of the knee-jerk may be the onlif

indication of any alfectioTi of the nervous mechanism. For example, the knee-jerk is

often lost after an attack of diphthcriti, even when there is no evidence of paralysis of the

lc<; muscles or of any sensory loss in the lower extremities. Another instance of the same
kind is afforded by many cases of lobar pneimionin. especially in children, in which the

pneumo-toxin is sulliciently poisonous to interfere with the sensitive patellar reflex without

[iroducini; other sii;ns of disturbance of the nervous system. In diiiheles niellitiis the knee-

jerks may l>e absent without any further siijns of peripheral neuritis develojiing.
•Vttention has been drawn to the occasional absence of knee-jer"; in cases of intracranial

tumour. The explanatioTi of this is not very clear, but reference may be made to the

i^reat variability of this ])henomenon from time to time. At one examination the knee-

jerk is obtained : at another, a few hours later it is lost, perhaps to return on the followini;

day. This ebb and How of the knee-jerk is highly characteristic of increased intracranial

|)ressure, and is rarely fouuil under other conditions.

Two other forms of abnormal knee-jerk deserve brief reference. One of them is what
is sometimes called the clitircic ki}ec-jiii:. In many eases of chorea, whin the leg is

extended on the thigh as the result of lapping the patellar tendon, it is held in that position
tor an ai)])recial)lc length of time before relaxation takes place and the foot falls to its

Inrmcr ])osition. In tni/dsHiciiia grai'is it is sometimes, but only rarely, possible to tire

out the knee-jerk. .\ ready response is obtained at first, but rapid repetition of the test

leads to abolition nl' the rellex excitability, which (|uieUly recovers itself after a short rest.

E. Fiirijiilinr liuzxiird.

KRAUROSIS VULV^.--(.See Index at end.)

KYPHOSIS. (See Cl-HVATtHK. .Sl'INAI,. p. i.-,:i.)

LEG, ULCERATION OF THE.—(.See Ulceration ok thk Leo. j), 7:!(i.)

LEGS, PAIN IN THE. (See under I'ain.
j,. i;i,s.)

LEGS, SWOLLEN. -(See (Edf.ma. p. til.)

LEUCOCYTOSIS is a word which has been used to denote two different conditions,

namely : (1) An absolute increase above the normal of the number of leucocytes per e.mm.
of blood, without distinction as to which particular variety of leucocyte is mainly increased ;

and (2) An absolute increase in the total numbers of polymorphonuclear cells per c.mm.
of Ijlood. If it is useii in the latter restricted sense, then there is no clinical term to express
an absolute increase of all the leucocytes in the blood, whatever their kind, and it seems

I)rcferable to use the term lcucoc^•tosis in the broader sense, as being an absolute increase
in the total number of white coriniscles per c.mm. of blood, indicating the kind of leuco-

eytosis l)y means of a differential leucocyte count. It is used in this sense here.

The point at which an increase in the total number of leucocytes |)cr e.nuii. of blood
can be called leucocytosis is arbitrary, for whereas .5001) per c.mm. is regarded as the

average in health, there are considerable variations during the day, either in relation to

digestion, exercise, or what not, and the same person who at one time of the day may have
501(1). may at another have even as many as 14.001) per c.riim. If the differential leucocvte
cotmt remains normal.no total leucocyte count less than l.'i.OOO per c.mm. can be regarded
as abnormal, and it is not until the figure reaches 20.000 or more that much stress can be
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laid upon it. The numbers tend to be higher in children and in pregnant women than in

other healthy individuals.

From a clinical jioint of view there are only two main groups of conditions in which

the existence of Icueoeytosis is really of diagnostic importance, namely : (1) In cases of

splenomeduUary, l\m])hatic, or mixed leukitniia. tlie differential diagnosis of which is

discussed under An^ejiia (p. 24) ;
and (2) In connection with infective processes, particu-

larly tliosc associated with siii>i)uratioii.

There are many maladies in which moderate Icueoeytosis may occur, but in wliieli

the behaviour of the leucocytes themselves is of little diagnostic significance. Thus,
whether there is or is not any Icueoeytosis makes little or no difference in the diagnosis
of the following conditions, in all of which the number may be anything from 5000 to

20.000 per e.mm. : acute rheumatism, scarlet fever, myxoedema, intestinal obstruction,

diphtheria, cholera, fatid bronchitis, bronchiectasis, urethritis, acute follicular tonsillitis,

whoo])ing-cough, carcinoma, sarcoma, rabies. In all of these, and probably in many
others, whereas many cases show no leueoeytie change at all. a certain jjrojiortion exhibit

Icueoeytosis. If there were a universal rule, either that there was leucocytosis or was not,

the fact nnght be used in differential diagnosis : for instance, the occurrence of Icueoeytosis
in scarlet fever might be used as a point in distinguishing it from measles, in which such

Icueoeytosis is rare ; but it is just possible that tliere may be a leucocytosis in a case of

measles, and it is more than possible that scarlet fever may present no leucocytosis, so

that whereas the general rule is to the contrary, it is not so constant as to be a safe ground
upon which to make a differential diagnosis. It can only be said, broadly speaking, that

whereas leucocytosis is not uncommon in the conditions already enumerated, it is u])on
the whole not common in measles, malaria, ty])hoid fever, typhus fever, inlluenza, small-

pox, nnunps. and tuberculosis other than caseous broncho])ueumonia. secondary infected

Ijhthisieal cavities, or tubcreuluus meningitis.

It is stated that certain drags may produce leucocytosis, thougli careful experiments
with some of them have by no means always confirmed this. .Succinic acitl, jirotargol,

and essential oils such as turpentine, peppermint, or cinnamon, are examjiles of those .said

to produce slight leucocytosis. After severe loss of blood, sucli as may result from excessive

h.-ematemesis, venesection, post-partum ha-morrhage, and the like, the leucocytes may
rise in a comparatively short time to over 15.000. and perhaps to over 20.000 per c.mni.

It is clear, therefore, that when so many eonditinus may lead to leucocytosis, its

importance is nuich diminished as a meaTis of differential diagnosis. One may say, how-

ever, that unless there are other clinical indications to the contrary, a deHnite leucocytosis
of 20,(M)0 or more, the figure sometimes reaching even .jO.O(K) or 00.000. together with a

relative increase in the polymorphonuclear cells from their normal ()5 per cent to 80, 85.

or even 90 per cent of all the leucocytes present in the blood, is considerable evidence of

there being suppuration somewhere. It is worthy of notice, that in a suppuration which

produces leucocytosis with a relative increase in the i)olymor])honuelcar cells, the pus

requires to be confined under pressure, for instance in an apjjendicular abscess, an abscess

of the liver, empyema of the gall-bladiler, su])pinative ])ylci)hlebitis, infective cholangitis,

perineal abscess, ])yosal|)inx, sup])urating o\arian cyst, thoracic empyema, abscess of the

lung, cerebral abscess, subcutaneous or jjyaniie abscess, an unojjcncd whitlow, an infected

thrombosed vein, or stippmating lymijhatic glands. When an abscess which has hitherto

been associated with leucocytosis is t>pened, the number of leucocytes in the blood falls

ijuiekly to normal ; there is little or no leucocytosis in conditions in which pus is not under

pressure, for instance in cases of impetigo and other forms of inodcrmia, superficial

gangrene of the skin, suppuration connected with opened hip-joint disease or psoas abscess,

and so forth. It is probably on this account that fungating endocarditis often produces
a slight, but hardly ever anj- considerable. Icueoeytosis ;

the same api)lying to pyelitis,

pyonephrosis, and pyelone])hritis. in all of which, if there is free drainage through the

meter, leucocytosis is absent, whilst if there are abscesses in the kidney substance the

leucocytosis may be considerable. Gangrene of the lung is another instance of the same

kind, lor there may be extensive gangrene without leucocytosis if there is free expectoration ;

whilst if the gangrenous tissue is prevented from escaping, leucocytosis may result.

Erysipelas is an exception to the ride that superficial suppuration does not produce leuco-

cytosis, for here considerable increase in the leucocytes is common.
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Aiuoiiiisl disi'iiscs ill wliicli. tlidUiih tlicy lire iinl in tlir (inliiiary sense su|i|iiiiative,

leucocytKsis is llie rule, :ire (uiitc iiuiiiiiiliiis iuiil jiiii
uiiiniiia. I'nfortimntelv , mII Idniis i<{

acute meninijitis, ^vhrllier tuljerculoiis. siiiii>iii:il i\c. nr iiieiiinuoeoeeal. lead Id tikhi- or

less leiicocytosis. sii that this iioiiit caniint he maile rniieh use of in the (hlhreul ial ilia^uosis

between them : hut u|icm the whole the yreafest leiieocytosis. uji to lO.OOO or more, is

to be expeeted in tlu' acute cerebrospinal form. The fact tliat ]ineunionia. whether of

the lobar or lobular ty])e. i)ro(luces leueocytosis with a relative increase in the iiolymorpho-

nuclear <-ells. mine often than not Tuakes it impossible to rely Ulion this point in delermininn

wbethei- or uol an lUipvema is (levelo]>iny after the lunu inllanunation, unless it is known

that lip to the linn' of the crisis there was only a moderate leiicocytosis. and that after o

continuance of the fcNcr. or a recurrence of it aflt'r the crisis, there is a i;reater leueocytosis,

with a still further ris<' in the relatixe iiereentai;e of ]io!ymorj)honiiclear cells. When
there has been no |iueunLonia. and when the physical sii;ns are such as to surliest lluid in

the chest, it is to some extent helpful to know that a<-ute i)lcurisy. with elliision of the type

sometimes spoken of as 'simple.' shows little leueocytosis. whereas empyi'ma nearly

always produces a considi'rable leueocytosis of the ])olymorphonuclear type.

The valiu' of tlu' knowledne that there is leueocytosis. when a aivcn case has been

hitherto regarded as one of some disease not associated with leueocylosis is ob\ious (see

IjF.rcopF.M.v below) : thus, typhoid fexcr uia\ ha\-e been diaenosed in a ease of obscure

])yrexia. in which the existence of polymorphonnelear leueocytosis indieales that the

diagnosis of t\phoi(l fever is wroni;. and thai there is reall\ deeii-seated suppuialion. such

as an api)endi<'ular abscess or a pyosal|iinN. .\nolher similar example of llie possible

value of this in differential diaunosis is in distiimuisiiini; malaria, in which tiiere should be

no leucoevtosis. from hepatic abscess, in which leueocytosis is the rule. /Icil.crl Frfiirli.

LEUCOPENIA denotes the ]ireselU'c of a smaller number of leneoeylis per e.mm.

of blood than normal. \\ hen there are less than .")()((() leucocytes ])er e.mm. one may
call the condition leiico])enia. There are a lariic number of allections in which this occurs.

in most of uliieh the fact is of littU'. if an>-. diannostie importance. It ma\ result from

sinijilc stdrctiliitii. either xohmtary. or due to stenosis of the lesoiihaiius or other similar

lesion. It is the inle in iLiost clirdiiic iiitiii iniliiiiis. pari i<ulaily those which result from

pliniihisiii or poisoniiifi by nieiriiiij. iirnriiir, ttlicr. iiIihIhiI . or iiKiiji/iia. II is to be found

in certain of the severe (iinrndds. more particularly iiiiiiiii<iiis (imrniid. djihislir dinnnid.

and some cases of li/niiiliiiileiioiiiii. particularly in the later statics. .l(((/c tiiilimi/ tnhei-

ciihsis is often associateil with leiicojienia. and so also is Idhircdldds perildiiili\ in more

cases than not.

The chief diaLinoslie im]iortaiK-e ol' leni'opeiiia is in connection with two diseases in

particular, namely. Iiiplidid fcvir and nnihiiid. In llie former there is kiieopenia almost

from the beuinnint;. and cases are not few in \ilheh. dnriuii the earlier days of the illne>-s.

before Widal's reaction could be positi\e. t\]ihoid fe\er has seemed piobable until the

discoxcry of leucocxtosis instead of leucopcnia has sujincsted su])pnration rather than

ty])hoid. the |nis bcinu discovered siibsccpiently perhaps in the pelvis in cormeetion with

a jiyosalpiiix. or in an ajipcndieular abscess or the like. The differential lcucoc\tc count

may also assist in the same direction, for the leucopcnia of tyjihoid fever is associated with

a relative increase of thi' smaller lym])hoeytes and diminution of the ])olymoriihonuelcar

cells, whilst with supiiuration the reverse is the ease. Leucopcnia will not serM- to distin-

ijuish betwicn ly|ilioid feNcr on the one hand, and eitlur general tubcri'iilosis. inllucn/.a,

or malaria uimn the otlur: but urante<l that there is a i)yrexial illness suiiyestivc of

typhoid fever, the oeeurrcncc of leucopcnia with a lelatixe increase in the small lymphocytes

hel])s considerably in eonlirminii the diaiitiosis iia\s Ixfore the Widal's reaction would be

])Ositive. The leuenpema (lersists unless perforali r other comiilication leailiiii; to

])us formation super\encs.
Mdliirifi is ficncrally associated with a reduction of the total number of leucocytes

per e.mm. down to ])erlia])s JiOOO. 2000, or even less, .\ssociatcd with this leucopcnia

there is relative increase, not in the small lym])hocytes as in typhoid fe\er. but in the larjfc

hyaline lymjilan-N tes : the association of these two things toucther. in a iialient whose

history jioints to the possibility of malaria, assists considerably in elinehint; the diagnosis,

and it may be of particular \alue in cases in wiiieli quinine has been adniinisli-ied so that
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the most conclusive proof of the iiiitvirc of the complaint, namely, the discovery of the
malarial iiarasites in blood films, is not for the moment possible. One difficulty, which is

not at all uncommon in the tropics, is to decide between malaria on the one hand and
abscess of the liver upon the other. Leucopenia and a relative increase in the large

lymphocytes strongly favours malaria, whereas an abscess would cause leucocytosis and
a relative increase in the ])olymorphonuclear cells. Herbert French.

LEUCORRH(EA. -(See Dischargf,. Vaginal, p. 185.)

LIMPING.—(See (Jait, .Vrnohmautiks of. |). -2.51. >

LIMPING IN CHILDREN. (See also Gait, Abnormalities of, p. 251.)—Limping
in a child may be present from the time it first begins to walk, or it may develop in one
who has previously walked normally. In either case it may be due to pain, to defor-

mity, to some form of j)aralysis, or to any two or to all three of these. Apart from

absolutely acute affections, such as sujipvirative osteomyelitis of the tibia, the one condition

that it is most important to diagnose or exclude as the cause is tuberculous disease of the

hip-joint, for limping may be the earliest and only sign of this malady, in its most curable

stage if proper treatment by complete and ])rolonged rest is adopted forthwith. The next
most important causes, generally recognized with greater ease, are tuberculous disease of

the knee, the ankle, or the tarsus. Most other lesions need little discussion, for their nature

is generally obvious from the history or upon careful examination of the leg and foot.

Any painful or deforming affection of the lower limb, from toes to spine, may lead to

limping, and one may enumerate the following :
—

1. Causes affecting the Foot or Ankle, and associated witli Pain in the Foot:—
Ill-fitting boots, especially those wlilcli

are too sliort

Chilblains
Oorns
AVJiitlow of a toe
Blister

Alirasion of the skin on any part of the foot

Injury by a crush, blow, kick, sprain,
fracture, etc.

Forei^'ii bodv, sucli as a thorn or a needle
Rnl)l)ecl lioel'

Inflammation of the bursa beneath tlie

tendo-.Vcliillis

Tulierculdus dactylitis
Tiil.cieuious disease of tlic tarsus

Tuberculous disease of the ankle
Kheuniatie "

growing pains
'

Still's disease (p. :i78)

Suppurative arthritis in the ankle or loot

Peliosis rhcuniatica
i
with lueniorrhage into

Henoch's purpura \
the ankle

Ihiinopliiliii.

2. Causes affecting the Foot or Ankle, and associated with Deformity rather than
with Pain :

—
Talipes varus

Talipes valgus
Talipes equinus

Talipes calcaneus

Talipes erpiinovarus
Talipes calcanco-valjius

Hammer toe

Flat loot.

3. Causes affecting the Calf :^

Bruisiiii;

Infantile ])araly.iis, with atrophy of the
calf muscles

Pcriplieral neuritis (e.f>.. post-diphtlieritie)
Aluscular dystrophy, especially Tooth's

peroneal type (p. liO)

Chronic jjeriostitis of the tibia or fibula :

(a) tiaumatic. (h) tiilicreulous. (c) syph-
ilitic

Greenstiek liacture of tibia or liliula

Sarcoma of the tibia

Sarcoma of the fibula

Osteomyelitis of the tibia or fibula

Epiphysitis of the tibia or fibula

Erythema nodosum
Kickets
Plilel)itis and thrombosis of veins.

4. Causes affecting the Knee-joint :
—

Traumatic synovitis
Loose eartilaae
Tuberculous knee-joint
Coujieuital syphilitic disease of the knee-

joint
Rheumatic fever

Still's disease (p. 378).

Foreign Ijody, such as a needle, i)in, or thorn

Sui)])urative arthritis in patellar region
Peliosis rheumatica
Henoch's purpura |

with haemorrhage into

Ha'mophilia )
the joint.
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5. Causes affecting the Thigh :
—

Bniisiiii;
]

Ostcdrnyi'litis of tin- fVniiir

lufautilr ]i!ii;ilysis l<',l)ililiyNitis
nf tlif tViiiur

Clinmic ])crii)stilis dl' thi' loinur : (ii) tr:ui- Uickits

matic, (h) tiilicrnildus, (c) syphilitic Tiilicrciilmis disease of the liiirsa liciuatli

Grccnstifk iiactiirc dl' the femur llie tendon of tlie ghiteiis niaxiiniis.

Saredinii df tlie IcTiiiir

(5. Causes affecting the Hip-joint Region or Groin :
—

Tiiliereuldiis (hseasc df the hi|i-jdint Iiiijuinal hernia

Tranniatie syndvitis df the hip-joint
j

l-'enioral hernia

Congenital sy])hilitic disease of the liip- Hetained testielc

joint I'soas al>seess

Disloeation (if the liip : ('() Cdnuenilal,
,

I'eMdsis rhenmatica

(h) fruni injnry
j

Jlenoeh's jinrpnra I with liaTn<irrhaijc into

InManied yhmds in the groin I Ila-nidphilia i
the joint.

7. Causes affecting the Pelvis or the Lower Part of the Spine :
—

Injnry I
Saero-iiiae joint disease

Tnherenlous caries
|

Acute osteomyelitis of t lie ihuni.

Many of the above conditions need no detailed discussion : the diagnosis niay be clear

from the hicality of the pain, the transient nature of the limp, or tlie existence of visible

inllanunation or swelling. Doubts are likely to exist in conneeiion with the earlier stages

of tuberculous disease of the <ligits. tarsus, ankle, or knee. an<l it may not be until ])ersist-

cnce of the i)ainful lim|iing |ioints to the lesion being other than simjile. that the real nature

of the case forces itself upon one's mind. I<;xamination with the .r-rays may help materi-

ally, and the sanu' apjilies to other affections of the bones—periostitis, grcenstick fractvue.

new growth. 'I'lialmcnt by rest will be enjoined pending diagnosis: the latter may not

become clear' niilil Ihe case has been watched and the course of the symplonis hillowed.

(Jrowing jiains may be relieved by salicylates ; they are nearly always to be regarded as

acute rheumatic, and a careful watch will be kept upon the heart lest the child be allowed

to be U|) and about with acute endocarditis after Ihc jiains have been relieved b\ the

salicylates.

It is in connection with Ihc hip region that the diagnosis of the cause of the pain that

leads to limi)ing is so dillicult. especially when the child complains that it is the knee which

hurts, though the disease is really in the hip -an example of referred i)ain due to the

obturator nerve which supplies the hip. seiuling a small geniculate branch to the knee.

The hip-joint is embedded so deeply in nui.scles that it is often diflicult to make out any
local swelling, such as is generally distinctive of similar ]nil|)y disease of the knee or ankle.

Kven .i-ray examination may fail to give clear evidence of disease when the latter is in an

early stage, though skilled radiologists may detect rarefaction of the trabccuhv in the head

of the fennu- on comparison of the two sides, long before there is bony destruction to cause

any difference in contour. When, however, the ])atient com])lains of ])ersistent pain in

the hip-joint region, less severe some days than others iierhajjs, yet not disappearing as the

days go by ; when this ])ain makes him walk with a lim|), or wake with a start and cry out

at night : if there are no ])ains elsewhere in the body, and it there is some irregular though

])ossibly only slight pyrexia ; tuhercnlous disease of the hii)-joint would be suspected even

if the child looked well, and still more so if he looked delicate and had not a rolKist apiietite.

The suspicion would be rendered almost a <crtaint\- if. on getting the child to stand

.stripjjed. in a good light, one found definite asynunetr\- of the buttocks, that of the jiainfitl

side being flabbier or obviously smaller than the other : the natal fold beneath it running

at the .same time obli(|uely downwards and outwards, instead of nearly horizontally, as it

should normally : it is always the muscles immediately above an affected joint that waste

first—the thigh muscles when the knee-joint is diseased, the glutei in the case of the hip-

joint, and so on. It may also be noticed thai the patient holds the whole limb on the

painful side in an abnormal attitude—slightly abducted and outwardly rotated in the very

earliest stages, so that there is apparent (but not actual) lengthening: adducted and

inwardly rotated in most eases, with api)arent shorlcning. Mensuration is of little assist-
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ance in atrivins at a tliaonosis. because it is only at a much later stage, after considerable

bony destruction has taken place, that there is real shortening, and the diagnosis will have
been made long before this has occurred. On attcmjiting to move the various joints of the

legs wlien tlie patient is lying flat upon his back, those of the sound limb will show no
limitation of movement ; on the affected side the child will allow one to move the ankle

and the knee freely if care is taken not to jar the hip, but when one tries to move the hiji

itself, muscular contractions will resist attempts at passive flexion, extension, or rotation,

or the child will cry out so that one desists from trying. If one flexes both thiglis slightly
on the trunk, so as to allow the spine and pelvis to lie flat along a firm mattress, one finds

that the souml limb can be extended until it also lies flat along the bed without altering
the position of the pelvis or spine : but if one now presses the affected limlj gently down
to straighten it similarly on the bed, a hand held beneath the child's lumbar vertebra;

detects the fact that as the thigh of the affected side gets straighter the lumbar vertebrae

begin to arch ; this is owing to muscular rigidity preventing free play at the acetabulum,
so that instead of the head of the femur rotating as it should, without moving tlie pelvis,

the pelvis moves with the thigh, and arching of the back results. If attention is paid to all

these i)oints. it is generally possible to detect tulicrculous hiji-joint disease at a compara-
tively early date, though in some cases one may fear it without l)cing able to diagnose or

exclude it definitely.

Sacro-iUac joint disease may sinuilate hip-joint disease at first sight, but on careful

examination it will be found that all ino\ements at the hip-joint can be made painlessly
if the sacro-iliac joint is not jarred : whereas the least jarring to the sides of the pelvis may
be acutely painful. It is generally possible to locate both jjain and tenderness clearly to

the sacro-iliac joint region posteriorly, and thus arrive at the diagnosis.
Psoas abscess secondary to tuberculous earies of tlie spine may also simulate hip-

joint disease closely, lor owing to the extension of the caseous abscess in the ])soas muscle

downwards over the front of the hi]>-joint. in the direction of the lesser trochanter of the

femur, movements at the hip-joint may be very painful
—

especially those of extension.

The patient is apt to keep the thigh flexed, and inwardly or outwardly rotated according
to the direction in which the psoas abscess is burrowing. One would look for fullness of

the deeper structures of the groin, or a definite swelling here : actual fluctuation obtain-

able from above to below Poupart"s ligament is to be expected theoretically, but in practice
it is \ery seldom obtainable. The main thing to look for in verifv'ing the diagnosis is

evidence of disease of the dorsal or lumbar vertebra-. If there is Potfs angular curvature

of the spine, the diagnosis is obvious ; often, however, the di.sease is confined to the anterior

aspects of the bodies of the vertebne, and no bony deformity is visible in the back ; one

would then look s))ccially for ligidity of the back, local pain or tenderness on gentle percus-
sion f)f successive s|)ines. or deficient mobility of the dorso-lumbar region of the vertebral

column when the patient attempts to bend forward, or turns from side to side. The .r-rays

are sometimes valuable in detecting the di.sease (Fig. 195. ]}. KiO) : but on the other hand,

absence of oT-ray evidence of caries does not exclude it.

Rickets sometimes gives rise to considerable difficulty on account of the ill-defined

but often severe pains in the bones the patient suffers. The child is generally (piite young—two or three years old—when these rickety pains are worst, and therefore cannot give
a personal account of where they are. The bones may be vari(jusly deformctl. the patient

may be unal)le to walk pro))erly. and one may have grave doubts as to whether there is

not tuberculous disease of the spine, sacro-iliac joint. hi|)-joint. knee, or ankle, as well as

rickets. Repeated examinations will be made, and yet the doubts may remain. One
would, however, adopt treatment by recumbent rest and good hygiene in matters of

food, air, and cleanliness in either case, and it is better to ])rolong the period of rest

lest there is tuberculous mischief, than to curtail it on the presumption that the lesion is

rickets only.
AVlu-n ]iain causing limiting in a child is confined to a single joint, such as the hip or

knee, it is a safe rule to say that it is never rheumatic : neglect of this rule has led to the

ruin of many a joint.

Long though the list above is. the remaining conditions given in it do not call for

detailed discussion. They will be diagnosed froiH other symptoms presented by the case

besides lim[)iiig. Herbert French.
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LINEv€; ALBICANTES, Sdinctimes ffi-mcd linca' ntnijiliicir, fimsist of areas of skin

riiaiiy tiim-s lonyfr tliaii liroad. sdiiu-wliat shiny, and liliiisli-xvhitc. iiinduci'd by atrnpliy
dl' portions of the trnc corimn.

Tlu-rc is no disease tliat really resembles thein. and inileed no ollur eondilion of the
skin with whieh they can be eonfonnded when onee they have been ])ointed out. MorplKea
and leneoderniia are the only possible exeeptions. and these only under the rarest

eirennistanees. for the (ijitehes of these alfeetif)ns are not linear, do not shine, and do not

show those small cross wrinkles of t'pidei'mis at riyiit angles to the axis of a linea so eharac-
liristie of linea' albieanles : these wiinklcs can be smootheil away by strefehina the skin
in a <lireetion parallel lo the linea. but they return at onee on relaxing tin- tension.

The usual meaniu'i of these linea- is that the skin has been unduly stretehed o\er
some fairly Ions lieriod of time : hut they jiive not the slijjhtest indieation as to the cause
of the stretching; ; this caution is \iry necessary, because when these linea' are fovnid on a
woman's abdomen oi- breasts, it is conunonly assumed that they constitute evidence of
a past preijiianey ; it is pi'rfceth' true that this is the commoTiest ori;;in ; but any other
cause of swellinn', such as tumour, ascites, and even fat and o-dema. etc.. \v'ill produce tln'in

l)y strctchinu the skin.

Tlicy are also apt lo ap|)ear over the shoulders or in front of the knees, or (jii the llank^,

thighs, or buttocks, without it bein<;- possible to draw any conclusion as to their causation
or siiiuilicanee. /.•,.,,,/ j s,„ill,.

LIPS, AFFECTIONS OF THE RED PART OF THE. I h, s nipUsi aitccti.r.

to «liicli the Nirmilion of the lips is liable is that known as cliappinu.' a. condition

frei|urntl\ due to exposuic to ki'cn winds, and sometimes ai;ara\ate(l by the habit of
"

|)ickini;-.' In some eases the lissurini; is sullieiently deep to cause appieciable pain
and i^reat disfiaurenicnt.

The vermilion of the lips may be involved also in a. niuulier of cutaneous diseases.

amoUL;- them liijiiis iiilniiris. lupus ciiilhcDifilo.siis, lirlnii jildiiii.s. Iicijiis fihriUs and ziislrr.

liiiKi ciiciiKilii. iiiliiiiriii. ji\iiii<isis. and some forms of
.vj, /)/(// /.v. The lesions of the

epithelium of the li|is, as of nnicous membranes in nencral, are seldom characteristic

enouah to warrant a confident diagnosis : in none of the above affections is the re<l of the

lips alone affected, and ijiiidanee as to the diagnosis will be found in the more <listin<'ti\c

lesions of the skin.

Ordinary cczciiki is sometimes limited to the lips and innnediately adjacent parts.
.Vssoeiatcd with a slijihtly .seborrhceic condition of the scalp, there is sometimes a persistent
and repeated exfoliation of the vermilion of the lips {chcilili.s ej'foliativa). In a somewhat
similar yet not identical ease, the lijis as a whole were covered with a thick aecunnilation
of scales, which caused them to protrude. When the scales were removed the liiis were
blue instead of red. The |)atient complained of some burniny pain, but cliiclly of a feelint;

of deadness in the lips. The condition had ]>ersisted for eleven years, and appeared to
have been set up by a habit of bitinj; the lips and tearing- off the skin. The subjects of

cheilitis exfoliati\a are usually neurotic, and in this case there was some tendency to that

condition, but there was no associated seljorrhcea. In rliiililis glaiidiilaris there may be
neither seborrha^a nor neurosis : the chronic inflammation of the lower lip, with swelling
of the mncou.s glands, apjicars to originate in catarrh of the mouth and pharynx. It is

chiefly the vermilion that is affected, but the inflammation sjjreads to the inside of the

lip. and sometimes also to the neighbom-ing skin, which j)resents an erythematous aspect.
The conditions here described are all rare, and are not likely to be confused with more
ordinary affections of the labial ei)ithelimn.

In sypliilis the red of the lips is sometimes the seat of the primary sore (see Fig. -J;},

(i. ?;!), and in the secondary .stage condylomata may occur in this situaticJii. The chancre

may be flatfish and covered with a false memlirane. (jr it may present itself as a crateriform

inliltrated ulcer.

In epillu'lioDKi the lip
—

usually the lower one—is frecpiently the p<iint of attack, the

growth beginning as a slight abrasion, crack, or jjapule, and rmining the usual course.

(Sie under TiMOeus OK Tin; Skin. ]). ?;!(!.)

Foidi/cc's disease sjjccially attacks the re<l of the li|)s and the oral uniccjus membrane,
the lesions consisting of small whitish or vellowisli milium-like bodies, which mav be
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discrete or coalescent. ]iioliise or scanty. Inside the nioutli the niiliuiu-hke bodies are

wliiter than those on the lip, and are also more jirojectino;. If subjective symptoms are

present, they take the form of shght burning and itching, with a feeling of stiffness. The

signs can hardly be confounded with those of any other affection. When the lesions are

very abundant, they may simidate a solid patch : l)ut if the tissues are stretched, the

milium-like bodies can be distinguished.
Perleche is a contagious affection almost peculiar to children, and due |)robablv to

streptococci. It usually starts at both angles of the lii)s. as a whitening and maceration
of the epithelium, which is easily detaclied : it extends along tlie e])itheliiun towards the

middle line, iuNolving also the siu'rounding skin and the mucosa of the inside of the li])s.

There are usually some hy])er;cmia and iidlammation, and the feeling of heat and discomfort

prompts the child constantly to lick its lips
—hence perleche. The affection often appears

in association with impetigo contagiosa, or impetiginous stomatitis, or vesicidar erythema.
In some cases it can only be discriminated from the mucous patches of syphilis by the

absence of other secondary signs. From herpes it can be diagnosed by its symmetry and
its not beginning as a vesicular eru])tion. Miilinlin Morris.

LIPURIA.—(See Chyluria. p. lOS.)

LIVER DULLNESS, DEFICIENT.—The most common cause for diminution of the

he]>atie duliniss is tiii|)hysema. The chest is barrel-shaped, the lower ribs are everted,

and the diminution of the dullness is at its upper part. The dullness is diminished from
above downwards in cases of tight lacing, which forces the liver down, and in cases of hepato-

ptosis. but in these two instances the hepatic dullness descends lower than is normal, so

that the total liver dullness is often natural. The hepatic dullness is diminished very con-

siderably and rai)idly in acute i/eUoiv atrapliii : the signs of this disease are so striking that

the diagnosis is not as a rule dilticidt (j). '.V.V.\). It slowly diminishes when the liver shrinks

in the terminal stage of cirrhosis. It is often said that in pcrftinilivc jicrildiiilis the ])resence
of free gas in the ])eritoneal cavity leads to a diminution of the hepatic dullness : this is

undoubtedly true sometimes, but the sign is so often absent that, considering there are

other causes of dimimition of hepatic dullness, it is unwise to lay much stress on its presence
or absence in coming to a diagnosis of jierforative peritonitis. Considerable gaseous disten-

tion of the bowels will also cause diminution of the hepatic dullness, and so will a pneumo-
thnra.T on the right side. jj'. ]litle While.

LIVER, ENLARGEMENTS OF THE.—In adults the liver is about i.. but at birth

it is
..'i

to
i'^

of the weiglil (jf the whole boily : therefore in infants and young children it is

relatively larger than in adults. Unless this is remembered the liver may in such ]iatients
be thought enlarged when really it is of normal size. On deei) inspiration, in thin people
whose abdominal muscles are lax, the lower edge of the normal liver can. in the supine

])osition, be felt to descend to touch the fingers if they are thrust up under the ribs outside

the right rectus. In the upright position it may descend half an inch lower than this. In

the epigastric angle a small portion of the anterior surface of the left lobe is in contact with

the anterior abdominal wall, but often this cannot be felt owing to rigidity of the recti

abdominalcs nuiseles.

The hepatic dullness to the left of the sternum cannot be distinguished from that due
to the heart : on the right, it begins at the middle of the ensiform i)rocess of the stermun,
in the right nipple line it reaches the upjier part of the lifth intercostal s])ace. in the mid-

axillary line the seventh, in the line of the angle of the scaptda the ninth. In health the edge
of the liver is lirm and vmiform. and the surface feels smooth. In excessively rare instances

the whole organ is lobulated. This is probably not. as has been supposed, a developmental
abnormality, but represents past disease, possibly intra-uterine. If the liver is transposed,
the right lobe is small and the left large. Occasionally either lobe is dwarfed by disease,

e.g.. alcohol or syphilis. .\ tongue-like jirojection of the right lobe may ])rotrude from its

lower right-hand part. This ])rojeetion. known as RicdeVs lobe, is often associated with

disease of the gall-bladder such as gall-stones, or with tight lacing, and is commoner in

women than in men, but as it may be found in quite young children it must be regarded as

sometimes an anatomical abnormalitv. A Rieders lobe mav give rise to great difUculties
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of (linuiKisis : if thr loiiiiccliim iK-tut-i-ii it and tin- li\ii- is ciiily |)ci-it(iiuuiii. it may lie niis-

takeu ior a lli)atiiig kidiu y. tspicially as in such a case tlicre may be a haiitl of resonance
between it and tlie li\ cf : or the lol)e may be confused witli any tumour that may be found
on the right side nt tlie alxiciuun. Wlien jjalpating the abdomen it is often very dillieull to

tell the right-hand lower part of the li\er from the kidney, even when there is no in-ojeetion
which can be called a Riedel's lobe.

Many conditions quite unconnected witli the liver cause an ai)parent alteration in its

size. Thus, a general weakness of tlie tissues may lead to its .Iropping downwards in the
erect i>osture from laxness of its supjjorts. which are chielly its ligaments, and to a less

extent the abdominal walls. I have known this occur in wasting diseases, the fact that the
liver was not enlarged ha\ing been evident on post-mortem examination : indeed, in such
a case I have known the dropped liver to be regarded as enlarged from cancer, which was
believed to be the cause of the wasting, when in reality the patient was wa.sted because he
had diabetes. Again, if the liver is somewhat enlarged from disease, its extra weight may
cause it to drop, and hence it apjiears larger than it really is. Thus it is not uncommon for

a nutmeg liver to ajjpear during life larger than it is ; but that it is not may be proved by
noticing that i)ercussion shows the upjjcr line of hepatic dullness to have descended.

.Vlterations in the chest may lead to depression of the liver, which may then l)e thouixht

erioneously to be enlarged. Thus, in an extreme case of librosis of the hmgs with adherent
pleura I have seen the sucking in of the ribs on inspiration lead to depression of the liver
down to the umbilicus : the right lobe may be de])ressed into the right loin by eom])ression
of the chest <lue to tight lacing, this being often associated with a movable right kidney.
Deformities <if the chest due to rickets or curvature of the s[)ine may lead to great depression
of the liver. It riKi\ be depressed by large collections of fluid in the right side of the chest,
but they nmst be quite laige. for the fluid will more easily eom|)ress the lungs and push the
heart to the left than depress the diaplir.igm. It may also be depressed by a right-sided
liueiuudtlKirax. If in dia]>hragmatie i)leurisy the diai)hragm is not working, and is in a
innre cir less eciustant imsiliou of inspirat iun. the liver is also constantly in this positi(jn,
and hence seems to be a little depressed. I^xtreme i)eiieardial effusion is said to de|)ress
the liver, but this must be very rare. It is often stated that a subdiaphragmatic abscess
will de|)ress the liver considerably : but this also is very rare, for the numerous adhesions
in connection with such an abscess generally i)revent depression of the li\cr.

Tight lacing may cause a deep furn.w oii the liver palpable during lih. I have known
so deep a furrow caused by a man's belt that the part of the liver below the furrow felt

almost separated from the rest of the organ : in such a case there may be a false impression
of enlargement. The effect of corsets or other artihcial pressure is often such as to give an
incorrect impression of enlargement, because the organ is pressed down ; most commonly
the liver is forced down. Ilattened, and elongated from abo\e downwards. Such a pressure
often leads to a transverse depression across the right-hand lower part of the right lobe, so
that a more or less detached ])ortion of it lies in the jjosition of a Hiedel's lobe.

It is <|uite rare for enlargement of the liver to lead to .any upward extension of the

hepatic dullness. This is what might be expected, for the mere weight of the enlarged liver
will lead to its falling, and the resistance of the intestines and abdominal walls being much
Uss than that of the diaphragm, it will therefore grow in the direction of least resistance,
that is, downwards. Raising of the ujjper limit of hepatic dullness is best observed when
some local disease of the liver directly im]>lieates the diaphragm ; thus, a tropical abscess
of the liver growing from its upper surface will soften the diaphragm and extend ujjwards ;

a hydatid will do the same. So, when there is an extension ujiwards of the upper heijatic
dullness, it is a local extension forming a dome-shapeil addition to the hepatic dullness.
\ cry large collections of ascitic fluid or \ery large abdominal tunrours may i)Ush the liver

up. but this is excessively rare, for such conditions will more readily compress the intestines
and bulge the abdominal walls. A subdiaijhragmatic abscess, by its extension of dullness

up into the chest, may appear to extend the liver dullness ujiwards.
There are three moderately common tumours in the abdomen which may give a false

impression of increase in the size of the liver. They are : .1 stomach affirtcd loith maligiiiiiit
disease, especially when the growth infiltrates much of the greater curvature ; malignant
disease of or impaetioii of fares in the transveise colon : and the great omentum thickened
a?id puckered up towards the transverse colon l)y some form of chronic peiitonitis. Any of
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these tiimdurs may move up and down with respiration, for they are all ihrectly or indireetly
attached to the Hver : but the movement is not usually so extensive as that of the liver

should be, and a band of resonance may sometimes be detected between the liver and the

tumour, or the edge of the liver may be felt above it. Enlargements of the pylorus, and
thickening in connection with a gastric or duodenal ulcer, may all be dillieult to distinguish
from an enlarged gall-bladder. The hepatic dullness may be altered by gas, and it may be
almost obliterated by tlie descent of an emphysematous lung ; slight lowering of the upjjer

margin of the hei)atic dullness from this cause is quite eonuuon. In cmphvsema, too, the

lower rilxs stand so far forward that it may be impossible to feel the lower edge of the liver,

Wlien, as in perforative ])eritonitis, there is free gas in the jjcritoneal cavity, the gas getting
in front of the liver may diininisli the hepatic dullness, but tliis sign is so often absent that

its alisencc nuist not be used as an argument against the existence of perforative peritonitis.
On the other hand, partial obliteration of the hepatic dullness may be due to the fact that

some of the intestine is between the liver and the anterior abdominal wall, or that there is

much gaseous distention of the colon behind the liver, A large collection of ascitic fluid

often renders it dKhcuIt to estimate the size of the liver.

Ih-piitnplosis, and icandcring liver, are terms applied to a liver which, being vnuhily

displaceable, leaves its normal jjosition. It is rare, but must be borne in mind, for if not a

liver which is only displaced n\A\ erroneously be thought to be enlarged. Extreme degrees
arc met with in eases of general \isceroptosis. It is connuoner in women than men, and

mostly after forty. The abdominal walls are usually pendulous, and as the abdominal
muscles are powerful agents for keeping the abdominal viscera in place, this weakness,
coml)ined with a laxity of the hepatic ligaments, is probably the cause of the hepatoptosis.

Tight lacing leads to weakness of the abdominal muscles, as well as pressing the liver down ;

it is flattened, often extending to the umbilicus with its greatest i)rominenee near its lower

part and on the right. It may form a protrusion of the abdominal walls : it is easily palp-
able, niovos u)) and down with respiration, and can usually be pushed back into its normal

position when the ])atient lies down : indeed, when the patient is in the supine ])()sition it

sometimes goes back of its own accord, only to fall again when she stands u|). It is movable

laterally, and can be rotated with the hands about a horizontal axis |)assing through the

attachment of the organ to the inferior vena cava. There is considerable diminution in, or

even absence of, the hepatic dullness in the chest : in an extreme case the hand may be

passed up between the liver and the ribs, and at the up])er right-hand part of the abdomen
there is a depression between the liver and the ribs. There may be no symptoms, but the

patient usually eomjilains of a dragging pain and a heaviness in the hepatic region. These
are much worse in the erect postiue, so that she may have always to lie down. Often,
sudden attacks of jjain occur in the right of the abdomen : these may be due to gall-stones
or to a movable kidney, Ijoth often present with hc|)ato])tosis. or to kinking of the l)ile-duet,

which may lead to jaimdice. The ])atients arc usually nevuotic, dyspeptic valetudinarians.

As the abdominal muscles are weak, the blood stagnates m the aljdominal vessels in the

erect posture ; hence faintne.ss, palpitation, exhaustion, and dyspncea on exertion are

common, these symptoms passing away when the patient lies down.
We shall now consider each of the pathological enlargements of the Hver. and indicate

the chief (joints to be utilized in the diagnosis of each.

Venous Congestion of the Liver, or Nutmeg Liver.—There must be heart disease,

usually of the mitral \alve, or ])(rliaps incompetence of it secondary to severe aortic disease,

or disease of the valves on the right side, or severe disease of the myoeardiiun, or chronic

pulmonary disease, usvinlly bronchitis, or arteriosclerosis or chronic nephritis with high

blood-in-essure and secondary heart failure. The enlargement of the liver is imiform, its

edge is firm, its surface smooth. It may reach to the umbilicus, and as the abdominal
nuiscles are often weak in tliese cases, especially in women, and the liver is very heavy from
the extra amount of blood in it, the organ is often a little dro])]ied. Pain and tenderness

over it are common : due in some cases to .stretching of the hepatic eajjsule, in others to

local patches of perihepatitis. The skin over the liver may be tender. In severe cases

there is often slight jaundice. Dyspeptic symptoms are frecpient. .Ascites may be present ;

if so, it is associated with the (cdema due to the heart disease.

In a severe degree of nutmeg liver the organ may pulsate. If so. the tricuspid orifice

nuist be incompetent and the right ventricle must be beating strongly : then a pulse-wave
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triiAcIs l):i(k in tlir iiilVridr vena caNii and Iicpatit' \cins tu ri-vcli (lie li\(r. and makes the
wliole organ ex]>and synehronoiisly witli eaeli contraetinn (il the riulil \(ntri(le. Sneli

incompetence of tlie tricns]>id oi-iliee is nearly always second;ti\- to mitral disease, (iri-al

care nnist lie taken iml lo mistake a thrnst d(]\vnxvards u\ [\\r liver by the eo?itra<-tion ot a

hypertrophied heart, or the thrust lorwards hy a piilsalint; aorta. hii- hepalie pulsation.
The di.stiiicuishini; feature of this is. that when one hand is placed on the IVont and the
other on the back of the abdomen over the enlarged, eonuested liver, the two hands can be
felt to be separated by the expansile |)nisation. This is not the case when the jinlsation is

transmitted. Pulsation of tlie veins of tlie neck is ncnerally pronounced in eases in which
tile liver can be felt to pulsate.

General Congestion of the Liver, This is frci|nenlly said to be present in those
who sniler from clyspepsia. but if this be so it does not i;i\e rise to a demonstrable enlariic-
ment. When, however, a Kuroi)ean lives for many years in a tropical country he is liable

to suffer from attacks of consicstion of the liver, and these, when frequently repeated, lead
to an enlari;emenl ealleil lin/iiinl livir. The organ is nnih)rndy enlarged, smooth, .some-
what hanl. and has a. unilorm edge. I'ain and tenderness are not such prominent features
as they arc in a nnlmen lixcr. The eondilioii is often associated with indigestion, errors

of diet espeeiallv the taking ol too iinicli alcohol—and attacks of pyrexia. When these
are jirescnt the liver becomes tender, painful, and more enlarged, and I have known such a
<-ondition mistaken for hepatic abscess. The .sufferer complains of a sensation of weight in

the hep-atie region : he is eonstipaled. and the urine is full of lithates. In an extreme and
chronic ease the organ may extend h)nr inches below the ribs: the |)alient is depressed,
irritable, and of a sallow com])lexion. The spleen niav be enlarged.

Obstruction to the Common Bile, whatever the cause, is often associated with
unilorm enlargement of the liver owing to the fact that the bile is d.immed back into it

and so swells it up : excn simple catarrh may do this : jaimdiee will ahva\s be prestnt at
the same time, and the ililterential iliai;nnsis will be lound discussed under that heading
(see .1 Ai NDH i;. p. :!'J7 ).

Suppuration within the Liver Multiple pya-mic abscesses within the livir. which
coustilule part of the condition known as portal jjya'inia. generally lio not cause enlarge-
menl of the liver, nor. a.s a rule, do nmltiple abscesses connected with the bile-ducts—
siijipuiiilircclioldiiiiilis unless there is snllieient obstruction to cause jaundice (p. ;{•_>()) at the
same lime, liiuors (p. .")!)!.). pyrexia, and tenderness (jf the lixir will be prominent features
of most such cases. l-;nlari;emeiil of the lixcr is niore ollen jiresenl willi a /(/;gc simple
(ihsi-ns. There is usually a. history of rlysentery. for aneebie dxseuterx is b\- far the <'iim-

mcinest cause of a large single abscess : llu'ri-forc it usually occurs in the tropics, and is then

commonly ealleil a tropical ab.seess. \'ery rarely it is secondary to other speeitie fevers, it

may be due to su|ipuration round a gall-stone, or nuiy spread from some neighbouring
sup])in-ation. e.g.. a perinephritie abscess. f)r again, it may be caused by su|)puration of u

hydatid or by injurx . 'I'lie presence of any of these causes nuiy help the diagnosis ; but
sometinu's. even when the alisccss is due to the dysenteric anucba. it max- be dillicult to

obtain a history of dysentery : and indeeil. the dysenteric ulcers of the intestine mav have
hcaleil xA'ars before the symptoms of hepatic abscess show themsclxcs. \cry rarely it

appears to folloxv iutestiiud ulceration uhieh. as far a.s we know, is not ilyscntcric : this is

so in some of the examples of single large abscesses in which the patient has ncvci- left this

country. Indeed, sometimes a single large hepatic abscess is fomid in the tropics when
the most careful search fails to find any amieba' in the pus of the abscess, or to obtain any
history of dysentery, or only a history of bacillary dysentery. Trojiical abscess is most
common in men Ijctween the ages of twent\-ti\e and forty-live. It is nmch conunoner ia

l-an-opeans than natives. Eighty per I'cnt arc in the right lobe, usually in its upj)er part.
The colour of the i)us dc])ends U|.)on the amount of broken-down he]]alie tissue jiresent ;

if there is much, it is the colour of anchox y paste ; it there is none, it is yellow, but the

anehoxy-paste-like ])us is characteristic. .\nioeb:e max be lound in it (see Fi^t. 25. p. 77).
or more often in the granulation tissue hirming the xvall of the abscess. Uacteria may be

present, but if the abscess has existed some time the ]ins is often sterile. 'I'hc symptoms
and physical signs to xvhieli attention nuist be directed are as folloxv :

—
(iciieml.—The most important is pyrexia : often this is the initial symptom. .\t first

the rise of temperature is slight and irregular ; gradually it becomes hectic, xxith a xvide

u
•_>(.
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daily exfursion. say fnini !)!)" F. in thf iiioniinji to 103' F. or 104" F. in the cveninji. Often

tlie |)atient is thoui;lit to liave malaria, but an examination of the l)looil will show that no

malarial orjjanisms are present, and iienerally there is leiieoeytosis. whereas in malaria the

tendency is towards leucopenia. There are sometimes considerable intermissions during
which the tem])erature is normal for weeks or months, and then there is a week or so of

pyrexia. When such a case occurs in this country mistakes in diagnosis are very likely. I

know of a man afflicted with tropical abscess whose attacks of pyrexia were separated by
such long intervals of normal temperature that he was thought by many physicians to have
recurrent inHuenza. and this although it was well known that he had been in the tropics.

Rigors are striking and severe, and in cases of doubtful diagnosis are very suggestive of

hepatic abscess, though they also make this disease resemble malaria. In mild cases the

rigor is reduced to a mere feeling of chilliness. Often there are profuse sweats. The pulse
is rapid in ])roportion to the teni])erature. .laundice may be present, but generally is not.

In bad cases the patient is excessively ill and weak, ana-niic. and wasted to a mere skeleton.

In this country we see such cases on their arrival from India, the disease having made rapid

})rogress on board shi]). On the other hand, if there are long intervals of apyrexia the

patient hardly suffers in his general health : in such cases the abscess usually has thick walls.

The Ijlood may show a great increase of polymorphonuclear cells, but this leueocytosis is

often absent, especially if the i)us is sterile or the abscess has thick walls. During the fever

the |)atient has a dry tongue, anorexia, and is thirsty : the urine is scanty and high-coloured,
and may contain albumin.

Local.—The abscess is most often at the upper part of the right lobe, grows upwards
between the layers of the coronary ligament, and thus forms an extraperitoneal subphrenic
abscess which softens the diaphragm and pushes it up, giving a dome-shaped area of dullness

varying in size from one to several inches across, added to the top of the normal line of the

hepatic dullness, and best seen by mapping out the dullness with a blue pencil. It is usually

posterior to the mid-axillary line. Sometimes the abscess is in such a jjlace that a rounded

swelling may be felt, or even seen, on the liver when the patient draws a deep breath. The
measinement round the lower ]>art of the chest may be longer on the affected side, the inter-

costal s])aces may be obliterated, and if the abscess be very large, the lower ribs may bulge.
Not unconunonly the abscess is of such size and ])osition that the greatest care is necessary
before it can be detected. The whole of the hepatic area should be pressed carefully by one

finger, for local tenderness is often a great aid in the diagnosis. If the abscess presents in

the abdomen the rectus muscle over it may be rigid. Pain is very variable : it may be

absent, it may be severe ; often coughing, drawing a deep lireath. or shaking the iiatient.

will cause ])ain. In about one-sixth of the cases there is pain in the right shoidder ; if the

abscess is in the left lobe, there may be pain in the left shoulder. If the abscess comes close

to the skin, there may be (cdema and redness over it. and in excessively rare cases, fluctua-

tion. Often the liver is enlarged generally as well as locally. If the abscess is large, it may
be seen with the ,i-rays. for pus casts a very <lark shadow. If it im[)licates the diaphr.igm.
infection may spread through it and cause bronchitis, pleurisy, empyema, jjucuinonia, or

gangrene of the lung, but this is not nearly so common as with other subphrenic abscesses ;

hepatic pus may l)e coughed up from the lung when the ab.scess has ruptured into it, may
be vomited when it has ruptured into the stomach, or may be passed fjy the bowel when it

has ruptured into the intestine. Lastly. I would again remind the reader that in some of

the chronic cases seen in this country, both the local and general signs may be so slight that

great skill is necessary to detect the abscess.

Cirrhosis of the Liver.—Xearly always in this country the jiatient has taken more
alcohol than he should, but cirrhosis of the liver, indistinguishable from alcoholic 'irrhosis,

occurs in children and otiiers who have not taken alcohol, especially iu l<]gypt. Here we
have to consider only the stage in which the liver is enlarged. It has been known to weigh
200 oz., but anything over 100 oz. is exceptional. In the early stages the liver is not altered

in shape, and the surface and edge are smooth : later on, as the fibrous tissue contracts and
the fat is absorbed from the cells which have undergone degeneration, the surface becomes

finely uneven : this unevenness increases, the liver becomes hard and more uneven until the

irregularities on it are like hobnails, and can lie felt through the abdominal wall. .\t this

stage the edge of the liver is irregular and very firm. As the irregularity increases, the

diagnosis from cancer becomes more dillicidt. but no irre^ularitv from cirrhosis ever exceeds
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the size of a sniull cluTrv. imr is it ever uriil)ilic:iti-il. nor does it ever eiiliiri,e suildenly ;

whereas a caneenms nodule may be uinl)ihe;iteil and may enlarire siidiienly from hteinor-

rhage into it. I'sually a eirrhotie liver is not paiiifiil ; if it l)e, the ])ain is due to some loeal

perihepatitis. (Ither symptoms to l>e looked for in eirrliosis. and to be bnrne in mind when

making a diagnosis, are that in cirrhosis the spleen is often enlarged, anil sometimes much
so : the increased fibrous tissue in the li\ cr eonstrlctina; its small portal veins leads to

ensorfiement of the veins of tlie stomach, and lienee ha-matemesis, whieli may be accom-

])anicd by mehcna, is common at some period in the case ; and occasionally we see dilata-

tion of the veins round the umbilicus. There are often symptoms of clu'onic gastritis and

enteritis. Cirrhosis is commoner in men than women in the proportion of three to one ;

the i)atients arc usually over thirty ; there is a more frer|uent association of alcoholic excess

in the lower classes than amoni; those wlio are socially above them. Dyspepsia and morn-

ino' sickness are common : there are much impairment of strength, wasting, a sallow look,

dilated venules on the cheek, red nose, a furred tongue which is often tremulous, and a dry.

harsh skin. The puKc becomes weaker, and when the disease is fatal its end is usually by
cardiac failure. In about one-third of the cases that arc ill enough to come into the hospital,

the temperature is raised a little every evening (Fig. KiT). .lamidiee is or has been i^rcsent

in about one-third of the easc^ : it rarely if ever becomes as dee]) as that seen in cancer of

the liver, .\seitcs occurs in .50 per <-ent of :ill casr^ of cirrhosis, but generally hi I Ik- latest

stages onl\- : if it is .iliimdint the enlarged li\cr can be felt oidy by dipping, which means

Frf. IIm.—'re:ii:it:.-:iturt' i-li:irt (niornin^ and pvpniii'.;) frnni a rrise of eirrliosis oi tbe liver, slia\vi:i^' llie

lerileiiey to sli'^ht pyrc'\"i:i. e-;iH_vi;lIIy in The i;veriin-.'.

pressiii'j the haml down suddenly on the li\er. and su. by (lis|icrsini; tie- lliiid which is (i\cr it,

coming down on it. Tympanites is not uncommon in severe cases of cirrhosis, and it too may
make it dillieult to feel the liver. The urine is usually scanty, of high specilic gravity,

very acid, hiuh-coloured. and fidl of urates : it generally contains urobilin and sometimes

bile. Naturally sufferers from cirrhosis may have dcliriiun tremens, liut ai)art from this,

cirrhosis towards the end is nfteu accompiinird li\ iicrMnis symjitoms. csprcially coma,

and this may be so c\en in those who liavc not nrcntlN taken alcohol anil who are not

jaundiced. In severe cases the ankles swell. I'ven when there is no disease of the heart,

lungs, or kidneys, or pressure on tlie vena cava, to account for it. Lastly, it shoidd be

remembered that cirrhosis may exist without any symptoms : in l)etween a third and a half

of all cases of cirrhosis found in the ]iost-mortem room the jiatient has died of something
else, and in many of these cases, although he has been under observation in the wards, no

.sym]itoms of cirrhosis have been observed.

The dilliculties of diagnosis fall into one of two classes : the causc of .\scrn;.s (p. 4.")),

and the cause 4 if enlargement of the liver. If we ha\e made out that the liver is uniloul)tedly

enlarged, it is often a matter of great dillieully to tell whether this is due to cancer or to

cirrhosis : this will be referred to in speaking of cancer. Sometimes cancer and eirrliosis

are present in the same li\er. but this is rare. Syphilis of the liver docs not cause nmch

difficulty, for it is unciiMUiion at the bedside ; the irregularities of the liver are much larger

than tiic hol)nails of cirrhosis : the patient who has a syphilitic liver is rarelv jauniliccd,

and hardly ever has ascites. The symptoms of a syphilitic liver are nearly always entirely

local: syphilitic disease of the liver rarely (woduces general symptoms. Obstruction of
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the common hik-dvict leiids to a large smooth liver : when this is ihie to n c/all-stone tlicre

is usually deeper jaimdiee than in cirrhosis, but no ascites : tlie stools are (piite pallid,
which is very muisual in eirrliosis, and there is conunonly a history of gall-stones. There
is no real difheulty of diagnosis between the enlargement of niah'.ria and ordinary cirrhosis,

for so-called malarial cirrhosis occius only in those who have drunk to excess, and is then
to be ascribed to alco'u)!.

Hanoi's Cirrhosis— often called liy])ertro)ihic biliary cirrhosis, an extrcmelv bad
name—is a very rare disease, of which the distinguishing features are : Most of the sufferers

are children
;
few reach the age of thirty ; it is conuiioner in males than females : it lasts

many years ; the liver is firm, enlarged, and smooth ; long-standing jaimdiee is present ;

the spleen is very much enlarged. The patients are usually children of stimted growth,
and therefore the liver appears very large, but the spleen is i)roportionately more enlarged.
The liver usually remains smooth throughout, and even when towards the end of a long
ease it becomes a little granular, it never proceeds to anything like the irregularity of ordi-

nary cirrhosis. .Jaundice is an early symptom and lasts till tlie end, so it may be present

many years : \crv. very slowly it beeonus darker. From time to time the jiatient has

])eriods during which he feels ill and his tem])erature is raised : l)ut it is strange that in

spite of their jaundice the children alllieted with this disease do not lor years appear ill ;

they may be seen running about enjoying life, with a clean tongue and a good a.ppetite.
Ascites is rare, and if jircsent means that the end is near. In many cases the fingers become
clubbed : the clubbing is exactly like that seen in chronic fibrosis of the lung. As growth
is stunted—for example, whereas the average height at 13 years is 4 ft. 9 in., a patient with
tliis disease was only 4 ft. 1 in.—the size of the liver and spleen makes the abdomen very
prominent. At the later stages there may be jjurpura and other luemorrhages.

Splenic Anaemia.—This is a disease in which there are i)rogressive enlargement of the

spleen, secondary anainia. leucopenia. a marked tendency to iKemorrhage. especially from
the stomach, and in many cases a terminal stage of cin-hosis of the liver, jaundice, and
ascites. The disease is often called splenomegalic cirrhosis, and its terminal stage of cirrhosis

of the liver is frequently designated Baiiti's disease. When in this terminal stage the liver

is enlarged from cirrhosis, it may be almost impossible to distinguish the condition from

ordinary cirrhosis of the liver unless we know from the medical history of the case that the

s])leen has been enlarged for some time. Other points thi'.t may help are : on the average
the spleen is much larger in s|)lenie ana'mia than in ordinary cirrhosis, so that an exces-

sively large spleen is somewhat in favoiu- of splenic ana'mia ; luematemesis is an early

symptom, usually jjresent long before the stage of cirrhosis of the liver. Tlie disease is

very slow, but the patient may die before the supervention of either ascites or jaundice ;

he does not often do this in ordinary cirrhosis. Anaemia is present in both conditions, but

is, on the whole, severer in splenic ana'mia.

Bronzed Diabetes.—In this disorder, which is very seldom seen, the li\ cr is enlarged,
hard, and cirrhotic, exactly like that of an ordinary cirrhosis : the pigmentation of the skin,

which is like the discoloration due to arsenic, the absence of jaundice, and the presence of

sugar in the urine, sullieiently distinguisli the disease.

Syphilis of the Liver.- Syphilis when it affects the liver |)roduces gunnuata in if.

and leads to increased growth of librous tissue. Much ol this is in the form of hard bands

traversing the liver irregularly and leaving large areas of healthy liver substance, so that

what with the ])resence of recent gummata, gummata that have begun to shrink, bands of

fibrous tissue that have begun to contract, and pieces of normal liver, a syphilitic liver is

very lumpy and irregular. It may be enlarged, and even during life this lumpiness may be

felt, but the syphilitic liver does not become so large as a large cirrhotic liver, unless larda-

ceous disease be present : it is much more irregular, and irifleed usually resembles a cancerous

more than a cirrhotic liver, but it seldom produces any clinical symptoms : if detected

during life the discovery is generally accidental : it occurs at a younger age than cancer ;

there are none of the other signs of cancer, but there may be some of syphilis, and the

Wassermann reaction will be positive ; ascites and jaundice do not occur as signs of

this disease unless an enlarged gland presses on the porta! vein, which is so rarely the case

as to be negligible ; and tlie liver is at most a little enlarged, never huge as in cancer.

In children, congenital syphilis may produce in the liver precisely the .same effects as

the ac(juired disease does in adults. I.ardaceous disease may be due to syphilis : it will lie

discussed presently.
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Universal Chronic Periliepatitis may iiuike the lixcr appear huui-, lnr tlu- peritoneal

coating' of the whole oroaii is iiiueh thiekcned : l>ut as the liver itself is oi' miniial size the

apparent increase is not great, rarely cxeeedin»- an extra tinner's breadth below the ribs.

Sncli of the liver as can l)e felt is smooth : the edge is iinilorm and thick. Csiiallv. liowever.
no apparent enlarjiement can l)e detected in universal chronic perihepatitis, and often the

organ and its thickened capsule weigii the same as a norma! liver, from which we may
conclude that the li\<-r itself is a little atrophied : in a few eases it ajjpears actually smaller

than natural, for the thin anterior eilge is folded n])wards under the thick peritoneal coat.
There are no hepatic symptoms, e.g.. jaundici'. and the urii\'ei-sal iicrihc|iatitis is ordy part
of a general chronic peritonitis, symploms of which, e.g., ascites and thickeninu' of other

parts of the peritoneum, may be detected on palpation.

Secondary Cancer of the Liver. -This is the conunonest tumom- of the liver, (icner-

ally there will be sym|)toms of the primary malignani dis^a^r. which in about 90 per cent of
the cases is in the ])eripherv of the jjortal area, but not iTd'ri-i|Ucntly none are present, and
the ])atient does not know that lie has anything serious the matter with him until he has

symptoms of he])atic carcinoma. On the other liaud. in aliout half the eases of hepatic;
carcinoma no symptoms of it are present, and it is not known to exist until a jjost-mortem
examination is i)erfiirmcd. for the primary disease kills while the hepatic iliseasc is still in

its early stages. .Scveidy-live jx-r cent of all the ])a.ticids are between K> and T() years old.
and hepatic carcinoma is all but uid-.nouTi unilcr the aL;c of _'(). It the disease inves
rise to clinical symptoms the li\ er can usually be made out to be enlarged both by ]>ercussion
and palpation. 'I'liere is no other disease in which such a huge liver may be found. I have
known a cancerous liver to weigh 1!) II).. and I have read of one which weighed :j;iV lb. ;

weights (d' (> or 7 lb. arc qintc conunoii. In rare cases the increase in the weiglit of the liver

may be so great that the patient actually gains a little weight in s|)ite of the general wasting
caused by the cancer. 'I'hc organ may be felt well below the ribs, even far below the und)i-

lieus. Often it is so big that it can be seen to go up and down with each breath. I'pwanl
increase of the hepatic dnllness is rare, ami when ])resent, slight. The edge of the enlarged
organ can be felt to uio\c up and down with respiration, ludess it is fixed by adhesions,
which is unusual. Tiie edge is hard, aurl often irregular : when the secondary nodules are
mnnerous the whole organ feels mievcn. knobby, and hard, and sometimes the lumps on it

feel umbilicated : this is absolutely diagnostic of cancer. If nmch softening has occurred
a faint sense of fluctuation may be detected ; in a few instances local peritonitis causes ;i

rub. Sometimes the nodules can be ap|)rcciated by the hand only when the i)atient takes
a deep Itrcatli. for then those under the ribs come far enough down to be felt. Occasionally
the cancer grows so fast that the liver olniously increases in size in a week ; very rarely a
nodule may enlarge suddenly from ha-morrhage into it. Either or both these points are
almost )>roof that the enlargement is due to carcinoma. It nuist not be forgotten that not
all livers enlarged from malignant disease have palpable nodules, for they may be in such a
situation that they cannot l)e felt, the\ may be too small to be felt, or the growth may be
diffused through the whole liver, .\bout half the patients ha\e pain in the hejjatic region,
and may have it near the right shoulder and down the right arm. If the liver is very iarge
there is a sense of dragging and fullness in the right hy])ochoudrium. .\bout half the jjatieuts
are jaundiced. It is extremely important to remend)cr that by far the most freipient cause
of long-standing jaundice is cancer of the liver, which |)rodnccs a deeper yellow of the skin
than any other disease : as time goes on this yellow changes to deep olive-green. The
wasting becomes extreme, the skin dry and shrivelled, the |)aticnt becomes weaker and
weaker, his ])ulse feebler, his respiration shallow, and finally he dies comatose. The usual

symptoms of J.mndice (j). 3-24) are present. Ascites (p. -i3) is rather less frequent than
jaundice, and the patient genei-ally dies before tapping is necessary, for ascites is a late

symptom. The urine usually contains much bile and lithatcs. Rapidly growing carcinoma
of the liver is often associated witli an evening rise of tem])erature to 90" F. or 101" F.

(/•'/g. l+.j.
]). ;i-2fi). I have known it to be 102" F. every evening for weeks.

The chief difhcnlty <i\' diagnosis is from cirrhosis. The large cirrhotic liver is uniforndy
large, and the paljjable nodides are small : if they feel bigger than small cherries the case
cannot be one of cirrhosis, for hobnails arc never bigger than this : hobnails are never
umbilicated. and never increase rapidly in size : if jaundice is present and the patient has a

large cirrhotic livt-r. the jaundice is ne\cr very dee|). and remains yellow ; it ne\er becomes
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the (lark (ilivc-oTecn seen in cancer. In cirrliosis we <lo not get day-coloured motions nor

dilatation of the gall-bladder, but we often find a large sjjleen. Extreme wasting anrl dryness
of the skin are more common in cancer. A moderate leucocytosis is often found in both

diseases in the late stages. The discovery of cancer elsewhere is of course conclusive, and

the history is of great help. .Syphilis of the liver has already been described sufficiently to

indicate the points of difi'erence. Cases in which, owing to non-malignant obstruction of

the bile-duct, usuallv by a gall-stone, there are enlargement of the liver and jaimdice. may
give rise to diniculty of diagnosis ; but these patients rarely have the extreme wasted look,

with dry shrivelled skin, so fretjuently seen in cancer : the hepatic enlargement is uniform

and never so great as it may be in cancer : the jaundice does not become green : if it disap-

])ears for a time, it means that the gall-stone has shifted : that the jaundice due to cancer

should disap])ear is almost unknown. Rigors are common in eases of gall-stones. The age,

history, and detection of growtlis elsewhere will be of help. As far as my experience goes,

when we are in considerable doubt as to whether a patient has an impacted gall-stone or a

malignant growth, exploration, if done, almo.st always reveals a growth. Hydatid tumours
of the liver are seldom confused with cancer, for almost always these are only one or two in

nundjer, the liver is smooth and regular, and is not tender : the hydatid tumour causes

neither pain, jaundice, ascites, nor general emaciation, and it may give a thrill. Tliere is

no ordinary leucocytosis, but the ])atient may have eosinophilia.

Primary Carcinoma of the Liver.—This is very rare ; the liver has the same
character as in the secondary form, but there are no symptoms of a primary growth else-

where. It is almost always a disease of adult life. It is usually more rapid than secondary
cancer ; most of the patients are dead within three months from the onset of symptoms,
and therefore the jaimdice has not time to become dark green. Wasting, and other general

signs, including slight pyrexia, are present. During life, primary can hardly ever be dia-

gnosed from secondary cancer of the liver, for even when the liver appears clinically to be

the only organ affected, it often turns out that there has been ])rimary disease elsewhere,

giving no symptoms, and not detected till after death.

Secondary Sarcoma and Embryomata of the Liver.—These do not i)roduce enlarge-

ment enough to bi' detecUil during life- -except perhaps in the case of melanotic sarcoma

secondary to a tumour of the eye. when the liver may enlarge very raitidly and to an

extreme degree,
—for the primary disease and the mmierous secondary deposits elsewhere

than in the liver soon kill the patient. If melanotic growth is suspected, the urine should

be tested for melanin (p. 74.5).

Primary Sarcoma of the Liver is very rare, and during hie cannot be distinguished
from primary carcinoma.

Adenomata of the Liver are also very rare ; they are hardly ever of sullicient size

to be detected during life. They are single, and I know of an instance in wliich a large (,ne

was oi)erated on under the impression that it was a hydatid.

Lymphadenomata of the Liver.—Xew fornuiticms consisting of lymphoid tissue,

generally diffused through the whole liver but sometimes oecmring in nodules, may be seen

in those dying from Hodgkin"s disease or from lymphatic leuka?mia. The nodules cannot

be detected during life, but in a few cases the diffuse variety makes the liver uniformly

enlarged ; it is smooth, its surface and edge are firm, it is painless, not tender, never of great
size, and there is no jaimdice. Leuk:emic cases will be fletected by the blood-count (p. 24).

Angiomata.— It is not uncommon to find small angiomata in the liver in the post-
mortem room, but they cannot be detected during life unless they are large enough to give

syni])toms which residt from their size, and this is very rare. Sometimes when a large
tmnour of the liver has been thought to be a carcinoma, and yet tlie patient has seemed
well enough to be suitable for operation, the growth has turned out to be a cavernous

angioma, and these tumours have been excised. .About fifteen of such cases are on record,

and the jiatient was usually imder fifty years of age.

Fatty Liver.—This is very common, but the enlargement of a fatty liver is usually
not sufficient to be detected during life, sometimes because the patients are so obese that

palpation of the liver is dillicult. .\ fatty liver, if increased in size, is uniformly enlarged.

has a rounde<l edge, feels a little softer than natm'al. with a smooth surface : there is neither

pain nor tenderness. The causes are so numerous that often they hardly help the diagnosis.
The largest fatty livers are met with in phosphorus |)oisoning ; they then may wcigli 10 or
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12 II). Sovoro aniiinia. wastiu;; (liscase. especially I mIhtcIc. and alcdliolic excess, a.re

perhaps the eommoiiest causes. Tliei-e is neither jainidicc nnr any other s\inpt(ini thai can
he attributeil to the disease of the li\er.

Lardaceous Liver.—The liver is uiiilonnly enlarncd : the increase in size may he
considerable : indeed, next to cancer, lardaceiius disease causes the laryest, livers with which
we meet. .V lardaceous liver has heen known to weiyh 1 !• lli. It is so smooth that e\-en

throUL;li the skin it I'eels strikingly so ; it is lirm. and the cdni- is sharp and har<l ; it causes
no i)ain. and is not tender. 'I'he diagnosis of this disease is nnieh facilitated by findini;
hirda'-cous disease of other ory.ins ; thus the spleen ma\- be cnlarsfcd considerably and

uniforndy. Ilieie may be albuminuiia. froiTi kirdaeeous disease of the kidneys, or diarrlnea

from lardaceous disease of the intestine. Only two eausi'S for lardaceous disease are known,
viz., lonu-eontinued suppuration, c.^.. psoas abscess, bronchiectasis, chronic ])hthisis with

cavitation, chronic hip-joint disease : and lonif-standim,;- syphilis, even if this has not causeil

any suppuration. I have known it occur in a small child as a result of congenital sy|)lulis.
In a very few instances no cause for lardaceous disease can be discovered, but this is so

exceptional that we should be very cautious of dia;inosini;- lardaceous disease in the absence
of syphilis or suppuration.

Tuberculosis of the Liver.— It is excessively rare for a tul)erculous deposit in the

liver to form a mass sulliciently larjie to be detected clinicallx : indeed, so rare is it that the

diajfuosis could not be made before exploration uidess it wen- known that the patient luul

tuberculous disease at the periphery of the portal vein, .ludijinu- by morbid anatomv. a
tuberculous tumour of the li\cr would, if discovered during- life, be a solitarv tumour of the

livci'. .\t an cxploralory operation an irregular shau^v abscess cavitv would be found.
the i)us of which would contain tubercle bacilli. There may be sonu- uniform enlar!;inicnt
of the liver in a child suffering- from jicneral lul)creulosis.

Actinomycosis, oi-. as it is somilimcs called. .ifrc/iliitriclKis/n of the li\er, could hardlv
be diajiuosi'd without la)>arotomy mdess the patient were known to have actinomvcosis
elsewhere. It is very rare, and has seldom been recognized in the li\ei' until after the

patient's death. If delected durini; lib-, there wouhl be a local erdarjicment of the li\cr.

The pus in it \vould be in an iireL;ular cavity with shaij;i;y walls tuiil Irabeeulic, and the

characteristic little sulphur-coloured uranulcs would be seen in it with the naked eve. and
the ray funuus on examination with the microscope (Pliitc .Will I. Fig. .V, |), (il4).

Hydatid Disease of the Liver can hardly be recojriiized mdess the cyst causes a
<liseo\eiable tumour of the li\er. 'I'his may be huuc. Hydatid cysts of the liver mav
contain thirty pints or more. If the tumour can be fell. II is roumled. smooth, localized,

and regular, and thus is distinu'uishcil by its feel from carieerous or s\pliililic livers, foi- in

these I lie I umours are iiici^ular and iiiuiih, and often thci-c aie one or moi-e in different parts
of the liver. A hydaliil tumour is neither tender nor p.aiidiil. and llms differs from an
abscess. If the tumiiiir projeets from the lower part of Ihi- li\cr it m:i\- resemble a ijall-

bhidder. .\ larae hyilatid cyst of the lowta- part of the rijiht lobe of the liver I'auses con-

siderable intra-abdominal cidaruemcnt of that lolie : on tlu- other hand. if. as is frei|Uently
the case, it f^rows u])wards between the layers of the coronary ligament, it i)ushes up the

dia|)hrai>ui. hirmin;; a rounded ])rojeetion which may be iiereussed out in the chest as an
addition to the top of the normal hepatic dullness : in exceptional cases the tumour may be
so huge that the dome shape of the ilullness is lost, and the case is a|)t to b<' regarded as one
of pleuritic effusion. If a hydatid tumour is deep in (he li\(i-. the swelling feels hard : if it

conies to the surface, the tumour feels tense— so tense lh.it lluetuation is \-erv rare. The
.so-called hydatid thrill ))erceptible in the linger lying on the tumour when it is struck bv a

linger of the other hari<l. is not often felt : it may be obtaincrl over any tense collection of

lluid. but if it be prtstiit it is of considerable diagnostic value, for other tense cysts are

very unusual in the liver. Occasionally two or even three hydatid cysts are jircsent in the

same li\cr : each then has the characteristics of a single cyst, but the diagnosis of these

eases may give nuich diUliulty. It is excessively rare for hydatids to cause pressure sym-
ptoms : jaundice is hardly ever seen ; if |)resent. it is probably caused by rupture of the

cyst into the tiile-iiassayes. .\ huge e\ st may displace the heart. Eo.sinoi'iiima (p. -JIS),

even to a considerable degrie. is souKlimcs fomid when the parasitic cyst i:; living and
active, but not when it is (|uiescent or obsolete. I lia\-e seen 10 jjer ecu! of cusinophiles,
and even 'A) |)er cent lia\e been recorih'd. A more moderate increase is sometimes seen in
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cancer. I'sually eosinophilia is absent in hydatid disease, hut wlun present it is a considcr-

ahle help in diagnosis. It decreases greatly after the cyst is drained. If the hydatid Iluid

becomes absc>rl)ed tlie ])atient may have mticaria. When tlie blood-serum of a patient
with hydatid disease is mixed with some hydatid -fluid, a precipitate may be formed after

about twenty hours : this reaction is not constant, but it does not occur when hydatid iluid

is mixed with the serum of a ])atient who has not got hydatid disease. Hydatid Iluid does

not give an alljuminous ]necipitate when heated, whereas the Iluid of an ordinary pleuritic
effusion does : on the other hand, hydatid fluid gives an abundant white precipitate of

silver chloride when.silver nitrate is added to it. Hooklets (see Fig. 18. p. 49) may often be
found in hydatid fluid, especially after it is centrifugaliz.ed. Hydatid cysts sometimes

suppurate, and then they can hardly be distinguished from other forms of single solitary
abscess. Alveolar echinococcus disciisc is very rare. No ease has been recorded in England.
The liver is enlarged, and there is jaundice, gradually deepening dvning the two or three

years the patient lives. Pyrexia and gastro-intestinal symi>toms are often present, and the

patient dies from exhaustion.

Other cysts of the liver are very rare and very dillieult to diagnose. Special text-

hooks dealing with the li\er should be considted about them. 11'. lldic While.

LIVIDITY. -(See CvANOsis. p. l.jC.)

LOCK JAW.- (See TiiisMi-s, jk 72!).)

LORDOSIS. -(See fniVATriiK. Si'ixAr.. \). Ao-i.)

LUNG, HEMORRHAGE FROM. (See Ihemi.ptysis. ,,. 2S5.)

LYMPHATIC GLAND ENLARGEMENT.

A. GENERALIZED ENLARGEMENT.

There are certain diseases in which there is a tendency for all or nearly all the lymphatic
glands in the body to l)e enlarged—generalized glandular enlargement, as distinct from

enlargement of local groups of glands only. The distinction is not absolute, however, for

in some patients suffering from a malady which usually causes general lymphatic glandular

enlargement the changes may be confined to local groups instead of being as widespread
as usual. It may Ije said, however, that if there is generalized enlargement of the lym])hatie

glands, the patient is [irobably suffering from one or other of the follciwini; diseases :
—

LyiiipliMlie leiik;eiiiia T,yrii|iliiisarcciMui
Ilodnkiti's disease Seeondarv sy|(hilis

Lyin]iliadenoma German measles

Lymphoma I Still's disease

Plague
Tubeieic, rare type.

It is of course important to be quite sure that the glands iire really enlarged, and not

merely palpable with greater ease than usual : ex])erienee alone will decide this question.
There are many conditions in which wasting affects the subcutaneous fat and not the

lymphatic glands, so that the latter are felt with considerable ease, especially in the groins.
General glandular enlargement usually implies affection of the cervical, axillary, and

inguinal glands at the same time : those in the popliteal sjjace or above the internal condyle
of the humerus are less often affected : the various groups within the abdomen can seldom
be ijaljiated, unless perhaps in the iliac region or pelvis, whilst enlargement of the

mediastinal and bronchial groups can only be .surmised when there is evidence of obstruction

to one or other bronchus, or when they can be demonstrated by the .r-rays {Fia. (il. ]>. 149).
When a case of generalized lymphatic glandular enlargement ])resents itself, it is

imjjortant to make a lilood-count : the blood-changes will either indicate li/mj)lialic

Iciikaiiiid (see Ax.emia. ]). 2.)). or else, if the characteristic leucocyte counts of the latter

are not found, lymphatic leukaniia will be excluded. None of the other conditions exhibit

pathognomonic blood-changes, although there will very often be a con,siderable degree of

amcmia of the chlorotic type.

Modsl;i»'s disease nearly always starts with nuich swelling of one grouji of glands
belnre the rest, especially those in the neck : there is usually moderate enlargement of the

spleen at the same time, and in the course of weeks or months, generalized swelling of the
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til l)reak diiwii ami Miiipiiratc, ami iln

not Ijecciinc livivl ril lici- ti) tlic skin m- In

the clee})C'i" |>:mIs. ;is llicy wmilil do il'

they were luheveiilciiis or due to seeimd-

iiry ile|iosits dl' inalii>nant disease. 'I'lir

l)l(i()(l-eluiiii;es in IIi)ili;kin"s disease arc

fur the most ))a,rl nenative (see Ax.ii.MiA.

1). 2(1). (Iionyh in hlood-lilnis the nceur-

reiut' (il an neeasional hfisopliile eor-

laiscle or niyeloeyle ni.iy help to elincli

the diai;n()sis.

LijiiijilKiitiiiiiiiiii dillers lioin Ilodi;-

kin's disease so litlle thai some authori-

ties use the Iwo names as Ihouuh thi\

were synonymous: olliers reser\-e the

term lym])hademima I'oi' Ihose eases in

which splenic cnlaryement is not app;ii-
ent whilst lheaHe<lion of the lym|ihatit'

glands is \ery prol'ound in one group
anil little marked elsewhere. Liiniph-
oiiiii is a term Ihal has somelimes been
used in the same sense.

Where li/>iij>liti\:iinini<i ends and Ilodgkin's disease, lyniphadeuoiiia. or- lymphoma
begins, it is dillicull tosav. It lliere is gcncnili/cd enlaroemenl oT Hie Kniphalic glands
without much alteelioH ol Hie spleen, wilhoul an\ pallioniiomouic hi l-eh:uiges, and

Willi a rapidly latal ending. Hie condilion is

spoken ot as lym]iliosareoma. but it might
cipially well bi' lermedaeute lyni|)hadeiioma.

Si//iliililic ^IiiiiiIm seldom reach anv gre;it

si/e. only suclling. roughly spcakim;. lo luo
or Hirce limes the uornia! : Hie lirsl lo be
iiiMiKcd arc those in the neii;libomliood of

the ehaiiere. and therefolc most oltcu those
111 Hie uiiiin. sprcfuling later to all ! he glands
in the body, ineluding thost' in the occipital

rcyioii. which fire not as ii rule fUTceted

except by sy|)liilis. |)e(lieulosis cfipitis with

sores, and (;ernian mefisles. .Syphililie

gifinds :irc :ilniond-sh;i|)ed find hriii. pfiiii-

Icss, or fil most slightly tender, find llie\- do
Hot bceiiiiie fidherent to the skin or lo llic

deeper |iarts. 'J'hey nuiv reiuffin pfilptdfle
for years filter fill the signs of seeondfirv

syphilis hfi\e disfippeared. The diHiculty in

their diagnosis does not arise wlii-n chfinere

or roseolfi is present : but Ifitcr their Ufiture

nifiy not be obvious unless there is fi clefir

history of sxpliilis or Wasscrmann's scrum
lest is positix c.

(iiiiiiiiii incdslis cfiuses gcncrfili/.ed en-

Ifirgement of the lym|ilifitic gifiiids \cry
similar to tlifit of secomhiry syphilis, but

the difignosis is gcnertilly ob\ious from the
nature of the skin eruption. 'I'lie occurrence of enlarged oeeipitfil find other gltinds
fissueiated with fi mefisles-like nish serves to dislin'.^ui^h (ienieiH measles from ordinary
measles, and tilso Iroiii scarlet fever and other ervthematfi.

Fi'l. iri'.i. -siiir, d;-c,,r, a nir lliciniMtuid uitJintis III

diildlidud. Till- kner- aiv -unllrii and lli.ar nnlniarv iiiitiinns

lost ; tiiere is typii-al s]iinil]i-^lia]icd i-idaiijc.mciit of the first

interiilialaii^pal joinrs.
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StilVs disease attracts attention primarily on account of tlie affection of tlie joints,
and tlie enlargement of the lymphatic inlands is a symptom of secondary impcjrtance. It

is an affection of children (Fig. 1G9) precisely correspondini; to acute rhciuuatoid arthritis

of adults ; no joint in the body is exempt, and it is ])robable that the lymphatic filanduhir

cnlari^cment is secondary to absorption of micro-organisms from the infected joints. Tlie

patient becomes anicmic, with a tendency to pigmentation, and the spleen is enlarged as

well as the lym|)hatic glands. The disease is imniistakeable. Similar lymjjhatie glandular

enlargement occurs in the acute rlicumutoid arthritis or infective synovitis or peri-arthritis
of older persons, esjjeeially in that form which is characterized by spindle-shaped swelling
of the first interphalangeal joints of the hands (Fig. 153. p. 342) : but as a rule the enlarge-
ment is confined to those glands which are closest to the affected joints

—
cpitrochlear glands,

for instance, in the case of the fingers and hands, and so forth ;
and the glandular enlarge-

ment disappears when the malady is in its quiescent phases, although the joint deformity
remains.

Plague may be associated with very acute glandular enlargement all over the body :

the diagnosis dcijends largely on the history, and particularly u|iou the i^atient having been

exposed to the risk of contracting plague in some infected town or port. The diagnosis may
be confirmed bacteriologically.

Tubereulosis of glands is much more often local than general: occasionally, however,
one meets with a case in which the inguinal and axillary as well as the cervical and
internal glands are all enlarged as the result of tuberculous infection; the case then simu-

lates lymphadcnoma very closely, and it may be necessary to excise one or more of the

affected glands and examine them histologically before one can be sure of the diagnosis.

B. LOCALIZED LYMPHATIC GLANDULAR ENLARGEMENT.

In all those diseases in which enlargement of the lymphatic glands uu'.y be general, it

may sometimes be local, or may begin locally before it becomes general, so that in every
case in which there is an afl'ection of a. local group of lymphatic glands, it is im])ortant to

remember the possibility of the case being due to one of the diseases already discussed

under heading A.

The following additional causes, however, have also to be considered, namely :
—

Sc])tic absorption, from sores, etc.. on the skin or mucous membranes from

which the lymphatics drain into the particular glands that are involved

Tuberculous disease

.Secondary nuilignant disease.

Whenever there is any (huibt. a blood-count should be made in order cither to diagntise

or exclude lymphatic leuka-mia. When this can be excluded, the nature of the local

glandular enlargement will generally be suggested by the age of the patient, liv the

characters of the glands themselves, and by their locality. We will here deal with the

subject from the point of view of the particidar group of glands involved.

Occipital Glands.—These seldom, if ever, become enlarged as the result of leuk;rmia.

lIodgkin"s disease, lymphadcnoma. German measles, syphilis, or tubereulosis, unless there

is obvious enlargement of other glands at the same time. When there is enlargement of the

oeci))ital glands and no others, by far the most likely cause is se|)tic absor])tion from the

posterior region of the seal]), iiarticularly from iitipciigii. seborrhirie dcrmaliiis. or most likely

of all. pediruliisis eapilis. Nits should always be looked for in the hair with care, and they

may sometimes be found even in ladies in whom the mode of infection may be quite inex] lie-

able. The patients generally have much irritation of the skin at the back of the neck at

the same time, and it may be attributed to the rubbing of a collar or the neck of a dress.

There is generally considerable an;emia. the patient looks unwell, and often has some even-

ing ])yrcxia.

Pre-auricular Glands.—The most eonunon causes for enlargement of the pre-auricidar

glands arc : Scjilic iiifeilioii of the skin of the cheek, eyelid, ear, or temporal region of the

scalp, or epillielionia of these regions. The occurrence of enlargement of this gland in

association with an ulcer which nuiy be rodent on the one hand, and an epithelioma on the

other, does not necessarily indicate the latter, for without tliere being secondary deposits,

the gland may become enlarged from absorption of bacteria and their products from the
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])i!s
(if rodent iiIitt. In thoso very rare oases of rliaiicrc aj mi ci/iliil <iv cilher neiitliliuuiinj;'

pari, enlariienient of tlif pre-aurieular fjlaiiil may i)reee(le tlie <>encrali/.e(l eiilaritenient of

the nianils to which syj)hilis oivcs rise. The fjlaiid may also \)C the site of iiirliniiilir siirraiuii

in verv rar,' ea^es. tlir primary lirowtli hcin^ in Ih/ eye or a pioiiiente.'l mole.

Submaxillary Glands Tlie commonest lanse hir enlargement of these is sijilir

absorption from the mouth ; tonsillitis and inflammation of the fauces arc responsi'ole for

the great majority of cases in which a lirm gland becomes palj)able just beneath and behind

the angle of the jaw : generally the enlargement is greater upon one side than upon the

other, and it may jjcrsist for days or even weeks after the causa! inflanunation in the tonsil

has subsidefl. Tlie glands are painful in the a.cute stages, and in a few eases tlii' inficliou

is so severe that the tissues Ijreak down, and su|)purative adenitis with an abscess results.

All kinds of inllanmiation of the throat may cause this glandular enlargement -ordinary

sim|)le tonsillitis, hospital sore throat, rheumatic tonsillitis, quinsy, diplitheria. s<arlet fever,

acute phlegmonous tonsillitis. The |)recise nature of the infecting organism is to lie ascer-

tained by taking swabhings from the tonsils or fauces for bacteriological eullixation.

Vincent's angina less frequently produces glandular enlargement than do other se\x re forms

of sore tlu-oat.

Inflammatory cha-,nges in glands further forward beneath the jaw are often secondary
to caries of a tooth or to some variety of stomatitis, the diagnosis being ascertained by

inspection of the mouth. I.,ess acute enlargement, going on to nmch greater si/.c than is

the rule with infh'nunatory adenitis, may result from secondary deposits of inali^iiiDil

(li\(iisc in the submaxillary glands when there is squamous-celled carcinoma (epithelioma)
of the tongue, lij), gum, cheek, nose. |)alatc. fauces, tonsil, |iliarvnx, or larynx. The

diagnosis in these eases depend.s ujiou the )iiesenee of an obvious ])rimary cjiithelioina :

if there is any doubt as to this, a small porlioji of the ulcerating mass may be excised for

microsoo])ical examination. When a gmnmatous ulcer simulates e])ithelioma. tlie elfeet

of iodide of i)otassium and mercury may point to the lormer, or \Vass;rmann's serum tt'st

nuiy be ])ositive. .V gumma of the tongue is likely to be median, an epithelioma later^d.

Cervical Glands. --I'-nlargemcnt of the glands in the neck gcnera.lly may be either

unilateral or bilateral. If unilateral, if only a few glands are involved, and if the history is

a, short one, the changes are i)rob;>J)ly iiijldniniiiloii/, pa.rticularly if there has been any sore

place on the skin of the neck, the buccal mucosa, or throat, or if there is evidence that the

patient has been exposed recently to scarlet fever, or if there is otitis media, .\cute cervical

adeniti.s with sore thrtiat is one of the chief features of a new epirlemic malady, described by
Kirkland, and referred to in detail on p. (iH!. Pediculosis capitis is a conunon cause of

enlarged cervicaJ glands in children of the poorer chisses. It is sometimes diflieult. however,

to decide when the enlargement is menly inllanunatory and when it is rjuc to su?ii( more

serious lesion, jjartieularly tiibciciild-'ii.'i on the one hand and h/injihiidcnoimi or li/iiiiihiisinci/iiKi

U])on the other. The longer the glandular swellings persist, the less likely is it that they
are puri'ly inllanunatory. The younger the patient, and the more unstcrili/.ed cow's milk

he has been drinking, the more likely are they to be tubereidous. If they are present on

both sides of the neck : if they show a tendency to become adherent to one another and to

the .skin : if they are tender notwithstanding their having been present for sonu' time, they
are probably tuberculous, and the diagnosis will be settled by surgical measures, the nrieeted

glands being excised and examined microscoincally. S])ontaneous breaking down of the

glan<ls. with a red indolent condition of the skin around a discharging fistula, and very slow

healing, are to lie forestalled whenever ])ossii)le : but if they have occurred, the condition

is almost certainly tuberculous in cases in which there is no (luestion of a late stage of maliu-

nant disease. There may be confirmatory evidence in the shape of tuberculous lesions

elsewhere, especially in a joint, the s|)ine. or the peritoneum. It is noteworthy that cases

of tuberculosis of the glands are even less likely than other individuads to develop ordinary

phthisis, so that the absence of lung signs is no indication that the glands arc not tuber-

culous, Lymphadenoma is sometimes so restricted in its earlier lesions as to iiffeet the

cervical lymphatic glands to a. great extent, and long before any other groups are in\ (il\eel :

in such cases, previous to operation and mi'-roscopieal examination, the nature of tlie

glandular enlargement may be open to great <loubt : and even after an operation there

may be differences of opinion, for there arc some who hold that the large-celled hyperplasia
exhibited microscopically by Ilodgkin's-discasc glands is an indication tliat tln'y are only a
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chronic variety of tuberculosis. Clinically, the two arc (listino;uishe(l by the fact that

tuberculous glands become niiitteil together, while Hodakiu's-dlsease giands remain se])arate
from one another, and do not soften or break down even when they have become of such

great size that had they been tuberculous they almost certainly would have done so ; conse-

quently, they do not become adherent to the skin, to one another, or to the deeper parts,
and they do not cause a fistulous discharge. Enlargement of the spleen as well as of the

lymphatic glands in the neck would indicate Hodgkin's di.sease rather than tubercle.

Secondary crirciiioiiiii of the glands in the neck is easy to diagno.se when a primary
growth is already known to exist ; it is generally cither a squanious-celled carcinoma of the

buccal cavity, especially of the tongue, li]). or jiahite. or else of the i)harynx, larynx, or

oesophagus. The cases which give rise to the greatest doidjt are those in which an a'sopha-

geal growth has not caused stenosis, so that the occurrence of .secondary de])osits in the

giands may be the first indication of anything being wrong. The ])atient"s age will generally
sulfice to make tuberculosis unlikely, for tuberculous glands are far commoner in children

than in adults, whilst carcinoma is a disease of the middle and later periods of life ; if there

is any doubt to start with, the rapid enlargement of the glands, their extreme hardness, the

way they become fixed to the deeper structures and ultimately to the skin, through
wh!c!i they finally ulcerate, will leave little or no doubt as to their character.

Siircoiiifitons gidiifls in the neck are much rarer, the chief variety to be met witii being
that which has already been referred to above as acute lym]ihadcnoma which, on account
of its acuteness. is sometimes termed lymphosarcoma.

Supraclavicular Glands.- -When the glands immediately above the clavicle, especially
th<]sc on the left side in the region of the attachment of the sternomastoid muscle, arc en-

larged, without affection of any other lymphatic glands in the neck, it is highly suggestive
of there being & primary riezv-groivth in the abdomen, with secondary deposits ascending along
the course of the thoracic duct, and exhibiting themselves in the glands close to where the

thoracic duct enters the junction of the left jugular and left subclavian veins. There are.

of course, many cases of abdominal malignant disease in which these glands do not become
affected at all ; but the value of the sign when it does occur can scarcely be exaggerated

(Fig. 17. p. 49). No one variety of intra-abdominal carcinonux is more liable than another
to jjroduce seconda.ry deposits here ; the ])rimary seat may be the stomach, gall-bladder,

pancreas, duodenum, colon, rectum, an ovary, or even a testicle or kidney : in not a few

cases, excision and microscopical examination of the left supraclavicular gland has indi-

cated the exact site of the primary growth. The right supraclavicular gland may be

enlarged in a similar way, but far less often ; and generally not as the result of intra-

abdominal but of intrathorncic new-growth, particularly squamous-celled carcinoma of the

asopliagus. When the supraclavicular glands are affected at the same time as the axillary

glands, in cases of cancer of the breast, the condition is very important as indicating that the

disease has extended beyon<l the limits within which operative cure is likely to be possible.

Axillary Glands.—The three main causes for enlargement of the giands in one axilla

without cnlarmrncnt of the glands elsewhere are : Septic at)sorption from sore places upon
the fingers, arm, breast, shoulder, or u|)pcr part of the back : secondary deposits of carci-

noma from the breast ; and lynipliadenoma. Tubercidous axillary glands without obvious
affection of those in the neck have been recorded, but they are by no means common. It

is important to examine carefully for any possible source of septic absorption, for some-
times it is by no means obvious : it may be no more than inflanunation around a ragnail.

Inflammatory glands are generadly very ])ivinful, and they arc associated with more or less

jiyrexia.

Lymphatic leuk;cmia will be excluded by the absence of ])athoguomonic blood-changes ;

secondary malignant glands shoidd be diagnosed when ])rimary growth is found on careful

palpation of the breast ; Hodgkin's disease will only suggest itself if iullammatory absorp-
tion, secondary growth, tubercle, and malignant disease can be excluded : and it is prob-
able that if the case is watched, if it is one of Hodgkin's disease other lymphatic glands will

presently become enlarged also (see Fig. 108, p. 377), particularly those in the neck of the

same or oi)])osite side, and those in the other axilla. Enlargement of the spleen at the same
time would be an argument in favour of Hodgkin's disease.

Epitroclilear Glands.—The only imjjortant cause of enlargement of the cpitrochlear

gland is niicri)l)ial idisorplion from the fingers, hand, or forearm : the site of ])rimary
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inlcctiiiii nuxy be in the skin -;i wliilliw. for fxnniplr. or a, ])(ist-ini]ircin xvoiinil. cir ;i ilis-

st'CtiniT-rooni sort- : (ii- it may Ijc indii- ikH']>-si.-:itccl. iis in t'ascs dl' inrr<'tive syiiDvitis,

artliritis, or [)eri-artliritis. It is iiiipdilant not to mistake lor a siinplr wlii[li>\v such a

lesion as a digiial cIkiiicic. wliieh ma.y also eanse enhiruement ol' the epitrcjcjilear L;lanil

liefore infeetion becomes nenera! : it llie history and the local a])i)earancc' ol' the eliancre

do not suii^cst the ilia^inosis. its course and the associated seeondarv svm|)tonis will

indicate the nature ol the ease. Wasseiiuann's sernm reaetioli should be trieii.

Mediastinal and Bronchial Glands. These can never l)e palpated, and their enlaruc-
ment can only be surmised when there arc siyns of somethinu' within the thorax oljstruclini;-

one or other bronchus, or Icadin;;- to laryiiiieal paralysis, or stenosis either of the innominate
vein or of the su|)erior or inferior vena ea\a. The diauiiosis will be lietwcen iioiiii- aiuiinisin.
(Iiidiiic incfliastiiiilis. and nifdidstiiiiil iii-k- si'OiClli. The .r-ravs niiiv be of eonsidcral)k-

value in confirniini: the dia^iKJsis. ami in distinnuishin<j; enlarued malignant glands from

aneurysm of the aorta {Fin. 1(10. |i. -iOlt). Iiillammatory or caseous bronchial or mediastinal

glands seldom if ever obstruct a bronchus in the way Ihel malignant glands do. possibly
because, before they liave reached a sullieient si/e. they have softened, and perhaps discharged
their contents into the bnuichial tube. When, as happens in rare cases, a caseous gland
d<}es obstruct a bronchus, it is important to remendicr that post-mortem evidente shows
that it is very nmeh less inicommfm for a right broni'bial glanil to do this than a left.

Mesenteric Glands It is seldom possiljle t(. ]>alpate enlarged mesenteric glanils,

altlHiugh the diagnosis that they arc swollen may often be nia.de upon circumstantial
evidence. .\ny iiijldiiiiiiutiiiif condition of the bowel may lead to their being enlarged,

particularly if there is a,ny breach of the mucous mcnibranc. as in cases ni itlccr<ilivr colili.s.

(Ijjsentery, tuberculosis of the bozvcl. or ti/jilioul fever. They are greatly iii\nh cd in most cases
of luhereulniis periloiiilis : the masses that are felt in the abdomen, bowe\-er, are haivilv ever
the glands themseUcs. but rather extcnsivi- inllammatorv and caseous foci of which glands

may form the nucleus. M{ilig)i(iiil iie:v iirontli. such as primaiy carcinoma of the .stomach
or colon. |)elvic organs, or testes, may cause extensive si'coiidarv deposits in the mesenteric
and retroperitoneal lymphatic glands, usually most marked in the immciliate neiglibour-
liood of the primary new growth, but exteiiding thence in the direeliou of the liver until

the portal glands are invohcd : liowc\(r. without opening tlii' abdomen, il is almost impos-
sible to determine whether tlii' masses hit in cases of this kind a.re reallv enlarged Ivmphatic
glands.

Iliac and Pelvic Glands-What has been sa.id a.lKJVc in connection with mesenteric

glands applies here also : but it is niort' oftt-n possible to dclermine by palpal ion whether
or not the iiclvic lymphatic glands are affected. In i-ises of suspected iimlii^iKiiit ilisease.

characteristic nodules of secondary deposits in lymphatic glands may be felt sometimes on
careful palj)ation of the iliac hissa. or upon making a rectal examination.

Inguinal and Femoral Lymphatic Glands.—The eoniinonest cause by hir of enlarge-
ment of the inguinal lymphatic glands and not of those elsewhere, is scj)tir iibsiirptiuii fr.mi

microbial foci in the regions whose lymphatic vessels drain into these glands ; sore places
should be looked for upon the toes, and between them, upon the feet, legs, thighs, buttocks,
lower part of the back, scrotum, penis, ))erineal and \ul\al regions (see Sonr.s, P:-.n'U.!;,

ETC., p. G17) ; and a urethral discharge, gonorrhtcal m' otherwise, should also be sought lor.

Most ol tiiose cases will be associated with constitutionaJ symptoms. es])eeially pvrexia and
loss of apjictitc. anil with local pain and perhaps re.ldening of the skin over the inllanied

glands. The hitter may break down into abscesses buboes.

-Another, but far less common, cause for localized enlargement of I he inguinal glands,
is secoiiiliir/i earciuomn—.secondary to sipiamous-cellcd carcinoma of the scrotum, prepuce,
penis, i)erineal region, anus, clitoris, labiuin majus. vagina, leu. or hiot. In such eases the

diagnosis will become obvious when the primary growth is humd. and it donbl exists as to

the nature oi any sucli ulcerating sore, the result of microseopieal examination of a small

portion excised will clinch the diagnosis.
Meliiuolie sarcoma is another rare but very importa-nt cause of enlargement of the

inguinal lymphatic glands: sometimes, when the i)rimar\- growth is hardls larger than a.

pea, arising in connection with the skin of one of the toes, or |)erhaps a mole, the inguinal
glands may be as big as jiigeon's eggs, rapidly growing and comparatively painless. The
nature of this enlargement may be (piite obscure unless the clark tinge of llic growth can be
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scon tliniujili tlio skin, or there is melamiria (I'liite XWll'. Fi<i. 10. j). liH). or a careful

examination reveals a small primary new growth of the skin, or unless surgical measures
are aflo|)te(l for their removal.

Popliteal Glands are seldom felt, and when iialjiable they are discovererl as a rule

rather because there are enlargeil lym])hatic glands elsewliere than from any symptoms
which attract notice to the popliteal space itself. Almost the only cause for their enlarge-
ment is septic absorption either from joints or from the skin of tlie toes. feet, or legs, coni-

paralile to the e inditions which produce enlargement of the ei)itroehlear glands of the arm.

LymphaSlsm or Status Lymphaticus.- -Much attention has recently I)een attracted

to the fact tliat in young jicrsons uiiiier puberty who have dieil as the result of poisoning by
ana'sthctics. or of what under ordinary circumstances woidil be regarded as inadequate
causes, such as operation for the removal of tonsils, circmncision. and so forth, the internal

lymphatic glands and tissues, particularly the tonsils, thymus gland, bronchial and mesen-
teric glands, Peyer's patches, and the solitary follicles of the intestines, arc considerably

larger than is usually the case in post-mortem examinations upon patients of similar ages
who liave died of other diseases. It is generally stated tliat the condition referred to is

])athologieal, and it has been described as the status lymphaticus or lym])hatism. It is

doubtful. Iiowever. whether this is not really the normal condition of the lymphatic tissues

at this age. for very similar a|)])earances are to be found in the Ijodies of children killed, not

slowly by disease, but suddenly by accidents. In any case, it is almost im])ossiblc to

diagnose the so-called status lymphaticus during life, for if it is an affection at all. it is one

of the internal lym])hatic tissues and not of the ])eri])heral and easily palpable lymphatic

glands. It is doubtful, however, if it is really a i)ath(>logical state, though deaths produced
by anicsthetics are being accredited to it. Herbert French.

MACROGLOSSIA. (See .Swki.lin<: oi- tuk. Toncuk, p. (i!»,S.)

MACULES are circunist'rilied discolorations or decolorizations of the skin, without

noticeable elcxation or depression. They may l)e due : (I) To tlie ])assage of blood, or of

the colouring matter of the blood, into limited areas of the skin, as in purpura : (2) To

hypenemia, erther arterial or venous, as in erythema : (8) To dilatation of the vessels of

the skin, or the formation of new vessels, as in capillary nacvus and telangiectases ; (4) To

changes in the pigmentation of the skin, whether of the rete or of the corium—on the side

of excess as in chloasma, or on that of deficiency as in leucodermia ; and such changes may
result from the administration of drugs such as arsenic and chloral, or may be an expression
of trophoneiu'osis, as in glossy skin.

Macules of the second and third grou|)s are effaced tenii):)rarily by pressure : those of

the first and foin-th remain unaltered.

?.Iacules may be inthuiunatory as in the rose s])ots of enteric fever, or nnn-inllannn:itory
as in purpura ; congenital as in moles, or ac(|uired as in the exanthemata : temporary as

in drug rashes, or permanent as in leucodermia : scanty as sometimes in leucodermia, or

abundant as in roseola. They may be attended by subjective symptoms (e.g., itching)
as in drug rashes : but generally there are no such accompanying symptoms. I'sually
round or roundish, they may be oval, or irregular ; they also vary greatly in definition. In

colour they may be red. brown, or yellow, in various shades. In size they vary from a mere

speck to, say, the area of a man"s hand : if very widely diffused, as in malaria, the ])igmenta-
tion is usually styled a discoloration. .Most freiiuently a primary lesion, as in lentigo, the

macule may also be secondary to burns, blisters, excoriations, and eruptions of various

kinds, erythematous, vesicular, bullous, ])a])ular, pustular, and cezematous. The brown

spots whijh follow traumatic or ])ur|)uric ecchymoses, h;emorrhagic urticaria, varicose

eczema, etc.. form a sjjccial group of macules in which the pigment is haemosidcrin. If a

macule takes on a slight degree of elevation it is sometimes styled a maculo-pai)ule.
The differential diagnosis of the erythemas, of which the lesions are for the most part

too diffuse to be regarded as macules, is set out in the articles on ERYTHE^^A (p. •J22) and
XoDt LKS (p. 402) : that of the ))uri)uras in the article on PtKPUii.\ (p. 552) : that of leuco-

dermia. sclerodermia, morplma. the various forms of chloasma, and the discolorations due

to the use of drugs, in the article on Pk;mi;ntation ov tuk Skin (p. 527). Nor need the

most familiar macule, that which occurs in lentigo (freckles), be described here, for the only
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affection uitli wliioli it ciin he coufused is xcroilorma piuriR-ntosuni. tin- (iiit'^uosis from
which is yivcn iiiuicr TiMorus ok the Skim (p. 780), -.vherc also will be foiiiiii the dirfereiitial

diagnosis of another macular affection, xanthoma in its various forms. Tiuea versicolor
has been dealt with under FfNCors Ari-Kcrioxs oi- rin; Skin (]). 2.")()) : pitvriasis rosea
under Sc.vi.es (p. 01)1): lichen planus and lierpcs. in bolli of which macules a(ipear as

secondary lesions. res])ectively under I'vpriis (|i. t,s7) ;inil \'f.ski.!;s ([). 7.5:5). Of na-vi

and of telanuiectases the identilication is sell-e\ idcnt. and it only remains to speak of the
macules of !ej)rosy and sy|)hilis.

In kprosij. following the ])rodronial symptoms and the period of in\asiori. erythematous
spots appear on the face, hmbs. or trunk, varying in colour aciording to the natural pig-
mentation of the skin, but usually in white races of a light red. The colour is brightest at
the edge : the centre nuiy become white and atrojihie. In size the macules vary from a

]iiu's head to the palm of Ihi- haiul,

or larger : they are smooth and

shining, with a wcll-deliiied outline.

Some iuliltration is usually present.
Fre^h ero]is continue to come out

at irregular iuterva.ls. and each out-

burst is accompanied by an cxacei-

liation III' tlu' eonstitntional svm-

ptoms. .\fler a time the macules
and the neighbourint; areas of ap-

parently normal skin become more
or less an.esthetic. The nuu'ul:ir

stagi' of leprosy may possibly be

confused with cii/thcniti siiiiiilc.r. but

the macular areas are usually laiuer

than ill crythem;',. in which also

there is litlU' or no constitutional

disturbaiMH-. As soon as ana-sthcsia

arises the diagnosis is settled. This
is indeed the crucial test in all cases

of doubt as betwciii leprosv ajid

any otlu'r affection, for in lepros\- it

is almost invi'.riably |)resent. if not

in the lesions themselves, then in

some neighbouring are;i of the skiu.

Its cirtinnouc^t sites are towards
the centre of the macule, in the

pale ])atehes left by macules that

h:ive disa|)[)eared. and in the

hands :ind h-et. Another distinc-

ti\e feature of lejirous spots is that

they rarely perspire. In si/rhi^a-

nifiilia llu- sensory and tro]ihic
lesions may suggest leprosy, but the

macules will be absent, nor is there enlargement of lymphatic glands or thickening of ncr\c-
Irunks. (For the diagnosis of nodular le])rosy from lupus vulgaris, see under Nodi i.i;s.

p. KfJ.) Whenever doubt exists, the lepra bacillus shotdil be sought in the lesions or in the
nasal discharge.

The iiiiifiildi- s/ijihiliilf is one of the most eharaeteristie lesions of si-condarv syphilis.
The eru))tion (Fig. 17(;). erythematous in character and styled syphilitic roseola, begins as
a niacidar mottling, reseudiling measles but rather more dusky, distributed over the chest
and abdomen. It is extremely evanescent, often disappearing in a few hoiu's and coming
out again as suddenly. The nuicous memliranc of the throat is the seat of a similar erup-
tion, and superticial uk'crs may form on the tonsils. Generally about ii fortnight from its

a|)pearance the rash begins to fade, givino- place to a pajiular or follicular eruption on the

trunk, limbs, hicc. anil neck, llypera'inia of the pajiiihe here and there gives rise on the

fi'l. 1711.— Marular syiihilidu-.
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cliest ami aljildiiioii. and (il'tcii cm the llcxor aspects of the limbs, to red jiatelies which iiuiv

persist for a lonuer or sliorter time as isolated blotches, varying in colour from a delicate

rose to a pale violet or dusky-bhiish or even brownish-red. Scattered aljont anioni; these

macular syphilides may often be seen i)a])ides (macnlo-]):i]iul;!r syphilide^). which leave

stains of varyin"' depth.
From tlic macular syphilide both tinea versicolor and tinea circinata may be dis-

tinguislicd by the fungous parasites present in the lesions of those affections, and, in

the c:ise of tinea versicolor, by the ease with which the scaly patches can be detached

by the finger-nail : the erythematous clru<l rashes, such as those produeetl by copaiba, etc.

(]), "i'i'i), by their more vivid redness and the jiresence of itching and burning : seliorrliwa

corporis by its moie limited distriljution : measles by the creseentic character of the eruption,
the coryza, cough, and the different distriljution. A peculiarity of this sy])hilide, which
shoidd always be watched for in doiditful cases, is that it varies in colour with the tem|)er-
ature ; a cool atmosphere will bring it out in vivid colours, even when almost ciim|)letely

faded. Molcolm Morris.

MAIN-EN-GRIFFE. -
(.Sec Ci.aw-IIand, ],. fo;».)

MARASMUS literally mer.ns "

wasting." and therefore signiiies nnicli the same as

loss of weight. l$y conmion consent, however, when speaking simply of marasmus, one

generallv has in mind an infant or young child, so that lesions which cause loss of weight
in teniler years will be considered imder the present heading, whilst wasting in older patients
is discussed under the heading Weight, Loss of, p. 708.

The bodies of infants and young children consist so largely of water that great \ari-

ations may occur within a comparatively short time, particidarly in association with a

disease which causes loss of Hiiid. The most rapid loss of weight occurs as the result of

acute diarrhwa. with or without vomiting : in the siunmer zymotic diarrha'a of infants

the subcutaneous tissues may be seen to shrivel in twenty-four hours or less, the eyes become

sunken, the fontanelle depressed, and the i)atient loses weight ra|)iilly. Tlicre are probably
various micro-organisms producing these acute symptoms, of wliicli the best known are

the liacilliis ciiteritidis of Gaertner and Morgan's bacillus L. but the exact bacteriological

diagnosis of the symptoms can only be arrived at by investigation of the stools and perhaps
of the patient's serum in special laboratories. Acute vomiting without diarrhoea generally
causes loss of weight, but less markedly than does severe diarrhcca : it sometimes does so

to a considerable extent, nevertheless, particularly in that periodic type of the nuilady
known as ci/clieal voitiiling of infants. Without ai)i)arent cause, a child of tender years
who is subject to this complaint is seized, without any ])receding irregularity in diet and

apparently without anything definite to account for the mischief, with most severe and

reemrent vomiting, lasting for twcnty-foiu'. thirty-six. or forty-eight hours, or even longer,

nothing whatever being kept down, and the urine at the same time abounrling as a rule

with diacetic acid and acetone, the evidence of acidosis (p. .3). Severe though tlie loss

of weight may temporarily be, the symptoms generally subside as rapidly as they come

on, and the patient remains in apparently normal health until the next period of similar

vomiting with acidosis conies on. Besides cyclical vomiting, severe attacks of vomiting

may be caused by errors of diet of variovis kinds, though it is remarkable how children

cscajie the disorders of injudicious feeding if only \irulent organisms arc not administered

in the food at the same time. CongoiHid liiiperlrophic stenosis of the pi/lorns is nowadays

spoken of as though it were itself a disease : it is associated witli |)ersistent vomiting of all

foodstuffs, the symptoms coming on either inunediately alter birth or within a few days
or weeks, and in not a few instances resulting in death from sheer inanition. At the post-

mortem examination in such cases there is undoubtedly both more muscle than there should

be in the pylorus, and undue tightness of its constriction, but it is very doubtful wliether

this is rea,lly a condition of congenital malformation, and not the result of spasm of the

pylorus produced by injudicious feeding, especially the giving of food before the mother

has milk in her breasts ; the ])yloric hypertrophy being, not congenital, but the result of

the nuiscular contractions so induced.

Simi)le starvation owing to inability of the parents to provide food will naturally cause

acute wasting, though the nature of the case may not be ob\ ious to the doctor unless the

conditions of home life are known.
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Dcfcrlirc fcciliiig is (me nf the i'(iiiim(]iit.'st oausi-s of luck uf proyri'ss and of :n-tiial

marasmus amr)nn;st the (hildrtu of tlic lower classes. The amount of dirt that reaches

the child's mouth from its own linaers. from its mother's breasts, and from the utensils

in which tlie food is oixen. is hy itself enoiiiih very often to upset tlie dincstion. even if the

riijht food were siven in the proper amounts and at tlie riifht intervals : when, in addition

to the dirt, the food supply is of the wronu- kind and the intervals are irregular, it is not at

all sur[)risini> that the child does not thrive.

liickcts is not so nnieh a cause of marasmus as a concomitant effect of the injudicious

feeding—many rickety children beinn. indeed, unduly fat and heavy.
Coiii'eiiiliil ,si/pliilis. on the other hand, is a very potent cause for marasmus. Tlie

diagnosis may sometimes be guessed at : it may sometimes be obvious from the snulllcs.

skin lesions. Parrot's nodes, condylomata, and so forth ; it may be known of in the parents :

and it may be confirmed by Wassermann's scrum test. Many congenital syphilitic children,
without developing any of the better known evidences of syphilis, fail from simple inability
to thrive, and, although born fine, healthy-looking infants, presentlv waste and ])ine, and

they may be said rather to cease to live than in the ordiniry sense to die of a disease.

Tiihi-niilosis is a very important and couunon cause for loss of weight in infants,

though it is generally very dilUcult indeed to be certain that a tuberculous lesion is present.
No ob\ ious foci such as tuberculous glands in the neck, kyphosis from spinal caries, ascites,

or alxlominal lumjis from tuberculous peritonitis or tabes mesenteriea. tul)crculous joints
such as the hip or knee, tuberculous dactylitis, and so forth, may be present, and yet there

may be some deep-seated lesion, of which the commonest by far is caseation of the bronchial

glands. Phthisis pulmonalis is almost imknown in infancy and chiliihooil ; in phthisicU
patients there is practically never caseation of tin' bronchial glands ; in infants and yoimg
children caseous bronchial glands are very common, and they occur almost entirely in those
who have drunk any large (piantity of milk. The danger iu such eases is that the bacilli

will not remain localized to the bronchial glands : many a child is ((iiitc unsuspected of

having such a lesion until some intercurrent malady such as measles causes the mischief
to light up and become generalized in the form of general tuberculosis and meningitis,
and at the post-mortem examination caseous bronchial glands, obviously of long standing,
are found. Many children recover eom])letely. and the nature of the ease at the time when
there were loss of weight and general ill-health may never l)e determined. The child out-

grows its delicacy. It is always possilile. or even probable, when obscure wasting occurs
in a child who objectively jiresents no jiarticular abnormality except ill-health, that the
lesion is tubercidous absorption from infected milk, with accinnidation of the bacilli in

the mesenteric and l)ronchial glands. The f;eees may be examined for the bacilli after

antiformin treatment in the laboratory. It may often help the diagnosis to eliminate milk
from the dietary, and. if need be. butter also, and watch the effects of giving the i)atient
such foods as arc known to contain no lubercle bacilli. \\n\ Piri|uet's skin reaction might
also be tried, though its results are by no means ))athognomonii' (ji. TliS). especiallv if the

tuberculin used is not ])rep,ircd exactly as it was in von Pinpiefs original method.
Hcrhtr! Frcurh.

MELi€;NA.—This term is correctly applied to black motions containing altered blood.
The colom- is due to the action of the digestive juices upon lucmoglobin. and the condition
is usually associated with some ulcerative lesion of the stomach or duodenum. It may Ije

simulated by the presence of sulphide of iron or of bisnuith in the stools of patients taking
either of these metals. The slatey-black colour of these sulphides docs not very closely
resemble the tarry motions of luemorrhage. The motions may also be black after con-

sumption of charcoal, in the form of biscuits or otherwise, or of bilberries. In ease of doubt,
the microscope may be used to reveal blood-cTr|)uscles, or the chemical tests for blood

may be employed. (Sec Blood per .\m m. p. 7.5.) JC. Cecil Bosaiuiuel.

MELANURIA.--(See riuNi;. .\nNoi!.MAi. Coloration of, p. 74.5.)

MEMORY, LOSS OF. (See Amnf.slv. p. i!i.)

MENORRHAGIA.—By this symptom is meant an excessive amount of the menstrual
flow, or an undue prolongation of the time linring which it takes place. It is important
to remember that in this condition the ])atient is free from bleeding din'ing the inter-
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nienstnial periods, tlic teriii METRORitnACJiA (j). ;?!»(!) lieiiiir reserved for bleedinj; wliieh

occurs between the periods. The careful distinction between these symptoms often serves

to distinguish very imjjortant conditions, and they should on no account be confomided
with one another or considered as the same entity. Pure nienorrhagia is an important
symptom of many well-defined conditions which do not, as a ride, give rise to irregular

bleeding. Both these terms must be limited carefully to patients who menstruate, and
must not be used for bkedinn after the menojiause. The term I^If.trostaxis (p. ;392) is

the best for bleeding occurring after menstrual life has passed.

Causes of Menorrhagia.

] , GEXERATIVE SYSTEM

Uterine congestion
Endometritis
Retroversion and flexion

Filininiyoma
Salpiimo-iMiphoritis
Suh-iu\'oItiti(Hi

Arute Iiiferlious Disemes
Indxienza
Enteric
Cholera
Scarlatina
Variola
Rhcimiatisni
Malaria

Diplithcria
JMcasIcs

2. ClKOCLATORT SYSTEM
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In all cases of fihromyonia, the sound passes l)eyon(] tlic nornial 2', inelies, and it inav pass
as nuieh as (i inehes. or even more. In cases of subperitoneal fibroids, the uterus may
not be nuieh enlarired. but in such eases inenorrliai;ia is not usually jjresent. In o\arian

tumours the leniith of the uterine eavity is not increased unless a condition of endometritis

co-exists, which is very unconmion : and if it did not exist, the amount of eloii!;ation of

the uterine eavity would be small. In f;eneral. however, it is fpiite unnecessary to use

the sound for the diaijnosis of a tibromyoma.
I'tcrhie Critigestioii and Endnniclrit is. -Thvso lesions can only be inferreil in cases of

pure menorrha^ia when the uterus is not enlarucd to any appreciable extent, and when,
in addition, there are IcueorrlKca and backache. These three cardinal symptoms, I'ozzi's

syndrome, jioint always to endometritis, whatever other lesion of the ijenerativc system
may be ])reseiit. .\s a rule the subjects of these are married and have had prejinancies or

abortions, but endometritis may occur in a virjiin. the result of infection, without any
pregnancy having; taken place. The presence of endometritis cannot be proved without
the removal of the endometrium and microscopical examination of sections of the material

removed by eurettai;e.

ItetrovcrsUiii mid jlc.viDii af llic iilrnix and .s<djiiii:;(i-iiiijili(iiili\ are \er\ dclinitc and
obvious lesions which are associated with nicnorrliaLiia. hut the actual primt' cause is aijain

endometritis and uterine eonsjestion.

So also with si(h-iiivoli(tioii. whi<'h necessarily can onlv follow l.ih;iur or abortion;

thouijh a relaxed uterine muscle and a dilated uterine cavity are |)rcseiit. endometritis

and conjjcstion are present, too. and are the real causes of menorrhai;ia.
E.raiilht'Dudfi.—The various exanthems arc liable to cause menorrhai;ia except in

those instances where they fjive rise to auaMuia. It has been shown baeteriolojiieally that

an acute endometritis may be set up by various zyinotie diseases, and therefore it is not

surprisinji that in some instances this condition become-- chronic and causes a lasting

nienorrlia^ia.

Circulatory System.— I'nder this luadiiii.; there can be no doubt llial dclinitc causes
of menorrhaii'ia exist, but in the absence of well-defined lesions of heart, lixcr. or luni;s it

may be a matter of considerable dilliculty to make a differential diagnosis. .\ny Icsimi of the

heart. Ii\ir. oi- lunijs which leads to back-pressure in the venous system may < ausc hvpcr-
a-mia of the pelvic oriians and consec|Uent excessive menstrual losses. It does not billow,

however, that this will be the case, because the sufferers from these diseases are sometimes
ana'mic as far as the tjiidlitii of the blood ones. an<l conseciucntly may lack the stimulus
to menstruate at all. However, it hap|iens not unconunonly that menorrhajiia is caused

by uncompensateil \alvular lesions of the heart, ciirhosis of the li\i.T. or emphysema of

the lun^s. I'lissive liiipi'ramia of tin- |iel\ic origans may result from cnnsti|)ation. tiu'lit

lacini;, or certain occupations such as the worUioLi of a treadle sewinji-maehinc : but endo-
metritis may also be ])resent and be the real undcrlyinu cause of excessi\c Mow.

Aiiiriiiiii. That the c|uality of the blood itself may be a cause of iiienoirhania is

imdoubtcd. anil particularly if it be delicient in calcium salts, leadinu to rclanlatiou of

the coamilation-timc. Modern methods of estimatini; coaiiulation-time enable us to dis-

tinguish these eases with some certainty, a.nd thus jxiint out a line of treatment. I'nfor-

tunately there is no simj^le clinical method. Doubt also has recently been thrown on the

view that the calcium salts have any effect on coanulation-time. The well-known sicrns of

scorhiiliis in its minor decrees, piirptirn. and iKiniopliiliti may draw attention to <'ases of

this class.

Menorrhaiiia in young girls at the time of puli.rly and conunencemcnt of nienslruation

depends upon crcessire ovarian aclivitii. and we must conclude, therefore, a dislurbauee of

the balance between the internal secretions. It is often associated, too, with retardation

of the coagulation-time of the blo(jd, especially in the subjects of chilblains, cold hanils

and feet,
" dead fingers." etc. It nuist not be forgotten that young girls may have a

malignant growth of the uterus, such as sarcoma. l)ut this is more likely to cause irregular

bleeding as well as menorrhagia.

Finally, high hlood-pressiire must be reckoned with as a cause of menorrhagia at any
period of life, but particularly when nearing the onset of the menopa\ise. Menopause
menorrhagia nuich more often de])ends upon one of the well-defined lesions of the uterus

described above than on high blood-pressure, but cases occur in which the blood-pressure
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is alone responsible. The arteriosclerosis wliieh is likely to atiect the uterine vessels about
this period of life may contribute to the causation of inenorrhairia. The hijih blood-

pressure, and possibly the arteriosclerosis also, may eventually prove to be comiected with
the internal secretions of the ductless glands. Though still mainly a matter of theory,
normal menstruation depends in part at least on the normal balance being preserved
between the various internal secretions, the ovarian and thyroid on the one hand being
balanced by the suprarenal and pituitary on the other, and any disturbance of this

balance may result in amenorrha-a (as in niyxoedema), or in menorrhagia, as sometimes
occurs in e.roplithotniic goitre and at the menopause. It is very fascinating to believe that

high blood-|jressure may be due to the unbalanced action of the suprarenal and pituitary
secretions, and to suggest a remedy in conse(|uenee. In the absence, however, of collateral

signs of definite lesions of ductless glands, we have at present no ready means of telling
which gland is at fault.

The Nervous System alone is never likely to be a cause of lasting menorrhagia, but
that a single jjrofuse jieriod may result from such disturbance of the nerve mechanism of

menstruation has long been believed. There certainly are cases in which no other causation

can be recognized, and in which the excessive flow is not repeated. The effect of sexual

intercourse upon the menstrual flow is diilicult to determine, but cases do occur in which
excessive menstruation has been cured by abstention, and we cannot but believe that

excesses in this direction must therefore liave been the cause. Such cases occur chiefly
in the newly married. The part played by inconi])lcte coitus, coitus interruptus, or pre-
vention of conception by other means, is still diflicult to determine, but we have no real

evidence to hand which proves that any menstrual disturbances arise on these accounts.

In any case, however, we are not justified in assuming that the nervous system is to blame
for a menorrhagia imtil, by careful examination, wc have eliminated the other more

important causes. T. G. Stevens.

MENSTRUATION, ABNORMALITIES OF.—(See Amenorriicea. p. 17 : Mi:nor

RHAGI.4, p. 385 ; and Mktk(iiuuia(;ia. p. :!!»().)

MERYCISM is c(|uivalent to cud-chewing or rimiination ; it is very rare in man ; even
when it does occur it is no evidence of disease. It has to be distinguished from pyrosis
and from flatulence : in typical cases there is no difficulty, for with merycism the act may
be voluntary to .some extent : actual food returns to the mouth instead of merely acrid

fluid as in pyrosis, and there is none of the belching of flatulence. It sometimes develops
in several members of the same family ; this may be a question of imitation, but it is due

(|uite as likely to congenital peculiarity. The diagnosis depends mainly upon the patient's
own account of what he feels taking place inside him. upon the history of a similar condition

affecting other members of the family, and upon the absence of objective evidence of gastric,

intestinal, intracnmial or renal disease. Ilerlierl I'reiuk.

METEORISM, or tympanites, is the term used to denote enormous distention of the

abdomen with gas, the latter generally being within the alimentary canal, though it may
be free in the peritoneal cavity. It is seldom a symptom in itself of diagnostic importance,
the nature of the case being determined usually on other grounds. It is apt to be very
troul)lesome in cases of general peritoiiilis : the diagnosis will depend upon the history,
which may suggest a cause for peritonitis, such as gastric or duodenal ulcer, appendicitis,

typhoid fever : and upon the persistent vomiting, the dry furred tongue, tlic motionless

riuid abdomen, the rising rajiidity of pulse, the faeies IIi]Ji)Ocratica, the ini|)aiiinent of note

in the flanks, the rub over the liver or spleen, and the absence of borborygmi.
Intestinal obstriietion. whether acute, subacute, or chronic, and whether due to stran-

gulated hernia, peritoneal band, volvidus, new growth, intussusception, or other cause,

often leads to extreme meteorism. with visible peristalsis, the passage of neither faeces nor

flatus, and persistent vomiting which will become f;eeulent if the case is not operated upon.
Peritonitis ultimately supervenes : but previous to this, intestinal olistruction is differ-

entiated from general peritonitis by the absence of rigidity of tlie abdominal wall, by the

|)resenee of borborygmi and visible peristalsis, the absolute constijjation in spite of enemata,

the slower pulse, and the relatively l)ettcr conrlition of tlie [latient.
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Acute piinnentilh. wlR'thtr lurmorrhagie or iint. riuiy i-iiuse ;u-ute iixfteorisin. The

symptoms are variable, but tliev nearly always sujjijest an acute abdominal condition

requirinn immediate laparotomy, the diagnosis being then siifigestetl directly the areas of

fat necrosis are seen in the omental fat. Previous to laparotomy, the symptoms are rather

those of acute intestinal obstruction than of oeneral peritonitis : tlie usual history of acute

pain in the epigastrium may at first suggest perforated gastric idcer. l)ut the alxloinen

remains supple as in ol)structi(in more often than it liecomes rigid as in peritonitis.

^leteorism in cases of ti/jilioid fever, (h/senleri/. (Ieiii;ue. and other severe illnesses in

which the bowel is affected, is chiefly of importance in that it may lea<l lo a suspieiim of

perforation and general |)eritonitis. The diagnosis is often very dillieult. an<l there may
be grave anxiety and doubt as to whether the abdomen should be opened or not. One

important point in typlioid fcxcr is that i)erforation is generally accompanied by a sudden

drop in the temperature and an eipially sudden rise- in the pulse-rate, whereas meteorism

by itself would not cause this.

When tlic vessels in tlie mesentery are airccted liy t/irotiihiisis or emhalisin. acute

meteorisni results, witli all the signs of intestinal obstruction, rapidly followed by peritonitis.

The nature of the case may be (piite obscure until laparotomy is performeil. unless the

existence of ;i cause is known, such as fungating endocarditis.

Interference witli the soliir ami ineseiifi'iic pleiHses of iienes has sometimes led to severe

I'i't. 171.—Hiisiiisiirunu''> tlise^Lse ; ur iiiioiLathic dilatatior

dUteiided cuils of iiiteslim-. (From L'rofessor Itutberfnnl MoriM)
nf til'? colon. Note tiie

. fiilniitiK/int I'l .Sur/rri/.)

meteorism in eases of tabes nieseiiteriea. or infiltrating intra-abdominal iieiv groictli. Tiie

symptom occurs late, and the diagnosis will generally have l)een made on other groumis.

Affections of the spinal eord may lead to paralysis of the bowel and tympanites. Tliis

mav result from transverse
"

myelitis." whetlicr dvie to ijriniary .softening of the cord from

sypliilitie or oilier spinal arterial thrombosis, from compression by spinal caries, new growth,

aneurysm, or Irom ilestructiou of the dorsal region of tlie cord by a stab, a crushing, or a

bullet wouiifl. Tlicre will generally be I'auai'i.eci.v (p. .)1(>) to indicate the nature of the

case.

Dialietes itiellilas often imlieates its impending termination in ciinia by the onset of

abdoniiu'il jiaiiis. with more or U-s-; meteorism. Tlie diagnosis will be known ah'cady on

account of the glv(c^suria. .Meteorism is also common in the late stiiges of ciniiosis of

///( liver.

Particular mention may be made of llirs-lisiirang's (//.scrt.sf—idiopathic enormous

distention of the sigmoid I'olon in children and young peo])le {Fig,. ITl). t'areful exam-

ination indicates that the enormous gaseous distention of the abdomen is not due to general

tympanites, but to liallooniiig of what may seem at lirst to be stomach, but wliieh is proved
not to be this by the aljsence of immediate effect on the gas-containing cavity when tluid

or gas is given bv the mnutli. by the swelling a])pearing to arise from the left iliac fossa.
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and if need be liy the .r-ray sluulows after a bisnuitli meal. Obstinate constipation, or

symi)toms of recurrent intestinal olistruction. are usual in these cases, and tlie diaiinosis

is confirmed by the laparotomy that is ijencrally recjuired. in the end, to relieve the patient.

Hysteria, or rather functional derangement of the nervous system, can lead to almost

any symptom (p. 4(i5), including nieteorism. Two difficulties arise in the diagnosis :

namely, to be sure : (1) That the condition is meteorism at all, and not pregnancy, ascites,

ovarian cyst or other tinnour—phantom tumours are difficult to diagnose without exam-
ination under an anaesthetic, and even laparotomy may be undertaken before the absence

of a tumour is established certainly ; and (2) That the meteorism has no organic basis—
the circumstances may sometimes suggest this at once, but in some cases the exclusion

of an organic cause for the tymjjanites may take much time, careful encpiiry into symptoms
and physical signs, and considerable anxiety meanwhile. Herbert French.

METHyl'.MOGLOBINlJRIA.—(See H.emooi.oiunlria. p. 2S4.)

METRORRHAGIA means loss of blood from the uterus in the intermenstrual periods,
and the term should be aj)])licd only to irregular hemorrhages during menstrual life. It

is not correct to ajjjjly it to ha'morrhages connected with pregnancy, for menstruation is

then in abeyance. It may. however, be used with ])ro])riety in those eases remotely con-

nected with pregnancy in whieli menstruation has been re-established. The term may
be used for losses of actual blood, or for blood-stained discharges in which mucus is mixed
with the l)l()od.

Causes of Metrorrhagia.

1. GENERATIVE SYSTEM

Malignant Grmvllis :

Carcinoma

Squamous epithelioma
Sarcoma
Cliorion-c|iitlKlionia

Benign Crrnclli.s :

.Subnuieous tiliroiil

Fibroid poIy])us
fllucous ]ioly|ius

Inflanininiorii Lesiiins :

Krosioii of C'er\ix

Kndonu-tritis
Tuberculosis of the uterus

CiRCeLATORT SYSTEM 3. KERTOUS SVSTE5I

Iligfi tilood-pressure ilue to :

Internal secretions

Arteriosclerosis

At tlie inenopaNSie
•

Cnduc conjicstion due to :

Internal secretions

IJelieicney of calcium at
tlic onset

lilouil Clianges :

Purpura
Scorbutus

Ha'mophilia
Lcnka-miu

Sexual excess

The Lesions of the Generative Organs which give rise to metrorrhagia are well defined

as a rule, and in the case of growths of the cervix uteri are often self-evident. Where

growths of the body of the uterus are present, differential diagnosis is often a matter of

great difficulty, and in many instances cannot be made without a jireliminary curettage
and microscopical examination of the material removed. In fact, with the exce])tion of

obvious mucous poly]ii. liliroid polypi, and advanced growths of the cervix, all the growths
of the uterus rc(piire a preliminary histological examination for their exact diagnosis unless

the sym])toms demand a radical o]ieration. In such cases it is suflicient to diagnose the

actual nature of the growth after removal. It is not out of place here to suggest the

best way to nuike histological jjreiiarations from curetted material, a matter of great

importance to the patient, because it is often difficult to distinguish between cancer and
endometritis unless the very best microscope sections can be secured. The curetted

material must be obtained after dilatation, with a sharp curette, and the larger the frag-
ments removed the more easy will the histologist's work be. Ana-sthesia is always essential

except in the case of cervical growths. In doubtfid cervical growths a wedge shoidd be

cut out. including some normal tissue if ])ossible. Curetted fragments shoidd be washed
free from blood for a minute or two. but shoidd not be left to soak in water. They should

then be ])laced immediately in an efficient lixing lluid. and the best all-round fluid for this
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purpose is fornnUin 10 c.c, O-?.") \>ev font suit siilutiuii 'JO c.v. Twunty-lnur hours in this

liuid lead to good fixation, after wliieli tlie tissues can be deliydrated in successive strengths
of alcoliol, cleared in xylol. a,nd finally embedded and infiltrated with iiaraflin wax. Sections

rut from these parallin blocks are the best obtainal>lc. Inr superior to any freezing method
or celloidin infiltration. If the stained sections are submit tcrl to a histologist who has

experience of uterine growths, there slioidd not be two per cent of doulitful specimens. If.

however, the tissues are lixcd impro|)crly. thick sections are cut. and stained badly, then

the most skilled histologist will be miaole to give a definite and reliable diagnosis.

t'ancer of the body of the uterus, cancer of the cervical canal, early cancer of the cervix,

sarcoma of the uterus, chorion-epithelioma, some sloughing libroids. tubercle, and endo-

metritis can be distinguished from one another only by investigations carried out on these

lines. The fact that all these lesions produce metrorrhagia, and may give rise to lia-mor-

rhage on coitus, walking, straining at stool, and bimanual manii)ulation of the uterus,

makes it imperative that we should hav<' hist(]|ogic:il confirmation of the nalurr ol the

lesion before making an exact <liaguosis.

The relation i<{ Jihrotin/i»nii to metrorrluigia as opijosed to pure menorrhagia, which is

the rule with these tumours, is interesting. Fibroifis only jiroduce irregular bleeding when
thev are submucous and in ])roeess of extrusion, when they are infected and sloughing.

or when they are actually |iolypoid. The reason for this is that in these conditions the

tumours are always jjartly strangulateil by uterine contractions. an<l therefore in a state

of gross venous congestion : hence they bleed more or less constantly, without i)rovoeation.

The occurrence of irregular bleeding in a person « ho is known to have fibroids almost always
means one of these conditions, and. eonunonly. extrusion of the tumour from the uterus.

On the other hand, it nuist not be overlookeil that eareiiioma may dexelop in the endo-

metrium with a fibroid also present, or that a libroid may become sarcomatous, or that a

sarcoma nuiy arise dc iiovii in the uterus and attack a pre-existing libroid. Rapid enlarge-

ment of a uterus, with irregular ha-morrhage. is very suspicious of a snrroitin. but as it is

not unconunon for several fibroids to be present in the same uterus, it is also common for

ra|)id enlargement to occur as a result of cystic changes in one of them, whilst haMuorrhage

may take place due to extrusion of another.

Pure ciirciiKiUKi nf llic body of I lie iih riis rarely proi luces inueh eulariieinent of the organ,

and any in'jreas.' in size is not \('ry rapid.

(liiiriim-tpilheUtiniii follows hydatidiform mole in about .">(• ]ier cent of the recorded

eases, and it always follows jiregnancy. never ha\ing been seen in the uterus in a case where

pregnancy could be excluded. It is associated especially with profuse bleeding and the

rapid development of a fo-tid discharge <luc to decomposition of Ijlood and necrosing

tissues in iitero. Carcinoma of the body of the uterus rarely produces foul discharges

until the condition is very advancerl and has become exposed to the air.

The differential diagnosis of bleeding due to cancer, erosion, anil tubercle of llie cervir

is often dillicult in the early stages. In ailvanced cancer the frialjlc hardness of the growth

di-stinguishcs it at once from the tough leathery hardness ])rcscnt in erosions. In the former.

the growth can be broken down with the finger : in the latter, the soft velvety erosion can

be scraped off the tough leathery and fibrous cerxix Ijeneath. Nothing, however, but

sections made from wedges remo\ed from the cervix enal>le us to distinguish cancer or

erosion from tul)erele in the early stages. Tuljcrcle of the cervix is usually mistaken for

cancer, but the difference is clear enough in microscope sections.

Minniis jioli/pi and jihroid j>olijj>i are common causes of intermenstrual bleeding, and

are usvudly ipiite definite growths. The mucous polypus is soft, strawberry-reil in colour,

often pedunculated, and contains cystic spaces filled with glairy mucus. It almost never

gives rise to a malignant growth. The fibroid |)olypus is hard, and shows the glistening

whorled appearance so well known in fibromyomata on section. These growths are liable

to infection and sloughing, and are then apt to l)e mistaken for cancer or sarcoma. The

niicroscope alone will cnatjle the difference to l)c made out.

Eiidoinelrilis rarely causes severe metrorrhagia, but is often associated with a blood-

stained watery discharge. In a doubtful case there is absolutely no way of distinguishing
it except with the micrf)scope.

The Circulatory System is sometimes responsible for metrorrliagia.. just as it is for

Mi;noi!1uia(.ia (|>. ;!.s.")). and the actual causes are much the same. It is. however, especially
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at the onset and the dt-cliiic of iiifiistriiatioii that iiit'guhir Ijliediiii; is likely to occur from

tliis cause. The same disturljance of the internal secretions which may cause monorrhagia
at these periods sometimes acts similarly in causing irregular bleeding. It is fairly

common to find yoimg girls at the onset of menstruation having inenorrhagia and metror-

rhagia, and it is often very diflicult to be certain of a cause. It dejicnds, however, very

largely on two definite factors, namely : (1) Unusual uterine congestion, the result of an

excess of the biochemical stimulus (internal secretions) of menstruation, and (2) deficient

coagulation power, possibly due to a want of calcium in the blood. The former cannot

be diagnosed by any defined investigation, but the latter is determined by estimating the

coagidation-tinie. Pmjiina. scorbutus, and hainophilia are diagnosed readily when they
act as causal agents. Ix'ukaniia is sometimes res|i(insil)le for irregular uterine bleeding,
and is diagnosed readily by making a total and differential leucocyte count {p. 21).

The Nervous System seldom causes metrorrhagia, but there is no doubt that sexual

excess, often seen in the first months of married life, is a reflex cause of uterine congestion,
and may cause metrorrhagia as well as menorrhagia, T. G. Sleve/is.

METROSTAXIS is the term ajjplied to uterine haniorrhage at any period of life,

unconnected with menstruation, or at times when menstruation is in abeyance. It is

convenient to keej) this form of ha-morrhage separate from the other varieties, because

in this way all the pregnancy hamorrhages can be differentiated carefully. Its cause may
be classified according to whether the uterus is jjregnant or not. The bleeding which

occurs from the vagina occasionally in new-born infants is usually thought tn depend ui>on

uterine congestion subse(|ucnt to the cessation of the placental circulation. It is usually

trivial, but a fatal ease has been reported.

Causes of Metrostaxis.

Uterus No.v-Pregxaxt
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(2) tlif bIcccliiiL; (if jihiiriild pr(rviti I'miii that diR- to tin- si-jxiidliiiii of ii iiiiiitiiilhi siliiiitiil

placenta.
Ill the liiNt case, arisinjf very early in preunancy, tlie lia-morrliaue oeeurs when the

extra-ntcrine gestation is separated from its tubal or other attacliments and is converted
into a tubal mole, when it becomes extrudeii from the linibriated extremity of the tube,

or when the tube ruptures. Therefore, there may l)e history of acute abdominal ])ain.

faintness. and possibly collapse from internal luemorrliage. Along with this, the uterus

will not be found obviously enlaroed. whilst there is some sort of swelling in one or the

other i)ostenor <|uarter of the pelvis. Ihemorrhage due to threatened abortion camiot
be diagnosed unless the i)resence of an intra-uterine j)regnancy can be establislied. There-

fore, in this case we must look for the dcliuite signs of a normal |)regnancv. which in the

early months will be : amenorrhcra. morning sickness, breast changes, enlargement of

the uterus. Hegar's sign, and Braun's sign. The former consists in the extreme .softening

of the upper part of the cervix and lower jjart of the uterine body, combined with the as

yet unsoftcned vaginal portion and globular tense fundus : it is found fi-om the sixth to

the eighth week. The latter consists in the irregular sluipt' of the uterus from the eighth
to the twelfth week. One side is larger than the other, and an ill-defineil groove is found
between them.

In the second case, occurring generally aftei- tin- sixth nmnth of pitnuauev. it is of

the greatest im])ortanee to be able to diagnose pUirnita pra-cia. The only delinite sign is

the feeling of the ])laceuta through the cer\ ix when it will admit of this method of inxesti-

gation. The suggestive signs are those due to the lillint; up of the lower uterine seij[ni-nt

by the ])lacenta. The presenting part remains high np and movable, not engaged in the

brim, and there is a sensation of great increase of thickness between the \aginal forniees

and the presenting part. In any case of scvctc luemorrhage. however, the cervix must
be dilated so as to admit a linger, as treatment depends upon diai;iiosis. and no patient
with a placenta pra-\ia is safe until she is delivered and bleedini; lias ceased.

T. a. SInriit.

MICROPSIA.— (See Vision. Dkikcts or. p. 7(i:t.)

MICTURITION, ABNORMALITIES OF. A person in health nii.'turafes about
live tinn-s during the t went \ -lour honis. the total ariiouiit of urine passed lieiii;: about
1500 C.C.. or .)() ounces. This varies according to the .imouut of lluid taken, the amount
lost by i)erspiration. and so forth. The ael of mi:turilion is eontrolled bv a nerxoiis

mechanism, a stinudus from the \esical nineous membrane starting an iiii|iulse which
cau.ses contraction of the detrusor nmsele. and at the same time relaxation of the sphincter
at the urethral orihec. 'I'hc special centres controlling the motor functions of the bladder

are in the spinal cord at the level of the third sacral nerve, whilst the brain controls these

centres in response to sensory impulses received. The abnormalities of micturition which
are met with in practice depend partly upon lesions of some portion of the urinary

ajjparatns. and jjartly upon some change in the nerxnus mechanism controlling the act,

and will be discvissed from these points (tf view, and under hWuRESis (p. "JIS).

1. Increased Frequency of Micturition.—.\ large number of diseases of the genito-

urinary tract are accomi)anicil by increased frequency of micturition, and it is necessary
to ascertain if the increased fre(]Uency of micturition depends upon an increased amount
of urine to be passed. Thus in diabetes or eliroiiie interstitial nepliritis. the increased amount
of urine will cause an increased freciuency of desire to micturate. ])rovidcd the eajjacity of

the bhidder is unaltered. If the total amount of urine remains normal, any increased

frequency of micturition may be due to some lesion of the geuito-urinarv apparatus, and
consideration of the other symptoms of a ease will often point to a delinite diagnosis. It

must be remembered, however, that increased fre(iuency does not necessarily imply thai

the bladder is the seat of the disease, as the symptom is present with anv form of renal

pyelitis
—eonimonly calculous or tubereuhms—or with prostatic enlargement.

It is important to ascertain the relationship lietwcen micturition during the day and

during the night. Xormally. a healthy ]ierson should not wake during the night to ])ass

mine, unless an excess of thud has been taken : but if any inllaunnatory condition is ])reseut
in the bladder, micturition will be present during the night, as well as increased in fre(|Ucncv
duriut: the day. .\uy hirm of ei/stitis or acute inllaunnatory conditions of the prostate
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or neighbourinji; organs, will cavise increased frequeney both <lay and niiflit. In patients
with chronic nephritis who are passing normal (|uantities of nrine din-iu'i the day. frequent
micturition at night is connnon.

With lesicdl calculus tlicre is increased fre(|uency during the day. but often no
urination is necessary during the night. The frequency during the day is increased with

activity or exercise, or by tlie jolting movements of travelling, but is absent during a

period of rest. If the presence of a calculus has excited cystitis, increased frequency of

micturition will be present both day and night.
With pinstatic enlargement, whether simple or carcinomatous, the increased frequency

is most marked at night, and is connnonly the first symptom of the disease noticed by the

]iatient. generally a man of about sixty. The bladder is not enii)tied eom))letely, so that

the ad<lition of a relatively small amount of urine from the kidneys soon fills up the in-

completely emptied viscus and sets up afresh the desire to micturate.

In lesical curcinoma. increased fre((uency of micturition is ])resent during both the

day and night, as the infiltration of the vesical wall ])revents the bladder from being dis-

tended without pain, and it is fretpiently associated with cystitis.

In renal colic caused by calculus or blood-clot, or torsion of a movable kidney, there

may be increased desire to mictm-ate, and the symptom maybe present in inflammatory
diseases in the pelvis, such as scdpingitis. pijoscdpin.r. or a low-placed appendicitis, or in

the secondary infiltration of the bladder in carcinoma of the uterus or rectum.

Increased frequency of mictmition may be jjroduced by mechanical obstruction to

the normal vesical distention by a tumour occupying the ])elvis. and is seen commonly
with ovaricrn cyst, uterine fibroid, or a retroiertcd gravid uterus: these tumours will be found

upon vaginal examination.

In children, increased frc(iucncy of micturition may be due to jdiiiuosis. halauitis,

a smcdl urinary meatus, worms, penile c/deulus (p. 4(j!l), o.raluria (p. 423). eoli bucitluria

(p. (i!t). or to hyperaciditj/ of the urine.

2. Changes in the Stream of Urine.—.\n abnormality of the stream of nrine may-
be due to a congenital deficiency of the terminal urethra, as in liypospadias or epispadias.
or to some lesion mechanically obstructing the stream. Most connnonly this is due to a

stricture of the urethra. If the strictm-e be situated in the ])enile portion, the stream of

urine is of small calibre l)ut of fair force, whilst if the stricture is in the bulbous urethra,

the mechanical effect upon the stream of urine passing through the strictme into the

urethra of wider calibre beyond the stricture is that the force is diminished, whilst the

actual stream as it leaves the meatus is not thinned. A stricture at or near the urethral

meatus forms a thin but forcible stream ; but no reliance can be placed upon the com-

plaint of a twisted stream.'

The obstruction to micturition by an enlarged prostate causes the stream of urine to

be slow and forceless, so that it may fall vertically from the meatus instead of in the usual

arched manner. This same dribbling of urine will be seen when a urethral stricture

becomes much narrowed, or again when the liladder nnisculature has lost its contractile

power, or in disease of the nervous system affecting the motor ])aths to the bladder.

In any case presenting an abnormality in the stream of urine, careful in(|uiry shoidd
l)e made to ascertain if the stream has become gradually and jjrogressively narrowed, as

in stricture, or if the alteration in the force of the stream is accompanied by increased

frequency of urination, as in prostatic liypertrophy in an elderly patient, or by urethral

discharge in a ease suggestive of acute prostatitis. .A stricture may be diagnosed with

certainty by careful endoscopic examination under air-distention, or, failing this, by the

obstruction offered to the jjassage of a catheter or bougie. Prostatic enlargement or inflam-

mation will be suggested by the history of the ease, and confirmed by a digital examination
of the gland jxr rectum : in the absence of a mechanical obstruction in the urethra, exam-
ination should be conducted for any disease of the sjnnal C(jrd by testing the knee-jerk
and other reflexes.

Sudden stoppage of tlic Jtoic of urine during micturition may be caused by a small,

movable vesical calculus, if the latter ha])pens to engage in the internal urethral orifice or

becomes impacted in the urethra. The same sudden cessation of the flow is caused occa-

sionally by a tuft of a vesical villtnis tumour blocking the urethral opening during mic-

turition. I'suallv the flow will Ije resumed after a few seconds, unless the calculus has
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passed iiitci the urethra, when it may \iv passed naturally or re'.|iiire tn he reni(i\'ed hy
surgical means. If the symptom reenrs. a eysto.sco])ie examinatinn nT the bladdir will

distinguish readily between the twn ennditinns.

The same sudden cessatiim nl the stream may neeur without any iutravesieal lesion

as the result of spasmndir coulnictioii of the rcsical spliiiiclcr. Patients suhjeet to this t rouble

(so-called stiinii/icring blinldcr) ean at times ])ass urine (piite normally, but at others the

stream is interrupteil frei|Uently. or they may be unable to pass urine at all. especially in

tlie presence of a seconil person.
:i. Difficulty in Micturition.—Frequently associated with sume ehaniie in the character

of tlic stream of urine, a patient may comijlain of dilUeulty in micturition, either as a
hesitation in eonunencing the How or a need to strain to maintain it. This, again, is most
common with iiitllirdi stridiirc or jnasliilic ('iil(ir<>cnic»l. or may be due to the impaction of

a idliiiliis in the urethra or to the hirmation of hhiail-chil in the bladder. .V ea.leulus may
l)e passed into the urethra and become arrested in the canal, but not so that it wholly
obstructs the passage of urine. It is not micommon for ;;. calculus to occu!>y tiie dilateil

portion of the urethra l)ehind a stricture, or occasionally a prostatic calculus projects from
the gland into the lumen of the jiosterior urethra. .A calculus so jilaccd may increase in

size by the further dci)osition of urinary salts whilst in the urethra, and cause dillieulty
in micturition : it may be felt in the canal from the outside, ujion rectal examination, or

upon passing a soft bougie into the urethra. I-acii if placed behind a stricture it may
be felt by a tine guide or bougie passed to dilate the stricture. Dillieult\' in mieturitiou

may also arise from prostatic intlannnation or from tuberculous disease of the prostate.

Difficidty in mictmilion due to the presence of blood-clot in the bladder will usually
be in(Ueated by the ])re\ ions passa'^e of blood-stained urine and b\ tin- constant efforts

to mictur.ite.

Dillieulty in mieturil imi in Xhv Jniidli- may be eansid by a jitlii<' liniiuiir by the drag
or <hrect pressure on the urethra or vesical neck. This may occur with a itleriiif Jihriiiil

or a ]>rtgiitiiit rctrovertcil iilcnis. Occasionally, dillieulty is produced by the direct infil-

tration of the urethra by a i iin iiKinia of the \aginal wall or vulva.

Dillieulty in niieturition is not imcomnion in (liscd.sc of llic iimnKfi siisliiii. causing

paralysis or paresis of the detrusor nnisek' of the bladder. This may be due to IrdiiiiKi

and pressure on the spin;il cord by blood-clot, or to mi/rh'tis or lulus. It must be remem-
bered that it is not uncdiiiriK.n for the early eord-cliani;i-s of tabes to alh-et the urinary

orgiins. and that dillieulty in passing urinr may be conipl.-tined of when the urethra and
l)ladder arc normal.

Atoiuj of llir bidtlilir icull without any alTcclion of the nervous nu-ehanism. from recur-

ring over-distentioii of the bla<lder, may cause dilheulty in micturition.

4. Retention of Urine -by which is imijlied the gradual accunndation of urine in

the bladder, with inability to |)ass any per urethram—may arise from lueclianical causes

obstructing the urethra, or from (icningcinciit of Ihc iicitoiis si/siou. Hetention of urine

must be distinguished from Am ria (p. :!!)). or failure of the kidneys to secrete urine, for

in retention the kidneys arc still functioning, and the urine is eolleetiug in the distended

bladder. Retention of urine occurring suddenly profluces very severe pain and strangury.
Init in cases of old-standing oljstrnction the bladder may be distended enormously before

l)ain becomes severe. If the retention remains unrelieved, urine may continually dribble

away per urethram. when a con<liti(jn resembling incontinence of urine is produced : but

it is most imijortant to distinguish the condition from Inie iiiconiinciicc of urine due to

injury or ])aralysis of the vesical sjihinctcr nuiscle. In true incontinence the blaiidcr

remains empty, urine fhiws away as soon as it passes down into the bladder, and there is

no obstruction in the urethra : whereas, in the condition of involuntary passage of urine

from an unrelieved distended bladder—iiironlhiciuc from orcrfloic. or false incontincnee—
the bladder may be felt distended in the su])rapubic region, and there exists sonic

mechanical obstruction in the urethra, or at the internal urethral orifice.

The connnon causes of retention of urine are urethral stricture and prostotic eiihiriie-

iiuiit. In stricture, it does not necessarily follow that the urethra is entirely occluded by
the fibrosis, but rather that some s])asm or congestion is jjresent at the stricture, from

exposure to cold or indulgence in alcohol, when a small catheter may be passed. In

elderly men with prostatic hi/jjcrtrojilii/. acute rctenti<in may occur early in the disease from
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a'congestcil ciinilitidii of the enlarced ghmd. or in the later stages be due to actual obstruc-

tion of the urethra by a localized enhiroeinent from either lateral lobe or the sn-ealled tliird

lobe whicli acts as a l;all-valve to the internal urethral orilice in sueli a manner tliat each

forced attempt at luination closes the orifice more securely. A large coude catheter can

usually be passed readily: but in cases of acute retention, especially in those of old-

standing obstruction in which the kidneys are probably affected by the backward pressure,
llic urine must be drmvn oj'f ivry sloivly. otherwise fatal anuria may be induced.

A case of acute retention of urine from strieturc of the urethra will generally be that

of a com])aratively young |)atient. who will give a history of former gonorrhiea. gradually

increasing dilliculty in mieturition. narrowing of the stream, and inability to hnish the

flow comijletely without some dribbling of mine. Kxaniination of the urethra by an

endoscope, or by the passage of olivary-pointed flexible bougies, will reveal the ijresenee

of a stricture.

In pruslatie enhirgemenl the patient is usually above the age of Hfty-five years, has

been troubled with increasing frequency in micturition, especially at night, with straining

and loss of force in the stream of urine. Per rectum, the prostate may be found to be

enlarged both from above downwards and laterally : it may be smooth, elastic, and
movable in the jjclvic space in the case of adenomatous enlargement, or nodular, hard,

irregular, and fixed in the case of carcinoma : the subjective symptoms of both are very
similar. In some cases the ])rostate may not ai>pear to be much enlarged upon rectal

examination, though it is causing an intravesical tumour which obstructs urination, or a

firm fibrous collar aroimd the internal urethral orilice which gives rise to marked prostatic

symptoms. In prostatic cases, even a large catheter of coude form can usually be |)assed

into the bladder readily. Retention of urine may also be present in cases of acute pro-
statitis or of prostatic abscess.

Acute retention of urine may be jiroduccd by other causes than the above. .\ .siiiiill

cnleulus may be passed into the urethra and totally obstruct the ])assage of urine. This

may occur at any age. and the calculus become arrested at some narrow ])ortion of the

canal—usually at the meatus or at the membranous urethra. The urethra may lodge a

caleidus for some time with com])arativcly little pain ; but more often the stone passes
into the canal during micturition, causing a sudden pain, with cessation of the llow of lu-ine

and dribbling of a few drops of blood. The calculus may be palpated if it lies in the ]ienile

in-ethra or in the perineum, or will ])e felt on passing a metal instrument into the urethra.

Retention may be caused by the blockage of the internal urethral orifice by the free

portion of a peduneulated vesical tumour. On any attempt at micturition the growth is

forced into the orifice and obstructs it. These cases are rare, but in one under the care

of the writer, a man, owing to his inability to pass any urine, had been condemned to

catheter life on the assumjition that he had ]jrostatic enlargement. No enlargement could

be felt per reetinn. but ujion cystoscopie examination a |)apilloma was found in the

bladder, attached by its pedicle just above the m-ethral orifice anil obstructing the llow

of urine.

Retention of urine may also occur with parnlijsis of the motor nerves of the detrusor

muscle of the bladder, or interference with the spinal centres l)v compression paraplegia,
tabes dorsalis, or myelitis, each being diagnosed on examination of the nervous system ;

or as a rcllcx spnsm nf tlie vesical sphinrter after operations upon the rectum or neighbour-

ing organs.
In other eases, retention of urine is present in association with other symptoms of

lii/stnia : but care must be taken not to give a diagnosis of hysteria until all other causes

of retention are excluded. These eases usually occur in children or in young women.
Hetention of lu'ine occurring after operations about the anal or rectal areas or for

hernia, etc.. will be diagnosed readily.
."i. Pain during Micturition.- -I'aiu may be present during or innncdialclii after mic-

turition, and it is important to ascertain not only the period at which it is present, but

also the actual location of the pain. If pain is present in the urethra during micturition,

it usually indicates that a strictine or some inflammatory process is present, the latter

being evidenced by a urethral discharge (see Discharge, Urethr.vl, p. 181). If pain is

experienced innnediateh) after micturition, and felt as a tingling or jiricking sensation in

the glans jienis. there is some iulhuninatory or irritant process at the trigonal region of
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the Ijladdcr. Fdrmerly this sym])toin was liiokiil updii as (liai;ii(istic of Vfsieal cak-iihis,

and thduijh it is ahncist a constant syniiJtoni of thi- latter, jjrovided tlie ealeiiUis is not

trapped in a ])ost-prostatie poueli. it is also present in eystitis. tnhercnioiis or otherwise,

in vesical carcinoma which is inliltratinu the bladder base, and in acute or sul)aeiite ])ros-

tatie infections. Prostatic infection can he diaunosed by tlie history of the case, usually

followinf; an acute urethritis, and by a rectal examination. Tuberculous cystitis usually
occurs in younn adults, and fre<|uently other tubereidous lesif)ns are present in the genito-

urinary or<;ans. such as the epididymis, vas deferens, seminal vesicles, or prostate, whilst

the urine contains not only blood iind pus, but tubercle bacilli. Cystitis from other causes,

and vesical jirowtli or calculus, can be ascertained upon cystoscopic examination.

Pain may be felt in the perineum duriui; and after micturition in eases of prostatic

disease. es|)ecially if nmch strainins; occurs durini; mictiu'ition. or may be felt in bulli the

perineum and the anal area in vesical carcinoma.

In the female, pain is felt at the urethral orifice and in the \ul\a afltr luicturil ion in

cases of cystitis or vesical carcinoma.

It .shcjuld be noted that in cither sex, severe pain may be present at the termination

of the urethra after niieturilioii when a (iilriiliis is impacted in the vesiinl end i>{ a ureter .

{Fig. lil'i. p. 4,53), es])ecially if the latter is partialis' prnlajiscd in(o the bladder. In one

such ease the patient would hold her urine for h:iurs rallier llian pass it. owinu to the jiain

that followed micturition.

(>. Micturition through Fistulae. I rine may pass, either wholly or in part, throujih

a listulous tiack ((jnununiealinL; with the urinary ori;ans. such opening beini; the result

of preccdiui; disease or injury. Occasionally, owinii' t" connenital malformation of the

urethra or bladder, m'inc passes by an openini; in the perineum, jiubcs. or into the vatjina :

but these cannot be reuarded as fistula-.

I'riniiry fistida- in connection with the ureffira are most common as the result of piri-

urethral abscess, stricture, or some operation : and in a case in which a penile fistida is

present, it is necessary to ascertain if the calibre of the urethra is in any way narrowed by
cicatricial inflammation. .\ fistula may open in the i)erineum as the result of inffanima-

tion and extravasation behind a stricture, followiui; an oiteration ujxm the lower urinary

orfjans. or in the female into the vai;ina from (lama<;c durini; parturition or some vayinal

operati(m. In cases in which a fistula opens into the vaginal fornix, the urine may leak

from the bladder or from the lower end of the ureter. The openini; is usually small and

embedded in an area of cicatricial tissue, so that it is very diflicult to pass a probe alouf,'

the track. In these cases, evidence of the nature of the fistula may be obtained by lillinj;

the bladder with some sterile coloured solution, such as weak methylene blue : if the optii-

inii- is in connnunication with the bladder, coloured solution will apjtcar in the vagina, but

if the urine comes from the ureter, no stain will be found. Evidence may also be obtained

by means of the cystoscope. when a cicatricial area may be fotmd in the bladder surround-

ing a retracted fistulous opening, or tlu- ureteric orifice of (jne side may be found displaced
from its normal situation by the sear contraction when the meter is at fault. In these

eases it may be impossible to ])ass a bougie into the ureter more than a very short distance,

the tij) being arrested by the scar tissue.

.\ urinary fistula may be [tresent in the suprapubic area in connection with the bladder.

or in the lumbar area conummicating with the kidney, as the residt of operations on these

two organs. X fistula has been seen in the iliac fossa as the result of an (jperation on the

ureter, and after the opening of an abscess formed around the meter from the ulceration

caused by a ureteric calculus.

7. Disorders of Micturition from Diseases of the Nervous System.—In most
of the foregoing paragraphs it will be noticed that symiitoms referable to the tu'inary organs
have been stated to be due in some cases to disease of the nervous system, such as myelitis,
tabes dorsalis. or hemiplegia : in s|jite of repetition it is aflvisabic to gather these imder

one heading. The control of the act of micturition depends n{)on the integrity of the

nervous system ; for althovigh s])eeial centres exist in the lower segments of the sjiinal

area presiding over the motor functions of the bladtler. the impulse calling for action of

these centres is supplied by the brain after a stimulus has been conveyed to the latter

by the sensory nerve fibres from the bladder. There are two centres in the lower spinal

segment, bv one of which the iletrusor nuisele of the bladder is brought into action, and
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by tlu- iitliiT tlu' s|)hiiu-tiT niusck' siimmndinfj: the vesical outlet is maintained in tonie

contraetion until inhibited by the same stimulus which jtiDduces contraction of the

detrusor. The two vesical muscles are thus antagonistic in their action, the detrusor

contracting and the sphincter relaxing in answer to the stimulus to micturition. In the

dirtunosis of all neuroses of the bladder it is most important to exclude all lesions of the

urinarv apparatus, and not to overlook the fact that vesical symptoms are often produced
bv some lesion in the kidney when the bladder on careful examination appears quite

normal.

(a). Irritahiliiji of the Sensory Xenrs of the Bladder.—Some i)atients experience an

urgent and fre(|uent desire to pass urine, often every half-liour. though no objective

symptoms of disease can be found, and all inlhunmatory lesions can be excluded ; there

is no pain and no increased frequency of micturition during the night. The cases have

received the name of eysUdgia, liypertesthesia vesicce. and irritable bladder, and they must

be distinguished carefully from those in which there is some lesion of the urinary organs,

the rectum, and of the female pelvic organs.

(b). Irritability of the Motor \crves of the Bladder.—In this condition there is a sjjas-

niodic contraction of the s])hineter muscle of the bladder, with resulting retention of urine

or great difhculty in micturition. There is no stricture or urethral obstruction, as shown

by the ease with which a catheter is ])assed. nor is there any ])rostatie enlargement. The
neurosis is not eonlincd to the male sex, and is seen in hysteria as well as in those nervous

affections which affect the spinal centres, such as myelitis, lateral sclerosis, and tabes

dorsalis.

(f). Paralysis of the Motor Serves of the Bladder may affect the jjeripheral nerves or

spinal elements, but the results as regards the bladder are the same. If the nerves supply-

ing the detrusor muscle or its spinal centre be i)araly/.ed. retentioTi of urine occurs, and

the patient can expel urine only by the force of the abdominal wall. If the sphincter muscle

is affected, it becomes relaxed, and urine dribbles away. In many cases only part of the

motor tract is affected, so that the ])ower of the bladder is not abolished but diminished,

and a ])ortion of the urine is retained in tlie bladder after micturition. The bladder may
be affected thus in eom|)ression of the s])inal cord Ijy fracture, or hiemorrhage into the

memliranes. in myelitis, paraplegia, and tabes.

((/). Dcstruetion of the Spinal Centres for Mietaritimi. by injury, softening, or com-

pression, gives rise to incontinence without distention ol the bladder. The urine dribbles

from the urethra as fast as it enters the bladder. II. II. .fnrrliiii Sivfin.

MOUTH, PIGMENTATION IN. (See I'ic.mkntation ix tut. .Muriii. p. .VJU.)

MUCUS IN THE STOOLS.—This occurs in such a variety of conditions that it is

impossilile to gi\c a cnuiplcte diUcrential diagnosis of them here. Its presence always
indicates organic disease, usually of the large bowel, for if it comes from tlie small l)owel

it will, unless the motions are very lluid. be so inc(>r|)oratcd with them that it cannot be

seen. It occurs in iii(diilii(iid disease of tlic colon as a clear glairy mucus, often lilond-stained,

/''(;;. 1/^.—Tulriilar muooiis cast of lur^^'e iiite>ti[ie. much re.Uiccil in size, from :i c;i^e of muco-
membranou? colitis. Tlie c;i^t measured :iol iriclies in IenL.'tli.

and it lias the same characters in inta.fsn.sception. for the obstruction in both these cases

accounts for the absence of fiecal colouring. It is often seen in eoastipatcd motions, the

hard fa'ces having led to irritation of the large bowel, with consequent excessive secretion

of mucus : if this has lain some time in the liowel it has become coagidated into white

slncds. which can be seen attached to the motions ami look like parasitic worms. In severe
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cases a motion may consist almost entirely of these slireds ; tliere may l>e little f:ecal

matter. If the mucus has not lain so lony' in the bowel, it ajjpears like a jelly outside the

motion. .Sometimes, especially in adult women who are constipatcii. complete easts of

the bowel formed of coauiilated nniens are passed : they may be a foot or more in length

(Fii;. ITJ). Often. howcNcr. by the time they are [)assed. they have become broken into

fragments which the patient describes as skins, and wliicli look not unlike se<>inents of

tape-worm. Patients ])assing this variety of nmeus are s;i,id to haxc iiicnibranniia colitis.

In tin- more acute varieties of iuHamniation of the bowel the mucus passed is jelly-like

and semi-lluid. of \:iryinu colour according to the amount of f.ceal staining. In sc\cre

cases of enteritis the motions consist of nothing but mucus an<l blood. It is impossible
to attempt ti> <lifferenti;ite here between all the mmicrous varieties (it enlcritis.

II . Ilnlr IVhilf

MUCUS IN THE URINE is generally of htlle climcal siguilicance. Many normal

urines, part icularl\ I hose of women. de\elop a faint or even a mori' delinite dci)osit of

nuicus. which may remain in suspension or may accnnudate as a light lloccular (lei)osit at

the bottom of the specimen-glass. .Snih mucus is a normal pioihat of the e]iithelial cells

of the urinary i)assagcs. It is not possible by merely looking to say whether it is in excess

or not. If may indicati- catarrh of the mucous nuMubrancs : but such catarrh will be

.shown more decisively by the ocenrrcnee of epithelial cells or actual pus cor])uscles. or by
a cause for catarrh such as Ox.m.iri v (p. t2;{) : <liagnosis depending not upon the mucus
but upon the other substances ])resent with it. It is im|)ortant not to mistake elongated
strands of nmeus for tube-casts : the error is particularly a|)t to occur if the cover-glass,

on being j)resseil down on a specimen stained with methylene blue, slips slightly and liraws

out the nniciis into long narrow strands. When large nuud)ers of these are seen all parallel

with one another, they are not likely lo be mistaken hir casts. Mucus stains readily either

with methylene blue or with cosin. but exhibits no structure Ijeyond granular ]iarticles,

or cills I hat ma\ ha\e become cutangleil in its meshes.

if a male patient has formerly suffered from gonorrhica. a residual catarrh of the

glands in the ])rostate often persists long after the cure may have seemed to be complete.
I'rine from such a case, looked al in a tall glass vessel, often exhibits numerous filaments

or "

prostatic threads.' consisting lor llu- most part of nuicus coming in tlii' form of casts

frcjm the prost;ilic tubules. llirtint Fn-nrh.

MUSC^ VOLITANTES. (See Hi,a( k .Sckcks nr.R>i!i; tuk Kvi:s, p. 71.)

MUSCULAR ATROPHY. (.See .\tko.'HV. .Mrscri.AU. p. .-.!).)

MYDRIASIS. (See I'li'iL. -ViiNoiiM Ai rni:s of ruv.. p. .).")1.|

MYOSIS. — (See I'l cii.. .\i',N(>r.MAi.rrii:s oi iiii;, |i.
't'i\ .)

NAILS, AFFECTIONS OF THE.- -Various pigmenlary and degenerative changes

may occur in the nails e.s the res\dt of occupation, a.s in dyers, washerwomen, jewellers,

confectioners, and others: i)r the condition known ii'^ jiteii/iliiini may arise, the h>ld of

skin at tlie ])roxim;il end of the nail adhering and growing over the nail, like a
"

wing."

The nails arc liable to j'.ttack also in such cutaneous affections as ringworm, favus. eczema,

l)soriasis, and epidermolysis bullosa. The differences between the onycliomyeosis due to

liiigiforDi and that due to J'diiis a.re ilcscriljcd in the article on Fi xcans .Vfficctions of

TUE Skin {p. '24i>). In erzemti. usually the first sign of involvement of the nails is ])itting.

which gives them an appearance somewhat resembling orange-rind. They l)ccome dis-

coloin'eil and thinned, transverse and longitudinal splitting follows, and finally exfoliation

may occur. In long-standing cases they may be thickened to the extent of deformity.
In psoriasis, if the matrix of the nails is atta.cked. they become furrowed transversely,

and dull in colour : later the nails split and may be shed, but not permanently. In other

eases, instead of the matrix fjcing affected, the nails are discoloured about the free border.

and they become thickened as tlie discoloration extends downwards to the root. In

epidermali/sis bullosa there may be repeated bleb-formation at the finger-ends, causing

atrophy of the skin and loss of nails. The signs of nail involvement in these three
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coniiitions are suiriciently distinctive to obviate confusion between tliem
; and tlie lesions

elsewhere will aid the diagnosis.

Trophic changes in the nails may also be consequent on ovule illness or senile decay, or

they may occur without any apparent cause : the longitudinal stris may be exaggerated,
transverse furrows may a])pcar. or wliite spots may develop, and a large part or the whole
of tlie nail may become white (leiiconi/chia). W'ith this condition spoon-nails may be
associated : the nail becomes thin and hollowed, either from side to side or antero-posteriorly.

Shedding of the nails may occur not only in distinctively cutaneous affections, but also in

diabetes mellitus and syphilis, in locf)motor ataxy and other nervous disorders. Either
without delinite etiology, or in connection with inflammation of the finger-tips, the nail

may be separated from its bed without being actually shed. Onychia, or inflammation
of the nail, is in some instances due to syphilitic or tuberculous infection ; in the latter

case associated scrofulous lesions will often be found in the eyelid and elsewhere. Onychia,
however, may also be due to trauma, or to contact with irritants used in industries, or

may be idiopathic. Whatever the cause, the condition cannot be mistaken. If the

process is acute there is great ])ain. with redness : supjturation takes place beneath the

nail, which becomes thickened and discoloureil. and is ultimately shed, leaving an un-

healthy sore. If this should fail to heal, the lymphatics may be involved, and the case

becomes one of paronychia, or whitlow. This condition is sometimes caused by the

pressure of tightly-fitting boots, or by irritation set up by the edge of a badly-cut nail—
usually that of the big toe. Onycliorrhexis. brittleness of nails, may be either congenital
or acquired. It is sometimes present in cheiropompholyx. and in other cases is associated

with nervous affections and anomalies of development. In onycliaiiris. hypertrophy of

the nail, there may be overgrowth in one or in all directions, accompanied by distortion

or discoloratit)n. and sometimes by intlanmiation. In some cases the free end may grow
to a great length, and nuiy become twisted like a ram's horn (onychogryphosis). This

curious distortion is often found in connection with congenital ichthyosis. A rarer con-

diticjn of modilied nutrition is that known as egg-shell nail, which is intimately associated

with hyperidrosis : it has been met witli in debilitated young women : the nail tends to

grow upwards rather than forwards ; its connection with the distal portion of the bed is

enfeebled ; and in typical cases the colour is precisely that of the inner face of the shell

of a hen's egg—a delicate combination of white and purple. It has been suggested that,

owing to the maceration of the distal ])ortion of the nail-bed due to hyperi<irosis, there is

interference with the normal eornifieation of the nail-])late. Whatever the [irocess. the

diagnosis is clear. Transverse ritlging of the nails due to previous illness {Fig. '.U)(i. p. 709)
is described on p. 700. (See also Fi.nger, Soiu;. p. '.iUit.) Maholni .Morris.

NAPKIN-REGION ERUPTIONS.—Infantile eruptions in this region, when they
are a manifestation of congenital syphilis, are usually erythematous or papular, but they

may also be pustular, bullous, stiuamous, or polymorjihie ; in all cases alike they are

distributed symmetrically on the buttocks. Frequently, around the anus and the genital

organs the pajjulcs are moist and coale.scent. and form flattish condylomata. .Similar

lesions are also foimd on the soles, palms, forehead, and around the mouth, and in these

regions also the distritnition is symmetrical. The eruption is as a rule transitory. The
other symjjtoms of jiereditary sy])hilis are so characteristic that the lesions here described

are seldom lial)le to misinterpretation. The skin eruption is usually inecedeil by a chronic

coryza (' snuffles ') and laryngitis. Often the nails are severely affected coincidcntly
with the skin. The colour of the lesions, approximating to the characteristic raw-ham
tint, the loose, dry, eafe-aii-lait skin, the senile aspect of the face, and the accompanying
cachexia, form a distinctive clinical picture.

.\ napkin-area eruption wliich was often mistaken for congenital syphilis is the

infanlile eryiliema of Jae<jiiet. It is a process which manifests itself in : (1) Sinijile erythe-
matous. (2) Erythemato-vesicular. (3) Papular. (4) Ulcerating forms. These may develop

consecutively or coincidcntly. The most common are the erythematous and the ]>a])ular.

.\11 alike are probalily due in part to the irritation set up by moist or soiled nai)kins, but

vasomotor irregularities and gastro-intestinal toxa-mia may also be concerned in the

etiology. The iireferenee sites of all four fnrnis of the eruption are the eonvc.r surfaces ol

the buttocks, of the thighs, and of the scrotum or vulva. In the sinqjle erythemas, of
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A\liicli tin- UMUil Milijiits ;irr quite ycmiiL; infants, the nisli may he liiiiite:! in mild eases

to the genitalia, the inner sides (if the thiuhs. and tlie perineum, while in severer eases it

may extend to the Innihar region, the lower abdomen, and the ealves and heels. In the

erythemato-vesicular form there a])i)ear on the convex surfaces towards the centre of the

erythematous areas small liright-red erosions which, forming groups of frt)m two or three

to a dozen or more, may become conlluent : the erosions arc preceded by vesicles, which

may usually be found near the borders of the reddcneil area. The erythemato-papular
form of the crujitiou is met with when the erosions just described have thrown up llattened

gramdations. which give to the lesions the ajjpearance of Hat. reddish jiapnlcs. In this

stage the heels and the lower alwhimen may be involved in the erythema. In tlie fourth

form of the eru|)tion the erosions, failing to granulate, dcveloj) into ulcers, with sharply
dclined borders or coalescing into vermicular lesions. They are coiilined to the convex

.surfaces, the folds always escaping. .Attention to the api)earancc and distribution of the

lesions, and the course they run. together with the absence of the more fandliar signs and

symptoms of congenital .syphilis, will prevent cnufusion with thad. disease, or with the

condition which Colcott Fox has stykil vacciuiform erythema of infants.

Pemphigus neonatorum consists of an eruption of bulla- on the thighs and buttocks

in new-ljorn infants. It is not. however, cmruicd to this region, but attacks other parts,

including the face, and this is true also of the bullous im|ietiuo of older babies, which

.Adanison belicvi's to be. like ]jcmphigus neonatorum, a form of the imjietigo co?itagiosa

of Tilbury Fox. The diagnosis of these affections has been given under lirM..!:. p. !)(>).

The "

scborrlucic eczema of infants
"

has been styled
" scborrlueic dermatitis of

infancy" by .Xdamson. wdio was the lirst to lay stress upiin its special incidence upon the

nai)kin region, and v.ho does not regard it as a form of eczema. The whole napkin region

is occupied by a uniform bright-red rash, for the most part covered with moist or greasy

yellowish scales, though in jiromincnt parts the surface may be smooth and polished. The

margins of the area are sharply deliueil. The rash often extends downwards to the thighs
an{i calves, and up>vards to the umbilicus, while beyond this area there are smaller patches
and many )jindicad. red, scaly papules. Other parts that are attacked frctiucntly are the

bends of the knees, the flexures of the elbows, the axilla-, the side of the neck, the naso-

labial fissure, and behind the ear. On the scalp will always be found a red. sipiiimous
or crusty cru])tiou. The diagnosis rests upon the distril)ution and the sharply dctine 1

margins, with the patches and crusted pa|)ulcs. It is assisted by the readiness with which

the eruption yields to mild local parasiticidal a|)])lications. In cases of congenital syphilis
which mimic this condition, the ])resencc (jf the coni-omitaid s])ccific signs, as enumerated

abo\i-. will prt'\(.-nt confusion l)ctwc(-n that disease and " seborrlKcic eczema."

In adults the same region, known as the bathing-drawers area, is liable to attack in

a nund)er of affections. In cezemii miirginulioii (tinea niarginata. as I prefer to term it).

dliobic's itch, and fi/jtiiidsniu the eru|)tioti occurs exelusi\'ely. or almost exclusively, in this

region : of thes(- affections the differential diagnosis has been given initler KiN(;\voior

(p. "JtT). In pediculosis jiuttis the ])ubes may alone l)c affected, or the parasite may wander
to the abdomen, the thorax, the axilla-, and may even reach the beard, whiskers, and eye-
lashes. The diagnosis of this condition can present no dilllculty. In sciiljies the lesions

may be very slight on the hands and wrists, and the brunt of the attai-k may t)e borne by
the penis and scrotum, the lower \)nvt of the abdomen, and the thighs. In iisaiiusis the

eru])tion is sometimes very severe in the bathing-drawers area, of which the s\uface is an
almost uniform deep red, and is the seat of profuse destjuamation. while on the slK-ci^d

sites of election—the knees and elbows—the lesions may be quite insignificant. In cctcniu

intertrigo and er/itlicm/i intertrigo the folds in the area under consideration are only liable

to attack in common with folds in other parts. The diagnosis of these affections has been

given elsewhere : but it may here be mentioned that in diabetes, eczema may begin
on the penis or the vulva, and may s|)read thence to other regions. Other conditions

which may affect this area speciallx' are : acute traumatic erysipelas. ])ruritus ani.

small-|)ox in tlie prodromal stages, and the various forms of syphilis. In syphilis
the commonest site for the moist papule is around the anus and genitalia (see 1'apules,

P- +!!«•)• Miitcolin Monis.

NEURITIS, OPTIC. -(See Opiitualmoscopic Appeahaxces, Xotios ox. p. H.").)

i; •_'(!
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NIGHTMARES may occur at any age, but they are ]Darticularly common in children

between four and eight, when they may be so bad and persistent as to merit tlie term night-
terrors. The commonest cause for a nightmare in an adult is some indiscretion in diet,

the last meal having been taken too late in the evening, or else having contained some

injudicious article. The symptom is not otherwise of diagnostic import, tliough some
individuals, particularly those of nervous inheritance, are more liable to nightmare than

others, and the tendency is certainly increased by such excitement as the reading of

thrilling novels or particijjating in unu.sual events. Children are ])articularly ])rone to

night-terrors during term-time, when they are working at high pressure : during the

holidays the symptom often disappears. Those who are keenest upon their school work
are apt to suffer most, and similar evidence of excitability of the nervous system is

exhibited particularly by those who have a tendency to acute rheumatism in the form of

chorea. Night-terrors may occur in these patients without any other cause than over-

pres.sure. particularly if they lie upon the back rather than upon one side during sleep ;

but the tendency is much increased by errors of diet, such as the eating of unripe fruit and
so forth, by the presence of intestinal worms, and by the existence of adenoids, with or

withnut enlarged tonsils. Herbert French.

NIPPLE, DISCHARGE FROM.—(Sec Discu.vrgi. from the Xipi-i.k. p. ISI.)

NODULES in ordinary dermatological usage are solid elevations larger than a papule
and smaller than a tumour ; the definition, however, makes no pretence to scientific

exactitude. Nodules differ from papules not only in size but also in their greater ten-

dency to downward growth ; the substantial difference between a nodule and one of

the larger papules is that the one is a solid lesion extending upwards, while tlie other is

a solid lesion ])rojccting both vipwards and downwards. They may be ncojilastic. or

hypertrophic and inflanuiiatorv.

Little need be said here of the nodules met with in some malignant diseases, for the

differential diagnosis of carcinoma and of sarcoma will be found imder Tr^ujLRS of the
Skin (p. 730). Fibroma, myoma, and cysts are also dealt with under this heading, and

glanders in the articles on Pustules (p. 559).

The nodules of lupus vulgaris, arising in either the superficial or the deep part of the

corium. are soft, brownish-red. and translucent, resembling a])])le jelly. At first buried

in the skin, they presently a])])ear as discrete ]5apules the size of a pin"s head, arranged in

groups or in irregular circles, dull red at the outset, but afterwards pale, (iradually the

papules develop into nodules, the intervening skin meanwhile becoming thickened by
cellular infiltration, reddened by inllaminatory stasis, and raised into a patch which is

covered with line branny scales. .Vround the edge of the ])atch new nodules spring u]),

and thus a large area of skin may be invaded. The disease usually starts from a single

focus, but others may arise and, spreading separately, may involve large areas of cutaneous

surface. The patch may imdergo slow involution and be followed by scarring : but much
more often ulceration occurs, the sore being covered with a greenish-black crust, around

the ragged edges of which will be seen apple-jelly nodules in various stages of develop-
ment. In parts like the nose theie may be necrosis of cartilage, but there is never erosion

of bone. The aijple-jelly nodule is the chief diagnostic feature of lupus vulgaris. In

typical cases the patch described above, with its infiltrated. rai.sed surface, its well-defined

edge studded with the nodules, and its covering of fine scales, can hardly admit of mis-

interpretation. Less typical cases may require to be differentiated from lupus erythe-

matosus, rodent ulcer, epithelioma, scrofulodermia. and syphilis. Lupus erytliernalosus

begins as minute red points, not as dull-red papules, and the lesions never develop into

apple-jelly nodules, nor do they ever ulcerate or extend to the deeper parts and erode

cartilage. They are symmetrical in distribution, as lupus vulgaris scarcely ever is, and
the affection seldom appears before puberty, as lupus vulgaris almost invariably does. It

is only when the lesions peculiar to lu])us vulgaris are masked by (edematous swelling that

the two affections can be confused ; but if the skin at the spreading edge be stretched,

small amber-coloured nodules can usually be seen.

In rodent ulcer there is usually but one lesion, which runs a nuich more sluggish course

than the nodules of lupus vulgaris ; the ulcer has an indurated border and a firm base,
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aiui |jtiH-trati's littply iiitci the tissues : and tlie disease is essentially mie of later life (see

Ulceration of thk Face (p. 7;i.>). JCpillielioDid. aj;aiii. is a disease of later life. The
hard, everted edt;e of the i;rovvth. the toul base, freiiueiitly roughened with wartv f >rma-

tions or sproiitini; with eaulillower-likc excrescences, the iniplieation of neijiiibourinj; inlands

(which \ery occasionally, however, occurs in lupus), and the secondary dejjosits, form

quite a different clinical picture from that of lupus vulgaris.
In one form of scnifnlodcrmia nodules develop under the skin, and an ulcer is formed

wliich is bordered by dark bluish, thin, undermined skin that has too little vitality to allow

of rei)air : there is no inliltration as in Iujjus vulgaris, the nodules do not i)resent the apple-

jelly aspect, and other e\ idences of the disease will l)e found on the neck or elsewhere, in

the form of enlarged glands or scars. .\s, however, the two conditions frerpiently co-exist,

and the treatment is virtually the same, diagnosis between the two is of little practical

importance.
In the diagnosis from "

liipoiil
'

Irilinri/ ^iiphilis-. again, the apple-jelly nodule of lupus

vulgaris ])lays the chief part. The syphilitic process, further, is much more rapid, nor is

acquired sy|)hilis generally a disease of early life. The nodules and ulcers of late .syphilis
—

neoplasms that grow by infiltration of the surrounding parts and often break down into

ulcers which are ])rone to become serpiginous, and show little or no tendency to spontaneous
cure— have in turn to be differentiated from other conditions. They mav be mistaken
for abscess. Ijut if opene<l they give issue not to pus but to a gummy liquid. If the ulcer

into which the gununa Ijreaks down be on the leg, it may resemble callous ulcer, but its

obduracy to ordinary treatment and its response to the iodiiles will reveal its true nature.

Wassermann"s scrum test will ])rol)ably be ]iositive. From sy])liilitic ulcer rodent ulcer

differs in its hard edge, and reii. shining, dry floor, as well as in its favourite situations ;

from e]iithelioma. in that a ])rocess of new growth has ]ireceded the ulceration; from
scrorulodciinia. in the undermined border of the ulcers and the slow rate of the process.

Ill //rccv. as in syphilis, the nodide is the most charaeteristic lesion of the tertiary stage.
It arises in the subrulaiieous tissue, and generally leads to the formation of superficial
ulcers which spread serpiginously. like the ulcers of tertiary syphilis. New nodules fre-

quently a|)pear in the neighbourhood of the older ones, and masses resembling syphilitic

gummata may form and break down into idcers. These late ulcers mostly appear on the

lower i)art of the leg, especially around the ankle, but they are not uncommon about the

lips. an<l indeed may occur in any part of the body. Thi' cla\ie!e. sti-rnum. ulna, tibia,

and the metacarpal and metatarsal l)ones. are often the sites of nodules which mav
occasion iicrmanent thickening, or bicak down and cause ulcers. Hetween yaws and

syphilis there are obvious resemblances in the tertiary stage, but there are marked differ-

ences in the primary and secondary stages. In yaws the inoculation lesion is not indurated,
there is seldom distinct glandular enlargement, the nuicous meml)rane lesions of syphilis
are absent, and the most characteristic lesion, whicfi apjiears in the secondary period, is

the frandjicsial granulomatous excrescence known as the yaw (see Scabs, p. (iOl). In

yaws, the cxaiithem, the alopecia, the iritis, the affection of the i)ermanent teeth, the bone
lesions, the polymorphism, the nerve lesions, and the ginnmata of syi)hilis are wanting.
Yaws is ne\cr hereditary nor congenital : yaws and syphilis confer no immunity against
each other, and yaws may die out in a cnmmunity while syphilis remains, or it may be
universal in a coinnuimty where syphilis is unknown. The minute histology of the lesions

of the two diseases also furnishes im])ortant differences.

From tuberculosis yaws differs (ajxirt from the tubercle bacillus) in the absence of

the characteristic tuberculous architecture with its giant-cells and daughter plasma-cells,
more marked disintegration of the lilirous stroma, and conq>Iete disa])|)earance of the blood-

vessels.

In lepiosij the nodule {Fig. 17:1) marks one of the three types of that affection, the

others being nerve or an;esthetic leprosy, and mixed or complete lei)rosy. In nodular

(or tulicreular) leprosy the macules, which are always the primary lesion, are transformed
into nodules by sudden increase of inflammatory infiltration. Wlien fully developed they
vary in size from a small shot to a filbert, or larger, are round or oval, but raised consider-

ably ali(i\e the level of the skin. They may mimic lu|)ous nodules, sy])hilitic papules,
rosacea, erythema nodosum, or sycosis. Sometimes telangiectases may be observed on
their surface. Thev are elastic to the touch, are at first sometimes hvi)er;esthetic. but
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later very frequently become temporarily or permanently anaesthetic. Nodules on the

mucous membranes are red or grey, and may resemble syphilitic lesions. Both on skin

and on mucous membrane they tend to break down, but in exceptional cases they either

imdcrijo cicatricial shrinkins; or reach the ulceration stage by way of suppuration. The
differential diagnosis of lc|jrosy in the macular stage is given under Macules (p. .'JS.'i).

In the later stages the identification of tlie disease seldom ])resents didiculty. The nodules

of leprosy may resemble those of lupus vulgaris and the tubercular syjihilide, but the

lupous and syphilitic eruptions are both of limited extent, and there is no ana'sthesia. The

syphilide also is serpiginous, or occurs in crescentic groups. Wassermann's serum test

may be positive in leprosy without syphilis, and therefore cannot be relied on in difler-

entiating the two. In the early stages of nodular leprosy the lesions may strongly
resemble those of crijUiema nodosum, and, as in that affection, there may be pains about
the joints : but if the case be one of erythema nodosum the nodules will disappear within

a fortnight, though successive crops

may arise for three or four weeks

longer. Preceded and accompanied

l)y ]iains aliout tlie joints, by jiy-

rcxia and other symptoms of con-

slitutional disturbance, oval nodides,

ranging in size from a walnut to a

hen's egg, appear on the legs and
feet and. less frequently, elsewhere.

They are most connuon between the

knees and ankles, next between the

wrists and elbows. In colour they
are at first bright red, but soon

become bhiisli in the centre and

purple at the ])eriphery, exhibiting

as they subside the changes of tint

presented by a bruise. Erythema
nodosmii is an affection of adol-

csctnce. and girls are attacked by
it twice as often as boys. There is

nearly always considerable pyrexia,
and acute osteomyelitis of the tibia

may be susijccted if it is not remem-

bered that erythema nodosmii is

nearly always bilateral, which osteo-

myelitis seldom is. There is never

ulceration, and this, with the pains
and swellings about the joints, dis-

tinguishes it from syphilitic nodules.

The same features distinguish it also

from an cri/thciiKi of llic legs, the

result apparently of excessive stand-

ing, to which young girls are sonie-

liich sometimes occur in the legs of

Fi'l. ]7;i.—A typical ease of nodular lepropy in a Norwegian.
(From a ph<iti'ijmj}h hit Dr. Arwmivr Hatisn}.)

swellingtimes subject, and from tlie node-like

w<imeii suffering from varicose veins.

The absence of ulceration and the presence of joint-pains are points which differen-

tiate erythema nodosum from erijilicma induraiiim scrofidosorum (Bazin's disease). Here
the nodules, which occur chiefly on the legs, arc at first subcutaneous, and can only be

felt, not seen. They are generally discrete, but may become fused together into a solid,

infiltrated mass, and are apt to break down into irregular ulcers. They differ from the

nodules of erythema nodosum not only in the features already noted, but also in colour,

being violet instead of bright red. and not undergoing successive bruise-like changes of

tint. From gummata they diftcr in being less painful and in running a less ra|)id course,

as well as in being more numerous, and in attacking both legs. The only effect of anti-

sypliilitic treatment is to aggravate the condition. The nodules of erythema keratodes
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differ from those Ixith of crvtlunm nodosum and of crytlicnia induratiiin scrofulosorum

in that they appear only on the ]>nck of llie liiii;er-joints. while on tlie pahiis and soles there

is overgrowth of the horny tissue. aeeonipanie<l by U'denia and tenderness.

The eondition whieh IJoeek desiaiiated niiillijilr hriiisii) sdiriiirl. or niiUarif hi-iiifiii hipiiiil,

presents sonic resemblance to hijius and sarcoma. The nodules, at first rose-coloured,

afterwards become livid, then brownish. In size they vary from a millet seed to a lar<i;e

bean. The favourite sites of the cruiition. which is always symmetrical, are the face,

shoulders, wrists, and the extensor surfaces of the upper limbs : but cxcc])tionally the

scali). the back, and I he lower limbs are attacked. Occasionally the Ivinphatic ulands
are enlarjied. The nodules never break down, but after a prriocl. il may be of several

years, shrink and disap]iear. Icavini; a sliiiht atrophic scar. The alTeitiim, which often

accompanies visceral tuberculosis, is distinjruishablc lioth from sarcoma and from lupus

vuluaris by histolof;ical examination, as well as by the course it runs. From the latter

affection it is distinjiuishcd also by the nt'i;ative reaction in inoculation experinients.
The subcutaneous nodules of (iride ilieiniiatism jicnerally occur over the sheaths of

tendons and the fascia covcrin<; l)on\' prominences, around joints, and on the scal|>. They
may be as small as a pin's hcail or as larue as a l)ean. Within limits they can be made
to i;lide on t lie imderlyinii' tendon -slicath or fascia. They are sumetimcs met wit h in adults

whose hearts have not been daniauid by the toxaMiiia. but much more frciiueiitly in chil-

dren with distinct \alvular lesions, and accordinj; to some authorities they are analogous
to. if not identical with, the nodules that lia\e been found post niortem on the borders of

the mitral curtain and in the myocardium. The coincidence of nodules such as these with

rheumatic fever can lea\c no doubt as to their true nature. HchcnlcK's! nodes (Fig. !.">.).

]). :!4.'>). the little knobs on the linser-joints whieh are causeil by osteophytic outifrowths

from the bases of the distal phalanijcs in certain elderly persons, are unmistakeable. and
the same applies to the nodular pads which sometimes de\-clop on the backs of the knuckles

{Fig. l(i(). p. :;1T). .Multiple subcutaneous ii/slicirci arc a rarity the diajinosis of which

may be suar;ested by the eosinophilia. but can only be clinched by excision and micro-

scopical examination of one of the nodules. Mnlu'nn .Morris.

NOISES IN THE EARS. (Sec Tinmti s p. fJJ.)

NOISES IN THE HEAD arc complained of by two cntiicly different classes of

jiaticnt ; namely. (1) 'Die iiifiiiK. and CJ) 77/c saiti-.

1. The Insane.— In these cases the noises may Ijc of indistinct or indeterminate

nature, but more often, in addition to mere noises, bnzzinns. sinyinas, roariiins. hootini;s.

there are more dctinite Mibjeetivc auditory sensations, which as a rule take the form of

voices. They then constitute :i variety of <ither hallucination or delusion—the former

if there is some ori;anic mischief at tlie bottom of sounds which are misinterpreted,
the latter if the \oices are pure fancy. In either case the heariiii; of the voices needs

to be persistent to constitute evidence of insanity, for most normal jjcrsons have

transitory subjective sensations of havinij been spoken to when they are quite alone.

If, howc\ cr, the patient |)ersistently hears voices when there are none, other evidence of

insanity should be looked for. thonnh it often takes an expert (isychologist to detect the

nature of the mental malady. The voices may appear to the patient to be definitely within

his own head ; on the other hand, they often ajipcar to be external voices, sometimes

strange to the patient. soiiutiiiH's familiar : attributed perhajis to a non-living person,
a dead wife, or (iod. or Christ : jierhaps to a living jierson who is far away—a straying

daughter, an old friend, a loving mother. The voices may say different things at different

times, or tlie\- may constantly reiterate the same sentence : in the worst cases they urge
the ])atient to this or that ])articular action, especially suicide or homicide. When
they have reached this degree there can be little doubt as to tlieir indicating insanity.

They do not, however, belong to any one type of insanity in particular ; they may occur in

melancholia, accusing the patient of having committed the unpardonable sin and urging
him to suicide : or in mania, urging to homicide for some supposed wrong ; or in general

paralysis of the insane : or in either the melancholic or maniacal phase o{ folic circidnire.

The chief dilliculty in diagnosis arises in the early stages, or when a patient hears diffused

sounds of subjective origin, due perhaps to organic causes, but fearcil by the patient
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liiniself to lie a sifin that he is going mad. In such cases much discretion may be required
in deciding the jisychological import of the noises complained of.

2. The Sane.—Perfectly sane persons, however, may be bothered tremendously by
subjective noises in the head—sensations resembling the blowing off of steam by railway

engines : crackings and groanings ; hissing or buzzing noises : rhythmical pulsating noises ;

clatterings and dins like hiuidrcds of drums beating at one time : roarings : hammerings,
and so on. As a rule it is possible, on careful inquiry from the patients, to differentiate

these into two main types— namely. (1) Those in which the noises rapidly wax and wane,

though they are never absent, the variations having a more or less rhythmical character

related to the pulse rate ; and (2) Those in which there is no such rhythm in the .subjective
noises heard. The former group comprises cases in which the fault lies either in the blood

itself or in the cerebral vessels through which it flows : in the latter group the cause

usually lies in the ear itself—external, middle, or internal—or in the hearing centre in

the tem|)oro-sphenoidal lobe of the brain. In either case the jiatient may live for years, and

get used to the troublesome noises ; general hearing may be quite good in spite of them ;

and it is often very diflieult to be (piite certain of their cause because there is so little

post-mortem evidence to base their )iathology on. The patients do not die in hospitals,
and in general practice ]xist-mortem research into the causation of the noises is rare.

The ha'mic and vascidar conditions to think of in connection with the first group are

the following :
—

Arleriosclernsh : GrtniuUir Kiiliwij.
—Eviilcnceil by hi>.'h lil<)od-])ressuie readings with

the sphygmnmanomcter and by albuminuria.
Anriic ]iegiirgiliilioii.

—Evidenceil by the aortic diaNt<]lic bruit and tlie highly pidsutilc
arteries generally.

Allieroma (if llie Cerebr<il .Ir/criV.';.— Guessed at on account of the age of the patient and
the condition of the thickened radials and the tortuous tcniporal arteries ; tlicrc

need he no increased systemic l)lood-presKure.
Severe Aiuniiid (see .\n.emi.\, p. 20).

—
.Any condition of .severe an.Tmla may cause noises

in the head, but it is most marked in eases of |)ernicious anicniia (p. 24'), severe

chlorosis, and an;emia due to any sudden blood loss.—due for instance to ]iost-])artuni

lia?morrliage. Ijlecding of a duodenal ulcer, hamatcniesis. or hamoptysis.
Graves's Disease (p. 22!l).

—In which all the arteries may be i)ulsating very violently.
Purely Fiiiiclioiml Coihliliniis. nilJi or xcil/ioul lli/stcria.

—
Especially when there is also

undue jiulsation of the abdominal aorta (p. .^4:!) and great exaggeration of the

knee-jerks, oltcn visceroptosis, ;iiid mobility of the rijiht kidney.
Tuaie Cu)i(iilhi}is.— f^spccially intestinal toxaniia from any form of chronic constipation:

or from alcoholism, acute and chronic : or from the eflects of certain drugs, especially
salicylates, as])irin, quinine, arsenic, iodide of potassium, plunibi'ni.

When these causes can be excluded, and there is reason to sup])ose that there is or

has been trouble in the cars themselves, the various conditions tluit need to be considered

are :
—
Wax in the ear.

lutlaniniation of the external auditory meatus.
Hlows upon the ear.

The clleets of work carried on amid exce[)tional circumstances of noise, e.g., boiler-

makers, rivetters ; or imder exce|)tional conditions of external ))rcssure, e.g., mider
high ])ressures : divers, caisson workers, workers in very deep ]iits : or under low

pressures : momitaineers, those who live at hifjh altitudes, balloonUts, airmen who
ascend to great heights.

The eflects of chronic otitis media (otosclerosis), generallv ])receded bv Otorrucea
(p. 421).

Chronic thiekenin<r of the hones containing the ears : for instance, as jjart of osteo-

porosis, osteitis deformans (p. 15;j), acromegaly (p. 237), chronic syphilis of the hones,
ieontiasis ossca.

Chronic thickcninu of the meninges in relation to the petrous bone: secondary to otitis

media : due to injury, age, or syphilitic pachymeningitis.
Tumour. ab.scess, or iiillaiuinatory changes affecting one temporo-sphenoidal lobe.

When the noises in the head are due to ear trouble, they are likely to be much more
marked ujion one side of the head than the other ; when due to vascular or ha?mic states,

they are more likely to be synuuetrical : this general rule, however, is liable to exceptions
either way, and in all cases a full examination of the ears is necessary, especially by means
of the aural speculum and by the tests for hearing described under Deafness (p. 1()4).
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Any of the conrlitions mentioned in either of tlic main iiroii|is alxive may he associated

witli vertii><), so that the latter is not s>) useful a symptom in tlie (Htlerential diajinosis as

miglit he supposed. I'pon the wliole, liowever. it is true that verti;;o is to l)e expeeted
more with eitlier local ear conditions or with arteriosclerosis than with any of the others

so that in a ease in which vertiud is prominent hut tlie blood-pressure is not raised, the

|)robal)ility of some local aifeetion of the outer, middle, or internal ear, especially perhaps
of the semi-auricvilar canals, will he considerable.

The Wassermann reaction should be tested in all cases in which there is any hesitation

in the diaynosis : if it is positive a syphilitic cause will be likely, and it is surprisin<i how

many ner\e symi)toms of obscure origin are really syphilitic. Incidentally, in regard to

this, though it has no coimection with the present subject, it is noteworthy that (|uite a

considercd)le pro])iirtion of cases of a|iparently sim])le sciatica ha\e been shown to lie due

to syphilis in this way.
The };reat majority of |)atients who complain of noises in I he heail are adults, and

most of them are i)ast middle ai;e. The symptom is (|uite unconunon in children.

Ihrbeil Flinch.

NOSE, BLEEDING FROM. ;.See Kimstaxis. p. 2211.)

NOSE, DISCHARGE FROM (S,r DiscuAinj:. Nasai,. p. ITS )

NOSE, REGURGITATION OF FOOD THROUGH. (See l{K(;rn(;iTATu>N 01 Foon
lllKiM(;ii mm; X(im;. p. .".SS.)

NUMBNESS OF THE FINGERS. ;Sec Sf.nsatjo.n, .\i;MML\iAi.rrii;s of. p. (lot.)

NYCTALOPIA.--(See N'ision. I)i:i-i-.cts of. p. 7(i:i.)

NYSTAGMUS.—Several varieties of associated tremor of the two eyes arc comprised
uiifler tlie lerrn nystagmus. These are : (I) Searching movements ; (2) I'seudo-nystagmus ;

and (:',) Xystagnms proper.
1. Wide ])urposeful and slnw movements of the eyes in all directions are usually seen

in |>ei)]>le who are born blind or have lost the jxtwer of fixation as the result of some obstruc-

tion of the retina or choroid at the yellow spot. The eyes ajipear to be seeking for some-

thing but ne\er rest on any dermite i)!)jeet.

2. I'seurio-nystagmus. which is cianmonly confuse I with true nystagnuis, is the term

appliid to rapid jerking moxemints (if tlie eyes when they are carried to the extremity of

an excursion in any direction. The eyes, instead of remaining fixed on the oliji'Ct. rapiilly

recede from their [losition and return to it at the rate of Umr or five oscillations a second.

This condition is a characteristic symptom in Fiictlreich's or hcrrdildrj/ tiliirij. and is also met
with in 40 or 50 ])er cent of cases of ilisscriiiiKiIrd sclerosis and in many cases <if cerfbeUar

liiniiiiir. For the differential diagnosis of these conditions see Pai!.vpi.i;(;i.\. J). 510.

;!. Nystagmus i)roper is the ter.ii applied to the condition in which the eyes make

rapid regular oscillations about a fixed point, not only at the extremity of an excursion.

but when the eyes arc otherwise at rest, and looking directly forward. The oscillations

may be in the vertical or the horizontal meridian, or may in some cases exhibit a rotatory
form. The condition is usually bilateral, though it is occasionally met with affecting one

eye only, and in .some rare cases the character of the nystagmus may differ in the two eyes.
True nystagmus is caused l)v :

—
{(i). Conditions causing defective vision in the early months of life. As a result of such

affections, the macular region is not differentiated from the surrounding [tortious of the

retina as is the usual course in the early months of infant life. an:l power of fixation is never

acquired, tdnditions which ni'iy thus cause nystagmus are o))hthalmia of the new-born,

congenital cataract, colour blindness, albinism, and certain cases in which there is an

unusual distribution of the retinal i)igment. The diagnosis of these various conditions

depends on an accurate examination of the eye.

(/j). Conditions developing in later life due to constant strain from iteculiar occupa-

tions, as for example miners' iii/stdgiiius. in which it is probably caused by continued work
in a dim light, where the central vision necessary for steady fixation is comparatively
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ineffective, and in wliieh it is associated witli otiier symptoms of tailuie of the central

nervous system. As a rule it improves on the cessation of the occupation which causes it.

(c). Aural irritation, in which it is usually associated with vertigo.

(d). Nystagmus may also occur in about 12 per cent of all cases of disseminated sclerosis.

((•). In certain cases of cerebellar tumours it is a marked symptom : and it may occur,

(/). In various rare conditions, after travmiatism or poisoning, and possibly syringo-

mvcli.'i. //. /,. luisnii.

OBESITY implies an excessive accumulation of fatty tissue in the bodj*. It is not

necessarily patlu)logical, but even in otherwise healthy i)ersons obesity idtimately incom-

modes them, and is very liable to lead to cardiac symjitoms due to fatty changes in and

around the heart. The following are some of the chief causes :
—

Heredity
Continued overeating
Continued drinking of malt liquors
Too little exercise

A [)re-glycosurie state

Chronic jnirenchyniatnus ne])luitis
Testicular atropliy or excision

Ovarian insulliciency

Hypntliyrnidism
Ilypiipltuitaiism
CiTelieilar tumour

Hyperne|iluoma
.Vdijjosis dolorosa ^)r

i

Diffuse lijioniatosis i

Dereuni's disease.

The majority of the above need little discussion. Families in which all the mcTnbers

tend to run to fat are familiar enough : the individuals may weigh anything from 16 to

30 stone, without necessarily being ill. Over-eating, over-drinking, and under-exercising
are generally obvious if the patient's mode of living is known. The jjrc-^liieosinic slate

is particularly important from the point of view of life insurance : when a young num or

woman imder thirty-fi\e begins to run to fat without apparent
cause, it is clear that there is an error in his metabolism :

there may be no glycosuria at this time, but in finite a

number of these cases tlie error of metabolism develops as

time goes on. until presently there is glycosuria, and finally

typical di.abetes niellitus.

Fig. 174.—A gii-l, aged 6. siifleriiig from hypernephroma, which proved fatal

from secondary deposits in the liings : the photograph shows ttie premature
development of pubic hair, whijii in tliis case appeared at the age of eighteen
month=.

Cliroiiie parciiclnjmatons nephritis sometimes gives rise to

a'^large, jjale person, who looks, and is, fat and flabby. Part

of the apparcTit fatness may be due to excess of fluid in the

tissues, but there need be no obvious (edema with pitting on

pressure. There may or may not be a history of j)revious
acute nephritis

—some of these cases arise insidiously : the

diagnosis is not dillicidt, however, where rentil tube casts and
an abundance of albumin are foimd in the lu'ine, ])articularly
if there is a big heart, a prolonged firs! sound at the imi)ulse,

a ringing aortic second sound, a high l)lood-])ressure. and

perhaps albuminuric retinitis.

Fi;i. ir:..—Tliei.iiMCca-e.IS Fi.; 171

after removal of the pubic hair : sliow-

ing the hypertrophy of tlie external

genitalia, without development of the
breasts.

Testicular atropliy or excision as a cause for undue fatness is best exemidified by
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eunuchs : siniilur f;it aecuiuulatiou .sometimes occurs in less dei;ree as tlie result, of atrophy
after Ijilateral j^onococcal orchitis or epididymitis ; it does not follow tuberculous destruc-

tion, for the patient then wastes instead. Palpation of the scrotum miy indicate tlie

diagnosis.
Oviiriiiii iiisiifficifiici/ is ])robal)ly a ])otent cause for undue stoutness in certain women,

but it is dillicult to prove this, Ijccause many of tlie ])atients suffer from hypothyroidism
at the same time : there is a close inter-relationship between the thyroid gland and the

ovaries. Only :- small proijortion of those eases in which both ovaries have been excised

become obese : l)ut when the normal o\arian aiti\ities are beginning to abate, especially
at and immeiliately after the menoi)ause. it is connnou for women to become very stout.

They develop at tlu' same time ])eeuliar nervous symptoms, and it is remarkalile how easilv

both thi- hitter and the

obesity may In' reli<'\ed by
relatively small doses ui

thyroi<l extract ; such cases

may be termed sufferers

from hypothyroidism, even

though they may not have
the ty])ical signs of eom])let<'

my X 1 e (1 e in a— i n c rcasing
stoutness, loss of strength,
broad features, increasing

slowness of the intellect,

broadening and thickening
of the fingers jiiul hands,

malar Hush, and hUling out

of hair and eyebrows. The
best test of the diagnosis is

the effect of ailministering

carefully graduatcil doses of

thyroid extract.

There are cc'rtain boys
and L:irls

—
especially boys

who tend to become enor-

mously fat long before they
reach the age of puberty.
The i)a])ers were full of ;i

typical example of this

malady a while ago the

Fat Boy of Pcckham. This

abnormal development of

fat and size is in some eases

associated with an affection

of a sn[)rarenal capsule or

kidney— /( i/p e r n cj) liro ni ii .

The latter does not always
cause this overgrowth, how-
ever, for in another type of [Wtient the tumour leads nurely to premature dc\'elo])ment
of the [uibic hair and external genitalia. l^'ig-''-

17 f and 17.> are from a ^irl. aged seven.

who had had thick pubic hair since she was eighteen months ohl. The clitoris was

enlarged, but there had been no menstruation. The diagnosis was confinnc' I post mortem,
the congenital supnirenal tmnour having produeeil secondary de])osifs in I he lungs after

seven years.
Recent observations seems to show that obesity may be due to (ijjcctioiis of llic piluitary

body as well as to those of the sujirarenal. We are told that when there is over-activity
of the anterior lobe of the pituitary, acromegaly results (p. "237) : and tliat when there is

deflcieney in either the anterior or the posterior lobe, the resultant error of metabolism
affects not so nuich the bones as the soft i)arts : Fi<i. 1711 indicates the kind of patient tliat

-Cn-f of 'lysrrnplii.i n.li;
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results. The diagnosis is suggested when, along with the rapidly increasing and clearly

pathological fatness, there is persistence of the infantile type of intellect, voice, and genital

organs, a voracious appetite, abundant stools, and a proneness to unusually long hours

of sleep. It is not necessary that the intracranial lesion should be primarily in the

pituitary body itself ; a tumour at a distance from the latter can sometimes so interfere

with it indirectly that the same kind of symptoms may result as if the pituitary gland

was the chief focus of disease ; this is probably the explanation of the fatness that is

so often observed in cases of cerebellar or eerebral tumour.

Adiposis dolorosa, diffuse lipomatosis, and Dereum's disease all seem to be closely

related. There are two types
—the alcoholic and the congenital syphilitic ; the former

is the commoner, and occurs in older patients tlian does the other. Extreme fatness

develops, but not quite universally ; the abdominal wall, especially on either side of the

umbilicus, the neck, shoulders, arms, forearms, thighs, and legs may become enormous,

but the hands, feet, scalp, ears, nose, and forehead escape. The patient's muscular power,

as tested by the dynamometer, is very small, sometimes not a tenth of the normal : and

when any of the fat parts are taken hold of firmly, without any pinching or other pro-

cedure that would be unpleasant to an ordinary patient, some of these cases experience

acute pain
—the name adiposis dolorosa describing the two main symptoms of the

malady. There are often mental symptoms at the same time ; a patient of thirty may
periodically imagine she is only eight, and behave and speak as though for the time

being she were a child again : and so on in other cases, the types of mental symptoms

being protean. Supcrlicially these cases may simulate myxa-dema. but a moment's

observation will show that there is no affection of the hands and feet, which are just the

parts to be first broadened and thickened by myxocdcma, besides which thyroid treatment

does not bring about material improvement. Herbert Frencli.

OBSTIPATION. (Sec (.onsth'ation. ]>. 121.)

OBSTRUCTON, INTESTINAL.- -(Sec Vomitinc. p. Tfi- : and Constipation, p.

121, and ((insult Index at (ud.)

(EDEMA, ASYMMETRICAL.—(Edema of one leg or arm, or of some local part of

the head, face, neck, or trunk, may be due to any of the following causes :
—

r , 1
1
Blockage of lymphatics, e.;;., in colhilitis,

Lcn^enuai :

. . , , or otlier local inllaiuination : tllariusis
Constriction by amniotic bands

Artificial l>v ligatureCommunications between arteries and veins ^ .i-dcmas, s.icli as those caused by—
Acquired :

—
Blockage of veins :

1. From within—non-infective thrombus
varicose veins, infective thrombus

e.g., white leg
2. By pressure from without—by glands, carial lesions (p. 771)

tumours, aneurysms, etc. .Angioneurotic oedema.

Aspirin
Antitoxic sera

Iodides
Bromides
Mercurials ; and any which cause urti-

Congenital Causes are rare, but as a rule they are identified easily.

Acquired Causes.—The diagnosis may be obvious : For instance, there may be tooth-

ache with unilateral a'dcma of the face, or a scalp wound with boggy swelling all round

it, or a well-marked eellulilis. with red streaks extending up the limb showing the course

of acutely inflamed lymi)haties. It is only rarely that a cellulitis presents any dilliculty

in recognition ; namely, when the inllammation is not very acute, and when there is no

obvious source of infection, such as an abraded toe or a suppurating wound of a finger.

Cellulitis may then be confounded with gout ; but the history, the presence of leucocytosis,

and the absence of other gouty manifestations will indicate the real complaint. There

may be considerable p>Texia in acute gout {Fig. 151, p. 339), so that the temperature chart

does not ser^-e to distinguish it from cellulitis.

J'aricose veins are a frecpient cause of asymmetrical oedema, especially in the leg. and

if there is thrombosis as well, very marked swelling results. The thrombus, however,

does not always lie in a superficial vein, and if it is in a deep one such as the popliteal,
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fcinurul. or iliiie, the case may not be so clear. The tlirombus in these cases is ol'lru (hie

to septic infection, and the common source is sepsis in connection witli tlie uterus lulldwi?!.;

parturition
—white leg ; or it may iirisc in the course of a prolonued febrile ilhiess sucli

as typlioid fever, or in a case of caeliexia resultini; from niahgnant disease or other ]irt)li>ni;ed

and debilitatini; malady, or from one of the l)lood diseases such as leukiemia.

Wlien none of these causes is [present it is necessary to examine carefully to ascertain

whetluT there is any swcllini;' pressinji' on and obstructing the veins, svieh as an anenrvsni
in the ])opliteal sjjacc or a mass of malignant glands ; and not only nuist the whole liml)

be examined. l)Ut also the rectum, vagina, and lower part of the abdomen, and llu- neck
and upjicr thorax in the case of the leg and arm respectively. For instance, there may
be a tumour springing from some structure in the pelvis causing pressure on the iliac veins :

and swelling of the arm might be caused by an aneurysm, subclavian or thoracic, or bv
a mediastinal new growth, in which ease ,)'-ray examination may be of material assistance

in verifying the cause. The trdcnia due to venous oltstruction pits rcadlK- on pressure,
but where the lymijliaties arc blocked tlic'

(edema is niucli more solid : this may be an

imj)ortant diagnostic point.

Klij>hiiiiti<isis due to blockage of lym]>liaties

by the jiarasitc Jiliiriii sfiiiiliiiiiifi lioinini.i is not

conunon in England, thougli a iiseudo-elcphan-
tiasis, due to long-standing lymphatic olislruc-

tion with resulting roughening, thickeni?ig. and
llbrotic changes in the skin and underlying
tissue>, is not micfinnnon. ;'nd may result from

long continuance of a tumour, or be associjited

with a badly-united fraetme. or follow some

operation in which the lymphatics liavc Ixcii

renio\ed, e.g. after amputation of the l)rcasl

and axillary contents for carcinoma. Probably
the most dillicult group of all cases to diagnose
is that in which there is a thrombus of one of

the deep xciiis of the leg without any ob\ious

disease, and in this event the diagnosis can

only be arrived at by a process of exclusion.

Milidij's Disease {Fig. 177) is diagnosed from

the family history (see p. 414).

J.ii;alnr<\
— It sometimes happens that a

))atient. generally a female. ])resents herself

with an (edema of a limb for which no explan-
ation can lie (jllered. It has to be borne in

mind that Ihere are some neuroti • individuals

who will tie a ligatiu'e rovmd their limbs in

order to sinuilate disease or to excite sympathy,
and who have even gone so far as to sutler

amputation. It is often extremely dillicnlt to

detect the fraud ; but if the possibility be

suspected, the mu'se in charge nnist be instructed to keep watch, and at miexpceted
times to search the ])atient, when a handkerchief or a piece of string may be found con-

stricting the limb. The fact that the ujjper limit of the (edema is shaqdy dclined should

awaken suspicion. It may be dillicnlt to dillerentiate this from ciiilioininiilir 'nlniin

(Quincke's disease), but the latter condition is. as a rule, transitory, and alTccts dittcreut

parts of the body, e.g. the tongue. Ii|)s, eyelid, hands, etc.. at different times (/''.;,'. 17s,

p. 412) : the fact that the patient has had jjrevious attacks generally points t(j the diagnosis,
and the malady often occurs s])ontaneously in several members of the same family.

George E. (idsk.

ffilDEMA, SYMMETRICAL.—Owing to accidents of posture—such, for instance, as

the ])atient sitting with one leg to the ground and the other su]ij)orted upon a chair, or

lying in bed turned well over t(j one side, and remaining in this asynmietrieal position for

//'/. 177.—Milfoj's or -Vri_-ii.'(;"s iIi-imsl' : A im-x- ol

uuihiTer.ll hereilitarj trojilin'itt^nia of the It?:,'. The
condition h.id developed s[ioiitiineou?ly in :l u'irl vvlio

liad never been out of EnL'land. and wiio sutVored little

inconvenience from the aliectiorj. She was L'l when
the photograph was tulvuii, and had ]iad the swelling,'

for year-. Note that the enlargement of her rii:ht

leg ceases ahrnptly at tlie gr(un.
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a Ions tiiiic—it is possible for oedema whieli woulil really be syininetrieal to aijpear asym-

metrical. Allowinu' for this source of fallacy, however, the causes of symmetrical cedema

are different from those of asymmetrical icdema (ses above). One may subdivide cases

into three main oroups. namely : (1) Those in zvliich the a'demn is universal : (2) Those cases

of (vdcma in xcliirli the swelling involves the face. neet;. and arms, hut not the legs or the loii-er

half of the tranl: : (3) Those in which the o'dema <iffeets the legs, or tlie legs and lon-er lialf of

the tritnk. hut not the arms, neck, or face.

(Edema of the legs is by far the commonest type, and by far the most important point

in the diannosis is to decide as soon as possible whether this oedema is due to Bright's disease,

heart faihire, or to some other cause. The broad distinction into these groups is .seldom

(lillicult. The urine should be tested at once : if albumin be ])rescnt. microscopic examina-

tion for renal tube-casts is essential, their presence indicating renal mischief, their absence

)in)bably excluding it. unless the renal lesion is very acute, in which case there will be renal

epithelial cells even if there are no tube-casts ; if there be no albumin in the urine, renal

intlammation as a primary cause of a^dema of the legs is unlikely.

It will be casv as a rule to decide wh<'ther there is failure of cardiac compensation or

not : if there is, the differentiation between the

four main groups of causes of heart failure,

namely, jjrimary valvular, primary nniscular,

jirimary lung affections, and primary arterial or

renal conditions, will be made U])on the lines

indicated ujjon p. 14.

Other causes for a-dema of the legs will be

suggested by other symi)toms in the case or by
the history, but they camiot be diagnosed with

certainty until both renal inflammation and

heart failure have been excluded. It seems

uorlh wliilc. however, to discuss in rather

greater iletail each of the main grou)is indicated

above.

Cases in which the (Edema is Universal.—

When a patient has a tendency to universal

svnunetrieal (edema, the great i)robal)ility is

that he is suffering from either primarij acnte

nephritis or acute nephritis superposed upon

chronic ncjihritis : the diagnosis is indicated by
the oeeurrenee of albumin with tube-casts. The

degree of tedema exhibited in diflerent regions

varies partly by reason of the looseness of the

subcutaneous tissues in different places, and

partly by means of the effects of gravity.

Olher things being equal, the oedema shows most in the legs, lumbar region (hnubar

cushion), penis, scrotum, labia, eyelids, and face, though careful examination may show

that there is some degree of oedema in every tissue from scalj) to toes ; it is due to tlic

inlluenee of gravity that when the patient is up and about the oedema is most marked in

the legs : is verv marked in the lumbar cushion and the genital organs when the patient

sits iiroii|)ed up in bed : and is most prominent in the eyelids when the patient has been

lying hori/.oiitally, as during sleep.

Other causes for universal cedema arc rare, l>ut it may sometimes be due to a umversal

condition of angioneurotic a-dema {Fig. 178), though this is nuich more often asymmetrical :

or to overloading of the tissues with lluid—for instance, as the result of excessive trans-

fusion or infusion, or in patients who have been swilling beer day after day until their bodies

have become sodden. Such cases present an appearance highly suggestive of acute

nephritis, but the absence of albumin from the urine, the history of excessive drinking over

long periods, and the complete recovery when the drinking is stopped, point to the dia-

"uo'sis. (Jenerali/ed (cdema. usually not of extreme degree, is apt to be complained of by

some ana-mic girls, generally between 15 and 20 years of age, often in association with

gastric .symptoms, especially persistent vomiting after food, and with constii)ation.

-An^'ioneurotiL- tuiloma of tlie eyeliils

^iiinilatin^' ticure iicpliritLi.

These
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cases lia\f no name: tlicy arc t'liirlly of iiii|Hirtaiicc in tli:il they arc very apt tii lie dia-

gnosed as nephritis, altlioiiyli there is no allmniinnria as a rule, and they get well l)y them-

selves. The a'dcnia is doubtless toxie. hut whether the eausal toxin is intestinal, or derived

from some other source, no one knows. The same applies to certain eases of acute universal

(fdema in infancy or childhood, simulatint;' acute nephritis, but differing from the latter in

that there is no albiuninuria and spoutancuus recovery occurs. Both types differ from

true annioncurotic (cdema in that the condition is not familial like the latter (p. HI).
Similar universal redema. ]3erh;!|is loxic in oriyiii. but unaccompanied by any evidence of

nephritis, follows severe iinslrD-ciiitiilis in cliildreii. e\ eii when no saline infusion has been

resorted to.

Certain poisons nia\ produce universal fcdcma. though rarely: iuiiiilr af jmliissiiini

has been known to do so to a mild dcyree : one of the cirects i>( sniil,i-ljilc also is to produce
universal (cdcma witli or without albuminuria, though as a rule the' part orii^iiially bitten

is very much mori' swollen than arc the other portions of the borly.

.Isjiiiiji affects certain individuals in a curious waw produciiii; miicarial wheals and
in)i\ersal swelling, transient as a rule, or lasting little more than twenty-four hours : thougii
sometimes so severe that the whole face is swelled up and l)loated to such an extent that

the patient is for the time being nnrec"ogni/al)le. The symptoms appear to depend here

upon |:cisonal idiosyncrasy to the drug.

Only in very rare cases does heart fdiliirc i)roduee frdeina of the hands and arms as

well as of the legs, and when it docs so the iiaticnt usually has been ill some time, the dia-

gnosis has already been made, and the end is not far olf.

(Edema of the Face, Neck, and Arms, but not of the Legs or Lower Half of

the Trunk, is nearly always due to obstruction to the superior vena cava or to the main
branches which go to form this, and the conunoncst cause of this obstruction are Ihiiiiirn-

'.::iciiriisiii, niciliiisl'nuil neiv ^ronllis. i<r iiiniiiiKi. <liniiiic iiicilirisliiifil Jihroxis. and thronihiisia

spreading to the main trunk from, for inslance. an axillary vein infected from a whitlow
or from other somx-cs of ])hlcbitis. When the swelling comes on acutely, as it may in anv
of the above conditions, acute Hright's disease may lie siuuilated on account of the extri'iuc

pulliness of the eyes: but further examination will show a remarkable limitation of the

(edema to the head and uppir lindis. whilst the urine will probably not contain albumin.

If the obstruction to the superior \ en.i cava persist, there will be evidence of collateral

circulation in the form of varicose veins upon the chest wall (see Vi'.i.xs. Wviiuosr'.

TEtOKACIC. p. 7."j(l).

It only remains to add that, instt'ad of being asyuuuctrieal, inllammatory lesions mav
sometimes i)rodnce almost synunetrical (edema of the face or neck, in which connection

one may mention en/x//«7r/.s'. rclhililis. <iiitlirii.r. (iiiS.itii Liiiliaiii. the dilferential diagnosis
of which is based U]ion the history, the constitutional synijitoms. the local ap|icarances
of the inllauunation. and the results of bacteriological examination.

Similar synunetiical swclliuL; mav be produced in the hands or arms either bv (iiiiliti-

lU'iiriilic iidiiiKi (i'ifl. ITS), or by allied \asomotor neuroses, such as liiii/iidinl's iliscasr.

Swelling of the eyes and face suggestive of (edema may sometimes be due to bouts ni' <ri/iii!i.

l)rolonge(l attacks (\l' ({iii^liiii>;. as for instance in whooping-cough, or as the result of t-atarrh

due to a rtiiiniiiiii ctilil. )iiiiislis, or to the elfeet of such remedies as p(i!ii>siiiiti inUilr or

(ii\niii-.

(Edema of the Legs and Lower Part of the Trunk, without any of the Neck or

Face, is suggestive of heart failure ((r of nephritis, and the main ])oints that arise in the

dilferential diagnosis have been discussed above. If both these main groups of causes

can be excluded, however, it is imjxirtant to remember how often the legs may swell as

the result of poverty of the blood in anv ctjndition of aiuemia. This is i)erha])s seen best

of all in cases of clilnrosis. for |)atients suffering from the severer types of ana-mia. such

as pcniiriiiiis (iiKriiiia. h/iiijilinlic or splciiomciliillini/ Ifidifntiid. Ilinl'j,tiiii's ilisciisc. siilfiiic

aiHeiitid. jixriiili>-Uiih<iiiii(i iiifiiiiliiiii. are less continuously u]) and about than arc many
cases of chlorosis. The same applies to the severe (inwruia n-liich follons loss of hlood from

h;cmnptysis, lucmatemesis, jtost-partum and other ha-morrluiges : or to the less acute

aiuemias that result from parasitic infections such as Iiothrioeepli(il/is lutiis or Aiiki/losloiiiiuii

duodciHiJe. or the effects of certain dnigs ; or to cachectic conditions such as result from

earcinonia, sarcoma, syijhilis. tuberculosis, starvation, malaria and various other tro]iical
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infections. Tlie differential diagnosis of these conditions will seldom depend upon the

presence of trdenia alone, and each of the maladies will be found discussed under the

heading of some other symptom.
Ohslruclion In the inferior vena cava may lead to extreme o-dema of the legs ; if due

to plileliitis. the clotting of the inferior vena cava itself is nearly always preceded by that

of the veins of one leg. so that even when the final result is symmetrical, the history nearly

alwavs points to it having begim asynunetrically. When the inferior vena cava is obstructed

by new growth or by the i)ressure of ascitic fluid, the diagnosis will de])end upon the

discovery of some abnormal mass, or upon the interpretation of the cause of the Ascites

(p. 43). Much difhculty sometimes arises, as in a case mentioned on p. 7.

The influence of the vasomotor nerves in controlling the balance of lymph production
and lymph absorption in the legs is sometimes interfered with. One sees a good example
of this in the oedema which develops in the lower extremities in cninalcscciit pntiiiits

when, having been long in the horizontal position from any cause, they first begin to

walk about ; it is probable that a perfectly normal ])erson kept at rest in bed for three

months would suller from a-dema of the legs in varying degree for some days or weeks

after first beginning to use his limbs, and the tendcTicy is still more marked in tliose who
have been laid u|) by gastric or dut)dcnal ulcers, tyjihoid fever, fractured femur, and so

on. It may at first arouse a suspicion of some kidney-

lesion, though the absence of albumin, and the way in

wliicli the oedema disappears spontaneously in time,

esiKcially under the influence of massage, indicate the

diagnosis when the history of long confinement to a

horizontal ])osition is knf)wn. Diseased conditions of

I he vasomotor system may ])roduce even more marked

u'dema. as seen in elderbj people, in some cases of

lliifliiiiiid's disease : in angioneurotic wdciiia : in associa-

ticm witli pcriplwrid neuritis, especially in the tropical

\ariily called licri-beri, an epidemic febrile illness

generalh seen in this country only in seaport towns as

the result of an outbreak amongst seamen on board

slii|is in which the diet has consisted largely of decorti-

cated rice.

There is a peculiar hereditary disease in which

<i(lema of the lower extremities, occurring in many
members of a family (Fig. 17!i). may be a prominent
feature : in the early stages this cedema is asym-
metrical, affecting one leg before the other, but sooner

or later both legs may become involved, until, if the

family and personal history were not known, the

(cdema of Hright's disease might be suspected. The
affection is known as Milroi/s disease. Meige's disease,

or licreditary troplia'dema. The sudden demarcation

between the swollen and the non-swollen parts at the

level of a joint —ankle, knee, or hip
—is characteristic. There is sometimes a history of

periodic acute attacks of jjyrexia and of gastric disorder associated with an increase in

the swelling, not altogether unlike those occurring in angioneurotic oedema. The swelling

may cease at the ankles in the early stages ; when a subsequent spread occurs, it may
reach almost suddenly up to the knees, ceasing there for a variable number of years, until

ultimately it spreads to the groins, above which it .seldom extends. The diagnosis is easy
when the family history is obtainable.

Mi/.rn'dema is a condition in which the swelling of the legs may simulate actual oedema

very closely, and indeed in not a few eases the subcutaneous tissues of the feet and legs do

pit to a certain extent on ])ressure. When there is actual oedema as well as myxedema,
considerable doubt as to whether there may not be a cardiac or other factor, as well as

thyroid insuHieiency, will arise. The urine often contains albumin, moreover, though

senerallv without tube casts : the patient is nearly always a woman of middle age (Fig. 104,

p. 234), who has recently begun to get nuich stouter, and at the same time less active both

Fly. 170.—Bilateral liereditiry trophcedema
of the leiTS in a L'irl of '_'!, twelve otiier members
of tlie family beine alTected by tlie complaint
also. She liad never been out of England.
There w.as no abnormality above fonp-irt's
liirament. Slilroy't? or Meige's disease. (For a

full account see Hope and French, Qitarl. Jfiir.

oj Med., vol. i. No. ?>, p. r.]*2.)
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mentally and ])liysically. TIr- (iiaj;nosis of niyxd'dcnia will br conlirnud if tlir untoward

syniptonis and the abnormal state of the subeutaneoiis tissues disappear under the

influence of thyroid medication.

It is not easy to include all the possible causes of a'dema in a elassilied list, Init the

foUowino include those which have been discussed above :
—

1. Universal (Edema.

Primary acute ne[jhritis
Acute ncpliritis us an exaccrliaticiu of clironic

nephritis

Angioneurcisis
Excessive transfusiun or infusinn

SiiddciHTii.' IVdru heer (hiiiUini.'

Toxins ('.' intestinal) in girls and children

Icididc nf ]i(itassium
Snake-hite
Heart failure.

J. (Edema of Face, Neck, and Arms, but not of Legs.

Oljstructiun to the superior
vena cav;i hy :

Thoracic aneurysm
^I<(li:istiual new irrowth
Mediastinal liununa
Mediastinal lilirosis

Thrombosis

I'^vsipelas.
Ceilulitis

.\nthrax
AiiL'ina Ludoviei

liaynaud's disease

An;;ioneurosis
C'rvinii

Coufrhing
-Measles

Conminn cold
Ptomaine i)oisoning, shell-

fish variety
Arsenic

As])irin.

'>. (Edema of the Legs, without any of the Neck or Face.

I'xcessivcIlralt tailuri- sciMindary t(» :

\ aUulal' <lisea.se

M\<)cardial a fleet ions

Chronic lunif aireetinns

Renal or arterial alTeetions

Briglifs disease

Chlorosis
Pernicious anu'mia

T.ymjihatie ieuka'inia

Splerioiiiedullary leuUa-rnia

Ilodgkin's disease

Splenic an:emia
I^seudodcukanna inl'antuni

Anaiiiia f'Mllip\\ iiu^

hlocd loss

Parasitic an'ecti<ins, esjjceially

Hothriocephalus jatus

Ankylostonium duiMlenale
Cachectic states due to :

Carcinoma
Sarcoma
Syjihilis
Tulierculosis

Starvation
Malaria

Toipieal alTeetions

OLIGOCYTHEMIA. (See .\n.i:mia. p. 110.)

OLIGURIA. (See Am HIA. |.. :!!).)

Iiderior vena cava obstrucliuM

hy :

Thrnnd)osis
New growths
.'\scitcs

t onvalescenee
Old age
Itaynaud's disease

.\ngioneurosis
Heri-beri

.Milroy's disease (hereditary
troph(cdenia)

.Myxtedenui.
llcrf)crt Frfiich.

OPHTHALMOPLEGIA. (Sec Stuabismi

THE, p. .">."> 1 : and I )i I'l.ciei \. p. 17 t.)

p. (iPI I'l fir.. Ai-.N()imAi.rrii;s oi'

OPHTHALMOSCOPIC APPEARANCES. NOTES ON. -il'laics \/\ and AV.)
Fi^. II.- A Physiological Cup may vary in size, but usually occupies the centre of

the disc. Tin- retinal \tssels dip o\ er the edfje. which is usually steei)er on the nasal side.

the temporal slo]ie luing more gradual. At the bottom ot the cu]) is seen the lamina

cribrosa. which is motth-d by the ojienings through which tlie retinal nerve fibres pass.

.\ physiological cup is distinguished from that cause.i by glauc(jma (F/g. i) by the

fact that it occupies only the ecntre and not tl;e whole of the disc.

Fig. /a- -Congenital Crescents are common, and usually situated at the lower part
of the disi'. in contrast to myopic crescents (f /g.v. // and )'). which are seen on the outer

.side. They are ]>robably due tr) an micven distribution of connective tissue in the lamina

cribrosa, and are often assoeiatcil with hypermctropia.

Fig. r.—Pigmented Crescent in Disc Margin.—The disc margin is always more
fir less pigmented, the amount varying from a sma.ll crescent to a complete ring. The

pigment has no pathological sigiuficancc.

Fig. il.- -Coloboma of the Choroid is a congenital <lcliciency. and it may be

recognized by its situation below the disc, the small amount of pigment at the edge of the

white area, and the jiresence of healthy retinal vessels on its surface. It may be as.sociated

with other congenital abnormalities, such as coloboma of the iris, optic disc, or lens.
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Figs. c. f.
—Opaque Nerve Fibres exist normally in the retinas of some mammals,

e.g., the rabbit. Tlie eondition is due to the persistence of the medullary nerve sheath of

the retinal fibres, the sheath being lost usually at the passage of the nerve fibre through
the lamina cribrosa. The condition may be recognized by the brilliant white colour of

the nerve fibres, the striated ajipcarance of the white patch, and the fact that the retinal

vessels are more or less cmliedded anmng tlic nerve fibres.

Fig. g.
—Advanced Syphilitic Choroiditis.—In advanced choroiditis the inflamma-

tory process has ended in the total destruction of the choroid in jiatches, which in some

places have joined to disclose large bare areas of sclerotic. There are large masses of

pigment, usually surrounding the white areas, the pigment being chieHy derived from the

choroid. The retinal pigment is also increased in the great majority of cases, and vision

is rendered extremely defective. P.Iaeular choroiditis is degenerative in origin, and does

not usually appear till middle life. It probably commences in the form of macular lucmor-

rhages, which lead to destruction and fibrosis of the retina.

Figs. >i, i.—The Myopic Crescent is usually found on the outer side of the disc, and

may vary in size and extent from a thin crescent to a large atroi)hic area surrounding the

whole disc (posterior sta])hyloma). I'sually, the size of the crescent varies with the amount
of the myopia and increases with age.

Figs, k, I.—Recent Optic Neuritis is characterized by the swelling of the disc and

the blurring of its outline by retinal adema. The retina is greyish and striated in appear-

ance, owing to tt'dcnia between the retinal nerve fibres, and the veins are extremely dilated

and tortuous. Flame-shaped lurmorrhages are also seen on the disc and in the surrounding
retina, and nimicrous small retinal vessels on the disc, usually invisible, become dilated

and apparent. In the later stages of the neuritis the h;emorrliages may disap|)ear, and

the whole disc liecome greyer and paler, the condition ultimately terminating in post-
neuritic atrophy {Fig. I). The outline of the disc is entirely lost, and in severe eases

the disc may be so swollen as to resemble a small mushroom in shape. Radiating lines

of white patches may also be seen in the macular region, rescmljling albuminuric retinitis

(Figs, p, <j, r.).

Figs, in, n.—Primary Optic Atrophy (Fig. n) is cliaracterized by the pallor of the

disc, white or bluish-white, shaqjly defined lamina cribrosa, well-marked edge, and retinal

vessels of normal size. In post-iieiiritic (itrophy (Fig. m) the disc is covered with fibrous

tissue, which fills up the physiological cup ; the colour is greyish-white, the retinal vessels

are thin and tortuous, and the edge of the disc is irregular. In some cases of old post-

neuritic atrophy or fibrosis, following slight ojjtie neuritis, it may be iin|>ossible todistinguish
the eondition from iirimarv atrophy.

Fig. o.—Thrombosis of the Central Retinal Vein.- In thrombosis of the central

retinal vein the disc is extremely swollen and adcmatous, tb.e edge being indistinct and

blurred. .411 the retinal veins are enormously dilated and tortuous, and the fundus is

covered with flame-shaised and petechial hemorrhages. The oedema of the retina from

the obstniction of the venous circulation may be so great that the vein may occasionally

be hidden entirely.

Figs. p. (J,
r.—Albuminuric Retinitis is characterized liy the (iresenee of flame-

sha|)ed haniorrhages in the nerve-fibre layer of the retina, and white ]Kitehes. The white

patches are of two kinds. Those seen in the early stages of the disease are ill defined and

woolly, scattered aljout the macular region in an irregular manner. These are due to

exudate in the nerve-fibre layer of the retina. In the later stages, smaller white ijatches

may be seen usually arranged in radiating lines from the macula, which are well defined,

and glistening or chalky white.

Fig. s.—Embolism of the Central Retinal Artery.—In embolism of the central

retinal artery the retina is generally pale grey or white, owing to the ana-mia eonseciuent

(m the obstruction of the artery. The macula itself being adherent to the choroid docs

not share in the general ])allor. and appears as a bright cherry-red spot in contrast. The

retinal arteries are extremely small, being only fine white threads in places, and the veins

may be nearly eni|ity. The o])tie disc is white, blurred, and indistinct.

Fig. I.
—Detachment of the Retina.—The detached portion of the retina is silvery-

grey in colour, and raised above the surrounding fundus. In cases due to .serous exudate,

the detached part of the retina is transparent, arranged in billowy folds, and may float
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about on luoveiiicnt of the eye. Wlicn llie detaehmeiit is due to finiwHi. thi' n'liiia is

usually smooth ami opaque. Tlie retinal vessels are small, very tortuous, anil dark in eolour.

Fi^. i\—Glaucomatous Discs.—The exeaxation of the optic disc may he distln;;uished

from the |ihysioloHieal cup by the fact that it affects the whole of the disc, the edjic often

bein'4 surrounded l)y an atro])hic rinu. The retinal vessels bend sharply over the eili;e.

ami may disajjpear from view behinil tlie o\erhanuino inari;in of the disc, reappearini; on

the l)i)ttoui of the cuii. The lamina eribrosa is well marked, and the disc is white and

atrophic.

Fig. It'.—Tubercles in the Choroid are seen as ill-defined circular masses varyinjj

in size from a pin's head to masses nearly the size of the o|)tic disc. They are usually

associated with miliary tuberculosis, yrow rapidly, but rarely attain any ^reat size owini;

to the death of the patient. It is stateil that they occur most commonly in the neiuli-

bourliood of the disc, but this is due ti) the fact that only the posterior portion ol the lumlus

is visil)le with the ophthalmoscope. I'ost mortem they are found all over the choroid.

Fi<i. ,r.—Hypermetropic Astigmatism. -In hypermetropic astigmatism tlie disc is

<ifteu oval and ill deiined. The physiolouieal cup is absent, the disc red. and the margin
ill defineil. 'I'hc vessels may be tortuous thouuh not dilated, and unless the error of

refraction is obser\eil. the romlitioii may be mistaken for optic neuritis.

II( rhiil /.. Kiis<,ii.

OPISTHOTONOS is a rare but <haraetcristic condition, in which the muscles of the

neck. back, aiul legs are contracted rigidly in such a way that the body is over-extended

in the form of an arch, supported l)y the occiput above and i\v the heels below. This

position may be maintained ; more often it is assumed periodically, with partial or complete
relaxations lietween the tetanic seizures. Its chief cause is tetanus, but it may also be due

to striiclinhiv jioisiiiihis, sphial inriiiiiaitis. iira'tiiifi. and lii/stcria.

'I'dniiiis. -The history will often point to the correct diagnosis. If there has been a

lameturcd wound reeently. and if stiffness of the neck muscles and of the lower jaw (lock-

jaw or trisnuis) (p. 7"J!t) has set in. to be followed within a day or so by generalized rigidity,

with severe paroxysmal exacerbations, the opisthotonos is almost certainly due ti> tetanus.

The fixed smile -risus sardonicus--is conunon to tetanus and to strychnine poisoning. An
attempt will be made to obtain the drumstick bacilli {Plate XXl'III, Fig. T. p. <il4) from

the sns|)ected wound, very often without success. In .some cases there will be no obvious

wound or contusion, but although the source of contagion will then be obscure, the early

lockjaw and the course of the disease will point to tetanus.

Slincliiiiiie jxiisnniiig does not give rise to lockjaw, and the paroxysms of opistliotonos
are separated by intervals of more complete relaxation than is the case in tetanus ; there

may be evidence of the source of the poisoning, either accidental, suicidal, or homicidal,

in the form of a bottle, a hyi)oderniic syringe and needle, a jjacket of vermin-destroyer, or

something of that kind. In some cases the diagnosis can only be arrived at by analysis,

either of the gastro-intestinal contents, or of the viscera post mortem.

Spinal meningitis seldom causes dilficulty in the diagnosis, for it is generally purl of

acute cerebro.spinal meningitis, of which the general symptoms and pyrexia will have

existed some days, if not a week or more, before opisthotonos is likely to occur. Optic
neuritis may be found, and in some cases the bacteriological and cytological results of

lumbar puncture, especially the discovery of the meningococcus, may clinch the diagnosis.
I'ra'niie convnlsio>is are associated with complete coma, whereas in tetanus and in

strychnine jjoisoning consciousness is retained perfectly ; the convulsions are ei)ileptiform
rather than tetanic ; there is no persistent lockjaw : and the urine will nearly always
contain albumin and renal tube-casts.

Ht/sleria sometimes takes a form that may for the moment be dillicult to distinguish
from tetanus or from strychnine poisoning. Unlike malingering, hysterical contractions

that are even violent enough to cause opisthotonos do not always make the patient perspire,
nor do they lead to fatigue in the way that similar voluntary efforts certainly would. The

diagnosis of hysteria is generallv arrived at bv watching the case. Persistent lockjaw may
be present, as in tetanus : but whereas in strvchninc poisoning and in tetanus there is a

great similarity between one exacerbation and the next, hysterical convulsions are apt to

be polymorphous : the more the writhing and the change of attitude and position, the

less likely is the attack to be organic. The mind remains perfectly clear in tetanus and
D 27
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strychnine' poisoning, though its outward expression may be prevented by the nniseular

paroxysms ; in hysteria, the mental attitude is in one way or another abnormal for the

time being. In arriving at a diagnosis it may be of great assistance to know full details

of the [latienfs previous history, for there may have been similar Iiysterical ovitbursts on
former occasions. llerben Fniicli.

OPTIC ATROPHY. -(See Oi-iithai.moscopic Appearances. Notes on. ]>. 41.5.)

OPTIC NEURITIS. (Sec OpMTiiAi.MOscopic .Appearances. Notes on. ]). 41,5.)

ORTHOPNCEA, or the inability to brcatlie unless propped above the horizontal

position, may be due to many causes, which may be grouped as follows :
—

Failure of the Right Side of the Heart :
—

Secoiuhirii to valriiliir ili.sfasc <if llic left side of tlie licart :

Mitra! steiiiisis I Aortic disease with secondary mitral regur-
.Mitsal regurffitaliiin gitation.
.Mitral Ntcnosis and regurgitation |

Seconddii/ to offcctious of tlie liciirt inuscle :

Fatty heart Some cases of pericarditis
Fibroid licart Primary alcoholic heart.

.Adherent ijcricardiuni

Secondary to hish si/slemie blood-pressure :

Arteriosclerosis
1

Graiudar kidney.

Secondary to lung affections :

Emphysema I Fibroid lung
Chronic broiichitis

1
Pneumothorax.

Secondary to tlie effects of chronic poisoning :

Ks|)ecially from tobacco smoking.

Obstruction to the Larynx or Trachea

.\eiite oedema of tlie larynx
Acute abductor |)aralysis

Post-])haryngcal abscess

Laryngeal diphtheria
Laryngismus stridulus
Catarrhal laryniiitis, especially at the

onset of certain cases of measles
Acute pneumococcal or streptococcal

laryngitis
CEdcma d>ie to potassium iodide

Laryngeal crises of tabes dorsalis

F^oreign body
F^nlarged thyroid gland
Enlarged thymus gland
Aortic aneurysm
.Mediastinal new growth
Malignant glands in the neck

Lympliadenomatous glands in neck

Irruption of a caseous gland into the trachea

CEsophageal tumour.

Acute Obstruction of the Bronchi and Bronchioles :
—

.Vcutc hronclatis .Vsthuia

.Acute capillary bronchitis Whooping-cough.

.Some cases of acute hronchopneumonia i

Mediastinal Masses :
—

.Aneurysm I New growth
Huge heart Hydrothorax.

Enormous Distention of the Abdomen by—
Ascites

I

Neurosis or hysteria
Tympanites I

Solid or cystic tumours.

By far the conuiioncst cause of orthojincca is heart failure of some kind or another,

and the differential diagnosis of the variety of heart failure, and whether it is due to

valvular disease, to myocardial degeneration, to arteriosclerosis, to granular kidney, or

to the effect of diiriculties in the pulmonary circulation from bronchitis and emphysema or

fibroid lung, has to be decided upon the various grounds tliat are discussed on p. 14.
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When iii'llin|in(r;\ is iliic to iihsliuiliiiii In llir linijx.r ur Inirhi'ii. tlic I'iict is f^cncrally

(il)vii)iis (in accniiiit <>( other syniptoms. sueh as stridor, u|)-an(i-(li>\vn iiiovenieiits of the

larvrix itself, suel<iiiii in above and below the clavicles an<l of the lower intercostal spaces,

the main dillienlty in some of these patients bcin<i to decide whetlier tlu' ol)struction is

sullicientiv m ur I he larynx to be relieved by tracheotomy, or whether it is due to mischief

lower <lown in Ihe Irachea, bronchi, or bronchioles. The nearer the obsl iinlion is to the

larynx the greater will be the spasmodic up-and-down movements of the thyroid cartilai;e,

and the stridor. If the evidence is that the obstruction is in the larynx itself, and if the

orthopn<ca and dilliculty with respiration arc extreme, the probability is that tracheotomy
will be resorted to as an uri>cncy measure, the precise diagnosis Ijciui; determined later.

The historv. or a local examination, would sersc to diagnose or exehide acute ahiliictor

jiiiriilt/sis, i)(isl-j)li<iiiiii!>fiil iiliscess, foreign hixh/. cnliirgcd lln/roiil ghiiul. iiKiligiiniil •ilmiils in

the neck. IhiiijiIkiiIciidiikiIihis glands in the ncek. Eiilnrgfiiiml nf llir tlnjiiins gliiml can

seldom be more than eonjcctured. or

diagnosed li\ a proecss of exclusion.

unless there is dellnile dullness behind

the up|)er pari of Ihe stermun in a

child under ten seals of aue. touether

perhaps with an ,i-ray shadow of the

iiland (Fi'A- l.*^"). Aortic iiiu'iuiisni or-

niciliiisliinil iii-iC iinnilli obstructiirn the

tiachea will lierrcrally ha\c ui\trr rise

to other eharailei'istic symptoirrs at the

same time : |iar I ierrlarl\ irr lire east- of

mediastinal new nrriwlh to obstruction

of the innominate veins or the superior
\ena ca\a. with varicose distcntiorr in

the su])erllcial thoracic veins by way of

collateral circulation (/''/ij. !•!». p. '-'DS).

The j-rays may be iisiful in eorrliiirrirrn

the diagnosis (/'/:,'. 1(1(1. p. -.'Oil).

In a great marr\ eases, pari icirlarly

in childreir. norrc of lire abo\i' will be

the least likely, ami if foi'eign body and

post-])haryngeal abscess have been ex-

cluded by digital exanriiration. the lirst

suspicion will be that the patient is

sidfering from Uniingnd ilijilitluriu.

This may be conlirmed by the presence
of a snrall i]rrarrlily ol' rrrend)rane oir

tire pharynx, the u\iila. (jr elsewhere,

though (piite coimnoniy wherr laivngeal

diphtheria is extensive tircr-c is no
obvious exrrdalc rrporr air\ of the visible

|iarts at the back of the irrouth. The
existence of cases of diphtheria in the
same hoirse or in the ru-ighbourhood may point to the diagnosis: but in every case

swabbings slrould be obtained from as far back in the throat as possible, and examined
for Klebs-Loelller bacilli, both in direct films and by culture. Until laryngeal di|)htheria
can be excluded by the absence of Klebs-Loelller bacilli—and a single negative result does
not necessarily exclude the dfsease—the nature of the case will probably remain in doubt.
.Icitle a'ltcma nf the lanjnx is nearly always due to some microbial infection, and therefore

in a sense it includes acute pneumococcal or streptococcal laryngitis, the diagnosis of

which de|)ends upon bacteriological cultivations from swabbings from the thi'oat. (Erlema

may also be due to similar infection of idcei-atcd places in the throat developing in the

course of tiibereiiloHs. si/pliilitic. iiitiligiKiiit, lupoid, troumatic. or post-tiijilioidal loriiiigeat

It Icemlion. The pre\ iorrs history, with the results of examination of the lungs, larynx, and

sputmir, will indicate the rliagnosis of these various conilitions.

Fkj. ISO.—.skl;i'-,'lMm sliinvirnH' :J.fi L"iil;i.rt,'iid tliyiiins ^n;i.tiil. Xi>

tlionunc syinptonis. The lari^e tliyimi.s w;is dLscovei-ed in tlie

t'uiir^n of a I'nuriiie .r-ray exalnriiatron on account of clyspcpsia in

a female, ai.'ed 18.

T. Shallow of the Uirse tliynius. H. .sliathtw of tlie Iic;irt.

D. Shadow of the dia|'lirai,'ro.

(.SA-M'/mm bij Ur. C. Thiirshui l/ollaiid.)
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Tlie Unijngcal crises of i/ihcs dorsnlis are exceedingly rare: they mii;lit be siitTf;ested

if the jjatient were known to have no knee-jerks and Arrryll Robertson jnipils, but even
tlien there miglit be doubt as to whether tliey were really crises and not the result of

syphilitic ulceration, or due to the administration of potassium iodide in these cases. Acute
oedema of the larynx is sometimes spoken of as one of the complications of acute BrighVs
disease, but it is very rare in this malady, rarer than acute oedema of the lungs ; it

is usually a terminal factor, the diagnosis of nephritis having been made previously on

account of general oedema and albuminuria with tube-casts. Lari/iisismiis stridulus is a

dangerous diagnosis to make, for many cases thought to be this are really exam]iles of

diphtheria : if laryngismus stridulus does occur, it is to be expected in rickety cliildren

who show a tendency to spasmodic muscular contractions in other parts besides the larynx,
such for instance as convulsions from slight causes, or the carpo-pedal contractions of

infantile tetany Cspasmophilia). It is supposed that similar s])asm()dic contractions of

the muscles of the larynx jiroduec paroxysms of laryngeal obstruction with acute dys|)naa.

ortho])noea, and cyanosis ; but no such cases should be diagnosed as simply neuromuscular
until every ])recaution has been taken to exclude all other causes of laryngeal obstruction,

especially di]jhtheria. Now and then one meets with a case in which an a])])areiitly healthy
child is seized suddenly with acute dys])n<ea. cyanosis, orthopntea, and general res])iratory

distress, without any signs of laryngeal obstruction, the result of irruption <if (i ciiseous

hronchicd or mcdi(istiu(d "tiind into the lower part of the trachea or a main bronchus. The

symptoms are ])reeiscly such as one would expect if the ])atient had suddenly inhaled a

foreign body of some size, and if one can be (juite sure that no such foreign body has been

inhaled, the correct diagnosis may sometimes be guessed at. It would be confirmed if, as

occasionally happens, a sudden effort of coughing leads to the caseous or cretaceous mass

being expectorated.
The dilliculty of being certain whether, in a given ease of severe respiratory distress

with evidence of obstruction, the mischief lies in the larynx or m the lungs, is sometimes

ccmsidcrable : in either case there may be marked cyanosis. ortho])n(ca. dys]jn(ca, sucking
in above and below the clavicles and of the lower intercostal s))aces : the most imi>ortant

point to note is whether the larynx itself remains stationary as when the mischief is in

the lungs, or whether it moves \\\t and down with the respiratory movements as it does

when the trouble is in the larynx. Very often both the lungs and the larynx are involved,

and it may then be very dillicult to decide which is the more so, and consequently whether

tracheotomy is indicated or not. The chief jioint on which to lay stress, besides the move-

ments of the larynx, is the result of a physical examination of the chest for evidence of

acute bronchitis or of broiicliojineunionia.

True iisthiiKi is a s|)asmodic variety of (lys]in(ia. the diagnosis of which, and the

difficulty of distinguishing between asthma coniiilieated by bronchitis and bronchitis

simulating asthma, are discussed elsewhere (p. 535).

M'liooping-cougli is seldom dillicidt to diagnose, for even when the patient himself

does not exhibit the ty])ical whoop, he will be afl'ected by a severe paroxysmal cough,

jtossibly leading to vomiting, and at the same time relatives or friends may be affected by

cough which gives rise to the typical whoo]).
Mediastinal masses, such as aneurysm, a huge heart, new growth. Iiydrotliorax with

marked displacement of the heart, and enormous distention of the abdomen by ascites,

tympanites, or by large tumours, will generally have been diagnosed before they reach

the stage of jiroducing orthopnoea. The chief reason why a very large heart or a thoracic

aneurysm may ])roduce orthopniea. even when there are no signs of failure of the cardiac

compensation, is that when a ])aticnt sits up there is a greater distance between the sternum

and the vertebne than when he lies back. The cause for the ortho])noca is thus mechanical,

the patient sitting up to allow a bigger space for the acconmiodation of the abnormal

mass ; lienee in some of these cases he may be able to walk about and see to his l)usincss

without distress during the daytime, and yet be unable to lie down at night. The cause of

the orthopna'a associated in this way with a huge heart is quite different from that in

which there is failure of the right side, the former being a mechanical means of giving a

big mass more room, whilst the latter is due to the need of maximum assistance from the

respiratory blood-pump. Herbert French.
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OTORRHCEA.—Discliarge from the ear may result from a variety of causes, some
trivial. otlni's serious. The skin of the normal external auditory meatus contains numerous

ceruminous ami sebaceous jilands. the secretion of which, known as cerumen or wax. may
lead to trouljjc by forminu a hard solid plun which ^ives rise to deafness, tinnitus, and

vertigo. Thouijh not usually inclu(lc<l under the hea<lin!i of "

discharm-.
'

impacted ceru-

men may he the cause of a purulent discharuc from the ear.

When a patient complains of an aural ilischarge, the colour, amount, and character

should be asccrtainc<l. .Any offensive odour should also be noted. The discharge may be

purulent, nuico-puruleiit. or serous, but occasionally it consists of blood, either alone or

mixed with one cif the abo\ e-nientiuncd varieties.

A discharge of blood from (he external auditory meatus ((iliiirlidiliii) may be the result

of an injiir/i. The following lesions may cause this symptom :
—

Fnirliirr <if tlie ha.sc of the sl.iill. When the line of fracture crosses the midillc fossa it

traverses the petrous portion of the temporal hour and opens the t\'m|>anie t'a\ity. tearing

the tymi)anic membrane.

Injur)! in the e.rteriKil aiiditniii meatus, usually at the junction of the I'artilaginous and

osseous portions, the result of a blow on the chin, the force being transmittcil backwards

along the inferior maxilla.

liiiptiirr iif llir tiiitipdiiie ineniliniiir. which may occur as the result of the introduction

of a foreign body tlu'oUL;h tii<' external auditory meatus, or alter a fall or blow on the head

without any injury to the base of the skull.

HIecding from the ear is by no means diagnostic of IVaclurc of the middle fossa : in

most cases the skull is not injured. Care must be taken to make sure that the blood has

not trickled into the meatus from some small wound of the scalp or external ear. If the

external auditory meatus has been injureil. the source of the haanorrhagc may be dis-

covered liv moppiiiii the blood away with plugs of cotton-wool and examining with a spe-

culum. A tear in I he tN'mpanic membrane may be visible if the liaMuorrhagc comi's from

the lym|iamun. If the skull is fractured, the haMuorrhage is usually jjrofuse, while if the

membrane alone is injured it is comparatively slight. The hearing should be tested, for if

the base of the skull is fractured, injury of the auditory nerve is an occasional complication.
A \aiiety of acute inllanunation of the middle ear knf)wn as (icide liifiii()irliiit>ir iilitis is

characterized by a discharge of blood. This trouble is usually associated with inlluen/.a.

I)vit may also oeem' in haanophilic |)aticnts. The lucmorrhagc is |)reeedcd by pain, and the

mend)ranc is markedly hypera'mie, or may show |)eteehial spots. .\ lucmorrhagc or blood-

stained purulent discharge occurring in the course of chronic suppurative otitis media will

])rol)ablv be due to the presence <>( /iiili//)i or of nuisxes i)f iiriiniiliilioiis. .\ similar blood-

stained discharge may lie |)rcscnt in iiidliiliiunt diseiise of the external or middle car.

Very rarely enision of tlie iiitcnnil riirotid iirtcry may lead to a severe fatal hemorrhage
from the external auditory meatus. The artery in its course through the carotid canal is

separated fiom I In- anterior part of the tympanic caxity by only a thin ])late of bone, which

may be di'licicnt. ( )wing to chronic suppuration, this portion of bone may be destroyed
and the walls of the artery weakened, so that it may give way suddenly, leading to a (|uickly

fatal bleeding from the ear. nose. an<l mouth. .\ similar sexcre or fatal ha-morrhage may
result from eroKiiiii of the Iiitenil \iiiiin from a similar cause.

Cerebrospinal fluid may cM-ajie from the external auditory meatus after n fiaetiire of

tlic niiildle fossil, and its |)resenet' may be regarded as diagnostic of this injury. The How
is usually co])ious, and may last for some days. Licpior t'otiumii may escape when the

labyrinth is injured. In ap])carancc it resembles ccrebros|)inal lluid. iiut the amount is

very small. In chronic su)ipurati\e otitis media the discharge may be serous, and bear

some resemblance to cerebros])inal thud, from which it may ha\e to be distinguished in

a patient unconscious as the result of a head injury, .\part from examination of the mem-
brane through a speculum, this can be effected by collecting some of the fluid and testing

for albumin, which is present in considerable quantity in the fluid from the labyrinth. A
serous septic discharge also contains much albumin, while cerebros|iinal lluid has only the

merest trace.

Purulent Discharges. In b\ far th<' greater number of cases the discharge is

ob\iously purulent, nmco-purulent. or sero-purulent. Such a discharge may arise from

some lesion of the external auditorv meatus, fnjm disease of the middle ear, or from
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suppuration in sonic adjacent structure, tlie pus making its way into the external or

middle ear, and so drainina from the external auditory meatus.

The following lesions of the external auditory meatus gives rise to such a discharge :
—

Eczema.—The discharge in this case may be serous. The trouble may be caused by
the irritation of a plug of impacted cerumen, or it may be associated with eczema of the

auricle or of some other region of the body. It must be remembered that eczema of the

external auditory meatus and of the external ear may be caused by a <lischarge of pus from

the middle ear, and hcnec. when the external auditory meatus is eczematous. every care

must be taken to make sure that chronic middle-car su])puration is not also present.

The presence of a foreign hod//, such as a ))lug of cotton-wool which has been inserted

and forgotten, or of such foreign bodies as children occasionally insert, may produce a

dermatitis of the meatus leading to a discharge of pus. This condition is recognized easily

on examination with the speculum.
Funinciilosis.—This not uncommon trouble gives rise to very acute iiain and swelling

of the meatus, followed by a discharge of thick pus. A furuncle may usually be seen on

otoscopic examination, and the trouble may be diagnosed from the extreme tenderness

and swelling of the meatus, and the presence of an opening from which the pus escajies.

Secondary Sj/philis.
—In this disease condylomata may occvir in the external meatus.

The discharge is usually serous, and may have a very foul odour. The diagnosis will

depend upon the presence of other secondary troubles or the history of the primary sore.

Tertiary syphilitic ulceration may also occur at the orifice of the meatus. Wassermann"s

reaction should be tested.

Suppurating Sebneeous Cijsl.
—The cutaneous lining of the external auditory meatus

is well supplied with sebaceous glands, which may give rise to cysts ; these may inflame

and suppurate. The signs, symjitoms, and appearances closely resendjle those of furun-

culosis.

Dipldluritir InJIiiniwalion of the ear is rare, but the nature of the alnmdant swelling

and muco-i)urulent discharge to which it gives rise may be overlooked entirely unless the

Klebs-Loftler bacillus (Plate XXI III. Fig. L. p. mi) is looked for by cultural methods.

Epitlielioma may occlude the external auditory meatus. The appearance is often so

characteristic that the diagnosis presents no ditiiculty : but it may be simulated by chronic

inflammation with granulation tissue, by lupu.'i of the ear, or by rodent ulcer : the duration

of the disease may assist in the diagnosis, but histological examination of a portion of the

afl'ected tissue should be resorted to in cases of doubt.

Ctrries or necrosis of the bony external auditory meatus will give rise to a profuse

pinuknt discharge, associated with the presence of ))olypi or of masses of granulations.

'J lie diagnosis of the above causes of an aural discharge may be easy, but on the other

hand it may be a diflicidt matter to make sure that there is no disease of the middle ear at

the same time, for there is likely to be so much swelling, and probably tenderness of the

meatus, that it is impossible to get a view of the membrane. It must also be borne in

mind that when there is a discharge of pus from the middle ear the lining membrane of the

canal is frequently swollen, inflamed, and eczematous.

The most frecpient cause of a ]iurulcnt discharge from the ear is suppurative otitis

media, either acute or chronic. In the former case, the discharge is jireceded by acute

pain, usually jiaroxysmal. with pyrexia and more or less severe constitutional symptoms.
The discharge usually consists of thick ]His. and there may be much swelling of the meatus

preventing a satisfactory view of the membrane. A\'hen this can be seen it has a charac-

teristic hyperainic and swollen appearance, and the jierforation through which the \>\\s

escapes can be made out.

A bacteriological examination of the discharge will often throw considerable light on

the cause and also help considerably in prognosis. The most serious forms are associated

with diplococci and the stre])tocoeeus pyogenes. The former include the meningococcus

(VVeichselbainu). the gonocoeeus. micrococcus catarrhalis, and the Gram-positive i)neumo-
coccus. Sta])hvlocoeeus pyogenes albus and aureus are nuich less virulent than the others,

and are fovmd in connection with furuneuli as well as with middle-ear disease. The tubercle

bacillus is often found to be the cause of otitis media and otorrhcea in children. Deafness

and tinnitus arc also present, but there is usually no pyrexia, and pain is remarkably absent.

Examination shows a swollen dull red or pink membrane, while a perforation, often in the
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luitciiov n';;i(iii may be maik- out alter clcansiiitj llie meatus. lu this disease, rapid destrue-

lidii of the Ixiiie may also occur without pain.

In chronic suppurative middle-eai disease the character and quantity of tlie (hsehar<fc

vary enormously, from only a sliyht serous discharjjc to a profuse How of foul pus, Fre-

ipiently the amount and character vary from time to time, and occasionally the flow is

irileriuittcnt. The presence of other symptoms, sucli as deafness, tinnitus, pain, and

Nirtiyo. nuist always be inquired for. The meml)rane must be examined after syrinniufi

out and drvinii the meatus. In practically every case a jicrforation will be founil, thouali

occasionally the jius may make its way alone' some bony track which opens into the ex-

ternal auditory meatus. The |>osition of the ])erl'oration should be aseeitained. whether it

is in the membrana propria or in Shra|)neirs membrane. In the latter ease llu suppura-
tion occurs chielly in the attic, and the ossicles are likely to be carious, (ieneiidly speak-

iiiy, perforations in the anterior portion of the membrana propria are of less serious nature

I han those in the posterior ])ortion. The presence of polypi or liranulalions must be noted,

an<l if possible the site from which they sprini; determined.

In aildilion to the above causes of an aiu'al diseharac. alj.scesses in adjacent structures

may occasionally burst into, and lead to a copious discharge of pus throuyh. the external

auditory meatus. An acute miisltiUI <ilis<isn rn.iy disehari;c in this way through a sinus

which opens f)n the posterior as|>eet of the meatus. In chronic mastoid s\ippuration pus

may make its way from the mastoid air-cells in a similar manner. Rarely a (rrcbriil dhsccss

in the temporo-sphenoidal lobe may buisl into the tvtnpanum and discharge throutih the

external auditory meatu.s. Occasionally. .111 a/<s(c.s,s /// tlie parotid ^taiiil may extend back-

wards and discharge throu<;h the anterior wall of the meatus. ,\ similar result may ha]>pen
with an abscess which orijiinates in liisciisc of ilic Iciiij/iirii-nianilihiiliir Joiiil, or even in the

neii^hbourint; lymphatic glands. I'liilip Tiiniii.

OXALLRIA. -This term is yenerally used lo ini-ludc any condition under which

crystals of calcium oxalate' are to be found on microscopical examination of the urine.

They occui' in two forms, of which by far the most eliaracterist ie and eoimnon is familiarly

described as the "envelope' crystal really a re;;ular octahedron: when eryslalli/.al i<in

has oeeiured imperfectly, a spheroidal form « il li a eenl ral constriction like that of a
' dumb-

bell may be seen occasionally (-/''/i,'. Isl). Kither form is trans|)arcnt, hijihly refraclile,

and usually (piitc colourless. If the precipitate' is sulliciently abimdant to be visible to the

naked eye, it is eencrally pure white : i( often comes down after moi-e or less mucus has

already fionc to the liottom of the specimen alass, so

that a dense white layer is seen 1> inu on the lop of a

less white lloecnlent mass: this appiarancc li:is been

described as that of the "

|iowdered wlis-'

The crystals are soluble in any mineral acid, but

thc\" are insoluble ill water or oidinary aeilie acid

solution. They may be foim<l in any urine, whether

acid or alkaline, but are conmionesl in acid urines.

They may be in the in'ine when it is voided : more
often they form as the in'ine stands in the specimen
i^lass, and it is important to remember that if a slide

is prepared from the ccntrifuL!ali/.ed deposit of a urine

and allowed to stand for a while before il is exairnned

under the micrcjseope. numbers of \ery minute calcium

oxalate crystals may a]>|iear even when none are to be found in

examined at onct'.

The deposition of calcium (jxalate is by no means necessarily |)al holooieal ; indeed.

u]iwards of "Jd milliiirams arc excreted in the mine daily, even :55 millieranis not beinjr

beyond the normal limit. So lon<; as the oxalic acid is combined to form soluble salts such

as those of sodium or ])otassium. no envelope crystals a]pi)ear. but it is connnon lor the

proportion of oxalic to other acids on the one hand, and of calcium to other bases upon
the other, to be such that the insoluble oxalate of lime is formed and ])recipitaled. eilher in

the urinary ])assaoes or after the sjiecimcn has been voided.

Certain |)atients presenting symptoms of gastric or intestinal indigestion ha\c a em'ious
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tendency to suffer from alternating oxaluria and |)hos])Iiaturia : in their dietetic efforts to

obtain comfort tliey cause marked variations in the reaction of tlieir urine ; at one time it

is markedly acid, and oxalates are ])reci|)itated. at another it is alkaline and an abundant

deposit of phosphates forms. No special siijnificanee attaches to this alternation.

Circumstances which cause an absolute increase in the amount of oxalic acid excreted

will naturally increase the tendency to visible oxaluria. The best-known exogenous sources

of oxalic acid are certain vegetable products, of which the following in particular may
be mentioned : tea, cocoa, rhubarb, spinach, gooseberries, figs, coffee, chicory, chocolate,

peas, beans, beetroot, artichokes, tomatoes, and beer. It is probable, however, that there

is also an endogenous source for oxalate of lime, for even a starving jierson still excretes

oxalates in his urine. The source of these is still obscure, bvit it is held by many that uric

acid, creatinin, and possibly other allied substances, may be a source of oxalate. The fact

that uric acid crystals and those of oxalate of lime arc to be seen not infrequently, either

together, or alternating with one another on different days, would seem to favour this view,

and gouty persons are perhaps more liable than others to oxaluria. Calcium oxalate

crystals may be found in the urine at any age, however, from infancy onwards.

In great part, oxaluria is physiological and dietetic : nevertheless there is a decided

tendency now-a-days to revert to the older view that when a patient's metabolism is such

as to cause a constant deposition of calcium oxalate crystals in the urine, it is also a]it to

lead to a grou)) of symptoms of which nervous dys])e|)sia, neurasthenia, and even hypo-
chondriasis are the chief. The discovery of calcium oxalate crystals in the urine of such

patients therefore might be of assistance in determining the nature of the dietetic and other

treatment that should be adopted for the cure of the other general symptoms.
There are at least three other ways in which the knowledge of the existence of oxaluria

may be important :
—

1. Concerns patients who present symptoms that may be due to renal or vesical cal-

culus. Microscopical cxamintition of the centrifugali/.ed urinary dejiosits in such a case

may .serve to detect not only jjus cells and red blood-discs. l)ut also calcium oxalate crystals

that, instead of being all sejjarate from one another, as is the rule in a dietetic or neuras-

thenic case, may be obviously agglomerated into minute calculi : if there are clinical sym-
ptoms of stone, the discovery of microscopic aggregations of crystals is highly suggestive of

there being a larger calculus ])rcsent somewhere in the urinary system.
2. If oxalate crystals are deposited in numbers in the urine whilst it is still in the

bladder, irritability of the latter is apt to follow, with a tendency to undue frequency of

micturition : such oxaluria is not altogether infrequent as the cause for persistent nocturnal

enuresis in girls and boys.
3. In some ways this is one of the most important features of oxaluria. The same

irritation by oxaluria that may jiroduce the nocturnal enuresis in girls and boys may lead

to the urine of adults containing a considerable excess of nucleo-jjroteid, and. in the male,

numbers of sjiermatozoa. There may be no symptoms whatever, and in that case the only

importance of the condition lies in the fact that the nucleo-proteid may be mistaken for

albumin ; for if the boiling test is applied to a specimen containing nucleo-proteid in excess,

a cloud of phosphates may come down, and then when acetic acid is added to dissolve up
this cloud, a residual haze may remain behind because the acetic acid, at the same time that

it dissolves the phosphates, precipitates some of the nucleo-iiroteid. This source of fallacy

may be obviated in either of two ways : the haze of nucleo-proteid will clear up on addition

of a drop of nitric acid, whereas a similar haze, due to albumin, will remain : or, to make

quite certain, three test-tidjes may be used : into the first. |)ut ])lain urine without any

boiling : into the .second, urine plus acetic acid without boiling : and into the third, urine

plus acetic acid, the mixture being thoroughly boiled. If the haze is due to a nueleo-

])rotci<l only, it will be equally marked in the second and third tubes, whereas if there

is albumin as well, the haze in tube three will be denser than that in tube two.

Just as oxaluria may lead to nocturnal enuresis in adolescents, so in a few adult males

it has been regarded as a factor in the causation of excessive nocturnal emissions or sperma-
torrhoea. Herbert French.

PAIN, ABDOMINAL (General).—Most abdominal pain is local, e.g.. that due to a

renal or biliary stone or to a]»j)endieular colic. The most serious cause of general abdominal
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pain is mule gfiicriil ju'riloiiitis. If this be pt-rforativc. at first tlic jiain is local at the

seat of perforation, and the abdomen is retracted : l)ut soon, whether the peritonitis is or

is not perforative, the al)donien becomes distended from ])aralysis of the bowel, and the

pain becomes jreneral. Increase in the rate of the pulse, riaidity. and immobility of the

abdominal wall on breatliinR are most important siiins for diagnosis. Quickly the i)ulse
becomes more rapid and wiry, the i)atieiit looks ill. the tem|)eraturc is raised a little, the
bowels are constipated, and there is sonic nausea, perhaps vomiting. In cases of doubt it

is a good plan to count the pulse-rate at intervals of ten minutes ; a progressive rise in the
successive pulse-rates often |)oints to the need for urgent laparotomy. There may be a

rapidly progressive leucocytosis. It is often said that the drawing up of the knees on to the
abdomen is of importance ; sometimes it is very striking, but in many patients with acute

general peritonitis the legs are not drawn up, and they may be drawn up in other condi-
tions. The early diagnosis of acute general peritonitis is of the utmost importance. It

has been estimated that in many cases each hour's delay in opening the abdomen means
that the chances of death are increased 5 per cent. .Morphia should never be given when
it is thought there is even a remote ])ossil>ility that any illness is acute general i)critonitis,
for it makes the subse(|uent diagnosis so dillicult. The onset of pneiimonin is sometimes
announced by an abdominal pain so acute that the patient is thought to have acute general
peritonitis ; the relatively rapid respiration rate may point to the lesion being in the
chest, but in some of these cases it is only by anxious watching that one can decide whether
the disease is primarily thoracic or abdominal. Sometimes it is both—for instance, in

pneimiococcal septica'mia.
Chronic (Iciiern! FeriUniitia.—This usually causes a dull feeling of heaviness rather than

a general acute pain. The chief points to be observed in arriving at a diagnosis are the

chronicity of the trouble, the presence of lluid in the peritoneal cavity, and the fact that
ma,s.ses of thickened ])eritoneum can often be felt. The most usual is the ])uckered, thick-

ened omentum, forming a tumour lying transversely at the middle of the abdomen : some-
times other lumps can also be felt. It nuist not be forgotten that an inliltration of the
stomach with new growth will give rise to a tumour lying transversely across the abdomen,
and so may a diseased colon. The iiresence of these peritoneal thickenings often gives
the abdomen a dough-like feel. The cornrnonest cause of chronic peritonitis is tubercle.
Often there is no discoverable tubercle elsewhere to help us to a diagnosis, but the hectic,

irregular temperature may be a guide. .\s the lluid increases, the umbilicus becomes
flattened out (see .Vscrrr.s, j). V.',). and in tuberculous peritonitis sometimes red.

Intestinal Colic.—This is due to many causes which lead to painful contraction of
the intestinal muscles. The i)ain is always iiaroxysmal and usually recurrent, so that a
severe attack consists of fretpiently recurring paroxysms. There arc all degrees, from

quite a slight ])ain to one that causes the patient to shriek and break out into a cold sweat.
The temperature is usually normal, but is occasionally slightly raised. The pulse is usually
of normal rate unless the temperature be raised. The abdomen is generally distended,
and in a bad ease peristaltic movements of the coils of intestine may be seen. Often the
abdominal muscles are rcllcxly contracted and rigid. The pain may come on without

warning, or may be accompanied by nausea, eructations, and borborygmi. It is usually
felt at the umbilicus, from which region in a severe ease it spreads over the whole abdomen.
The jiatient tosses about in the severity of it, and finally selects a ])osition in which he can

bring pressure to bear on the abdominal wall : in peritonitis this, so far from relieving the
abdominal pain, increases it. Intestinal colic is usually brought on by eating .some

indigestible article of food, so the history will help us ; but it may be due to obstruction.
In children, intestinal colic is recognized by their cries, restlessness, and the drawing up
of the legs.

Acute or siiliacnie Iiilestinul Otistinilimi is a conmion cause of general abdominal pain,
and requires most careful diagnosis (sec \oMrriM;. ]i. 7(i7).

Lead Colic.—This is diagnosed b\- the sym])tonis of colic, as given above, b\- the

history and oecujjation, and by the i)resence of other signs of lead poisoning (p. :H). of
which the most characteristic is a blue line on the gums.

Gantrie Cri.tes may lausr licneral abdominal pain, but they will be recognized by the
absence of knee-jerks and other signs of tabes dorsalis.

Alidiiniinnl \eni(ilgiiis.~-Th\s phrase is applied to se\ere abdominal pains unassociated
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witli iiiiy oiyanic disease. The greatest caution must be exercised, and a diagnosis of

abdominal neuralgia must be looked upon with great suspicion, for there is no doubt that

such a diagnosis is often wrong, the patient really liaving organic disease. The pain may
be local, e.g., those neuralgias of the kidney which resemble renal calculus, or it may be

general. Disease of the spine must bo excluded carefully. Often these jiatients have

neuralgia elsewhere. The cases last a long
while : they are conuiioner in women than

men. In a few, opening the abdomen has

shown that the small intestine or colon is

spasmodically contracted (oitcrospasm). and

indeed, it may be felt through the abdominal
wall as a swelling like a thick cord. These

l)atients are often given morphia, but this

should not be done. It is not infrequent to

find that severe abdominal ]>ain is appar-

ently due to the administration of mor-

])liia, for the pain ceases when the drug is

williheld. I have seen two such cases

leeently.

Gciwreil Visceroptosis often causes a

general dull, dragging abdominal pain. It

can easily be diagnosed by feeling the dis-

]ilaced liver or kidney, by looking at the

abdominal outline seen from the side when
the patient stands up (sec Fig. 5(i. p. T2T ;

fii/. is-j, ^ki 1.,'i-am to show riie nonn il ;ip|K? mm'k'i- oi thf

reL'Uinl. foloii, hiilI aTiL-uin after injectioTi of tlie bowel witli :i

liisniiitli enema. Xoto tliat food lias jiasseil the ileoeieral

valve and entered the small bowel, Male. aL'e 14.

{.Skiagram liij llr. r. riutrshvi llnllnml.)

.see also Constipation, p. rjl). and by
observing the displaced stomach or intes-

tines by the .c-rays after the administration

of bismuth, ((dmiiare Fi!>. 1.S2 with Fig.

183.) ir. //„/,. nhiic.

PAIN, BEARING-DOWN. This form
of ])aiii is very lrrc|iieiit in diseases oT

women, and is an associate of many jielvic

conditions. It is impossible in many in-

stances to dissociate it from chronic aching

pain ; but it is not every chronic pain
which has the bearing-down character. It

is usually the result of impaction of some

pelvic structure, and owes its character

more ])aiticularly to ])ressuie on the reetiini,

and sometimes on the bladder. Displace-
ment of pelvic organs, or even simple con-

gestion of them, will sometimes ])roduce it.

Its source is not always strictly gyniecological, as it may be the result of rectal disease,

such as cancer, ulcer, or ha'morrhoids. It is thus closely associated with rectal tenesnuis.

The commonest cause is. |)erhaiis. backward displacement of the uterus, and it is most

al. .shuwiia,' ptosis
Twenty-live hours

Fi'j. ISo.—skiagram after a bi-^nnuli

of the ascending and transverse colon
after the meal. Female, .a^e 19. Erect posture.

(Skiagram hij Dr. ('. Thitminn llo/Iaml.)
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marki-il in rctmvi rsidii i.l llir ])rff;iiaut iitiTiis, i-spcciall\ if inijiacticiri nl' tin- (homii occmis.

Inipactidii 111' a |]el\ic Imnoiir may produce it, uterine libroiils. civarian tunicmrs, ami prhic
hipmatoeik- being the eliief swellings whieh give rise ti) it. These produce ])aiu oC a

different cliaraeter in addition, due to jiressure on nerves : but the bearing-down eliaiactrr

is more particularly referred to the rectum, hence it is conunouly believed to have some
relation to pressure on the rectum. .V pelvic alisetss of peritoneal origin is an unusual

impacted swelling, which gi\es rise to very severe bearing-down pain : impacted, because

it is bound down by peritoneal adhesions, and exercisiirj pressure because of the ti-nsion

in it. The bearing-down character becomes most maikt'd if the abscess inxdhcs the

rectal wall, as it so frc(|uently does, causing a How of mucus and much initation of the

rectinn.

'I'hc differential diagnosis of the causes of this type of pain can be made onlv after a

complete ])elvic examination by abdominal iialpalion. and liiTuanud examination by the

vaginal and by the rectal touch, Kurther, it may be necessary to examine the bladder

by the cystoseoi)e, or the reetmn by tlu' linger or sigmoidoscope. The dilferential diagnosis
of the pelvic disorders mentioned is discussed under Swia.i.iNc. I'l'.i.vu* (p. (iSS).

T. a. SInriis.

PAIN IN THE ANKLE.- -(See.loiN-rs. .Vi-KiaTiovs or thi:. p. .-s:!?.)

PAIN IN THE ARM.—(See Pus in tiii: KxruKAirrv. fpcKit. p. I fJ .)

PAIN IN THE BACK.- From occiput to anus, a, pain referred to the spinal axis is

a fre(|Ueiil complaint, and the diagnosis of its cause is \ery often a most troiiblesonic

]iroblem. We start with the broad generalization that a ])aiii in any area must be ihic

to irritation, either of the trunk or tlie terminals of the sensory nerves sup|)lving tlic spijt,

or, it may be, of a nerve which is in immediate anastomosis with thai to the painful area.

Pain reh'ri-cd to any one spot and <lue to <entral (cerebral) irritation is so rare as not to

reijuirc mciilion here (except that arising from gross cerebral trouble, which will bi' rehired

to bv the patient as IIh.vdaciii:. p. •_".•.{) ; and applv ing I his principle lo the spinal axis, uc
lind thai Ihe sensory divisions (jf the spinal ncrvc^. from the lirsl ccrv ical lo the coeevgeal.
all divide into branches for (»)tlie skin. (/;) the bones and meiiinges of I he spinal cairil,

{() the muscles lying on Ihe vertebral enliimn, and (</) the viscera contained in the cranium,
neck, thorax, abdomen, and pelvis. ( onseqiientiv . lo inleifiret rightly Ihe meaning of a

]jain in the back, we must look not only to general conditions affecting the blood (fevers olill

sorts are often associated with a general backache as a prominent h'ature), but to Ihe

eondiliou of the organs eoiilaincd in that spinal segmeni (or Ihe one immciliafelv a.bove

or below it) in whieh the jiain is eom|ila.incd of.

.\uolher very iisetiil generalization is lliis. \V( iii;iv draw a disliiietion between a

pain eoinplained of s|ionlaneously in a spot not associated with tenderness (jii lirni pressiirr.
and one in which such lendeincss is piiscnl. In the laller ease, Ihe lender spot is loeateil

in all proba.bility at or near the seal of Ihe Innible : in the former ease it is probable Ihal

the pain is one referred bv tin' brain lo Ihe spot, but not really arising there—a
'

releireil

])ain," as it is termed : and this is the more likely if we lind that the skin ov<-r the aiea

is very sensitive to light stimulus, but not more sensitive—perhaps even less so- lo a.

stimulus which is rather rougher, a jiressurc rather lirmer than a light touch. Carrying
this to its extreme, we have the jiaradoxical |)henomcnon of severe [laiii being <-omplained
of in an area the skin over which is .ibsolutely anast liclie : this indicates a eomplele
lesion of the trunk of the nerve concerned.

Coming now to the practical diagnosis of a jiain in the be.ck. we <-a.n pretty easily ami

accurately eliminate those' eases owning a pyrcxial origin bv observing that the patient
not only coni|ila,ins ol n pain in the back but looks acntciv ill ; if lie docs so. t:\kr his

temperature, and if this be hiimd to be raised above 100 F.. we nuiv be sure that vsc have
to deal with a /.yuiotic disease at its onset, or ])crhaps it may l)e with a, meningitis or a

myelitis or even acute rheumatism, and in all of these the pain in the back is only an

obtrusive symptom, to which will verv soon be added some of the signs disliuctive of llie

disease.

Often, however, we have to deal with cases in whieh Ihe palienl. except for the pain
in tlu' back, is eomiiaratively well, and he is concerned lo know what it means. 'I'wo or
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tlirce (|iicstions inimerliatoly arise in sucli a case, the answers to wliieli will throw li;;'ht on

the nature of the trouble. The first thing is to ask him to locate the |)ain : the next to

en(|uire how did it ;'.rise. i.e.. did it come suddenly after a blow '? after some unusual

exertion "? after some unintentional movement, say of the head and neck, or a slip off a

l)avement ? And then again, how long has he had it. and has he ever had a similar i)ain

before ? Again we proceed to ask, is it constant or intermittent ? If the latter, what
action on the patient's part will cause it to return, or what position will case it when it is

present '!

It is but seldom that we have not by these (juestions arrived at a ])rovisional

diagnosis in our own minds, but we must never omit to make a careful ])hysioal examina-

tion for points which will corroborate or correct this diagnosis.

Ins|jection may reveal skin conditions, such as a ]jatch of herpes, which may be

either the real cause or an outward manifestation of a cord or bone lesion : swellings or

redness may be apparent, or imdue prominence of a spinal ]3rocess ; bruises or jjurpnra

may be seen, or a pulsating tumour proving aneurysm : glands may be visible in the

posterior triangle of the neck. It will also reveal any trace of lateral curvature, a frequent
source of backache in young people.

Palpation may reveal great tenderness on ])ressure. either of muscles or bone ; it

may show fluctuation (remember that this liuetuation nnist be vertical, not lateral, to

be reliable) ; it may prove the absence of tenderness, and may also show hypera^sthesia
of the skin, suggestive of pain referred from a viscus. A very useful hint is fre<|uently

derived from the oljservation of the results of palpation ; sometimes these can better be

seen when a sjiccial stimulus such as an electric cinrent or persistent rubbing is applied
to the skin ; thus it may be found that over one small area a blush is raised more easily,

or is more persistent, than elsewhere : this is strong evidence jjointing to visceral disease

as the cause of the |)ain : it is due to. and proves disorganization of, the .sympathetic
nerve distributeil to the viscus. This method will also re\eal hvperasthcsia or an;vsthcsia

if testing be conducted with a light touch and a |)in.

The next step is to apjily tests for disease of the bony walls of the canal : tap each

spinal ])rocess in turn with a percussion hanuuer, aufl note whether ])ain is elicited at any

spot ; jar the heels alternately with the leg held rigid from the hi]) : letting the ]>aticnt

come down on the heels himself is more risky and less satisfactory ; also test for pain on

resisted movements of the limbs or trunk.

We may then find if ])ain is aroused by movements of any kind—llexioi\. extension,

and rotation.

I,astly. with the i)atient lying on his back, a careful examination must be made from

the front in the ordinary way for evidence of any visceral disease, or of growth of any kind.

If the cause of the trouble should still remain obscure, or ])erha])s in ;uiy case for

future reference, two or three .(-ray photographs of the ])ainfid area will be taken.

We may now consider the reverse order of ])rocedin'e. and ask what are the local

diseases associated with jjain in the back, and what are their distinguishing points. We
nuiy enumerate these according to the structures involved, thus :

Skin.—Ulcers, herpes, etc. ; obvious on inspection.
Muscles.—.\bscesses, trauma, acute inHammations : so-called rheumatism, stiff

neck, lumbago, etc. ; simple debility : overwork.

Joints.—Rheumatism : implication in caries or in rheumatoid arthritis, etc.

Jiones.—Caries, aneurysm, growths eroding ; trauma.

Meninges.—InHammations : growths.
Cord itself.

—Tumours ; inflammation ; trauma.

J'iscein in front.
—Aneurysm ; gastric or duodenal ulcer : dys|)epsia ; gall-stones :

uterine or ovarian trouble ; appendix ;
rectum : bladder and vesieulae

seminales : kidneys.

It would be impossible within the limits of this article to give a complete differential

diagnosis of all the above, but the procedures of investigation which we have already
noticed will almost certainly enable us to come to some conclusion, and it remains here

only to indicate a few of the more special points in differential indications, and a tew of

the commoner mistakes.
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hiunbas.!) v. Tumonrs.— If ;i ii;iticnt (•(implains of
'

hmibiigo
'

(if sdinc st;in<lini;'. it is

essential to test the nerxous system, tlie knee-jerks and other lei; reflexes, anil lo contrast

them on the two sides : to look for wastinLl of muscles, especially on one side, to iiivestif;ate

the power of the ninseles in walkinj; and in simpler movements : to examine the pelvic

or<;ans and the abdomen for i^rowths of any kind. Only when all these jioints yielil nc^ja-

tive results can we permit ourselves to think thai it is simjilc lumlia<fo. Lumlia^d is

almost always on both sides : a tiniiour most frt({uently ffives one-sided symj)toms first,

though they may spread to the other side later. Ueetal examination should never lie

omitted, and in suitable eases vaginal examination should be made also.

Anciiiifxiii in Tlima.r r. Iiiiligcstiiiii. clc.— It cannot be said thai lliis is a common
mistake, but it is a very serious one. 'I'he dilliculty is that an anemysiu is exircmcly hard

to recoanize when it arises from the dcscendinii arch : bruits are usually absent, and it is

pcrha]is only when a pulsating tuniour in the back apju'ars that the diagnosis is made.
The severity, the dull, aching eharaeter. and the persistence of the pain are the main
features that may help to suggest such a serious cause. The patient should be in\estigatcd

by the ,i-rays

Occij)iliil lltiuUniicn V. Caiiis of Sjiiiic.
—Owing lo Ihi- frc(picney with which delicate

patients, jjarticularly women and young subjects, eomiilain of pain in the neck, it is well

to draw special attention to this locality, though diagnosis is fairly easy. The occipital
headache due to a tumour is unmistakable by its severity, and the almost invariable

association of vomiting and optic neuritis. The dull, constant, wearing pain of caries,

worse on any slight jar. and llic tixed position in uliicli Ihe patient holds the head, are

sulllcient to arouse suspicion : the .r-rays will almost certainly clear up the diagufisis, A
simple stiff neck is acute in its onset, and generally preceded by a definite history of sitting
in a draughl. A "crick in the neck," possibly the e(|ui\alcnt for the rupture of a few

ligamentous or muscular fibres, can be recognized by its sudden (iccurrenee in tlu midst

of health with no history of previous pain.

Dchitilji in YiiKlli. or l.ittcrid CiiiTdtiirc v. Cdiits. 'i'lic sli;ipis of the cur\cs arc usually
sufficient : but care nuist be taken to examine llie inUgrily of Ihe bones by the tests

given above, and one nmst not be satislied until all the bone tests ha\e been tried and
found negative. Local rigidity over the painful area, best tested by making the ]i.ilitnl

stoop and rise again, whilst the physician feels the spine with the Hat of the hand, is strong
evidence, if ])ersistent, of caries.

Pelvic ()r«an Troiihic v. Liiiiibiiiio.
—This mistake is of course more frcciuent in women

than in men. The oidy rule to be laid down is always to think of these organs when a

woman complains of lumbago' or backache.' and to inipiire carefully into the history
of continenients and menstruati<in, and to nuike a thorough cxaminati<in. More mistakes
are made in the diagnosis of a pain in the back from want of thought and from caieless-

ness in examinatifin, than from any inherent dillieultics in the diagnosis, at any rale in

so far as the more serious causes arc eoueerned. Friil ./. Smilh.

PAIN IN THE BREAST. -When pain in one breast is tfie chief symptom that a

paticTit complains of. the tlrst and most important step in arriving at a diagnosis is to make
a most thorough examination of both breasts by inspection and palpation, with a \ iew to

detecting any abnormality at all which might suggest an early carcinoma. The methods
of such examinations are described on page 08,5. Unfortunately pain is not by any means
an early sign, however, in cases of carcinoma of the lireast, and generally by the time it is

pronounced there is an obvious stony hard tumour already infiltrating the skin.

Other causes of pain in the breast that will generally be obvi(jus ujion inspection or

palpation are :
—

Lraekeil riipiile .Subnuuiuiiary abscess Eiiillielionia of the niiijile
InHanuiKitiiiii of the Mastitis, acute, suliMcutc, or Tuliereulcius disease of the

iii|i|ilr chronic : breast.

Cyst (.1 I 111- lireast
|

Cialaetoeele

The diagnosis between these various conditions is discussed under the heading of

SwELi.iNci. Mammary, p. (is.5.

Pains in the breast due to intra-uterine or to ectojiic iingiidiicij will generally be
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bilateral and associated witli tlic otiiei signs of pregnancy : in unexpected cases suspicion

may be aroused by the dark brown colour of nipples which should be ]jink, and by the broad

secondary areola and swollen Montgomery's glands developing around it.

The pains in the breast that are associated sometimes with menstniiilioii are also

bilateral, and their cause may be indicated cither by their development synchronouslv with

the first menstruation or by their periodic recurrence at each menstrual period in an older

person.
The chief didlculty in tlie diagnosis occurs in patients whose breasts may be irritated

perhaps by a hard U|>]jer border to their stays, or wlio may have had a breast ])ain caused

by some forgotten injury, but who, ])erliaps from the occurrence of other cases in their own

family or amongst their friends, become terrified by the thought that the .sensation which

they have is an indication of incipient cancer of the breast. Once this fear has started

the pain may assume larger and larger proportions without any existing cause at all
;

whether to label such a pain in the breast hysterical or a neuralgia or something else is

diflicult to decide, but the functif)n of the physician or surgeon will be to examine the breast

with extreme care, not only once but at intervals, in order to convince himself, and sub-

sequently the patient, tliat no tumour at all is forming there. He may very likely be in

some doubt himself for a while, but in the absence of any trace of even a minute nodule

he will 1)C justified in waiting for a re-examination at short intervals of say a week ; should

the slightest nodule become jjalpable he will generally be justified in advising its removal
for microscopical examination, even thougli he has little doubt that it is non-cancerous,

but if week by week nothing whatever can be found abnormal in the breast, the diagnosis
of functional breast pain will be established : and when the patienfs mind is set at ease

by the absence of any further developments, the jjain, previously to her mind severe, will

generally disajiiiear. IlcrhrrI French.

PAIN IN THE CHEST is common in all sorts of disorders. Except in the case of

highly intelhgenl persons, or of ])atients who have had large experience of chest-pains
due to various cau.ses, no great help in diagnosing the cause of such ])ains can be obtained

by inquiring into their individual characters. More assistance is furnished by investi-

gating the circumstances in which the pain is chiefly felt, and the conditions that ease or

aggravate it. Thus chest-pains due to disease of the heart will be increased by anything
that makes the heart beat more rapidly : those due to lung-disease by anything causing
the ])atient to breathe faster or cough : those caused by disorders of the stomach will

generally be aggravated by or soon alter taking food. For pains in the back wall of the

chest, see P.vix in twv. I5.\ck (]). 427) and Pain. iNTEitsCAi'ri.AR (j). 4(>1 ). For clinical |)iir-

poses. pains in the chest are best classified according to their pathology, and the nature

and situation of the disorders to wliicli they arc due.

1. Pains due to Diseases of the Tissues composing the Thoracic Walls: the i)ain is

in most cases a direct pain :
—

Inflammation of tlie skin and sulieutaiiedus Neuralgia : niustuclyTiia
tissues : mastitis I Herpes zoster

.Adiposis dolorosa : neurofilnoiuatosis
|

Pressure on nerves

Myalgia: |)kMirodynia : stitcli
'

Disease of tlie liones iif the eliest.

2. Diseases of the Thoracic or Abdominal Viscera ; tlie pain is in most cases

a referred ))ain :
—

Pleurisy : eiupyenia
Pni'iunotliorax
l*neuTn<JMia

Pulmonary embolism
Heart disease—\'alvular disease, aortitis ;

angina pectoris, true and false

Pericarditis

.Aneurysm : dissecting aneurysm

.Mediastinal new growths
iMcdiastinitis

aSsopliageal obstruct ion
Diseases of tlic spinal cord.

Diseases of the Thoracic Wall.—Pain in the chest due to in/hiniinalion nf Us super-

ficial lissiH's should not be hard to diagnose. The ])ain will be confined to the intlamei!

parts and their immediate neighbourliootl. and the other three cardinal signs of intlam-

niation—heat, redness, swelling—will not be absent. In most cases a siiperflcial wound
or abrasion will be found ; in others, the inllanimation will have spread to the surface
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I'roni SOUR- deep-stattil Ic^idii. iMiics dl' a rib. for i-x:iiii|ili-. or uii ciiipyfiiia or hcpiitic
abscess, or a iiiftastatii- abscess arisini;- in the course of pyieniia. Tlie (liayiiosis iiiiist be
made on general lines in these unnsual eases. M(i-<lilis or niannnarv rinriiioiiiti will be

diagnosed by palpation. Thr inlleinnuitory phmoniena of herpes taster are considered
below.

The very rare condition known -.is ailijidsis i/ol(ir<isii. or Derenrn's disease, is charaeler-
ized by synnnetrieal and painful deposits of fat about (he bodv and limbs. It (jeeurs

mainly in middle-aaed women of lull habit, though nia.lcs ;n\- ikjI exempt
• ehionie

ale<iholi^m is its usual precursor. .\eiiri)fihn}mntfisis is charaetcri/.cd by the growth (jf

nniltipli benign false neuromata on the nerxes. whifh gi\e rise to ])ain : but they arc not
tender on pressvire. and so contrast with the single false neuromas, which ef|ually gi\c rise

to ])ain o\fr the area or distribution of the nerves on which they are situatcrl.

When pain is felt in the intcreost-.d or other nHis<'les abi>ut the chest, and can be
referred to notliing more ditinite than • muscular rluanuatism.' the condition is referred
to as one of iiii/dl^id or /ileiirrKh/niii. Tenderness of the affecti'(l mus( les is the only
physical sign present, and it is important that graver mischief, such as ])leurisy or pneu-
monia, should be excluded before the diagnosis of plcin-odynia, is iTiadc. The sudden
pain in the side familial- to untrained athletes as slileli comes on after sudden exertion,
and is in all probability due to overstrain of the libres of part of an intercostal muscle.
All these nuiscular pains are relieved by rest or ])ressurc. and aggravated by exertion.

Pains in the chest may be due to neiiriilaia. a term which is theoretically applied to

pain felt in a nerve that shows no evidence of active or old disease. Practically, how-
ever, neuralgia is the name also given to nerve-pains that follow organic disease both in

the ner\c itself (herpes, neuritis, etc.) and in other parts of the body (gout, tabes, etc.).
In iiilercusliil iieiiriililiii the pain is felt along the course and distribution of one or more
of the intercostal nerves. There is marked tenderness on pressure in the aflceted inter-

costal space, with three points of maximum tenderness corresponding to the posterior
primary, lateral cutaneous, and anterior cut:uieous branches of the nerve, given off near
the vertebral spines, the mid-axillar>- region, and the eostosternal articulations. The
pain is increased by mo\ement or breathing. I'nilateral intercostal neuralgia often
follows herpes, and nmst be distinguished carefully from pains that may be felt in organic
disease, such as tabes, aneurysm or mediastinal tumour, and \ertebral caries, in which
the intercostal nei\r i-- directly or inilireetiv iiuohcd. In phrniic or (lidplirngiiiiilic

neiinilgid. a rare condition, the pain is fell in the lower part of the thorax along the line

of in.sertion (jf the diaphragm, which may be tinder on pressure : coughing and breathing
are acutely painful, but there will be no physical signs of disease except the tenderness
on pressure. The diagnosis nuist be made from diaphragmatic jjlenrisy or ])eritonitis.
acute hepatic or splenic disorders, and spinal caries, on general liius. Mastodi/iiia.

manunary neuralgia, or the -irritable breast" of .Vstley Cooper, occurs in women during
pregnancy or lactation, or in connection with pelvic disease. The pain is constant, with

paroxysmal exacerbations, and its severity may lead to the fear of cancer. Local changes—redness, swelling, tenderness—nia>- be- loimd ab(.ut tlu- breast and nipple.
Pains in the chest are habitually felt in lierpe.s zoster of the inti-rcostal ner\es. sinne-

times before, always during, and often after the attack : the third, fourth, and fifth inter-
costals are those most often involved. (Jroups of vesicles arise over the area of distribution
of the affected nerve, tilled with serum and implanted on an intlameri base : they are most
marked about the exits of the jiosterior primary, lateral cutaneous, and anterior cutaneous
branches. The axillary glands become enlarged if the herpes is above the seventh dorsal
nerve, the inguinal if it is below it. In about a week the erui)tion scabs over : in all but
the mild cases, small whitish scars remain as permanent evidence of the attack. The
diagnosis is obvious in eases ])resenting the eruption or its scars, but may be ditlicult until
the herpetic vesicles have appeared. It is especially in older ])atients that severe neuralgic
pains are likely to remain for months or years as a legacy from herpes, and they may be

very intractable.

Pains in the chest will be felt whenever there is pressure on an iiitereostiil nerve: in

many cases such pressure is bilateral, when the patient will complain of girdle-pains.
Injury or fracture of the spinal column may involve the posterior nerve-roots or the inter-

costal nerves, either at once by the i)ressure of fractured bone or of effuse<l blood, or later
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by the pressure of callus : abscesses, aneurysms, or primary or secondary new growths,

may press on the nerves and give rise to severe pain in their areas of distribution. In

the great majority of cases there will be other physical signs or symptoms to point to the

diagnosis : but where there are none, and the pain is due. perhaps, to a minute carcinoma
in the spinal canal, or to a small tiioraeic aneurysm that strikes backwards and presses
on an intercostal nerve, there is no little danger lest the patient be treated for functional

disorder or malingering. The pains are very severe, and persist for months in spite of

treatment, while the patient is likely to lose health, weight, and strength. It is true that

these phenomena may also be observed in functional cases : but the diagnosis of functional

disease or neuralgia should not be made until the most careful physical examination,

including the use of the ^--rays. has excluded organic disease of all sorts.

riicst-jjains arc. of course, common in iiijhiiiinitilioii or injuries of the hones of the

chest—coccal infections, tuberculosis, hydatid disease, etc.—or of the joints connected

with these bones. In few such cases will the diagnosis of inflammation present difHculty.
Diseases of the Viscera.—Pain in the chest is extremely common in the various

diseases of the thoracic viscera, inflammatory or otherwise. In acide pleurisy the onset

is often insidious, and the pain felt most acutely in the mammary or axillary region, being
made worse on breathing deeply cjr coughing. The pain is stitch-like, lancinating,
described as resembling

" a knife.'
"

stabbing.'
"

tearing
'

: it is relieved by anything
that assists in immoljilizing the affected sifle. The intercostal spaces are tender to pressure
in pleurisy, just as tliey arc in inter;(istal myalgia. The diagnosis turns on the discovery
of otlur physical signs of pleurisy, whether with or without effusion, particularly of pleural
friction-sounifs. In diapliragmalie pleurisy, tlie pain is felt in two chief sites : one near

the costal margin, corresponding to the attachment of the diaphragm : the other about

the crest of the shoulder, corresponding to the cutaneous distribution of the fourth

cervical nerve ; this is a referred pain, due to afferent stimuli coming up the phrenic nerve

to the spinal centre of the fourth cervical nerve. The pleuritic friction sounds often fail

to make themselves heard in diaiihragmatic ])leurisy. and the diagnosis of intra-abdominal

disease (cholecystitis, appendicitis, ])crit(initis) has often been made and acted upDU in

such instances. The pain in empyemo is much like that of pleurisy : it should be noted

that tlu- np])carancc of a pleural effusion, whether serous or purulent, often coincides with

a diminution in the amount of })ain felt, because the two inflamed i)leural surfaces become

separated by the fluid and cease to be rubbed together by the respiratory move-
ments. Chronic pkurisy and old pleural adhesions give rise to much of the chronic

pain in the chest and shoulders and root of the neck that occurs from time to time in

patients with pulmonary tuberculosis. Pain and tightness in the chest are common in

bronchitis, with or without empliysrmii : here the diagnosis will not be dillicult if pleurisy

can be excluded, and much of the pain is probably due to overstrain of the intercostal

muscles.

In piiemnoihordx, about half the cases show an acute onset, with the sense of some-

thing tearing or giving way in the cliest as the patient coughs, and sudden very severe

pain in the side, aggravated by breathing. In addition the patient exhibits dys))noea.

prostration, cyanosis, and rapid and feeble action of the heart. The onset in more than

half the cases is insidious, and the condition subacute or chronic, with comparatively little

complaint of pain. The diagnosis, if not made from the history, should be manifest on

consideration of the jdivsical signs. The affected side of the chest moves very little on

respiration, and is increased in measurement : vocal fremitus is absent ; the note on

percussion is usually tym|)anitic. in rare cases dull : and the voice- and breath-sounds

arc absent on auscultation. If the ])neuniothorax is at all extensive, the heart will be

displaced considcraljly towards the sound side. Examination with the .r-rays will show

that the (lia|)hragm is innnobile on the affected side, and the air-containing pleural cavity

extremely translucent (Fig. 220. p. .531); the lung forms a shrunken and opa(|Ue mass near

the middle line and against the spinal column. After a few days, more or less evidence

of pleural effusion at the base of the pleural cavity will usually be found.

In pneumonia, chest-])ain is extremely conunon, and is due to pleurisy. If the

physical signs characteristic of pneumonia delay their appearance, as is sometimes the

case, and if the pleural friction escapes detection, the diagnosis of some relatively harmless

condition such as ]jleurodynia or intercostal neuralgia may incautiously be made. This
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niist;iki- sIkhiIiI iifvor octnn' : imr is il likely to iln mi if iliir adentioii lie ])ai(l to Ihc

patient's tciii])eratiirc, aspect, j)iilse. iiml piilse-rcs|iinitiiiii ritin.

Pain in the chest is common in acidv iiciiciiriUlis. and is vefcrreil to llie iireeonlia

oenerally. or to the lower part of the sternum. In many eases no eom]iluint of pain is

made : in a lew instances the ])ain is exceedingly severe, reseniblinji tluit of an^^ina

])eetoris. The diaunosis will turn on the discovery of other signs or symptoms of

pericarditis. ]iarticidarly ol' i)erieardial to-;ind-fro friction-sounds : the iiatient is often

pale and anxious-looking, and very short of breath. It should lie remembereil that the

friction-sovmds often remain unchanged when a dry pericarditis has been converted into

a wet one l)y tlic effusion of fhiid. Pericardial friction-soimd is characteristically a su])er-

ficial grating, rubbing, or creaking, usually double or to-and-fro : in rhythm it is often

not synchronous with either systole or diastole, beginning in <ine and being carried on

into the other. It can often be altered by pressiwe with the stetlioscojie or by changing
the patient's |)osition : often it varies from day to day : and it is not conducted well in

any direction beyond the jirecordia. being heard within an area that often does not

correspoml with the areas of audition of valvular murmiu's. These characters should

sulhcc to distinguish ])ericardial frietion-souiuls from the nuirmurs of valvular disease:

liut il may be very dillicidt in certain cases to distinguish pericardial irtm\ plciiroprririirditil

fiii fioii-soiiiitlx—that is to say. fiiction-sounds generated in pleurisy by the heart's move-
ments. If there is ])Uurisy of Ihc thin anterior edge of the left Imig that comes between
the parietal anil jiericardial jileuru'. the beating of the heart will readily give rise to

friction-sounds that have a cardiac and not a res|)iratory rhythm. l)Ut are due to pleurisy
and not to pericarditis. Pain in the chest will be felt in either ease : the two may generally
be discriminated by the influence of deep insjiiration and expiration on the friction-

sound. In pericarditis. ex|iiration will strengthen and ins|iiration will weaken (but not

abolish) the friction-sounds. Pleuropericardial friction will in all proliability be altered

]irofoundly by respiration, being nivich increased in one phase (whether inspiralion or

cx]iiration). much diminisheil. or lost, in another.

Pain in the chest is common in cases of licait (h'scasc. taking in general two forms :

(1) Precordial i)ain : and (2) P.m.imt.miox (p. 4St). There is nothing characteristic about

the precordial ])ain felt in heart disease, except the fact that it is brought on most often

by exertion or excitement. \'ery similar pain may be experienced by ]iatients with sotmd
he;irts who arc sullerini; Irom fUiliilctit (ti/spciisia : here the pain is usually felt after meals,

but may l)c brought on by exertion if the latter is made soon after food has been taken.

The diagnosis nuist be based on the general signs and symptoms exhibited by the cardiac

])atient. In uiirlic iiicoiiijicli-iirc. the jirccordial jjain is sometimes exceptionally severe,

taking the character of angina i)eet(iris. and radiating down the left arm or through to

the back. The sensory nerves of the heart are connected with the sjjinal cord from the

Hrst to the eighth dorsal nerve roots : the first and also the most painful im|)ressi(jns are

usually received at the second dorsal roots, which arc <lescribed as being most central to

the paths of jjain from the heart. The |)ainful impressions received from the heart at

these root-centres are referred to the corresponding areas of cutaneous nerve distribution.

Those from the ventricle ascend from the second to the fifth : from the auricle, the fifth

to the eighth : from the ascending aorta, the third and fourth cervical, and the first to

the third dorsal root-centres. These anatomical connections ex])lain the distribution of

the ])ains in the chest and elsewhere felt in diseases of the heart and a<irta. Severe pain
in the chest, often of anginal character, is felt in acute or chronic aorlitis occurring in young
sy])hilitic or rheumatic patients, with or without valvular disease : the pain is most
marked when the base of the aorta an<i the coronary orifices are involved.

Pains in the chest, together with mental anguish, are the outstanding features of tnic

angina pectoris, and are in most cases brought on by exertion. The pain is in the region
of the heart, and suggests that the heart has been caught in a vice, so excruciating is it.

A sense of impending dissolution, or of a pause in the operations of nature, has been

described as adiled to the physical torture. Radiations of the pains through to the

shoulder, down the left arm's inner side to the little and ring fingers (less often down the

right arm), up the neck, into the sujira-orbital region, are very common. The patient
becomes faint and collapsed, pale, and clammy : the ])ulse changes ;

flatulence and the

passage of abundant pale urine follow the attack, which mav last for a few seconds or minutes,
D

"

-iS
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or may continue, with varyins; intensity, for liours. The diagnosis will rest on the extreme

severity of the pain, its association with valvular disease or arteriosclerosis, or both, and

the fact that the attacks are almost always brought on by exertion or severe emotion.

The true must be distinguished from false angina pectoris, also called pseudo-angina or

vasomotor angina pectoris. This commonly has a neurotic, less often a toxic (tobacco,

tea, coffee) basis : it is less severe, and is never fata,l. It is far commoner in women than

in men : often comes on when the patient is at rest, or at night : may occur at any age.

and is not associated with cardiac or vascular disease. Attacks of false angina last for

an hour or two. True angina is perhajis ten times commoner in men than in women, and

occurs between the ages of forty and sixty as a rule : false angina is perhaps five times as

common in women as in men, and occurs in younger patients. Typical cases of the two

conditions will be distinguished readily from one another, but every gradation is met with,

and it may be impossible to refer intermediate cases—for examjile, patients with severe

heart-attacks and valvular or myocardial lesions—with ))recision to either one class or

the other.

Chronic or recurrent ])ain in the chest is a very variable symptimi <ir iKiiiic tiiiciiriisiii.

In some patients, a large aneurysm may erode rib-cartilages and intercostal spaces, and

present itself at the stirface of the body without having made itself felt. In others,

agonizing jiain (true angina pectoris) may be occasioned before an aneurysm at the root

of the aorta has grown large enough to produce any physical signs at all : in these the

pain is no doubt due to aortitis or mesaortitis for the most part, or to obstruction at the

coronary orifices. Speaking generally, the pain of aortic aneurysm nuiy arise in two ways :

(1) From changes in the aortic wall, already considered; and (2) From pressure on

neighbouring structures, particularly the walls of the chest. Pressure-erosion of the

sternum or costal cartilages may be comparatively painless in fortunate cases. Erosion

of the vertebral bodies commonly gives rise to intense and continuous boring i)ains in

the chest that wear the patient out and make life insupportable : girdlc-i)ain may result

from j)ressure on the intercostal nerves (direct i)ain). and referred pains u]) the neck or

down the inner side of either arm may also be felt. Pressure on the (esophagus may give

rise to dys])hagia and |)ain. the pain being increased by swallowing. Comiiression o! the

lung may lead to pulmonary collapse and inllanmiation. when jjain from pleurisy will

projjably be felt. It ajjpears that no jiarticular complaint of pain follows compression of

the trachea, bronchi, phrenic or vagus nerves, or heart. An acute and severe pain, on

the other hand, may arise should the aortic aneurysm perforate and allow blood to escape

into the adjoining ))arts. Such i)erforation may take i)lace into the air-passages, ceso-

phagus. large intrathoracic i)ulmonary or systemic veins, pericardium, heart. ])leura,

peritoneum, or sjtinal canal. The ajtpearance of the ai)])r(ipriate ])hysieal signs will suggest

the diagnosis of such a i)erforation. If the effused blood is linuted in amount, the patient

will appear more or less blanched and collapsed : if a great quantity eseajies, ra])id or

suilden death may occur. Particular mention may here be made of the jiain due to the

formation of a dissecting aneurysm. The arteries are acutely sensitive to pain, as may be

seen when an artery is ligatured in a conscious patient : the establishment of a dissecting

aneurysm is a terribly painful experience, and is equivalent to an attack of true angina

pectoris. If the escape of blood is limited by the walls of the aorta, recovery is likely to

occur. The diagnosis of such an incident could only be made on grounds of probability.

Pain in the chest is usually an early symptom of rncditistiinil /icii' grincH). and varies

in its nature and distribution with the cause and site of its origin. If the growth is in the

anterior mediastinum, the pain will be behind the sternum : if in the posterior nudiastinum,

pressure on or erosion of the vertebra? will set uj) the severe continuous boring pain referred

to above as occurring in aortic aneurysm ; if one side of the chest is involved, the |)ain

will be felt in the side, and down the arm if the brachial plexus is pressed upon. It is

often of a darting and lancinating character, shooting up into the neck and head, or down
into the abdomen. It may be constant, interinittent, or paroxysmal ; in some cases it

is a discomfort rather than a ])ain, the eonqjlaint being of fullness or tightness in the chest.

Other symptoms of mediastinal tumour are. first and foremost, continuous or paroxysmal

dyspnoea : evidences of pressure on the air-i)assages, oesophagus, or nerves ; cough,

expectoration, hicmoptysis. alterations in the voice or cough ; disturbances in the action

of the heart, and evidence of venous obstruction. Auicmia or even cancerous cachexia
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are not rare. Tlic soin'ral liiayiiusis oT iiieiliastiniil liiiiiniir (iiicliiiliiiL; aiieiirvMii) is sclildiu

diflicult oiu-f pressure-symptoms of any sort liave appearerl. lor tlicM- are \ery rarely
eaused l)y other hmg-eoniiitions assoeiaterl with pain in the ehest, such as hronehitis.
bronchiectasis, or pulmonary tuberculosis. IJnt it uki\- lie very dillleult to decide between
aortic aneurysm and mediastinal new yrowth in certain eases. Aneurysm is eonunoner
in men than in women, and rare in persons who ha\ e not had syphilis : the patients
commonly pive a positive Wasserniami reaction : anginal j)ains and tiie very severe pain of
bone-erosion are commoner in aneurysm than in mediastinal new growth : an:emia. cachexia,
and irreuular jiyrexia are in favour of new i^rowth : and so is the discovery of new <,'rowth
in other (larts of the body anrl of sccondarily-inieeted lymphatic glands. Examination
under the .c-rays will jirovc of the greatest help {Fi^. 101), p. 20!), and Fia. IS-t). the rays
beini4' jiassed through the |)atienfs thorax in a number of horizontal directions succes-

sively : if this lie done, the presence of an aneurysm and its connection with the aorta can
almost always be cstaljlishcd when one is jire^ent. to the exclusion of mediastinal new
growth.

In iinilc nirdidsliiiitis ;',nd iiiri/i/isliiinl abscess—\)ii\h of them rare disorders ami due
to sypliililie, lulierculous. (,r olliei- inleclion of the mediastinum—jiain behind the sternum
is conunoidy the chief complaint, willi marked superlieial tenderness and a, tcndenev to
radiation throuuh into the back or slujuldiT.

Local siyns of fullness and inllanunation m;iv

develop, pari icuh'.rly about the intcreosti'.l spaces
in front jind the e])istcrnal notch: and medias-
tinal crepitations rescniblini;- pleural fjiction have
been lu-ai'd almul the slennnii.

In cliidiiir lilt (liiisliii/H^ or iiiciliiisliiiii-pcri-

ciinlilis. aiiiither rare eonditinn due to iiillam-

matioii aiisiii'.; in the mediastinum, or sprcadinu'
to it from the pericardium, and seen in youth or

early adult life, chronic ])ain behind the sUrnuni
and a sense of tightness and dranninu in tlie clicsl

maybe ])rcsenl. 'VUv main symptoms will be

cardio-\-ascular. \-al\ular disease of the heart and
adherent iiericardiuni leadiu'j to cardiac troubles,

and the mediastinitis eausiiiL; \enous obsl iiietion.

Shortness of l)reath. willi siiddt'U ami sc\ere

attacks of (lys|)ncca. Ii\ Idily, anasarca., ascites.

and proyressive distenlion of the thoiai-ie \eius :

new growth bcint; excluded b\ the duration of

the case.

Deep-seated jjain within the chest and at

the bottom of the sttrmuu may be felt in

diseases of the wsoplinaiis. \n-\ii<^ c\dkeil by the act of s%vallowinn. In cicatricial stricture

or carcinoma f)f the tube, pain is less pmuiincnt than l)^sl'H.vGlA (p. lilt), and prourcssive
emaciation is the rule. In younuer and neurotic patients, on the other hand, spasmoilie
stricture of the rcsophamis may give rise to dilliculty in swallowing, with nineh comiilaint
of pain and constriction in the throat and chest. 'I'his condition, terrueil (rsojth(i<>isi)iiis.

or i(inlii)s/iiism {Fi's. '»<. p. 1!».S). occurs in liysterical ycamg persons and in hyijochondriacal
old ones ; il is im]jro\ed or ein'ed by the passage of a bougie : is associated with other

evidences of the neurotic temperament : and nnisl be diagnosed from organic (i-sn|)liagi'al

stenosis.

Pain in the chest is met with frcciucntly in diseases of the abdominal viscera, particu-

larly of the stomach. " Pains roimd the heart.' often accompanied by or jirodnctive of

P-\LPir.vrn)N (|). 484). arc the conunon basis niton which patients build when they come

complaining of •

heart disease
"

or weid< heart.' while as a matter of fact they are

suffering from the less serious eondilion of gastritis, or Jlala/cnl ilifspcpsia. The |ia,in is

felt at the bottom of the sternum and in the epigastrium ; it is <iften of a dull

boring character, and radiates out towards the left breast and through to the back between
the blade-bones. It is dclinitclv connected with the taking vi hiod. anil relie\cd by

jii ;j'ifurv>ia of till? iiitiiuiiiit.ite

<lil:ili'.i aurtic :in-li f B>-

f/JH Lir. Aljrril C. Jni,l,„i.)
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vomiting or the eructation of wind : and tliese are tlie charaeters liy wliirh it must be

diagnosed. In other instances, the complaint is of '

lieart-burn." a burning pain felt

over the lower part of the sternum, and probably due to the regurgitation into the (eso-

phagus of the gastric contents during digestion. It is a referred i)ain felt in the area of

distribution of the lifth dorsal nerve, and is often associated with pyrosis or water-brash.

the regurgitation of acrid watei-v gastric contents into the mouth. For the most part,

however, pain due to gastric disorders (such as ulcer, new growth) is referred to the upper
part of the abdomen rather than the chest.

Pains in the chest are not rare in various diseases of the spinal cord. Girdle pains or

girdle sensations are common in tabes dorsalis, the patient feeling as if constricted by a

hot or painful girdle. They occur early in the disease, and so are often set down vaguely
to gout or rheumatism, w'hcn a more careful examination would yield early evidences of

tabes. In transverse myelitis, or fraetiire of the dorsal eoliiiiiii with injury to the cord, girdle

pains round the chest may be felt at the level of the cord lesion, with loss or abolition of

sensation below it. A. ./. .J<\r-l!liil;c.

PAIN IN THE EAR. -(See Earache, p. 20-2.)

PAIN IN THE EPIGASTRIUM.

A. Sudden, severe epigastric pain may result from the rupture of a gastric or

duodenal ulcer, of a gaugrcu(jus ajipcndix. or from acute ])ancrcatitis. The pain in such

a ease is attended by severe shock antl signs of colla])se. and it may be difficult to say to

which of the above causes it is due. The past history of the patient and a cr.refiil study
of the other signs present, may guide one to a correct conclusion : but as all the conditions

mentioned require immediate surgical treatment, the differential diagnosis is made by
laparotomy.

When the diagnosis of an abdominal emergency has to be considered, if the history,

symptoms, and signs do not exactly fit acute intestinal obstruction, or stomach or duodenal

perforation, jierforating a])pcndix, or acute cholecystitis, and yet have some resemblance

to each of them, ])aucreatitis is the most probable cause.

The ])ain of aeiitc intestinal ob.straetion may be referred chiefly to the epigastrium.

^omiting is usually a prominent symptom in such a case. (See Constip.vtion. p. 121 ;

Meteohism, p. 388 ; Vomiting, p. 767.)

During an attack of biliary eolie the pain may be chiefly epigastric. The restlessness

of the patient in such a case is often of diagnostic value.

B. Chronic or recurrent pain in the Epigastrium may be due to a variety of

causes :
—

(1). It should be remembered, in the first place, that epigastric pain may be due to

e.rtra-alidoniin(d causes. Amongst these are spinal caries (especially to be thought of in

children), jitciirisy. and intercostal neitralgia. The first two of these can be distinguished

by the usual signs ; intercostal neuralgia is to be diagnosed by the presence of tender

points along the course of tlie nerve, anil by the absence of all signs and symptoms of

organic disease. An ,r-ray examination of the chest should be resorted to to exclude gross
intrathoracic changes, such as aneurysm, before intercostal neuralgia is diagnosed finally.

A dilated right ventricle may also be the cause of severe epigastric pain, which may
even simulate the pain of gastric ulcer or gall-stones. In cases of emphysema or heart

failure this should be borne in mind. In such cases the pain is aggravated by exertion.

Small ej>igastric lieniitr may cause recurring attacks of severe e])igastric pain. They
can be detected by careful ])alpation. usually in the linea alba.

Affections of tlie ididoniinat inascles, e.g., strain from eoughiug. or rlieiunatism (in

children), may also cause pain in the epigastrium.

(2). Assuming these to be excluded, the cause of the pain may Ije looked for in the

following organs :
—

(a). Stomach.—The chief causes of gastric pain are carcinoma, ulcer, hyperchlorhydria,
and gastralgia. (See Indigestion, p. 315.)

The ]jain in carcinoma is usually more or less continuous, although a|)t to be aggravated

temporarily by food. A tumovn- may be felt. Vomiting is usually present, and the

gastric contents show absence of free IICl in most cases.
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In cases of ulcer tin- pain is sharpi-r and nidic liclinitcly rc-lati-ii lo Hie takinij ol' fdod,
and often passes through to the hack. Vomiting is usually a feature, with or without
h:ininteniesis. There is localized deep tenderness on pressure, often over quite a small
and well-defined area. The gastric contents usually show the presence of an excess of
acid.

In eases of hi/iiiirlil(iih>/(Iii(i Hie pain is less severe than in eitlier of tlie above condi-
tions : it occurs in tlie late period of digestion, and is relieved temporarily by the taking
of food. There is an absence of other signs and sym|)toms, and of local tenderness : and
a test-meal sliows the i)resence of an excess of acid.

(iiintnilgia should only be diagnosed when all other possible causes of gastric pain
lia\r been excluded. The patient is usually a young woman : the pain may occur even
when the .stomach is em])ty. but is aggravated by food, even by liquids. Vomiting is

usually absent, and on jjhysical examination there is diffuse deep tenderness oNcr the
whole of the gastric area,

l^pigastrie pain may also be felt to a greater or less degree in all conditions of the
stomach associated with flatulence, and in that case it is relieved b\' the brinyiug up of
wind. (See Fi,.vTri,ENCE, p, lMO.)

The gastric crises of tabes may be attended l>y severe epigastric pain, and as these

may occur in the pre-ataxie stage of the discasi. before other sii;ns are jireseid. the
diai;nosis may be in doubt. The characteristic features are the sudileu onset of the ]y.\.'m.

and the fact that it is usually attcmled by urgent Miniitiiii;. There is no rise of tem|)cra-
tnre. but during the attack the bloDcl-pressure is raised : whereas in all other forms of
acute abdominal pain (<'\ecpt lead colic) it is lowered, .\bsenee of the knee-jerk, anil
the characteristic pupil sjons nt tabes, are not neccssarilv present.

Perigdstric (iilliesioiis are a possible cause of epigastric pain, but are dillicult to diagnose
with any certainty. If the pain is nuich iidluenccd by nuiseular movcTnents. or change
<if Jiosture. it is in hivour of adlu'sions beini;' the cause : but except lor this, it has no other
characteristic feat urcs.

(//). Diiodeii II in. -'\'l\c eharacterislie "hunger-pain' of duodenal ulcer (p. "JTl) may
be referred to the epigastrium.

(r). Liver and (iiill-bldihlcr.—K|)igastrie pain may be iirodueed bv etii/gesliini of the

liver, either active (he))atitis). or passixc. as in initial disease. It is also prodiieed bv such
conditions as hepatic abscess and carcinoma (see l.iviat. ICxL.VRGiiMi.N r oi' tuk. p. ;;i)(>).

Sliinc ill the giill-liliiililer may sometimes be the cause of epiijastrie jiain, which may
even be detinitely related to meals, or to the taking of a ])articnlar article of footl.

Pressure over the gall-bladder will often elicit tenderness ; and if the patient is made to
take a deep breath wiiilst the pressure is applied, there will be a painful catcli in the breath
as the diajihragm descends. In a doubtful case, in which the diagnosis lies between gall-
.stones and gastric ulcer, the following jioints are in favour of gall-stones : (i) The occur-
rence of the pain at rather long inter\-,ils. with comparative freedom from svm|)toms
between ; (ii) Long duration of the attack of pain : (iii) Continuance of the [jain in spite
of vomiting ; (iv) The occurrence of slight shivering ami rise of tempei-.iture with the
attacks ; (v) .V comparatively low degree of acidity of the gastric conlents. (Jail-stones

are relatively commoner in women : ulcer in men.

(d). Pmicreas.—Pancreatic calculi, chronic i)ancreatitis, or new growth, may all be
the cause of epigastric pain. \n accurate diagnosis of these conditions is ilitficult. and
often impossible : Init other signs of disturbed function of the pancreas may be present,
such as fatty diarrluca, or a •

])ancrcatic reaction
"

(|). 1(10) in the m-ine. .\ tumour also

may be felt. (Jlycosuria may be iirescnt. but is ni]| in\ arialile. In cases of chronic pan-
creatitis there is usually a history of gall-stones.

((). Abdominal Aorta.—An abdominal aneurijsw may cause ])ain in the epigastrium.
but the ]iain is more marked in the back. The patient is usually a young man with a

syphilitic history, and a jiulsating expansile tumour can be felt on (lce[) |)alpation. Tlie

.r-rays will confirm the diagnosis.

Abdominal angina, which is associated with arterial atheroma and a high blood-

pressure, is an occasional cause of severe epigastric pain, which comes on in paroxysms,
especially upon exertion. The pain in such a ease tends to radiate like that- of true

angina, and is often attended by llatiilenee, tenesmus, and other abdominal symptoms.
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There arc >isu.illy sipns of atheroma in the peripheral vessels : and the diannosis mav be
confirnied by the yieldiiio of the pain to vascular depressants, and especially to diuretin.

if). Colon.—Spasmodic contraction of the transverse colon (enterospasni) may be a
cause of epigastric pa.in, which may simulate gastric pain by being induced by the taking
of food. Such pain, however, tends to be relieved by pressure, and by the passage of gas
per anum. Obstinate constipation is usually a feature of the case, and there are often

mucus and shreds of membrane in the motions (muco-membranous colitis). A similar

pain may be due to plinribism. for the diagnosis of which see p. 3-1. Huheit Hiililiisnn.

PAIN IN THE EXTREMITY (LOWER).—Tlie causes of pain in the low.r limbs

are so numerous that much space would be required if any attemjit were made to discuss

them in full. Fortunately the nuijority are detected easily when attention is paid to the

site, nature, and history of the pain, and the painful spot is examined. .An attack of gout
in the big toe, an ingrowing toenail, a llat-foot. a synovitis of the knee or ankle, phlebitis
of a varicose vein, a tumour of one of the long bones, and many other localized pathological

processes require only an elementary medical knowledge and the enlightened use of eyes
and fingers for a correct diagnosis to be made. On the other hand, there are many con-

ditions of which ])ain of a more or less diffused iype is a prominent symptom, and which

require very careful investigation if mistakes are to be avoided and diagnostic traps escaped.
The fact that the nerves of the leg si)ring from the lower part of the spinal cord in the dorso-

hmibar ]iart of the vei'tebral column, and that they have a somewhat lengthy course within

the lumbo-sacral vertebral canal a,ud the pelvic ca\ity, where they are comparatively in-

accessible, before they reach the limb, explains why the origin of some pains referred to

the lower extremity is rendered obscure. Moreover, some of the painful conditions met
with are connected only indirectly with the nervous paths, and are more directly associated

with morbid conditions of other structures, such as joints, blood-vessels, etc.

The classification of the various jjainful conditions in the lower extremity which need

our attention from the point of view of diagnosis is no easy matter. One may consider

first those which arc primarily nervous in origin, and use them as a l)asis for comparison
witli those due to disease of other tissues.

1. Pains of Neuralgic or Neuritic Origin.

Scidlicd.—This name is applied conunonly to a condition of the sciatic nerve which

may sometimes be described as a neuralgia and sometimes as a neuritis, according to the

severity of the attack and the amount of alteration in nervous function to which it gives
rise. It is characterized by pain of a neuralgic type referred to a part or the whole of the

course of the sciatic nerve and its branches, from the sciatic notch to the sole of the foot.

Usually the ])ain is most severe along the back of the thigh and along the outer side of the

leg. Tenderness is found on pressure over the gluteal region, over the sciatic notch, and

generally all along the nerve. Exacerbation of pain is i)roduced by stretching the nerve,

for instance by forcibly Hexing the thigh on the trunk with the knee fully extended. The

pain is intensified by muscular exertion, and is often severe p,t night, especially when the

patient lies on his back. Sciatica is often associated with lumbago, pain and tenderness

in the muscles of the lumbar region. In long-.standing cases the nutrition of the affected

leg suffers and the muscles appear generally smaller than those of the other limb, but

localized atrophy jjicking out individual muscles suggests that there is something more
than a simple neinalgia or neuritis at work. Numbness, and even slight cutaneous

ana'sthesia. may be found on the dorsiun of the foot, in the distribution of the musculo-

cutaneous branch, in cases of simple sciatic neuritis. The knee-jerk is never affected in

sciatica, but the ankle-jerk is often diminished or lost, a.nd may remain absent for a long

period after the pain has disappeared. The plantar rellcx is of the flexor type.
Before making a diagnosis of sciatica or sciatic neuritis in a patient who complains of

pain in the course of that nerve, the physician must satisfy himself that there is »o gross
disease in the hip-joiiit. pelvis, or spinal column which could give rise to the symptoms. The

mobility of the hip-joint must be investigated carefully, and, if doubt exists with regard to

its integrity, the joint should be skiagraphed. The pelvis should be examined externally
and internally ])er rectum or per vaginam. The v.riter has seen a case of sarcoma of tlie

innominate bone mistaken for sciatica, when a glance at the pelvis as a whole was suHicient

to (lemonstrate the swelling on the affected side. In the same wav the mistaken diagnosis
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of sciiitica has frequently liceii made when a reetal or vaghial examniation would detect a

pelvic iii/ldminntori/ or mali^iunit imiufi jircssiiig on the nerve. Kven a relioverlcd uterus may
sometimes cause ]>ain in tlie seiatie distriltutioii. Tuberculuus. gunttiifitous. or malignant
disease of the lunibo-sucral vertebra', tumour, or nirniu<!itis involvinii the loiver part of the spinal
cord and cauda c.piina. are also ea])ahle of producing pain which resembles tliat of sciatica.

In sucli cases, impiiry into tlie action of the spliinctcrs of the l^ladder and rectum may
suggest tlie jiosiliou of tlic lesion, and sliould always he made in patients complaining of

sciatica. Skiagraphy of the lower part of the vertebral column may licl|) to disclose disease

of that structure. ].nnil)ar pvmcture may be necessary for diagnosing .syphilitic meningitis.
In most cases of tliis kind, however, a careful scrutiny of the lower limb will show that the

pain is not limited to the dislribulinn (il the sciatic ner\c. that tln' latter is not acutely
tender on pressure, that there are atrophy and paresis of certain groujis of muscles, some
of which arc supplied by other branches of the lumbo-sacral jilexus. that there are patches
of ana'sthesia corresponding to root rather than nerve areas, or that the kTiec-jerk is lost

and i)erhaps the plantar rcllcx altered in character. It should also be remembereil that

sciatica is nearly always unilateral, whereas growths or iutlammatiuu within the

vertebral canal tend to (iroducc signs and sym])toms in Ixith legs at a coui|iaratively

early stage.

The rrci|uency with which sci;!.tica is diagnosed when some nuicli mure serious disease

is really pri'si-nt. is sulllcient excuse fcir laying emphasis on the above pnints. and e\ery

practitioner woidd do well to make it his in\ariable rule, when faced with a case apparently

conforming to the ]iicturc of sciatica, to iu(|uire into the action of the sphincters, to inspect

carefully and palpate the peKis and s|)ine, to nuike a rectal examination, and finally to

keep a sliar]> look-out for signs of ))rcsent or |)ast malignant disease in other ])arfs of the

body. In all cases of neuralgic or ueuritic i>:iin the urine should be examined for the

presence of sugar.

.Interior ('rural Xcuni/gia ami .{nierior ^ 'y(/r///.v.- -Xeuralgia in the distribution of the

antt'rior crur;',l uer\c is nuich less eoninion than sciatica, and precautions similar to those

just ment ioued nuist be adojitcd before the diagnosis is made. In this condition, the i)ain

and tenderiU'ss involve the fioni of the thigii as far as the knee, and the knee-jerk is some-

times diminished. In some case-, tlic ])a,in extends along the sa|jhcnous branch to the

ankle, inner aspect of foot, and big toe. There is often considerable wasting of the ipiafl-

riceps extensor muscle, which may also exhibit reaction of degeneration. Occasionally
the affection is associated with sciatica.

Obturidor Xeurahgia.
—Pain in the distriliution of the obturator ner\<- is rarely of sim|ile

neuralgic origin. Disease of the hip-joint and obturoltn' Inrnio are two of the conilitions

which may gi\e rise to it.

JMeral<iiii Para'stlutica is the name given to ;i \'ariely of pain which is referred to the

course of the external cutaneous ner\ e of the thigh. The relations of this nerve to the

])Soas muscle and the fascia lata render it liable to stretching or pressure in standing fir

walking, with the residt that the neuralgia is intensified by the maintenance of the erect

postm'c. In certain instances of great obesity, prolonged sitting has been sup|)osed to

play a part in producing this ty])e of neuralgic discomfort. There is sometimes a [jainful

pressure-s|)ot just below the anterior ilia" s|)ine. .\ flat-foot is met with not uncommonly
in these cases.

Metatarsal .\euridgia. or .Morton's .Iffeetion of the Foot. -This neuralgia is of the

jjaroxysmal type, and is described as dull throbbing pain in the base of the fourth—some-

times of the second—toe, and spreading up the leg. There is tenderness on pressure over

the metatarsus. In a certain number of cases the pain is probably related to the wearing
of tight or ill-fitting boots, or to the ])resence of flat-foot.

Calcanodfpiia is another form of pain liable to occur in neuralgic subjects who are

iloing nuich walking. The ])ain is often bilateral, worse in the evening and at night, and

tends to sjjread from the heel to the base of the toes. There are no objcctixe signs of disease.

One patient \\\u> consulted me for this condition returned a year or two later with a typical

brachial neuralgia. In all obscure cases of painful feet the possibility of a gonorrluEal
bursitis or flbrositis should be kept in r.iind : anri also of calcification in the posterior

end of the long jjlantar ligament producing a si)inc-like projection beneath the os calcis,

visible to the j-ravs {Fis. 1S5).
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Miilliplf Xcinilis.—The lower extremities are often the site of multiple neuritis givini;

rise to great pain, but the diagnosis is rarely dillicult owing to the assoeiation of atrophic

palsy of the museles, the eleetrieal reaction of degeneration, dulling of cutanec^us sensibility

below the knees, and loss of the knee- and ankle-jerks, Perhajis the most characteristic

and constant phenomenon in such cases is the presence of marked tenderness of the muscles

on pressure. The nerve trunks are sometimes hypersensitive also, but not so constantly
as are the muscles below the knees. The pain in multiple neuritis is often acute, worse at

night, and aggravated by movement and the pressure of bed-clothes.

Tabes Dorsalis.—The pains of tabes are more often eom])lained of in the legs tlum in

any other jjart of the body. Unlike the neuralgias, they are usually l)ilateral and not

referred to the distribution of any ]iarticular jieripheral nerve. The "

lightning
"

pains
are so characteristic that they can hardly be eomi)areil with ])ains of any other origin.

\Vhether trivial and "

niggling," or so intense as to draw sweat and cries from the most
heroic of sufferers, they are always short and lightning-like in duration, often rapidly

repeated in the paroxysms, irregularly periodic in their attacks, and fleeting or hovering in

their localization. It is a practical point of importance to remember that many patients,
when asked if they suffer from pains, emphatically deny it, but readily admit to

'

rheu-

matics.' and then describe in a graphic manner the lightning pains of tabes. The idea of

rheumatics is evolved from the

laet tliat these pains are often

]in)voked by changes in the

weather. In addition to light-

ning ])ains, sidferers from tabes

often com])lain of dull aching or

boring )iains. which are more
cciiitiniKius and less intermittent

than those just described. Ta-

betic i)ains may precede all other

signs and symptoms of the dis-

ease, in which ease their dia-

gnosis may be dillicult. The

lollowing points should be in-

\ rstigated carefully when pains

answering to the description

t;i\en above are complained of :

( 1
)

.\ history of syphilis, con-

genital or acquired. The writer

has known a woman, probably
the subject of congenita' syphilis,

to suffer from lightning pains

from early ehildhuod up to forty years of age, when she i)resented other signs of tabes ;

(2) The presence or absence of a positive Wassermann serum reaction, though this test

may be negative without tabes dorsalis being excluded ; (.3) The presence or absence of a

lymphocytosis in the cerebrospinal fluid ; (4) The reaction of the pupils to light ; (5) The

condition of the knee- and ankle-jerks ; (6) The presence of deeji and superficial analgesia

over the legs ; (7) A history of gastric crises ; and (8) The condition of the sphincter

vesica?. Particular attention is drawn to a valuable sign of tabes which is not referred

to so commonly as are .Vrgyll IJoljcrtson ])ui)ils and absent knee-jerks, i.e., the impaired

pain-sensibility in the calf and other nuiseles when they arc squeezed,

Acroponrsllicsiii.
— (Sec p. 444.)

•2. Pain in connection with Disturbances of the Circulation.

Intcnnillctit CItiiulicdIioii.—This term is applied to a condition the |)ath<>logy of which

is still obscure, but which certainly depends on an insullicient blood-sup])Iy to the muscles

of the lower extremities when they are called into activity during locomotion. It may
lead eventually to gangrene. The malady oc:urs chiefly in men over forty years of age,

and particularly in those who have indulged freely in tobacco, who have contracted sy])hilis.

or who have thrown strain ujjon their legs over a long period of time. The ])atient com-

plains of j)ain in t)ne or both legs, generally in the calf muscles, coming on after walking

Fi'h 1S.5.—.Skia^niiu of u '

spine
"

on the under snrfaee oE the os ealeis,

causiii'-' iKnnf'il lieel, (A'v l)r. Limlmi/ L«cli<:.)
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a certain distap.ee, and ilisajipearni;^ with rest. 'J'lie pani lieeimies sd int<ileralile thai lie

is obliged to stand or sit still until it passes off. .-Vs time goes on the distance he can walk

in comfort becomes protji'essively shorter. Examination of the alTeeted limbs reveals

nothintf obvious: they are well nuMrished. ])owi'riul. and normal in repaid to sensation

and rellexes. I'robably. hciwexcr. the observer will fail to detect jmlsation in the arteries

i>f Ihi' foot, and perhaps he ma\- not fi'el the jjopliteal artery behind the knee-joint. The
femoral artery can usually be felt to pulsate in a normal manner. .After the exertion of

walkina. the foot may appear unduly ])ale. With rest, the returning flush of normal colour

si)reads gradually over its surface. In several cases (jf this kind the writer has noticed

myokymia of the calf muscles : that is to say. slow worm-like eontraetions of individual

nuiseic bundles without any moxement ol' the Icml. The ankle-jerk may be diminished
or absent. The condition is not very uneonunon. and its <liagn(isis is not dillieult if the

characteristic history of pain coming on during the act of walking is borne in mind ami
Icad.s to the search for the signs referred to aboNc. The imiKirlanee of its reeognitidu
needs no cni])hasis in \ lew i<( its tendency to go on to gangrene.

Rtii/nainrs Disease.—The pain attendant on the local syuco])e and local asphyxia
which characterize this disease may be severe, but the diagnosis is obvious owing to the

onset of symmetrical ])allor or cyanosis of the toes preceding the acutely ]iainful stage

(sec (Janguenk, p. •2,".5). The hands are nearly adways alTeeted at the same time.

ErfltiiromeUdgiii.- In this eon<lition. which may affect \arious jiarts of the body, but

whieli is seen most eounnouly in the feet, pain may jird'cde any olliir phenomenon. The

isiiu is more or less e(jntinuous. with paroxy.smal exacerbations, and it is aggravatefl by
the dependent ]iosilion of tlu' limb as well as by warm applications. The raising of the

tool to, or above, the le\i-l ot the body, and the application of cold, are attended by
alleviation. Local patches of cntaueous Hushing follow, or sometimes precede, the pain,
and are oftiu lomid about the ball of the big t(je or along one edge of the toot. These

patches are generally rose-j)ink, but may become jim'plish-red in severe ])aroxysms. The
local teni])crature is raised, and ]>tdsation of the vessels may be observed. Sui)erlicial and

deep tenderness is idso present, but no changes in the rellexes ari' uoled. In long-standing
eases a certain amoiml of oedema ri'sults. Krythromelalgia occurs in persons who are

ajiparenllN healthy in other respects : on the other hand, it may be aw early svmiitom of,

or Ik- associ;ited with, some disease of the spinal cord, such as disseininaled s<'lerosis. tabes

dorsalis. or syringomyelia.
The following table is drawn up with a view- to smnuuiriziug the ehirf points in the

dilleiential diagnosis of intermittent claudication. Havnaud's disease, and er\ihronielalgia ;

Aae

Sex

Sile

Pain

I iisiniifilor

eittin2is

IXTHmUlTlC.NT CLilI>I-
CATIO.X lUVXAlIV.^S Dl.SKASE

40 and over

.Males niolr t li:in Iciiiales

];i',VI-|Uiu.VIELAL(aA

111!.All ages J

Females iiion- Ihaii males .Males ninn' than IcTnaJes

.As ii rule synunctrieal in .Synuuctrieal in toes
calf Muiseles

Asvmmil rical in feet, rarely
filaleral

Onset while walking

Worse in colli weather

Only \\ ilU e\eix-ise

Xc) seiisnrv elian''e

During syneo|):ii phase or Precedes vasomotor plieiK
absent

I'nafl'ected li\ |>ositinn

May he exciteil l>y
I'aroNNsMial

.1.1

.AiiM'stliesia anil analgesia

during ]iarnNysiii

mena
.\ii'jra\!ilc(l li\- clepeiideiit

piisl arc

(r.i<l henclieial

.^lorc or less eontimious,
with exaeerhations

.Sa|ierlicial and deep tender-
ness

I'ink to ]iurplish tlnshXo change or slightly ]iale I'allor and li\l(lilv

.\lisenee of pulsation in Ischainia ami local colil iMcreased ]iulsation and
arteries. Feet some- Ineal heat
times cold

(jangrene ertmnmn (.aii^^ieiie rareGangrene occasional

.l..w/«- f: Arteriosclerosis

I .Syphilis

General A-asomotor (lis- i''uactii)iial and organic dis-

tiirhanees ease of the central ncr\i)iis

svsteni
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:!. Referred Pain in Visceral Disease.—In tlie lower extinnity the referred pain of

visceral disease is not recoynized so often as is that of eardiae disease in the u])i)er extremity.
Disease of the rectum, Ijladdcr, jirostate, or uterus may, however, give rise to i)ain and
cutaneous tenderness, chiefly in the fifth lumbar and sacral areas. Head quotes a ])atient

who suffered from prostatitis and whose complaint was as follows :

"
My life is a burden,

for I cannot stand owing to the jjain in the soles of my feet. I cannot walk owing to the

pain in my calves, or sit on account of the pain over the ischial tuberosities and in the

perincinn, or even lie owing to the pain in my loins and side." A careful examination of

the abdominal and pelvic viscera is necessary, therefore, in all cases of pain referred to

the legs without obvious local cause. A'. Fanjiiliur Binznid.

PAIN IN THE EXTREMITY (UPPER).-- I'ain in some part or other of the upper

extremity is a common complaint, and one for which relief is often sought. This article

makes no pretence to deal with the diagnosis of cases in which tliere is some obvious local

source of pain, such as acute arthritis or a tumour, but is intended to serve as a guide for

the diagnosis of cases in which the pain is more obscin-e in origin.

First, it is always essential to inquire into the character of the pain, its exact site, its

duration, and, if paroxysmal, its usual time of onset, its relation to movement, rest, etc.

Secondly, a careful examination nnist be made, not only of the offending limb, but of the

functions of various organs and of the nervous system in particular. It must be remem-
bered that tlie arm is innervated by branches of the brachial ])lexus. and that the latter

is made up of nerve hbi'cs derived from the fifth cervical to the second dorsal spinal seg-

ments through their corresponding roots. Conse(|uently, complete examination may
necessitate an investigation of the spinal functions, and an inquiry into the condition of

the cervical vertebral column and the cervical meninges ; it may even he desirable to take

a skiagram of the neck or to make a Imnbar puncttu'e for the ])urpose of a correct diagnosis.
Attention may be drawn especially to the fact that jjain in any situation may be a fore-

runner, the tirst symptom of a nervous or spinal lesion which ultimately leads to more
serious disorders of function, such as paralysis, loss of sensibility, and alteration of reflexes.

The following are various pathological conditions of which |)ain in the arm is often a

prominent synq)tom :
—

Brachial Neuralgia.—This, like neuralgia in other ])a.rts. is characterizeil l>y i)ain

and tenderness in the distribution of one or more nerves. The pain may be referred to

the course of all the branches of the brachial plexus, but sometimes is limited to that of

one or two nerves, such as the ulnar, musculospiral, or internal cutaneous. It may occur

only in paroxysms, but more commonly there is a constant aching discomfort, with occa-

sional severe exacerbations excited by exertion, cold, or mental worry. The patient is

generally glad to rest the limb or to carry it in a sling, in order to avoid the more acute

attacks : on the other hand, the continuous aching drives him to find temporary relief in

frequent changes of ])osition. Pressure over the affected nerves is accomiianied by tender-

ness, especially over the brachial ])lexvis in the posterior triangle of the neck, over the

museidospiral as it winds round the humerus, and over the ulnar along its su])erficial coiu'sc

in the region of the elbow. The tenderness so produced may be associated with pain or

tingling referred to the more peripheral course of the nerve. The skin may be hyi)er-

a'sthetic and show vasomotor changes in the way of flushing or hyperidrosis.
In making a diagnosis of brachial neuralgia it is desirable to seek for .some cause to

which it can be ascribed, such as a rheumalic or goiili/ diathesis, or a history of some pre-

ceding toxic condition, such as influeiizn. malaria, or alce/liolism. In some cases no satis-

factory explanation beyond luuisual worry or work in a neuropathic indivi<lual is forth-

coming. The urine should be examined for sugar, as neuralgia is sometimes of diidjetic

origin. The presence of muscidar atrophy or ana'sthesia removes the case from the

category of neuralgia, and the diagnosis of neuritis or of some more gross organic affection

must be substituted. On the other hand, it nuist not be forgotten that a cervical rH>

{Fig. 187) may produce many of the .symptoms of brachial neuralgia without any definite

muscular atrophy or sensory loss. In contradistinction to some of the conditions about

to be described, brachial neuralgia is practically always unilateral.

Brachial neuralgia may be diagnosed, therefore, if there is pain and tenderness in

the ilistribution of the brachial jilexus without ])ara!ysis or sensory loss, and if no gross
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Fl'l. ISl".. -Ski;ii:r;qill sliouiiiir .Ti-siiMl
I'S ill tl as,- „f a .-liiM.

iSI;„irir,ilii h,i Ih. i:illur/ S,;,li.)

lesion can !>(- I'ound to accmnit Inr tlu' symptoms. So-callci! niiisiiilur rliciiimilisDi clilTfi-s

from bradiial neuralgia in that the jiain is frcnerally k-ss acute and the points ol' local tcmlcr-
ncss arc to be found over muscular insertions rather than o\er the ncr\c tinnks. At the
same time it must be a.dmitted that IIk' nuiselt's as

well as tlu' nerves are hy|it'rsensiti\ c in sc\-ere cases of

neunilni;i.

Brachial Neuritis.- When nuiscular atro|)hy and

sensory loss arc tound in addition to i>ain and tender-

ness, the condition nnist be renardcd as one ol ncurilis.

Unilateral brachial neuritis is very uneorninon cxec|)t as

a result of sonic i;ross lesion, such as |)rcssure on. or

irritation ni. the ncr\i'-trunks. Hilateral brachiid

neuritis is common enough, bu; is tbcu a part ol a

multiple peripheral ncniilis due to alcohol, arsenic, lead.

diabetes, itc. hi whic h I he- lower extremities also arc

generally in\dl\eil.

]?efore niakinn a dia.;;nosis of (juc-sidcd lirachial

neuritis, careful search nmst lie made hir e\i(lencc ol

such conditions as cfivictit lih. Iiniiniir in the pasli liur

friiinolc of till- iicrl;. o/iiiids in tlir ai illii. niii iir/isiii af l/n

siihrhrcidii iiiicrii. iiKilifiimtil (liscnsc or cdriis aj tin

cervical vcilcliitv. ccnicdl piichfiniciiiii^ilis. s/iiiiiil liniiniir.

or sjiiiiiil iiliosis. SciiiiiiiKilii or jihroiiciironitilti a.i'c

{fenerally widely distributed about the pcri|)hcral nerxes,

but cases have been recorded in which they have been
limited to the brachial plexus and ha\e liiven rise to a

brachial neuralsiia or brachial neuritis. .Such tumours may lie so small as easilv t(j

escape observation unless lookeil for. AdijiDsis iloliinisa (p. 410) is another rare eondilion
which may liiNC rise to ncuraluie |iain in the arm. but il is iml limited to one limli.

Cervical Ribs.- .\ supcrnnmcrarx- seventh cer\ical rib. unilateral or bilateral, is a

fre(|n ent eon;;i'nital

abnormality. In a.

small proportion of

cases it may gixc rise

to symptoms, especi-

ally in adults who use

their arms and h;nds
eon I i una. i ly in I he

course (it their cm-

p l(jy nient . Wdnicn
sutler more often t ban
men. I'ain ra.diad iny

Ironi the root ol the

neck to the ti|>s of

the linyers. more often

than not alouL;- the

ulnar border of the

,trm. is usually the

lirst. and may be the

nly. symiitom. The

pain is of a,n a/hiui;

or dull borini; char-

a"tcr. and is nnicli

inllucneed by rest

a.nd position. l''or in-

stance, if a woman.
who lias been sniferinj: much when at work, takes a. holiilav. and ceases to use her arms
for serubbiuL;, lifting, etc.. she may lose the pain altogether until she resumes her oceujia-tion.

Fi'i. 1.S7.—i?ki;i'-,'ram of tervioal rilis in nn aihilt. Tin llu* Ir-ft side of tlie skiau'rani tlie ril-

is fully devc'lopcil ; on the ritrlil side Oldy a jiarl i- lionv. su rliat ir forms a false or l.ultress
nil continued by a lil.rous eord. uljieli duV-s not slmw with Ilir- /-rays,

{Sl.i,ii!<unh>j Ilr. s. liillurt Sniff.)
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Similarly the pain is worse at night after a day"s work, and may be influenced favourably

by kec|)inii; the arm in certain positions. Lying in Ijed with the hand behind the head is

a favourable attitude in many cases. Very occasionally the piin spreads into the scajiular
reoion along the course of the suprascapular nerve. There is rarely any tenderness along
the peripheral parts of the nerves, but pressure in the posterior triangle of the neck, just
above the inner jsart of the clavicle, may give rise to pain radiating down the arm.

In addition to pain there may be disturbances of motor, sensory, and vasomotor origin.

Atrophic palsy of the intrinsic hand muscles and of the flexor muscles in the forearm are

the common motor disturbances, and may lead to deformities such as CL.\w-n.\ND (p. 109).

Aiucsthesia along the ulnar border of the forearm, and perhaps extending on to the inner

fingers, is sometimes observed. In one bilateral case the writer iias observed intense vaso-

motor disturbances without definite muscular atrophy or sensory loss. Both hands were
the seat of a painful cyanosis involving the fingers, and almost amounting to the condition

seen in cases of Raynaud's disease. Sometimes there is a diminution in the radial pulse
on the affected side. The diagnosis of cervical rib or ribs depends on the use of the ,r-rays

{Figs. 18G. 187) to reveal their presence, but it must be borne in mind that the pressure
on the trunk or trunks of the brachial ])lexus is usually exerted by a fibrous band passing
from the tip of the cervical rib to the first dorsal rib, and that therefore the size of the rib

shown by skiagraphy affords no guide as to the importance of its effect. The most

rudinuntary rib is as important from this point of view as one which is fully developed.
Aeroparaesthesia.—This term is ajiplied to a fairly common complaint, usually made

by women between thirty-five and fifty-five years of age. who are continually using their

liands. and especially by those whose hands are frequently immersed in waters of different

temperatures. Charwomen, domestic servants, needlewomen, and washerwomen are

particidarly liable to suffer. ^Many of the victims indulge to a moderate extent in spirit-

drinking. They complain of a burning pain, associated with tingling and ntunbness. in

tlie fingers and ijalms of their hands. It is noticed cliiefly in the latter part of the day after

work is over, and becomes intensified when they are warm in bed. In the early morning
their fingers are mnnb and chniisy. but the discomfort passes off while they are at work,

only to return again towards evening. As a rule there is little to see on examination, but

there may be redness or pallor of the affected parts, associated with a subjective feeling
of heat and swelling. Sensibility is iminipaired if allowance is made for the cutaneous

thickening usually present in persons whose hands are much exposed to moisture and
friction. There is no definite palsy or muscular atrophy. Acroparicsthesia as a rule affects

both liands, and very occasionally is accompanied by a similar condition in the feet.

Similar paraestliesia; are sometimes comjilained of by jjatients suffering from tabes

(iorsalis, but in those cases the pains are of the lightning character, and never limited to

the hands. Other tabetic signs, such as Argyll Robertson pupils, ulnar analgesia, impaired
sense of position, and absence of tendon-jerks, serve to make a diagnosis. In the early

stages of subacute cnmbiiied degeneration nf the spinal cord, para-sthesiic, sometimes of a

markedly painful character, are referred to the hands and feet. The presence of some
ataxia or spastic jiaraiilcgia. with increased tendon-jerks and extensor jihuitar rcllcxes,

differentiate this disease from the ordinary acropara>sthesi;c.

Radicular Pain.—I'nder this title may be included all pains in the arm which radiate

through the peripheral distribution of the posterior .spinal roots from the fifth cervical to

the second dorsal. These pains extend from the necli towards the periphery of the limb,

and are usually of a sharp, lancinating type. In the large majority of cases they are pro-
duced by .some gross morbid ])rocess involving the roots within the spinal canal or in their

cour.se through the interverteljral foramina. The morbid processes most connnonly

responsible are intrnvcrtebral tiimnnr, cenicnl paehiinieningitis. cervical caries, and malignant
disease of the cervical vertebra'. In all these conditions the radicular pain may precede all

other symptoms, with the result that the diagnosis is often dillicult and sometimes impos-
sible until further phenomena develoj). The pain is occasionally unilateral, more often

bilateral
;

there may be tenderness on pressure over the vertebrie, especially in the case

of vertebral caries or malignant di.sease. Movements of the neck will intensify the pain
in the latter conditions. The diagnosis is arrived at by careful attention to the following

points : (1) Evidence of deformity, rigidity or tenderness of the cervical vertebra?, sujjple-

mented by an i-ray examination : (2) The presence of other root symptoms, such as localized
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atn)])liLC ])alsy. aiKcsthr.sia. ami loss cii' (ciiiliiii-jrrks in IIr' arms : (:i) I'^x jdciUT nf |iirssurc

on the spinal cord, pniducing spastic ijaralysis oi' tlic trunk and lower liinl)s, together with

ana'sthesia, loss of abiloininal reflexes, increascil knee-jerk, ankle-clonus, and extensor

plantar reflexes
; (-!•) The occurrence of oeulo-pupillary |ihenoniena when the cightli errvical

and first dorsal roots are involved : and (.)) The condition (d' the ecniirospinal lluid olilinned

liy lumbar puncture (]i. .'!l)l-).

In addition to the gross extrinsic i)roecsscs ariecting the spin d roots, there are other

cases in which a spinal root is the site of an intrinsic inllamnial(n'v or vascular lesion, llnprs
zoster is a coininon residt of such a lesion, and may be found in th<' perii)hcral distribution

of any of the posterior roots which go to form the brachial [ilcxus. Pain in the upper
extremity often ])reeedes the eruption, and post-herpetic neuralgia is sometimes long pei-
sistent and associated with marked hypenestliesia in the corres])onding root area. Uni-

radicular pain, followed by atroi)hy of the nuiscles supplied by the ellcrent root fibres and by
sensory loss in the region innervated by the afferent fibres, with or without the develo])ment
of an herpetic rash, also occurs in rare instances as the resnit of an inliammatory or vascidar

lesion of the spinal nir\c in the neighbourhood of the posterior root ganglion.
Referred Pain in Visceral Disease.—In disease of the heart and aorta, especially

with syphilitic disease of the aortic valves, or with atheroma or aneurysm (d' the first few-

inches of the aorta, attacks (d' pain in the left arm are often complained of. These may
be confined to the arm. i>r may be associated with fully developed angina ])ectoris (p. (.'!;>).

The pain is radicidar in distribution. referre<l to the first and second dorsal root areas the

ulnar border of the arm .sometimes extending into the little finger. During the attacks

cutaneous hypera»stliesia may be present over the same areas. In all eases of paroxysmal
pain referred to the left arm a \ cry careful examination of the thoraeie \ iscera is therefore

indicated.

Occupation Neuroses. The upper liml) is the e mon site of oeeupation neuiipses

—termed writtr's cramp, typist's cramp, and so on. according to wlu'ther it has to do with

writing, typing, needlework, telegraphy, hair-cutting, etc. These neuroses are Tuainly
characterized by some form of muscular spasm, but pain of a crami)-like character is a

fre(iuent accompaniment of the s])asin. The diagnosis is easy, because careful in(|uiry

will elicit the fact that tin pain and spasm are evoked by the em])loyment of the lind) in a

particular occupation, and that other manipulations involving the use of the same nmselcs

may be carried out with impunity. The acute ]iain associated with the s]iasm may he

followed by a dull aching for some hours after the occupation has been indulged in.

Finally, the term Psychalgia may be aj)])lied to pain referred to the arm. [is well

as to other i)arts of the body, by patients whose ner\'ous and mental resistance is under-

mined or exhausted. Xeurasthenic pain of this kind is rarely limited to the arm : it is

referred more commonly to various jiarts of the head and to jjartienlar regions along the

course of the \ertcbral (olnnm. E. Fiininhiir liiizzanl.

PAIN IN THE EYE is not by itself pathngnomonie of any particular lesion ; but it

may be eonii)laine(l of under very dixerse circumstances, which may be ranged into the

following groups :

1. Pain associated with Visible Inflammatory Changes, due to—
f'lireiLMi li(i(l\-

]->a( ri>|iion
Con juiiet i\ il is

fleeratiiiii ni' the Iiiterstilial keratitis Glaucoma
cornea Iritis , Ocular lierpcs.

The differential diagnosis between these is discussed in the article on Evi:. .\citk

iNFL.VJlJl.VnoN OF {]>. 'JUl ).

2. Pain without Visible Changes in the Eyeball, but with Acute Loss of Sight in

one eye only, in both eyes together, or in one eye after the other : Kctrobnlbar neuritis.

The ]iain is generally referred to the back rather than to the front of the eye. The

diagnosis is suggested at once if considerable loss of sight comes on acutely in an eye which
on examination proves not to be affected by glaucoma, intra-ocular haemorrhage, detach-

ment of the retina, or any visible or ])al])al>le lesion, esjiecially if the degree of vision power
w'axes aiul wanes, owing to varying degrees of engorgement of the vessels in the o|itic nerve

where it is inflameil between the eveball and the brain, .\fter a dav or two, or a few davs
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the pain may disapiicar and siglit return to normal : on the other lianil. in severer cases,

the inflammation in the optic nerve may come forward to the hack of tlie eyeball and
become visible as optic neuritis (Plate XIX, Fig. k. p. 410). The cause of the mischief

may be didicult to determine ; often it remains obscure ; sometimes it is traced success-

fully to jjlumbism {]). 34). syphilis, or to some acute infection such as inlhicnza.

3. Pain without Inflammation and witliout Blindness, Init associated with errors of

refraction : Eyestrain.
The commonest cause of eyestrain is some error of refraction, es])ecially hypermetropia,

astigmatism, or presbyopia, and it arises mainly in persons whose occupation entails much

reading of small print, fine needlework, or close attention to minute details ne.ir to the

eyes ; or in those whose work has to be carried on in too dim or too strong a light—
especially electric or strong simshinc. It is not so much the big degrees of error of

refraction that cause the mischief—for these are generally so obvious to the patient tliat

they have been corrected already by ap])ropriate glasses : it is rather tlie minor or even

(piite small degrees of liy])ermctro])ia or astigmatism that are responsible, for these have

very likely not by tliemselves led the i)atient to seek ocular advice : and they need consider-

able care in their detection even at the luinds of a skilled o])htlialmic surgeon The jiatient

may consider that he has excejitionally good sight, especially in the case of minor degrees
of hypermetropia, which may none the less cause not only severe pains in the eyes, but

also serious headaches and attacks simidating migraine. Frequently it is only when the

jjatient has become tired from excessive work that the strain of accommodating for near

objects begins to tell : and the sym|)toms may be attributed to overwork when this is but

partly true : or presbyo])ia may jiroducc pain in eyes which were not subject to eyestrain
when the faculty of accommodation was more lissom in youth, notwithstanding tlie error

of refraction. Pain in the eyes from eyestrain becomes more conunon as age adxances.

and some elderly persons are scarcely able to read or work at all on this account, even

when glasses have been prescribed.
On the other hand, work carried out mider exceptional circumstances of light or

closeness may cause eyestrain even in those whose ocular refraction is normal or fully

compensated by glasses : microscopists are apt to suffer in this way for instance, or those

who are ex])Osed to the glare of .sunshine upon snow : and so on. The circumstances of

the case are likely to suggest the diagnosis.
4. Pain in tlie Eyes due to Febrile or ottier Constitutional Causes.—The most

familiar exanij)le ol' cases wiiich come under this heading is annrdcd, pcrh-ips. by injhicnza.

The pain is generally referred rather to the backs of the eyeballs than to the eyes them-

selves, but nevertheless the complaint is one of pain in the eyes. The trouble occurs both

as an early symptom of the disease and as a sequela when the fever has subsided. The

diagnosis is made from the course of the ])yrexia and the general symptoms ; it depends
little upon whether there is pain at the back of the eyes or not. But influenza should not

be regarded as certain without bacteriologicar confirmation, for it is usually guessed at

rather than diagnosed
—and often wrongly. In a similar way. pain in the eyes may form

a ]iart of the general clinical ])icture in many other fevers, notably small-pox. typhus,

ty])hoid fever, measles, secondary syphilis, and malaria. The diagnosis is influenced very
little by the fact that the patient com])lains about his eyes, except when tliere is eoryza as

well as pain, for instance in the early stages of measles. In other conditions there is Pnoro-

PilOBi.\ (p. 524) rather than pain in the eyes, and reference may l)e made to the article upon
that sym]itom. Herbert Freiieli.

PAIN IN THE FACE.—The distinction between ])ain in the face and pain in the

head, though to some extent artificial, is suflicicntly marked in most instances ;
the latter,

with its diagnostic significance, is discussed under IIead.\che (p. 293). There are certain

etiological jjoints, however, at which faceaclie and headache overlap : for example, the supra-

orbital ])ain and the headache which may both originate from ocidar errors of refraction.

Pain in the face, as elsewhere, may be due to very obvious causes, which need no discussion,

such as an inflamed parotid gland, a gumboil, or an acute eonjimetivitis. On the other

hand, pain in the face may be complained of when superficial, and perhajjs minute, examina-

tion fails to discover an adequate basis. Guidance towards the correct diagnosis of such

eases may be obtained by a consideration of the course, signs, and symptoms of the following

clinical types of facial pain.
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Major Trigeminal Neuralgia (tic (louloiireux cir rijik'ptil'orm iiciiralfiia) may he

regarded as a distinct disease, dwiiin tn tlie sicneral similarity of one case to another. Its

patholojiy is unl<nown. but in caeli case tlie i)ain is attributed in its early stages to .some

local defect, sueli as a carious tooth, and many sound, as well as many diseased, teeth are

removed in a vain endeavour to arrest the malady. Beginning usu;illy after thirty-five

vears of age. tit' douloureux is characterized by paroxysms of acute ])aiii in the distribution

of one or more of the divisions of the trigeminal nerve, usually of one side only. The
intervals between the paroxysms vary from seconds to mimths. aiid may be infhiinccd

in their length by many factors, such as the general state of health, mental worry, and

exposure to cold. The intervals tend to become shorter and the paroxysms more severe

and more extensive in their distribution. The pain is described as beginnini; in spots
beneath the skin, and ratliating along the peripheral branches of the nerve. These spots

correspon<l to |>ornls where the nerve bundles penetrate the deeper tissues to reach the

superficial structures, and may Ijc recogni/.cd as places pressure upon which is iiartieularly

liable to start an attack. In severe cases, the lightest touch, a breath of wind. attcm[)ts
at articulation or masticalinn. and even the act of defa-cation may Ijr sullicient (o provoke
an agonizing spasm in \\hich llie \iolenl rellex eontraetion of the muscles ol' the eor-

resi)onding side of the face affords some evidence of the suffering endured. During tlie

paroxysm the |)aticnt may endeavour to ol)tain relief by firm ])ressure with his hand oxer

the starting-point of the pain. The attack may be accom|)anied by eutani'ous Hushing,

photoiihobia. laehrymation. and salivation, as well as by a subjective sensation ol' sweMing
in i\)v aflei'ted tissues. W'lien I he loni;Ut' is alfected a metallic taste is sometiiries di'sei'il)ed

by the sufferer. Tro|)hic changes in the hair and skin are also ol)ser\ed as a result of

repeated attacks. The diagnosis of major neuralgia depemls ehielly on the following

points: (1) The age of onset : (-) The absence of i-eliel' or only t<'ni])orary alleviation,

affordcfl by remoxal of |ios>ible exciting causes, such as defeelive teeth ; (3) The presence
of definite starting-])oints of the ])ain corresponding to exits of branches of the fifth cranial

nerve, and the spread of the jiain along the corresponding nervous paths ; ( ).) The

paroxysmal character of the paii\, its intense severity, and its unilateral distribution:

(.5) The excitability of the attacks by jjeriphcral slinuili : and (0) The various reflex, vaso-

motor, secretory, and tro])hic phenomena to which the attacks of ])ain give rise. From
a practical standjjoint the most important task in diagnosis is to discriminate between

cases of idio|)atliie major neuralgia and those which lielong to the next group.

Trigeminal Neuralgia due to Organic Lesion of the Nerve or its Roots.—This

form (]f neuralgia may sinndate tie douloureux in every ]>articular. and its diayuosis can

be made only by careful systematic examination of the |iafient. with the jjossibility of an

organic lesion being the source ot pain before the physician's mind. Tiininurs at llir hiisc

of the tiniiii in the middle fossa, tinnoiirs gnnchifi from the biisc (if the sliidl in the neighljoiu'-

hood of the foramen o\alc and foramen rotunduiu, as well as liiiiioiirs of the cranidl nerves

themseKes. arc amongst the causes of trigeminal neuralgia, (liiiiimiiloiis meitingith and

aiiniiiiiitons jieriostitis may be mentioned in the same connection. In every case of trigeminal

neuralgia, therefore, headache and vomiting should be inquired after, and optic neuritis

looked for. Kxamination of the functions of each cranial nerve nuist be carried out. and
in ])artieular tlmse c.f the tilth nerve carefully tested. Any im]jairment of sensibility in

the eutaueons territory of this nerve nuist be regarded as evidence that the ease is not one

of idiopathic neuralgia, and the same may be said when there is impaired motor power
in the nuiseles of mastication. In several eases of severe trigeminal neuralgia I have

lovmd atrophic palsy of the masseter and temporal nuiseles on the same side, with slight

anasthesia on the face, and these eases have always proved to be instances of growth
involving the structures at the base of the skull. In one patient the neoplasiu originated
in the splenomaxillary fossa.

Trigeminal neuralgia may also occur as the result of intrinsic disease of the Gasserian

ganglion, e.g., in cases of herpes zoster. This condition is fairly common in the distribution

of the first division of the trigeminus, much le.ss common in that of the second and third.

The pain usually juccedes the her](etic eruption by some days, and is associated with con-

stitutional malaise and sometimes with pyrexia, two imjiortant jioints in diagnosis. The
latter Ijccomes clear with the devclojiment of the rash, but even then it is necessary to

bear in mind the ])ossil)ility that the (iasscrian ganglion may be affected by gross external
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disease, such as neoplasm or oumnia. or an extension of bony disease. In persons over

fifty years of age it is found fre((uently that ])ain of a neuralitie character persists after

tlie herpes lias (hsajipeared. and may last for months and even years. Careful examina-
tion may discover cutaneous marks corresponding to the site of the previous vesieular

eruption.

Neuralgia Minor.—Under this heading may be classed the varieties of facial pain
which are secondary to disease of various local structures, such as the teeth, the eye, the

ear. tlie nose, and the tongue. The pain can be distinguished by certain features as belong-

ing to one or other of two tyjies. The first is a true neuralgia, that is to say a pain which
is distributed along the course of one or more divisions of the trigeminal nerve, visually

starting in the neighbourhocxl of the diseased structure. The second is a visceral pain,
referred to some spot which may be at a distance from the disease, and which is usually
the site of su|)erlicial hypera'sthesia or tenderness.

-- Man

Fig. 190. Firi. lal.

Skn'sort Areas op the I'ace, head, and Neck.

Fr. N. l''rOl1to-na.s.^I ; Fr. T. Fronto-temporal ; H. Hyoid; Inf. L, Inferior l:irviii;eal ; M. ^leiital ; Man.
M^iiulibiil:ii ; Maw. M.iMll.iry ; Mid. O. Slid-orbilal ; Na. L. Naso-lahial ; Oc. Occipital ; p. raiietal

; R, Ru^tnU :

Su. L. Superior laryiit.'eai ; T. T'-mpor.il ; V, Vertical.

The history of a dccaijina toolli affords an example of how these types of ]>ain may
arise. In the early stages of caries the yniin is limited to the tooth. With intlammation

and destruction of the pulp, pain is referred to a segmental area on the surface of the face

^arying with the particular tooth implicated : thus a diseased canine tooth is associated

with pain and tenderness in the naso-labial area (Fig. 188, Na.L). Finally, after the pulp
is dead, local suppuration may start a neuralgia which may not only spread along the nerve

branch which supplies the tooth socket, but may extend into neighbouring branches and
into other tlivisions of the trigeminal nerve. The maximal points in the segmental areas
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referred to are shown in tlie aeeonipanyinsj; diagrams, and the jjencral relationsliip between

individual teetli and their setjniental areas may be deseribed as lullows :
—
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PAIN IN THE HYPOCHONDRIUM (LEFT).—Pain in the left hypoelioii.liium may
proceed from :

—
The Stomach.—Any painful eondition of the stomach may cause jiain to be felt

below the left costal margin. In jiarticular. a new growth or an ulcer towards the cardiac

end may ])roduce it. For the differential diagnosis, see Ixdigf.stion, p. 315, and P.\IN

IN TiiK Epigastrium, p. 436. Flatulent distention of the fundus may also be a cause,

which can be diagnosed by the fact that the |)ain disapi)cars on eructation.

The Gall-Bladder.—In cases of cholelithiasis the pain is sometimes referred to the

left hypoilKindrium (see Pain in the Ephjastrium, p. -tSO).

The Spleen.—Some enlargements of the spleen are painful (see Spi.f.en, Enlarge-
ment OF, p. 028) : or the pain may be caused by perisplenitis, in which case a friction-

sound can sometimes be heard on auscultation over it.

The Left Kidney.—Stone in the left kidney may cause i)aiu which has the characters

described in the section on pain in the right hvpochondriuni (see below). A movable
left kidney is rarely a cause of ])ain. A perine|)hric abscess may cause pain, as it does in

the right hypochondrium (see p. 451).

The Colon.—.\ new growth in the splenic flexure of the colon, or obstruction of it

lower down, may cause |)ain in the left hypochondriiun. In the former case a tumour
can usually be felt on bimanual jialpation ; in the latter, signs of chronic obstruction will

be present (see C'onstip.vtion. p. 121). .Ajiart from growth, a mere accianiilalioii of fivccs

in the trans\erse and descending colon may cause a feeling of pain and weight in the left

hypochondrium. The disappearance of the pain after the administration of a few large
enemata will establish the diagnosis.

Pleurisy, Intercostal Neuralgia, and Herpes Zoster may all cause |iain in the lett

hypochondrium. In the first of these a friction-sound will be heard : in intercostal

neuralgia there will be tender ])oints over the course of the intercostal nerve. In the case

of herpes, the cause of the ])ain will be cleared u|) by the ajipearance of the eruption, but

pain may ])ersist long after this has disajjpeared.

Subdiaphragmatic Abscess.—(See p. 1-51.) Iiohcri Iluidiisou.

PAIN IN THE HYPOCHONDRIUM (RIGHT).—The differential diagnosis of the

cause of pain in the right hypochondrium is often a matter of great dilficulty, or even of

impossibility, as it may proceed from any of the following organs : (1) Liver and gall-

bladder, (2) Duodenum, (3) Head of the pancreas, (4) Right kidney, (5) .\pi)endix vermi-

formis, (C) Colon, (7) I'terine api)endages. Intrathoracic disease, affections of the spine
or chest wall, and subdiaj)hiagmatic abscess may also cause jiain in this situation. The

diagnosis is rendered still more dilhcult by the fact that disease may easily be jircsent in

more than one of these situations at the same time.

Liver.—Various forms of enlargement of the liver are a)jt to be attended by pain
in the right hypochondrium, e.g., hepatitis, passive congestion, hepatic abscess, and
carcinoma (see Liver, Enlargements of the, p, 3(i()),

Disease of tlie gall-bladder must also be thought of, e.g.. gall-stones, cholecystitis, and
carcinoma. In these it will usually be found that there is tenderness on pressure over

the gall-bladder, with the characteristic catch in the breath when the ])atient is askeil to

take a deep insi)iration while the lingers of the observer are pressed in over the organ. In

acute cholecystitis there will be pyrexia, and ]H(ibably rigors.
The pain of hiliaii/ colic may be felt chiefly in the right hypochondrium, but tends to

radiate through to the back and up towards the right shoulder. It may be simulated

closely both by the kinking of a movable kidney and by renal colic (see below). \Vhen

the attacks occur during the night as well as in the day, this is in favour of biliary colic.

It must be noted specially that the absence of jaundice in no way contra-indicates

a diagnosis of gall-bladder disease.

Duodenum.—.A duodenal ulcer may cause deep-seated pain in the right hypochon-
drium, which usually has the character of hunger pain (p. 271). It must be remembered,
however, that pain due to chronic cholecystitis, or appendicitis, may also have this

character, and an exact differentiation of them may not be possible without exploration.
The ])ain in duodenal ulcer, however, occurs in more definite attacks with intervals of

freedom ; it is often nocturnal, waking the |«itient in the small hours of the morning.
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Duodenal ulcer is commoner in men, disease of the nall-blarlder in women, whilst

appendicitis may occur with almost e(|ual ])robability in either sex. Tlie percenta;;e of

free IK'l in the stomach contents is more |)ersistently hiij;h in duodenal ulcer than in eitlur

appendix dys])e|isia, or nail-stones. .\ history of mekena. or the ]>reseiice of occult bldod

in the faces, would determine one in favour of ideer.

Pancreas.- Malinnant <lisease of the pancreas may cause pain iu the riuht hypoehon-
drium. In such a case a deep-seated tumour may be felt, and there is often jatmdicc
alons; with a distended i;all-t>lad(ler. On the other hand, when jfall-stoncs lead to jamidiee,
the uall-bladilcr is not usually distended (see J.\u.n'DICK, p. '.iH).

Right Kidney.—A freely movable risilit l;idneii may. by lu-eteral kinkinjj or dragj^iniT

on the bile-duet, cause sudden attacks of pain in the rinht hypoehondrium which may
exactly simulate gall-stone colic. Indications of intermittent hyilrouephrosis should be

looked for. e.i;. the a])pearance of a renal tumoiu-. and the occasional discharne of larije

(|uantities of urine : minary sym])toms. however, may be entirely absent. The attacks

tend to occur by day. whilst biliary colic often bcfjins in the night.
Sliiiic \n the right kidney may cause chronic pain in the right hypoehondrium and

back. The kidney is often found to be enlarged and tender on bimanual palpation in

such a case, but it nuist be remembered that the urine may furnish no diagnostic indication.

The ,i-rays. however, may make the diagnosis clear {Fi!<. \'.V.\. |). 270). although a negative
result does not exclude the jjossibility of stone.

The i)ain of renid colic may be dillieult to diagnose iluring an attack from gall-stone
colic, lead colic, or a])pendieitis. but it begins below the lower ribs and has a characteristic

tendency to ])ass downwards into the groin. It nuxy l)c attended by vomiting and fever.

During or after the attack there may be blood and gravel in the urine : but it nuist be
remembered that the urine may be heavily loaded with in-ates after an attack of biliary colic.

F/lclilifi may also be the cause. The urine will then furnish diagnostic indications

(see Pyi 111 A. p. ."i74, and H-VCTERuiua, p. (!!)) : and the kidney may be felt to be enlarged
on bimamial palpation. The patient is often a pregnant woman, and the pain may begin

acutely, starting in the loin ami right hypoehondrium and passing downwards towards
the iliac fossa and |)elvis. There is a high temperature, rigidity of the muscles, and liypcr-
a'sthesia both iu llie loin and in the right side of the abdomen.

.\ pcriiicj/liric abscess may cause pain in the right hypoehondrium and lumbar region.
.\ timiour will be fell, and the loin may l)c filled out. and there will be the usual signs of

deep-sealed su]>puratiou.

Appendix.—The pain of chronic appendicitis may be felt chielly in the right hypo-
ehondrium, and. as already ri'marked. may be of the nature of a hunger pain. Tenderness
over .McHurney's i)oint should be lookeil for. When an acute attack of a])pendicitis simu-

lates gall-stones, it may be of help to renuiubcr that Indicanuria is common in the former,

but is usually absent in the latter.

Colon.—Xew groicths in llic nciglibourliood of the hepatic llexure may cause pain
in the right hypoehondrium : but in that case a tumour can usually be felt, and signs of

chronic intestinal obstruction are i)resent.

Uterine Appendages.—Salpinsilis. a l-.eislcil ovarian piiliclc. and a raptnrcil extra-

uterine <lesluliiiii. may all cause pain in the right side of the abdonu'U which, however, has

usually its maximum intensity rather below the hyiioehondriac region. .V careful pelvic
examination will usually make the diagnosis clear.

Pleurisy, Intercostal Neuralgia, and Herpes Zoster may be causes of pain in the

right hypoehondrium.
Subdiaphragmatic Abscess.—In this case there will be a history pointing to

jirecedent gastric or (iuodenal ulcer. ap])cndieitis. or hepatic abscess. The onset of the

l)ain may be svidden or gradual. There will l)e jjvrexia and leucoeytosis. |)ointing to deep-
seated su|)puration. There is usually an abdominal swelling, which does not move with

respiration. The note over this may be tympanitic, from the presence of gas in the abscess,

and in that event the coin-sound will be obtained on percussion. There are usually indica-

tions of pleurisy at the base of the corresponding lung, but the liver is not, as a rule,

pushed down. The use of the .r-rays may help in locating the abscess ; but the exploring
needle should not be used exce])t when the patient is on the operating-table, and one is

prepared to open the abscess at once if found, liohert flulchisun.
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PAIN IN THE ILIAC FOSSA (LEFT).—Although many of the causes of pain
complained of mainly or entirely in the left iliac fossa are the same as those which cause
similar pain in the right iliac fossa, there are certain differences, as will be seen on

comparing the table on p. -tS^ with the following :
—

Causes of Pain in the Left Iliac Fossa.

Pelvic abscess
Retained left testis

Suppurative iieriostitis of the
ilium

Appeiuiieitis (except iimal

eases)

1. Causes of Acute Pain

.\eute diverticulitis

I'rctcral calculus

.\eute ureteritis

Twisted left ovarian

cyst pedicle
Sidpiujiitis

Oophoritis

2. Causes nf Subacute, Chronic, or Recurrent Pain :
—

Most of the conditions mentioned under Group 1, and also :
—

Sacro- iliac joint disease

Tuberculous hip
(Isteo arthritis of the spine
Infeeti\c arthritis of the lum-

bar spine

Herpes zoster

Iidlamed iliac <;lauds

TidKieulous iliac filands

Carcinoma of the

sigmoid colon
Carcinoma recti

Xhissive impaction of

faces
Chronic diverticulitis

Spastic constipation
Psoas aliseess

Coli bacilluria

Local injury
Stitch

Volvulus of the sigmoid colon

Strangulated retroperitoneal
hernia.

Periproetal abscess

Periprostatic abscess

Dysentery
I'Icerative colitis

Aneurysm of the left iliac

artery
Tumours of the left iliac l)one

Tubereidous left kiduev.

Acute Lesions.— AVhat is said on p. t.54. et seep, in regard to ureteral eiilrulus. iicutc

ureteritis. l-,cistc(l ovarian ci/st pedicle. sul]ii)ii;itis. ooplioritis. pelvic abscess, rctiiineil tcttis,

supj)urative periostitis of the ilium, iiijuri/ and stiteb. apjilics in the case of the left iliac

fossa as it does t<i the right, so that here we need discuss only dcute iliverticulitis. appendi-
citis, coli bacilluria. volvulus of the sigmoid, and strangulated rctroperib)neal hernia. Of
these, the last two call for immediate operation on account of urgent symptoms of intestinal

obstruction—especially persistent constipation and vomiting, which becomes faeculent if

operative measures are not adopted soon. The precise nature of the obstruction may
not be certain until the abdomen has been opened, .\bdominal distention is apt to be

general, and there is visible peristalsis of the oblique or transverse type in the case of

strangidated retroperitoneal hernia, a rare condition in which a coil of small intestine

becomes herniated through the normally small rctrosigmoid pouch of ]X'ritoncuni ; whereas
in the case of sigmoid volvulus the distention is at lirst nuich more marked in the left iliac

fossa, before general colonic dilatation with vertical peristaltic waves appear. In either

case the abdondnal wall remains su]>plc as a rule imlil. if the case should be left uuopcratcd

upon, general peritonitis supervenes.
Coli bacilluria is much less commonly a cause of jjaiu in the left iliac fossa than it is

of corresponding jjain on the right side (p. 455) ;
and when it docs cause left-sided |)ain,

it nearly always causes an even worse pain on the right side also. It is a clinical fact that

coli liacilhiria affects the right kidney and ureter very much more commonly than the

left. cs|)ecially pcrhajis in ])regnant women, in whom its incidence on the right side first or

solely is an almost constant ndc : why this should be so is not clear, although various

theories have been })Ut forward to account for it.

Appendicitis is perhaps almost the last thing that occurs to one as the catise of acute

pain referred entirely to the left iliac fossa, just as it is the first thing in one's mind when the

pains are on the right side ; but it shoidd not be omitted altogether from consideration :

first, because in some cases, in which the \ermiform appendix is very long, and inflanmiation

starts at its tip and spreads to the left, as it sometimes does, the symptoms and even the

swelling may be to the left of the middle line instead of in the right iliac fossa as usual ;

secondly, Ijecausc in a few cases pains produced on one side of the body are referred to

the corresi)ondiiig region on the other side—just as some ijaticnts with a right renal

calculus complain of pain in the left loin, so do some with apjicndicular trouble confined to

the right side complain id' i)ain in the left iliac fossa ; and thirdly, because very occasionally
one comes across a patient with transposition of the viscera, in whom the c;ecum and

vernuform a])pcndix arc on the left side.
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Aciilf divdiiciililis has been (lescril)e(l :is left-sided ai)pendieitis.' and this nieknanie

is a good one in that, if one iniayiiies aeutc a|)[)endieitis developino in the left iliae

fossa, one has a very good idea of what tlie syniptonis of aeutedivertieulitis. and its degrees

and results, may he. In some it eaiises an acute abseess needing surgieal measures for

its eure : on the other hand, there may be an acute attack without suppin-ation. sponta-
neous I'csolution occurring just as it often does in the ease of acute upi)cndicitis. The

jiatieiit is seized almost suddenly with acute pain in the left iliac fossa, and generally

vomits. It hurts him to walk, so he lies down or goes to bed. His temperature and pulse-

rate ri.se, appetite fails, the tongue is coated, there is generally either diarrluca or consti])a-

tion. or the two may alternate. ^licturition is often freqvient because there is pain if the

urine is held long : Inctilly there are acute tenderness and pain, with riiiiility of the muscles

over the lower left quadrant of the abdomen, generally palpable fullness iu the same

region, and often an actual tumour dilheult to detinc well : on rectal or vaginal examina-

tion pain is complaine<I of when the examining finger is pressed upwards and to the left.

.M'ter a day or two these symi)tonis mav begin to abate, and within a fortnight they may
have disapjK'ared : on the other hand, they may increase rapidly, and call for (ngent

surgical measures: or they may subside considerably without clearing up altogeiher.

and may recur after a few weeks or months. At the operation the cause of the ])ersistence

of symptoms will be found to be a local tliick-walled abscess in the left side of the pelvis,

])Ossibly suggesting a pyosalpinx if the patient is a woman. (Jeuerai p<'ritonitis may
sui)crvene at any stage, just as it may with any form of appendicitis. 'I'lie cause of the

disease, which is not so very uneonniion. though it is not always reeogni/.ed. is the

development of exaggerated sacculations of the colon with narrowing of their nnu-us-

asjiect oriliccs. so that if the interior of the intestine is seen it looks as if it had been

j)unehed with a scries of small holes into which the end of the little finger may just pass,

each such hole leading into a more or less dilated pouch or sacculus, generally with an

ap])endix epiploica attached to its free end : such a diverticulum seems liable to iullanunu-

tion just as the vermifiuni appendix is. and the result is .sjioken of as acute diverticulitis.

Long-continued constijjation. together with chronic colitis, .seem to be i)redisposing factors

in the origin of these diverticula, and acute ilivertieulitis is a disi'ase of the second half of

life rather than the first, hatlier sex nia\ be attaeki-d.

Subacute or Chronic Lesions, ('airiiiouia of the si!i»ioi<l ciilnii or of the rccliini may
cause pain iu the eiiliiu geneially. owing to its distention with accumulated fieces ; some-

times this pain is complained ofehielly over the descending colon, and thus in the left

iliac fossa. .\s a rule increasing constipation will be a more |Hominent symptom, or

alternati\ ely a constantly repeated desire and necessity to defa-cate without satisfaction

in the result. If blood and mucus are ])assed per rectum, if the patient is over forty, has

had no bowel symptoms at all imtil the last two or three months, and h.is been losing

weiiiht. the carcinoma and its locality will suggest themselves at once, and an actual

tumour may be felt in the left iliac fossa; the chief dilliculty arises in eases who have

long been habitually constipated, so that it is dillicull to assess the importance of the

increased dilliculty complained of. Hectal examination, the sigmoidoscope. ,i'-rays after

a bismuth meal (F/g. 't'-i, p. \'2'>) or after a bisnuith enema {Fig. .» t. )). l-<>). may all be

needed to exclude simpler conditions such as iitiparlrd f(rrcs or spustic <iiii.slijiiili<)n. which
are discussed under Constip.vtion ()). 12\}.

Clironic tlivci'ticiililis is referred to under the hea<ling of acute (li\ ertieulitis above;
ulien it has given rise to a chronic thick-walled abseess in the left siile ol the pelvis, it

may produce .sym[>toms \ cry like those of carcinoma of the pelvic colon on the one hand,
and of other forms of peh ie abscess <in tin' other, especially pyosalpinx, or periproctal or

periprostatic abscess. X'aginal and rectal examination should be made, and then ijcrhaps
a primary source for one or other of these may be found ; but not infrecpieutly e\en when

operative measures are resm-ted to. a chronic diverticular or a chronic ]jeri])roctal abscess

and its resulting matting and thickening are mistaken for new growth, and the patient
is regarded as dying f)f a cancer unless a full post-mortem examination is undertaktn to

verify the diagnosis.
All the other conditions mentioned in the table above are discussed in the article on

Pain ix thk Iliac Fossa (Kicut) (p. !54), and what is said there apjilies as much to the

left iliac fossa as to the right. Ileilurl Firiuii.
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PAIN IN THE ILIAC FOSSA (RIGHT).—When a patient eomiilains of i)ain in the

right ihac fossa, probably the first thing that occurs to one as a possible jf not even probaljle

diagnosis, is appendicitis. As, however, there are a large number of other conditions

which may produce the same symptom also, it is important to consider the possibility of

each before concluding that the patient really has appendicitis. The pains may be either

acute and severe, or they may be subacute or chronic : they may be complained of by a

patient now for the first time, or there may have been previous attacks. These characters,

however, do not distinguish any one cause with certainty from the rest, though they may
serve as a basis for classification as follows :

—
C'.\USES OF Pain in the Right Ii.iac Fossa.

Acute and seirre pain may be produced by :
—

Acute appendicitis
.Acute saljiinfjitis

Acute distention of
the ea'Ciim with oas

Calculus imi>;icted in

the ria'ht ureter

Acute ureteritis

Coli liaeilUiria

Twisted ]ie(licle of right ovar-
ian cyst

Pelvic aljscess

Retained right testis

2. Subacute, elininic.

Most of the Con-
di t i o n s already
e n II ni crated in

Group 1 .

Ileoea'cal kink (Lane)
Peri-apiieudieukir

adliesions

Periea'Cai adliesions

Psoas abscess
Saero-iliae joint dis-

ease

Tuberculous hip
lullanied iliac jym-

|>hatic glands

or recurrent pain in the right iliac

Tuberculous iliac lyni])liatic

glands
Tuherciilous esccum

.Actinomycosis of the cacum
Carcinoma of the ca'cuni
Movable right kidney
Tuberculous right kidney and

ureter
Intestinal obstruction at a

point further on in the

intestines, due to any cause,
such as carcinoma of the

sigmoid (lexure, etc.

Obturator hernia

IIer])es zoster

Su|ipurati\e jieriostitis oi

the ilium

Acute stitch

After local injury.

fossa may be caused by :
—

Osteo-arthritis of the lum-
bar \'ertehra'

Infective arthritis of the

lumbar vertebra'

Dysentery
Ulcerative colitis

Typhoid lexer

Aneurysm of the right
iliac artery

Sarcoma, osteoma, or

chondroma of the iliac

bone
Lobar pneumonia, pleiu'-

isy, or other chest con-

ditions

Formidable Ihough the above list may seem, in tlu' great majority of cases, when a

patient complains of jjain in the right iliac fossa, the hrst jjoint to be decided if possible is

whether that patient has appendicitis or not. In an acute case, in which the pains Iiavc

come on rapi<lly and have become severe, are associated with an increased ])ulsc-rate and
some rise of tem|)erature : vomiting at the beginning ; a coated tongue ; local rigidity

over the right iliac fossa : jjerhaps with, in addition to a sense of resistance, a diffuse Jialp-

able fullness in the right iliac fossa, or even a more or less localized tender swelling, together
with tenderness of the right side of the rectum on rectal examination ; the great probability
will be that the patient has acute appendicitis, and although the circumstances of the case

may prohibit operation, in most instances surgical measures will be employed to cure the

condition, and at the same time the cause will be verified. The ])ain in cases of acute

api)endicitis is often associated with a remarkably localized acute tenderness referred to

Mc!?urney"s s]K)t, which is situated at the outer point of trisection of a line joining the

umbilicus to the right anterior superior iliac spine. .Another sign which is sometimes

helpfid is tlie in-cscncc of congestion of the right su])erlicial circumHcx iliac vein : this

may be obvious at a glance, and it is suggestive of active inllanunation of the imderlying

appendix.

Occasionally, when acute appendicitis has been the apijarent diagnosis before operation,
some other focal suppuration will be found when an ojicration is performed, and it is

generally in this way that acute suppurative periostitis of the inner surface of tlie ilium is

discovered, a somewhat rare but very important condition which simulates acute appendi-
citis \ cry closely, and whicli can only be cured by immediate surgical treatment.

.\ ureteral calculus generally becomes impacted in the lower end of the ureter close to

the bladder (Fi!<. 192). and it sometimes gives rise to little pain : occasionally, how-

ever, it i)roduces acute ureteral colic, the pain being referred to the right iliac fossa in a

way which simulates the pain of ajjp-ndicitis closely : there may be local rigidity of the
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imiseles but no tiiiiKiiir can be It-It. and is a rule the |ialirnt i^- nindi less ill llian lir is willi

appendicitis. In a first attack of such ])ain. however, an oi)eratiou for supposed ap|)endi-
citis may very easily he performed : it is when the patient has h.id leeurrent attacks.

associated perhaps with tiansient iKcmaluria. that the real t'ause is suynestcd. or mon-
often .still perhaps, the diaynosis is airived at as the result of routine examinaticjn. includinu
the use of the .r-rays. The only conditions likely to simulate a stone in the ureter when
the ,r-rays are employed are cither calcareous iliac ulands or a i)hlehoiith in formerly
thrombosed iliac veins. Sometimes it is possible to tell the difference between these three

conditions by the relative situations of the shadows : more often there will remain som<

doubt, however, as to what the .c-ray ap|)earances si^nily. and it may be necessary to use

the cysto.scope and a ui-et(M'al bougie or- e.ilheler to delerniine whellier I here is a slone in

the m-etcr or n<it.

.Uiilc iiiflciilis produces symptoms almost exactly like those of aii actual stone in

the ureter, and in sonic instances

at any rate it is due to inllam

niation of the lower end of the

ureter resulting from a stone

which has already |)assed. Oe-

casiiiually. howcNcr, it arises

aiJiKirently as a i)rim.iry eon

dition or as part of a baeillu'^

coli infeclio?! of the urinary pas-

sagi's. and in sime such eases

operation for supposed a|]|ieii-

dicitis has been performed : tlie

vermiform appendix i)ro\ini;

perfectly normal, but the ureter

being seen lo be thickened and
inflamed. There can be n<i

doubt that some such eas<s.

diagnosed and operated upon for

appendicitis, escajie reeoynilion

altogether, for it is nol ahvavs

easy to tell whether the lowca-

end ol' Ihe nrcti-r is inllamed

when the lube is ins|ieeh(l

merely from outside, but the

writer's post-morteuK-xperienees
show that the lesion is eom-
moner than might be expect ed.

Coli liiicilhniii is now a

familiar dillieulty in the dillei-

ential diagnosis of a])oendicitis ;

although thcDrctieally the pain
would be referred mainly to the

kidney, generally the right, it is

quite couunon for jiaticnts suffering from this condition to refer their pain not to tiie

back or loin at all, but to the front of the lower ])art of the alxlomcn, and particularly over
the right iliac fossa, in such a way that acute a])pendicitis is sinuilatcd very closelv. l'',\cn

though the urine be examined and a ha/,e of allmmin found, together with an excess of

leucocytes, the aeutencss of the condition ma\- be sueli that the surgeon ma\- not feel justi-
lied in waiting for cultiu-es of a catheter siieeimen of the urine to be made, to see whether
bacillus coli communis is present in |)ure culture : and not a few ])aticnts of this kind arc

unavoidably operated ujjon for acute ai)pendicitis when the ajipcndix is jicrfeetly normal.
The condition of coli bacilluria is recognized most readily when one has become familiar
with previous cases ; the main features of the condition are described on jjage 00. and
Fia. licj is a temperature chart from a case in which appendicitis was simulated so closely
that operation was performed and the diagnosis of coli infection of tlie right uriuars

pasisages, including the kidney, eonhrmed by the surgeon.

Fi'y. l;t-'. —Skiagram of calculus impacted in lower cinl of ri'_'lit ureter. Tiie

diai^iiosis w:ls coiilirme.! ;it operation hv .\li-. 'I"iielw:itl Tinuius.
I.St„i,,niin lj,i fir. r. T/iun'iii, //..//.i/i./.)
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TzoisliDg of the pedicle of an ovarian ci/st iijidii the rifiht side generally produces

symptoms analogous to those of strangulated liernia. and the diagnosis may only lie

established when urgent laparotomy is performed, unless the jjatient is already known to

have an ovarian cyst. As a rule the pain starts in the lower jiart of the abdomen before it

becomes general, and in the case of a cyst upon the right side it may be referred particu-

larly to the right iliac fossa, so that ajipendicitis may be simulated, especially as thejiatient

may be very tender in the right lower (luadrant of the abdomen, and a diffuse swelling may-
be felt here. Effusion of fluid into the general peritoneal cavity takes place rapidly, so

that there may be dullness in the flanks, though the ])eritonitis wliich jiroduces this is

generally non-suppurative. The emergency is one which calls for laparotomy at once,
and the diagnosis is conhrmed after the ahdonun has been opened.

JL
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a|)i)iiuiicul;ii' ; Imt i\ iii this oniicliisioii is open to fallacy, because wlicn there has been

|)receding appendicitis witli extensive adlie.sions wliich may very likely include the uterine

a])pendages, the pains, thouali ])riniarily the result of appendicitis, may be recurrently
worse at each nioiitlily ]>eriii(l. An im|)ortant ])oint, liovvever, is that saljiingitis and
ii\aritis. thouali possibly unilateral, arc much more conunonly bilateral, so that the

distribution of the pains is likely to be much wider in the ease of ovarian or Fallopian tube

mischief than it is with or after appendicitis.
Acute slitih aencrally affects the Hank in the lower costal rcyion on one side or the

other, but sometimes the muscles o\ir the right iliac fossa are involved instead of the

abdominal muscles higher up. or the diaphragm, and acute pain results in the right iliac

fcssa and the patient may fear appendicitis. The general character of the pain, however,
the fact tht't it appears to he definitely in the abdonu'nal wall, and that it is unassociated

as a rule with arutc liypcrxsthesia or with any swelling or ])yrexia. will generally serve to

distinguish stitch from appendicitis.
Distention of tin- colon with f(rccs or XL-itli ga.v seldom |iroduccs \ery acute pain in the

right iliac fossa, but rather a severe grumble; and although in a. first attack appendicitis

may be feared, reeurrence of similar attacks without any ob\ ions illness on the p.aticnls

part, and the way the pains are almost immediately relicve<l if the patient can ))ass llatus

abundantly, or lias his bowels e\acuatcd. either naturally, by medicines, or by means of

an enema, will generally srrxe to exiludc acute a|)pendicitis at any rate, though doubt may
remain as to whether there may not be appeiKlicular or pcrityphlitic adhesions. In some
such cases examination of the bowel with bismuth and the .c-ravs may serve to show the

distended coiiditinn nf the ca'cum. or on the nthei' hand e\idence of di-formity IVoni

adhesions.

Hctenlion of the
ri'^lit testis is a thing which should not be forgotten, especially when

a lad at abo\it the time of i)ubcrty com|)lains of acute pain in the right iliac fossa, suggest-

ing a]>pendieitis. The testis at this time swells, and if it is situated at the upper end of

the inguinal canal, distention of it may cause acute pain of a character \erv similar to that

of appendicitis, especially as at the same time there may be local resistance suggesting a

swelling in the iliac fossa. It is important therefore to examine the scrotum to see whctlu'r

both testicles arc prisent there or not. There is no jn'rexia.

Injiini to the ri^ht iliiie fossa may be followe<l by acute jiain. In most instances the

history will indicate the diagnosis clearly, especially if there is local evidence of bruising.

.Sometimes, however, the patient may have injured himself when he was unaware of iloing

so. for instance during times of great excitement, or pcrhajis when he was under the inllu-

cnee of drink, or again during a nocturnal attack of epilepsy, and it may then be very
dillicult sometimes to tell whether the ])ains are <lnc to injiu'v or not. The absence of

|>yrexia and of an increased pulse-rate will be points against acute ap|)endicitis. though
there may be local swelling from a deep ha-matoTna. and the injured nniscles may l)e rigid.

Passing on now to a consideration of the differential diagnosis of conditions which may
)iioduec subatnte. chronic, or recurrent attacks of |iain in the right iliac fossa, it is clear

that most of the conditions descrili<il above need to be borne in mind again, though one
necij not reea])itulatc what has already been said in regard to them. Many, if not all. of

the adilitional causes mentioned under the second heading, however, may sinuilatc or be

coidused with sid)aeute or recurrent appendicitis.
The ileocu'ciil Idnlc of Sir .Vrbuthnot Lane is now laniiliar to most physicians and

surgeons as a eau^e of constipation by interfering with the free passage of the intestinal

contents from the lower end of the ileum into the ca-euni. and as a result of this kiid; dis-

comfort, or a dull grumbling jjain. or even an occasional acute i)ain. may result in the right
iliac fossa : it may be \crv dillicult to tell whether there is not some degree of ajipendienlar
trouble at the same time, but the diagnosis of the kink itself is relatively easy if a serial

examination of the alimentary canal is nuule with the ,r-rays after the administration of

bisnmth. The actual narrow jioint between the bismuth kept in the lower end of the

ileum beyond its [jrojier time and the bisimith which has got past the kink into the c;ceum
can generally be seen very clearly : though it is inijiortant in making the examination
that the patient should not have any iiarallin. a]>cricnt. or enema during the period of the

successive .r-ray examimitions.

.Idhcsn.ns iimnil tl.c (ijijicnili.r itself, or round the cai'Um. may be very dilHenlt to
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diagnose unless the jiatient lias recurrent ])ains in the iliac fossa snhsei|uent to a jjreeedini;
attack of a])])en(licitis but without any recurrence of signs of inllainniation, jjyrexia, or

raised pulse-rate. In some such cases, however, it is only when operation is performed
for the relief of the symptoms that the adhesions can be diagnosed with certainty.

Tiihcrciilusis of the cceciini is being recognized nowadays with increasing frequency
(Fig. 194) : it is nearly always associated with chronic phthisis, of which there will be
either definite physical signs or .r-ray shadows, and the sputum will generally contain

tubercle bacilli. When tlie phthisis is active and extensive the number of bacilli swallowed
are generally so numerous that if ulceration of the bowel occurs at all the ulcers are diffused

widely through the ileum, ca'cmn, and ascending colon ; but even in such a ease the jjost-

mortem evidence shows that the maximum incidence of the bowel tuberculosis which
results from the swallowing of tuberculous sjjutuni is in the region of the ileoca^eal valve,

presumably l)ecause some delay occiu'S here in the pa>s_ige of the motions and gives the

bacilli a lietter op])ortunity of attacking
the mucous membrane. In cases which
are much less acute the bowel tuberculosis

is sometimes confined entirely to the ileo-

erecal valve region, involving i)erha))s the

last inch or two of the ileum, the ileoca^cal

valve itself, the cajnit ca-ci, and the first

inch or two of the ascending colon. There

may be diarrha'a as a result of this chronic

ulceration, but as a rule there is none, and
(he patient has become so accustomed to

his lung condition that he presents himself

to the physician eomjilaining of a sense of

dull jjain in the right iliac fossa with occa-

sional exacerljations. There may or may
not be ])yrexia owing to the phtliisis. On
examination an indeterminate i'ullness or

even a definitely I'alpable mass may be felt

in the right iliac fossa, anfl the first im-

jjression will ]jrobably be that the patient
has chronic ap|)endieitis, or even possibly
carcinoma of tlie ca'cum. It is the con-

comitant lung trouble which gives the dia-

gnosis, and ])Ossibly tubercle bacilli may
also be detected in the faK-es by the anti-

formin |>rocess. .V certain number of these

cases have now been cured of their bowel

trouble completely by excision of the

affected jjarts, aecom])anied by ;uiastomosis

between the healthy lower end of the ileum

and the healthy large bowel beyond the

idceration in the ca?cum.

Aclhioniifcosis of the cicciun is rare, but

it is a well -recognized condition which, when it does appear, often batiles diagnosis. In

some cases the natm-e of the mischief in the right iliac fossa is suggested by the fact that

the patient has a chronic infiammatory, suppinative. (jr idcerative condition either of the

jaw or cheek {Plale A'A'.l). or of the ]ileura and chest wall, or of the liver at the same

time, for these, in additinn to the ca'cnm, are the sites most usually involved by actino-

mycosis. Tlie chronieity of the affection is generally pronounced, but the ultimate diagnosis

depends ujion the discovery of ray fungi from the affected part (Plate XXl'III, p. 614).

Were the ca'cimi involved primarily the symptoms would be more or less like those of

either clironic appendicitis or of carcinoma of the e;eeinii. and laparotomy would probably
be resorted to. though if the nature of the malady were suspected large doses of iodide

of potassium would be jirescribed with or without actinomycotic vaccine treatment, cure

possibly resulting without operation.

/'(y. 101.— t'liotOL,'ra|ili of i-lii-oiiii; liilici'cuiusis ol the loupi-

end of the ileum : iIeoc;ecul valve ami ae^uin siiecessliiily
exeised in a case of chronic l)lithisis with symptoms su-iu'estini,'

chronic appendicitis. I'atient alive and well seven years after
the operation.

A Normal ilium. B. Dense tuberculous inliltratioa of the
bowel wall. c. lleoctcal valve. deformeJ bj- the tuljerculous
infiltration. D, fidilirated ca-cum.



PLATE XXA

ACTINOMYCOTIC ULCERATION OF THE JAW

w
.->^^'^

Coloured sketch (frnm life) of tlio softened area in a ca.so nf I'crini.'iii'IihuI ir :ictni()iii_ycu,-i--. v\ii iiirisidri li^id

recently been mnde ami soini* s-'fhrTiiions material wijied aw:iy. Tl;c ct'tiir.il red area, is tliercfurc dcinidi d ut --kin and
shows the underlying: L'raiiidation tissue. Granules ol" the funL'Us cndjcddeil iir this tissue c;ni Ijc seen, TIic snrronnd-
ini; livid area repre^^onis tlie sofr aciltioniycotio focu? cuverpil liy tliiriiu-d r,|<iii. It is rare for uici-rs ro ncnn" n;itur;il]y
in the pourse of the ".hseasc. TresitnuMit hy potassium i(.diilc causrt.l inniktil iuiiirovement. U. ChiH'', ih'l.

.;„„ nf/h' r..>ti.sh Jnnninl n/ .^inarr.i.-

l^ihKX OF DUGNOSIS— yV ifio- }>. 1".S
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liijhiiiiid iliac h/iii/i/ialic lilaiKh may caiisr hiitli ]):iiii. tciiiiri'iK-s>i. ami ulisciiii' swriliiin'

in tlu' linlit iliac Inssa, ami appt-mlicitis may In' simulated. Tlu-rc will uoiicrally lie ])yrfxia:

it' the iiillanimatidii in tlie internal ulands is due to spread from the femoral or inguinal

"lands there will generally be some sore place upon the skin in the area drained liy the laller

to indicate the diagnosis, but the intlannuation of the iliac may also occur indcptnckiitly of

the inguinal lymiihatic glands when the sonicc of the infection is in the pelvis or secondary
to periproctal or jicriprostafic inflammation. Heetid examination will assist the diagnosis.

Tnliiiriildiis iliiic /ijiiijihdliv iiliiiids giaierally form part of tabes mesenteriea or of

tuberculous ])critonitis (]>. 47). but sometimes the tuberculous deposits occur mainly, or

even solely, in the glands in the region of the ca>cum. in which case it luay be very diflicult

to be sure without operation that the jiatient has not got chronic appendicitis nr alterna-

tively tuberculous lesions in the ca'cmn itself (see above). It is only when on<- can feel

multiple .siuall but firm, tender swellings, as is sometimes ])ossil)le in a thin ]iirsoii. Ihat

the diagnosis of tuberculosis of these glands m.ay be guessed at : as a rule Ihc |ialieut is a

child suffering from general delicacy, and the t'ondition is not one in which the symptoms
call for urgent la|iarotom\ . \dn I'ir(|uet's skin reaction may be positi\e. though e\en
when it is the diagnosis of I nbcreulosis of these glands will oflcn remain one of conjecture

only. .Sometimes the .r-rays show nniltiple shadows in the position which the glands
niirmallN occupy, and thus assist the diagnosis.

CuiciiKitnii of the ((fciitn is generally chai'acteri/.cd nnich less by pain in the ilia.c fossa

than l)y a delinite. usually irregular firm mass, at lirst movable, later more fixed. This

mass is distinguished froiu an aceunnilalion of f;cces in thi' ca'cum by its greater lirnuiess,

by the fad that it camiot be nionhk'd by the lingers, and that it docs not disai)pcar when
the bouc-K arc thoidughly cvacualed. It may enlarge very slowly : in cases of doubt,

operation with a view to possible e\eision will probably be resorted to. ami (he diagnosis

thus eonlirmed. .Sometimes carcinoma of the ea'cum may be simulated by a''euunilated

la'ces. however, when there is obstruction to the bowel further on : there may for instance

be adhesions obstructing the sigmoifl colon, or .i partial volvulus, or a carcinoma of the

rei'tum. or of the sigmoid colon, leading to partial intestinal obstruction and picventing
the fa'fcs from leaving the c.eemn thoroughly even when evacuant uleasure^ h ive been

eiuployed. 'flic pain which the patient tluai complains of may be not at Ihc siti' of

obstruction so miu'h as in the right iliac fossa. .\ bisnuith and ,i'-ray t'xamination may
assist ned( rially in deteetiug the cause fit the sym|)toms in such a ease, and caii-rnl ex im-

i nation of the rectum with t he iinger. or of the sigmoid colon by means of the sigmoidoscope,
niav 1k' rei|uired. It is noteworlhy that when there is obstru<'tion to the colon in its distal

Jiart. it is particularly in the t-a'cum that slciciinil ///rrr.v arc apt to occur, and these may be

associated with iierityphlitis and pain in the rii;ht iliac fossa, more or fss sinndatiug

a])p<aidicitis.

In (li/siiiltiii and iiliriiitivc colitis the abdonunal jiains arc usually giaicral. or at least

relerred now to one. now to another part of the vvholi' colon, sa that in these conditions the

liati(nt seldom coiuplains mainly of jiain in the right iliac fossa : occasionally, however,

))ain in the right iliac fossa may be more pronounci'd than over other ])arts <if the colon,

though the diagnosis of a uK.irc vvidesprea<l infection will genca'ally be iudicalctl by the

history, especially as to residence in the trojiics in the ease of dysentery, or of recurrent

intractable diarrha-a, with the passage of lilood and nmcus in one sullcring from ulcerative

colitis.

In li/pliiiiil fever the general syiuptoms will nearly always be oul of all proportion to

anv pain in the abdomen, but occasionally so mild a ease of tvphoid lever is met with -the

and)ulalorv type
—that the |iatient has not been ill enough even to go to bed. and in

Slime of these acute pains in the right iliac fossa have lii'iai the lirst thing t<i call attention

to the nature of the disease : in some indeed the ]iatient has had a ])erforation low down
in the ileum, so that a local abscess in the right iliac fossa has formi-d. and the patient,

tlioni;h snlTcrini; from typhoid fever, has been ojierated upon as an or<linary case of

appendicitis until the suliseipicnl course of the pv rexia has indicated that something else

was wiling, and it lias (n'cmrcd to one to have the blood tested lor a Widarsreaclion. vvhieli

has then been found ]iositivc.

Discomfort or actual jiain in the right iliac fossa may be the lirst complaint of )iati(aits

.snil'cring from a tiiiiioiir of llic iliac hoi'c : this tumour may be simple
—osteoma or
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tli(iii(li(iiii(i—tn- it may be malignant snrcotna. In cither case tlie diagnosis is arrived at

l)y careful dee|) jjalpation. wlicn tlie tumour will be felt to be firm or even bony hard, and,
ludike other tumours in the iliac fossa, completely fixed to the deep ])arts.

An oiicKri/sm of the Hide aitcrt/ is very uncommon : when it does oeeiu'. pain in the

ihac fossa may be considerable, and this ])ain may radiate thence down the riglit tliigh ;
the

diagnosis would be made by careful ])ali)ation and the discovery of a tmnour witli expansile

pulsation.

Although both movable right kitliici/ and other lesions of the right kidnei). es]5ecially

tuberculosis, cause pain in the loin to a more pronoimeed extent than pain in the right iliac

fossa, .some patients, especially tho.se suffering from unduly movable right kidney,

complain of nuieh more ])ain in the lower right abdominal (|uadrant than in the loin,

and the diflieulty of distinguishing lietwcen such jxiins when due to movable kidney only,
and a subacute a])pendicitis occurring in a ])crsf)n who has at the same time a moval)le

kidney, may sometimes lie considerable. Careful urine examination should be made : with

renal tuberculosis pus cells and tubercle

bacilli may be detected : with mo\able

kidney the urine is generally normal, though
sometimes there may be a little albumin or

occasionally a trace of blood. Witli mov-
able kidney, however, there will be no

pyrexia, such as one would expect were

there also appendicitis, and on carefid pal-

pation the patient will tell the examiner

that she experiences the pain when he has

the kiflney between his two hands and not

when he presses into the right iliac fossa

without touching the kidney.

Herpes zoster is a condition which

always needs bearing in mind when ])ains

are unilateral without objective signs, and
these pains due to herpes zoster may be

))resent some time liefore the actual eru])-

tion ajipears, and also in a few cases for

weeks or months after the eruption has

subsided. It is even probable that in

some eases there are pains from herpes
zoster without any eruption at all. though
then the diagnosis is almost impossible.
.\s a ride, with herpes zoster occurring in

such a way as to produce jiain referretl

to the right iliac fossa, the jiain will not be

confined to this fossa, but will be referred

also to the inner side of the upiK-r part of

the thigh and to some point in the right

looked for, or the slight scabs that mav be

Fi.j. l;).j la^'ram showing' tulierculous diie;i:^e of 1st

:ini.l 2ad lumf)ar vertebrae.

{filciarram hij Dr. V. rhiirslan IhiUuml.)

loin. The characteristic vesicles will also be

left for some time after the vesicles have dried up.
The remaining conditions in the list above are some in which pain may be referred to

the right iliac fossa by lesions at a distance, and it is only by licaring them in mind and

looking for evidence of them that they can be recognized. Tims, the fact that a patient

who is suffering from (leute pleurisy at the base of tlie right lung, or from pneiitnoniti in the

lower lobe of the right lung, may coni])lain of pain in the lower ptirt of the abdomen ratlKT

than in the chest, is familiar
;
and .sometimes it may be very dilHeult to decide wliether tlie

patient's lesion is abdominal or thoracic. Even when there are definite lung signs there

may be doubt as to whether there may not be appendicitis as well : acute pleurisy, for

examjile, may result from the rapid tracking up along the jiosterior abdominal wall of

infection from the apiicndicular region. In such cases it is only by careful judgement that

a decision can be come to. As a rule, in such cases there is neither rigidity nor tenderness

in the right iliac fossa upon examination, altliough the ])atient may |)ut his hand over the
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rijilit iliac lnssa wiun indioatinf; where lie has the pain. In a similar way chiDinc pain

suggest i\'e of nri'leral calculus or of a]i]/en(lieular colic or iNcn a suliaiulc appendicitis nia\

lie coni|)lainc(l of by ])ersons whose ])osterior nerve roots on the right side are heing irritated

by bony or (itlier changes in connection with the lower dorsal or upper lumbar \crtclira\

for instance, from .s/ioiidi/litis (Irfiirniiiiis (p. (itfS) in an early stage ; iinU-it-drtliritis i\\ the

spine : infective changes in the spine of llie same nature as rheiinidldid tiilliiilis : s/iiiml
ain'e.i with or without psiin.s dhscrss. Such eases will be of chronic duration, and it mav
be only after much deliberation and repeated examinations that a conclusion will be cdinc

til that tlic pains are referred from the spine and not due to primary trouble in tin- rii;ht

iliac fossa ilsilf. The .i'-rays will sometimes be of assistance in detecting the ostcuphitic
or other bony changes in the \ertebra' (Fifi. 19,5). and if the patient's complainis i an be

analyzed successfully, it will generally be foin«l that he has definite localized jiain in tin-

back as well as in the iliac fossa. The dillieulty of being sure of the cause of the pains
in such a case, however, may sometimes be very great, and e\en after weeks nf iibser\a-

tion their nature may still remain one of doubtful opinion only. Unix il Fnurli.

PAIN, INTERSCAPULAR.— (Sec also 1'ain in tuf. Hack. 11. 4-JT.) I'aiii referred tn by
the patient as being

"
in the back, between the sliouliUr blades." is due in the great majorit\-

of cases til simple indigestion, llatiilenee. or biliousness. Sometimes it is in the middle
line, with a maximum intensity at the .>th. the (ith. the 7th or the 8th dorsal vertelna :

sometimes it is referred more to one side of the nnddine than the other : often it varies in

piisitiim. being sometimes near the niiil-liric at other times right under the blade nt one

scai>ula
—
partietdarly on the left side in the case of indigestion and stomach conditions,

on the right side when the patient is •bilious" or his liver is out of order. It is verv impnr-
tanl. however, not to conclude forthwith that a patient who has this symptom is merely
bilious or sulfering from iiys])cpsia. for pain ol a similar kind may be the result of more
serious lesiiins. amongst which nnr must think of: —

F.pitlieliiiiiia of the lesniiiiaiiiis .Xortie aneurysm eroiling the \ertelir;e

.^leiliastinal sarcoma Gastric ulcer

Spi[ial eaiies Uuodeiial ulcer
Sarcoma of the vertchrie (iastrie carcinoma
(areinnma of the vertebra" (Jail-stones
Iiilrrti\e arthritis of the S])iiie , He)iatie abscess
Kiliriisilis I

•

t'hriiaie lareiniima of the aall-likuliier

-Myiisitis
I

rheiunatisni
'

tareiiiiinia ot the liver.

Spoiidylitis ilel'iirnians '

The first stc)! in arriving at a diagniisis will be to examine the bare back very can liillv

by inspection in a good light, and by |)al|)ation. Broadly speaking, the conditions men-
tioned above divide themselves into two main groups

—
namely. (1) Those in which the pain

is not produced locally, but is referred to the interscapular region from a distance (Fi<t. 2!t4.

p. 710; ; (2) Those in which the pain is definitely of local origin, so that there is tenderness
on ])alpation as well as ])ain. When tlie ])ain is due to local causes, there will generally be
some deliciency in the free movement of the si)inal column when the |)atient bends forwards
and backwards, or from side to side, or when he twists round : and attempts at such move-
ments will increase the ]iain in a way which is not the case when the cause is gastric or

hei)atic.

The maximum amount of rigidity is found in cases in which the bones themscKes are

involved, whether by spinal caries, line gmn-lli. an aiieiiri/siii. spoiidi/lilis ilcforiiiaiis, or

arthritis. The diagnosis of each of the.se may be clinched by .i-ray examination in all liut

a few cases. Skiagraphy will also serve to detect mediastinal nnc grozvtii : or. with the

help of a bismutli meal, epitlielioina of the (rsiiphagiis. which is generally suggested by the

progressive Dvsphaoi.v fp. 194) long before it |)roduces jjain between the shoulders.

Injective iiiihritis iif the spine, filinisilis. and iiii/iisitis are all associated with local tender-

ness and local stiffness or deficiency in movement as well as with local pain : in only a few
cases will the parts affected be the mid-dorsal region of the vertebral cohunn alone ; in

most instances there will be jjains in other ])arts of the body as well, referred to vaguely
as •

neurifie.' together with more or less affection of many joints of the multiple rheuma-
tiiid arthritis type (p. :!H). .Ml three are closely related to one another, and where libinsitis
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or myositis onil> and inlectivo arthritis l>(.-i;ins is usually impossible to define. Loeiil

infiltration may sometimes be leeoynized on minute jjalpatiou, especially by those wlio

have had training in massage. Tlie diagnosis should not be made, however, before caries,

aneurysm, and other serious deeper lesions have been excluded by skiagrapliy.
When there is no local thickening, tenderness, or rigidity, and no local abnormality

to be made out with the a;-rays, it will be probable that the interscapular ]3ain, or the pains
beneath the blade of one or other scapula, is a referred pain, either of gastric or hepatic

origin. In many such cases the diagnosis of Fi.atulenck (p. 240), or simple Indigestion

(p. 31.5), or of Ijiliousness is guessed at rather than made, and the chances are that the

patient will be suffering from one or other of these ill-defined 'simjjlc' conditions rather

than from something more serious.— such as gastric or <luodcnal ulcer, gastric carcinoma,

gall-stones, hejiatie abscess, or carcinoma of the liver or gall-bladder : especially if he has

had similar jiains on many previous occasions, losing tliem completely in the intervals. The

severity of the scapular or interscapular pain is no guide, for it may be extreme even when
the patient is suffering from nothing worse than flatulence or biliousness. It is important,
however, not to jimip too readily to the conclusion that the pain is due to these simple con-

ditions, especially if it does not yield easily to simple treatment, such as bicarbonate of

soda or a little calomel. Careful abdominal palpation is indicated, lest a gastric or he])atic

tumour escajjc detection ; with these the |)ain will seldom be solely intcrsea])ular. however,

and here, just as in the ease of gastric or duodenal ulcer. Iie|>atic abscess, or gall-stones,

there would be jjain in the e])igastrium or hypochondrium to direct attention to the nature

of the lesion, which would be suggested further, jjerhaps, by such other sym])toms as

Vomiting (p. 763) or .I.\undice (p. 324). Nevertheless, in .some eases it may only be by
watching the jjatient for a time that an exact diagnosis can be made ; and occasionally
that which at first ap])ears to be no more than the inter.scapular pain of dyspepsia
or biliousness, proves to have been really due to gall-stones or a carcinoma.

Ili'rbcrl FiTiirli,

PAIN IN THE JAW (LOWER)—unaccompanied by any swelling (sec Swelling of

THE Jaw. Loweh. ]>. HH'.i)
—is generally due to deiiliil caries, i.e.. toothache, and it is with

this thought in the mind that an examination should first be made. The decayed tooth

may be obvious at once, or it may be so hidden as to call for the services of a

skilled dentist. Occasionally an unerupted molar may be the cause of the pain, and a

skiagram may be needed to complete the diagnosis.

Neuralgia.—Here, jiain is the essential feature, and it may be of two kinds. It

either follows the course of a nerve such as the inferior dental in the lower jaw, or it affects

a considerable jiart of the jaw without special reference to any nerve. It varies greatly
in severity. Iieing sometimes slight, at other times so severe as to call for all the fortitude

of the patient to bear it. I'sually neuralgia of the inferior dental nerve is combined with

neuralgia of the other branches of the fifth nerve, and this in conjunction with the

spasmodic character of the pain makes the diagnosis easy. Some cases of neuralgia are

embarrassing, especially when sources of irritation in decayed teeth are present as well,

and it may be that the true condition can only be settled after all the teeth have been

extracted.

Other causes, such as e])itheli(ima or other iico|)lasm. do not jiioduce pain as a rule

until the diagnosis has been arrived at on other grounds. George li. Cask.

PAIN IN THE JAW (UPPER).—What has been said above as to pain in the lower

jaw Ijeing C'aused liy denial caries and neuralgia ap|)lies cfiually to ])ain in the u])per jaw.
but there is an im|)ortant additional cause to be sought for in the latter, and one easily

overlooked, namely, inflammatory alleetions of the antrum of Highmore.
Abscess of the Antrum of Iliglimore.

—The presence of pus witfiin the antrum is indicated

by local pain generally dull in character, but .sometimes acute. On examination of the

jaw, the gums will often be found tender and swollen, and a carious tooth is frequently
the source of the infection. So far, the signs are compatible with those arising from a

septic tooth, without implication of the antrum, and further evidence is required : the

most certain is the periodical discharge of pus, which may run from the corresponding
nostril when the head is bent forwards, or trickle down the ])harynx when the jjatient is

lying on the back. If the normal o|)cning of the antrum into the nose becomes closed, as
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it iiuiy I'liirii iiiMaiuiutitidii, lliis vahialilc sii;ii i^ lost, and tliiiUi;li local siuiiiN ol' iiillainniatiini

aiifi Kfiiei'al I'fbrilc distiirliaiiccs arc prcsciil. it mav be dillicult to anise at a diagnosis, for

tin- condition is sinmlatci] liy inllanurial icm in the nasal fossjv or snppnration in the ethmoidal

and Irdntal •-iniiscs. It must also he iciucmlicicd that a "irowth. either innocent or malig-

nant, starting in the antrum and Tiot yet big enough to cause a swelling, may easily be

mistaken. Heeonrse. therefore, should be had to the method of transillumination, and

the antra on the two sides com])ared (see Fiii. St. ]). ISO). The position of the antrum
should be shown by a bright red area, and if instead a shadow is thrown, there is presumably
some affection of the antrum. It does not mean necessarily that there is an abscess, for a

growth or a thickening of tlu' bone may cast a shadow eiiually well. In these conditions

a skiagram may help. .V growth may indicate its presence by pain belorc the appearance
of any swelling, but the dillcrcntial diagnosis is di.scussed under S\vi;i.i,in(; of the .] \\\ .

LowEU (p. G8;!)- The only certain method of diagnosis of an antral abscess is by tapping
the antrum with an cxpNuing syringe. This can be done throutjh the nose immediately
under the antirior part of the inferior turbinate bone. The Ihiid withdrawn may be

subjected to microscopical and bacteriological examination. G'TOigc K. (iasi;.

PAIN IN THE JOINTS.- (.See .Ioints. .Vim'kctk.ns oi- tuk. p. :!:i7.)

PAIN IN THE LEG. (.See Tain in rni-. KxTUi-.\in v. I,owi;it. p. t;!S.)

PAIN IN THE LIMBS (General). In th,- yreat majority of eases pains in the

limbs arc the result of some gential or systenue disease : in but few instances can they
result from synunetrically distributed local lesions. I'Vir clinical purposes the\- may be

classified by their duration, aiM'ordini; as I hey are ai'Ute or chronic.

1. Acute General Pains in the Limbs occur in —
HlieuTuatie texer Hysteria Iiilhininiat ioas of flic

Muscular overstrain ' .Acute irdections such as— lungs, kidneys, etc.

Myositis
—

l

.\cute eoryza Secondary sypliilis
.\cute polymyositis i Tonsillitis Tropical fevers— -

Neuromyositis , Feiirieula <.r cliill
j

Denyue, Malta fever,
Trichino.sis Intlueiiza cholera, yellow fever,

Peripheral neuritis .Acute siiecifie fevers dyseuterv, malaria, etc.

Xeurasthenia
I Kat-hite fever

•1. Chronic General Pains in the Limbs occur in—
Peripheral neuritis Itlicuniatoid arthritis Bruiiehilis
Tahes dorsalis (Jouococcal arthritis Knipliysenia
Chronic rhcMinatisiii t'hrouic wasting di.sease, as .Morlms cordis

Myalfiia |ialniouary tuliereulosis .Severe aiueniia
Perniciims ana^niia (iastritis Maliuiiaiit disease
Osteo-arthritis Cirrhosis of I he li\er Ne]ihritis.

These general pains may be felt most acutcl\- sometimes in one fissut- lu- part of the

limbs, sometimes in another. The muscles, for example, may be the chief seats of pain in

a child with rheumatism : in a rheumatic adult the ]iains are usually worst in and about
the joints : in a (laticnt with secondary syphilis the pain is often deep in the bones, the

so-called ostcoco])ic jiain. (Jcneral lindi-pains arc usually made wor.se by movement,

particularly when they are accompanied by inllanmiatory changes in the joints : but the

general pains of chronic rheumatism, or the stiffness and pains left after muscular f)ver-

strain. will often )iass oil if the movements be persist c<l in for a little time. .\s a rule, general

pains in the limbs are least felt when the patient is at rest, especially when he is at rest

in lied : but in some cases rest leads to stillness and increased discomfort, change of position

giving temporary relief: in others—iiarticularly the muscular ])ains of rheimiatism and
the. osteocopic pains of s]iecilic disease—the pains are at their worst as soon as the jjaticnt

gets warm in lied.

Acute Pain. - (Jeneral pains in the limbs arc common in rhiiiDiiilir fever, occiu'ring

mainly in the limbs in which there is acute inflammation of the joints. In severe cases

the cause will not readily be overlooked : it is in the eom]iarat ively mild cases in children

tliat failure to make the [iroper diagnosis is likely to occur, when the general pains in the
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limbs may he set down as nurely
'

lii'owinj; |)ains.' There is no doubt that "

fjrowing

pains' occur in healthy children, (|uite independently of rheimiatism : Ijiit any complaint
of crrowinir pains should lead to a careful investigation of the patients history, and of the

condition of his heart : a family history or past personal history of either rheumatism or

chorea will often be made out : and not rarely, examination of the heart will lead to the

discovery of valvular disease. Tlie joint-affections of rheumatism are far more prominent
in adults than in children : in children the non-arthritic lesions are the most conspicuous—
endocarditis, ])ericarditis, ])leurisy, chorea, inllanimations of the fibrous tissues generally
and of the skin, sore throats. The way in which both the pains and the pyrexia are relieved

by salicylates may often assist tlie diagnosis : if both arc relieved within forty-eight hours

after salicylate treatment is begim, acute rheumatism is probable, whilst conversely, if the

pains persist in spite of salicylates, acute rheumatism is not probable {Fig. 150, ]), 338).
Few people can be unacquainted with the general pains and stiffness due to muscular

nverstrain, the result of some violent and unusual muscular exertion—walking, running,

playing games, etc,—undertaken when the body was out of training. The pains are accom-

panied by local tenderness of the aflected muscles, and there may be sliglit fever.

Mijositis, or inflammation of the muscles, is a comparatively rare cause of general

pain in the limbs. Acute poliiiui/ositis. also described as dermatomyositis and as jjseudo-

trichinosis, is characterized by jjain, rigidity, and tenderness in tlie muscles, (edema of the

extremities, and a rash resembling one or other of the exudative erythemas. In addition,

there are the general symjitoms of malaise, anorexia, general debility, and fever. It must
be distinguished from trichinosis, in which the affected muscles are found to contain

Trichinella spiralis, the face and eyes are oedematous, and the blood shows eosinophilia.
A second rare form of myositis is the neuromyositis described by Senator, in which the

nerves are involved as well as the muscles. In this, sensation is lessened, the reflexes are

lost, and vasomotor ])henomena are seen in the extremities. The affected fimbs are tender

on pressure, and ])aiiiful when movement is attempted.
Tricliiniisi.s. or infection with Tricliiiicllii spirulis. is very rare in (ircat Britain, though

common in countries where ]iork is eaten uncooked. Its symptoms are due to gastro-

enteritis, and to invasion of the tissues of the body, ])artieularly the muscles, by young
trichinella". For the first week or ten days the main symptoms are gastro-intestinal, and

may suggest cholera. Then the second stage comes on with pains and swellings in the

muscles, particularly the flexors. The face, neck, and trunk are affected as wefl as the

limbs ; the face and eyes become crdematous : profuse perspirations are common, and

high fever is not rare ; eosinoiihilia and leucocytosis are usual. If not fatal the symptoms
last a month or more, subsiding gradually into the third stage, that of convalescence, as

the larval trichinella- become encysted in the muscles. The diagnosis of trichinosis is

likely to be dillicult because of its rarity : it is most likely to suggest itself when it occurs

in epidemic form. In the early stages, acute gastro-enteritis, enteric fever, or even chofera,

will be sus])ected, the main symptoms arising from the irritation of the alimentary canal

set up by the parent trichinelhe breeding in it. Later, rheumatism will be simulated ;

but the pain and swelling are in the muscles, not the joints, and the occurrence of oedema
and of eosinophilia should help in the diagnosis. It may be added, that adult trichinellae

may be found in the stoofs of a patient with trichinosis, and larval triehinelke in ])ortions

of the affected muscfes removed intra vitam for microscopicat exaniinatit)n : encysted
iarva^ will also be seen in the infected meat that gave rise to the attack, should any of

it have been preserved.

.-\cliing ])ains all over the limbs or body, or both, are <piite common at the onset of

many of the acute injections disorders, or of acute diseases that mainly affect one or another

of the organs of the body. .Associated with these pains are other general symptoms, in

most instances, such as malaise, headache, anorexia, and more or less fever. Thu^, a

severe acute cori/zn or tonsillitis may be ushered in by general pains in the limbs ;
so may

the obscure and elusive acute attack known as a. febrieula or a chill, in which the fever and

general symptoms jiersist for a day or two. but no localizing signs or symptoms can be

detected to give evidence as to " where the chill has settled." Such febricuhe may really

be abortive attacks of ])iieimioiiia or rheumatism, the onset or recrudescence of pulmonary
tuberculosis, instances of undetected "ore throat, acute gastro-intestinal ujisets. cases of

larval enteric, scarlet fever, measles, or what not. If they are associated with much jiain
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or prostration, there is ,i i.reat tindeney ti> a|i|>l\ llie term •

iiilluen/.a
'

to them iiidis-

criminately, quite apart I'mm eonsideratioiis of fact —evidenee c.f iid'eetiou witli I'feilier's

baeilhis : or of prol)ahihly the deteetioii of any soiiree whence inlhien/.al infection could
have been derived. Hut. Iiowevcr .satisfactory it may he to the i)atient. tlie diaunosis of

iiilluvnza shouhl not be made witliout further evidence, such as is furnished by tlie di.s-

covery of Pfeiffer's baeilhis in tlie palienfs nasal or bronchial secretions, or by the occur-
rence of the attack as one of maii\ in an inducn/.al epidemic. Inlluenza is well known to
be a protean disnrder. In iiian\ iiislaiiees its main symptom is a severe coryza, with head-
ache, lachrymation. iiyrexia. and niiieli prostration. In others the type is respiratory,
lininchitis with cou<rh and viscid expertoration takinu' the ])lace (d' the ecuy/.a. and leadiiii;

111) to a bronchopneumonia or lobar pneumonia that not infrequently results in death. A
third \ariety nf inlluen/a is the abdominal and uastro-intcstinal : abdominal pain, vomiting,
diarrluea, and iierhaps jaundice, bcins the main phenomena. In all of these the pains,
de|iression. and ))idstration come on very rapidly, and appear severe out of all proportion
to the objective siyns id' the disease, while the fever is usually of short <luration. The
diai;nnsis of epidemic cases should not be dillicult. but in the sporadic cases it may be far

from easy, and must be niaile on I he j;(neral lines indicated aboxc.
It is not necessary to refer in detail to the many oilier acute iiifet'lions or inllanmiatorv

processes in which general jiains occur in I he limbs. In incaslcs. srailcl fcirr. or siiihU-iki.v.
for example, the jiains often occur at the outset, but the diagnosis will be made on the
other symploms. ami lonlirmi d by the ap|Haraiiee of the characteristic rash. Recurrent
attacks of hiyh fever with pains in the limbs are characteristic of the little known and rarely
reeoi;ni/,(il Ral-hitc Fvvir (see )>. .liKS). Various febrile disonlers of the luni[s. such as
broiicliili.s. Iiibciriildsin. or

j)l('iiri.\if, may begin with similar pains ; so may gdntro-iiitisliiinl
infections, or acute inllammations of the l.iilnei/s. The diagnosis in these instances will be
made from the special symptoms developed in each : the pains in the limbs will rarely
be the only or the most prominent coni|)laint.

In periplicidl neuritis of the sxinmelrical multiple type, the amount of ]iain is very
variable—great in s e <;ises. little in others. The peripheral iier\es contain motor.

sensory, and vasomolor libres : in peripheral neurilis. therefore, molor and vasomotor
symiitoms are habitually present, as well as sensory. Alcoholism is the conunonest cause
of multiple symmetriial peripheral neuritis: the chief complaints are of numbness and
tingling in the extreniilies.

•

pins anil needles," sensations of dead lingers," cramps in

the legs, and se\ere gnawing or aching pains in the limbs. Beginning in the hands and
feet, they tend to s|jread to the trunk : motor weakness comes on. the skin develops hyper-
sesthesia, the limbs become \ery tender to pressure. The deep reflexes, originally increased,
are now lost : the spliiiulers are hai(ll\ cNcr invoKcd in alcoholic neuritis unless the mind
is aflected. .Mental symptoms are common in ali-oholism, taking the form of Korsakow"s
psychosis ; memory for rec'cnt events is lost : the iiatient may forget his name and address,
and not know where he is : and in the endcaxdur to make good the lacniKc in his recollec-

tions, he is likel\- to lie freely, and ([uitc without any delinite wish to deeei\e. The physical
signs of (ir.ictiical iicnriliK are similar to those of the alcoholic form, but inco-ordination
and the cutaneous and deep hyjienesthesia' are more marked, and muscular iiarcsis and
wasting come on earlier: and there may be other arsenical symptoms (p. 64). In llie

neuritis due to acute lend paisoiiiiig the sensory signs are entirely subordinated to the
motor, and jiains in the limbs are absent. Peripheral neuritis is a fairly fre(|uent legacy
fif intluen/.a. and may then be characterized by great sexerity and persistence : it may
also occur as a complication of other infectious disorders—such as diphtheria, tuliereulnsis.
or syphilis. The diagnosis of periiiheral neuritis will be suggested, speaking generally,
if the ]iains in the limbs are associated with marked sensory changes—ana-sthesia,

pariesthesia, hypera-sthesia- with tenderness of the skin, muscles, or along the course of
the nerves, and with weakness, atrojihy, and the reaction of degeneralion in the muscles.

Ili/slericfil and neurasthetiic patients sometimes suffer acutely from pains in the limbs
that lack any objective basis on examination, and may give rise to much trouble in dia-

gnosis. It is of great imijortance that organic disease of every kind should be excluded
before the diagnosis of hysteria or neurasthenia is given out. The hysterical patient is

generally a woman, and is likely to exhibit several of the many phenomena common in

hysteria, such as functional aphonia, globus or clavus hystericus, stocking-and-glove
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anresthesia, hemianapsthesia, variable ]iaialy.sc.s often due to the contraetion of autafjonistie

muscle-groups, hysterical seizures, and the like. The signs and symptoms of hysteria

change from time to time, the recovery from any particular affection often being as sudden
as its onset. The neurasthenic patient, on the other hand, is oftener a man than a woman,
usually overworked, run down in general health, and worried. The symptoms are those

of '

brain-fatigue
"

for the most part : inability to attend to or take interest in either

work or pleasure ; the bodily strength is lessened, and subjective sensations of all sorts

may be felt in the back or limbs. Headache is a prominent feature in some neurasthenic

patients ; dyspepsia or palpitation in others ; imaginary sexual disorder in others.

Kxaggerated knee-jerks aceom])any jtlantar reflexes that are still normally flexor, and
the temperature is often subnormal.

General pains in the limbs are conmion in certain diseases of hot countries, of which

only two need be considered here. Both occur in Southern Europe, as well as in more

tropical regions.

Dengue is an epidemic infectious disease, much like influenza in many respects. Its

onset is .sudden, with headache and [)ains all over, fever, sore throat, an initial erythe-
matous rash, and rapid inilse. The pains may be in the joints mainly, or diffused Ihrougli-
out the nuiscles of tlie limbs, and are made worse by movement. After two or three days
the patient feels better, and begins to get about again ; tjut after an interval of a day or

two a slight or severe relapse occurs, witli pains as before, fever, and a secondary roseolar

rash, which begins on the hands and wrists, later sjireading in patches over the whole body.
The relapse is soon over ; hut convalescence may be slow, with persistence of the general

pains in the limbs. The diagnosis should be easy in epidemics of dengue ; the sudden

onset, extent of the ])ains in limbs, head, and loins, and the characteristic course, should

suffice to distinguish sporadic cases from other acute disorders such as measles, scarlet

fever, rheumatic fever, etc.

Malta fever occurs mainly in the Mediterranean and on its shores : it is a clironie fever,

characterized by perspirations, constipation, and rheimiatic ])ains in the liinljs : arthritis,

orchitis, and enlargement of the spleen are common. The early sym]>toms are ol)scure ;

but jjains in the limbs and general debility, gastric derangements, lieadache, bronchitis,

and continued fever, are the general characteristics when the disease is established. Tlie

diagnosis would turn on the discovery of exposure to infection, the milk of goats that are

carriers of the Micrococcus melHer^sis being the actual vehicle of infeetinn : the i)atient"s

serum shows the specific agglutinating reaction.

Chronic General Pains in the Limbs will often remain after several of the disorilers

mentioniil imdcr the lornier heading. Thus, the ])ains due to peripheral neuritis may
become a chronic affection in cases of chronic alcohol, arsenic, or lead poisoning, after

inlluenza. or in gouty, diabetic, or syijhilitie patients. Isually only one or two of the

limbs will be affected in these cases ; and tlie diagnosis will not have to be made from the

occurrence of the pains, but will liave l)ecome evident from the de\elopment of other signs

of disease : a blue line on the gums (p. ."J-t), tophi, and previous attacks of acute gout, sugar
in the urine, and so forth.

To certain uncommon cases of tabes dorsalis the name /(//jc.s- dotoio.sa has been given,

owing to the severity and extent of the ))ains. The patient i)resents the usual sytnittonis

of talx's (p. 60i») : in addition he has fretpiently rei)eated lightning pains in the limbs, so

severe as to form the dominating element in liis disorder from the suljjective point of

view. The diagnosis will l)e made from the suddenness and shocking intensity of the

pains on the one hand : and on the other, from the discovery of further signs of tabes—
.Argyll Robertson jjupil, loss of knee-jerk, ataxia, sphincter troubles, areas or zones of

anaesthesia. The pains will have a radicular distribution, and the nerve-trunks and

muscles will not be tender on pressure.
General pains in the limbs are common in rlirouic rlieumatism. occurring particularly

in consonance with changes in the weather. In some instances, the muscles are the chief

seat of the pain ; in others, the joints or the fibrous tissues rovuid them. In most cases,

exercise, massage, or movement tend to diminish these pains, if the jjaticnt can be induced

to svibniit himself to the discomforts f)f motion or exertion. Occurring in children, these

chronic pains are usually set down as '

growing pains
"

; but their association with acute

rheumatism is .so frequent tliat the patient should always be examined for other evidences
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of tlie rlR-iiiiiatic inti'i'tinn (si-r p. KM-). In ailiilt--, on tlir (ithur haiiil. (.-Iironic rlifiiiimtisin

is less often an iiiluTitanoe from acute rheuinatisni. and is nut so freciiiently eonibined with
valvular disease of the heart : hut it iiives rise to pseudo-anl<ylosis of the joints, inaljility

to worl<, and niueli impairment of the general liealtli. The possil)ility of uonorrlujeal

arthritis, miscalled uonorrlueal rheumatism, must not he overlooked.

Mi/algin. or the so-called
"

nuiscular rheumatism." is a conmion alfeetion of certain

groups of muscles, and may in some instances affect the limbs nencrally. It is due to chill,

exposure to cold after sweatin"', sitting in a draught, ami the like. Its commoner forms,
such as lumbago, stiff neck, pleurodynia, stiff back, need only be mentioned : in the rare

cases where the limbs are attacked, the diagnosis of muscular rheumatism will (jrobably
be uvmXc fniite dc inicux, although there is nothing to show that the affection is rheumatic,
and no ])roof that it is the muscles (and not their sensory nerves, for example) that are

affected primarily. It hapix-ns occasionally that severe pains in the limbs, or pains all

over the body, are felt by ])atients with p-.'niiciowi itiiirmia. In some instances these pains
are associated with great tenderness of the bones of the limbs and trunk to pressure, which

may be connected with the hyi)ertrophic changes taking jilace in the marrow within them.
Similar aches, ])ains. and tenrlerness may be fouml in any of the severe an.cmias or

leukaemias.

There remains for consideration the large class of diseases characterized by cliroiiir

wasliiiii or Cdrlir.iiii, in which general ])ains in the limbs are often prominent. These pains
are due to widely different ca\ises in different instances. In s!)me they may be due to

nothing more than exaggerated muscular fatigue or overstrain : the <lebilitated patient
has but little nuiscle. and that little is exhausted by exertions that would be trilling for a

normal subject, so that the cachectic [)atient becomes the victim of general pains by the

mere fact of being up and about. In other cases the pains are connected with peripheral
neuritis, set up by the circulation of toxins in the ])atient"s blood, though few or none of the
other signs or symptoms of neuritis may be detected on investigation. In others, again,
the ]iains seem to be connected with the occurrence of fever, being lessened or absent when
the patient's tem|)erature is normal. In the great majority of cases these pains are lessened

by rest, or by any treatment that builds the ])atient u|) and increases his strength. Either
the Imiijs. the heart, the liver, and gastro-intestinal system, or the kidneys may be the organs

primarily at faidt. and bodily wasting and weakness will be among the main symptoms.
In cases where the organic disease is deep-seated and out of reach, there is danger lest the

patient who is really seriously ill should be suspected of nothing more than functional

disease and treated for such. Thus, patients with carrinoma of the stomach may be treated

for hysterical vomiting or anorexia nervosa : the victim of a carcinoma or aortic aneurysm
invading the spinal canal may receive the treatment usually meted out to the malingerer.
It is important, therefore, that the most thorough examination should be made, anil deep-
-seated organic disease of every sort excluded as far as is possible, before the diagnosis of

functional disease be made in a cachectic ])atii'nt. This is all the more necessary because

there is no doubt that purely functional disease of long standing may reduce nutrition or

bodily strength to a verv low ebb. .1. ./. .Iti-IShil.c.

PAIN IN THE NECK.-(See Souk TniiOAT. ji.
(;i;; ; and Stiff Xfck. ji, (it?.)

PAIN IN THE PELVIS, In i)raetiee. |)elvic pain can usually be classitied under
four headings, namely: (1) Dn-p-.sfiifril pdi/i : CJ) Siipciiicidl /iiiiii in the s!,-iii : {;i}

Spasmodic pain ; (4) lidclniriic or sa(r(d<ii(i.

Deep-seated Pain is aching in character, continuous, and may be acute in onset, or

may be chronic in duration. It is associateii with tension in the pelvic organs, usually the

result of overfilled vessels, or, in other words, of congestion. If the result of actual intlam-

niation. i.e.. congestion due to infection, it is acute, and very severe. It is elicited by
pressure, and thereby made worse. In its worst form it is of peritoneal origin : but it may
be due to simple congestion of the uterus, tubes, or ovaries, without infection or evidence
of actual infiammation. The (jresence of adhesions between the pelvic organs is an imjior-
tant factor in the differential diagnosis of this type of pain, making it abundantly clear

that there has been a past peritoneal infianunation. and that the tension in the organs is

the result of the binding and |ircssurc of wew librous tissue. Thus it may be caused by :
—
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Local peritonitis due to infection, recent or remote, caused by salpingo-oiiphoritis.
infection after labour or abortion, ovarian cyst witli torsion of the pedicle, extra-uterine

gestation, appendicitis.

Simple eongestion. caused by retroversion and flexion of the uterus, jirolapsed ovaries,
sclerosed ovaries, ha-morrhagic corpus luteuni cyst, endometritis.

Superficial Pain in the Skin.—This is elicited bv pinching f)r touching the skin with
the head nr puint of a ]iin. It is essentially a referred pain, and may radiate very widely
over the aljdominal area, down the groins, over the crest of the ilium, and down the thighs.
The area on the skin in wliich referred pain is felt in connection with uterine, tubal, or

ovarian disease, is that to which the tenth dorsal nerve is distributed ; and the area is

that which is commonly known as the
' ovarian region.' It is not, however, ovarian

only, and it is not even uterine and tubal only, but may be affected also by lesions of the

kidney, ureter, gall-bladder, and some parts of the intestines. Consequently, referred

pain in the skin in this so-called ovarian region cannot be taken to indicate disease of the

generative organs at all. unless f)ther lesions can lie eliminated. The region of the tenth

dorsal segment is simply a horizontal band spreading l)eliind from the first to third lumbar

spines, and extending round the body with its upper level in front at the umbilicus. All

parts of the region are not necessarily affected eciually. and there may be points of maxi-
mum intensity ; one. notably, is midway between the umbilicus and anterior su])erior

spine. This spot, especially on the left side, has often been taken erroneously to iuflicate

pain due to ovarian inflammation. It is interesting to note that referred pain is commonly
more marked on the left side of the body, the explanation of which is not (|uite clear.

Referred pain in this segment may not be due to any local lesion at all, but may be a

marked manifestation of hysteria in its graver forms. When extreme hypera'sthesia of

this area on the left side is accompanied by an.nesthesia of the skin of the legs and feet up
to the level of the knees, with brisk knee-jerks and absence ol' the palate retlex. the dia-

gnosis of hysteria is almost certain.

Spasmodic Pain in the jjclvis is nearly always due to painful uterine contractions

when it is of genital origin. The exception to this is the pain, certainly s])asmodic in

character, which occurs in connection with tubal gestation, as a rule in the week or

two preceding tubal abortion or rupture of the tube. In this case it is supposed to be due
to contraction of the muscle-coats of the tube, but there is no real evidence that this is a

fact. There can be no doubt that, even though a part of the pain is muscular, some of it

at least nuist be due to jjeritoneal irritation. The only way to diagnose between this tubal

pain and that due to uterine contractions, is bv a careful consideralion of the history t)f the

case, and the linding of a definite tubal swelling by the bimaiuial method. Even then the

diagnosis is exceedingly dillicult and often im])ossil)le. .Spasmodic jjain due to iitrrine

contractions is caused by : The onset of abortion or labour : deficient devclo])ment of the

uterine muscle in spasmodic dysnunorrluea (p. l!l"2) : ex|)ulsion of a growth from the

uterus such as a fibromyoma :

"

after-])ains
"

following labour : gauze packing of the

uterus after operations.
The differential diagnosis of these conditions is fortunately easy : but a much greater

difficulty is .sometimes met with when sjjasmodie ])ain has to be diagnosed whidi is due to

causes which may not be of genital origin at all. The possible cxtra)}eoiis causes of

spasmodic pain have already been outlined (see Dvsmknoi!RH(EA. p. 192). and are :

Appendicitis, intestinal, renal, or he]jatie colic, leaking gastric ulcer, ruptured tubal

gestation, twisted ovarian ]>ediele. ha-morrhage into a (Jraafian follicle. ru])ture of an
ovarian c\ st or ])yosalpinx, dyspejjsia. and flatulent distention of the bowels.

Backache, or Sacralgia, is a very common symptom in all classes of pelvic disortlers ;

and may be present at the same time as deep-seated pain and superficial skin tender-

ness. It is associated especially with chronic uterine congestion and endometritis,

backward dis])lacement of the uterus, downward displacement (prolapse), and impacted
uterine or ovarian tumours. Sometimes the only lesion to be demonstrated is a chronic

cervical catarrh or a cervical erosion. It is a very diflicult pain to ex|)lain in all cases :

but it is usually regarded as one referred to the roots of the actual nerves which supply the

uterus, tubes, and ovaries. In cases of imjjacted tumours it is i)Ossible that the pain is due

to actual i)ressure on the sacral nerves at their exit from the bone, in which case ])ain will

also be felt down the inner side and backs of the thighs. In cases of carcinoma of the cervi.t:
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backache is complained of. but is always associated with i)ain in the ' ovarian reijions.'

inguinal vejfion. and also radiatinfi down the lefjs. It must not be forgotten tluit this form

of baekaclie is not necessarily of genital origin, but may be the result of many other lesions.

Thus, it may be the result of sonic irritating uriiiary constituent, like excess of urates and

phospliates ; also it may accompany a calculus in the ureter or some lesion of the renal

pelvis. As a rule, in renal cases, the pain is situated rather higher up. Further, caries of

the s|iine low down, growths of tlie spine, or of the s|)inal cord membranes, may give rise

t(j it. Inflammation of the saero-iliac joint, rectal growths, lucmorrhoids, and ulcers, may
be its originating cause. It is clear that a correct diagnosis in any case cannot In- m;uli-

without a complete cxamin;\tion of all these structures, combined with eariful urinary

analysis. 77iov. (1. Sicn'tn.

PAIN IN THE PENIS —is a symiitom which occurs fj<-i(uenlly in urinary surgery.

not only in association with lesions of tlie penis or urethra, but also as a referred pain with

disease of the prostate, bladder, or kidney. The symptom is one which is common to many
diseases, so that in the diagnosis of any ease due consideration nuist be given to the other

symptoms accompanying it, witliout placing too nuieli reliance on a single symptom which

may ])oint strongly to the uretlua or bladder.

Penile pain may be present either during or immediately after micturition, or may be

entirely independent of the act. It may be said generally that if pain is felt only iluring

micturition there is some intlammatory lesion of the urethra or prostate : whilst if it occurs

inuuediately after the flow of the urine, it suggests some lesion in the urinary bladder. On
the other hand. ])ain may be present (piite apart I'rntn inirturition, due to various diseases

of the |)enis. bladder, ureter, or kidney.
Tlie term "

pain,' ti>o. is a relative quantity. varyiTig with the nersous sus(iptil)ility

of the patient, for what is |i;iin in one may be merely diseondoil in another, so that the

patient's :u-rount may liii\e lo be discounleil to a certain extent by the clinician.

I. CALI.SES OF PAIN IN THE PENIS EXPERIENCED DURING MICTURITION.

1. /)/'.(7/sc.s- nf tin' I'rethni — Prostatic nl)secss

Acute inllaniniations Prostatic eareinoina.

The (Kissage of a calculus oc tlir iiri[)aetii»M o. Disrates of fhr BliiiJdt'r —
lit tlie latter Acute cystitis

Stricture of the urethra \'esieal calculus

Injury of the urethra. X'illous papilli>nia
J. Di^ii'tises uf llic Froslali' — I'eduiieulateil eareinoina.

.\ciite ])rostatitis

Diseases of the Urethra. —By far the most common cause of pain in the penis

occuniny diiiiiin micturition is acute inflammation of the urethra, usually gonorrhical. but

occasionally septic. In the earliest stages of an acute urethritis, before any marked
urethral discharge is apparent, there is usually a sense of smarting or tingling in the ter-

minal urethra, more marked as the discharge increases, when it is of a burning or scalding

character. The occurrence of this pain during micturition within a few days of sexual

connection is frequently the earliest symptom of urethral infection, whilst a ])urulent

discharge from the urethra is usually present when the case comes under observation.

The iii!s\ai!c of a ciilculiis- through the urethra causes a sharp, cutting pain along the

urethra, the cause of which is apparent when the calculus is voided. Occasionally it may
happen that micturition occurs in these cases in the dark, or that urine is not passed into a

vessel, so that the calculus is not actually seen by the patient : but if there is a history of

previous renal descent of a stone or symptoms pointing to vesical calculus, the sharp
urethral pain during mictiu'ition occurring uiion one single occasion is sic;nilicant of the

])assage of a calculus. .\ stone may. however, pass on to the urethra during micturition

and become arrested at sonic narrowed portion of the canal, usually al the meinbr.mous

])ortion or at the distal eml. when a sudden, sharp [jain is felt in the urethra, anil at the

same time the flow of urine is (lartially or com|)letely stopped licfore the bladder has been

em])tied. whilst further efforts fail to re-start the stream. In these cases the ])rcsence of a

stone should be susjiected. and the whole length of the urethra examined by p.issing the

finger along its course, when a stone may be actually felt, or the canal may be illuminated

by an endoscojie and the calculus seen.
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i'nthidl tiritiitie oocasionally causes pain in the urethra (iurinj; mieturitidn. es]ie-

cially if the caHbre is small, and if there is septic infection or ulceration of the uretliral

mucous membrane behind the stricture. The forced efforts at urination may cause pain
in the urethra during micturition, but as a general rule stricture causes but little pain.

The gradually increasing dilliculty in micturition, the feeble stream, and the dribbling of

urine from the meatus after the stream has terminated, are symptoms i)f)inting to stricture

of the urethra ; the diagnosis will be confirmed readily by the obstruction olfered to the

passage of a full-sized bougie, or better, by direct observation of the urethra by means of

the endosco|)e.

Injiiri/ of llie urcllini may cause pain during micturition. The uretlira may be injured

by a fall on the jierineum. by a kick or blow, or by the faulty or careless passage of instru-

ments ; it may also be injured or lacerated in association with a fracture of the pelvis.

The urethra may be merely bruised, may be lacerated on one aspect, or may be com|)letely

ruptured. If the urethra be injured, there is usually an appearance of blood at the external

urinary meatus, together with a contusion in the perineum or along the course of the

urethra, if the laceration is caused by direct injury. .\ny attem])t at micturition causes

pain in the ])enis, whilst urine may or may not be expelled from the meatus, depending

upon the extent of the injury, or may be extravasated into the ]ierineal or scrotal tissues.

As a rule, no dilliculty will be experienced in the diagnosis, but in any suspected case the

greatest care should l.e exerci.sed in passing an instrument into the urethra.

Diseases of the Prostate.—Acute proslalitis and prostatic abscess both give rise to

pain during micturition, in addition to increased frequency and difficulty during the act.

Both are usually se(|uela' of an acute urethritis, and whereas an acute prostatitis is accom-

panied by a temperature raised to 100 F. or 101' F., a prostatic abscess causes the usual

rise and fall in tcmijerature common to septic jirocesses. The diagnosis of the two condi-

tions is made readily on careful rectal examination, when the acutely inllamed gland

presents a much enlarged, smooth-surfaced prominence in the rectum : whilst if an abscess

be present, a softer area in the inflamed gland can usually be detected. .\n acute prosta-

titis may accompany a ha^matogenous bacterial urinary infection as distinct from a

venereal urethritis.

Adenomatous enlargement of the prostate gives rise to no penile pain during micturi-

tion ; neither does the prostate containing tuberculous deposits, but jjain in the penis is

present during micturition occasionally in eases of prostatic carcinoma, owing to the direct

infiltration of the urethral mucous membrane. Prostatic carcinoma is by no means un-

common, and whilst in its general symptoms it resembles those of ])rostatie adenoma,
there is a marked dilierence found on digital examination of the gland per rectum. The
carcinomatous gland jiresents roimded areas of densely inliltrated tissue, in contradistinc-

tion to the elastic, uniform feel of the adenomatous variety ; the whole gland is fixed and

immovable, and in advanced stages distinct infiltration of the lateral pelvic lymphatics

may be felt extending laterally from the affected organ.
Care must be taken not to mistake the hard nodules felt in a prostate containing calculi

for carcinoma. With calculous disease, the gland is not fixed and is only slightly enlarged,
whilst on gentle pressure with the examining finger the calculi may be felt to grate U])on
each other. During the passage of a catheter through the i)r(istatie urethra, distinct grat-

ing may be felt if any calculus has ulcerated the urethral wall.

Diseases of the Bladder may cause penile |jain during micturition under certain

circumstances, although it is nuieh more conmion to find that pain in vesical disease

follows the completion of mictinition. In acute cijstitis. penile pain is present throughout
micturition, due to the intense congestion of the vesical mucous membrane of the trigone
and around the internal urethral orifice. The other symptoms of acute cy.stitis, namely,

.suprapubic jjain, pyrexia, increased frequency of micturition, and the presence of pus and
blood in the mine, are sufficient for the diagnosis.

Pain during mictinition in other vesical lesions is caused whenever there is any sudden

obstruction to the normal How of lu'ine by the imi)lantation of some body against the inter-

nal urethral orifice. This may occur with a small calculus or with a pcduiiculalcil tumour.

whether simple or malignant, when during micturition the How is ariested suddenly.

accom]ianied by a shooting pain in the lu'cthra, whilst after an interval of a few seconds

the stream mav be re-established. Willi vesical ealeulus. the urine niav be normal or mav
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contain pus and blood if the l)lad<kT lias iRt-unie intV-c-ti-d : tlu-ic is penile pain after niie-

turition. and the stone may be I'elt with a sound. With a simple \illons papilloma there
is no ](ain unless part oC the Hmbriated portion of the tumour enuaj^e in the urethral oriliee

(lurini; niieturition. but there are usually reeurrent attaeks of profuse ha-maluria. whilst with
a villus-covered eareinoma there is inereaseil frequeney of niieturition, with pain lollowinn
the act. more or less constant hainaturia. and usually pyuria. Ipon reefal or \aL;inal
examination, the base of the bladder may be felt to be infiltrated, but by far the mo, I

\alnable means of diagnosis between the three conditions is cystoscopy, when a ealeulus or
\illous tiuMour is seen readily, whilst a pedunculated carcinoma appears as a daik red
tumour covered with stunted jiroeesses. (See Plate A'l'/. p. 2S4..)

II. PENILE PAIN FOLLOWING MICTURITION.

This symptom is eiimmon to nr.iny lesions of the urinar\- bladder, more cspeeialK'
those in which there is uleeralion or inliltration of the basal areas. The particular pain
felt by the i)atient is deseribed as a sliirp priekinu or tingling at the terminal part of the

pi'iiis on the cessation of micturition, ia^lini; some mimites and causini; a desire to stpieeze
the glans. It has often been ilescribed as typical of \esical calculus, but this is far from
being the case, for it may be due to almost any alleetion of the trigone.

The conuuon causes of pain in the penis folluwing U|):in micturition are :
—

1. I'csinil -
-J. Ciidrir 4. rcsinilar --

' alealus , t aleulus in luwer end Acute sperrnato-Msiculit is

TiiIk reiilosis '

I )eserri(lia^' uretcaitis .-,. Ittctdl -

Turuniu- eareiniinia Di'siHaidint; t alxrc alosis. CareinoiHa.
lia|iilloiiia :!. I'rii.tliilic (1. .Imil -

.\eutc cystitis .Acaite iiillaiaaialinii Fissiu-e
Bilharzia, .\bseess Inllained lueniorrhoids.

( alcailii^.

In Diseases of the Bladder.
.\ rdlridiis in the bladder, unless it is trai)|)ed in the pouch behind an (ailargeil prostate,

causes pain in the glans penis after micturition. It ma\ exist without causing cystitis,

although conunonly there is .some degree of ])yuria whin the case is lirst .seen. Tliere is

increased fre(|uency of micturition during active exercise or durinii the jolting of travelling,
but not dining complete rest unless cystitis is marked. The terminal drops of urine during
micturition are often tinged with blood, and <jn some oei'asions tlnac mav have been a
sudden sto]ipagc of the stream during micturition. In some ca.ses then' is a history of the
descent of a stone from the kidne\- witlxait the subsequent appearance ol a calculus in the
urine. Patients subject to vesical stone have usually reached the later part of life, and
although the sym]itoms are as a rule sulliciently marked to render the diagnosis easy,
sometimes they may be so few that vesical calculus is <|uite unexijcctcd. or the symjjtoms
are so like those <aused by other lesions of the bladder that error is easy. In such a case
it is advisable to examine the interior of the bladder with a cystoscope rather than by the
usual vesical sound : with a sound a small calcidus. or one contained in a vesical pouch,
may be missed, whilst with a cystoscope it is seen readily, its ai)proximate size determined,
and any other condition of the liladder accompanying or simulating calculus may be dia-

gnosed with certainty. (.See Philc \\ I. p. •_'S4, and Fig. 135, p. 282.)
Vesical luhcrctda.sis may be a primarx affection, but is more frc(iuently secondary to

tuberculous di.sease in some other part c^f the genito-minary tract. It causes marked
penile iiain after micturition, together with pyuria and a tinge of blood in the terminal

drops of urine ; the frequency of micturition is incrcasi'd during both day and night, and
is uninlluenced by rest, thus differing from the increased frequency of calculous disease.
\esit'al tuberculosis usually occurs in young adidts. but it must be distinguished carefully
from other vesical infections, and more i)arti?ularly from renal tuberculosis, in which

symptoms referable to the bladder are commonly present before the bladder is attaeked by
disease. In a young jtatient in wliom increased frequincx of micturition, pyuria, and
penile pain are present, a search should be made for any tuberculous focus, especially in

the testes, prostate, and seminal vesicles, or for marked thickening of the terminal ureter
as felt per rectum, whilst a careful search should be made for tubercle bacilli in the urine.
A cystoscopic examination may be necessary to determine the extent of the di.sease {Plait:
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XI'. Fig. E. ]). 282), but, speaking generally, tlie less instniinentation that is carried out

in these cases the better.

Vesical Tumours.—Carcinoma of the bladder occurs in two forms : the infiltrating

epithelioma and the villus-eovered carcinoma. Either begins most commonly in the basal

portion of the bladder, the muscular planes of which become infiltrated. For this reason,

the contraction of the bladder wall during micturition causes pain which is referred to the

terminal portion of the methra. Both forms occur in elderly patients, and give rise to

increased frequency of micturition during bt)th day and night, and to hannatiiria. They
also often give rise to renal pain when the infiltration has extended to the ureteric orifice

in the bladder. The base of the bladfler may be found per rectum to be infiltrated, or

enlarged glands may be felt in the lateral pelvic space, and a cystoscoijic examination will

usually clear up the diagnosis {Plate Xl'I, p, 284).

Whereas the carcinomatous growths of the bladder give rise to jienile pain after

micturition from the direct infiltration of the vesical walls, the pedunculated villus-

eovered carcinoma and the simple villous papilloma may give rise to sharp penile pain

during micturition, from the blocking of the internal urethral orifice with a process of

growth. The occurrence of this, together with attacks of jjrofuse ha-maturia, are evidence

of a pedunculated growth. On cystoscopic examination the carcinomatous ])edimculated
tumour is seen to be covered by blunt, stunted j)rocesses ; it is often nuiltiple, whereas the

innocent villous papilloma is single and ])resents nmch more delicate fimbria'.

t* Acule cj/stids causes tingling j)ain in the penis after micturition from the inllamniatory
infiltration of the trigonal area. The mode of on.set, the character of the pain, and other

symptoms of cystitis will point to the cause of the pain.
Bilharzia Ixemalobia gives rise to clinical symptoms very similar to tho'e of vesical

tuberculosis. The history of residence in an infected district, the microsco])ical examin-

ation of the urine for ova (see Fig. 26, p. 79), and the typical cystoscopic appearance of the

bladder (see Plalc Xl'I, Fig. K. p. 284) will render the diagnosis ap])areiit.
>- Ureteric lesions not infre(|uently |)roduce ])ain in the glans ])enis after micturition,

and may cause considerable <liHiculty in the diagnosis from vesical discasi'.

\Vhen a calculus becomes impacted in the narrowed terminal or intranunal |iortion of

the ureter, symptoms are produced almost exactly similar to those of vesical calculus or

tuberculosis, namely, increased frequency of micturition, pain in the glans penis after

micturition, and a small amount of pus and blood in the urine. Intimate knowledge of

the history of the illness will often be of value in these cases : the first attack of pain is

usually described as being sudden, and felt in the renal angle posteriorly, passing forward

above the iliac crest and spine, and finally becoming localized at the situation of the external

abdominal ring. The calculus may become impacted in the terminal inch of the ureter,

when, in addition to this pain, increased frequency of micturition and jienile pain are added.

In a recent case under the author's care, in which a small oxalate calculus was impacted in

the terminal part of one ureter, there were frequent attacks of fairly jirofusc ha^maturia,

suggesting a villous papilloma, but this is probably infrequent. With ureteric calculus

there is usually pain in the kidney of the affected side from the dilatation of the ])elvis of

the latter, due to the increased renal tension. The diagnosis of these cases is not so diffi-

cult if a careful inquiry is made into the history and symptoms, and so long as it is remem-
bered that increased frequency of micturition and jienile jiain may be caused by ureteric

impaction of a calculus, A good skiagra])hie examination of the jielvic areas may show

the shadow of a stone {Fig. 18,>, p, 282), whilst the latter may be felt occasionally as a small,

])ainful nodule above the seminal vesicles upon examination jier rectum, .\ cystoscopic
examinati<in also affords valuable information, not only in excluding vesical lesions, but

by giving a distinct indication of ureteric calculus by the marked congestion and dilatation

of the blood-vessels in the immediate vicinity of the ureteric orifice. A small bougie passed
into the ureter may meet with obstruction in its passage, whilst a wax-tipped bougie may
be grooved or indented by the stone.

Vieleriiis descoidiug from infection of the renal ])elvis may give rise to slight penile

pain and to increased frequency of micturition, and thus simulate vesical disease before the

bladder is actually affeeted. This is most commonly seen in the tuhercnloits form, but is

])resent in a less marked degree with infection by other organisms, of which the most com-

mon are the Bacillus coli coiniiiniiis and the slajiliiilociicciis. In the non-tuberculous form,
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the uiclir in:iy lio kit per lectmii to Ije slifilitly tliickcncil. hut tlic cystDscDpic iippearaiiee
111' till' iiilhinuil metcric orifice is ((iiite distiiietix i- {I'luti- .VC. F/« ('. p. -JS-J). In (Ifscciuliiifi

iuberniliisis I'totii tlie kidney, the ureter may be felt :is .-i linn, infiltrutei! e(inl <m tlie liladder

base, the jieiiile |)ain and increased frequency of micturition are more marked, the ki<iney

may lie felt enlarsjed and ten<lcr. and tubercle bacilli will be found in the urine. .\|)art

from this, typical chansies in the ureteric orilice are seen on cystoscopic examination, tlie

orifice beini; i)ulled up or retracted or horse-shoe shape, and usually occupvinj;' a position

slightly above and outside the situation of the normal orilice, due lo the actual shorteninif

of the duet by inliltration of the submucous coats (I'liiti' AT. Fifj. I), p. 'JSi').

Diseases of the Prostate ollen cause pain in the |)enis immcdiatel\' I'oliowinti mic-

turition. 'I'his is most conuuonly seen with acute intlainmation or abscess in the olanil as

a sequela of acute gonorrlui-a or- septic lu'cthritis. In either case there is penile pain, some-
times associated wUh c'lcelion. but little dillieull\ will be experienced in the diaynosis on
due consideration of the symptoms and upon ri'ctal examination.

Prof^ldtic riilciili are not uncoinmon. and there may be a single calculus nr a nest of

them in the prostate. The\ tend to ulcerate into the urethra, so that small calculi mav be

passed in the urinary stream, ni- sntnc may pass back along the dilated prostatic urethra
into the bladiler. If a calculus iirojects from the prostate into the urethra, it causes pain
in the penis afler micturition. .\ diagnosis of [jrostatic calculus is often made bv the grat-

ing sensatinii imparted to a catlieti-r in traversing the prostatic urrllna. whilst on rectal

examination tlu' calcidus may be I'elt as an isolated, hard nodule in the i;lan(l. or. if more
than one is present, by the crcpilation of one upon amither on dii;ital pressure in the

rectum.

Diseases of the Seminal Vesicle are seldom [)resent without ae<'(im|]an\ini; dist-ase of

tlie jiidstatc or bladder, .\cute vesiculitis may follow a methritis and give rise to pain
after micturition, but in most cases will he associated with prostatitis. Similarlv tuber-

culous noduU's in tin- \esiele will be associated with luei in the <'pidid\mis. prostate, or

bladder.

Diseases of the Rectum and Anus may iic( asiciiiall\- gi\e rise to |ienile jiaiu following
micturition, apart tVom any iMre<lion of the bladder or prostate, 'riius, a carcinoma in

the anal canal, a icctal tissure, or an inllamed h;emoiihoid may occasionalK' causi- pain
in the pi.'nis, but in each the lucal sym|itoins of the tniuble will be the more marked, and
little dillieully will be found in the iliagnosis if a local t'xamination is made with care.

III. PAIN IN THE PENIS APART FROM MICTURITION.

I'ndcr the above divisions the symptom ])cnile pain has bren consiilered in relation to

the act of niiclurition. and it remains to consider some comlitions givini; rise to pain in the

penis ii/i/nl from iiiiiiiitioii. 'i'hese incluile certain local lesions of the penis and urethra,
and also th<' pains referred from disease elsewhere. Although a local lesion may cause
little more Ih.ui discomfort in m.iny patients, in some it is described as pain, the degree of

which depends upon the nervous susceptibility of the patient. Thus, jxaulc pain mav lie

present with iiiiilr iiiftlirilis. with hiiUniilis in association with pliiiiid.sis. with jimtiithhiiosis,
or with the lifiiij}liinii>iiin of the organ due to a se|)tic soic or abrasion of the skin or mucous
membrane. In some instances lici/ic^ of the |iripuee or penile skin causes distinct jiain.

.-\ny inliltration of the cavernous tissue of the penis causes |)aiii during erection of the organ ;

thus during an attack of acute urethritis the common synqitom known as chordee arises

from this cause, whilst in a clu'onic form, cavcniilis may be due to inliltiation in associa-

tion with lerliaiN- syphilis (ji- the gouty diathesis, so that erection ofthe organ is only ])artial
or confined to the proximal part, and causes pain. .Another condition causing the same
condition arises lium the ori:ani/ation of a iKPinntoDiii in the cavernous tissues ofthe penis

following u|i(in a Icieal injury, cither from external violence or during forcible attempts at

coitus.

EpiUnliiiiiiii ol the ]ienis occasjcinally gives rise to pain in t'le oigan.
Pain may be I'elt in the jicnis in some cases of rciKtl ciilic. in which case it is cla.ssed as

a referred pain. Thus, in the acute colic accompanying the jiassagc of a calculus, Ijlood-

elot. or debris of caseous materiiil. aching pain may be felt in the penis cpiili- a]jart from
the increased desire to pass urine. Penile jiain is. howcxir, only a min(jr detail in the pre-
sence (rf the se\erc jiain in the loin, and is often onlv liubth alluded to.
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Pain in the penis was a prominent early sym])toni in two recent cases of anilc apiicudi-

cilis inider the writer's care. In neither case was it associated with mictnrition, nor was

there any increased frequency of micturition, but in t;oth the ajipendix was found to

occupy a very low position, turning down into the ])el\ is. which in one case contained a

foul abscess. li. II. Jocch/ii Swan.

PAIN IN THE PERINEUM— is a symptom often mentioned by jjatients in giving

their historv of some alTeclion of the genito-urinary aijparatus or of other organs, but

usually only as a dull aching, of which little notice is taken, as it is generally of minor con-

sequence in comparison with other more striking symjjtoms. The comi)laint of jierineal

pain per se does not convey much information to the clinician, and it is practically never

present as the only symptom in a case.

Aching in the perineum is frecpiently ])resent in diseases of the following organs :
—

Prostate—
Acute or subacute in-

flammation
Abscess
Tulicrcujosis

Culciihis

Adenomatous en-

largement
{'iircinoma.

Snniiial Vesicles—
,\rutc inflammation
Tulicreulosis.

Vrinan/ Jiladder—
Cystitis
Tuberculosis

Calculus
Carcinoma

Urethra—
Injury and rupture
.Stricture with extravasa-

tion or urethral abscess

Fistula

Calculus imiiactecl in bul-

bous ]iorticin.

Testicle—
Congenital mis|ilacemcnt

in i)erineiuu.
Anal .Irea—

riicmorrhoids
Fissure

Boil

Carbuncle
Ulcer
Carcinoma.

Vagina
—

,

.Acute inflainmation

Inflammation or abscess

of Hartliolin's glands
Cystdi-cle

I'^liitiielioma.

Cutaneous Diseases—
Intertrigo
Eczema, gouty and tiia-

bctic

Condvlomata.

From the foregoing list it will be seen that aching in the ])erineuni (jccnrs w itli numcroirs

different lesions, but other syni])toms discussed elsewhere are in almost every case more

marked. li. 11. .loeelyn Sznuit.

PAIN, PRECORDIAL. (See Pain in rnic t in>T, p. 430.

PAIN IN THE SHOULDER (see also P.\in in thk Extremity. Ipper. p. 442) may
be due to two entirely dilTerent main groups of causes, namely : (1) Direct anises, in which

the shouliler-joint itself is involved, or the nerves, ligaments, muscles, fasciir. bursa", close to

it : and (2) Indirect causes, in which the pains are referred to the shoulder region when the

real seat of disease is at a distance, as in the case, for instance, of angina pectoris, or gastric

or hepatic disorders. The conditions to be thought of include the following :
—

1 . Direct Causes :-

IlljlU'\"

.Arthritis

.Synovitis
F'ibrositis

I

.Myositis
Neiuitis
Effects of exposure to cold

or damp

2. Indirect Causes :
—

{»). Cardiovascular lesions.

Angina pectoris
.Aortic valvular disease

.Vortic atheroma (sy|iliilitir) [

(/(). Pleural, puhtunuirij, or mediastinal lesions.

I'Icurisy
Pneumonia

((•). (lastric lesions.

Flatulence

Indigestion

{(l). Duodenal lesions.

Catarrh, with or without

jaundice

Phthisis
Intrathoracic new U'owtli

Gastritis, acute or chronic
Gastric ulcer

Duodenal ulcer.

Effects of occupations
Subacromial bursitis

JIuseulai' paralysis, local.

.Aortic ancurvsm.

Pneumothorax.

Gastric carcinoma
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Riliousniss
(Jall-stonos

t'liolfcystitis

(/). Xcnriiis Icsinns.

llcrpt-s /nstcr

Aciitt' linu'lu-itis

Xutni"^ li\<T

New i;rc>\\ I li

CcTvico-dorsal spitial carit's

New jiiMiwIli in ccrxiro-

tioi'sal spine
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CV'iA'icn- brachial ricnral^ia.

'I'lir liriii sIkhiIiUt is not cNjiliril. ;incl a jialicnf may ciiniiilaiii of pain in (lie

sliouldcrs when carcl'ul incpiiry shows that it lias widely dilTerent sitnatiiins in ditteicnt

c'ases : in one it may he mainly in Hie kkiI cif the neek or in the central claNienlar region :

iindei- Ihe deltoid region in a seicind : nnd(a- the lower ])art of tlie blade ol' the seapnia in

a tliird ; and so on. Tlie first step in niakiiin Ihe diamiosis is to locate Ihc |)aiii complained
of as deliiiitely as jiossililc.

It is often easy t(j diagnose ils <aiise with some certainty from tins point alone. If.

for instance, the ])ain is mainly under Ihc left shoulder-blade, its oriyin is likely to he gastric

or intrathoracic: if mainly imdcr Ihc ii;jlil shuiilder-bl.'idt'. duodenal or hepatic. (.Sec

I'.VIN, Intf.HSCAI'I 1..VK, p. Kil.) If on Ihc other hand the pain is deHnilely |oea|i/cd to

tlie region of tlie shoulder-joint, the misehicr is probably within the joini ilscH'. or in the

fibrous tissues, liganients. biirs:e. niuselcs. or ihiacs aniuml the joint.

The next point to investinate is the (diidilioii ol Ihc jiarts at and round Ihc- shoulrler :

it Iheie is definite tciiderne.ss a.s well as ]iain. increased ]iain on attempted moxemciit.
local lUI'ormity from swcllinir or from waslinj;. or impaired mobility at the shoiildci-joint.
till- trouble is probably local and the jiains aie not referred from the viscera. II may be

dilliiult to he sure that there is no local lenderness as well as pain, for the palient may
lia\'e sulTcrcd so nuich that he winces on palpal ion. from an cxpi-ctane\' of pain, when

palpation or attimpts at moxiiii; the joinI are really ))ainlcss ; considerable jiidgeincnl
is re(|niied in deciding just how mii< h lenderness is present as well as pain, especially
in luaxdiis subjects. 11. however. Iheie is dclinile tenderness as well as |iain. Ihc frouble

is niiisl likely local ; and the same ap|ilics when the pain is made nialerially worse b\ local

inoNcnu-nls.

In testing Ihc mobility of the shonldcr-joinl. il is important not to rely on Ihc p^iliciit's

statcmenis or on ius|icetion only : careful palpation is rc(|uired. Frcciucntly the patient

may seem lo iiio\c his shoulder well when, if the angle of the scapula is araspcil whilst the

|iaticnt moves his humeiiis. it will be hiund Ihal Ihe shoulder-blade moves synchronouslv
with abdiulioii of tin' a.iiii. Iherc being lillle or no |ilay at the glenoid fossa.. Normally,
when Ihc liiimeius is abducted, the sca|inla should icniain stationary uiilil Ihc arm is at

a rigid -aniile wilh the trunk : if the upward nioNcnicnl of the extended and abducled arm
is coiilimicd biyoiid the right-angle, the scapula normally moves with it. If il bet;iiis lo

mo\c before Ihc right-angle is reached, there is something the matter in or around the

shoiildci -joint . More often than not tlu' miseliief is due to jieri-arthritie changes rather

than to ostco-arthritis or other intra-artieular inflammation ; the fixation is due to the

iiuisclcs being on guard to prevent any movement that would ]ii(Mliiee jiain. Indcr an
aiuestlietie mobility may be found to be nearly |)erfeet.

'I'he dilTcrcnlial diagnosis between the vari<ins conditions that may affect the joinI is

discussed in Ihe article on Joints (p. Ji.'iT). Fibrosilis and myositis are in most rcspeels

e<|nivalent lo iiitcetive peri-arthritis, and it is oflcn a matter of o|)inioii whether any
particular iid'ectixc inflammatory condilioii around the joint is to be styled inlectixc

.synovitis, or fibrositis, or myositis. .\ny of the three may involve one shoulder n'gion only,
but more often the patient has signs and symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis elsewhere also.

The effects of injury, exposure to cold and dami). and of occupations, when they in\dl\e

the shouMer region, are only |)artieular varieties of fibrositis. myositis, and arthritis. The
stiffness and jiain that may result from sleeping in a damp room with the shoulders un-

covered by the liedelothes may be very severe, and they may take weeks or nionlhs to

])ass oft. The chief question will be whether the exposure may not have caused actual

rheumaloid arthritis, or have brought on a gouty intlammation or neuritis, in adilition to

mere stiffness and pain of a type allied to stiff neck or lumbago; and the diflcTenlialion
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will oflcii Ik- a matter merely of ()i)ini<in. Tlie same applies to the effects of injury : in

some cases the bruisinji; or the tearing "f liiiaments. or the fracture of bones, or their dis-

location, may l)e followed by ])ain and stiffness continuing to affect the shoulder region

for months or years afterwards : in addition, however, the injury may set up actual

arthritis allied to osteo-arthritis, and like the latter, more or less permanent. The .r-rays

may helji in determining the exact degree of local disease the injury has produced. Occupa-
tions involving constant use of the shoulder often result in permanent intra-articidav

changes also—a sort of osteo-arthritis : the tendency increases with age ; iind very likely

the occupation
—such as that of ]K)rters who carry hea\y weights on the shoulder—deter-

mines the site of the first joint to be affected rather than actually initiates the disease.

Besides intra-articidar changes, however, occupations invohing strenuous and constantly

repeated use of the shoulders may cause pain in them of the same nature as that of writer's

cramp and other occupation neuroses. Rowing men, navvies, stokers, and so on, may
suffer in this way. It is often very difficult, however, to distinguish between the occupa-
tion neurosis and organic fibrositis, myositis, neuritis, or arthritis.

One well-defined but often unrecognized cause of painful shoulder, in which tjoth

rccvnient slight injury and occupation play an important part, is sulxicromial bunitia.

Outside the U|)per |)avt of the cajjsule of the shoulder-joint, between it and the under surface

of the acromion |)rocess, there is a fairly large bursa. This becomes inilamed from overuse

or overstrain of the shoulder in nnich the same way that housemaid's knee results from

persistent kneeling ; but with this difference, that the swollen subacromial bursa cannot

be seen or grasped as an inHamed prepatellar bursa can. Pain on using the shoulder in

certain positions is the chief complaint. The trouble arises from falls or blows upon the

apex of the shoulder, or from occupations involving repeated sudden jerks to the shoulders

—it is conmion in golfers, tennis players, bowlers, or in those who throw the cricket ball

or put the weight ; it also arises when the daily work involves the maintenance of a strain

against interru|)ted resistance, as in the case of certain tools em])l()yed in electric steel

grooviny and the like. The diagnostic ])oint is as follow's : on minute palpation of the

shouldcr region, when the arm is at the ])atient"s side there is a delinitely and often acutely
tender spot inunediately below the tij) of the acromion i)rocess, but it the patient now
abducts the arm as far as he can, jjalpation of the ])re^iously tender spot no longer elicits

any tenderness at all : on addueting the arm to the side the tender focus is again discover-

able with ease. The explanation of the disappearance of the tenderness on abduction of the

arm is that this movement takes the subacromial bursa far enough under cover of the

acromial process for it to be no longer open to direct palpation. In cases of this sort ^-ray
examination generally shows a wider clear space between the acromion jiroccss and the

head of the humerus on the affected than on the normal side.

In any case of doubt .r-ray examination, not only of the shoulder region but also of the

whole thorax, should be resorted to ; now and again an unsuspected aneurysm of the aortic

arch interfering with the lower part of the right brachial jilexus will be found to be the

cause of acute jiains in the right deltoid region : or a mediastinal new growth, or rarities

such as a hydatid cyst in the chest {Fig. 137, p. 291) may be discovered when mere arthritis

has been alone sus])ectcd. Angina pectoris is responsible for very acute pain in the left

shoidder region, but hardly ever here alone : the attacks, and the spread of the pain from

the ])recordial region to the left shoulder and down the left arm are generally characteristic ;

and their nature will be conlirnied Ijy examination of the heart, including resort to cleetro-

cartliograms if need be, and by the inlluenee of amyl nitrite or nitroglycerin on the

paroxysms.
I'ains referred to the shoulder in cases of plithisis are generally of the nature of dull

discomfort or of aching than of acute pain ;
and the patient generally has had cough,

wasting, night sweats, and so on, to indicate the diagnosis, which is confirmed by the exist-

ence of abnormal apical signs, by the discovery of tubercle bacilli in the sputum, or by

a'-ray examination of the chest (Fig. 41, ]>. lO.'i). Pleuriny. pneumonia, and pneninotliora.e

will hardly ever cause jiain in the shoulder as tlieir only symptom, and they will be

diagnosed on other grounds.
(iastric. Iicpalic. and diKnlrnal lesions causing ])ain in the shoulder, do so in the sub-

scapular region rather than in the region of the shoulder-joint itself—stomach disorders on

the left side, hepatic anil duodenal on the right. They are discussed in the article on Pain,
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iNTKHSfAiMLAi; (p. 4!11). 'I'lic cliid' ( 1 i llictilt iis thai riiiiain ai'c tlic iicixcms causes, diiccl

and inilirrcl. llci-jjcs zoster will be ri-cd^iiizt-d l)y tlic clianu'tciistif crii|ili(in (p. T.))-). and
the )iaiiis will nearly always extend down the aim and ncit he eonlined to the shoulder

rejiion. The chief point to bear in mind is that the pains resulting tr-oin herpes may peisisi
for months after the eruption has disappeared, and maybe severe before the vesicles come
out. If Ihci-e is local wasting of the nuisck's of the shoulder reuion. it does not follow that

the primary lesion is nerxdus. because precisely similai- nuiscular ali'(jpliy results \crv

rapidix' from .joint lesions; with the latter, howexcr. there is no 1{. I). {|i. ."is-J). whereas
xvith true iiiiiiilis there is. It is. however, only whcTi all intrathoracic lesions have been

•xeluded. and when physical and .i-ray examination |)oint to there beinii "o affection of

the shoulder-joint, that neuritis of the circiunlh'x nerxc. for instance, should be diaunoscd :

an inaccurate diaunosis of neuritis is so oflcn made simply because the ]>atient has pains
and no apparent cause can be found to account for theiu. Acute briii'lirili.s is allied to acute
sciatica and acute anterior eruritis : it is diagnosed by analyzing; the distribution of the

])ains carefullx'. and by cxcludint; gross lesions of other structures in the shoulder i(i;iou

or in the chest. It is often associated with marked niu.scular atrophy, so that the humerus
tends t<i fall away from the glenoid hjssa and the patient invents all sorts of slings or splints
for the better support (jf his arm. When there is no muscular xvasting. the same lesion

would oltcn be termed iiiiicd-linicliiiil in riialiiid. Some such cases are due to much more
serious lesions, which may bailie diagnosis until the ]ialit'nt has been xvatche<l for weeks or

months—line sinnilli in the ecrvieo-dorsal spine, hir example : or ccrxico-dorsal tiilicrciildiis

iiirirs: : ,(-ray examination of the xertebrie may assist in the earlier recognition (jf these

conditions, but sometimes it is not until |)ost-inorteni examination is made that the exact
cause of the pains -])ossibly regarded prex iously as in the main neurotic—is dcuKinstiated.

The Iniiiijih'iii- arm is sometimes the site of great pain, especially in the shoulder : the pain
is probably referred from the sensori-motor cortex of the cerebrum ; the differential

diagnosis will be ff)und in the article on IIi.xiiplkgi.x (p. ;W2). Cervieo-dorsal jiiichi/-

iiicniiisitis of syi)liiliti<' origin may cause no more symptoms than ill-detined though acute

pains in xarious ))arts of the neck, shoulder, arm, or hand : ((erijiheral neuritis or myo-
librositis may be the diagnosis made. In most eases it is almost impossible to diagnose the

pachymeningitis xvith certainty, though it may be guessed at : and in obscure cases of

pain in the shoukier, apparcTitly of nerxous origin, it is often wise to have a Wassirmann
test made. If it is jjositix'e, a])pro])riate antisyphilitic treatment may <iui- the patient :

and it is remarkable how often syphilis is found to be at the root of obscuit' pains and other

ill-defined nerxcjus complaints. c\-en xvhen any suspicion of syphilis might seem to be out of

the (piestion. llirl,nt Frnirli.

PAIN IN THE SPINAL REGION. (Sec 1'ain i.n tuk H.xck. |,. fJ7.)

PAIN IN THE STERNAL REGION. (See Pain in tui: ( hi;st. p. f:;().)

PAIN IN THE TESTICLE nf varying degree may be j)rcsent in many comiitions,
and may be discussed under separate headings as follows :

—
I. Disetisff) of the litidji of tlic tcitis or cpiiliili/niis.

II. Affections of tlie eoivriiigs of the testicle.

III. Affections of the spertnotic cord.

IV. A retiiiiieil or mispliiccil testicle.

\ . I'liiii jroiii lesions remote from the tistis.

I. DISEASES OF THE BODY OF THE TESTIS OR EPIDIDYMIS.

Inflammatory Lesions may attack the testis ]jropcr. or. as is more common, may
begin m the epididymis : they rarely remain confined to one jiart of the organ, however,
for the jjroeess tends to spread rajjidly from one part to the other, so that the xvhole organ
is involved and the result termed an "'

epidiili/nio-orchitis." An inflaimnatory affection

of the testicle may be acute, subacute, or chronic, the latter being the terminal result of

the former.

An acute epididymo-orehitis arises most conunonlv by the <lirect inleetion of the organ
from the urethra via the vas deferens. When anx' intlammation has reached the prostatic
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portion of the urethra, the orifices of the vasa fleferentia may become infected, ami inflam-

mation spreads rapidly along the duct to the epididymis and testis. Whilst formerly the

occurrence of an acute inflammatory condition of the testis, following upon some form of

urethritis, was looked upon as "
metastatic," it has been shown that this view is no longer

tenable, and that we must look upon it as a direct spread of infection via the vas deferens.

Causes of Acute Epididymu-orchiiis :
—

Causes of uretliral origin :
— Ulceration I)ehin<I a stricture General causes :

—
Gonorrhual urethritis Ulceration about an im-

,

Fevers—Parotitis (mum])s)

Septic urctliritis paeted calculus or a Enteriea

Passage of catheters
;

prostatic calculus, .Scarlet fever

Urethral instrumentation Injections into the posterior Injury
urethra. Influenza

(iout and rheumatism
In liEcmatogenous urinary

infections.

Acute cpididymo-orchitis begins as a ])ainful thickening of the epididymis associated

with febrile symptoms. Before any actual pain is noticed in the testis there is often a

sense of discomfort and weight over the external abdominal ring and inguinal canal due

to the inflammatory process extending along the vas deferens. The swelling of the

epididymis increases, and with it the tubules of the testis proper become infected, causing

swelling of its body and increase of pain. The whole organ thus becomes enlarged, and

it is often exquisitely tender, the touch of the clothes or the most gentle examination causing

pain. The swollen gland is often flattened on the outer and posterior aspect from pressure

against the adductor muscles of the thigh ; the vas deferens and tissues of the spermatic
cord arc thickened.

Bv far the most common cause of an acute e|)idi(lynii)-orchitis is an acute gonorrhreal

urctliritis. During the third week of the disease the prostatic portion of the canal fre-

tiucntly bcc(jmcs infected, when the orifices of the ejaculatory ducts may share in the

inflammation, and infection be conveyed by the vas deferens to the testicle. Similarly,

but less frequently, infection may arise from a septic posterior urethritis, contracted during
connection with a woman the subject of a vaginal leucorrha?a. The gonorrhoeal form

of acute cpididymo-orchitis usually resolves slowly, and shows very little liability to sup-

purate, whereas the iullanmiation resulting from a staphylococcal or a strei)tococcal

infection may l)reak down into a testicular abscess.

Acute cpididymo-orchitis may also arise from septic processes in tlie urethra following

upon the passage of catheters, of instruments for vesical operations, such as lithotrity, from

ulceration behind a urethral stricture or about a calculus in the prostatic urethra, and occa-

sionally after the instillation of strong solutions into the posterior urethra in the treatment of

a chronic methritis. In any case the onset of pain and rapid swelling of the testis should

always lead to the suspicion of urethral infection, and attention should be directed to the

urethra with that in view. Bacteriological examination of any urethral discharge is essential

<see DisciiARGK, Ureturai., p, l,sl).

Acute cpididymo-orchitis occasionally arises xvithoul anij preceding urethral infection,

and unconunonly occurs as a complication of acute specific parotitis (mumps), enteriea.

scarlet fci-cr, itijlucnza, or as a complication of a urinary infection by liacillus coli or other

organisms. The testicle becomes painful, and enlarges rapidly in the same manner as in

acute inflammation from urethral infection, and under appropriate treatment gradually
resolves. Less frequently testicular inflammation may occur with goal or acute rheu-

matism, or after a direct injury to the organ, such as a blow or squeeze.

The pain in an acute inflammation is generally of an aching character at first, felt

not only in the testis, but at the external abdominal ring, and often as a heavy dragging

pain in the loin of the affected side. As the testis enlarges, the local pain becomes more

severe, so that the swollen gland is exquisitely tender to pressure or to the touch. After

a few days the pain sul)sides to a large extent, but remains as a dull ache until the swelling

becomes greatly reduced, and usually disappears some time before the organ returns to

the normal size. In a few cases in which a fibrous scar remains in the epididymis, pain

may remain and cause some dilliculty in the diagnosis from a commencing tuberculous

lesion, but the earlier history of acute inflammation will help in forming an opinion. In

other cases the persistence of the pain and swelling may indicate the formation of an abscess
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ill the testicle, when, after decrease at first, the swelling increases, the sUin cDvcrini; it

bceiiiiics reciileneil. ami a soil area hcconies evident in one or other side of tlie organ.
Tuberculosis of the Testicle is conijiaratively eoniiiion. occurrinj; as a primary

disease or secoiuhirv ti> tiilierculoiis disease of tlie kidney, l)hulder. or prostate. It hciiiiis

as a localized deposit in alnmst all cases, cansinji a ronnded. firm nodule in the epididymis.
It fre |uently arises in the upjier pole id' the c])ididymis, whereas the inllammatory
affections secondary t;i urethral iid'cctioii hegin ill the lower jjole. This nodule may
reiiKiiii unaltered fur many umnths. or may enlarge, soften, become adherent ti> the skin

and coxeriiiiis of the testicle, or actually ulcerate through them to form a discharging
listula in the scnilum. The small cummencing nodule in the c]iididyniis is usually

painle-s at lirst anil may be found by accident, but later, as it gradually enlari;es, it

causes an aching pain in the organ. Other nodules may be formed in the epididymis,
or the body of the testis may become involved, whilst commonly small shot-like thickenings

may be felt in the course of the vas deferens. In the most advanced stages, nodules may
be felt upon rectal examination in the seminal vesicles or proslatc. or theri' may be some
in the epididymis of the other side.

Tuberculous disease of the testicle usually presents little dilliculty in the diagnosis.

In an early case the occurrence of une nr more nodules in the eijididymis. which are painful
on pressure and which have not resulteil from a preceding acute epididymo-orchitis, should

always suggest a tuberculous focus, and a careful search should be made for any other

tuberculous lesion in the body. Should none be found, the estimation of the opsonic index

of the blood to tubercle, or one of the sexcral clinical tests for tuljcrclc. such as von I'irquet's

tuberculin skin re-action, may clear up the diagnosis. In later stages the diagnosis is less

dillicult : the gradual eulargenient of the nodules, their craggy or bossy feel, the infecti.m

of the \as or other geniti)-nrinary organs with tuberculosis, and abo\e all, the tendency of

the focus in tlu' e|iididymis to snflen and to become adhcrcnl to the srrolal coverings,

arc ])oints to be looked for: whilst if it should have liil to the formaticui of a fistula,

tubercle bacilli may be detected in the ilischarge.

Syphilitic Disease of the Testis causes \-ery little iiain in the organ, but there is

often a sense of <lragging or heaviness, and for this icason it must be considered.

Syphilis may attack the ti'sticle in se\iral dillVrent ways, producing :
—

in Act/nired Si/jttnlis :— Iti Ctiiiiitiiftal Stfjililli^ :
—

Ditliise interstitial im-hitis Interstitial orchitis

(iuniniatous orchitis (iunirnatous orchitis.

ICpidiilyniitis.

The outstanding feature of syphilitic disease of the testicle is that it alh'cts the body
of the testis rather than the epididymis, thus diliering in a marked degree from tuberculous

disease. In the interstitial form there is thickening of the intertiibiilar connective tissue,

with an inliltration of s])indle cells, which, forming young connective tissue, yield fibrous

tissue when untreated. The subsecpient contraction of this fibrous tissue may cause atrophy
of the testis. The testis may. on section, show small gummata in addition to the diffuse

orchitis, or if the inllaimuation is more localized, gummata may be the main feature, these

varying in size from that of a ])ea to that of a walnut, or larger. Tlie epididymis is affected

but rarely, though cases arc on record of a nodular sivelling in the epididymis during the

secondary stage of syphilis, which disappeared rapiilly mider antisyphilitic treatment.

In I'ongcnital syphilis, both the interstitial and gummatous forms exist : they usually
occur in childhood or in young adult life, and in many cases the affection is bilateral.

Syphilitic inllammation of the testicle may be accompanied in either the actiuired or the

congenital form by a vaginal hydrocele.
There is a sense of weight in the scrotum rather than [iairi, and often an aching or

dragging feeling in the inguinal or lumbar region. (Jn jialpation. the body of the testis

feels enlarged and nodular with the gummatous deposits, but the epididymis can usually
be distinguished from the testis and Ijc found to be unaffected. The tissues of the cord

remain untliickened.

Till' iliagnosis of si//iliilitic ili.scasc of the testis is usually simple. There may or may
not be a history of syjihilis. but other signs of the disease should be looked for -thus, in

the actpiired form, any scar of ])revious ulceration or periosteal thickening, or in the con-

genital variety, signs in the teeth, eyes, or ears. If any doubt remains, a ]iositi\e
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Wasscrmann reaction of the blood or tlie behaviour of tlie swelliiio- when treated with large
doses of potassium iodide and mereury. or salvarsan, should be n )ted. Syphilitic disease is

distinifuished from liiberculoiis disctise of the testis by the fact that the epididymis is usually
free from infection ; that the cord, prostate, and vesicles remain normal ; and bv the

comparative absence of pain in the testicle upon pressure being made upon it. Tuber-
culous deposits tend to soften and to involve the scrotal coverings in spite of treatment.

From chronic orchitis it is dillerentiatcd by the hi.story of injury and by the absence of the

history or signs of sy])liilis. From midiiliKinl liinioiirs of the testis it is distinguished by
the history of sy|)hilis, the tendency of syphilitic disease to be bilateral, the slow enlarge-

ment, and a ])ositive Wasscrmann reaction. In malignant disease, the increase in the

size of the testicle is more rajiid. whilst the tumour often shows areas of varying consistence :

the cord is ol'ten enlarged in nudignant cases.

Malignant Tumours of the Testis may give rise to pain in the organ, but as a rule

pain is only experienced in the later stages of the disease. Both carcinoma and sarcoma

may arise in the testis, but embryoma is more common, exhibiting both epithelial structures

and a combination of several forms of connective-tissue type—cartilaginous, myxomatous,
etc. Clinically, without microscopical examination, a soft carcinoma and a sarcoma can

rarely be dilTerentiated, and as their symptoms and history are so similar, they may for

convenience be considered together. A testicle that is the seat of a malignant growth
enlarges rapidly, but as ])ain is at first absent, there may be nothing to arouse the patient's

suspicions. As long as the tunica albuginea remains intact the swelling retains the

shape of the testis, but when perforation of the fibrous covering takes place nodular

projections appear and render the tumour irregular. These jirojeetions are softer than

the remainder of the growth, and form a valuable ])oint in the diagnosis. A rapidly

growing sarcoma or carcinoma of the testis may be so soft as to appear to be a Huid

collection in the tunica vaginalis. (Jenerally, however, although a growth may be accom-

panied liy a small amount of fluid in the timica vaginalis, the more solid mass can
be felt through the lluid on careful examination ; this fluid is often bloodstained. The

epididymis may become incori)orated in the growth so that it cannot be distinguislied,

and the tissues of the cord become thickened. The coverings of the testis become stretched

over the tumour : the mass does not become adherent to the scrotal skin until late in the

disease. In both carcinoma and sarcoma, the iliac and lumbar glands become enlarged,
and may be felt in a thin subject at the brim of the pelvis, and pain due to the pressure
of these glands upon nerve structures may become marked. The inguinal glands are

usually not enlarged uidcss the scrotal skin is affected. The diagnosis of malignant disease

of the testis may be (piite easy in the ease of rapidly growing tumours, but in others,

cs])ecially in the early stages, it may ])resent great dilficulty.

Hetween sarcotiia and carcinoma it may be clinically impossible to distinguish. In

quite early life the tmuour is more likely to be a sarcoma ; the cord is thickened earlier

in carcinoma, but with rapidly growing tumours it may be (juite impossible to say whetlier

it is a sarcoma, carcinoma, or embryoma until a piece is examined under a microscope.
Orchitis may be confused with the more slowly-growing forms of sarcoma. In both

the swelling may have followed an injury, and in both there may be a syphilitic history.
Orchitis is. however, either more acute or more chronic, it retains more the oval shape of

the testis, and does not present the roimded, slightly raised bosses which are commonly
present in a sarcomatous testis. In orchitis the epididymis is usually distinguished more

easily, and the cord is not so thickened as with a growth. Finally, the result of treatment

with strap])ing and with mercury and iodide will often show the disease to be of a non-

malignant nature.

Chronic torsion of the testicle is not very unc(jmmon amongst habitual horse-riders,

and sometimes, if there is no clear history as to the relationship between the swelling and
a saddle injury, the nature of the painful tumour may be so uncertain that operation and

histological examination are resorted to.

Tuberculous disease is usually diagnosed easily from malignant disease by the tendency
of tubercle to attack the ejjididymis, to caseate. suppurate, and to become adherent to

the scrotal skin comparatively early. Tuberculosis occasionally attacks the body of the

testicle first, however, forming an oval, smooth tmuour of the organ ;
the epididymis and

vas deferens may be unaffected for a time, and if no deposit is found in the prostate or
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vesicles, tlie dillereiiti;!! (li;ii;nosis l)ct\vtTn tubercle anil jirowtli may be far IVoin easv Ijcfore

ojieratiiin.

IliiiiKttditle.—The (liajiimsis between a lucniatocele and a nialiunant tiiinuur dI' the
testis ina\ present considerable dilliculty. In both the swelling may date from an

injury, whilst the indistinct thietuation ol)tained in the soft areas of a growth, accompanied
sometimes by some fluid in the tunica vauinalis, may simulate a hfcmatocele. The latter

feels heavy to the hand, but is usually softer in its whole mass and more regular than a

growth. Care nuist be taken not to place too much reliance upon the withdrawal of a
few drops of blood from the tumour by means of a trocar and cannula, a result which may
hai)pen equally with growth or luematocele. A ha^matocele may cease to cidarge, or even
diminisli in size, whereas, in growth, increase in size is progressive. The cord remains
unatfected with lia-matoeele, and testicular sensation is more likely to be lost in growth.
If any doubt exist, it is advisable to make an exploratory incision rather than a puncture,
when, if necessary, a radical operation can be proceeded with.

Hi/drocele.—A hydrocele' of \er\ long standing, with an irregular, nodular surface,
and absence of translueenc\- due to the thickened tunica \aginalis and the thick contents
of the sac, may sinuilatc a new gri)Wth, but the long history of the case, and the absence
of progressive increase in size of the swelling, will |)revent a mistake of this kind.

Cysts of the Testis occur most frccpicntly in connection with the cpiilidymis. \cry
rarely with the body of the testis. These cysts are (|uite different from hydrocele of the
tunica vaginalis, and arc often s|)okcn of as encysted hydrocele of the epididymis or testis,

or as a spermatocele, although all il.i nnt cimtain spermatozoa. They cause a swelling
of varying degree in the .scrotum, and usually an aching in the testicle, groin, or lumbar

region. They may arise as retention cysts of the tubides of the ci>ididymis or Irdm one
of the fecial remains which occur about the globus major of the tpididyiuis, namely, the

organ of (;iraldes. the hydatiil of Morgagni, or the vas aberrans cil llaller. These cysts
are usually placed above and to the outer side of the testis, occasionally behind it. They
move with the organ, and can usually be distinguished from the latter by the test of trans-

lucency. Their increase in size is very slow, but they may cause aching |)ain in the testicle

by pressure upon, or stretching of. the tissues of the epididymis. They can be distinguished
from hydrocele of the tunica vaginalis by the position of the swelling relative to the testicle,

and by the fact that the fluid contained in them is colourless or slightlv opalescent from
the ciintained spermatozoa, in distinction to the straw-coliiured fluid of a \aginal hvilroeele.

II. AFFECTIONS OF THE COVERINGS OF THE TESTIS CAUSING PAIN IN THE ORGAN.
The only common lesions of the coverings of the testis arc hiidnnrlc an<l lia'iiialoccle ;

new growths of the testicular tunics are so rare as to render them surgical curiosities.

Hydrocele may occur occasionally as an acute alfection accompanying an acute

epididymd-orihitis. injury to the scrotum, or in the course of acute specific fevers such
as small-pox. rheumatism, or mumps. Recently acute hydrocele has been described in

conjunction with acute lesions of other serous membranes—multiple serositis or poly-
orrhomenitis. The more usual form of hydrocele is the chronic variety, which may be
due to some disease of the testicle, but for which, in the majority of cases, no ascertainable
cause can be found.

A hydrocele may cause some aching in the testicle, but more frequently it causes a

dragging sensation in the loin from the mechanical effect of its weight. It forms a swelling
on one side of the .scrotum, oval with smooth uniform surface ; it gives a distinct sense
of fluctuation. The swelling is limited distinctly above from the cord or external
abdominal ring, and gives no sense of impulse on coughing ; with a good light it can be
found in most cases to be translucent, the testicle occui)ying a posterior and low position
in the swelling.

The diagnosis of hydmcele is usually easy, but occasionally, when in old-standing
cases the walls are much thickened, dilliculty may be experienced. .\ hydrocele must
be diagnosed from(l) .V scrotal hernia. (2) Ilopmatocele. (:!) New growth, and (4) An
encysted hydrocele of the testis.

Scrotal Ileniid.—Usually a hernia gives an impulse on coughing, can be reduced into

the abdomen with a sud<len slip or gurgle, and varies in size with the position of the patient.
.\ hernia conies down from above and descends into the scrotum. In a large irreducible

D 31
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hernia, some part of it is usually resonant from the contained intestine, the swellinu is not

limited above, and the testis can be distinguished at the bottom of the scrotum. A

hydrocele is distinctly limited above, gives no impulse, is translucent, and the spermatic

cord can be distinguished easily. The testis in a hydrocele cannot usually be distinguished

in the scrotum as in a hernia. Dilliculty may arise between the two conditions when the

hydrocele extends along the inguinal canal, and thus gives an imjndse on coughing, or

if the translucency is lost owing to the thickness of the walls or contents of the sac. A
scrotal hernia in an infant may be translucent.

Hwrntiluccle is distinguished from hydrocele by the absence of translucency. the

greater weight, and the suddenness of the onset, usually after an injury or ]nmcture. If

any doubt exist, an incision may be made into the swelling, permission being obtained

to jjroceed to any form of cure that may be found desirable.

Nnv Groivths of the Testis.—A hydrocele is of much slower rate of increase in size, of

.smooth surface and uniform consistence, and is translucent.

Kticijsled Ilt/drocele of the Testis (see aho\e).

Haematocele may occur as the result of ta]>ping a hydrocele, from puncture of a vein

in the .sac or of the testicle, or by the occurrence of bleeding into a hydrocele. It may
occur quite independently of a hydrocele, usually after direct injury. .\s a rule there is

a rapid onset of swelling in the sci'otum following the injury, with ecchymosis of the scrotal

skin : the resulting tumour resembles a hydrocele in its clinical symptoms, save that it

is not translucent. In other eases the swelling arises more slowly, when a pyriform or

oval swelling is present in one side of the scrotum covered by normal skin : the surface

of the swelling is smooth, and gives a sense of fluctuation and elasticity. There is no trans-

lucency. and. on tapping, dark blood-stained lluid is withdrawn.

The diagnosis in the less acute cases often presents a dilhculty. espcciall\ with regard

to miiligiiiDil disease of the testicle (see above). From hi/dweele it is distinguished by the

absence of translucency : from lieniia by the same points, except translucency, mentioned

Hbove in the diagnosis between hydrocele and hernia.

III. AFFECTIONS OF THE SPERMATIC CORD CAUSING TESTICULAR PAIN.

An inflanunatory affection of the cord secondary to urethral infection is not

unconunon. Similarly, tuberculous infection of the cord is |)raetically never present

without corres])on<ling infection of the testis or ei)ididyniis. New growths of the cord,

lipomata, myxolipomata, and sarcomata or hydroceles of the cord, cause no pain in the

testis. A varicocele, especially if large, in a jjcndulovis scrotum, is a frequent cause of a

dull, aching pain in the testicle. The characteristic feel of the enlarged veins of the cord

in the erect position, and the slight imi)ulse on coughing, will readily point to the correct

diagnosis.

IV. THE RETAINED OR MISPLACED TESTIS.

This, in its various situations, may give rise to ])ain. and may cause some dilliculty

in the diagnosis of the condition |)resent. A testis may be arrested in its descent at the

external alxlominal ring in the inguinal canal, may remain inside the abdomen, or may-

pass (1) into the perineum after traversing the inguinal canal. (2) to the ui>pir part of the

thigh i-ia the crural ring, or (:$) to the root of the penis in front of the pubis.

In the various situations in which an undescended or ecto])ic testicle is placed, it may
be attacked by the several diseases which atiect the normally placed organ, and thus give

rise to pain ; but in addition, owing to the effect of constant mu.scular strains and the

comparative immobility of the organ, it is particularly liable to recurrent attacks of trau-

matic intiammation, especially when the testis is retained in the inguinal canal : in the

intra-abdominal position it remains protected from muscular injury, whilst cctoijic testicles

have a greater range of mobility than has one that is retained in the inguinal canal. The

inflannnation of an undescended testicle may be so acute as to lead to gangrene of the

organ, with or without torsion of the cord.

The pain may be complaineil of lirst when the testes begin to swell at puberty, at

which time an undescended right testicle may produce symptoms easily mistakeable for

ap])endicitis.
The diagnosis of undescended testicle rests upon the following points : the fact that
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one side of the scrotum is eni|ity, the (jutliiic and situation of a swellitin in tin- inuuinal

canal nr clscxviKrc. tlif testicular sensation upon pressure, and the recurrent attac'ks of

pain. An undesttnded testicle may ijive rise to acute pain from inllammatory lesions or

from acute torsion of the organ, and may. if placed in the inguinal canal. gi\e rise to

symptoms suggestive of a strangulated hernia. It must be remembered also that a par-

tially descended testicle is often accompanied by an inguinal hernia. It is also stated

that tlie misplaced testis is prone to beciime the scat of malignant disease.

V. TESTICULAR PAIN FROM LESIONS OTHER THAN IN THE TESTICLE.

It is necessary to menticm this class of I'asc. m which complaint is made of testicular

jiain. when nn clinical examinati<in the testis is found to be normal, .\fter an acute inflam-

mation (if the (iryan. even when nci pal|)able nodule remains, the resulting cicatri/.atioii

may cause an aching in the organ, cspci'ially after sexual c.rritniifiil or prolonged desire.

.Xjiart from foinier testicular disease. |)ain may be felt in the organ if a aihiiliis he present
ill till- jirliis (if llir l.iiliicii or upper ureter, with a marked degree of n.ruhin'd. or from
xthiiiilaliiiii of lliiperiplierdl iiei-ees In/ rarehiDiiiii af the hoilien of the liniihur verleliriv or the

pressure' of an iitieur/isni in this situation. I'ain in the testicle is occasionallv ])rcsent in

iippeiiiliiiil iiilliiiiiiiiiiliiiii. when the a|i|iendi\ turns diiwn into the peKis.
I\. II. .I'lirlifii .Sicitil.

PAIN IN THE THIGH. iSee I>un in nn; l.uwKR KXTUKMITV. p. i;!,S.)

PAIN IN THE THROAT. (See Som; TuuoAT. p. (;i:5.)

PAIN IN THE UMBILICAL REGION.
Pain associated with External Swelling. 'I'his may be due to the following causes :

—
I iiiliiliriil lleniiii. This is cdinmon In ynung infants, and also in fat. middle-aged

])C0ple. particularly women who ha\'e borne children, .\ttention is often called to the

protrusion first by the \kui\. In the early stages, while the hernia is yet small, it may
easily be overlooked, especially if the |)atient is obese. The swelling is usuall\ globular
in shape, has an impulse on coughing, and may or may not be reducible. In a \cry large

proportiim of cases the hernia is irreducible, anil it nearly always contains omentum.
Seliiueoiis Ci/.sl. This is not uncommdn al the uml)ilicus. It presents itself as a

small spherical swelling, which might be mislakin fur a small irreducible umbilical hernia.

There is. howex'cr. im direct im|nilse on coughing, and the swelling is attached lu the skin.

There is generally but little pain unless the cyst has become injured or inllamed.

-Vcu- Crinelli. -Occasionally the umbilicus is the seat of a small seconilary riddule of

growth which has been brought by the vessels in the round ligament from the neighbour-
hood of tln' liver. It may furnish a clue in making the diagnosis of an obscure abdominal
ailment. EpiHieliiinia is the only likely |)rimarv growth here : it has to be distinguished
from a mass of .simple ilraiiulatiou tissue here, and from tuberriiJiiiis iilrenilioii of the sl.iii

at the umbilicus : all three are uncommon : in some cases the diagmisis between them

may be obvious almost at sight : in others the distinction may be so diHicuil Dial micro-

scopical examination of a jHirtion of the mass has to be resorted to.

Eezeniu Iiitertrifiii.
—Wry obese people of imcleanly habits may suffer frnm this trouble

at the umbilicus.

Divarieiiliiiii nf the lieeti Miiseles.—.V patient lying in the recumbent position may
show no evidence of this condition. Diffuse pain is com|)lained of about the umbilicus,
and the divarit'ation is made evident at once if the i)atient is asked to lift the head.

Cyst iij llii (hii/iliiiln-iiii \eiittrir Dint, a rare conditicm. may be found at liirth.

Pain associated with Internal Swelling.
Tuliereuliius Peritonitis witli formation of a localized abscess is the commonest cause

of pain and a swelling situated inside the abdomen at the umbilicus. The patient is

usually a child, and presents well-marked signs of chronic abdominal disease.

Carcinoma of the Pijlorus or Careinoma of the Colon may present as an miibilical tumour,

especially if it has become fixed by adhesions, but it can usually be diagno.sed without

diftlculty iin account nf the si)ecial symptoms arising in each case.

Pain without Swelling or other Localizing Symptoms.
The causes of umbilical pain are so numerous and varied, that in order to mention
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all it would be necessary to enumerate nearly all abdominal complaints. This cannot

be done here, but one should bear in mind the following as possible causes in ])atients in

whom no trace of abdominal disease can be found, and who still complain of iiain at or

about the umliilieus.

Tiibcit Iktrmlis.—The only comiilainf of the patient may be of abdominal pain, often

referred to the region of the umbilicus. The typical gastric crises may be replaced by a

much more diffuse pain, and more than one person has been operated on. and a gastro-

enterostomy performed, under a mistaken diagnosis. A systematic examination of the

knee-jerks, pupil-reflexes, etc., should be made in all cases.

Lead Poisoning.
—Severe attacks of cramp-like abdominal pains referred to the

umbilicus may be the chief, or even the only, symptom of plumbism. The jjatienfs

occupation may suggest the diagnosis, or otlier characteristic signs of lead poisoning may
be found (p. 34.)

Tumour of the Spinal Column or Cord. .Si)iniil Caries, and Compression Miiclilis.
—

Though a less conmion source of error, these nuist be borne in mind. Owing to its situation,

a growth in the spine may be very hard to locate ; a skiagram may be of service.

Phthisis.—In this disease gastric pains are a common symptom, and the pains may
even be referred to the umbilicus. Ceorge E. Gask.

PAINFUL COITUS.—(See Dvsi'areunia, ]). l!):i.)

PAINFUL MICTURITION. -(See Mictuiutiox. Abnohm.\lities of. p. 303.)

PAINFUL SWALLOWING.—(See Dvsi-hagi.v. p. li»4.)

PALLOR.—(See An.emia. )). -.'l.)

PALPITATION signifies the sensation experienced by a person who is conscious of his

heart beats. It is not necessarily associated with i)ain. It may be due to many different

causes, of which the following are the chief :
—

Valvular Heart Disease, especially :
—

.Mitral stenosis Aortic stenosis

Mitral regurgitation I

Aortic regurgitation
Mitral stenosis and Aortic stenosis and regurgita-

regurgitation tion

Heart Affections associated with very High Blood-pressure :-

.Arteriusclerusis.
|

(iiaiiular kidney.

Pulnionurv stenosis.

3. Myocardial Affections

Fatty lieart

Fibroid heart

Primary alcoholic

heart

•

Blaeksniifli
"

heart I
Senile changes with atheroma

Cloudy swelling Congenital deformity.
Pericarditis

.Adherent |ierieardinm I

4. Lung Affections leading to Failure of the Right Side of the Heart :—
Chronic bronchitis 1 Filiroid lung

Emphy.sema Large pleural or ]ilcnritie

etUisions

5. The Effect upon the Heart of certain Drugs, etc. :

Tobacco
Tea
Coffee

Aleolicil
]

Cocaine
Absinthe Digitalis

Morphia I Thyroid extract

6. Heredity, Nervousness, and Allied Causes :—

Fright or other enio- I'arcpxysninl tachycardia
'

Epilep.sy
tion Neurasthenia

j

Tabes dorsalis.

Graves's disease
| Hysteria ]

7. Anicmia from whatever cause, but particularly

Chlorosis I Pernicious anaemia.
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s. Mechanical Interference with the Heart by :
—

Mediastinal new growtli i

Ascites
C'linmie mediastinal tihiosis i I'rei;naiiey
Tlioraeie aneurysm of large size ' Ovarian cyst or nthcr iar^'c intra-

Tynipanites alidciminal tnniDiir.

9. Dyspepsia : especially that wliicli is associated with llatiilcncc and with stout-

ness from lack of exercise.

The majority of patients who coniplaiii of palpitation jump lo llic ((jnchision that

they have somcthinf; the matter with the heart, and. alfhoush the al)o\c list is a lony one,

tlie diasinosis resolves itself in all hut a few cases into dccidino whether the palpitations
are cardiac or gastric in origin. .\ routine examination of the \arious systems will very
often indicate the correct diai>n(>sis at once.

I'dliiiliir licaii (lisraw will be indicated by the history of rheumatic fever, scarlet fever,

chorea, syphilis, or the like, and by the alteration in the size of the heart, together with
the various bruits. Mitral stenosis is sometimes more dillicult than the others to diagnose
on accoimt of the possible absence of a bruit or of eidargcment of the left ventricle, but
it ma\ be suggested b\ the patient's malar flush, by the history of acute rheumatism, and

by Ihe loud, sharp, slapping character of the first sound at the impulse. .Aortic regur-

gitation is sometimes present without a bruit, but il can generallv be detected in these
cases by the ty|)ieal collapsing character of the pulse ; if there is still doubt, and the |)atieiit

is able to take exercise, it is frequently possible to bring out an aortic regurgitant l)ruit

by asking him to take a few steps briskly.

Iliilli lihiDil-prcssiirf conditiims are best deteeled by means of a sphvgmoinanomctcr :

the diagnosis will be eonlirmed by the big heart. Ihe albumimuia wilh tulie-casts. and

pcihaps by retinitis.

lit the mi/oriinliiil (iJJecHoiis, pericarditis and cloudy swelling are both acute conditions,
olteii associated with lever and with sullicient general illness to confine Ihe patient to bed.
so Ihat the palpllat ions are a minor part of the malady. The diagnoses of fatty or libroi<l

hear! and of adherent pericardium are discussed on pp. 58. .54. I'alpitations due to

heart-muscle affection are sometimes most dillicult to distinguish from similar palpitations
due to dyspepsia. This ai)plies i)arlicidarly to fatty changes in the heart. Xot a few

middle-aged persons sulTiT from |)alpitations which, by some observers, will be attributed
to gastric trouble, whilst by others bcjtli the palpitations and the dyspepsia will be
allributed to fatty heart: nor can the di;ignosis be made by watching the clfeet of

slight exercises upon the pulse-beat, (or in typical (l\spe|)tic persons wilhout fatty heart,
the general condition is usually sullicicntly lacking in tone for the pulse-rate to be increased

readily by exercise. If material benefit results from the giving of digitalis, from the

adoption of Schott's Xauheim treatment, or some modilieation of the latter, the argument
will be in favour of sotiic myocardial degeneration : but in many instances of Hatulcnc"
and palpitation the diagnosis between fatty heart and mere dysjjepsia will re:nain largely
a mailer of opinion. I'llcetroeardiogranis may throw light u|)on the nature of some cases

of myocardial disease the nature of which is not obvious to i)ercussion and stethoscopie
examination only ; aiu-icular tibrillation ma\- be found. f(jr example (Fin. l!)(i). though
I here may be no \alvular disease.

Lniiil (ijjcclioiis causing strain of the right \entriclc. and thus leading to palpitations,
are detected as a rule by physical examination, but here again there may be so nuicli

dillieult\- in interpreting the physical signs that when a stout, middle-aged person, with
ob\ ions emphysema, and with wheezing and shortness of breath on exertion. com|)lains
of dyspeptic s.niptoms and also of pal]iitations, it may be very dillicult indeed, except
by watching the effect of different lines of treatment, to .say whether the actual cause of
the palpitations is em))liysenia with secondary dilatation of the heart, or dyspepsia with
rellcx palpitations or the result of fatty changes in the heart muscle of a <lyspeptic person
of sedentary occupation who is both stout and cmi)hysematous.

Tohacro is a very important cause for pal])itations in a patient who may seem t<i he

perfectly healthy : the degree to which different individuals can smoke tobacco with

impunity \aries enormously, and whereas some may smoke from morning to night and

desclop no untoward symptoms at all. others develop some ill effects from what are
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relatively quite small quantities. Cigarettes seem to be the greatest offenders in this

respect, particularly cheap cigarettes sold in packets o{ considerable numbers ff)r a penny.
In bad cases the heart becomes absolutely irregular ;

in all eases of the kind any extra

exertion, such as trotting a hundred yards, causes a rise in the pulse-rate out of all pro-

portion to what it should ; the pulse may rise, for instance, from 70 to 150 or 160 per
minute as the result of slight exertion which in an ordinary individual would only increase

it to 90 or 100. These patients may have palpitations at any time of the day or night,

but i)articularly when they first get into bed. when violent tlunnpings may cause them
considerable alarm. .Similar thumpings of the heart, closely allied to but hardly identical

with |)alpitations, are complained of by elderly men. particularly those of the gouty habit,

probably with atheromatous degeneration of their coronary arteries. .Another condition

in which the heart may produce similar sym|)toms is cpilepsi/. in which disease, quite apart
from the major attacks, there are innumerable accessory symptoms of which cardiac

tlunnpings in bed at night are one. In that particular variety of epileptic convulsions

which is associated with a sudden Iialving of the pulse-rate and coma—sometimes spoken
of as Stokes-Adams sifndrome—palpitations may also be a prominent syniiitom : the

diagnosis is established best by obtaining electrocardiographic records of partial or com-

plete heart-block (Fig. 87, p. H'.i). Tea. coffee, alcohol, and absinthe, as causes of cardiac

irregularity and consequent palpitations, can lie diagnosed best by the history and by the

-Kiectroc.TrLlio;_'raiii to illustrate aiiri.-uUir librillation. Ventririilar heats are inarkc.l R. Tlie

aiini 111 -I hi Its are tuimarkeil except in tlir rnitral part of tlie middle curve, where three of them are marked x x x .

I'lir M nil I. iilar beats (R) do not recur at ..jii.d ini- r\als, so that the pulse was irregular in time; but the average
\ciiiririil:ir late w.as 10(1 per miimte. Thi- ainiili- were not heating regularly ; but where marked x x x the beats

ociairreU ajiproxiniately one every liftli of a second, the auricular rate at ttiis point being about -iOO per minute.

effects of stopping the drugs in question. Morpliia and cocaine, if taken over periods

sufficiently long to lead to palpitations, will generally be indicated by the presence of

multiple prick-marks upon the body or limbs. The palpitations and other cardiac sym-

ptoms are worse, not while the drug is being taken, but when it is being intermitted.

Digitalis and thfiroid extract will be recognized as the cause at once if they are being pre-

scribed by the medical attendant.

When ])alpitations are due to nervousness, fright, or other emotion, they are transient

and not dillicult to diagnose : if they keep on recurring from ap])arently trivial causes

in a ])erson who has not hitherto been nervous, it is important to bear in mind the possi-

bility of Graves's disease, for although exo|)lithalmos and enlargement of the thyroid gland
are important symptoms of this disease, it is not at all uncommon for them to be absent,

especially in the early .stages, and for the only sign of the malady to be undue nervousness

of the patient with a tendency to tachycardia and palpitations. Any condition in which

the nervous system seems to be lacking in force or in control is liable to be termed neuras-

thenia nowadays, and if neurasthenia be defined in this broad sense, then one variety of

it has palpitations for a chief symptom : the making of a diagnosis of neurasthenia in such

cases, however, is equivalent to saying that the jialpitations are of purely nervous origin,

so that all one has really done is to exclude organic changes. The same applies to hfisteria.

thoiioh it should be borne in mind that modern authorities distinguish between hysteria
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and iiciimsis. cnnfiniiif; the word liysteria to those cases in which the symptoms are directly
controllahle l)y susfjcstion. Lnconiolar dtuxid may give rise to symptoms referable to

almost any of the viscera, and there seems no reason why cardiac crises should not occur

as much as laryn<;cal. sastric. or intestinal : they are, however, rare, and when cardiac

symi)tnms develoj) in a patient suffcriny from locomotor ataxia, syphilitic affection of the

heart would be a safer diafinosis than would cardiac crises.

AiKFttiia. when it ])roduces pal|iitations. is usually obvious from the patient's appear-
ance, and it can be confirmed by blood examination. .\s a rule, palpitations in ana'mic

patients are entirely absent while the patient is at rest in bed, occurring; mainly when she

exerts herself and causes temporary dilatation of the anirmic heart. The palpitations dis-

appear when the an;cmia is cured.

Palpitations due to mechanical interference xcilli the heart, by masses of fluid or wind

displacinj; it, can fxenerally be relcijatcd tf) their correct cause by physical examination of

the chest and abdomen : mediastinal new growth, tympanites, ovarian cyst of larjje size,

and the other conditions referred to above. <;enerally make their presence obvious before

they are of sullieient size to produce palpitations. Ilrrbir! Frnich.

PAPULES may be defined as solid, circumscribed elevations of the skin, not larger
than a pea. Similar formations exceedinj; that size are classed as nodules or as tumours.
From Vksicles (p. 7.53) they are distin<iuished by their solidity ; if a papule is punctured,
nothing but blood exudes ; but in many instances papules, especially those of an inflam-

matory kind, are transitional lesions, passitii; into ta) vesicles. (Ij) pustules, (c) scales, or

(rf) breakini; ilown into ideers, (e) under<;f)in<; hypertrophy, as warts, or (/) atrophvinji.
If the transformation into pustules or vesicles is only [)artial. the lesions are described

as pai)ido-pustuies or papulo-vesicies. and if this is characteristic of the jfreatcr number
of the lesions, the eruption is said to be i)ai)tdo-vesicular, vesiculo-papular. or papulo-
pustular. If the lesions, oriijinatinf; as erythematous macules, do not take on the full

character of papules, they are said to be maculo-pa[)ular or erythemato-papular.
In size, papules may vary from a pins head, as in lichen scrofulosorum, to a pea, as

in lichen ruber planus. The mo.st typical slicipc is that of the papule of lichen planus,
flattened and with an irrcfiular base : but they may be rounded or oval, as in prurigo, or

cone-shaped, as in jjityriasis rubra pilaris, or triangular, or umbilicated. as in lichen planus.
In colour, they may be pink or rose-coloured, as in the inflammatory papules of urticaria

papulosa, violet or purplish as in lichen plaiuis. bright red as in eczema, dark or copperv
as in sy[(hilis, yellow as in xanthoma, whitish as in milium, almost black, as in infiltration

sometimes met with in sarcom.a. or simply skin-coloured, as in prurigo or verruca plana.

They may be discrete, as in prurigo, or may occur in patches, as in lichen scrofulosorum ;

sometimes they form round a hair follicle, as in eczema folliculorum and pityriasis rubra

pilaris : they are also met with in connection with the sebaceous glands, the sweat-glands,
or the papilla'. They may be inflammatory, as in eczema, or non-inflammatory, as in

severe goose-skin, or wlien they are the resvilt of retained secretion, as in acne, or of exces-

sive cornifieaticin nmiul the mouths of hair-follieles. I'sually. inflammatory papules give
rise to itching; with the non-inilaminatory kind there are seldom marked subjective

symptoms.
Papules may occur in the epidermis, as in verruca ])lana. or in the derma, when they

may be (edematous, as in urticaria, or infiltrated, as in lichen scrofulosorum ; or they may
affect both structures, as in lichen planus and the strophulus [japulc of acute ]>rurigo. The

epidermic ])apule may be recognized by its solidity, its hardness and dryness, and its super-
ficial elevation ; the (edematous dermic papule by its ])inkish colour and its momentary
yielding to pressure : the infiltrated dermic papule by its redness, induration, and elasticity ;

the epidermo-dermic pai)ule Ijy its union of some of the characters of the other varieties.

The multi|)le small papules which occur in jiapalar eczema are usually conical with
rounded base and bright-red colour ; owing to rupture by scratching they are eiivered with
a tiny dome of blood-crust ; there is usually intense itching. Eczema of this type may
resemble liclien riilicr plaiias, but in that affection the papules, as a rule, are flat or umbili-

cated, with an irregular base, dark-red or violaceous colour, and glistening surface : there

is no discharge or crust-formation : the pa|)ules are not transitional, and they leave

brownish stains, while those of eczema frei|uently pass inti) vesicles and seldnni produce
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discoloration. Confusion between tlie plaques of lichen jjlanus and those of scaly eczema may
be obviated by attention to the differences in colour and in definition : in the former the

plaques are generally dark-red or ))ur])lish. and sharply defined : in the latter, bria;ht-red

and not clearly marked off from the surrounding skin. I'nder the lens, a minute vesicle

can often be seen on the top of each pa])ule in eczema papulatum. which is not the case in

lichen planus. Yet another point of distinction between the two is that in lichen planus
characteristic discrete papules can usually be found at the margin of the patches. This

feature serves, too, to differentiate lichen planus, in its turn, from generalized psoriasis,

which is marked also by more scaliness and less thickening.

Lichen scrofulosonim is a ])apular dermatosis whieli clinically bears some resemblance

to lichen jilaiuis, but it has no right to the designation lichen, and Ijelongs rather to the

tuberculides. The pa])ules are seldom larger than a pin"s head, are usually flatfish but

occasionally conical, very slightly resistant, sometimes smooth and shiny but more often

covered with a tiny scale which is but slightly adherent : occasionally the summit is occu-

pied by a pustule instead of by a scale. The prevailing colour is red, but it varies from a

pale-yellow through red to violet. At first the lesions are disposed in groups, forming

patches of various sizes. Others are arranged in arcs of circles, which are usually seen

about the orifices of the sebaceous glands. The eruption sfiows a distinct predilection for

the trunk—the lower ])art, and the back of flu- abdomen : but occasionally it extends to

the beginnings of the limbs and may invade tlie face. If the affection becomes generalized

by the spread and coalescence of the scattered grou])s of jiapules. the whole skin is covered

with thin scales and is of a dirty reddish-brown hue. Itching is absent, or so slight as to

be negligifjie. The eru[)tion begins insidiously and may last for several months : and.

having disappeared, leaving behind it no trace, it may reappear again and again over a

period of several years. In the great majority of cases the disease is associated with some

form of tuberculosis—phthisis, or necrosis of bone, or scrofulous ulceration of the skin ;

but much more connnonly with enlarged glands, submaxillary, cervical, or axillary. Its

usual subjects are children and adolescents ; it is uneonunon after the age of twenty. The
characters of the papules

—their homogeneity, situation on the trunk, flattish shape,

arrangement in groups. ])ainlessness, and chronieity
—with the absence of itching, and the

youth of the ])atienf. are generally sullicient to determine the nature of the affection. In

papular eczema the papules are not limited to the trunk, are bright red. and there is

troublesome itching : moreover, in many cases there are vesicular or iia])ulo-vesieular

lesions as well as ])apules. From iniliari/ papular sjiphilides lichen seroliilosorum can be

distinguished by the absence of any other sign of syphilitic affection, and by the usually
restricted distribution of the lesions.

In keratosis pilaris, or xeroilvrniia. the ])apules do not form groups or patches as in

lichen scrofulosorum. and usually they appear on the limbs, most frequently the thighs :

they consist of ])rojccting hair-follicles, which convey to the hand the sensation of a nut-

meg-grater. This affection has. in turn, to be distinguished from goose-flesh, in which the

elevations, besides l)eing evanescent, are not rough or scaly. Keratosis |)ilaris is one form

of ichthyo.ns : another form, sometimes met with in association with xerodermia, but more

often alone, is ichtlii/osis Jii/slri.r. in wliich the lesions consist of small i)apillary pajjides with

horny tops, wliich stud the skin as witli minute nail-heads, and sometimes develo]) into

large warty masses. The conditi<in. dating back to infancy. f)r at least to early childhood,

is easy of identification.

The same may be said of the ordinary wart (verruca lulgnris). The small Hat wart

(verruca plana juvenilis) may sometimes suggest lichen planus, but it is smaller than the

papule of that affection, it has not the dark colour, it gives rise to no itching, nor is there

any tendency for the growths to run together into rough, scaly, infiltrated patches.

In pitipiasis ruhrn pilaris, papules form at the orifices of the hair-follicles, usually

following in the wake of an eruption of scaly patches, or of a dry eru])tion covered with

eczematous-looking crusts. The papules, when they appear, are small, red, and dry, harsh

to the toucli, more or less conical, and the centre of each is pierced by a single atrophied

hair, which is surrounded by a sheath that penetrates into the follicle. The surface of the

integument, thus roughened, has been likened to the skin of a newly-plucked fowl. .\t

first the jiapules are discrete. l)ut later they tend to run together into patches which pre-

sent the as])ect of i)alc yellowish-red areas covered with |)a|iery scales resembling mica.
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They iiiD^tly alkt-t tin- limbs, especially tlir Mirfarrs where liair is iiiipsi ahiimlaMt ; if they
encroach ii))on tlic trunk they are usually IciuikI at the waist and the lower part of the

abdomen. Itehinj;' is sometimes absent, and when present is always insiynilicaiit. \Vhen

the patches are covered with mica-like scales and are met with in tlie situations most com-
mon to psoriasis

— the tips of the elbows, fronts ol' the knees, and the extensor surfaces of

the limbs—there is some dan;;er of confusion with that disease : but at the edye of each

patcli the characteristic conical papule with its sinnle hair plumring the mouth of a follicle

is always to be seen. The best jjlaee to look for the papule is on the backs of the lingers.

In psoriasis, aaain. the lesions grow by peripheral extension instead of by the actrction of

new papules. The fa<-t that the general health is not affected sulhces tn mark nil pityriasis

rubra pilaris from cither forms of i\ffi)liiilirc iliriiuililis. in which also there is rarely any
appreciable thickening of the skin, while the colour is redder than in pityriasis and the

scaliness more marked. From lichen ruber ]ilamis, pityriasis rubra pilaris is distinguished

by the absence of itching and of im]jaired nnlritioii, and by its irri'sponsixcness to arsenic.

In lichen planus, too, the ]iapules are llattened, and often umbilicated.

In (iciif ri(l>'(iiis. the jiapule forms the primary lesion. If the obstruction is at the

mouth of the sebaci'ous gland-duct, the i)lug appears on the surface as a small black point—the comedo : if it is in the gland itself, tlii' obstructing material is seen as a tiny whitish

mass in the substance of the skin - the milium. The lesion may not develop beyond this

stage, but usually it grows into a rt'dilish papule about the size of a pea, and in many cases

the papule passes into a pustule. .Vene can usually be recognized by the distribution of

the lesions—on the face, especially the cheeks, nose, forehead and chin, anil less IVcipiently
the back of the neck, the back between the shoulders, and the chest thiir dismle charac-

ter, the presence of comedones or of milia, and tlii' patient's age, for the .iUVctioii is essen-

tially one of puberty. Usually, too. the several stages through which the lesions pass are

present at the same time—the comedo or miliinn. the papule, the ]iustule. Riindrcii differs

from acne in that it chielly affects the flush area of the face, is mai'ked by nuich congestion.
and is most conuuon in middli- lifi', (See also I't srt i.i;s. p. ,),")7,)

In cii/llii Hill iiiHllifiirme. papules, tubercles, vesicles, bulhe, nodules, macules may all

be present at the same time. Any one ol' these lesions may be predominant in a particular
case or at a giNcri time ; but the tyjjc of eruption most fre(|uently met with is that whii-h

consists wholly or predominantly of ))ai)ules i riillinini jtajiiilfiUini. This. too. is usually
the first stage of the eruption in cases which go on to other types. The papules an- gener-

ally, at the beginuing. no larger than a pin's hea<l. bright-red in colour, and llattish. some-

times umbilicated. If grou|ie(l closely together tliiv may coalesce and form raised patches
as large as a threepenny or a sixpenny ])iece : each patch has a sharply defined border, and
is surromided by an areola of congested skin : the lint in the centre soon dee])ens to violet,

and afterwards to purjilr. The favouriti- sites are the dorsal surfaces of the hands and
forearms: sometimes, too, the legs, feet, and the face are involved. Pajjular erythema
multiforme is. as a rule, easy of recognition. I'rtiearia of the papular variety- the stro-

phulus or /iniiiiin siiH/ili-.r iiiiiii of French dermatologists in which the wheals are no larger
than a lentil, and leave pajiules when they subsiiic. occasionally offers some resemblance to

it ; but the two alfeetions differ in that the lesions of erythema ])a|julatum are nuich more

]iersistent, are nut white in the centre, <io not give rise to itching, but do leave stains. One
of the most marked of these differences is that which concerns itching, for in papular urti-

caria this symptom, though variable, is freipiently severe. In in'ticaria. too. it is chielly
the covered ])ortions of the body, and especially the lower lumbar region, that aie attaekeil.

and the affection is met with mostly in children.

Papules like those of urticaria papulosa are often met with in prurigo, both in prurigo

feriKi- of Heljra. the severe form of the affection, and in prurigo ihilis, the mild and ordinary
form. The eharacteristie lesion is an eru])tion of discrete, firm, very slightly raised papules,
more or less hemispherical in shape, with a roundish, sometimes oval contour, and a glisten-

ing surface. .\t first the [(a])ule is of the same colour as the .skin, but afterwards it becomes

red, yellowish, or brownish, increases in size, and is frequently covered by a blood-crust.

In struetm-e. according to Darier. it is a localized acanthosis. Most al>undant on the

extensor surfaces of the limbs, and rarely seen on the llexor aspects, or on the face, the

papules occur not infrctiucntly on the chest, thi' lower ])art of the alxiomcn. the sacral

region, and the buttocks. The itching is intense, and mixed with the sctimdarv changes
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produced l)y scratching, there may lie found otliers not imlike those of eczema. Pustules

and sores are common, often aecom|)anied by great enlargement of the axillary and

femoral glands. In prurigo ferox the ])apules are much larger and more numerous, and in

parts the skin feels to the touch like very coarse brown paper or a nutmeg-grater. The

changes secondary to the inllammatory process in prurigo are summed up by French

dermatologists in the term lichenisntiou or UcJienificalion. The skin is tliickeiied and

rugose, and owes its peculiar aspect to an exaggeration of the fine striae of the normal

integument, so that it becomes quadrillated into a network of which the meshes are square,

lozenge-shaped, or polygonal, with a flat surface which often, as Darier says, presents the

aspect of glossy and brilliant facets, as of a mosaic. Sometimes it is covered with fine

scales. The skin is less sup))le than normal skin, and though in colour it may undergo no

change, it is more often greyish or brownish. The condition has to be distinguished from

the lichenization met with in other dermatoses. In eczema and psoriasis, the thickened

and rugf)se skin is red. has no glistening facets, and the margins are clearly delined. In

lichen planus the plaques are formed by confluent papules and arc surrounded by charac-

teristic papules.

Apart from these secondary characters of prurigo, the diagnosis is made by excluding

other itching affections, such as scabies and pediculosis, on account of the absence of the

lesions characteristic of those conditions, and by the positive characters—the origin of the

alTection in infancy, and its jjersistence, the poor general health, the preference the papular

eruption shows for the extensor surfaces of the limbs, the freedom of the bends of the

joints, and the glandular enlargement. es])ecially in the in.;uinal region.

In sifj)liilis. ])a])ules arc nut witli fretiuently in association with macules, but they may
occur independently. They may l)c di\idiil into two main classes: (1) Miliiiiii /iii/niliir.

and (2) Flat /lapiilar si/philotlcnus.

1. Miliari/. or follicular, papular sypliilides are the result of infiltration around and

beneath the pilo-sebaceous follicles ; they are rough to the touch, and feel like small shot :

they vary in size, from a ])in-head upward, and may be either acuminate or rounded.

The sites of election are the trunk, back, shoulders, and loins, but the limbs may lie

invaded, and also the face. Wry frequently the lesions appear in groups wliiili run into

each other : and they are sometimes disposed in rings. The characteristic colour is that

of raw ham. but at first they may be jiink or red. Involution proceeds slowly, the stain

left behind is long in dying away, and is sometimes succeeded by a shallow depression

which may last for years. There is often a slight scale on the surface of the papule, and

not seldom a tiny vesico-pustule or pustule may be detected on the sunuuit. Sometimes

there is overgrowth of the pa])ilUe ; and if the lesion is situated in a moist ))art the warty

growth is covered with sodden white epithelium, when the lesion is known as a mucous

papule. A more marked degree of hypertroi)hy transforms the moist paiiule into a mucous

tubercle or coudjiloma. distinguishable from a wart in that the overgrown ])apilla- are welded

into a coherent mass by swelling of the intervening tissue, while in the wart they are free.

2. Flat, or lenticular, pajiulnr sfipliilides vary in size from a pin-head to a bean, and the

small or the large lesions may predominate in a given case. They may develop directly

out of macular syphilides. In contour they are almost ])crfectly round, with a flattened top.

are but slightly elevated, and in colour \isually brownish-red. The whole body is aHeetcd

pretty impartially ; there is little tendency to agmination ; sometimes the lesions form a

kind of circlet on the brow round the margin of the hair (the corona veneris). In some

cases, ring-like patches (the circinate or annular syphiloderm) appear on the chin, around

the lips or nostrils, or sometimes on the vulva : they are made up of small yellowish-red

papules, with fine scales ;
elsewhere the papules, in the same case, are of the ordinary

kind. In other instances, the flat lenticular papules of this group become seborrhoMC :

these are characterized by their obduracy to treatment. When there is marked scale-

formation, the i)aj)Tdes being covered with a dry, dirty-grey scale, they are styled papulo-

squamous. Favourite situations for papulo-s(iuainous syphiloderms are the ])alms and

the soles, where they may be mixed with maculo-papular and papulo-tubercular lesions.

Syphilides in these sites are often rounded or irregular in shape, have but slight elevation,

arc at first brownish-yellow or brownish-red, but presently become of a dirty gre>-, and on

the disapiiearance of the scales have the characteristic colour of raw ham. When the scales

are more abundant than usual. the\- form the siiphiUdcs cormes of French dermatologists.
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TIxc small papiihir syphiliiks may in some oases \k- iliUkult to distinj^uisli Iniiu a

widily diffused licluii ruber jilanus ; but in this alfection the rash is uniform, the ])apules

generally have a linear arranjiement, and there is usually severe itchinu;. The ])a|)ules of

syphilis are mosi likely to be confused with ])soriasis
—the squamous papules with the

ordinary form of psoriasis, the [lapules in riiius with annular psoriasis. Attention nuist

he i)aid to the polymorphism of the sy[)hilitie eru|)tiou. the eo|)pery eolour. the enlarjied

filands. the sore throat or tongue, and the distribution of the lesions, no sueh partiality for

the elbows and knees beini; shown as is obserxed in psoriasis, and the [japular syphilide

havinii a preferenee for the flexor surfaces of the limbs, while psoriasis affects ratlu-r the

extensor aspects. The sy|)hilitic scales, too, are thin and dirty-white, while those of psori-

asis are heaped u|) in layers and have a silvery sheen. In psoriasis, the subject will usually

have a history of pre\ ious attacks to relate : and often the affection can be traced back to

early life, whereas in syphilis a particular lesion is seldom repeated. The palmar and

]>lantar syphiloderms described above, wliicli occur symmetrically as secondary and unila-

terally as tertiary lesions, may be confused with the dry chronic eczema of those reifions ;

but in eczema there arc heat and itchinu. and usually, in the case of the palms, the finjiers

also are involved, and at some point or other the |)rocess is vesicular or moist. Palmar

syphilides may be distinguished from eczema seborrhuicum by the fact that in the latter

there are coincident lesions in the et>mmou situations the scalp and eyebrows, the

neighbourhood of the beard, the naso-labial folds, the sternal and interseapular rcfiions ;

nor do they usualK assume the form of crescents or segments. Whenever the diai;nosis

is doubtful, recourse ma\' be had to Wassermaims serum test. Mnlnihii Munis.

PARESTHESIA. (See Sr.NSATn)N-. Ahnoiim \i.n ii;s of. \>. (iOt)

PARALYSIS OF BOTH LEGS. (See \'^M^^^^.v^.^^. II. .510.)

PARALYSIS, CROSSED.—(See IIkmipm:..! \. \,.:wi.)

PARALYSIS, FACIAL.—This term is applied to eomiilete or partial paralxsis i,r

the muscles supplied b\ the 7th cranial nerve. One or both sides of the face may be

involved, the unilateral lieini; more ciMumou than the liilateral. It is in some casi's the

result of a morbid process limited to the 7lh iier\i-. known as licW s imlsi/ : in other

instances it is one of the siuus of more complex, or more remote, disease. In complete
unilateral facial palsy, whatever its oriijin. the asynunetr\
of the face may be so marked that the diaiiiiosis can be made
at sight. Less severe facial weakness may be o\crloi ikeil

unless the means for its detection are em|)lo\cd. It is well,

therefore, to recall the e\ ideiices of facial palsy licrore

])ointinii' out the features which charact<'ri/.c its \arious

lorms.

l-Acn with lh<- lace at rest thi're ari' certain ap|icaiaiices

on the affected side which attract attention. The natural

lines aiifi wrinkles aic less niarked. and. with the obliterat ion

of the naso-labial fold, the cheek has a somewhat llallcned

or. in (lid |iersiins. baugy aspect. If the ]iaticnt is uncon-

scious or asleep the tiabbiness of the tissues may be lanpha-
sized by the lla|)ping of the check with respiration, especially

if breathing is laboured or stertorous. The pal|icbral livsuic

i.s wider than its fellow, and the corner of the mouth nia\

droop.
When the facial nuiscles are thrown into action by

attemjits to raise the eyebrows, to close the eyelid^, oi- to

expose the teeth {Fig. lit"), the difference bctwi'cn the two

sides is rendered more obvious, the moyements on the paretic half of the face bcinn carried

out with less jjower and more slowly than those of the healthy half. The ability to whistle

or to move one nostril may also be im])aired, and e\-en with slight degrees of paresis, a

person who has prc\ iously been alile to close the eye of the affected side, the other eye

ut Ihe iavi. titi- ii:itifiil Mili-iiipritii.' lo

sli.iw her ti'L'lli. .Niilf tli:il llii' rii;ln,

l.Mll..-b|-^il IW-mv IS ni.l.-r lljiiii llic lull.

tl'lifli, 1,11 hr. S. A. A. II/'™h.)
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remainincr open, is no loniicr able to pirforni the feat. The same ditlieiilty is experienced
in nial<ing movements of the ear, l)y jnitients wlio liave formerly possessed that aceom-

phshnient.

Having established tlie ])resenee of some faeial wealcness, it is necessary, in order to

take full advantage of its diagnostic value, to make certain careful observations with a

view to determining the site of the lesion which is responsible for the defect. Thus, facial

paralysis may be brought about by : (1) A lesion anywhere in the course of the pyramidal
fibres passing from the lower end of the precentral gyrus in one cerebral hemis]jhere to

the facial nucleus on the opposite side of the pons Varolii {supranuclerir parali)sis) ; (2) A
lesion involving the facial nucleus itself {nuclear paralysis) ; and (8) A lesion of the 7th

nerve between its origin in the nucleus and the point where it divides in order to supply
the various facial muscles (periplicr((l paralysis).

Supranuclear Paralysis.— Owing to the fact that the fibres of the jnrainidal tract

concerned with faeial movements cross the mid-line of the brain-stem only a very short

distance above the 7th nucleus, the facial paralysis is on the side o|)posite to the lesion.

Occasionally these fibres are involved alone ; more often those destined to tlie correspond-

ing arm and leg suffer as well, in which case the facial palsy forms part of a hemiplegia.
In this type of paralysis the difference between the two sides is not nearly so marked in

the upper as in the lower half of the face. For instance, tlie patient is able to elevate both
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Hihitcral sui)raiiucU';ir iiaralysis, siu-li as is seen in cases of ocifliral dipknia aii<l

pseudo-biilbar ])aralysis, is characterized by a general iiii|ialiincnt of flic natural move-
ments, and tends to the )>ro(hiction of a stiff, expressionless pliysioiiiiomy (f'/g. 201). With
the eonseinicnt defective inliihition of the reflex centre, emotional movements arc often

uncontrolled, and with little provocation the patient betrays in his face decrees of mirth or

distress which he is very far from fcclinu. This con<lition can be distin<;uished from true

bulbar palsy by the preservation of the nutrition and the normal electrical exeitabilit\'

of the nuiscles. and by the absence of accompanyin<f atrophic paralysis of the tonaue,

massetcrs. etc.

Reference must be nuuk- to the occurrence of cases, the residt ol' miil-brain lesions.

in which the emotional movements are lost an<l the voluntary
movements are ])reserved on one side of the face, .\svm-

metry is then ordy noticeable when tin- patient smiles or

cries.

Finally, it must not be foriiottcii that in louii-slaiidiiiL;

eases of infaidile hemipletjia. facial weakness may be associ-

ated with spontaneous athetoid movements similar to those

observe I In the arm and Icji.

Nuclear Paralysis. Lesions df the facial nucleus ma\
be .slitjht or severe, and the resultini; facial paralvsis ma\

consequently be partial or coinjiletc. .\s a rule, all the

muscles su|iplied by the ncr\c are alfcctjMl more or less

eipially. and the impairment of movements obtains whcthei-

I hey ar<' voluntary, emotional, or rellex in origin. In eases

of complete nuclear palsy certain additional effects are pro-
duced. The inal)ilitv to close the eve. and the drooiiin" of ,, „, ,, , , ,

the lower lid. lead to imperfect jjroteetion of the eveball. and Tlic photowiiih slmws absence of all

1 ii II J" i i xi 1 1 / I

'

, ,
lines, anil sai^'-in:/ of botli corners ofto the overllow of tears on to the cheek (epii)li(ira). (on- the moutii.

junctivitis and blepharitis may result. Paralysis of the lip

nuiscles allows of saliva escaping from the corner of the mouth, and may interfere materiallv
with the articulation of labial consonants. Paralysis of the stapedius muscle disorganizes
the control of tympanic tension, so that the patient suffers from excessive sensitiveness
to deep tones (hyperaeusis) and perhaps from tinnitus, rnlike supranuclear paralysis, the
nuclear form is aeeompaiiied by atrophy and alteration in the electric excitability of the
facial muscles. In slow degenerative (usually bilateral) processes affecting tlie facial

nucleus, the electrical response shows a quantitative modilication ; in acute destructive

(usually unilateral) lesions of the nucleus, the facial paral\sis is followed rapidly liy the
reaction (d' degeneration.

Owing to the situation ni the facial micleus in the pons, unilateral nuclear palsy niav
he associated with paralysis of the external rectus muscle ,,1 the same side and jiaralvsis
of the op])osite arm and leg (' crossed

"

paralysis).

Peripheral Paralysis.—^Tlie clinical jiicture of a ])eripheral facial jiaralvsis resembles
in its iiKist important details that which has already been described under the heading of
nuclear paralysis. .\ll the muscles sujiplied by the nerve are affected in more or less equal
degree, and the palsy is associated, within a short time of its onset, with atrophy and
alterations in electrical excitability of the muscles concerned. The diagnosis between the
two types depends cliielly n])on the presence of additional symptoms resulting from inter-
ference with the function of neighbouring ti.ssues. and this varies again with the exact site

of the lesion in the ]ieripliiral course of the nerve.

A lesion affecting the libres within the pons is likely to produce, in addition to the
facial paralysis, external rectus palsy, together with other symptoms in proportion to the
extent of the destructive process.

.\ lesion between the surface of the pons and the internal auditory meatus will

jirobablx- interfere with the vestibular and cochlear parts of the iStli nerve, and so give
rise to \ertigo and impairment of hearing.

.At the level of the geniculate ganglion, the ehortla tympani is unlikely to escape, and
the taste libres coming from the anterior two-thirds td' the tongue lose their function. At
the same time, irritation of the ganglion may pnnoke an herpetic eruption on the auricle
and around the external auditory meatus.
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In the iii)per ])art of the Fallopian canal a lesion ijroduees complete facial paralysis
and loss of taste on the anterior part of the toncue ; in the lower part of the canal the

resulting syni|)tonis are the same, with the exception that ])aralysis of the stajjediiis, with

its consequent hyperacusis, does not occur. The nerve to the stapedius leaves the facial

nerve between these two points. Involvement of the chorda tynipani may also cause

deficiency in the salivary secretion of the submaxillary and sublingual glands of the same
side.

At the stylomastoid foramen, the effects of a lesion are limited to the facial nerve,
the taste fibres being no longer in close ajjposition to the latter.

From the above data the site of any lesion causing peri])heral facial palsy can be

determined a])proximately. and it is only necessary to add that the term liell's piilsij is

generally limited to cases in which the exciting cause, probably an acute inflammatory
process, operates at some point within or just below the Fallopian canal.

From the diagnostic stand|)oint it is important to remember that a condition which

often results from a long-standing BclKs ])alsy may produce
a facial asymmetry capable of erroneous interpretation,
unless the observer is familiar with it. This is the so-called

pnst-p(ircihftic conlrncture. which emphasizes the folds and
lirus on the affected side in such a way that the opposite
side oi the face may ajjpear at first sight to be the weaker

{Fig. IDS). It will be noticed, however, that an attempt
to close the eye is imperfectly carried out. and that the

angle of the mouth is strongly, although inx'oluntarily.

retracted at the .same time. Similarly, on asking the

patient to show his teeth, he can only do so slowly and
with effort, while the eye is almost closed on the same side

by a powerful associated contraction of the orbicularis

palpebrip. The only complaint of a girl suffering from a

slight degree of this contracture was to the effect that she

was unable to smile without at the same time giving the

im])ression that she was winking.

Ili/stericdl fdcidl spasm is another condition whith may
suggest weakness of the opposite side of the face, but the

nature of the defect will be made obvious when the whole face is [jut into action.

Facial lieniiatmphy often simulates facial paralysis {Fig. 202) ; it may be differentiated

1)V the fact that not only the muscles, but all the tissues of the face on the affected side,

undergo atrophic changes. A'. Fiiniiihiir Ilm-anl.

Fifj. '.'111^.
—

IlPniiiitrophy of t!ip \oU
side of tlio face in .n,n e.irly sta^e. Tliis

condition is sometimes mistaken for

facial Ijalsy.

PARALYSIS OF THE
.j(l() : C'l.Aw-llAM), p. 10!):

HAND.—(.See Parai.vsis ov onk Extrkmitv. I'ppek,

.Vxitoi'iiv. Muscii.Aii. ]). 50 : and IIi'.mipi.kgia. p. ."iO'i.)

PARALYSIS, LARYNGEAL. Larvngeal paralysis is to be distinguished from
interference with the vocal cords by inlhunmatory or ulcerative lesions, fixation of the

arytenoid joints, and other affections which mechanically prevent free movements of the

cords. The distinction can scarcely be made without careful examination of the ])arts

with the laryngoscope.
In some cases. es])ecially when bilateral abductor paralysis comes on suddenly, the

symptoms may be urgent and extreme ; in others, there may be no definite sym[)toms at

all, ])articularly if there is but partial paralysis of one vocal cord, the other being freely
movable and able to cross the middle line so as to meet its fellow for j)in-i)oses of speech
or coughing. In most cases the symptoms which point to paresis or paralysis of a vocal

cord are a change in the character of the patienfs voice, as noticed by himself and his

friends, and difficulty in coughing effectually when need arises, the act of coughing being
sometimes associated with a peculiar sound described by the terms '

brassy cough
"

or
' bovine cough.'

For purposes of differential diagnosis laryngeal paralysis may be divided into three

main groups, namely: (1) Finictioiinl : (2) Unilateral organic; (3) Bilateral organic.
1. Functional Paralysis of the Vocal Cords has for its main .symptom aphonia
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nJtliDUt [):iin (ir (lisciiniriirt. the patient iir:iri\ always iHiiij,' a youiiu \V(]iium. or a yirl unit
the age of puberty, wlm eumplains that she has nhiiost suddenly become (juite unable to

speak otlierwise than in a whisper. There may have been other funetional nerve syniiitoins.
the commonest being perhaps dini(ull\ in swalhiuini: uwiny to globus hysterieus.
This form of loss of sjieeeh is due to funetional adductor ])aralysis during vocalization :

but when the |)atierit is asked to cough she does so with case, and thus demonstrates that
the adduetiir jiaralysis is not real, for one cannot cough properly without adducting the
vocal cords. If tlic larynx is examined with the laryngoscope, the cords will In- seen to

move perfectly both with respiraticm and when the patient retches, though thev ina\

remain in the abductor jKisition if the patient is asked to make any particular xciiee

sounil. The condition always gets well : it may i)ass oil almost inslantaneously as the
result of local electrical application or <il' treatment by suggestion.

2. Unilateral Organic Affection of a Vocal Cord is obvious on laryngos<(ipie
examination. It is nearly always the result of interference with the corresponding
recurrent laryngeal nerve, and owing Id analomical dilTerences between the two. the left

is affected more conniionly than the right. It may be jjaralyzed by pressure from, or
infiltration by. an aortic iiiiciin/siii : a niali<isliii<d iiezv groivth : sccoinltiii/ ikposils in the

deep cervical or mcfiiastinal lymphatic ulands-for instance, in a case of s(iuamous-celled
carcinoma of the (esophagus ; li/nii>liii(l,iiiiiiiii : •iiinimir : or iiic'liiistiiial lihrosis. |)articularh-.

though not very commonly, in association with syphilis, or with /ihrdiil plillii.sis alleeling
the upper p:<rt of the left lung. Two rare causes are niitrdl stciinsis. in which the over-
distended left auricle sometimes <-(imi)rcsscs and paralyzes the kit recurrent laryngeal
nerve, and hihiir pm-nmiiiiiii of the left upper lobe : extreme stridor has been known to

result during convalescence from the latter in conse(|uence of the eord paralysis. 'I'he

differential diagnosis between these various conditions will be found discussed elsewhere :

•T-ray examination of the thorax may be helpful. In the al)senee of special indications,

paralysis of the left vocal eord in a man of about forty-live is always suggestive of
an ancur\sm of the distal portion of the ari'h of the aorta, particularly d' the patient
has had syphilis, has not been an ahstaintr. and has imderL;iine strenuous physical
exertion.

;!. Bilateral Affections of the Vocal Cords arc seldom ilue to thoracic- aneurxsm,
but some of the otlu-r diseases mentioned in the preeediui; paiauraph mav extend far

enough up into the ro(il of the neck on the rii;hl side t(p reach and in\o|\c the right recurrent

laryngeal ner\e as it passes beneath the right subclavian artery, as well as the left recurrent

laryngeal ner\e as it turns round the arch of the aorta to the left of the left subclavian

artery, t'arefvil examination of the chest for evidence of new growth or of sy|)hilitic or
tuberculous librosis is necessary, therefore, before one is in a position to diagnose the more
common cause for bilateral paralysis of the \()eal conls. namely ilcacrn'mlioii i>( tin- nnvv rclls

ill the vagus (riitirs in the medulla oblongata. It shoidd also be rcTucmbered that some
liarticularly malignant fiilaigeiiu-nts iif tin- tlii/mid gland, and also sctainlaii/ ilepasits in the

deep cen-ical lymphatic glands, or even extensive infiltration of the latter by tnhcicnlmis

proces.ses. may involve both recurrent laryngeal nervis ;is they lie on either side in the
.sulcus between the trachea and (esophagus, and thus cause bilateral i)aralysis of the vocal
cords. When the paralysis is due to degeneration in the \agal nuclei there is generally
abductor before combined abductor and adductor paralysis : when the affection is

symmetrical from the begimiing the bilateral adductor s|)asm may result in acute dyspn(ea
sinuilating acute sulfocatixc ledema of the larynx and rccpiiring innncdiate tracheotomy.
-Alorc often, fortimately. one \(ical cord passes through the stage of abductor paralysis
into that of complete paralysis before the other is affected, so that the dangerous condition
of simultaneous abductor paralysis of both vocal cords is avoided. The diagnosis depends
upon the alteration in. or the loss of. voice, together with the inability to cough efficiently,

except with the sound which simulates the coughing of a cow (bovine cough) : upon
observation of the bilateral paresis of the cords with the laryngoscope : U])on the exclusion
of gross lesions within the thorax, or in the neck: and upon the co-existence of other
indications of changes in the central nervous system. These in yoimger peoi>le are

generally the result of syphilis, often taking the form of strabisnuis, or of locomotor ataxy,
or general ]iaral\sis of the insane : whilst in older people there may be vascidar degenera-
tion associated with evidence of cerebral softening with or without alliuminuria. glvcosuria.
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thickened arteries, an enlarged heart, and a liigh blood-pressure. Only in very rare cases

is the syniijtoni due to h;eniorrhaiie or neoplasm in the medulla oblongata, for with these

the patient does not usually survive to show signs of the laryngeal paralysis.
Ihrbcrl French.

PARALYSIS, OCULAR.—(See Strabismus, p. 649 ; Pupil, Ah.norm.\lities of

tut:, j). .j.'jl : and Diplopia, p. IT-)-.)

PARALYSIS OF ONE EXTREMITY (LOWER).—The diagnosis of the conditions

in which jiaralysis of botli legs occurs is dealt with under Pakai'lkgia (p. .510) : the present
article refers only to cases in which paralysis of one leg is complained of. It is. however,
a common experience for the clinician to find signs ])ointing to a bilateral affection when
the jjatient is only aware of disability affecting one lower extremity. .\ notable and
common example of this is afff)rded by many cases of disseminated sclerosis. The patient

complains of weakness in one leg. and the physician finds exaggeration of both knee-jerks
as well as extensor plantar responses on both sides, and is led to the conclusion that both

pyramidal tracts are affected, although one may be damaged more severely than the other.

The various types of crural monoplegia may be divided roughly into two classes, one

of which includes those cases without muscular atrophy, and the other those which present

greater or less degrees of muscular wasting.

Paralysis of One Leg without Muscular Atropliy.—'I'he cases in this class may be

sub-diviilcd into two groups, the lirst comprising those in which the pyramidal tract is

affected, and the second those in which tliere is no evidence of pyramidal affection.

Spastic paralysis of one leg may result from a lesion of the pyramidal tract in any ])art

of its course, but for anatomical reasons it is more likely that the paralysis will be confined

to one side when a lesion affects the opposite cerebral hemisphere above the pons, that is

to say, above the level at which the two pyramidal tracts run in close proximity. Spastic

Jiaralysis of one leg may, however, result from a lesion at any level, and the diagnosis of

the level must be made from a consideration of other symptoms. In all cases the condition

of the leg is qualitatively, if not quantitatively, the same. .\ spastic leg is characterized

by a certain amount of weakness and rigidity, exaggeration of the knee- and ankle-jerks,

and the extensor type of plantar response. It is useful to remember that the weakness

in a spastic leg does not affect all the movements to the same extent. If the movements
at the various joints are tested against the observer's resistance, it will generally be foimd

that dorsiflexion of the ankle and flexion of the knee are affected more than other move-

ments. It is for this reason that the patient tends to drag his toes more on the affected

side than on the other, and evidence of this is often forthcoming in the fact that he tends

to wear away the toes of his boot. The muscles of a spastic leg show no localized wasting,
and present no alteration from the normal in their response to electrical .stimulation.

In the attempt to diagnose the level of the lesion which gives rise to spastic paralysis
of one leg certain considerations are of particular importance. If the lesion is situated

immediately above the lumbar enlargement of the cord, the abdominal reflexes can be

obtained. If the lesion is situated at the level of the lOtli dorsal segment, the lower

abdominal retlex on that side will be absent, while the epigastric retlex remains intact. A
lesion of any of the upper dorsal segments causes abolition of all abdominal reflexes on

the corresponding side. A lesion above the cervical enlargement will lead probably to

some, even if slight, weakness in the corresponding upper extremity, in which the tendon-

jerks will be exaggerated. .A lesion of the higher part of the pons or of any level between

the pons and the cerebral cortex will produce some asymmetry in the facial movements
as well as weakness in the arm and leg.

Disscmiixitecl sclerosis has been mentioned already as a disease in which spastic paralysis

of one leg may result from a lesion situated in the spinal cord. In all probal)ility evidence

of other patches of disease will be discovered in such cases if a careful examination is made.

Some intention tremor in one or both hands, nystagmus, diplopia, optic atrophy, and

sphincter troubles are among the signs which may be forthcoming. Less commonly, a

one-sided affection of the spinal cord abo\-e the lumbo-sacral enlargement is due either

to some intramedullary disease, such as a patch of myelitis, a gumma, or a nezv growth.

When this occurs there may arise a symptom-complex to which the term Broicti-Sequurd

piirol/jsis is applied. In this condition there is spastic paralysis of the leg on the same
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side as the lesion. t(iL;i-tlK-r with loss of sciisiliility. fspt-cially ol' tlicrinal and painful

sensil)ilitv. in tlir opposite le^. Tlie i)liysical siyns in Hrown-Srcinaid paralysis are

repri'sentrd in jivcatrr detail in the aeeunipanying diagram :
—

Ziirie of Ilypei'iesthesia

Local
Effects

Atrupjiie Paralysis
Painful and Thermal Loss

1 Loss of all Hetlexes
No Local Effects

Spastic Paralysis

Xot
Const; nit

H

I
Loss of sense of passive position

anil movement
I Loss of tactile discriinination

Diminished skin rerlcxcs

Increased tendon rellexes

Aiiklc-cloniis

I'^xtt-nsor plantar reflex

uncommon

(4 to (j normal segmental areas)

Xo paralysis

Loss of scnsihility to [lainfiil and thermal stimuli

Loss of tactile and pressure \

scnsihility and localization I

Xoriual skin rellexes

Xornial tendon rellexes

Xo elornis

Flexor (ilantar rellex

Fi'j. -1'^-— I>i;i^Taiiini:iIii- re]iresL'iit;ition of tlie results of ;i nufsjiio.l lesion of the spinal eoni— Browii-.Senuard Paralysis.

Ili/xhriidl piiniliisif) id' one leg usually does nol alhird inueh dillicnlty in diagnosis.

The affected linih may be either rigid or llaccid : in either case there is no true muscular

atrophy and no alteration in the muscular response to electrical stimulation. The con-

dition of the rellexes pro\ ides the most imporlanl inforiiiation. In Ihe hysterical form

of paralvsis the knee and ankle-jerks may he

exaggerated, Iml they are ne\er lost. .\ true

ankle-clonus is never obtained, and the planlar

reflex is either absent or of the tlexor t>pe. .\s

a general rule the tendon rellexes in the opposile
unaffected limb will lie found to be etpially brisk.

In contradistinction to spastic jiaralysis resulting

from a pyramidal lesion, in which it has already
been jiointed out thai dorsillexion ol the ankle

and flexion of the knee are the mo\enients mosl

lirid'oiindly alTccled. Ihe movements of the leg ill

a case of hysterical paralysis are found lo be more

or less e(|ually delicient at all joints and in all

directions. Certain attitudes and certain types
of gait are almost characteristic o!' hysterical

paralysis of laic leg. In one form the whole leg

is kept rigidly extended, and the foot strongly
inverted, so that the iiaticnt walks on the outer

plantar edge with a stiff leg. In anotlur form.

the leg is llaccid and is dragged behind the

opposite limb with the toes scraping the Hour.

In some cases, examination of the limb when the

]iaiient is at rest in bed reveals little or no

])aralysis. but in the attempt to stand or walk the

limb appears to be (]iiitc useless. Hysterical

paralysis of a leg may of course be associated with similar palsies of the op|)osite leg, or of

the arm on the same side (hysterical [jaraplcgia. hysterical hemiplegia). More often than
not a leg which is the seat of hysterical paralysis also presents complete insensibility to

D 32

Fi/;. '.'(U.—r.rown-.sri[iianI [oraty-is
iritrainedullary one-siileil le>ioii of Ihe lower
Ihoraeie eoni. The siiadeil area was iiibetisitive to

deep and siiperlicial pain and to all de^ree^ of

tianperature. but sensitive to touch, 'i'iie sense of

passive movetneiit and position and tactile discri-

mination were disturtied in the riL'ht foot. There
was spa.stic paralysis of the riL.dit Icl' oiih".
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all forms of stiimilation. and tlie upper limit of such ana?sthesia may correspond lo tlie

line of the knee, the groin, or the umbilicus.

In the early stages of parali/sis (igittiiis a jjatient may com])lain of loss of |)0wer in one

leg. and the diagnosis may present considerable dilliculty if the characteristic tremor of

this disease has not made its appearance. Examination of the limb may show little

abnormal. Some slight paresis and slight stiffness to passive movements may l)e detected,

but no alteration in the character of the reflexes will be observed. The diagnosis must

depend more upon the general aspect and the attitude and gait of the patient. Some loss

of facial expression, the general slowness of his movements, and the tendency to shuffle

with the affected leg. are jKiints which may lead the observer to form a correct opinion.

Paralysis of One Leg with Muscular Atrophy.—In a case which jiresents atrophic

palsy of one leg, the first essential for making a diagnosis is to ascertain the exact distribu-

tion of the atrophied muscles, and to review this distribution in the ligiit of what we know
with regard to the central and pcriphcra] innervation of the muscles of the lower limb.

(.See table below.)

Single nerve palsies are not so common in the lower extremity as in the upper, but

they may occur, especially as the result of injury. Isolated parali/sis of the anterior eriirnl

nerve and of the obturator nerve are quite uncommon, and when they do occur are generally

the result of compression of the nerve within the abdominal cavity, cither by growths or

during the act of ])arturition. In affections of the anterior crural nerve, the movements

of flexion of the thigh on the trunk and extension of the leg upon the thigii may both be

impaired or lost. Wasting of the anterior thigh muscles, and diminution or loss of the

knee-jerk, are other obvious signs of this condition. When the obturator nerve i.s injured,

the ])atient can flex his hip but cannot adduct the thigh, and so. when sitting, he can raise

his knee but cannot throw it across the other leg. He can walk about with no obvious

disturbance of gait, but he cannot rotate the thigh either outwards or inwards, with any

degree of force.

Table showing the JIusclks to which thi-. various Nerves of the Limisah and
Sacral Plexuses are Distributed.

Nerve.

Obturator (L. 2, 3, -t)

Anterior crural (L. 2, :i, 4-}

I Adductor longus
- Gracilis

( Adductor brcvis

Iliacus

I
Pect incus

I Seniiten{ii[iosws
Sciatic nerve (L. 4, 5, S. 1, 2, 3)

^ ^jpeps

(

Tiliialis anticus

,,,,,.., .,,
' Extensor proprius hallucis

External p„|'liH-al (I.. 4. .,. .S. 1.2) Extensor longus digitorum
vPcroncus tertiu.s

/ Gastrocnemius
I Plantaris

IntcriKil ])(iplitoal (L. 4. .>, S. 1, 2, 3)-, goipu^

VPopliteus

I Flexor brevis liallucis

i Abductor liallucis

Muscles.
Obturator externus
Adductor magnus

Sartorius

Quadriceps extensor

Semimembranosus

Iiitenuil jilaiitur

External plantar

Extensor brevis digiti>iuni
Peroncus lonsrus

Peroneiis brcvis

Tibialis posticus
Flexor longus digitorum
Flexor longus halliieis

Flexor brevis digitorum
1st lumbrieal

Adductor obliquus liallucis

Adductor transvcrsus liallucis

I Accessorius

I
Abductor minimi digiti

i
Flexor lircvis minimi digiti Outer 3 lunihricals

I Intcrossci

Nerve of the (iiuidratus femoris i /-, i . r
ir - ^. ,\ Quadratus lemons
(L. o, .>. 1) I

Obturator iiiternus

Pvriformis

(

Nerve of the obturator interim

(L. 3, S. 1. 2)

Nerve of the ])yriformis

.Superior gluteal nerve (L. 4 .'>, I Gluteus medius
•S. 1, 2) I Gluteus minimus

Inferior gluteal nerve (L. 5, .S. i r,, .

, .,
" ' ' Gluteus maximus

1. 2) I

Gemellus inferior

Gemellus superior

Tensor vagina> femoris
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Parah/fih of tlir miiiii trunk of the sciatic iirrvc. whiuli wiiulri include paralysis of all

the muscles supplied by the internal and external popliteal nerves, points to disease or

injury affcctinfi the pelvis. It may be brought about by a fracture of the pelvis or of the

u]iper end of the femur, or by injuries to the hip-joint : on the other hand, the sciatic nerve

may be compressed by tumours or inflammatory masses within the jjelvis. Such an
extensive palsy has considerable effect on the patient's irait, as he is unable to flex the knee,

and conse(iuently has to use the leg as a stiff, extended support : the disability is increased

by the absence of all nK)Vcments at the ankle-joint. The sensory loss in such a condition

includes the outer side of the leg and the whole of the foot, except a small area on its inner

and upjicr aspect.

Palsy of the cdcnial pnitUlcdl nerve is the commonest isolated ncrvc palsy iu the lower

extremity. Not only is it particularly exposed to injury in its course through the popliteal

space, and as it winds round the fibula, but a primary neuritis of it is by no means
uncommon, especially in cases of diabetes mellitus and lead poisoning. Isolated jjaralysis
of the external popliteal nerve has been observed frequently in tabes dorsalis. Its most
obvious result is the dro|)ped foot to which it gives rise, and the high-stejiping gait which is

necessary if the i>atient is to clear the ground with his toes.

Injury to the internal popliteal nerve is very much less conunuu. hut it may be involved

by tumours or the products of inllaniniation in the upper part of the leg. Paralysis of the

calf muscles is the chief consequence, preventing the patient from extending his foot and

standini; on tip-tne. or from making any springing movement in the attempt to walk or

run. The jiaralysis of the interossei and the unopposed contraction of the long extensors

may lead to Claw-foot (]>. 1()!<).

Table showino tiif. -Mr>ci,i;s Innkrv.\ti;o nv rur. nil fkhknt Koors of tiif I.imbai! ano
Sacrai. Plf.xfsks.*

I.. 1. U'. Iliojisoiis. Qioi'Iniliis liimhnriim. Sartiirius. C'reinaster. Quailrieeps.
Qtftnlrieeps. Sarturius. Qtiadratiis luinl)oruin. .\dduetures I'emoris. 01>turator

exteriuis.

Adilueliires f:iiiiiris. Quadriceps. .Sartorius. Tensor fascial femnris. Tiliialis aiiticus.

Kxtcn.sor communis digltoruni. Kxtensor liallueis.

Til)iiiUs milieus. E.vtensnr communis itisitorum. Exleiitur lnillnci>i. Peroiiei.

.\lHluct<irs and external rotators of tin- hi|i. (iastriirneriiil. Iyi>ng llexors of

the toes. Hamstrings, (ilutci.

tiii\lrorin'tnii. Ilamslrinss. Lon^ Jh'.rors of ttir lof^. Pernnei. .VhiliiefDrs and
external rotatiirs iif the hip. (ilutei.

(ihilci. Iiilrinsic Wf/vc/fs' of tin' fool. Gastrooneniii. Hamstrings. Lonj; llexors

of the toes.

.5. Tlir ntitscultititrc of Itn- perinruni rnntierted iiith iltfireotioo. micturition .

In addition to these peripheral ner\e jialsies of the lower limb, we have to consider

paralysis due to lesions of the roots leaving the lumbo-sacral region of the cord, and forms

resulting from disease of that part of the spinal cord itself (see table above) : atrophic palsy
of one leg is not commonly the result oi spinal caries, although it may occur when the caries

affects the lower lumbar or sacral region. On the other hand, paralysis of one leg. generally
associated with acute ])ain of root distribution, is not a very rare early symptom of

mnlisinant disease of the loiver part of the vcrlcttral eidaina. In the absence of any obvious

deformity, the diagnosis in such cases is often dillicult, and much may depend on the use

of skiagra])hy or upon the history of a growth elsewhere which may have been removed,
from the breast for instance, even years previously. In some cases a good deal may be

learnt from observing loss of the natural spinal lumbar curve, and from a suggestion of

shortening in the stature of the patient, and iiarticularly by noticing the diminished

interval between the lower ribs and the iliac crests. These are signs of collapse on the

part of the softened vertebra', and constitute a condition to which the name ' entassement
'

is applied.

Siiphilitic nn'ningitis. involving the roots of the lumbo-sacral cord, is another not very
unconunon source of crural monoplegia. The diagnosis depends u|)on the history of

syphilis, a positive Wassermann serum reaction, the results of an examination of the

cerebros])inal fluid, and the fact that both the motor palsy and the sensory loss follow a

root distribution.

* The muscles whicli afford the must useful landmarks arc printed in italics.

L.
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mulclct (N ililb^'poe-

Probably more common than any other cause for atrophic paralysis of one le£i is the
disease known as acute imliomi/elilis (p. 512).

Tiaiioiirs of the spiiinl cord and si/riiigomyelia are very mvich rarer causes of paralysis
of one lower extremity, although the

possibility of their occurrence may some-
times need to be taken into consideration.
Various forms of progressive muscular

atrophy, of either spinal or primary
muscular origin, are more important
causes of Paraplegia (p. 510) than of
unilateral paralysis. As a general rule

they are symmetrical, or api)roximately
synunetrical. in their onset and i)rogress.

but every now ant', then
one may meet with cases

in their earliest stage,
when the complaint of

the patient is referred

to one limb only. A
good example is afford-

ed by the case of a lad

who was brought to me
on account of weakness

Fig. 2()'^.—Diagram to illustr.ito tlie lurabo-saoral [liexus ami its hranclies (afler Kocher).

in one foot, which had ai)pcared (piite insidiously and was tending to progress. The affected
limb showed atrophic palsy of the long extensors of the toes and of the peroneal muscles.
The diagnosis of peroneal muscular atrophy (p. 60) was confirmed by the appearance of
similar physical signs in the other leg some months later. In addition to their early
symmetrical distribution, these progressive degenerative diseases can be distinguished from

gross diseases of the S])inal cord and its envelopments by the absence of ])ain in the course
of their evolution.

"

£ Far,,uhar Buzzard.

PARALYSIS OF ONE EXTREMITY (UPPER).—The word paralysis has come,
by general use, to include partial as well as comijlete ]jalsies. and to embrace all varieties
of impaired voluntary movement. It is in this sense that the word is used for the purpose
of this article. No other interpretation would be of value in discussing diagnosis, because
the latter depends, not upon the degree of paralysis, but upon its nature, distribution,
and associated ])henomena. Accurate diagnosis is often most diliicult, although iierhajjs
more important from the ])oint of view of successful treatment, when the limitation of

voluntary movement is only slight. Hefore discussing the various forms of paralysis met
with in the arm. some reference must be made to a few ])ractical points which are important
in the projjer investigation of cases complaining of inability to use an arm.

The medical man must not be satisfied with the patient's statement that he has lost

power or that he is weak in his limbs. Tests must be employed to ascertain whether this

is really the case. The movements at each joint, of flexion, extension, pronation, supina-
tion, must be investigated, and if necessary their power measured against the observer's

resistance. It may be found that the grasp is powerful in a patient who is imable to use
his hand on account of loss of control over the finger movements. In such a case there is

not paralysis, but inco-ordination (see Ataxy, p. 55). Similarly, there is certain to be
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difTiculty in carrying out dt'Iic-ate iiKivonicnts il' tlic-rc is Icjss of cutaneous scnsiliility. With-

out tactile sense it is impossible to handle a pen in a proper manner. vSometimes a patient
will complain of loss of power, when investitration sliows that the aliility to execute move-

ments is inhibited l)y tlie i)ain in a muscle or jniiil evoked by the attcnii)t. In other

instances, mechanical limitation of movement by arthritic changes, without jiain, may
lead the ])atient to believe that there is loss of power. He finds he cannot lift his arm,

and ascribes the disability to paralysis instead of to ankylosis of the shoulder-joint. On
the other hand, it must he remembered that pain and loss of power may be associated in

some forms of neuritis. If the patient says. My arm is so painful that I cannot lift it.""

examination must be directed to ascertain whether the inability is due only to painful

inhibition or to real paralysis in addition.

Stress must be laid upon the necessity for obtaininj; a careful history, and especially

an accurate account of the duration of the trouble, whether its onset was sudden, rapid,

or slow and progressive, and whether the loss of power was accompanied or preceded by

pain, nundjuess, i)r tingling. The family and previous history must not be neglected. In

examining the paralyzed arm, care should be taken that the whole of bolli upper lindjs, as

well as the neck, upper part of thorax, and shoulders are stripped, so as to be inspected

easily and the two sides compared. It will also be necessary, in the large majority of

instances, to investigate the functions iif the cranial nerves and the rellexes, etc., of the

trunk and lower extremities. This is dften imperative even when no complaint is made
of loss of ])o\ver or other symptoms iu any part of the body except one upper lindj. The

importance of this full examination is perhajjs obvious, but it may be illustrated by
reference tn two pi.ints. A lesion of one internal capsule may give rise to i)aralysis of the

opposite arm. but it will be likely to cause, in addition, some alteration in the abdominal

and leg rellexes of the corresponding side. Similarly, a lesion of the Hth cervical or 1st

dorsal s])inal segments, or of their corrcspimding spinal roots, will also alleet the libres

leaving the cord at that level and jiassing. via the cervical symijathetic, to the eye of the

same side. In this wav atro|ihic paralysis of the muscles of one hand may be associated

with a small pupil and a small palpebral fissinx' on the same side, a coincidence which at

once ])oints to the cord or roots as the site of the lesion, and acquits the peripheral nerves

of being concerned in the production of the palsy. In such a case the further investiga-

tion of the abdominal reflexes, the knee-jerks, and plantar responses, will help to decide

whether the lesion is intramedullary or extramedullary : in the former event the abdominal

reflex on the same side would be absent, the knee-jerk would be increased, and the plantar

response would be of the extensor type, while in the latter, unless the lesion exerted con-

siderable ])ressure on the cord, the reflexes below the arm would be normal.

.Vny attempt to envmierate. let alone discuss, all the possible lesions which can give
rise to paralysis in the upper extremity, is old of the (piestion, and we must be coident

to consider the broad principles of diagnosis in connection with the more familiar instances

of brachial palsy. For this purpose a classification based chiefly on the presence or absence

of muscular atro])hy will be adopted. This will be of practical use because the mere

inspection of a paralyzed liml) generally enables the observer to detect whether a case

belongs to the one category or the other.

PARALYSIS WITHOUT MUSCULAR ATROPHY.

This heading embraces cases in which there may be general impairment of nutrition,

and perhaps nuiscular wasting, due to disuse, but in which there is no localized muscular

atrophy and no alteration in the response of the muscles tn electrical stimulation. The

cases niav be divided into two groups : (1) Those in which there is some affection of the

upper motor neuronic system (jjyramidal lesions), and (2) Cases without lesion of the

pyramidal tract.

Paralysis due to Pyramidal Tract Lesions.—The most familiar example of this

group is afforded by cases of brachial monoplegia due to a vascular lesion (llirn>iihi)sis. Iiivnxir-

rliage. or emholisiti) in llie internal capsule or other |)art of the pyramidal tract in its course

through the brain. In the diagnosis of this condition the points of im|)ortance arc : The

presence of some cardiovascular condition capable of producing the lesion, such as disease

of the heart, kidneys, f)r arteries : the sudden or rapid onset of the symptoms, with or

without loss of consciousness or other cerebral distiu-ltance. The arm retains its natural
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contours, and the muscles are not atr(>[)liic(i. although they may appear, after some tune

has elapsed, to be smaller than those of the other arm. The paralysis may affect the whole

limb and include inability to shrug the shoulder : or the movements of the liand and

fingers may be more impaired than those of the elbow and shoulder. There is a tendency
for the arm to exhibit more and more resistance to passive movement, that is to say. to

develop spasticity. At the same time, if left to itself, the limb will adopt a fixed ])osition.

which includes adduction of the upper arm to the trunk, flexion and pronation of the fore-

arm, and flexion of the wrist and fingers. If any movements are possible, they will be

those of flexion rather than of extension at the various joints. The muscle tone is

increased, and the tendon-jerks, such as the ulnar and radial wrist-jerks, the triceps, biceps

and supinator jerks, are exaggerated when compared with those of the opposite limb.

Eventually contractures may develop, and it will be found impossible to extend the up])er

arm. forearm, hand, and fingers into one straight line.

Such is the clinical picture afforded by spastic paralysis of the arm. and one case will

differ from another only in the degree of spasm and the degree of paralysis : but the amount

of spasticity and the paresis do not always correspond. In one patient the rigidity forms

the chief obstacle to voluntary movement : in another the arm. though powerless, shows

comparatively little increase in tone.

The fact that the pyramidal fibres destined for the face, trunk, and leg run in close

proximity to those for the arm. is .sufficient reason for suspecting that, even if no other

paralvsis is comiilained of, there may be signs of disturbed function in other parts. The

side of the face corresponding to the paralyzed arm may not move so quickly or so power-

fully as the other side in a voluntary effort to show the teeth, although no difference may
be detected when the patient smiles. The corres])onding abdominal reflexes may be found

wanting. The knee-jerk may be increased ; ankle-clonus and an extensor jjlantar response

may be elicited : all on the same side.

This spastic arm, in all degrees of severity, may result not only from a vascular lesion

in the brain, but also from a cerebral abscess, a cerebral tumour, or cerebral inflammation

(encephalitis). The arm will present identical features, so that the diagnosis must be

made from a consideration of other data. Thus a cerebral abscess only becomes likely when

there is .some infective process either in the bones of the skull (mastoid or frontal sinus

disease) or in a distant part such as the heart or lungs (ulcerative endocarditis or lironchi-

ectasis). Headache, vomiting, and optic neuritis, with a slorvv pulse, slow respiration.

and subnormal tem])erature. may help in the diagnosis. In cases of cerebral lamiiiir the

development of the brachial jialsy is nearly always slow and progressive, spreading from

one part of the limb to another, and again there may be headache, vomiting, and optic

neuritis. It should be remembered, however, that these signs of increased intracranial

pressure are not always present, and that the presence of a tumour is always to be suspected
when a spastic paralysis of one limb comes on in a slow and progressive manner. Some
tumours grow at the expense of neighbouring tissues in such a way that pressure is raised

but little or not at all. Enceplialilis will need to be considered when there is a history of

acute constitutional disturbance with fever, vomiting, headache, and perha])S convulsions

preceding or attending the onset of the paralysis. The latter, however, is not progressive.

It reaches its maximum within a few hours, and shows a general tendency to improve
after the acute symptoms have passed off.

Disseminated sclerosis is another disease in which a spastic monoplegia is not unconnnon.

The diagnosis is easy if it occurs late in the disease, when nystagmus, optic atrophy, spastic

paraplegia, and sphincter trouble are already present, or if there is a history of previous
transient palsies affecting other limbs. \Vhen. however, paralysis of one arm is the first

symptom, as it may be. the diagnosis may be difficult. The rapid onset of the palsy in a

healthv voung adult without constitutional disturbance, severe headache, or vomiting, and

perhaps the discovery of absent abdominal rellexes and an extensor plantar res|)onse,

should direct suspicion to the possibility of a jjatch of disseminated sclerosis being responsible

for the trouble.

Diseases of the pons, medulla, and that part of the spinal cord xvliich lies above the cervical

enlargement, whether vascular, inflammatory, or neoplastic, may cause spastic palsy of

the upper limb, but it is rarely a monoplegia. The arm and leg on one side, or both arms

and both legs (double hemiplegia), are nnich more likely to be involved simultaneously.
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and tlic site of the lesion is inlcrii'd (runi the knowlcdi^c thai tlic two |)yraniidal tracts

are in close proximity in those rcfjions.

Paralysis without Lesions of the Pyramidal Tract.— It is not unconinion lor a

patient in the earhcst stace of jxtrali/sis a^ilnns to com])lain of loss of power in one arm.

This sometimes leads to a wrr>nu diayiKisis. the trouble hi'ini,' described vasuely as due to

neuritis, or e\en hysteria. This mistake will be avoided if notice is taken of the I'ael that

the limb is not only weaker than its fellow, but that it is somewhat stilT and conspicuously
slow in carrying out movements. .\ lack of expression in the face, or tendency lo carry the

arm in a flexed position across the trunk, and perhaps some hesitancy in the gait, should

guide the f)l)server to a correct diagnosis even if tremor is absent, as it often is at this stage

of the malady. This form of paralysis is unattended by changes in the reflexes.

Children suffering from tliorcd. and especially hemichorea. are often brought to a

doctor with the complaint that he or she has lost the use of an arm. Kxaniination will

show that there is really some weakness of the an'eete<l limb, which is demonstrated, not

so much by the ])Oorness of the grasp, as by the fact that the child is unable to inainlairi a

steadv ])ressure. He will grasp the observer's lingers, but (|uiekly release the |iressure.

although urged to continue the sipieeze. In the same way. when asked to put out his

tongue he will do so. but withdraw it at once. When reipiired to extend his arm in front

of him with the |)ahn of the hand facing downwards, it will generally be noticed that the

wrist is slightly flexed although the lingers are extended. These are points which may be

useful in coming to a right conclusion when choreic iuo\cments are not conspicuous ; but

attention must also be ])aid to t he cor id it ion (if the hear I ami to any history of rheumatism.

No information of value can be <ibtained from the reflexes unless perhaps the choreic form

of knee-jerk is ])resent (p. :i.'>il).

Ili/slericnl hraiiiiiil jkiIs;/ may resemble one due to a pyramidal lesion in presenting a

marked amoimt of rigidity, or. on the other hand, the whole limb may be llaeeid anil limp.

Some general wasting of the muscles may be ])resent. but there is no alteration in their

electrical reactions. Organic pyramidal lesions must be excluded by an examination of

the reflexes. The supinator, biceiis, and triceps jerks may be tried, but they will not be

appreeiablv more brisk than those of the opjiosite limb. The abdominal and leg rellexes

will be natural. If the limb is rigid tlie observer will probably be able to overcome the

rigiditv by steady jirissure, and to extend the arm, forearm, hand, and fingers into t)ne

straight line. V\'hen the patient is asked to perform a <-ertain movement, the observer

can often see that in the ellort to carry it out the antagonistic nuiscles are ])Ut into action

rather than, or as well as. thosi' which are necessary for its execution. Thus the triceps

will contract as well as the biceps when the patient is recpiested to flex the elbow, with

the result that th<' forearm is mo\e<l \er\ little or not at all. This may also be demon-

strated when the observer resists the mo\cment of flexion by gras])ing the wrist and then

unexjicctedly relaxes his resistance : in an organic jialsy this will be followed by further

uneontrolled flexion at the ell)ow, whereas in a hysterical patient the contraction of the

trieej)s maintains the forearm in its former position. .Vnotlier important point in dis-

tinguishing a palsy of cerebral origin from t)ne which is hysterical is that in the organic case,

even when no voluntary moxement whatever can Ije carried out by the fingers, the latter

ma\' mo\c in\oluntarily in association with energetic movements in the opposite limb.

Thus, when the patient is asked to grasp some object as tightly as he can with the sound

hand, flexion of the fingers may be detected in the paralyzed side. The same jihenonienon
is seen in connection with involuntary movements, such as yawning. The writer remembers

being reiiuested to see a case in which there was paralysis of one arm, and in which the

diagnosis between organic and functional disease was in doubt. The first question he

asked the i)atient was whether he could open his hand and extend his fingers ; the i)atient

re]jlied in the negative, but innnediately volunteered the statement that the fingers became

extended whenever he yawned. This settled the point in dispute at once, because such

associated movements do not occur in hysterical palsies. In many, if not most, eases of

hvstcrical (lalsv of an arm. the liml) is also aiucsHictic. and this ana-sthesia can generally

be recognized as hystcric'al f)n accoimt of its complete character. In a cerebral palsy there

may be some loss of sensibility to light touches and some impairment of ]>ain sense, but

the hvstcrical patient is usually insensitive to all forms of stimulation, even pinching or a

strong faradic current. .Morover, the distribution of the aiuesthesia does not correspond
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to any form seen in organic disease, and is frequently of a glove or sleeve type with a very

sharp line of demarcation.

PARALYSIS WITH MUSCULAR ATROPHY (OR ATROPHIC PALSY'.

In this category are included all cases of brachial palsy in which there is true muscular

atropliy associated with some alteration in electrical reactions, either the typical reaction

of degeneration or quantitative diminution of excitability to galvanic and faradic currents.

In all such cases there is some organic lesion affecting some part of the lower motor neurons ;

there must be some disease invohing (1) the S|)inal segments from the oth cervical to the

1st dorsal, (2) the corresponding anterior sjiinal roots, (3) the brachial plexus. (4) the

peripheral nerves of the arm, or (5) the muscles themselves.

In addition to atrophy and alteration in electrical response, each paralyzed muscle

tends to lose its tendon-jerk. For instance, the tendon-jerk of an atrophied biceps cannot

be obtained, and in all probability direct percussion of the muscle itself will also fail to

elicit a contraction, or will give rise only to an abnormally slow contraction. Muscles

which are undergoing atrojihy may also exhibit fine fibrillary contractions of a spontaneous
kind, but these are seen only when the disease affects the nerve fibres, and not when the

muscles themselves are affected [jrimarily. These fibrillations are very rarely seen in the

group of muscular atroj)hies to which the name of '

myopathy
"

is given.
When making a diagnosis of the site of the lesion in cases of atrophic brachial paralysis,

it is essential to analyze carefully the distribution of the atrophied muscles. This must

be done in order to answer the questions : Are all the atrophied muscles supplied by one

peripheral nerve, or are they innervated by one or more spinal segments, or by one or more
anterior spinal roots ? The diagnosis will be com|)aratively simple when it is found, for

instance, that all the atrojihied nuiscles arc sujjplied by the musculospiral nerve, and that

all the muscles supplied by that nerve are atro|)hied and ])aralyzed. A lesion of that nerve

can then be diagnosed and its nature inferred from otlicr data, such as the use of a crutch

or the history of a fractured humerus, with the detection of callus involving the nerve at

the site of the fracture.

Let us now consider briefly some of the various conditions giving rise to atrophic palsy
of the upper extremity, and the features whicli are most characteristic for the purpose
of their diagnosis.

In cases of iieurilis there may be paralysis of the muscles supplied by one nerve only,

or of muscles supplied by several nerves (nuiltii)le neuritis). In the former case the correct

diagnosis of the lesion depends on a knowledge of the muscles innervated by each of the

chief brachial nerves, and this mav be gleantil from the following list :
—

Nerve.

Posterior scapular (C. 5)

Long thoracic (C. 5,0, 7)

Suprascapular (C. 5, 0)

Anterior thoracic

Muscles.

Levator anguli scapuhe
Rlionit)oideus niiiiDr

Serratus magnus

Supraspinatus

Pcctoralis niiijor
(C. j, 0, 7, 8 , D. 1) I

Musculocutaiieous(C.J,6)
'

I?""'^'?' ,.' '
I Bniclualis ant

Median (C. C, 7, 8, n. 1)

forearm

hand

Ulnar (C. 8, D. 1)
forearm

hand

/ Pronator radii teres
I Flexor earjii radialis

I

Palniaris longus
vFlexor sublimis diiiitorum

1 .Abductor pollicis

I
Opponcns i)ollicis

Flexor carpi nlnaris

I

Palmaris brevis
' Flexor brevis minimi digiti

,

Abductor niiniiiii dii^iti

i Opponcns minimi digiti
1 Inlerossei

Rliomboideus major

Infraspinatus

Pcctoralis minor

C'oraco-brachialis

Flexor longus pollicis
Pronator quadratus
Flexor profundus di'^'itdrnni (cmter

half)

Flexor tjrevis pollicis (superficial

head)
Two outer lumbrieals

Flexor profundus dlaitonim (inner

half)

Two inner lumbrieals
Adductor obliquus pollicis
Adductor transversus pollicis
Flexor brevis pollicis (deep)
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Ninr.

fircuTnllcx (V . ',, C) Doltoid

Musoulospiral i Triceps

(C. (i, 7. H) uppt-r arm I Anconeus

Miisclis.

Tcrcs niuicir

forearm

(j)Ostcri(»r intcr-

osscus branch)

Extensor carpi radialis l>rc\ inr

Supinator l>rr\ is

Kxtensor communis (iiiritonim

j

Extensor minimi diiiiti

I Extensor carpi ulnaris

Sulisrapular ((' r, s) ;,;

I Sul)seapularis
t Teres major

Supinator ioniius

Extensor carpi railialis lonL'ior

I'jXtensor ossis mctac;irpi pollicis
JCxtcnsor lon^us |)oIlicis

Extensor Nrevis pollieis
Extensor in<lieis

I^atissimus djirsl

When several iicrxcs are in\iii\cil m neurilis. tlie conilitinn is imc ol' iiinllijilf iicKiilis

and, heinii i;eiierallv due to some toxic cause, teiiils to l)e bilateral ami syinrocl rical.

iMulliple neuritis is further characterized li\ the facis Ihul the |icriplieral uiuscles arc more
wrist and tinkers sutler out of propor-
Icuderness in tlie ])araly/.ed iiuiscles.

affected than the proximal, that tlie extensors of 11

tion to the llexors, and that there are often pain and

These features are present in filrnlidlir iicKiili^. I he

most common form (p, (Ki). In Irml /kiIsi/ I he

extensors of the wrists and Unycrs arc particularly

susceptible, althouuh other nuiscles supplied by the

niuseidospiral nerve—such is the siipinalor- lon^^us

and triceps -may escape altoi;clhcr. The assoca-

atioii of dropped wrist with a blue line (jii the

gums, and other sii;ns of plundiisni (p. :!t). is

diauiiostic of this form of bia<-hial palsy. In some

cases (if multiple neuritis it is impossible to identify

the causativi- toxin, but jjlycosiiria. mcr(au-y, and

arsenic, in addition to alcohol and lead, nuisl be

remembered in this connection. Li'prosy may pro-

duce a precisely similar condition (/•'/!,', "_'()((). bul

it is rarely met with ill (Jrcat Hritain, (Sec also

,\iiaieM'i, .Ml SCI i.Aic, p, .")!l.)

In most cases of sinuie ncr\c ]ialsy Ihc dia-

i;iiosis, based i>n tlu' distribution of the miisriilar

atrophy and paralysis witli altered cli'ct rical ic-

actions, can be confirmed b\ the dctcilion of

sensory loss in the cutaneous area supplied by the

same nerve. In other cases the sensory tibres appear
ti] oiler more lesiNtancc than the motor to the excit-

ing cause of the neuritis, and little cu' no disturbanc<'

of sensibility can be found. (For areas su|iplicd by
the peri|ihcral ner\'es, see I'liilc A'.VI . p, (iOS, and

Sens.\ti()n. siiMi; .\iiN(iioiAi.rrii;s of. p. COt).

Reference may be made t ii' oi- two of the

sinuie iier\c ])alsies which present special points in

relat ion to diagnosis.

In iKinil/i.'iis (if thf siiriitiis tini<iiiiis (/•'/:,', -JOT) due to in.iury or neuritis of the

long thoracic ner\c. the patient ma\ complain of general weakness of the arm, and

liartiiailarls- of inability to raise it above the hiu-i/.ontal position. The trouble arises from

the fact tliat the sca])ula is no longer held against the thoracic wall, and cannot be rotated

with the mo\enieiits of the limb. The origin of tliis disability may be overlooked if the

arm onl\ is examined. If, howi-vcr, the position of the sca])ula is observed when the arm

is moved in different directions, the correct diaunosis can be arrived at. When the arm

hangs at rest by the side, the scaimla is seen to be slightly raise<l and ilis|ilaccd outwards.

with the infcriiu- angle inclining towards the vertebral column and perhaps somewhat

scjiaratcd from the chest wall (Fig. 207). When the arm is raised lorward to the hori/.onfal

]iosition and pressed against some resistance, the inner border of the sca|iula projects

I'm. liiii;.— ['uresis uf the ariEi- ilne w |ic'ri|iliiT.U

[it'lirirU ill ati arrested case ut lepr.i inaeiilt)-iiii.e^-

tlictira ill H Xorwei-'iail. (fn'Wi « ii)inl,njniiih l>ii

III,- l.ilr lir. Ilansm, Insiiechir-ilLin-nil oj l.rpnisii in

y.innii,.)
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backwards and )iresents a 'winged" ajjixarance. This defoiniit\

paralysis of the serratus magnus.
The movements of the upper limb are also hampered somewhat in cases of neuritis

or injury to the suprascnpidnr nciTC. and the patient may complain of difficulty or fatigue

in writing. ]<"iXaniination will show flattening of the infraspinous fossa and weakness in

rotating the humerus outwards against resistance. The infras])inatus muscle may show

the reaction of degeneration, but the supraspinatus is not acccssifjlc. being covered by
tlie tra])e/,ius.

Adhesions within the shoulder-joint, with secondary wasting of tlie delloid. may
simulate paralysis in the distribution of the circuiiillex nerve, owing to the dillicult>' in

abducting the arm : but a little care in examination and electrical testing of the deltoid

muscle will suffice to make a diagnosis. In circiunflex palsy, moreover, some sensory loss

may be foimd in the skin over the upper and outer aspect of the arm.

In cases of ntiisculos-piral parrili/sis it must be remembered that the injury to tlie nerve

may be above or below the jjoints where branches leave to su])ply the trice|)s and supinator

longus muscles, and that these muscles may therefore escape. .Sensory symptoms are

often absent. l)Ut some an;csthesia is sometimes found on the radial border of the hand.

Fig. L'(i:
—

i'liiitui-'iuiths illtistnitiii^' tlip ik'iorniilips jiroiiucT'tl Ijv p:il^y nf the rii:lit serr;itns m«i:n«s. It is ofton associated
\\itti weakness of tlif lower tHqiL-ziiis liltres. and is {otuid most i-oninioiily irt carpenters and sawyers.

In connection with traumatic aflcctions of the niedidi) nerve, the distribution of the

(laralysis deiicnds on the site of the wound : the Iiraneh which supplies tlic nniscles of the

hand may leave the main nerve in tlie forearm, and tlius esea|]e injury when the woiiiid

is at the wrist.

JsclKrinic jj<iriili/sis of the hand (V'olkniaiin's contracture. Fig. 58, j). Ill) iiuist not

be forgotten in cases of injury to tlie fori'aini wlien there is a history of the jiatient wearing
a splint, ami the condition must nut he mistaken for ulnar or median paralysis. The

diagnosis de|)ends jiartly U|)on the liistorv. but chiefly upon the rigid contracture of all the

flexor tendons of the wrist and hngers with wasting of the muscles and otlier trophic changes.
'I'hc electrical excitability of the Hexor muscles is sometimes impaired.

Paralysis of one arm due to a lesion nf the braeliial filcrus is a common event, the most

frequent cause being some injury. When the whole ])lexus is damaged, complete brachial

palsy, with atrojihy of the muscles and extensive sensory loss, results. The diagnosis of

such a lesion is sim|)le. because it would be impossible for the spinal cord to be damaged
sufficiently to bring atiout such a pai'alysis without giving rise to symptoms of atrophic

paLsy in the (i|>p(]site arm, and spastic ])aralysis, with disturbances of sensibility, in the

trunk and legs.
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In adililinii l(} ;i Icsidii nl' tlie bracliial plexus as a wlicilr. two I'miiis ol' partial palsy

are not nneonniKin. and liave received special names. The first is known as liib'ti jkiIsij.

and is due to a lesicm of the upjier trunk of the brachial |)lexus. coni])oscd ol' lilires from

the 5th and tlth ccrxieal roots. The i)aral\/,ed muselrs include the spinati. deltoid. |}i(c|is.

.supinator lonyiis. and to a less extent the extensors of the wrist and linuers. The arm

hano's by tin- side, ami the forearm remains pronatert owinu to weakness (if the supinator

muscles, and especially of the biceps. There is sometimes, but not always, ana'sthcsia

over the outer aspect of the forearm and hand. This form of jialsy is usually produciil by

a fall on the shoulder of such a kind as to separate the latter forcibly from the head, and so

to exert sudden and severe traction on the uiipcr part of the Ijrachial jilcxus. .\ similar

lesion is often seen in infants as a result of injury during birth, and has been called

Diicliciiiic'.s jiiilmi. after the observer wlio first described it. In both lMb"s and Duehenne's

iialsy. the grouping of the ])aralyzed umseirs resembles that which may follow an injury

to the .')tli and <ith cervical seirnients of the spinal cord. l)Ut in the latter case bilateral

symptoms are practically certain to be present, as well as more extcusi\r dislurli-nices i>f

st'usaliou of the trunk and limb, piiiliably of

the dissiieiative type. (Sec Si;NsAruiN'. Somf,

.VliNOHMAi.iTiKs OK. p. CiiU.) Ill s|iinal cord

lesions. morco\er. we may see an atrophic

jiaralysis of the muscles sujifilicd by the .'>;h

and 0th cervical segments, together with a

spastic paralysis of the remaining muscles in

the arm that is to sa\ . of the muscles iimcr-

\ated from the Ttli and Stli e( r\ ieal and 1st

dorsal sei;nients. This mixture <il' atidphie
ancl spastic ])aralysis in the upper limb can

onl\ be brought about b\ simie injury or

disease n[ the spinal cord.

, to illustrate.' the i-ervirn-hm.-liial |ili'\u^ ii'ij it> hr.iin-hfs oiI't /w..7nrl.

The other form of partitil brachial plexus ptdsy. Kliiiiijil.c's /-r/Zv//. depends on a iesion

of the trunk formed by the «th cervical anri 1st dmsal roots. The llexors of the wrist and

fingers, and the intrinsic muscles of the litind, mideriio atropliy. and althoui;li the (.atient

can carry out all movements at the shoulder anil elbow, he is unalile to use his liuuers.

The area of ana-sthesia in this form involves the ulnar border of the forearm and luuid

from the ell)ow downwanls. This condition may be distinguished from a spinal-cord

lesion afiectiug the Sth cervical and 1st dorsal segments, not only by its limitation to one

upper extremity-, but alsn by the absence of the oculo-pnpillary symi>toms which are nearly

always present in spinal lesions of that level : a lesion of the sjMnal segments in that region,

or of the corresponding spinal roots in their intravertebral course, iiroduces ;i diminution

in the size of the jiiipii and a narrowing of the palpebral ajjcrture on the same sitle. Such

a pu](il docs not dihite to shade, nor when the .skin of the neck is iiinched, nor when a

cocaine solution is dropped into the eye. Although the jiresence or absence of oculo-

pujjillary symiitoms affords a point of differentiation between lesions of tlie sth cervical

and 1st dorsal segments of the spinal cord, or of their corresponding roots on the one hand,

and a lesion of the lower trunk of the brachial plexus on the other, in the majority of eases

in very severe injuries to the neck the lower roots of the jilexus may be actually torn away
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from their connection with the spinal cord, in which case the ociilo-i)Ui)ilhirv symptoms
mentioned above wHl be present.

Ami/otrophic latcrnl sclerosis is a condition dcpenrlerit on a uradual deoeneration and

disapi)carance of the anterior cornnal cells of the spinal cord, associated with sclerosis of

the upper motor neuron tracts. The muscular atrophy begins insidiously and ])rogresses

gradually. It often begins in the intrinsic hand muscles (Aran-Duchenne type), less com-

monly in the shoulder and upper arm muscles. The loss of power is in proportion to the

amount of atrojjhy. Tlie alteration in electrical reactions is usually more a (|uantitative
diminution of excitability to both currents than a true reaction of degeneration. Fibrillary
contractions are common. The atrophy usually begins in one limb before the other,

but soon becomes more or less symmetrical. The tendon-jerks of all muscles which are

not atrophied are exaggerated. The abdominal reflexes may be absent, and the plantar
reflexes may be of the extensor type. There are no ])ains. no sensory loss, and no oculo-

pupillary phenomena.
In si/ringonii/clifi the spinal changes frer|uently begin in the cervical enlargement of

the cord, with the result that atrophic |)aralysis is lirst noticed in the up])er extremity,

generally in the intrinsic muscles of the hand and the tlexor muscles on the ulnar aspect of

the forearm. The onset is insidious and the progress gradual. One limb is generally
affected many months, perhaps years, before the other. Manual deformities are common.

(.See Ci.Aw-nAND. Fig. 4,5, p. 110.) The electrical reactions vary like those of amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis. The knee- and ankle-jerks
are increased as a rule, and spastic paralysis
of the lower extremities usually develops in the

later stages, with extensor i)lantar responses.

Pains shooting down the arms from the neck

occur, but are not eonmion. Tro|)hie changes

develop in the skin, subcutaneous tissues, and

joints. There is sensory loss of a dissociative

type, i.e., loss of sensibility to pain, heat, and

cold, with preservation of tactile sensibility.

Oculo-pupillary phenomena and nystagmus are

common. Spinal curvature, in the form of a

df)rsal scoliosis, is another frequent physical

sign. It is not necessary that all these signs

and symptoms shoidd be present for making
a diagnosis. The combination of muscular

atro])hy, dissociative anaesthesia, and trophic

changes in the skin is usually sufficient.

A cervical rib may be resjionsible for

atrophic palsy in the upper extremity. Para-

lysis is usually ])recedeil by |iain, chielly

referred to the imier aspect of the arm, and
sometimes shooting into the little and ring lingers. The pain is worse after exertion, and

often relieved l)y j)lacing the hand behind the head. Muscular atrophy begins in the hand
muscles (Fig. JO!)), the interossei. thenar, and hypothenar eminences, and often involves

the llexors of the wrist and lingers. It develops gradually and does not spread beyond
the distribution just described. There is often sensory loss in regions corresponding to

the cutaneous areas sup])lied by the 1st dorsal and 8th cervical spinal roots. The loss is

usually less marked to touch than to painful and thermal stimuli. The atrophied muscles

show reaction of degeneration. There are no oculo-pupillary phenomena and no signs of

disease in other parts of the body. The condition is usually one-sided, occasionally

bilateral, and the chief ])oint in diagnosis is the discovery of the ribs by means of skiagraphy

(Fig. 187, p. 4-1.3). At the .same time it must not be concluded that the absence of a rib

shadow in an .r-ray ])hotogrM|)h is in all cases a contra-indication to the diagnosis. .-V

ligamentous band, undetected by the skiagraphic examination, is sometimes found to

occujiy the position of a su|)ernnmerary rib and to be res])onsil)le for similar results in the

way of pain and atrophic palsy. (See also Pain in' the ExTUiiMixY, Upper, p. 442 : and

C'law-iiand, p. 109.)

Ft^. -ty.h—Atrophic palsy of ri^llt hand associated

with lont: 7th cervical rib of that side. Note ttie marked
wasting of tlie abiiuctor pollicis .as compared with the

other muscles of tlie tlieiiar einitieiice. .Vecording to

S. A. K. ^\ilso^ tills is a colninon feature of ttie.se

cases, but it is not patliosnonionic.
{PImlo bij Dr. P. W. .'<ailmhT.<.)
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Aiiiitlicr disease in which alidphie palsy <ir Ihe iiilriiisie liaml niusi'les is a picmiinc-nt

feature is jnritiuitl dlidjiln/. As the name siiL;;;ests, the niuseiilar atrnjihy and paralysis

generally heyin in the lower, bei'dre they alTeet the npper. extremities, and I'urther (U-tails

coneerninjf the eiindition may he loimd under I'aiiai.vsis oi- ()ni; KxTiir.Mrrv. l.owi.n.

p. MIS ; and Aruoi'iiv, Mrscui.AU (Fiiis. "JO and _'!. p. (10).

The dia!ini>sis of museular aticiphy in Ihe aim dependi'nt on a preeedini; iiriilr imliii-

tni/clilis (Fii!. 1!t. p. oO) is not dilllenll it an aeevn-ate history eaii he ohiailied. The onset

was acMli'. with eonstitntional dislnrhanee. xarying from a transient and |ierhaps o\er-

looked malaise lo a pyrexia np to 101 I"'., with yeneralized pains all o\ir the liodv.

voinitini;. and eonvnlsions. H is almost inxarialile that the initial paralysis was more
extensive than that which reniaiiied permarunl. .\tlention to tln' dislnliulidu u( the

paralysis shows that it is irrennlar and ililh'renl in e\ery case, hut tlnac is more liahilitv

on th<' part of thi' shoulder and ujipcr arm muscles to suller than those of Ihe forearm and
hand. If liolli arms are aflected there is little likelihood of any ureat deurce of synunelry
in the distribution of the atrophy. With reiianl to the electrical reactions, nnieh will

depend oti the sfaj;e at which the case comes under obser\ation. Some nmsclcs ma\ show
the reaction of def;eneration. others may respond faiily well, and others show no response
whatcscr to either faradism or L;al\anism. \ asomotor chaniifs. ijcncral delccis in the

growth of Ihe limb, deformities, and coni lnhI ores are common, but no sensorv chanucs and
no oenlo-pnpillarv plicnomena are In be obserscd. Onlv those rcllexes arc allercd or lost

which arc concerned with atrophicci muscles.

Ihemorrhage into the spinal cord, or li(ninitiiiiiiicli<i. due to injury, occurs more often

at the level of the Kth cervical anil 1st dorsal segments than at any other. Tlu' resulting

paralysis has much the same distribution as that described in Khimpke's ])alsv (p. .")07).

but the diagnosis may be made from the fact that the former also ])roduces s))astic paralysis
of the Inmk and leus. and riii|Uciil l\ gives rise h] ari'as of dissociated ana'slhcsia. (•eulo-

])U|)illary pl.cnomena are usual as \mI1 in cases of lucmatonivelia at this IcncI. Injuries
to the cold result in bilateral symptoms, whereas Khimpke's palsy is conlined lo one arm.

\'arious forms of root ])alsies may be caused by luljcrciilinis or ni<ilifiiiiiiil ili.sciisc of llic

vcrhhrif. and also by piiclnimenitlgitis. fre(|ucntly syphilitic. The diagnosis ol' Ihe naliirc

of such lesions depends on examination of ihc Mrlcbral column and of the ccrcbrosfiinal
lluid. The symptoms are more often bilalcial lliaii unilateral, and nay le com|ili(atcd

by the results of pressure on tlie spinal cord, leading lo spast ic pa I'a lysis of pails below I he

level of the disease.

Tiiniiiiiis (irigiiKililiii ill till nii'iiiiiiir^ or in Ihc spinal ciinl at Ihe level of the cervical

enlargement arc rare, but they may produce alrophic paralysis of the arm musi-lcs, with

S|)astic ])aralysis of the trunk and lower exi ninities. These plienomena may be more
marked on one side at lirst. but tlicy lend lo become bilateral with the gradual growth of

the I iimoiir.

In the group of diseases to which tlu' name nii/iijiiilhii or iiiiisciiliir ili/slinjilii/ is applied,
the arm is often more or less completely paraly/ed. The diagnosis of this condition

depends on a consideration of various factors. The gradual onset and the bilateral sym-
metry of Ihe a licet ion. the marked involvement of the shoulder and up]ier arm as comi)ared
with Ihe toreariii and hand, arc important characti'ristics. The absence of fibrillary con-

traction and of Ihc reaction of degeneration are also to be noted, while the history of a

.similar atleclion in ollur memliers of Ihe lamilv . and the presence of muscular atro])hy
or muscular pseiido-hyperlrophy in ollu'r parts of Ihc bodv. serve to contirm the diagnosis.

Taiui; .SiiowiNo nil. .Mrsciivi: I )isi loiu i los or iiii; \"Ai:i(>rs Xr.nvi. Hoois or iiii.

Hll.VHIIAI. I'll Xls."

DillniiL Spiiiiili. 'I'l'ics iiiiiittr. Itliiiiiilioiils. Di.-iplira^iiii. Bieei)s. .Siiplnatnr loiiyus.
Serratus niaymis. I'eetiiralis iiiajor. Hrachialis aiiticus. (.'oraco liraeliialis.

limps. Coraco-hracliialis. liriuliiiilis Aiiliiiis. Siijiiiiiiliir loiigiis. Dellciid. .Spiiiati.

Teres major. .Serratus iiiaijiiiis. reeliiralis luajiir. .Suhseapiilai is. I'lipiiatcus

111' I'diearni. Kxtcnsors of wrisl.

'I'licips. K.itiiisiirs iifurisi anil Jiiiiins. I'oiiiators of rorearin. Peelnralis iiKijor.

Sul>s<apiilaris. Latissiiims dorsi. Teres major.
i'h.iiiis iif urisi anil liniii Jli:ii/is of Jiiiiiiis. Iiiteoissei anil liimlii ieales. .Muscles

of thenar and liypotlienar eminences.
Mnstics of Ihc Ihcniir and hi/pn/hciiiir ciiiiiiciiccs. Iiilciiissci and liiiiihi iciilcs. flexor

carpi ulnaris. Oculo-]iupiliaiy lihres.

* Tliose inuscIt'S which are tlie moit Usufiil
'

huidrnarlis
'

tor iiMlivid'.uii segments .are priiilej in iluiu's.
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A glance at this list shows that nearly all muscles derive innervation from more than
one spinal segment, generally from two or three. The table docs not purport to give a

complete anatomical list of all the muscles of the arm, but provides a guide to clinicians

in their endeavours to localize spinal or root lesions from the distribution of atrophic
muscular paralysis. e, Fanjuliar Buzzard.

PARAPLEGIA implies partial or complete paralysis of both legs, with or without

part of the trunk. It does not, however, include inability to walk owing to mechanical

defects, such as old fractiu'es. joint disease, and so forth ; it is due, as a rule, to changes
cither in the brain, the sjiinal cord, the peripheral nerves, or in the muscles themselves,

though sometimes it is caused by errors of function without any structural change in the

neuro-muscular system. For clinical ])urposes. although naturally a paraplegia that has

arisen in childhood may i)ersist into adult life and thus cause overlapping of the classifi-

cation, paraplegia in children may be di.scussed separately from para])legia in adults. Let
us suppose that the patient is a child, and that the chief complaint is weakness or jjaralysis
of both legs. The following table indicates some of the causes that may produce this

condition :
—

I. THE CAUSES OF PARAPLEGIA IN CHILDREN.

(.1). CuiiililioHS in rcliich llwrc is no definite local disease. Ihoiigli there nuiij be some

general pathological condition :—
(1) Simple delayed walking : (2) Rickets : (3) Cretinism : (4) Idiocy.

(B). Paraplegia associated with a definite upper neuron nerve lesion :
—

1. Infantile diplegia due to : (a) Congenital defect of the cortex : poreneephalus ;

(h) Infantile encephalitis : (e) Injury, for example by forceps at delivery ;

(rf) Su])erior longitudinal sinus thrombosis : (e) Meningitis : (f) Congenital
or acquired hydroce])halus.

2. Congenital malformation, such as nuningocelc, sjiina bifida, or S])ina bifida

occulta.

3. Spinal caries, with compression of the si)inal cord,

t. Friedreich's ataxy.
{('). I'arajilegia due to a lesion of the loicer neiinin tifpe .

—
1. Acute anterior poliomyelitis, leading to infantile paralysis.
2. Tooth's peroneal type of progressive muscular atrophy.
3. Peripheral neuritis.

(D). Paraplegia of the prinnirij muscular iifpe :—
1. Pseudo-hy|)ertr()])hic muscular paralysis.
2. The infantile type of primary nuiseular dystrophy.
3. The juvenile type of primary muscular dystrophy.

In arriving at the diagnosis, the first [joint to pay attention to is the history ; the case

will belong to one or other of two main groups, the first containing those that have never
been able to use the legs ])roperly. the second tlK>se that have lost the use of the legs after

having been at one time able to walk, or otherwise use them clliciently.
To the first group belong all cases of congenital malformation, such as hi/iiroeephalus

or meningocele, and most cases of infantile diplegia. Hcfore diagnosing any of these, how-

ever, it is necessary to exclude rickets, cretinism, idiocy, and simple delayed 'ivalking, as

causes of an apparent rather than real parajilegia. These cannot be the sole diagnosis
if there is absolute flaccidity on the one hand, or if there is spasticity upon the other. It

is important to remember how deee])tive the reflexes may be ; almost any illness in an
infant or young child—broncho])neinnonia for example, or simple diarrhfca—may so

<lepre.ss the knee-jerk that it is often unobtainable until the jiatienfs general health is

restored : the plantar rellex is normally more often extensor than flexor in infants : ankle-

clonus, however, does not occur except when there is degeneration of the lateral colunms.
If there is neither absolute flaccidity nor intermittent spasticity, and if the limbs are moved

spontaneously, the mere fact that the child is late in walking by no means necessarily
indicates nerve disease : the delay may eonmionly extend to the second year, and
occasionallv even to the third or fomtli. The main factor in making a diagnosis in such
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a case is time, lor. until with tlie lapse (if lime the little )iatient heniiis to walk, it may
sometimes be (lillieult to exelude nryaiiie |iara|ile^ii. If there are definite siijns of rickets,

fir if tlie (latii'nt is a cretin (ir an i(H(it. the diauniisis is more obvious. The jfood effects of

jlivini; thyroid extract o\er a ]jrolonged period may lie tlie only eiinehisive means of dis-

tinjiiiishini; cretinism from idiocy, and this remedy should lie employed in all such eases,

liowcver hopelessly idiotic the infant may seem to be. If there is conycnital optic nerve

blindness, the case is one of idiocy and not cretinism.

Having excluded the above, the next thing to I'oiisider is whether there is any t-on-

genital nialf<irmaf ion of tlie l)rain or cord. Cases of imiiiiis<ir(/i\ nii/clncfli'. or -spiiid bifiitii

•will generally be oli\ ions enough : evtai sjiiiia hifiila (iciii/tii will often suggest itself from

the presence of a pigmented or hairy mole over the lower part of the lumbar spinal regi(jn,

and the diagnosis may be confirmed by careful palpation there. Congenital lii/ilniri-j)liiiliisi

makes itself evidiait from the characteristic enlargement of the head, which in extreme

cases can be mistaken for nothing else, and which in lesser degrees can be distinguished
from the enlargement due to rickets or to congenital syphilis by the fail that it is more
uniform, and that the bones are fragile and thin, and separated at the suluns. 'I'lic only
doubt that arises in a case of infantile hy<lrocc|ihalus is as to whether it In truly congenital
or was caused by an early but ]iost-natal posterior basal meningitis. TIkii' is increasing
cviilcTH'c to show that the majority of these i-iscs an- not really congenital, that the head
is not large at birth, and that the enlargcnuaif follows some febrile illness, with or without

con\iiIsions really a meningococcal meningitis.

Ctiiigcniliil (IcfccI (if the carter would suggest itself as the cause of infantile di|)lei;ia in

a case in which delivery had taken ])lace without dillieulty and without the use of foreeps.

the head and spiru' not being hydroee])halic <ir deformed, and yet the limbs being paralyzed
Irom liirth : they may be flaccid or they may be spastic, and there is no constant type of

rellex. though I hen- is a tendency to inr-rcased knei-jerk. ankle-clonus, and extensor plantar
reflex. Intellimucc will \ i ry likely be defecfixe at the same time. In rare cases the

kidneys may be so large and cystic that they can be palpated, and the brain may then

lie cystic also /inniiiciihiiliis.

Para])legia due to iiijiiri/ (it liirlh. either bv the use of foree]is or by excessive com-

pression in a confraeti'd maternal jjelvis. is a diagnosis that can only be made when there

has been an unusual amount of dillieulty at birth, for it is remarkable to what extreme

degrees the child's head may be squeezed and altere<l in sliapi' without apparent detriment.

Seeing that it is the lateral aspects, especially the arm areas of the Rolandie I'ortex, that

will lie most alfectcd li\- foree|)s, these instruments are more likely to cause bilateral arm

|iaralysis than ordinary paraplegia. Just the corncrse of this is true tti sdjicrior l(iii<litii(liii(il

siiKis Ihrdinhdsis. for the leg areas of the brain lie close up against either sidi' of this sinus,

whilst the arm areas, being more distant from if. are likely to be less allcctcd. The

symjitoms ol' superior longitudinal sinus thrombosis, of acute eneejihalitis, and of menin-

gitis, may In- so similar— pyrexia, general head symptoms, vomiting, anfl coiniilsions—
that it is almost a matter of guess-work to cIkmisc between them when they arc actually
in i^rogrcss : if death occurs in a few days, suppurative meningitis is likely ; if in a few

weeks, tuberculous meningitis : if the ])aficnf lingers for many weeks before dying, or if

recovery occin's with hydr(ice]ihalus, posterior basal or cerebrospinal meningitis : if

recovery oeeurs without liydroee]ihalus, it may be almost impossible to decide between

meningococcal meningitis, acute encephalitis, and superior longitudinal sinus thrombosis :

nor is the distinction material, except in so far that it is important to remember always that

a favourable issue may occur e\en in a ease that seems to be hopelessly comatose and

dying—a diagnosis of meningitis may liaxc been made erroneously when the condition

was really one of acute cHcephalitis only. If it seems to be of great im|)ortance to arrive

at the accurate diagnosis in the acute stages, it may be justifiable to perform lumbar

puncture, A eytologieal examination of the eerelirospinal fluid may show many poly-

morphonuclear cells in a su])purative case, or many lymjihoeytes in a tuberculous ease.

Of more value than the eytologieal examination, however, is the bacteriological test, which

may succeed in isolating the causal organism.
If one is able to exclude the infantile diijlcgias, and the conditions which simulate

them, the i)robability is that the patient will have sliovvn obvious signs of being able to

use the legs, or may even have been able to walk before the paraplegia set in. In that
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case, if the i)aialysis is of tlic iijiper neuron type, with sjiasticity. no wasting exeept siieh

as may be due to disuse and non-development, no reaction of degeneration, increaserl knee-

jerks, extensor plantar reflexes, ankle-clonus, and probably bladder and rectal trouble—
especially if there is ana'sthesia in the legs at the same time—by far the commonest cause

for the condition is spinal caries with compression of the cord.

If, on the other hand, the patient develops a lower neiu'on type of paralysis, with

wasting of the affected nuiscles and reaction of degeneration, the chances will be greatly
in favour of acute anterior polionii/elilis followed by infantile paralysis. ])articularly if

diphtheria can be excluded, and if a clear history can be obtained tliat the child was

perfectly well until he devc]o)ied an obscure feljrile complaint, which may at first have
been regarded as of gastric origin, but which, in a day or two. led to one or more limbs,

possibly all four, becoming lini]) and jjaralyzed. with ra])id subsidence of the fever and

great improvement in the paralysis during the next few weeks. It is possible for a child

to have had absolute paralysis of all four limbs from acute anterior poliomyelitis, and yet
for complete recovery to occur : more often, however, one or another group of muscles

remains weak : in a typical case, the extensors of the toes and ankle are affected perma-

nently, the consequent contraction of the unijaralyzed calf nuiscles leading to talipes

equinus or equino-varus. \Veakness of other groups of calf muscles leads in a similar way
to other forms of club-foot, such as T. calcaneus, T. valgus, and so on. In other cases,

the muscles below the knee recover completely, but some other group is involved—the

quadriceps extensor femoris for instance, or the adductors of the thigh. It is of course

possible for the legs to recover completely, whilst paresis of some group of muscles in the

shoulder, arm, or forearm persists. The infantile paralysis which follows acute anterior

poliomyelitis is nearly always asymmetrical, but it is by no means necessarily so, and it

may cause persistent partial paraplegia. It is important to remember that the knee-jerk
is deficient or absent only when the quadriceps extensor femoris muscle is affected : and
also that reaction of degeneration is no longer obtainable in the nuiscles when the disease

is of sullieiently long standing for all the degenerate filjres to have become fibrous, by which

time the only muscle and nerve fibres that remain are normal, though they are fewer in

nimiber than they should be.

Periplieral neuritis in a child is decidedly imconunon. excejjt as the result oi diplillieria ;

it should not be diagnosed lightly. Being an affection of the lower neuron type, with

wasting of the muscles, flaccidity, reaction of degeneration, and deflciency in the tendon

reflexes, it may be dillieult to distinguish between it and acute anterior poliomyelitis. It

might be urged that the occurrence of pain or other sensory sym])toms is in favour of

peripheral neviritis and against ])oliomyeIitis. but this is not really the case : the inflamma-

tion in poliomyelitis is by no means necessarily restricted to the grey matter of the anterior

cornua, and the acute stage of thP disease is often accompanied by severe |)ains referred to

the ])erii)heral ])arts. There may. however, be bacteriological or other evidence of the

patient's having had diphtheria during the preceding few weeks, in wliich case ])eripheral
neuritis would be diagnosed ; if there is paresis of the soft j)alate, as evidenced by the

regurgitation of fluids through the nose when the patient tries to swallow them, or by the

nasal character of the voice, diphtheritic neuritis would be very probable.
There remains for discussion the following causes of para|)legia in children : Fried-

reich's ataxy. Tooth's peroneal type of progressive muscular atrophy, and the primary
nuiscular dystrophies, [larticvilarly pseudo-hvi)ertro]jliic muscular paralysis. There are

two pt)ints common to all these, namely, that they all are insidious in onset, slowly pro-

gressive for years before the end comes as the result of an intercurrent malady : and that

they are familial diseases, the family history having an important bearing upon their

diagnosis.
Friedreich's atu.ci/ is characterized by paraplegia, often associated with deformity,

such as talipes and scoliosis, owing to persistent error of posture, without wasting except
such as may be due to disuse or non-development : the knee-jerks are absent, but the pupils
react normally : there is no sphincter trouble unless ((uite late : ankle-clonus is absent,

but there is generally a remarkable condition of hallux erectus. which amounts to a sort

of permanent extensor jjlantar reflex : there are no sensory disturbances : the arms may
not be affected at all. or they may present some degree of ataxy, with or without intention

tremors—that is to say, tremors which are increased when the patient tries to perform
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voluntary rn(i\cinonts—somctinics even cliori'ilnriii nuivciiu-iits an' |iRM-nt : s|>i(Th is

monotonous, iiystaijmus is sometimes ])resent. and occasionally there is optic atrophy. If

progressive parapletjia develops at about S or 9 years ofa!;e in a child with a family history
of similar trouble : if the knee-jerks are absent, whilst the big toes are [jermancntly erect,

and if there is iK'ithcr atro[)hy nor pseudo-hypertrophy of the muscles, the diauiiosis is in

all probability Friedreich's ataxy. The patient may survive to puberty or even longer,

but is liable to death from phthisis, pneumonia, or other intercurrent malady -the same

applying to all the familial diseases now undiT <lis:'ussion.

Tnotli's peroiiffil ti/pjj^f pmsressii-e tiiiisciildr iilroph// is apt to develop after some sim])le

specific fever, such as whooping-cough or measles. The first point the mother notices is

that the child —hitherto normal—is unable to bend the big toes upwards : a condition

of permanent plantar flexion of the big toes ensues : inability to extend the other toes

follows : and presently the patient cammt dorsillex the ankles. It is chiefly the muscles

supplied by the external popliteal nerve, formerly called the peroneal nerve, that are

affectetl : hence the name of the liisease. Talipes may result. The lesion is not primarily
in the muscles, but in the anterior cornual cells of the lumbo-sacral part of the cord, so

that reaction of degeneration is obtainable in the wasted muscles. The knei'-jerks niniiii

normal so long as the (|uadriceps extensor lemoris is unaffected, there is no ankle-clonus,

and the big toe may not move at all when the sole is stimulated. .\ brother or a sister is

very likely to have suffered from the same complaint (see Figs. 2(1. 21. p. 00).

In the jiriiiKiri/ iiiiiseiildr ili/slrdjiliies the nerves are normal, so that there is no reactinu

of degeneration : if a nuiseic has become entirely atrophied, there will be no reaeticm in

it at all : but as long as any reaction is olitainabU- it is of the normal type. The samea])plies
to the rellexes. The most easily recognized nf all the primary muscular dystrophics
is pseudo-hypertrophic muscidar paralysis, the (inly diMiculty beiny when no family history
is obtainable, and wlun the ease is still in too early a stage t<i be tyjiieal. Hoys are

affected more often than girls, but it is generally inheritel from the mother's side. It is

possible fov some members to have presented atrophic myopathy, whilst others suffer

from the pseuilo-hypertroi)hic form. When hilly developed, the most striking feature of

the case is the marked weakness of the legs, notwithstanding the a|)parcnt lirnmess ami

great size of the calves. The muscles are really atrophied, their apparent enlargement

being due to cxtensi\c deposition of intramuscular interstitial fat. lltimalely. if the

])atient survives, all the nniscles in the body become wasted and fibrous; but whereas

some of them atrophy trum the first, others exhibit marked pseudo-hypertrnphy before

they atrophy—ijarticularly the gastrocnemii. the solei. the glutei, the deltoids, the su|ira-

and infra-spinati, and |](irti<ins of the triei|is. The muscles of the hands and feet are

generally nnafl'ected. The iiiusrles most IVei|iiintly atrophied are the liiwer half of the

pectoralis major, the latissinuis dorsi. the seriatus iiiagnus, the biceps, and the flexors of

the knee. Theie are no sensory or sphincter troubles. When the case is w^ell advanced,

the way in which the patient gets up from a lying posture is very characteristic : it is

generally described as •climbing up himself.' He first rolls over and rests on his hands

and knees ; then puts his head between his arms and raises the knees from the ground, so

that he is now supported on his hands and feet : he next brings one hand nearer to his

toes, and then, swinging his body over hrst to one side, places his opi)osite hand on the

corresponding knee, straightens that leg. and repeats the performance on the other side,

so that he now stands with his legs widely separated and with a hand resting on each knee ;

he then works each hand alternately higher up his thighs, until finally, by a sudden back-

ward movement of his shoulders, he attains the erect attitude, .\nother feature of the

case is, that if one tries to lift the boy up by putting ones hands under his armpits, his

shoulders rise right up to his ears, and he verv easilv slips througli one's hands. He is

also unable to stand on ti|)-toe. and tlie gait is waddling.
The two other types of muscular dystrophy mentioned above -the infantile and the

juvenile—are but dilleri-nt \arieties of the same malady : lioth are characteri/.ed by

progressive wasting of the muscles without ])seudo-liypertrophy ; in the infantile form

the muscles have been atrop:iic from the lirst, whereas in the juvenile form the muscles

develop in what seems to be a normal way up to a certain point, and then gradually
waste away. The disease is distinguished from peripheral neuritis. (1) by the absence

of reaction of degeneration : (2) bv the persistence of the reflexes as long as any muscle
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tissue is left to respond ; {'.i) by the family history as mentioned above : ( t.) by tlie

al)sence of sensory changes : and (5) by the absence of improvement witli time. An

attempt is sometimes made to classify the primary muscular dystro)5hies into different

kinds, according to the grou|)S of muscles first affected. In the Landou/.y-Dejcrine type,
for instance, the face muscles are first attacked, the trouble slowly spreading to the

shoulder and upper arm. It is probable, however, tliat whatever groups of muscles may
be the first affected, the differences are those of degree and type rather than of kind, and

that the muscular wasting, wherever it may Ijegiii. ultimately becomes widesi)read. and

finally involves all the muscles.

ir. THE CAUSES OF PARAPLEGIA IN ADULTS.

We may now pass on to a discussion of the differential diagnosis of paraplegia in

adults. It is clear that a |)ara])legia that has arisen during infancy or childhood may
persist into adult life, in which case the diagnosis will lie made upon the lines indicated

above. It is also possible for some of the causes of ])ara|)legia that usvially affect young

patients not to do so until they have grown up. The chief causes, however, for paraj)legia

arising for the first time in adult life are as follows :
—

(.4). Causes nf the Imver neuron li;//e of piiniplegin :—
1. Peripheral neuritis, which may he due to various different causes (|>. (iJJ)

2. Anterior pojioinyelitis
3. A ])elvic tumour iiiterferinj; witli the hirnlio-saeral [)lexus
4. A tumour affecting the euuda eiiuina
5. Compression of the lunihar eiilargenient of the cord.

(B). Causes of the upper neinoti li/pe of paro/ilegia :—
f. Transverse myelitis.

(«). Primary
{b). Due to eonipression l)y : (!) .Spinal caries : (ii) Xew growtli in the

vertebra' or meninges ; (ill) Iiijiuv ; (i\) .\ortic aneurysm
2. Disseminated sclerosis

3. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

4. Primio'v lateral sclerosis

5. Ataxic paraplegia
0. Combined scleroses of the cdnl

7. Syringomyelia
8. Afeniiigitis
!). H;emorrhage into the cord

10. Cerebellar tumour or abscess

11. Bilateral cerebral softenini; or li;iinorrliage.

(('). Causes uol conformhig either to the lon-er or to the upper iieuntu ti/pe:
—

1 . Tabes dorsalis

2. General paralysis of the insane

3. Landry's paralysis
4. Functional paraplegia
,). .Malingering.

The first ])oints which I'all for attention in making a diagnosis are the history and

])rogress of the case. In only a few of the aliovc conditions is the onset sudden : these

are certain cases of acute anterior ])oliomyclitis. transverse myelitis, meningeal luemorrhage,

Landry's jiaralysis. functional ])ara])legia. and malingering. If the ])ara])legia is of sudilcn

onset, of the ujjper neuron type, and not the result of injury, it is almost certainly due

to some form of transverse myelitis. The great majority of cases of paraplegia. liowe\er,

have an onset that is not absolutely acute, and generally it is quite gradual.
There are certain conditions that can. as a rule, be either diagnosed or excluded at

once. If the patient has .\rgyll Robertson pupils and no knee-jerks, taljes dorsalis can be

diagnosed at once. It is necessary to remember, however, that the ])U]m1 may react neither

to light nor to accommodation in some cases of ))eri|)heral neuritis, so that, if care be not

exercised, the reaction may be mistaken for the Argyll Kobertson type of tabes, the latter

being diagnosed when ])eripheral neuritis is the lesion really present. The converse

mistake is also possible, especially if the actual strength of the leg nuiscles be not tested ;

in both conditions there may be patches of impaired sensation, but in peripheral

neuritis with absent knee-jerks, there are absolute wasting, loss of power, and reaction of
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(U'ocnoratiiin, xvliilsl In lilns tluTc is nn tropliii' uastiiiu, and urtrii iiu nicat luss oC

|)o\vcr in iiKiividual iniisck's. tli(iiii;h then- is apparent weakness owiii^ to the aetiim oC

(ipposinu niuseles heiiii; inco-nrilinate. and there is no reaetion of dejieneration.

Another dillieulty in eonneetion with tal)es dorsalis arises in anomalous eases in whieli

either the pupil reaetion has not yet heeonie typical, or else the knee-jerks are not yet

iione. If the reaetion of the pupil is of the Aruyll Robertson type, tahes may sometimes

lie diaunosed even in the jireseiiee of knee-jerks, if there is an obxious history of other eou-

eomitants of the disease, sueh as linhtnini; |)ains. jjastrie crises, or any of the rarer crises—
laryngeal, rectal, uiclhral. \esieal. renal, ireneral abdominal, or sweatinii—marked ataxy,

history of syphilis, perforating ulcer of the loot, a t'harcofs joint, or bladder or rectal

trouble. ]iartieularly if the patient be a male who has had much brain wear. The tendo

Acbillis jerks may disappear before the knee-jerks do. and they should be carefully tested.

There is also in many cases a remarkable delieiciuv or even complete absence of deep
tenderness in sueh organs as the testis, tongue, larynx, or manuna. In certain eases the

knee-jerk may still be obtainable on one side after it has been lost upon the other, so that

both shoidd always be tested and not one only.
If the paraplegia is obviously of thi- lower neuron type, with dctieicney or absence

of the su|iertieial and <leep rellexes, atrophy of the muscles, and reaction of degeneration,

with or without parastlicsia. the probabilities are that it is due to one of the many dillerent

causes of pcriphcnil ncitiilis that are di.seu.s.sed on page (>:!. If the onset has been su<lden.

however, and if the paralysis began to clear up again rapidly, except possibly in one grou|)

of muscles in one leg. there would necessarily be a suspicion of acute iiiiliiiiii- iKilininiiiiilis

which occurs occasionally in adults.

It is important in all cases of suspected peripheral neuritis to make a rectal examina-

tion, lest there should be some pelvic mass, malignant or otherwise, interfering with the

hnnbo-sacral plexus. I'cripheral neuritis may also be siuuilated closely by either a tumour

or a gunniia interfering with the eauda equina, an uneonmion condition that suggests itself

if there is se\ere pain referred to the lower part of the sjiinal colunm behind, or if the

para|)legia comes on in such a way as to affect one leg before the other, the pelvis being

found free from gruwili. It is also important to remember that transvcrs<- myelitis due to

lesions which, if they are situated a little higher up in the cord, cause a paraplegia of the

up|)er neuron type, iiroduces wasting, reaetion of degeneration, and loss of rellexes when

they affect the coi'd at the level of the lundiar enlargement.
When the [laraplcgia is dctinitely of the upper neuron type, with spasticity of the

legs without wasting, with increased knee-jerks, extensor plantar rellexis. ankle-clonus,

and perha|)s retention of urine witli overflow, and incontinence of fa'ces. the first stej) in

arriving at the diai;nosis is to determine if there is any sensory disturbance at the same

time. The only diseases mentioned under heading IS. that ])roduee oljvious sensory dis-

orders, are transverse myelitis, syringomyelia, luemorrhage into the cord, and very rarely

meningitis or Ijilateral cereljral softening. The latter can only be diagni>sed when there

has been an apoplectic seizure associated with hemiplegia, followed after an intcr\al by
another cerebral sei/ure which, by producing hemiplegia of the o])posite side to the one

lirst involved, results in paraplegia, or rather dipk'gia. The arms and face arc likely to

be affected as well as the legs, and there will be either a history of sy|)hilis to account for

endarteritis and thrombosis in a young male, or a bruit, a history of acute rheumatism,

or other e\idenee of a heart lesion, to account for embolism : or .senile changes, with or

without albumimula. a high blood-pressure, retinitis, and other signs of renal and arterial

degeneration, to account for Iwmorrhage.
H(eninrrlin<!c iiiln Ihr <(inl is hardly e\er spontaneous : it may follow an injury, such

as a bullet wound or a stab in the back, and llirri the history will indicate the diagnosis.

Acute iiieiiiiigilis. whether tuberculous, suppurative. ])osterior basal, or cerebros])inal,

seldom causes complete paraplegia until a late stage of the illness is reached, by which time

the nature of the malady will generally be indicated by the cerebral symptoms, particularly

headache, vomiting, convulsions, strabisnuis, and ophthahno.scopie changes such as optic

neuritis or choroidal tubercles. Bacteriological investigations of the fluid obtained by
lumljar jnuieture may assist the diagnosis materially. There is a chronic form of menin-

gitis, however, of which the diagnosis is not so ea-sy, and that is the chronic hi/pcrtniiihic

lurnwrriiiigic pach;i»ictiiiiaitis which affects ehictly the vertex and the cervical portion of
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the cord. The condition is nencrally caused by chronic alcoholism in syphilitic subjects,

especially if there has also been some injury ; the diagnosis is difficult, but it may be

suggested by the history, and by the degree of pain referred to the nerves that are involved

in the meningeal thickening—the chief difficulty being to exclude spinal caries in cases

invohing the cord. Wasserniann"s reaction may be jiositive if no antisyphilitic remedies

ha\'e been eni|)loyed. In suriiiiidini/elia
—a very slowly jjrogressive disease that is by no

means always associated witli para|>legia, the nature of the symptoms depends upon the

degree to which the central canal of the cord and the gelatinous substance around it are

affected, and also upon the level in the cord at which the changes occur. The diagnostic

symptom is that, in some region or another, the skin will be found to have lost its power ol

distinguishing heat from cold and pain from touch, though it still retains ordinary cutaneous

sensibility. It is apt to give rise to skin lesions in the i)ar;esthetic parts (Morvan's disease),

and also to acute painless .swelling of the joints, with deformity from destruction of the

ends of the bones—Charcot's joints
—

precisely similar to those that may occur in tabes

dorsalis.

If the jiatient has marked impairment of all kinds of sensation in both legs, with jiara-

plegia of the upper neuron type, and no paralysis of the arms, the lesion is almost certainly

iranaversc miicUtis of some kind. The absence of sensory distvirbance, however, does not

exclude transverse myelitis, for when the conductivity of the spinal cord is interfered with,

without being entirely inhibited, the sensory colunuis are able tt) transmit impulses longer

than the pyramidal tracts, so that paralysis appears before an;csthcsia. The same ai)|)lies

to a transverse myelitis that is getting better, the patient recovering sensation in his legs

before he is able to move them. The chief difficulty will be to determine the nature of

the transverse myelitis. There are two main types : (1) That due to causes outside the

cord compressing it—espccialh- sphuil caries, secondary grozvlli. the effects of such iiiiiiiics

as fractures of the spine, bullet wounds and stabs, or more rarely erosion of the bones by
an aortic aneurysm ; and CJ) That due to softening from thrombosis of a spinal artery,

the result of syphilis, or a fever such as enleric or scarhi. One of the hrst points to attend

to is the presence or absence of pain. Lesions, such as thrombosis, which affect the cord

but not its posterior nerve roots, are painless, whereas swellings which compress the cord

from without almost always produce pain, sometimes a tyijical girdle pain, on account of

their irritating the posterior nerve roots. If, therefore, there is or has been any pain in the

back other than what may be due to a known injury, it is ])robable that transverse myelitis

is not primary but due to com])ressi()n. If the spine jjresents an obvious Potfs curvature,

or if the pjitient has other evidence of peripheral tuberculosis, such as enlarged or caseating

glaiKls in the neck, hip, knee, or other joint disease, a psoas abscess, lupus vulgaris, and

.so on. especially in a young jjcrson who has been in the habit of drinking much milk, com-

pression by spinal caries is fairly certain. The main dillieulty arises when the cord becomes

compressed without deformity of the spinal colunm. an<l with no other tuberculous lesion

apparent. Local tenderness over one or more vertebral spines will help to suggest the

diagnosis, especially if local pain is complained of in the same region, and if the pain is

increa.sed by any jarring of the spine. Growth is fortunately much rarer, and it is to be

excluded by a routine examination of all the viscera, most cases of spinal new growth being

secondary to a neoplasm elsewhere, especially of the breast : primary growths of the s|)ine

are so rare that they are generally taken for caries at first, and the correct diagnosis is not

always arrived at before j)Ost-mortem microscopical examination has been made, .\ortic

aneurysm is a still rarer cause of compre-sion myelitis: if there is a distinct pulsatile

tumour along the course of the aorta, the nature of the case may be obvious ; more often,

however, an aneurysm which erodes the vertebrie sufficiently to bulge into the spinal canal,

does not at the same time enlarge forward to produce a tumour that can be recognized

easily by palpation. The patient will generally be a man in the prime of life who has had

.syijhilis, who is not a life abstainer, and who has worked hard ; Wassermann's reaction

may be positive. A))art from a ])ulsatile tumour the symptoms will be very like those of

parai)legia from spinal caries.

The relationshi]) of injury to transverse myelitis is not always quite straightforward.

If. for example, a patient who has sy]jhilitie endarteritis of his spinal vessels receives a

kick in the back from a horse, he may find that, by next day. he is unable to move his legs ;

it may at tirst seem obvious that the kick has been the sole cause of the paraplegia, when
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tlio ri-al cause is sypliilis
—the kick liaviiij; been tlie final faetur wliieli led U> tliroinhosis

in a iliseased spinal artery. Transverse myelitis due ti> syphilis is exactly comparable in

its mode of ori<fin to the hemiplegia which results from endarteritis obliterans in a middle

cerebral artery. There is no pain and no deformity of the spine, but in other respects the

|)arai)le!>'ia presents the same features as does that which is due to com|)ression of the cord.

.Sy])hilis is by far the most im|iortant cause of this primary transverse softeninn'. but there

are a considerable luimber of other maladies in which a similar result ensues occasionally ;

almost any iideetive disease may lead to if : one may perhaps mention typhoid fever,

scarlet lexer, and inlluenza in particular. In infective endocarditis there may be an

additional factor, namely embolism of the cord, though this is decidedly rare.

If it is found that the arms are affected as well as the legs, it is unlikely that the lesion

is transN'erse mvelitis. unless in rare and anoiuali)US cases such as those mentioned on

))age 62. If the onset lias been slow, the course progressive, and wasting is present, with

reaction of degeneration in the muscles of the hands or arms, with increased knee-jerks,

ankle-clonus, and extensor j)lantar reflexes. Iiut no ana'sthesia. the malady is almost

certainly (niinotropliic Inleral sclerosis.

If there arc increased knee-jerks, extensor plantar reflexes, ankle-clonus, ataxy,

intention tremors in the hands, nystagmus, and a hesitancy in the voice, which may even

be of the t\ pi' described as
"

scanninii," the disease is either cfifhelhir nhsccss or tiimoitr.

or (UssoiiiiKilid sclerosis. If headache anil \omitinu ha\e been severe, the former is the

more ])riibable. and the diagnosis may lie clineheil by finding double opiii- neuritis.

Abscess will lie more likely than tumour if there is otorrhoea or pyrexia. It is not

uncomuKin to find o|>tic atrophy, with either concentric diminution in the fields of \ ision

or else a central scotoma, in disseminated sclerosis, but optic neuritis is uncommon. The

dinieulty in diagnosing disseminated sclerosis arises mainly when the complaint is in its

early stages ; the patches of sclerosis may be anywhere in the cord, and before the affected

fibres atrojihy there is a i)eriod when they are sometimes able to conduct impulses, some-

times not : when they are not able to con<luct, there ari' numerous symptoms, and in a

day or two. when conducting l)ower rcco\crs, these symptoms are gone again ; this v;iria-

tion from day to <lay nearly always leads to a diagnosis of neurosis for months or years

before the true nature of the malady becomes obvious. In some patients a crnlral scotoma

may develop early, leading to jjeculiar symptoms, such as the inability to distinuuish a

sovereign from a shilling if the light is not goo<l. or the liability to rini into pcii|ile without

seeing them when exclinii. If ataxy is marked, the staggering gait may lead to a suspicion

of alcoholism ; the |iatient staggers alternately to either side in disseminated sclerosis,

whereas in tumours of one cerebellar hemisphere the tendency is to stagger constantly to

the samt- side. Bladder and rectal troubles are not common in cither ease, and yet they

may be pidniineiit. I'ara'sthesia may alsn dcNclop in disseminateil sclerosis, although as

a rule there is no sensory disturbance at all.

If a patient has the symptoms of spastic paraplegia and ataxy, without ana'stlicsia.

nvstagnuis. or ehanues in the voice, a iliagnosis of nlrt.rie /xirtiplegiii will usuallv Ik- iiiade.

There is rcallv no differenee between this and what has been called cotiihiiieil srlcmsrs of llie

conl : in both conditions there is degeneration of the posterior colunms. the crossed

pvramidal. and the cerebellar tracts. .Some observers use the term combined scleroses

only for syphilitic eases, reserving ataxic paraplegia for similar non-syjihilitic cases.

Priiniir/i lolenil sclerosis was a relatively common diagnosis imtil it was found that

the more careful the examination the greater was the likelihood that more than simple

degeneration of the crossed pyramidal tracts would be found. Partial compression of the

cord produces spastic jjarajjlegia without aniesthesia. and thus simulites primary lateral

sclerosis as described above. Disseminated sclerosis may do so likewise, and so on.

Primary lateral sclerosis should never be diagnosed, therefore, till all the other allcctions

in which the lateral colunms may be affected have been excluded. There is such a disease

as jjrimary lateral sclerosis, however ; it is generally syphilitic in origin, and it leads to

typical spastic paresis of the legs, with increased knee-jerks, ankle-clonus, extensor plantar

reflexes, no wasting, no H. D.. no sensory disturbatu'cs, and in the later stages, retention

of urine with overflow, and incontinence of fa-ces : the disease is generally progressive,

but after reaching a certain point it may remain stationary for years, or even improve to

a sliyht extent for a time. When lateral sclerosis is yet in an early stage, a valuable sign
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of it is the disappearance of the aliddiiiinal reflexes : the diagrams (Figs. 210. 211) may
be of assistance in locating the level of the cord at which a lesion may be ))resent.

The causes of paraplegia that remain for discussion are Landry"s paralysis, general

paralysis of the insane, functional ])araplegia, and malingering.

Landry's paralysis is probably not a distinct entity, but rather a very acute type of

perhaps more than one variety of paraplegia. It is rare. It affects young adults, who,

hitherto strong and well, become rapidly

affected by paralysis which starts in the legs

and (|uiel<ly ascends to the trunk and arms,

and may even involve the neck and cranial

nerves. It either gets well <iuite rajiidly, or

else kills the patients in a few liours or days

by aflecting the intercostal nuiscles and dia-

phragm, with consequent asphyxia. There

may be slight pains in the affected parts

shortly before paralysis sets in, but sensory

symptoms are generally slight, or absent. The

nature of the malady is obscure, but if one

were to regard it as a very acute and wide-

spread anterior |)oliomyelitis,one could account

botli for its main symptoms, its rapid fatality

in some cases, and its equally rapid recovery

in others. ISIoreover, seeing that the i)atient

either dies or recovers so (juickly, it is not

surprising that there is no time for the develop-

ment of obvious muscular wasting or reaction

of degeneration.

Parajtlegia in cases of geiicnil iKiiiili/sis n(

llic insane does not arise until the thinl stage

of that malady is reached : by that time the

diagnosis is generally obvious ; the |>araplegia

is ))art of a general and extreme weakness. luid

the patient is bedridden.

Functional paraplegia and malingering

should never be diagnosed until all organic

causes—particularly disseminated sclerosis and

spinal caries—have been excluded. Malinger-

ing may be suggested by the i)artieular circum-

stances of the case—the jiatient may be a

nervous, self-conscious girl who desires to

attract sympathy, or an out-of-work who
wants to get a night's shelter in a hospital ;

careful observation generally leads to the

detection of the fraud. Functional paraplegia

is less easy to be sure of, and in many patients

that which may at first be regarded as func-

tional ultimately turns out to be organic : this

is especially true in the case of disseminated

sclerosis. The paraplegia is never of the

l)rimary muscular, or the lower neuron type,

there being no w-asting and no R.D. The

nuiscles remain of good bulk as they do in

the upper neuron type of paraplegia, but

although the knee-jerks may be unduly brisk,

the ]3lantar reflexes remain flexor, and there is

no maintained ankle-clonus. If there is ana-sthesia, the distribution of the latter is some-

times obviously fmictional : it may, for instance, start sharply at the knee and cease

.suddcniv at the ankle, or in some other way indicate that it corresponds neither t(i the

Pig. 210.—Diagram of

sensory loc^ilization in the

spinal L'ord.

Fig. 211.— Di.ai,'ram

localization of reflex c

tres in the spinal cord.
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seiTiiu-iits ol' the spinal cinil iiur \t> tlif (iistriliut ion iif the |icri|ili( ral iirr\(s. It is l)y

anonialii's dC tliis kind, which ni:ikf it inipcissihle to fit in the case witli any organic

lesion, that fnnctional parajilcuia is iliannoscil l)y a ])r()cess of exchision. Ihrlxii Frciirli.

PARASITES, INTESTINAL. Tiipc-K-onns. Tlic conimoncst symptoni of tlie

exi.stencc of a tape-worm is the passa<;e of the detached terminal segments per rectimi in

longer or sluirter tape-like .strips. The only condition for which these miglit he mistaken

is muco-memhranons coliti.s. in which long, narrow, wliite mucous casts of Ihe bowel may
be pa.ssed with the motions (Fig. f72. p. 3!>S). It is easy to distinguish these. Iiowever.

if the suspected material is floated in water, for in the ease ol a cast ol thi liowcl a central

hmien will be found which is not |)resent in the tape-

worm. There is. moreover, no regular s<-gmentatioii in

the case of nnieo-meml)rauous colitis, whereas tape-

worms arc obviously seguu-nted. If any doul)t remains,

examination with a lens will show the glandular structure

of the uterus in the tape-worm segtucnts. and no such

structure in the strips of mucus in nuK'n-mcmliranous

colitis. It is sometimes stated that picking ot the nose

and a xnraeious appetite are symptoms of llie presence
of .some kind of intestinal parasite: but this is hardly
ever the case : if {'onstitutional symptoms de\elop at all.

they take the form of deficiency of appetite, with more

or less an;emia. which may become profound : tluie is

often c<)nsi<lerablc I^osinoimiii.i a (p. "JIS). The three

forms of tape-worm that occur in the human inttstin<-

are Tirtiiti sutiinii. '/'. mediucanelldtn. and lidiliridii'pliiihis

latiis. the eonmionest in Great Britain Iicmil; th'- '/'. nicdiu-

caitclldtd. till' cystic stage of which is spent in catlle. 7".

soliiiin is derived chielly from pig-meat, whilst linlluid-

rcplidtiis- Idlds occurs mainly in those wIkj li\e iiuieli mi vix'. ".'

fresh-water lish. It may be possible to make the dia-

gnosis of 7'. iiicitim'ditclldld by hfilding the segments up against a bright light and seeing

a median str<-ak or water-channel, in addition to one <lown either edge <if each strip.

this middle water-channel giving the name In the parasite. The ullimate proof of the

nature of the tape-worm, howexer. is allordeil by Ihe characters of the head, that of

T. solium having four siiekiiii; discs, with a rosticllum surrounded bv tliirl\ -fmir booklets

J-'i'l. L'lJ.— ll.-n.l ..f r^rina s^liNni:

-howiii;,' lour sii.-Kiiii.' liiscs ;iii.l thiriv-

f.im- luii.tlc-tv, nllcniiUi-ly Uiii- ami sljort.

f NTi-ilimii I'l-iur-r.t (From il \j'irintin in

III, ,,'"s,:-isi„N ,.; l/r /',//is.7,,r, .V,«. Il,ii„l

{Figs. "Jl'J. 'Jl;;! : that ol 7'. iiitiliiicdiivUdld four cin-ular sucking discs and no booklets

(Fig. -IM) : whilst that of the

lidtliruiceplidlus Idlds has a

more or less conical head, with

two elongated lateral sucking

iliscs and no hooklets (/''/i,'. 215).

The degree of ana-mia. chlorotie

in type, is usually greatest with

lidtliiiiin/ilidlds Idlds. least with

7'. nKilidCddclldld. and tin' same

also a|i]ilies to the degree of

i-osino]ihilia. The egi;s of tin-

tape-worm are unmistakable

{Fig. 21(i): they are spherical,

with a dark-brown central por-

tion, and a lighter striated

Ijroad capsule.

JMicroscdpicdl Kraiiiiidiliod of F(rccs. itnc <if the best ways oi' |ir(|i.iriiig I'u-ces lor

microseo]iieal exaiiiiiiatioii lor the ova of parasites or fur other soliil ]iartielcs. is tn put about as

niueli as would cover a shilling into a test-tube, tilling the latter two-thirds hill of iiornial saline

sohitiini (fJ ilr. of salt to a pint of water), corking the tube, and shaking it vigorously in order to

break up the fa'ces as iiiueh as iiossible : on allowing to statul for twenty minutes, the ui)per part
of the lliiid remains o]i;ii|ue with line debris, whilst tli<- heavier particle

F,„.
Ttriiia si'UinH,

Ui:ii^iMmm:iIi(.'.

power.) ( V I' c) 11

l''reiR-h's .Unhnil La

/w. ill.—Tlcn.! o(

'Ifiina iixiliocaiitnti^ii.

(Ivow jiower- 1 d-'roiu

I'i'pTicli's Mfdicai La-

lH<r(U;nj .M, Hinds. )

Fill. 21.-.. - l..iler.il

vi.nM.r I.kuIh! AW/iH"-
riiiliiihi.i lulus. slinuitiL'

lunuitiiiiiiial Slicking'
disc. (I-uw piiwor. )

ineludiiii^ the o\"a of
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parasites, have sunk to tlic bottom ;
the sui)crnatant opalescent or opaque fluid may now be poured

oil, and the more definite residue again sliaken up with normal saline and allowed to stand for

another twenty minutes : this process is repeated until the supernatant lluid becomes clear after

it has stood for the twenty minutes, and then, when as nuich of the lluid as

possible has been poured away, a drop of the sediment is taken up in a pi])ette,

transferred to a microscope slide, covered, the excess of fluid removed with

filter |ia)ier, and the specimen examined either with the j in. or J in. objective,

preferably with the mechanical stajje. Such a specimen exhibits all sorts of

vegetable cells, keratin particles, and so forth, which may at first be reiiarded

as ova, but when the actual ovtun of an intestinal parasite is seen, there is

seldom anv doubt about it.Fig. -10.—Ovum of

T(Pina siiliiim, semi-

diagrammatic. fHiffh

power.) C !' r o m
French's Medical La-

boratory Methods.)

Fiy. -17.— Ovum oi

.4 s can s ltimhricniitt:<.

;'ili!,'h power.) fFroni
Freticli's .^fct/iral Labor-

atory Methmts.)

-<>'
/

Uound-worms.—The only rouiui-wonii that occurs in (Jreat Hritaiii

is the Ascaris hunbricoides. This jKirasite may or may not <;ive rise to

svmptonis : if it does so, they take the form of slijiht and obscure

nervous and riastro-intestinal disorders. More often the diasiuosis is ciuitc unsuspected

until one of the worms is found in the bed, having crawled out per anum, csi)ecially when

the patient, generally a cliiUl, falls ill of .some febrile malady. If romid-worms have been

found previously, and if the existence of others is suspected, the

diagnosis may be confirmed by discovering the typical ova {Fig. 217)

in the fa'ces • their chief characters are their relati%'ely large size,

oval shape, and irregular membranous envelope outside the chitinous

.shell. This worm does not produce eosinoiihilia as a rule, hut in

exceptional cases it may do so.

Thn-iid-iconiis.—O.rjiiin's rcrmiridaiis. if jirescnt at all. usuallv

occurs in hundreds, and can be detected immediately by examination

of the fa'ces with the

naked eye. Each para-
site is rather more than

J in. in length, without

any colour: its extremi-

ties project from the

Cecal mass, and move
about slowly, like threads waving in the air.

Thesf i)arasites jiroducc no eosinophilia. The

patients are nearly always children, and there

may be ns symptoms at all ; but more often

there is considerable irritation around the

anus, and in yoimg girls about the vulva.

Gonorrhtt'a has before now been suspected
when the vulvar infection was really due to

I
the O.rijKiis venniciihirin.

The ]\'liip-zviirni (TrirlKircphtihi.s disptir)

1^ in itself an entirely unimportant parasite

'curring in the ca'cum and large intestine

I Fin. -JIS), and ])roducing no symptoms what-

\ cr. The worm with its tail is about H in,

HI length, and it is often coiled up watch-

spring-wise. Its appearances are immistak-

able ; its ovimi (Fig. 219) looks more or less

like a ruiming-cork, and, with its deep brown
central jjarts and cleai ends, it is cjuitc

characteristic. \Vhi|)-worms are present to

the extent of nearly 10 per cent of all the

inhabitants of some cities. They produce no

eosinoi)hilia, blood-changes, or symptoms.
The JInok-zvorm (Aiikylostoniiim diiodeii-

ede) (Fig. 220).—This is not a general parasite
in Great Britain, but has affected manj'

persons in certain districts as the result of

amongst lead-miners in Cornwall. Outbreaks also

vV

Fifj. 21S—Whip-worms {Trichoapfia(us(hspar)\.i\ the ciDcum

anrl iiscendiiii; colon. {From a specimen in (he Gordon

Miisriiin, diurs Ih'spilal.)

intnidiu-tinn fnun al)n>ai], ])articnUirly
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I'll. -I:'. -lUinii cl Tn-

power. )

oc'iHiiTfd III till' wiirkcrs in the St. (^itluird tiiniicl. and tlic disease i^ |irc\alcnt in inanv

I)art.s abroad, especially in India. E};y[)t, Brazil, and Jamaica. TIr- intVrtinn is carried

fnini f;eces to soil, from the soil to the hands, thence to the niuutli.

and so til the alimentary canal. The syni|)l(ims arc for the most [jart

tliose of i)roa;ressive ana'mia ami asthenia, inability to continue witli

work, (edema of the lower extremities, anasarca, shortness of breath,

and the occurrence of boil-like skin eruptions. iKscribed |)opiilarlv as

the llowers' of the di.sease. The appearance of the patient may
su<i;aest pernicious anremia. and tlic blood-count may .sometimes

seem to conlirm this diagnosis at lirst : for wlureas a great many of

the patients haye a seyere chlorotic type ol aii:emia. some have a
marked reduction of the red corpuscles and a slightly less reduction of
tlic ha-moglobin, so that there is a high colour-index such as is cluirarlriistic of per-
nicious ana-mia. There is generally no li-ueocytosis. but the ditiercntlal leucocyte-count

may suggest the diagnosis at once, for nearly all the patients

present a considerable degree of eosinophilia The adminis-
tration of anthelniintics such as thymol may lead to the

evacuation of the mature worms, which may be rei'ogni/.cd in

the fa'i'cs (Fifi. -JT. p. 7f»), each being from ', to - in. in length.
The o\a (/•'/;;\. -JS and J!». p. SO) are oval, with a clear transpar-
ent shell and <-oilcd-u|) embryo parasite. .McNena is another

symptom which may be prominent in some of these eases.

The two intestinal parasitic affections which produce the

most sericiiis ana-niias and other toxic elieets in man are Aiil.i/-

IiisliiiHiiiii i/i(oil(iialr and ltii/liiiiiicpli(ilii^ liitits. Iliihiii Fmuh

PARESIS. (Se,- I'AK-Mvsi-
|i.

till , et sei|.)

PENIS, DISCHARGE FROM.
riiiiAi.. p. IS] .)

(.See Discii AKia:. I'lii;-

PERISTALSIS, VISIBLE.- The importance of visible

peristalsis lies in tin- fact that it is always pal Imlogieal

except in a few <-ases in which its unimportant nature is

immediately obxious. The two chief conditions which render

the nornial movements <if the bowels visible are {liviiriciiliiiii

iif llir (ihdoniiiiiil rciii niiisch's. and iciilnil licniidlion of a

lajiarotomy si-ar. The 1 itter is obvious at once ; the former

is best detected wlu-n the recumbent i)atient. who is generally
a multi|iaroiis wunian with a .soft flabby abdomen, tries to

raise her head ami lliorax from the couch without the use of

her arms : the enntrat'ting recti come together then, and close

over the nap in the middle line in which, under the slretchcd

and unsuppoileil skin, the bowel movements had been seen.

In almost all other circumstances visible jieristalsis is patho-
logical : it may then lie divided into two t.vpes

—gastric, and
intestinal.

Gastric Peristalsis takes the form of a coniparali\cly
large swelling in the ujjper part of the abdomen, coming and

going, generally ap[iearing from under the region of the left

ribs, ])rogressing slowly downwards and to the right, where it fades away and disappears :

it eorresponils more or less with the greater curvature of the stomach. It is often stated

that a reliiin wave, passing along the lesser curvature from right to left, can alsn be made
mil, but this is exceptional. Sometimes, instead of progressing, it comes and goes almost
in the same spot, varying in sha])e but scarcely in jxisition. The exact site of the wave
must depend mainly ujjon the size and position of the stomach. It intiicates jit/lorir or

(liimlciKil ohsliuftion. and its presence serves to exclude atonic gastreetasis. There may or

may not be other signs of dilated stomach, particularly a widely distribiitecl suecussion

;'/./. L-jn.—Aiikykwt
.iini.li-niim. (/'r-'in a

ll,-(i:nl„i, Mm, inn. Hi,

l;l.-l,i uf tlj<?

Iirnuiili III

. Ui.sinl,,!.,
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splash, vomiting of large volumes of fermenting fluid at relatively long intervals, and a

greatly increased bismuth .r-ray shadow. Whether the pyloric stenosis is simple or malig-
nant has to be decided upon other grounds.

Visible Intestinal Peristalsis is. with the limitations discussed above, one of the

surest signs of grave intestinal obstruction. There are almost certain to be abdominal
<listention. vomiting, and constipation along with it, and the discussion of the differential

diagnosis of the different causes of these symptoms will be found elsewhere. The great

imijortancc of visible peristalsis is seen in those doubtful or obscure cases in which the

patient seems hardly ill enough to be sidfering from intestinal obstruction. It may be

thought that colic, the result of some indigestible article of diet, is a more likely diagnosis,
and that a dose of castor oil will cure the malady. Rather than wait for increasing

severity of the symptoms to clinch the diagnosis in these cases, it is most important to

arrive at a diagnosis of the necessity for laparotomy at the earliest possible moment if life

is to be saved. If the small intestine alone is involved, the waves are nniltiplc. and they
run more or less transversely across the abdomen -the ladder-rung type : when the colon

is obstructed, vertical waves, especially in one or both flanks, are the chief form the peri-
stalsis takes. Dchnite and visible intestinal peristalsis is. so far as any single sign can be

relied on, an almost infallible indication of the need for laparotomy in any case in which
the other symptoms and the history point to a possibility of intestinal obstruction.

Ilerbcrl French,

PERSPIRATION, ABNORMALITIES OF. (.See Sweating, p. 654.)

PHOSPHATURIA.—This is a term the precise significance of which is by no means
clear ; the meaning it conveys to one observer is not always that which it implies to

another. Some restrict it to conditions in which the total quantity of phos|)hates in each

day's urine is greater than the average maximum. Others use the term when there is a

spf)ntaneous deposit of [jhosphates in the specimen glass. Others would include eases in

which, on applying the boiling-test for albumin, a cloud of phosphates comes down. .So

loose is the application of the word phosphaturia that it is generally used whenever anything
arises to remind the observer ocularly of the fact that the urine contains any phosphates
at all.

What is really re(|uired is a series o{ different terms to express the following conditions :
—

1. Circumstances in which a greater quantity of phosphates is hal)itua]ly |>ass(il

in the urine than is the average maxinuun in liealth.

2. The spontaneous deposition of ]}hosphates in a urine that has stno 1 in a specimen
glass imtil cold.

3. The S])ontaneous deposition of ])hosphates in the bladder, so that the urine is thick

and milk-like when it is being passed.
4. The deposition of iihosphates as a white cloud when the urine is heated.

Absolute Phosphaturia.—The pho.sphoric acid in the urine is chiefly exogenous, i.e.,

derived from |)hospliatcs in the food. It is chiefly in inorganic combination as salts of the

alkalies and alkaline earths. There is a certain small percentage of urinary phosphorus
derived from the katabolism of nuelein and lecithin, but the amount derived from
these in healthy persons is very slight as compared with that which comes direct from the

food, so that the jihospliatcs almost disap])ear from the urine during starvation. There
arc wide \ariations in the amounts excreted by normal persons ; the average is 3-;) grams
per diem, but the healthy limits are as far apart as 1 gram and 8 grams.

It has been asserted that persons whose business entails great wear and tear of the

nervous system excrete more than the average amount of phosphates, and the same has

generallj' been held to be true of sufferers from certain nervous disorders of the hysterical
or neurasthenic type, ])articularly when sexual matters are in question. There is very
little evidence, however, to show that there is any real increase in the urinary phosphates
in these cases. There is often a very abundant de|)osit of phosphates on applying the heat

test to the urine, and this may give the impression that the total quantity of ])hospliates

present must be above the normal : but the impression lias not been confirmed by exact

analysis. There is only one wcll-dchncd condition in which there is absolutely and persist-

ently more phosphate in the urine than healthy limits would allow, and that is pliosphalic
(lidbetes—a very rare condition of which the main features are thirst, emaciation, acliing
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in till' Iniiis anil hack, ami itulyuria willicmt su^ar liut with an absniutt' cxi-css of plins-

pliatcs in tlu' urine.

Physiology of Pbosphatic Deposits.— In nearly every case tlie depiisilion of plins-

phates is a ])iirely pliysiolot;ieal process. .\ molecule of phosphoric acid, HgPO , contains

three hydroficn atoms. Eacli of these can he replaced separately by an atom of any mono-

basic metal, such as sodium. Three types of salts arc formed, according; as <inc. two. or

three of the hydrogen atoms have been repfired. as in the following; examples :
—

NaH.I^Oj - - .Sii.liiiiM ilihydrie phosphate
Na.HPO,,. - - .Soiliuni ninnoliydrie pliusphate
Xa,POj - So(hiHii plinsiiliate.

'riiesc salts may all l>e present in the same urine, the [jroportions ol' each \ar\in;; with

the amount of phosphoric acid present, on the one hand, and the total amount of bases

(i.e.. sodium, potassium, etc.). and the total <|uantities of other acids present in the form

of chlorides, sulphates, and so forth, on the other. The ijreater the ipiantity of chlorides

and suli>hates. the j^reater will be the amount of the metallic bases required to form them,

and consiquently the less will be the amount of bases left to combine with phosphoric
aeitl ; the result nuist then be a relative excess of NaII,P(>^. Conversely, the scantier

the chlorides and sulphates, and the more abundani the bases, the i;reater will be Ihe |iro-

jjortion of Na^HPOj and Xa.,P()j.

Now the three sodiimi salts differ from one another in at least twn physical respects
—

their action uixin litmus, and their solubility in water. Sodium dihyilroj;en phosphate

(XaII„P()^) turns blue litmus red— in other words, it is an acid i)hosphate. The acidity

of onlinary urine is mainly due to it. .Sodium nionohydronen |jhosi)hate (Na^Hl'Oj) is

also an acid salt technically speaking', and there are some colour tests which exhibit the

acid reaction with it : litnuis. however, is not one of these, for Xa.,HP()j turns red litmus

blue. \Vhcn a j;iven urine contains more Xa„IIP()j than XaII.,POj. the reaction of that

urine to litmus is alkaline ; that is to say. il turns red litnnis blue and does not turn blue

litnuis red. Some urines have what is known as an amphoteric reaction they turn red

litnuis bluish and blue litmus reddish—a different thing from neutrality of reaction, in

which neither red litmus nor blue is turned in colour at all. The cause of the amphoteric
reaction of a urine is the even balance in that urine of the Na.,HP(), on the one hand and

of the XallJ'O on the other.

Xow the dihydro<;en jihosphate is much more soluble in water than is Ihe m<ino-

hydrogen phosphate, whilst the tribasic phosphates are as a rule far less soluble still.

When it is stated, therefore, that iihosphates arc more soluble in acids than they are in

alkaliis. it must be remembered that it is not a (juestion of a differeiue of solubilities of the

.same salt of phosphoric acid, but of an acid urine containinu the bidk of its jihosphatcs in a

salt different from the one present in an alkaline urine. The very fact of a urine being

alkaline means that there is relatively little of the more soluble XaHjPOj jircscnt. and rela-

tively much of the less soluble Xa.,lIP()j and Xa.jPO,. Conversely, the fact that a urine

is acid implies that the phosphates are relatively more abundant in the soluble Xall.^POj
form than they are either as Xa.HPOj or Xa.|P(>p .\s a matter of fact, the three degrees

of (jhosphatcs of sodium. ])otassium. and iimmonium are all so sijlubic that they practically

never become preciiiitatcd siiontaneously. nor do they take part in forming calculi. It

is the |iliosphales of calcium and magnesium that form precipitates, but what has been

.said abo\e of sodium phosphate apidies eipially to calcium and magnesium ])liosphatcs.

The less acid a urine is. the more will the less snluble varieties of calcium and magnesium

phosphate preponderate, and it is on this account that jihosphates come down in alkaline

or neutral rather than in acid urines.

Again, it is often stated that phosphates arc less snluble in hot urine than they are in

cold, and this is given as the reasan for the cloud of precipitated phosjihatcs that su olten

forms when a urine that is not already very acid is boiled. This, however, does not express
the real reason for the cloud : the heat does not |)recipitate the same phosphate as the cold

urine contained, but leads to the formation of a different, and less soluble, phosphate.
The calcium monohydrogen phosphate dissiiciatcs into calcium dihydrogen ))lios|)liate and

normal calcium |ihos])luite : it is the latter which is so insoluble that it comes down :

-tCaHPO^ ---- Ca.,(PO^), + Ca(H,PO^),
Midium .soliibiiiry. Relatively ins.iliil.le. .-iiiil ^u llelatiiely (lie iiiusl

cuiiiiii:;'ilouii .15 il i-loud. soluMf of the three.
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Milky Urine.—The urine of ni:iny healthy people, especially children, and eaters of

large public dinners, is sometimes milk-like when it is passe 1 soon after a full meal. Many
a person has become alarmed at the sijiht. and has feared some grave disorder of the sexual

organs or functions, especially either gonorrlura or sperniatorrlura. The condition is

physiological. It results from increased (piantities of hydrnchloric acid being required in

the stomach at the time. The result of this is that the urine temporarily contains such an
abundance of bases in proportion to acids that the less soluble monohydrogen phosphates
exceed the more soluble dihydrogen phosphates, and they may become precipitated even
in the urine that is still within the bladder. The commonest salt to come clown is calcium

monohydrogen phosphate, CaHPO,, which is either amorphous, or else assumes the form
familiar as 'stellar phosphate." ]\IgHF()j may come down with it in the form of amor-
phous particles, or as needles.

The alternation between oxaluria and |ihosphaturia exhibited by some individuals is

discussed on ]). 424.

Ammonio-magnesium Phosphate. This, generally known as tri])le phosphate,
.^IgXH PO , is comiiaratively insoluble, and when precipitated it nearly always assumes
the form of prisms—the familiar '

knife-rester
"

or 'coffin-lid' crystals (Fig. •221). It

IS clear that these will come down only when the Tirine contains ammonia. The latter may
of course have been produced by ammoniacal decomposition of urea after the urine was

passed. If urinary decomposition after ])assage can be

excluded, however, it is usually stated that the presence
of ammonio-magncsic jjhosphate crystals indicates a puru-
lent lesion in the ininary tracts, especially in the bladder.

It is quite true that ammoniacal urines from cases of

cystitis often abound in crystals of triple phosphate. The
diagnosis is given by the pus cells and so forth, however,
and not by the triple phosphate crystals. It is important
to remember, moreover, that each day's urine normallx-

contains enough ammonia for anunonio-magnesic jihos-

pliatc crystals to occur in an al)solutely healthy urine,

even apart from <lecomposition on standing. This fact

detracts very greatly from the value formerly attriljuted

to the detection of tri|)le phosphate crystals in the urine.

Indeed, the importance of phosphates in the urine lies

almost entirely in the fact that errors of interi)retation may arise unless their physi-

ological behaviour is clearly understood. Microscopically they are often amorphous,
but the three well-defined forms of crystals shown in Fig. '221 may be recognized micro-

scopically. The chief chemical test is the addition of dilute acetic acid, which causes a

lirecii)itatc of phosphates to clear up. The main importance of recognizing them correctly
is to avoid mistaking jjliosphates for pus in the case of a spontaneous deposit, for sper-
matozoa, or gonorrhica. when the urine comes milky from the urethra, and for albumin in

the case of the lioihng-tcst for the latter. Ilvrlierl Freiicli.

pliotsphaic crystals.

PHOTOPHOBIA,
namelv :

ir intolerance of light, may be due to three main grou|)s of causes

Causes in the Eye itself

I'Vireiiiu liody

Injury
t'liiijinu-tivitis

0|ilitlialini:i

Keratitis

I'leerution of the cornea

Iriti-s

tyclitis
(ilaucciMia

Hetiuitis

Hetroliulbar neuritis

Eye-strain from close ucirk ni

tliose sufferinii from uue(.)r-

rected errors of refraetion,

especially astigmatism and

hypermetropia.

'-'. Certain Occupations :

Involving work under eye-straining conditions, such as affect furnace stokers, electric
steel welders, workers in strong siuiiight. those who are exposed to the darale of snow
in strong sunshine, those wlio come out into strong daylight alter prolonged work in
the dark, as in coal jiits ; those who work much with ,i?-rays. Some persons are
unalile to stand any strong liuht. whether of the sun, gas, or electric.
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3. Causes not primarily in the Eye itself :-

(d). Siiiiif fivers, i-spcridUfi :—
:\Ic';isl('s

I

Inthion/.a

{!)). liilniiKii/iiil Icsiitii.s :
—

Tiibrr'ciiliiiis rnriiiri-

yitis

SupiMtr:iti\'(' nu'riiii-

Uitis

(('). Aflrr llic iiiliniiiistriiliiiii iif sonic <lnii;s :—

,\rs('iiii-
I

INttassiuiii iinli(k'

I Typliiis.

Kpiilcinic iH-rclin)s|iiiial iiirii-

iiiiiitis

Arutc encephalitis

Sypliilitie pai-liN iiiriiirinilis

C'creliral tuiuimr.

I

Potassium liniiiiiilr.

((/). Fiiniliiiiiiil ciiiiilitiiiu'i :
—

Miiiraim-
|

Tir (Idiilnurcnx
| Hysteria |

Siek lieailaelie.

(<•). Siijini-iirhiliil herpes zoster.

(/). Severe iiiKriniii (see .\n",kmi\, p. 2(1)-

(") Seroiidiiri/ lo ili/sjiejisiii or eoiisliiiiilioii .

{I}). Miiliiigeriiiii.

SiJTiif iilea of the cause will generally pre^enl ilseil' as soim as tlie palieiil i;i\'es an
accoimt (if Ikiw th<' trmilile beiiaii and how it has prDijTesseii. Hy itself pluit(ipli(il)ia is

seldom a syiuptDin of diayiiiistie siiiiiilieanee. and nearly always there will he iitlier syin-

ptiinis til assist (ine. The eyes should he examined earefully in the lirst plaee. lo iind or

exehide a loeal cause, especially jjlaucnma. which is the must serious of the local lesions :

it is associated in acute eases not oid\ with scmic photophohia. hut also willi ac ulc |iain
in the eye (^ee Kvi;. AciTi-: Inti.amm \i ion (ii\ p. •j;!l). Uctinal chanucs will lie

discovered li\ ophthalnioseopie examination (sec ( iiarniAiMoseoiMt' Ai'i'i'.AitANtios. ]>.

415). Helroliidhiir iieiirilis may not cause any \ isihle chanues in the optic disc, at anv
rate not imtil several days have elapsed. Ii\ which time optic neuritis may he \isilile ;

but it may he siierirested by the raj)id onset of impaired vision without incieascd inlra-

ocnlar tension as in <;laiicoma, yoini; on perhaps to temjiorarv complete blindness

(]). 7(i()).

Ki/e-slrdiii from errors of refraction rcijuircs sjiecial ophthalmic knowlcdm- for its

exact determination, thoneh it may he suum-sted b\ (he circimistanees of the case.

Oeenixilioii jiliiilojihohid will be likely if the palicnt works under peculiar conditions

of lii;lit. thouuh it will he necessary to c\<'ludc organic lesions in the eves h\ a Ihoroui^h

ophthalmic examinalion. When loeal eye <iinditions have been excluded dermit<lv. the

eanse of photophobia will fienerally be either pretty clear at once or soon, or else (ip<'n to so

much doubt that the actual cause may he one of conjecture only.
It will n<it be the ))hotophobia, but other symptoms, such as the rash, the lexer, and

the course of the disease, which will ijive the diajrnosis in eases of measles. io/lnniiii.

or iiii>liiis fever: headache, vomiting, optic neuritis, and the results of lumbar punclure
or the Wasscrmatm lest in the case of meiiirigilis. eiieeplialilis. cercbrol liniioiir. or si/p/iililii'

pnelniiiieiiiiiiiilis: knowledoc of tlie drug "ix-en ami cessation of the pholupholiia when it

is sto]ipcd in the cas<' ol iirseiiie. /lotiissiiilii iodide or l/roiiiide. or :piiiiiiie.

Migniine and lie iloiiloiircier are so characteristic in their attacks that they arc both

diagno.sable as a rule from the patient's story : photophobia may be severe in cither, oi

even extreme in tic douloureux, in which, during the excruciating paroxysms of facial pain,
the patient will ofiin desire to remain for days in an absolutely ilarkened room ; exposure
to any light may bring on a ]iar(ixysm,

Siipra-orhiud herpes is generally obvious from the eruption of groups of \csicles on a

reddened base alonu the course of one supra-orbital nerve: and the pholopholiia is

generally unilateral : it may persist howc\cr for weeks or months after the cru|ilioii has

subsidcfl. anil then its origin may be overlooked.

Mali tigering can be diagnosed only by catching the patient imawares and discoNcring
that wlien he is not watched he is able to read in an ordinary light notwithstanding the

photophobia he complains of. Di/spepsia. eoiislipatioii. and .icverc aiiwiiii/i are somewhat

problematical as causes of photophobia, but nn'glit lie regarded as its origin in a jiatient

who. suffering from any of the three, also had photophobia without any other disco\<Talile
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cause, especially if the photophobia disappears when tlic jjatient is cured nf the constipa-

tion, tlie dyspepsia, or the aniieniia. respectively.

Sirl, licaiiarhe is a periodic malady of many women and .some men. Headache of

wreat severity is the chief symptom, lasting a whole day or even longer : sa^t^ie functions

are in abeyance during the attack, so that food in the .stomach remains undigested and

medicines unabsorbed : the patient may feel ill enough to have to stay in bed ; towards

the end of the attack vomiting occurs once or several times, and by the next day the

patient feels perfectlv well again. Dislike of any but a dim light is common during the

attack. The diagnosis is generally based upon the patienfs familiarity with similar

symptoms on many previous occasions. The malady is often hereditary ; possibly it is

related to migraine.

Biliousness is a very conunon ailment, due to many different causes, especially

injudicious eating or drinking, or to detieicnt fresh air or exercise. Some cases of recurrent

biliousness are closely allied to sick headache and to migraine. During an attack the

tongue is coated and the bowels inactive. The precise pathology of the condition is little

understood, but the diagnosis is not dillicult. although it is important to make a routine

examination to exclude more serious lesions. Photophobia, though common in a minor

degree in bilious attacks, is seldom very marked.

Hi/sterical photophobia is met with only occasionally, but when it occurs it may be

extreme : that is to say, the ])atient may mimic—not intentionally, as in the case of a

malingerer, but without at all wishing to do so—.so extreme a degree of intolerance to light

that she may cover her eyes with deep-tinted glasses, or even cover her whole head with

an impervious dark robe : and may ))erhaps require to be led about when she walks, like

a person totally blind. It is this over-doing of the part that may give the clue to the

diagnosis. Naturally a thorough examination, particularly of the eyes, will be required

to exclude organic disease, but if functional phntoijhobia ajjpears to be the diagnosis in

a jiarticular case, the suspicion may be confirmed by the way the symptom can be made

to disappear by sulliciently bold suggestion. Ilcrbvrl French.

PIGMENTATION IN THE MOUTH generally consists of flecks, streaks, or si)ots of

pale brown or pale sepia discoloration of the mucosa, especially upon the inner aspect of

the cheeks along a line roughly corresponding to the level of the clo.sed teeth : with or

without similar |)ignient spots, streaks, or patches upon the nuicous surface of the lips,

seen Ijest when the latter are everted in a good light ; upon the roof of the mouth, generally

upon the soft iialate or u])on the ]>osterior part of the hard palate rather than more

anteriorly : ujion the gums occasionally : and sometimes upon tlie sides of the tongue

(Plate XXI). .Such ])igmentation of the buccal nuicosa innuediately suggests Addison's

fliscrise. especially if there is generalized pigmentation of the skin at the same time,

extreme asthenia, a low blood-pressure, a tendency to vomiting or to fainting attacks

on any exertion, with inability to maintain any effort, mental or j)hysical. Unfortun-

ately, however, although such buccal pigmentation is highly suggestive of Addison's

disease, it is not pathognomonic, for it has been noted in a variety of other conditions also.

Thus, it is an almost constant feature in persons who have negro blond in their

ancestry, even though this be froni one great grandparent only. This source of dilliculty

in interpretation is conuuoner. perhaps, in .Africa, the West Indies and .Vmerica, than it is

in Britain, but even here it makes it uncertain snmetimts whether one is to diagno.se

Addison's disease or not.

Then in pernieioas aii(F7ni(i buccal ])igmentation ])recisely similar to that of .Addison's

disea.se is met with occasionally (Plate XXII. p. 528). and unless the blood-count

is very definite (p. 24) it may be dilficult, even up to the time of post-mortem examination,

to say which of the two conditions the ])atient is suffering from. Probably the right course

to follow then would be to treat the case with salvarsan and arsenic, and watch the effect ;

pernicious anaemia rallies. teni|)orarily. to these remedies much more certainly than

.Addison's disease does.

Arsenic itself mav cause pigmentation, not only of the skin, but also within the mouth,

as was shown by some of the cases in the .Alanehester ejMdemic of arsenic in beer |)oisoning.

.Some have supposed that the buccal pigment in pernicious anaemia is due to the arsenic

employed in treatment : that this is not so. however, is shown by the fact that some cases
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of pcniit'icMis afKi'iiiiti cKliihit piiinicnii'il spcits inside tln" moutli i-xfii lii't'nic my Miseiiic

lias been nivcn ; llu- patient Ironi wlioin PUite A'A'// was taken was an instanee in point.

One has alsn seen pigmentation of the hueeai inneosa. susijestin^' Adiiison's disease,

in r/iriiiiir cnrhcclic coiKliiioils in whieli tlie suprarenal ea])siiles have ))r(i\ed to he

healthy at antopsy. In a ease of phthisis recently, for examjjle. so |)i<;inenli'd was the

mouth that it seemeit reasonable to diaonosi' that tlie tuberenloiis process was alleeting

the siiprarenals as well as the lungs ; yet after death the supraienals were normal, and one

can only suppose that the bnccal ])iffment resulted from the ])htliisieal cachexia which had

caused a general tendency to pigmentary degeneration everywiierc. In another ease

Addison's disease was ibagnosed during life for the same reason. l)ut at autopsy a carci-

iinniii of till- splenic llexurc of the colon was found, witli secondary deposits in the liver ;

there had been asthenia and general cachexia, and apparently it was the latter which was

responsible for the pigment changes. In a tliini case the patient was both ana-mic and

cachectic, without any other definite symptoms, and there was extensive pigmentation
in the UKiulli. The blood-count showed extreme ana-mia with a colour index thai was

approximately 1. The doubts during life lay between .\ddison"s disease and pi'rnicious

ana-mia : both suggestions |)roved wrong, for at autopsy syiihilitic gununata of the liver

were founil. together with li-iliiiri/ siipliililir (itni/lniil ilisnisf.

Fortunately, buccal pigmentation from cachectic states such as phlhisis. cancer, and

.sy]>hilis is rare, though the possibilities

have to be ki'|it in mind. In the ureal

majority of cases, howescr. If |iernieious

ana'mia. arsenic, and negro blood can be

excluded. .Xddison's disease will be dia-

gnosed eorreelly if tlu' p.itient is elearh

asthenic and ill without any \( ry delimle

])hysieal signs, but with marked pigmenta-
tion within the mouth. Ilnlurl Firtich.

PIGMENTATION OF THE SKIN.—Anomalies of the natural ])igmentation
of the skin, on the side cither of excess or

deficiency, may be due to irritation of the

abdominal sympathetic, and ]iartieular ly

the solar plexus, leading to ficiitrii! pii^-

mentation, or tn Di" exudation or extia-

vasation of the colouring matter of the

blood. producing lucnl pigmentation.
Local ])igmentation may be brought about

by the action of irritants, may result IVuni

a condition of hypenemia. or may be a

sequela of skin eruptions. The most
familiar errors of piyinentation are covered

by the term liihnismd. This may be either

idiopathic or symptomatic. Iiliojmtliic

chloasma is usually caused by coimtcr-

iriitants. such as vesicants, or some other

form of external irritation. cs|ieeially

scratching, as in xagabond's disease—
phllieiriasis : but in some cases it is im-

possible to trace the cause. SyinptoDKitiv
chloasma is a seipiela or an accom))aninient of cutaneous erujjtions. or is the

abnormal conditions of the uterus or of other abdominal viscera, or of cache
most often met with as rlilfmsnid iiterhiinii. which ma\- occur not only in conne

pregnancv, but also in association with any form of uterine irritation. 'I'l

yellowish-brown patciies are seen most commonly on the forehead, but almost
face may be involved and also the trunk and limbs. Somewhat similar irreunlari

Fi'l. . CISC of lyiiir.il r'\ol.l]I

;il ]'lt,'ln<-nt:iULiii uf tin-
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(Fig. 2-1-2). (ibilominal tuberculosis, constipntion, chronic inteslinal stasis, and other disorders of

the abdominal viscera, and in cases in which arsenic has been given over long periods. In

Addison's disease there is a general bronzing of the skin, together with pigment deposits in

the mucous membranes of the mouth {Plate XXI). anus, vulva, and urethra ; buccal

Iiignient. however, does not by itself prove that Addison's disease is present, for precisely

similar [ligmentation in the mouth is observed in some cases of pernicious ana-mia (Plate

A'A'77), of phthisis without suprarenal disease, and of malignant disease ; whilst negro

blood in the ancestry often causes buccal pigmentation in perfectly healthy persons.

Pigmentary abnormalities of the skin occur also in cachexia associated with malaria,

cancer, nodular leprosy, and secondary syphilis
—in malaria, a yellowish-brown to black :

in cancer, a sallow tint ; in nodular leprosy, a fawn colour early in the disease, and a general

bronzing at a later stage ;
in secondary syphilis, an earthy tint affecting the face. In tlie

rare condition known as ochronosis, the skin, cartilages, and sclerotics are blackened, as

Fi(/. "J'-'G.
—Kxtensive syphilitic ieucoiiielanoilerniia. Fi(f, "22^.—Tlie same rase as Fif). 22.",, seen from behind.

the result in some cases of alkaptonuria, in others of the prolonged absorption of carbonc

acid. In li(vmoeliro7natosis, another rare condition, apparently due to diseases of the

alimentary tract and liver, the patient may be pigmented from head to foot, the prevailmg
colour being a deep blue-grey slate tint. The diagnosis of urticaria pigmentosa seu nigri-

cans is generally clear. Pigmentary dejiosits in the skin form only part of the skin changes

characteristic of Kaposi's disease. The pigmentation of bronzed diabetes can scarcely be

misinterpreted if, when the urine is examined, glycosuria be found ; most cases of this form

of diabetes have cirrhosis of the liver as well, so that there is a non-teetotal history.

The diagnosis of the various forms of chloasma is usually easy, though the particular

cause of the pigmentation can only be deduced, of course, from the general symptoms.
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Chloasma can be differentiated from clniiiniilrusif.-. Iiy oliscrvin"; that in the lallei- coiKlition

the colour, which is derived from the exuded secretions, disappears if washed witli ether

or chloroform. In tinea I'ersicaliir. and snnie oilier faiif^ons diseases wliieh resemble

chloasma, the patches are not smooth but scaly, aTid the discoloration can be scraped off.

The pigme>il(iri/ si/philiile. which may take the form of a dilTused brownish hue, brownish

spots, or dappled patches, is seldom met with except on the neck, but sonietiuK's

it may take the form of widesi)read leuenmelanodermia (Fign. "223 and •J'Jt). Question

may arise betwe<Mi chloasma and leurixlcnnia (\itilii;d) when in the latter condition

the white areas have spread over the jireater part ol the l)ody. and are taken for the normal

colour: but iu leueoilermia the border of the ar<'a is eoueaxe, whereas in ebloasiua it is

convex. .M(ueij\er. in leucodermia the history is that of the formation of white patches,
surrounded by a pi^iLiented border, whii-h may spread luitil larne areas. ;md <-\i-n tin- whole

sin'face of the body, are alfeeted.

I^eueodermia has in its turn to be distiii;;uished from sclerodermia. uiorplaea. macular

leprosy. i)ii;inentary syphili<le. and ])artial albinism. The skin is not stiff and thickened

as it is in scleraihTiiiiit. The cdijes are not

streaked with small dilated vessels, makiiifi a

pink or violet border, as in morphfra. nor is

there any int( rrnin^liuL; of atrophic stria'. The

patches are not destitute of sensation as in

nerve-leprDsi/. nor. though it has been styled
'white leprosy." has leucodermia any other

resemblance to thai alteetion sa\e tlu' colour

of the patches. Doubt as between lencodirnua

and a conjienital condition like parliiil (dhiiiisni

could only arise by disreiiardiny the histor\ .

Of albinism itself, whether partial or universal,

nothini; more need be said here : for tlioni;li

it is an abnormalit\ <d' pinnientation. its tru<

character can ne\cr be in ijucstion. Xor nerd

I speak of Jaundice, for that condition forms the

subject of a separate article.

Discoloration of the skin ma\ be due to the

[jrolonued administration of drui;s. Thus pierii-

acid may turn the skin and the conjunctiva-

yellow, arsenic may cause a ijcculiar i;revisli.

brownish or bcckledike pionieiitation {Fig. 'I'lT).

and I'liilc I'll. p. (if), nitrate of siher ma\
set up the condition known as mgijiiii. in .wliieli

the inteoument and the nuicous nKanbrane. par-

ticularly in situations exposed to light, take on a
,1 •

1 11 1 1 -11 /(/. -'-'>. -riL'iiic-i.liitirai ..f r.kiri (n>iii ;irsi.- in ;i i-.isr- nf

oliusli-grey or greyisii-ljlaek colour, especially on ii.riii.unis iiiia-ini.i.

the face and the llexor aspects of the limbs.

This condition may closcl\- resemble luemochromatosis and similar abnormalities, but the

history of |)rotraeted use of the druu' will make the diagnosis clear. .Since, however,

arsenic may be derived from some unsuspected soviree. as was the case in the peripheral

neuritis ei)idemic in and around Manchester due to beer containing it as an impurity,
ohemieal analysis of the hair should be made, for arsenic becomes stored up in the hair

that grows whilst lliis is being taken. Miihiiliii .Morris.

PLANTAR REFLEX, EXTENSOR. -(,See Uabinski's Sn;N. p. r„s.)

PLEURAL EFFUSION. -(See Ciikst. i,. 102.)

PNEUMATURIA - or the passage of gas per urethram. either along with or indepen-

dently iit urine is a rare symptom, but when it does occur it is very striking, particularly

in males.

It may he due to one or other of two entirelv distinct groups of causes, namelv :

D
'

--ii
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1. (omiiuinication between the rectum, cajcuni, vermifDrni a))|)endix, or otlier part
of the ahinentary canal and the bladder, ureter, or renal pelvis ; either directly, or via an
intermediate j;as-containin<i abscess cavity.

2. Infection of the bladder or other part of the urinary tract by micro-organisms that

produce gas, without there necessarily being any breach of surface of the mucosa.
When the cause lies in the fir.st group, the patient is very liable to jiass fjecal material

at the same time as the gas, and the differential diagnosis between the various possible
lesions is discussed imder F.^cf.s passkd per Ui!ETnR.\:M (p. 'iiSS). It should be added,
however, that the ])assage of gas without fteces per urethram by no means excludes there

being a fistulous comnumication between some part of the alimentary canal and the

urinary tract : the fistida may be tortuous, so that gas gets along it, but not faeces. It

may happen, moreover, that a lesion such as ajipendicitis has led to the formation of a
local abscess which, owing to its infection by the Bncilhis coli commiDtis. contains gas ;

this abscess may open into the bladder and cause the discharge of pus and gas, but no
faeces, per urethram. The same applies to other ab.sce.sses which, though not arising pri-

marily in connection with the bowel, nevertheless occasionally contain gas from infection

by the B. co!i communis—a suppurating hydatid or ovarian dermoid cyst, for instance, or

a pyosalpinx.
Sometimes there may be serious doubts as to whether the gas is finding its way into

the urinary passages from some external source, as above, or whether it is being produced
in silii. In the absence of any rectal or other pelvic or abdominal evidence of disease out-

side tfie bladder, it will be remembered that certain organisms produce gas when they grow
in urine

; notably the Bacillus coli coinmiiiiis. and in glycosuric cases, various yeasts.
The urine will be examined for .sugar, and if it be present, a catheter specimen will be ob-

tained to see if saccharomyces are present in the bladder-urine ; if so, and if there is no pus
or evidence of infection by other micro-organisms, the nature of the pneimiaturia will be

clear : as a rule, in these cases the patient voids urine that is bubbly rather than distinct

and separate from the gas. If, on the other hand, no sugar is present, a catheter specimen
will be cultivated to find out whether the B. coli communis is jiresent, and if so, in what

quantity. If it is. and if no sign of any fistulous communication fietwecn any part of the

bowel, or a gas-containing abscess cavity, and the urinary tracts, can be made out, the pre-

sumption will be that the pneumaturia is due to coli bacilluria, although the latter is far

commoner without than with pneumaturia. The urine in these cases may contain very
little obvious pus and only a trace of albumin ; it may be acid, and not foul smelling or

ammoniacal ; on the other Iiand, it may sometimes be so foul and fa^culent as to cause

serious suspicions of a communication between the colon and the bladder, even when there

is none. A cystosco])ic examination will serve to exclude a fistulous opening into the

bladder, hut it may be much more difficult to exefude a similar communication with the

liigher parts of the urinary tract, especially the renal jielvis. The latter condition is so

rare, however, that it is wiser to diagnose coli bacilluria only unless there is direct evidence

of a cause for communication between the bowel and the renal pelvis, such as a carcinoma
coli. Herbert French.

PNEUMOTHORAX, or gas in the jileural cavity, may exist with or without clear

fluid, pus, or blood in the lower part of the pleura at the same time. If there is any kind

of fluid in the cavity along with the air. the fact is generally made ofjvious at once, when
the ))atienfs thorax is auscultated whilst it is being actively or passively shaken, so as to

produce the typical suceussion splash, often followed by the ringing sounds made by drops
of fluid falling from the compressed limg into the [lool of fluid beneath. The nature of the

fluid—hydro-pneumothorax. ])yo-])nemnothorax, or ha-mo-pneumothorax, as the case

may be—can seldom be diagnosed except by means of an exploring needle and syringe.
Whether the pneumothorax is or is not associated with any of these fluids, the diagnosis is

generally easy on account of the deficiency in movement of the affected side of the chest,

the dis])lacement of the heart in the opposite direction, and hyper-resonance to percussion,

together with remarkable deficiency or com]jlete absence of the vesicvilar murmur and
voice soimds. The coin-tap sound, obtained by placing one silver coin on the chest wall,

tap])ing it with another silver coin, and listening through the stethoscope for the ringing
echo produced, when the sign is positive, may serve to confirm the diagnosis, but it is not
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essential. Partial pneuinotliorax, in wliieli ei»tii|)Iete collapse of the lung is prevented by
adhesions, is proportionately more dillieult to diajinose, but the same type of physical

signs, including the coin-tap .sound or bruit (i'diraiii. will generally be found in these cases,

thougli in less degree than when the pneinnothorax is com|)lete. The .c-rays show an
abnormal clearness corresponding to the air in the |)leural cavity (Fig. -l-Ht.) It is not

sulhiient. however, merely to diagnose pnemnothdrax : its cause has to be determined
from amongst the following :

Phthisis : (a) early, {h) late.

Kupture of an empliysematous bleb.

(Jangrene of the lung with necrosis of the pleura.

Kmpyema ru|(tured through the lung.

Instrumental : e.g.. after tapping a pleural eliusiun.

.Stabs, or gunshot wounds of the chest wall.

K|(ithelioma of the (esophagus ulcerating into the pleura.
(Jastric ulcer or carcinoma ventriculi. leaking so as to produce a gas-containing

sidxliaphragmatic abscess, which in its turn may perforate the diaphragm and cause a

jmcumothorax.
Infection of the pleural cavity by gas-j)rc)(lucing organisms, such as the Hdiitlns culi

COIIIIIIIIIlis.

f a ri-ht-,i.k-(l i.yc)|.iii-imi()lh,,r,i\ il.-fl -i.V- vl the- ~k]:ii;.viiii i. Xr.ti.- tlj.' l.,.M/,..hi..l u|.|ii

. ihl-ti'k) a.rtd tlie clLMria'SS of tin- piiL-luiiulliorax atujVL- it. {Skavinuil hij lly. Luuhn'j L<nl,r.)

The conunonest cause by far is jihlliisis : and when the occurrence of the pneumo-
thorax does give rise to symjitoms. it is generally tlue to comparatively early phthisis ;

indeed, when it comes on acutely with sudden lancinating pain in one siile of the chest,

associated with ra])id shallow breathing, and cyanosis with or without h;emoptysis in a

young apparently healthy adult, it is almost certain that the |)atient has a tuberculous

focus at one apex, even though, as frecpiently hai)pens. there have been no abnormal sym-
ptoms |irevi(ivisly, such as cough or night sweats, and even though absolutely no abnormal

])hysical signs can be detected at the ajK'x of the other lung. There may l>c a little sputum,
and in this tubercle bacilli may be detected.

When pneumothorax is attributed to rupture nf iiii empln/semalous lileli. there must

always remain in the physician's mind u serious doubt as to whether it is not really due to
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a blel) in the iiriniediate neinhboiiilKiod of an undiagnosable tuberculous deposit, and the

case slioukl l)e treated as one of potential phthisis.

If the tuberculous ])rocess in the lung lias made considerable advance ])neuniothorax
is far less eoninion, because there will almost certainly have been ])leurisy with thickening

and adhesions sudicient to jjrevent pnemnothorax occurring : nevertheless, in some such

cases pneumothorax does develop, and the diagnosis of its cause is easy both on account

of the abnormal jjhysical signs and of the sputum with the tubercle bacilli in it. In a

later stage still, the occurrence of pneumothorax may cause very little additional disturb-

ance, on account of the extent of lung already diseased, and although its cause would be

obvious enough, the occurrence of the pneumothorax often escapes detection.

When the patient lias had a pleurilic or pleural cffitsion tapjied. detection of air free

in the jileural cavity next day is by no means uncommon : it does not follow that this air

has leaked in through the tapping instrument, for it is (piite as commonly derived from

the rupture of su])erKcial alveoli which have been re-expanded rather too rapidly in the

witlulrawal of fluid by the aspirator. The air generally becomes reabsorbed in a few

days, and the temporary ])neumothorax is of little significance.

Similar escape of air into the pleural cavity, as the result of cuts, stabs, fractured ribs,

or gunshot wounds, is remarkably rare ; this rarity depends upon the fact that the two

layers of pleura tend to cohere in a way similar to that which makes two thin sheets of

Indian paper diflicult to separate, so that when an injury from outside penetrates one layer

it nearly always perforates both, and air from within the lung escapes into the subcutan-

eous tissues instead of into the pleural cavity, and jiroduces surgical emphysema instead

of ijnciimotliorax. It rarely hajipeiis that an injury separates a sufficient area of tlic two

layers of pleura one from the other to cause a pneumothorax.
All the remaining causes of pneumothorax in the list above are uncommon, and

none of them will arise without there having been other symptoms to indicate the nature

of the malady. It is possible for an empyema to rupture into a bronchus, and so lead to

the sudden expectoration of much foul ])us. without any |)ncumotliorax arising, or at least

none of any extent, because for such an empyema to rupture into the lung it must have

been shut off all round by Hrni ijleural adhesions. When pneumothorax results from

gangrene of the hmg due to any cause (p. 2;'j!»). it is but a terminal factor in an already
serious disease, and may even pass without recognition on account of the severity of the

symptoms already existing in the case, (ia.s-containing absecssefi heiieatli Die diaplinigiu,

such as may either perforate directly into the ])leural cavity or lead to infection of that

cavity by the Bacillus coli communis or other gas-forming organism, never arise suddenly,
'

but are preceded by a simiile or malignant ulceration of either the stomach, duodenum, or

colon, the symptoms of which will generally have existed for days, weeks, or months : so

that if the possibility of gas appearing in the jileural cavity in this way is borne in mind,
the diagnosis of its origin need not be diflicult. The .i'-rays may serve to show a large gas
bubble below tlic diaijhragm as well as gas in the pleural cavity, and tliat the gas bubble

is not intragastric may be demonstrated by Hlling the stomacli with a bismuth meal and

finding that the gas bubble does not lieconie blackened. Ilerberl Ficurh.

POLYCYTHi^MIA is the term used to denote a material increase of the red cor-

puscles above tlieir normal number per cubic millimetre of blood. In males they should

average 5.000. ()()() ])er c.mm. : in females. 4. ,500.000. Any considerable increase above

these figures, for instance up to (i.000.000 per c.mm.. or more, constitutes iiolycytlucmia.

Figures as high even as 14,000,000 are reached sometimes. The following are some of the

conditions in which jiolycytlui'iuia occurs :
—

1. Congenital heart disease of the type spoken of as morbus cteruleus—generally due

to pulmonary stenosis (see Fig. 40, p. 111. and Fig. (>7. p. 157.)

2. Persons who live in high altitudes.

3. Patients afflicted with chronic shortness of breath, with a tendency to periodic

cyanosis, particularly cases of (n) mitral stenosis, (b) fibroid lung with and without bron-

chiectasis, (<) chronic bronchitis and emphysema, (c/) spasmorlic asthma, (e) some renal

cases.

4. Patients who have recently lost a quantity of fluid from the tissues, the result of

such conditi(jns as (a) .severe vomiting, e.g., the uncontrollable vomiting of pregnancy ;.
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(6) sevt-re fliarrhtpa. e.ii.. tlu' summer (iiiirrhfra of infants, cholera, ptomaine poisoning,
arsenic : (f) inability to ol)tain Huid to drink, es|)eeially if there exists already a disease

tcndins to polyuria, such as diabetes inellitus. diabetes insipidus, or granular kidney.
J. From tlie prolonjicd use of certain druiis, especially acetanilide, veronal, and some

others of the tyi)e that may cause met ha-monlol)inuria (p. 2Nt).

fi. Splcnomeoalic ]iolycytlupniia.
.\s a rule, the diagnosis of the cause of polycytha-niia in a yiveu case is not dinieult.

When it is due to cnngoiitdl heart discofsc it is nearly always associated with an extreme

degree of cyanosis without proportionate dyspncca. and with clubbing (jf Hie lingers, both

these datiiifi from birth or early childhood. The ])atient is generally young, though some
survive into adult life. There is not always a cardiac bruit, and the precise lesion will

then be obseini- : often, however, percussion shows increased cardiac dullness to the right

of the sternum, ami upwards towards the second left rib, indicating increased size of the

right auricle and ventricle : and in mo-.t cases there is either a loul rumbling or blattering

svstolie l)ruit of pulmonary stenosis, heard loudest in the second left space close to the

sternum, but also audible over the greater ])art ol' the preiMjrdial region, and often o\er

b<ith sides of the chest in front and behind : or else a \(iy similar universal systolic bruit,

differing eliietly in having its maximmn intensity either behind the sternum betwe<-n the

two fourth ribs, or else in the fourth left intercostal spaces close to the sternum, indicative

of patent septum vcntriculorum. These two lesions may both be present in the same

])atient, and they are the commonest cause in cases of morbus cicrulcus that survive

infancy. The red corpuscles seldom muiiber less than (),()()(),()()() per c.nnn., and in some

cases they liave been no fewer than 14, (too. ()()() ))er c.nxm. The percentage of h:rmo-

globin is also increased greatly, but usually to a less degree than are the red cells, so that

the colour index falls below 1, This applies to nearly all causes of poIyeyth;emia. There

is no simultaneous increase in the number of leucocytes per cnini., and the differential

leucocyte count falls within the normal limits. It is noteworthy that cases of persistent
ductus arteriosus seldom present either cyanosis, clubbed fingers, or polycytha»mia,

Hrsidence at liigh altitudes often causes polycythxmia. The increase is seldom

extreme, but the red cells not infrequently reach 6. 001).01)0 or more per c.mm. This rule is

not by any means universal, however, though upon the whole the higher the altitude the

higher the normal average mimber of red cells per c.nun., particularly in those who h.ave

resided long and continuously in the moimtains. The individuals are not ill : it is merely
that their red cells stand at a higher figure normally than do those of dwellers nearer sea level.

Quite apart from the presence or absence of anasarca, patients suffering from chronic

lesions which tend to produce dyspnoea are also very apt to have polycytha-mia, particu-

larly when the lesion causes marked redness of the lips. This is well seen in many cases of

III it nil >:lc>iosis when there has been a tendency to failure of conii)ensation for some time

past. There is no similar polycytlupmia in aortic cases unless mitral disease is present as

well, and the red cells are much less increased in mitral regurgitation than in mitral stenosis.

In the latter they often reach (i.000,000 or even 7.000.001) per c.mm.. and it would seem to

be an attempt on nature's part to try and compensate for the failing circulation by dis-

tributing the hainoglobin over a larger corpuscular area. The same explanation i)robably
accounts for the similar ])olycytha'mia due to morbus cccruleus, and to high altitudes, and
to certain cases of fibroid lung, bronchiectnsis. cniplii/sema. chronic bronchitis, renal disease

with chronic dyspnica. and spasmodic asthma, in which some degree of polycythiemia,

though not the rule, is sometimes met with, just as it is in mitral stenosis. The colour

index is less than 1, for although the h;pmoglobin is inereased, it is less so than are the red

cells. The leucocytes remain unaltered. The polycythamia will seldom if ever be the

most prominent symptom in the case, so that the diagnosis will nearly always have been

made uijon other grounds -the presystolic bruit at the impulse : the displacement of the

heart towards that side where the lung presents an imi>aircd note, with or without crackling

rales and bronchial breathing ; and so on. The maintenance of the jjolycythirmia is

important, however, and therapeutic measures should be directed to this end, for many
cases of mitral stenosis with 5,000,001) red cells per c.mm. are relatively anemic ; they
should have 0.000.000 or more.

The effect of cholera, ptomaine poisoning, arsenic, summer diarrhwa of infants, severe

thirst that cannot be assuageil, the to.r(emia of pregnane//, and so on, in concentrating the
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blood by withdrawing or withholding fluid from it, and thus producing some degree of

polycytha?mia, is an acute condition which is to be counteracted by continuous saline in-

fusion or some similar method of restoring fluid to the tissues. The polycythaemia seldom

reaches any marked degree except in quite early stages, for instance, in cholera : later,

the red cells disintegrate more rapidly than they are replaced. In measuring the concen-

tration of the blood in these conditions, it is of less value to count the red cells than to

measure the specific gravity. This is done most readily by the chloroform and benzene

method. The specific gravity of chloroform is liigh. that of benzene is low. and by mixing
the two in different jjroportions it is possible to obtain fluifls of every interme<liate specific

gravity. A mixture of the two of the normal specihc gravity of the blood, viz.. 1056. is

made, and poured into a specimen glass of sufficient depth to allow a urinometer to float

in it. For strict accuracy, certain corrections in the readings of the ordinary urinometcj

are required, but for emergency use the instrument will serve. The lobule of the patienfs
ear is pricked, a large drop of blood is allowed to fall into a suitable small cup or t)ther

receiver containing some of the chloroform-benzene mixture, and thence transferred to the

main bulk of the fluid in the specimen glass. If the blood-dro]) sinks, more chlumform

must be added ; if it floats, more benzene : ultimately a point is reached at wliicli the

blood-drop neither sinks nor floats : the specific gravity of the chloroform-benzene mix-

ture is then the same as that of the blood. In cases of collapse from loss of fluid there

is a rise in the specific gravity of the blood even when there is no ])olycythaemia.
—and

the greater the rise, the greater the need for infusion.

Spleiiomegalic poli/cyllicemia is a somewhat rare condition that is also termed erythra-

mia, or erjilliidct/llKrmia. Its name suggests its main features, which are : Enlargement
of the spleen, increase in the red cells up to as many as 10,000,000 per c.mm., or even more,
and duskiness or lividity of the face (PUile XXIX, p. C34) and of the extremities. The
nature of the malady is still obscure, though some regard it as due to disease of the bone-

marrow. It affects adults and females rather than children and males, and its course is

chronic. It only remains to add. that whereas to be typical the spleen must be enlarged, there

are cases, proljably of the same affection, in which, without the spleen becoming palpable,

the only definite clinical signs are progressive lividity and polycythccmia. Ihrbi'il Frnicli.

POLYDIPSIA.— See TiiiiiST, Kxthk.mk. p. 719.)

POLYURIA.—The term jiolyuria signifies the passage of more tluui the average
amount of urine |)er diem. It may be either (I) Transient, or (II) Conliniied. It is impor-
tant not to mistake frequency of micturition for polyuria, for although the latter almost

necessarily causes the former, there are many conditions that lead to frequency of micturi-

tion without ]5oIyuria
—for example, tuberculous ulceration of the bladder, enlargement of

the prostate, or urethral stenosis, in all of which urine may be passed frequently, but in

small quantities at a time. In case of doubt the total amount of urine passed in each

period of twenty-four hours should be measured. The normal limits are very wide, the

average being about .50 ounces per diem, more being passed in cold weather than in warm,

during rest than after exercise, waking than sleeping, and after drinking than after taking
little fluid by the mouth. The point at which polyuria begins is arbitrary : if a patient

passes 70 ounces or more per diem it is almost certain to attract attention, and therefore

to merit the term jjolyuria. In degree, the polyuria due to causes in Group I seldom

exceeds 100 ounces a day ; .some of the causes in Group II. especially diabetes mellitus

and diabetes insipidus, may cause polyuria to the extent of 200 ounces, or even 300, 400,

500, (iOO, or more, per diem.

In arriving at the differential diagnosis of the cause in any given ease, one of the first

points to note is whether the polyuria is ])ersistent : or whether, even if reeiurent. it is

transient. Any of the causes that visually give jjersisteiit ])i)lyuria may in some individuals

produce the sym])tom intermittently, but upon the whole one may classify the causes of

polyuria as follows :
—

I. CAUSES OF TRANSIENT POLYURIA.

1. After drinking abundance of water or other lluid.

2. Afterdrinking fluids containing diuretic principles, such asalcohol (wine, malt liciuors,

spirits) ;
caffeine (tea. cocoa, coffee) : citrates or tartrates (artificial lemonades).
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3. As the result "f nervousness, or of nervous attacks, such as :
—

(a) Medical examination for life assurance

(b) Preparation for some i)hysical or mental competition
(() Hysteria, especially <lurin<; recovery from an acute outburst

((/) Neurasthenia

(e) .After aii epileptic attack

if) .Vfter mifiraine

ig) .After an asthmatic attack

(/() .After an attack of aniiina pectoris

(i) Periodic polyuria, apparently without cause.

4. Hydronephrosis, with periodic emptying of the renal sac.

5. The cold stage of a malarial attack.

(i. In some cases of convalescence from a febrile illness, such as entcrica.

7. -As the result of the clearing up of extreme (edema or serous effusions.—for

instance, during recovery from acute nephritis : mitral stenosis, with heart
failure : cirrhosis of the liver, and so on : especially if the fluid clears up
i|uickly after giving diuretic remedies, such as blue ])ili, digitalis, calomel,

copaiba resin, potassium salts, diuretin. sodium-theocin-acetate. uva ursi,

broom tops, or dwarf elder.

AVhen the cause lies in Group I its nature is generally obvious, though it is essential

to examine the urine carefully for sugar, albumin, and renal tube-casts, for purposes of

exclusion. Xevertheless. the diagnosis may be in doubt until the course of the symjitom
has been watched for a while. For instance, polyuria may seem to be due to profuse
drinking, when really the kidneys are granular and contracted : or in a life insurance case,

nervousness may seem to be the cause, when there has really been a bout of drinking : or,

again, the drinking may be secondary to the extreme thirst produced by diabetes insi))idus.

Excessive Drinking.—When due to <lrinking water, tea. wine, spirits, or arlilicial

lemonades, the polyuria ceases when the drink in question is limited.

Nervousness.—The history and circumstances of the case, together with the absence
of signs of gross disease of heart or kidneys, will be the main factors in deciding whether
the |>olyuria is caused by excitement, nervousness, hysteria, or neurasthenia.

Epilepsy. —The character of the convulsive seizures, their recurrence at iriter\als,

and the inlluence of bromides ujton them, will serve to diagnose epilepsy, for polyuria in

association with the latter nearly always follows inimciliately after an attack of grand mal.
It may. however, be associated with petit iikiI. or even be the chief phenomenon in some
cases of epile[)sy.

Migraine.—The diagnosis uf migraine depends on the history of tlie case ami the

absence (jf optic neuritis and other evidence of gross intracranial disease.

Asthma. —.Asthma is sometimes easy to diagnose, sometimes very dillicult : it may
be mistaken for recurrent bronchitis, cardiac dyspncca. renal dyspntea or ura-mic " asthma."
mediastinal new growth, thoracic aneurysm, thymic asthma." laryngeal papilloma or

fibroma, foreign body in the air-passages, syphilitic stenosis of a bronchus, goitre, or

hysteria. It so frequently develops into emphysema and bronchitis that one is apt to

forget that the essential symptom of asthma is dyspnua. and not cough. To diagnose a

dillicult case it may be necessary to examine the chest with the .c-rays to exclude ancurvsni
and new growth : to examine the larynx and vocal cords : the heart, the retina', and tlie

urine to exclude renal and cardiac mischief : and even then, doubt may remain unless

there is a clear and typical account of the nature of the earlier attacks in a i)atient who has
had recurrences for years, and who is relieved by cocaine sprays to the nose, by ethereal

tincture of lobelia, by inhalations of stramonium fumes, by injections of small doses of

adrenalin, or by other anti-asthmatic remedies : Eosinoimiii.i.v (p. il.S) is more likelv tn be

found during an attack of asthma than as the result of any of the other conditions that

may sinmlate it. The jjolyuria occurs in by no means every case : when it does so. it

generally follows inmiediately after an attack, and this applies also in cases of iiii<iiiin

pectoris, the diagnosis of which is not dillicult when the acute attacks of precordial pain
radiate upwards and outwards to the left shoulder and down the left arm. and when there
is evidence of an aortic lesion, or of atheroma and arteriosclerosis with high blood-pressure.
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Periodic Polyuria, apparently without cause, is a condition which is regarded by
some as a clinical entity ; the diagnosis must always be didiciilt to be sure of. however,

and the more carefully a cause is looked for. the fewer will be the cases remaining in this

category : it will be found that .some are due to epilepsy : others to secret drinking ;

others to granular kidney : others to hydronephrosis, and so on.

Hydroneplirosis, with periodic emptying of the renal sac, is the chief cause of typi-

cally periodic polyuria. The diagnosis is arrived at by having the urine measured care-

fully each day, and by palpating the loins bimanually for evidence of renal enlargement.
When a kidney swelling can be detected, and when this increases in size at the same time

that less urine is being passed, whilst it materially decreases on the days when the polyuria

occurs, the diagnosis of hydronephrosis or pyonephrosis is clear : and the distinction

between the two depends on whether there is or is not pyuria. The commonest causes

for hydronephrosis arc movable kidney and renal calculus : and the .r-rays often serve

to distinguish the latter from the former.

Fevers.—The polyuria that occurs during the cold stage of a malarial attack is

replaced speedily by the opposite condition when the hot .stage is reached : the diagnosis is

afforded by the circumstances of the case, such as residence in a malarial district and pre-

vious attacks of the malady : by the discovery of malarial ])arasites in blood-lilms : by
the absence of leucocytosis. tlie relative increase in the large lymphocytes in the differen-

tial leucocyte count, and by the beneficial effects of (|uininc upon the disease. Polyuria

during convalescence from other fevers, svich as enteriea or pneuTuonia, is not uncommon :

it is a ]ihenomenon that may attract some attention at the time, l)ut it seldom gives rise to

dilliculty in diagnosis.

(Edema and Diuretics,—The considerable [lolyuria that often results in renal or

cardiac cases when a'dema is clearing up under treatment is noteworthy, but the diagnosis
is not, as a rule, diflicult. If the polyuria is due merely to the excretion of accunuilatcd

fluid it will cease when there is no longer any oedema ; whilst if it is due to granular kidney,
or other underlying malady, it will continue even after the ccdema has gone,

II. CAUSES OF CONTINUED POLYURIA.

1 . Diabetes mellitus.

2. Red granular contracted kidneys.
3. Arteriosclerosis.

4. Pale granular contracted kidneys.
.5. Lardaceous or amyloid kidneys,
0. Cystic kidneys.
7. Diabetes insipidus :

{(i) Due to no i;ross nervous lesion

(/>) Due to tumour or injury of the uicdulla ()l>lt>ui,'ata.

H. Incorrigible drinking of beer or S])irits.

9. Phosphatic diabetes.

10. Azotic diabetes.

11. Some cases of acromegaly.
I'J. .Some cases of myxtedema.

Diabetes Mellitus.—A very important step in the diagnosis is to examine the urine

carefully. If sugar is present, a diagnosis of diabetes mellitus will be made, especially

if diacetie acid and acetone arc also present, and the sjjccific gravity is between 1033 and

1045. Some authorities distinguish in kin<l as well as in degree between what they
term true diabetes mellitus on the one hand, and alimentary glycosuria on the other,

though others hold that these differ only in degree ; it is chiefly in severe diabetes of young

people that polyuria is marked, something between 100 and GOO ounces of urine being

passed per diem ;
in elderly people with glycosuria the polyuria is often slight : in these

cases the S])ecific gravity need not be above the normal, and diacetie acid and acetone are

generally absent. If no sugar is present upon one occasion it may be on another, so that

several examinations may be re(|uired.

Albuminuria. If albmuin is present, and the ])oIyuria cannot be attributed at once

to anvthing so obvious as the clearing uj) of U'dema or the administration of a diuretic,
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a careful iiiicnisiMi|iic:il (x-iiuinatiiiu dI' tlic crnlriruyiili/.ril (lr|Misit l'(ii- rciril I iil)c-casts

should l)c made: if the hitter are absent, and if the |)atient is a ycmnii aihiH iiiik', who
seems to lie in i^ODcl health, whose lieart and other- oriians present no alirioiinal physieal
sii;'ns. and whose polyuria troubles him ehielly at limes of excitement . fur instance when
lie is in for an examination, the diagnosis is very likely to be that of '

funetioiial
'

or
'

|)hysioloi;ieal
'

albuminuria, in which case repeated tests will siiow tli it the urine is often

f)uite free from albumin, especially the first thini; in the niorninn. and the blood-pressure
would not be raised. If. on the other hand, more tliiin an occasional renal tube-cast was
found, and the albumin and ])olyuria were persistent, the diaiinosis of red yranular
contracted kidney, arteriosclerosis, (lale liiamilar contracted kidney, lardaeeous kidncv. or

cystic kidney would snuaest itst'lf. The dirierent id diiunosis between these is discussed

unfler .\i.mMiNri:i a (p. li. et scip).

Diabetes Insipidus. If neither albumin nor su^ar is fimnd, e\en on repeated testiny.

and if the ])olymia is extreme and persistent, whilst the speeiHc iiravity of the urine is con-

stantly kiw (loot to lOlljS). a diaunosis of diabetes insijiidvis will suggest itself. Uefore

this iliagnosis is made linally. howexcr. |ireeautions must be taken to ileterniiiie that the

l)atient"s thirst and jiolyuria are not due to habits of drinking to excess : it mav be difti-

cidt to decide this in cases in which alcoholic be\crages are consumed : but when the

patient is a waler-driid<er. and yet cannot do with less than .s or 10 pints a dii\ . the drinking
is prob-dil\ a necessity, and not a habit ; and ibal fles insipidus is the piobable diagnosis.
In cases of doubt, tin- dilheulty can be decided b\ restrietini; the intake iif lluid and deter-

mining the spccilie graxity of the blond. This simulil be about 10.'>(i. and in a easi- where

polyuria is due to drinking habits, restriction of lluiils will not alter it materiallv : in a

case of diabetes insipidus with restricted intake nf Ihiids. hiiwe\c-r. the drain of the latter

from the blood still goes on. and the speeitie gra\ ity rises tn lOUl). nr lOli."). unless the pat ient

is allowed llui<l by the mouth again.

There are two classes of diabetes insi|ii(lus. according as there is. or is not. a gross
lesion of the central nervous system. If the malaily fillows on a fractured base of the

skull, nr if there are xduuting'. headache, nplie neuritis, or other symptoms of cerebral

tumour, theie is probably a gross lesion of the base i>{ the brain in or near the medulla

oblongata thrombosis, softening, hsemorrhage, small aneurysm, gumma, glioma or other

neoplasm. In other eases, the complaint arises after a fright or shock, or excn without

any apparent cause, atnl there si-ems to be no gross lesion to accovmt for it.

Phosphatic and Azotic Diabetes, .\notlier point that needs in\(stigation in a

case suspected to be diabetes iusijiidus. is the amount of solids excreted daily in the urine.

In ordinary diabetes insipidus the total solids are normal, the only increase being in the

water. There are rare cases in which, in addition to polyuria, there is a great increase in

tlie total solids in the urine also—so-called Ixiriirid. Hare though these cases are. they
have been divided into two types, namely, those in which the inorganic salts arc most in-

creased -phosphatic diabetes (p. .)22). and those in which the nitrogenous constituents

are augmented mairdy azotic diabetes. The diagnosis here depends mainly on quan-
titative estimation of the \arious urinary substances.

Acromegaly and Myxoedema.— It oidy remains to ad<l that symptoms not urdike

those of diabetes insipidus have sometimes arisen in eases id' acromegaly and in myxce-
den.a. There is proljably a nervous factor in both cases. eou|ile<l in myxo'dema with

dryness of the skin, and eonseciucnt deficiency in |)erspiration : whilst in acromegaly there

is the tiunour-hke enlargement of the pituitary body which may cause polyuria like any
other lesion near tin- medulla oljlongata. The diagnosis of acromegaly may be eonlirmed

by the ,i-rays. which will sliow the great enlargement of the bones of the hands, feet, and
head, or e\cn |iirha|is (d' the pituitary fossa itself: whilst in myxccdema. if the general

.syni|)toms. the pseudo-(cdema of the legs, the acipured didlness of intellect, the increasing

weight, and the broadening of the features {Fig. 101. p. •_';jt), the fingers, ami the hands, do

not at once indicate the nature of the complaint, the beneficial effects of treatment by
thyroid extract may serve to clinch the <liagnosis. Ilrrhni French.

PRECORDIAL PAIN.- ;.See Pajn in Tin; CuKST. p. 4:!().)

PRIAPISM signifies erection (d' the jicnis. contlnu;d. of troublesome degree, and not

necessarily aei'ompanied by sexual desire. Though generally spoki-ii id' in coimection
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with tlie male sex. a precisely similar affection may occur in the female clitoris. The

symptom is not often by itself of diagnostic imp(jrtance. thouffh it may be due to a con-

siderable number of different causes. Most of the latter need be little more than enumer-

nted. for if they are borne in mind they will nearly always lead to a speedy diagnosis. Two
m ])articular merit special mention, however. The first is priapism in elderly men. In

some such cases there may be enlargement of the prostate, or local inflammation such as

gouty urethritis, but in many the priapism seems to occur, without pathological cause, as

a sort of final outburst of sexual energy before the onset of senile impotence.
The other special condition under which priapism may be extreme is after injury to

the ujjper dorsal region of the spinal cord. The damage may be so serious as to have pro-
ilueed a fracture dislocation of the S])ine with ))ara])legia. in which case the diagnosis will

be obvious : short of this, however, there may have been only a minor degree of injury,

with contusion and ])erha|)s multiple small ha-morrhages into the substance of the card, in

association with which pria|)ism may in some instances be very pronounced and last for

weeks or months before recovery occurs.

F'or the rest, the causes of priapism may be summarized briefly according to age

|jeriods, the chief being :
—

Priapism in infanci/ :
—

Pliiiiiosis

Oxaliu'iii

Worms, especially oxyuris vcrmicularis
Balanitis

Posthitis

Calculus, urethral or vesical

Certain conditions of mental deficiency
Circiimcisio.i.

Priapism al puberty :
—

The cliaiiges in the genital organs asscciatcJ with the onset of puberty.

Priapism in i/oiiiig adult life :
—

.Sleepiiif; on the liacU

Non-emptying of the bladder when liil

lll-iittiiig trousers

Sexual excitement
(ionorrlioca

Epilepsy
.After circimicision

-Masturbation
Convalescence from an acute disease
Tetanus

Hydrophobia
I^euku'mia
Throtnbcsis of the pampiniform plexus

Priapism in older men :
—

The male nienopaiise
Local irritation as the result of ;

—
(.outy urethritis

|

Kniarged prostate
j

Ilii morrliage into the middle lolie of the eercbelhim
Lesions of the jjons varolii

Fracture of the dorsal spine
Transverse myelitis of the upper dorsal region

Spinal meningitis
Certain aphrodisiac drugs :

—
Cantharides

Turpentine
Alcohol, especially port wine in some

persons, champagne in others

Strychnine
Cannabis indiea

Camphor
Phosphorus
Damiana.

Ha-morrhoids
.\ loaded rectum.

^'ery seldom indeed will juiapism be the fjuly sym])t(un in the case : the diagnosis
will be made from the history and from the other symptoms. Ilcrbeil Freiicli.

PROLAPSE OF THE UTERUS. -.As a matter of practical fact, the uterus only
descends as a result of a niuili wider displacement of all the movable structures which go
to nuike up the pelvic floor. This is composed of a movable or pubic portion, and a fixed

or sacral portion, and it is descent of the pubic jjortion which produces the actual lesion

known as prolapse of the uterirs. In other words, the uterus only descends because it is a

jiart of the pubic portion of the pelvic floor. The uterus, bladder, and anterior vaginal
wall are normally kept in position chiefly by the connective-tissue sheaths which accom-

l)any the blood-vessels supplying them, and it is injury and stretching of this connective

tissue which allows of descent of the organs named. There is no doubt, however, that

injuries to the lixed portion of the ])clvic floor, the [jcrineal body, and Icvatores ani muscles
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and tlicir fawiie, will contribute something to tlie facility witli wliicli tlic stnutures

mentioned may descend. In practice, therefore, i^rolapse of tlie uterus an<l descent of the

pelvic floor lead to the appearance of a swellinif at the vaginal oriticc. There are other

swellings which come down the vagina and ai)pear at the vulva, and from them, therefore,

prolapse of the uterus has to l)c diagnosed. These swellings are : (1) Ili/pcrlrnpliic diiiign-

iion of tlie cervix uteri : (2) .1 tiinioiir jirolniilina from llir viiiiiini : (I!) /iii'ernioii <f the

iilerii.t : ( t) Ci/shiiilc iiml reitneele : (.5) Ejiroversian of llie lilmliler.

Hypertrophy of the Cervix may be of the vaginal, the interincdialv, or the supra-

vaginal portion. The first is always congenital, and consists of clong.ition of III
•

p irtiii

vaginalis. It nia\ |)rotrude from the vaginal entrance, but the vaginal fornieis will be

found unaltiricl at their usual level, and the snund will ])ass an increased distance pro])or-

tionate to the lingfh of the portio. The os uteri forms the a])ex of the protrusion. The

fundus re[nains at its usual level. In hypertrophy of the intermediate ])ortiou llie anttrior

fornix of the vagina is carried downwards with the cervix and may be obliterated, whilst

the jjosterior fornix remains at its usual level, because the elongated portion lies between

the insertion levels of the anterior and posterior vaginal walls. The sound (lasses an

increased distance, and the os uteri forms the a|)ex of the protrusion. The fundus remains

at its usual le\el. In hyijcrtrophy of the supra\aginal portion liotli forniecs are carried

down with the cer\ ix. ;uid both may be obliterated. The bladder is displaced down-

wards, but the rectum does not descend. Tlii' fundus uteri will be found on binianual

examination to be at its usual level, whilst in tru<' prolapse the fundns uteri desicnds as

a whole willi the rest of the uterus. It is eominon for sume prolapse of the uterns as a

whole to accompany elou'^ation of the cervix, and this ean be appreciated only by a care-

ful bimamial examination.

A Tumour protruding into or from the vagina is most eonnnonly a /ihroiiii/Diiid of

the ulcriis. It may be a pedunculated growth either of the cervix, or protrnding through

it. in either case hanging free in the vagina. It may grow from the cervix in the coimee-

tive tissue in Iroiil. between the uterus, bladder, and anterior vaginal wall: or behind,

between liie nierns, rectum, and posterior vaginal wall : in either ease the va'jin il wall

is .stretched over the growth. The uterus will be fell liigli up. When the pedunculated

growth is |ir<itruding from the os the hani ring of the eci\ ix is felt encircling the pedicle.

In the case of sessile interstitial growths, the cervix is iiigh up in fnirit or luhind tlie

growth, as the ease may be, and if the tumour is a large one. may lie oul ol reach

altogether. In any ease there is nt> desi'cnt of the uterus, and it mav even be higliei- than

usual. The gr.iwth mav be a fihroid gnia'/z/g from llic vii!<iii<il iciill. a miieiiii'i jiolfijiiis of

the cervix, or' a miiligiiiiiil ^nnclli.

Inversion of the Uterus may be ehrnnie. or may dccur imincdialelv alter labour as

an acute condition which covdd hardly be mistaken lor anything else. i\erpl peiiiai)s

extrusion of a libroid inuncdiately after <leliviry. In IIlc latter case the tumour pmlrudes

through the cervix, whilst the whole uterus <-aii be I'ell above it bimannallv. whereas in

inversion the uterus turns inside-out. partialiv or completely, a eu])-shaped depression is

felt above instead of the niimdcd fuiulus. and a linger or the sound will only pass a shnri

way by the side of the mass, or not at all if inversion is complete. Both conditions may be

accompanied by iKcmorrhagc. l>ut that with inversion may be exceedingly seven', .\cute

inversion is alvvavs accompanied by great shock, whilst extrusion of a libroid is not.

Chronic inversion is more likely to be mistaken for jirolapse or a pohpoid libromyoma.
It is distinguished from prolapse in that the uterus dues nnt necessarily descend as a whole,

the cervical ring is felt high up in its usual position, and tlie sound will only pass a short

distance all r'ouiid the jtrotruding mass, aeeordina to the degree to which tlie uterus is

inverted. .\ eup-shaiied depression, instead of the rounded fiuidus. is felt in the vaginal

vault by a hand on the abdominal wall.

Cystocele a,ii<l Reetccele more often aceompany prolapse of tli<' uterus, but may
occur independently of it. They are essentially bulgiugs of the anterior or posterior vaginal

walls towards or through the vaginal entrance, the bladder or rectum being atlaehed. and

following them of iiecessitv. A sound passed into the bladder, or a linger in the rectum,

will directly enter the bulging vaginal wall, whilst the uterus will be Icll bimanuallv- above

in its normal position.

Extroversion of the Bladder ean occur eillier thi'ough a eongt'uilal del'eel in ils
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wall, or tliiDUfili an injury tii its basal |i(irti(iii : for instance, in ri-nioving a growth from

the vaginal wall a gap may be left in the bladder through which extroversion may occur.

The mucous membrane will be exposed in the vagina, and on it will be seen the two orifices

(if the ureters, with urine issuing by intermittent jets. The uterus in such a ease may
have its normal |)Osition. Tlios. G. .Stevens.

PROPTOSIS.—tSee KxopiiTU.M.MOs. p. 229.)

PRURITUS.—Itching may occur without visible lesions of the skin, save those due

to seratchinu. or may be associated with various cutaneous eruptions. It is to the former

condition that the word i)ruritus
"

should be restricted. The diseases of which itching

is a symptom may be either neuroses, such as hysteria, hypochondriasis, and other affec-

tions of the nervous centres, or general nutritive disorders affecting the nervous system

secondarily, such as arthritism and diabetes mellitus : or the irritation may be set up by

the attacks of parasites, or by dehnite skin lesions. Itching varies in character : it may
be interpreted by the patient as a tingling, or pricking, or as a formication—a feeling as of

insects crawling on the skin. It varies also in degree, from a mild sensation which is wel-

come to the patient from the pleasure he finds in scratching, to an irritation so severe and

persistent as to endanger his life from sleeplessness, or his reason from the nervous irrita-

bility which it sets u]). The affections in which itching is slight are seborrluea. erythema,

pityriasis rubra ])ilaris. and iiemphigus : it is more severe, in varying degrees, in eczema,

prurigo, some cases of psoriasis, dermatitis herpetiformis, dermatitis gestationis, applica-

tion dermatitis, lichen planus, licheni/ation. lichen urticatus, pityriasis rubra, mycosis

fungoides, pityriasis rosea. cheiro])ompholyx, chilblain, prickly heat, tinea marginata.

urticaria, scabies, the various kinds of pediculosis, flea-, mosquito-, and bug-bites, jellylish

and other stings. Even in the affections in which it is usually .severe it varies much in

<ltgree in different cases. Itching seldom has any distinct diagnostic value, but in cases in

which the cutaneous lesions may admit of more than one interpretation, its presence or

absence may sulTice to turn the balance. Syphilides hardly ever itch.

Pruritus proper may be general or local. Of general pruritus there arc four varieties

—
pruritus universalis, jjruritus hiemalis, pruritus senilis, and bath pruritus. The local

varieties affect chiefly the anus, the vulva, and the scrotum, but the nares. the jjahns of

the hands, and the soles of the feet may be the seat of the irritation. One of the most

curious forms of pruritus is that which is associated with bathing, .\ceording to Stelwagon.

who has made it a subject of special study-, it most commonly affects the legs from the hips

downwards ; but the forearms also may be involved, and it may have even wider range.

It is an affection of adolescence and adult life, and is more frequent in males than in

females.

If no lesions of the skin are present save those which can be accounted for. directly or

indirectly, by the scratching, the diagnosis of jiruritus
•

imposes itself." tare must, how-

ever, be taken to exclude all i)ossible sources of ])arasitic irritation : and it must always
be remembered that lice and acari sometimes find harbourage in the most unexpected

quarters. If the scratches are on the shoulders, or in the genital region, the presence of

lice must be suspected ; if on the wrists and between the fingers the burrows of the Arams
scabiei must be sought for. Some patients, without developing actual urticaria, suffer

from severe itching after the ingestion of certain foods, notably strawberries, or crab.

.After serum injections pruritus may be extreme, especially about the ninth day, though
urticaria generally accompanies it. Pruritus from the irritation of sugar (grocers itch),

or of |)rinuila obconica or rhus toxicodendron (gardener's itch) : or of satin wood sawdust

(carpenter's itch) : or of some kinds of soaps : or of the hairs of some caterpillars, may
or may not be associated with objective evidence of dermatitis. Only when careful inves-

tigation fails to reveal any local source of irritation should the case be diagnosed as one of

pruritus pure and simple. Malmlm Morris.

PTOSIS is the term applied to drooping of the upper eyelid with inability to raise it to

the full extent (Figs. 227, 228. 229. 230); it must not be confused with the inequality

of the palpebral apertures sometimes observed in people accustomed to screw up one eye.

It is usually caused by ixintiijsis of llie third in-n'c, in which case it may also be
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associMlcd with paralysis of other ocular iiiiisclcs. cither external or iiilciiial (/''/f. 'J-JS).

Sometimes it is aecompanicd by paralysis of other motor cranial nerves the Tth lor instance

(Fifis. 22!» and '28(1). in which case the mnltipic cranial niTve i)aralyses immediately simuest
a syjihililic cause, which may lie verilicd in many eases liy means ot Wassermann's scrum
reaction.

['AKALVSis o;- vHi: l.i'.hT TniKl> \r:!:\i .

IAN
Fk/. '227. -I'lii? patient's f.n-e at rest : Itiere

is I'ljiiiplrt"; ptosis from p.inilysis of tlie left

levatx^tr pulpebre superiori^. Note tlie se;ir

of the he.iled miinina on tlie left clieek neir
the left uiiv'lc of the liose.

Fif/. '.'l-'S.—The patient, is trviii- to look to
liis ri-ht : the left eyelia is beintr lichl up tu
sh()w th;it the left eye is iiii;ihle to hiok to
tlic riirlit on-irii; to paralysis of the left iii-

ferrcil rectus muscle.

LKPr--;nn:i> \i:iI.i-:m; wd Infk wr. LK\it 7 rH Xkuvk rAUVi.vsH \\ d i dmi-i.ki k Pi.kis iiiou |'Ai:\.Lvsn u\ Till; I.KFf
::ki) N'kkvk

;
thk kksi'LT ok ri:i;i:iu:\i> .~^ i'ii!i,i,~.

/>./. :'-.".i.— At re-st. J-'ii/. _•;; i.--\\ ii.-n \,,i,iiirary nlTorr uas iii;ide to

the teeth atnl clo^e the fve~.

In /f/ii<ilffsis of the crrvifdl sifrnpuffiitic. siiiilit plusis may Ije associated uitii tiiiiiiiiiili(»ii

in the si/.c dl' tlic pni)il on the allcctcd side, and it't rai-t ion of tlit- t'y(.'l)all iw cnopht halnios.

It may alsit inrur in nnfa.sthetiia gravis (Fin. 111. )>. "J;!.")).

Ptosis ol' the lids, associated with much a'<Icnia and inliltration of tlic hds. is also I'onnd

in all in/lfintmat<n'if ti(Jecii(ins of tlic conjmictiva. in t!ngi(,ncnrolic a'demas {Fig, ITS. j». II'J),

and is a wvv constant svmptoin in irai-lni/tta.
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Cnngenilal ptosis is usually hilateral. and associated with smoothness of the upper lids

and absence of all the usual cutaneons folds. The levator |jalj)el)ra' is absent or ill-developed,

and efforts to open the eye are made by the occipito-frontalis inuscle. llnhrrl L. Ensnn.

PTYALISM denotes excessive secretion of saliva. It is not easy, however, to deter-

mine in every case whether there is really excess, or whether the patient is not merely

allowing the normal saliva to dribble from the mouth. It is dillienlt to draw an absolute

distinction, therefore, between dribblint; of saliva and ptyalism, though in practice the

nature of the case may be obvious enough. One has but to consider the various condi-

tions under which trouble with the saliva may arise to see how in some cases the dilficulty

is solely one of swallowing the normal secretion, as in bulbar jiaralysis and in babies ; how
in others there is both excess of secretion and dilliculty in swallowing it, as in mercurial

stomatitis ; and how in others, again, there is too much secretion but no dilfieidty in

swallowing it, as in functional or hysterical ptyalorrhoca. The first step in arriving at

the diagnosis of the cause is to inquire carefully as to any medicine or drug the patient may
be taking orally or applying externally, especially :

—
Mercury
I'ilocnrpine
Jal)orandi
Iodide

Bromide
I'hosphorus
Arsenic

Antimony

Aconite
Chlorate of ])otasli
Cantharides

Copper salts.

Mercury is the most important of these ; its effects are most serious when the mouth
is not kept serupidously clean, particularly when there is also nephritis, as is not uncom-

mon in severe secondary syphilis. The saliva is also ai)t to have peculiar effects when

mercury is being taken ; thus, in repairing submarine cables it is customary to use saliva in

completing the process of covering in the central core, and it has been found that if the

repairer is taking mercury medicinally the repaired part of the cable speedily becomes

defective again, in a way which does not result when the repairer is a healthy man taking no

medicine.

If the salivation is not due to any drug, it may be the result of one of the many forms

of general stonialilis :
—

Aphthous
Dyspeptic
.Septic

Sui)purafive
I'Icerous

Malignant

Variolous

Diphtheritic
Syphilitic
Tuherculous
Due to pyorrhica alvcolaris

,, necrosis of the jaw

Due to angina Ludovici

,, cancruni oris

pernicious anamia
„ hEcmophilia
,, sprue

scurvy.

The exact nature of a severe stomatitis will be diagnosfd by making a careful local

examination, ocular and digital, assisted by the history and, if need be, by bacteriological

examination of swabbings from the mouth, by ^Vassermann's serum reaction for syphilis,

or by microscopical examinatit>n of a fragment of the affected tissues. Tuberculous stoma-

titis is one of the rarer forms, but when it occurs it is severe ; it may be primary, but more

often is associated with obvious phthisis.
If drugs and general stomatitis can be excluded, local examination may still serve to

detect a local cause acting by reflex irritation of the fifth nerve, especially :
—

A jagged carious tooth
A roufih fillini;

A stump kit l)encath a tooth-plate
A ludkeii or ill-fitting tooth-plate
A foreign body, such as a fislibone, impacted

in the gum
Neuralgia of the lifth nerve

A ranula
A gumboil
An epulis
.\ myeloid sarcoma of tlic jaw
,\ salivary calculus

.•\ii eschar left by some recent irritant or corro-

sive substance, or injury.

If earefid examination serves to cxcludc^all these, the salivation, apparent rather

than real, may be found to result from mcclianictil difficulties in sivallowing, the effect of

such lesions as :
—

Mumps
.'Veute tonsillitis

Quinsy
Fracture of the jaw
Dislocation of the jaw

Fixation of the jaw, as by osteoarthritis of

tlie tcmpi)ro-maxillary joint
Painful affections of the larynx, pharynx,

or oesophagus.
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In the absence of any (>l)\ic)us stniiliir:il lisiun locally, it may yet be dear that

inability to swallow, owing to i)aralysis of some Uiiid. is the cause of the a|)|)areiit sali-

vation, for instance in cases of :
-

Bu]l)ar paralysis
Pseudo-lmihar paralysis
liilateral facial paralysis

.Myasthenia ,'ravis Paralysis airitaiis

Hypd^lnssal nerve paralysis I Hydrnplidhia.
Diplitlicritic paralysis i

The differential (liai;nosis of these conditions is discussed elsewhere, and of them all

it is only in bull)ar and |)seudo-bidl)ar paralysis that the dribblinu of much saliva is a jtro-
minent synijitoni. The sequence of events sununarized by the term labio-yloss i-i)haryngo-
laryngeal i)aralysis is sulliciently characteristic as a rule : pseudo-bulliar paralysis, bciiiif

of cortical instead of medullary oriuin. has not the wasting of the tonjiuc that is prominent
in the latter.

The salivation that results from gastric or hcpiilir reflexes is almost physioloyieal,
tliouj^h .sometimes it readies a pathological degree in certain cases of: -

Dilatation nl the stiiniaeli .Vcute dyspepsia I Biliousness
Ca-stric ulcer 1 Acute gastritis He[)atic disorder
Duodenal ulcer

I (Jastrie carcinoma
|

Pancreatitis.

Mere slovenliness and lack of proper ecrcl)ral control arc responsible lor the slobbering
and salivation of :

—

biiots I Iinliccilcs
I

Dements .and oilier inciit.al cases.

Finally, a remarkable degree of sali\:ition can sometimes be attributed to nothing but
functional disorder pli/iilorrlKrii. It can scarcely be called hysterical, because it may
occur in men as well as in women, generally in later life rather than at a time when h\sterii.

is conuuonest. The c(Midition is a sort of salivary neurosis, which may conic on suddenly
and without oli\ ions cause, or as tlu- result of some worry, shock, or mental emotion. It

may possibly be a functional afleetion ot the .'Jth nerve analogous to the far more distress-

ing tic douloureux. It is sometimes prominent amongst the neuroses that are apt to

accompany i)regnane\ . It can only be diagnosed when a careful e.\anuuation lias served
to exclude any likelihood of organic disease, when the history is suggesti\-e, and when the
excessive salivation ceases after a time almost as suddenly as it l)cgan. In some male
cases, notwitlistanding the (Hagnosis being

•

functional." a high blood-pressure will be
found, with other signs of arteriosclerosis, suggesting that errors in the cireulaliou iii\olv-

ing the \asoniot(U- and other brain centres are responsible for the svm|iloiii.

PULSATING TUMOURS. (.See Swki.mni:. I'l i.satim;. p. (iO:!.)

PULSATION, UNDUE ABDOMINAL AORTIC. Kxcessive pulsati.m of the

abdominal aorta may oceui- in cases ol' aortic regurgitation, when all the arteries tlirougli-
out tlie body may pulsate with undue violence. ,\part from aortic regurgitation, how-
ever, it is nearly always an entirely functional disorder of the aorta. It occurs much
more freipiently in women than in men. the jiaticnts gincrally being unmarried or child-

less, between •-'() and K) years of age. They com])lain of pain in the abdomen, especially
in the C])igastriuni ; a feeling of discomfort and distress ; a sensation of pulsation and
throbbing over tlie abdominal aorta ; nausea, retching, sickness, and consti|)ation : they
are usually thin, ana-mic, extremely nervous, often hysterical, and sometimes decidedly
hypochondriacal. There may be nothing else tlie matter with them at all. or they may
be suffering from some other comiilaint of whicli much nervousness is a feature, exoph-
thalmic goitre for cxami)le. The condition is frccpiently associated with movable kidney
and enteroptosis ; the symptoms may suggest some organic disease, such as gastric ulcer,

appendicitis, or ovaritis, without any of these being jircscnt.
On palpation of the abdomen the ])ulsation may be found to be ioreible : but the

normal cylindrical outline of the aorta can generally be felt to be (piite free from any
saccular bulging or fusiform dilatation : there is no thrill over it ; on a])plying a stetho-

scope lightly to the pulsating region no murmur will be audible, but hrmer pressure, sulli-

cient to compress the aorta slightly, will bring out a systolic bruit. The heart, lungs, and
urine are usually normal. The knee-jerks are apt to be much exaggerated, though the
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plantar reflcxos remain flexor, and there is no ankle-clonus. The chief importance of the

condition chnically is that it is apt to be mistaken for an aneurysm of the abdominal aorta.

Abdominal aneiiry.sm is so extremely rare in women, however, that it should never be

diagnosed unless the pulsation can be made out to be definitely expansile, or unless, in

addition to pulsation, a definite swelling of the aorta can be felt. Ileib^rl French.

PULSE, IRREGULAR. No advance in clinical medicine is more striking than the

change which has come over our view of the anhythmic jnilsc daring the jiast decade.

Formerly we felt that our duty was tinislied when we had recorded the main facts : as to

whether the force or the frequency vaiied. or both, and so forth. Xow, however, it is

pos.sible to refer almost every type of irregularity to a definite cause, and thus to gain
information of the utmost value for prognosis and treatment. To this end it is advisable

that each case should be investigated by means of the lecording polygraph, and the jugular
and arterial curves compared.

The Mackenzie ink polygraph, the best of these instruments, consists of (1) A
clockwork machine drawing a band of paper at a uniform rate over a flat surface :

(2) Tambours for a])plication to different jjarts of the body where there is superficial

I)ulsation : (3) Levers connected by tubing with these tambours, carrying jiens at their

free ends which write upon the travelling ])a]jer : (4) A time-marking lever, also driven

!)y clockwork, and marking five times ])er second. One of the tambours is applied to

the radial artery, and the other to the internal jugular vein at the root of the neck as a

rule. The result is a synchronous record of (i) time in one-fifth second intervals,

(ii) the movements of the radial artery, (iii) the movements of the jugular vein. In the

rcc(]rds from this last, each cardiac cycle exhibits three princi|>al wave^. By comparison

fi/
— ^

—
f

Fi't. 231.— All elpctrocardiosranli record sliowing ventricular extrasvstoles. p. Auricular systolic phase. E. Main
veatrifular -iysrolic pliase. r. Tenniaal systolic phase. R' .

\'eiirricular extrasystolic phase. This movement is

premature, anil its form (dipliasir) indicates that oidy a part of the ventricle has contracted instead of tlie whole.

with the radial trace the identity of the ventrk'iilo-systolic wave (c) is established. The

wave immediately preceding this is the auriculo-systolic (ii). and the interval between

its origin and that of the ventriculo-systolic, normally about -2 second, is spoken of as

the •
rt-r interval," It constitutes an index of auriculo-ventricular conductivity. The

third, iir .' wave, arises at the end of ventricular sy.stolc. The chief value of the method
lies in the accuracy with which it enaljles us to study the time relations of auricul:',r and

ventricular systole.
A still newer method, of great value in dilTerentifd diagnosis, is by means of electrocardio-

grams. This method depends on the fact that contracting muscle is an electrical battery,

the currents in which can be ap])reciated and their movements recorded by a sulficiently

delicate galvanometer. The contracting heart thus generates currents which are led off

to an extremely sensitive galvanometer, and the ]jhotographic records made from this can

be interpreted in terms of cardiac movement (Fig. 231). Practically every one of the large

medical schools throughout the country has one of these electrocarfliograi)hic outfits,

so that there are few jiatients to whom this method cannot be ajiplied if the iiractitioner

feels that the accuracy of the information derived is so valuable as to justify the expendi-

tinc of time, trouble, and money involved, ^lany practitioners, however, are obliged to

learn wliat they can about their jjatient's heart without these means, and in what follows

this has been borne in mind.
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First, it iiiiist 1)1' iX'incinbiTfil tliut the- licart j^iMieriitcs its own sliniuli ; tiiat tlit-se

normally arise at the sino-auricular node, a relie of the primitive eardiae tube lying at the

junction of the sinus vcnosus with the right anriele : that thence they jiass through the

auricnhir walls, and are conducted along the aurieido-xentrieular bundles, narrow strips

of nuiscle—also relics of the primitive cardiac tulie—into the \ cntricnlar walls, one Ijraneh

from the stem of the main bundle running to each ventricle : and that each portion of

the cardiac muscle contracts as this stiuudus |)rovokes it to do so. the result being a co-

ordinated and economical movement of the whole heart.

Pulse irregularities may be (1) Pcrvcrsiiiiis of llir iiornid! rln/lhiii : C2) lilii/lhiiis origin-

(liiiig nbnoiinatlfi. Under the first hea<Iing fall (a) Irregularities of the whole heart—
'sinus arrhythmias"

—due to extraeardiac inliuences acting through the vagus on the sino-

auricular node : (h) Irregidarities due to interference with the conduction of impulses

through the heart, and especially with their jtassage from auricle tn ventricle—"heart

block" : and (c) Irregularities in the response of the musculature to the stimuli reaching
it. of which the outstanding exam])le is the "alternating pulse." Of abnormally originating

rhythms there are three chief examples : {a) The simple extrasystole or ])remature con-

traction ; (/() Paroxysmal tachycardia, atid (<) The totally irregidar pulse of auriiidar

librillatiou.

1. Perversions of the Normal Rhythm:
(a). Sinus irrcgiilaritioi are specially ciiiMinun in cbildrcu and u<'rv(]us subjecls. in

convalescence and acute illness, and in the ])resence of increased intracranial (iressure.

The difference in length between two sei|ueut beats is never great. aTid sulliciently

prt)longed observation is [learly always rewarded by the discovery of a " dominant rhythm'—i.e.. a normal rhythm from which the pulse departs from tiinc to time. This type of

irregularity is singularly apt tu be exaggerated by exeiteineut. and by bidding the ])alient

swallow or hold his breath. As it does not (h'lieud on intracardiac causes, physical examin-

ation of the heart delects iv> sign of liisease. It is gcurrally possible to distinguish it from

other t(irnis of irregularily withiut instrumental help; but sometimes it is dillicult to

be (piite sure that the arrhythmia is of this type, and if a tracing be taken it shows that

auricular an<i ventri<'ular systole are following each other in normal s(((uenee.

{h). Ilciirl-hldck is of various grades. The miUh-st ty))e is that in which the interval

elajjsiug between the start of auricular systole and that of ventricular systole is prolonged

(F/g. 2;J2. XX): this of course can only be detected by graphic records of the arterial and

Fi(f.'2^'2.
—Incomplete heart-block. Note at x: (i) The radial pulse misuses a beat entirely; (ii) The

jugular pulse shows an a wave witliout a seijueiit c wave. This means that auricular systole occurred
at the normal interval aft*r the precedini,' cardiac cycle, but tliat ventricular systole failed to follow ;

the reason beini: that diseti-se iniplic;ituig the conductintr paths hindered the normal transmis.^ion of

stimuli from auricle to ventricle. Note at xx
: The loni.' a-c interval fabout ti- 1 second) indicatiriij

considerable tbou'.'h incoin]jlete hitjdrance In trarisinisson of the inipn]>c from auricle to ventricle.

venous jjulses. The next grade, in which some of the descending impulses are com])letely
"blocked" in tlieir passage from auricle to ventricle, reveals itself in ordinary observation

of the pulse as a dropping of beats ; a gap, equivalent in length to two whole pulse-
beats, separates one beat from that which preceded it. Here the auricle has contracted

in the ordinary way, but since the stimulus which i)ro\<)ked that contraction has not

passed into the ventricle, the latter has failed to contract (Fig. 2;5'2, x). This proves
that there is some disease or disorder of the eonductiug a])|)aratus. In higher grades
of block, every third or every other stimulus, or even two out of three, or three out of

four, may fail to pass over from auricle to ventricle (Fig. '23:i) ; so that the auricle may
be beating 72 to the minute while the pulse counted at the WTist comes to 48, 36, 24, or 18

only. In the highest gratie of all the auricle is eom])lctely dissociated from the ventricle,

which assumes a rhythm of its own, usuallv at ;J(J to K) per minute ; thus the jiuricle is

D
" "

35
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beatinii; regularly at one rate and the ventricle at another quite independent of that of the

auricle.

To make sure that a dropped heat, or a slow re<>nlar jiulse. is due to heart-block, it is

therefore necessary to prove that the auricle contracted while the ventricle failed to follow

suit. The only means of such proof, apart from the use of the polygraph, is furnished

by observation of the venous pulse in the neck. If this can be seen to continue regularly,

during the radial pauses, as well as immediately before the radial beats, then it is safe to

assume that the condition is one of heart-block. It must be confessed, however, that

this is very often diflicult. and sometimes impossible, and that the observer is on much
firmer ground if he obtains solid ])roof of his suspicion in the form of a graphic record.

This will show that in the intervals when the ])idse failed at the vvTist. the wave which

represents auricular systole made its appearance at the proper moment in the jugular
curve (see Fig. "iS'i). It is ])articularly desirable to obtain graphic evidence when it is a

matter of accoimting for occasional failures of the radial beat : for. as will be shown

below, this grade of block may be simulated by extrasystoles too feeble tc reach the

wrist (see Fig. 234). and also in extreme exhaustion of contractility.

In the higher grades of block the patient often suffers from sc^'e^e syncopal and

ei)ileptiform attacks, the coincidence of which with heart-block constitutes the Stokes-

Adams svndrome. In these attacks the pulse usually becomes slower than ever. It

is not quite safe, however, to conclude from the coincidence of such attacks with slow

pulse that a lesion of conductivity is present ; one or two cases have been described in

which tracings have proved that the whole heart—auricle as well as ventricle—was slowed ;

i.e., that the rhvthm was altered at its origin at the sino-auricular node and not in its

2'^ sees. 2 6 se<:e. r

\

Fitt. "23?..—Heart-blcck. The ventricle only responds to every fourth stimulus (Jescending to

it from tlie auricle. The n-c interv;il is more ttian twice its normal length.

passage through the hetirt. The distinction between this condition and that of heart-

block is im])ort:int. for the hitter signifies organic disease of the heart, while the former

does not : and their distinction cannot be safely founded excei)t on the evidence of

graphic records.

If the existence of heart-block be delinitely ])rovC(l. it points practically always to

the existence of organic di.'-ease implicating the bundle which connects auricle with

ventricle. Hcart-bloek may arise in connection with acute infections such as diphtheria,

rheumatism, influenza, pneumonia, or ulcerative endocarditis : or as part of a chronic

disease such as gumma or cardiosclerosis. In any given case the cause of the block can

only be determined by a general consideration of all its features.

((). The term 'pulsus aUernnns' is reserved for cases in which beats, equal in length,

alternate in force ; that is, for an alternation of a large beat with a small beat, but not of

;i long beat with a short beat. This ])henomenon is an expression of exhaustion of the

contnutilc jiower of the ventricle, and it is therefore of serious im|)ort. In some instances

it can be detected clearly with the finger on tlie pulse : a full wave is followed by a small

wave, and this again by a lull wave, and .so on, each beat being of equtU duration. Often,

however, the difference in the amplitude of the waves is so minute that it can only be

detected by a tracing. Where alternation is su.speeted, confirmatory evidence may some-

times be afforded by a corresponding alternation in the intensity of the first cardiac sound,

particularly if it be accompanied or followed by a bruit.

In connection with this form of irregularity, it is important to note that the smaller

beat may sometimes be so feeble as to fail to reach the wrist ; consequently the pulse

appears to drop a beat.
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2. Rhythms Originating Abnormally:—
{ii). Turnintj to thow forms of irregularity wliicli are due to ectopic generation of

stimuli, one finds tliat the simplest type, tlie extrrisi/nlole, is very conimon. It is assuciated

with nervous states and with coronary sclerosis. an<l tho\ii;h it is of no ureat import, it

is often i)ro<inctive of iniconifortal)le sensations whieli distress the patient : it is therefore

necessary to recounize its nature in order that a reassuring statement may he made. The

extrasystole is
" a premature contraction of auricle and ventricle in response to a stimulus

from some abnormal part of the heart, where otherwise the fundamental rhythm of the

heart is maintained
""

(Mackenzie).
The patient sometimes complains of feeling as if his luart had slopped, and then ^^one

on again with a jerk : or it may he that the jerk alone is felt. Tlie ohscrM-r. with his linsjer

on the radial pulse, feels a small heat occur lieforc its time. i.e.. at a sliorlcr interval after

the jircccdiny licat than the usual pause hetwccn heats. The heat uliicli follows this

premature one is jvcnerally more foreihle than normal : in some eases it follows after a

cimpensatorv pause, i.e., a i)ause of such lenuth that it makes up for the brevity of the

premature heat, the two touethcr beiuf;' equal in duration to two normal beats. It is the

small iircmature beat which sinnitics the occurrence of an extrasystole (/'^/".s. 281, 2;i4).

t'ontirniatory evidence of its nature may often be found in the heart-sounds : sinuil-

taneously with the small premature beat at the wrist, a premature feeble i)air of heart-

soimcis (or ill some cases the tirst s(unid only) is heard.

It nuuht be arsiucil that if the extrasystole can be thus detected b\ ordinary methods
of examination, ami that it it has little jiositive sic;nilicance in assistiny to a full diajinosis

of the case, it is needless to apply uniphic methods to its elucidation ; and it is ccrtaiidy

Fil. '2'M. -Veiitricular'p\rr;isystoh>. Note ;it x .1 sni;ill prpiiiririirc r;nlia[ bont ; tli;it this I'ninriiit-s with a Iart.'f

wave ((•' ) ill thi^ iili^ular curve. (r) is thi^rf-fon* a vciltrictllo-systoUc wavf. ami as it is not lirerptieii hy aiir ailri*

ciilar Tiioveineat. it ilemites a iirpinatiiia^ r-ontractinii. or *

extrasvstole,' arisiiiL' in tlie ventrii-le, Cliilieallv tliis c;Lie
= iniillatmi

' he irt bln.-lc
'

until tlic tracinLT m.a.li' the truth Jilain!

true that it is of till forms of irreoularity the one in which tracini; is least essential. How-
ever, there are one or twi> considerations whieli may make a tniciuLj advisable and c\cn

necessary : (i) The ])rcmatmc contraction may be so small that its beat is not felt ;it the

wrist : a drojipcd beat may be thus simulated, esjtccially where the extrasystole is followed

by a compensatory pause. In such eases heart-block mtiy be wronyly diajinosed. unless

clearer information be soiii;ht in a trjicinii. This will show the fault to be due to a feeble

premature beat, and not to a blocked auricular impulse (sec Fig. 2:5)). (ii) Extrasystolcs

may occin- in com]ilexcs, e.j;., at every seeiuid or third betit. In the former case an altcrnti-

tion will result : ;i full beat is followed at ;i short intervtd by a small bctit, and this after ;i

lono intersal by a full betit, and so on (pulsus biocminus). The true nature of such an

iirrhythmiti is much easier to appreciate when it is seen mai)ped out in a tracinj;. (iii) .\

])olygra]iliic rccoril enables the observer to discover whether the premature beat tirosc in

the amiele. in the ventricle, or in the junctional tissues. In the first ease the jugular eui\-c

shows an auricular wave jtrccedini; the premature arteritd beat at the i)roper intervtil ;

in the secontl case there is no such aurieidar wave : while in the third case, am-icle and
ventricle contract simultaneously, and the result is tui abnornuilly kirge wave in the

jugular curve, A knowledge of the .source of extrasystolcs may occasionally be of niiitcritU

value : for instance, in mitral .stenosis the final Ijrcakilown of the auricle is sometimes
heralded by a series of extrasy.stoles of auricular origin. It is true thtit as a rule jinricular

exti-asystolcs are not followed by a comiiensatorv ptuise, while those of ventricular origin

are: but it is not always easy to apprecitife this distinction ajitirl from a trticing. and.

uioreiiver. it does not invaritibly hftid good.

''(). In parihvi/nmiit Iddiiiciirdiii. as the term is used nowadays, the |)titicnt suffers from
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attacks of fast but regular cardiac action. The duration of these may vary from seconds

to days ; what is characteristic is the abru]>t transition from tlie normal to the ra])i(l

rhythm and back again, at the onset and offset of the attack. The patient is conscious

of discomfort, and indeed there is good cause if the speed be above a certain pitch ; for

in such a case the auricle gets no time for emptying itself, and becomes over-distended,

pulmonary stagnation with cyanosis and venous engorgement resulting. Tachycardial

paroxysms may apjiear on a background of organic disease, cardiosclerosis and mitral

stenosis in particular ; or the patient's heart may be normal. This form of iiregularity
has especially to be distinguished from that next to be described, the total arrhythmia of

auricular fibrillation, which may manifest itself in jiaroxysms. ])articularly in its earlier

stages. The distinguishing jjoint is that in true paroxysmal tachycardia the pulse is regular,
whereas in the other it is quite irregular.

By means of a polygraph tracing it is possible to discover the source of the rapid

rhythm, whether it is auricular or ventricular, in most cases. The complexity of the

subject of cardiac arrhythmia is, however, illustrated by the fact that there is a form of

paroxysmal tachycardia arising in the auricles, which beat at great speed, up to and even

exceeding 300 per minute, in which a certain jiroportion of the beats is blocked : so that

only every second, third, or even fourth impulse passes over into the ventricle. That is to

say. the auricle may be in a state of ])aroxysmal tachycardia, and yet the radial ])ulse is

hastened but little or not at all. Tlie difliculty of diagnosis is heightened by the fact that

the auiicular heats do not always a|)pear in the jugular curve of a polygraph record, thougli

they are manifest in an electrocardiogram. This form of tachycardia goes by the name of

'auricular friction.'

(f ). The last form of irregularity to be recognized is in many senses the most important—the total arrliytlmiia which is associated with breakdown and fibrillation of the auricles.

This is essentially a terminal phase of chronic organic disease, especially of mitral stenosis

and cardiosclerosis ; it may be prolonged for years, but nevertheless it marks a certain

'last state' of the auricular musculature. The features which characterize it are of two
kinds : those which niarlj the disa])pearance of auricular systole, and the evidences of

absolute irregularity of the pulse. To the observer using ordinary methods of examination

without apparatus, this latter is the more obvious and striking side of the j>icture. If the

pulse be counted for one or two minutes, it will be found that there is no "dominant

rhythm' ; anarchy is complete. The pulse is usually hasty—over 100 per minute—but

not always. The heart's action is similarly irregular, and on comparing it with the arterial

pulse, a certain number of beats too feeble to reach the wrist will be discovered. Cessation

of effective auricular systole is manifested in two ways if the case be one of mitral stenosis :

by disappearance of the presystolic thrill and bruit (the diastolic vibration, however, per-

sisting), and by disappearance of the auriculo-systolie wave from the jugular tracing. Of
course, if the case be nt)t one of mitral disease, there are no presystolic vibrations to dis-

appear. However, the absolute disorder of the pidse, coupled with evidences of organic
disease of the heart and a gravely embarrassed circulation, combine to form a picture so

characteristic that there is little fear of a mistake. Nevertheless, there are cases of sinus

irregularity so profound that without a polygraph tracing it is difficult to exclude auricular

fibrillation ; the same may be said of some few cases of nuiltiijle extrasystolic irregularity.

SLMMARY OF VARIATIONS IN RHYTHM OF PULSE.

I.—The railiiil jiiiisc )n<ii/ he hIkiIIi/ regular, but ahminnalli/ slaxi- <ir aliiKirwailfi iiiiiek.

A.—Regular Slow Pulse may be due to—
1, Extrncartliae causes (convalescence from acute illness, sinus irregularity, raised

intracranial pressure, jaundice). In such, the whole heart is slowed, auricle and ventricle

alike ; there are no signs of cardiac disease ; and there are signs of extracardiac disease.

2. Intracardiac causes, {a) Alternating extrasystoles may cause an apparent regular

slowing of the pulse ; if each 'normal' beat is followed by a premature one too small to be

felt at the wrist, the radial pulse will ap))ear slow. The real interpretation may be dis-

covered by a polygraph tracing, and by comi)aring the hcart-soimds with the ])ulse at the

wrist ; by these means the occurrence of the small premature beat after every normal beat

will be observed. {!/) Ilearl-ljlocli. cither partial or complete, will render the radial |)ulse
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slow. If tlic block be partial but nmilarlv recurroiit. the pulse at the wrist will be regular
and slow : e.g.. if the auricle is beatiiij; at 72 jier uiiiuite. and every other stiuiulus is blocked
in its |)assas;e from auricle to ventricle, a reijular i)ulsc of .•Jli per niiuute will be the result :

while if two out of every three stinuili are blocked, the ])ulse will beat regularly 2 !• times

])er minute. If the block be complete, auricle and ventricle will each have its own regular
rhythm ; that of the ventricle is usually at the rate of :J0 to -10 i)er minute, and this will

accordingly be the rate of the pulse. The occurrence of ei)ileptiform and syncopal attacks
is to a large extent eonfirmator\- of the diagnosis of heart-block : but this cannot be

accepted as proved unless it has been demonstrated that when the auricle contracts, the
ventricle sometimes or always fails to follow suit. This evidence is provided (i) by nakecl-

eye observation of jugular, i.e.. auricidar. movement, (ii) by auscultation detecting auricular
sounds during the ventricular pauses, (iii) by jjolygraph records, which not only altord

conclusi\e evidence, but also facilitate the study of the degree of block i)resent.
H. Regular Rapid Pulse (and see T.vchycardia. p. 702) may be due to—
1. F.xtrdtiirdiiir causes (tuberculosis and other infections, excitement, Graves's disease,

etc.). Here the whole heart is persistently hurried, and the cause is usually manifest ;

moreover, change to or from a slower rate is gradual and not abrupt.
2. Intrncdidiac causes. The only important intracardiac condition giving rise to a

quick but regular pulse is that form of ectopic stimulus |)roduetion which manifests itself

in paro.ri/sindl tdchi/riinliii. Here there may or may not be other signs of cardiac disease,
mitral stenosis and cardiosclerosis being the connnonest types : the tuchvcardia is tcnipo-

rary, its onset and cessation being abrupt.

II-—The rditiiil pnlsi- nidi/ xZ/utc a fiunldiiirdldl rc^dldiili/. dccdsidUdlhi iiilrnujilfil hi/

pmiidldrc hfdls, iiiliTini\f<iiiiis. or pfn'oils nf irregiildrili/.

A.—Premature Beats may be single or nuiltipic : they may recur at regular or

irregular inter\als ; the pause following them may or may not be compensatory : the beat
next following the pause is often iTiereased in magnitude. Tlijf premature beat bespeaks
an extrasystole : it is a small beat, ac'i-ompanied by heart -sounds feebler than those coincid-

ing with tlu' iiornial heals.

B. -Intermission of a lic;it or beats may be <Imc to one of three causes : a prciTiature

extrasystolie beat too feeble to reach the wrist : a blocked .iin-jcular stinmlus ; or a com-

parative failure in the contractility of the ventricle.

1. If the intermissioii be due to n fcehle erlrdsifsldlr. the imperfect lieart-snumls wliii'li

accompany the ])remature beat will be audible. .\ sphygmographic tracing will sometimes

bring to light a wave too feeble to be jiereeiNcd with the linger. The i)ause due to the inter-

mission is shorter tirui the duration of two eomi)lete beats, if the gap is due to an

unpereeived extrasystole which is not followed Ijy a compensatory pause.
2. If it be due to a blocked ddriidlar inipdlse. this can only be proved by demonstrating

the occurrence of auricular systole without a corresponding ventricular systole following
at the usual interval : and it is scarcely possible to do this without a polygraph record of

jugular and radial pulses. The auricular systole may be audible, and its effect visible in

the jugular vein : but in both cases timing is a diflicult matter.
.J. If it be due to a ddinidUi/ timed veiitriculnr si/.'ilole loo feeble to send d rcdve to the -.crist.

other e\ idenees of failing contractile ])ower. among them the alternating [lulse. are sure to

be detected; indeed, this type of intermission is in reality an exaggeration of th<-

alternating pulse, without which it will not occur.

C.—Short Periods of Irregularity due to a sinus disturbance
"

are very common,
especially in cliildrcn and ui r\mis sulijects. The diagnostic features are absence of physical
signs of cardiac disease, marked vaiiation of the rlixthm with res|>iration and swallowing,
and implication of the whole heart—auricle as well as \entricle— in the irregularity.
This latter fact is of course only discerned by means of gra|)hie records : but the diagnosis
can usually be made without recourse to these.

Longer periods of total arrhythmia (r. infra. IV, A), sometimes interrupt a normal

rhythm.

III.—The fddidt pdhe Is (inringed in jiniis of bents.

A.—The Pulsus Bisferiens is a smgle beat with a double summit (/"/;,'. 2:jo). This can
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easily be recofini/xd hv the fact that the two summits arc very close together, and that one

cycle only of heart-sounds corresjionds to each pair.

B.—Alternating Extrasystoles cause the jjulse to be paired (pulsus bigeminus) ; each

pair consists of a full heat, followed after an abnormally short pause by a small beat. Each

beat, whether nt)rmal or abortive, is accompanied I)y a cycle of heart-sounds ; though the

second sound mav fail if the accom])anying jiremature extrasystolic beat be too feeble to

open the aortic valves. .\ sphygmographie or polygraphic record will help to make the

nature of the irregularity clear.

C.—The Pulsus Alternans

is associated with other evidences

Radial "^ iuadcfpiatc contractile power.

'v^ Each ])air consists of a full beat

and a small beat, and each beat

J^ii^ular is cciuidistant in time from that

~a^ V (j,c V ~a,c ~v ai v ax: v ])reeeding and that following.

Fig. 235.—Pulsus bisteriens. There is .a double peak to each radial beat,
-'^ similar alternation in cardiac

simulating a pair of heats. f,,rt.e ,„ay be detected in the

heart -soimds. In many cases

the alternation can only be recognized certainly by means of a sphygmographie tracing.
D.—Blocking of every third Auricular Stimulus results in the ventricular contractions

being arranged in pairs. Each beat is of equal force, and the inteival separating each

pair from that following it is equivalent to the duration of two normal pul.se waves.

Beats may fall regularly in groups of three or four if every fourth or fifth beat is cither

an extrasystole, or missing, owing to auriculo-ventriciilar block.

IV.— 77(c [iiihe is Uifiilhi iirc!>iiliir. no fundamental rhythm being discoverable.

A.—True Total Irregularity is associated with organic disease, either post-rheumatic
or cardiosclerotie. 'I'he pulse and heart-.sounds are altogether irregular, and the circula-

tion is obviously embarrassed. The picture is therefore characteristic : if any doubt be

present, discovery of evidences of auricular asystole (loss of presystolic thrill and murmur,
failure of auriculo-.systolic wave in jugular curve of polygTajih tracing) will remove it.

B.—Total Irregularity may be Simulated by extreme sinus irregularity, by depres-
sion of coniluctix ity leading tn \aiiatioM> in the (i~c interval, and also by multiiilc extra-

.systoles. In any such case all that is needed to establish a diagnosis is a jiolygraph tracing.
It is clear from this brief summary that most forms of arrhythmia can be recognized

without the use of special apparatus ; but that in many ca.ses a ])olygraphic record is valu-

able on account of the certainty which it gives to the diagnosis, while in a few it is impossible
to be sure of the meaning of the irregulatity without such a record. Carey Coombs.

PULSE, UNDULY RAPID.—(See T.vcnvtAuui.v. p. 702.)

PULSE, UNDULY SLOW.— (.Sec Bh.vdvcardi.x. p. 82.)

PULSES, UNEQUAL.— Ine(iuality of the pulses may be a perfectly natural phen-
omenon ; one frequently finds that the radial arteries of the two sides are not of the same

calibre, owing to variable degrees of collateral circulation by an enlarged comes nervi

mediani. Inequality of the pulses is a much more important sign when known to have

developed in a patient whose {)ulses were formerly normal. In such a case the cause is

probably one of the following :
—

Thoracic aneurysm .\eeessory cervical rib Athcnima.
Mediastinal new growth Eniholisni

Pathological inequality of the pidses. or definite delay of one behind the nthcr. as

gauged by simultaneous i)alpation of the two radial pulses, is distinctly uncommon, even

in cases of thoracic aneurysm : it is true that when very careful sinniltancons records arc

made from the two radial ])ulses slight differences in size and delinite differences in time

can be detected, the one being delayed behind the other ; but in clinical medicine such

minute methods of investigation are seldom applicable ; if the aneurysm involves the
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orisin of the innominatf artery, tlic ri<;lit imlse will be smaller than the Id't : whereas if

it affects that ])art of the areh from which the left subclavian artery is derived, the left

radial pulse will be smaller than and delayed behind the riirht. Similar delay or ineciuality

niiuht Ik- ))roihiced by iiciv groicth eomprcssinj^ cither the innominate artery on the rioht

side or the subclavian artery on either side ; but this is rare.

An (iccfssiiiii cervical rib niiyht stenose the subclavian artery, but the condition is

generally bilateral so that it rarely |)rodnccs ine(|iiality of the radial pulses: its sym-
ptoms are more likely to be those of interference with the lower part of the brachial ])lexus,
with consequent pain, paroesthesia or paresis corres[)ondini; to the nrr\cs distributed

upon the ulnar aspect of the arms and hands (p. n;!).

Knihdlisiii of one or other radial artery will rather obliterate it altojictlur than cause
it to be less in size than that of the other side. It will almost al\va\s bi- iluc Id lun^atiuL;
endocarditis (p. .'it).

Atlieronm of the brachial or subclavian artery on one side miyht cause the correspond-
ing radial jjuIsc to be less than that on the other : but this very rarely hap])ens. and in

.sucli a case it would be more ])robablc thai alhcroma of the aorta with an aneurysmal
dilatation would be diagnosed than alhcroma restricted to the vessels in the upper arm.
unless the ,)'-rays exhibited no trace of ancniysmal opacity in the thiiiax. Ilnhnl Frciicli.

PUPIL, ABNORMALITIES OF THE. Abu,,rmMlitics ,,t the pupil max be classilicd

into:— I. I rrciiiiliuiliis in shiijic : II. Iirc^itliiritics in si:c.

I. Irregularities in Shape. -I'hc normal pupil is circular or slighlly o\al. lis iml-

line may become irregular owing to an adhesion between the iris and the lens, the result of

old iritis. These adhesions are most evident when the pupil is dilated. .\ similar irregu-

larity sometimes occurs with the pcrsixlciicc (if ii fiiipilldrii nicnilirdiic a conm-nital affection.

Tlie adhesions due to this cause may be distinguished from inllammatorv adhesions bv the
fact thai Ihcy arise from the anterior surlacc of the iris at a slight distance from IIk' pupil
and ri(]| trom I he posterior surface and the extreme edge.

The pupil may also become irregular in slia|)e as the i-esult of iiij/iric^. such as rupture
of the sphincter, and tearing of the root of the iiis tidm its ciliary adhesion (iridodiahsis) :

of dislocalion of the lens ; or of inirtial a<lliei-enci- lo an old perforated corneal ulcer.

II. Irregularities in Movement and Size, liel'ore considering the irregularities in

tlu' moxcmcnis ami si/i- lA' the |ni|iil. it is desirable to remember that its normal si/e varies

dm-ing life. In extreme infancy it is small. It bccoiues larger during young adult and
middle life, and ultimately becomes small again in oM age. It is also, as a general rule,

small in hypermetropic, and large in myopic eyes.
There are also hmr normal i)ui)illarv rellcxes : (i) The light rcllcx : (ii) The rcllex to

accommodation: (iii) The retlcx to sensory st inuilation : (iv) Psychic rellcxes. The
reflexes to light and to acconmiodation are both constrictive, the constriction in accommo-
dation being more in Ihc nature of an associated muscular .id ion. The sensory and psvehic
reflexes are both dilatations, tlie dilatation being caused by cither sudd<-u scnsorv stimuli

or some sudden emotion, such as fright or terror.

The iiatholouical variations in the pupil ma\- be cl.issifn'il as follow.s :
—

1. Losti of Ihc Piij)illiir!i Liglil Hcflcc. either with or without constriction of the jiupil.

but with persistence of the reaction to accommodation, constitutes the .\rg\ll Uoliertson

pupil. It never occurs in healthy individuals, but has been observed most frcijuentlv in

Idhcs ilarsalis. to an extent varying according to different observers from 70 to !Mi |)cr cent

of all the cases. The condition is usually i>ermanent. It also occurs in general /laralifxis

of :hc ifisaiic. The pujjil is constricted in nearly all tabetic cases, and the alfeelion is most

conmionly bilateral.

J. Lo.v.v (if ('(invcrgcnl Accumnnidaiiiin Ilcllcc ami llclcniiini of Ihc l.iglil Hcllc.c. -This
condition is extremely rare, but has been obscrxcd in si/jiliilix. basal /iicningilis. iiii/-lilis,

and tniiiiinr of Ihc corpora (piadrigcinina.
:!. Loss of Ihc Convergence Piipillnri/ lie/Ice ma\' be unilateral or bilateral. It occurs,

rarely, in la'/c^ dorsalin. and after some cast's of diphlheria and alcoholic inlo.vicalion .

4. I.ons III' all Hi lice Movements of the Pupil. —In this condition there is paiaKsis oj' the

sphincter of the pupil and of the ciliary nuisclc. the extrinsic nmsclcs of the eve beiny
unaffected (oph^halmojilcgia interna). The site of the lesion must Ije in the third nerve
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nucleus, and it is most frequently unilateral, thoutjli ficcasionally bilateral. Si/pltilis is

the most fre((ucnt cause. It may also occur after diplillirrid. injur!/. <>^ i" some intracranial

diseases.

5. In the condition in whicli there is a lesion of the o]5tic nerve on one side, between the

chiasma and the fjlobe, there will be, as a result, a loss of direct liiiht reflex in that eye, and

of the consensual light reflex in the o])posite eye.

6. Loss of Senson/ or Pst/cliic Reflc.r occurs in lesions of the dilatator i)U|)illary tract,

such as poroli/sis of the cervicnl .si/tnpntliclic : in which condition it is associated with

slight ptosis of the upper lid. enoiihthalmos. and diminished tension of tlie globe.

7. Abnormal Coiistrictio/i of n Pupil, xfitli liflcnlion of the Light mid Convergent Refiexes,

may occur from abnormal stinudi of the sphincter, or paralysis of the dilatator ]Hii)illa' as

the result of acute encephalitis, intracranial abscess, or groivth. in which the lesion irritates

but does not destroy the centre tor convergence. In all cases of brain disease tlie constriction

is ultimately replaced by dilatation.

8. Abnormal Dilnlalion of the Pnpil. -lith Relenlion of the Light and Coniergent Reflexes,

is met with in cases of stinudation of tlie cervical symjiathetic. tor instance by an aortic

ancnri/sm. It may also be observed in certain mental states, such as epile]>sjj. acute mania,

or catalepsy.

J). Ineqaidili/ in the size of the Papils is observed frctpiciitlv. and may have no ])atho-

logical significance : but pronounced difference in the size of the ])upils is nearly always

symptomatic of some organic lesion. In cases where the abnormal pupil is the smaller,

the condition is usually due to hyperemia of the iris, such as occurs in iritis ; paralysis of

the cervical sympathetic ; or the use of a myotic drug such as physostigmine. In cases

where the abnormal pupil is the larger, the dilatation is usually due to .stinuilation of the

symiKithctic, the use of a mydriatic, paralysis of the fibres of the third nerve, or increased

ocular tension, such as may occur in glaucoma.
In cases of ine(juality of the pupils one may suspect tabes, geneinl paralysis of the

insane, a unilateral lesion of the third nerve or cervical sympathetic, trigeminal neuralgia,

carotid or aortic aneurysm, a unilateral intracranial lesion, or glaucoma.
10. Irregularities in the shape of the piijiils other than those mentioned above may

occur in tabes and various cases of insanity. There is no marked or sharp irregularity, it

only being noticed that the pupil is not circular owing to paralysis of certain fibres of the iris.

11. Uippus.—This term is applied to a condition in which, when both eyes are shaded,

and then illuminated, the pujiils will alternately dilate and contract. It is sometimes associ-

ated with nystagmus, and occurs also in disseminateil sclerosis, and in some cases of brain

tumoar. It is observed most frcciuently when there is a central scotoma in the field of

vision, with some injury to the macular or axial fibres of the optic nerve. It is also conimoii

in alcoholic siibjecls.

12. Parinloxical Papillary Reflex : pupils dilating under the stimulus of light. This

condition is extremely rare, and has only been observed in patients affected with grave
lesions of the central nervous system, usually tabes dorsalis.

IS. Hemianopic Pupillary Reflex : lesions of the brain situated in the optic tract above

the corpora quadrigemina may give rise to partial loss of vision, but will not affect the

pupil-reflex are. For example, a lesion in the right occijiital cortex may give rise to a left

homonymous hemianopsia, but the pu])il will react even when a light is thrown on the blind

side of the retina (see IIk.mi.vnopsi.v. p. ."JOO). In cases, however, where the lesion is situated

in the optic tract below the corpora r|uadrigemina. licmianopsia may also occur, but under

these circumstances no ])U|)illary reflex for light can be obtained on stimulus of the blind

side of the retina, the pupil reacting to light when the opjiosite side of the retina is stimu-

lated. This reaction is termed the liemiopic pujiillary reflex, and is of great value in the

localization of intracranial lesions. Herbert L. Easoii.

PURPURA signifies luemorrliage into the skin. and. according to the size of the

extravasation of blood, the lesions are sjiokeu of as puneta or sjiots. vibices or lines, pete-

chiae or small patches, ccchyinoses or bruises. The lesions cannot be obliterated by pres-

sure with the finger, which distinguishes the effused blood from mere congestion. The

diagnosis of the actual fact of ])urpura is seldom ditlicult : the ])crsistence of the discolora-

tion under pressure dillercntiates it from erythematous lesions, and the colour generally
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serves to distinguish it from pionicntatioii of the skin other than tiuit due to liu-morrhage.
In a case of douht. tlie fact that the lesions i)reseiitly alter in colour and tlien disappear
serves to distinguish i)urpura from cai)illary luevi or from pigmentation of the skin, which

persist. It may be more diflicult, however, to decide what is the nature of the purpura in

anv given case : tlie following is a list of its better-recognized causes :
—

Cvusi'.s oi' I'ciii'iic

1.—Due to Local Injuries:

r'lea-l)ite Blows
Pediculosis Sprains
Leech-bite Rupture of ii iriusilc

•2.—The Effect of Drugs and Poisons :

tlilond livdratcAntipyriri
Iodoform
Iodide of i'citassiuiu

.Sulpliouid

C'opail)a
Relhidonria
Chloral

-In Fevers :

'r_\phus (c\cr

('t'reliri»spiri;il I'l-v t-r

.Sniall-pcix

Pyuinia
.Septieainia
Fuugatiiig c'lulocar-

ditis

Butyl-ehl(ir:il hydrate
Veronal

Jlenury
Arsenic

Quinine
Ergot

General tuliereulosis

Dysentery
Cholera
Yellow lV'\t'r

AVcifs diseasr. or hilious

tvplioicl

Plague

Rupture of a vein, cspteially
a varicose vein.

.Salicylic acid

Potassium chlorate

Diphtheritic antitoxin
Ptomaine
Snake-bite poison.

Remittent fever

.Severe malarial fe\er

Blackwater lever

Measles

I)i|)litiier'ia

Typhoid le\'er

.Scai'let I'eMT,

Bailou s disease.

Ila'tuo|ilij|ia

4.— In association with Jaundice from whatever cause (see Jal ndici:, p.

5. Bright's Disease.

a.—Chronic Alcoholism :

Cirrhosis ni' the il\er
'

Peripheral neuritis

7.—The so-called Blood Diseases :

Sj)lenome(lullar\ k-u- Pernicious alia una
ka'inia Splenic ana'inia

I.ymphade leiik;emia Pseudo-leuka'inia inranlum

I.ymphadenoma Scurvy

S.—In cases of generalized Malignant Disease, cs|iecially

Sarcomatosis
|

t hloroma

!b—Peliosis Rheumatica.
10,—Henoch's Purpura.
11. Purpura Simplex.

_Moi!>us niaeiilosub uf

\Verih..r

:rjt).

I'urpura hainorrliagica Purpura fuhniiians.

.\ nundici- n( the above conditions reipiirc but little discussion, fur if thc\- arc oidv
borne in mind their diagnosis will generally be easy,

Fhii-hilcs arc by far the commonest cause (d' purpura in the out-jiaticnt department
of a hiispital, and they miy sometimes be so lunncrous as to raise a uusleadiiig suspicion
that the jiatient is sulTcring from some serious disease. The relatively small lucmorrhagic
foci, and their prevalence on the parts covered by the clothes rather than upon the hands,

face, or exposed parts of the legs, serve to indicate the diagnosis, even in a severe case.

The conmionest variety oi pediculosis to produce [lurpura is P. carjioris or rrstinirii-

turuin : the circumstances of the case and the distribution of the pm-pnia itself and of the

marks of scratching, jiarticularly in the rcgicuis whcrt' collars and other conslrit'tious in the

dress occur, would indicate the diagnosis.

The ha-mdrrhagc around a leedi-bilc is so t'haraclcristic that, once seen, it caimut be

mistaken f(«' anything else.

Bldus and sjiraiiis. if sullicicntly sc\erc, pinduce purpura even in the licallhy, in wliom
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the history gives the fliagnosis ; it is important to bear in mind, however, that some normal
individuals bruise with such ease that there may be no clear evidence of injury unless care-

ful inquiry is made, when some trivial stumble or knock may be recalled to mind by the

patient. Such easy bruising may also occur in any of the blood diseases. A case of

epilepsy may sometimes come imder observation for multiple bruises siniulatinfj some
other kind of purpura, but due to injuries produced during the attacks, which may them-
selves be unsuspected if they occur during the night. Very extensive purpura on the legs
or other parts has sometimes been produced by multiple self-injury in girls suffering from

hysteria or by inatingerers ; serious organic disease may be feared unless other factors in

the case or the distribution of the purjjura suggests an artificial origin : the haemorrhagic

spots and blotches may be abuiulant on the fronts and sides of the legs, fur instance, and
not down the backs of them ; no known organic purpura has so selective a distribution.

Spontaneous rupture of a muscle leads to extensive purjjurie extravasation of blood,

but the diagnosis is not difficult if the history is clear, and one can often feel the place
where the muscle has given way unless it is too deep-seated to palpate, as in the case of the

plantaris loiigus. which is apt tfi rupture during sudden eiforts such as may be made in

playing tennis or the organ.
The purj)uric (lisciiliiratioii of the skin around i-uriaise veins in the legs, together with

its resultant dark-brown pigmentation, is familiar to all.

As regards drugs, the list above indicates that there are many which may sometimes

produce purpura ; it may be said at once, however, that none do so at all commonly.
Nevertheless the possibility should be borne in mind, and inquiry made as to the remedies

the patient may have been taking. Antidipfitherilic serum and ptomaines merit particular
attention. The commonest eruption resulting from antidiphtheritic serum, or from
other forms of antitoxic horse-serum administered hypodermically. is urticaria ; purpura
is relatively rare : either form occurs as a rule al)out nine or ten days after the scrum has

been given, and is generally associated with lassitude, muscular and joint pains, anorexia,

and more or less ])yrcxia. lasting from a few hours to two or three days. Ptomaine jjoison-

ing is often diflicult to recognize with certainty imless it occurs in epidemic form. It is due

in most cases to the ])roducts of Gaertner's bacillus, and seeing that the blood-serum of

patients affected by this bacterium develops agglutinating powers against it similar to

Widal's reaction for typhoid fever, this serum test should not be omitted : if it proves

positive the diagnosis is clear ; a negative result, however, does not exclude ptomaine
poisoning.

In the majority of iwute fevers, the occurrence of purpura is of prognostic rather than

of diagnostic value ; in diphtheria, for example, even a single well-defined |>urpurie spot
is a sign of grave omen, but it does not assist at all in the diagnosis of the disease, which
has to be recognized upon other grounds. The same ap])lies to measles, scarlet fever, and
so on ; indeed, the only two fevers in which purpura is of essentially diagnostic value are

typhus and eerebrosj)inal fever. The former is now very rare in (ireat Britain. Ijut when
it was common and ty|)hoid fever began to be differentiated from it, the point upon which

greatest stress was laid was that in true typhus or gaol fever there is always more or less

purpura, whereas in typhoid fever all the red sjDots fade upon pressure. It happens occa-

sionally even yet, that typhus fever develops in the poorest parts of cities, and this point
is most useful in distinguishing it from typhoid. In the latter, if flea-bites are excluded,

purpuric spots are exceedingly rare. Cerebrospinal fever jiresents many characters that

arc conmion ti> it and to other forms of acute meningitis : but if with the-i? there is a |iiu--

puric eruption, it is at once differentiated from the others, though the absence of purpura
does not exclude the disease. So characteristic is the purpura in some cases that the

malady has earned the title of spotted fever, which used to occur in widespread epidemics,
and still does in smaller ones from time to time. The diagnosis may be clinched by

bacteriological examination of the cerebrospinal fluid obtained by lumbar puncture.

Small-pox may present cutaneous hemorrhages of three different kinds : there may
be Inemorrhage into the pustules in a late stage, when the diagnosis has already been made
and when the prognosis is not thereby made worse ; there may be lucmorrhage hetn'cen

the pustules, vesicles, or papules, the diagnosis having already been made, in which case

the prognosis is not good : and there may be a h;cmorrhagic eruption either all over the

body or in the bathing-drawers region in the jiroilromal stage of the disease, in which ease
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the i)iiticnt will almost certainly die bcline the true sniall-|i<ix eruption develops, so that

if there is not an epidemic at the time the diagnosis may he exceedingly diUlcMll.

Almost any condition in which there are pyoyenie micro-organisms or I heir toxins

circulating in the blood-stream may be associated with extensive |)urpura. and this applies

to pifivtnid and scjilicii'iiiiii in general. The diagnosis will be eontirmed best by obtaining
cultivations from the blood, though should blood-cultures prove negative septic;emia will

not be excluded necessarily : there will very likely have been rigors, jiyrexia. and oilier sym-

ptoms |(ointing to the nature of the case. Fiiiiiiiiliiio cmhicanUtis is only a variety of

py:enda or septicaniia. Seeing that it is xciy rare to get purpma in association with

chronic valvular disease of the heart if bolli piupura rheumatica and inlective endocarditis

can be excluded. Ibc occurrenee of jiurpura in a heart case i,Fig. 230) may be one ol' the

main syMii>toms indicating that fungating endocarditis has supervened. .So indelinite is

the nomenclature in regard to this disease, that the terms malignant. ulcerati\<-. fmigating.

infected, and inlectiv<' endocarditis are used indiscriminately by different observers to

denote the same condition. The disease may be further indicated by sym|)toms described

on ]i. ;! t. I'i/(inli<ni (dvcdlnris is another seplie inreetion wbieb leads occasionally to <-\ten-

si\<- purpiua and other ha'tnorrhages.

(li'iiriiil liihriiiilosin is not a eonuMou cause of purpura, and yet in a lew instances

extensi\e |iurpui;i has

been the tlisl. and for

the time being I be only,

synijitom of an oliscuri-

illness whii'h has njli-

mately turned out to l)c-

general tuberculosis.
The jiatient has ii<'nerall\

been a child, and lie-

diagnosis has mdy been

pcssible when the couise

of the ease has been

watched. The same may
be said of niiiidiiuildsis

in certain cases, though
this has been in<luded

under a different beadinu
in the above list .

.Jiiiiiiiliff should be

borne in mind as a i-anst'

of purpura, for although
the occurrence of the

latter does not assist in

differentiating one kind

of jaundice from another, one might be misled into diagnosing something more serious than

is necessary if one did not bear in mind that any kind of jaundice may produce purpura.
Moreover, some of these patients may seem to have been grossly ill-treated if one were to

judge only by the ilegree of bruising that may residt from ordinary paljjation : the danger
of fatal ooziTig after operation is always to be remembered when surgical measures are

thought of in a jaundiced subject. Spontaneous luemorrhage into the skin is less eonuuon
here than is ha'morrliage from what otherwise wcinld be trivial causes.

Briglil's (li.sciiKr. particularly the chronic varieties, may produce liaMnorrhage any-
where in the Ijody. I'urpura is not a very conunon form of such haemorrhage, but when
it does occin' it may be extensive. The diagnosis is discussed under Ai.iiiMiNiiu.v (p. (i).

Cliroiiic nlciihofistn. especially if it has already led to either cirrhosis of the liver or to

peripheral neuritis, is occasionally a cause of considerable jjurpura. though the latter is

generally conlined to the legs. i)artieularly to the jjarts below the knees. In many instances

the diagnosis is easy, even if the history is not given with perfect honesty : but consider-

able diflicnlty sonulimcs arises in the case of ladies who have contracted the habit of

secret drinking, their relatives and friends being entirely unaware of it.

F,:,. 2:
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Any of the so-called lilond diseases may present ]nirpura as a prominent symptom,
and in some cases, ])articularly in li/mph(itic lettkceniia in children, extensive jmrpura may
be the first symptom tliat anything is wrong. More often, howeyer, the disease has

already giyen rise to ana-mia or to enlargement of the spleen or lymphatic glands, or to

some other prominent haemorrhage, and the diagnosis has already been made by the time
the purpura superyenes. (See An.emia. p. 20 ; Spleen. Enlargement op the, p. 628 :

and Lymphatic Gland Enlargement, p. 376.)

Scurvi/ in an adult is relatiyely rare, but is sometimes met with in those wlio haye
been obliged by ])ovcrty to liye upon a diet containing no fresh ycgetables ; a man may
try to liyc for a month or more on plain bread, in which case typical scurvy may develop
in him. with the spongy heaping up of the gums both inside and outside the teeth, and
with the knotty ha'morrhagic swellings in the muscles of the calves, as well as purpura.
Children who are fed upon patent foods without sufficient fresh milk, or vegetable food, or

fresh meat, not infrequently develop a milder form of scurvy, with marked tenderness of

the periosteum of the long bones, pasty pallor, mouth bleeding from spongy gums, and

possibly pur])ura : this is infantile scari'n or Barloxv's disease, which should not be

confused, as it is apt to be, with rickets.

Ila'inniiliilia is generally indicated at once by the history of persistent oozing from

slight cuts and scratches, and also by the fact that other members of the family, especially
males, have suffered in a similar way.

Chlornina is a very rare disease, in some ways related to sarcomatosis, and in others

to lymphatic leukaemia ; it produces swellings in connection with the bones, especially of

the head, together with enlargement of the lymphatic, lachrymal and salivary glands ; it

develops in early life, proves slowly fatal, and the diagnosis is confirnied by the green
colour of the new-formed tissue— '

green cancer.' The blood changes are negative.
Peliosis rlierimatiea', or purpura rheumatica. or Sehonlein's disease, was formerly

regarded as related to acute rheumatism : but it is exceedingly rare for a patient affected

by it to present unmistakable signs of valvular heart disease, although there may be a local

systolic bruit at the ini])ulse. The reason why it is thought to be related to acute rheuma-
tism is, that in addition to the extensive puqnira, which comes out in successive crops and

may affect any part of the body, though it is commoner upon the lower limbs than else-

where, there is considerable pain, redness, and swelling of many joints, which may become
affected successively ; the temperature rises during an attack to 103" F. or 104° F., the

throat generally being sore at the same time. It is not impossible that the pm-pura is due
to the absor|)tion of microbes or their toxins from the acute tonsillitis ; but be this as it

may, the diagnosis is not difficult when the puri)ura, the joint i)ains, and the ])yrexia are

present together. The disease is little influenccil by sodium salicylate ; it may be associ-

ated with more or less erythema as well as purpura ; the malady affects young persons,

especially between the ages of ten and thirty, of either sex.

Henocli's purpura is met with chiefly in children (Fig. 157. ]i. 345). and the same

patient may suffer from recurrent attacks, which usually cease at or before puberty. In

addition to lucmorrhages beneath the skin, there is generally some tendency to joint pains
not unlike those of ])eliosis rheumatica. but in addition to this the child is seized with more
or less severe acute abdominal sym|)toms. varying from simple vomiting and stomach-ache
to severe jjrostration with agonizing cramp-like attacks of colic, some of which may be fol-

lowed by the passage of l)lood and nuicus per rectum to such an extent as to sinuilate acute

intussusception ; the abdominal attacks are probably the result of submucous intestinal

luemorrhages. There is every degree of the affection, from mild to very severe, but the

association of the ])urpura with the abdominal attacks in childhood suggests the diagnosis
at once, especially if there has been a similar attack previously. The chief error to avoid

is mistaking for Henoch's purpura that which is really an acute nephritis ; the urine

should be examined periodically for albumin and renal tube-casts, even if there is no

trdema. though the occurrence of blood alone would not be sufficient to indicate acute

nephritis, seeing that lucmorrhage from the kidney may be due to Henoch's purpura itself.

It is only when e\ery precaution has been taken to exclude all the above causes of

purpura that one can be satisfied with any of the remaining three diagnoses, namely pur-

pura simplex (morbus nuieulosus of Werlhof), purpura luemwrliagica. or purj>ura fulminans.
These differ from each other only in degree : broailly speaking, purpura simplex signifies
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liirmorrhasc into the skin only : purpura hinnorrliasica lias, in aildition. iKrniorrhasis
from the nuieous membranes, particularly of the mouth, nose, and bowel, less ((iiniiioiilv

of the urinary passages ; whilst purpura fulminans is the term used to denote a eondition
in which a jicrson may seem ]ierfectly healthy to-day. may be seized with acute jimiiura
and be dead before to-morrow, without developing any other symjjtoms to indicate the
nature of the com])laint. These kinds of purpura have sometimes been spoken of as idio-

|)athic. but they must have some underlying cause, if only it can be found. It is better

probably to label them cases of iiurpura of which the exact cause is not yet known, than
to be content with such a term as purpura simplex, and it is probable tluit if bacterio-

logical examinations were made, a bacterial cause would be discoxcred. particularly in

connection with the tonsils, the gums in states of septic gingivitis or pyorrhiea aheolaris.
the uterus, the bowel, or the cireidating blond itself. Ilcihirl Fniidi

PUS IN THE CHEST- (See Iiikst. I'rs in. p. l(i:j.)

PUS IN THE STOOLS in sullieieut amount to be recognizable by the naked eye.
indicates the rupture ol au abscess info the intestinal tract. The symptom is rare, how-
ever, for even when a large appendicular abscess perforates into the ca'cum. the pus cither

becomes indistinguishable when mixed with the faeces, or unrecognizable on aceomil of

digestion and decomposition. The less the pus is mixed with other intestinal contents,
the nearer to the anus has the site of rupture been : but the diagnosis of the source of the

abscess needs to be determined upon other grounds, particularly the history, and the

results of general physical examination, including that of the rectum and vagina.
Abscesses most a]jt to cause a discharge of pus with the stools arc of the apjjendicular.

choleeystic. |ierinc|ihric. |)soas. pelvic, perigastric, or otlur local |irritiiueal tvpes, and

])yosalpinx.

Microscopicid ipiantitics of pus in the stools may be due to any of the causes alrcadv

mentioned : they may also be derived, not from lesions outside the intestines, but from
affections of the mucous memlirane itself: acute or chronic colitis, with or without ulcera-

tion ; dy.sentery ; cholera : dengue ; nmcous or nuicomembranous colitis ; tuberculous,

typhoidal, malignant, (jr xcnereal ulceration of the bowel. The pus corpuscles may be

recognizable as such under the mieroseoi)e : but it is didicult to determine when the

leucocytes derived from the intestinal catarrh are merely leucocytes in excess, and when
their numbers become sullieieut to merit the term actual jnis. Kxamination with the

sigmoidoscope is sometimes invaluable when the diagnosis has not been decided by other

methods. Ilrrhcit Fi,-iirli.

PUSTULES.—The pustule, one dl the primary cutaneous lesii>ns. is an epidermic
ele\atiou. either unilocular or multilocular. containing a purulent li(iuid, and dilTcring
from a vesicle or a bulla only in the character of its contents. Always a product of in-

flanmiation, it may originate as a pustide or may develo|) from a papule, but much more
often it is a transformed vesicle : if the mctamoriihosis is imperfect the lesion is styled a

papulo-pustule or a vesico-pustule. Fre(|uently the transformation from a papule or a

vesicle is so swift that the true origin of the lesion may esca|)e notice : bnt in such cases it

is usual to lind pajiules or vesicles intermingled with the pustules. The pustular cavity

may be situated in the epidermis, in the derma, or in a follicle : a ])undent accunmlation
hciu'dtli the derma is either an abscess or a gumma. Ejiidermic pustules may be super-
ficial, as in impetigo, or deep, as in the eondition known as ecthyma, which I regard as but

a severe form of impetigo. Dermic pustules, such as the miliary abscesses of new-born
children, arc seldom met with, while foUiciiliir pustules, such as those of sycosis, ari' com-
mon. In idliiKr. ])ustules are usually yellowish or greyish, with a red areola : but wluu
the contents are mixed with blood, the yellow may be tinged with red or brown. If a pus-
tule is punctured or ruptured, the liquid is seen to be more or less turbid and yellowish ;

under the microscope it is found to consist largely of leucocytes and serum as well as cocci.

I'ustules vary greatly in size : small ones may remain of inconsiderable dimensions, or

may become large by excenfrie extension. The prevalent shape is romidish or convex, as

in furuncle and acne : but it may be acuminate, as is fre(|uent in sycosis and eczema, or

Hat anil irregular, as in impetigo and syphilis, while in rare instances, as sometimes in
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scabies, it may be oblong, with a tendency to the hnear form. In variola and the varioli-

form syphilide, the ])iistules may Ije flattened or concave, either because tlie fluid may not

fully distend the cleft in which it lies, or from ilaeeidity of the sac due to commencing
absorption. Pustules may develop slowly, as sometimes occurs in impetigo and in the

pustular syphiloderm ; but as a rule they run a rapid course, and terminate either by rup-
ture—much more often accidental than spontaneous—or by desiccation. In either case,

a yellow, brown, or blackish crust, more or less thick and irregular, is formed ; but if the

termination is by desiccation, tlie crust has a less pronounced coloration, and is friable

instead of firm.

A cutaneous affection in which the pustule plays a leading |)art is imprligo vulgaris
sell contagiosa : usually following slight febrile disturbance, small erythematous spots

appear, on which form vesicles containing a turbid lluid that quickly l)ecomes purulent ;

when the pustules break, as they soon do, they discharge a fluid that dries up (piickly

into scabs that are at first yellowish, and afterwards green. Dotteti about among the

scabs are pustules, which may coalesce so as to form, on rupture, crusts of considerable

size. The eruption may be limited to a few discrete lesions, or may extend over large
areas of the body. In parts where the pustules are exposed to friction, as on the limbs,

they are generally ruptured at an early stage, and a flat irregiflar scab, surrounded by an

areola, forms over them—the condition known as ecthyma. Sometimes the distribution

is annular (impetigo circituita or gi/rata). In the condition known as
iiiii>eliff(>

liiillosii the

lesions are much larger, and are not always transformed into true pustules. With impeti-

ginous eruptions, though not with these alone, eutaueiiiis ilii>fillieriii is sometimes associ-

ated, especially in children. The most typical form of this affection has the appearance of

an impetiginous eczema, associated with conjunctivitis, and occasionally with otorrhoca

and rhinitis. No diphtheritic membrane may be present, and if cutaneous diphtheria is

suspected, the Klebs-Loffler bacillus should be sought for bacteriologically. Sta])hylococci,
or streptococci and staphylococci together, are the organisms generally found in simjile

impetigo, but occasionally other germs produce a precisely similar eruption—the liitrilliis

coli ((inuniinis for exanijile, or the Bacillus pi/oci/aiiciis.

The differences between impetigo vulgaris and Jhlliciiliir inijictigo are well marked.
The latter is [lustular from the beginning, and always situated around a hair-follicle. It

starts as a round pustule, often pierced by a long or coarse hair, and it may be quite small,

or as large as a pea ; the pus collects under the horny layer, which it distends and raises.

The eruption, usually multiple, has no sites of election, but appears wherever a breach in

the horny layer affords entrance to the pyogenic organism. The pustules are more resist-

ant than those of impetigo contagiosa, and are less quick to break. When they rupture,

yellow crusts, smaller and thinner than those of impetigo vulgaris, are formed. The

jnistules of follicular impetigo can hardly be mistaken for those of any other affection.

Tlie other form of impetigo, however, has in rare cases to be diagnosed from pemphigus.
In the latter the lesions start, not as small vesicles but as bulhe. and the fluid they contain

is only sometimes inoculable. Usually, too, there is marked systemic disturbance. But
it is with pustular eczema that impetigo vulgaris is most likely to be confused, especially
when the pustules of the latter condition have run together into a patch. In eczema,

however, the pustules are smaller, fhere are severe itching and burning, there is an in-

flammatory areola around the crusts, which is seldom the case in impetigo vulgaris, and
other deflnitely eczematous lesions will usually be found if sought for carefully, including
infiltration and thickening of the integument.

Like follicular impetigo, si/cnsis I'lilgaris is a sta])hyloeoccie infection. The lesions

begin as ])apules. or as nodules which form roimd tlie hairs—usually of the face, and espe-

cially of the chin, but sometimes attacking tlie eyelirows. eyelashes, and the axillary and

Ijubic regions
—and jiresently develop into pustules, each of them pierced by a hair. As

the result of suppuration, the hairs are loosened, and if one is pulled out, a drop or two of

pus usually exudes. In severe cases the pustules may be packed so closely together as to

form inHltrations, which may fungate. The chief diagnostic features of the affection are

its inflammatory character, its origin in the hair-follicles, and its limitation to the hairy

parts, usually of the face. The differential diagnosis from tinea sycosis has been given
under Fungous Affections of the .Skin (p. 240). Eczema is not limited to the hairy

parts, and if the follicles are involved it is only seeonilarily, nor, as a rule, is the inflammation
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so severe ;is in syeosis vuli;aiis. Of syeosis vulgaris ayaiii. intense iteliinn is nut a
feature. Sonietiines, when tlie sycosis is widely diftiised. tlie ernsts inav liave to lie

removed to elear ii]) the diauiiosis : when this is done, the fnllieular iniplii ation will soon he

perceived. Tertiary syphilitic ulceration is not restricted to the follicles, and behind it

there lies a history of earlier specific lesions, as well as of the iiriniary infection, nnlcss
this should have escapeil notice. Wasserniann"s serum test may be applied.

If there is ever any doubt as between sycosis vuljfaris and acne vulgaris, the presence
of the latter on non-hairy parts shoulil of itself suflice to decide the (picstion. The pustules
of tinic riilgiiris can scarcely, indeed, be confounded with those of anv other affection,

except with the lesions of small-ijox (see below) and those of broniidc and iodide eruptions.
In these driiu eruptions, houcvcr. coniedoiies are absent, the lesions oeeur on any part of
the body, and are j>enerall\ a briyliter rtcl, while the lluid they contain is rather thinner.

Drug eruptions, asain. occur at any time of life, whereas acne vulgaris is cssentiall\ a disease
of puberty. Pustular syphilides nia\- attack any [lart of the bodv. and are aeneraliy
grouperl. which is iiexcr tin' case with the pustules of acne.

A fiiniiiiir is so (liaracteristic that the only lesion from which it can ever re(|uirc
to be dilTcrcntiated is a ((irliii)iclc. The pathological process is the same in both : but
while in furuncle there is but one point of suppuration and opening, in carbuncle there
are several. The only condition from wliicHi a carbimclc has in turn to be diaanosed,
except a fiiriinelc and nialiynant |>iistulc. is diffuse cellulitis, in which tiierc is no eircuni-
seribed outline.

In niiiUs.ii(i>it piisliilr (anthrax), following itching and burning at the site of inoculation,
a li\id red papule appears, on which a bulla or pustule forms (luickly and breaks, drying
up into a black gangrenous eschar. This is fringed with tiny vesicles or pustules, and
surrounded by a broad areola of solid (edematous infiltration, the skin over which is tense
and violaceous. There are constitutional symptoms, with sejitie fever. The diagnosis
rests mainly upon the |)resence of a gangrenous patch surrovmded by infiltration in a

patient whose occupation exposes him to infection with the anthrax liacillus, especially
from cattle, hides, or wool. The organism (I'liite XXI III. p. 014) may be detected without

dillieulty under the microscope. It is a relatively large bacillus which generally forms long
chains and is (Jram-positivc. It is only at tin- outset that the lesion can be mistaken for a
carbuncle. The primary lesion ,,f syphilis can be excluiled by its indolence, and by the
absence of gangrene and of febrile s\niptonis.

In gltintfers. the cutaneous lesions begin as red spots, which pass through the jiapular
and vesicular or liulloiis stage into pustules that give rise to widespread ulceration. The
condition, with its .severe constitutional disturbance and, excej)t in some chronic eases,
the peculiar <lischarge from the nostrils, is usually easy of recognition : and in exceptional
cases in which the <liagnosis is in doubt, recourse should be had to the mallein injeetion
test, or the Hacillii.s iiidlhi may be isolated from the lesions.

In sd-iifidddcnnia (tubercuilides). usually an afleetion of childhood and adolescence,
pustular lesions take the form which lias been styled b\ Diihring the large flat ])ustular,
and the small jnistular .scrofuloderm. The former begins as one or more superficial
indurations which, becoming pustular, extend peripherally and form a fiat, yellowish,
crusted jiustule of considerable size, surrounded by a violaceous areola. Xeiglibouring
]iustules may coalesce. When the crust is removed, a granular scrofulous ulcer is seen.
The small jivistular scrofuloderm is usuall\- a ijajiulo-jiustule rather than a fully-developed
pustule, the pus being frequently limited to the central part of the summit, while the outer

Jiart of the lesion remains hard. The crusting is sometimes a .slow iirocess, which may
occupy several weeks, and when the crust drops off it leaves indelilile sears not unlike
those of variola. The only diseases with which scrofulodermia generally can be confused
are lupus and syphilis. The absence of -apple-jelly" nodules and of infiltration will

distinguish it frcm lu|)us, though the two conditions may co-exist. The .syphilitic ukcr
is met with in adults, and is usually a iiiueli more active process than scrofuloderniia, nor
has the lesion the undermined border which is characteristic of the latter affection.

Concomitant syphilitic signs will usually be present, just as in scrofulodermia there will

generally be other tubercular synijjtonis : \Vassermann"s serum reaction should be tested.
In si/pliUia the inistule is a much less frequent lesion than the papule (ji. UtO). and is

generally found in association with a cachectic state of health. It ajipears in two different
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form-i. the acuminate and the flat pustuhir syiiliiHde. ami in bnth the lesion may be either

small or huge. The smiill aciimindie or miliary syphilide. not usually much larger than a

pinhead. in most instances begins as a papule, and papules will generally be found

intermingled with the pustules. When the crusts into which the pustules dry are

detached, there may be some scarring, or the lesions may leave no trace except stains,

which presently disai)])ear.

The diagnosis of these small acuminate pustides seldom presents any dilliculty : but

it is not so with the hirge acuminate pustules, the acneiform syphilides. which may be

mistaken not only for acne, but also for variola and iodide eruptions. Appearing on a

base which may at first be pink, and afterwards copper, they may be pustular from the

beginning, or may start as vesicles or as ])apules ; they are more or less generalized, about

the size of a pea. disseminated, or grou])ed irregularly, and while they arc i^rcdominantly
acuminate, some of them may be rounded. Some of the jjustules may be dimi)led. and occa-

sionally the majority of them display this character. When the crusts fall oil'. Ijrownish

stains are seen, and there may be slight scarring, which, however, is seldom jiermanent.
The grouping which is characteristic of these pustular syphilides, and the drying-up of

the pus into scabs, are important points in differentiating them from the lesions of acne,

which, further, instead of being generalized, seldom affect parts other than the face, the

back of the neck, the chest, and the back between the shoulders. The comedones of acne

are another distinguishing feature, the eruption is of a more sluggish and chronic character,

and there is no cachexia. The diagnosis as between pustular sy|ihilides and variola is

given below. The ])ustules met with in indie eruptions are seldom either generalized or

profuse.
Sinnll flfil piistiddr siijiliiliilc.i {' impetiginous syphilides ") may begin as such, or may

develop from macules or ])a])ules. They are discrete : but in such regions as the face and

scalp may run together. The eru|)tion is of a generalized character, with a preference for

the genitals, the scalp, and the face. The crusts into which the pustides (piickly dry are

frequently adherent ; beneath them there is superficial ulceration : occasionally they are

surrounded by an areola of the characteristic raw-ham colour. When the eruption is

extensive, the patient is often ansemic and cachectic. The affections from which these

syphilides have to be differentiated are i)Vistular eczema and impetigo. The ulceration

which underlies the crusts in the syphilides is not found in either of those conditions, nor is

itching present as in eczema. In imi)etigo, the pustules most fretiuently alfect the face and

hands, and arc, su]xrheial : and the eruption is mild in character and of shorter duration.

The large flat pustular syphilides {• ecthymatous syphilides') dilt'cr little from the

small ones except in size, and the only lesions with which they are likely to be confused

are those of severe impetigo vulgaris. The diagnosis from that condition must rest upon
the slow development, the greater number of the pustules, the cop]jery areola and base,

the accom])anying cachexia, and the ])igmented scars. But it should be remembered—
and this applies not to pustular syi)hilides only, but to syphilis generally

—that in most

cases a sure diagnosis of syphilis can be made only when all the factors of the case arc taken

into account : the history, character, course and termination of the lesions, and their

reaction to salvarsan, mercury, or arsenic and the iodides. The distinctive characters of

secondary lesions generally are their synnrietry, their co])pcry colour, the positions in

which they occur, their polymorphism, and the absence of itching, together with eidarged

glands, sore throat or tongue. In doidjtful cases the whole cutaneous surface shoidd

be examined for characteristic marks or lesions. If the diagnosis is still uncertain, the

Wassermann test should be ap]jlicd.

Of all diseases of which the pustule is one of the manifestations, suiall-j)ox is that

which presents the greatest ditlieulty in diagnosis. The lesion, occasionally preceded by a

roseolar rash not unlike that of scarlatina, begins as a mere fleck, of pin-head size, flush

with the siufaee and impali)able. In the course of a few hours it swells up into a pink

pai)ule, which can be felt embedded in the skin like a small shot. In a few days,

the ))ai)ule undergoes vacuolation, at the same time getting bigger, and becoming grey and

translucent. So the papule passes into the vesicle, which is loculated, so that if it is

punctured the contained fluid is not entirely discharged. As a rule, the smaller vesicles

are hemispherical, the larger flat-topped, and occasionally the crown is indented. After

about twenty-four hoiirs the contents become tvnbid and the covering didl and whitish.
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mill so the pnsliiNir stauv is iiilcivil
ii|i(,ri. Wliilc llir lesion is iiiiclcruoiim this transition,

the KTcy tnuislncent rentre is encircled at tlic |)cri|)licry of the crown hy a white or vellow
ring. Hy the sixth day from its birth, the lesion luis lieconie yellow lhronuln)ut and the
crown dome-shaped : the pustnle so attains maturity, and if of lull si/c nicasmcs about
three-eiuhths of an inch across, l^m in unmodilicd small -pox. however, the lesions often
fail to reach those dimensions. .\s the pustule develops, the erythematous /.one. tin- areola.
which encircled the papule anil was bi-uest and brightest in the vesicular stajic beiiins to
wane, and has disappeared by the lime the pustule reaches maturilv. This occurs'about
the ninth ila\ . As the pustules dr\ up
or burst, scidis arc lornicd. whicli on

separation leave dark stains, scars and

pits." the number and depth of the

pits usually bcini;- determined by the

severity of the disease. In mild aft.icks

the pustules remain discrete, in scmtc
cases they run lom'ther. conllueni small-

pox (F/o.v. -J.-JT. -JJiS). In bad cases,

lucmorrhaiic takes place into the skin

anil the interior of the pustules. 'I'lic

mucous membranes of the air -|>assai;cs

may be invaded, the extent to which

they are invoKcd beiny determined b\-

their susceptibility rather than \\\ (he

scN-erity of the attack. In modilied small-pox the eruption may resemble that of the
umnodilied disease, as here described, the difterence bcini; that the lesions are less abundant
and are seldom conlluent.

It has been usual in the diai;riosis of small-pox to la\- the chief stress upon the solidity
and hardness of the papule, the mubilication of the vesicle, and the loculation of its cavity :

but in his masterly monoyraph (•The Diaunosis id' Small-pox'"), to which I owe the
followino- description. Kicketts has shown that the distribution of the lesions is of more
diagnostic \alue than their character, as also is it more easily observed. 'J'lic parts most
liable to the eruption are the face and hands : and c]f the two. the face is more liable than
the hands. Xext to the hands in susceptibility come the upper limbs, then the trunk,
then the lower limbs. .\s to the trunk, the rash is thicker behind than in front, and thickest
on the shoulders. Thr incidence is smallest on thei;ieat llexures of the body, while the
extensor snrfaci's of I he limbs, and especially the elbow, rcccixi' a disproportionate share
of the rash. The neck fares belter llian cither the head or the shoulders : the back of it

siillcrs more than the front. On the

Hank the rash is less profuse than on
the adjoiniim parts of the ciiest-wall.

I illicr in front or behind. On the foot.

I he distribution is marked by j;rcat

inconstancy. I'siially the back of the

fool receives more attention than the

sole ; bclwccn the toes, and in the folds

beneath the toes, tlicri- is comparative

immunity : and the parts for which the

eruption shows mosi preference arc the

instep, especially the tendinous ridges

and the bony eminences, the tendo

.\chillis, the balls of the toes, the toe-

pads, and the heels. In the hand, the

|ialm. and especiallv the hollow of it. siillcrs little, and the brunt of the allai-k is borne

b\ the extensor surface : the rash is thickest on tlu- back ol' tlic wrisi and hand, and over
the heads of the metacarpals. To these usual characters the distribulion olTers exceptions,
some of them dillicult of cx|)laiiation : but they are neither so numerous nor so con-

siderable as materially to lessen its diagnostic importance.
The diaunosis of small-pox from chicken-pox -the disease with which il is most often

IJ 30
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confused—and from vaccinia, has been set out under Vi:sicles (p. 757). The eruptions
of measles and of German measles differ from that of small-pox in that, instead of being-

papular, they are macular, and that they never pass into a vesicular or a pustular statje.

In German measles, further, there is enlargement of the posterior cervical glands, which
is never the case in small-pox at an early stage. In scarlatina, the "

strawlicrry tongue
"

is a sign which is (piite differeiit from the condition of the tongue in small-pox. The rose-

red lenticular spots which make U|) the rash of enteric fever are neither so hard nor so

prominent as tlie papules of small-pox. and they ap|)ear chielly on the trunk, and elect

the abdomen and chest rather than the back : the arms and legs, and especially the face,

almost always escape.
If the pink, slightly elevated macules of simple purpura are mistaken for the eruption

of small-pox, the error is soon corrected by the deeper colour which the macules take on ;

nor, even though the macules may become papviles, have the lesions the characteristic

hardness of variolous paf)ules. .Another point of diilerence between simjjle purpura and

small-pox is. that in the former affection the face and trunk are seldom attacked, the sites

of election being the limbs. In erythema multiforme, although the rash makes its chief

attack upon the limbs, it may be widely diHiised and may even invade the face. In such

cases, however, the diffusion will

usually be less general than that of

the variolous eruption, nor is the order

of incidence the same. With the

involution which the erythematous
lesions undergo, the resemblance to

smaIl-])OX ceases. Kven in cases of

;icute feV)rile erythema, in which the

whole cutiuicous surface is covered

liy a profuse eruption, tlie distribution

is (|uite dilTercnt fmrn tliat of the

small-pox eruption.
Confusion between small-pox and

sy|)hilis is much more likely to arise

wlien the .syphilide is pustular than

when it is vesicular or papular. The
erroneous diagnosis may be assisted

by the fever and aching symptoms
which may precede pustular syphilides,

.iiid by the fact that the lesions may
begin as papules. In .syphilis, how-

ever, the constitutional .symptoms are

less severe, the eruption runs a more
indolent course, and appears in suc-

cessive crops, whilst the vesicles which

form on the siunmits of tlic ])apules ha\c' an indurated base. Sometimes, too, the syphilitic

eruption is indifferent in distriliutioii. and often it comprises various types of lesions, even

when it is not distinctly polymurphic. wliereas in small-pox the departure from homo-

geneity is much more limited.

Occasionally, impetigo vulgaris is mistaken for mild modilied small-pox {Fig. -39),

but attention to the points which mark off the former affection from pustular eczema

(see above) should prevent the mistake. Further differentiating features as between

impetigo vulgaris and small-pox arc. that in imj)etig<> there is no fever, and that the lesions

begin as vesicles or bulhe and dry up into Hat yellowish crusts. In those cases of sudden

and acute eczenia which may mimic small-|)OX. guidance is to be found in the small size

and superficiality of the eczematous lesions, and the (cdema and infiltration of the under-

lyins skin. In scabies, again, the vesicles are supcrlicial. burrows will generally be found,

and the heterogeneity of the secondary lesions will aid the diagnosis. In all these affections,

the distribution is (luite different from that of small-pox. the incidence being partial or

patchy. Thus, in impetigo the lesions are frequently confined to the face and extremities,

and if the trunk is invaded, it is the front more than the back, the lower part more than

/-!/• t_';isr lit S.-|.ti.' (Irnii.ililis \Vtulii,'ly (iia

{J'fii't" b>i llr. II. .N. liarie!:, Mjl.ll., Bnsltit.)

.dl^liOX.
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tlif ui)|>or. Ill siMliii-s. fxfi'pt ill cliildrcii, the face escapes, and the ooiniiimuvst sites are

the hands and linniTs. Iinttoeks. and feet.

In Hieketts' experience, no atfectiim, except chicken-pox. is so fre((uently confused

with small-pox as acne viilyaris. in spite of its chronic, afebrile character, and the absence

of subjective symptoms. If. however, the rash is limited to the upper i)art of the body
and a few characteristic acne lesions such as comedones are found, small-pox may be

excluded.

I have seen <Mipaiba eruption mistaken for small-pox. The absence of constitutional

symptoms such as pain in the lumbar rejjion and fever, the mixed character of the lesions,

and the history are the chief points in the diatfnosis.

It is seldom that bromide or iodide eruptions are mistaken for the rash of sniall-pox.

In doubtful eases, atti'ntion must be paid to the lari;er size of tlie pustules, as compared
with those of sinall-pox. and to the symiiicl rical or patchy distribution. Mdlinhii Mnrris.

PYREXIA, PROLONGED. A |.\ rexia ma\ be considered prolonged if it lasts more
than ten ilays. In most eases, no doubt, there arc signs and symptoms, or facts in the

history, whic'h enable one to make a diagnosis before this ; but dilliculties often arise from

the absence of the distinctive characters cd' any one of the diseases conimr)nly accompanied

by such pyrexia. In most cases such a prolmiged pyrexia is the result of one of the

infectious diseases, and it is by a careful consid-ratioii of the more i)robablc among these

that one may often arrive at a delinitc o|)inion. 'I'lie gciirral infertions most likely to give
rise to a long-lasting fc\-cr are :

-

Ty|ilius Irver .Meiiinu'iti-, Miliaria

Typhoid fever Maii^'iiant enilocMnlilis Syphilis

I';n"at\[)Iiiiicl IV\er Septieii-inia from deep-seated Baeilluiia

Medit<Traneaii le\er foci of disease, sueli as : Broncliojuieunionia.
Iiilliieii/.a I'an])yeina. t'crrhral ah-

TiiliiTciilcisis
I

scess. l'vle])lile])itis. or

other form of sui>pm'ation

A high teinperalure cd' \erv long <liiralion occurs ofti'U in connection with (liscasiis

(if llic hliioil iiiiil lildinl-fiiniiiiit: ci'ildiis. siii'li as :
—•

.\<ldis Mi\ aii:emia r^eiik.eriiiii
|

II'K];rI<irrs iliseMse.

It also occurs mni'li more id'ten than has bi'en coniiiionly sup|>oscd in stiiciima anrl

carcinoiiKi of dilferenl organs, and has been c>bsrr\eil In linliosis of the livrr. There are

two other forms of pyrexia which should be borne in mind, namely, a /iniloii^^nl /ji/n\ri<i

occurring in iliililicii. often \ery dillicult to explain : and so-calleil iiciirnlic /ii/rc.iiii^.

Modern ri'seareh has a tendency to rely upon its own methods alone, and to ignore

the older clinical ditierences. Hut this involves a scjiarate investigation for each disease as

it comes to be considered ; anil thus it may happen that one patient may have to undergo,
in addition to a thorough bedside examination of all his organs, a lumbar puncture, and

the removal of lilmid for llie Widal test or for llie eultixation of organisms and these

may have to be re[iealed. .\ full knowk'dge of the history of the illness, of exposure to

infection, and of the clinical changes as far as they are manifested, is desirable in order

that the researches of the bacteriologist may be directed as early as possible Into the right

path.

TfipliHs. -On the score of |)rolongcd jiyrcxia (/''/g. '-'(iS, p. ():iS. anil i-'/g. -Jd!). p. (j;!!)) little

need be said of this fever. The eru]ition is generally distinctive, and shows itself before the

fever has attaincil any duration : but it is callable of being confounded with typhoid fever,

and even with malignant endocarditis. The distinction from typhoid fever Is gi\cn else-

where : and a eonfiislori with malignant endoe.irdll Is Is only possible if the latter should

produce a \ery unifoniily distributed ]ieteehial iruplion over the skin while the eardi.ie

murmur is of slight Intensity : or if a person already the subject of cardiac murmur should

contract typhus, and have an ill-defined eruiition. In either case, if the pyrexia were

prolonged beyond the twelllli or fourt<cnth da\'. t\phus would be unlikely.

Injlueiiza.
—In most cases of inlluen/.a uneomplicated by definite \isceral changes,

such as pnciunonia or gastro-enteritis, the fever is id' short duration. Iiut It Is ollen as long

as a week or ten days, and sometimes three weeks or more (F/g. 'J Id). The longer period.
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accompanied as the fever is by few distinctive signs, is sufficient to lead to a confusion with

typhoid fever, tuberculosis, or malignant endocarditis, either of which may proceed for

two or three weeks, and the last two for many more weeks, without distinctive clinical

signs. The constant presence of influenza amongst us. and the great variety in the

characters it assumes, make it very difficult to cxchide it until jjositive signs of another

complaint have manifested themselves. Equally diilicult. however, is it to prove the

existence of the disease, since the organism. Pfeiffer"s bacillus, is not found easily in the

blood ; and in the jjrolonged cases, the rather striking ))eculiarities of the intense acute

attacks, such as severe pain in the head and back of the eye, and in the lumbar region,

may be absent. The diagnosis can often be made positively only via ejcclusionis. when the

bacteriological tests of typhoid fever and tuberculosis have failed, and if there is an entire

absence of rose .spots, diarrhoea, or enlarged spleen on the one hand, or of pulmonary

symptoms on the other. Especially nuist we bear in mind that an apparent attack of

influenza may only be the pyrexia! efjuivalent of early tuberculous infection, and if at any
time during the illness sputum is available, it sliould be examined for tubercle bacilli.

Fii;. L'lil.—Teinpcniture clKirt iu a |i|iiloMt;c.l i-asf of iiillni'iiz.i in wlii.-li the |iyr(-\in hisli'M a iiiunth : the

diagnosis was coiilirmed by bacteriological detection of rfeitfer's iiitlueiiza b;ic-illi. The case \va.s coiiipliLated

by intlueuzal otitis media iiiid transient cardiac bruits.

Typhoid Fntr should be comparatively easy to diagnose in the present day. A fever

commencing with frontal headache, perhaps with diarrhoea, generally compelling the

patient to lie up in bed by the end of the first week, and showing within the first ten days
rose spots on the abdomen and a slight enlargement of the spleen, while at that time the

temperature is 101" F. or 102" F. in the morning, and 103" F. or more in tl;e evening, and

the pulse is relatively slow, namely from 8(1 to 100 in the minute, should be typhoid fever.

The Widal reaction, thiit is, the agglutination of tyjihoid bacilli by the |)atienfs blood

serum, becomes positive about the tenth or twelfth day. .Ml these signs may fail for a

time : spots may be absent, the bowels iiuiy be persistently consti])ated. enlargement of

the spleen may be diilicult to prove, tlie Widal test may and often does tail. Examinations

of the fa>ces for Eberth"s bacilhis are not easy : but cultivation of the bacillus from the

blood taken from the patienfs vein may yield the bacillus, and this at an earlier date than

the Widal reaction can be obtained. Apart from such cidtivation. the appearance of rose

spots from the sixth to the tenth day, with additions to their number every day for five

or six days, forms perhaps the most conclusive evidence of typlioid fever : anil the

diagnosis based on these grounds should not be upset by one or two failures to get a

positive reaction with the Widal test. This test may retiuire to be made with two or more

strains of ^Zberth"s bacillus, and failing them. )«iratyphoid bacilli should be used. .A.

po.sitive Widal reaction in a case otherwise unlike ty])hoid fever must be accepted with

caution. If a case is devoid of spots, and gives no Widal reaction, the probability of its

being typhoid fever might be asserted from its mode of onset, a characteristic chart of

temperature {Fig. 241), with high readings morning and evening in the middle of the second

week, and ending in twenty to twenty-five days after wide oscillations : and finally, a pulse

always under 100. On the other hand, a pulse of more than 100 does not exclude typhoid,

as it is common enough in the severe adynamic forms. Typhoid fever may be confounded
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with many acute diseases ; as a pnilniiyeii [lyrexia it is especially pulinmiaiy tuberculosis,

malisuaut eiiduearditis. a liniff-lastiny inlluenza. si|itiea'Miie prncesses, and oecasii)nally

tuberculous meningitis which will iii\e dilliculty.

/'('/. -Jll.—Ti':ii|'i-nitiin' .li;irt of :l c;i>^e i>f lyplioiii fi'ver.

I'linilijjilioid FiTcr. -Of this it necii only be said tliat it presents the features of a

benign typhuid fever, in whieh all the distinctive characters are less marked. Like

typhoid, it may be confoimded with a mild long influenza, or with early tuberculosis. Its

recognition dejiends ultimately upon the agglutination of jiaratyphoid bacilli by the

patienfs blood serum.

Fi'i. H {2.—Temperature chart of a case of .MedUerranean fever of uii-Julant ty[ie.

McililcnrincdH Fever is one of the most prolonged of the fevers due to one recognized

micro-organism : for in the imdulant form of the disease successi\-e exacerbations of

pyrexia nuiy carry on tlic illness into the tifteentli or sixteenth week {Fiji. -t-). It
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reseniljlos tyjilioid I'cvei' closely, iiieliiding the enlargenu'iit of tlic .s])Ieen, but is ))roved to

be <liie to infection ^vitb Micnjcocciis nu'litcnsi.s. conveyed, almost invarialily. in goafs milk.

In British practice its occurrence is imlikely. exce|)t in one who has been in the parts of the

world where it is rife— namely, tlie ^Mediterranean coast and islands, whence it has fomid

its way into Spain. Portugal, and other countries, and even to such distant parts as South
Africa. It differs from typhoid fever in the absence of spots and of characteristic diarrhoea,

but as these often fail in typhoid fever the distinction is not always available. However,
the diagnosis can generally be made by the Widal test, since the blood serum will agglu-
tinate the Microcncciis iiwlitcit.si's as early as the fifth day of the disease.

Tiibercutofiis.—The onset of general miliary tuberculosis, or of miliary tulierculosis

of the lung, has often for its only sym])tom a moderate ])yrcxia, with accompanying
physical weakness and anorexia. Such a condition may continue for weeks without any
other sign : the breathing need not be ((uickened. and there may be an entire absence of

abnormal signs in the lungs. The morning temperature is freijuently near the normal,

while the evening temperature alone is high : and it does not as a rule increase to a

maximum and subsequently fall, so as to form the curve which is characteristic of typhoid,
but continues nearly at the same level for long periods. In the absence of sputum the

detection of tubercle bacilli is not available. Tuberculin tests may. however, be tried,

and will probably give positive residts. Of these the most suital)le is the cutaneous tuber-

culin test of von Pircpiet {Pltilc A'A'AT//. ]). 7()8). Tuberculous intection in other localities

may equally, when not accompanied liy striking local signs, and only presenting the jjyrexia,

be taken for tyijhoid lever : for instance, tuberculous disease of the kidney, or |)yelitis. and

especially tuberculous meningitis. Headache and fever occur both in this and in typhoid
and may be for a time the only facts in the case, until in the one case spots or loose nKitions

assert themselves, or, in the other, optic neuritis, convulsions, paralysis, or retracted

abdomen point to a cerebral localization.

Meningitis.
—The duration of a tuberculous meningitis is often three or four weeks,

during which there is pyrexia of moderate, or occasionally of severe type. In the sporadic,
infantile form of cerebrospinal meningitis, first described as posterior basal meningitis, the

fever is often prolonged for five. six. or more weeks. The c<intinuous tem])erature is not

generally very high, but in some cases there are sudden rises to 103 and 1()4\ followed

by a fall to the normal within a few hours {Fig. U'tS, \>. 591). These rises of temperature may
occur daily, or every other day. or more frequently. As. in meningitis, by the time the

pyrexia lias become prolonged the cerebral symptoms, such as drowsiness, coma, and re-

tracted head, are usually pronounced, there is not much dilHculty in locating the disease in

the meninges. To determine whether the inflammation is tuberculous or meningococcal or

of other bacterial origin may re<)uire a lumliar |)uncture ()). :;()4) or blood cultiire.

Infective rir Malignant Knddcarditis may be mentioned next, because for days, weeks,
or months the only jirominent feature may be a continuous pyrexia with evening rises to

101 F.. falling in the morning to 99 or 98'4 F. {Fig. 'ZA'-i). In most cases a cardiac muimur
is present, and then one may. after a certain lajise of time, such as fourteen days, and

Fig. '2i'i.—Temperature cliart of a case of malignant erdocarditls.

excluding the possibility of tyjihoid fever, often make a diagnosis with confidence. This
is confirmeil by the occurrence of other symptoms mentioned on p. 34. An attempt
should be made to obtain an organism from the blood by cultivation, but it is not always
successful. In the early stages the difficulty is not uncommonly increased by the fact

that no murmur can be iicard. in spite of the fact that endocardial changes are i)resent.
The course of some of these cases of infective endocarditis, which may be called chronic.
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is reinai'k;il)ly prolonged, soinetiiues for six. I'iglit. or twelve in:jntlis, witli little variations

in the accompanying conditions. Lona; before that, of course, typhoid fever and tuber-

culosis would have been excluded : and after eiiilit or ten weeks the co-existenee of cardiac

murmur, with uniform prolonged pyrexia, would make the diagnosis certain. Cases in

which the brunt of the disease falls upon the brain may actually have meningitis, as in

pneumococcal cases ; or they may be mistaken for meningitis, or for typhoid fever, or. if

petechia* are present, for typhus. Hut in such instances the illness is generally a short

one. and it would scarcely come into the present category.

Scj)li((fiiiin.
— In any |)rolongcd jnrexia the i)ossibility of a focus of deep-seated

suppuration should be considered. In many situations the focus causes pain which at

once directs allcntion to the origin of the trouble ; but in some cases pain is absent, ami
foci in sonic situations arc habitually ])ainless. The disorders to be thought of are olilis,

abscesses in llic tlininl. n snmtl oiipi/inia. renbrtil ahscess. deep-scaled ^laiididar sappiiridion,

siijijiandiie pi/lcjddehilis. aiipeiiilicitis. pelvic sapi>ar(din)is in women, anil iiitdiilic/d lesions

in the new-borTi infant. If the blood shows a leucocytosis this will be in favour of a

suppurating centre. .\t any rate, it will exclude typhoi<l and miliary tubercuk)sis. Each

possible centre of infection must be called to mind, and the locality concerned nuist be

Fiijyj^i.
—

Teiniipi-.ittire clmrt of a i-n-e of pVitMi.i;!. secoiularv to otitis media
liitfral .sinus ttiroriitiosis, 'J'iiere was a rii^or almost ilailv.

investigated. .Supjiurative pyK plilcbitis. in spite of the extent of the lesions and the size

of the organ concerned, has frequently been overlooked, and has been mistaken for tyjihoid

fever, jjueinnonia. ])critonitis. or apjiendicitis. It is relatively rare, but it is a seipiel of

other suppurative lesions in the altflonien. and should therefore be thought of when

apjiendieitis or other similar affection has been undei' treatment. Rigors are very
incon.stant in diseases of this class : if they occur they compel attention to the possibility
of ])yogenetic centres {Fig. 2 14) ; but their absence must not be allowed to influence one

in the contrary sense. They are most consttmt in visceral py:emia. but this illness is not

generally jirolonged. In some cases the organism is only discovered after repeated cultural

examination t)f the blood, the urine, or even the cerebrospintd fluid. ;m<l it may be foiuid

to be some rarity such as the ghiiidcrs bacillus or a Icptatliri.c bacillus.

Erysipelas, though generally of short duration, sometimes causes pyrexia lasting more
than a fortnight {Fi<>. --'t.")).

Sfipltilis.
—Like other inl'eclions. this has its fevers, both in the secondary stage—

that is. the stage of generalization of the infection—and in the late stages accompanying
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gunimata and otlier local processes. The secondary fever is certainly not present to a
marked degree in most cases : a little feverishness there may be. but it scarcely requires

special mention. Only occasionally is there a really prolonged pyrexia, with decided

evening elevations of temperature. The diagnosis is rarely in question, because the fever

only accompanies the rash and sore throat : and the origin in a local infection is generally
well known. The same help may be with us in the fever attending guinma-formation : but
if the gumma is deep-seated in a viscus such as the liver, even though it should be painful,
and recognized by palpation as an abnormal enlargement or thickening, some hesitation

may be felt as to the diagnosis imless it is remembered that such ))yrexia may be ijresent.

Moreover, a pyrexia of this kinii has occurred in connection with the lesions of the inherited

disease. Syf)hilitic pyrexia is frequently of decided character, with evening elevations

to 103" F. or more, and morning falls nearly to normal, until stopped, as it may be at once,

by the administration of potassiiun iodide. In both these cases the VVassermann reaction

is available to make certain the nature of the infection.

Brotuliopnemnouia.—This may be mentioned because it has sometimes a duration

of many weeks, and during the whole time an oscillating temperature is present. The
local signs are, however, sufficient to explain the presence of fever, and the difficulty lies

only in the fact that a general pulmonary tuberculosis may resemble almost exactly the

more curable bronchoiineumonia of ])neumococcal or streptococcal origin.

DAV OF
DISEASE
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on the iitluT iuiiid, il the Icsi'r cnntiniKs jii spite of i(. iiialaria is excliidcil. Am a(l(i|natc

dose for this jxirpose is ;i or t ijr. every tliree hours, day and nioht. for two or three da\s.

BaciUiirin.—Tliis is usually due to infection of the urinary passafjes witli Bacillus coli

cotntrinnis. The symptoms may be slii>lit or they may be those of cystitis or pyelitis in a
marked deoree (see Bacterilria, p. (1!)) : with these there is a more or less eontinuous

pjTCxia {Fiii- 11)."{. ]). 450). Espeeially in infants they may be few. or none at all ntlier than
the pyrexia, wliieh is variable in decree, aenerally irreuular from day to dav. mav lie accom-

panied by chills and sweatinii. and may last several weeks. Hence in an obscure fever in

infants the mine shouUl be examined carefully.

Aiifpniifi.—The several forms of jjeriiieious. idinpathie. or .\ddisonian an:emia are

frequently accompanied l>v a moderate decree of pyrexia, which may persist for many
weeks {Fig. •JU>). Such an ana'niia niii;ht be the manifestation of tulicrculosis. of infective

endocarditis, or of mali<;iiant urowths : hut an exaniiuation of the blmid with the diseoverv

of poikiloeytosis and a colour-index abo\e unity, the lemon-yellow tint (if the skin in some

^

JM^^!^^
MPulse

r^ V V ^ #.*«'*" <* .' -'- c V ."v •< • - * •:' ~^ if ^ ..' ^' X* ».' ^ -t* <' -' X^A - "

Ft'i. "J It;,
—Cli;ir,icterKtic teriilJfr.uilro cliirt of a 'msc nl |iHi-aii'iou5 aii.iMUia.

eases, and the history, will yenerally determine the diauno>is. tlmuyh the ilitlerentiation

of the particular form of ana-mia may still remain to be considered (see An.k.mia. p. 'H)).

Uddgkiii's ])isc(if<i\— In some, but by no means all. cases of this disease, a very
remarkable form of pyrexia occurs. It consists of alternatinii jieriods of pyrexia and

apyrexia. each of eiaht. ten. or twelve <lays' duration, lastint; in all for six. nine, or twelve

months. Durinj; the jiyrexial jjeriod the tem]ierature. beftinnintt near the normal, becomes

day by day higher and hiijher. till on the fourth or fifth evening it reaches 102 F. or 1().'5 F..

its highest point : it gradually declines during the next four or five days tn the normal :

and then for three or four days it becomes increasingly subnormal till a minimiun is reached.

and from this jjoint there is a gradual return to the normal, when a seconii pyrexial curve

begins (Fig. 'JfT). If the cervical, axillary, or inguinal lymph-glands, apart from <ir in

company with the spleen, are enlarged, and the condition of the blood is normal or

of the simple chlorotic type, the diagnosis of IIodgkin"s disease is safely made. If such a

teniijeratnre is observed without any enlargement of tiie spleen or of the external glands, a

lyniphadenomatous enlargement of the internal glands, bronehial nr mediastinal slmulii
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be suspeetod, and endeavours should be made to demonstrate them by palpation,

lierciission. or .r-rays. I>eucocytosis should be absent ; but its occurrence in a late stasje

of the pyrexia would not militate against the diagnosis.

31 JUf* TO fUCurr 15 l4AuCrST TO *UCLST ?7 gS OUCUST TO SFTTFr Bf glO |ll SnTZMBEi^ TO SErTtw[.£ji^

fiij. "J -17,—Teniiierature chart of a c;i.se of TIoilLrkiti's iliscisf.

Lcukwmia.—Pyrexia is a common occurrence in the different forms of leukaemia.

As a nde the great size of the spleen in one group of eases leads to an easy diagnosis, and
in another group the glands are manifestly enlarged, though acute cases occur in which
these changes do not appear early : in all these forms an examination of the blood will

show the excessive number of leucocytes, of one or other variety (p. 'il-). a sufficient

explanation of the occurrence of pyrexia.

Fig. 24S.—Temperature cliart of a ca^e of sarco:na of the neL'k and media-ttnum.

AVit) Growths.—Xew growths are not accompanied by pyrexia as a rule : but many
exceptions have been recorded, in regard both to sarcoma and to carcinoma. A case of

sarcoma of the neck and mediastinum was accompanied for the four months preceding
death by a pyrexia resembling in its variations from week to week that of Hodgkin's disease

(Fig. 248). and carcinoma has now fre(|uently been known to be accompanied for weeks
or months by fever, especially where there are secondary deposits in the liver (p. 32(i).

The diagnosis is not generally dillieidt : the tumour is in evidence. A ]>oint of importance
is that the pyrexia does not help to distinguish between sy]jhilis and cancer.

Cirrho.iis of tlie Liver.—The diagnostic relations of pyrexia in cirrhosis of the liver

are on the same footing. It occurs in some cases {Fig. 167, p. 371) and is apparently due to

cirrhosis ; perhaps because it is an inflammatory process, or because the cirrliosis is due to

a toxaemia which may raise the temperature. The fact is of interest when we consider that

ascites due to liepatic cirrhosis has often been mistaken for tuberculous peritonitis, and,

perhaps less often, tuberculous peritonitis for cirrhosis. The absence of pyrexia might
possibly be held to exclude tubercidous j)critonitis. but its presence would leave the diagnosis

open, since it might be due tf) eitlier.

The curious ])yrexiul outbursts in ral-bite frtcr are deserilit d on o. .'j!),S. and the long-

continued low fever tA pelUigra on ]). 22.5.

Kewotic Pyrexia.
—This term may be ap[jlied to two classes of case : in one the

mercury is found at extraordinarily high levels at irregular intervals, often at different

levels in dill'erent parts of the body, and falling again rapidly to the normal. This may
be repeated many days, but hardly constitutes prolonged jjyrexia. In the second variety
the patient has a genuine pyrexia, lasting two, three, or more weeks, irregular in the

elevations reached on successive days, but on the whole resembling the pyrexia of sepsis.
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These eases are more often females, and the fever may he assneiateil with symptoms refer-

able to the pelvie organs, or may persist after tlie entire suhsidenee of sneh s\-mptoms. so

that skilled obstetric jjliysicians have been unable to Inid any active local le.si(_>n. The
neurotic origin of such cases may be open to donbt. but it is supported by the varial)ility
of the pyrexia, and by its occasional rapid cessation without adequate explanation, and
without any local change. The diagnosis can only be made as a rule liii orliisioiiis. and
must always lie considered pro\isi(inal as long as there is any ]irobability of an adequate
cause being found.

The Viic.rplaiiicd I'l/irjiii of Cliildrcii.—This form of pyrexia is in a somewhat similar

position to the above. .Ml students of disease in children are faiuiliar with the fact that
in patients under nine or ten years of age a mild pyrexia may occur, lasting two. three, or
fom- months, for which no explanation can be found. Since it arises in (|uile young subjects.
a neurotic origin is not so readily suggested, nor so likely, as in the adult female, and

yet it is possible that .some cases are of this nature. Tuberculosis should be considered

carefully, but is often .safely and rightly excluded. Gastro-intestinal disturbance, such
as eonstii)ation : the imsuitable nature of the food : and acute intoxication from the

alimentary canal, are other possible explanations of some cases. Since the prognosis is

good, it is satisfactory to be able to recognize the clinical condition, even though the causa-
tion is obscure : but the diagnosis can only be established after careful exclusion of typhoid
fever, tuberculosis, and local inllammatory conditions such as otitis, bacilluria. and other
detinite lesions or infections. FreilerUI; Tnnlnr

PYREXIA WITHOUT OBVIOUS CAUSE. From roearehes carried out in trying
to ascertain the mechanism by which the body maintains in health an average temperature
(practically constant) of its-t F.. and the factors that lead in disease, and also even in

health, to a departure from that temperature, a munber of general principles have been
estal)lished. and these must be grasp<'d before we can form a .just estimate of the value of
the reading of the thermometer in diagnosis. W\- nuist brielly state the more imjiortant
of these without discussion.

1. Sdiirccs (if llif Acliitd l'iiiili«lioii iif liiiil in llciillli in order of im])ortance :

((/) .Muscles at work ; (//) (Jands at work : (c) .Ml mincjr tissues in which katabolii- chanues
are pn>eeedi:ig.

J. I'rovisions fur llic Kxciijii' uf Ileal. (<;) Temperature changes in the ;ur. espeeiallv
that expired : {h) l-^scaiie by the skin, radiation, and eva|)oration of sweat : (r) i:sc:ipe

by urine and fa-ces : ((/) Warming of food, and anabolic tissue changes.
."i. Meclniiiisws for Jicgiikiling the Dislribiilioii of Heat S'l'Cralril Localli/.- in) A

main centre for regulating the distribution of the blo(jd. situated in the medulla : (/;)

Subsi<liary centres for the same [Hirpose situated in the cord and (?) elsewhere : (c) 'J'lie

physical properties of the blood, lymph, and tissue juices as regards their circulatory
movements and their capacity for absorbing and retaining heat.

These three belong to the i)rovince of pure experimental ph\ siol(,gy and physics :

we ha\e. then, the further obser\ations shared by physiology and clinical medicine :

4. That the temjjer.it ure in |)erfect health can be raised considerably (at least to 102 F.—
Hill) by strenuous physical exertion : sui-li ele\ations disappear very rapidly, possiblv

with small oscillations.

."). 'i'hat in exhaustion from \iolent elfort or exposure (generallv both, as in shipwrecks
and similar accidents) the temperature can be. and is. \cry dangerously depressed, thi-.

being ])ossibly the sole cause of death.

(i. That in every form of microbic invasion of the body, the temperature mav be
altered. This alteratioti may be produced in .several conceivable ways, e.g., by the direct

action (jf the microbes or their poisons on the .seats of the productiim of heat or on the
centres regulating its distribution, or again by the actioti of the same poisons or mierobes
on the main sources of loss of heat. The exact an<l precise cause is very obscure, though
extremely interesting to the pathologist.

Lastly, as purely clinical observations we ha\e learnt :
—

7. That in order that variations in temperature may kill, or indeed of themselves be
of very serious import, they need to be very extreme (say (i or 7 degrees above or below

normal) or else very prolonged, the necessary ihu-ation \arying with the degree of dejiarture
from the normal.
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8. TliMf in the wards of a hospital where the temperatures are taken and charted at

regular intervals, it is scarcely ])Ossible to find a chart of chronic disease which does not

show some oscillations in temperature, the causes of which are obscure or overlooked.

From these general propositions we may ])ass to the practical value of thermometric
observations in diagnosis. We may again generalize, and say. that standing alone as a

primary and isolated observation, the fact of a disturbance in temperature is of little use ;

but when this observation is controlled by other factors in diagnosis, and we have made a

complete diagnosis of a given disease, we are then in the position of knowing by experience

approximately the course of the temperature for that disease, and we shall get many useful

hints from the thermometer as to complications or the severity of the attack : a point to

which we shall refer presently. Hence, it is useful in our present discussion to divide all

patients into two main grou])s : (I) Tlinse who are xvell enough to visit their doetor. and

(2) Ttiose lcIio ore too ill to do no.

Patients who are well enough to visit their doetor. Inless some special com-

plaint or ijhysical sign soon leads to satisfactory diagnosis. let it be an accepted rule to

take the temperature ; by doing so we shall not infrequently discover, early, a disease

which we might otherwise have overlooked until something or some one else had drawn
attention to it. greatly to our discomfiture and loss of credit. The three most typical
illustrations of this position are perhaps typhoid, phlliisis. and a condition which in our

haste we label
'

Influenza.'

A headache lasting four or five days and associated with some degree of pyrexia, is,

even standing alone, so suspicious of the first, that the ])atient must 1)C ordered to bed to

be watched. A nasty dry cough, with general anaemia, weakness, tiredness, and malaise,

makes us very suspicious of the second, esi)ccially if there is also the slightest alteration in

the breath sounds anywhere. The third is the recently developed refuge of the

diagnostically destitute : it leads to much mortification when suppurating gums or tonsils,

gonococcal discharges, decomposing urine, or other critical points are discovered later : a

position which may be avoided by examining all easily accessible orifices, and if the mouth,
throat, and nose all seem healthy, by labelling the trouble fever of uncertain origin, and

ordering the jjatient to bed. In fact. (/ on ed'atnining llie patient in tlie consulting-room
no cause for the i)!/rc,ria is apparent. I would lay down as a golden rule—licnime tlic palicut
at once from (Iroup 1, and place liim in Group 2 for further critical examination of his or

her person. lil(i<jd. and excreta.

Patients who request their doctor to visit them. It nuist be admitted that in

this group also, pyrexia by itself is not a very strong diagnostic point, for ex liypothesi

the other symptoms are of considerable severity and importance, and therefore point pretty

strongly in some diagnostic direction. Our residuum from Group 1. with a certain

pro])ortion of individuals originally in Group 2. will, however, together make up a by no

means negligiljlc numl)er of jjaticnts in whom the cause of pyrexia is obscure to an ordinary
examination. Mere it is the first rule to examine systematically every orifice of the body
for a jiossible source of trovdile : gums, and especially the roots of the teeth for pyorrha-a.
ears, nose, throat, vagina, reetiun, and urethra : should all these prove healthy, the fingers

and toes nuist be inspected for overlooked sores ; and the bones near joints investigated
for a ))Ossible osteomyelitis.

The Blood.—It is by now almost certain that some clue will have been obtained,

but should none have appeared (in some cases even when a complete diagnosis has been

made) we must now proceed to have the blood examined by the best available scientific

methods : we may by this means prove that the blood itself is at fault, or tliat it contains

some microbes, thus :
—

1. Leueoei/tosis suggests leueocyth;emia jicrhaps. in whicli disease outbreaks of pyrexia
are not imconnnon : or some obscure focus of suppuration : or perhajjs it proves that an

obvious focus requires tb-C surgeon's assistance ; or ])er contra, it provides a sliglit argument

against typhoid or tubercle, and in favour of gross parasitic worms.
2. Piiiltiloci/tosis suggests a severe anaemia, which, like leucocytha;mia, is known to

ha\e pyrexial periods.
:{. M'idal's Test, if positive, practically proves the presence of typhoid.
I. Cultivation of it may prove a microbic invasion, the name and nature of the invader,

and possil)ly tlie point of invasion.
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5. .1//(iv-//r((7(.s//(.s- (pC pnitci/djil Imrii (malarial cir (ithct) may Ix' re (iniii/t'd in (lie Mmxl
uikUi' the miciosciipc.

The Urine may Ix- loviiid to he lliick m- ck-coiiipiisi'd. and tlnis '/nv a clue to tulKicle
of the gcnito-urinary tract, to ralciddiis lr(iul)le, or to H. aili coniiimiiis invasion. It is

well to remember that /}. coh .ivav exist in what otherwise appeals to In- a healthy urine

(p. 12).

The Faeces may yield information : niehena. fatt\- stools, ua.ll-stones, or e\en e<;f:s

of [larasites may Ix- found, thus elearin^ up the cause of an ohseure ))yrexia.
Tests such as Calinette's or von l>in|uets ma\- lie tried for bitciil tubercle, hut the

droppinf; of tnhereuhn into an eye is not without its own risks, and in my opinion liad
better be a\oided, especially as by the time tubercle has caused i)yrexia it has probably
advanced so far as to be discoverable by careful physical examination of the chest.

.Moreover, the test is alleged to be so deliiatc as to discover obsolete tubercle, which is not
tlie cause of the pyrexia, and so may lead one astray.

\\hcn physical examination, clinical methods of in\ esti};atin;,f secretions and excre-
tions, and bacteriological aids have thus all been exhausted, there will still remain
a few rare cases in which the cause of the pyrexia is undiseoverable. The.se arc chielly
abdominal : thus gall-stones and their comiilications. pylephlebitis, ovarian absces.s.
and deep-seated ]jhlcbitis ha\c all presented instances to the writer; but lie knows of
no rules by which such cases can be discovered : time or an auto|)sy can alone clear them
up. .\i)art. however, from such oliscurities, there still remain some interesting and useful
observations to lie made on certain clinical thermonu trie measurements.

PYREXIA OR SUBNORMAL TEMPERATURES IN CHILDREN.

In childien we know that the heat-regulating function, like other ncr\(ius mechanisms,
takes time to develop proper and eomijletc connections with, and control over, subordinate
centres of regulation, whether these be foci of production or surfaces of loss ; hence we are
not surprised, still less alarmed, at temperatures above normal in children which in adults

may have a very dilTcrcnt signiheancc. It is rather the reverse with those below normal,
because we know that the growing child rcipiires very large supplies ol' heat to carry on
the anabolic functions of growth and dc\ clo))mcnt .

Subnormal Temperature. -Suppose we lind a child in this conditiin. the immediate
diagnosis is great exhaustion : such temperatures are generally foun<l in marasniic children
who have been starved, or its c(|uivalent. i.e.. badly fed. orexposeil. Subnormal tempera-
tures are also found in sununer diarrh(ca. or sometimes in conditions associated with
intense pain : also, at an interxal after conxulsions (not inunediately ). and in many other
conditions the dilTerential diagnosis of which will generally be obvious.

Pyrexia, on the other hanil. owns an inlinity of causes, of which we can only glance
at a few xvhich may give rise to trouble in diagnosis.

E.eeilenient. —In children's wards, visiting day almost invarial)lv causes a plentiful

crop of high tcmiieratures. e\en as nuu-h as ]():5 F.. and the jjrivate practitioner has to

remember this when a loving aimt or an injudicious visitor of any sort has come in contact
with his little patient at home. .V iiad night mav easilv send the temperature up to anv
height.

Fehiieiilii- This is merely a Latin name for the fact of pyrexia, but before using the
term let c\cr\ system be examined carefully for signs of disease. It mav be that there is

absolutely nothing else wrong. The following is a useful and ordinary average clinical rule :

for each 1 F. the temjierature rises we may expect the pulse to increase in frequency 10
beats (or in children 1.)) ])er minute, and the respirations 2 to .'! per minute, and if this ratio

is maintained it is fairly safe to say that heart and lungs are neither of them specially threat-

ened, and hence, if lliere he nolliiiig else ti> iillriiel (itteiitimi. il is safe to sa\ that the child is

certainly feserish, and we nuist nurjc and watch it. I ha\<- known a ilclicale boy of!) or 10
thus to ha\<- ;i temperature of Wlo to ](i:!-,'j for three or lour days at .-i lime lor no reason
that I could c\er detect : he ate well, sli'pt well, and lell well ; and this aspect <if alTairs

should be rememlicred. On the other hand, such temporary attacks ol pyrexia max be
aroused by the presence of some micro-organisms which have hitherto cscajjed detection.
but

ijiiii llie pyrexia in itself nothing more can be said. Deep-seated tubercle, perhajis in

internal lymphatic glamls. may he suspected, but it will often be exceedingly dillieull to

settle the diaiiuosis.
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ConvulsiiiDS.—Tlicse iiuist be riMiienibercrl as a jiossible cause of a temperature of even
103° F. if tlie thermometer be used at once.

Specific Zi/motic Disascs.—On discoverinfi a eliilil witli fever, suspicion will naturallv
be aroused tliat one of these troubles is at liaiid. Tlie only tiling to be said liere is : Do
not attempt to <>ive a diagnosis on the thermonufer alone : tlie temjjerature is raised long
before a diagnosis is possible. It is well to note that a temperature of 102 F. only, or

less, is a point in favour of diphtheria against a tonsillitis of other causation, which frequently
has a pyrexia of 104' F. or 105' F. Slight jjyrexia, with headache and vomiting, makes
us suspect tuberculous meningitis, whereas a temperature of 108' F. or 104' F. with similar

associations renders pneumonia jirobable.

IN CHILDREN AND ADULTS.

Here we may draw attention to some of those cases in which the fever of known
average departs from its usual course.

Enipi/ema.
—Suggested by the crisis of a pneumonia followed in a few days by inter-

mittent or remittent fever (Fig. 71, p. 100).

Endncarditis.—Suggested in rheumatism by a temperature of 100' F. to 100-5' F. or

101^ F. following the initial fall from the administration of salicylates ; though the absence
of such pyrexia does not exclude the existence either of endocarditis or of i)ericarditis.

Hfipcrpyrexia.
—Met with in rheiunatism. typhoid, and other septic conditions : its

onset is easy to detect in the latter conditions : in the former, restlessness with less com-

plaint of pain may cause susijicion. The diagnosis must be confirmed by a frecpieney of

registration i)rii|>ortionate to the severity of the initial observation : two-hourly, hourly,
or even (|uarter-hourly observations may be necessary, that treatment may be controlled.

In adtiition to such obvious causes, it nuist be remembered that in cerebral diseases

and injuries of almost any kind, the temperature may rise to most unusual heights ; one
over 10(i' F. almost certainly heralds a fatal event ; the same is sometimes foimd in uncmia.

Attention may be drawn to the fact that malaria is not quite extinct in England, and
a regular succession of pyrexia! attacks at the same time of day suggests this cause,

Sudilcn Drops in Teinprratiire.
—These are met with in many diseases at times,

e.g., tyijhoifl. and the i)atient nuist be examined carefully for other suggestive factors—
blanching, severe aljdominal ])ain. etc., indicative of ha'morrhage, perforation, or other

com|)lication. Do not forget that the crisis in pneiunonia is a great deal more of a crisis

for the patient than it is for his microl)es, and be ready with the appropriate stimulants.

Pyrexia and Malignant Disease.—When the nature of a swelling in the liver or

elsewhere is being considered, the discovery of a temperature liovering about 101' F., or

even higher, does not militate against a malignant growth, for these frequently give rise

to pyrexia {Fig. 145. p. :i2(i). and so. too, but more rarely, may cirrliosis of the liver

(Fig. 167, p. 371).
In the differential diagnosis of cerchrid abscess from iatnoiir it uuist not be overlooked

that a subnormal temperature, contrary to the usual rule of su])|)m-ation, suggests an abscess

rather than tumour.

It is well to bear in miml that after an operation, a few degrees of pyrexia, even for

forty-eight hours, are not a conclusive j)roof of infection of the wound.
When the source of a continued pyrexia is being sought for, the heart must be

examined carefully every day, or even more frequently, for infected endocarditis is by no
means an infrequent residt of gonococcal and other microbic invasions which may be most
difficult to detect. F,-,,/. ,/. Smilh.

PYROSIS.—(Sec HE.MnnrnN. ]). 2!l(i.)

PYURIA.—Pus ap|)ears in the urine in all suppurative conditions alf'eeting the

urinary tract, and occasit)nally from the rupture of an extra-urinary abscess into the

urinary apparatus. It may be present in large or in microscopic quantities : when in

bulk it forms a thick, greyish, tenacious sediment, which mu.st be distinguished from

phosphates and from urates : urates are of a pinkish colour, and will be cleared by heating
the specimen ; jihosphates will be dissolved by the addition of acid, whereas pus will

remain imaltered bv either test.
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In alkaline nriiic. tlic pus tills tend tii run tofiellier into a dense viseid <le|)osit. leaving
the upper layers (if the urine slightly tiubid. Micrnseopically each pus cell is niultinuclear,

rounded, and abiiut twice the size of a red blood-disc. The contents are granular, but the

addition of acid clears the cell and makes the nucleus stand out more distinctly. Urine

containing pus will always contain at least some albumin and frc(|uently epithelial cells

from some part of the urinary tract. If the s|)ecimen containing pus be shaken gently
with ozonie ether, a slight cft'crvcscence will be produced, or if mixed with licpior potassa",

a rojn" jirccipitation occurs.

The following is a elassiflcd list of the causes of pyuria :
—

A). From Diseases of the Urinary Organs.
lieiKil :

Pyelitis

Pyelimepliritis
Heiial abscess

P\'(HieplirOGis
Tulierculosis

Calculus.

{ 'reU-rir :

Calculus.

I '/'iicill :

Cystitis
Tnl)erciilnsis.

Calculus
I'leer -

.Simple
niatnus

Tumour .Slou

pilloma. X'illii

; areinoma
Hiliiar/ia h;rmatct!)i:i

[ehroriic
;icute or

, i;pitheliii-

L;liin^' pa-
covered

4. Proslitlir :

Pnistatitis.
clironie.

.). Vriihriil :

I'retliritis

rlxeal. Se|
.Stricture.

- (inncir-

)tic, (iouty

Hi). From Diseases outside tlie Urinary Organs,
I.cueorrliaa.

Balanitis with phiuiosis.
From the extension of inllamniatory

proecs.ses to the bladder, or the

rupture into the bladder or luetlira
of an abscess siieli as ;- -

Prostatic abscess

Ajipcndieular abscess

Iliac or pelvic abscess

Psoas abscess

Pyosalpinx
Carcinoma oi" the uteiiis. rectum.

ea-cum. sijitiioid. (ir pehic colon

Ulceration of the small intestine—
tidjerculous or dvsenterie.

It is impossible to determine the lesion producing jjus in the urine siin|>ly by the

examination of the latter. Due consideration must be given to the bistory and the other

symptoms of any case, and particular care be taken not to lay too nuich cin])liasis upon
any symptom which may |)oint to a vesical lesion when in realitx' the trouble is in the

kidney. This is jierhaps most likely to occur in a lucmatogenous infection of the kidney

by micro-organisms, in which incrcasetl freiiuencv of micturition is a marked sym|)Com,
wliilst the bladder remains (piite free from disease. Occasionally, after pus has been

present continuously in the urine for some time, it may disajjpear entirely, the change being

accompanied by increase of pain in the side, by an elevation of temjjerature. or enlarge-
ment of the kidney in a case of pyonephrosis, when the obstruction to the How of urine

from that side has become temporarily complete. Very little help is derived from the

character of epithelial cells accompanying pus in the urine. The shapes of the cells of the

renal pelvis, ureter, and deeper layers of the bladfter are sf> nuicli alike, that it is usually

impossible to differentiate them.
Some assistance in the determinatidu <if the uritiin of the pus in the urine may be

gained by instrumental examination :

Bif Cdthcler- \f a catheter be passed and the bladder washed out with clear solution

of boric acitl, it will be founii that the medium is soon rendered clear if the pyuria is of

renal origin, but that it is much more dillicult to obtain a perfectly clear medium if the

bladder is the seat of the suppuration. If the medium is cleared quickly, but yet. after

some ten minutes" retention in the bladder is again found U< be turljid. the pus is almost

certainly descending from the kidnev.

The Cystoscope.
—^Inch more certain evidence is gained. liowe\cr. by a careful cysto-

scopic examination. By this means it can be determined in the great majority of cases

if the bladder is infected or if any ulceration is present. In a few cases the bladder may
be so affected that only a small dilatation is allowed, or bleeding is jjroduced so easily that

cystoscopy is rendered futile ; in these cases there will be little need for an inspection of

the bladder. If the bladder be found to be normal, evidence of a snpi)Urative lesion in the

kidney may be obtained from tlie a])pearance of the ureteric oriliccs or by the variations

in the character of the uiiiiar\ cHlux from them. Instead of the normal forcible How of
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clear urine from each orifice, mixing with the medium in tlie bladder in a characteristic

swirl, urine containing pus may be seen emitted, appearing in the field as a small smoky
pulT from the orifice (Plate AT. Fig. B. ]>. 282): jjieces of mueo-pus may be seen to pass
from the orifice, or the turbid urine nvAy be seen to leave the orifice in a gentle trickle

instead of a jet if the renal secreting function is impaired or if renal dilatation is jiresent.

Apart from the alterations in the iirinary cttlux from an orifice, the actual ap]>earan?e
of the orifice may show changes which indicate renal disease. Thus, in pyelitis, the margins
of the orifice are slightly a-dematous and congested, and api)ear to pout into the bladder

(Plate AT', Fig. V. jt. 282): the nmcous membrane of the bladder, immediately below and
internal to the orifice, is frequently congested or gramdar from the effect of the altered

urinary flow upon it. If the renal pelvis and ureter are dilated, the orifice is usually

elongated and patulous, whilst in tubercle or in diseases in which the ureter is thickened,

the wliole ureteric orifice is drawn upwards and outwards from its normal situation (Plate

AT, Fig. I). )). 282). and is seen at the apex f)f a conical retracted area in the bladder base.

PYURIA CAUSED BY DISEASES OF THE URINARY ORGANS.

Renal Disease. Di.iease.s of inflammatory origin.

P/felilis and pi/elonepiiritis may arise as an ascending infection from the lower urinary
tract, especially when there is some obstruction to the normal passage of urine. Thus it

is couuiion in ca.ses of prostatic enlargement and stricture. Wlien cystitis is present, it is

usually bilateral, although one kidney may show much more advanced disease than the

other. .Any growth or lesion in the bladder which is accom])anicd by suppiuativc infection,

and which invohes the ureteric orifice, such as vesical epithelioma, or the direct involve-

ment of one or both ureters in the spread of uterine cancer, may set up pyelitis in the kidney,
the infection ascending either by the ureter or by the peri-ureteric lympliatics.

In this group of cases the primary cause of the disease has usually advanced to a

sulficiently late stage to be obvious, and the symptoms of suppurative ascending infection

of the renal pelvis or renal tissues are usually overshadowed by the symj)toms of the disease

causing the obstruction, .\ching in the loin, rigors or raised tem])erature. tenderness on

deep palpation in the renal area, or actual renal enlargement, are usually indicative of renal

infection. The urine is often increased in iiuantity, of low specific gravity, and the daily
excretif)n of solids is lessened : the skin is dry and harsh and the tongue glazed.

I'yelitis and ])yelonephritis may also arise as an infection of the kidney apart from

any other disease in the genito-urinary organs. Infection is conveyed to the kidney by
the blood-stream (hicmatogenous form), and is not uncommon in acute fevers, or with

mild forms of supjjuration in other parts of the body, or in association with pregnancy.
Ill the less acute forms a pyelitis may result, as in tyjihoid fever, but in most cases the

iia-matogenous infection produces first a suppurative process in the renal parenchyma,
from which infection spreads to the calices and pelvis. This form of di.sease has been

shown by recent work to be due most fretjuently to the colon bacillus in association with

aflcctious of the intestinal canal, less frequently to the staphylococcus, streptococcus,

pneumoeoccus, typhoid bacillus, or bacillus proteus. The renal pyelitis which ensues when
a calculus has ulcerated into the renal pelvis is truly a lucmatogenous infection.

Acute haeniatogenous infection of the renal pelvis without involvement of the renal

parencyhma usually begins with slight rigors, tenderness in the loin, and increased frequency
of micturition. The urine is faintly turbid and opalescent, does not settle to a pronounced
sediment, but remains of a sheeny a])pearance. It contains numerous bacteria, a little

pus. and a little albumin. When the infection first attacks the renal ])arenehyma as well

as the ])elvis, the symptoms are much more severe, and the patient may become iincmic

rapidly. In the less acute cases, small foci of siqipuration occur, wliich coalesce to form

an (ibsrc.sa, with the general symptoms of suppuration. Keiial abscess may also result

from injury when an effusion of blood in the renal tissues becomes infected by ])yogenic

micro-organisms, or by the breaking down of a renal infarct.

Pyonephrosis
—or dilatation of the pelvis and calices of the kidney with pus and

urine—is caused when suppuration has occurred in a kidney which is at the same time ,

subjected to some form of obstruction to the normal passage of urine. Pyonephrosis is

caused most commonly by renal calculus or tuberculosis, but is by no means uncommon
with a chronic cystitis, complicating urinary obstruction from an enlarged jirostate or
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stricture. Carciii(iniati)us ulii lation ali't-i-tinfi a iirclcrii- (irifii-i-. citlii-r primary in the

bladder or liy direct extension of uterine cancer, is also a coTn|(arativcly common cause of

pyoneplirosis. In contradistinction to suppurative pyelonephritis, the symptoms of Jiyo-

nephrosis are less severe : at first Ihey arc those of the obstructive lesion causing the disease,

to which arc added the general symptoms ol' svip|)uration. Pyonephrosis causes a renal

tumour of variable size, whilst in the same patient distinct intcriuittence in size may be

observed, a decrease being associated with the discharge of a larger amount of jtus in the

urine. In pyonephrosis due to calculous disease the urine may contain a large amount of pus.

but there may be no lumbar pain suggesting a renal stone. In these cases a large calculus will

usually be found in the renal pelvis, and will be shcnvn on .y-ray examination (F(^. 188. p. "iTO).

The urine in suppurative ilisease of the kidney and its pelvis requires careful examina-

tion. It may be normal with a localized cortical renal abscess or with closed ]}yonephrosis ;

in all other lesions it contains pus and micro-organisms. If the pus-cells are found in the

form of casts of the renal tubules, infection of the renal parenchyma is ])resent. whilst in

this latter the albumin in the urine is in excess of that due to thi- pus present. Polyuria,

with a diniinution of the total solids of the urine in a daily examination, is commonly
present in inllammatory lesions of the renal tissue.

lieniil Tiihcrciiliisi.s. The miliary form of tuberculosis occurs in children as part of

a general dissemination of tubercle, and causes no urinary symptoms. 'I'he kidney is.

however, attacked not itifreijuently by primary tuberculous infection, beginning as a

unilateral deposit of small tuberculous nodules. These enlarge and coalesce to form a

caseating area, which eventually opens into the renal pelvis by direct ulceration of a calyx
to discharge its contents by the mine, when the lining niembranc of the renal pelvis and

ureter become infected with tubercle and thickened by subnuieous inliltration. .\t first,

before ulceration into the renal ])clvis has occurred, the symptoms of the disease arc very-

slight ; there may be aching pain in the loin and slight albuminuria, but as soon as the

renal pelvis is involved. m<irc marked symptoms oci'ur- inchiding ])ersistcnt jiyuria.

lumbar aching, increased frc(|uencv of micturition, and polyuria. The mine is pale, of

low specific gravity, and of ojjalesccnt turbidit\ : by careful exiunination after centri-

fuging, the tubercle bacillus is iisuall\ found. .\ small amount of blood is generally

present. The increased fre()Uency of micturition occurs Ijcforc any descending vesical

infection has occurred, and this symptom, accompanied l)y pyuria, has fretiuently given
rise to a diagnosis of vesical discasi. The occurrence in a young adult patient of persistent

pyuria which is not due to gonorrhoa. injury, or stone, should always be looked upon with

grave suspicion, and a careful search made for the tubercle bacillus : should this not lie

found by the microscope, inoculation experiments into guinea-pigs should be conducted.

A careful examination of the bladder should also be made by the eystoseope. when early

vesical tuberculosis may be seen {I'Uilc A'l'. Fis,. E, p. 1S2). or the characteristic changes
in the ureteric orifice may show the presence of renal infection {Plalc XI'. Fig. D). Uy
digital examination per rectum, the lower end of the ureter may be felt to bi' thickened

and rigid in renal tuberculosis.

Henal tuberculosis is often confoumled with itiiiil stmn-. and the colic which is usually

associated with stone may be i>rescnt in tuberculosis if a piece of caseous debris be passed
down the ureter. .\ skiagraphic shadow of a calculus shows well-delined margins (Fi<>. ^^.i^',.

p. 27il)- "'ifi^'is a tuberculous focus in the kidney may give rise to a faint, blurred, indistinct

shadow in the renal area (/•'/£. 13t. p. 'JSO). The i)rescncc of tubercle bacilli will, however,

determine the existence of tuberculosis, whilst tuberculous lesions elsewhere in the body,
most fre(|uently in the testes. ))rostatc. or vcsicuke scminalcs. may also serve to confirm

the diagnosis.
The sym[)toms of renal calculus \ary with the position of the stone and the changes

that have taken place in the kidney in consc(|Ucnce of its presence. It may Ije situated

in the renal iiarenchyma. and cause no symptoms beyond lumbar aching : or in the renal

pelvis, when, if movable, it may cause acute renal colic, due citlu-r to the attempted ])assage

of the stone by the pelvic outlet or to the increased intrarenal pressure from blockage of

the ureter. So long as the kidney remains aseptic the urine contains only a microscopic

trace of lilood ; but if it becomes infected with micro-organisms, pyelitis, pyelonephritis,

or pyonephrosis may result, with their attendant symptoms. Pus only occurs in the urine

in a case of renal stone when infection of the kidney has occurred.

D
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Ureteric Calculus.—A small renal calculus may become imijacted duiiuir its passage
aloni> the ureter, and may cause some dilTiculty in diagnosis. The usual situations of the

obstructed calculus are in the upper few inches of the ureter, at the pelvic brim, or at the

vesical end of the tube : in most cases the previous history of renal colic and symi)toms
of renal stone will be sufficient to indicate its partial ureteric descent. A calculus may,
however, be present in the ujjper end of the ureter or at the pehic brim, and give very few

symptoms beyond a fixed pain in the course of the ureter ; in the latter situation it has

frequently been mistaken for ovarian pain or for chronic appendicitis. If the stone blocks

the ureter completely, the kidney of the same side—in the absence of septic infection—
becomes functionless and atroiihies ; but if the calculus only partially occludes the huiien

of the tul)e. renal distention will occur, with resulting uro- or pyo-nephrosis. If. however,
the calculus becomes impacted in the vesical segment of the ureter, a train of symptoms
occurs sinudating vesical stone or vesical tuberculosis ; namely, increased frequency of

micturition, |)enile pain following micturition, and often a small amoimt of blood and pus
in the urine, in addition to the aching pain in the loin. A ureteric calculus impacted in

this situation may often be felt in the ureter ujjon a rectal or vaginal examination ; it may
be demonstrated by the .r-rays (Fig. 192, p. 455) : whilst the changes seen around the

ureteric orifice, and the absence of a vesical lesion on cystoscopic examination, will confirm

the diagnosis.
Vesical Diseases.—Pyuria may occur in any lesion of the bladder which is associated

with intlanunatory changes. The fact that urine is retained in the bladder renders the

latter much more liable to septic infection, so that cystitis is common with urethral stricture

or prostatic obstruction. Any ulceration of the bladder, tuberculous or malignant, is

also accompanied by inflammatory changes, when pus will be present in the urine.

Cystitis may be acute or chronic, and the essential factor of either form is the infection

of tlie Ijladder by some micro-organism ; any agent which produces either congestion of

the bladder or retention of urine, acts as a predisposing cause.

With acute cystitis the mucous membrane of the bladfler becomes oedematous and

highly congested, and epithelial desquamation and formation of pus ra])idly follow.

Haemorrhage may occur from the congested nuicosa, or small abscesses develop in it and

rupture into the bladder, to leave small areas of idceration. In severe cases, patches of

the mucous membrane may become gangrenous. The symptoms of acute cystitis are

usually distinct i\e : freciuent and painful micturition, elevation of temperature, pain in

the ])erineuin and suprajjubic area, with the presence of pus and blood in the urine, which
is commonly of an acid reaction. Usually, some distinct cause for the onset of acute

cystitis is apparent, such as some form of acute urethritis or of previous instrumentation,

and there is little difliculty in the diagnosis. The same symptoms are, however, prtxlueed

by an acute inflammation of the prostate which, in nearly all eases, is preceded by acute

urethritis ; the presence of swelling of the gland, and acute pain on rectal palpation, will

determine the presence of prostatic inflanunation.

Climiiic cystitis may succeed acute. The sym])toms arc less niark<il. but increased

frequency of micturition is always present. The urine is alkaline, contains pus and nuicus,

and the disease is conmionly associated with some form of urinary obstruction, or with

retention or incontinence due to some nervous disease, such as tabes dorsalis or transverse

myelitis. The possibility of retroversion of a gravid uterus should not be overlooked.

The association of pyuria and increased frequency of micturition, which is present in chronic

cystitis, must he distinguislied carefully from that due to pyelitis or ]jyelone]jhritis, for

increased frequency of mictmition may be present without any vesical infection. In renal

pyelitis, the urine is usually acid in reaction, jjale in colour, and shows a general turbidity,

with little inclination tf>wards a deposit at the bottom of a s])eeimen. The mine of chronic

cystitis is alkaline, and rapidly deposits a greyish sediment of pus. In pyelitis and

])yelone])hritis, the urine contains more albumin than the pus would accoimt for. and on

microscopic examination renal or pus casts are frequently found, whereas in cystitis the

albumin is less, and ^•esical cellular elements are present, without casts unless the kidneys
are affected also. Further evidence may be obtained by the use of the cystnscope. In

cystitis the bladder wall is trabeculated and the mucous membrane thickened ; it has lost

the normal iridescent appearance, and the vessels of the mucous membrane are obscured.

With pyelitis, the bkulder wall is normal, but the ureteric orifice of the affected side shows
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tlic tliicki-'iu'd 1)1- pontiriu lips anil slinlitly raised area of tliickrncil mucous uu-uiliiane

wliilst tlio uriiR- flowini; t'nini tlie (irilict- may be seen t(i he turbid or In eoutain small

particles of muco-])iis.

Chronic cystitis may be simulated by an intlaiiunation oC the posterior urethra. In

such a case there is almost always a history of urethral itdeetion. and the diagnosis can be
made by >irethral initiation. The jjatient is directcil lo retain his urine for some three

hours, and after irrigating the anterior urethra as far as the eom]jressor muscle with sterile

water or boric acid lotion, the urine is passed into two glasses. With posterior urethritis,

the urine contained in the first specimen will contain shreds of mucD-pus. whilst that of the
second specimen is clear : whereas, with cvstitis. the second specimen will be as turbid as.

or even more turbid than, the first.

Tnberciihnia ci/slitis occurs usually in >dung adults. The characteristic symptoms
are increased fre<|ueney of micturition during both day an<l night, pyuria, with pricking
pain in the glans penis at the end of micturition, and the appearance of a few drops of l)lood

in the last drops of urine. The same syni|)toms are often jjresent with vesical calculus
and with vesical epithelioma, when ulceration has taken place. J'csiral ralciihis is usually
present in older ])atients. and during the early part of the illness, before cystitis has set

in, the calculus only gi\cs rise to penile pain and desire to micturate during movement.
When cystitis supervenes, the frequenc\ of micturition will be marked during both day
and night. Ccs/iv// I'liitliilitinid also occurs in older jjaticnts. and when ulcerated mav
cause haniaturia : fre(juenlly the diagnosis may be made by j)alpation per rectum of an
indurated area in the bladder base, or of some tnlarged glands in the pehic lymphatic
space. Tuberculous cystitis in the early stages, when the disease is characterized by the

deposition of greyish tubercles in the submucous coat of the bladder, may give rise to
increased frei|uency of mictmition without other symptoms, but in the progressive advance
of the disease the tubercles enlarge, coalesce, and illeeralr on the surface, by which lime

pus and blood will be present in the urine. an<l tubercle bacilli should be found. It may be
taken as a general rule that in any patient of young adult life with increased frequency of
micturition and ])yuria. a careful search should be made for tubercle l)acilli in the urine,
and for other tuberculous lesions, esijceially in the testes, prostate, or vesiculie seminales.

Tuberculous cystitis is much less often a ])rimary disease than secondary to other
lesions in the genito-urinary apparatus most connnoidy to tuberculous <lisease of one

kidney, when, after the primary focus has ruptured into the renal peh is. the lining mem-
branes of the latter, of the ureter and of the bladder become affected successively. The
diagnosis between ])rimary renal and primary \esieal tuberculosis is very often difhcult,
for when the renal focus has ulcerated into the pelvis, and descending infection has com-
menced, the symptoms of the two affections are very similar. Thus, with renal disease,

jjersistent pyuria, increased freciuency of micturition, and penile ])ain at the termination
of urination, may be present before the bUulder shows any sign of disease : bloo<l is usually
present in small quantity in the urine, but its amount is not so definitely greater in the
urine passed at the end of micturition as is the case in vesical disease. In renal tuberculosis
there may be tenderness in the loin, the kidney is usually enlarged, and the lower end of
the ureter can be felt distinctly thickened u|)on rectal or vaginal examination. The (wo
conditions can usually be diagnosed by a careful cysto.scopic examination. In vesical

tuberculosis the deposition of submucous tubercles, together with the shalkjw ulceration
in the bladder nuicous membrane, may be .seen (PMe A'C. Fia, E. p. 2S2). whilst in renal

tuberculosis, changes may be seen in the ureteric orifice of the affected side (Plate AT. Fiff.

D). .\t first the orifice becomes thickened, (edematous, and slightly patulous ; but later it is

rigid and patent, or drawn up by the shortening of the ureter to occupy a position abo\e
and outside the normal situation in the trigonal area of the bladder, or drawn u]> to the apex
of a conical retraction of the bladder base. When tuberculous cystitis is secondary to lesions

in the testes. i)rostate. or vesicles, the disease conunonly begins in the epididymis of one side,

and spreads to the vesicle or jjrostate. whence a focus may directly ulcerate into the bladder.
The ]jatient will first notice increased frequency of micturition and vesical pain, followed

by an attack of ha-maturia when actual ulceration into the bladder base occurs ; tlie

formation of a tuijerculous ulcer in the bladder leads to pyuria and the other symptoms
mentioned above. This sequence is by no means uncomuKJU : the history of testicular

disease and the evidence obtained by rectal exann'nation will serve to indicate the nature
of the condition.
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Vesicnl calculus may give rise to ])yuria when it is accompanied by cystitis, but may
be present a long time before any inflammatory infection occurs. When cystitis is present,
the urine sliows no features wliicli will distinguish it from that of patients suffering from
some other form of cystitis, except that there may be a constant presence of crystals, or an
increased amount of blood after exercise. The constant symjjtoms of vesical calculus are

vesical irritability during the day time, penile ])ain after micturition, and hieniaturia,

especially after any exercise. If a calculus in the bladder is sus])cctcd. examination by
the ,i-rays {Fig. 135. p. 2^2), a sound, or the cystoscope. will reveal it : the cystoscoj)e may
detect a stone that is in a diverticulum, jjartially encysted or lying in the pouch behind an

enlarged prostate, where it may easily be overlooked in searching the interior of the bladder

with a sound.

I'Iceralion of the bladder, apart from tuberculosis and epithelioma, may occur as a

simple ulcer, consecutive to chronic cystitis, or as the result of injury. A single non-tuber-

cidous ulcer, similar to gastric ulcer, has been described as occiuring in young adults in

the neighbourhood of the ureteric orifices, causing ha-maturia and painful frequent
micturition. Later, the surface fif the ulcer becomes encrusted with phosphatic material,

when the urine contains niuco-pus. and often small Hakes of plK)S])hatic debris from the

surface of the ulcer. This single idcer is rare, and can only be diagnosed by the use of the

cystoscope. Ulceration may also occur in the bladder as a result of severe cystitis, when
necrosis has occurred in the mucous membrane. This condition is iiresent occasionally in

a case of obstinate cystitis, giving rise to painful and frequent micturition, and may be

diagnosed by means of the cystoscope. Both the simple and the cf)nseeutlve ulcer must
be differentiated from tuberculous ulceration of the bladder ; in the latter, hiemorrhage is

usually sllglit. and occurs at the termination of nilcturitlon : tubercle bacilli may be found

In the urine, or other deposits of tubercle found in the epididymis, prostate, or seminal

vesicles. The cystoscopic ap|)earance of tubercidous disease, and Its more generalized
distrlljution in the vesical wall, will afford the strongest evidence in the diagnosis.

Malignant ulceration of the lAadder occurs In two distinct forms : ((/) The Inliltrating

epithelioma : (h) 'i'he villus-covercd carcinoma.

(a). The infiUrating varieti/ occurs as an ulcer, with raised edges and imeven necrotic

surface, usually at the base of the bladder. It is usually met with In men over fifty years
of age, causing increased frequency in micturition, pain at the glans penis following
micturition, with blood and pus In the urine. The bladder-wall in the vicinity of the

ulcer Is densely infiltrated, and frequently can be felt on digital examination ])er rectum,

whilst at the same time tlie lym])liatic glands In the pelvic s|)acc may be felt to be

enlarged.

(Ij). The villus-covercd carcinoma of the bladder is not uncommon, and gives rise to

Irregular ])rofuse luemorrhages. The tumour Is attached to the bladder by a broad jiediele,

or may be entirely sessile and covered by blunt villi, presenting a coarsely mammlllated

surface. It occurs in elderly patients, and the tumours are frequently multiple. The
surface is often necrotic, giving rise to pyuria. The diagnosis Is not dilficult, the frequently

recurring ha-morrhages In the urine, associated with increased fretiuenev of micturition,

pain, and ]jyurla in an elderly patient, being fairly distinctive. Not uncommonly there is

unilateral renal aching from the interference, by the position of the growth, with the flow

of urine from one ureteric orifice, so that renal disease may be suspected : but in all eases

a careful cyst(>scoi)lc examination will show the nature of the disease. DItliculty may be

experienced in obtaining a satisfactorily clear medium for a cystoscopic view, but in most

cases this can be accomplished by gentle manipulations, or by the use of a styptic such as

adrenalin 1-1000, or silver nitrate 1-1000. Diflieulty may be found in distinguishing

cystoscopically between a benign papilloma and villus-covered pedimculated carcinoma :

but the broad attachment of the latter to the bladder, the stunted villi covering it, and
the multiplicity of the tumours, will be signs of malignant disease (Plate Xl'I. Fig. F. p, 284).

In rare instances a heiiigii papillouia may begin to slough on the surface, or may be accom-

panied by cystitis, when pyuria will be jjresent. .\ cystoscopic examination will reveal

the diagnosis. Mleroscfipical cxaniination of the urinary deposit may show distinctive

fragments of new growth.
Bilharzia hcematohia may cause pus in the urine in advanced cases. When the small

nodules in the submucous tissues {Plate Xl'I. Fig. K, p. 2.S4) of the bladder ulcerate, small
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fiincatinti; masses are found in the bladder. The typieal ova in tlie urine (Fig. 2(i, p. 7!t),

in addition to pus and blood, will be found on microseopical examination of the urinary
sediment.

Urethral Causes.—.\ny eondition which sets up a jiurulent urethritis will cause

pyuria. If the urethritis is recent or profuse, the local eondition will be enough to indicate

the diagnosis, but it nuist be remembered that cystitis may complicate a case of urethritis

by direct backward infection. If. in addition to urethral discharge, there is increased

<lesire to urinate, suprajjubic pain, or hainaturia. acute cystitis is probably present. The
anterior urethra should be irrigated well with sterile water or boric acid lotion, and the

patient then directed to pass urine into two glasses. If the first portion passed contains

pus and the second is clear, infection is present in the postt'rior urelhia and not in the

bladder, but if both specimens are turbid with jnis. cystitis is present.
The ousel of acute prostatitis complicating urethritis gives rise to increased desire

to micturate, and [jcrineal and suprapubic pain, in addition to pyuria, or may cause
retention of urine. Digital examination of the jjrostatc. per rectum, will show the prostate
to be enlarged, and \ cry painful.

A small amount of pus may be |)rcscnt in the urine in <-ascs of chrnnie urethritis which
i.s not sullieicnt to cause any \isible discharge from the meatus. The anterior urethra
should be irrigated well, and the urine again jjassed into two separate glasses, when, if the
first washings from the uielhra contain pus, there is infection in the anterior urethra : if

the first specimen of urine contains pus but the second is clear, then' is infection in the

posterior urethra : whilst if both contain pus. cystitis is present. In an\ case of urethral

disehargc. a bacteriological examination should be made for the organism causing the

infection, for it is far from uncommon to find that an apparent gonorrlucal urethritis is in

reality due to staphylococcal infection.

Pyuria is conunonly present in cases of stricture of the urethra, from the co-exis(ing
ui'ethritis or e\ s| itis.

PYURIA CAUSED BY DISEASE OUTSIDE THE URINARY ORGANS.

I'us may lie |)resent in the urine, apiirl from m\\ disi'ase in the iniuury a])paratus.
either b\ accidental conlainination of the urine, or by the direct spread of iTillammatory
or carcinomatous processes from neighbouring organs to the urethra, the bladder, or more

rarely the ureter. In the male, the accumulation of pus behind a pliimiisis may account
for |)yiu'ia. or in the female a liiirorrhiiiil (lisdiiiigi' may eontamiiiiife the urine. In the

latter case the \ulva should be cleansed well with an aiilisci)tie. and a catheter passed
to obtain a specimen for examination.

The spR'ad of inflannnatory processes, or the actual ru|)ture of an abscess into any
part of the urinary tract, will cairse pymia. and may create considerable difheulty in

diagnosis. If symjitoms pointing to urinary trouble, such as markedly increased fre(|uenev
of micturil ion or slight hariiatnria. be i'ollowi-d by the sudden appearance of a quantity of

l>us in the urine, there is strong probability of the niptiiic (if (in exIrd-iiriiKiri) abscess into

the bladdei- or urethra, provided that the sudden emptying of a renal abscess or a

pyonephrosis can be eliminated. l'"re(|uently the history of any case will give some indication

of the primary trouble, of which the most fre(iucnt are prostatic abscess. a|)pendical absciss,

pyosal]iinx. psoas, iliac, or pelvic abscess.

Priistdlic iihscrss is most fre(|uently a se(piela of an aeulc urethritis which has infected

the ]josterior urethra and caused an acute prostatitis. It may be due to a gonorrh(eal or

to a septic venereal infeelion. or may result from septic instrumentation in the urethra.
An acute jiroslatilis is scry prone to result in the formation of an abscess which may rupture
into the uiclhra. bladder, in- rectum, imless ajjpropriate surgical measures be undertaken.
The onset nf acute i>rostatitis is marked by increasing desire to micturate, pain in the

J)erineum and hypogastric areas, and raised temperature, whilst. ]X'r rectum, the |)rostate
is felt to be uniformly eidargcd and very tender. If an abscess result, there may be rigors
and increased flilheulty in micturition, e\cn retention of urine, whilst a soft area niiiy be
felt in the prostate from the rectal aspect. .V prostatic abscess may occur more rarely in

connection with a jjiostnlic cdliKhis : or may be present in advanced fiiiiihi-iiiiiKir// liihcr-

culosis. when a prostatic focus may caseatc and ulcerate into the trigonal area of the bladder,
a eondition which is usually aeeom])anied by a sharp attack of lucmafuria. .\ tuberculous
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focus in the prostate is commonly a eoniparatively late feature in the disease, and tlie

presence of nodules in the e])ididymis or seminal vesicles, or tlie ])revious knowledge of

vesical tuberculosis, will assist very largely in the diagnosis.

Pyuria in Inflammaiion of the Vermiform Appendix.—In the usual position of the

appendix the bladder is commonly not afieeted ; but if the appendix passes downwards

across the pelvic brim, it is not uncommon to find that should it become inflamed, the

patient complains of frequent and painf\d micturition. The appendix may be adherent

to tlie bladder, when the latter will show on cystoscopic examination a localized area of

acute congestion on the right lateral wall, and both pus and blood may be ])resent in the

urine : further, a small abscess may be formed in the adhesions between the ajipendix

and the bladder, ulcerating into the latter and giving rise to ]jyuria. Two such cases have

come under the care of the writer, when the association of frequently recurring attacks of

pain low down in the right side of the pelvis, with increased frequency of micturition and

pyuria, had given rise to the suspicion of ureteral calculus. In each case a cystoscopic

examination showed a normal ureter, and a small ulcer in the right lateral wall of the

bladder, surrounded by an area of acute cystitis. The diagnosis of these cases is by no

means easy : in the first place the situation of the pain is Itiwer in the pelvis than is usual

with a])pendicitis. whilst the association with urinary sym])tonis rather jioints to vesical

disease ; but the character of the onset of the trouble, with elevation of temperature and

pulse-rate, and right-sided abdominal rigidity, will jioint to an acute intra-abdominal

lesion. In other cases, again, an abscess resulting from appendicular sujipuration may
track down into the pelvis and. if unojiened, may rupture into the bladder. In these cases,

there will be the usual history of acute appendicitis, followed by a tumour in the right

iliac fossa or pelvic space, with a continuance of pyrexia, or even rigors, which subside on

the appearance of a large quantity of jnis in the urine.

A pijosdlpinx may rupture into the bladder or cause cystitis from direct spread of

the infianunatory ])roccss to the bladder. There will usually be a history of leucorrlura,

with constant aching or dragging jjains in the hunbo-sacral region, with more severe attacks

of pain and malaise at intervals. The i)eriods may be profuse and associated with more

pain than usual, and on vaginal examination a distinct fullness or tumour may be felt in

one or both fornices.

Psoas or Uiac abscess may rupture into the bladder, and a psoas abscess has been known
to open into a ureter ; but the swelling in the iliac fossa or inguinal region, together with

signs of spinal caries, will jioint to the condition.

Caniiuima of tlie neiglilxiiirina organs in the pelvis fre<iuently attacks the bladder by
direct spread of the growth. This is most connnon in carcinoma of the uterine cervix and

of the rectum, but may result from cancer of the jjclvic colon, sigmoid, or ca-eum. In any
case, the spread of the disease to the bladder occurs late in the disease, so that symi)toms
of the initial trouble arc siifliciently manifest to point to the diagnosis. The implication

of the bladder is shown first by an increased desire to pass urine, and by i)ain during the

act ; later, when the growth has actually infiltrated the vesical mucous membrane, ulcera-

tion into the bladder occurs, with the passage of pus and blood in the urine. If the growth
has extended from the uterus or vagina, there may be a leakage of urine into the latter :

or if from the rectum or colon, some fa'ces or llatus may be passed per nrethrani.

Tiilicrciiloiis or ili/senteric nicers of tlic small intestine ha\e in some instances become

adherent to the bladder wall, and caused cystitis by direct spread, or have even jjcrforated

into the bladder. I{. II. .Jijcclipi .Sivmi.

RAINBOW VISION.—(See Vlsion, Defects of. p. T(i'2.)

RASHES.—(See Erythema, p. 222: Pustules, p. 5.57: Vi-.sici.es. p. 7.53. Etc.)

REACTION OF DEGENERATION.—In testing muscles and nerves electricaliy.'

two (litferent kinds of current are employed, namely : faraclie. in which there is a very

rapid alternate making and breaking of the current, and iht- galvanie. in which the current

flows continuously until it is voluntarily interrupted by the operator. The faradic current

excites the nerve and muscle continuously all the time it flows : the galvanic current only

excites when it is made and when it is broken : not whilst it is (lowing. In the case of
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tlie faniilic cuncnt llicic is iki cliUcrciu-c Ix'twt't'ii llic pnlt-s. each Ix-ini; allrriialcK an aiKidi'

and a katlKide many times a miniitc : in the i;alvanic cnirent. on the other hand. th<' [lole

connected to the zinc of the battery is known as the kathode, and it is h\- this tliat the

current leaves tlie body, whilst tlie other pole is known as the anode, and li\ il Ihc current

enters the body. When testing muscles oi- ncr\es. it is usual to have on<' pole in contact
with an indifferent part, such as the spine, and lh<' other over the motor poini of llic muscle
or nerve to be tested. Broadly speakinjf. tlic best spot for stimulatini; a nci\c is tlic place
where it is most suprrlicial. and for a innscic, oxer the site of entrv of its motor ncrxc It

is important to ha\c the skin well wetted, to minimize its resistance to electrical conduction :

and the strengths ol' current retjuired to jjnxhu'c contractions should be measured bv a

galvanometer, without which the relative cxcitabijities of the nerves and muscles of the

two sides of the body cannot be compared.
I'nder normal conilitions. both faradi<' and galvanic currents |)r(iduce brisk contrac-

tions of a nuiscle when applied either to it or to its nerve : and with galvanism it is found
that a weaker ( inrcnl will sulhce to exokc a conlraction on making the circuit when the

kathode is on the muscle or ncrxc than when the anode is similarly emploved. This is

usually sununarized by the fornuda K. ('.('. > .\. ('.('., whicli means the kathodal closure

contraction is more easily obtained than is the anodal clf)sure contraction." When the

nerve is degenerated, however, there is a change in these electrical reactions, and when there

is complete reaction of degeneration —often written and spoken ol as H.D. —stimulation

of the nerve itself exokes no muscular contractions whether the faradic or the galvanic
current is employed, stimulation of the mustde exokes no contraction when the faradic

current is used, whilst with galvanism the nniscle can still be made to contract, though its

method of res])onse differs from the normal in lh( following respects :
—

1. It may be evoked by a strength of curniil less than the healthy mininnnn.
2. Th<- txvilch of the contraction is slow and sluggish, instead of brisk and quick.
3. It may be evoked at least as readily when the pole upon the muscle is the anode

as when it is the kathode ; this is expressed bx the formuke .A. C.t.= !<.('.('.. or .A.t'.C.

> K.C'.C. the latter meaning that the anodal closure contraction is obtained from a smaller

current than the mininuun reijuired for the kathodal closure coTitraction.

In this connection, however, two considerations re(|uire to be undcrstoixl clearly.
In the lirst ])lace. if a given nerve were cut across with a knife, there woukl be no iiniTiediate

K.I). ; it takes a week or nuire for the process of nerve degeneration to reach the stage
that [jroduces K.l). ; it then depends upon what happens to the nerve how long the R.D.

persists; if regeneration occurs, it takes from twelve weeks onwards to comijlete itself,

and R.D. will be found all that time : if tin- ncrxc does not regenerate, then R.D. may
persist for tuo (ir three years or more, prox ided Ih.il the nuiscle fibres are ke])t. by massage
and electrical treatment, from becoming tnere strands of fibrous tissue. Should the latter

change ensue, there will be no more electrical response in the tibrous tissue that used to be

muscle than there would be in any other fdjrous tissue.

In the second place, it hap])ens. as often as not. that when some fibres in a nerxe trunk

degenerate, others do not. and the same apjilirs lo Ihc corresponding muscle fibres. It

follows that there will then be a mixed reaction, the noirnal fibres giving a normal response.
the degenerated libres giving R.D. : the greater the proportion of degenerated iibres. the

nearer will the reactions obtained ai)proach to complete R.O.. and vice \crsa. The result

is spoken of as pnrlidl li.i). : some excitability both of the n<rxes and of the muscles to

faradism remains, but it is less than normal : the nerxe responds to galxanism. but not

so readily as does the nuiscle when the latter is stimulated ilirectly : the response of the

muscle will be less brisk than normal, and yet K. ('.('. may still be more easily obtained

than .\.C'.('. It is by no means easy to be sure of the interpretation of a partial R.I)., but

Iiartial is commoner than comi)lete R.D.
The chief use (d' R.I), is in distinguishing muscular atrophx due to organic changes

• in the lower- neuron from other cases of atroi)hy. especially when the latter is due to general

xvasting from cachexia, (jr to arthritis, or disuse, (u- a primary imiscular dystrophy. When
R.D. is ])resent there is a lesion in the lower neuron, either in the anterior cormial celis.

in the anterior nerxe roots, or in the peripheral motor nerxe fibres. The dilferential

diagnosis of the various affections of these jiarts is discussed under .Kriiornv. .Mist ri,.\it

(p. .5<»).
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It remains to add that there are a few maladies in which the electrical reactions are

peculiar, though they do not present R.D. In tetany, for instance, Erb has shown that

A.C'.C. is often greater tlian K.C.C., although in other respects the reactions are normal In

Thomsen's disease there is variability in the polar resjjonses. the original contraction produced
on closure lasting a long while, and sometimes developing into a series of wave-like move-

ments dming the continuance of the ])assage of the constant current
;
but excitability to

faradisni remains. It is a rare malady, but one so characteristic that it is recognized easily;

the chief feature of it is slowness of the relaxation of the muscles when they are first used

after a ])eriod of rest. When the patient starts to rise from a chair, for example, he does so

very slowly and as though he were stifl' : the muscles are unduh rigid, and the tirst few steps

he takes are consequently awkward and very slow ; after a few seconds the peculiar delay in

relaxation passes off and ordinary walking becomes po.ssible. After sitting down again for

a while, the .same difficulty of rising and starting to walk ensues : and the trouble is gener-

ally persistent. There is no ])ain as a rule, which distinguishes the condition from true

stiffness, ankylosis, or rheumatoid arthritis, which might otherwise be diagnosed in error.

The legs are nearlv always affected more than other parts, and the main eom])laint is that of

dilliculty in starting to walk or otherwise use the legs, this dilllculty passing off after a few

seconds or minutes.

In some eases of Raynaud's disease, and in angio-neurotic cedema and allied vaso-

uKjtor neuroses, there may be variations from the normal galvanic reactions. In my-
asthenia gravis (Figs. Ill, 112, p. 235) it is characteristic that, whereas the affected muscles

respond readily to the first few faradic stimuli, the contractions diminish rapidly in size

and cease after a few minutes, notwithstanding the continuance of stinudation. After a

period of rest this myasthenic reaction is obtainable again, and so on. This type of electrical

response corresponds i)rccisely to the rapid fatigue of the voluntary muscle movements,
and the diagnosis is not (lilllcult. thougli the disease is rare. Ilerherl French.

RECTUM, ABNORMALITIES FELT PER.
.Milliiiil (if

K.i(iiiiii((iti(ii( . 'V\\v patient >h(iuld be i)laced in a good liglit on a couch of

convenient height. With male subjects the best |)osition is the knee-elbow, with females

the right lateral with the knees flexed and the right arm behind the back. The examina-

tion should be made with the left hand, leaving the right free for manijjulations. Most

diseases of the rectum are situated within two inches of the anus. It is advisable, therefore,

that to begin with the finger should be inserted as far as the first joint only, and the lower

inch of the bowel examined thoroughly. The examination nuist not be concluded until

the finger has been passed up as high as possible and the whole of the rectum within reach

explored, as well as the coccyx, sacrum, ischio-rectal fossa-, and adjoining viscera. The

rectal speculum and the sigmoidoscope may also be needed to complete the examination.

If any abnormality be felt the first thing to ascertain is (1) Mlictlicr it lies fire in the

Jiimen or is dttiichcd to tlic lailt of tlie rectum : (2) Whellier it is .wi)ie aiinormalily of an adjoin-

iiig stnictine or riseus Hint ciiii lie felt tliroiigli tlie rectum.

I. ABNORMALITIES LYING FREE IN THE LUMEN OR ATTACHED TO THE
WALL OF THE RECTUM.

Foreign Bodies.—Though fseees can hardly be considered as foreign to the rectum,

vet a hard, scybalous mass, enterolith, or hair-ball may amoimt to an abnormality. True

foreign bo<lies include those that have been introduced through the anus, and those that

have been swallowed. Kxaniples of the first class are seldom met with, and then are

generally in jjersons of weak intellect. Thieves sf)nietimes eni]jloy the rectum as a hiding-

place for stolen goods. The majority of foreign bodies felt ]ier rectum have been swallowed

—for instance, fishbones, pins, needles, or sjjlinters of wood. Their in)|)ortancc lies in the

fact that thev may cause a rectal or ischio-rectal abscess, and in treating such a case their

discovery and removal is essential for a eom])lete eiu'c.

Swellings of the Rectum projecting into the Lumen :

Internal Ihemorrlioids are rarely j)alpable to the finger unless chronically inflamed.

thrombosed, or gangrenous. If palpable, tliev will be felt innuediately inside the anus,

and can be hooked out with the finger and made to i)rotrude through the anal orifice for

inspection. The existence of ))iles having been diagnosed, an effort should be made to

see if there is any causative condition, such as a carcinoma in the bowel above.
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Abscess (siiliiiURMiiis) L;i\i> rise Ici ;i iiicire or less fl<iiin;itcil, sniniitli, elastic swi'llins"'

in the rectal wall. It is intensely tender, the slightest iiressure eausinj) great pain. 'Ihe

mucous membrane may feel hot. and pit on pressure. If the abscess has bursi or bursts

during examination, the finger on withdrawal will be coMred with [)us. .An abscess that

has already emptied itself feels like a small ])ea or bean in the subnuieous tissue.

Poli/piis is a term used to designate, without reference to its histological characteristics.

any benign tumom' that is pedunculated, .\lmost all innocent tumours in this ])i>sition,

even if sessile at the beginning, liceome pedunculated owing to the downward pressure

of the fieccs. The ])assagc of blood anil mucus, combined with the absence of jjilcs and

carcinoma, should Ica<l one to suspect the jjrcsencc of a polypus. It may not be easy to

feel, because its consistency is nnicli the same as that of the mucous membrane. an<l further,

its peduncle ma\ allow such free niovcment that it may easily be mistaken for a small mass

of fa'ccs. The best way of lixing these growths is to sweep the fmger rouiifl and romid the

whole circmnference of the rectum u)) to the highest point attainable. The growth is then

arrested by the pedicle, and the linger can be hooked round it. so that the growth is drawn

down and. if ])ossible. made to ])rotrudc through the anus. If the |)olypus is large, a rectal

speculum may l:e of service. It is to l)e remembered that polypi are often multiple.

L'Ircis. unless malignant or chronically inllamed. can rarely be felt with the linger ;

they must be exposed to view with the speculum. They may be tuberculous, gummatous,
traumatic, or due to ulcerative colitis or dysentery.

CdiciiKiinii occurs usually in people over forty. Its t-ommouest site is within tiie four

terminal inches ol the bowel. It is generally hard, lixcil, irregular, and imdular. Its extent

varies with its stage ; it may in\'ol\'c only part of the circumference of the l)owcl. or may
extend right round so as lo occlude the lumen and cause a stricture. The surface is usually

idcerating, so that it is triable and bleeds easily. There is nearly always a belt of normal

nuicosa between the internal sphincter and the neoplasm. Not only the latiral but the

upper limit of the growth may sometimes be ascertained by inserting the linger to its

extreme limit, care being taken not to split the mass. .Xnotlur point to l)c gauged l)y a

rectal examination is the degree of infiltration as measured by the lixity of the tumour

to the neighbouring structures, e.g., sacrinu and coccyx. Following the rectal examination,

the abdomen is to lie ])alpated for evidence of iid'cctioti of the inguinal, pelvic, or lumbar

glands, and the existence of secondary deposits in the liver.

The clinical symptoms of carcinoma of the rectum are xery suggi'stive. The |iatieut

generally com])lains of diarrlKca. the bowels being open li\c to twenty times a day, and

this may have followed on a period of constipation. Not withstanding the apparent
diarrlKca the total amount of fa-ees passed is very small, and no sense of satisfaction is

obtained by the patient after stool. The evacuation may be so rapiil as to merit the des-

cription "explosive diarrlhca.' Ihcmorrhage from the bowel is conuuon. and in the later

stages there is a dischargi' of mucus. I'ain is complained of a dull aching pain in the

rectum and at the bottom ol' the back, which is not made much worse- by the passage of

a motion, quite unlike the sharp temporary excruciating pain associated with an i'.nal lissure

or ulcer. Emaciation is rapid, atid a history of wasting and diarrha-a in a miildlc-aged

jjatient should always lead to a earetui examination of the rcctmn. and if nothing is to be

felt with the linger, a sigmoidoscope should be used. .\ carcinoma, is likely to be over-

looked from carelessness and from not making an examination. Mistakes may, however,

arise between carcinoma and an adenomatous polypus or ulceration, either traumatic or

tul)crculous, around which nuieh long-standing inllanunation has caused thickening. The

facts that a carcinoma is hard, the surface ol'tcn excavated, and the edges nodular and

everted, are generally sulliciciit. If real doubt exists, a ])iccc of the ulcer may be removed

for microscopic report.

7;(/(/.vs(/.srf;>//o/(. -Occasionally a piece of intussusee])ted bowtl may come down so

far as to be felt ])er rectum. This condition is associated with the passage' of l)lood and

mucus, and therefore might be mistaken for a disease of the rectum proper. The fact

that intussusception occurs nearly always in children, especially at the age of nine months
or thereabouts, and causes intestinal t>bstruction, should make such a mistake easily

avoidable.

Stricture due to a carcinoma is dealt with alioxc. but a few remarks remain to l)e made
about fibrous stricture. This may Ijc present at the anal orifice, at the level of the upper
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border of tlu- internal s|>hincter. or three to four inches up the rectum. It may be annuhir

or tubular. The finger meets witli a firm cord-like constriction, which perliaps will not

allow the entrance of more than its tij) : tliere will be no bleeding unless the finger is forced

through the stenosis and the mucous membrane torn.

Fistulae, either recto-vaginal or recto-vesicai, wliether congenital or accpiired. may be felt

with the linger. The passing of urine or faeces by abnormal passages indicates the complaint.
Malformations of the Rectum.—Some children are born without an anus, or without

the lower portion of the rectum, or the finger introduced may be stopped by a membrane

separating the upper from the lower portion of the

bowel. The diagnosis is obvious. The usual types
of abnormalities are shown on the accompanying

diagrams. Figs. '24-9-'2o2. reproduced from the

Medical Annua!, 1010 : the figures are a summary
by Dr. A. Keith of a series of 54 cases in male,

and 52 cases in female, children.

Tiff 2-i'i —Sasittil section of tlic I'elvis of a male

cluUl, showing the rectum openins into the prostatic

part ot tlie urethn A t lidder B rectum; c recto-

vesical pouch ; D uterus mascuHnus ; E intracloac;!!

anus ; F prostate ; G proctodieum ; H external and
internal sphincters; I Covrper's inland.

Fifj. 250.—Diagram illiu-trating llie de-

crees of imperfection in the male. The
rectum is shaded : tlie various degrees
make up a series between the proctodaium
and base of tlie pro.'^tatc.

Fig. "251.—Sagittal section of tlie pelvis of a female

infant, showing the rectum opening into the navicidur

fossa of the vulva. A 'ladder; 8 rectum; C recto-

uterine fold ; D symphysis pubis ; E vulva-anus ; F
cervix ; G proctodieum frarely present if the rectum

opens into the vulval ; H urethra ; i ditcris
,"

K
livmen.

Fig. 202.—Diagram illustrating the com-
mon varieties of malformation in the
female ; the various degrees make up a
series between the prootodaiurn and the

recto-uterine fold.

II. ABNORMALITIES OF NEIGHBOURING STRUCTURES FELT PER RECTUM.

It does not lie within the scope of this article to give the differential diagnosis of aH

the morbid conditions that can be felt through the rectum ;
it suffices to take the structures
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witliin rcacli <il' tin- liiim-r. nriil iiidiratc tlic \aryiiii; coiKlitions in wliicli a (liauiiosis may
be aided liy a rectal examination.

On the Anterior Wall tlie stnielmcs tliat can iKirmally be felt are tlie prostate in

tlie male, ami the uterus in the female.

Prostate.—.\ny enlarjienient is easily felt. .\n tutriKiniii is the commonest form. This

is soft, elastic, and has a groove in the middle line. \ cinrinomn or sdrctmiii is hard and

fixed, and the outlines are blurred. A inosldtir alisccss causes a marked painliil |)rotrusion
into the rectum.

The }'esiciilic Scniiniiles are not )ialpablc normally. The fact that they can be felt

is almost suflicient to declare them diseased. 'I'hey are most conunonly all'ected in

connection with tuberculosis of the testes or from i)resenf or )ias( "onococeal vesiculitis.

The IiUi(l(hr is not felt if healthy. If f;reatly distended it may form a tense resistance

in the anterior wall of the reetuTu. Harcly. a hiruc stone or a malignant yrowth of the

floor may hi' felt.

Tlie I'liiiis is easily palpable. I-',nlaiL;enu'nt or retroversion can be reeonnized : the

pressure of a fatal head may occlude the rectum.

The J'nghiti cannot be felt unless it is occupied by a foreii;ii bodv such as a pessary,
or is the seat of a growth.

The Oidiies, if enlaryi-d by cystic disease or by new growth, may come within reach

of the tinker : piiosalphix is often a bilateral affection in which the inllannnatorv masses
can be felt per rectum in Doui;las"s pouch ; they can be detected more readily by vaginal

examination, however, when this route is permissible.

Through the Posterior Wall the only structures that can be reeoiinized are the coccyx
and sacrum.

The Ciieei/x may be found bent in and pressing on the rectum. In coceydynia any
movement of the et)ccyx may cause <;reat |)ain.

The SiKiiiin may be the seat of either a i;rowlh or an abscess, which will cause a bul^iiiif;

into tlie |iosterior wall.

On the two Lateral Surfaces no structures are normally recojunized. The ischio-

rectal fossa- ale connuoM sjics for iihsresses. and these can be felt as tense swcllinos |)usliinf;

in the wall. Karely an (iihiiiiisiii of the inlernal iliac artery or a stmie in tlie biivest piirliuii

of the ureter may be felt.

If anythinij is felt with the tip of the lirii;er throu;;li I he uppei- portion of the reeluin.

it will usually be somethinj; distendini; Douuilas's |)oucli. This may be blood cominji from
a ruptured or leaking eetopie i;est<iliiiii. oi a localized iiliseess. either parametric or arising
from a septic P'allopian tube or the vermiform api^endix. Some surgeons .state that they
are able to detect the appendix if it is hanging over the brim of the pelvis, but to do this

the finger nuist be long and the senses \<-r\- acute.

Sometimes, when there is doubt as to whether symploms arisini; in connection with

a more distant organ, e.g., the stomach or the gall-bladder, arc due lo malignant disease

or not, rectal examination affords valual)le evidence of malignancy even when there are

no pelvic symptoms at all. When secondary deposits have arisen, they develo[) not

infrequently in the pelvic ])eritoneum. presumably as the result of gravitation of malignant

particles into Douglas's iiouch. These latent secondary deposits can sometimes be felt

very definitely as a firm band or shelf -the "rectal shelf" —if the observer's index linger

is a fairly long one. Rectal examination is sometimes of value also in verifying the

existence of free thud in the ])eritoneal cavity. (Icorae K. (lusl;.

RECTUM, BLOOD PER. (See Hi.ooi. pkh .\ni\i. p. 7.-. : and .M|.;i,.kna. p. .-tS.-,.)

REDUPLICATION OF HEART SOUND. -It seldom happens that the diagnosis in

a particular case is inlhicnced to any marked degree by the presence or absence of redupli-
cation of either heart sound : nevertheless, the redu])lication is .sometimes so definite that

it attracts si)ecial attention and needs interpretation. It has to be distinguished from
other triple sounds, particularly from the canter-rhythm that occurs most commonly with

acute pericarditis, and less often with dilatation of the heart from fatty change, especially'
in ]jernicious an;cmia and other conditions of oligochronuemia : and from the bcgimiing
of a mid-diastolie bruit at the impulse in a ease of acute rheumatic endocarditis of the mil ral
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valves. One can lay down n<> rules as to how these various sounds are to be distinguished ;

it can only he done l)y having heard them in other eases ; sometimes, indeed, opinions

differ as to whether the sounds heard in a given patient are due to a bruit or to a redupli-

cation.

Redu])lieation of the first sound is rare, and to all intents and purposes it never occurs

except at or near the imi)ulse : it indicates some abnormality, but does not speeify exactly

what that abnormality may be. If there is no bruit, the commonest cause is great

hypertrophy of the left ventricle from granular kidney or arteriosclerosis, indicated by

the big lieart, high blood-pressure, urinary and retinal changes.

Reduplication of the second sound is common, especially in the pulmonary area (second

left intercostal sjjace close to the sternum). It generally indicates great relative increase

in the intrapulmonary blood-i^ressure. so that the jjulmonary valves close a fraction sooner

than the aortic ; the reduplication may alternate with simple accentuation (see p. 1). the

commonest cause being mitral disease, especially mitral stenosis. Similar reduplication

of the second sound may be heard at the im])ulse also in these cases, thougli more often

the second sound here is weak or inaudible. The connnonest cause for reduplication of

the second sound at the impulse is great relative increase in the systemic blood-pressure--

especially in cases of arteriosclerosis or granular kidney. The second sound in the aortic

area (second right intercostal space close to the sternum) is generally very loud and ringing,

or even reduplicated at the same time. There are no other really important causes of

reduplication of either of the heart sounils. Herbert French.

REFLEX, PLANTAR.- - (See UAniNSKrs Sh^n, p. (i!S.)

REFLEX, PUPILLARY.—(See Prpu.. Aunoh.mamtif.s of. p. 551.)

REGURGITATION OF FOOD THROUGH THE NOSE may be but a temporary

accident, the result of an unsuccessful attempt to stave off a sneeze, a cough, or a burst

of laughter when the mouth is full of food or fluid : or it may result from an explosive

return of gas from the stomach or Qeso])hagus, particularly after drinking gassy fluid such

as soda-water, champagne, ginger-beer, cider, or beer. In such cases the diagnosis is

generally obvious. Pathological regurgitation of food through the nose results from two

main groups of causes, namely :
—

A. Structural Imperfections of the Palate :
—

(,/) ( cnoenital : cleft |)alate {b) .Acquired pcrfoiiition : (i) traumatic,

(ii) syphilitic, (iii) nuiligiiant,

(iv) tul)erculous.

B. Paresis or Paralysis of the Soft Palate or of the Pharynx :—

{</) I'ost-.Uphtheiitjc- : {,/) Tlie result c.nmll)ar paralysis

(b) Post-operative . ('•) 'fhe result of pseudo-bulbar paralysis

(() Syphilitic

'

I (/) Cases of undetermined cause.

Simi.le inspection of the roof of the mouth is generally sullicient to decide whether

the cause belongs to group A or to group B. The median and synmictrical imperfection

of a congenital cleft palate is obvious, and there is the history of the trouble dating from

birth. There may be a harelip or other congenital abnormality at the same time. When

an ulcerative process is still in progress there may for a time be some doubt as to whether

it is sy])hilitie. malignant, or tuberculous. The history may help, or the healing of the

ulcer under the influence of mercury or iodide of i)Otassium or salvarsan may indicate its

syphilitic nature. If it is important to arrive at the correct diagnosis as early as possible,

a small portion of the pathological tissue may be excised and examined microsco])ically,

or Wassermann's serum test a|)plicd. or scrapings from the ulcer examined directly for

the Spirodia-la pallida or for tubercle bacilli. Tuberculous ulceration of the ])alate is very

rare, and is generally associated either with lui)us or with definite phthisis. .\ new growth

of the palate may be either epithelioma, endothelioma, or sarcoma, the distinction between

these depending mainlv on the microscope.

Diphtheria.—If there is no structural defect of the palate, the regurgitation of food

llirough the nose being due to paralysis, by far the most likely cause is previous diphtheria.
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The existciR-c dl' the Uitter may have been recdynizt-d at the time. I)ut (|uile i>riin the

diphtherial attaek lias been so shght as either to have caused no definite illness, or else to

have been rejiarded as simple sore throat. The jjalate alone may be paralyzed. i;i\iiiu

rise to a nasal alteration in the character of the voice as well as to the remirgitation : or

there may be jiaresis of the ciliary muscles and the eyes as well, causinj; dillicnlty in readiuj; ;

less couunonly. there is further evidence of peripheral neuritis alfectiiif; the limbs and heart.

The trouble may not come on for three or four weeks after the diphtherial attack, and there-

fore it may no lonsicr be jiossible to detect Klebs-LiiHler bacilli in swabbinys from the tonsils

or fauces ; but in extry such case it is important to look for them, both directly and by
means of cultures. I'robal)ly not a few cases ascribed to

'

inHvienza." or to undetcrmini'd

causes, are really post-diphtheritic. The ])aresis recovers in time, sometimes (|uiekly.

but often not mitil three nionths or more have elapsed.

Post-operative Cases. -The history in these cases will jxiint to the diai;iK)sis ; the

accident is rare, and as a rule the effects are temporary ; it may happen ilurint;' the removal

of tonsils and adenoids.

Syphilitic Paralysis of tlie Palate is not eonunon. an<l it hardly e\(i- occurs by itself.

It is a general rule that hulie alleelions of cranial nerves are nudtiple and often asvm-
metrieal : thus there may be sirabisnuis. or a laryngeal paresis, in addition to thai (if the

]ialate ; or there may be a history or other cv idence of sy])lulis.

Bulbar Paralysis. Wheti this affects the palate and causes reuur<iitation of fdud

thriiunh the nose, theic have <;euerally been other symptoms for some time. The

malady is slowly pniunssixc. and starts with paresis of the lips and tongue : swallowing
is dillicult. not so nuicli bec-ausc of the regurgitation as because the tongue is unable to

thrust the bulus back between the fauces. The constant dribbling of saliva fnim the

angles of the mouth is characteristic of some cases. The title labio-glosso-pharvngo-

larvngeal paralysis indicates the usual sei|ueiiee of events. Bulbar |)aralysis may be

associated with progiessive nniscular atrophy (p. (il ). and it may be distinguished
from pseudo-bulbar paralysis by the atrophy of the tongue, which occurs in the former

but not in the latter. Uulbar ])aralysis is due to a lesion in the medulla oblongata, whereas

l)seudo-bulbar paralysis has very similar symptoms due to bilateral cortical s(jftening. In

either case the patients are generally elderly.

Undetermined Causes.-- .\s regards such cases, it may be repeated that the majority
are doubtless post-diphtheritic, so that it is important to examine swabbings from the

throat of all such patients for the Klebs-L(illler b.-i<-illus. The symptom is very rarely

hysterical. Itnhcrl French.

RETENTION OF URINE. (See .Muti itrridN. Aunoilm.m.itiks or. p. :j!»;i.)

RETRACTION OF THE ABDOMEN. (See Ki,;inrrv <ii- tui-. .\iu.omkn. p. .-,<i-.'.)

RETRACTION OF THE GUMS is occasionally a symptom which troubles patients

very much, but in itself it seldom indicates more than a local alfection. In a mild degree
it may be due to excessive use of a hard tooth-brush : in most cases it results from
a local infecti\e process, especially tartar, caries of the teeth, or pjorrlKca alveolaris.

These conditions are discussed unfler the heading of Bleeding Gums (p. 72). though very
often retraction may be present. e\eri in an extreme degree, without actual bleeding.

Ihrhcrl Freiicli.

RETRACTION OF THE HEAD may be a marke.l symptom in the following
conditions :

—
-Acute meninuitis : Superior longitudinal siiuis .Stryehnine jmisoning

1. .Suppurali\e throniliosis
j

Tetanus
2. Tuliei'culous (liasal) .Acuti' eneeplialitis I Hyilro|ili(il>iu
:J. .Mcningdeoeeal (pos- i BroneliopiieuMionia with Catalepsy

tcrior basal) I

partial asphyxia .Spasmoilie torticollis

Laryngeal obstruction, espc- Paramyoclonus multiplex
cially (liplitlicria in cliil-

,
Hysteria and liystero-

<lren I epilepsy.

4. .Meniunoeoceal (epi-
(leiiiic cerebrospinal)

Cerebellar or other sul)ten-

torial tumour or abscess

In arriving at a diagnosis in any given case, the ])robability is that sliijchiiim' poisnxiiig
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tcttiiiiis. ami lii/ih(ij)l/<iljia will cither suggest themselves at once on account of other circum-

stances in the case, or else will not need to be discussed at all. Hj/steri/i can only be dia-

gnosed when all other ])ossibilities have been excluded, and proljably not until the case has

been watched anxiously for a time : there may be other functional symptoms in the case

(p. 4(>5) : the patient is generally a yoimg adult, more often female than male, (atalepsy
and Inistero-cpilfpsi/ will be suggested 1)V the mental symptoms, or obvious insanity.

These things being excluded, the first thought that marked and maintained retraction

of the head arouses is that the patient has some .serious intracranial lesion, probably

meningitis. Before coming to this conclusion, however, it is important not to forget that

extreme dy.spna?a in children sometimes produces considerable head retraction, so that

the physical signs in the lungs and heart should be noted carefully, bronchopneumoina and

capillary bronchitis being kept specially in mind, and any signs of laripigcal obstruction

looked for, es])ccially stridor and spasmodic up-and-down movements of the thyroid

cartilage, with sucking in of the thorax above and below the clavicles, along the attach-

ments of the (lia])hragm. and in the intercostal spaces. Diphlhcriii. foreign bodi/ in the

larynx, and relropharyngedl altsccss have all been mistaken for meningitis.
If there is no evidence of sufticient throat or lung trouble to account for the symptom,

an intracranial lesion is probable : and by far the most likely, especially in a child, is acute

meningitis, either tuberculous or posterior basal. Symptoms common to all the intra-

cranial affections are headache, vomiting, and giddiness : pyrexia, generalized convulsions,

coma, incontinence of urine and fa-ces, retraction of the head, and optic neuritis : or even

local symptoms. es])ecially twitchings, convulsions, or paralysis of individual limbs or

parts of limbs, according as one part of the brain or another is more irritated or softened

than the rest. If there is an obvious source of sepsis in connection with the cranium, such

as otitis media, mastoid abscess, facial erysipelas, a se])tic scalp wound, boils, ])ediculi

with sores, suppuration in the orbit, nose, antrum of Highmore. frontal. cthmoi<lal. or

sphenoidal air-cells, or nasopharynx, the probability is that any acute meningitic symptoms
are due to staphylococcal or streptococcal suppurative meningitis ; pneumococcal meningitis

may occur without local sepsis, either alone or as part of a general jmeumocoecal

septicaemia : suppurative meningitis due to the Bacillus diphtherifv. the typhoid baciUus.

influenza bacillus, or the BaciUus coli connuunis may occur, but it is decidedly uncommon
and clinically indistinguishable from other forms of suppurative meningitis, in all of which

marked pyrexia and a fatal en<ling in two or three days are the rule. Tuberculous menin-

gitis is much commoner in childhood than it is at any other age ; it is always |)art of a

general tuberculosis, and it is very rare in adult life. .Vt first there may be no pyrexia,

though this depends on the caseous glands and tuberculous lesions in the lungs and else-

where more than upon the meningitis. The early diagnosis is apt to be uncertain, but

as the days go by the serious nature of the complaint generally becomes obvious : the

effortless vomiting, the irregular pyrexia, severe headache, optic neuritis, retracted head,

possibly choroidal tubercles (Plate XX. Fig. if, p. 418) or evidence of tuberculous foci else-

where, .serve to clinch the diagnosis. The chief dilliculty. after the stage of retraction

lias been reached, is to decide between tuberculous meningitis on the one hand and

meningococcid {posterior basal) nu-ningitis on the other. The duration of the disease is

often of assistance in this respect
—

su])|)urative meningitis kills in two or three days, tuber-

culous meningitis in two or three weeks, whilst ])osterior basal meningitis ends in recovery
in a varialjle percentage of cases, even after continuing for two or three months. The

tendency to head retraction is greatest with the posterior basal, least with the suppurative
forms. Optic neuritis barely has time to develop in suppurative meningitis, but it is present
more often than not in both basal and posterior basal meningitis. The way in which the

heels touch the occiput in some cases of the latter may by itself decide the diagnosis.

Another point in favour of meningococcal meningitis, is the occurrence of periodic spike-

like rises of the temperature chart—pyrexial
*

crises
"

lasting twenty-four hours or less

(Fig. -53), and superposed upon what is otherwise a chart of but moderate type.

^^'hen doubt remains as to the fact of meningitis or as to its nature. microsco|)ical and

bacteriological examinations of tlie cerebrospinal fluid obtained by lumbar puncture will

often serve to establish the diagnosis (p. JiOi). Baeteriologically, tubercle bacilli are the

least easy to find. The Gram-negative meningococci (Diplococci intracellulares meningitidis

Weichsclbaumii) (Plate XXJ'III. Fig. .V. p. (il 4) are characterized liy their occurrence within
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tlic IcucDCVlcs in pairs, like j;()ii(ic-(HTi. Imt wltiimit tlic ri'iiirurni sli:i|ir (if the latter. 'I'lic

organi-snis of suppurative ineniiigitis may lie diseovered on ilireet stainiiin. I>ul inmr ofteii

cultural methods are required.

Where posterior basal meningitis ends and c/iiilfiiiic icrchnininiiiil iiiniiiiailis liegins,

it is dillieult to say ; they are both meninjioeoeeal. and priil>al)ly they are only dilTerent

tyjies of the same malady, eoiuieeted together by sporadic eases in which posterior basal

menint;itis is associated with more or less seven' spinal symptoms. The way in which

the least touch or movement causes the i)atieiit to cry out witli pain siimetimes indicates

liow inflamed the coveriiii;s of the posterior nerse-roots are. besides which, the erythe-

matous, vesicular, or ]jurpuric skin eruptions that may aci'onipany it often suiiocst the

diagnosis. There is less dilhculty during an epidemic : it is the sporadic case that may
be missed. The clinchinu jxiiiit in the diaunosis is bacterioloiiical invcstiuation after luml)ar

]inncturc. assisted perhaps b\ the lienchcial elfects of the spccilii- antimeningoeiiccal scrum.

«5«?I-
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of the arms, it is very possible that tlie lesion has been thrombosis of the su])erior longi-
tudinal sinus, with softening of the leg areas of cortex on either side of it.

Cerebellar or other siihtciilorial tumours or abscesses generally cause a much more
gradual onset of symptoms than do any of the above. Head retraction is not present
until the later stages. The diagnosis of tumour will rest on the slow increase in the signs
of raised intracranial pressure, with nystagmus, optic neuritis going on to optic atrophy,
and a tendency to fall always ifi one definite direction—forwards or backwards if the tumour
is in the vermis, to the right or to the left according as it is in the right or left hemisphere.
There is often marked ataxy, with exaggeration of the tendon reflexes, particularly on
the same side as the tumour. If nystagmus is well marked this serves as a point of some
value in distinguishing a cerebellar from a cerebral tumour. Abscess is distinguished
from tumour chieily by the existence of some obvious cause for intracranial abscess,

especially otitis media on the one hand, bronchiectasis upon the other. Cerebellar abscess

may give rise to no pyrexia and no leucocytosis ; but whether the temperature is raised

or not, the pulse-rate is often absolutely slowed. Herbert French.

RIGIDITY OF THE ABDOMEN is a sign not to be regarded lightly, and one to

find the true significance of which may call for the greatest care and skill. The patient
should be examined lying on the back with the whole of the abdomen and lower thorax

exposed. The observer, seated on a level with the patient, should watch the abdomen
for a minute or so and sec whether it moves or not with respiration, and whether one part
moves more than another.

It should be remembered that some patients, whether from modesty or timidity, hold

their abdomens intensely rigid in a wholly imnecessary way, a tendency which may create

a false impression. This can be avoided by engaging them in conversation for a minute
or two, by asking them' to take a few deep breaths, or by making them draw their knees

up and keep their mouths open, when the normal abdominal walls will generally relax.

There are varying degrees of rigidity. The whole abdomen may be rigid, the upper
or lower part only, or one side, as in the presence of a localized appendicular abscess.

Again, one part or one rectus muscle may be put, as it is termed.
' on guard,' whenever

the patient thinks a tender spot is about to be touched. The rigidity over an inflamed

gall-t>ladder, and that over a gastric or duodenal ulcer, are instances of this.

The most ini|)()rtant cause of universal rigidity is septic infection of tin' peritoneum,
which may follow external wf)imds, abdominal operations, childliirth, abortion, endometritis,

parametritis, extension of inllainniation from or perforation of the appendix, idccr of the

stomach, duodenum, or bowels, perforation of the gall-bladder, suij])urating Fallopian
tube, or ab.scess of the liver, spleen or kidney ;

or which may be primary, as in some

pneumococcal cases. It is a safe rule to believe there is peritonitis until the contrary is

proved. As in the case of other disease, diagnosis must not be based on one clinical sign,

and the ])aticnt must be examined ff)r the other signs of peritonitis.
The history of the onset is im])ortant. In perforative cases, the beginning is marked

by intense abdominal ])ain. This may be general and continuous, or by being referred to

the stomach or a|)pendix region give an indication of the primary seat of the mischief. The

position taken up is on the back, sometimes with the knees drawn up to relieve abdominal

tension, and the jjatient generally lies still, for any movement causes increase of pain. In

colic, on the contrary, whether intestinal, biliary, or renal, the patient rolls about during
the spasms. It is painful to use the diaphragm : therefore, respiration is superficial and
costal in type. The abdomen gradually becomes distended, tense, and tympanitic ; the

liver dullness which was previously present may disa])pear, and in some forms of peritonitis
fluid may accimiulate in the abdomen and be iletected by the signs of shifting dullness in

the flanks. The pulse is small and rajjid, 100 to 150, and has the tendency to quicken. A
friction rub may be heard over the liver or the spleen when the patient breathes,

Borborygmi will generally be absent. Vomiting is an early, prominent, and almost con-

stant feature. The content;; of the stomach are ejected first, then bile-stained fluid, and
later green or brownish fluid with a slight fa'cal odour. The vomiting is often of a peculiar

pumping
'

character. The bowels may be loose at first and then constipation follows,

but is not complete as in intestinal obstruction. Micturition may be frequent, or there

may be retention when the pelvic peritoncimi is acutely inflamed. When the disease is well
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dfvcln])0(i (Ik- appt'araiu'e ol'tlir patient is \tTy cliaractcriNtic. (xhll)i[iiiL; tin-
•

Hippocnitic
facies." Tin- pulse is often of great assistance in arriving at a diagnosis of the need ti)

operate urgently in these cases : it sliould he counted every ten minutes : if its rate falls

or docs not rise at successive counts, peritonitis is less probably present tlian wlieii the

I)ulse-ratc is found to be rising each time.
In suppurative peritonitis leucocytosis, though it may not oeeiu- al all. is often marked

(15.000 to .'JO.OOO per e.mm.).
It does not necessarily follow, because the whole ahdnnien is rigid, that the iieritoiiitis

is general. For instance, in eases of i)erforative apjiencheitis it has been sIkjwu by opera-
tion that pus was only to be found around the e;ceum. and yet there was general rigidity.
Without operating, it is often impossible tn tell. The best way of hndiiig out whether
there is ])us in the abdomen, and the method to be emiiloyed at once if there is any doubt,
is to open the alidnmeii and see.

Otuiii! (oNDrnoNs .\ssoci.\TKi) WITH .Abdo.minai. HnaDiTV wuu u may bh
MISTAKKN IOlt PkRITONITIS.

PiiciiiiiiDiiii ,,r Diaji/iiiifiiiiiilir Pltiiii.ii/. -In the early stages here, before the onset of
dullness in the lungs and other physical signs in the chest, the most prominent features

may be abdominal pain and rigidity. Laparotomy has often been performed on the
mistaken diagnosis of peritonitis. If. however, the examination is thorough, signs pointing
to implication of the lungs will usually be found. Rapidity of respiration, working of the
nares. and blueness of the lips should receive particular attention. Examination of the
blood may reveal a high leucocytosis (:50.()00 to fO.ODD) ; in su])purative peritonitis the
niuiibers are rarely so high.

Colic- The suddenness of the onset of i)ain. its intense character, and the abdominal
rigidity, may render this condition extremely dillicuK to dilicrentiate from peritonitis due
to perforation of s.ime viseus. Collapse may be marked, and the effect on the pulse is

considerable : vomiting is common also. The tem|)eraturc is raised slightly but rarely
exeeerls ]()() I<'.. and the pulse, though it may be rapid, does not tend to quicken
progre>sively. The pain is spasmodic, not continuous as in peritonitis, and is generally
relieved in a few liours. Biliary and renal colic are fairly characteristic, but that due to
lend, the crises of tabes dorsalis. or gastro-intestinal disturbances may easily be mistaken.
The gmns are \i< be examined for a blue line, the knee-jerks and pupils tested, and a blood-
eiiunt made. In uncomidicated colic tlicrc is no leucocytosis. In cases of extreme
dlHiculty the abdomen may have to be opened. The persistence of bnrborygmi is in favour
of colic rather than of general peritonitis.

imcsliiial ()l)slruciinn.—The vomiting and eonstipatii)n here present may lead one to
think of peritonitis, and indeed the two ct>nditions may be present at the same time, as in
the case of an ulcerating carcinoma of the bowel. I'sually the rigidity is not well marked,
and the constipation, which is not absolute in peritonitis, is here com])lete.

Iiijuriis of tin' Abdomen.- -

1. Contusion of the abdominal wall, with laceration of muscle: Particularly in

patients who have been run over across the abdomen. rigidit\ is a marked feature, and
there must always be a doul)t at hrst as to wlicther any of the viscera havi' been torn and
are bleeding, or whether the escape of their contents is setting up peritonitis. In the case
of mere contusion, if the patient is put to bed and kept warm, collajfsc will soon disapi)ear,
the abdomen will become less rigid, and the i>ulse-rate will fall.

-'. Contusion of the abdominal wall with injiuy of viscera : The signs here w ill be more
marked, and instead offending to diminish rapidly will become worse. If there is internal

bleeding the nuieous surfaces will be jjale. the skin cold and ehunmy. an<l the i)ulse small
and Ircquent. If the contents of a viseus ha\c escaped, the signs of peritonitis will develop
r:!t>idly. In all cases <if doubt a:i exploratory laparotomy should not be delayed.

Ruptured Tubal Gestation. This may simulate general peritonitis. The abdominal
rigidity here is not well markeil. and the signs of bleeding arc. A moderate degree of

leucocytosis is present (10.01)0 to 1.5.000). but the number of red cells is much diminishe !.

It the patient is a woman of the child-bearing age. known to be a week or more overdue
as to monthly period, and has begun to lose blood per vaginam synchronously with
the onset of acute abdominal jiain and pallor, the diagnosis will suaoest itsjif at once.
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Acute Hwmorrhngic Pancreatitis is usually diagnosed as intestinal ohstruction or acute

perforative peritonitis. The attack sets in with intense pain, usually in the u|iper and
left part of the abdomen. Voniitin". constipation, and tympanitic distention are present.
The condition is so rare, and the signs are so unreliable, that an exiiloratorv laparotomy
sliould be made, and the nature of the case becomes obvious directly the characteristic

opacjue yellow patches of fat-necrosis are seen in the omentum.

Rupture of an Abduminal Aneiiri/sm. Dissecting Aortic Anciirysni, E/iiltnlism of tlic

Superior Mesenteric Artery, may simulate peritonitis, and so also may Acute Tliroinljosis

of the Inferior Vena Cava : but all these conditions are rare, and they will be very dilKcult

of diagnosis unless the existence of some cause for them, such as aortic aneurysm or

fungating endocarditis, is already known.
Acute Suppurative Nephritis sometimes gives abdominal rigidity, and is associated

with fever and vomiting. There is always marked tenderness in the loin on the affected

side, and the urine will contain albumin, pus, blood, casts, and bacteria. The milder types
of the infection (see B.^ctkrhhia. p. (i9) may be mistaken for acute apj)endicitis. or for

general peritonitis, unless the centrifugalized deposit from the urine is examined micro-

scopically for pus. George E. Cast;.

RIGORS, or CHILLS, are conmion at the onset of the most various acute febrile

disorders, and may occur at regular or irregular intervals in the course of many of the more
severe of them. The chief sign of a rigor is shivering, the chief symptom a feeling of cold

and general wretchedness. At its beginning, the patient looks chilly, pinched, and blue,

and sits or lies huddled up, complaining of the cold
;

his arteries are contracted, the pulse
is rapid, small, and of raised tension : the extremities are chilled superficially, but the

internal temi)erature is above the normal. Very soon the sensation of cold induces

involuntary shivering ; the ])atient shakes all over, sometimes so violently that the

chair or bed is thrown into noisy vibration : the teeth chatter, and even the nuiscles

of the face twitch involimtarijy. This shivering lasts for minutes, or even for an hour,

dying away gradually as the [jatient feels himself to be warmed up. Thus the initial stage
of the fever passes into the second stage or fastigium, in which the complaint is of sweating,
thirst, and undue heat, and the body temperature rises still further. In children, general
convulsions, with partial or complete coma, may occur at the onset of an acute infection,

in conditions that would give rise to a rigor in aflults. In adults, convulsions ;ire not known
to take the place f)f rigors. Cases may arise, however, particularly when only an imperfect

history can be obtained, in which it may be hard to say whether a patient has had a rigor,

or an epileptiform, hysterical, or epileptic ht. Should the jjatient have lost consciousness

during the shivering, or have fallen down, bitten his tongue, or passed his water during
the attack, or should he give a history of similar attacks on previous occasions, the diagnosis
of epilepsy would be more than probable. Epileptiform fits that unskilled observers might
conluse with rigors may occur in unemic or eclamptic patients : the history of the case.

and the discovery of albumin in the patient's water, together with other evidences of acute

or chronic renal disease, should make the diagnosis clear. Fits indistinguishable from

rigors to the untrained eye may occur in hysteria : in these, howexer. the shivering patient
would be red in the face, or at least would not present the slightly livid and sluuaktii facial

appearance characteristic of a rigor, the temperature would not be raised, and the signs or a

history of other hysterical phenomena should he obtainable.

P^or their further consideration it is convenient to classify rigors according as they are

single or multiple.
1. Single Rigors.— The occurrence of a single rigor at the outset of an acute infectious

disorder is extremely common, and may be taken as evidence of the severity of the

infection to some extent ; in lobar pneumonia this initial rigor is often particularly long
and severe. Xo exhaustive list of the disorders that may he thus ushered in can be given ;

but it may be stated generally that an initial rigor is common in :
—

Lobar pneumonia
Small-pox
Influenza
Severe feverisli eokls

Septicaemia
Pyaniia

Pneumonic tuberculosis Malaria

Typhus VclldW fever

Relapsing fever Weil's disease

Erysipelas After catlietcrization.

Cercbrosi>inal fever

Acute poliomyelitis
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It is less often scon in :
—

Soiirlct tV-MT

."Meask-s

I)i[)htlii ria

Tonsillitis

lilicmiiaf ic f'f\cT

And is CdMijiarativcly rare in

Knteric t"(*\fr

German measles

JIumps
Gout

Tctamis
AliJiarN" ( iiltriciilosis

Sapra'inia
<;iaiicl(is

Si.-k iKailaehc

Atitliiax

Ilyiln.plKiliia
Cliolira

I'laoiie

Aeiite i;astro-in test ilia 1

liisiirdcrs

Xcpliritis
ClKilclitluasis

iiciial I'alc-iijus,

Ovsiaiterv
.Malta te\er

Hcri-lieri.

The (liattnosis of all these different morbid conditions ninst natnrally be made from

the history of exposure to infection, and from the subscipient sii^ns and symptoms. It is

clear that the oecnrrenei' or non-occnrrcnee ol an initial rii;or will rarely lie ol niueli pr.ietieal

assistance in determinini; the natnre of the disonler from which any i»i\en patient is

sulTerinu;.

A riuor after catheterization is not rare whether the kidneys be sound or no. and in

some eases is due to scjitic infection nl the uiclhra or bladder. In others, howe\er. it

ensues when no infection has taken place, and is not followcil by any evidences of urinary

sepsis; in these instances the ri^or must be referred vaguely to iKa'vous shock, and need

not give rise lo alarm.

2. A Second Rigor comiiii; on in the course of any of these disorilers, or a rigor

occurring uncxpeeteilly for the llisl time when the disease is well established or declining,

is often exidcnee of tlu' sineail of the ird'ection. or of the oi'currcncc of some eomiilication.

For example, a second rigor occurring in the course of lahiir jniniiiioiiin may coincide with

the ai)[)earanee of signs indicating the spread of the disease to th<- second and prc\iously
sound limg : a s<'cond rigor hapiicning aftia- the (aisis mav indicati- an empyema. In

enteric fever a rig(n' is rare, though it may be due to such eom])hcations as perforatioa cf the

intestine, acute })eritonitis, pleurisy, pneumonia, middle-ear disease, periostitis, and so

forth ; but there is an abnormal t\pc of < nterie fever in which rigors occur for no apparent
reason, followed by hea\y sweats : and rigors may be observed in eases with constipation,
or during defia'vcsctaicc. or in laiterie |iatii nis who ha\c been treated with antipvretic

drugs.
3. Recurring Rigors. The occmrenee of a siriis tif riilarn often gives information of

more definite \aluc. for they arc seen in but a limited number of local or general infections,

most of which have some eliaractcristii' or localizing signs. In themselves these rigors

are nt> more than evidence of the severity of the ird'ection. and of the extent to which

bacterial toxins have been absorbed into the blood. The following an- the chief disordta-s

eharaeteri/,c<l b\" a series of rii;ors :

Malaria tertian, ((uartan.
;rstivo-antumnal or malig-
nant

Helapsing fever

.•\eute leukiemia

.Vcnte inflammations, e.g.:
—

I'yelitis

Pvelonephritis
(.'vstitis

C'liolecystitis

Knipyema
Infccti\'e sinus tluombosi^

.\ellte Iplooil-ilifeefiolls

eliMling
Portal pyu-mia
I'yainia

.Se]itico-py:pmia

Sc]itica'mia

.\bseess formation :
—

Hepatic (tro|iieal)

.\ppetulieular

.Siihphreiiii-

Perinephric
Prostatic
Cerebral

Special forms of tliLsc

ma_\' be .known as (iiaa-pia'al

fever, malignant endo-

caniitis, acute infective

osteomyelitis, su])piirative

pyle|ilileliitis, etc.

Pulmonary tuberc-ulosis

Hrcinehieetasis

lMit(aic l*e\er

r>>'sipelas
Haf-i.ite lever

Inlluen/.a.

A very thorough jihysical examination of any patient iircsenting nmltiple rigors slmuld

be made ; the condition is always serious, and may be due to septic absorption from some

deep-seated abscess that produces only the scantiest of jihysical signs. When no abnormal

physical signs can be foiuid bacterial cultures should be made from the circulating blood,

care being taken to draw off a sullicient <piantity of hi 1
—

'> to 10 c.c.—and to rejK'at

the cultivation several times before it is decided that I he blooil-stream is sterile.
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111 ninliiiia tlic rifidrs tend to recur at rc'i;iilar intervals of forty-eiulit (/''/fi. 0. ]). 2S) or

sevcntv-two hours (/•/«. 7
ji. 2!t) in tlie Iienjiiii tertian and (luartan infections, at shorter

intervals if the infection is mixed. In the lestivo-autuniivd form the ri<;ors and also the

course of the fever are mucli less ref;ular (P^ig. 10. p. .'51). Tlie i)arasite {Plate VI. p. 3"J)

may be found in the circiilatinji blood, and the patient, if not in extremis, is cured by
quinine : there is no leucocytosis, but a relative increase in larj>e lymphocytes occurs.

In rcUipsiiis. fever the onset is acute, with a rigor or a series of rigors. A fortnight
later, when the jtatient has been convalescing for a week or ten days, relapse and a .second

rigor or series of rigors occurs {Fig. 5, p. 27). A second relajise may be noted at the

end of the third week, and in a very few cases a third relapse. Rela|)sing fever has

practically died out of the United Kingdom, but it is met with in Egypt. India, and other

countries. It occurs in epidemics, and Obermeier's spirochaetc {Plate A'A'J'7//, Fig. I.

p. 01 t) can be found in the patient's blood wliile he is feverish.

Multijile rigors occur exceptionally in the comse of acute bloo(l-(lisea.se>i. such as acute

leukaemia, pernicious an;cmia. or Hodgkin"s disease. Severe and progressive anaemia,

wasting, fever, heavy sweats, and luemorrhage from the mucous membranes, are likely to

occur in these cases, with characteristic changes in the microscojiical a|)i)earanecs presented

by the blood (p. 24).

jMulti])le rigors are conmionest in the various forms of acute blood-infections : special
forms of these have received particular names. Thus puerperal fever occurs after delivery,
and is due to bacterial infection of the uterus and its spread thence to the blood ; the patient
will ])robably have a sanious or offensive vaginal discharge as well as the evidences of

septiciemia or ])ya'mia. In malignant cndocnrdilis. attention is directed mainly to the

condition of the heart, the ]jresenee of valvular murmurs and the signs given on p. 84.

Ill acute infective osteoniyelilis the first complaint arises from the acute inllamir.ation occur-

ring in the marrow of one of the bones. Portal pi/(cmia or supjiurative iiylephlebitis

is seen in patients with various acute inllammatory intra-abdominal lesions, and is due to

the spread of bacterial infection to the portal vein. The commonest precursor is mild

appendicitis. The blood in the portal vein clots, the clot is infected with microbes, softens,

and breaks U]). to be dispersed throughout the liver in the form of infective emlioli. .Multiple

hepatic abscesses result, with ])ain. swelling, and tenderness in the he])atic region : jaundice
is jircsent in less than half the cases, with more or less coloured stools, vomiting and
diarrhcca are fretiuent, and there is hectic fever. Pyirniia is characterized by the formation

of metastatic abscesses in any of the tissues or organs, oftenest in the lungs, in c.insequence
of the lodgement there of multiple infected emboli. Before the days of antise|,tie or

aseptic surgery, pya-mia was the common outcome of serious surgical operations or severe

wounds. Nowadays it is comparatively infrequent, and when it does occur is secondary
to a severe infected wound, to tilccrations of the mucous surfaces, or to deeply-seated
abscesses that are not amenable to surgical treatment. Occasionally it seems to be idio-

pathic, or due to some infect i\e lesion that escapes discovery. Py;emia oftenest begins

suddenly : the main symjjtonis are hectic fever, rigors, leucocytosis, diarrhoea and vomit-

ing, heavy sweats, iirostration. and the formation of secondary abscesses due to the arrest

ol sejjtic emboli. When the lungs become the seat of niulti|>Ie abscesses, the breathing
becomes rapid, and signs of bronchitis, pleurisy, or pulmonary consolidation ay)pear.

Abscesses in the more su])erficial tissues or joints make their |)resence known by tlie local

evidences of pain, .swelling, redness, and heat ; in the deeper parts or organs, by pain and
disturbance of function. The development of secondary subcutaneous abscesses is common
in the less acute cases ; abscess-formation in the heart, and suppurative pericarditis, are

prone to occur when the ])rimary lesion is a periostitis or an acute necrosis of bone.

Pyasmia may be distinguished from enteric fever only with great difficulty if evidences of

abscess-tormavion or some source of ])rimary infection are not forthcoming. es]>ecially as

the tyjihoid state is common in the later stages of Ixith diseases : the occurrence of multiple

rigors is rare in enteric fever, common in ))ya-mia : \Vidars reaction should be tested for.

From malaria. ])ya'mia is distinguished by not reacting to (luinine : malarial ]iarasites will

not be found in the circulating blood. Pain and iuHammation in tlic joints after childbirth

or a miscarriage may be diagno-sed as rheumatism when the condition is really one of

pyaemia or puerperal fever.

The precise diagnosis between py;cmia and septicaemia is often impossible, and is,
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indeed, of academic rather than clinical interest. Tlic necessity f'i>r it is in part avoided

by the use of tlie term septicopjiiviiiiiu the evidences of wliicli are much th<' same as tliose

of jna^mia : all three conditions may arise from identical causes, and bacteria (streptofipcci,

staphylococci, jionococei. pneumococci. li. rali ciitiuniiiiis. li. li/jiliDsiifi. li. iiilli(ciiZ(P.

D. fii/(jc!/<inciis. etc.). may be cultivated from the circvdatini; blood in any of them. .Multiple

rigors are far comnu)ncr in pya'mia—where several may occur daily —than they arc in

seplicii'iniii . The latter condition is due to the jrrowth of microbes in the l)lnn(l witlniut

the formation ol' metastatic abscesses; it ori<>inatcs in lesions very similar to those that

imderlie pya'mia. or results from infected but apparently triflino- ('uts or injuries, or even

from neolectcd chronic suppuration about the teeth. Its main symptoms are pyrexia,

debility, anaemia : in severe cases rigors occm-. and the iiatiirit may fall into the typhoid
state. The bactcri i causing it can lie cultivated from the ciriulating blood ; septic rashes

are ofte-i seen in both pya>mia and septica'uiia, but they are not seen in enteric fever. It

should be noted that, at the best, a deal of looseness attaches to the meaning of the term

septica-mia ; for in lobar |>neumonia. enteric fever. .Malta fever, and many other acute febrile

disorders, the specilic microbes can habitually be cultivated from the circidating blood.

Technically speaking, therefore, these are all instances of septica-mia. Two new terms

have recently come into vogue in this connection, namely. bdcilUfitiia and bacteriivitiin.

.Multii>le rigors may result from acute lociiliztd iiifiiniimdlorii infcctioiin if the inllam-

mation is sullicicntly extensive an<l the infecting micro-orgamsm virulent. It is often

impossible to s ly how far such rigors arc c\ idcncc of the absorption of toxins, and how
far they indicate that lixiiig bacteria have gained access to the blood-stream. Situated in

the genito-urinary tract, these inllammations are often associated with a history <>{ goiiar-

r/ifjea. rennt culiiilii.s, or gout, and produci- eharacteristie pathologii'al changes (ha-maturia,

pyuiia. albmninuiia) in the urii.e. or dilliculties in micturition. If the gall-bladder or

bile-ducts are the seat of the intlamniation. jaundice, and i)ain in the hc|)atic region will

probatdy be observed with the lcv< r and rigors, and a history of gall-stone colic may be

given, siippnralive cholciiir^titis or sitppiirntive cliiit(iii«itis having supervened ; the gall-

bladder will be ten<ler and probably enlarged from the former, the whole liver swollen

and possibly tender from the latter : Charcnt's hepatic intermittent fever is due to cliriiiiir

clioliuigitis. With intermitttnt biliary nb^trMclion due to a ball-xalvc stone often !> ing

in the ampulla of Vatcr. The occurrence of rigors in a child convalescing from pneu-
monia, measles, scarlet fc\(r. or pleurisy, may lead to the discovery of an imsuspected

enqii/cma. Infective simts lliniinlmnis occurs mainly in patients with otorrh(ea. and
indicates that the bacterial infection has spread from the car to one of the cranial venous

sinuses. Its symptoms are general—those of se|)tica'mia or |)ya'mia. often with an initial

rigor and vomiting followed by high fever, more rigors {Fig. 'it-4, p. .j(j7). and sweating :

and local—very .severe |)ain about the ear. excruciating headache, and venous congestion
of the optic disc, with others that vary with the site of the thrombosis. If the

sigmoid sinus is thrombosed, o-dcma and tenderness over the mastoid appear, and
should the clotting sprea<i <lownwards a thrombus may be felt in the internal jugular
vein. Thrombosis of the cavernous sinus is accompanied by squint, cxophthalmiis. and
oedema of the orbits and eyelids. Thrombosis (if the superior longitudinal sinus may set

up (t'dema of the scalp near the sagittal suture. The diagnosis nuist be made from cerebral

or cerebellar abscess, in which repeated vomiting is likely to occur, and the localizing signs

and symi)toms will suggest brain-disease : and from meningitis, in which rigors are rare.

In other patients, some acute inllammatory disorder may result in dctinite ahsce.is foriiintiiiii,

when rigors may develo]) from toxic or sejjtic absorption : here again, the virulence of the

particular microbe causing the inflammation will be the cliief factor in determining whether

rigors occur or not. In many cases the rigors will I'cally be due to a secondary and

probably terminal septica-mia or pyicmia.

Tropiciil (il/scess uf the liver, usually single, occurs in ])aticnts who have been abroad

and have had dysentery, whether ama'bic or bacterial. The early symptoms of li\cr

abscess are often obscure, malaise, fever, sweating, rigors, and gastro-intcstinal disturbances

occurring, or a pleural effusion secondary to spreaii of infection through the diaphragm,
while nothing jiarticidarly suggests implication of the liver. .\s a rule, complaint fif dull

pain in the right hypochondrium. axilla, or shoulder will be made. The diagnosis of this

and other forms of sujipuration in the liver is discussfd on
ji. .'!(i!l.
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Multiple rigors may occur from septic absorption in various diseases of the lungs, the

most important of which are Ijmnchiectnsis. and advanced piilmnnar// tuberculosis with

secondary pyogenic infection of the bronchi or tuberculous cavities. In cither case the

sputum will be abundant, and will probably contain fragments of elastic tissue : it is sure

to be offensive in broncliicctasis.

High or irregular fever with recurring rigors has been recorded in a few unusual cases

of enteric fever {Fig. '241, p. .565) and of influenza free from any comphcation, and in

erijsipclfis (Fig. U45, p. 568).

Only about a dozen cases of rat-bite fever have been recorded in Great Britain so far,

but it is ])robably commoner than it woidd appear to be. and habitually unrecognized.
It occurs in jjcrsons who have been bitten by rats, or by ferrets, cats, or weasels that have
killed rats recently : the rat-bite heals slowly, and after an incubation period of from two to

four weeks the jjatient begins to suffer from a series of acute febrile attacks at fairly regular
intervals of a few days. These attacks recur for from two to ten months in difl'erent

instances (I'^ig. "254). The onset of each is abrupt, with headache, fever up to 102'-106' F.,

Fit/. 254.—Toniperutmx- Lii;irt in a severe caye of rat-bite fe\'er
; only jiart of the chart is shown ; the recurrent

attacks extended over a period of four months,

malaise, pains all over, often a rigor, severe pain and swelling in some of the muscles,
recurrence of inllannnatory ])lienomena. rarely suppmative. about the original wound, and
urticarial, measly, patchy erythematous rashes on the face, limbs, and trunk. Each attack

lasts for a day or two, the patient being fairly well in the intervals : during the attack

a varying leucocytosis is common. Rat-bite fever is not fatal ; the infecting agent,

though qften looked for, remains unknown. .(. j, Je.i-Blake.

RINGWORM. (See FiNtjous Ai-itxtions ok tiii; .Skin, p ;t6.

RISUS SARDONICUS is the lixed mnr.irthful grin that results from spasm of the

muscles of both sides of the face. The angles of the mouth are drawn outwards antl the

eyelids raised by tonic contraction of the same muscles as produce the facial expression
of smiling, but the spasm is maintained in a way that at once excludes natural smiling.
The chief causes of the condition are tetanus, strychnine jjoisoning. malingering, hysteria,

catalejtsy.

Catalepsy.-- The differential diagnosis is not, as a rule, dillicult, A cataleptic case

is chronic : the facies is by no means always that of smiling, but if it should be. then the

smile is a lixed one ; the chief characteristic of the condition is the maintenance for hours

at a stretch of some attitutle that would rapidly fatigue an ordinary person : the history
and the associated mental sym])tonis of melancholia or dementia point to the diaguDsis,
and tetanus and strychnine poisoning would be excluded by the absence of tetanic spasms.

Hysteria sometimes takes a form that may for a while raise doubts as to strychnine
having been taken, but, as a rule, the multiformity of the contortions points to the correct

diagnosis. The features may be kept fixed for a time, but sooner or later they become
twisted into all sorts of .shapes, and the tonic and clonic .spasms of the body and limbs are

not in any way regular, as they arc apt to be in strychnine poisoning and tetanus. The

])atient is likely to he a woman, and there may be a history of previous hysteria (p. 465).
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Diiriiif; a quiescent interval it may he Iminrl ])iis-,il)le tn stroke or tiiucli tlic patient witiinnt

l)rin<iinr; on a convulsion, whereas in strychnine poisoninjr and in tetanus the slightest
touch is apt to evoke a violent and generalized spasm, even ojjisthotonos.

Malingering may take the form of imitated convulsions, during which the features

ma\ he kept lixed in one position or another, sometimes in that of smiUnsi. Tlie Hxetl

voluntary contractions cannot be nuuntained lonu;. Iiowever. on account of fatigue, so that
iiltliou<>h there may he some douht at first, this Generally disappears soon. The patient
is usually a man who has something to gain hy milingerinu; : a night's lodging in a

hospital, for instance.

Stryclinine Poisoning ami Tetanus arc the two chief causes of typical lisus s.irdonicus.

The main iioiiil t-i rely on in cli-,tiniiuishing the two is the liistDry. it il is obtainable—the

injection ol an o\rrdosc of strychnine hyp )derniieally. or the takiici of a rat-paste, on the
one hand, or the ociauTcnee of some small hut penetrating wound Ijy a rusty nail or earth-

.sojled knife or stick <luring the fortnight preceding the syniptoTiis, on the other. The
absence of any known woimd. however, does not exclude tetanus. If lock-jaw and stiffness

of the neck are ijromincnt features, tetanus is more probable than strychnine poisoning.
and vice versa. In strychnine cases, the patient will cither die quickly, or the symptoms
will subside rajjidly. whereas in tctamis t!iey mav persist unabated for several days. In a

few instances the diagnosis may only be settled by the discovery of strychnine in the i;.istric

contents, or of tetanus bacilli t I'latr Willi. Fii!. T. p. Cil t) in anaerobic cultivations

from the infected wound.
It only remains lo add that a lew eases of fnriii/ sclfroitermiii may simulate risus

sardonicus, though more <p|ten tliia-c is complete smoothness of the features and lack of

ex|)ression. There are no s|)asmodie contractions, the condition comes on graduallv, is

permanent, and the diagnosis becomes obvious at onei' when the hard smooth skin is

palpated, for one c.imiol |iick it up between one's fingers. llerberl French.

RUMINATION. (See M.-.Rv. ISM. p. :!,s,s.)

RUPIA. (See SfAMS, below.)

S.4LIVARY GLANDS. ;.See Swia.i.iNi; oi- tui; Sai.ivauv Gi.anus. p ti'.n.)

SALIVATION, UNDUE. --(See I'tvamsm p. .-,f_'.)

SAND, INTESTINAL. This is seen in the motions, especially when they are fluid

and the patient has membranous colitis. It is like the linest sea-sand : its colour varies

owing to varying degrees of imbibition of fa-cal pigment. I'sually it is red. looking some-

thing like tine uric acid, and it varies from this to a pale dirty yellow. It is .seen

best showing U|) against the white of the bed-pan in which it lies, .\nalysis shows that it

consists of from 80 to 70 jht cent of organic matter, doubtless all derived from the fa-ees.

The inorganic matter is invariably nearly all calcium phosphate, with traces of calcium

oxalate, magnesiimi, iron, and perhajjs silica. The amount of sand passed in a day may
be four teas])oonfuls. hut usually it is nuieh less. Many patients pass it for years, but not

always constantly even then : it may be passed daily for weeks, and then for weeks none
is passed. It is far conunoner in those who have membranous colitis than in other patients,
but it has l)een seen with malignant disease of the large intestine : it always indicates some

organic disease of the colon. It must be distinguished fiom false intestinal sand, which
looks very like it and may be found in the motions of tliost' wlm have eaten largely of pears.
This is entirely vegetable, and can be distinguished ea .ily from true intestinal sand by

microsco]iical examination (Pliitr Will). IT. IIiiU- Wlnle.

SCABS.—The scab, or crust, one of the secondary cutaneous lesions, is a more or less

irregular, dried-up mass of exudation on the surface of the skin. It may be produced by
the desiccation of serum, ])Us. or blood, or of a mixture of these thiids, and commingling
with these substances [here may be epithelial dt'bris, or fat, or fungous elements. Scabs

form on matured vesicles, bulhc, and ])ustu!es, on ulcerations, erosions, and on every kind

of excoriation, pathological or traumatic. If the exudation is thin, as sometimes in eczema.
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thev are soft and friable : if it is thick, tliev may be tougher and more adherent, and

successive layers may be formed, as in the rupial crusts of syphilis. Scabs eomjKised laroely

of fungous elements are more or less friable, and these, like those resulting from the sebor-

rhoeic process, may partake of the character of scales as well as of scabs. Such formations,

however, as for example the ' crusts ' of favus, are in the nature of scales rather than

of scabs, and are noticed elsewhere. (See Scai.v Eruptions, p. (iOl ; and Fungous
Affections of the Skin, p. 2-!(i.)

Scabs vary greatly, not only in consistence, thickness, and adhesiveness, but also in

colour and in form ; and liy attention to these differences the diagnosis of the affections

in which thev occur may be assisted. Some guidance may also be obtained from the con-

dition of the surface from which the scab has been removed : it may be ilrv when the scab

has been long adherent, as in some cases of iin|)ctig(>. excoriated as in ee/.ema. or ulcerated

as in rupia. But the clinician will be guided mueh more by the primary than by any

secondary lesion ; and for the decisive diagnostic features of the diseases about to be

mentioned, the reader is referred to the articles Macules (p. 382) ; Vesicles (p. 753) ;

BuLL^ (p. 96) ; Papules (p. 487) ; Nodules (p. J02) ;
and Pustules (p. 557.)

In irrilalive herpes the vesicles on the skin shrivel up and form yellowish-brown crusts,

which after a few days liccome detached, as a rule leaving no scar, but only a brov.nish

stain, which slowly fades away. In lierpes zoster most of the vesicles wliieh do not abort

reach the same termination ; but others, instead of drying up. may burst and discharge a

fluid, which then forms yellowish or brownish crusts. In zoster a sear is produced some-

times. In crytlicma multiforme there is often considerable scabbing, as is mentioned under

VESICLE.S (]j. 753). In eczema the lesions may dry up either into scales or into crusts.

Crustation is usually the third stage in the evolution of the disease, the disc'harge from the

vesicles drying into greyish-yellow scabs of varying thickness, which become detached and

are succeeded by others imtil the '

weeping
"

ceases. When the lips are attacked. th?y

may become so stiffened under layers of crusts superimposed one upon another that the

patient can hardly move his lips without fissuring the skin. In the male, the •

bathing-

drawers ' area may be so covered with crusts that the patient cannot walk or sit down
without breaking them. In the same region in the female the inflanunation and crusta-

tion may be even more severe, and the scabs may be marked by niui-h foulness. One of

the characteristic features of what is called papular eczema is the appearance of a tiny dome
of blood-crust on the jjapules, due to scratching. In seborrha'ic eczema there may either

be scaling, or the squames may be massed into fatty crusts (see Scaly Eruptions, p. (iOl).

The scabs in eczema rubrum are extremely thin, like goldbeater's skin : when they are torn

off, a red, wet, raw, tender surface is laid bare. 'I'lie crusts of scabies may be distinguished

from those of eczema by their being isolated and distril)nted irregularly, instead of being

grouped, and by the multiformity of the lesions with which they are mixed—vesicles,

bulla', pustules, lurniorrhagic scabs, etc. In most itching diseases there will be found

blood-seabs, resulting from the scratching to which the ])atienl is ]jrovoked.

In cheiropompliolyx the bulL-c into which the little sago-grain vesicles run dry up into

crusts, the removal of which reveals a surface that is red and exquisitely tender. The

appearance and sensitiveness of the underlying skin, together with the limitation to the

hands and feet, and often to the hands alone, will help the diagnosis. The crusts of sycosis

vulgaris also have a limited distribution : they may be confined to the U])per lip, and in

any ease they do not extend lieyond the hairy parts of the face. They arc brown or yellow

in cf)lour. thin, and distinctly adherent.

In impetigo contagiosa the scabs which are formed from the dricd-iip lluid discharged

by the pvistules on ruiJture are yellowish ; in uncleanly persons thev arc liiown. or even

black. .\ characteristic feature is that they have around them no hypcra'niic halo, but

look as if they might have been stuck on artiiieially. In the severe form of the disease

styled ertliyma, however, the flat irregular scab formed from the rujjtured vesicles is

surrounded by a more or less pronounced areola. At first loosely attached, the scabs in

impetigo contagiosa afterwards become so firmly adherent that their removal requires

.some force and gives rise to a little bleeding. In this affection there is what may be called

a secondary scab, formed by the drying-up of the thick, purulent discharge
—honey-like

in consistence and aiipearance
—from the surface left raw by the removal of the earlier

crusts. The reddish stain that appears when the lesion heals is not permanent. In
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pc/iipliians i-iilumis tln' crusts iiitii %vlii(.-li (he hull:!' sluiiiU arc liniwnish-yclldw ; and wlii-u

tlu-v lull oil s])()ut;nK-ciusly Ihf surface l)ciicatli is not raw, as in iinpctijio. but is I'ounil to

be covered with in wly-l'orined epidertnis. at first purple, al'terwards turnini; brown, and

nradually lieconiinj; normal in colour. When the area covered by the scabs is extensive

tiiere is an unpleasant sense of tension, and if they are removed prematurely, excoriation

may he caused. In the more seriou.s alTection known as pemplngiis folidccNs. the crusts

arc yellowish, and as the disease proceeds. lari;c scales arc formed. In pciiijiliigiis vcgctdits

the foid-smcllin<i secretion from the ])atc!ic-: of affected skin lorms a thin crust, which can

ea^ily be stripped off. when a ])a[>illarv cxereseeni'e. partly covered with a thin stratum of

epidermis, is revealed. The process usually ends in i;ani>rene and death. The excrescences

are distinjiuishablc from the eoudylonuita of syphilis by always bcinj; surrounded by a

zone of l)iill;e. while condylomata have an inliltrated border.

In ucivc Icjinisji the bnlhe, which have the same characters as those of pemphiiius
vulttaris, form, on rupture, a larjie crust, the removal of which exposes a yrey surface con-

sist inj;' of altered rele. the epidermis bcinif east off by suppuration. In this way a sueeessiDn

of yellow scabs or crusts may be formed and fall oft. lca\ ini; at last a i;ranulat inj; surface,

which ultimately is converted into a while scar. If the bulhc abort, they are followed by
a parchment-like scale instead of a crust, and this in turn i>ives place to a hyperasthetic
ulcer. The scabs of nerve leprosy liave some rcseml)lanee to the nipiiil cnisl.s of secondary

syphilis, but there is little danger of confusion between the two. The rupial crusts, yreenish

or blackish, consist of several successive layers, each smaller than the one immediately
below it. so that a ]>yramidal structme is formed, somewhat rcsemblinu the shell of a limpet.
This very characteristic crust, which can scarcely be mistaken for that of any other con-

dition, and dislinfinishablc from the psoriasis rupioides of .M-C'all .\ndersou by the base

beino' ulcerated, is formed from pustules usually, but may follow also on the dryinu up
of bulla'. The scabs in scciiiiddrfi iftnc.s form njjon the yellow heads of laruc pa|)ules. anil

beneath them are founfl reddish raspberry-like >;ranulations which secrete a little pus, and
after a time beome pale or even white, IIealin<; usually takes place beneath the scabs,

which fall off about the cud of the second month from the <inset of the secondary rash.

The raspbciry-likc uraimlations, the characteristic lesion of yaws, will obviate eiinfusion

between these crusts and those of any other affection. The crusts of lupun viilgtiiis are

greenish-black, like ru|iial crusts, but they do not consist of layers superimposed upon
each other, and dotted around the ragged edge will be sci'U the "

apph-jelly
"

nodules

which are the • note
"

of lupus.
In snnill-pa.r the formati<iii of scabs on the jiustules bcyjns in the cenlie and causes a

secondary
"

umbilication
'

; it is generally attended by intense itihing. In from three

to four weeks IVom tlicii' appearance the crusts fall oil. leaving a reildeni'd surface, made
uneven by scars or '

pits.' The true nature of the disease will have been diseovered.

even in doubtful cases, before the crust stage is reached. (For the dillercnti-al diagnosis,

see under Prsri i.Es, p, ,5,')7), In the diagnosis of ulcers, as in that of small-pox, the crust

is of little importance. These arc dealt with under ri.CHu.vnoN oi' xiii''. F.vci; (p. 7;i.)l ami

l*I.C'i:i!.\TION OF THK FoOT (p. 7:!.>). Millidllll Miiniw

SCALY ERUPTIONS. Tie s piamc, or scale, one of the secondary cutaneous

lesions, is a dry, and a, a rule laminated, exfoliation of the epidermis. Disregarding the

slight, imperce|)tible dcs:|uainati<)n which is a pinely physiological |)rocess, scales may be

said to result either from inllannnation, as in |)soriasis and ijityriasis rubra pilaris : from an

abnormal dryness of the skin, as in dry seborrhcea and keratosis ])ilaris : or from an earlier

acute hypenemia, as in scarlatina and other erythematous erujitions. The ])roeess may
tousist in an o%er-niultiplieation of the epidermic cells or in interference with the normal

liorny transformation. In colour, scales are ordinarily while or grey, cither dull and

lustreless, as in sel>orrh(ea, or silvery, as in jisoriasis : but they are sometimes a dirty

yellow, as in some dry syphiliiles. or even reddish-brown, as in oily seborrhcea. They may
be large and thin, as in pityriasis rubra, or small and branny, as in tinea versicolor : e\en

in the same afl'ection (e.g.. pityriasis rubra) they may vary gri'atly in size in dilfercnt

regions. They may consist (.)f a single layer, as in squamous eczema, or of several adherent

strata, as in psoriasis. In (|Uantity they may be inconsiderable, as in tinea versicolor.

or most pri)fnse, as in jisoriasis and ]iityriasis rubra. I'sU'dly they are dry and l'ria.ble. but
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if mixed witli an oily secretion, as in seborrlia:^a, or with a serous or seropurulent discliarge,

as in eczema. Ihey may partake of the nature of both scales and crusts.

.\ brief description of the scales met with in various affections may be given here ;

but except in a few diseases of which they form a highly characteristic manifestation, such

as seborrhoca, ])soriasis, and jjityriasis rubra, they have little diagnostic value, and. as I

have said elsewhere of scabs, diagnosis must usually rest ui)on ])rimary rather than upDn

secondary lesions.

Sometimes there is scale-formation in eruptions due to the internal ailministration of

such (Iniss as (piinine or belladoima. or to the external a|)])lication of carliolic acid, iodine,

etc. : but it has no significance in diagnosis. In Iwratosis pilaris (xeroderma) and other

forms of iciitlnjosis, there is always more or less desquamation of the dry and roughened
and sometimes warty skin ; but here also it is without diagnostic import. Of the scales of

scarlet fever, measles, German measles, and other infectious fevers, again, nothing need be

said, for the diagnosis ought to have been settled before they apjiear. Nor need I speak
of the scaliness of tinea tonsurans, tinea versicolor, and other fungous uljcrlinus. for the

differential diagnosis of these diseases has been given under Fungous Diseases (p. 246).

The scales of ])apular svpliilides. again, have been described under P.vpui.es (p. 487). and

the diagnosis of the lesions, botli jirimary and secondary, from those of psoriasis will be

found in that article. In the unusual instances of urticaria in which dest|uamation is

present, it is so slight as to be negligible. In most forms of erythema, scales occur ;
but

here again they have little significance for the diagnostician, and it will be sufficient to

say that in erythema simplex the desquamation is slight, and that in erythema
scarlatiniforme it is more considerable. In lupus enjlliematosus the central scar-like

depression of the primary eruptive lesions may be covered cither with tliin. papery, greyish

scales, or with a firmly adherent scab. In jjarts furnished with sebaceous glands, the

skin will usually be covered with small adherent scales of sebum, which at the margin of

the patch plug the dilated orifices of the glands, so that numerous comedones are formed.

From other forms of erythema, as also from ringworm, lupus erythematosus may be dis-

tinguished by the slowness and persistence of the process. Tiie lesion itself, atrophic in

the centre, with a well-defined red border, and studded with plugs, can scarcely be mistaken

when it appears on its site of election, the face. When, however, it occurs on the hands,

it may mimic chilblains so closely that only the lapse of time can make the diagnosis

certain. lu])us erythematosus being nmch more olidurate to treatment, and not disappear-

ing in the suuuner. For the diagnosis between lupus erythematosus and ))soriasis. see

below : for that between Iu|)us erythematosus and lupus vulgaris, see under Nodules

(p. 40-').

We now come to affections in which scales play a more important part. In seborrhoca

sicca there is an excess of the solid fatty constituents of the sebum, and the excreted

material takes the form of scaly but usually somewhat greasy masses. In seborrhoca

oleosa there is an abnormal predominance of the oily part of the sebaceous secretion,

which dries into yellowish or reddish-brown cakes of greasy scales, often with a hyper-

a>mic base and a fringe of papules about the edge. In the face, oily seborrhcea is more

often met with than the dry form ; but seborrhcea generally, though it may occur on

the trunk and limbs, almost invariably begins on the scalp. When not limitel to tlie

seal)), as usually it is. it sju'cads downwards to the face, round the neck, the chest, the centre

of the liack. and the limbs. In the light of this preference for the scalp, and the downward

extension when the affection is not confined to that ))art. a tyjiieal case of seborrhiea is

unmistakable. In cases of seborrhcea which resemble psoriasis, guidance may be found

in the scales, which in the latter affection are silvery, and harder. The respective starting-

points of the eruptions, however, furni.sh a safer indication, psoriasis almost always

ap|)earing first on the elbows and knees and sjireading upwards.
In ty[)ical eczema, sealing forms the final stage of the pathological process. .-Xfter

the initial erythema comes the exudation, then the crustation (see Scabs. ]). 5i)V)). next

the drv stage, and lastly the desquamation, the ei)idcrmis being shed in scales that become

progressively thinner and smaller until only a brownish stam is left to mark the site. All

the stages are often ])rcsent at once in a given case. Sealing is fre<}uently a noticeable

feature when there is a ])redominance of erythematous lesions, as it is also in eczema follicu-

lorum. But it is in seborrhocic eczema that this phenomenon is most prominent, the latent
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catarrh witli which the allVftiDii begins being fi)ll(iwe(l by the agghitinalion uf epidermic
scales wliich are thrown off in the form of large lamella?. In some cases the scales may
increase in quantity, in others, as is mentioned under Scabs (p. .>!>!)), they may become

massed into fatty crusts among the hairs. The differential diagnosis of eczema has been

set out in the articles on the primary lesions. The secondary lesions in this affection may
indeed be rather a hindrance than a help in determining its true nature, and in doubtful

cases the first thing to do is to remove both scales and crusts in order that the under-

lying lesion may be examined carefully. .Vs between eczema and jisoriasis, however, just

as between eczema and seborrhcra, the scales afford guidance in the diagnosis : while in

psoriasis the lower layers of scales are whitish or silvery and hard, in eczema they are

yellowish, dull, and friable.

In /).TOn'«.s'/.v the scale has distinct diagnostic value. It enters, indeed, into the defin-

ition of the disease as an affection of the skin, eharactt'rized li\ Mat. dry |>atchesof varying
extent, covered with whitish, silver-grey, or asbestos-like scales. The sealiness may vary
from a thin film to a dense, heaped-up mass. If the scales are removed, a smooth, dry.

shining hypera'mie surface is seen, studded with spots that show various gradations of colour,

from a deep to a bright red. the bright-red ))oints being the tops of inllamcd ]iapilla'. Th.-

eruption appears as papules of ])in-hca(l size, at lirst red. but becoming white as the scales

form. Spreading centrifugaily. the |)Mpules form patelu's, generally roundish or oval when

small, and becoming more irregular as they grow larger. They may remain stationary for

a long time, and slowly disappear, or. continuing to s|)rcad. may become confluent. While

the diseaM' isactixe the individual patch is en<Mr('led by a narrow zone of redness. Ijut

when it is not spreading this fades away. Sooner or later involution takes place, and the

redness which the lesions leave behind them Mion disappears, though in protracted eases a

brown stain may (ursist. and in rare instances there may be superHcial atrophy. The

malady may come and go. recrudescing after nearly disappearing, for the greater part of a

patient's life. It is often most abundant when the patient is in the best health, and may
almost or quite disap])ear during serious illness. In <lislribution, psoriasis is almost invari-

ably symmetrical, lake small-pox. it shows a marked predilection for surfaces that are

exposed to friction. Almost always it starts on the tips of the elbows and the fronts of the

knees. After the extensor aspects of the limbs, its faxourite site is the hairy scalp, and

then the trunk, especially over the lumbar region. In typical eases the clinical picture
—

the patches with sharply delined bonlir. covered witli hard, shiny scales : the hy|)er;emic

surface beneath, dotted with red points ; the distribution as just described : the unim-

paired health, the natural comjjlexion. the jjroneness to attack blue-eyed fair-haired persons,

and the absence of exudation —
siarcely admits of misinterpretation. In all these particulars,

except the miimpairiil health, |)soriasis differs from eczema., as well as in the less intense

and less constant itching by which it is attended. On the seal]), while psoriasis usually

occurs in patches and ends abruptly at or only just beyond the margin of the hair,

seborrhoeie eczema almost invariably extends over the whole surface, and often in\olvcs

the face and the neck. .Mmost always, too. psoriasis spreads u])wards from its sites of

election, seborrhuic eczema downwards from the head. In very chronic forms of eczema,

in which there mav be no history of
"

weeping." the diagnosis from psoriasis may be

dillic'ult. In all doubtful instances, gentle scratching on the affected surface will bring-

out the silvery scales, if the case is one of psoriasis.

The pajjular stage of liclicii planus may be mistaken for psoriasis. In licheti planus.

however, the eruption shows a preference for the llexor aspects of the wrists and knees :

it consists of shining-smooth |)apules. without scales ; the grounrl-tint is bluish-red or

violet : and the ])atchcs are formed li\ the aggregation of a number of papules instead

of by centrifugal extension. In doubtful eases the whole body must be searched for the

typical lesions of either disease.

Lupus eri/lhcniatDsus differs from j)Soriasis in that, in the fornuT condition, the scales

are not abundant, the edge of the patch is more elevated, tlu' cheeks are usuull\- attackeil,

as tliev are not in ]>soriasis, anil there are the distinctive pluu> in the orilices of the

sebaceous duets, as described earlier in this article. Scarrinu. too. may be found in the

Iiateh. and there may be atrophy of the ears.

.\s between psoriasis and jxi/nihir sijpliilulcs. the diagnosis is given under P\i'[i.r.s

(p. f.S?). The heajicd-u]) crusts of the condition which has been styled psoriasis rupioides
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can be distinguished from tlie nipial lesions of syphilis by the base being ulcerated in the

latter disease ; but syphilis niiniics everything, and cases sometimes occur in which it can

be distinguished even from si> distinctive an affection as psoriasis only by attention to the

history, and bv the discovery of other lesions, the presence of cachexia, the influence of

salvarsan. iodides, and mercury, or by the Wassermann serum test.

In pili/ridsis luhrii the whole cutaneous surface is always inflamed and reddened,

without infiltration or thickening, but accompanied by profuse desquamation {Plate XXI]').

branny on the head, larger flakes from the trunk, huge scules from the hands and feet.

Pityriasis rubra may occur as an independent disease—an extremely rare event—or may
follow in the wake of erythema multiforme, eczema, psoriasis, lichen planus, dermatitis

herpetiformis, and certain drug eruptions. Its most frequent precursor is psoriasis. The

constant and profuse desriuamation, the papery scales and sheets in which the epidermis
is shed, are important diagnostic signs ; others are the vivid redness of the eruption, the

rapidity with which it is diliuscd, its universality, the serious impairment of liealth —some-

times issuing in death—;ind the frecpient absence of itching. From eczema it is distinguished

by the absence of exudation and of crusts : from psoriasis by its rapid spread and uni\ ersal

diflusiou : from pemjihigus foliaceus by the absence of loose bulkc and of foul-smelling

discharge, the less severe general symptoms, and the greater amenability to treatment ;

from lichen ruber planus by the absence of papules, as well as by its rapid extension and

involvement of the whole area of the body.
The essential lesions of pUjjriasis rosea are patches or circle>, very slightly raised and

thinly covered with small scales. The eruption usually shows itself first on the abdomen,

though it may begin on the chest, the face, or the arms. It s])reads less rapidly than

pityriasis rubra, but in two or three weeks the tnmk, the face, and the limbs may be

covered, and thovigh occasionally it is universal, it seldom extends below the elbow or the

knee. The diagnosis is seldom in doubt, the characteristic
" herald ijatch

"

with which

the rash begins, the pale-ie;l tint, the slight elevation of the patches, the mingling of

maculate and circinate lei-ions, the slight degree of scaline.ss, and the spontaneous involu-

tion, forming a distinctive eitf.emble. The diflerenees it presents from pityriasis rubra have

been indicated above. From psoriasis it is differentiated by its less inflammatory character,

the more rapid onset, tlie sliglit scaliness, its neglect of the situations most vulnerable to

psorias:tic attack, an<l the absence of hypera?mie sjiots on the surfiiee beneath the scales.

From seborrhira eorjioris. by the dryness of the scales, its nuich less chronic character, the

lesions disappearing si)ontaneously in a few weeks. From tinea circinata, by the large

number and wide distribution of the lesions, and the absence of the fungus which is the

cause of cutaneous ringworm. From the maeulo-papular syphilide. by the absence of

infiltration, the lighter colour, the fact that the palms of the hands are usually spared.

and the lack of concomitant syphilitic signs.

Pityriash- rubra pilaris may appear in the form of scaly patches, resembling psoriasis,

on the ])alms and soles, or as a dry eruption, covered with eczematous-looking crusts : but

the ])apule which soon appears is a more characteristic lesion, and the diagnosis of the

condition from ]>soriasis and other affections will be f'nunil under Papules (p. 488).
Malcolm Morris.

SCLEROTICS, BLUE. (See Fr.vctcre, Spont.\neois. ], _>(•_'.)

SCOLIOSIS.—(See CruvATntE, Spinal, p. 1.5:5.)

SCOTOMATA.—(Sec Visu>n. Defects of. p. T8T.)

SENSATION, SOME ABNORMALITIES OF, —The abnormalities of sensation

met with in disease are as numerous as they are important for the purpose of diagnosis.

Under Pain in the Face (jl 44(i) : Pain in the Uppeu Exthemity (p. 1-42) : and Pain in

THE Lower Extremity (p. 4;i8), the question of subjective pain in relationship to diagnosis

has been discussed, and reference will be found on p. 4i4 to another subjective al)norniality

of sensation to which the term •

acroparaesthesia
"

is applied.

Wherever sensory loss occurs, it should assist in forming a conclusion as to the site of

disease, even if it does not indicate clearly anything with regard to its nature. In order

that the sensorv loss may gi\e the necessary informatioiL it is absolutely necessary that the
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physician slioiiM ascertain Imtli the limit ami the nature iif (he inss. lie will lie able to

jiidfre from the shape anil lneality of the amcsthetie area whether it eonform^ to a hsion of

a peripheral nerve, a spinal root, or some part of the central nervous system. Aiiahsis

to show whether the loss is uniform to all forms of sensory stimuli, or whether il is limitecl

to one or two forms only, will pro\ ide aililitional information for diaisiiosini; I he silnalion

of the lesion. In order to utilize the information |)rovided by the shape and si/e cd' the

Supi.Hfichle^

Nc'ic of U <!.(.. -^ \ \
';

C.I»rr.alb(a-ichormi.stuluH'" 'I
^
V* [ ',

n:i iius in si:.\.--ii['.v Ni:i:\es i.v Tin; -^Ki>.

area of an;rstlu'sia. it is neeessary to know what are the areas on the surface of the body
which correspond to the distribution of ])eripheral ner\es on the one liand. an<l of spinal
seirnients or spinal mots on the other. The aeeompanyinj; diagrams (Fig. •2.'>'> and I'lnte

A-YI . p. (ios) supply this information to some extent, but in order that it may be u.sed

to the best a(l\antaj;c. it is necessary to say a few words about various forms of .sensory
loss due to lesions in different i)arts of the nervous system. Before enterinji upon this

part of the subject, we may exjilain the way in which we propose to use the terms

an;esthesia. analgesia, and thermo-ana'sthcsia.

Aiitisllitsid denotes impairment or loss of the cutaneous sensibility to cotton-wool
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touch, and it is important to rcnienilicr that parts which arc liairless should be chosen for

accurate examination.

Aiialgrsia refers to impairment or loss of ])ain-sensc. the adjecti\c
"

superficial
"

being

a])plied when the surface ])ain ]>roduced by the |>rick of a pin is interfered with, and the

adjective
"

deep
" when the ])ain usually associate<l with pinchinj; or S(iueezing the muscles

and deeper tissues is no longer appreciated.
Tlien/ici-atHt'sthesia indicates loss of apijreciation of heat and cold ; but the inability-

to distinguish between things which are warm and
cool is not always associated with equal loss of

sensibility in distinguishing between objects which
are ice-Cdid and really hot.

Disturbances of Sensation in Peripheral
Nerve Lesions.—The afferent mechanism of the

jjcripheral nervous system consists of the following
three sub-systems :

—
1. Deep Sensibility.

—This conveys impulses
excited by pressure and by all movements of

joints, tendons, and muscles. Painful impulses
derixed from excessive |)ressm'e are also carried

by this snb-system. By its means a healthy

person is able to recognize not only movements
of joints, but also the locality of the stimulus and
the direction of the movement. The lihres which

conduct these sensory im|)ulses run mainly with

the muscular nerves, and are not destroyed by
division of the sen.sory nerves to the skin.

2. Protopathic Sensibility.
—This sub-system

responds to ])ainful cutaneous stimuli (])inpricks)

and to the more extreme degrees of heat and cold.

The ap])reciation of these stimuli is vague and

inexact as to the locality of the spot stimulated.

sub-system is due the power of perceiving and
of discriminating between two points applied

simultaneously to the surface, and of recognizing the finer grades of temperature called

cool and warm.
It has been shown that when a periplieral cutaneous nerve is divided the area of

epicritic loss is greater than that of proto])alhic loss ; in other words, there is more over-

lapping of protopathic sensibility than of e])icritic

sensibility between neighbouring nerve distributions.

Thus, if the ulnar nerve is divided near the wrist,

there is complete loss to touch, superlicial jiain.

heat, and cold, over an area including the little

finger and jiart of the inner edge of the palm of the

hand. This is the area of epicritic and proto])athic
loss. But epicritic loss extends over a wider area

which includes half the ring finger and more of the

-

Peripheral neuritis.
' Glove andFig.

stocking anicsthesia.' Cotton-wool and pinprick
sensibility impaired or lost over tlie dotted areas.

This is associated with hyperalgesia of the under-

lying muscles.

3. Epicritic Sensihilily.
—To this

locating light touches (cotton-wool)

hand (Fig. In this area of epicritic loss pain Fig. 2o7.— Division of ulnar nerve at the wrist.

The dark area represents loss of epicritic and proto-

pathic sensibility. The line indicates the limits of

epicritic loss, (.ifur Head and Sherren.)

can be recognized but cannot be localized exactly,
while light touch is not appreciated, and the dis-

crimination between cool and warm is absent.

Consideration of the above points shows how important it is to define accurately the

exact nature of any sensory loss, and to be careful that the ajtpreciation of pressure is not

mistaken for the appreciation of light touch. If tactile sensibility is tested by the

ob.server's finger or with the head of a pin, the results will be vitiated, because pressure

sensibility is at once brought into action.

Another important diagnostic point depends on the fact that protopathic sensibility

returns .some months before epicritic sensibility in the process of regeneration after the

division of a i)eriplural nerve. During the stage of protopathic repair there is often a
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consi(kTal>lc (U'yri'c nt' liypcraloesia in tlic :iHcct((l aiva : Ihat is to say. Ilic pain pniduc-od

by a |)in-pric'k (ir a scratch is out nf all prnpDrtioii to the nature ni' the stinuihis.

So far we ha\ e dealt with the disturliance (if sensibility ]iri)dneed by the disease iir

injury of a sini;ie nerve. In the disease kmiwn as jiciijihcnil minilis the sensnrN distinli-

ance.s arc very charaeteristie, and consist iil' pain, tinulinu, Itnderness. and eutaneou.s

ana'sthcsia. S|K)ntaneou.s pain in the limbs is often coniplained of. but more im])ortant is

the intense sufferina' i)roduced l)y movements, and especially l)y handliui; tin' limbs or bv

squeezing the nuiseles. .\t the same lime col l(^n-\vool tout'h is often nnpereci\cd on the

peripheral ])arts of the limbs, particularly in what are known as the i;io\c an<l stocking
areas (Fig. 25(>). This combination of deep liyperal<;esia and cutaneous anasthesia con-

stitutes an important dillerential sign between peripheral neuritis and tabes dorsalis. in

which superlicial and deep analgesia arc nearly always associated.

Disturbances of Sensation in Lesions of the Cord.—Tlic impulses of the three

peripheral subsystems deep, epicritie. and protopathit combine in new groups soon
after they eulci- the spinal cord. Some impulses cross to

the ojipositc sidi' immediately, others i'Hjss after running a

short com'se on the same side, and others asci-nd to the

upper extremity of the cord entirely on the side of their

entry. This rcarrangeiiu'nt may be sununari/.cd briclly

thus :

1. Impulses of pain, whether txcitt'd by cutaneous

stinndi or by excessive pressure, run together in the spinal
cord, and cross, probably soon, to the opposite side.

2. Im|>ulses of temperature (if nil (lci;ircs eros> lo the

opposite side and are closely associated, but n<Jt inter-

mingled, with those of pain : the impulses id' heat are

also separateil fmm those of cold.

:i. Impidses cxciti-d by light touch and by pressure'.

and those which subserve their localization, accompany
each other, cross to the opposite side, probably less ra]>idlv

than those of pain and temperature, and ascend in a path
which is distinct from that of the latter.

f. Impulses subserving the senses of passive position
and movement are associated with those of tactile dis-

crimination (compass

S ^

;
=2 -o •;

Z' C s, ^
"

a I

Deep.
\

J
^oveniettts of muscfts. Johtts and'
(eodOJis, their extent and directiuiTT

Pressure and its iocalization-
fVfSsurc Pain.

(
Ta^'ite Discrimination. -

SptCritic. '.Light touch and its localization,
'

llcmpi.ratur<:3 iSi°-iO'C.)

Protonathic f J'""*''''<"'"'"m (6c!oi.- lo'anif atote i5°C.)-
^ '

XCutanenns pain.
'

Peripheral.
{.Nerves)

Fnj. -i.'iS.
— L)iiii,'r;uu illiistntiiiiL' tlie rour^o of rho

periplier.il nerves into llie sjiiii;il roiil. ["njiii tiie

.Maliarif. vol. vii.)

Central.
iSpiiml Choi-d)

ii]i|iiil^i

, .unci.-

[joints) in their ascent

of the cord on the same
side as their entry.
These im|)nlscs pass up
the posterior colunuis.

The accompanying
diagram represents this

rearrangement <if im-

pulses and their course

in the spinal cord.

The chief [)oints of

practical importance in

clinical work to be deduced from the aboxt- c(jusidirat ions are as follow

place, analgesia resulting from a cord lesion always includes deep as we
pain, and so differs from the analgesia proiluced by a peripheral nerve lesion in which, as

we have seen, superlicial analgesia may be associated with deep hyperalgesia. Seccjudly.
a lesion of the s])inal cord may abolish the appreciation of thermal stinudi. but. if it does

so. till- discrimination between all degrees of heat and cold will be lost. 'I'his again differs

from the effect of some peripheral lesions. In the third place, a lesion of the posterior
columns may ])ro(hice loss of the sense of i)assive position and movement without any
loss of tactile, painful, or thermal stimuli, a combination which does not obtain as the

result of a lesion limited to the peripheral nervous system.
In all diseases or injuries of the spinal cord, the degree of sensory loss depends, of course

IM—itij from the
a o.(/,i-'»j Jlni'rjn

In ;he lirst

as superlicial
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upon the severity of the lesion. On the other liand, tlie distribution of tlie sensory loss is

of the fireatest importance for the diay:nosis of the level of the lesion. The distribution

must be map])cd out carefully, and then compared with the accompanying dia<;rani (Plate

A'A'I), which shows the sensory areas corresponding to the different spinal segments.
In a case of ini/clitis. for instance, it may be found that

sensation is perfect above the level of the umbilicus, and

impaired on the trunk and legs below that level (Fig. 2(H)}. We
shall be justified in concluding that the highest point of the

disease corresponds to the 9th dorsal segment of the cord.

Take another example : fracture ilislocatioii iif tin- vertebrce is

common in the cervical region, and may crush the spinal cord

at the level of the 7th cervical segment. The resulting sensory
loss is represented in the accompanying chart (F/-.'. 'MW).

In testing the sensibility of the skin it is always advisaljle

to work from the amesthetic area towards the normal, and to

note not only complete ana-sthesia. but all modifications of

sensation. For instance, bordering on the region of com|)lete
ana-sthesia there may be an area in which the patient is able to

appreciate a touch or a pin-prick, but in which he describes the

sensation produced as differing from the natural sensation

elicited by these stimuli. Such modifications should be taken

into account in diagnosing the level of the lesion.

As a result of disease or injury of one side of the spinal

cord, a symptom-complex called lirmvn-Scrinard jiarali/sis is met
with. This is discussed on j). UUi. Fig. 2i)i (p. t!»T), illustrates

the .sensory loss in a ease of this kind.

^l/riiig(»tii/elia and Iitpiiiatomijclia are other conditions in

which dissociative aniesthesia is common (Fig. 2fi2). In the

former disease thermo-an;esthesia and analgesia are usually found first in the arms and

thorax, and they tend to spread all over the body. In rare instances they begin in the

legs or on the face. Their distribution is nearly always asymmetrical. Tlie borders of

the cutaneous loss are not sharp bvit shaded off. and correspond to the limits of spinal-root

-Comminuted frac-

ture of the srtcTum, witti injury
to tlie 3rd, 4tli. and ytil sacral

roots. Complete lo«~ ot sensi-

bility to toucli, su[icrlicial paiii,

Ijeat auj cold.

/'((/. 'JOi'.- "IJursal myelitis alle^tiu,' the i-ord

as liigli as the i>th dorsal segment The sh ided

parts are insensitive to touch, deep and super-
iicial pain, and all degrees of tempi rituie

J' t'j ^h\.— 1 I icture-dislocatiuu of the cer-

vical spine. The shaded area repre.sents the
loss of sensibility to touch, pain, heat and cold.

areas. On the other hand, charts sometimes show regions of dissociative anaesthesia which

correspond laterally to one or more root areas, but do not cover their longitudinal extent

For instance, the sensorv loss in one hand mav be limited above bv a line encircling the
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DIAGRAM SHOWINC: THE FIADICULAR SENSORY AREAS OF

THE HUMAN BODY

'ojujroifil. l:<l !)i\ !:. [•Hrnuhur l:n::an(.

This (Uii'^'nuii li.'i^ l.i(.>(.'ii cuMiiiilcI by i!i<.' uiil.T Irniii .1 .-nnly nf siiuil.ir <liri-.'r;i.ms |Mil,li-lii-(] \^y oih.-rs.

ami luoilitif'il in accoi'ihuice with his own exporiem-f.

Althmi-li tlie various urea-; dopictt'd in tht> diaLTaiii arc .'--ciitially Hoot An-as. \U- irilninialii.n th.-y

>U}.]ily t-aii fie used ctiuically for the iiur['ns<? of lo^-ah/.inL' both radimlar and indaiiioiluUary h-^ioii<. It

iiiMst be rciiit-nibered, however, tliat tlie d»/diu'' ions in rbi- one case are diiTcivnt from tlio-^c in the oth'-r.

If. for instance, the character of the sensory chanL'e in one of the^e area^ is of tlie peripheral type, a

radicular h'sion of the eorres]iOiidiriL' seLMticntat level may I'l' dia'.-iiosed : it. on tli.- orhcr hruid. I he -en-ory

los--- is of the central type in a particular skin area, tlie spinal \i-<\uu niii^r be Mni-bt at .. level >everal

seirments lii'_'her than that which cnri-e-pom.ls to the .-sensory area.

Kor pi-aciieal purposes it is iniportunt to reniemlier that the \ippermost level of sensory Irin-je ( not the

upper level of total aiialL-esinl should be compared witli ilie iiearc-t corresponding line tm this dia-ram.

If employed with an intellJL'ent appreciation of tlirse |i..ints th<' di:c-'iani i-^ of nuich cUi'i-'al import ;iMce.

but it ~hould not be exploited blindly a^ a iniu'linnical calculator. Indn idnal variations alone an- -nllicieiit

to ilemaml a i-onsiderable uiari,'in of en'oi".

'Ni)l'*X i)K DiM.NiKIS— To Urn: />.
[".OS
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forearm, so :is to nivu it the a|ipcaiaiii'e ol a <;lo\e (listriliiitioii. Similarly, on tin- lace a
central area, iiuludiiif; the nose, mouth, and eyes, may preserve its sensihilitv intael. while

tlie Mirroinidini; regions are eoinpletely insensitive to painful and thermal stimuli. Thermo-
anasthesia and analjiesia are sometimes, but not always, co-extensive. Tactile loss also

occurs, but usually supervenes in the later stages of the disease. Subjective sensations

may form the initial evidence of the disease, and may be thermal, painful, or tactile.

Lancinating pains and cramps are described. More curious are the sul)jeetive sensations
of drenching sweat in a part which is dry, or of cold in a i)art which is <|uite normal in

temperature.
In idhes (liirsdlis tin- disturbances of sensation are numerous an<l eharaeteristie. Light-

ning and dull boring jiains. tingling, nimibness. ginlle sensations, and various painful
crises are among the subjective al:)normalities. Im|)airment or loss of deep and super-
ficial ])ain sensit)ility in various parts of the body is one of the earliest an<l most important
physical signs for the ])urpose of diagnosis. The cutaneous analgesia is generally found
on the legs, and often also in tlie root areas on the arms and thorax eorres])onding to the
C 8 to D 5 segments {Fig. •2(i:i). Deep analgesia is nearly always present in the calf nuiscles.

Fe(i. ^iVl.—S^-rinjjomyelia. The siiaded parts
show the areas of dissociative aiiajstliesii, i.e., of
thermo-ariawtliesia and analLresia. This w:is associ-
ated with atropliic palsy of the upper extremities.

Fig. ::ii:i.—Karly tahes dorsahs. The dotted
areas represent a characteristic distribution of sen-

sory disturbance. The loss is ctnetly to painful
stimuli, and tiie superticial aiialiresia is almost
always associated with deep anah'esia.

Superficial nerves such as the ulnar may often be found insensitive to rolling or [tinehing.

Delayed sensibility is another phenomenon very characteristic of some cases of tabes
(lorsalis. Hypenesthesia m;iy be present, especially in bands around the idjdomen, when
gastric or intestinal crises form part of the clinical picture. Intolerance of hot or cold
water on any jjart of the skin is described by some patients suffering from severe forms of
the disease. .Mlocheiria, or reference of a sensory stimulus to the opposite side of the body,
has also been observed. The sense of position and moveiuent is nearly always disturbed
in locomotor ataxy, and this results in varying degrees of inco-ordination and in the ))ro-
duction of Romberg's sign. .Vstereognosis. or the inal)ility to gauge approximately the
size and shtrpe of objects ])laced in the i)atienfs hand, is another common sensory defect.

In cUsscmiiuilfd sclerosis, sensory troubles do not as a rule constitute so prominent a
feature as do the motor disabilities, but subjective and objective changes are by no means
imeonmion. Numbness of one limb lasting a few weeks or months, giriUe sensations, and
even pains of a neuralgic type, are sometimes complained of. I have known transient
hemianesthesia to be an initial symptom in one case, and astereognosis with loss of sense
of position on one side, to be the earliest signs of disease in two or three cases. From the

diagnostic standpoint these are important facts, because it is very tempting to assume,
erroneously, that such sensory phenomenti. occurring alone without any rellex or motor

D 39
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signs of organic disease, are hysterical in origin. Tliey are doubtless due to patches of

disease near the internal capsule.
This brings us to tlic consideration of the Abnormalities of Sensation resulting from

Disease of the Higher Parts of the Nervous System. Heniiana-stliesia is a common
result of tlie various vascular accidents responsiljle for (i/ioplc.ri/ and hemiplegia. It may
be present with or witliout motor paralysis and with or without hemianopia : sometimes

all three phenomena arc associated in the case of severe lesions of the internal capsule
and optic radiations. In most cases of a]30]5lexy hemianfesthesia is slight and transient.

Tactile and pain sensibility may be impaired, usually more so on the limbs than on tlie

trunk, and more especially in the distal portions of the arm and leg. Even when touches

are perceived they are localized badly by the patient. In lesion.i of the optic thalamus the

o])]iosite side of the body may be the site of a curious sensory disturbance which consists

in part of a lowered sensibility to ])ainful stimuli and in part of a great exaggeration of the

disagreeable effects produced by such stimuli when they are perceived. For instance, the

patient may fail to recognize a light pin-prick so well on the affected as on the sound side,

but a scratch may produce an intensely painful sensation referred to a very wide area and

not localized to the spot stimulated. In such

cases the patient often complains also of parox-

ysms of severe pain in the affected limbs.

The hemiancesthesia of hysteria is usually far

more complete to all forms of stimulation than

any hemiana>sthesia due to organic disease of the

brain. Tlie liysterical jjatient is found to have

lost taste, smell, and sometimes even hearing, on

the ana'sthetic side. The visual defect, instead of

being hciiiianopic as in the organic cases, is

generally a marked contraction of the visual fields,

sometimes amounting to blindness, especially in

the eye corresponding to the other sensory defects.

Lesions of the brain-stem may also be re-

sponsible for extensive loss of .sensation. For

instance, thrombosis of the po.sterior inferior

cerebellar artery gives rise to a localized softening

on one side of the medulla, which produces
thcrmo-ansesthesia and analgesia on the same side

of the face, and on the trunk and limbs of the

o])posite side {Fia. •_'<it). This sensory disturb-

ance is sometimes complicated by homolateral

cerebellar ataxy and cranial nerve palsies.

So far we have dealt chiefly with the various forms of lowered sensibility, and have

given little attention to ))erversions of sensation, such as are indicated by the terms In/per-

a'stliesia and panrstlicsia.

Ilypera'stlicsin is observed in cases <if tabes dorsalis and peripheral nerve lesions as

described above, but it is also met with in other conditions of organic as well as functional

disea.se. It is found, for instance, in root areas in cases of vertebral and intravertebral

disease. In spinal caries and in tumours of tlie spinal meninges, a zone of hypersesthesia

may be detected just above the area of ana'sthesia produced by the compression of the

cord, or it may precede the appearance of compression signs. The increased sensibility is

jirobably caused by jiressure on, or irritation of, the posterior root fibres. A similar

phenomenon is a frequent accompaniment and sequel of an attack of herpes zoster.

The shape and situation of such hypera-sthetic zones afford a clue to the site of the lesion.

IIypera;sthesia^ as well as para'sthesiic are among the earliest signs of subacule combined

degeneration of the cord, and are referred by the patient to ]>eri])heral i)arts of his four extrem-

ities. They may ])reecde Ijy many weeks or months the a]jpearanee of ataxic or spastic

paraplegia and definite areas of sensory loss. Similar symptoms are also complained of in

not a few cases of pernicious ana-mia and other severe blood diseases, proljably on account

of scattered degenerations in the nervous system as the result of the An,*:.mi.\ (p. 20).

Neurasthenic and hysterical states are responsible for hyperKsthetic areas which have

Fig. "i'U.—Tliromhosis of left posterior inferior

cerebellar artery. Tfie dotted areas show the

regions of dissociative anaesthesia, i.e., loss of

sensibility to pain arid temperature of all degrees.
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yKoDAIC liKSO.XANCE fill

nil I'chitiiin til central or pfri|iluTal inmrval inii. In neurasthenia. esj)c?ia!ly the traumatic

variety, the patclics are usually found on and around the spine and <iver the scalp. In

hvsterieal conditions similar patches may he ileteetcd in the mammary and ovarian reiiions.

Ilvpera-sthesia in e<innection with vi.scrr/il disrufic has heen referred to in other articles,

such as those on Pain ix the F.vce (p. 44.(i) ; Pain in thk Upitor Exti!i:.mitv ()). UJ) : etc.

A very special peculiarity of sensation, known as Magnan"s sian. is met with in sullerers

from the cocaine habit ; it consists in a sul)jcctive feeling as of mul tilde small worms iricpiui;

aliiiut under the skin, though in some cases the patient compares his sensation to tlial of line

sand uniler his skin. /•;. FiiKiiilinr ISir.zunl.

SHIVERING FITS. (See Hnams. p. -liH.)

SHORTNESS OF BREATH.—(See I!i;i;aiii. Suoi'.tness or. p. ,ST.|

SKIN ERUPTIONS.—(See Macii.f.s. ii. :t,s-J : Papii.es. p. -ISr : F/ri.)

SKIN, PIGMENTATION OF. -(See Pnaii-.NTATION- OF THK Sk-in. p. r,-2~.)

SKODAIC RESONANCE.—When there is a basal anil unilateral pleuriti<' ellusion

of medium dcfiree. the pitch of the percussion note over the upjjer jiart of the thorax in

front is often hiolur on that side of the ihest on which the effusion is than on the other. It

is not a (picstioii either of impairment of resonance or of hyper-resonance, but merely of

pitch. This higher pitch of the percussion note nwv the upper lobe, when the lower lobe

is compressed by an effusion, is named " Skodaie resonance." after the obscrxer who first

<lrew attention to it. Its imi)ortanee is maiidy twolold : in the first |)laec it does not indi-

cate disease of that part of the lung which affords the sian—for instance, the fact that, in

a ease of right-sided effusion, the right upper lobe gives a higher-ijitchcd percussion note

than rloes the left cannot be taken as evidence that there is a lesion, perhaps tuberculous,

at the right apex : in the second place, it is erroneous to sui)posc that skoflaic resonance is

obtained only in cases of effusion : its occurrence cannot be taken as pro<if that dullness at

the base is due to lluid there. It is true that jilciinil cffiinioii gives it not only in most

marked degree, but also most connnonly ; nevertheless it may also be obser\e<l in some
cases of htisal piininioiiid without effusion, or as the result of compression of a lower lobe

by such causes as .siibdiaphragmalic or hejxilir (ihsrvs.s. Iicpiitir masses such as nni-iiiitniit.

giiiinnii or In/iliili/t ciist. great eiilargeiiieiits of the spleen such as occur in leukaemia, a big

heart, a periearilial ejjiisiiin. or a mediaslhial or jialniiinari/ iieic artnvtli.

The cause of skodaie resonance has nexcr been ipiite decided, and many theories have

been prop<iunded about it ; clinically, the most serviceable view is that anything that

lessens the degree to which the upjjer lobe is stretched, yet without actually compressing
it, may i)roduee a rise in the jiitch of its percussion note. Bilateral compression of the

bases of the lungs by such lesions as ascites. ])resumably causes bilateral skodaie

resonance, but this is dillieult to determine, because the latter is recognizable only when
there is a difference of pitch between the two sides.

Skodaie resonance over an upper lobe when there is some lesion affecting the lower

lobe on the .same side, should not be confuseci with the tympanic note that may sometimes
be heard over the other parts of the thorax. Stomach tympany is heard normally external

to and below the precordial region over an area known as Traube's .space, which is bounded
above liy the ])recordial dullness, behind by the splenic dullness, and below by the rib

mar;;in. When the stomach is dilated there may be an abnormal extent of this gastric

tympany in the thorax. When the transverse colon is distended with gas, or when it is

pushed upwards by something intra-abdominal, it may produce abnormal areas <if thoracic

tympany, particidarly in the lower sternal region or on either side of this. Such condi-

tions can scarcely be mistaken for skodaie resonance, for the latter concerns the upper
lobe, and is not a definite tympany, but rather a moderate rise in the pitch of the ordinary

percussion note, not as a rule obvious till the two sides arc contrasted. llerlierl Frenr/i.

SLEEPLESSNESS. -(See Ixsomxia. p. ;i-J().)

SMELL, ABNORMALITIES OF.-Almormalitics of the sense of smell fall mto
three main categories, namely :

—
(1) Too great sensitiveness tn smells icliieli aetnnltfi e.eisi ;
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(2) Deficient sensitiveness to smells ifhich (ictuallji e.rist ; (3) Siihjcctive sensations of

smells lehieh do not c.risl.

Too great sensitiveness to existing smells is sumitimes a nuisance to tlie individual,

but is seldom a sign of disease. There are great differences in the powers of perception
of different sensations in different persons, and just as some can appreciate very slight

differences in sounds more than others, so can some detect smells tliat are indiscernible

by others. This is natvnal idiosyncrasy.

Deficient sensitiveness to actual smells is often but the obverse of the above, and

no sign of disease, although it may be a detriment to the individual, especially in certain

commercial pursuits in which the varying qualities of products are judged partly by smell.

When the power of smell, having been normal, becomes deficient or totally absent, the

change may affect one nostril only, or both. The condition may be transient or persis-

tent. The commonest cause of transient anosmia is acute nasal catarrli, whether the result

of an ordinary foW, or of other affections such as liay fever (coryza e feno), oncoming
measles, or the effects of drugs such as iodide of potassium or arsenic.

Persistent anosmia may be due to :
—

{a}. Inability to get air freely, or at all. through the nostril, as the result of :
—

Adenoids

Polypi
Dislocated nasal septum
Nasal septal sjuir

Hypertrophic rhinitis

Syphilis
Necrosis of bones in the nares
Occluded anterior or posterior nares.

(b). Alteration in the olfactory mucous membrane, so that it no longer transmits

impulses to the endings of the olfactory nerve, although the airway is free :
—

Atrophic rhinitis I Paralysis of the fifth nerve, leading to

I

undue dryness of tlic mucosa.

(c). Abnormalities of the olfactory nerves :
—

Congenital absence noxious vapours, annnonia, or snuff ;

Hydrocej)liahis or part of a general peripheral neuritis

Olfactory neuritis, either the result of Post-inliuenzal changes.
overstimulation locally by strong

(d. Cranial lesions, especially haemorrhage, thrombosis, embolism, softening, injury,

or tumour of the uncinate gyrus, which is the centre for smell.

(e). General nerve diseases, especially :
—

General paralysis of the insane
|

Tahrs dorfalis

if). Hysteria.

There is little need to discuss the above table in detail, for each heading speaks for

itself. When a case is being investigated, the history is very important ; it is next neces-

sary to examine the nose carefully through a speculum, and to test the air-way through
each nostril ; if there is any local lesion it will generally be ob\ious, and only after local

iiffections ha\e been excluded shoidd conditions in groujis c, d. e, and f be discussed.

Anosmia will seldom if ever l)e a prominent symptom, except in connection with local

affections of the nose ; when due to any other cause there will nearly always be some

other symptoms which will attract attention more than the anosmia itself.

Subjective sensations of smells whicli do not exist externally may be due to :
—

(a). Offensive or purulent inflammations of the nose or of the air-cells conununicating
with it, especially empyema of the antrum of Ilighmore, or of a frontal sinus.

(b). Local thickening of the meninges, tumour of the brain, or interference with the

vascular supply, causing irritation of the hippocampal region,

(c). An aura preceding an epileptic .seizure,

(rf). Hysteria.

(f). Insanity.
In arriving at a diagnosis, it is chiefly im])ortant to exclude purulent affections

discharging into the nose ; if it is possible to state with certainty that the abnormal

sensations have no such organic basis, it is not difficult as a rule to decide between the
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other causes. It is a curious fact that subjective abnonaalities of smell are apt to be

associated with dekisional insanity concerning the genital organs, in which the prognosis
is not free from acute dangers. H,-,heii Frnieli.

SNORING may be a very troublesome symptom in some patients, particularly to

those who ha\c to sleep in the same room with them : but it is often less an indication of

<liscasc than merely a bad habit. Most snorcrs sleep with their mouths open, and breathe

partlv through the nose and ])artly through the mouth : but it is jjossiblc for snoring to

occur with the mouth completely shut, and nothing the matter with the nasal passages.
The tendency is increased, however, by any obstruction of the nasal airway, so that

particular examination should be made for such lesions as undue smallness of the nares

or a tendency for the soft parts of the nostrils to collapse on inspiration, dellected

septum, hypertrophic rhinitis. i>olypi. adenoids, acute or chronic nasal catarrh, inflamma-

tion of the accessory sinuses or of the pharyngeal tonsils, or even a fibrosarcoma or other

neoplasm of the nasopharynx. Ihrbn! Fniicli.

SORE THROAT mav Ik- due to one or other of mari\- different causes :
—

1 . Affections of the Tonsils :
—

Aciili' TmixillUia.

(a). With reddening and swolliiig only :

.Vcute inllannuation due to various

niicro-orijanisnis, especially to

streptocoeei ; stapliyloeorei :

pncunioeocci ; pneuniobaeilli :

cliplitheria liaeilli ; Hol'iiianirs

Itaeilli : \'incent*s sjiirilla and
fusiforni liaeilli : spiroeliata

(treponeina) pallida : niicroeoe<'i

eatarrhalcs ; bacilli inltiienza' :

tubercle bacilli. Tlie sore
throats of scarlet fever, rheu-
matic fever, German measles;,
and measles are probably not
due to specific niiero-ori;anisnis.

hut to streptocoeei. or others

of the bacteria just enumerated.

{!)). With redness, swelling, aial exuda-
tion :

P'ollieular tonsillitis due to strepto-
eonei. etc.. ;e^ above

Diphtheria
\'ineent*s angina
Syphilis
Ivirkland's disease, or epidemic cer-

vical adenitis,

(i). With ulceration :

Phlegmonous tonsillitis due to

streijtoeoeei. etc.. as al)o\"e

.Syijliilis

Vincenfs <ani;ina.

Chronic Afjrciioiis nf tlic Tnnsils :—
Heeiurent inllammation often assoei-

ated with adenoids, or tonsillar hy-
pertrophy, espeeially in eiiildren

I'rimary or .secondary syphilis
\iiiceiifs anaiiia |liotna)

Srjuamr.us-eelleil eaicincmia (epitlie-

S;o'eoma tiunuiia. Tubercle.

Inflammation of the Soft Palate, Uvula, and Fauces :
—

(.'atarrh, occurring either by itself or (iiunnia

associated witli an\' of the \"arieties Siiuairious-eelled carcinoma
of tonsillitis enumerated above Tubercle.

3. Affections of the Pharynx :
—

.\eMle eatanlial pharynijitis due lo mmv
of the niicru-organisms incntione<l

under the heading of acute tonsillitis

Chrouic grtundar iiharynijitis due to

sMiokinit in excess : or to over-use,
as in clergynian's. eostermonger's, or

stockbroker's sore thrtiat

Si|uariioiis-eelled careinoniii

pharynx
Post-pharyngeal abscess
N'aricella

Variola.

>f till

4. Laryngeal Conditions, especially :
—

.\cute eatanlial larym;itis due to any I'areirionia laryngitis
of the organisms mentioned above .\eute perichondritis of tlic arytenoid

Tuberculous laryngitis tiuToiil. or crifold eartilaiics.

Syphilitic laryngitis

5. Sore Throats the result of the Swallowing or Inhalation of Irritants :

t'orrosi\es, such as alkalies or strong .Xnunonia va])onr. chlorine I'limes

acids Hut steam.

G. Mumps.
7. Acute and Subacute Adenitis of tln' lymphatic glands in the neck.
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Notwitlistandiiifi tlie length of the above list tlie (Hfferential (hagnosis of a sore throat

in ]iraetice is not dilliciilt as a rule. Inquiry into the history and inspection of the parts

locally in a good light will generally ser\-e to give one a shrewd notion of the nature of the

complaint. The chief ]3oint in practice is to determine as soon as possible whether the

Klebs-Loflier bacilli of dijjhtheria are present or not, for it has been established that there

is no kind of sore throat wliich can be recognized clinically as non-diphtheritic. It is impor-
tant that swabbings should be taken from the inflamed jiarts and examined by a bacterio-

logist both directly in films stained by Neisser's method or one of its mo<lifications, and by
means of cultures. Similar bacteriological investigations will serve to determine which of

the organisms mentioned above is responsible for an acute or follicular or ulcerative sore

throat other than diiihtheritic. it being borne in minfl. however, that the organism should

be found in fairly jjure cultures if it is to be regarded as causative and not merely as a

secf)ndary or even casual infection.

Affections of the Tonsils.

Qiiitisji is practically always asymmetrical, one tonsil being very much more bulged
than the other ; the surface is reddened, generally without follicular suppuration, and the

diagnosis is idtiniately confirmed by the bin'sting of the abscess.

The presence of Klebs-Lofller bacilli in association with a sore throat may be regarded

as conclusive jiroof that the lesion is diplitliirid. even though there may be no typical diph-

theritic exudate. IJiphtheria having been excluded, the diagnosis of one of the other

varieties of acute tonsillitis is rendered possible. The frequency with which acitle rheiimo-

tism is associated with recurrent tonsillitis, especially in young i>eople between, the ages of

five and twenty, should always be borne in mind ; the patient may or may not ha\e

suffered from other effects of acute rheumatism, such as joint pains, endocarditis (evidenced

by the bruits), pericarditis, pleurisy, erythema nodosum, chorea ; or a history of such

rheumatic affections may be obtained in other members of the .same family. The tonsillitis

is benefited by sodium salicylate, but by no means to the .same extent as are the joint

pains, so that the effect of treatment is not by itself conclusive evidence of the nature of

the complaint.
When acute rheumatism gives rise simultaneously to generalized erythema and to

tonsillitis, there will be very considerable difliculty in excluding scarlet (ever, especially if

there has been considerable nausea or actual vomiting : in some such cases the diagnosis

will be one of opinion only ; that which was regarded at first as acute rheumatic tonsillitis

and erythema may prove to have been scarlatina after all. should the j)atient presently

develop acute nephritis, or if other members of the family develop typical scarlatina ;

the occurrence of extensive jieeling of the skin is not conclusive evidence of scarlatinal

erythema and sore throat. If the patient is known to have had scarlet fever formerly,

the rheumatic nature of the case is more likely.

Follieiilar ton.sillili.s is not a final diagnosis, for it may be due to various different

micro-organisms, and there is no doubt that the diphtheria bacillus may ])roduce that

which to inspection presents multiple foci of pus in the different tonsillar crypts formerly

regarded as characteristic of follicular as distinct from diphtheritic tonsillitis. The only

conclusive proof that a comparatively simple follicular tonsillitis is not diphtheritic is

bacteriological examination. If clinical points alone have to be relied on, one would say

that the higher the tem|ierature. the greater the constitutional disturbances, and the more

sudden the onset, the more likely is it not to be diphtheria.
Vituriit'n angina has been differentiated bactcriologically. cases of this kind having

formerly been regarded either as diphtheria or as follicular tonsillitis. The characteristic

micro-organisms present are elongated fusiform bacilli svmbiotic with spirilla {Plate

A'AT/i/, Fig. M). The disease is, as a rule, more resistant to treatment than are other

forms of acute sore throat, so that what has originally been a tonsillitis with exudation

presently becomes an ulceration associated with remarkable fcetor of the breath, but

witliout that tendency to fatal termination presented by most other varieties of acute

ulcerative or phlegmonous sore throat. The disease cannot be recognized without the

aid of the bacteriologist.

Sy])liilis may cause acute soreness of the throat in its secondary .stages, and imless

that possibility is borne in mind, one may diagnose as acute simple or acute follicular ton-

sillitis that which is really syphilitic. There is more or less jiyrexia, and in most cases
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tluTc will In' tcndfi'iifss III' the si-;il|) and of the bones. tD^ttliir witli tiic \vill-Uni)\vn

roseolous eruption upm the skin anil the snail-track' ulcers upim the pharynx. The

diagnosis may lie more dilllcult in women than in men. for in the latter the remains of the

chancre may still lie olixious. W'asserrnann's serniu test may assist materially in the

diagnosis of doulitful cases.

Cliraiiic (iffcitioiis of the laiisils in cliililrcii are nearly always the result of recurrent

acute attacks of non-di]ihtheritit' tonsillitis, geneially in assneiation with arlcnoids. hoth

affections arising from the habit of mouth breathing. Inspection of the bulging byper-

tropbied tonsils, with or without digital examination of the posterior nasal fossa-, will

indicate the diagnosis. In an older person, simple byiicrtropb.v from recurrent tonsillitis

becomes progressively less conmion. Chronic tonsillitis in a young adult may be diph-
theritic. sy|)hilitic. or due to Vincent's angina, the diagnosis between these being arrived

at in the way described alio\c. It may be mentioned that in very rare instances an actual

chancre apjiears upon one tonsil. gi\ing rise, unless secondary symptoms are present, to

much difficulty in diagnosis until the case has been watched. Miiliiiiiiiiil ilisnisi' iif the

ioii.sils. whether Xi/iiaiiiniis-ailed ctircinoinii. or sdirdina, is fortimately not very commiin :

when it docs devtloii. its comparatively non-acute course and its imilateral distribution

with ]ir(igrcssivc ulceration of the central jiarts and overgrowth of the edges of the neo-

plasm will ])oint to the diagnosis. X gitniiiui of the tonsil is rare, but may at first sinnilate

S(|uamous-eelled carcinoma : in ease of doubt a small portion of the suspicious mass

might be excised, ami exaniineil microscopicall\- ; or if o|icrative measures were not to be

adopted at once, potassium iodide or saharsan might be administered, and the lesion would
be shown to be gunmiatous if it were thereby relieved or cured. Tuhficuluus iilreralion of

the tonsils is vmconmion. ])ractically never primary, but nearly always preceded by both

phthisis and tuberculosis of the larynx. The diagnosis will be indicated by the discover.y
of tubercle bacilli in the sputum, though it should not be forgotten that carcinoma or

gumma might alfect the tonsil in a |)erson who has phthisis.

Inflammation of the Soft Palate, Uvula, and Fauces.

This may be seen in many cases of conunon cold ; in associatifin with acute rheuma-

tism : in persons who ha\'e recently returned to town from a holiday ; in patients who have

been subjected to the inlluenee of motor-car dust stirred up IVom the roads after the latter

liave been dry for about three days a

longer period of dryness seems to lead

to relative disinfection of the dust,

whilst rain keeps the dust from rising,

so that either eontinuanee of liru'

weather or a rtturn to wet leads to a

disappearance of the seire throats; or

in those wlui arc subjected to th<'

influence of rclatixely concentrated

microbes, as in the air of old-fashioned

hospital wards, of ill-\eutilaled unich-

inhabited rooms, of sewers, and the

like. ( )ften a rim of acute reildeniuL; is

to be seen all along the edge of the

anterior pillars of the fauces, and

affecting nnich of the uvula and of the

.soft palate, jiroducing, as a rule, but

little pyrexia, though much diseond'ort

in swallowing, and a raspy feeling at

the back of the mouth on lirst waking in the morning. This iuHanimition of the palate
and fauces may or may not be associated with tonsillitis, pharyngitis, or laryngitis ; it

is clearly microbial : ami doubtless more than one of the varieties of bacteria mentioned
above may jiroduce the lesion. The diagnosis of the fact of inflammation is obvious on

inspection : that of the nature of the micro-organism recpiires skilled bacteriological
assistance.

During the last few years a new and common disease, epidemic in i-haracter. and with

acute sore throat, fever, and enlargement ol the U]iper cervical glands as its main

/'/'/. '(;.'!.
—

Teinpeniture
Jisf.i.sp in whicli tin- sorf
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syni))t()nis. has been descrilxd liy Kirkland, of Clieltenliaiii : it is spoken of variously as

Kirkhind's disease, tlie Clielleiili(nn ilisease. or epidemic cervical adenilis. In some respeets

it resembles diphtheria, in some rheumatic fever, and in some aty])ical scarlatina witliout

rash, but it differs from all these according to most observers, and it is now regarded as a

specific malady. It affects young and old alike, is very infectious, generally occurs in

epidemic form, may be mild, medium, or very severe, but generally ends in recovery.

Starting with sore throat and a rise of temperature to 102° F. or higher, the patient soon

complains mainly of extreme tenderness of the neck, and on palpation acute tender swelling

of the parotid, submaxillary, and jugulo-facial glands is found ; the swelling may be very

considerable, but it generally resolves witliout su])]Hiration. Fever may last only a day
or two, but in severe cases it may jjersist for a fortnight, especially if the malady relapses

after a period of improvement as it is apt to do {Fig. •>()')). Tlie tonsils, uvula, fauces, and

pharynx may be merely red and injected ; or on the other hand there may be an exudation

simulating diphtheria. On cultivation of swabbings from the throat no Klebs-LotHer bacilli

can be found, but as a rule streptococci in abundance. What is very remarkable is that in

most of the cases the heart is affected during the illness, but without producing permanent
valvular changes like those of rheumatic fever : the impulse becomes diffuse, the heart

dilates, there is often a local systolic mitral or aortic bruit, or both, and the pulse may be

both feeble and intermittent. There is seldom albuniinvuia, but the general toxa-mia in

severe cases may be enough to cause deliriunii and temporary coma. There are no definite

joint jiains. though the |)aticnt aches all over. Convalescence is generally slow at hrst.

two or three weeks ehqjsing before the jiatient begins to feel anything like well : but

complete recovery soon takes ])lace after this.

Gumma, squa7iioiis-ceUed carcinoma, and tuberculous affections of the fauces, soft

palate, and uvula are relatively uncommon : they are differentiated in the same way as has

been described in connection with tonsillitis.

Affections of the Pharynx.
Acute pliarijiigilis may occur by itself, or in association with acute tonsillitis or acute

laryngitis, and in either case it may be due to any of the micro-organisms mentioned above.

The differential diagnosis of the micro-organisms is carried out in the bacteriological

laboratory. The fact of acute ijliaryngitis is determiiud l)y careful ins|)ection of the

structures at the back of the mouth.

Chronic pharyngitis is generally the result of excessive smoking, or of the undue use

of the voice, in which latter case it may be associated with hoarseness or ready tiring of

the voice, as in those who have to declaim loud and long
—clergymen, stockbrokers, coster-

mongers, public orators, and others. The history will generally point to the nature of such

a case, but one should examine the sputum and the lungs for evidence of tuberculosis, and

also look ff)r signs of syphilis or new growth, in order to exclude these possible alternatives.

Postpharyngeal ab.scess is a cause of acute dyspncea rather than of soreness of the

throat ; it is almost confined to infancy : after three or four years of age the disease

becomes almost unknown. It might be simulated by spinal caries, in which, long before

there is soreness of the throat, there is severe pain in the cervical region of the spine,

especially on movement.

Chicken-}]ox and small-pox may each produce its characteristic eruption in the mouth,

jiharynx. and oesophagus, and thus give rise to sore throat ; but the latter symptom will

never be present by itself, and the presence of the cutaneous jjapules, vesicles, or pustules,

will indicate the diagnosis, especially if there have been other similar cases in the neigh-

bourhood.

Laryngeal Conditions.

Acute liiryugitis may be due to the same micro-organisms as acute tonsillitis ; soreness

of the throat is generally less complained of than is huskiness. or weakness, or loss of voice.

The nature of the inflammation is determined bacteriologically. One variety of acute

non-di))htheritic laryngitis that merits special mention is that due to pyogenic cocci—
])neuniococci. streptococci, staphylococci

—which in a few cases, in addition to producing

acute sujierficial inflannnation, also lead to rapid and extreme oedema of the larynx, with

death from asphyxia imless tracheotomy be jjerformed speedily. These cases have been

siioken of as acute suffocative ii'dema of the larynx.
Tulii reutous. syphilitic, and careiuouudous lesions of the larynx are less acute, tliough
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tlu'V mav have rflati\fly acute exacerbations iir beeniue sec(jiiilai-ily infeeteil with |)yoi;eiiic

cocci ; their diagnosis depends partly upon laryngoscopie inspection
—tuberculosis ami

syphilis being bilateral, whilst new growth is generally unilateral ; upon examination of

tlie sputum for tubercle bacilli, and of the lungs for apical physical signs of phthisis ; upon
the beneficial influence of potassiiun iodide, mercury, or salvarsan ; upon AVasserniuTms

syphilitic serum test ; upon microscopic examination of small excised jjortions : or upon
the course of the disease.

Sore Throats the Result of the Swallowing or Inhalation of Irritants and

Corrosives are diagnosed as a rule by the history : inquiry will generally sullice to

indicate that some irritant has been taken, or there may be direct evidence of it in the form

of eschars on the lips or the buccal mucosa : there may be vomiting and ha'matemesis :

analysis of the gastric contents may indicate the nature of the ]X)ison taken ; ammonia

may be detected by the smell.

Mumps and Acute Adenitis of the Cervical Lymphatic Glands may each ])roduce

marked soreness ol' the throat in addition to dysphagia, stiffness, diseond'ort. and pain.

Miunps is not dillienlt to diagnose unless its possibility is forgotten, in which case it might
be mistaken for acute (cdema of the neck or other similar lesions. The way in which the

swelling is located in the salivary glands, starting on one side and spreading to both, is

often ])athognomonic. t'crvical adenitis might simulate mumps, but careful palpation
will generally enable one to determine that the swelling is not in the salivary but in the

Ivmphatic glands, and it will only remain to decide what has been the source of the infec-

tion. This will |)robably have been from some inflammatory, ulcerative, or malignant
focus in connection with the shoulders, neck. head. face, lips, cheeks, gums, teeth, tongue.

fauces, uvula, palate, tonsils. |)harynx. or nares : the differential diagnosis will be l)asecl

upon insi)eetion and palpation of the parts, together with bacteriological examination.

It only remains to add that sriirlcl fever is at the i>resent time so atypical that acute

cervical adenitis may really be of scarlatinal origin without any scarlatiniform rash having
been observed upon the skin. One would naturally look for evidence of des(|uamation.
sore throat, bald tongue, albuminuria, nephritis. perha|)s otitis media ; but there is no

doubt that some cases of acute cervical adenitis are really scarlatinal, without there having
been any other sign of this disea.se except pyrexia and .sore throat. A lew sneli eases prove

ra[)idly fatal, and they have recently been reeonled as examples of acute and fatal sore

throat corresponding to one form of the (iii»iii<i iiKiligna of the eighteenth century.
Uerhert Frnirfi.

SORES, PENILE.—Sores on the penis may in- present on the thin nnieous coxering

of the glans or prepuce, or on the cutaneous surface of the body of the penis : they are

more common in the former situation.

I'U'eration in the neighbourh 1 ol' tlie glans jjenis may be due to :
—

1. lialaiiitis 4. fliniicri- 7. Tiiljerciiloiis iilccratinn.

*J. IIer[)es proyciiitalis .~>. I^pitlielioma
;t. Soft sore *>. (iiiMirnatniis ulccf.-itlMii

Balanitis.— If inflammatory processes ha\i' been allowed to continue beneath the

prepuce, ulceration and excoriation of the nnicous membrane covering the glans penis or

lining the i)rei)uce will occur. The surface of the glans will be denuded of epithelium,
and tlie ))rocess will be accom]>anie(l by a stinking. ])urulent discharge. Multiple shallow

ulcers are formed, rapidly coalescing and causing considerable diseond'ort. The prepuce
often becomes swollen and (edematous. ]>re\enting retraction, so that a condition of

phimosis occiu's : care must then be cxerri-ed in diagnosing a sini|ile balanitis IVom one

accompanying acute g(]norrho-al urethritis or an imdcrlying syphilitic or soft ehiuiere.

With an acute urethritis, there will he a history of infection, pain along the course of the

urethra during micturition, and ])erhaps chordee ; further, the intracellular gonoc-oecus

may be identified in a stained smear of the discharge (I'liite XXl'III. Fig. K. p. Ol 1).

If a chancre exist under the swollen phimosed j)re])uce. there is often a tender spot
about the corona or at the fraiuun. With a soft sore, consecutive sores may a|>pear about

the orifice of the prepuce, whilst the inguinal glands .ire nuR-h more likely to be inllame<l

or to suppurate than with simple balamtis. A sy|ihilitie chancre oljsenred by a phimosis
can usually be lelt distinctly under the skin, and causes a comparatively small amount
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of discliarge. whilst the- inguinal glands become enlarged but do not suppurate. The history
of the date of infection. Wasserniann's reaction, or the sut)sc(|uent a|)pearance of secondary

symptoms, will hel]) materially in the diagnosis. Sjjirocluctes may be found in the

discharge.
.\ form of balanitis which is frequently very obstinate to treatment may occur in

patients the subjects of gout or diabetes mellitus.

Herpes Progenitalis.—Herpes may attack the genital organs as part of a herpes
zoster in which the cutaneous eruption depends upon some lesion of the central nervous

system, or as a local affection, the so-called catarrhal herpes. The disease begins as a

patch of erythema on tiie inner surface of the prepuce or on the glans penis, followed by
the appearance of vesicles and jiustules : the latter become rubbed by the clothes, and
form small ulcers. Heri)es of the genital organs tends to recur, so that a ]ircvious history
of a .similar attack is often forthcoming. If seen during the vesicular stage, no diliiculty

will be met with in the diagnosis ; but if suppviration has followed, it must be diagnosed
from a venereal sore. Soft chancres are usually deeper, with marked edges ; their base

is sloughing, and they are usually accompanied by a bubo, which is exceptional with herpes.
A syphilitic chancre is usually single, indurated and raised, and is accompanied by the

typical, multiple, discrete, amygdaloid glands in the inguinal region. It should be remem-
bered that syphilis may become inoculated u])on a herpetic jjatch. or that herpes may
appear in an area ijreviously inoculated with the syphilitic virus.

Soft Sores or Chancroids of the penis occur almost invariably from infection during
sexual connection. The incubation ])criod is short, a vesicle occurs in two days, and this

breaks down ra])idly to form a roundcfl or oval ulcer with sharply defined edges, and a

yellowish sloughing base. The ulcers appear usually on the mucous surface of the glans,

fra?num, or corona, and are most often multiple, direct inoculation occurring from an ulcer

to the contiguous part. They may cause rapid destruction of tissue, perforating the

frajnum or spreading over the surface of the glans. The soft sore must l)e differentiated

from others occurring on the glans. and above all from a syphilitic chancre. .\t the same

time it must be remembered that besides the infection with chancroid, a simultaneous

infection with syphilis may have taken place, so that a soft sore may ultimately become
indurated and assume the character of a primary syphilitic lesion. The chancroids are

multi]jle. are accompanied by a good deal of thin, pmulent discharge, and by a painful

swelling of the inguinal glands, usually of one side, which have a marked tendency to

suppurate. On the other hand, a syphilitic chancre is nearly always single, is raised and

indurated, has little discharge, and is aceom])anied by enlarged, but firm and indolent,

glands in both inguinal regions : the incubation period of a syphilitic chancre is from

twenty-one to twenty-eight days.
The multijile ulcerations caused by herpes arc more supcrlicial. an<l rarely cause a

bubo.

Chancre- the initial lesion of syphilis
—

generally a])pears on the penis, and is most

conmion in the neighbourhood of the fra-nnm or coronary sulcus. .\ chancre appears
about twenty-five days after infection, as a reddened jiatch, which becomes raised above

the surface of the nuicous membrane, with distinctly indurated margins. The central

part breaks down into an ulcer, discharging a thin, purulent fluid, and at the same time

the inguinal glands of both sides become palpable, slightly enlargeti, but discrete, and with

no tendency to suppurate. The eliancre increases but slowly in size, or may occasionally
become smaller without any treatment, and after a further lapse of from four to six weeks

the typical secondary symptoms make their appearance ; namely, a roseolar rash on the

chest, abdomen, face, and thighs, general adenitis, and mucous patches about the faucial

pillars and tonsils. The diagnosis of the primary lesion of syphilis frequently presents
no dilliculties. the indurated character of the sore, the date of its appearance after infection,

and the presence of firm, indurated glands in the inguinal region. Ijeing distinctive. In

other cases the character of the sore is by no means distinctive, and it is necessary to

differentiate it from other lesions of the penis. If the sore be syphilitic, the secondary
manifestations of the disease will follow, provided that the doubtful ulcer is not treated

as a chancre. Thus, in any case in which syphilis is suspected, but not wholly certain,

it is advisable to withhold any specific treatment for syphilis until such time as secondary

symptoms appear, so that a patient may not be condemned to the lengthy process of
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froatmcnt Inr syphilis until the (li;ii;iicisis is jilisolutrly cri-t;!!!!. The SjiiiuclHrld piitUilii

shdiihl 1)1- looked for in sci';i|iiiiL;s rroiii the alleetcd parts, but too nuieh relianee sliould not

be placed upon a negative Wasserniann blood-reaction in the early stages ol the disease.

A chancre may be simulated liy an inllained soft sore, especially if the latter has under-

gone cauterization. Soft sores are. however. fre(|ucntly nuiltiple. appear within a few

days of infeetion. and are accompanied by i>ainful eidargement of the inuuinal lyni|)hatir

dands. which are particularly i)rone to suppurate. It nuist not be forjidtten that a double

infecticiii niav have oeevuTcd. so that a soft sore may show little in<-linalion to heal or.

beeoiuini; indurated, may i)resent the featuies of a chancre after about thnr weeks, ami

latei', the symptoms of constitutional syi)hilis.

Eijithelioma of the penis in the early staye ma\' be confused with syphilitic chancre.

In epithelioma there is no history of infection : it occurs only in elderl\ patiiiils. and there

is fref|ucntly a greater destruction of tissue than in syphilis. The inguinal glands are not

enlarged until the sore lias been prcsint for some weeks, and there are no secondary lesions

such as the faueial ulceration and cutaneous rash. If any doubt exists, a small piece may
be removed from the edge of the ideer for microseoi)ical examination.

Perhaps the greatest dillieulty in the diagnosis of a chancre is ex]>erienied when Ih;-

latter is hidden liencath an inllamed and phimoscd prepme. There is a purulent and foul

discharge from beneath the (edematous and swolliii prepuce : the inguinal glands ar^'

eidarged IVom the associated sei)sis. if a ehaiicic is present, if can fr((|ucnllv le lell as

an indurated area under the jirepuee. whilst if it has been iiresent for some time, the

secondary lesions of syphilis nia\ be present. If an\- doubt exists in an elderlv patient

as to whether an indurated subpreputial area bean early epithelioma or a syphilitic sore.

the prepuce should be split U|) aloTig the dorsal aspect mider ana-sthesia. the uleeialioii

inspected, and a small ])iece submitte<l to microsco])ieal examination if necessary.

Epithelioma (s(|uanious-ielled carcinoma) is the most conuuon form of malignant

gniwth of the ])enis. It arises most frcciuently from the inner aspect of the prepuce, or

from the mucous membrane of the glaiis. as a small, raised ulcer, with friable, irregular

edges. II is larelv present before the age of forty, and frequcntlx' oeeuis on the site of

]irevious ulceration or long-standing irritation. .\n eiiitheliomatous ulcer increases

graduall>- in si/e. in spite of various forms of treatment. an<l with it is frecpiently associated

glan<Iular enlargement in the inguinal area. At fust the glands may be eidarged from

septic iidection. but later from malignant inlill ration. .\n epitheliomalons uleir ma\

in some eases be eoidused with a chancre : but the friable, irregular edges of the former,

the liability to bleed, and the gradual i>rogressive increase in size in spite of licatment in

an elderly patient, should give rise to grave suspicion of malignant disease. .Microscopical

examination of a small (lieee removed from the eilge of the ulcer will give direct e\ ideiiec

of epithelioma.
Gummatous Ulceration of the i,enis occurs oci'asionallv. resulting from the disin-

tegration of a small gunuua of the glans or prep\iee. frei|uently in the jjosition of an old

scar. .\ gumma conuuenees as a small. ele\ated nodule, which, if left imtreated. softens

and <Iiseharges its contents, leaving an nicer bounded by thin edges and with a yellowish,

sloughy base. .\ gummatous ulcer has been nustaken for a primary lesion of syphilis ;

but the absence of indin-ation. the history of the onset and of a previous infection with

syphilis, would lie points against a chancre. A second infection with syphilis is by no

means uid<nown. es|iecially in those who have had salvarsan alone in the treatment of

the lirsl attack, but it is rare. Oeeasionallx- the base of a gummatous ulcei- proliferates

into a papillary tumour and has given rise to a suspicion of carcinoma : the iliagnosis

will be eonlirmed by the behaviour of the lesion under potassium iodide, when a tertiary

sv]ihilitie alleelion will clear uj) rapidly.

Tuberculous or Lupoid Ulceration of the |ienis is r;ire. and is giaierally associated

with advanced tuberculous inliltration elsewhere. Tuberculous ulcers are usuall\ shallow",

with thin overhanging edges, painful and nudtiple. The infection has resulted fr(jm the

rite of infantile circumcision by tlu' .lewish ULcthod. H. II . .Innliin Snaii

SORES, PERINEAL.—Ulceration may be present in the perineum as the result of:—
1. tutaneiius iiillaniniations or injury
2. Urethral tistulae or suppiuaticm
3. Prostatic sujfpuration

4. .Syphilis
.">. lOiiitlielioma.
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Cutaneous Inflammation or Injury. -An ulirr in tlic |Riinfuni may result from
direct iujuri/ to the area, or trom inllaiiiinatory hifcclion of the sebaceous or hdir follicles

of the cutaneous covering. An nicer from these causes may be placed at the centre or

to one side of the perineum, is movable on the deeper i)arts, and shows no track into which
a probe can be passed. In women, ulceration of the jierineal area may be associated with

gonoirhiral or septic vaginal discltarge.

Urethral Suppurations or Fistulae.—During the progress of an acute urethritis, a

glandular Inliicle frequently becomes infected. The sup|3urative jjrocess leading from
this in the l>ull>nus uretlna may extend towards the iterineum and o])en externally, leaving
a small fistula which may or may nor discharge mine during the act of micturition. In
a similar manner, urinary fistula' may residt from iuflanmiatorv |)rocesses behind a urethral

stricture, and in an old-standing case it is not uncommon to find a minary calculus in the

dilated j)ortion of the lU'cthra behind the stricture. When the urethral suppuration is

acute and an abscess bursts in the perineum, the diagnosis will be (juite obvious, and the

ordinary treatment for an abscess, in addition to that of the acute urethritis, will usually
suffice to cure the condition.

If, however, the perineal woimd discharges urine, it will be found that this occurs

as a rule only during the act of micturition, as there is no interferenee with the vesical

sphincter. In nearly all cases, however, a stricture of the \nethra will be found, though
not necessarily one of sullicieut degree to cause .severe interference with micturition.

Endosco])ie examination will show the presence of a urethral stricture, whilst behind it

can be .seen frequently the sloughy granulations denoting the jjosition of the urethral

opening of the fistula. Occasionally urine drains from a perineal fistula continuously,
and not only during the act of micturition. In these cases there is constant soaking of

the perineal skin, and frequently excoriation. That urine should leak constantly fronr

the fistula denotes interference with the vesical sphincter, either by dilatation behind a

tight urethral stricture. I)v the presence of a calculus in the prostatic or niembranous

lu'ethra. or by actual division of the vesical sjjhineter following some operation, such as

perineal prnstatectomy or perineal lithotomy.
Diseases of the Prostate.—-Vu abscess or tubercidous focus in the |)rostate may

occasionally discharge in the jjcrineum. and remain as a sinus. .\n abscess in the prostate
arises practically always from some infection in the posterior urethra, from venereal causes,

or after .septic instrumentation. It is accompanied by urethral discharge, or there is a

history of a recent infection, whilst per rectum the prostate may be felt to be inflamed,
or scarred from the shrinkage of the abscess cavity.

When a tuberculous cavity in the prostate opens in the periuciun there is advanced
tuberculous disease, so that little <liniculty will be found in arriving at a diagnosis. A.

tuberculous prostate is very rarely a i)rimary condition, but in most cases is secontlary
to disease in the testis or bladder, so that examination of these organs will in nearly all

cases give evidence of tuljcrculous disease and indicate the nature of the ))erineal fistula.

Pal])ation of the prostate per rectum may reveal the romide<l nodular deposit of tubercle

in the glan<l.

Syphilis may cause ulceration on the perineum either as a chancre or ;is mucous
tubercles. .A chancre on the ])erineiuii is rare. It forms a small ulcer with slightly indurated

borders, indolent in character, and accompanied by slight enlargement of the inguinal

lymphatic glands. .\ chancre of the skin does not possess the usual features of a genital
chancre, and is not usually diagnosed with certainty imtil the .secondary lesions of .syphilis

become apparent : but an ulcer with raised, infiltrated edges, which shows no tendency
to heal under ase|)tie precautions, should always give rise to a suspicion of syphilis. The

Spirocluvia pidliila may be looked lor. and Wassermann's serimi test tried.

Condiilaiiiatd may be ]jresent about the perineum in association with active .syphilis.

They may extend from the anal or \ulval orifice, and form oval or rounded, flat-topped,
sessile masses, covered by macerated, greyish epithelium, or they may be idcerated on

the surface. The aceomi)anying signs of syphilis will indicate the diagnosis.

EpitheliomatGus Ulceration of the perineum is jjractically only seen as a direct spread
of a growth of the anus or vulval area, when the diagnosis presents no dilfieulty. An
epithelioma may develop in the scar of some fijrmer cutaneous affection, in which case

an ulceration may exist, showing the usual characteristics of a cutaneous cjiithelioma
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namelv. i;iailiial |ii(ijiRssive iiifreasc in size, raiscil. Iriahli' fdiit-s. and ten liiuy In sliyiit

iKfiiiorrham's. Tlie intiuinal ulands may l)c enlarged early from inflammalnry absnrptiim.

or later l)v iiifeetioii with malii;nant disease. In case of doubt a fragment may be removed

for mieroseoiiieal examination. It. II. .lonh/ii .Sjciiii.

SORES, SCROTAL. —I'lceration of the scrotum occurs in association with :
—

1. New f;ru«tli : ."'.. Syphilis.
j

Sy|ihililie.

Ei)it!ienoni:i t. Teslietilar disease : .5. Sujipunitirii; cysts.

I'apillotna.
j

Inllainniatory
2. Fistula'.

I

Tuhereiiloiis
[

Epithelioma of the Scrotum, eouunonlv known as •

chinmey-sweei)"s cancer." is

by no means limited to this avocation, but is certainly more common in men enjiajicd in

work in which thev arc exposed to much irritation from solid particles or from noxious

fumes. Hence the disease is most connuouiy seen amongst chimney-sweeps, employes in

gas-works, parallin and chemical wcnks. and coal-mines. It often begins as a small sul)-

eutaneous nodule, over which the skin is thinned and adherent : the nodule enlarges slowly.

and the thinned covering gives way, to form an ulcer with thickened, irregular edges and

a tendency to bleed on slight injury. The ulcerated area extends both radially and into

the tissues of the scrotum, later involving the testes. The inguinal lymphatic glands
become enlarged soon after active idceration conmiences. at first from inllammatory causes.

later from malignant infiltration. In other cases a scrotal epithelioma begins in a icarl

or papilloiiKi. which may have been present for years with only slight increase in growth.
These soft pa|)illomata are not unusually the starling-point of malignant change, when

they become more vascular, whilst the surfaci' epitbeliimi becomes thinned and easily

excoriated. .\ small amount of foul discharge is [tresent. often encrusted into a scab.

which on removal leaves an idcer with indurated, everted edges, with the gradual progress

of a cutaneous epithelioma. ,\ny vilcer on the scrotum, especially if indurated or readily

caused to bleed, nuist be looked upon with extreme sus|)icion. and when it does not

improve with ordinary antisei>tic medication, should be widely removed wilhout waiting

for glandular ctdargement.

Epithelioma may occur in the scrotal area as a localized recurrence after removal

of a malignant growth of the penis or testicle. Knowledge of the previous condition for

which operation has been performed would give the diagnosis.

Fistulae may occur in the scrotum and cause ulceration. They arc most conuuon in

association with tubcrcidous or sy])hilitic disease of the testes (see below). b\it occasionally

they occur from urethral extravasation, or burrowing from rectal suppuration. .\n abscess

may form ami open through the scrotal skin from a peri-urethral abscess accompanying
an acute urethritis or formed by septic infection behind a urethral stricture. In either

case a small amount of urine may leak through the opening during micturition, whilst

the history of urethral discharge, or of dilllrully in micturition and other symptoms of

stricture, will point to the diagnosis.

Syphilis of the Scrotum may be ])rcscnt cither as a primary chancre or as a mucous

tubercle. .\ priniiirji cluiiirif in this situation is by no means easy to recognize urdcss other

signs of syphilis arc present : but the presence of a t'Utaneous sore which does not show

nuieh inclination to heal under non-mercurial antiseptic dressings shouhi always gi\e a

sus|)icion of syphilis. There is often only slight induration of the ulcer comjiared with

that of a |)enilc chancre. l)ut the edge is raised and of a rolled appearance. The inguinal

lymphatic glan<ls arc enlarged and discrete, and some five to six weeks after the connuence-

nient of the ulcer the usual secondary symptoms of syphilis become manifest.

Mucous tubercles may be present on the scrotum, usually on the femoral aspict. They

may extend directly from the anal area. No dilliculty will be met with in the diagnosis,

as other signs of sy])hilis are obvious.

Testicular Disease.—In some cases extension of disease in the testicle may involve

the coverings of the scrotum, and may even ])crforatc them to form a scrotal sore. This

sequence occasionally occurs with : (1) .\ testicular abscess ; (2) Tuberculosis of the testis ;

(3) Gumma of the testis.

A tc.'<licular tihsce.ss is somewhat unconunon. hut may arise from direct extension from

the urethra \ ia the vesieuhe seminales and vasa defcrentia or bv a luematogciious infection
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during the course of a speeifle fever, such as scarlet fever, mumps, or enterica. It may
also follow chronic torsio testis. With urethral disease, the primary trouble may be due

to gonorrhoea, or more frequently to a septic urethritis from the introduction of infected

instruments, and is thus not infrc((uent in cases of prostatic enlargement in which the

patient is passing his own catheter. In cases in which the infective process extends from

the urethra, tlie epididymis is affected first, whilst in the metastatic cases the body of the

testis usually sliows the first sign of enlargement. These acute inflammations of the testis

occasionally suppurate, when the scrotal tunics become inflamed and adherent, whilst

softening occurs later, and unless surgically relieved the abscess opens through the skin,

leaving an ulcer, and a sinus discharging pus.
Tuberculosis of the testicle may occur as a primary disease or as a secondary deposit in

association with tuberculosis elsewhere in the genito-urinary tract. Testicular tubercle

almost always begins as a nodule in the epididymis, but in the later progress of the disease

may extend into the testicle ]iroper. If the tuberculous nodule progresses rather than

undergoes cure, the scrotal skin becomes adherent, thinned, and finally perforated, leaving
a shallow ulcer with thin, undermined edges, ami discharging thin pus. Occasionally
the necrotic tMl)ules of the epididymis fungate through the opening in the scrotum, appear-

ing as a greyish, sloughy ])rojection from the cutaneous opening—the so-called
' hernia

testis."

A gunntia of the testis causes a swelling in the body of the testis rathci' than in the

epididymis. A gumma which remains unrecognized or imtreated may soften and ulcerate

through the scrotal skin in a manner similar to tuberculous disease, leaving a clearly-defined

ulcerated area with sharply-cut margins, and a wash-leather-like sloughy base. The

gnnunatous granulation tissue may fungate through the scrotal aperture, forming a

yellowish necrotic mass.

The diagnosis of these three conditions may produce some dilliculty in the earlier

stages (see Swelling. Scrotal, p. (i'Mi), but in the advanced stage now under consideration,

when an open scrotal sore is present, the diagnosis is easier. The opeuing of a testicular

abscess on the scrotum leaves a small sinus discharging pus and accompanied by a general

enlargement of the organ. Preceding the rupture of the abscess there is acute pain in

the testicle, with rise of temperature, rigors, and general signs of suppuration, which are

nuieh diminished as soon as the abscess is allowed to burst. There is often a methral dis-

charge, which, however, is often much lessened with tlie onset of the acute epididymitis,
with distinct thickening of the cord and aching pain in the neighbourhood of the external

aljdominal ring, or in metastatic cases the abscess occurs dining the progress of an acute

fever. The general history is one of acute pain commencing in the testicle, witli ni])'u\ and

extremely tender swelling of the organ, followed by abscess-formation.

In tuberculosis of the testis the progress is much more gradual. A nodule may have

been present in the epididymis for some time, gradually enlarging, but causing very little

pain ; in some eases a nodule may have been present for months without any apparent

change, and then it may enlarge suddenly, involve the scrotal timics. and discharge its

contents. By the time the disease has reached this stage, it is probable that evidence of

tuberculous trouble will be found in other organs, particularly the other testis, [jrostate,

seminal vesicles, or bladder. The affected testicle usually presents several nodules in

the epididymis, tender on jiressurc. whilst small nodules may also be felt in tlie vas

deferens.

The opening remaining from the discliarge of A giiinniatuKf: orchilis is \isaally a rounded

ulcer with sharply-cut edges and yellowish base. The whole testis is enlarged, practically

painless, and feels heavy. The cord is not thickened, and there is no evidence of disease

in the other testicle, prostate, or seminal vesicles. There is probably a history of syphilis,

and other tertiary sypliilitic lesions may be jiresent elsewhere, such as gummatous peri-

ostitis. Strong evidence of the syjjhilitic nature of the disease is often obtained by the

result of treatment with large doses of ])otassimn iodide, alone or in combination with

mercury or with salvarsan. when a gumma diminishes in size with marked rapidity. It

should be remarked, however, tliat. as in two cases under the writer's care, testes which

are suljsequently removed and foimd to contain large gummata. may show no improvement
before operation, even under large doses of iodides, though tlie Wasserniann test may
be positive.
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A licniiiil jiniliKsidii (if iirmilic leslinihir lissiic iiuiy br prcsriit (.illici' willi tulit'i-

culoiis (liseasu or tVoni a j^uniiiia. In tul)erciili)sis the mass is giwisli and nfcnitic. (iis-

chargini; thin pus, and tliiTc will lie sullioient evidence of tul)ereuioiis disease in the under-

lyinu' testis and otlier jjenital organs. Tubercle bacilli may be found in the diseh uf;c. A
distinctive feature of the uummatous hernia testis is found in the apjiearancc of the cutan-

eous openinsi : if the funifati!ii; mass he pushed aside, the openiui; in the scrotal skin will be

seen to be cleanly cut and to encircle the protrudini; tissue titihtly. The funi;atinii hernia

testis of tubercle or syphilis must also be diagnosed fioui other conditions producing a

raised tumour on the scrotum. \n epithelioma ol the scrotum has raised borders, but the

centre is excavated, and there is rarely any enlargement of the testis. A sloughing papil-

loma of the scrotum may more nearly reproduce the appearance, but tlu' tiunour and the

skin are freely movable on the underlying testis, whilst in hernia testis the mass is connected

with the testicle, and the tubular structure of the latter is often a|i]iarcnt on picking up a

small fragment of the fungating tumour.

Cysts of the Scrotum.—.\s an exceptional oeemrence. a sebaceous cyst may develop
in the scrotal skin, suppurate, and leave an open sore. The areas remaining present raised

borders, and are easily mistaken for an early epithelioma. An accurate history of

the i)revious swelling in the skin is of little assistance in these cases, but microscopical

examination of a jiiccc rcmo\cd Injui the margin of the ulcer will exclude malignancy.
A suppurating c\ st in the scrotum is more uneonuiiou than epithelioma.

//. //. .hHTli/N Siaiii.

SPASTICITY. (.See (.Air. .Vunokm Ai.n iKs oi . p. 2.-.!.)

SPEECH, ABNORMALITIES OF.—Abnormalities of speech are nmnerous. varying
from complete nuitisin to slight defects in articidation, and dependent (jn disturbances,

functional or organic, in some part of the complex mechanism which is responsible for

the ])roduction of intelligible language. This article is intended to expose the broad

principles by which various abn<irmalities of speech can be detected and used for the

purposes of diagnosis : it docs not embrace a discussion of the controversial views which

are held concerning their exact production.
The amount of inxcstigation required for making a diagnosis in cases of speech

abnormality varies within wide limits. Great care is called for in examining cases of

aphasia which result from disturbance in the function of the cerebral siiccch centres or

their dependent paths of comnumication : the defective articulation of a patient suffering

from cleft palate needs oidy a coniparati\cly superlicial examination in order to arrive

at a correct diagnosis.
It will be convenient to consider the various abnormalities of speech under the

following heads: (1) Moiliil ilcfcrts : CJ) Apliiisiii : (:J) l)i<if niiilisiii : (t) Di/adilhria :

(.>) Fidiclionfil disorders—sl/iiiuticriii<i. Iidliiio, idi(i<il„ssiri.

Mental Detects.—The ac(iuirement of the |)ower of speech Tiiay be delayed in children

who are mentally defective, and in sonic forms of idiocy may be sus])endc(l altogether.

Before making a diagnosis of mental deficiency in a child who apjicars to be dilatory in

talking, it is well to remember that the age at which speech is acquired is very variable,

and that the delay may be considerable where no mental impairment is present. In such

cases the diagnosis nuist depend on a consideration of other points in the child"s develoi)-

nient. Inquiry should be made as to whether he is clean in his habits, whether he is

destructive, whether he plays with toys or with other children in a natural manner, and

whether he displays abnormally bad temper or irritability. In some cases the delay in

speaking may be due to a defect in hearing which has been unsuspected by the parents.

This point is especially ai)t to arise in respect to children who have begun to talk at the

normal age, and who have lost what little they had learned of the art in the sc<iuel of some

acute illness.

In adults, loss of speech may be due to many forms of mental deficiency of a temporary
or permanent nature, .\ familiar example of temporary loss of speech is that degree of

alcoholic intoxication to which the term •

speechless
"

is vulgarly applied. Similarly, the

intoxication of the higher mental faculties associated with organic poisons, such as those of

pneumonia or typhoid fever, may be responsible for temporary loss of speech. Complete
nuitism due to disease of the higher intellectual centres is common in various forms of
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dementia, and is proved to be no aphasic defect by the sudden and complete restoration

of speech which may take place after months or even years of silence. The speechlessness

of a melancholic patient or of one who is suffering from paralytic dementia is further

differentiated from true aphasia by the fact that the latter is associated with attempts
at communication, while the former is not. On the other hand, general paralysis of the

insane is a disease in which tcmi)orary aphasia is by no means uncommon, especially in

connection with the transient hemiplegia following
"

congestive
"

attacks.

Aphasia.—A definition of aphasia is dilhcult to supply in a few words. The term

is used to denote that loss of speech which does not depend on mental deficiency, nor upon

paralysis of the motor mechanism of articulation. Such a negative description refpiires.

however, some modifieation, because aphasia is frequently associated with some impair-

ment of intelligence resulting from disturbance of internal language, which plays an

important part in all intellectual processes, and any lesion of the cerebral centres connected

with it must necessarily interfere with the higher mental activities. This is particularly

the case in what is called sensory aphasia, that variety which dejjcnds upon a lesion of the

auditory and visual word centres situated in the cortex near the posterior part of the left

Sylvian fissure of the brain.

In right-handed persons the chief speech centres are placed in the left cerebral hemi-

sphere {Fig. 266), and it is customary to consider them as being three in number. The

Clieiro-kinxstlietic centre Visual word ce:itre

Glosso-
kma-sttietic

centre

Fiff, iOfj.—Left cerebr.ll heinispbere, with speejh centres.

posterior part of the hrst temporal convolution is regarded as tlie area in which the auditory
memories of spoken words are stored and recalled. It plays an important part in the

development of speech, because it is largely through the sense of hearing that the child

first learns to associate objects with their names and expressions with their meaning. The
cortex in the angular gyrus has a similar special fmiction in regard to the storage of visual

word memories, a function which bears the same relationship to written language as the

auditory word centre has to S|K)ken language. These two portions of the cortex constitute

the sensory speech centres. .V third important centre is called the motor, or. better, the

higher kinicsthetic centre, and this is located in Broca"s area, or the ])osterior part of the

third frontal convolution. In this situation are stored the memories of afferent impulses
excited by the motor activities employed in .speech. Unless this centre is intact, the

conversion of internal into external language is imperfect or impossible. In the opinion
of some authorities, there is a similar kinesthetic centre in the posterior ])art of the left

second frontal convolution, which plays a part in connection with written language

comijarable to the ]3art i)layed by Broca"s area in relation to spoken langviage.

Witii tliesc physiological and anatomical data as a basis, we can jjroceed to consider

the chief varieties of aphasia and tlie points in tlieir differential diagnosis. Before doing
so, it is well to sound a note of warning with regard to the complications which are con-

stantly being met with by the clinician in attempting to analy.se cases of aphasia. In the

lirst place, a diagrammatic anatomical definition of the cerebral centres is liable to give
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a wroiifi inijiri'ssion. Tliesc contri'S arc iiKjrc (liliusc in their I'lniclidTi llian tliiy appear
to be on a map of the l)rain. and they are iiitieh more inter(le])en(lent tliaii their topoyiapliy
would suj;i;est. Commimicathifi nervous traets bind tliem together in such a way that

a destruetive lesion of one nuist necessarily upset the function of another, and so modify
profotmdly tlie ehnical picture of any particular case. lu tlie second jjlaee, ai)liasia is. in

most instances, the result of a vascular lesion, an<l all the centres referred to lie in the area

supplied by one artery
—the middle cerebral. Consequently even when the main brunt

of a vascular disturbance falls on one of the special speech centres, the nthers may also

suffer more or less, temporarily or permanently, from disturbances of nutrition. In any
case of aphasia, therefore, we may have to be satisfied if we can arrive at a eonrlusion as

to the site of the chief defect, without being able to detine the exact limits n( the loss or

impairment ol cerebral fimction. In tin- third |ilaee. due allduanee must Iji- made for

the fact that the right cerebral hemisjihere may gradually acquire some degree of speech

activity, especially in cases of aphasia occiuring during the earlier years of life, and may
tend to replace the loss caused by the defective action of the left.

W'tiiil-ihiifiit'.s.s is the result either of a lesion of the auditory wurd centre in the

tem]>oral cortex, or of one which isolates that centre from the peripherv : that is to say,
of a sub-cortical lesion cutting off the centre from auditory impulses. In either ease the

patient who is word-deaf is unable to rceogni/,c the meaning of spoken language, although
he may hear perfectly the sounds by which it is c<inveyed. He fails to understand anything
which is said to him. and does not obey simple conunands so long as the\- are not aeeoni-

panied by gestures suggestive of their meaning. If the visual word centre has not been

affected at the same time, he will still be able to read and to understand what is written.

He will depend upon writing and reading for his means of communication with others.

The amount of interference with spontatieons speech will depend upon whether the lesion

is cortical or sid)-cortical. If the latter the integrity of the auditory word centre preserves
internal speech, and so permits the patient to speak spontaneously with fluency and probably
with accuracy, and his power of writing will be <(|ually unimpaired. When the cortical

centre is itself destroyed, internal language is thoroughly disorganized, and although some

spontaneous speech ni.iy be possible, it is certain to be more or less unintelligible. Accord-

ing to the I'xtenI of the lesion, it will vary Ix-tween a sj)eech containing inaccuracies of

minor ini|)ortance, and one wliich is a jargon incapable of interpretation. ( haracteristic

of this defect is the fact that the patient himself does not appreciate the mistakes he tTiakes.

His written language is likely to lie more accurate and more intelligible than his spoken

language, but it will probably not reach a very high standard. He may cojjv with accuracy,
but is (|uite unable to write from dictation. Such are the usual chief attributes of

word-deafness in its pure form. t linieally. word-dealiiess is usually accompanied by
word-blindness, to a greater or les> extent.

Word-blindness, or Ale.rid. is produced by a lesion of the left angular gyrus, and may
or may not be accompanied by defective vision. .\s in the case of word-fleafness. it may-
result from a cortical or from a sub-cortical lesion, ami it is in association with the latter

class of case that Hi;miaxopsi.\ (p. 300) is most ci>nunon. In cortical word-blindness the

])atient is unable to read, although he sees the letters clearly and may even be able to copy
them in the same way as a child copies letters when learning the alphabet. Writing conveys
no meaning to his mind, although in the less severe cases the ])atient may still recognize
familiar words, such as his name. There are. in fact, varying degrees of word-l)lindness,

some of which are dillicult to understand and to analyze. The word-blind patient suffers

in his spontaneous speech to a greater or less extent according to whether he uses his visual

trr his auditory memories chiefly in the process of internal language. .Should he l)e a
'

visual
"

his spontaneous speech will suffer nuieh more than if he is an • auditive.' The
terms 'visual" an<i "auditive' are used to distinguish two classes of persons, the first

depending nKjre on their visual memories of words, anil the second more on their auditory
memories of words in the course of reviving them for the purposes of internal thought and

speech. Sjjontaneous writing is likely to be lost conii)letely, but writing from dictation

may be carried out with more or less accuracy. In word-blindness due to a sub-cortical

lesion, although hemianopia is almost certain to be present, spontaneous speech and spon-
taneous writing are jireserved perfectly, although the power of reading and of copying
hand-written sentences into printed capitals is entirely in abeyance.

D "40
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When word-blindness and word-deafness coexist, the condition is called seiisnri/ nphasia,
and is one to which some authorities believe that the term aphasia should be limited. It

is. however, usual to describe a motor aphasia which may be dependent ui)on a cortical

or sub-cortical lesion.

Cortical ninlor nphasia results from a destructive lesion of Broca"s area, the part of

the cortex which stores memories of the afferent impulses excited by speech, and in which
such memories must be revived if spontaneous speech is to be carried out perfectly. This

form of motor aphasia may be present without any paralysis, but it is usually a^'companied

by some disturbances of internal speech, and perhaps even by some defective understanding
of .spoken and written language, which, however, never amounts to true sensory aphasia.

Much more conunon is the siib-corticfil motor npiiasid, which is due to a lesion cutting
off Broca's cortical area from the motor mechanism connected with articidation. In this

form intellectual ])rocesscs and internal language may be jjerfectly intact, but in most
cases the inability to speak is associated with right hemiplegia in right-handed persons,
or with left hemiplegia in left-handed individuals. The imperfect speech of the patient
who is partly aphasic from a sub-cortical motor lesion may resemble to some extent that

of the patient who is word-deaf ; but the former is conscious of his mistakes and the latter

is not. .Sub-cortical motor aphasia may perhaps be described better as an articulatory
rather than a speech defect : as an anarthria rather than an aphasia. .Ml the attributes

for speech are preserved, but its emission is im])()ssil)Ie.

Agraphia results usually from a lesion of the visual word-centre, or perhaps in some
cases from a lesion of the ])osterior part of the left second frontal convolution. In the

former ease the power of writing may be lost, although there is no paralysis of the arm
or hand. In the latter case the agraphia is usually associated with right hemiplegia, and
in order to test whether the power of communicating thoughts by written language is

preserved, the patient must be asked to use the left hand for the purpose. There is some
doubt as to whether pure motor agraphia occurs, and some doubt as to the lesion upon
which it may dejjend. I have had experience of the clinical occurrence of pure motor

agraphia without being able to correlate the phenomenon with its anatomical basis.

We have now considered the various forms of aphasia and have indicated their points
of distinction. This will serve as a basis for diagnosing the site of the lesion responsible
for the speech defect, but the nature of the lesion must be (Ictcrmiiied from other considera-

tions. ^'ascular lesions, for instance, are usually acute in their onset, sudden in the case

of embolism, less precipitate as a rule in cases of Itwmorrhnge or thrombosis. In cerebral

tumour or abscess the onset of symptoms is more gradual, and local troubles such as that

of aphasia are generally accompanied or jireceded by the symptoms of increased intra-

cranial pressure in the form of headache, vomiting, and optic neuritis. But aphasia is

not always the result of a gross and permanent lesion. Transitory aphasia may be

observed in the sequel of epileptiform convulsions, or may be in itself an epileptic eipiivalent—a form oX petit mill in an epileptic subject. Temporary aphasia occurs also in connection

with niigriiine. and I have known it to occur at intervals during a period of thirty years in

a woman who was ])erfectly healthy in every respect, and who showed no other sym-
])tonis suggestive of either e])ilepsy or migraine.

Dysarthria, or in its extreme form "

anarthrin,' is the term used to describe defective

articulation as opposed to defective speech. Articulation is carried on by certain muscles

of the larynx. ])harvnx. palate, tongue, and lips which are innervated by the bulbar nuclei,

and the latter are set into action by voluntary impulses coming from the motor cortex of

both cerebral hemispheres via the ])yramidal tracts. The articulatory movements, there-

fore, are represented bilaterally in the brain, and. like other bilaterally represented move-
ments of the body, are not ilisorgani/.ed by imilateral lesions of the ])yramidal system.
Thus, in cases of hemii)lcgia without aphasia, there is little or no defect in articulation,

and the examination of such a patient shows that both vocal cords, both sides of the palate,

and the tongue, retain their power of voluntary movement almost, if not (luite, to perfection.

Suprabulbar dysarthria is induced, however, in cases of double hemiplegia, when the

fibres from both hemispheres to the bulbar nuclei are interfered with by destructive lesions.

When a right-sided stroke is followed by a left-sided stroke, or when double hemiplegia
results from a lesion in the pons, dysarthria results. In such cases the power of speech

may be perfect, but the ability to articulate naturally and dearly is disturbed. The patient
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is not apliasic but dysiuthrir. Articulatinn is usually sluw. spastic, and indistinct, if it

is not altogether unintelligible. These cases are dilTeientiatcd from cases of dysarthria

due to lesions of the bulbar nuclei or of the cranial nerves, not only by the presence

of other hemiplegic signs in the limbs and trunk, but by the fact that the tmmie retains

its .shape, nutrition, and normal electrical reactions, and the jjalate its natural reflex. This

condition of pscinlo-hiiWdr prihi/. as it is sometimes called, is further distinguished by facial

starchiness or s|)asticity. and by the i)atient"s inabilily to control the expression of his

emotions.

Dysarthria of similar origin, but generally of kss di-grec. may be observed in cases

of ncnentl /xiitili/sis iif the hisdiic, in cerehral diplcgid. and in ilisucmhiiitcil fide ro.sis. In the

latter disease the terms " staccato
'

or "

scanning
"

are applied to describe the articulatory

defect. .Some cases of Friedreich's ntn.vfi exhibit a form of articulation which is slow and

jerky, not unlike that of disseminated sclerosis. Probably some degree of inco-ordination

enters into the production of this peculiar utterance. In all these diseases the diagnosis

of the condition depends upon the presence of other symi>toms and jjliysical signs, and can

rarely be deduced from the articulation alone.

Dysarthria also arises from disease of the bulbar nuclei, or of the nerves arising from

the latter which supply the muscles of the larynx, pharynx, tongue, and lii)s. In true

biillxir pdlsi/. which is a disease depending on a slowly progressive degeneration of these

motor nuclei, articulatory defects are often among the earliest symptoms. The diagnosis

of these cases is based on the fact that the symptoms begin insidiously and progress

gradually, that the paresis affects the muscles of both sides more or less symmetrically.

and that it is an atrophic form of paralysis. The atrophy is seen best in the tongue muscles,

and is usually associated with a certain amount of librillation. and with diminution of their

electrical excitability. The jjalatal reflex is also impaired, and examination of the vocal

cords shows that they too are the seat of a progressive i)alsy. The dysarthria is always

accompanied, sooner or later, by some degree of dysjjliagia, and also by some weakness

and atrophy of the muscles of mastication. .Vtrojjhic ])alsy may also be observed in the

small muscles of the hands, and there is a tendency to exaggeration of all the tendon reflexes

in the limbs. A similar clinical picture may develop in cases of gross disease of the bulb,

due either to local softening or lucmorrliage. or in rarer cases to the gradual growth of a

tumour in that region. Such cases can be differentiated from true bulbar palsy, partly

by the more acute onset of symptoms in the case of the viiaeiilnr lesions, and partly by the

asymmetrical distribution of the muscular atrophy and jjaresis when a tinnniir forms the

basis of the disease. CiniinKiioiis moiiugilis at the base of the brain may in\ ol\c the cranial

nerves close to their exit from the bull), and so produce a dysarthria of a surnewhat similar

character. When tumour or meningitis is the cause of dysarthria, symptoms of increased

intracranial pressure are likely to be observed.

.\nother form of bulbar palsy is seen in eases of wi/dslheiiid grdvis. In this condition

there is little or no atrophy of the articulatory muscles, although some thinning of the

tongue is observed sometimes. The distinguishing characteristics of this dysarthria are

first of all its marked variability, and secondly the effect produced by fatigue. .\ myasthenic

patient may begin a conversation, or may begin to read aloud from a book, without showing
much difTieidty in his utterance, but, as he progresses, his articulation becomes more and

more defective and more diflicult to understand. I'sually the palate fails quickly, and

a nasal f|uality is given to the voice. If he is asked to repeat the word rub
"

many times,

the terminal 'b' becomes an •in." and he ends by saying 'rum' instead of "rub.'

Most cases of myasthenia gravis ixhibit similar fatigue phenomena in relation to other

parts of the musculature (see Fig. 111. j). -j:!.")). and in particular show varying degrees of

ocular palsy, which, like the dysarthria, is at one time mure markerl than at another, and

is much inlluenced by rest and exercise.

Some articulatory defect is produced Ijy bilateral peripheral palsy of the palate, which

most often results from the effects of the diphtherid poison. The voice is nasal, and the

pronunciation of certain consonants becomes impossible.
"

IJ
"

becomes " m, " d becomes

n." and " k
"

sounds like
'

ng."

Bildtend fdeiid palsy interferes with that jjart of articulation which depends upon
the labial muscles, and so renders sijccch indistinct, although not unintelligible. Facial

palsy of this kind (Fig. 201, p, 498) is met with in some eases of peripheral neuritis and
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also in some cases of myopathy, especially that form to which the name I^andouzy-Dejerine
is applied.

Vnilaleral bulbar palsy may exist without iinuh interference with articulation or

phonation. There may be considerable jialsy of one vocal cord due to a lesion of

one recurrent laryngeal nerve, withovit a reeognizable alteration in the character of the

voice. A bilateral laryngeal palsy, when complete, leads to aphonia. Similarlj-, unilateral

palsy of the palate or of one-half of the tongue may exist without articulatory defect,

especially after the (latient has become accustomed to the altered conditions.

Functional Disorders of Speech.— In cases of hysteria, a functional aphonia is by
no means imcommon. and in Tuaiiy cases can be distinguished from aphonia due to organic
disease only by an examination of the larynx. Hysterical ajihonia may be complete ;

in other eases the voice is. reduced to a whisper, and yet the patient is able to adduct the

cords properly' in coughing. This is sometimes a recurrent malady, and the suddenness

of its onset, as well as the suddenness with which it is often cured, are characteristic.

Stainnicring is another type of functional dysarthria and presents a large variety of

forms. There is little difficulty in their recognition, because in all cases when once the

articulatory flow is established the utterance is perfectly normal. The dilliculty generally
arises either in commencing a word or a sentence, or in connection with certain consonants.

Some of the cases depend on an initial s|)asni of the articulatory muscles, and others upon
an inco-ordination between the action of the respiratory muscles and those which have

to do with ])honati(>n and articulation. The com|)lete absence of physical signs of disease,

and the history of the ease, make the diagnosis easy. On the other hand, stanuuering is

occasionally an early symptom of ])r()gressive degenerative conditions of the central nervous

system, especially of general paralysis of the insane.

The term '

killing
'

is applied to a defective form of articulation met with chiefly in

persons who are more or less mentally feeble. It is characterized by what appears to be

an imperfect pronunciation of certain consonants. In more severe cases one consonant

is consistently rejjlaeed by another, such as '
r

"

by
'

w." These mistakes in pronvm-
ciation arc eonmion enough in normal children when learning to speak, but the endurance

of the defect after the learning age is passed generally indicates some iicrmanent mental

deficiency. A temporary ))erversion of speech is seen occasionally in chihlrcn before they
learn the i)ro|)er use of language. They may talk glibly and lluently in a language which

they apjKar to understand themselves but which is unintelligible to their neighbours. In

this condition, to which the term "

idioglossin
'

is generally given, the prognosis may be

regarded as favourable. K. Fartpdiar Buzzard.

SPINAL CURVATURE. (See Ct-HVATfRF,. Spinai,, p. l.Vi.j

SPLEEN, ENLARGEMENT OF THE.
The Physical Signs of Enlargement of the Spleen. If the organ is only slightly

or moderately enlarged, there is no alteration in the size or shape of the abilomcn :

if it is consideral)ly or enormously enlarged, the abdomen may be much distended, and
at a first glance this distention may appear to be uniform, as though due to ascites, t'loser

inspection may show that it is by no means uniform, there being distinct bulging of the

left side, especially in the left hypochondrium, the left Imubar, and the left half of the

umbilical regions. The inner border of the spleen may be tilted forward in some cases,

.so that a distinct edge or ridge may be seen pushing the abdominal wall forward, this ridge

running downwards and inwards from the left costal margin near the anterior axillary

line towards the innbilieus ; in a few cases a distinct notch can be seen in this edge or ridge.

When the patient takes a dec]) breath, the prominence may be seen to move distinctly

downwards, though occasionally the spleen may- be so enormously enlarged that its lower

end becomes impacted in the pelvis, when no downward movement is possible.

Palpation is the best means of detecting splenic enlargement. If the organ is but

little enlarged, it may not be felt until the observer, standing upon the left-hand side of

the recumbent patient, and supporting the lower left ribs posteriorly with his right hand,

steadily but firmly presses the fingers of his left hand under the left costal margin just in

front of the anterior axillary line ; when the patient now takes a dee]) breath, a definite

sense of increased resistance may reveal s|jlenie enlargement when the organ is comjiaratively
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snlt. as in many oases of typhoid (ever for example, or a hard mass witli a (hstiiiet ed^e
may lie lelt in more obvious cases. Wlien the enlargement is moderate or considerable,
the splenic tumour will be felt comiiii;- <lo\vn from beneath the left ribs close behind the

abdominal wall ; and unless there is a very larije liver at the same time, or some other

cause preventing tlie viseus from following its natural direction as it enlarges, it tends to

reach and ultimately cross the middle line at or just below the level of the umbilicus. It

is generally smooth and hrm, and the characteristic notch or notches can be felt in its

anterior border. Except in those rare <'ases in which the whole spleen is dislocated, it will

not be possible to insert a hand between il and the left costal margin, or to dehne its upper
limit by palpation. The lower pole can be Idl tn move decidedly downwards on inspira-
tion, unless the enlargement is very great. On bimanual palpation, the loin is ufil tilled

out as it would be by a renal tumour, and the mass cannot be jjushed back into the loin

so as to be felt by the posterior hand as readily as it is by the hand on the anterior

abdominal wall.

Percussion yields a dull note o\cr tli<' iriass, the didlness being dircctiv contimions
with an increased area of dullness in the thorax extending upwards as high as the seventh
rib in the mid-axillary line, the sixth rib in the nipple line, or even higher. ;uid including the

ordinary area of splenic impairment of resonance behind. Percussion of the left loin may
elicit resonance here, indicating that the colon is not displaced as it would lia\c been by
a renal tumour ; no intestines can be felt or percussed over the front of the spleen.

.\uscultation st'ldom affords much exidence of value in these cases, but sometimes
when the s]ilenic enlargement is associated with local i)critonitis. as in cases of infarction

for example, a loud rub may be heard over the mass when the patient takes a particularly

deep breath : and sometimes, especially if the enlargement is associated with venous

engorgemiiit, a well-marked c(jntinu(ius huminiiiL; bruit mav be heard.

Distinction between an Enlarged Spleen and oilier Tumours which may simulate
it. An enlarged spleen has to be distinguished from other tumours which may arise

in the left hypochondriac region, especially from: (I) Kidney tumours or perinephric
inflanuuation or abscess : (2) Suprarenal tumours ; (;{) Carcinoma of the splenic flexure

of the colon ; ( t) Pancreatic tumours. cspeeiall\' cyst or carcinoma : (.>) Malignant growth
of the stomach : ((i) Ovarian tumour : (T) Tuberculous peritonitis : (S) Fa'cal aceumida-
tion in the colon.

Disliiictidii fiiiiii II lii'iiiil 'I'nuiiiiir. It may lie dillieult to distinguish an eidarged

spleen from a kidney in some cases, liotli ennditions may cause local promineuee or

bulging of tlu- left side of the abdomen ; in the ease (jf splenic enlargement the bulging is

more forward and inward, whereas in a kidney enlarg<-ment the loin is more likely to be

bulged. Xo distinct edge or Tioteh can be seen or fi'lt in the case of most renal enlargements.
a point the signilicance of which cannot be (i\ er-estimatcd. Father tumour may move
downwards when the patient takes a deefi breath : but the spleen, being in closer contact
with the under surface of the diaphragm, moves the more markediv of the two. .\ renal

tumour being more deeply situated in the abdomen seldom a])proximates closely to the
anterior abdominal wall unless the enlargement is very great, in which case the loin will

be tilled out and feel very firm and resistant on bimanual examination. A renal tnmonr
generally slopes away as it ai)|)roachcs the ribs, so that it is less dillieult to get one's hand
between its upper jjole and the costal margin tluui is the case with the undislocated s|)leen.
The colon may be seen or felt over the anterior surface of a renal tumour, whicli is never
the ease with S|)lenic enlargement : and piacussinn may yield a resonant note in front, or

in typical cases a vertical band of colonic resonance down the centre of an otherwise dull

mass, the loin posteriorly being dull : whereas with a splenic tumour the loin mav be
resonant, and the anterior aspect of the mass (piite dull. The i)resenee of a local bruit
or rub would make renal tumour mdikely. The occurrence of ILemaii hia (]). •JT.'i),

PviHiA (p. ,")74). or .\i,!u -MiNURiA (]). t). Would suggest renal cnlaruenn-nt , \vhilst the

conditions of the blood might be such as to suam-sl splenic.

Xotwithstanding all these points, to distinguish Ijctween splenic and renal masses is

sometimes by no means easy ; and it is only by paying careful attention to the historv
and the i)aticnt"s own sensations, as well as to the physical signs and tlie eliangcs in the
blood and urine, that a correct diagnosis can be made.

Miiliiiiiiiiil Disease of the Left Siijiniieiinl (ilmiil may cause a large mass which is
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sometimes particularly dillicult to distinguish, either from a splenic or from a renal enlarge-
ment. Owing to the close proximity of the suprarenal capsule to the kidney, and the

liability for the capsule of the latter to become infiltrated by growth of the former, the

physical signs of a suprarenal are practically the same as those of a renal tumour, except
that it may be more dilficult to pass tlic hand between the mass and the costal margin.
H;cmaturia and other urinary changes may result from spread of the disease to the kidney ;

affection of one suprarenal gland alone does not produce Addison's disease, and it may be

impossible to arrive at a correct diagnosis without laparotomy. A peculiar affection of

children deserves s|)ecial mention : at a comparatively early age there may be an abnormal

development of the pubic and axillary hair and of the genital organs (see Figs. 174. IT.j,

p. 408). with premature puberty, associated with overgrowth of suprarenal rests in the

kidney, the resultant tumour being spoken of as a hypernephroma.
Carcinoma of the Splenic Flexure of the colon is usually annular, giving rise to no

definite tmiiour, but rather to symptoms of chronic, followed by acute, intestinal obstruc-

tion. Occasionally, however, the growth may be more voluminous, or it may have caused

leakage and inflanunatory matting from local perforation through or above the growth,
with the result that a fairly large tumour may be felt in and below the left hypochondrium.
This mass is generally resonant to ])ercussion. has no well-defined edge or notch, and may
vary somewhat in position from day to day : it will usually be associated with intestinal

symptoms, especially constipation alternating with diarrha-a, and the passage of nuicus,

and occasionally blood, per rectum. Sometimes there are obvious secondary deposits in

the liver or in the left supraclavicular glands.
Pancreatic Tumours arc usually situated more in the median line of the abdomen than

is a spleen, between the ensiform cartilage and the umliilicus ; sometimes, however, a very

large cyst, such as may nearly fill the abdominal cavity, may cause considerable difliculty

in the diagnosis. One very imiKirtant point is that no definite edge and no notch can be

felt. The stomach generally lies in front of a ])ancreatic cyst : or. if the latter pushes its

way forward so as to disijlace the stomach upwards and the transverse colon downwards,
it may be possible to define its relationshij) to the stomach by inflating the latter with gas.

A splenic tumour rarely extends to the right of the middle line unless the enlargement is

great, and then it crosses at or below the umbilicus, whereas a pancreatic cyst reaches

across to the right of the middle line above the navel. Pancreatic new growth has a similar

])osition ; but the outline of the mass, if any can be felt at all, is more nodular : there will

generally fjc jaundice and a palpable gall-bladder, and the urine may yield t'ammidge"s

pancreatic reaction (p. 100).

jyialignant (Jranlh of tlie Stomach may be mistaken for enlargement of the spleen,

especially gastric sarcoma, which, though very nuich rarer than carcinoma, is more likely

to involve the whole of the stomach and give rise to a very large tumour occu|>ying chiefly

the upper part of the left side of the abdomen. The following changes will serve to

distinguish a gastric new growth from enlargement of the spleen : the mass is apt to shift

its position during the course of an examination or from day to day : it does not present a

well-defined edge with definite notch or notches : it may extend a considerable distance

to the right of the middle line, although its lower limit may not be below the level of the

umbilicus : it is likely to be resonant in front, thougfi the ])ercussion note over it may be

im|)aired ; there may be ana-mia and leucocytosis, but the lilood-changes would not be

eliaracteristic of any positive blood disease : the taking of food may cause an increase in

the gastric pain : vomiting will generally be a prominent symptom : the vomit may
contain blood, obvious or occult ; free hydrochloric acid may be deficient or absent ;

sareiniE ventriculi may be found (Fig. 121, p. 241) : and there may be secondary deposits,

especially in the liver or in the left supra-clavicular glands. Examination of the stomach

with the a'-rays after a bisnuith or barium meal may also assist the diagnosis {Fig.

131, p. 270).

^variaii
Tinnaiirs have been mistaken for enlargement of the spleen, and vice versa,

the differential diagnosis being particularly diflicidt in cases in which the s|)leen has become

ilislocatcd, or is so large as to reach down as far as the uterus. The organ has sometimes

been found so dislocated as to lie wholly within the pelvis. The differential diagnosis

depends in most eases on the following |)oints : an ovarian timiour rarely extends upwards
to such an extent that its u|)per limit comes into actual contact with the left costal margin
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so that tlic hand cannot lie ])laci'cl hctwccii it and the ril>s ; it docs not move iiiuch

dowinvards dvn'in»' deep inspiration ; il extends npwards from the pel\ is. whence it may l>e

felt delinitely to arise, tlie lower part of the abdomen beini;' more jirominent than the npper:
it is nsnally more nlohnlar than a splenie tnnionr. and has tio sharp, well-di-lined edyc with

notehes in it. even wlieii covered with projei-tini; bosses of sini|)le or malii;riant new growth :

it usnallv extends more to the riyht ol the middle line than an eidarned spleen : and it is

more apt to transmit aortic pnlsations : a vaijinal examination may determine that the

mass is attached to one or other of the broad liiranients. and that the cervix and the body
of the litems are drawn upwards: there will prribably be no distinctive blood-ehantics.

lint very likely amenorrhfea.

'riihniiihiiis I'rriliiiiitis may cansc \arious abdominal tumonrs (sec p. ts), and some-

times ifives rise to a mass octaipyini; the left hypochondriac region, the rcsnil of mattinj;

toi;ctlier of the intestines, thickcnini; of llii' omentum, or thickenini; and inliltration of the

peritoneum attached to the abdominal wall here. The tumour does not generally extend

close up under the ribs, so that the hand may be placed between it and the costal margin,
and although it may feel somewhat rounded, with a more or less well-delined edj;c. there is

no dclinite notch to be felt : sometimes, however, when there are two, three, or more

scpaiati' masses united toijcthcr. a notch may be sinuilated to some extent. The mass

itself ma\ be dull, but there is <;enerally resonance between it and the normal splenie dull-

ness. .\scites is often present, and then' may In- palpable hnnjis in other parts of the

abdomen, or perhaps redness and (edema of the abdominal wall, or a puruli-nt or fa-cal

discharue from the umbilicus. Indeed, tuben iilcius peritonitis is the commonest cause of

ac(piired umbilical tistnla. the next commonest cause of the latter bein^ |>neumococeal

jieritonitis which has recovered slowly, cither without or with operation. There may be

signs of tuberculosis elsewhere, for instance in joints, or lym])hatie ulaiids. (almette's or

von l'ir(|uet"s tuberculin reactions may be positive. The |iatient will ;;enerally be yomijf.

and have consumed nnsterili/ed cows milk. Pyrexia may be present or absent, either with

tubcreuhnis peritonitis or with splenie arieelions. so that its occnrrcnee docs not assist the

diaunosis much, except perhajis that it tli<' chart exhibits marked cveninf; pyrexia in a younn

subject, with a, sub-normal temperature in the morninji. if is an additional aryumenl in

laxonr of tuljcrcic. The reverse type of pyri-xia mcjrnin;; rise and evening; lall has been

spnkcii ol' as I'haractciistic of tubercle, but it is seldom met with.

/'(real AcciDitididiiiii in the Splriiii- Fhvinr (U' adjacent parts of the trans\crsc or

desccndinjj; colon may be mistaken for an cidar^cd spleen upon a lirst examination : but

this source of error is usually removed when the patient is rt'-examineil after an action of

the bowels has taken ])lace. Tlie condition is found most frecpiently in women if the age

is not ureal, or in elderly people of either sc\. There is generally a history of sevtre

obstipation, and possibh attacks of temporarv obsl ruction. The mass is [lenerally irrejinlar.

more or less c\ lindrical. and in thin persons it may be pnssible actually to alter its shape by

manipulation with the hand. The best test nf the coTidition. however, is the eireel of

copious cncmata upiin the mass.

Ildiiititiiiiiii iliK III Le<ikii!>c fraiii nii .Ihdiiiiiiiiiil .Iikiiii/.siii is liy no means always easily

reeoiini/.ed. and it may be mistaken for an cidari>cment cither of the s|ilccn or of the kidney,

iniless the aneurysm itself can be felt ])ulsatinii- : or mdcss there is a history or an acute

exacerbation of iMtra-abdominal pain, accompanied by lilanchinn due to the amount of

blood lost.

t'.\i"SKs oi" Spi,i;nic ]<;ni..\ii(U'._\iknt.

Ha\inji concluded that the spleen is cnlarueil. the next step is to decide the cause of

the cnlaruemcnt. There are various ways in which the dilferent causes may be classilied,

but from a diaunostic point of view the following is serviceable :
—

I. Chronic Enlargement of the Spleen.

(«). Pen/ grciil ciildigciiinl :

Spkridiiieclullary jeuka-niia

I.yiiipliatic icuicaania

]\nxe(l leukaemia
Chronie malaria
Kala- i/.ar

Splenonieiialie polycyth.Tniia

.Splenunicgalie cirrhosis

Splenic anaania
I'seudo-leiika-niia iiilantuin

(iaiuiicr's disease

Still's disease

Familial acholuric jaMrKliec.

l-)tjyptian splcnonieiiajy
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(h). ^loderale enhirgemenl.
—All conditions mentioned in gioii|) {ii) will at some stage

exhibit a s]jleen that has not yet become enoiinous ; and besides these, clironic and moderate

enlargement of tlie s|)leen may be exhibited in cases of :
—

Pernicious an;eniia

Rickets

Congenital syphilis

Hodgkin's disease

Cirrhosis of the liver

Lardaceoiis disease

Thrombosis of the ])ortal vein
Pressure on the portal vein by

enlarged lymphatic glands or by
adjacent tumour of the gall-

bladder, liver, pancreas, stomach,
fXc.

II. Acute Enlargement of tlie Spleen, the enlargement as a rule being slight.

(a). Acute itifeclive fevers :

Especially
—

Typhoid fever

Paratyphoid fever

Kelapsitig fever

Ty])hus fever

Less often in—
Pneumonia
IJiphtheria
.Scarlet fever

Small-pox

Malaria
Malta lever

Erysipelas
Sei)tica-mia.

filieumatic fever
Influenza
General tuberculosis.

(I/). Kiiibolism, cs]5ccially in cases of fnngating endocarditis.

((). Itijiinj.

{(I). SlriDigiiltition by twisting of the pedicle.

It will be noted that no mention is made of abscess, gunnna. carcinoma (whether

primary or secondary), sarcoma (primary or secondary), or hydatid cyst of the spleen, for

these are all so exceedingly rare they are very imlikely to be met with. It will also be noted

that no mention is made of backward pressure, whether due to chronic valvular disease

of the heart with failing com])ensation, or to obstruction to the inferior vena cava above
the he|)atic veins, such as may result from thrombosis or from pressure U])on the veins l)y

mediastinal fibrosis or new growth : these conditions are omitted purposely, for it is quite

excejjtional for ordinary backward pressure to produce enlargement of the spleen. So

true is this that in a case of chronic valvular heart-disease with failing compensation the

existence of a definitely palpable spleen is evidence of there being more than mere
meshanical heart-failure—jirobably superposed fungating endocarditis. The chief excep-
tions to this occur in childhood, where the spleen becomes palpable more easily than in

adults, so that with heart-failure in a child enlargement of the spleen is less good evidence

of fungating endocarditis than it is in a grown-up [jcrson.

I. CHRONIC ENLARGEMENT OF THE SPLEEN.

Chronic and very great Enlargement of the Spleen. When the spleen is so large

as to occu|)y half the abdomen or more, the diagnosis is generally easy. The largest of all

spleens are those due to splcnomcduUary Icukwmia. The first step is to make a full examina-

tion of the blood, including particularly total and differential leucocyte counts. If there

is an extreme degree of leucocytosis. up to anything between .jO.OOO and 1..500.()()0 |)cr

e.mni. for example, the diagnosis is almost certainly leuka'mia. and if in the dillerential

leucocyte count there are from 20 per cent to 50 i)er cent of myelocytes, it is of the spleno-

medullary tyi)e, whilst if the lymphocytes amoimt to JH) ])cr cent or more, the disease is of

the Ii/niphiilic form, in which the lymphatic glands are almost certain to be enlarged as well

as the sjilcen ; in some cases of lymphatic leukaemia the latter may be scarcely enlarged
at all. but in others it may be almost if not quite as large as in the splenomedullary type
of the disease. For mixed leuka-mia, sec An.emia (p. 25). In the absence of any marked

leucocytosis, or of characteristic differential leucocyte counts (see also An.tsmi.v), the

diagnosis of the nature of a very large spleen will dejx'nd in the first place U])on whether

there has or has not been residence in a malarial region—the fen districts of fJreat Hritain,

the tropics, or certain parts of Euro|)e. ])articularly Italy. The ague-cake spleen of the

fens is now very rare : it is more often foimd in chronic cases of tropical malaria, when
the history may indicate its nature, and if the patient is having IVbrilc attacks, the ]>arasites
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(/'/((/( .V.Vr///. Fiiin. A, B. C. I), E. p. (11 I.) may be Iciuml in tlic l)li)ii(l. liiceril in\c-sti-

yatidiis lia\f sliouii that some, at least, iil' the enlarmd s|)lecns formerly attrihuteil to

malaria, air dur to other infeetions. One ot these lias been dil't'erentiated clearly from

the rest. iiameK' Kaln-mar. which occurs in India, particularly in .-Vssani. in .Vfrica. and

in Sicily, and is diagnosed ehielly by the discoxcry of the Leishman-I)ono\ari bodies in the

fluiil obtained by splenic i)uneture {I'lalr Wi' II I. Fig. II. ]). <)14).

Sj)lriio)iir<iiili<- iioli/ci/tlKi'tiiiii is a rare alfeetion of adults, charaeteri/.ed by more or less

cyanosis {Pliilf A'.V/.V. p. (i;5H and symptoms which miuht susuest a cardiac lesion, tofietlier

with niMTe or less enlaraement of the spleen, and polycytluemia amounting perha[)s to six.

seven, ten. or e\en twelve million red corpuscles per c.mm. The malady is "generally chronic,

cxtendinfi over years : with an insidious onset and slow progress. The first sytnptoms are

vague, with progressive loss of working power, and some shortness of breath on exertion.

Ha'morrhages may occur eirly, or at any stage of the malady ; especially bleeiling from

the mouth, e|)istaxis, haemoptysis, luematcmesis, ha-maturia, or mekena. Purpura is

not common. The patient's heart is generally hypertrophicd and dilateil to some extent,

with or without a systolic apical limit ; and the blood-pressure is above the normal—it

may be anvthing between l.>0 and "J.)!) nun. Hg. The patient does not usually waste.

He mav develop effusion into any of the serous ca\itics. The diagnosis is arrived at when

])olycytlia'mia and enlargement of the spleen

occur in the absence of any detinite <'anse.

Sjiliiiiiiiirgiilii-
ciirhnsis is an alfeetiuii

of children and youni; adults, in whom
there are likely to be more or less i-inndice.

ana-mia. lack of develo])ment. and ullimatelx

ascites, as well as considerable enlargemcnl
of the spleen. There is a tendency for this

malady to alfect more than one member of

a family. an<l this sometimes gi\es the clue

to tlu' diagnosis. When ileatli nltiinalelx

ensues, in addition to the great culargiauenl

of the spleen these cases exhibit more or less

fibrosis iir cirrhosis of the liver, and some-

times the livir is indistinguishabU' from

that of ordinary alcoholic cirrhosis. Whit

relationship this malady has to ordinarv

alcoholic cirrhosis of the liver on the one

hand, and to splenic' ana-mia or Hanti's

disease upon the other, is nul clear; Imt

owing to the enlargement of the spleen, it

is diliercntiated as s|)lenomegalie cirrhosis.

Haaiiorrliagcs. jiarticularly Iia-matcmesis.

an- not inl'iiM|iiciit in this as in other I'nrms

of cirrhosis of tin- liver. The blood-ehaiiges

are men'ly those of a simple chlorotie

aiuemia. The diagnosis is afforded ehielly by the age of the jjaticnt. by the size of the

sjileen. ami by the absence of any positive blood-changes, particularly if more than one

member of the family is alfeeted in the same wa\-. The patient often lives for a number

of years, and is able to work in s|>ite of the complaint, until ascitis supervenes. The

lingers iiKiy ln' clubbed.

Siilciiic in/diiiid has been disciissi'd under An-i:mia (p. :>7). The spleen is not as

a rule \cry grcatlx' enlarged, thougli sometimes it ii.ay be enormous (Fig. 'JOT). The blooil

changes are simply those of ])rogressivc and severe ana-mia of a chlorotie type : e\en

though then- may really be a <lisease meriting the distinctive term.
'

splenic- ana-mia."

not a few cases diagnosed as such on account of the co-existence of splenic cnlarnc-mcnt

with simple ana-mia. ultimately t<irn out to be- cirrhosis of the liver. Wlu-n that wliic-h is

really cirrhosis of the liver is diagnosed in its early stagc-s as splenic ana-mia. the condition

is t<-rnicd Hanli's disease. One |)articular variety of lamilial splenic ana-mia (>( \iiung

Jiersons has been distiiignished from the rest as Cdiiclin's ilisrase. It runs a, course vc-r\

J't'l. -JfiT.
—

.spleiiu' ail'tiiiiiu ; liliutou'r.iltli sliouliij,' tlii^

(nitlirie of tlie spleen. Tliere was severe ciilorotii- ;tii;oiiii;i

wlihijut lellcucvtosis ; rlie liatierit ilie.!, uii'i :l: tile auujpsy
tliere was no cirriiosjs of tlie livei-.
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similar to that of familial aclidluric jaundice (see below). l)ut is distinijiiished diiiint;' life by
the oceurrence of a peoiiliar fat-like deposit under the exposed part of the conjunctiva
external to the cornea ; and after death by the jiresence of special Gaucher cells in the

spleen and liver. It is rare.

Psewlo-leukcemia infantum (von .Jaksch"s Disease) was until recently regarded as,

apart from true leukaemia, almost the only cause of very great enlargement of the spleen in

young children (Fia. 13, )). 37). It is diagnosed by the seventy of tlie anipmia. which is of

the indeterminate chlorotic type without great leucocytosis. bvit with all the changes that

are to be expected in any severe ana?niia (pp. 21, 22) developing in an infant of a year old

or less, running a chronic course, but sometimes resulting in complete recovery. It is prob-
able that von .lakschs disease (splenomegaly and ana^nia in a child) is not a disease but a

syndrome, and that it includes cases in which these symptoms are due to different causes ;

in some this is congenital syphilis, as proved by Wassermann"s test ; others with a negative
Wassermann reaction are jjrobably related to the splenic ana-mia of adults ; others are

familial acholuric jaundice : others. Gaucher"s disease ; while some are due to obscure

causes not yet elucidated.

One clinical point of interest which may assist some day in separating these cases

into more definite grou])s is that some show undue fragility of the red corpuscles and others

do not : this fragility is tested by ])Utting a drop or two of the patienfs blood into succes-

sively weaker solutions of salt until the point at which laking occurs is found : the nearer

to normal saline this point is, the greater the fragility of the cells. In one group, with

normal fragility undue destruction by some toxic agent in the ])atient is taking place ;

in another, the fragility of the corpuscles is a main cause of the ana'uiia.

Stars Disease is really subacute generalized rheumatoid arthritis of children (Fig.

1()9, p. 377) associated with wasting, mccieratc enlargement of most of the superficial

lymphatic glands, and in some cases considerable enlargement of the s])Ieen. The latter

is not essential, however, and in any case it is the affection of the joints that attracts chief

attention. The ])atient may be completely crippled.
Familial Achcliirir Jaundice is in many respects similar to splenomcgalic cirrhosis

of cliildren. described aliove ; without laparotomy, or post-mortem examination, it may
be impossible to be certain whether the enlarged spleen is accompanied by cirrhosis or not.

The disease affects several children in the same family as a rule, runs a chronic course,

beginning soon after birth but permitting of survival for many years. The patient might
be described as delicate rather than ill. with more or less anaemia of chlorotic type, a facies

reminiscent of that of pernicious anicmia, no great wasting, a distinctly icteric tinge
of the skin and conjunctiva", without any bile-staining of the urine, which remains of a

normal colour: considerable enlargement of the spleen and often of the liver also : some
of these cases give a j)Ositive Wassermann reaction, others do not : the congenital syphilitic

type is held by some to be quite distinct from true familial acholuric jaundice. S])lenec-

tomy has cured a certain number of these cases (Plate XJ'IIJ. p. 332).

Egyptian Splennmegali/ is a disease affecting natives in Egypt, clinically very similar to

splenic ana;mia, but thought to be due to infection by a protozoon not yet discovered,

though perhaps related to either malaria on the one hand or to trypanosomiasis upon the

other. It runs a chronic course for some years, but ends like cirrhosis of the liver with

ascites, jiyrexia. and cachexia. The spleen ma\- be enormous.

Chronic Enlargement of the Spleen, the enlargement being of moderate size.

It is clear that conditions which may sometimes produce great enlargement of the

s|)leen must go through a phase in which the spleen is not yet enormous, and at this stage all

those diseases that have just been discussed will come into the present grou]). The remarks

already made need not be re])eated here, however, for the diagnosis at the stage in which

the spleen is yet only moderately big is arrived at in the way already described. A blood-

count is essential in order to exclude or diagnose leuka?mia ; parasites may be discovered

to account for malaria or kala-azar
; and so on. The spleen is palpable in a considerable

proportion of cases of pernicious ancemia. but it is seldom greatly enlarged, and the

diagnosis is arrived at by finding the blood-changes described under .\n.kmi.\ (p. 24-).

In none of the other diseases mentioned in the list above are the blood-changes them-

selves pathognomonic.
The sj)leen of a small child is often just palpable without there being any <liseasc at
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all ; il' it is iiuire ilccidcdly c-nl;irf;e(l. the first siispicidti will lie tli;it it is due to rickets or

congeniUd si/pliilix. The bony changes. (|ua(h-ate head, headed ribs, large eiiiphyses.

exaggerated curves of the long hones. i)artieularly of the legs, delay in the closure of the

I'ontanelles, and the ])ot-belly, will suggest rickets : it should he added, however, that

owing to the eversion of the lower ribs along a line corresjjonding with the attachment of

the diai)hragni. and known as Harrison's sulcus, the spleen often becomes vuiduly palpable
in rickety children without being necessarily eidarged. Congenital syphilis may be

suggested by a Unowledge of the family history, by the occurrence of smilllcs. of specilic
skin eruptions, and so forth : but in many cases the diagnosis will be one of surmise onlv.

unless it can be conlirmed by the specilic scrum reaction of Wassermann. I'seiido-lciiktrmid

itil'tiiildm has been discussed above : by some it has been regarded as in some way associ-

ated cither or with rickets, with congenital syphilis, or both ; but the most recent view is

that it is due to some cause other than these, of a nature not yet known.

Iloilgkiu'.i Disease, when it is typical, is associated with considerable and progressive
Lympu.\tic (Ji.and Kxi..\U(;hmi-.nt (p. :iT<i). especially those of the neck, and later those of

the axilUe and groins, thorax and abdomen, together with moderate but seldom verv great

enlargement of the spleen : without any ana'inia to begin with, but later with a progressive
and ultimately severe ana-mia of the chlorotie type, with all the changes mentioned on

pp, 21, 22 : without leucocytosis. and with nothing characteristic about the dilfercntial

leucocyte count, excrjjt that an occasional basophile cell or myelocyte mav be seen,

Iiodgkin himself laid particular stress upon the changes in the spleen in this disease, but
there can be little doubt that there are cases of a precisely similar naturi' in which there is

much lymphatic glandular enlargement without enlargement of the spleen. .\n attempt
is sometimes made to distinguish this type from that with splenic enlargement. b\ stvling
it lymphadenoma ; but where lymi)hadenoma ends and Ilodgkins disease begins, and
vice versa, is by no means settled. It would seem miucIi more likely that there is e\ery
degree of acuteness and severity between extremes that ari' wide apart, those cases which
have lymphatic glan<iular enlargement and a rapidly fatal ending without leucocytosis as

their most prominent feature being styled lymiihosarcoma : similar eases with the ad<lition

of enlargement of the spleen, but a fairly rapid fatal ending, being termed acute Ilodgkin's
disease ; others again, with eidargement of the glands without enlargement of the spleen
and with rather greater duration, being termed lymphadenoma : whilst precisely similar

cases with enlargement of Ixith spleen and glands, and a duratiou of anything between
several months a.iid se\eral years, are termed ordinary Ilodgkins disease. One very

important point I(j be realized about this disi'asc is that the blood-changes in it are not

pathognomonic even when they are severe.

C'irrliosis of the Liver, by the time it has ended fatally, is nearly always associated

with a s]jlcen that is bigger than normal as judged by i)ost-mortem weights, tlinieally,

however, this enlargement can be made out only in a small proportion of the cases, and
even in these the enlargement is seldom great. When, however, tlicrc is doubt as to the

diagnosis, and cirrhosis of the liver seems to be a possible cause for other symptoms, such
as H.i-;.M.\TE.MESis (|). 2(i.j). Ascites (p. l;5|. .I.mndici-. (p. :!24), the ])resence of chronic

but not very great enlargement of the s|)lccn, without affection of the lymphatic glands
and without pathognomonic blood-ehanges, is an additional argiuuent in fa\(]ur of (lie

diagnosis. On tlie other hand, sjilenic enlargement is a very [H'ominent and relatively

early feature in a few cases, as in the sijlenoniegalic cirrhosis of children (p. 372) and young
adults : whilst in st)me older patients, long before the hepatic changes themselves attract

attention, the case may come under observation for ana-mia. with or without lucmorrhage.
such as purpura, epistaxis. haniatemesis. or the passage of blood jier rectum : and a con-

siderable enlargement of the spleen may lie found. The blood-ehanges may be merely
ihlorotic, and in the absence of other definite signs or symptoms the diagnosis of splenic
ansemia, that is to say of simple an;cmia associated with an enlarged spleen, may be made :

many such cases ultimately turn out to be exami)lcs of cirrhosis of the liver—Banti"s disease.

LardaeeoHS Disease. X lardaceous spleen is not always large, but is frequently big

enough to be palpable, and the liver is generally enlarged at the same time. The con-

ilition results from kmg-continued sup[)uration. liischarging sinuses from emjiyenia <u'

spinal caries. ]nirulent cavities in ])hthisis or bronchiectasis, or from tertiary syphilis. If

considerable cnlariicmcnt of the spleen is associati'd with any of these it is probabl\ due
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to lardaceniis disease. There is generally diarrhoea on account of affection of the intes-

tines ; and i)i)lyuria and albuminuria owing to renal changes. The patient is weak, frail-

liidlving, and bloodless. Hlood-eouiits exclude Icukainia. and indicate more or less anaemia

of the chlorotic type. The disease is very nuich less common than formerly, because

modern surgical methods have done away with nuich of the persistent suppuration that

was formerly conunon : for the most part it is diagnosed by reason of there being obvious

cause for it. especially ])rolonged sepsis or tertiary syphilis.

Tlirombosis of the Porlal Vein as a cause for splenic enlargement can seldom be more

tlian guessed at (see Ascites, p. 51).

Pressure on the Portal Vein by enlarged lymphatic glands or by adjacent tumours,

will almost certainly be associated with obstruction to the bile-duct at the same time, so

that there will be jaundice, and probably also ascites, in addition to any splenic enlarge-

ment : the latter will be slight.

II. ACUTE ENLARGEMENT OF THE SPLEEN.

Acute Infectious Fevers.

Typhoid Fever is the best-known febrile disease in which moderate enlargement of the

spleen occurs. The organ is usually soft, so that in many cases only an increased sense of

resistance is noticed on paljjating close under the left ribs. The enlargement may be so

slight that the organ may be felt only when the patient takes a deei) breath, so as to push

it down from under the ribs : or it may be so big that its lower border reaches to the level

of the umbilicus. If, in a case of obscure fever in which a continued inrexia (Fig. 241,

p. .5(>,)) is associated with a relatively slow jjulse-rate, the spleen is found to be enlarged,

the diagnosis of typhoid fever is very likely : especially if there is a history of gradual onset

with anorexia and lassitude, accompanied by headache and sometimes epistaxis, a gradual

•rise of temperature which, if it has been observed from the first, is seen to go up about two

degrees every night, with a fall of one degree the following morning, until step by step it

reaches 103 V. or 104 F.. or even higher ; and perhajjs no definite abnormal physical

signs whatever exee|)t as regards the spleen, or a few rhonchi in the chest. The character-

istic rash does not appear until the sixth day or later, when it comes out on tin- abdomen,

sometimes also upon the chest and back, in the form of small, rosy-red. flattened papules

A\hieh faile on pressure, come out in successive crops, and are seldom jircsent to the

extent of more than lialf a dozen or a dozen at a time. Widal's agiilutiuating serum

reaction should ultimately be positive in a dilution of 1 in 200 in half an hour, but it is

generally the second week before this test is positive. Earlier confirmation of the nature

of the fever may be obtained by the blood-count, there being no leucocytosis—indeed,

sometimes Leucopeni.\ (p. 301)—whilst, unlike many febrile illnesses, typhoid fever pro-

duces a relative increase, not in the polymorphonuclear cells, but in the small lymphocytes.

.Such blood-changes are in themselves almost |)athognomonic, and they are obtainable

before Widals reaction is to be expected, though the latter is the ultimate test of the fever.

Typhoid bacilli may be recovered from the blood on sjjecial cultivation quite early in the

attack, but this method of diagnosis is not resorted to often. When neither blood-count

nor serum-test is jjossible. the diagnosis may not be cleared u|i until the third week or later,

when sloughs from Peyer"s patches can be discovered in the stools. The ratio of the pulse-

rate and temperature is of considerable value in the diagnosis, for in most cases the pulse-

ratio is very low : for instance, with a temperature of 104' F., the ]nilse-rate may be only

itO or 100 iier minute, when the physiological ratio for this temperature is 120. Pneu-

monia in its earlier stages may also jiroduce a low pulse-ratio : but the respiration-ratio

is here increased, which is not the case in typhoid fever. The following figures illustrate

these points :
—

T.

I'livs!oloi;iral ratio .. .. .. 104^ F.

Typhoid fever . . .. . . . . 104' F.

I'lKMiinoiiia .. .. .. .. 104 F".

General tubercidosis may simulate typhoid fever in this respect also, and sometimes

it is not i)ossible to decide between the two until the case has been watched for some time.

Piiraliiphoid Fever is closely related to typhoid fever, and the clinical symptoms are

very similar ; the importance of distinguishing between the two Hes chiefly in the carrying

I'.
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out of WkhiPs agu'lutinatiiii; sctiuu rc:icli(iii. It soiiictiiiu's happt'iis that io a case whicli.

from a clinical ])oint of view, is almost ocrtainly typhoid fever, the serum will not cause

clumpint; of Kherth's ty]jhoi(l bacilli : and so far as the bacteriolouical test i;oes. the

diajinosis mii;ht remain alto<;ether obscure unless the serum were tested also aiiainst the

lidiiUiis jianiliiiilid^iis A and the IS. jiiirdli/jiliosiis li. In a certain pro|)orlion of cases

clumpinsi will be obtained with one or other of these, the diagnosis of paratyphoid fever

being based ujjon l)acteriolo<>ical rather than \ipon clinical conditions. The spleen is

enlaraed in paratyphoid fever to about the same extent as in typhoid.

lietapsing Fiver is associated with considerable enlargement of the sjilccn. Tin-

disease is contagious, but nowa<lays rare, developing only under conditions of tilth and
famine. It is cliaracterized by an acute onset, with chills, jiains in the back, and a sudden
rise of temi)erature. The latter remains high for six or seven days, and then falls by crisis.

For about a week the tcniperatm-c remains normal, and then it rises again as before, several

such remissions and rela])ses succeeding each other and being ]jathognonionic of the disease

{Fig. '>. p. "27). The pulse is rapid, and there is profuse sweating. Enlargement of the

spleen is detected early. It is most conclusively distinguished from other diseases by
examinatii>n of blood-films in which the Sjiiiijclidiii ohiiiiuicri { I'hili- Willi. Fig. I.

|).
(>1 t) will be found.

.MillId Fcti'r is discusscil on p. .")(;."> : I he splenic enlargement is similar t(j th::t ol typhoid
fevei'.

Mdlnrid. .Vjiart from the ehnmie eiilargenient of the spleen due to recurrent attacks

of malaria, the spleen becomes enlarged and soft as the result of active hypera-iuia during
acute attacks. Even when no splenii' cidargement can be detected in the inter\als. during
tlie paroxysms the viscus can usually be felt projecting below the costal margin, presenting
a soft and indelinitc lower border. When the patient has nijre or less chronic cnlargenient
of the spleen as the resvdt of preceding attacks, each acute febrile paroxysm is associated as

a rule with an additional swelling which |)asses off after the attack. I'or the characters

of the fever, see pp. 2£)-;52. The nature of the malady will be suggested by geographical
considerations, or by the influence of ((uinine : but the only conclusive proof is the

discovery in stained blood-iilins of the malaria jjarasitcs Wlntc XXVIII. Figs. .1. 11. ('. t).

p. (il t). There is often marked ana-mia. especially in cases of recurrent malaria, the rcil

corpuscles and ha-moglobin beconiing reduceil as in chlorosis ; the leucocyles are also

diminished, and the differential leucocyte count shows a relative iTicrease in th<- large

hyaline lym])hocytes uj) to even Ij or "JO i)er cent.

Knjsipclns is often associated with moderate enlargement of the spleen : but the fever,

rigors (Fig. •24,'>, p. 5<i8), and slightly-raised red spreading infection of the skin are sulli-

ciently characteristic to indicate the diagnosis.

Septicirmia may be less easy to diagnose unless there is some ob\ious source of sepsis

in the tirst instance, such as infection of the uterus after childbirth, si'psis in connrction

with the general jieritoncal cavity, joints, wounds, and so forth. The chief dillrcult\ arises

in those eases in which the source of the sepsis is not obvious, being due to absorption from

such lesions as pyorrhcca alveolaris. whitlows, acne, or other comparatively small super-
ficial affections : or to dee])-seated sujjpuration. such as a hidden emi)yema, infective

pylephlebitis, infective cholangitis, jnosalpinx. and so forth. In some cases of chronic or

subacute sc]iticaTnia. enlargement of the spleen may be considerable, and the diagnosis
cif inleetixf iTKlocarditis will very likely suggest itself. Whether or not the heart val\es

are allected in these cases, the ultimate diagnosis will depend upon discovery of infective

organisms in cultures obtained by venepuncture.

Diplithcriii. Fneiinionia. Srar/rt Fever, and Sniiill-po.r seldom give rise to very

prumiuent splenic enlargement, and the nnly importance of it is that in the early stages
(if the malady detection of a spleen that is just ])alpable may temporarily arouse a sus]>icion

that the |)atient may be suffering from tyi)hoid fever. The course of the disease, bacterio-

logical examination of swabbings from the throat, the physical signs in the lungs, and
characters of the sputum and the skin rash, will serve to point to the correct diagnosis.

Typhus Fever is fortunately very rare now. although there are small outbreaks of it

in the poorer parts of large cities from time tf) time ; the spleen becomes soft and moderately

enlarged, but less constantly so than in typhoid fever. The disease sets in more acutely
than enteric, with chills, early ]irostration. and a high temperature which ends by less
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marked lysis (Fig. 268) than does that of typhoid fever (Fig. 241, p. 565) ; and sometimes

ahiiost by crisis at tlie end of the second week (Fig. •269). Tlie rasli differs from that of

typlioid fever, in that it ai)pears on tlu- fifth day, and consists of ])etecliiie and of dark-red

gronps of subcutaneous macules in addition to rosy-red papules on tlie surface. Nervous

symptoms become very marked, especially at the end of the first week, the so-called typhoid

pjT^
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It is easiest to diaiinose eorrectly in times of severe epiileiiiie, and then slii;lit enlartjenient

of the spleen may oeeur in a few cases. Tliis in itself is not im])oitant if inlhieiiza ean l)e

diagnosed with certainty on other grounds : hut until the nature of the fever becomes
obvious, it is important in that it may suggest typhoid when none exists. The sudden

"5«r«
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tyjihoid fever until the course of tlie pyrexia has been watched, or unless typical Bacilli

in/tiicnzfF are recovered in nearly ])ure eiiltine from some secretion, such as the sputum.
It is worthy of note that in influenza as well as tyjihoid there is no leucocytosis.

General Tuberculosis may also simulate typhoid fever in certain cases, and enlargement
of the spleen may result from the develo])ment of tuljcreles in it. When cerebral svmptoms
predominate, the diaf;nosis is relatively easy ; the headache may be equally severe in both,
but with tuberculous meningitis there is more vomiting and more retraction of the head,
whilst it is probable that optic nemitis, and perhaps choroidal tubercles, can be detected.

Widal's test will remain ))ersistently negative : there will be no rosy rash, probably no

leucocytosis, and no sloughs will be found in the stools. In some cases, however, general
tuberculosis produces a clinical picture that may be very dillicult to distinguish from

tyi)hoid lexer. Lumbar ])uncture may decide the diagnosis.
EnihdUsni.—Fungating endocarditis is nearly always associated with palpable enlarge-

ment of the S]>leen. and sometimes the organ attains a considerable size (Fig. 270). As stated

above, ordinary heart-disease witli failure

of compensation does not give rise to

splenic enlargement that can be recog-
nized clinically, except perhaps in chil-

dren, notwithstanding the fact that one

might have cxiicctcd the backward pres-
siuc to cause the spleen to be big by
being dilated with blood. Except in

children, enlargement of the spleen in a

heart case shoidd always arouse serious

suspicion of infective endocarditis. The

enlargement may be due to embolism
and infarction, in which case there may
have been a history of acute pain low

down on the left side of the chest, accom-

])anied by a definite rub due to peri-

splenitis over the infarct. The splenic

enlargement in some cases, however, is

due less to actual infarction than to the

general toxa'mia ; even when there has

been an infarct it is not always easy to

be sure of it. Fimgating endocarditis

^^^^^ -.^^^^^^^^^^ .^^^.^ sometimes develops without there being

r ^^^K>i«' ^B^^^^^^^^Kr .^^^1 emboli —cerebral,

renal. intestinal, si)lenie, peripheral.

Sometimes such an embolus may be

followed by the development of an acute

aneurysm—femoral, popliteal, cerebral

and so forth. A cerebral embolism of

this kind has sometimes resulted in

sudden transient coma and hemiplegia ;

the ])atient has seemed to be recovering;
then in a day or two has relapsed into coma again, and died, the cause of the relapse and

fatal ending being the development of an acute cerebral aneurysm at the site of the em-

bolus, rui)ture of this aneurysm, and death from the resultant ha-niorrhage. Progressive
ana-mia of the clilorotic ty])e. without much leucocytosis, is another feature of these cases.

The diagnosis must always be dillicult when there is no cardiac bruit : when there is a

bruit, the dilliculty is to determine whether tlie patient is suffering merely from mechani-

cal heart -failure, or from fungating endocarditis superposed upon the chronic heart lesions

(p. 34).

Thrombotic infarction may cause acute splenic enlargement in almost any of the blood

diseases, particularly in lymphadcnoma and leukaemia.

Fig. 270.—IHiotograph sitowing great enlargement of both the
spleen and liver in a case of fungating endoL-arditis (tlie same
patient a,s in Fit/. 2:^0, p. .'i.j.5. illu-strating pnrpnra). Note also

cluljbing of tlie thumb and lingers ju.'^t diseeriiiljle ni tlie left hand.
The diagnosis \va.s verified at autopsy.
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Xcidirr hijitrii ikh- Siriiii>J,iil<tli(iii nf the siilrcii hi/ il\ hcciDiiiiiii hcixliil iijimi il\ on-ii liiliim

is ;i \cry coiimikhi cvi-nt. anil tile hitter is ni-ariy always tlir result (if injury. A lilnw in the

spliaiic rciiidu may cause a rupture in the pulp of the spleen without hurstinu its eipsule.

and withiiut ohviously injurinu tlie chest wall or ahilnnien. The hieediiiii that iiecurs

within the capsule of the spleen itself causes ijrcat pain in the [tart and cnlaracnicnt (if the

or<i;au : the diaunosis can seldom be more than (lucsscd at iniless laparotomy is jierformed.

Stran(;nlati(in of the spleen seldom occurs if the orj;an is in its natural jxisition : hut when
there has hcen ]irevious dislocation, an abdominal injury, or sometimes a sudden spon-
taneous cllort. has led to its liecominii' twisted on its own liiUuu. the syni|)tonis lieinji; such

as to suyyest an acute intra-abdominal condition icipiirini; inmiediatc lajiarotomy, but

seldom pointinji to the actual diaynosis until the laparotomy has been performed.
Ilrrhni Fiiiich.

SPONGY GUMS. (See Bi KKiUMi (;rMs. p. T-J.)

SPUTA \ar\ enormously as to their aiiiounl. consistence, coloiu', and so I'lirlh ; but

by far the most important point about them in diaunosis is the determination of whether

they contain tubercle bacilli or not. There is no particular variety of sputum which can

be said to be characteristic of pulmonary tnberculosis. althouuli stress is generally laid

upon the fact that phthisis with ca\itation produces a nunmudar sputum -that is to say,

sputum of which the individual portions cxiicctoratcd tend, not to coalesce but (o llatten

out as separate round portions, if they are spat on to a tlat, dry surface : if expeeloratcd
into antiseptic lluid. they remain as more or less ^lobular, separate masses. As a matter

of fact, however, ordinary bronchitis may produce sputum possessing a typical appear-
ance of nununularity. and it is most unwise to rely on the naked-eye ajjpearanees of sputum
for any diagnosis except that of lobar pneumonia, when it may be typically viscid and

rusty. It is in almost all cases essential to make lllms of the s])\itum, and to stain these

for tiibcrile baiilli by the Ziehl-Ncclsen melhod with carbol-fuchsin.

The earl Kil-fiiehsin solution is made ii|i
iil I tiiii. of fiiehsiii. lOe.e. ofaljsiiliite alenlidl. and 10(1 e.c.

of '> per cent sdliitioa of earliolic acid in distilled water. The slide is covered liy the stain in a

suitable receiver, and held over a small Huasen liurmr or spirit llanie until the fluid steams liriskly

but does not actually boil. After innnersion in this lor ll\i' niinutes at least, and it does not riiiieh

matter if for longer, the excess of stain is jioured ulT. the tilai washed in water, the excess i.l the

latter draineil olT. and the slide iniinersed in 2."J per cent sulphnrie acid for alioiit half a niiiiiite :

it is then transferred to water ajjain, and recovers more or less of the red tint of the fuelisiii : if

too little of this has been disehariied. the slide is returned to the sulphuric acid for another period,
and so on : when well deciilorizeil, only the thickest parts of the tilin retain oh\ious red : it is then
cuunterstained liy li\'e luiruites" iinniersioii in earliol-iiieHiyleiie lilue. the excess of this stain heini;

washed olf with water, the film dried in the air, and either mounted in Canada halsaiu or else

examined directly through cedar-wood oil: the lulierele bacilli (Plate .VAT///, h'ifl- l\. p. (ill)

show up MS liriyht-red rods in a blue fielif iiinlcr the nil-iininersion lens.

The presence of acid-fast bacilli in an ordinary s|iutum film is very nearly proof posi-

ti\'c of tuberculosis of the lung, the only source of fallacy beinj; the possibility of non-

pathogenic acid-fast bacilli being derived from the mouth. It is very unlikely that this

source of fallacy will |)ersist from day to day. especially if care lie taken to make the films

from the interior of the sjiutum pellets. It should be renieTubered, of course, that the

absence of tubercle bacilli, or rather their nou-dctection. is no proof of the absence of

pulmonary phthisis, and if there is doubt, successive sputa should be tested in the same

way. It should also be remembered that a lesion which may have been tuberculous

originally, may in time lose its tuberculous character, the tubercle bacilli may die out,

though the cavities produced 1)V them still persist and become oceu|)ied by pyogenic

organisms and their products. Many of the symptoms of phthisis itself arc not due to

tubercle bacilli directly, but rather to secondary infection by streptococci, staphylococci,

pneiHiiococci, micrococci catarrhales, and so forth : and the degree of this secondary
infection may be gauged from the films at the same time as one looks for tubercle bacilli.

It is also important to realize that a person may expectorate s|)utum containing

tubercle bacilli in abundance every day for months, and yet may have ]jrccisely as nuich

lung tissue left by the end of that time as at the beginning : this is due to the fact that when
cavities have been producerl they are lined by grainilation tissue, and it is |)ossible for the

discharge from the surface of these gramdations to produce a continuous supply of sputum
without the erosion of the lung tissue prouressinu. One sees a precisely similar state of

u
'

H
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affairs in cases of some skin iileers, wliieli may discharge abundantly and yet remain mucli

the same size for months. The best evidence of lung destruction is afforded by tlie dis-

covery of elastic fibres {Fig. '271) in the sputum ; if these are present there must be some-

thing which is eroding the lung tissue, and if tubercle bacilli are present at the same time,
the two together indicate advancing phthisis. The elastic fibres may be obvious when

ordmary sputum is examined fresh after it has been

pressed out between cover-slip and slide, but oftener they
are more easily detected when a quantity of sputum has

been boiled with strong caustic soda to destroy pus cells,

mucus, and so forth, leaving the very resistant elastic

fibres unaffected. Tubercle bacilli are also very resistant

to tlie effect of strong alkali, and when they are suspected
to be present but cannot be fomid without in some way
concentrating them, it is a useful plan to boil the sputum
with an equal amount of 5 per cent caustic potash, or with

antiformin. to dilute the result with water, to centrifugalize
it well, and make films from the deposit. Tliere are various

other methods of obtaining concentrated bacilli from the

sijutum, but this is one of the simjilest. It should be borne

in mind that tubercle bacilli may be found even when the

sputimi is exceedingly small in amoimt and apparently

insignificant and mucoid.
For sputa containing blood, see II.emoptysis (p. 283).

Viscid, Rusty Sputum is almost pathognomonic of pneumonia. As a rule the

diagnosis of lobar pneumonia is fairly clear owing to the sudden onset of an acute

pulmonary complaint associated with fine crepitations confined to one or more lobes,

followed by dullness, with bronchial breathing, broncliophony. and pectoriloquy without

rales ; these being succeeded by redux crepitations, with a diminution in the broncho-

phony, pectoriloquy, and bronchial breathing imtil normal voice and breath sounds are

restored. Her|)es labialis is common. The ])atient"s tem|)erature, after maintaining
a high level such as 108 V. or 104" F. for from five to ten or more days—usually al)out

seven—falls by crisis (Fig. 27"2). The respiration rate is very rapid
—for exam[)le, 40 per

minute—during the height of the fever, and the skin is flushed dry. pungent before the

crisis, moist from profuse ]ierspiration after it. The diagnosis is iiuieh more difficult in

Fig. •1~\.—Elastic fibres from sputum.
The lower figure is less magnified tliaii

the upper, and shows alveolar arrange-
ment of the fibres. fFrom French's
Medical Labora/ori/ Jfri/tods.)

Fig. 27"^.—Temperature chart of an ordinary case of lobar pneumonia, showing a crisis on the seventli day
of tlie illness, and a slight post-critical rLse on the following da.y.

.some cases, however ; there are not a lew jiatients in whom tlie consolidation is dec])-

seated, so that it does not come to the surface at all, and loltar pneumonia has to be

diagnosed when there are no abnormal physical signs to be detected in either side of the

chest. In such eases the general sym|itoms may suggest the diagnosis, and the sticky, viscid

sputum, the colour of which is generally that of iron rust —but whicli may be any of the

colours that a bruise may have, from bright-red or brown to greenish-brown, greenish.
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yt'llowisli. or even l)liiisli-yello\v- eotiliniis it even wlieii tin- luii<_: siyiis remain imrnial.

The viscidity of the sputum in these cases is of as much imi)i)rtanee as the cdIoup. Fihns of

it usually contain numbers of pnennioeoeei (Plate XXl'III. Fig. O. ]>. <)M-) ; in exceptional

instances pneumo-bacilli. When lobar pneumonia is due to the influenza bacilhis, the

sputum has not the viscid, rusty character as a rule. l)ut is more like that of ordinary niueo-

l>urulent bronchitis. The presence of larye nun\bers of |)neumococci. however, or of any
other micro-oroanism than the tubercle bacillus, is by itself no proof that these are the cause

of the lunj> lesion, for even in the sinitnin of perfectly normal persons pneuniococci and other

bacteria are frei|uently abundant. It is (piite possible for a patient who is dyinj; of jjeneral

miliary tuberculosis of the lunu to lia\e no tubercle bacilli in the sijiitum. but an abundance

of caps\dated pneuniococci which nui\ readily, when the\- are discovererl. lead to an

erroneous diagnosis.
Influenza bacilli arc exceedingly small : but it is important that they should be looked

for. both directly and by cultural methods, in all cases thought to be intlnen/.al. before this

diagnosis is regarded as established : e\en when influenza bacilli are found there is still

the possibility that thev may be an intercurrent infection in some other malady : but it is

so tempting to think of influenza when no other obvious cause for a febrile illness can be

discovered, that it >lioMld not be iliagnosed until inllnen/a bacilli have been shown to be

present.
Abundance of Foul Sputum, especially when expectorated nuieh at a time at com-

|iarati\(lv lony intervals, is sometimes by itself a striking symptom, and it suggests that

the patient is snifering from one or otlui- of the following :
—

Hronehieetasis I An empyema riiptiu'ccl into tin- lung
I'litliisis with cav itatiiiii (Jaugrene of the lung.
l*"o-ti<i l)r(nieliitis I

It is sometimes \cr\- easy to distinguish between these : \\\ih fil/roitl hiii!< iiiiflhroiirlii-

crliisis the patient is likely to have had symptoms periodically for a long while : there

will generally be ( i.i luu-.n Kingkks (p. Ill): the abnormal j.hysical signs are eonlined

to one lung as a rule, and esjiecially to the lower lobe, with displacement of the

heart towards that side : there will be deficiency of movement, resonance, and vesicular

nuuuuir in the affected lower lobe, together with either absence of voice sounds and of

rales, or scattered foci of crackling rales, especialls wluii the j.atient coughs, with broncho-

phony. ])ectorilo(iuy. an<l bronchial breathing. If. on tlu- other hand, the abumlant and

foul sputum is associated with abnormal physical signs in both lungs, and if the upi>er

lobes are obviously more affected than the lower, if the patient has a strong tuberculous

family history, and if tubercle bacilli are either now present in the sputum, or are known

to have been present formerly.
—the diagnosis of chriDiic /ihtliisis 7villi c.rlcii^ii'r c/iviliiliini

(111(1 ncroiiildri/ iiiffCtiiDi of the cavities with ])yogenic organisms is obvious.

I'irlid hnitichilis is always a dangerous diagnosis to make, and the probability is that

many cases so diagnosed have been examjjles cither of deep-seateil hronchiectasis. of

phthisis with cavitation and secondary iiyococcic infection, or of cniiii/cniii ruptured intn

the luu". The latter is generally associated with hardly any abnormal physical signs,

because if the original empyema had gixcn rise to the ordinary signs it would have been

diagnosed and relieved by operation : an empyema may develop eitlu-r between the lobes,

or between the ]iericardiuni and the lung, or between the diaphragm and the lung, in such

a wav as to leave normal lung tissue all round the surface next the chest wall, so that the

usual evidence of |ius in the chest is entirely wanting. Kven if abnormal ])hysical signs

are produced when the jius is kept in an abnormal jjosition in this way, the needle may have

to pass through so nnicli tissue Ijcfore the empyema cavity is entered, that the pus cannot

be located : in either of these cases tli<' em])yema will, in the course of time, tend to

ulcerate its way through the pleura and lead to the exiicctoration of large (|uantities of foul

sputum at intervals as the empyema cavity re-fills. The diagnosis dejiends largely upon
the exclusion of other causes of abundant fold expectoration, and i)erhai)s ujion the

history of a preceding illness predis])osing to empyema, for example lobar pneumonia.

(laugrene of the linig may be simulated to some extent by bronchiectasis or bv

{mpyema rui)turing into the lung : but generally s])eaking nothing but gangrene will

jiroduce so nmch stench. Foul though the s|)utum in bad l)ronchieetasis may become,
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it seldom approaches the awful lu'tor of ijuhiionaiy };ani;rene. The history, moreover, is

acute ; there may lie some obvious cause for gansrene. |)articularly lobar imeumiinia in

a patient debilitated from some other cause, such as diabetes, or inhalation of foul particles
after immersion in a dirty river, or as the result of disease of the mouth, throat, or oesoph-

agus, or septic embolism of the lung from lateral sinus thrombosis. If any doubt remains
as to whether lung tissue is being destroyed or not, elastic fibres can be sought for, their

presence at once distinguishing between bronchiectasis or deep-seated empyema on the one
hand and gangrene on the other.

When a large quantity of |)us is expectorated through the lung in a person who, havmg
been in the tropics and having ])Ossil)ly suffered from dysentery, has since liad symptoms
pointing to hepatic trouble, the possibility that an anueliie abscess of the liver may have

opened its way through tlie diaphragm into the lung will immediately occur to one,

especially if the expectorated pus is tinged the colour of anchovy sauce. It might be

thought that the Amoeba coli would be found in it ; but this is not the case, for this

protozoon is not present in the pus of a hepatic abscess as a rule, but only in the granu-
lations of the abscess wall. The sputum in these cases is not generally foul.

The other abnormal features that may be exhibited by s])utum are relatively un-

common, and are of diagnostic significance only in exceptional cases. The serous, mucoid,

muco-piirulent, or purulent sputum of the various stages of acute and chronic briDicldiis

may arouse a doubt as to whether the patient has not a tuberculous focus ; repeated exam-
ination will fail to reveal either tubercle bacilli or elastic fibres, but it is to be rcmembererl

that a considerable minority of [ihthisical subjects seem not to expectorate the bacilli.

Black sputum is common in those who live in smoky atmospheres, particularly in towns,

colliery districts, and manufacturing centres. Other changes in colour may be due to

banio|itysis, pneumonia, or hepatic abscess, which are all discussed above : sometimes
infection by the Biuilliis jiiioci/diicus may produce greenish or bluish sputa which may
alarm the ])atient, but which need not have any serious import, and red sputum simu-

lating the luemo])tysis of plitliisis may be due to infection by i)igment-producing bacilli

such as the Jiacilliis jirddigio.siis : phthisis may be diagnosed wrongly in such a case

unless the most careful investigations of the sputa are made by cultural methods.

CuTsclmiatni's spirals (p. 153) and Cliarcot-Leydeii cri/stals (p. 102) have been discussed

elsewhere.

Casts uf llie bronchial tubes are met with in very exceptional cases, and they are of two
main types—namely, diphtheritic, and non-diphtheritic. The distinction depends on

bacteriological examination : histologically they consist of ill-dcfinerl exudate containing
cells irregularly embe Ided in it. Xon-diphtheritic casts are due to plastic or fibrinous

bronchitis, a very rare disease of which the sputum is the diagnostic point. Two other

rare causes for the expectoration of casts of the bronchi are lobar

®
pneumonia, and the inhalation of blond from some other jiart of

the limg in a ease of h;emoptysis, and its subsequent expectoration
after it has clotted.

Now and again a cretaceous pellet (Fig. 278) or a small

caseous mass may be foimd in the s])utum of a patient who either

has pulmonary phthisis, as evidenced by the abnormal apical

lihysical signs, and by the detection of elastic fibres as well as

tubercle bacilli in the sputum, or in children as the result of the

ulceration of a caseous bronchial yland into the trachea or a main
tioiis frojii i'litiiisii-:ii sputum. hronciius. and then cxpeeloration of its caseous or cretaceous

contents.

Another rarity which has occasionally been found in the sputum is a recognizable

particle of new growth, the detection of which may be of material assistance in diagnosis.
Chemical analyses are relied on by some observers in distingviishing tuberculous from

non-tuberculous sputum, it being stated that expectoration containing coagulable ])roteid

is more likely to be the result of tuberculous infection than is sputum which dues

not coagulate with heat. This distinction, however, is not universally accepted, and

microscopical examination for tubercle bacilli is certainly a more reliable test in the great

majority of cases.
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Tlic i:ircr bat-tiTia ami iiuiuliis tlial iniy hi- dcli-i'lfil in IIk- ^|)IltUIll by special liaclerio-

lofiical nu'thods fii'iierally rtMniirc very special iiivestln'atinii. ineliiiliiiu cultural tesis by
skilk'tl Ijactcriolojiists : one iieetl iii)t, therernre, cuter into details here, thiiuj;b it may lie

well ti) enuinerate certain niiero-oriranisins \vhi<li may l)e ])athoirenie in tlie lunj; in eoni-

parativilv rare instances—B. mallei, generally ammiiist workers in stables or otherwise in

cunniclion with horses : Aspergillus fidviis. .1. nigrr. A. fumigatKs. yenerally anionj^st those

who ha\e to ilo with the artificial feeding of pioeoiis and other birds : Ai'liiiiinii/irs or the

ray funjjns. in those who have had to do with barley in some way or another, or. as ha-;

reeentlv been demonstrated, in those who are in the habit ot'holdinu' cotton in their niouths,

such as tailors and seamstresses. Hesiiles these pathoi;enie niiero-ornanisms. not a lew

others which arc not actually jjathoyenic arc to be reco^nizcrl in the siintum when it has

beeomc secondarily inlected in chronic cases. I'ciiicilliiiin gliiiinnn. for instance, or Oiiliiiin

(dhiciiiis \ veasi and other monlils : M ifi-Dvuriiis Ichngiiiiis : or Oiiliiiii) liii/iicii/c. a micro-

oryanism similar to but culturally dillVreiit Irom Oiiliiini iilhiciiiis. which has recently

been rcjiurtcil to be a cause of lunii' lesions bnlh ill l-'airopeans and natives in Ceylon, the

svniptoms suiiscsfino' ])hthisis. but the latter beini; cxcliiilcd by the persistent absence of

tubercle bacilli from the sputum and by the absence of reaction to tuberculin.

\Vliooi)ini;-coni>h is sometimes dilUciilt to distinmiisli frcuo oilier colds and from

bronchitis, and if the recent statements to llie criect that it is due to tlic ininute Hordet-

(k'nfi'ou bacillus prove true, hacterioloyical examination of the sputiiui may be of use in

(liasnosinn' this condition in doubtful cases: the patient's lilood-seriim may also yive a

positive clumpini; reaction with cultures of this oriianisni.

The liinfi lliikc. Piiriigoiiiiiiiis W'cslirindiii. which causes luemoptysis in Korea, .lapan.

and parts of t'liina. is to be diagnosed by the discoxi-ry of its o\al. ca|isiila|ed eyes in the

sputum. Iliilirii h'rnic.'i.

SQUINT. -(.Sec STU.VBlsMrs. p. CV.) : and l)ii'i.o)u\. p. 17 1.)

STAMMERING. {See Si-kkcu. An\(in\iAi,n ii'.s or. p. (i'J;!.)

STERILITY. The differential diagnosis of the causes of sterility is often dillleult.

and altlioiijih there are many well-detined conditions which !ii\e rise to it, there are mimliers

of cases in which no definite cause can be foiiiul. further, we must not oxcrlook the tact

that the husband is responsible for a sterile marriage in oiie-foiirtli to one-third of the cases.

This is a fact shown by many observers, ami too often forgotten when imestinatinu; cases.

Therefore, we must not consider a case to be complete unless the husband nnil his semen

have been investigated. Alany a woman has her marricil life made miserable, and is taken

from doctor to doctor on account of sterility, when the husband really is to blame.

The causes of sterility arc shown in the table on the next page. From a study of it,

it is clear that some of the causes of sterility are primary, whilst others are secondary.

Thus absence of the uterus or infantile uterus means primary sterility, whilst hyperinvolu-

tion, carcinoma of the cervix, etc., may ciceur in women who have had children, and only

secondarily become sterile on account of these lesiiuis. further, some of these causes are

common, or may be remedied ; others, on the other li iiul. are rare or absolutely incurable.

Diagnosis is therefore of great importance, fur it is fir better to discover and remedy a

defect early in married life, than to wait until the best years are soured and (aiibittered

by the longing for a child. I'nfortiinately. many patients, from various niotixcs. put id'f

the investigation too long.

Congenital Lesions.—Some id' the congenital Icsiims are diagnosed easily, such as

closure iif the liijiiini. iihseiiee nf the viiginii. or etosiire of the cervix, whilst absence of the

essential organs often requires an ana'sthctie in order that a bimanual examination may
be made satisfactorily. The iiifniitile uterus and siiioll (uliilt ti/jie arc very diHicult to differ-

entiate ; but ill the former the body forms only (iiic-tliird of the total length of the org.m.

whilst in the latter it forms two-thirds. Imtli types of uterus being small in the antero-

posterior and lateral dimensions, and only slightly shortened in the \eitieal. (»f all the

congenital lesions, the •

coehleiite
'

uterus of l'o/,/i is the conniionest cause of sterility, and

is the most hopeful as regards treatment. The uleriis is felt to be miusually curved ante-

riorly, has a long conic'al cervix, and a small external os. In such an externally iii ill'ornied
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uterus as this it is ])ossible that the internal structure is abnormal ; tlie cn(i<)metriuni,

perhajjs. is luiduly tliin and lilirous, the musele layers hailly developed. The hypothetical

change in lite etulometriutn may be the essential cause of sterility : hence curettage for its

complete removal forms an essential ])art of the treatment. The peculiar shape and curva-

ture have long been considered a possible cause, preventing the entrance of spermatozoa
into the cavity. Pseiido-liermnphrodiiism usually shows itself by shortness of the vagina,

elongation of the clitoris, and the presence of glandular masses in the groins, which are

almost always testes, proving that the subjects of it are really undeveloped males.

Lesions of the Generative Organs.

Congenilnl Lesions—
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scxiinl act piissiMc. the sciiiiiial llnid inu^t be cxainiiicil carclully. The lluici sIkiuIiI \)C

collet'teil in a condom by means of a normal <'oitus. and sliould be examined within twelve

hours. It must be spread on a shdc and examined with a liigh power of the microscope.

There may be no spermatozoa present at all. the condition known as azuns/tcniiiii. in which

case the husband is incajtable of jiroercation. There may T)e hut few spermatozoa, and

those exhibiting only feeble powers of movement : oligospermia. There may be i)lenty of

spermatozoa present, but quite devoid of motility : iiccronjicntiid. It is unnecessary in

tills article to enter into the causes of these cunditions. They are usually incurable, and

conse(|Ucntlv further investit;ation is unnecessary. 'I'luis. (1. Sh-itiis.

STERTOR is really another word for snorinu' : but it is commonly restricted to the

lica\\, suoriiiLi sound aceompanyiuL; inspiration, produced not in the nose l)ut by \ibratious

of the soft palate, generally when the patient is in a state of profound unconsciousness.

It dillers from stridor in that the latter is |)roilueed in the larynx. If, as is iicnerally the

case, the patient is comatose, the presence or absence of stertor helps little in the diai;iiosis,

which is discussed imder the headinii' Coma (p. 117). Sometimes, however, without being

comatose, the jnitient may ha\'e stertor durini: sleep, when he is sulferinii from the elleets

of drink or from any nf the followinif :
—

.\il<'ii(iiii-i
' Paral\sis of the soft i)alale

Hy|piTlni|iliiecl tonsils Post-pluiry[ii;eal abscess.

Quinsy

'I'hc stertor in these cases is closely akin lo snorint;. The dill'ereiitial dianriosis

generally becomes manifest wlien the interior of the mouth and the pliarynx are examined.

Possibly the condition most likely to be overlooked is post-pharyngeal abscess, but this

sliould not be mistaken for anything else if a digital examination of the back of tlie mouth

is made : moreover, except when due to tuberculous caries of the cervical vertebne. it is

commonest in infants and quite small children, becoming rarer with each \iar of life.

Ilcrbrit Frvncli.

STIFF NECK. This occurs in a mimbcr of diseases entirely dilTerent in <-haracter.

and its signilicance may be either grave or trivial. Il is rarely that stillness is the only

symi)toni. but it may be the first thing complained of. oi- it may be a complication arising

in the course of a disi'ase. It is iml riiilit ti> assume that the trouble is trivial, or vaguely

to designate it as rheumatic' without a thi>rougli investigation. It is necessary first

to inquire into tin- history, when it n\ay bccomi' olixious that it follows, say. an injury,

or has arisen during the course of some disease, and is not primary. Next examine the

patient with the head and shoulders bared, and see whether there is any swelling or

abnormality present, also the extent of possible movement, and whether or not it is

the movement that causes pain : if possible, locate the seat of the pain. Many further

investigations may be necessary, e.g.. examination of the throat for tonsillitis, the ear for

snp|)urative otitis media, etc.. according to the circumstances of the case.

Ki'posKie ill ('(/hi or Slccpim; in a (idiiipcd I'Dsitioii may give rise to a transient stilt

neck associated with no other symptoms. 'I'lierc is generally a distinct history of the

patient waking up in the morning with a still neck, and the diagnosis is made by exclusion.

InPnnniiatioii of the Li/mplniiic (ll<iiiils and tin' I'cllular tissues of the neck may cau.se

local stillness, whether the infecting focus be a boil or carbuncle, or a carious tooth, an

inllamed tonsil, pediculosis capitis, or other similar cause. There is no spasm oi- rigidity

of the muscles here, the neck can be moved quite well ; but it hurts to do so, anil therefore

it is held stiltly. The diagnosis is easy as a rule.

Tortieollis or Wnpneck is due to contraction cf the sterunmastoid muscle on on;- side,

nsuallv the result of an injury to the muscle caused by pulling on the aftereoming hi-ail in

breech presentations. The muscle stands out as a tight band in the neck, anil its contrac-

tion leads to a characteristic deformity. The head is |)ulled down towaids the alleeted

side, and the face and chin are tilted towards the ojjposite shoulder. The movements of

the head are necessarily restricted owing to the shortening of the one nuisile. and in long-

standing cases this leads to a marked asymmetry of the face. The consequences arc not

liinited to the head and neck, for the spine shares in the general obliquity, and shows marked

lateral curvature in old cases.
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Spastnodic Torticollis is an unusual form due to spasms of the sternomastoid and other

museles of the neck. The spasms are intermittent, coming on suddenly with great pain,

tlie affected muscles relaxing after a variable time.

Cenicnl Cniies.—The greatest care must be taken not to confound muscular rigidity

with tuberculous disease of the cervical vertebrae. In the latter, pain and rigidity are

among the earliest signs : the pain is increased by the least movement, and the child—for

it is generally a 'child that is affected—takes the greatest precaution to avoid any move-

ment, even holding the head between the two hands. The position of the head varies :

it is most often held very stiff and straight, the natural Ijackward curve of the neck being

lost. In the late stages there may be an angular or lateral einve. The distaste for move-

ment is very well brought out when the patient is asked to look round—the eyes only are

moved, or the whole body is rotated. Bearing the possibility of this condition in mind,

there is not much difficulty in diagnosis,

hut in doubtful cases a skiagram should

l)e taken.

Xnc Gnmlli in one of the cervical

\ertebne may cause progressive stiff

iiccl-c. and generally much local ijain on

Miovt'nient : the diagnosis may suggest

itself when the patient is known to have

had a new growth elsewhere, especially

a carcinoma of the breast or of the

thyroid gland : cases of primary new

growth of the vertebra; are fortunately

rare, but myeloid sarcoma does occur ;

it can generally be diagnosed only after

the patient has l)een observed for a long

tinic. The sviiiptoms simulate those of

carii-s.

Infective Arlhiilis of the Cerviail

I '/ilrhrcc.—Following infective diseases

siicli as scarlet fever, diphtheria, and

tonsillitis, especially in children, there

may ensue a very chronic form of

suppurative arthritis affecting one or

scNcral of the cervical vertebr;e, and

ooing on sometimes to complete bony

ankylosis. Similar stiffness of the back

of the neck. esi)eeially its lower part,

with i)ain on movement, is apt to occur

in sufferers from rheumatoid arthiitis

(]). 34-1): it is due to infective peri-

arthritis of the v(rtel)ra] joints, second-

ary to toxic absorjition from such

sources of chronic infection as ])yorrha-a

alvcolaris.

Sixiiiili/lilis ncfonmiiifi causes lix-

ation of the neck (Fig. 274). though the movements of nodding -yes" and 'no" remain : the

nature of the case is at once indicated, however, by the lixation of the other regions of the

spinal column also.

Injuries to the \eck.—\ stiff neck may arise from some slight injury, such as a blow

or a sudden twist. This will be clear from the history. Severe injuries involving fracture

or dislocation are almost always fatal : if not immediately, then in a few days. A rare injury

that may not be fatal is unilateral dislocation of one of the cervical vertebra-. This may

result from a fall on to the head. From the start there are great pain and stiffness

in the neck, the head being fixed immovably and tvnned to the opijosite side to that of the

displacement.
Burns. .\ self-evident cause of stiffness is the cicatricial contraction following a burn

on the neck.

Fig. 274.— Spoiid.vlitis deformans. 'I'lif iiaiknt uu.i uiialjlu to

raise the head, thouVli lie could just nod and shake it sli;;htly.

Except for the atliis and axis, the whole vertebral coluinTi was

fixed. There w.as no affection of other joints in tlit

the general health was good.

Ijodv,
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Stiilni-'ss anil rctracti(in of tlic hcail arc iinpnrtant imlications ol' ni'iiiii«ili>i. Iml t licv

are bv no means constant : when present tlicv arc generally aceunipanie 1 hy other well-

marked signs of meningitis.

Stiffness of the neck is one of the earliest signs of ti-l(niif< : it is rarely the only one,

however. The trouble .soon spreads to the jaw. causing trismus and other cliaraetcristic

symptoms (p. TliO). (ico. E. dusk.

STOMACH, DILATATION OF. -(.See Dii.ArvrinN ,ir thi-. .St..m \ni. p. it:!.)

STRABISMUS Siiuints may be classilicd. aeeordiiig to their iliircliui/. into convergent,

divergent, or attitudinal : aecording to their cftiisf. into i)aralytic and non-paralytie (con-

comitant). The diaunosis between paralytic an 1 niin-)iar,ilytic strabismus is. as a r ilc.

casv. In a i)aralvtic strabismus the con\'crgen<'e (jr <li\ergcnee of the two eyes is not con-

stant in amoimt in all directions, as the farther the eyes are moved o\cr in the dire itiim of

the action of the ])aralv/.ed muscle the greater will be tli<- dexiation from parallelism. In a

concomitant squint the eyes always bear the same re!ati\c posiliuu to cai'li oHiei' in what-

ever direction they are turned.

The diagnosis of the cause of a. i)ar.dyti'- strabismus, which is assiicialcd with 1 )iim.()1UA.

is di.scussed under that heading (p. 17 t). The causes of conciimitant strabismus arc usually—Error of rrfrdrliini : Failure of hiiiiiniUir vision : Deffclivr vision in our riir : or the associ-

ation of line or more of Ihcsc conditions. The cause cannot be dclermiued accurately

without a canful ( xamination of the ocular rcfr.-iction under a mydriatic. In general terms

it mav be stated that ciinxi-rgeut squints are. as a rule, due In l]y|ienriel ropia. and diver-

gent sc|uin|s to niMipia. Ilniini .'.. h'.iisfin.

STRANGURY diri«i> sdmcwhat fiom nicrc pain on mictmilion. in that, in addition

to scxcic pain before, during. oi- aflci- the act. the patient is troubled constantly b\- urgent

and repeated necessilv to discharge his urine, snmelimi's .-is ofttai ;is excry few mimite.-;.

yet without anv satisfac'tory relief to his disenmfort. 'I'he conilition is also spnken id' as

vesical tenesnuis. \'crv little urine is passed each time : sometimes the desire and the

necessity are urgent when there is no urine in the blaildcr at all. The causes rcsohe them

selves into live groups, as follows :
—

1. Nervous Conditions, especially:

Hv^trria
'

Irritable lilailder

.NclM'astJHiiii

Talus dnrsalis

(\(>iral crises).

Obstruction to the Urine Outflow, leailing to Retention with Overflow :
—

l^xtrcfne prolaIl^e iittlir uterus and hiaddei

Caleulus impacted in tlif inrtlo'a

Inl^atned urethi'al earuneic
(ioaorrhci'a

I'rethritis iither than uciniiroeeal

I'eriprostalie abscess

l*eripi"«»etal al)seess.

I'retliral strielure

I'ailarged jirn^tale
C'areiuoMla nttlie prostate
Uetriiveited uravid uterus

'

Iiiipaetcil IN

the pehis
Ovarian cyst
( >\ ai'ian careinnnia I

Local Affections of the Bladder Wall :-

Injiuv 'rulierenlous evstitis

.Aeut^' cystitis
Chronic evstitis

I'apilloina vesic:e

Caiciiinma \a-sieu'

luliltratiipu by —
Careimjina nl the uterus

! C'areiiiiiiua iit the- rec'liun.

1. Reflex Conditions:—
Inllaiu'-d h eniiirrhoids

Iniiny to the back
TuhereulciMs kidney, before the liladder

is ui\<tl\('d

.\ellte invelitis I WiUliillt illlcct iiai ot t he

C'i>li baeilluria i bla.hier wall.

t\'stn))UrMI
lie.Kauietliv leaetetrainirie.

.J. The effects of certain Drugs, especially :
—

I'autliaridcs I 'rotropine
Oxalic acid Hehnitol

Tur] lent i lie

;Most of the conditions mentioned above, and the mcthoils of distinguishing between

them, arc discussed in the article on MicTfurrujN, .Vbnohm.m.itif.s oi- (p. :i'.t;!). Irritable

blaiider is diseusscrl under the heailing of ()x.\i,t'iilA (p. f_':!). Two points ol impoi-lance
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deserve stress. Iiowevcr. and chief amongst these are the vesical crises of labes dorsalis.

The patient's sole complaint may be that he can never be far from a lavatory becaiise of

acute antl ])ainful calls to empty Iiis bladder at frequent intervals : sometimes he has

no sooner jiassed what is in his bladder than he has to run back and again do it, though
there is no urine whatever to jiass : and his vesical pains may lie extreme. From loss ot

sleep his general lualtli suliers. and In- becomes ana>mic and wasted to such an extent that

carcinoma of the bladder or genito-urinary tuberculosis are simulated closely, and in some

eases acute cystitis is diagnosed erroneously u])on the symptoms alone. The true diagnosis

will be suggested when it is discovered that the knee-jerks are aljsent and the pupils give

the Argyll Robertson reaction ;
in some eases, however, the nature of the malady may be

dilficult to decide for a time, because crises of all kinds, like the lightning pains, are apt to

develo]) in tlie earlier stages of tabes, when the knee-jerks are not yet absent. Both jerks

should be tested, for there are a good many cases in which one knee-jerk is still present

when the other has disai)|)eared. A thorough examination of the urine and bladder should

be carried out even if the patient is known to have tabes dorsalis. for he may have a gross

lesion of the bladder in addition to his nerve disease ; but this is unusual. The actual

cystitis resulting from retention of urine with overflow is generally a late symptom, and

not a relatively early one like the vesical crises, which are quite distinct phenomena. .\s

time goes on the bladder crises may cease spontaneously just as the lightning pains, the

rectal crises, and the other painful ]>henomena of tabes are apt to do.

The other ]joint that merits attention is the strangury that certain drugs produce.

Canlliaiidfs is familiar in this respect, but more from its prominence in text-books upon
forensic medicine than from its occurrence in actual practice. The same apjilics to o.ralic

acid an<\ to turpentine. It is less recognized that certain drugs in conunon use may be

responsible for verv similar symjitoms. in which respect iirotmpine. Iielniitol. ei/stopnrin. and

hexanielhi/leneletmmine are important. These are all em])loyed in the treatment of pyuria,

as well as for gall-stones and other conditions. If given for pyuria, when there may have

been frequent and painful micturition already, before any treatment is begun, the increased

frequency and pain that sometimes ensue when any of the above drugs are administered

are very apt to be attributed to an increase in the cystitis or other genito-urinary lesion,

and the dose of the drug is increased instead of diminished. It may be only after the

patient deliberately ceases to take the medicine that the fact of the increase in the symptom

being due to the drug becomes obvious ; some cases develoj) strangury every time they

take urotropine. and lose the sym])toms a day or two after they have stopiied the medicine.

In some i?istances transient lia-maturia accompanies the strangury, and the danger always

is lest these symptoms be attributed to the disease and not to the drug. Speaking gener-

ally, it is in cases in which the urine is concentrated, or at least in small amount, that

urotropine and its allies are most liable to cause strangury and ha^maturia. If the patient

drinks excess of water, so as to dilute his urine, these symptoms often disajjpear. Some-

times the |)atient can take helmitol with ease when he cannot bear urotropine, and vice

versa. The iruportant ])oint is that urotropine and other drugs of like nature may be

responsible for such strangury as may sinuilate local disease of the bladder, and imless

this is borne in mind an erroneous diagnosis is liable to be made. Herbert Frencli.

STRIDOR is a term used to denote a harsh, viljrating noise |>rodueed as the air passes

in or out of a partially obstructed larynx or trachea. It may be due to many ditterent

causes, which may be classified as follows :
—

1. Partial Obstruction Inside the Larynx or Trachea :
—

Mucus or mueo-pus I
Caseous gland I uJL^iiiL; or rupturing uito

Foreign Ijody I
tlie trachea.

2. Affections of the Wall of the Larynx or Trachea :
—

Diphtheria
|

.Seeondary infection in cases of tuberculous,

Acute u-dema due to—
|

syphilitic, malignant, traumatic, or post-

Brifilifs disease typlioidal ulceration

Potassium iodide .Stenosis after tracheotomy or cut tlnuat

Irritant vapours such as ammonia or Kpitlielioma of a vocal cord

chlorine Kilironia of the vocal cords

Acute laryngitis
—streptococcal, pneu- Epithelioma of the trachea

mococcal, staphylococcal Syphilitic stenosis.
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3. Swellings Outside Compressing the Larynx or Trachea :

Enlarwenunt of the thyroid •.'hind

Enlar<;einiiit of the thymus gland
Thoracic aneurysm
Mediastinal new growtli

Post-pliaryn^'eal ahscess

E)jitlR'lionia of tlie

the trachea

Malignant f;lands in the neck
Cellulitis of the neck

Erysipelas of the throat

Anyina Ludovici.

[lii ii:us iii\aditi:.'

4. Bilateral Abductor Paralysis of the Vocal Cords, ucncrally iluc to s\pliililic

degeneration ui the vacal-iuiclcar nerve cells.

5. Unilateral Vocal Cord Paralysis in a few eases ; fjenerally if oik- conl remains nornial

there is no stridor. The diagnosis i,i' llie causes is given on
|i.

V.H.

Distinction is sometimes drawn Ijctwccn inspiratorv and expiratory siridor. and stridor

wliieh is hotli inspiratory arid cxjiiratory : but in practice such a <listinction is not lielplul.

The main value of stridor as a symptom is that it indicates stenosis of the main air-])assages

by one or other of the above causes, except in those rare cases in which it is fuuitional :

lii/strn'rii/ .^fiidtir ceases during sleep, is nearly always conlincd to the female sex. as a rule

between Ihe ages of fifteen and thirty, and is often associated with other functional nervous

symptoms, such as globus hystericus and functional aphonia (|j. Htf). Stridor should

never be diagnosed as functional. howe\er. until e\cry p<issible organic cause has been

excluded. The differential diagnosis of the causes cd' obsliiiction to the main air-pass.iges

will be found <liscusseil on page US. llcrbcil Frencli.

STUPOR. (See (oMA. p. 117.)

STUTTERING. (Sc- Sem.cu, Ac.nohm \i.n ii:s oiv p. f.L'S.)

SUCCUSSION SOUNDS may be h«-ard when a pari that contains any considerable

bulk of bolh lluid and gas is shaken whilst the car or Ihe stethoscope is applied o\er the

part. Sometimes the sounds are so loud Ihat they can be hcanl at a considerable distance

from the patient. .\ \('r\ yood cxam|ilc (d' siiccussion sound is (d'ten afforded by

tiic noiinal stomach after a i|uantit\ of lluid has just been swallowed. It is a mistake to

sn])|iosc that gastric succussion sounds are evidence (d abnormality : they merely prove

that the \iscus contains lluid and gas at the same time : the gas may be due to Icrmcn-

tation. but it is often nothing but air that has been swallowed din-ing drinking. The t'hiel'

value of gastric succussion sounds is that, according to the ])osition in the abdomen a!

which tlie\ can be heard, they afford some clue as to the position, and pcrhai>s as to the

size, (it till' stomach. Thev should not be heard lower than the tmdiiliiais : if they are. the

stomach is either displaced downwards, or dilated, or both.

Anothia- \ariet\ of succussion sounds mav sonu'timcs be heard in the chest, especially

in t'ascs of lii/ili(i/iiiiiiiiiiilli(ir/i.r : when the patient deliberately oscillates his trunk to and

fro. and then stops, the lluid ami air can be heard making noises like those pro<luccd when

a ]]artly-lilled barrel is mo\cd about. Sometimes the lluid si)Iashes up on to the collapsed

lung and then ilrips off again into the pool at the bottom of the pleural cavitv. each diop

echoing in the ca\ity and producing a metallic clink like a hniit iraiidin or coin sound.

Similar succussion sounds may be jirodnccd by a ))\dpneumothorax or a ha'mopneumo-
thorax. the dillerence between these being decided, as a rule, by exploratory needling.

Succussion sounds other than those due to the stomach, or to gas and lluid in the

lilemal ca\il\-. are uncounoon. but the following is a list of the chief possible causes :^

1. Causes of Succussion Sounds in the Thorax ,

—
Willi the ISiicillils cii/i iiimlllllllis, and

eolltainill;^ ;;as anil pus
H\'<lropiieninoperieai-diinn

II\clr(t|ineunn)thorax

l'\dpneuniothorax
Ha-niopiiearnothoi-ax

DiapliraiiTiiatic hernia

.Siili<liaphrai;iiiatie abscess comnumieat-
iuii with stomach <ir duodenum, and so

eoutairiiii^ air and jiiis : or else iideeted

Pyopneunioperieardinm
.A huge jihthisieal ea\ity beneath a thin

chest wall.
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•2. Causes of Succussion Sounds In the Abdomen :
—

(vi) Prndurtion of «as by tlic Iliirillus

colt cnnDiiniiis. eitlu-r in :i local mIisccss

(e.g. iippendiculiir or siibdia[)lini<j;iuatic)

The norm il stomach
Dilatation of the stomach
EnormiiMs dilatation of the crecunn , ^ .,

EnnrTnoNs dilatation of tlie sigmoid colon or in the jjeneral peritoneum
EnorinoMs dilatation of some other part Siibdia|)hraamatic abscess communieat-

of the colon ii'S vrith the interior of stomach

Pneumoperitoneum, due to : (i) Perfor- Air and urine in the bladder (see Pnicu-

ated gastric ulcer ; (ii) Perforated maturi.v. p. .")2t))

duodenal ulcer; (iii) Perforated tvphoid I
Infection of an ovarian cyst or other

ulcer of the intestine : (iv) Perforated
'

collection of fluid by a gas-iirodueiug

tuberculous ulcer of the intestine ; (v) micro-organism.
Perforated malignant idcer of the colon;

Succussion Sounds in the Chest.—Tlie diagnosis is not as a rule dinipiilt. It is very

rave inilecd lor a jihllii.siail ciiviti/ to give succussion sounds : but sliould it ilo so. the

phenomenon wotild be apical rather tlian basal, and tluis distinguishable from most cases

of liydro- or jjyo-pneumotliorax. It is i)ossible for tiie latter to be aiiical, however, if old

adhesions prevent the ijarietal and visceral layers of jjleura from separating in the lower

part of tlic chest, and then, if tidjcvcle bacilli were found in the spntmn. it would become a

matter of opinion as to whether the sounds were produced in the jilcura! cavity or in a huge

vomica. Hydro- and pyo-imeiimopericardium are very rare, and they are at once distin-

guished by the extraordinary churning soimds made by the heart beating within tlie mixtiu-e

of air and lluid. Siuvival is imiirobable. The cause is generally either an epithelioma

of the (csoiihagus opening the ]xricar(livun from behind, a foreign body, such as a

tooth-plate, ulcerating through from the a»so])hagus, or tlie opening of an air-

containing sid)diai)liragmatic abseesst hrough the diapliragm into the pericardium, or

infection of the ]>ericardial sac by a gas-])roducing organism such as tlie Jidn'llus coli

coniiiiiinis.

A subdiaphragmatic abscess containing air owing to connnuiiieation with a hole in a

gastric or duodenal ulcer, sometimes pushes the diaphragm up so high that tlie condition

may be mistaken for hydro- or pyo-pneumothorax ; it may be possible to distinguish the

two by knowing that the trouble began with gastric ulceration : on the other hand, it may
be impossible to tell which it is until the position of the diaphragm is ascertained, either

b.\- the use of the .r-rays. or by operation. When tlic trouble is subdiaphragmatic, the

tendency is to displace tlie lieart upwards ratlier than towards the o|)i)osite side of the chest,

wliereas the contrary is true of pneumotliorax.

Diaphragmatic hernia is very rare ;
it may be congenit.d, or it may be the result of

severe injury to the abdomen and chest. In neither case are the patient's prospects of

survival good. The exact diagnosis may not be arrived at witliout operation or post-

mortem examination ; if the stomach is herniated into the thorax, however, the effects

of eating and drinking upon the physical signs may point to the diagnosis, or the .I'-rays

may be used to demonstrate the gastric shadow after the administration of bismuth or

barium salts by the mouth.
In most cases of InidrDpiicnmiitliiirax tliere is little dillieulty as to the diagnosis of the

condition itself ; it may be less easy to decide what the liydropneumothorax is due to.

If the onset has been sudden, with acute pain in tlie affected side of the chest, cyanosis,

and dyspn(ca, the commonest cause is phthisis. The s]nitum should be examined

for tubercle bacilli. In some instances an injury may liave been the immediate cause, Init

injury will very seldom produce hydropncumothorax unless there was already a tul)ereidous

or other lesion in the lung at the time of the accident. HydropneumotlKuax may
result temporarily after paracentesis thoracis. If there has been bleeding at the same time.

ha'mopnciiniotliorax may be found, and it is comm)n after bullet wounds of the chest.

Either a hydro- or a hnemo-pneumothorax may become infected with ijyogenetic organisms

and converted into a pi/opncamotliorax. Tlie diagnosis will be conhrmed Ijy needling the

chest. P\o])ncuniothorax is apt to esca|)e detection, however, because it arises when the

patient is too ill to be shaken—in cases of gangrene of the lung for instance, resulting

perhaps from lobar pneumonia, obstruction of a bronclius by a foreign body or a new

growth, or the breaking down of an infective broneho]«ieumonia or ])ulmonary infarct.

Generallv si)eaking one may say that the existence of well-marked succussion soimds in
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the pleural cavity of a patient wlio has siillieient \ieiiui' to shake his own Imdy to ami fro

indieates hyilrnpiicuiiiollKirax "f phthisical oriiiin.

Succussion Sounds in the Abdomen.—The lirsl |ii>int in the iliireiiaitial iliajimisis

of succussion sounds in the abdomen is to decide whether the sounds are gasliic or not.

Generally this is obvious : if there is doubt, the effeet of pnttini; more jias or more (hiid into

the stomach bv taking a seidlitz powder in two hahes. or by drinkinii a iinaiitity of water,

will usually so chaniic the character and distribution of the sounds if they are i;astric. thaf

little doubt will remain : or the .r-rays and liismuth method of demareatinu the stomach

mav be employed. As has been mentioned, the existence of gastric succussion is no ])roof

of yastrectasis ; if. however, the succvissiou sounds are audible over a larjicr area than the

normal stomach should occupy, they afford valuable evidence of oo,s7m7«s/.v. and the next

step will be to lietermine the cause of the latter. Dilatation of the stomach has three main

causes, namely, atony, non-malisinant pyloric obstruction, especially by a healed simple
ulcer, and uialij;nant pyloric obstruction by primary yastric carcinoma.

'i'h<' piescuee of \isible ])eristaltie waves, or the oci-urrcnce of vomilini;. will exclude

simple atony, which can never be diai;nosed with certainty until it is known that there is

no pyloric obstruction. The latter will be indicated by the periodicity of the vomiting :

by the abundance of the fluid Nomitetl bciiii; greater than the amount taken at the last

meal : l)v the presence in it of particles of food eaten a day or more previously —ham. for

instance, vomited on Tuesday when last partaken of on Sunday :
—by the \isible |)eristaltic

waves corresixmiling with the stomach : and by the presence of sarcin-e in the vomit (see

Fig- 1-1. I>. -H). The most certain method of ilclecliuL; pyloric stenosis, however, is by
means of bisnuith or barium and tin- .r-rays. especially in those eases, not iufrei|uent, in

which vomiting does not take place in spite of great gaslrectasis.

There may also be evidence of delay in the absorption of substances tliat arc

not dissolved until they reach the pancreatic juice in the duodenum, tested lor instance

bv giving methylene blue in keratin-coated capsules, and observing when the urine lirst

begins to be blue. Keratin is not dissiilvcil by gastric juice, but is by pancreatic : if then-

is no evidence of |)anercatie disease, <lelay of more than one to two hours in the lirst sign of

blueness of the urine, after giving the capsules, indicates marked delay in their transit

from stomach to dnodemmi.
It is often a matter of extremi' dilliculty to decide whether pyloric stenosis i., sim])le

or malignant, though upon the whole the shorter the history, the older the patient, and the

more detinite the pyloric thickening or lump the more likely is the lesion to be carcinoma-

tous. The latter may occur in ipiite young subjects, however. e\cn belw<-en •_'() and :!ll ;

and a long history does not exclude cari'inoma. since some eases of simple ulcer ultimately

become malignant. Even when la])aratomy is ])erformed for the relief of the condition,

its nature may not be obvious : sometimes, indeed, post-mortem examination has failed

to decide whether the stenosed p\ lorus was carcinomatous or not. until microscopical

examinations have been made. It has been stated that if the gastric juice after a test

meal contains a normal amount of IlC'l, the diagnosis is nnlikely to be carcinoma, and vice

versa ; but even this general rule has many exceptions (p. 270).

The diagnosis of pyloric stenosis due to other causes than adhesions, a healed ulcer, or

a carcinoma is seldom possible without a laparotomy : occasionally such out-of-the-way

things as a calcified retroperitoneal cyst adherent to the pylorus and thought to have been

a carcinoma ])ylori may be foimd.

If there are well-marked abdominal succussion sounds that can be shown to In-

definitely not gastric, there are gt-nerally other well-marked signs an<l synijjtoms which

materially assist the diagnosis.

Succussion sounds in the general peritoneal ca\ ity are excessively rare, for e\en though

this cavity should contain both gas and fluid, for instance after perforation of a typhoid

ulcer, the coils of bowel prevent the sounds from being produced readily. The list of causes

given above indicates the conditions that may be i)rcscnt. It would clearly lie next to

impossible to diagnose most of them unless the previous state of tlu- patient was known

accurately, or unless exploratory laparotomy were resorted to. It is important to

remember that the HhiHIks coli communis |)roduces gas. so that intra-abdominal abscessi s.

appendicular and otherwise, are not infrequently resonant. The oci-urrcnce. however, of

marked non-gastric succussion sounds in the abdomen of a patient who is not aculcly
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ill will ucncially amuse a suspicion that tlicrc is distention with gas and lluiil of some

])ait of the large bowel, es])ecially tlie ea>euni or the sigmoid colon. This distention will

generally be the result either of chronic constipation (see p. fJl) or of SDme cause of

intestinal stenosis.

In some cases that were formerly described as :di()])atliic dilatation of the colon, but

which are now regarded as chronic volvulus of the sigmoid colon, the result of persistent

constipation, the sigmoid dilatation may be so extreme that this part of the intestine bulges

up as far as the diaphragm (Hirschsprung's disease, see Fig. 55, p. 127, and Fig. 171, p.

389) : the occurrence of sueeussion soimds in such a dilated colon might readily lead to the

erroneous diagnosis of gastrectasis ; the ])ear-shaped outline of the dilated viscus, and the

fact that it is known to have come U|)wards from the ])elvis, may indicate the true

nature of the case, but sometimes the fact that sueeussion sounds arc colonic and not gastric
can only be determined by giving large doses of bismuth by the mouth and then outlining
the stomach by the dark shadow cast by the bismuth under the ,r-rays. Herbert French.

SUGAR IN THE URINE.-- (.^'cc (Ji.vco.sntiA, p. -iiX).)

SUPPRESSION OF URINE. (See Amiua, j). 39.)

SWEATING, ABNORMALITIES OF.—The functional disorders of the sweat-glands,
siiildincii {iniliiiriii) and hiilrdCi/Si'iiinii. are dealt with from the diagnostic point of view in

the article on \'ksici.i;s (p. 75.'5). The other abnormalities reipiirc but the briefest notice

in a work on diagnosis, for it is hardly possible to confuse them with each other or with

any other conditions. In liiiperi(lro.sis the secretion of sweat is excessive, either over the

whole skin or in some ]>articular region, e.g., the palms and soles, and especially covered

parts furnished with large sweat-glands, such as the axilla; and genital regions. Occasion-

ally hyjieridrosis is limited to the area of distribution of a particular nerve—the fifth, for

example. In some cases a peculiar pink tint of the inner .side of the palm and the ball of

the little fmger and thumb has been noticed. In rare instances hyperidrosis in delicate

children is associated with griiniilosis rubra nasi, a condition in which the skin of the nose

becomes intensely red, anil is dotted over with minute dce])-red specks and pa])ules. the

jKipules gradually developing into j)ustules which soon dry up. The cells around the sweat-

ducts are infiltrated, and both ducts and coils, aiul also the blood-vessels and the lym])liatic

spaces of the corium, are dilated. This complication is distinguishable from rosacea by
the age of the patient and the absence of telangiectases and of change in the sebaceous

glands ; from eczema, by the absence of vesiculation and weeping, and its obduracy to

local treatment ; from lupus erythematosus, by the absence of scales ; and from lupus

vulgaris, by the absence of apple-jelly nodules. The night sweats of phthisis, and those

a.ssociated with rickets and with infantile sciin'// (Harlow"s disease, p. 556), are not. as

a rule, difficult to attribute to their cause.

In aiiidrosis the secretion may be merely diminished oi' totally suppressed, and either

the whole skin, or only some particular area, may be affected. The abnormality is rarely

idiopathic, but is usually associated with ichthyosis, psoriasis, eczema, sc-lcroderniia. bella-

donna ijoisoning. with malmitrition or with disordered innervation : under the latter

heading one may mention in particular the imilatcral sweating of the face and head that

accompanies irritation of the cervical sympathetic by an aneurysm, thoracic cyst, or new

growth : the outbursts of local perspirations, such as a band of sweating round the body,
that constitute a rare symptom of tabes dorsalis—a sweating crisis; and the sweating of

half the body—hemidrosis-that may be a jjurely functional or hysterical phenomenon.
Broniidrosis. or foul-smelling sweat, sometimes associated with hyperidrosis. may

occiu' in connection with such general affections as acute rheumatism, ura'mia. and scurvy,
or following a serious illness like jjueumonia, or may be idiopathic. Occasionally

generalized, it is nuich more fre(|ucntly limited to particular parts, such as the feet, the

axillie, and the jjerincum. The loul sinell is due to the growth of the liacillns fd'tidiis upon
the sweat after exudation.

In cliromiflrosis both sweat and sebum may be coloured, generally some shade of blue,

but occasionally red, green, yellow, violet, and even black. The pigmentation is usually
localized, the most frequent situations being the eyelids, cheeks, forehead, and side of the
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iKiso ; hut (iffusiiinally tlif whdlc of tin- face and laryc |nii'ts of the trunk ami liiiihs, and

es|)Ofially the axill;c and uiDinis. are aff't'i'tcd. The c-cmdition is often a neurosis, hut it

may t)e (hie to tlie ingestion of cop] er (yreen sweat), or of iron (lilne sweat), or to tlie action

ot coi'ci or tlie Bacilhis- pi/oci/aneiis upon thi' sweat after secretion. 'I'lie eliief point in

diafjiiosis is tlie exchisioii of imposture.
/Iiriiiiiliilidsis. or l)loody sweat, jicnerally liiniled to particular parts, the face, hands,

feet, navel, etc.. may be a form of Mi-eallid \iearions menstruation, or an expression of

emotional stress in highly-struni; persons; it is sometimes simulated by the presence in

the sweat of bacteria produeinji a red i)iL;nient. such as the l}iicillii.s jirodifiio.siis. I'lidrosia.

in which urinary constituents are present in the sweat in abnormal <piantity. is not an

idiopathic affection, but an accom])animent of such yrave conditions as cholera and iincmia.

It is (juite unmistakable : the sweat has a urinous odour, and white crystals will be seen

on the skin.

It is worthy of note that tin- swt-al may lia\ e peculiar e fleets when the patieiil is lakin^'

ci'riain driiys : lor exam])le. ]jersoiis whose oceiipat ion it is to make polished steel imple-
iiients. ma\' be dischaiued from their employmeni if the\ aretakini; mercury and iodide of

potassium, beeaiise the articles they lia\c polisln-ij ^o dull and spotty almost at oiiee, in a

way which does not result from ordinary perspiration. MhIidIiii .t/i);//\.

SWELLING, ABDOMINAL. I'liis ma> be .•leule or ehronie. ueiien

caused by abdominal aeiaimulations that are niainix' either i;ascous. Iluid.

posilioii. phfisicdl ciiiisistciici/. and ihinilinii of abdominal swellings a

outstanihnu' clinical features ibr purp ise> of di.ii;no.is.

Ill or loca
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really localized lymijliailenoinatous or sarcomatous deposits, not due to infection, and arc-

associated with slanfl enlarijenient in other parts of the body. Inllammatory swelling about

the umhilicHs is not rare in newly- born infants, due to the entrance of infection by way of

the cord : in stout uncleanly adults the umbilical fossa may be the seat of intertrigo, which

becomes ])aiiifui. swells, and suiiinnates : but a far more serious umbilical inllannnation

may occur in jiatients. usually children, with liihriri(l(>iis pfiiloiiilis : a tuberculous mass

in connection with the round liaamcnt may break down, perforate at the umbilicus, set up

a chronic discharge there, and ultimately establish a fxeal umbilical fistula : in rare cases

a subdiaphragmatic or perigastric abscess may cause inllammatory thickeninif of the round

ligament and mnbilicus.

(Edema of the abdominal wall may be either local or general (see CEde.m.v. p. 410).

Tumours of the abdominal wall, excluding those due to inflammation, are rare except

in certain situations. Lipomata and fihro-lipomata may occur in any part of it, and in the

inguinal or femoral rings closely imitate omental hernias, llcniiw are commoner, particu-

larly at the umbilicus and in the groins : there is little likelihood that a dcfmite hernial

protrusion in any part of the abdominal wall will be overlooked, but minute hernias into

the abdominal wall, such as may occur along the linea alba, especially above the umbilicus,

at the femoral or inguinal rings, or along the liiuie semilunares. may sullice to produce

complete intestinal obstruction and yet be small enough to demand very careful palpation

for their discovery.
In nialigiiaitt disease of the stomach, jiylorus. or region of the portal fissure generally,

small secondary nodules may appear (juite early at the umbilicus or in the round ligament

just above it ; and this may occur before the primary tumour has given rise to any definite

signs or symptoms.

II. GENERAL ABDOMINAL SWELLING.

A. Mainly Gaseous. — In certain eases of extensive surgicid eniphi/senia the fascia

planes of the abdominal wall are invaded and dissected out by gas. which imiiarts to them

a highly characteristic feathery, crepitant, and crackling feeling on palpation. The gas

may"^ha\e entered from wounds in the neck, thorax, or trachea, or it may have been gener-

ated by gas-producing microbes in any abscess or focus of inflanunation in the trunk or

viscera, and have made its way thence into the abdominal wall.

Disttidiou of the iutcstiues ciith gas is an event so eounnon as to be familiar to all : its

diagnosis is discussed under Metkohism (p. 388). In this condition the whole of the

al)(k)men, or in special eases some part of it only, is distended, and on ])crcussion gives a

highly resonant or tympanitic note. It often happens that the outlines of the gas-distended

viscera can be seen on the abdominal wall, ijarticularly when it is looked at in an oblique

illumination. The increased size of the inllated intestine is apt to produce <lisplacement

of the other viscera : the dome of the diaphragm is pushed up into the chest, carrying the

heart with it and shifting the apex-beat upwards ;
the liver is similarly pushed up, and in

addition it is often caused to rotate round a transverse axis, its lower anterior edge ascend-

ing and its lower posterior edge descending, with the result that the area of liver-dullness

in'i'ront is nuich reduced, or even lost altogether : but it is reduced only a little in the mid-

axillary line so long as the gas remains in the intestine : and if the liver-dullness in the

mid-axillary line disappears, the diagnosis of free gas in the peritoneal cavity is to be made.

B. Mainly Fluid.—The diagnosis f)f the various causes producing accumulations of

fluid in the peritoneal cavity is given under the heading Ascites (p. 43).

C. Mainly Solid.—In Obesity {y. 408) the abdomen may .swell either in consequence

of the deposit of fat in the abdominal wall itself, or as the result of fatty deposits behind

the peritoneum generally, in the mesentery, in the omentum and appendices einploicae.

In very fat patients it is rarely possible to diagnose the exact nature of an intra-abdominal

mass by the usual methods of pal|)ation and percussion, and without having recourse to

ex])loratory laparotomy, because the abilominal walls are so thick. The frequency with

which inconveniently large fatty accuimilations occur in the abdomens of such persons

must not be forgotten when the diagnosis of some vaguely-felt tumour within the abdomen

has to be considered.

In severe chronic cases of Constip.\tion (p. 121), abdominal distention may result

from accumulation of fa-ees in the large intestine, particularly when dilatation of the colon,
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i(lioi)athic or scccimlaiv . i^ pii'sciit. Tlir scyhala can usually In' lilt. |)cih;i|)S soft and

plastic in the rt'i;iiin ot tiir asctnilinj; colon, usually lianl and nodular in the descending

sigmoid au<l colon. Iilii>i>iitliic itihitution of the colon {Ilirsclistprntigs diseane) seems to be

eongenital. and is associatiil with much hyjierti'ophy oC the colon (Fig. 171, p. ."JSO). A
description of it will he fouml on ]<. 12(i. In older patients a very similar (iiUilitlion aiul

lii/lKrlmpli/i of Ihc colon may come on as the result of chronic f)bstruction about the lower

end of the large intestine. .\s much as 47 lb. of fa'ces may accimiulate in the intestines of

such ])atients.

In rare cases of chionic. particularly tulierculous. peritonitis, semi-solid iiilhininHitori/

tna.?s?s may bring about a general swelling of the abdomen : the diagnosis is discussed

unrler Ascites (p. 47). (Jeneral swelling of the abdomen may occur in inaligndnt disease

of the peritoneum, due in |>art to the growth of numerous secondary malignant nodules

in part to a concomitant ascites. The symptoms arc often vague at first—loss of weight,

strength, appetite, with indehnite abdominal disorders. The abdomen enlarges, and if

there is not much ascites the secondary (le|)osits can be felt obsemely through the abdo-

minal wall. Occasionally they can be palpated in the abd(jniinal wall itself near the

umbilicus, or in the rnund ligament above it. or the machus below. As the case progresses,

emaciation becomes marked, the skin loses its elasticity and (jften develops a dilTuse

brownish ])igmentation : bedsores are not rare. The primary growth may be in any of the

thoracic, abdominal, or pelvic organs, or in the mamma or testis. If any primary growth
can be made out. the rllaL:n(isis will not be dillicult. especially if glandular enlargements
are foimd in the groins (jr a\ilhc. if the ascitic lluid is liaMnorrhagic. and if it is foimd to

contain multinuclear endolhelial cells, and cells with atypical mitotic figures. Tuber-

culous peritonitis can be excluded liy means of th<' tuberculin test and bv the result of

injecting several c.c. of the ascitic fluid into guinea-pigs.

Ili/iliiliil ilisrosc of the peritoneum is discussed on p. H(.

III. LOCAL ABDOMINAL SWELLING.

.1. Due to General Causes. It often happens that the i-uises which produce general

swelling of the abdomen fail to do so in particular eases, ami give rise onl\- to a

local swelling. Thus in incfistrd ascites, left behind after an acute diffuse peritonitis, or

accompanying a chronic peritonitis, an accumulation of lluid bomided by librinous or

fibrous adhesions between the adjacent viscera may be found in any part of the peritoneal

cavity, but most oftiai iii the flanks and about the peh is. If a good historv nf the case

can lie obtained, the diagnosis of the nature of such a cyst will at least be suggested : the

physical signs will be those of a fixed cystic or semi-soli<l tmiiour, and the diagnosis will

often be obscure imtil laparotomy has been performed.
Abdominal swi-llinus of the most various size and position may occur in ln'iei( idoia

lietilotiitis (p. t7. under Asi rrrs). .Many of them aii' com|)Osefl of the iidiltrati'd and

rolled-up omentiun. others of enlarged and tuberculous mesenteric glands, others of doughy
masses of adherent intestine and fibrin. The amount of ascitic fluid varies widely in

different eases. When there is much, and the patient is an adult, the diagnosis of cirrhosis

of the liver is likely lo be made : when the peritonitis is dry (the obliteral ivi' form), the

abdominal cavity may be smaller than normal, and occupied Ijy a doughy, rather tender

mass that jiresents areas of alternating resonance and didlness. The physical signs vary
from day to day according to the amount and position of flatus in the intestine. The

symiitoms of tuberculous ])eritonitis are very variable : as a rule the i)atient is thin,

aniemic, seriously ill. with a drawn aspect : abdominal |)ain and tenderness are usual,

nausea and constipation with chronic intestinal obstruction are frequent : in acute cases

there is high fever, in chronic the temperature is not high, but irregular, or may even be

subnormal. If there is ulceration of the large intestine, diarrhoea may occur, and bloorl

may be passed in the motions. The discovery of tuberculosis in some other part of the

body, or of a family history of tuberculosis, is strong argument for regarding a case with

such signs as tuberculous. A general or patchy brown pigmentation of I he skin is not

mieommon.

Single or nuilti|ile lii/d(did c/isls may occur in any jiart of the abdominal cavity.

L'.sually they are single, the larye majority occurring in the liver; more rarely they affect

the spleen, omentum, mesenterv, or peritoneum. The evst grows slowlv, and is spherical

D
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except in so far as it is iiuiiiUlcd by the piessuie of ad jacent structures. It contains a clear

saline fluid, in which maybe found booklets {Fig- 18, ]). 49), and secondary cysts completely
detached from the walls of the parent cyst. Until it has become large enough to cause

mechanical obstruction and pressure-symptoms, the single hydatid cyst gives rise to little

pain or complaint. It then produces a bulging of the overlying abdominal wall, smootli,

rounded, more or less tense, dull on percussion ; if it is of a certain degree of tenseness

it may yield the hydatid thrill—just as any other cyst may. Hydatid cysts in the

mesentery, omentum, or ])eritoneum are often multiple, and may be felt as scattered,

rounded tumours generally aecom|)anicd by ascites ; the disease runs a slower course than

malignant i)eritonitis, and echinococcal cysts may be found in the ascitic ftviid if it is ta])])ed.

As a rule, these are secondary after ru])ture (accidental or by paracentesis) of a ]irimary

cyst in the liver. They cause a slowly progressive enlargement of the abdomen, which

appears to be filled with a solid or semi-solid mass ; if the individual cysts are large, they
can be seen outlined on the abdominal surface, and can be felt. They are freely movable,
and not connected with any particular viscus ; they do not. as a Tule, give the hydatid
thrill on percussion. Peritoneal hydatid disease is rare except in countries (Iceland,

Australia, or South America) where the inhabitants live in close company with dogs that

are the hosts of Ta'iiia ecliinoaiccns. Kosino))hiiia may be found, and when the cysts are

living and active the jiaticnt' s blood-serum may give a specific hydatid precipitin reaction,

though the absence of both this and eosinopliilia does not exclude hydatid disease :

exploratory lajiarotomy may be necessary before the diagnosis can be established.

Any part of the abdomen ma>- swell from the formation of an abscess ; several forms

of which are more or less localized, and are considered Ijelow (see B) ; others present more

generalized abdominal signs and .symptoms, and will for that reason be considered here.

A subphrenic abscess is any abscess in contact with the under surface of the diaphragm
except those situated in the liver or in the spleen. It is intraj)eriti>neal in more than half

the instances ; it contains gas in about half the cases. The simple or iioti-gascous abscesses

are generally the result of appendicitis or of sup|)uration in the li\er. and so are usually on

the right side of the body ; less often they are secondary to gastric or duodemd idcer, or to

suppuration spreading from the pancreas, kidney. Fallopian tubes, sjilcen. or thorax. They
are deep-seated, and tend to produce abdominal swelling with signs and symptoms that

are indefinite. The onset is insidious, often consisting in nothing more than failure to

recover from the ])rimarv disorder—appendicitis, hepatic abscess—after it has been treated

surgically ; the patient remains seriously ill. with fever and <(uiek jjulse, leucocytosis,
and often a septic as|)cct. If the alisce.ss is at the back the signs may point to pleurisy or

])leural effusion, with the a|)propriate pain and friction soimds. If it pushes forwards,

the hypoeliondrium and e]jigastriimi may bidge in front and become tender. The dia-

gnosis of subj)hrenie abscess may lie very <liHicult when there is no obvious antecedent to

suggest its occurrence, especially if the abscess is behind and below the liver, and is

complicated by jileurisy or eni])yema. If it is above the liver, it may be very dilticult to

say whether the pus is inside the liver or outside it. or both
; enlargement of the

liver downwards is in favour of intrahepatic abscess. Examination with the a'-rays is

often of great assistance : but often it is necessary to give the jjatient a general anjesthetic

and insert a long exploring needle successively into the intercostal spaces (tenth to sixth)

in the scapular and mid-axillary lines. It must be thrust in deeply. As viewed by the

;l'-rays the dia|)hragm is depressed by cm|)yema or ])l('in'al effusion, elevated by subphrenic
abscess, and immobilized by either.

The gas-containing aliscess or sahpliiciiic ]iiio]>iiciiniotliora,r is commoner in females

than in males, and is usually due to the ]jerforati(>n of a gastric, or less often a duodenal,

ulcer, or to ai)|)endicitis : in rare instances it is secondary to an ulcer of the colon or

even to a suppurating hydatid cyst. It is usually on the left side. When a gastric ulcer

perforates, the onset is generally sudden, with acute abdominal pain and collajise ; but

both the ulcer and its perforation may be latent, and nothing more than a history of chronic

dyspejjsia may be obtainable. The abdomen soon becomes distended : hec^tie fever, with

rigors, rai)id ])ulse, leucocytosis, and shortness of breath, are the symptoms likely to

appear. The ])hysical signs, on the whole, resemble those of Pneu-MOTHohax (p. '>:H)) ; the

diaphragm is pusheil up into the thorax, and the gas in the abscess-cavity below it causes

the signs of pneumothorax to develop in the upper part of the abdominal cavity and the
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lowor part nl' tin' lliniax. 'I'lie ])ifturi- is coiiii)!!!';!!!-!! by tin- fat-t tlrit llic inllainiiiatory

process haliituallx- spreads throufili the (lia])liiaj;iii. sn that the si<>iis due \n pKiiiisy. witli

or witlioiit cITusioii. are added. Tlie diajiiiosis lias to he made between tliis eimditioii and

true pneuniotliorax. The points that serxc to (hstiii;;uish the two are. that in pneumo-
thorax the fi'as seems to occupy the whole of one side of the thorax, the heart is pushed or

])ullcil over to the sound side, and tlie jjhysieal sijiiis are hmited to the thorax ; whereas in

subplirenic i)Vopneuniotliorax the siii'ns occur at the base of one or both hinifs but not at

the apex, the luart is displaced upwards but not to cither side, and tlie upper part of the

abdominal cavity is involved as well as the thorax. Kxamination with the .i-rays is of the

greatest service, for it shows that the gas-containinu- cavity is below the diaphragm and

not above it : the readiness with which the level of the fluid in the abscess changes as the

patient alters liis position c;in alsi. be noted, and jiroscs that the abscess-ea\ity contains

gas as well as lluid.

The abdomen is not iufre(iuentl\- the scat <<{' iiIkiiiIihii Ikiikiiiis. These an" felt as lixcd

and more or less roimded smooth swellings, citlur in or innneiliately vuulerneath the

abdominal wall : they arc dull on percussion, and ma\- be tender on |ialpatii>n. They are

caused b\- iuNohinlary contractions of the muscles in the area in which they occur : they

persist when the patients attention is distracted, and also during sleep, but disappear

under a general ana'sthetic. Phantom tumours arc commoner in women than in men.

and in the neurotic than in the stolid. 'I'lux often persist for long periods, but may vanish

when the patient believes that they have been cured. A phantom tumour in Ihc region of

the liver ma\ sinudate cholecystitis. hei)atic abscess, or gunnna : in Ihc left hypochon-

drium, gastric carcinoma : in the appendix region, an appcnditular abscise ; abn\c the

pubes, |)regnaney (/i.sc^/r/oci/c.vf.s).

In ciilcriiploiis ((;iena,;d"s disease), or downu.ird displacement of abdonuria! \ iseera,

any or all ol the organs may slip away from their normal i)osition and attachments

(Fig. .">(), p. 1_'T). The diagnosis nuist be made b\- the discovery that one or more of the

viscera is out of jjlaee, and is also al)normally nmbile.

B. The Regional Diagnosis of Local Abdominal Swellings, lor ( liniial purposes

the abdomen may be subdivideil into nine regions, by two \ertical lines diauri through

the middle of I'ouparfs ligaments, and l)y two hoii/onlal

lines, one passing through the lowest points of tin- tenth

ribs (the subcostal line), the other drawn at the level ol

the highest points of the iliac crests {F)<<. •27')). The

viscera, or ptu'tions of \ iseera, c(jmmonly contained in

the areas thus dcniaicated. are given in the table on

page ()(i().

The abdominal swcllmgs that may be telt in ami

about these nine regions will ilow be eonsiilcred sciialim.

excluding the tumours situat<'il in the alxhiininal wall

itself that lia\c been described under heailing I.

fp. (>.-,.-)).

1. Jiiiilil Ili/jioihoiiihi/ic licaidii.

.Most tumours in this area are connected with the

li\er or gall-bladder, and their diagnosis is distaissril

under Liviai, Knl.vuuk.mknt of tui: (p. :!ti<>). and (.\i,i.-

Bl.\DDER ENI.AUfiKMKNT (p. •J.jJ).

To regard the firm and rounded swelling ]irodueed by
the up))er segment of the right rectus abdominis musi-lc

as evidence of tumour, eidargement, or induration of the

liver or gall-bladder, is a mistake easily and fre(|uently

made.
TuuKJurs in comiei'lion with the IkjhiHc jlijiirf nf

the ciiloit. excluding scyhala, are rare. .Scybala may be recognized by their general shape,

by the ease with which they can be mmdded cir indented by the pressure of the lingers,

and by their being dispersed by a purgative. Carcinoma or tuberculosis of the colon may
produce a jialpablc tumour here: and so may an intussusception

rest ujion the prc\ ions history and the course of the disease.

The TC'Wn^ of tlif aliilonicu :

mice ol the liuilieiMls. see Tlie

The diagnosis nuist
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The Normal Contents of the Abdominal Regions.

1. Bight Hypochondriac

Liver
(;;)ll-lila<l(lcr

Jlepatif flexure of colon

liiglit kiiliiey

2. Epigastric

Liver
Stomach and pylorus
Transverse colon
Omentum

3. Left Hypochondriac

Liver
Stomach
Splenic flexure .if colon

Spleen
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particularly wlnii lln'v art- llatiiU'iit or ciiiistipati-il. In acute or chronic obstruction the

peristalsis becomes much more marked. Tumours of the transverse colon are very rare,

except the common occurrence of scybala in it ; a lew cases of chronic hyperplastic

tuberculosis of this part of the colon have been rccoriUd. with i^rcat dillusc thickening

of its wall ami stenosis of its lumen.

Swellin;;s in connection with the iniiciitiitii lie below the colon anil in inunciliatc relation

with the anterior abdominal wall, in front of the mass of small intestine. In liilicrcidoiis

peritonitis it ol'len forms an irrejiular rope or mass com|)os((l of intlammatory tissue, cheesy

tubercle, or encysted exudate, that may lie in the epiuasf riuni, or extend into any of the

regions of the abdomen—when the diaanosis of malignant disease of the intestine or some

other viscus may possibly be made. Similar nodular cnlariiement and deformity of the

omentum is com:non in clirniiic peritonitis of any sort : and it may become the seat of an

abscess in cases of perforated gastric ulcer. Ct/sts of tin- oinfiitum. siufjle or multiple, are

not very rare, and arc often inllanimatory in orijiin, 'rul)ereiilons or inlhunmatory
masses of onunlum often a<lhcrc freely to the antt'rior abdomiTial wall as well as to the

neighboiiriiiii \ isc< la.

.Swelliniis dcriscd from the jinnrrciin push forwards from the depths of Ihe abdominal

cavity towards the epiaastric and the upper part of Ihe uml)ilical areas, and present

themselves as deeply-seated vai;uely-felt masses on palpation. They ha\e the stomach,

or the stomach and colon, in front of them, and arc lixcfl to the posterior abdominal

wall ; the\ arc usually made out best by examination under an ana'sthetic : they move

little on respiration, and often transmit from the adjacent aorta a non-expansile pulsation.

Thev are separated from the liver anil from the spleen by areas of resonance. These

swcllinns ma\ be rarcinoniatous. in which ease wasting, ana-mia. and jaundice are likely

to be obscr\cd. with ilcath in a few months" time : or due to chronic pancreatitis, when the

course of the disease will be slower- and there will be more epigastric tenderness and pain,

with clayey stools and peihaps intermittent jaundice, a positi\e ('annnidge"s reaction

(p. ]()()). or gKcosui III. In acule |ianereatitis the swollen pancreas has only <\i(|itionally

been paljiated before laparotom\ : the main symptoms are acute epigastric pain. \i)miting,

const ii)at ion, fe\er, and proneticss to eolla|)se, siuuilating in part acute intestinal obstruc-

tion and in ])art acute peritonitis, so that innnediate laparotomy is usually resorted to

and the diagnosis established by the discovery of opaipic yellow |)atches of acute fat necrosis

in the omentmn and elsewhere within the abdomen.

Pancreatic cysts, so-called, arc often cysts not in the p;ui<'icas bul it] lis neighbour-

hood, and therefore better etdled pcripanereatie cysts. Pancreatic cysts proper .ire single

or multiple retention-cysts, usually the result of chronic pancreatitis : tlic\ form deeply-

seated, stiiocpIIi, rounded tumours, possibly giving a fci'ling of Ihictualion. .\l lirst they

occupy the lower epigastric or h\ |iocliondriac regions : but if they erdarge imich they

may fill the whole upper part of the abdomen, or extend down to the pubic symphysis
or Hanks. Tin- svm|)toms of chronic jjancrcatic disease should be present

—chronic

indigestion. Ihe ]iassage of |ialc and bulky stools, glycosuria, perhaps jaundice from time

to time if pancrcilic calculus is present. Periponireiitic or retroperitoneal eijsts. due to

accumulations in the lesser sac of the peritOTieum. or to growths originating in resirlues

of the Wolllian body behind the peritoneum. ma\ proiluce aijparently identical cysts :

the evidences of chronic pancrcilic disease should be absent in these cases, but the

diagnosis may be im|)ussible until laparotomy has been performed, (amniidge's urinary

reaction (j). 100) is said to be of assistance in diagnosing these cases.

Swellinus in connection with the dnodenuni arc felt in the right side of the epigastric

and umbilical areas, and are usudly due to ))ri:nary malignant disease. In many cases

thev escape |)alpation because they are so deeply placed, and they usually have to be

diagnosed from such conditions as cancer of the stomach, pylorus, pancieas. bile-duets,

and portal lissure generally, not by their ])hysical signs but by the general symptoms and

progress of the disease. A growth in the first jjart of the duodenum produces symptoms
like those of cancer of the jiylorus wasting, ana-mia, progressive dilatation of the stomach

with visible peristalsis, attacks of copious vomiting, and occasional luematemcsis perhaps ;

the motions contain bile, but the \dniit does not : jaimdice is absent unless there are

secondary growths in the portal lissure. Malignant disease of the second part of the

duodenum, in or involvinu the biliary pajiilla. s i produces obstructive jaundice and
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distention of the sall-'jli"l<ic'i'. and often leads to suppurative eholanyitis. whereas eancer
in the head of the ])ancreas or bile-ducts produces steady janiidiee and is not followed by
suppuration in the bile-passages. Cancer in the third part of the duodenum or below the
bile (japilla produces duodenal stenosis, with dilatation of the duodenum and .stomach

and frequent voniitini; ; but in this ease the vomit is habitually bilious and contains the

pancreatic ferments. If there is no stenosis, the bilious vomiting will be less, and the case

may be indistinguishable from one of cancer of the stomach. In most of these cases the

exact diagnosis is more often made post mortem than ante mortem.

Swellings in connection with the kidneys and suprarenal capsules occur in the

epigastrium only after they have reached a considerable size. They rise up out of the

loin and flanks, and their diagnosis is considered below.

Enlargement of the spleen may bring its lilunt anterior end or its miteheil upjjer edge
into the e|)igastric area. The splenic swelling always lies in contact with the anterior wall

of the abdomen, with the stomach aliove and behind it (see Spi.i.kn, Enlargement
OF THE, p. 628).

In every region of the abdomen lijinpliatie glands abound, and any of these may become

palpable in cases of Hodgkin's disease, tuberculous peritonitis, or malignant disease. The

enlarged glands are felt as nodulated chains or masses, usually hard and rounded, but
softer and even cystic if their contents caseate or break down into pus ; they may also

calcify, when they become hard and stony. The enlarged glands that will be felt in the

epigastric area are those connected with the stomach, liver, and mesentery : the diagnosis
nnist he made on general and anatomical lines (see Lymphatic Gi.and Eni.arge.ment,

p. 370).

3. />('// lliipnehiinilriae Region.

An abnormally lobulated liver may make a superficial tumour in this area continuous
with the main mass of the liver in the epigastric region. In the same way. a tvunour in

the left IoIk- of the liver may project su])erlieially into the left hypocliondrium.
Part of the sUnnaeli lies in this region normally : the diagnosis of gastric swellings

has been considered above. A gastric tumour may often be differentiated from a

tumour of the adjoining spleen by the fact that while the spleen is anchored at its hilum,
and so is capable of but little movement, the stomach is highly mobile, changing its position
with the position of the patient, and also in accordance with its fullness and distention.

The diagnosis of a tumour of the splenic flexure of the eulon—scybalous, tuberculous,
or malignant— is considered above (see 1 and 2).

The diagnosis of the various causes of enlargement of the spleen is discussed under

Spleen, ENLAiitiEMENT of tui: (p. 631). The tumour is usually to be recognized by the

fact that it comes down from under the left costal margin in direct contact with the anterior

abdominal wall, descends on ins))iration, has a smooth surface, and a notched upper and
inner margin. In exceptional cases, however, the enlarged spleen seems to adopt a more

compact and cubical form in place of its u.sual elongated prismatic shape, and also to lie

back in the loin and left lumbar region instead of occupying the anterior and upper part
of the abdominal cavity ; it then sinudates a tumour of the left kidney or sujirarcnal body,
and unless the blood and leucocyte count give a definite lead the diagnosis may be settled

only by a laparotomy. Conversely, a spleen-shaped hypernephroma or suprarenal tumour,
or a calculous and cystic kidney, may easily be mistaken in an ana-mie |)aticnt for an

enlarged spleen, unless the i)ossil)ility of the error be ke|)t in mind.
Tumours of the panereas and retraperilinieid ei/sis may ])roject into the left hypoclion-

drium (see 2 al)Ove).

Tumours of the left kidney and suprarenal body rarely appear in the left hypoclion-
drium unless they are very large (see 6 below). Unless very large, they have the stomach
or the stomach and colon in front of them, and so are variably resonant on percussion—
according to the amount of gas in those viscera—and arc also less distinctly palpable than
tumours arising from the spleen, stomach, colon, or omentum, that may be felt in the same
situation.

4. liigld Linnhar Region.

AVlien the liver is abnormally lobulated, either congenitally or as the result of tight

lacing, a thin llange of liver-tissue, known as Riedel's lobe, may be met with as a superficial
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tuincjiir. cimtinuiiu'^ with llic livor ahoxc it. in tliis ic-t;i(iii. Sniiictiiins it is freely miivable,

and tlu'ii may be mistaken for a movable kidney or tor a <lilated jjall-bladder.

Tlie (iscenilhig colon can usually be |)al])ated and rolled imder the finj;ers as a tube-

like strueture at the eontiius of tliis and the umbilieal rejjion : when empty and contraeted

it may feel almost rod-liki'. Its contents are usually lluid. but it may contain semi-solid

or solid fVccal masses that can be moulded by pressure, in constipated ])atients. In patients

with obstruction lower down, it may be greatly distended, and sliow sacculation and visible

jieristalsis. It may liecdnie nuicli thickened with inllannnatory tissue, or even come tn

lie in an abscess of its own production, in pericolitis, ])erity])hlitis, typhlitis. appeniHeitis,

and hviierijlastie tul)erculosis of the colon, formini;' a thickened and tender mass imniedi-

atelv under the abdominal wall : the patient will Ijc more or less acvitely ill, with local pain

and tenderness, constipation, often vomitini;. In the more chronic of these cases, the

dia<;iiosis of maliiinani disease of the colon will often be su<;yested.

General thickening nf the aseendinfi colon, with tenderness and characteristic mucous

or Idood-streaked stools, is connnon in muco-membranous colitis, in dysentery, and in

ulcerative colitis. The lirst of these is met with in nervous constipated women ; dysentery,
am(i'l)ie or bacterial, is cauuht abroad, and is commoner in men than women : while ulcera-

tive colitis, whether it be dysenteric or no. is a severe and progressive painful diarrluca,

iiften associated with xomitini; and irregular fever, that eonunonly leads to emaciation

and death from exhaustion or intestinal luemorrhage in a few- weeks or months.

The ascending colcm can be felt as a sausage-shaped tumour in acute, subacute, and

chronic ilcoca'cal and ileocolic iiiliissiisci'/ilioii : at lirst in the right Hank, then exten<hng

across the al)domen abo\e the umljilii'us, and tinally down the left Hank and into the pelvis.

The chief svmptcims arc spasmodic alulominal jjain, vomiting, the ])assagc of blood and

mucus bv the rectum, anil tenesmus ; the [lalpability and consistency of the elongated

tumour vary according to the degree of nuiseular spasm in it.

The siiiiill iiilcstiiic is but rarely the cause of abdominal swelling in this region.

excepting wlien it bee cs the seat ntCnteric intussusception.

Tumours in <'omiection with the rialit kidiicii and tiiijiniiriiiil hoili/ usually make their

first appearance deep down in this region, having the ascending colon and small intestine

in friml of them. Tiiey can be lifted forwards en niassr from behind by a hand |)laeed at

the back of the loin. For their diagnosis see Kidnkv. I';.M„\RtiKMi'.N r oi- ()). :i5-_'.) The

lower pole of the right kidney can be felt in normal persons on deep abdominal palpation :

but when the kidney is abnormally mobile, the whole of it may be felt, and in rare cases it

may be found in any of the adjoining al)dominaI areas. The shape and consistence of the

movable kidney are characteristic, and the patient complains of a |)eeidiar sickening sensa-

tion when it is grasped bimanuall\ ; in the lesser degrees of mobility it disappears readily

into its normal position under cover of the diaphragm, and ceases to be pal|)ablc until the

patient drives it down again by a deep inspiration. As regards its diagnosis, the movable

right kidney will hardly be mistaken for anything else in this region : on the other hand,

Kiedel's lobe of the liver, the enlarged gall-bladder, fa'cal accimmlations or a cancer of the

ascending colon, and omental masses, have all been mistaken for it. although they are

all superficial to the kidney, and lie in contact with the anterior abdominal wall. Other

wandering tumoiu-s, e.g.. of the o\ary. Fallopian tube, mesentery, hydatid disease, may
give rise to the same error if reniform.

.). Till I'inhiliiiil liiiiion.

Kxamination with tin' .c-rays attei- a bismuth-meal has shown that the normal sloniaili

is a far more mobile ori;ari than was formerly su])i)Oscd, and that in health its lower margin
often <lcscends even below the level of the umbilicus : but if much <if it habitually tK-cujiies

the umbilical region, it is (probably dilated to a pathological degree, either from atony or

trom pyloric ol)struction (Fig. 27(1).

Tumours in connection with the liininverm' colon have been considered under the head-

ings 1 and I al)ove.

Tiunours in connection with the iinicntiim are eonunon in this region : those arising

from the Nmidl inUslinc arc rare. Both are superficial, and their diagnosis has been given

above (see '!).

Abdominal swellings in connection with tlie inncliiis. which runs from the umliilicus

to the bladder, are considered below (see S).
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Swelliiifis arising from the duoileniirn, l;i(hiei/s, SKprarenal.s, pancreas, and mesentery,

may all present themselves in the dee|)er parts of the umbilical region, usually as more or

less fixed masses arising from or connected with some definite part of the ])osterior wall of

the abdomen. Their diagnosis will depend mainly uijon the success with which the origin
and connections of the tumour can l)e made out : if the ))atient is fat. or if relaxation of

the abdomen cannot be obtained, palpation under a general anaesthetic may be desirable.

Consideration must also l)e given to any general symptoms such as may ])oint to renal

calculus, hydronephrosis. ])ancreatitis. for example.
The aoria bifurcates half an inch below and just to the left of the umbilicus. In thin,

nervous, and excited iiatients. particularly young women, great pulsation of the aorta

can often be felt in the imibilical and lower e]5igastric areas, and may lead to the wrong
diagnosis of abdominal aneurysm. Careful examination will almost always show that

this pulsation is no more than a throbbing, an

uji-and-down movement as the patient lies,

without lateral ex|)ansile pulsation. Aneurysm
of the abdominal aorta is very rare ; it is

seen in |)atients who have had syphilis, and is

commoner in men than in women. The aneu-

rysmal sac is distinctly larger than the normal

aorta, and presents diagnostic ex|)ansile lateral

pulsation met with in no other condition. These

abdominal aneurysms often leak into the retro-

])eritoneal tissues ; large irregular clots of blood,

weighing several |)otmds and of the most varied

extent and distribution, may form gradually in

tlie fhuiks, pelvis, and back of the abdomen

generally, causing the ])atient great pain by their

situation and rendering him an;emic and breath-

less. The abdominal aneurysm also causes pain
and stiffness in the back by eroding the bodies

of the vertebra' upon which it presses.

6. Left Lumbar Region.

enlarged spleen (see 3) may

Fir;. 270.—Idiopathic dilatation of tlie stomach.
The Ol-san post mortem ahnost lillcil the attdominal
cavif y—Inlroihit-lion to Siiri/erij fllutherford Jlorison)-

The enlarged spleen (see 3) may intrude

into this area : it forms a firm mass, dull

on j)ercu.ssion, and is in contact with the ab-

dominal wall, driving the splenic flexure of the

colon inwards or downwards before it. The

sjjleen, when enlarged, comes down into the

abdomen in front of all the other structures in

the left side, and its abdominal dullness is con-

tinuous with its thoracic dullness, which extends back and u]) into the axilla along the

line of the ninth or tenth ribs. Tumours of the stomach, ouientimi. su|)rarenal. kidney,
or descending colon, may all be in contact with the anterior abdominal wall, and though

usually nodular and irregular, may present a smooth and s])leen-like surface on ])al])ation.

They may be distinguished from the enlarged spleen by the fact that they produce no such

typical area of thoracic dullness in continuity with the dullness of abdominal tumour ;

while the renal and suprarenal tumours may in addition be shown to occupy the back of

the loin, so that they can be tilted forwards by the fingers placed behind just outside the

edge of the erector spina- muscles, and so [nished against the other hand, which is ])laced

on the anterior surface of the loin. A sujirarcnal timioiu' nuiy be associated with sexual

])recocity (see Figs. 174. 175, p. lOs).

The diagnosis of tumours of the snidll intrsliiie. kidiicij. and siijinirciial gliiiiil in this

region has been given alreadv.

*
7. liiglil IiigiiiiKil liegioii (111(1 liiglit Iliac Fossa.

.Abdominal swellings in the right inguinal region are rarely confined to it, and usually

extend into the outer i)art of the hypogastric region. occu|>.ving what may be described

somewhat indefinitely as the right iliac fossa.
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Xt-\v yroxvtliN, inllaininatiii'v tliifk(_'iiiiii;s, mikI iihsccssos in ciimucliiJii witli tlic idciiiii

and <ipi>c)i(li.f
ina\- all cxtc'iid into tliis rcyion of the abdonien. givinu rise to more (ir less

acute and severe abdominal syni|)ti)nis-- pain, lever, voniitinjv. eonstii)ation, with a tninour

in the right iliac fossa. 'I'he jihysieal si-^iis are mtv \arialile. dependinu on the extent

and acuteness ol' the proeess, the deiiree to which the abdominal wall can be relaxed, the

exact position oT tbi' tuinoiu'—an abscess to Ihe iimer side of and behind llie ea'cnm and

appendix niav lie loo deeply to he felt per abdomen. The rare eondilioTi of saix'onia or

lym|ihosareoina of Ihe eieeum may be assoeiateil willi fe\'er : the tumour is soil, and the

diaunosis of some ehronie inllanniiatory eondition will probably be made. .V ea'cal t-ar-

cinoma is nsuallv a harder mass and of slower growth : it tends to constrict the bowel, with

the result that fa'cal accumulation occurs behind it. and so the new yrowth may be over-

looked when the hard mass of im])acteil fa'ces is discovcrc<l. The diaunosis of appendicular

abscess has Imiu made in patients with movable ri^ht kidney durinu a Dietl's ciisis : fever

is usually absinl in tin- latter: careful examination will licnerally show lliit the tumoiu-

in the right iliac fossa is an enlaroed and movable kidne\. and a history poinlini; lo inter-

mittent h\'droncphrosis. with polyuria aflir I he acute attacks, should be oblainablc.

Inflammation of the righl o\ary or tube, or oxarian ucuralnia occurrirm wilh Ihe calamenia.

niav all give rise to symptoms in nervous |)alicnls that closely simulate Ihosc ol appen-

dicitis: and if seybala are present in the ca'cum. \ayucl\ felt

as a tumour thi-ougli the rigid abdominal wall, Ihe mistaken

diagnosis of appendicitis may easily be made : bul as a rule

pelvic symptoms and signs will be found, and |)ain be felt in the

l)elvic region and the lower l)art of the back : the diauiiosis will

i)e cleareil up b\ ;i \aginal or rectal exaniinalion winch.

indeed, should ne\cr b<' omitted when there is an\ doubt a^ to

the exact causation of an inlhunmalory swelling in the iliac

fossa—anil by the pre\ious history of the ease.

lnfhunm;dory swellings and abscesses in the right iliac foss:i

may arise in connection with psoas abscess, ahsfi'ss original iuy

in the sacro-iliar loiiit. Iiip-joiiit, or iliiini. and from the swelling

or breaking down of hiinpliiilir alaDiis (the external iliac) irdcclcd

from some perhaps trivial wound in the leg or perineum. The

symptoms of borL\ disease about the hip or the pch ic uirdli- will

be ])resent : the \r'j, will be held more or less stillly m some

abnormil atliludc ol' llcxion and inversion |o rclicxc Ihe pain.

and nioxcmcnt of Ihe leu will be |>ainful. liile-^s local jieri-

tonitis is ])rcsi'nt. Ilu ic will be mine of tin' spi'ci il synipl ^

that point to a|ipcndicailar or ca-cal disease.

S. Iljipiifiasiric Rt'gion.

In rare inslanccs. tumours arising in the siiiiill iiilcstiin-. and

more often Ihe sansagi' like swelling of an enhrie intussus-

ception. nia\ he fell in the hypogastric area (see t). Tumours

extending into it from the iliac fossa' are described under

headings 7 abo\c ami ',i below.

In infants, the liUdlilci reaches half way lo the umbilicus

when moderately full, and does not fall below the pubic sym-

])hysis when empty. In the adult, the distendid bladder is a

common hvpogastric swelling. |)articularly in females with

rctnnrrlcd iiravid uterus, or in males of ;d)out sixty with

cnlargemciil of thr prosUde : it ma\- rcich up as an ovoid

elastic mass arising from the front of the pch is dmosl to tlic umbiiicu

that are in no way pathological, as well as when the rclention is due to

cause. Suc-h a distended bladder (Fia. -JTT) has been tapped as as<alcs. operated upon

as ovarian (jr uiaehal c\st. and diagno.sed as Ihe pregnant uterus : mist;d<cs Ih.il arc not

likely to occur if these |)ossibilities be remcndiercd. and arc ]int out id' court b>' mid mil ion

or the use of a catheter before the diagnosis is made.

The uniihus is a llbrous cord running in front of Ihe peritoneum l'i-om llic lop of the

imdcr coiidil ions

iMic pit holoyical
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Ijlatlder to tlic umbilicus, in the middle line ; it sunictimcs becomes tbe seat of cyst-forma-
tion, nioie often in women than in men. Tlie urachal cyst is a rounded tumour lying
between the umbilicus and [jubes, soft or firm according to the tension of its contents ;

it may produce hypogastric pain. It must be distinguished from encjsted tuberculous

peritonitis, from ovarian cystadenoma. and from tlie distended bladder.

Abdominal swellings arising from the uterus, ovaries, luhes. and uterine ligmiients may
all rise up out of the ])elvis and ])resent themselves as swellings in this region, and, as they

grow larger, may spread into the whole or any part of the abdomen. While they are

comparatively small and manifestly connected with some intrapelvic organ, their origin is

not difficidt to determine; their diagnosis is considered under Swelling, Pelvic (p. G88),

Hut when they have grown up into the abdomen, or have ac(|uired a long pedicle, or have

become fixed by adhesions to some distant ])art of the abdominal wall or to some other

viscus, perhaps causing it to become inflamed and imjjairing its functional activity, these

pelvic tumours may give rise to signs and symptoms suggesting any disease rather than

one that is pelvic, and the true diagnosis may be very dillicnlt to make. The |)ossibility

of pregnancy in the female should always be remembered.

9. Left IiigiiiiKil liegioii and Left Iliae Fossa (see 7 above).

The sigmoid flexure of the colon can be felt normally as a tube-like cord passing from

the left lumbar region down into the pelvis, and rolled under the fingers. It very frequently
contains hard ovoid scybalous masses. In rare instances it may be uniformly thickened

and tender in consequence of chronic inflammation, tuberculous or otherwise. It is

occasionally the seat of cancerous new growth, when the patient will eom|)lain of chronic

intestinal obstruction, with cachexia, tenesnuis, and the jiassage of blood-stained stools,

phenomena that may also be met with in hyperplastic or stenotic tuberculosis of the sigmoid.
The left iliae fossa may be the seat of abscess or inllanuiiations similar to those

described under 7 above. In addition, suppuration around an exaggerated colonic diverti-

culum, with symptoms not unlike those of appendicitis on the wrong side, has been known
to occur : such a condition has been s|ioken of as acute diieriieulitis of the colon

A.,I. .lev llldke

SWELLING, AXILLARY. Swelling in the axilla is due in the great majority of

cases to enlari;enunt. from one cause or other, of the lymi)hatic glands : a subse()uent

abscess, either acute t)r chronic, is frequent. Any other form of tumour is (tistinctly rare.

In examining a case, therefore, these two causes should be upijcrmost in the mind, and

indeed, on ins])eetion only, the diagnosis may l)e obvious, e.g. :
—

Acute Abscess may be recognized at once by the well-marked signs of kjcal inflam-

mation and the general febrile disturbance. There is one form of acute abscess that may
not be obvious, namely, one situated in the upper part of the axilla and covered by the

[lectoral muscles. On account of its distance from the surface the local signs of inflam-

mation may not be great, though the general signs arc marked. There will be great
disinclination to move the arm on account of ])ain, and there is usually some cause, such

as a whitlow on the linger, to account for the trouble. It must be remembered, however,
that the abscess may be "residual": that is to say, the original source of infection, such

as the whitlow, may luive healed completely two, three, or even more weeks before the

axillary abscess declares itself. Occasionally an empyema points in the axilla ; there

are generally, but not always, abnormal lung signs to suggest the diagnosis.

Chronic or Tuberculous Abscess forms a single fluctuating swelling which, if large,

may extend upwards under the |)ectoralis major. Owing to the fact that few, if any, of

tlie local signs of inflannuation may lie present, diflieulty arises in distinguishing this form

of abscess from a soft lipoma. The duration and the rapidity of growth of the swelling
are a good guide, for though the duration of a chronic abscess may run into months, it

does not exist for years, as does a lipoma.

Enlargement of the Lymphatic Glands.—Next, supposing that examination jiroves

that the swelling is n(»t an abscess, attention should be directed to ascertain whether it

is glandular, and it is therefore necessary to recall the anatomical position of the glands.
The axillary lymphatic glands are ten to twelve in number, and are arranged in three sets.

One chain siu-rounds the axillary vessels and receives the lymphatics from the arm
;
a

small eluiin runs along the lower border of the pectoralis major as far as the mammary
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yhiiiil. rn-rivinii tlu' lyin|iliatk's I'mm tlic t'ninl cil' llu' i-lit-st and tlic breast : tiir liiird cliain

is placed alimu tlu- l<i\vtr niaii;in of the ]H)steiii)r wall, to leoeive lyniphaties fnmi the

hiteaiinients of tlie haek. If the i;laiids are aMeete<l in any way, all need not necessarily

be enlarucd. Ijut it would be extremely unusual if only one were picked out. and coinnionly

two or three, or one entii'c wroup, are affected, 'riiercfore axillary swclliiifis due to glandular

enlargement are almost always nuiltiplc and arc situated in the part of the axilla where

glands are normally present. This may i\(it be ((uite accurate when much inflammation

has occurred aromid the glands and they are matted together, as happens with tuberculous

infection : but even then the mass may be felt to be made up of many glands. For the

dilTercntial diagnosis of glandular swellings, see Lyjiph.vtic Gi,.\nd Eni,ar(;i:mi'.nt (p. .i**)).

Primary Tumours of the Axilla are distinctly rare.

J.ijiiiiini IS tin- most conimou. It may attain a large size and extend u|i under the

pectoral nuiseles. II sliouM be diagnosed by its long history, slow growth, deiiniic outline.

and free moliility. When very soft, the tmnour may give the feeling of lluctuation. and

so be mistaken for a chronic tuberculous abscess. The skin wrinkles when one attempts
to raise it away from the tumour.

Ci/.ilir Hi/SroiiHi of the axilla is \cry rare. It is usually congenital. It forms a soft.

Hnctuating. |)ainless swelling, which somcfimes grows rapidly. It may easily be mistaken

for a lipoma.

Priiiiiiii/ Miiliiiiiiuit Tinniiiirs may arise, but are of extreme rarity.

Anciinisin of llic .i.tillarii Artcnj does occur, but is imeonnnon. It is easily neoguized.
because it is eomi)aratively superficial and it gives an expansile ))nlsation, synchronous
with the heart's beat : the veins of the Ibrcarm may be distended on account of pressure

on the axillarv \eiu, and the radial pulse on the aft'ci'tcd side is diminished in size and

delayed. There may be a deiiniic history of local injury, or in cases of apparently

spontaneous aneurvsm there may be signs or symptoms of fungating endocarditis (p. ."{-l.).

SWELLING ON A BONE. It is pnsmncd that tin- swelling has been ascertaiue<l

to be of the bone. inuno\able apart IVom it. and that it is not merely some tumour lying

close to it.

The following mclhnd of examination should be ado])ted : (1) In(|uiry into the

clinical historv. m<ide of onset, duration; (2) Search for the signs (jf inllanunation ;

(3) Evidence as to whether the swelling is a localized projection or insdlves the whole

circumference of the bone; (+) ln\ estigation for involvement of other bones or further

signs of disease, e.g.. tuberculosis, syphilis, rickets, etc. ; (.")) .\ skiagiam should always be

taken if possible : ((>) If a discharge is present, a bacteriological examin;ition should be made.

The various swellings may be classified un<ler the following headings; —

(I.) IiiJKii/ : (II.) Iitfcctirr Dist'iises : (III.) (iiiicrul Discuses, not limited to one

bone ; (I\'.) Tiuiioiirs : (V.) Cijst.i.

I. INJURY.

.\ blow or kick mav give rise to a swelling due to cxtrdvasiilion (if liliiod or serous Ihiid

under the periosttum. This disa])pears rapidly, but may leave a small permanent thick-

ening or node. Su<li a node is found not infreiiuently on the shins of football players.

A fracture (d' lione is followed by the formation <if calltis. which forms a large swelling if

the broken ends do not lie in accurate ap])osition. or if there is too nmeli mo\ement

between them, .\fter four to six weeks the callus begins to be absorbed, and il may
disii4J])ear entirelv ; in most casi-s a small ]jermanent swelling indicates the site ol li;iilurc.

A green-stick fracture may not show any swelling at first, and may be ovcrlooki-d on this

account, being discovered only when the formation of callus draws attention to it.

II. INFECTIVE DISEASES.

These give rise to inflannuatory i-hanucs in bone, the signs of which are more or less

obvious, according to the nature and virulence of the infection. 'J'hese changes have

usually been named according to the chief starting-point (periostitis, osteomyelitis, etc),

thougii they seldom remain contincd to one i)articular |)ait of the bone. In this article

the classification will he made according to the nature of the infecting organism, viz.,

pyogenic (staphylococci and streptococci), tubercle, syijhilis. etc.
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A. With Pyogenic Organisms.
Anilf iiilcclioii may occur thiDUiih wounds or injuries, or via the blood-stream. The

resulting swelling is due to the formation of pus between the periosteum and the bone ;

this may be a localized abscess, or the whole of the periosteum may be stripped off and

the bone lie bare in a basj; of pus. The disease usually occurs in young people, and the

intimate attaclmient of the periosteum at the epii)hyseal lines limits the spread of su|)pura-

tion : in long-standing cases the |)Us may burrow farther and even burst into the joint.

Suppuration is rarely limited to the surface of the bone, but s])reads into the marrow,

causing osteomyelitis ; lymphatic absorpti(jn and se|)tic embolism are liable to give rise

to a general blood-infection and pya>mia.
The signs of inflammation are abundant : the swelling is acutely ])ainfal ami tender,

the skin over it red and (x'dematous, and the constitutional signs of fever are marked. If

the blood is examined, a high leucocytosis will be foimd.

It is important not to mistake eri)tlie»ia tiotldnii))! for this affection : in erythema
nodosum the red swellings are generally multii)le,

l)ilateral, and confined to the shins ; it is rare for

acute osteomyelitis to be bilateral and synnnetrical.

and confined tf) the jiarfs between the knees and

I he ankles.

Climiiif iiifixiioii.
—Such a condition as detailed

al)ove may often become chronic and cause a swell-

ing which may last for months, years, or through
hfc. It' I he pus formed under the periosteum

escapes, either by bursting or through an incision,

sinuses form, and the i)criostemn, in the })rocess of

rejjair. becomes thickened. If during the height of

llie inllammation. a jjortion of the bone has died—
necrosis—this acts as a foreign body, keeps up
intlannnation and supijuration, and great thicken-

ing of all the constituent parts of the bone results

(/''/rt. -iTS). I'sually the diagnosis can be arrived at

without dilliculty. Occasionally, if the inflamma-

tory changes have not been great, and the amount

of necrosis is small and deeply-seated (central

necrosis), a condition resembling a slow-growing

sarcoma may result. If a skiagram is taken it

will be ol)served that the chronic inliammatory

periosteal thickening is added on to or •

ai)plied
"

to the original compact layer of bone, whereas in

the case of .sarcoma, though there may be thicken-

ing and formation of bony or calcareous spicules in

the growth, the compact layer is eaten away (Figs.

•JS:!, -ifSCi. •J.ST. pp. 671. 678). However, this may be

somewhat slender evidence on which to base the dia-

gnosis between so important a condition as sarcoma

and inllannnation. and if doubt arises an incision

sliould be made into the tumour, so that a portion

may be removed for pathological investigation.

B. Tuberculous Disease usually starts in the cancellous tissue of the small bones

of the carpus, tarsus, and i)haliinges. and at the ends of long bones. The inflammatory

changes, wliich are sliglit, give vise to caries of the affected bone : the external signs of

inllannnation are little marked, and it is comparatively rare for any swelling of the bone

to result, though the soft parts around the bone may be swollen considerably.

Tiihirciiloiis (Uiclijlitis (Fig. 270) furnishes an instance in which the disease forms a

periosteal swelling, it is found most often in ([uite young children, and the bones

commonly affected are the metacarjial bones and phalanges of the hand. The affected

digit exhibits a fusiform enlargement, slightly tender, which on rest tends to <limini.sh.

Tuberculous periostitis may develop in any long bone, on the ribs and the humerus most

eonmionly, and it then has to be differentiated from syphilis.

Fig. 27S.—S!u:r-'rain from ;i ra^i.' nt iluunic

periostitis of tlio ulu;i, due to pyoi-'eni.- infection.

[.^kia(ir(im hi/ Dr. Ih"ili Wnlsham.)
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('Iiidiiic liiliirciihiDs ahsccss of hiiti<- (iccurs iiicivl IVccpicntly in the yoiiim hIiiII, iniil

iieiirlv nl\va\s in tlu- articular cxtrirnity (iT a lonn Immic. Ii\ incrcrfiicc in tiic upju'r I'ud

of tlic tibia. Knlarueincnt of llic lionc is I'duiicl mily wiiiii tlu- ul)secss aijpniaclu's the-

surface and involves the jieriostcuni. 'I'lr.' skin llirri linnnics a little red and ledeinatous,

and there is oencrallya small spot that is ex(piisil<ly

tender on firm pressure. It is to he noted tliat

when seconchiry infection with pyoucaiic ori;anisms

occurs—a not infrecpicnt event all the swellings

deserilied under "' acute infection
'"

nia\ result. .\

skiayrani will <;enerally reveal the true condition :

if not. a diagnostic injection of Koch's olil tuhrr-

culiu may lie made, or \cin l'iri|uet's skin reaction

tested.

('. Syphilis in the acipiircd form may liad to

periosteal lliickrmnns in the secondary sta'^c and

the railiiK

tin,.. Til.'

-Ski.

tl,i'

lIlMl

L-M'aiii slio«i

IS iKirnial.

{Skui'intih

In

tluckcni

hun or

iiiHi iiildl

is of the

latilorm

fill. •27:1.
—.Skiai-'lMlll (null :i .:!«' !( t ill 'i-Ji'lllmi'

iliii-tvlitis of tlie liisl nhiiliiii.x i>( llu' imlfX liiiL'tT

uf a' chilli.

{•<l.i,i,ir„iii h„ III-. Iht.t], Wiilsluuii.)

to niunmata in the tertiary. The furmi r L;i\e

rise to excessively tender swellings on (he

surface of the tibia-, clavicles, stermim. ribs, or

skidl. 'I'hcy are <;enerally nuiltiplc, l\v

three olten beino- found on the same bone 'I'hc

patient ciimplains of pain. ]iartieularl\- in bed.

when the extra wtirmth causes fmthcr diltita-

lion of alrctidy inflamed vessels. Helief is

"ixiii almost tit once by jiottissiimi iodide.

Snmctimcs one uf these swclliniis is followed

b\ the formation of compact pcriostetil bone.

i;i\ iim rise to a node which faiies yrtidntilly info

the smroimdinn ptirts. like :t hill risini; gently

ri'oin ;i {ihiin.

(iinnxiald may form localized swclliiiiis. or

mtiy iuNtidc the whole substance of the bone.

ciuisini; osteom\-elitis and <;eneral thickcninj;'

[Fiii. _',s(t). The condition has to be distin-

miishcd from tuberculosis, clironic pvojicnic

infection, tiud stircoma ; such recognition is

arrived at b\ means of the Wassermtinn test.

and the fact thtit autisyiihilitic remedies cause

;i marked and rapid imiirovemcnt. Ditiunosis

bv incision has rarely to he resorted to.

siijiliilis two forms of bony swelling;- are couuiion : {ii) I'criosteal

liones of the vtiult of the skull, ctilleil Parrot's nodes—the hot-cross

~kull
; (b) In new-born infants, epiiihysitis and separation of the

i^ tyiiical syiiliilifif ilisea.se of

1 are iliaLrnosTic of tliiis eunili-

("/ /ir. r. riiurslaii IJvllaii,l.\
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epiplivses. So painful is ;i liinl) thus affer-teil that it is kept motionless, and may be

thought to be paralyzed.
/). Typhoid Fever.—In the course of tliis disease a jieriosteal node or abscess may

I'uini. I'nim the lluid a pure culture of typhoid bacilli may be obtained perhajis for a

long time after the fever. The nodes by no means always break down into pus.

III. GENERAL DISEASES NOT LIMITED TO ONE BONE.

Rickets.—The ordinary form is well known, and can hardly be confused with any
other disease.

SciiiTii-iickcts is ([uite distinct from rickets. It arises generally in infants mider
twelve months old. wlio have been fed too exclusively on artificial foods or ])reserved milk.

The disease therefore is more common among the cliildren of the rich than the poor. The
child is often brought to the doctor on account of the sudden appearance of an exceedingly
]iainful swelling of a long Ijone. such as the femur. The swelling may fluctuate, and yield

on aspiration blood-stained fluid. Spon-
taneous fracture is liable to occur. The

diagnosis is indicated by the fact that the

child is anemic, and has spongy gums and

liu-morrhages from the mucous membranes.
Tlie condition is most likely to be confused

with acnte suijpurative periostitis and trau-

matic fracture.

Osteitis Deformans (see Figs. 03. 04, p.

l.'i.i) is a senile disease, very chronic, and
characterized by thickening, lengthening,
and bending of the bones. The whole

osseous system may be affected, but atten-

tion is first drawn to the disease by thicken-

ini> of the tibiic and forward bending of tlie

knees, and by enlargement of the head. In

the rare event of one bone only being
affected, it may be confused with syphilitic

osteitis, and only be recognized on the

failure of antisyphilitic remedies and by the

subsequent involvement of other bones. The

patient suffers from neuralgic pains, and in

the later stages from dyspn(i?a. In such

cases death sometimes occurs from the

develo])ment of multi])le sarcomata of the

bones.

Acromegnlji (Fig. 110. jj. 'i.'iT) is described

on p. 237.

LcoiiUasis Osseti.—In this disease there is general overgrowth of the cranial and facial

bones, and one of the chief symptoms may be the fact that the patient has to get progres-

sively increasing sizes of hats.

.Swellings of bones associated with diseases of joints may be found in gout, osteo-

(ii-t/n-iiis, and pulmoiiiiri/ liypertropliir osteo-aiilirtijiiillii/. (See Joint.s, Affix'tions of,

p. :i5i,)

IV. TUMOURS.

These are innocent and malignant. Innocent tumours as a whole are characterized

by their long history, slow growth, localized jirojection. and the al)sence of all signs of

inflammation.

Varieties of Innocent Tumours.
OstciDiKi or e.rnstdsis is the connnonest form (Fig. 281). The usual site is in the

neighbourhood of the epiphyseal line of a long bone, particularly the lower end of the

femur ; the tumour is capjied with cartilage, and often surmounted by an adventitious

bursa containing lluid.

Fig. isl.—Skini^raiu of a coinnion variety of criMcollou.^

exo>to?is of tlie fuimir.

(.S7.-(o;/mm hi/ fir. llii'ih W'llsJinin.)
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/';.;. -Js-J.-.-k,

111.' liItU im'tiu

fi.l^. JS4, -JMl.

r[i;il I'oiii'. (()iii|i:in:' with
>7. lOiirliotulroiiia ;iii'I sai-

:.! iinliki- ill ski;iL'nini~.

'„i„ I'll hr. llH.il, iViilsliiUi, )

Fihfditiiild i;rii

Till' uiimial plialanx oC the ureat tm' is amillicr iMimnum siti- l<ir a Miiiilar liiiiiour.

wliich pushes up the nail ami may he very paiiil'iil if onlinars- hi»it>- are wuru. .MuUiple

exostoses are iml uiii- unniim. and t)iev may he heii'ih-

tary. Diajiiiosis ean he made at onee l)y means ni' a.

skiagram, and witli this aid it can he seen thai the

sweUint; is eonipiiseil of cancellous tissue ennlinnnus

with that of the hone. A spurious osteoma rna\ arise

hy ossilicatioii of a tendon or hy an extension oC the

ridfjc into wliieli tlie tendon is inserted, tlie eonditidu

Iteiu"' ii'enerallv e(insii|ueiit on some injiu'v av repealed

strain, as in tlie ease of horse riders, who are apt to

develoj) one on the inner as|)ect of the knee: ancithir

example is the spur that is apt to form im the under

surface of the <is ealeis at the posterinr en<l iif the loni;

plantar lijiament. uisinj; rise to nuieh disc'iimlurt and

even acute ])ain helow the heel iu walkiuu. A skiai^iain

may he re(|uireil in estahlishinu the diayiKisis with

certainty (/<'//,'. l.s.">. p. tWl).

Ivorv exostoses mav he found on the flat hones ol

the skull. oi- iu the auditory meatus growinu from the

])etrous Ijone, or eausiiii; unilateral exophthalmos if

sprinsiing from the orhital plate of the frontal hime di-

the walls of the IVnutal simis.

Clionilriiimild mav uniw from any hone. They are

most comuKinly multiple, alleetiufi the phalaiiiics anil

metacarpal hones of the hand {Fis,. -JS'.'). The result

is increasini; deformity, with pain and ulceration nf the

skin.

Iidin the lilirous tissue nf the

peiidstium, hut are rare except in the fiiini of

an epulis of (he jaw. (.See Sx\ [.i,i,iN(. or iiii-;

.1 \\\ . I,()\vi:ii. fi. («s;{.)

lJ/ioni<il(i are extremely rare. They ^row
Ircim the outer laser nf the ijerinstemn.

Malignant Tumours may dccur either pri-

maiil\ (sareiima). or secondarily hy nietasfasis

or hy invasion (sarcon)a anil C'areinonia).

I'rridslciil .smrviniild are of so many typi-s.

anil of such varying degrees of malignancy, that

it is a ilillieult task to lay down an\- rule as to

their eharaeteristies. The softei' their coii-

sistencN and the nearer they approach to the

cmhrsonie l\pe of the tissue, the more malig-

nant they are : the nearer they reach llie fully-

formed tissues and contain cartilage, hone, oi-

lihrous tissue, the slower growing and less

maliguaut lhe\- are. .\ typical C'ase may he

rei)resenteil as a ra])idly growing tumour,

generally ahout the end of a long hone (/''/;,'.

•_*.s;>). It is not usually ])ainful. and the signs of

local inllamniation and general fever arc little

markid, or ahsent. The iiatient is conuuonly a

\ouiig adult, who often gives a history of injury

to the |)ait. and may lose weight and strength

hefore actual cachexia sets in. The veins over

the swelling hccome promintiit, the lymphatic

Fi(/. ;s.i.—sid:iL'iaiii ot !i
juTiosti-ai

sirconia ol glands enlarged, and metastases hy the hlood-

(.«„,;„',',« 'dlri-- H,.(,i. wahham.) Stream occur early, especially in the lungs. It
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has to be

a jiicce ol

]ii'c|)areil.

iistinu'nisheil from chronic and syi)liilitio periostitis. If a skia»'rani is insiilliciint,

the tumour may have to be excised, deealcifierl, and a microscopic section from it

Tills form of sarcoma is tlie worst possible, and seeing that amputation does
not cure, and often does not prolong life,

this extreme resource may be delayed
where either gumma or chronic perios-
titis is still a possible diagnosis.

Eiulosiecil or nu/cloid surconiata are

of much slower growth : so slow are

they that sonic jiathologists arc inclined

to denote them as benign tumours.

They are prone to affect the ends of

the long bones, particularly the lower

end of the femur, the upper end of the

tibia, the upper end of the humerus, the

lower end of the radius (Figs. 284. 280,

'287), the sternal end of the clavicle,

and the upper jaw (malignant epulis).

Attention is first called to the part by
])aiu ; then a more or less imiform

i-'i'i. "^^4.—Sk];ii:r;iiii of an e.irty inyetoid sarfoTna of the lower
end of the radius. This lii^iire and Fujs. -Jso, 287 slionlil lie

compared witli /'(';;• -S-, widcli sliows tliat encliondronia and
sarcoma are not distini^uisliable by .r-rays alone.

swelling a])])rars. This is at first bony hard, and ouIn

as the shell of bone yields does softening occur, or

crackling on pressure. The lymphatic glands are not

enlarged, and metastases do not occur. In the early

stages, diagnosis has to be made from rheumatism and
chronic abscess, and later from chronic o.steomyclitis and

periosteal sarcoma : it is easily made by the aid of .I'-rays

as a rule, but it Is most important not to mistake the

callus that is jjroduced after fraetiu'e for a sarcoma :

this mistake Is not always obviated even by the use of

the .T-rays, unless the latter reveal the line of fiacture as

well as the callus around It.

Sarcoma may also invade the bones from outside,

having started in the subcutaneous or dccjier soft tissues

outside the bone (Fig. 28.5).

Carcinontn is always secondary (Fig. 62, p. 152).

S(|uamous-celled carcinoma may spread to the tibia from
an epithcliomatous ulcer of the leg, or to the jaw from

the lip or Hoor of the mouth. It is mostly spheroidal-
celled carcinoma which infects bone by metastatic

growths, particularly from the bi'cast or from the thyroid i

be found, but this is rarely discovered until attention Is

fracture.

Fig. 2S.0.—Skiagram of a sarcoma of

radius and ulna : tlie growtli surrounds
tlie bones and is eatini? into tliem : it was
uotjirimarily a tioiiegrowtli. Male. a;ie 28.

('^L-Ui{/nim hy Dr. ('. Tlmrslail Holiumt.)

land. A swelling of bone may
called to it by a spontaneous
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V. CYSTS.

Blond ci/st.f are found in desfneratini;' sar«)niata.

Ili/ddliil (7/.s7\ ail' unconiniiin in this conntrv. They affect tlie diaphyscs iif the long

bones, coinerting Ihe shaft into a thin-wallccl tnlic. wliieli undergoes spDiilanenus fraeture.

Fi'^. *J8(i.—Ski:li5rain t^ivitit; tlie aiitero-po.sterior view ot

a myeloid sarconiii of tin? lower eiul of tlie nidias. Tin' L'lowrli

is at a later stage tliaii tliac de[iicte<l in Fij. 2S4.

Fi<h -JsT shou^ rlie saiiit' L'niwcli as Fi'j.

'Jiti, hut >eeri from tlie hirer il :i-T|iei;t.

{Sl:nt'fni//i'i li'j lir^ llfujli WnUliiini.)

They would hardly be sus|)eete(l unless tlicn- wen- known hydatid disease elsewhere,

especially in the liver (p. :{?."> |.

Cysts of the jaw or (Iciiliilrrous ii/sts. are considered in the article on Swelling of

THE LowFH Jaw (p. (is:!). f.'cori'c /;. (Jiisk.

SWELLING OF THE FACE.--In this article are include.l only swellings of Ihe skin

and subeutaiieons tissues. .Malignant ;iud other diseases of the faiial hones, etc., are

considered under .Swki.i.inc ok the J.\w (p. (i8a), and Swellixo on a Honi'. (p. (>(>?).

Swelling of the Salivary (ii.AXDs is discussed on p. (i94. Contusions and injuries to the

face are so obvious that they need no mention. The ri-niaining swellings will he classilied

as (1) Xoii-hifl/ii/iiii/iliir!/ : and (2) Iiifliniiiiiiilnrii.

Non-Inflammatory Swellings.

llciiiil mill Ciin/iiir (Kilniin.— If the whole face is puffy and the eyeli<ls arc (edematous,

the urinary and cardiac systems arc to be examined for disease. l-'or swelling due to

iilj.stiiiiiiiiii of llir siijii'iior iciia cava by mediastinal librosis. aneurysm, or new growth, see

OEde:via (]]. HI), and \'eins. \'aricose TliuitACic (p. T.jD).

Aiigioiicniolic (KikiiKi is a disease characterized by the occurrcnec. sometimes

periodical, of local (edematous swellings, more or less limited in extent and of t lansient

duration. It is not eonlined to the face, but the eyelid is a eonuiion situation (Fi!>. ITS.

]). 41:;). and also the lips and cheek. It may lie simulated closely by iirliriin'a following

the taking of lish or pork : or a somewhat similar etiect iiroduced by some drugs, notably

by as|jirin in certain patients.

Tumours are not common. They may be libroiiia. lil la. e|iithelionKi. or sebaceous

cyst.
D 43
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Inflammatory Swellings.—Often the cause is obvious : for instance, a boil, cnrbunde,
or siippiiriiliiii' iioinid ; or the •

blubber-lips
"

that result from chronic li/mplifiiiailis.

Ei/jsipcins is prone to occur on the face. It is marked by a vivid red oedematous

swelling, associated with fever. The redness tends to spread, the edges being raised and
well defined from the healthy skin. The oedema may be continuous, or it may disappear
in one place and re-ap]jcar in another. In the very severe cases the fever is high, rigors
occur (Fig. 245. p. .568), the cuticle may be raised in blebs, and sloughing may ensue.

Alveolar Abscess and Denial Caries are fertile sources of facial swelling, also abscess in

the nasal sinuses, (See Swelling of the Jaw, p. (i83.)

Anllinix chiefly affects operatives in wool anri horse-hair factories and workers of raw
hides. The disease is characterized by the formation of a vesicle, which bursts, forms a

.scab, and then becomes surrounded by a ring of vesicles, and around this is an area of

oedema. The diagnosis is made by tlic microscope. .\ drop of lluid from one of the vesicles

contains large, square-ended. Gram-staining bacilli, which have a characteristic growth
on culture media.

J'ficeinia.—.\n accidental infection about the face may be mistaken for an anthrax

))ustule. If in(|uiry into tlie attendant circumstances is not sullicient to exclude the graver
disorder, a l)acteriol()gical examination should be made.

Priniarji Si/phililii Sore, if found on the face (Fig. 23. p. TH), is generally situated on
the upper lip. It is not so indurated as when on the glans penis, but the surrounding
oedema is more marked, and the neighbouring lymi)hatic glands are considerably enlarged.
The condition is often missed because it is not expected. An absolute diagnosis can be

made by finding the spiroclurtje in the serum discharged from tlie ulcer (Plate XXVIII,
Fig. J, p, 614), and by Wassermann's test.

Insect Bites—from mosquitoes, gnats, bees, etc.—often cause large, lumpy, irritating

swellings. The only dilliculty in diagnosis is wlun lliev becomi' infected with ])yogenic

organisms.
The various skin diseases which may be associated with swelling of the face are con-

sidered imder PiSTii.ES (|). 3.57): Vesicles ([). 7.5:5): Wheals (j). 771): Etc.

George E. Gask.

SWELLING, FEMORAL.— By the femoral region is meant Scarpa's triangle. It

is very easy to define on pa])er what is a femoral swelling, but in a fat patient it may be

very difficult. The two great landmarks which, with care, can always be made out, how-
ever fat the patient, are the spine of the ])ubes and the anterior su])erior spine of the ilium :

a line joining these two points and curving slightly downwards separates the inguinal from
the femonil region, and indicates Poupart's ligament. Mistakes are often made, especially
in fat i)Cople, because a horizontal crease in the thigh which lies below—sometimes as much
as two inches below— is mistaken for the ligament. The tirst point in making the diagnosis
is to decide dehnitely that the swelling is femoral, and then to decide its nature.

It may be obvious at once what the swelling is : for instance, a well-marked acute

abscess, with redness and a?dema of the skin and an undoubted source of infection, such

as a sore toe : or, a rare occurrence, an aneurysm of the femoral artery, showing expansile

pulsation. Supposing, however, the signs are not so clear, the various conditions may be

classed broadly under two heads: (1) Suellings that are redneilile and give an impalse on

coughing : (2) Hivellings thai are irrvdacible and do not give an impalse on coughing.
Reducible Swellings with an Impulse are : (a) Femoral hernia—reducible :

(b) Saphcna varix : (c) Psoas abscess. All these give an impulse on coughing ; are, or may
be, reducible on i)ressurc ; may disappear on lying down and reappear on standing. How
then is one to distinguisli between them ?

(a). Femoral Hernia (reducible).—The sex of the patient is no real guide, for though it

is more common to find a femoral hernia in a woman than in a man, this is not sufficient

to fjase the diagnosis on. Before puberty it is rare in either sex. A femoral hernia leaves

the abdomen througli the femoral canal and turns directly forward, forming a tumour in

the upper and inner part of the femoral region : then, following the line of least resistance.

it turns u|)wards. extending often above PoU])arfs ligament, thus simulating an inguinal
hernia. More rarely, the hernia extends downwards along the femoral vessels. Its course

must be remembered in attcm])ting to discover whether the swelling is reducible. If it

is large and contains intestine it will be resonant, and a gurgling may he heard or felt on
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reduction, di.stinouishiii<i- it at oiu'c fnun all otlier IV-iiii>ral swellings. If it is reduced and

the finger held over the femoral aperture, the hernia will he felt projected forcibly against

tile linger when the ])atient is asked to cough. If a swelling is eoni])laine(l of, and none is

found even on standing and straining, it is suggestive of femoral hernia with only occasional

descent, and the patient should be examined at another time after exercise.

(/)). Saplii'iiii f'ari.r is a localized dilatation of the saphenous vein at the sa])henous

opening, immediately before it joins the femoral vein. It may easily be confovmded with

a femoral hernia, for it forms a swelling in the ordinary ])osition of a femoral hernia, it

disappears on lying down, reappears on standing, and gives an im])ulse on coughing. A
little care, however, should sullice to distinguish the two. The impulse is (|uite different—
in a saphena varix it is more in the nature of a thrill, such as may be felt in a varicocele

or in big varicose \eins in the leg. If. while the patient is standing, a linger is pressed on

the swelling, it collapses gradually, and as the finger is withdrawn the swelling follows,

regaining its shape like an air-ball, whereas a hernia comes out with a |iiip. .\ saphena
varix is almost always associated with varicose veins in the leg. though, owing to the

persistence of valves, none may show between the knee and Scarpa's triangle.

(('). PfiOfifi ^-Ihnrcss.—The need to differentiate between this and the two conditions

mentioned above exists only when the abscess has extended from the iliac region, has

passed under Pouparfs ligament and the femoral vessels, and is pointing in the inner part
of Scarpa's triangle. There is an impulse on coughing an<l the swelling is reilucible : but

another swelling is to be found above Poupart's ligament, and fluctuation is to be obtained

between the two. Conclusive jiroof can be found by an examination of the liaek. This

should be made with the patient standing an<l the whole length of the back and the hips

exposed. .\n undoubted angular kyphotic curve may be seen at once, or, if that is not

present, there mav l)e rigidity and impaired movement denoting some disease on the

anti-ricir surfaces iit the hddies nf the Nerlehric.

Irreducible Swellings without Impulse: ('/) I'mmral hernia -irnihieible : (//) Lym-

phatic glands -
inllannnatory or malignant ; (c) I'limary tumours lipoma, libnima,

.sarcoma ; (d) Ketopie testis.

(a). Femoral Hernia.—The irn ilu<-ibilit\ may be accounted tor in four ways :

(i) Strangulation: (ii) .V juece of ouuiitum ailherent to and |)lugging the neck; (iii) .\n

empty sac. but a mass of extraperilmual fat round it : (i\) .V hydrocele of the sac.

If strangulation has occurred there will be the signs of intestinal obstruction, viz.,

\ limiting anil constipation. It must be remembered that the swelling may be but a small

line, and when the patient is very fat it may be missed.

It is usual to lind around the sac of a femoral hernia a quantity of exi raperitoneal fat,

e\en in a thin person, and it is iphte impossible In say without dissection whether the

swelling is due to a plug of omentum inside the sac or lo a eolleetion of fat outside it.

-\ hydrocele may be formed as a result of a long-standing hernia into which there has

been no descent of bowel or omentum, and in which the conuiiunicatiiui with the general

peritoneal cavity has become constricted or closed. The sac may thcji become cystic and

filled with fluid. The feeling of fluctuation may be obtained in the swelling, though it is

often only on dissection that the exact nature of the condition is re\ialed. It is to be

noted that in all cases of hernia the swelling is single, and that though it may be

movable in some directions, it is always tied down by its neck to the aperture of the

femoral canal.

(b). EtiUirgcil Cliiiiils may l)e : (!) Inllammatory : (ii) Malignant (sec p. .'!,sl).

Chronically inflamed glands nia\ be hard to diflerentiate from a small irreducible

femoral hernia. The whole limb is to be examined to see whether there is any possible somce

of infection, and the whole patient to see whether there is a general eiflargement of the

glands, as in lymi)hadenoma. The chief distinguishing feature between the two conditions

is that femoral hernia forms only one swelling, whilst it is very rare for only one gland in its

group to be ])icked out by an infecting agent, and not the others. Therefore, if there is

more than one swelling the chances are that these arc glands. Perchance both conditions'

are i)resent. a femoral hernia and enlarged glands : a very dillieult combination unless the

femoral hernia happens to be reducible or gives an impulse on coughing. In such a case

an attempt should be made to feel the neck of the sac rumiing uj) to the femoral canal.

((). Primarti AVic Gruzcths are rare in this situation. They may be lipoma, fibroma,
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or sarcoma. The innoctnt tumours are noted for their free mobihty in all directions. A

primary sarcoma is diagnosed rather by exclusion and by its malifinant characteristics.

(d). Ectopic Testis.—One of the places into which a testis may be drawn abnormally

is Scarpa's triangle, which it reaches by passing over Pouparfs ligament. The facts that

the swelling has the shape of the testis, though generally smaller than normal, and that the

corresponding lialf of the scrotum is empty, make the diagnosis easy.

Mention may be made here of those swellings which are neither truly femoral nor truly

inguinal, but betwixt and between, and bulge Pouparfs ligament forwards. They are

generally dee|). and on that account obscure. They may be due to :
—

1. Distention of the hip-joint, as in tuberculous disease of the hip.

2. Distention of the bursa between the tendon of the ilio-psoas muscle and the capsule

of the hip-joint. If large, the swelling may be quadrilateral in shape, and owing to its

sensitiveness to pressure the leg is kept in the position of greatest ease, i.e., slightly flexed,

abducted, and externally rotated. It is often difficult to distinguish from psoas abscess

or from distention of the hip-joint, with which, indeed, it often communicates. Diagnosis

may be aided by |)uncturing the swelling with an aspirating needle.

3. Osteo])hytic outgrowths from the acetabulum in osteo-arthritis of the hip-joint.

4. A parametric abscess. fuorfir E. Go.vA-.

SWELLING IN THE ILIAC FOSSA (LEFT).- For the general method of examina-

tion. com|)are Swei.i.inc^ in rni: Iliac Fossa (HumT).

Swellings connected with Structures normally present in the Left Iliac Fossa.

The Siiiiniiid Fleaiire cannot be felt normally. It becomes palpable as a cylindrical

swelling if distended with ftcces ; or if it is thickened, as it may be in chronic ulcerative

colitis or congenital dilatation of the colon.

Careiiiniiia of the Siaimiid.—Next to the rectum the sigmoid colon is the most common

seat of cancer in the bowel. If of the scirrhous or ring type no lump may be felt, and the

condition may not be discovered until intestinal obstruction has svi|)ervened. When infil-

trating the bowel widely, and especially when the tumour is undergoing colloid degeneration,

a swelling forms which is most evident on bimamial examination after the bowels have

been well cleared by enemata. If a lump can be felt in the sigmoid Hexiue of a middle-

aged patient, the strong probability is that it is a carcinoma, and whether there are other

clinical signs or not. the diagnosis should be made sure by actual inspection of the swelling

by meansOf the sigmoidoscope, or even through an abdominal incision. It may be simu-

lated by subacute inflammatory changes around an acquired ])ouch or diverticulum of

the colon—dii-erth idilis ; this sometimes subsides by itself, and the course of the case serves

to exclude carcinoma ; more often the symptoms call for operation, and the diagnosis is

made by laparotomy.

Enlarged Lympltatic (Hands.—T]u- glands forming a chain round the external iliac

vessels may be swollen as the result of pyogenic infection, which has spread up through

the femoral lymphatics or from secondary deposit of some malignant growth starting either

in the leg. tlie external genitals, or the pelvis. The enlargement is seldom very great ;

the source of infection is usually obvious.

Aiieini/sw of the K.rteiiKil Ilirie Arleii/ is very rare. It is recognized at once by its

expansile pulsations.

Swellings connected with Structures not normally present in the Left Iliac Fossa.^

These may be : Swellings coming down from above, extending ujjwards from the pelvis,

or pushing forward from behind.

Stvellings coming do'ccn from above.—The Spleen, if nnich enlarged, may reach e\en as far

as the left iliac fossa. It is recognized by its rounded margin, and the notch on the inner

edge. (See Spleen, ENL.\nGEMENT of the, p. 628.) A kidney, if freely movable, may be

dis])laced as far as the pelvis ; on rare occasions it becomes fixed there by inflammation.

For swellings extending up from the pelvis and those pushing up from behind, see

the article on Sweli.ixc; ix the Ill\c Foss.\ (Hicut). (ieorgc E. Gash.

SWELLING IN THE ILIAC FOSSA (RIGHT).—It is not always easy to say whether

there is or is not a iletinite swelling in the right iliac fossa, for it may be only small and
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(lci-|i, or l)c iiKiskcil liy aliiii)iiiinal riiiidily iir lilt. In all (ases a cairfiil iiis|)ci-liuii (iC the

ahdonicii is first to he made, the i)atient lyiii|i on the back witli the whole of the abdomen
and the lower thorax exposed. Most mistakes result from want of a ciimplete examiiiatioii,

which cannot l)e made through a tiny gap in the clothes. Before even touchinji the

abdomen, much may be made out by the use of the eyes, and the jioints to observe are :

(1) The presence or absence of an obvious tumour: (2) Whether the abdominal muscles

move freely : (-i) Tbc conformation, etc.. of the tumour. shouM one be present, and

whether it moves on respiration.

Palpation is then to be employed, and this method will go a long way to elucidate

the complaint, for it will be recognized at once whether there is a well-delined swelling,

such as a carcinoma of the ca'cum : or an incklinitc swelling, such as is common in

appendicitis. Distention with winil or an accumulation of ficccs may cause a considerable

swelling, but any doubt as to these may be cleared up by administering an enema. If

the swelling persists, the questions that arise are : is it connected with one of the structures

normally present in the right iliac fossa, especially the c;ecum or the appendix ; is it springing

from the bone : is it arising from some organ invading this space, for instance the uterus

or its appendages, the right ovary, or the bladder ; or from some structure displaced down-

wards such as the gall-bladder, stomach, or right kidney ?

A.—.Swi.i.i.iNcs CoNNi.i Ti:i> wrru SrnrcrrHKs Xokmam.v I*iti".si'.NT

i\ Tin; Kiiiiri Iliac Fossa.

The Appendix.—Appeiiilicilis is so ccjinmon that it is put lirst. Most uell-marked

attaek.s of appendicitis are associated at some period with a swelling, tlioui;li in the acutcst

and gravest forms the latter may be absent. The appendix itself, even if swollen and

thickened, can rarely be felt by palpating the abilomcn, and the swelling is due to paralytic

distention of the ca'cnm. local (edema, or the torm:ition ofan abscess. The chief indications

of appendicitis are : pain, ten<lerncss. local rigidity, and swelling in the right iliac fossa,

associated with a furred tongue, vomiting, constipation, an increase of the pulse-rate, and

a rise of temperature. Usually there is also diminished muscular movement in the lower

part, or it mav be over the whole, of the abdomen. .\ny nii>vement is i)ainl'ul, anil in order

to relax the tension the patient lies with the right leg drawn up. A rectal examination

should be made, for a bulging abscess may be felt by this route. Micturition is frci|iiently

abnormal, with a tendency to be cither painful or unduly freijuent. A leucocyte count

is of great service, for in almost every case of acute appendicitis the number of white cells

is increased.

Tuberculosis of the Caecum or of the Lymphatic Glands in the neighbourhood of

the Cacum. This is not nearly so common as appendicitis, but is not so rare as is often

imagined, and when it does occur it is tVcipicntly mistaken for ap])endicitis : it may be

only after the abdomen has been opened that the mistake is discovered. The glands

become enlarged and iiainl'iil. and there may be some local jicritonitis over them which

makes the diagnosis very cliirKult. I'sually there is some other tuberculous focus about

the patient, es])ecially in the lungs, which should be examined with particular care, the

,i'-rays and sinitum analysis not being omitted. If doubt exists recourse may be had to a

diagnostic injection of Koch"s old tuberculin, ami I he opsonic index may be taken both

bcl'oie and after abdominal massage. Von Piri|uct's test is not very trustworthy.

Actinomycosis starting in the caecum and appendix is another inflammatory condition

which may cause a swelling and give the signs of a chronic abscess. The diagnosis can

only be made with certainty liy an incision and the timling in the jnis of the characteristic

yellowish granules (occasionally black -the gunpowder variety), and the recognition under

the microscope that these granules are formed of a (Jram-staining streptothiix (PUdi-

x.w III p. (u t).

Carcinoma of the Caecum gives rise to a swelling which occasions lew symptoms,
unless the jiassage of fa-ees is affected and intestinal obstruction results. It is important,

however, from the jxiint of view of treatment that an early diagnosis be made. The presence

of a iioii-intlammatory swelling of long standing in the right iliac fossa, with a history of

wasting, is very suggestive of a carcinoma, and early recourse should be had to tin- only

sure diagnostic method, namely, laparotomy. Very rarely is there passage of IHiiod or

mucus b\- the bowel to hell) one.
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Intussusception usually occurs in children, especially during the latter half of the

first year of life, and its presence is indicated by the signs of intestinal obstruction, namely,

vomiting and constipation, and l)y the ])assage of blood and mucus by the rectum. The

intussusceptcd ijortion may be jjaljiable. and in some cases it lies in the right iliac fossa,

though more frec|uently in the right hypochondrium. Chronic intussusception may also

cause a swelling which generally baflles diagnosis, and is commonly mistaken for an

enlarged kidney.

Aneurysm of the Iliac Arteries is very rare, but it is generally easy of diagnosis by
reason of the expansile puhation of the tumour.

B.—Swellings Connected with Strvctiuks not Noh.mally Prksknt

IN THE Right Iliac Fossa.

These may be : Swellings coming down from above, swellings extending upwards
from the pelvis, or swellings puslijng forward from behind.

Swellings coming down from above.

Tlic liver, or an enlarged or abiKJiinal lobe of tlie liver—Riedel's lobe (j). ;i(J(i)—is some-

times very deceptive. The facts that there are few symptoms, that the mass moves on

respiration and is continuous with the liver, and that there is no intervening area of

resonance between it and the liver, should assist the diagnosis : but cases are not

infrequently mistaken for enlargement of the gall-bladder. A suppimiting gall-bladder

has been opened in the right iliac fossa under the mistaken diagnosis of appendix abscess,

for there is often no jaundice in these cases. Laparotomy may be the only means of

certain diagnosis.

The kidiKij. if unduly movable, may lie displaced and come to lie in the right iliac

fossa. It is recognized l)y its shajje and free mobility. A tumour of the kidney or a large

hydro- or pyo-nephrosis may also invade the np]ier jjart of this fossa.

Carcinoma of the Slomacli—with extreme distention of the stomach. It is a surprising

fact that the stomach may be so distended as to enable the pylorus to lie in the right iliac

fossa. The history of copious vomiting, the wasting, the distention of the .stomach, and

examination with the a-rays after the administration of bismuth make the diagnosis easy.

Swellings extending upwards from the Pelvis, and attached to the uterus and

its appendages, lan usually lie felt (lipping into th<' pelvis ; vaginal and rectal examinations

will assist the diagnosis ; and there are symptoms, such as disturbances of menstruation,

indicating their nature. Such swellings might be a hirge /ihraid of Ike uterus, a laterally-

pliieed ovarian cyst, pregnanci/. an idisccss extending from the broad ligament, or a jiouch

of a bladder distended from oljstruetion to the urethra.

It happens not infretiuently that there may he dillieulty in determining between an

inflamed apiiendix and an enlarged and tender ovary, particularly when the attacks of

pain are coincident with the menstrual periods. These generally turn out to be due to the

apiiendix. though both may be imiilicated. the appendix having become adherent to the

ovary or tube.

Pijosalpinx is easily confused with ajipendix abscess : the fact that it is associated

with vaginal discharge, or is sul)se(|uent to jiarturition, puts one on the right track.

Vaginal examination is essential in these eases.

Swellings pushing forward from behind.

These may be solid, such as .sarcoma or cliondroma of the pelvic bones. Here the tumour

will be immovable apart from the pelvis, and a skiagram makes the condition clear. If

the swelling is fluid it may depend on suppurative osteomyelitis of the ilium ; or on a tuber-

culous affection of the ilium, either ])rimary. or secondary to hip or saero-iliac joint disea.se ;

or on luberculosis, necrosis, or suppuration of the lundjar vcrtebrcr.

If the swelling cannot lie attributed to any of the causes mentioned above, it is to be

remembered that a wandering organ, such as a spleen or kidney, may find its way into the

right iliac fossa. Rarities such as hydatid cysts of the peritoneal cavity are met with so

.seldom that they merit no more than mention. Grmgc E. (lask.

SWELLING, INGUINAL.—A variety of swellings may appear in the groin, and be

very difficult to differentiate. The following are some of the most important :
—

(1) Enlarged glands: (a) inguiiuil : (li) femoral : (c) iliac. (2) Abscess, acute or chronic.
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i'S) Hcniiii : ((!} '\u<^ninn\ : (/y) fi'morul : (c) nliliiriitiir. (i) Heidi iicd Irsliilc. (:>) II/iilriHrlc.

{(')) TiiUKiiiis (if till' null or roiniil Uslaniciil. (7) Amuriism niul nllirr viisriiliir sivclliiiiin.

(8) Snv firir.illi^. (!») Distciiilfd psoas biirsn miil olliir ciisls.

1. Enlarged Glands.—There are two cliicl' i;nni|)s of glands in the iiniin. The most

eoniinonlv mH'ccUcI ari' tlie inguinal, whieli lie in the sul)eutane(>us tissues about Poupart's

ligament, ami drain the external genitals, the amis, tlie umbiliens, the lower jiarts of the

abdomen aii<l baek. the buttock and the upper tliird of the thigh. The femoral glands

rfst below tlie saphenous o])ening and drain I lie lower limb below the upper thinl of the

thigh. It nuis-t 4»e remembered, however, that the lyniiihatie ilrainage is somewhat erratic,

so that a sore toe may sometimes induce enlargement of an inguinal gland only. The ilinr

glands drain the inguinal and femoral set. and eonse(|Uently often enlarge seeomlarily to

these : but they also eomimuiieate freely with the abdominal lymphatics and may become

infected from them.

Enlarged glands in the groin are nearly always nuiltiplc. and usually subcutaneous,

so that they are easy to recognize as glands : but a solitary one adherent to the saphenous

opening may be almost impossible to disti?iguisli from an irreducible omental femoial hernia

or a hydrocele of a hernia sac.

The iliac glands just above Pouparts ligament are more dillieult to |)alpate. Iiecause

they lie deei) to the abdominal nniscles. but their enlargement is generally secondary to

disease of the superficial glands, and this dftcn gi\cs the key to the diagnosis ol an obscure

swelling in this region.

Sotiic I'diises of Kiilai-iifiiiciil of the (Iruiii (ilaiiils.- (ii) .Mechanical or chemical irritation :

(b) Septic infection, for instance from genital sores or from sores on the toes or legs ; (e)

Tubercle : (</) Syphilis : (c) Other specific <liseascs, such as rubella an<l bubonic plague ;

(/) Lym])ha(lenonia : {g) Lymphatic leukainia : (/() .Malignant diseases : secondary

carcinoma : secondary or ])rimary sarcoma,

((;). The glands become slightly enlarged and tender as a result of the iiifiliiiniiiil

irritation of a truss, and more freiiucntly the liitcs of parasites such as the Peiliriiliis piil/is.

The glands generally remain movable, and they rarely sup]inrate.

{!>). Septic iiifertion may follow insect bites: but more eonunoidv a septic sore or

recent scar can be discovered upon examination of the area drained by the glands. Septic

glands either soon subside or cease to be tender after the removal of the source of infection,

or thev enlarge rapi<ll\ . become adherent, and suppurate within three or four weeks of

their first enlargement.

((•). This, and the amount of inllammalion of the skin o\er them, distinguishes septic

from liiliereiihiiis glands which do not snp|iurate for some months, and then with but little

inflanunatorv reaction. Kpitheliomatous glands may suppurate towards tin- <nd.

((/). The true sjniliilitic glaiiil is hard, movable, and only moderately enlarged, and the

existence of the indurated chancre usually makes the diagnosis easy. The Spirorliivta

palliilii may be detected, or Wasscrmanns scrum test may be jjositive : but a negative

reaction is not conclusive. It must not be forgotten that, as an apjiarcTitly soft sore (septic)

may later become hard and definitely syiihilitic : therefore suppuration of a Ijnbo does not

disprove syphilitic infection. Instances of mixed infection by sepsis and syphilis are fairly

common.

( /). In lipiipUaileiionia the groin glands arc rarely affected alone, and the smooth, soft

enlargement of manv glands without signs of inflaimnation. associateil with increasing

ana-mia and intermittent ]jyrexia (Fig. 2tT. |i. .')7(l). makes the diagnosis fairly easy.

The spleen may be affected at the same timi'.

ig). Hlood examination will L:i\e ]ialliognomonic results in cases of lymphatic

leukainia (ji. J.j).

(//). Miiligiiiiiil disease of the groin glands is nearly always epithcliomatons. and

secondary to a primary e|)ithelioma of the skin or mucous membrane in the area drained

by the glands. The primary growth, especially at the anus, may be very small, anil the

patient may be unaw-arc of its existence. The other main i)oints in distinguishing epitheli-

oniatous glands are their exceeding hardness ; their progressive but slow growth ; their

early adhesion to the deep fascia and skin ; and the amoimt of pain to which they give

rise without signs of inflammation. Late in the disease they may siippurate or slough.

with severe haemorrhage. Intra-abdominal carcinoma. es])eeially of the ovary or colon,

sometimes causes enlargement of the iniiuinal glands.
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Sarcoma of the groin glands is rare ; it may be primary or secondary. Usually these

are not the only glands affected. They grow with great rapidity and remain smooth and

fairly soft until they attain a great size, when they may fungate through the skin. They
are distinguished from lymphadenoma by their very rapid growth and the absence of pallor

until late in the disease. Melanotic growths of the skin give rise to rapidly growing smooth

glands, whose jjigment may be visible through the skin. The primary growth or ulceration

in connection with the skin, particularly of a toe, may not show pigmentation, and its serious

import may thus be overlooked.

2. Abscess.— (a). Acute. The only common cause of acute abscess in the groin is

su])i)uration of the glands, and a search must always be made for a jjrimary source of infection,

especially about the genitals. A hernia may occasionally sup])urate. and an appendicular

abscess may point just above Poupart"s ligament : but there is then a history of the charac-

teristic symptoms of apijendicitis. and the pus when released has the suggestive smell of

the jiroducts of the Bocilliis coli cmtimiiiii.'i. Both tuberculous and epitheliomatous glands

may become acutely inflamed and suppurate.

{b). Chronic abscess here may be due to caries of the sacro-iliac joint or to hip disease,

or it may arise from tuberculosis of the suiierficial or deep glands. Psoas abscess, due to

caries of the spine, is distinguished by fluctuation from the loin to the groin, and often

bimanually, above and below Poupart's ligament, external to the femoral vessels. There

are also some tenderness and rigidity, and often deformity of the lumbar or lumbo-dorsal

spine. Iliac abscess does not extend up into the loin, and is i)laced farther out than psoas

abscess. Moreover, there may be jjain and tenderness over the sacro-iliac joint, and a

limping gait. In hip disease, especially in children, the floor of the acetabulum may give

way. and an abscess may thus enter the true pelvis, whence it often ascends and becomes

palpable above Poupart's ligament. The diagnosis of the cause is easy from the well-

marked signs of hip disease.

;5. Hernia.—In examining swellings in the groin, hernia must always be considered.

Three chief varieties occur here : inguinal, femoral, and very rarely obturator hernia. A
hernia gives an inipidse on coughing, but so do psoas abscess, psoas bursa, and a sa|ihena

varix. All these may also be reducible like a hernia. A psoas abscess presenting below

Pouparfs ligament has been mistaken for a femoral hernia ; but it is distinguished by
its iiosition

—external instead of internal to the femoral vessels. Moreover, it is dull on

percussion, whereas a hernia is resonant excejjt when it contains omentinn alone. Psoas

bursa is also placed outside the vessels. A saphena varix has often been mistaken for

femoral hernia : but it can be <listinguished from the latter easily because it returns after

complete reduction, even though the linger is kejjt pressed against the fem<jral canal. It

is not always easy to distinguish the three herniae which occur in the groin, but close atten-

tion to the following points usually leads to a correct diagnosis. An inguinal hernia is

both seen and felt to be above the fold of the groin and above Poupart's ligament ; whereas

a femoral hernia is seen and felt to be beknv the fold of the groin and below Poupart's

ligament. It is to be remembered that when a femoral hernia becomes very large and

loculated, it generally extends upwards and inwards over Poupart's ligament. Still, the

bulk of it remains below the fold of the groin in the upper and inner part of the thigh. .\n

inguinal hernia often extends into the scrotum or labium : a femoral hernia never does

this. The neck of an inguino-scrotal hernia is above and internal to the spine of the

pubis, whereas the neck of a femoral hernia is below and external to this bony |)roniinence.

Inguinal hernia is most easily reduced by pressure directed upwards, backwards, and

outwards, whereas a large femoral hernia is most easily reduced by jjressure directed at

first backwards and downwards, and then directly upwards. In difficult cases it is a

good ])lan to reduce the hernia, then to get the ]]atient to stand up, while the surgeon

makes firm ])ressure over the internal ring and asks the patient to cough. A femoral

hernia may then come down, but not an inguinal. Similarly, pressure can be made on

the femoral canal : this prevents the descent of a femoral hernia, so that if the swelling

now returns it is inguinal. In this connection it may be well to remember that femoral

hernia is rare in males, and also in all females under maturity. The ])revalent belief that

femoral hernia is more conunon than inguinal in grown-up women is wrong, inguinal being

more common at all ages and in both sexes. It is excessixely difficult to differentiate

between an irreducible femoral hernia containing omentum and an enlarged gland at the
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saplieiKHis opcniiif; or in tlu' rtiiKnal canal. A liydrofck- of a hernial sac f>ivcs rise to the

same (iillieultv. and sometimes an exploration becomes necessary on account of the <ianj;er

of (Overlooking femoral liernia. and the risk of straniiiilation.

The diaiiiiosis between femoral and obturator hernia is not very dillicult : it is far

more common to overlook an obturatt)r hernia altoucthcr. When an external swelling

is caused by an obturator hernia, it is placed farther inwards, and it is more vague than

a femoral hernia. Moreo\cr. there is pain shooting along the inner side of the thigh, and

generally the signs and syni|itoms of strangulation. Further, a tender swelling can be

felt at the obturator foramen upon vaginal or rectal examination.

The two chief varieties of inguinal hernia, the obli(iue and the direct, are usually

distinguished (piite easily. Direct hernia is rare, and is more globular in shape than the

indirect or obliipie hernia : the spermatic cord is antero-external to it, and postero-

internal to the ordinarv obli(pie hernia. Direct hernia is placed a little farther in and

hiofher up than the oblique. It is generally nuich more easily reduced, but returns again

with striking al)ruptness when the i)atient coughs. It rarely travels into the scrotum,

and it is unconunon before the age of thirty. There is often a history of sudden onset

after some violent straining effort.

4. Retained Testicle.—The most important points in the diagnosis of this condition

are the absence of the organ from its joroper place, and the presence of a swelling about

the inguinal canal. Occasionally, the testicle may be maldcsccnded, or after leaving the

external ring niav ha\e found its way into the upper and imier i)art of the thigh, where it

simulates a femoral hernia, or into the perineum. The swelling in the groin may give the

characteristic testicular sensation, or the condition may be associated with attacks of

pain which have been mistaken for appendicitis or intestinal colic. It is practically

always accompanied by actual or potential hernia into the tunica vaginalis, which is in

direct conununieation with the abdominal cavity.

5. Hydrocele.- -The neck of the sac of cither a femoral or an inguinal hernia may
become olistructed. and a hydrocele of the sac may then develop. This may become

inflamed and give rise to considerable dilliculty in diagnosis. Strangulated or irreducible

omental hernia may be simulated, and sometimes an exploration is the only wa\ of

settling the diagnosis. It is more easily distinguished from strangulateil hernia containing

bowel, because it is didl on jjercussion. and the bowels are not obstructed. An encysted

hydrocele of the cord occupying the inguinal canal is sometimes dillicult to distinguish

from inguinal hernia : but it is not completely reducible, and it is dull on percussion. It

is not granular like an omental hernia, and it can even be shown, with some dillicultw to

be translucent. Like a hernia, it gives an impulse on coughing.
(i. Tumours of the Cord or Round Ligament.—The only conunou tmuours of

these structures are {a) Lipoma and (h) Fibromyoma of the round ligament. The

former is so soft and displaeeable that it gives an iiupulse on coughing, and is

often mistaken for an omental hernia, especially in stout patients. The latter is hard

and smooth, somewhat sinmlating the ovary or a thick-walled hydrocele of the canal of

Nuck, for either of which it may be mistaken, a certain diagnosis only being possible by

exploration.
7. Aneurysm and other Vascular Swellings.—.Aneurysm of the external iliac artery

may be mistaken for a vascular sarcoma arising from the pelvis. It can generally be

recognized by the classical signs of aneurysm, such as expansile pulsation, bruit, weakening
and delay of the corresjjonding femoral jjulse, and marked reduction of the size of the

swelling as a result of jncssure on the conunon iliac artery. Saphenous \arix has been

referred to above.

8. New Growths.— Sarci>ma of the pelvic bones or of the soft parts in this neigh-

bourhood is hardly altered in size by pressure upon the conunon iliai- artery, nor

does it give such a loud bruit or the cxpnnsile ])ulsation, which arc characteristic of

aneurysm. The .r-rays may give evidence which is \aluable in distiiinuishing aneurysm
from sarcoma.

9. Distended Psoas Bursa may give rise to jiulsation conuuunicated from the

external iliac artery. On careful examination it can be distinguished by the absence of

the classical signs of aneurysm already mentioned. b\ its transhicencx and irredueibility.

There may also be signs of osteo-arthritis of the hip-joint. /;. P lldiclnmls.
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SWELLING, INGUINO-SCROTAL.—The most important swellings which occupy
both the inguinal and senital regions are :

—
(1) Hcrtiiri ; (2) Varicocele ; (3) New groiclh ;

(4) Hi/drocele : (5) LiiniplKiugioma.
Hernia is by far the most common, and when it is reducible there is very little

difficulty in the diagnosis. It gives the characteristic impulse on coughing, is resonant on

percussion, and when it contains bowel it gurgles on reduction. When it contains omentum

only, the diagnosis is more difhcult. To distinguish it from a vfrriroceh' it is only necessary

to reduce the swelling and then to place the finger firmly U|)on the inguinal canal : a

varicocele returns in a few seconds, but a hernia does not. Moreover, an omental hernia

has a granular feel which distinguishes it from varicocele. An irreducible omental hernia is

distinguished from varicocele by its irreducibility ; but it may be confused with a very rare

condition, lymphangioma of the cord. An irreducible hernia maybe confused with encysted

hydrocele of the cord. \Vhen a hernia contains bowel its resonance distinguishes it ; but

when it contains omentum there is more dillieulty. An eneifulcil lii/droeele or a hydrocele

of a hernial sac is more even and elastic than an omental hernia, wliich is usually nodular.

Moreover, it may be possible to show that a hydrocele is translucent. This help is not

available when the cyst is dee]) or contains blood, which it occasionally does as the result

of injury or strangulation of the omentum at the neck of the hernial sac. A sirangnlated

hernia is distinguished from an inflamed hydrocele by the greater severity of the vomiting
and other constitutional symptoms, and the completeness of constipation. Moreover, as

stated above, a strangulated hernia containing bowel is resonant on percussion. Strangu-
lated omentum may be very difiicult to distinguish from an inflamed hydrocele or

a hvdroccle of a hernial sac, especially as either of these may complicate it. In such cases

an exi)loration is the final appeal. It should not be forgotten that two or more varieties

of inguino-serotal swellings may co-exist. For instance, it is eonunon to overlook a hernia

which may complicate a varicocele, and this is especially true when the hernia contains

only omentum, .'^gain. it is quite common for a hydrocele of the tunica vaginalis or of

the lower part of the cord to complicate an ordinary omental hernia. In such a case,

a part of the .swelling may be reducible, and, unless the patient is examined in the upright

position, the upper part of the hernia may fail to appear during the examination. Again,

the bowel may be reducible, while the omentum, being adlierent, is not reducible, and

may be mistaken for an encysted hydrocele of the cord. It is very important in all these

cases to examine for transluceney.
Gronths of the leslielc invading the inguinal region are, as a rule, easily diagnosed,

because of the history and the observed course of the disease, and the general condition

of the jiatient at the later stages. Growth of Ihe retained texlix may give rise to more

difficulty ; it may be confounded at first with hydrocele of the tunica vaginalis, hydrocele

of the hernial sac, or omental hernia, unless care be taken to ascertain if both the testicles

are present in the scrotum. Torsion of a retained testicle with strangulation of its vessels

has sometimes given rise to inguinal or inguino-serotal swelling which has closely simulated

strangidatcd hernia ; but although there may be much abdominal pain and local

tenderness, vomiting is rarely so severe as in strangulated hernia, and the bowels are not

really obstructed. Retained testicle is dull on percussion, and thus is distingvushed from

strangulated liernia containing bowel, and can only be confused with strangulation of

the omentum.
The oblique hernia is the only eonunon one to reacli the scrotum. It may be ae(|uired

or congenital. In about one-tenth of the congenital hernia' the bowel and the testicle

are in the .same peritoneal sac ; in the great majority of congenital herniic the two sacs

are distinct, the testicle lying below the hernia. The same is true of acquired inguinal

hernia. It is inijiortant to remember that nearly all inguinal herniae descend into

congenital or prc-formed sacs, and this is especially true of hernia- appearing a])parently

for the first time in young adults. In such cases, on careful ini|uirv, it may be found that

a hernia existed and was a|)parently cured by a truss, in infancy, .'^gain. it may be

learned that the liernia reached the serotiun on its first descent, whereas acipiired inguinal

hernia very graduallv develops as the result of straining in men ])ast middle age. The

swelling at first appears only in the inguinal region, and there the swelling increases in

size, and extends into the scrotum only after some months or years. Very rarely, a direct

hernia may reach the scrotum ; it is distinguished from oblicpie hernia by the fact that
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tlie fonl is anti-ro-exttTiial to it, instead of |iiistiTii-iiiUTiiaI. as in an ()l)li(|ue lurnia. It

may be possible in some eases to identify tlie eonteiits of a lurnia. Attention has been

drawn above to the method of distinuuisliino the bowel from the omentum. Sometimes

the appendix can be felt distinctly, especially in rijiht-sided hernia. Oeeasioiially the

bladder may be identified, as in Astley t'ooper's classical case. When the patient has

apparently emptied the bladder, the suri;eon reduces the hernia, and the patient is inune-

diatelv able to pass more water. li. P. lionlninls.

SWELLING OF THE JAW, LOWER.- Swelling, of the lower jaw may sometimes

be mislakin lor. or masked by. swellinu of the cellular tissues in front of it. The real site

of the swelling is first to be ascertained by openiufi the mouth and runninii the liiiKer along

the outer and inner borders of the mandilile and comparing the two sides.

There are inanv causes for enlariiement. and they may be subdivided mider the follow-

ini> heaiiinos :
—

1. liijiiii/.

_'. InJIiinnniildii/ iifjcitidiis.

Innocent -Filiroma. osteoma, and odontoma.
:i. Tiiiiiimrn ,, , . .. 1 ,1 I-

I .Mahgnant—Sarcoma and i|iitnchoma.

4. AironH'fidlij.

5. Lcontiasis oxsea.

Injury.—A lupriiatoma or traumatic pendslitis may follow on a blow. If the injury

has been sullicient to cause a. frmiiire. the abnormal mobility of the fragments, the irregu-

larity of the line of the teeth and arch of the jaw, and the laceration of the gmns. arc sulli-

cient to indicate the injury. The nearer the line of fracture is to the symphysis, the more

marked is the mobility, and diagnosis is only dillicult when the fracture is of the ascending

rannis and underneath the masseter muscle. .V skiagram may then be needed. Fracture

of the mandible is commonly compound, and therefore is often comi)lieate(l by septic

infection. Later, Cdlliis will form a tumour which might be mistaken lor one of some other

kind until the course of the case has been watched.

Inflammatory Affections.

Ahroliir .Ihsccss.- This is a very common swelling. associate<l with toothache. An

ordinary gum-boil forms at the edge of the gum. and is quite superficial. A more trouble-

.some form of abscess is that which develops at the root of a tooth, which, generally carious,

may yet appear healthy on the surface. I'us usually i)oints between the gum and the

cheek, b\it it may travel a long way between the bone and the nuicous membrane, and

point on the cheek, in the submaxillary region, or on the chin. As in the case of injury,

periostitis extending u|) under the muscle may be dillicult to diagnose, and it is sometimes

mistaken for parotitis. In the early stages the only sign is toothache, but as suppuration

becomes established there are also ])ain, swelling of the gums, furred tongue, trismus,

enlargement of the lymphatic glands, raiscil temperature. The presence of a sei)tic tooth

indicates the diagnosis.
Xecrosis of the Joie, often preceded by an acute periosteal abscess, may follow injur>-,

alveolar abscess, syphilis, or mercurial or phosphorus poisoning, and in rare cases acute

exanthemata or typhoid fever. In many cases it may be impo.ssible to say whether the

bone is necrosed or not, for the signs are much the same as in suppuration in connection

with alveolar abscess. It can only be diagnosed for certain if a ])iece of loose bone can be

felt with a probe or seen by the aid of a skiagram. Its presence may be inferred by the

long continuance and profuseness of the discharge.

Si/pl/Hilic ilisetise of the lower jaw is rare, and if present will not usually be eonlined

to the jaw. If there is doubt, a Wassermann"s reaction will be of service.

Arthidiiii/cusis.
—A long-standing and obstinate suppuration about the lower jaw.

with cellulitis of the neck and formation of sinuses in the skin, should lead to the suspicion

of the nature of the trouble. In the beginning it gives rise to inflanmiatory changes which

simulate alveolar abscess, and the similarity is increased by the presence of carious teeth,

through which the fungus is believed to gain access to the jaw. In the pus, the small yellow-

granules are to be sought for, and the Gram-staining mycelium on microscopical examination

(Phile X.W /If. ],. (il 4).
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Tumours.—In many cases there will be no difficulty in deciding whether a swelling

is inlliinimatory or a new growth. In the early stages, however—and it is never to be

forgotten that an early diagnosis in the case of malignant disease is of extreme importance—
there may be grave doubt. Therefore, all possibility of inflammatory mischief should be

excluded by a careful, thorough examination of the mouth and teeth for any source of

infection, and for this purpose it is frequently advisable to invite the co-operation of a

dentist.

Innocent tumours are osteoma and fibroma (more commonly called a fibrous e])ulis).

Ostcomci is rare, very slow growing, well defined, bony hard, and it does not usually attain

a very large size. A not imconmion place to find it is at the angle of the jaw, projecting

into the mouth. It may be bilateral. Fibrous epulis is common, soft, composed of flbrous

tissue, and covered by the mucous membrane of the gum. It arises in connection with

the root of a decayed tooth, and if not treated may attain a sufficient size to cause

displacement of the teeth or even distortion of the arch of the jaw. Sarcomata may
start in this manner ; therefore all such tumours should be submitted to microscopical

examination before a definite diagnosis or prognosis is given.

Malignant tumours are priniiirij. sarcomata, and secoudarij. epitheliomata, which start

in the gum or on the floor of the mouth and invade the jaw by direct extension.

The diagnosis of sarcomata may be quite easy, or attended by the greatest difficulty.

They occur at any age, even in young infants. They may be of rapid growth, associated

with constitutional changes which simulate inflammatory conditions before a large size

has been attained, or they may be of such slow de\elopment as to be confounded with

innocent growths. The necessity of early diagnosis cannot be urged too strongly, for it

is on this that successful treatment depends. Seeing that a growth may be mistaken for

a swelling due to suppuration, examination should first he directed towards seeing if any
of the ordinary signs of inflammation arc present, and whether there is an obvious source

of infection. The history of the duration of tlie illness may be of great service, and also

the nature of the swelling itself. Is it hard or soft, is the bone expanded, are tissues round

the bone infiltrated, are the glands enlarged ? Exercising the greatest care, diagnosis

may still be difficult, and much service is rendered by a skiagram, with the aid of which

one may determine whether the .swelling is really bony, or in the case of periosteal sarcoma

if the bone has been eaten into. If the diagnosis can be settled by no other means, the

growth should be cut into and a piece removed for microscopical examination, even if the

timiour is bony and a chisel and mallet be rccpiired.

Epitlu'Uoma
—better termed s(iuamous-celled carcinoma—is a very insidious and

dangerous form of growth, and in its early stages very apt to be overlooked. It may start

as a small ulceration of the ginn about a decayed tooth, and so be mistaken for a simpie

ulcer, and it may not be until a large tumour has formed that the condition is recognized,

when most valuable time will have been lost from the point of view of treatment. The

diagnosis will be made by carefid examination, and noting that the ulcerated gum is hard

and indurated and does not heal when the decayed tooth is removed. The name '

boring

ej)ithelioma
'

has been well applied to this condition. To make the diagnosis sure, a piece

from the edge of the ulcer should be removed for histological examination at the earliest

moment that suspicion is aroused as to its malignancy. .\n epithelioma may also spread

from the tongue or floor of the mouth and cause a swelling involving the jaw. The diagnosis

here is obvious.

Tumours of the Teeth, Odotilomulu. may arise from any j)orti(jn of the dental tissue,

either from the tooth germ or from llie fully-formed tooth. Cfinically they are innocent,

and commoner in young people. The method of diagnosis is to examine the teeth and find

out if any of them are missing or abnormally arranged. It is easy to distinguish them

from a periosteal sarcoma, but confusion may arise between them and a very slow-growing
endosteal or myeloid sarcoma. .4 skiagram will generally reveal the true state of affairs,

for any abnormality or misplacement of the teeth is clearly shown. It is well to remember

the existence of these tumours, for uimecessarily severe operations have often been

jierformed in ignorance.
Two diseases in which the mandible becomes enlarged, but in which the swelling is

not eonhned to the one bone, and is only one of the manifestations of the complaint, remain

to be mentioned :
—
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Acromegaly.—Tlif lower jaw is (il'tin ciilarm'il cunsijiciKiusly iii this iliscasc. l)cc(iniini»

prominent aiul massive (F/o. 11(i. p. 2:57). There is hyjiertropliy ofthewlioK' hoTic ratlier

than a swellinj; in it. The other hones of the face are eiihirged, the sii|)ereihary ridges are

exaggerated, and the general effeet of the disease is to give the patient tlie appearance of

a dull, coarse-featured person. In addition, the hands and feet become much enlarged ;

also, in the late stages of this very chronic illness, headache and muscular dehility become

prominent symptoms, and owing to swelling of the iiituitarv body, bilateral tcmjioral

hemianopia is to be expected (sec /'"/;,' I'!", p- M'HI).

Leontiasis Ossea is the name gixcii to a rare disease in which hyperostoses of the

facial and cranial bones are the distinguishing features. It is not likely to be confounded
with any of the above-mentioned swellings. exeei)t pcrhajjs acromegaly, from which it is

distinguished by the absence of changes in the hands and feet, (iior^c E. Cask.

SWELLING OF THE JAW, UPPER. The nmarks ma.le in the article on

Swelling ok the .Iaw, Lowkh (|). (in;!), apply i(|ually to swellings in the np|ier jaw.
Tumours arising in the antrum of Flighmore mirit spt'cial mention, houxver, for many
cause no ])ain or discoinl'ort until the late stages. 'I'hougli innocent tnmnnrs may start

in the antrum, the eonunonest arc sarcoma and endothelioma. Hapifl growlh. bulging
into anil invasion of surroimding fossa', pain, discharge of blood and pus from one nostril.

and invasion of the overlying skin, are momentous indications of malignant disease. In

the ease, though, of slow-growing tumours and in the early stages, diHercntiation between
innocent growths or su))puration is extremely dillicidt. Transillumination (sec P.viN in

THE .Iaw. I'i'I'Ku. p. KS2) is to be employed {Fii>. S I-. |i. ISO), also puncture of the antrum,,
and if necessary exploration and histolooieal eximination of tin- parts removed.

iittiii^i- IC. Gtisk.

SWELLING OF THE LEGS. (.Sec (Edema, p. m.)

SWELLING, MAMMARY.- Mdhiil nf Kniwiiialinn.— Thf clothes should b.' removed
to the waist, so that a clear view of both breasts, the thorax, axilUe. and supraclavicular
fossa- may be obtained. Both breasts should then be looked at to see whither there is

any obvious enlargement or abnormality such as redness of the skin, ililatation of veins,

tumour, or ulcer. Next, palpation is to be employed, using the flat of the hand and not

the tips of the Hngers : the surgeon should place himself in a convenient position b<liind

the patient, using the right hand to examine the right breast and the lelt hand the left.

The axillary foss;e should also be paljjatcd carefully, it being remembered that the lymphatic

glands affected in diseases of the breast lie on the surface of the thorax and not roun<l the

axillary vessels. (See Swelling. .Axill.\I!\. ]>. (Wiii.) In eases of suspected cancer the

examination must not be concluded without in\ cstigation of the supraclavicular fossa' for

fullness or enlargement of glands, and of the thorax and liver for signs of secondary growths.

Swelling in Pregnancy and Lactation is normal and ithysiological. Hoth breasts

are enlarged e(|ually. and feel tense and nodular. The superficial veins are usually

prominint. and on gentle squeezing a few drops of milk are discharged from the ni|>ple.

True Hypertrophy of one breast is rare. It may be found in nursemaids who have

put children to the breast. The enlargement in the majority of so-called cases of hypcr-

tro])hy is really due to the presence of one or more fibro-adenomata.

Acute Mastitis occurs usually during lactation, occasionally during |)regnancy. and

is most often due to infection with pyogenic organisms which have gained entrance through
cracks in the nipple. .\t the beginning of the illness there is shivering, followed by fever

and a feeling of weight and pain in the breast ; the pain soon becomes very acute. In

the early stages the swelling is limited to one i)art of the breast, which feels more resistant

than normal ; the skin is not reddened at first, nor are the lymphatic glands enlarged.

Pressure over the swelling may cause extrusion of a drop of pus from the nijiple, and this

is distinguished from milk by its viscidity an<l yellow colour. Later. Iluctuation may
become evident, and, as the inflammation approaches the skin, this becomes red and

oedematous. and ultimately an abscess may point and burst through it : at the same time

other foci of sup])uration form, until the breast may be nothing but a bag of pus. The

presence of fever and the intense tenderness of one jiortion of the breast are sullicient to

distinguish acute mastitis from the physiological engorgement.
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It is not uncommon to find a small alveolar abscess, the size of a hazel-nut, in virgins.

Soon after birth and at puberty, a diffuse enlargement may occur in both sexes, and
a small quantity of milk may be secreted. If the breasts are handled or squeezed, this

congestive condition may pass into true inflammation and suppuration.
Chronic Mastitis may attack numerous lobes of the breast, so that the whole organ

has a granular feel (chronic lobular mastitis), or the inflammation may be confined to one

segment and form an inflammatory swelling of considerable size. The attention of the

patient is usually first called to the breast by the presence of vague ])ains and tenderness.

If the lump is jjicked up with tlie fingers it is easily |)alpable. but if pressed back against
the chest wall the induration is much less distinct than is carcinoma or fibro-adenoma.

The swelling is elastic, and its outline quite diffuse, more so than in the case of carcinoma.

The axillary glands may or may not be enlarged ; if they are. they are generally numerous,

not so hard as in cancer, and are met with at an earlier jieriod in the disease. The opposite
breast is very liable to be diseased in a similar manner. The diagnosis is often very diffi-

cult, ordinary carcinoma of the Ijreast being confounded with it. The two tumours resemble

each other in that in both their outlines are badly defined and the axillary glands are

enlarged. In cancer, however, the tiunour is densely hard, and at an early |)eriorl adhesions

form so that the skin puckers on attempting to move it over the swelling. .\ further

difficulty arises from the fact that a cyst may form in connection with chronic mastitis.

If this is lax. fluctuation may be detected, but it is usually so tense that it feels hard and
solid. This again may be mistaken for a carcinoma or a fibro-adenoma. \Vhere there

is the least doubt as to the nature of the swelling and any possibility of the presence of a

carcinoma, the right course is to make an exploratory incision and cut microscopic sections

from the suspeeterl area.

Multiple Cystic Disease of the Breast.—This condition may follow on chronic

lobular mastitis. One breast—sometimes both—becomes filled with cysts, some micro-

scopic and others as large as walnuts, so that the organ has a bossy a]jpearance. The
whole organ is often very jiainful. the ])ain radiating from the breast and shooting down
the arm. There are epithelial changes in the lining membrane of the cysts, and some
authorities think that these are precursory stages in the formation of a cancer.

Cysts, unless in connection with chronic mastitis or fibro-adenomata, are rare. A
simple serous cyst is described, due to lymphatic obstruction. Gatactocele. a cyst containing
milk, is formed by dilatation of one of the larger laeteals owing to olistruction : galacto-
celes occur only during lactation : they form mo\able. fluctuating swellings, and on pressure
milk can be squeezed out of the nipple.

Tuberculosis of the Breast is not so imcommon as was formerly supposed, and a

certain number of cases of chronic mastitis and chronic abscess are really tul)erculous.

The disease is insidious, starting as a painless irregular swelling, the ])eriphery of which is

hard and the centre soft. Later, the skin becomes reddened, and an abscess forms which

may burst and leave a sinus. It differs from an acute abscess in that the duration is much

longer, there is little or no pain or fever, and the pus, if examined, reveals no organisms.
The facts that its history is a long one. that the swelling or the edges of it are hard, and

that the axillary glands are enlarged, render this condition liable to be confounded with

carcinoma, of the ordinary form, or one in which suppmation has occurred. The various

clinical pathological tests for tuberculous disease may be ajjplied. but the best method is

to cut into the swelling and remove a |)ortion of the wall for histological examination.

Chronic Submammary Abscess causes a projection forward of the whole breast ;

it is due to tuberculosis of the underlying ribs, or in rare instances to po.st-typhoidal

jjcriostitis which may have remained latent. The diagnosis is made by opening the

abscess and examining the pus from it bacteriologically.

Innocent Tumours.—Pure flhromala. Uponiata, and cnchondromata are of rare occur-

rence, and merely call for mention here. Fihro-arteiioma is the only common innocent

tumour, and though there are many pathological varieties, and some contain cysts and
some intracy.stic growths, for the ]juri)oses of this article all may be classed under one

heading. A fibro-adeiinnia is an encapsulated tumour, generally single, sometimes multiple

varying from the size of a nut to that of an orange. Because it is enea]isulated, the

surrounding tissues are not inHltrateil : therefore, if superficial, the outline is clearly defined

and the mass is freely movable both under the .skin, over the pectoral muscle, and, most
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ini|)ort;int (il :ill. in the hifast siil)st;iiu-f. Tlie ;ixill:irv inlands are iicil ciilarucfl. The
tumours causf no ijaiii, an(i arc usualls' discovered accidentally, (knerally they occur in

women between the ayes of twenty and thirty. After attaining a certain size they remain
more or less stationary, unless they are cystic, when they may go on growing as the result

of dilatation of the cyst t)y fluid. The diagnosis is generally quite easy, hut if the hreast

is fat and the tumour dceij-seated. it may not always be cjuite easy to distinguish a
fibro-adenoma from an early carcinoma, without operation and micr()scoi)ical examination.
A tibro-adenoma is elastic in consistency rather than hard like a carcinoma. From chronic
mastitis it is distinguished by being less intimately associated with the breast than is the

case with the inflanuuatory nodules, and by its sharper definition. On account of the

well-known possibility of error, however, no definite diagnosis or prognosis should be given
luitil the tumour has been removed and a pathological re|)ort on its character received.

Malignant Tumours of the breast are nearly always primary : sareoiua is rare,

carcinoma eonnnon : and the latter is the most important tumour that affects the breast.

It is essentially a disease of the female, only about one per cent of the eases occurring in

males ; most jtatients have been married, and are between the ages of thirty-five and sixty.
In advanced cases the disease is obvious ; the tumour is large and hard, fixed to and often

fungating through the .skin : the axillary glands arc enlarged and hard, and the patient
is often cachectic. What is wanted is a diagnosis in the early stages, while the |)atient still

looks and feels in perfect health, before secondary deposits are found in the axillarv glands
and while successful treatment is still possible. Too much insistence cannot be laid on this.

I'sually the patient feels no i)ain. but discovers a lump in the breast accidentally iluring

ablutions; therefore its duration nuist generally be a matter of doubt. Clinically, it is

felt as a small tumour which, unless the patient is \-ery fat, can be palpated easilv with
the flat of the hand. Its chief characteristic is that its outline is not sliarpK defined, and
that it is hard—stony hard. In the \ cry early stage the tumour is freelv movable over
the pectoral muscles and under the skin, but it is not so mo\able in the breast substance
as is a fibro-adenoma. Very soon bands of fibrous tissue that connect the breast with
the skin become involved, and l)\ their contraction i)revent free movement of the skin

over the swelling, and cause dimpling and jnickering. If the tumour is situated anywhere
near the centre of the breast milk-duets become involved in the growth, and as they
contract cause retraction of the nipple. If a nipple, previously well formed, becomes
retracted, this is a very important ^ign. though if is to be remembered that nipjiles
are often permanently retracted. .Many cancerous tumours, even when extensive inlil-

tration has occurred, cause shrinkage, so that the aflecteil breast may ai)])ear smaller than
the healthy one, and in the atrophic form the gland may almost disap]X'ar. In the ordinarv
form (scirrhus) it will be rare to find an\- discharge from the nipple : a blood-stained

discharge often indicates a duet-carcinoma. (See DisciiAK(;ii fuo.-m tiih Xipple, p. 181.)
.After the di.sease has lasted six months the axillary glands arc usually enlarged and hard,
the first affected beini; those running along the lower border of the pectoralis minor. Too
nuieli attention must not be given to the absence of palpable glands, because, first, it is

hoped that the diagnosis may be made before they are enlarged : and secondly, if the jjatient
is at all fat, it is exceedingly easy to overlook them, .\ttention is to be centred on the

lump itself. Its stony hardness may alone be sufhcient ground on which to base a dia-

gnosis. The two Tiiain conditions which have to be distinguished from an early carcinoma
are fibro-adenoma and chronic mastitis. In the former, the swelling is well defined, clastic,

and freely movable ; in the latter, a tumour cannot be felt distinctly with the flat of the

hand ; it is soft, and the whole breast is often nodular.

The dilTiculties in diagnosis are great and the sources of error ninnerous : none of the

swellings may be typical : they may be obscured by the obesity of the patient, and a Huid

swelling may be so tense as to sinuilate a .solid one. This being so. the course to adopt,
whenever the slightest doubt arises, is to incise the swelling and submit a portion to micro-

scopical examination. Seeing the vital importance of avoiding mistakes in this connection
there is a growing Ircling among surgeons that all tumours of the breast, whatever the

belief as to their character, should be removed, or at least cut into, so that their true histo-

logical constitution may be ascertained early and with accuracy.
Sarcoma of the breast is rare. It generally oeevus in women under the age of thirty.

In the early stage it is not easily distinguishable from a fibro-adenoma, ])artieularly one
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whicli is cnlargina; rapidly on account of a cyst or intracystic growth. It is soft, grows
rapidly, infiltrates the tissues, and forms a large fungating tumour. It disseminates

rapidly, both via the lymphatics and by the blood-stream. George E. Gask.

SWELLING, PELVIC.—There are so many swellings which may rise up out of the

pelvis into the abdomen, and also which may apjiear to be pelvic when they are really

primarily abdominal, tliat a list in tabulated form may be of value :
—

Bladder.—Simple distention. New growth.
Vagina.—Hicniatocolpos.
Uterus.—Pregnancy : normal or abnormal, or associated witli tumours of the uterus

or ovary.
New growths : Fibromyoma. Sarcoma. Carcinoma. Chorion-epithelioma.
Haematometra.

Ovary.—Cysts. Solid new growths.

Fallopian Tubes.—Hydrosalpinx !

Carcinoma

Pyosalpinx Tubal gestation

Salpingo-oiiphoritis Progressive extra-uterine gestation.
New growths

Pelvic Peritoneum.—Encysted peritoneal lluid

Haematocele due to extra-uterine gestation
Htematoeele due to haemorrhage from a cor)jus lutemn
Pelvic abscess I Hydatid cysts
Ascites

I Retroperitoneal lipoma.
Pelvic Cellular Tissue.—^t'elluliti«. Pelvic luematoma.

Appendix Vermiformis.—Abscess around

Appendicitis with pregnancy.
Pelvic Bones.—Xew growths of.

Omentum. —New growths of. Cysts of.

Phantom Tumours.
Pancreatic Cysts.

Kidney.—Tumours of. Hydronephrosis. Pyonephrosis.
Gall-bladder. Distention of.

Spleen.—Knlargement of.

Urachus.—Cyst of.

It is obvious that many of these lesions are not pelvic at all : b'.it they are not omitted
from the list because they are liable to be mistaken for pelvic tumours. Thus pancreatic,
renal, splenic, and gall-hUuliler lumours may reach the pelvic brim, but the history ought
to show that they ha\e grown down from abo\c, not ujj from below. Further, renal

tumours may be associated with m-inary changes, or absence of m'inary secretion on the

affected side, as detected by the cystoscope. Splenic enlargements may be associated with

blood-changes, and gall-bladder distention with icterus. Pancreatic ci/sts are the least

likely to be mistaken for ])elvic swellings, but thev have been dillicult to distinguish from

ovarian tumours with long ])edicles.

Naturally, the conunonest dillicully which arises in the diagnosis of pelvic swellings
is to <lifferentiate between the distended bladder, pregnant alenis. ovarian ci/st, and uterine

fibromi/onia. and tlie commonest mistakes are made between these swellings. The
distended bladder is clearly the easiest to dispose of, because the passage of a catheter

will settle the question ; and yet the neglect of this simple procedure has led to more than

one abdomen being opened.
The history is of value in differentiating the other swellings, for amenorrhcea is the

rule in jiregnancy. menorrhagia in fibromyoma. and no change in menstruation in ovarian

tumours. These assumptions are correct in almost 99 out of every 100 cases, but

exceptions do exist. The cardinal point in diagnosis is not to think of the possible

fallacies until the conuiion rule has been considered thoroughly. Normal menstruation

during pregnancy is almost unknown, but it is believed that menstruation is po.ssible up
to the third month. This is physiologically unsound, for menstruation represents the
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faihire of tlic iilcnis to receive a fortili/.cil ovum, and should not he even possible if

conception does occur. That lia^niorrhajies occur durin<f the early months of prefinancy
i.s true ; hut in most cases these haMuorrhaijes represent threatened al)i)rti(>n, and not

menstruation. Further, libroids are associated witli ha-mitrrhages. This is true in the

ease of interstitial or submucous growths : but there may he no disturbance of menstrua-

tion in sub|)eritoneal filiroids. Ovarian tumours only disturb menstruation when they
are double, and destroy all ovarian tissue. As long as a small piece of ovarian

tissue remains there is no reason why menstruation should not occur normally.

Palpation of these tumours may be fallacious, although there is no dilticulty in distin-

guishing lo'tal ])arts when the foetus is big enough. In the early months the pregnant
uterus may lluctuate like a cyst : a softened fibnjid may do the same, whilst on the other

hand a tense ovarian cyst may feel so hard as to be mistaken for a libroid. Wliilst the

presence f)f the tVetal heart is characteristic of pregnancy, its absence cannot be taken as

evidence of a libroid or of an ovarian tumour. It is not always possible to hear the fietal

heart even in advanced pregnancy. If the peiliele of a tumour can be felt definitely

attached to one uterine cornu it is strong |)resumpti\e evidence of an ovarian tumour.

It is useful to pull down the uterus with a tenaculum, at the same time pushing up the

tumour so as to make tense the pedicle, which might then be palpated by the vaginal
touch. When small tumours are in question the first point which arises is. Can the tumour
be separated from the uterus bimanually ? If so. it can be neither a tibromyoma of the

uterus nor a ncuinal uterine pregnancy. This point can only he made out by careful

bimanual examination, and undoubtedly may require considerable skill in some cases.

Kuril/ /ircfiiiiinri/ in n relrovi'rtcd uterus should not give rise to diagnostic dillieulties

if it be remembered that the soft, boggy fundus is felt through the posterior fornix, that

the cervix looks down the vagina or forwards to the symphysis, and that the posterior
mass is continuous with the cervix. If the retroverted uterus is associated with vesical

distention the ]>ieture is usually clear enough. The history of constant dribbling of urine

(distention with overllow), amenorrhoea, other signs of pregnancy, the |)resence of two
tumours—one in front, tense and elastic, the other behind, soft and boggy—and finally,

the passage of a catheter, will settle the (|ueslioii. The diagnosis of solid ovarian tiunours

is not always possible, for the |)edicle is often short, and the tumoiu" is then so close to the

uterus that the two camiot be separated. They are therefore likely to be mistaken for

fibroids of the uterus. They do not often cause menorrhagia, however, and this may be

remembered as a cardinal point.

Large lunutur.s arising in the pel\ is an- not often dillieult to dilierentiate from t)ne

another, bearing in mind that ovarian tumours, uterine libroids, pregnancy, and ascites

are the conunon conditions which are met with. In this connection, it cannot he repeated
too often that amenorrhiea stands for pregnancy, and occasionally for ovarian tumoiu-s

when double. Menorrhagia goes with uterine fibroids except in the case of sul)peritoneal
tumours. Kxce]jtions to these general statements are uncommon, and mistakes in

diagnosis will occur but seldom if they are borne in mind. Ascites has to be diirerentiateil

from ovarian cysts, and occasionally from hydramnios. In general, ascites gives <lullness

in the flanks on ])ercussion, with resonance over an area somewhere about the innbilicus,

whilst ovarian cysts give dullness over the front of the abdomen, with resonant areas

in the flanks and epigastric angle. When ascites exists along with ovarian tumours the

free fluid may be so large in amount that the tiunour cannot be felt : as a rule, however,
it can be touche<l on dipping through the fluid, .\scites with an ovarian turuiiur does

not necessarily mean malignancy, but it may do so. Fibroma of the ovary, and simple
ovarian cyst, with a twisted ))edicle. will always be accompanied by some fluid.

When /,rcgiiiiiir/i i.s iissoiiated icitli tutuours. tlie diagnosis may lie of great diflieulty.

This does not lie in the recognition i>f the ])reguanev : amenorrha*a. breast changes. IVetal

movements, anil the ftrtal heart will usually make that clear enough ; it lies in deciiling

the nature, or even the presence, of a tumour along with the pregnant uterus. In the

early mouths, when the presence of two tumours can be demonstrated, the diagnosis is

easier, but in the later months the great size of the abilomeu, and the way in which the

swellings merge into one another, may obscure the jjicture. The relation to the uterus,

whether a part of it, or attached to it by a pedicle : the feel of the tumour, whether solid

or cystic, soft or hard ; and the j)revious history : will always he of assist'uu-e iti making
D -i-l
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out the nature of the growth. Fibroids are extremely hkely to soften and degenerate

during pregnaney, so that they are hable to be mistaken for ovarian eysts.

In the case of ovarian tumours, it is often im|)ossible to be sure of the exact nature

of the growth, and tliis has to be decided microscopically after removal. It is, however,

important to distinguish malignancy in growths of the ovary, and certain points will stand

out in favour of this. Thus, fixation of the growth in the pelvis, obvious ascites,

emaciation of the patient, and rai)i(l growth in size of the abdomen, are points in favour

of malignancy.
In the case of definitely itteriiic tumours, the diagnosis of malignant growths is not

often difticult, but may have to be settled by microscopic examination of curetted

fragments. Fibroids are only likely to be mistaken for malignant growths when they

produce constant bleeding as a result of extrusion, infection, and sloughing. Rapid growtli

of a fibroid is more likely to be the result of degenerative changes, such as formation of

cysts or necrobiosis, than to the development of a sarcoma or other malignant growth

along with it.

With small tumours contined to the ])elvis, or rising only a little above the brim,

diagnosis is often a matter of extreme difficulty. In ])ractice, however, e.rlra-uterinc fieslii-

tioii and its resulting blood-tumours stand out pre-eminently as swellings which must be

recognized at once, if successful treatment is to be adopted. Before rupture or abortion

has occurred a tubal gestation is essentially a small tumour in one jjostero-Iateral corner

of the pelvis, attached to the uterus, indefinite in consistence, and perhajis
—though not

always—associated with amenorrhoea of short duration, and attacks of pain in the pelvis

of an acute nature. Definite signs of pregnancy may be entirely wanting. It may be

mistaken for a chronic salpingo-oophoritis. a small cystic ovary, a small pedimculated

fibroid, or a small ovarian dermoid. The differential diagnosis may be absolutely impos-

sible ; but attacks of pain imassociated with menstruation are not likely to occur in any
of the latter conditions. The attacks of pain are usually the result of over-distention

and stretching of the tube from Inemorrhage into its wall or lumen around the fertilized

ovum. When tubal aboition has occurred, or tubal rupture, the signs of internal bleeding,

accompanied by sudden ])ain and collapse, with h;emorrhage from the uterus, usually

make an unmistakable picture. Ha'morrhage is more conunonly severe and copious in

tubal rupture than in tubal abortion. If the patient recovers from the initial bleeding the

clinical ])icture may be that of a retro-uterine licemalocelc. or of a j)eritubal ha'matocele.

In this form the uterus is pushed forwards and upwards again.st the symphysis pubis, and

the mass of blood-clot can be felt ])osteriorly hidging the posterior fornix, and also the

anterior wall of the rectum. The tumour is usually partly resonant in front, because

intestine adheres to it. Tubal abortion is most likely to be mistaken for an ordinary

uterine abortion : but the presence of a mass on one side of the uterus, with a closed

cervix, and the absence of uterine contractions or extrusion of any products of conception,

should make the case clear.

Progressive extra-uterine gestation is a rare occurrence, and is the result of continued

growth of an embryo after a partial separation from the tube as a result of rupture, or

extrusion from the fimbriated end (abortion). The continued enlargement of a mass

beside the uterus, with amenorrlura and progressive signs of pregnancy, are the most

characteristic points. The diagnosis, however, is dillicult. because there is always some

effused blood which is likely to obscine the outlines of the uterus, and make it a])pear to

be a part of the ))elvic mass.

The .swellings due to salpingo-oophoritis are usually (juite easy to distinguish. They
form fixed masses in the pelvis, seldom of any definite sha])e. but occasionally presenting

the characteristic retort shajK-. with its narrow end near the uterus, which the tube assutnes

when di.stended with Huid. The history is usually that of an acute illness at some period,

with pain in the ]jel\is. rise of temperature, and peritoneal irritation. It is preceded,

as a rule, by uterine discharges and menorrhagia. This infiammatory disturbance in

married women is associated with long periods of sterility, owing to the sealing up of the

tubes. The diagnosis of su|)|)uration -vdth salpingo-oophoritis is often impossible, but

is always important, because the treatment may dejjcnd on it. Constant rises of tempera-

ture of the hectic tyiie, wasting, and daily .sweating, are the usual accomi)animents of

suppuration here as elsewhere.
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A laruf prliir iihsn-ss may acciiiiipany sal|)inn(i-ii(i|)li(iiitis. (ir may (iccur alone uillmiit

infection of the tubes, as we see oeeasionally in puerperal septic infi'ctiniis. When it does

occur, it is of course jjeritoneal : it fixes the uterus in a central position, hulncs into the

posterior fornix aiul rectinii. tends to rupture into the rectum, is acute in onset, and aceoni-

panied In' siyiis of local peritonitis. It is likely to he confounded with pelvic iillnUtis,

in which the uterus is fixed in a laterally displaced jjosition. It bulues one lateral fornix,

tends to burrow along the round lijjanicnt to the groin, is slow in onset, chronic, and not

accompanied by signs of local ])eritonitis. It always follows laboiu', whereas pelvic abscess

of ])eritoneal origin may occiu' with salpingo-cxiphoritis (piitc apart from pregnancy. Pelvic

cellulitis never bears any relation to salpingo-oophoritis.

Enci/stcil /icriliiiicfil fluid. In/ilittiil ri/sls. and rt'lrojicriloncal lijiiinid are generally

diagnosed as o\arian cysts, and their true nature is only discovered at operation. There

are no definite signs by which these conditions may be diagnosed, and as they all require

oi)erativc treatment, post-opcrati\e diagnosis meets their re<iuirements.
Disltiiliiiii of llie vdgiiKi by menstrual lluid is not likely to be mistaken for anything

else, if only on accoiuit of the absolute closure of the hymen which gives rise to it.

Ila'matocolpos is |)ractically the only central tumour met with between the rectum and

the bladder reaching from the hymen to the i)elvic brim. The uterus can usually be felt

like a cork mo\able U|)on its upi)cr extremity.
Vidcliii/ i-i/.sis occur in fraiil of the uterus and in close relation to the blailder ; but

in spite of this they are usually mistaken for ovarian cysts. It is to be remcmbereil, how-

ever, that ovarian cysts only get in front of ami above the uterus when they are large.

I'raelial cysts rarely attain a large size.

.lj>peii(licilifi icitfi prc<iiiiinvi/ occurs occasionally, and may be niistakeu for such a

condition as torsion of an ovarian pedicle. The swelling due to appendix inllauuuations

is, howcM-r. in close relation lo the anterior superior spine of the ilium, and apparently
adherent to the iliac fossa. The lump is ill defined, and rarely fiuctuates unless there is

a large abscess. The acute onset may be similar to that of torsion of an ovarian pedicle.

There is u.sually a definite lluctuating tumour when aii o\arian cyst is present, and some

iuterxal between it and the iliac crest can usually be felt.

Plifiiilom tumours arc due to diaphragmatic contraction, causing the abdominal wall

to bulge. They arc usually mistaken by patients for pregnancy, but arc not accompanied
bv anv of the signs of ]jrcgnanev. .Amcnorrluca nnist be exce])ted from this, however,

because these cases usually oei'ur about the menopause. Their true nature can usually be

discfivered by making the patient breathe normally, relaxing the diaphragm : but if any
doubt exists, the protrusion will disappear under an ana'sthetic.

(jnnctlis iif the pelvic l/mies are very rare tumours, usually cartilaginous or sarconr.itous.

They are onl\- likely to be mistaken for adherent inflammatory masses, due to salpingo-

o(")phoritis. Thev will be found to be continuous with the bones forrnini: the pelvis, and

when growing from the sacrum may have the rectum in front of them ; all other tumours

have the reetvnn behind them. They may. however, bear no relation to the reclum at

all if they occur on the right side of the pelvis. In most cases of this nature the uterus

and adnexa can be pal])ated bimanually. and shown to be frci' from disease and
uncomiected with the mass. When eonii)lieated by the presence of a pregnant uterus

their true nature may be \ery difficult to determine. Hearing in mind that they are

absolutely fixed and continuous with the bones of the pelvis, the diagnosis <iught not

to be uncertain. Tims. <i. SIitciis

SWELLING, PERINEPHRIC. (Sec Kii.nf.v. KMAiKa-.Mr.xr or. p. .-i.V.'.)

SWELLING, POPLITEAL.—Popliteal swellings may be divided into :—

1. Fluid Swellings :

Bursa I Varicose veins I Aneurysm.
Baker's cyst I Abscess

I

'2. Solid Swellings not connected with Bone :

Knlarned ylands Maliiinaat tvunnurs
|

Innocent tumours.

•". Solid Swellings connected with Bone :

Exostosis
I

I^eriostitis

Sarcoma I Se|>aration of the ci>i]ihysis.
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FLUID SWELLINGS.

Bursa.—The bursa vinderneath the insertion of the seminienibranosus muscle into

the posterior aspect of the inner tuberosity of the tibia is often enlaroed. When the leg
is extenderl it stands out as a tense fluctuating swelling on the inner side of the popliteal

space ; on flexion it disappears completely. It may be found enlarged in young athletes

and cause no symptoms whatever. On account of its frecjuent comnumication with the

knee-joint it is often distended when that joint is the seat of osteo-arthritis, and the changes
found in the synovial membrane of the knee are found also in the synovial membrane

lining the bursa, for the two are continuous. When much fluid is present, fluctuation

can be detected between the joint and the bursa.

The bursa under either of the two heads of the gastrocnemius niuscle may be enlarged

similarly, but this is rare.

Baker's Cyst occurs in connection with chronic tuberculosis of the knee-joint, and is

formed hy the extension of a chronic abscess which spreads along a plane of fascia. Such
an abscess may present itself in the po])liteal space. The condition of the knee-joint will

indicate the disease.

Varicose Veins are often present ; the diagnosis ])resents no difflculties, as the veins

in the lower part of the leg will be varicose also.

Acute Abscess is recognized by the signs of acute inflammation : the skin is red ami
a-dcmatous. the pulse and temperature are raised, and the swelling is very painful. The
knee is kept flexed in order to minimize the tension of the ])art. The abscess may-
be caused by sup])urating lymphatic glands or by su])purative ])eriostitis or necrosis of

the lower end of the femur. In the former case the abscess will be suiierficial. and in the

latter deep to the popliteal \essels.

Aneurysm of the Popliteal Artery [J'lalc AAA) gives rise to an expansile pulsating
tumour, the pulsation being synchronous with the heart's beat. Pressure on the femoral

artery above will cause a diminution in size of the swelling and cessation of pulsation.
The pulse at the ankle on the affected side may be smaller than that on the opposite, and

delayed. If a stethoscope be placed over the swelling a distinct liruit can be heard. The

complaint of the ]>atient will jjrobably be of |)ain. which may be referred down the leg if

either popliteal nerve is pressed on. or in the site of the swelling if the bone is eroded.

Varicose veins are almost always present also, on account of pressure on the ]M)pliteal vein.

Owing to its pulsatile character, an aneurysm is not often mistaken for anything else, but

it must be remembere<l that every swelling that pulsates is not an aneurysm. A soft

vascular sarcoma growing from the end of the fenmr may be pulsatile, and over it a bruit

may be heard, but the tumour is not as compressible as an aneurysm, and the effects on
the distal pulse are not so marked. A skiagram will usually settle tlie question at once.

Distinction nnist also be drawn between a tumour that pulsates and a tumour to which

jiiflsation is conununicated. For instance, an abscess or a solid swelling lying over the

po|)liteal artery may ajjpear to ])ulsate. but the movement is heaving in character and not

expansile. In the rare event of an aneurysm having become filled with clot it might be

taken for a solid tumoiu- growing either from the soft parts or from the bone. Inder this

delusion a leg has been amputated for sarcoma.

SOLID SWELLINGS NOT CONNECTED WITH BONE.

Enlarged Glands.— It is not conuiion to find the popliteal glands enlarged from any
cause. It is possible that they may become infected with pyogenic organisms from a

sore on the back of the leg.

Tumours are rare. They may be innocent, e.g.. lipoma ; or sdicoriiiiloiis. starting
in the coruieetivc tissue of the ])oi)liteal space, or attached to one of the muscles. The
innneint tumours are of long history and well defined ; the malignant, rapidly growing
and infiltrating.

SOLID SWELLINGS CONNECTED WITH BONE.

In all cases of bony tumour a skiagram is of immense service, and should always be

obtained if possible.

Innocent Tumours.—Cancellous exostoses may be foimd, generally in children antl

young adults, growing from the region of the epiphyseal cartilage of the femur (Fig. 281,
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p. (iTO). 'riiciT may In- iitlurs in dtlicr pails (if tlif skcU-ton. and siiniclinics sc\ci:il

nicniltiTs of the family art- affected similarly. The swellinfi is of slow growth, well defined,

and rarely yi\-es any trouble. It is most often found at the inner side of the popliteal

.s|>aee. There is one tliinji that may be eonfouiided with it, namely, ossijifd/idii of Ihc

iiiscrliiiii iif a IcikIhii or nuisele. The adductor loiif>us muscle is the one most commonly
affected.

Malignant Tumours are endosteal and |)eriosteal sarcoma. Central sdrnnixi in its

early stages reseml)les chronic osteitis and periostitis so closely that it may be impossible
to come to a correct conclusion without the aid of a skiagram. With this help the diHi-

culty vanishes, for a myeloid tumour is seen clearly as a well-delintil tumour causinj;

enlargement of the bone (compare Fii>s. 'l^l. 2.S(>, -JlST, pp. (i72. fiTU).

I'eiitisirnl siiicduki causes a ijeneral cnlarnement of the whole of the lower end of the

femur or upjicr end of the tibia (F/g. 2H'.i, p. (iTl), not swcllini; in the popliteal space only.
It is mentioned here because of its oci'asional confusion with periostitis and popliteal

necrosis.

Periostitis.— Popliteal necrosis with abscess formation may give rise to a big swelling.

The signs of inllauunation will usually be well marked and accompanied by constitutional

symjitoms and Icucocytosis. Chronic jjcriostitis, or chronic abscess of the Ijone, or central

necrosis, may be extremely dillicult to distinguish from a periosteal sarcoma. .V skiagram
should be taken, and if necessary an incision made down to the tumour for a piece to be

removed for histological examination. (.See .S\vi-.t.i.in(; ox a Bone, p. ()()7.)

Separation of the Epiphysis.—In the somewhat rare accident of separation of tlie

lower epiphysis of the lemur, the lower fragment becomes displaced backwards, forms a

prominence in llie popliteal space, anil presses on lln' vessels, sometimes to a dangerous
extent. (iianie E. (iaxk.

SWELLING, PULSATILE.—When a lumour can b.' felt jjulsating, the lirst point
to <le(ide, if possible, is whether the pulsation is expansile or whether it is merely trans-

mitted by a non-ex|)ansile tumour which is in direct contact with large pulsating vessels.

The distinction is sometimes obvious, es])eeially when the tumour has de\clo|>ed in a place
where tliere arc no particularly large blood-vessels to transmit ])ulsation. lor instance iti

the foot, or in direct coimeetion with a long bone at some spot not immedialely adjacent
to the main artery of the limb. The chief dilliculty arises when the mass is cither in the

root of the neck or in the abdomen and, to a less extent, when it is in the axilla, the imier

aspect of the upper arm. in front of the elbow, in the groin, or in the jjopliteal space,
t'areful palpation is |)robably the best means of determining whether there is actual expan-
sile pulsation or not ; in the case of the alxlomen it is important to examine the patient
not only when he lies on his back, l)ut also in the knee-elbow ])osture. for sometimes a

tumour which is in contact with the aorta in the former position falls away from it and
ceases to transmit |>ulsation in the latter.

If it can be decided delinitcly that the tumour is itself ])ulsating. most probably it

is either an rinciiri/.sm of an artery or else a very vascular growth, es|)ecially oslcD.sfircoma.

The existence of egg-shell crackling with pulsation in a tiunoiir would be highly suggestive
of osteosarcoma, though it is conceivaljlc that it might also be felt over an aneurysm that

had extensively eroded the adjacent bones, .\neurysm will be the probable diagnosis
when the markedly pulsatile swelling occurs directly along the course of a known artery.
Absence of pulsation does not. however, exclude aneurysm, for the latter may cither be

situated too dee])ly for the ])ulsation to be felt, or else the sac may be filled partly or wholly

by organized or organizing clot.

.Sometimes there may be doubt as to whctln-r there is really pulsation or ni>t, wlien

digital txamination alone is relied upon : in such cases, direct ap|)lieation of the ear to

the ])art in such a way that the pinna is in uniform contact with the patienfs skin will

sometimes bring pulsation to the notice very clearly when its amount, appreciable to tlie

membrana tympani, is too slight for the hand to detect : this applies particularly to deep-
seated intrathoracic aiieurysnis.

It must be remembered, on the otlier hand, that marked pulsation may suggest

aneurysm without any being present, particularly at the root of the neck and in the

abdomen (/''/i;. L'SS) : a normal subcla\'iun arterv mav sometimes seem to be abnormal.
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piuticularly if it is pushed forward or disjjlaced by a mass Iielow or behind it, for instance

an accessory cervical rib. Undue pulsation of the abdominal aorta, especially in women,
is also to be remembered as a possible source of erroneous diagnosis (see Pulsation, Undue
Abdominal Aortic, p. 543).

It should also be remembered that normal arteries cause very violent pulSrtiion in

cases of marked aortic re<;ur<fitati(>n. and in severe cases of exophtliahnic goitre, in which

the whole neck, inchidini; the enlaracd thyroid "land, may be seen to Ix' pulsating vigor-

ously.
We need not here discuss in detail tlic ditlVrential diagnosis between one kind of

aneurysm and another, though one might mention in particular the so-called cirsoid

aneurysm of the scalp {Plate XXXI), which is rather a conglomeration of many abnormally
dilated arteries in the form of an arterial na;vus than a true aneurysm. Its position on

the scalp will at once suggest the diagnosis.
A pulsatile orbital tumoiu- will generally be due either to an osteosarcoma, or to

an arteriovenous aneurysmal communication
between the internal carotid artery or its

ophthalmic branch, and the cavernous sinus.

The ])resence of a loud bruit woidd be in

i'axour of the latter.

It is important not to mistake lor the

ordinary pulsatile tumours those which may
move synchronously with respiration, for

instance hernia inihnonalis, hernia cerebri, and

certain congenital abnormalities of the brain

and spinal cord, such as meningomyelocele
{Fio. 10.>. p. -l-.W).

It is unlikely that a pulsatile liver will be

mistaken for any other kind of pulsatile

tumour. The cases in which it occurs are

those of chronic failure of cardiac compensa-
tion, generally mitral stenosis and tricuspid

stenosis with (I'dema of the legs, lividity.

()rtho|)n(ra, and jterhaps ascites, which have

generally been i^resent for some time before the

nutmeg liver becomes obviously pulsating.

Harely. the cardiac pulsations may be

transmitted direct to tluid contained in a

pleural ca\ ity, so that the bulging intercostal

sjjaces may pulsate synchronously with the

radial artery and simulate some more serious

pulsatile tumour. The history and the physical

signs, including displacement of the heart

towards the opposite side, will generally
indicate the correct diagnosis, though there may be some trepidation on the part of the

operator who decides to insert the exploring needle into the pulsating swelling.
Hcrbeii French.

SWELLING OF THE SALIVARY GLANDS.
Epidemic Parotitis—Mumps—is the commonest cause of swelling of tiic sali\ary

glands : it is discussed on
]). (il7.

Infective Parotitis is characterized by a sudden, acute and generally unilateral

enlargement, and is accompanied often by a rise of temperature or a rigor. It is not an

imcfimmon com|)lication in certain sjiccilic fevers, e.g., typhoid fever and pneumonia ; and
in surgical |)ractice it m;iy complicate any septic case, but especially abdominal, pelvic,

and genitourinary o|)erations. ]>uer](eral infection, and pyicniia. Resolution usually

occurs, but suppunitidu may ensue.

Salivary Calculus.—A calculus may be found in Stensons duct, but is more common
in the duct of the submaxillary gland. In the early stages such a calcidus gives rise to

sudden intermittent swelling of the affected gland at times when the stimulus of food gives

Fiy. *.iSS.—Photoyraph illustrutiiig the dilliculty
wliich niay arise in diagnosing between abdominal
aneury.sm and carcinoma of tlie stomacti. Tiiis

patient Iiad a larjje rounded epigiustric tumour
(demarcated by painting with ink before tlie plioto-
graph was fallen) which pulsated forcibly, and the

pulsation seemed to be expansile. Aneurysm of the
cceliac axis was diagnosed, but post-mortem examina-
tion revealed a large carcinoma of the stomach, and
no aneurysm.
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rise to ;icti\(' secrotidii of salivii. As lli<' result ni' l(in;i-sl;iii<lini; ilistcntioii and clirouic

iiillaniinatioii, the Hl"'>ifl may bt-conio ijciiiiaiiciitly suiilkn. The diagnosis of stone may
he niaile with the fhiuer in the mciith, by prieking the ealeulus with a needle thronnh tlie

hiieeal inneons nienihrane. by ])assinu ;i fine probe np the duet and t'eelin'4 the gratint; on
tlie stone, and by the use of the c-rays.

Parotid Tumours.— Both innocent and malignant tuinoins arise in the i)arotid gland.
The iruioeent tumours (tibromyxoma. endothelioma, teratoma) are encapsiiled. grow
slowly. i)ress aside the rest of the parotid gland, shell out freely, and if removed do not

reenr. If left alone they- may attain a large size in the eourse of years. The malignant
tmnoin-s (sareoma and carcinoma) grow rapidly, soon atf'eeting the whole gland, extending

deeply among the imjiortant structures bi-hind the ramus of the jaw and soon irnoKing
the facial ner\f. causing facial jialsy.

The diagnosis has to be made from sim])le enlargements of the gland and from enlarge-
ment of llie fire-aurieular lym))hatic glands due to infection with ))yogenic organisms,
tubeiclc. or sy|)hilis.

Tumours in the Submaxillary Salivary Gland are similar to but rarer than Ihose

which oi-eur in the [larotid gland.
Bilateral Salivary Swelling Miculicz's Syndrome. This condition is characteri/.cd by

a chronic bilateral swelling of the parotid, submaxill.iry, and sublingual salivary, together
in many cases with simultaneous swelling of the lachrymal glands (Fig. :i. ]>. 2;j). and it is

sometimes associated with enlargement of the spleen and lymphatic glands, and with changes
in the blood. The general a]j])e-irances of the face are those of peisistent mumps, so to

speak. The syndiome is not a discasi' in itself, but results most often from liinipliiithiionHi

or hj)tii>lHitic tiiikiriiiiii : less often from some inlection. including liiltcrciildsix anil

secondary sjipliili^. A few cases have been attributed to i,'""'- Each case should

he investigated ftir any source of pyogenic infection from the month or gums, for syphilis

by the Wassermann test, lor leuka-mia by blood examination (p. 2 + ), and for any evidence

elsewheri' of tuberculosis.
Ciiorfii' K. lidsk.

SWELLING, SCROTAL. -It is lirsl .ssenlial 1.1 prove that the swelling is really

limited to the scrotal region, and this is best done by grasping the root of the scrotmii

between the lingers and thumb, and thus ascertaining if the swelling does or does not

extend into the inguinal region along the cord. Failure to take this obvious precaution
has led to the tapping of a hernia with disastrous results. True scrotal swellings may
arise in any of the following tissues : (1) Skin : ("i) The various connective-tissue co\erings
of the testicle : (:$) Tunica vaginalis : (4) Testicle : (5) Epididymis : (0) The lower end
of the spermatic cord : (T) The urethra : (S) The bones of the jjubic arch.

1. The nature of swellings affecting the Skin is usually obxious. The only eonuiion

ones are : Hoils. soft sores and chancre, sebaceous cysts, warts, and epithelioma.
The latter soon ulcerates, conunonly occurs in sweeps, and the groin glands soon become

enlarged.
J. Swellings of the various Connective-tissue Coverings are very rare, but occasion-

all\ a libnisarcoma may occur. These swellings arc movable U|ion the testicle. The

.synnnetrical enlargement called ilijilmiilidsis striili. due to the Filiiriii sittiilniiiis lidiiiiiiis-.

is limitcfl to the tropics.

'.i. The Tunica Vaginalis may become distended with tluid. thus forming the ordinary

vaginal Inidriicclf. Except in late cases this is translucent, and is thus distinguished from

a ha-matocele of the same cavity. It should not be forgotten that a hydrocele with thick

walls may fail to give translucency. When |)roved to be translucent, it has to be distin-

guished from encysted hydrocele of the epididymis anfl encysted hydrocele of the cord.

Vaginal hydrocele occupies the lower part of the scrotum and envelops the h:slicU\ which

cannot be felt as a separate f)l)ject. Kiiciistrd In/drocelr of tin- epidifli/niis is placed hcliiiiil

and above the testicle, from which it is distinct, although attached at the ui)]jer and posterior

part. Moreover, this variety of hydrocele nevir attains a large size, 7-arely getting larger

than a Tangerine orange. It is not tightly distended, but is usually flabby, and it contains

a characteristic milky fluid in which cholesterin crystals (Fig. 124. p. •J.J4) are present.

Eneijsled hydrocele of the eord is placed aliovr the testicle, which can be felt as a separate

object. It rarely attains a large size, and is often elliptical in sha])e. extending upwards
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alonj; the cord. AH the hydrocfles fluctuate. To test for this it is necessary to fix the

swelling against some hard ol)ject. Hleeding may occur into any of them as a result of

injury or constitutional disease. It is almost impossible to distinguish between an opaque

hydrocele and a hematocele without tapping the swelling. In syphilitic disease, with

irregular adhesion between the parietal and the visceral walls, a loculated hydrocele may
occur.

4. Swellings of the Body of the Testicle may be inflammatory or neoplastic.

Acute inflammatory swellings rarely attain a large size, and they are usually associated

with enlargement of the epididymis, and occur as a part of acute epididymo-orchitis due

to urethritis of some kind, or to iimmps or as a post-lyphoidnl phenomenon. Chronic

inflammatory swellings give rise to more difficulty. They are usually either tuberculous or

syphiliiic. or else due to chronic torsion. In the former disease, swelling of the epididymis
is practically always primary and more advanced ; but in infants the body of the testis

becomes involved at a very early stage. The enlarged epididymis can be felt enveloping

the posterior border, and the upper and lower poles of the testicle. There is often a little

hydrocele which may obscure tlie shape of the testicle. If there is adhesion, with perhaps
an abscess or a sinus at the ))osterior and lower part of the scrotum, it is characteristic

of suppurative disease of the epididymis, usually of a tuberculous nature. Moreover, in

tuberculous disease the vas is thickened, usually in a nodular manner. It is important
to examine all the palpable jiart of the vas, for sometimes the nodules are limited to the

inguinal region. Von Pirquet's tuberculin reaction is a valuable aid if its limitations are

remembered. In striking contrast with this, syphilitic enlargement of the testicle leaves

the epididymis unaffected, and is limited to the testicle, which enlarges unevenly, often

affecting the tunica albuginea and the tunica vaginalis in a nodular manner. The syphilitic

testicle rarely attains three times the natural size. It is curiously devoid of pain. The

testicular sensation is often lost, and there is little or no thickening of the cord. Its

anterior surface is uneven and may become adherent to the coverings, which may later

ulcerate, and ultimately give rise to a hernia testis on the front of the swelling. This

contrasts with the postero-infero-lateral position of tuberculous sinus or hernia testis.

Chronic torsion of the testis is generally the result of a blow, or of an injury in the saddle :

the symptoms may be obscure until the testicle begins to swell. Operation is generally

resorted to with the idea that the condition is tuberculous or malignant, and even then

the diagnosis may be in doubt until microscopical examination of the organ has been

made.
It is often very difficult to distinguish syphilitic enlargement of the testicle from that

due to grozvth ; but a course of large doses of aiitisyphilitic remedies and the Wassermann

reaction may settle the matter. Malignant new growth nearly always grows steadily,

and being entirely within the tunica albuginea it maintains the shape and smooth surface

of the testicle until it reaches a size much larger than that of a syphilitic testicle.

Moreover, it causes much more pain, and usually some thickening of the cord, with later

enlargement of the glands in the pelvis. In some cases the diagnosis between syphilitic

testicle, growth, and haematocele may be so difficult and so urgently necessary as to

demand an ex])loration.

Malignant growths of the testicle can be divided into four varieties : (/i) Carcinoma ;

(b) Sarcoma : (c) Embryoma : (rf) Endothelioma.

Carcinoma is far more eonuiion than sarcoma, although the contrary has been

believed for many years, owing to the fact that many carcinomatous growths with small

alveoli have been wrongly labelled sarcoma. The average age of patients with carcinoma

testis is 43. and of those with sarcoma testis. 34. The average duration of carcinoma

before operation is IJ years; of sarcoma. 11 months. Sarcoma advances much more

rapidly and kills earlier than carcinoma. The former disseminates through the veins,

whereas the latter travels along the lymphatics and infects the lumbar glands.

Embryoma is, according to Nicholson,
" the commonest new growth of the testicle, but

it is often overlooked."" It can be shown to contain structures derived from all the three

blastodermic layers of the embryo. The average age at the time of operation is 29, the

average known duration before operation is ok years.
"
Although not necessarily

malignant, it niav produce metastases composed of all the tissues of the primary growth,

er one tissue mav become actively malignant, in which case the deposits will be formed of
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that tissue alone." It may spread alunii the lymphatics or disseminate through the

veins.

5. The Epididymis may l)eeome eiihiriied as the result of {(i) Inllammalioii ; (I)) New
growth : (r) Cystic desieneration.

ft. Itifldiiniiiilnrij mcclliiigs: are characterized hy lieinii elongated in a vertical direc-

tion ; by their relation to the testicle, which they overlap at its posterior border, and its

upper and lower ])oles ; and lastly, by beinii flattened from side to side, so that the antero-

posterior diameter is greatly increased. Inflammatory swellings may be :
—

(i) (ionor-

rhoeal : (ii) Septic, secondary to some other form of urethritis : (iii) Tuberculous.

i. The oniinnha'al variety is distinguished by its acuteness. great tenderness, the

surrounding (cdenia, and the bacteriological examination of the urethral discharge. Its

onset is usually between the second and tenth week. Occasionally a sul>aeutc form

develops later, at any time during the course of gleet. This is very dilliculf to distinguish

from the tuberculous variety. Most eases of tuberculous epididymitis end in suppuration,
but the gonorrlucal variety very rarely breaks down.

ii. The iiillanniiation of the epididymis following other varieties of iirrtliritis (such as

ulceration near a stricture or due to impacted calculus, instrumentation, or prostatec-

tomy), is often sulliciently indicated by the history if care be taken to go into this

thoroughly. The swelling following prostatectomy is apt to suppurate. .Some of these

can be mistaken very easily for tuberculous disease.

iii. TuhercitUnis cpiilifli/initis. as a rule, is far more insidious and painless in its onset

than other forms of c|)i(li(lymitis ; but it should not be forgotten that early subacute or

even acute attacks of inllanunation may accompany this disease, and that these are often

the means of drawing the patient's attention for the first time to a disease which has been

going on insidiously for some months. It has frciiuently been said that tul)erculous nodules

are limited to the globus major, and that those left after gonorrhfpal luethritis are confined

to the globus minor. It is more true to .say that the latter are limited to the globus minor,

whereas tuberculous disease may attack any part of the epididymis. Wherever the

tuberculous disease starts, the infiammatory i)roducts soon spread through the thin fibrous

ea|)sule of the epididymis, and then gravitate towards the postero-infero-lateral corner

of the scrotum, where adhesion occurs, followed later by an abscess and a sinus. In the

diagnosis of tuberculous from other forms of epididymitis, the general state of health.

and especially the presence or absence of other tuberculous lesions, are of great importance.
Nodular thickening of the vas deferens an<l of the vesicuhe seminales anil prostate are also

valuable signs when the disease is well advanced. It should be remembered that the

disease travels upwards along the vas, so that in its early and hopeful stages the upper

part of the vas and vesicute seminales are not enlarged.
h. Primarji new groivlli of the epididymis is excessively rare, so that if neeil not give

rise to much concern in diagnosis : it will generally be regarded as tuhenic until .if'ter

operation and microscopical examination of part of the tissue excised.

c. Ci/slir iliseiise of the e])ididymis may occur in the form of: (i) Solitary cysts {riilc

sii])ia) ; (ii) Multiple cysts. The latter condition rarely occurs except in men past middle

age. and is analogous to cystic flegeneraf ion of the breast. The condition is almost painless
and harmless. These swellings are translucent.

Ii. Swellings of the Lower End of the Cord. -The most important swelling of

the lower part of the spermatic cord is inriciicctc. It is apt to be mistaken for omental

hernia, but the mistake should never be made, because of the characteristic feel of the

varicocele, and the reappearance of the swelling after it has been completely reduced and
the finger is firmly pressed on the external abdominal ring.

7. Urethral Conditions. —Occasionally a pcri-iiiethral abscess may form a swelling
in the serotmn. Tenderness, crdema, and fluctuation, together with the history and
evidence of uretlual disease, serve to make the diagnosis clear. Piimmi/ ejiillietioiiKi of
the inelhid is distiniiuished by the threat pain and urethral obstruction that it engenders.

s. Diseases of the Pubic Bones. InlUnnmatory products may travel into the

scrotum from disease of the bones of the j)ubic arch, es|)ecially from the neighbourhood
of the symphysis pubis. Acute necrosis of these bones is sulliciently indicated by the grave
constitutional symptoms which always accompany it. Caries gives rise to more dilliculty.

The writer has known a case of tuberculous caries of the lower part of the symphysis pubis
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in which tlic innamniatory ])r(><lucts uia\ itatcd backwards and to tlie left, so as to form

a large firm swelling in the left half of the scrotum, where it gave rise to much difficulty

in diagnosis, and was thought to be either a sarcoma arising from the librous covering of

the crus penis, or possibly a gummatous mass in the same situation. Sufficient attention

was not paid to the fact that the man had chronic phthisis. George E. Gask.

SWELLING OF THE TONGUE is a conditic.n the nature of which is generally

obvious on inspection and palpation, if the liistory is ta]<en into account at the same time,

and many of the causes given in tlie following list need little detailed discussion :
—

1. Causes of Acute Swelling of the Tongue:

\ bite or sting
—

was])-sting for exam|)le ( 1). Variola

Injurv, for instance bv a tish-bone, or by I ('>). Scrum injections ami other eon-

bitiny duriiii; an ejiiieptic fit
|

ditions liable to cause giant

Angina Ludovici
[

urticaria

Corrosives or acute irritant applications ((>). Angioneurotic a-dema
.^cute oedema, secondary to :

—
I (7). Raynaud's disease

(1). Inllanmiatorv conditions within Ha-morrhagc with swelling of tongue, as in

scurvy, kuku-mia and other causes of

]iuri)ura (p. .1.">'2).

the mouth—Stomatitis (p. .542)

(2). Tiie effects of certain drugs,

es|ieeially mercury
(:j). f'^rvtbema bullosum or peniphigvis

(p. 98)

2. Causes of Chronic or Persistent Swelling of the Tongue :

(1). IVIiiir Ihe sivclliiig /.v gcncriil :
—

Maeroglossia | Myxfcdema | Acromegaly
Cretinism

| Mongolian idiocy |

Chronic dyspepsia.

(2). Where the sivclliiig is local or (isi/niitnlrUnI :
—

Irritation by a tooth-

l)late or decayed
tocith

Epithelioma
Leukoplakia (chronic

superlieial glossitis)

C;unmia I
Ranula

Tuberculous iuliltration
|

Suprahyoid cyst

Actinomycosis j .Angioma
Calculus in a sublingual

> Sarcoma,
salivarv gland

If the nature of the tongue enlargement is not obvious from the history and simple

inspection and pali)ation. as will probably be the case when it is due to a bite, sting, injury,

corrosive or initaiil api)lication, after the use of mcrciirij. serum, or other drugs, variola or

pemphigus it mav be so from the concomitant symptoms, as in the case of creliuisin (p.

2:J4), acromegaly (p. 2.37), mongolian idiocy (p. ]!»()). or my.ra'dema (p. 38). The swollen

tongue of dyspepsia is seldom very large, though it may cause the patient discomfort at

times from the sense of its being too big for the mouth ; it is seldom dillieult to recognize

from its pale flabby look and its marginal indentation by the teeth.

Simple maeroglossia is rare : when it does occur, the history is that it dates from youth

or childhood, and the patient may otherwise be perfectly normal, unless he also has some

other ciuigenital |)eeuliarity, such as macrocheilia (blubber-lips).

The chronic local lesions associated with swelling are in many cases associated with

superficial ulceration, and the diflicultics that may arise in distinguishing simple, syphilitic.

an<l cpitliclionudiuis troid)lc arc <Iiscussed under Ui.ckkation of tuk Tonguk (|). 738).

Tuberculous and aclinomyrolic lingual mischief are both very rare, and on that very account

may be mistaken for malignant or syphilitic disease uidess bacteriological or histological

methods of diagnosis are resorted to. Ranula and sublingual salivary gland calculus or

cyst both cause swellings that are beneath the front part of the tongue rather than in its

substance ; generally bulging up one side of the floor of the mouth near the frcnemun

linguie. A ranula is a distended mucous gland, and after enlarging slowly to the size of a

chestnut ]ierhai)s, it often ceases to grow further ; but it does not Huctuate in its dimensions

in relationship to meals, like a salivary gland swelling often does.

A sujiruhi/oid cyst is situated in the root of the tongue posteriorly, where it arises from

remains of the obsolete thyroglossal duct. It is seldom large ; its nature may be suggested

by its situation.
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An <iii<li(iiii(i 111' thr tiinmK' is ran': snnicliiiu-s, Iidwi'MT. al'tfr ifinaiiiirii; lalcnl tor

years, it ^irows with rapidity ami nect'ssitatcs an opiTatinn. Tlie iliaynosis may lii' sni;f;i's-

ted by tlie colour of the tumour, but liistolofiieal examination sul)SL-(|uent to rfmo\ al may
I)e re(iiiiri'(l l)i't'ore one can be sine wlietlier tlie tumour is a simjjle anjiioma,, or wlictlier

it has taken on tlie malignant eharaeters of an anii'iosareoma or is a pure stnriiina.

Hoemorrhage in the substance of the toiiyue. with eonsei[ueiit great swelling of the

organ and inability to use it for s|)eaUing or eating, may result from many of the

different blood conditions that produce purpura. Only in \ery exceptional cases would

such .S|)ontancoiis bleeding be confined to the tongue, though concei\ably this might be

the first symptom in a ease of acute lymphatic leuk;emia. for exam]ile. or of purpura

ha-niorrhauiea. Other ha-morrhages would follow, howeyer. and indicate the need for

blooil-coimis and other measures that are iliscussed under the heading of I'rKi'Cii.v (p. 552).

RaiiiKitid'n ilisi'iisc (]). 25(>) affects the lingers anil toes more commonly than any other

parts : it mav. however, inyolve other distal tissues in a. similar way. including the penis,

the ears, the nose, and the tongue. In the latter it sometimes jjroduces acute attacks of

purple or almost black cyanosis, followed occasionally by local necrosis and subscciuent

.scarring : acute swelling of the tongue may ensue when the paroxysm of \ asoeonstricf ion

is ]iassing off. 1 have never seen a case. howe\cr, in which the tongue alone was alTccted.

and when the llnyers and toes are attaekecl at the same time as the tongu<' the diagnosis

is easy.
There remain for discussion acute (edema of the tongui- dut' to miiif sl(iiii(ilili-<. dli^Ki-

nciirolic (iiU-inii <i( llic lon^iic. and diigiiKi Liiflaiici. The latter is an acute. \ irulent and

generally fatal condition, in which streptococci or other organisms attack the tloor of the

mouth and root of the tongue and without producing much |>us. or even noneat all spread

almost like wild-lire through the deeper structures of the mouth, throat, ami neck, and cause

extreme swelling of all the tissues in the neiglibourhnod : there is high lever, often a severe

risor. the iiatient is soon in a state of being hardly able to breathe, and extreme frdema

of the glottis is apt to cause death from asphyxiation even when multiple incisions have

been made into the brawny swollen parts. The condition is almost unmistakable ; fortu-

nately it is rare. It may be sinndated by similar widespread (cdema that results from

infection of the deeper jjarts secondarily to one or other of the tyjjes of stomatitis discusseil

on p. 542 ; indeed, such stomatitis, when it has s|)read to the deeper tissues in this way.

has virtually led to a secondary angina laulovici : the latter name, hnwever, is applied

as a rule only to cases in which the acute overwhelming infection described above arises

without any obvious preceding inflammation of the tongue or mouth.

Angioneurotic (cdema of the tongue is rare, but it is of great imporlaiue because it is

one of the ))nrely functional conditions which may kill the patient. .\s a rule there is a

history of similar attacks in other parts of the l>ody prc\ iously (Fig. ITS. p. tl2). and other

members of the taniily will be familiar with acute causeless swellings from personal experi-

ence, for it is a familial affection. Should it involve the tongue during a first attack.

however, it woidd be mistaken for angina Ludovici very easily, es))ecially as the patient

may have ])yrcxia or a rigor notwithstanding the functional nature of the maladv . Trache-

otomy has been resorted to as the only means of sa\ing the |iatient's life, and the diagnosis

has only become cleai when the etdenia of the tongue and adjacent parts has subsided

almost as rapidly as it came on. and the ])atient has had similar neurotic (cdeina. ])robably

in other parts, on subsequent occasions. Iliihrrl Fniu h.

SWELLING, VULVAL.—The differential diagnosis of vulval tumours must necessarily

include not oidy true swellings of the vulva, but also swellings which appear at tlie vulva

as a residt of the displacement of other structures, such as occur in ])rolafise an<l cystocelc,

and in a<ldition lesions like kraurosis vulva-, which arc nt)t strictly swellings at all. The

lesions of the vulva may be tabulated imdcr various headings, as set forth in the following

scheme :
—

Inflammator}' Lesions.—
.Simple vulvitis

Gonorrlueal vulvitis

Soft chancre

Papilloniata

.Syiihilis : furunculosis
Himterian eluuiere Leuko])lakic vulvitis

Condyloiria ,

Kraurosis vulv:e

Tertiary lesions
;
Pseudo-elephantiasis

Tulicreidijsis Estliioniene.
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Cystic Swellings.—
Ilydnieele of the

canal of Nuck

Blood Cysts.—
VaricDCfle

New Growths.—
Caruncle
Fibroma
Lipoma
Aiiyioina

Herniae.—
Inguinal

Displacement.—

Sebaceous cysts
Mucous cv.sts

Implantation cysts
Dermoid cysts.

Rui)tnre of a varicose vein
|

Traumatic h.Tuiatoma.

Neuroma
Fibromyoma of round liga-

ment
Endothelioma

Posterior labial

Squamous-celled carcinoma
(epithelioma)

Columnar-celled carcinoma
Sarcomata of various kinds.

I

Perineal.

Fibromyoma of the vaginal
wail.

Prolapse of urethral i Cystocele
uuK-ous membrane 1 Inversion of the uterus

I*rola|)se of uterus

Unclassified.—Sini|)lc anasarca.

Certain of tliese lesions stand out i>re-eniinently as presenting diinculties in diagnosis.
The general principles by which solid tumours are distinguished from cystic, inflammatory
swellings from new growths, or new growths from herni;e, need not be insisted upon here.

Perhaps the commonest dilliculty which arises in ])ractice is the diagnosis of gonorrhrjeal
vulvitis from simjile vidvitis. and also between the gonorrh(x>al soft chancre and the

syphilitic condyloma, tlie latter differentiation being of much more practical importance
than the former as far as the patient is concerned. In the acute stage of a aoiiorrhri'ril

viilvilis there is a chance of recognizing the gonococcus in the discharge, if tilms made from
it are suitably stained. Practically, all acute forms of vulvitis appear alike clinically,
so that the recognition of the gonococcus becomes a matter of importance (see p. 185).
In chronic gonorrho^al infections with vulval swelling, as a rule the organism cannot be
found in the general vulval discharge, but might be found in the urethra or in the cervix.
A gonorrhncal infection may be suspected if the patient gives a history of an acute onset,

accompanied by scalding on micturition, and when there are redness of the orifices of
Bartholin's glands, and nnich redness and swelling of the caruneuhe niyrtiformes. Papil-
lomata or warts of the vulva may occur also in chronic gf)norrh(ral infections, and there
is no evidence of a reliable nature to show that they occur in any other kind of infection.

Tlie soft chnncir of gDiionhiefi may be mistaken for the coiidifloma of secoiidiiri/ si/philis.
but as a rule this dilliculty should not occur. The soft chancre is a typical punched-out
ulcer with a somewhat red base and clean edges, discharging pus. The condyloma, on
the other hand, is a raised, flat-topped excrescence, with sodden, epithelium-covered
surface. Soft chancres are not very numerous, as a rule, and are generally limited to the
vulva. Condylomata are numerous, and may occur all over the labia, around the anus,
and even on the skin of the thighs an<l gluteal region. Condylomata are from the start,

or very .soon after, accompanied by a sore throat and a typical papular skin rash, for they
are secondary syphilitic lesions. Soft chancres clear up with antiseptics : condylomata
persist for long periods, but clear up in two or three weeks as a rule under mercurial treat-

ment or salvar.san. It must not be forgotten that soft sores and condylomata may occur

together in the same ])atient. in which case the diagnosis may be still more diHicult.

Another practical differentiation which gives rise to anxiety is that between the
Hunteriaii chancre or primary s>^)hilitic sore, and squamous epilhclinma of the vulva. This
is a question which is of vital imjjortance to the ])atient if valuable time is not to be lost

in the treatment of a malignant eijithclioma. The two lesions look much alike at first :

they form raised hard indurated masses in the skin, which may ulcerate cpiickly as a result

of necrosis of the su|)erlicial jjortions. ]5oth give rise to a thin watery discharge, and to

enlarged glands in the inguinal region which do not sup])uratc at tirst, but may do so later

in the case of an epithelioma. It must not be forgotten that a primary chancre is very
seldom seen in women, whilst .squamous epithelioma is relatively common. Of course
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the ohaiK-rc «ill lie follnwed in diie ciiurse Ijy secondary lesiims. Init it is not sm/c to wait

fur these to appear in a douhttiil ease. The only reasonal>Ie way to deal with such a ease

is to excise the doubtful swellino at once and submit it to niieroscopc exanunation by an

expert. A scjuanious eiiithclionia is easily detected in this manner in ([uite early stages.
and does not in the least resemble a syphilitic lesion microscopically. The Spirorli<Ft(i

pallida may be recognized in scrapings of a hard chancre by the Indian ink nietliod, or

when fixed and stained by Gienisa"s or Levaditi's methods (Plate XW'III, Fig. ./. ji. (il f ).

In sections, too, the spirochaete may be demonstrated, but it must be remembered that for

this purpose the excised growth must he lixed in :> jier cent formalin solution, \\asser-

niann"s scrum test may assist the diagnosis.

Teiliari/ niijihilitic lesions are by no means common on the vulva. When they do
occur they give rise to spreading ulceration with great destruction of tissue, and scarring
in the older healed portions. Here, the only likely lesions to be mistaken are some forms
of epithelioma, and tubercle. Obviously, in such conditions the only reliable method of

diagnosis is to be found in excision of jjarts of the lesion and mierosco|)ic examination of

sections made from them. The disease known as estliionihie is probably a tertiary

syphilitic affection.

Pseudo-elephantiasis of the vulva is usually a syphilitic affection of the labia minora,

giving rise to great enlargement, with a rough and thickened appearance of the skin. It

could only be mistaken for real elephantiasis due to lymphatic obstruction by the Filaria

sanguinis lioniinis {Plate XXl'lII. Fig. F. ]i. (il t). a disease which is praeticallv never
seen in this country.

Unilateral ai'enia of a labium mimis is a fairly couunon condition, and is usually
associated with an infected wt)und or with a i>rimarv syphilitic cliancn-. liilaleral ailenia

is almost always associated with general anasarca, the result of renal disease, cardiac

disease, or pressin-e upon pelvic veins. It is not likely to be mistaken for any other disease.

Leukoplakie vulvitis and kraurosis vulva- have certainly been confound<d with one
another clinically, and also in the published descriptions of the lesions. Iti the former
the labia majora and minora and the prepuce of the clitoris are affecterl, whilst the

vestibule always escapes. In the latter the lesion affects the vestibule, the oriHce of the

vagina, and the labia minora. There is mvich greater contraction of the vaginal orifice

in kraurosis. Leukoplakia often precedes a scpiarnons epithelioma : kraurosis is said

not to do so. Leukoplakia occurs at all ages, whilst kraurosis is a disease of post-menstrua!
life. Leukoplakie vulvitis appears as a white sodden hardening of the skin, with llatteniug
and shrinkage of the labia. Kraurosis at first looks red and sw(j||en. lint later takes a

yellowish tinge. Leukoplakia causes intense itching ; kraurosis gives rise to great pain
and tenderness, with a very severe form of dysparcunia.

Apart from a cyst developing in Bartholin's gland or duct, cystic swellings of the

vulva are not connuon. .\ Bartliolinian ei/st is rei-ognized by its position on one side of

the vaginal entrance, distending the ])osterior part of the conjoined labia, and also within

the hymeneal ring. ,Vs a rule the orifice of the gland can be seen on the inner side of the

cyst. The contents of this form of cyst may be glairy nnicoid fluid, or pus. In ])raetice.
a Bartholin cyst is not likely to be mistaken for anything else : but it is wise to remember
that the posterior laliiat hernia occurs in the same situation, and that new growths of the

vulva may occur there as elsewhere. Bartholin cysts are always the result of infection,

and as a rule a history of vulval intlanunation can be tibtained.

Varieoeele of the vulva occurs practically only in connection with pregnancy, and is

unmistakable. It has the same "

bag of worms
"

feel as a varicocele in a man, and as

the veins are close to the skin a bluish colour is always to be noted. It is attended by
much aching pain, especially on standing. Tlie veins are degenerate, and liable to rupture
as a result of labour or traumatism.

Hwinatoina of the vulva is recognized as a blue or \ iolet-coloured swelling covered

by tense shiny skin, and often spreading up into the pelvis by the side of the vagina. The

history alone will often decide the nature of the swelling, but the ap])earanee is quite

typical as a rule. H;cmatoma of the vulva may occur a])art from pregnancy, and then is

always traumatic.

Urethral earuncle and prolapse of the urethral uiuenus nninhrane may be mistaken for

one another. The lormer. however, is always a pedunculated or sessile new formation.
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invariably springing from the posterior wall of the urethral orifice. It bleeds readily,

is often, but not always, exquisitely painful, and is usually tlie result of infection.

ProIa]3se, on the other hand, appears as a raised projection with rounded margins, and

with the urethral canal in the centre as a dimple. The prolapsed portion may not neces-

sarily include the whole ring of the mucous membrane. It may give rise to pain, and

being always more or less strangulated, it is prone to bleed, much in the .same way as a

carinicle. It occurs as a result of some straining effort, or may accompany pelvic floor

prolapse : it is not the result of infection.

The differential diagnosis of the new growths of the vulva presents no points of

difference from their diagnosis in other parts of the body. The only common benign
tunioiu' is the pedunodated fibroma, or mollusciim fibrosum. whilst sr/iianioHS carcinoma

(epithelioma) is the only malignant growth which occurs at all frequently.

If the general characters of a hernia are borne in mind, there should be no ri.sk of over-

looking or mistaking any of the varieties which occur in the vulva. The resonance on

percussion if the hernia contains bowel, the reducibility of the contents, and the protrusion

through a pre-existing opening, will usually sutlice to distinguish hernife from other

swellings. An obstructed or strangulated hernia is not so easy to recognize, but the accom-

panying acute symptoms and the previous history usually sudice to make the case clear.

Hi/drocc!e of the canal of Xaek. an imeommon condition, may be mistaken for an

inguinal hernia : but as a rule it is irreducible. deHnitely iluctuating and circumscribed,

and has no obvious neck running into the inguinal canal. When the canal of Xuck has

a patent peritoneal communication the swelling disappears as the patient lies down, but

it is not reducible in the characteristic manner of a hernia. Such a condition is very rare.

The displacements included in the list above are all dealt with under the heading of

Prgl.apse of the Uterus (p. 538). Thos. G. Steieiis.

SYNCOPE.— {See Coma. i). 117.)

TACHE CEREBRALE is the term used to denote that condition in which,

after the linger has been drawn with moderate firmness across the patient's skin,

the line along which it has passed becomes of a bright red colour from dilatation of the

superficial arterioles and capillaries : the phenomenon develops within thirty seconds or

a minute of the finger stroke, and the red mark remains evident for two or three minutes,

or more. If letters or figures are marked out on the skin in this way, they ajjpear as

though they had been written in red, so that the condition has also been termed dermato-

graphia. It was at one time thought to be a characteristic symptom of tuberculous

meningitis, but not only is it sometimes absent in cases of the latter, but it is also present
in a very large number of other different conditions, and sometimes in perfectly healthy

]jcople. All forms of meningitis may give ri.se to it, so that it is not even a means of distin-

guishing one type from another. It is seen in an extreme degree in cases of urticaria,

particularly the factitious variety in which numerous wheals may develop as the result

of hardly more than ordinary touching of the skin. A similar condition has .sometimes

been observed in the later stages of severe febrile illnesses in general. Herbert French.

TACHYCARDIA, or abnormal rapidity of the heart's action, might, strictly speaking,
be held to include every condition under which the pulse-rate is faster than the normal ;

but by common consent it is restricted for clinical purposes to cases in which there is no

pyrexia. Nearly all fevers produce undue rapidity of the heart's action, though some.

such as typhoid fever, tuberculous meningitis, cerebral abscess, yellow fever, and influenza,

do so to a much less extent than others. The rapid heart-action of fevers, however, does

not generally come into one's mind when one uses the term tachycardia : indeed the latter

is chiefly employed for conditions in which it is rapid without there being anything which

at first sight would seem to be a suliicient cause. Probably the best example of it is to

be found in cases of pronounced Graves's disease.

The following is a list including this and some other causes of tachycardia :
—

Graves's disease or exophthalmic goitre

Paroxysmal tachycardia
Nervousness and excitement
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Exertion, especially vvlien tlie patient is out of training or una-niic

Tobacco heart

Mitral stenosis

Pneunioiiastric irritation by :
—

t'aseiius frlaruls i Mediastinal fibrosis
j

Tlioracic aneurv.siu Tliuraeie new I'rowtli.

I'neuniogastric
"

neuritis
"

after :
—

Diphtheria, inlhien/a. and other niieroliial affections.

Drugs :

l)i"itMlis .Meoliol Hi'liad.iMIKI Tlivriiid c-Ntiaet.

The four classical symptoms of (iiaifs's ilisfiisc are : .V staring appcarani-e of the eyes,

generally sjjoken of as exophthalmos, though there need be no actual protrusion of the

eye-balls (Fis,. "222. p. ,527) : moderate and almost symmetrical enlargement of the thyroid

gland : a pulse-rate between 120 and 180 per minute—usually about 1 to when the attack

is moderately severe ; and extreme nervousness, with fine tremor of the outstretched

lingers. When all these .symptoms are prestnt at the same time. th<rc can be no cloubt

as to the diagnosis, but very often some of them are absent, and it is possible for

tachycardia to be the only symptom of the disease : indeed, in a [jatient, particularly a

woman between twenty and forty years (if age. a persistent pulse-rate of o\(r 120 would

arouse serious susiticion that the case was ically one of (Jraxcs's iliseasr. c\en if tlu' other

three classical signs were al)sent.

I'lini.ri/siniil liicliiiciinltfi sUimhl hi' distinguished at once from (Jraves's disease in which

tachveardia alone has developed, by the fact that the tachycardia is not persistent, but

recurs piriodically with intervals of normal pulse-rate : the patient is more often a woman
than a man. and may ha\e long periods (if perfect health: almost suddenly, the result

L(-;h1 1.—
l:i!.Mit anil

to Icl'l iirni.

l.ca.l :

RiL'hr ;
to l.^tt li-

J.oft arm to

left lo-.

/'(>/. -JS'.l.
— Kleftrocar.Uoijrairi in a (a.-.p oi iiaroxy^iiial tariiycar.lia in a, man. Lea'l 1 is [i-om ri^'lit arm to Irti

arm: Loiiil L' from ri^'lit arm to left lei: : I.eaii :i from left arm to left Icl'. p — Aiiriele wave : R. T = \eiitririilar

wave. Time liiarkiiiL' in f seeoiuls. .Vt first :^i;.'lit tlie trneiiii: looks normal, but v\lieii time reiarionslii|is arr

eonsidereil, it will he ^eell that there are IC. Iieart-lieats in eaeli -Jo one-liftlis of a seconil. so that tile iieart I-

inakiin,' •JtIS beats per minute. Tiie traeiiii,' is from a youiii: man seeminu'ly in perfect health, who liail |ireseiiteil

himself for exaininatioii a.s a reeruit. It was found that when he Iia.l been" lyiii^' perfeotly still for a little tiiiie lii>

luilse-rate w,a.s 7-' per minute, but ui'onany exertion, such asliol'liin.' Iiis breath as loniras lie coiilil. stoopim.' to touch

his toes, or on :walking about, he felt a etirious sensation in his chest lasting: for a few nunutes. ami siirtiiltaiieoiisly

the pulse-rate rose to over I'OU jier miiiute, auricles ainl ventricles both contracting at this rate. In spite of tlii^

he was able to do ordinary work ; there was little breathlessiiess : and there was no trace of any (iraves's disease.

'J'he condition appeareil to be one of simple iiarowsmal tacliycarili i.

sometimes of a fright or shock, sometimes without ajiparent cause, there is a sense of some-

thing being the matter in the precordial region, amoimting as a rule to little more than a

fluttering or palpitation, together with a feeling of faintness and lack of strength, and

perhaps of numbness or of pins-and-needlcs in the extremities ; when examined the ])atient

may present no other abnormality than a pulse-rate of perhaps 160 or even 200 to the

minute (Fis. 2.S!)). The attack mav last a few minutes, or an hour or two. or for d;iys. or
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more rarely for weeks ; it is apt to cease as suddenly as it began, and a similar attack is

almost certain to recur after a longer or shorter interval—the main symptom of the

complaint being summarized by the title
'

paroxysmal tachycardia.'
The very rapid heart action that may be produced by 7iercousness, or excitement, or

by some ordinary exertion such as coming rather rapidly upstairs when one is out of

training, or when the patient is suffering from anwmia. or during convalescence after an

illness, or after the over-use of tobacco, is a familiar phenomenon ;
the tachycardia

disappears rapidly when the patient rests, and the diagnosis is not as a rule difficult. If

ordinary resting for a while does not cause the rate of the heart-beat to return nearly or

quite to normal, there may be doubt as to the diagnosis, unless the jjatient can be

re-examined on another occasion ; if there is persistent tachycardia a suspicion of Graves's

disease will be aroused, or there may have been acute overstrain of a weakened fallij.

fibroid, rheumatic, alcoliolic. or syphilitic myocardium, followed by long-continued tachy-

cardia without bruit, but perhaps with auricular fibrillation ; electrocardiograms may be

required before an exact diagnosis can be arrived at in many of these cases.

Mitral stenosis is of all the valvular lesions of the heart the most liable to lead to

rapidity of the heart's action : but it seldom happens that the pulse-beat is fast until there

has been other evidence of failine of the cardiac comijensation. The diagnosis will gener-

ally be obvious from the history of acute rheumatism or chorea, the typical fades and

malar flush, and the cardiac bruits.

It is exceedingly difficult to be certain of a diagnosis of irritation of a pneumogastric
nerve within the thorax unless the existence of mediastinal neiv groieth, aneurysm, or fibrosis

is already known on aecoimt of the abnormal physical signs, the x-ray appearances, the

visible tumour, or the varicose distention of the superficial thoracic veins : if an intra-

thoracic abnormality is known to exist, and tacliycardia becomes a prominent feature of

the case, it will probably be due either to mechanical interference with the heart's action

or to similar interference \yith one or other vagus nerve. Caseous glands irritating the

pneumogastric nerve are still more difficult to be sure of ; but occasionally one ventures

upon this diagnosis when a child who has been fed on untested or unsterilized cow's milk,

develops obscure ill-health associated with persistent tachycardia. Such diagnosis would

be still further suggested if there were at the same time enlarged glands in both sides of

the neck, if there were pyrexia without any obvious explanation of it, or if there were any
evidence of obstruction to the right bronchus, for the right bronchial gland is enlarged

far more often than is the left. .An .r-ray examination may serve to confirm the suspicion

{Fig. 61. p. 14.9).

Diphtheria, iiiflucnui. and possibly other microbial infections, are occasionally followed

by marked and persistent taclucardia during con\alescence, or even for weeks, months,

or years afterwards. .After diphtheria the condition is generally fatal. Influenza is always

a dangerous diagnosis because it is so difficult to establish, but in certain cases in which

the original diagnosis has been influenza, tachycardia to the extent of 200 heart-beats per

minute may be present for months without the patient suffering from any severe cardia?

symptoms, and the condition tiltimately terminates in recovery with a return of the heart-

beat to the normal rate. Precisely what is the nature of these cases it is impossible to

say. but it has been thought by some that the symptom is due to inflammatory changes
in the pneumogastric nerve, produced by whatever one means by the toxins of the disease.

Whether this be so or not. the fact that persistent tachycardia may arise out of febrile

illnesses should be borne in mind.

There are certain drugs which cause the heart's beat to be very rapid, the best known

perhaps being digitalis, belladonna, thyroid extract, and alcohol. Certain patients suffering

from cardiac symptoms seem unable to bear digitalis, the heart being driven into the

condition spoken of as delirium cordis, though the reverse effect—slowing of the heart,

bradycardia
—is to be expected in persons who take digitalis well over a long

period. AVhen alcohol is the cause of the tachycardia, the fact may be obvious,

the only difficulty arising in patients, mainly women, who may be regarded by all as

entirely above reproach, but who nevertheless may be addicted to secret drinking.

Belladonna in small doses slows the heart, but there are great variations in the degree

to which different patients tolerate this remedy, even pharmacoija-ial doses sometimes

])roducing toxic symptoms of which tachycardia is one. Widely dilated pupils and dryness
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<>r the tonyiu' \vill liil|i tn |i<iiiil to tlif diiianosis in cases in uliicli tlir lirllailimna is taken

otherwise tlian nie(lieinall\ . 'I'aeliyeardia is the etiief syniptoiii l)y whieli one reeognizes
that a patient for whom thyroid extraet lias been pieserihed is receiving too hirge a dose.

IIciIhiI Fninli.

TALIPES. (See (I, re.- Foot. p. 111.)

TASTE, ABNORMALITIES OF. .M.normalities of taste may lie gronped under

three main headings, namely : (1) /iii/i(iiriiinil ar Inss nf (inliiiiirii Oislc nciis/ilioiis :

(J) I'ciTciicil liislc siiixatidiis : (."!) Sciisiiliiiiis of ii find l<isU' in lln: iikiiiIIi. The l'oll(.iwillg

conditions may [irodiiee these :
-

1. Impairment or Loss of Taste (.l^nislid) :

(<i)- Dill' III iinvr lisiniis :

J'aresJN cu' paralysis <it' the lini^iial (dossd-piiai \ri;ieal ner\t- paralysis
liraiieli of the liltli iier\e Ihilhar paralysis

I'iinilysis of the facial nerve, iiuliKlini; Cerehral tiiinour. especially of the niieinate g_\ nis

I lie chorda tynipaai Hysteria.

(b). Due to affectinns cHlicr nf the niiiiitli nr nose :

A common cold .Adenoids

Hay fever (coryza e fcno) i Other varieties of nasal olistrnctioii

.Atrophic rhinitis liromisrri

Hypertrophic I'liinitis I lodism
| (p. .">4'J).

Nasal i)olypus Mercurial .and ipther varieties of stomatitis

(r). Fclirilc iiiniUtiniis. especially when associated with coating of the tongue.

((/). After ileslnieliiin of tlie nerve eiiiliiifis in the tongue by corrosives taken acci-

dentally or with suicidal inteid.

'2. Perverted Taste Sensations {I'limgenstin} :

I'rcL'a.-UK'V'
I Hysteria i^jiilipf ie aura

[ Insanity.

;!. Foul Taste in the Mouth {('neie^enxlin) :

(a). Ldeiil eiiiiilitiiiiis nf llir nninlli nr nnse :

Caries of the teeth .Septic stumps under tooth-plate
Hetention of food particles between (huuma of the tongue or palate

healthy teeth
j

Fpithelioma of the tongue or mouth
Furred tongue from any cause

[

.Stomatitis from any cause (p. 7>i'J.)

Kxcessive smoking
j

Septic infection of the antrum of Highmore, or

Mouth hreathing at ninld
j

an ethmoid, sjihenoid, or frontal sinus.

(hunhoil

(t>). Severe fei'ers associated with dryness (d the mouth and coating (d tlie tongue,

especially in :
—

Pneumonia Typhoid fcv<r
|

IVritnnitis
'

Sciitieremia, etc.

((). iSejttir Iniig eniiilitintis. es|)eciall\
-

Phthisis, with secondary inreetiou of (Jangrene of the hum
cavities : Kmpyema ruptured into the hmi;

Uronehiectasis l laver abscess ruptured into the liuiL'

Hronehinleetasis '

Suhiliaphragmatic abscess ruptureil into

F(Etid hroaehifis the limi;.

((/). Certnin ilrngx nr jini.sniis. especially
—

Mercui'v I Hromides (iuaiacol

t'o]iper .Sulphides N'alerian

.Arsenic I'ar.ddehyde Cod-liver oil

I.ead .\sahetida Castor oil.

Iodides
|
Creosote

(f). Certnin funits, such as :
—

(iarlic Leeks Sliallots.

Onitpus

(/). llijsleria nnd fniictiuiial conditions.

D 45
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From a dia<;nostic point of \iew. impairnuTit of taste sensations is of importance only

in rare cases. When the impairment is unilateral, it is almost certainly due to a lesion

involving either some portion of the third branch of the fifth nerve, the chorda tymixini.

or the glosso-pharipigeal nerve. It is not often diflicult to distinguish between these three.

If the chorda tympani is involved, it is almost certain that the facial nerve will also be

affected upon the same side, and this will be evidenced by paresis or paralysis of the face

of the infranuelcar tvpe (p. 498) : there may be excessive watery secretion from the sub-

maxillary gland upon the same side : the commonest condition to caiise these symi)toms

is disease of the middle ear extending to the Fallo|)ian canal. If it is fomid that taste is

im])aired only in the posterior third of the tongue ujjon one side, the lesion jjrobably affects

the glosso-pharyngeal nerve, and it is very ])Ossible that there may be paresis of the same

side of the palate or partial paralysis of the pharynx at the same time. When the lingual

branch of the fifth is involved, the imjjairment of sensation is in the anterior two-thirds

of the tongue on the same side. The lesion may be a tumour or an injury affecting the

lingual nerve in the mouth : or it may be part of a more general affection of the fifth nerve

of that side, with corresponding interference with cutaneous sensibility of more or less

of the skin of the face, according to the extent to which the different branches of the fifth

ner\e are involved ; if the motor root is affected, the fact can be ascertained by feeling

the masscter ;md temixiral nuisclcs. which, when the ))atient clenches his teeth, do not

harden so much on the affected as on the .sound side.

When sensation on both sides of the tongue is affected, it is ))ossible that the lesions

described above may be bilateral : hut it is much more likely that the defect is then not

primarily nervous, unless it is due to bulbar paralysis, the progressive labio-glosso-pharyngo-

laryngcal weakness of which is pathognomonic.
When the cause of imjjaircd sensation is in the nose, as in the case of con/;*/, rhiiiilis,

poljipi. or adenoids, it will be found that some substances can be tasted easily and others

not at all ; this depends ui)on the fact that taste consists of two parts, flavour and savour :

savovir de|K-nds upon sensation transmitted by the olfactory nerves—the so-called taste

of roast beef for instance : savours will be (lefecti\ e when the nose is the cause of abnormal

taste-sensations : while flavours such as the taste of sugar, gentian, or salt, which are

transmitted by the gustatory nerves of the tongue, will still be fully preserved.

The dilferential diagnosis of the other conditions enumerated in the above list need

not be detailed, for the conclusion come to will depend upon the result of careful intpiiry

into the history, investigation of the abnormal physical signs, and the other symptoms
in the case. One would only cmphasi/e flic possibility of caries, or decomposing food

between teeth that superficially look somid. or septic infection of the accessory sinuses of

the nose being long overlooked, though in each case abnormal taste sensations may be

prominent. llcrberl French.

TEETH, GRINDING OF. (Sec CuNDixci or Tur. Tki-.tii, p. -ICuy.)

TENDERNESS IN THE CHEST inij)lies that pain is felt when some i)art of the

chest wall is touched or pressed : it is a common symptom ;
in some instances the ])ain

felt is a direct pain, due to stimulation of sensory nerves actually in the diseased area ;

in others—perhaps the majority the pain is a referred pain (' somatic pain "). felt in

the skin and subcutaneous tissues that arc tender, but due to a visceral lesion remote from

the tender area.

C.\USF.S OK 'I'lONDICHNlCSS IN TIIK C'lIEST.

These may be classified according to the situation of the lesion to which it is due.

1. Lesions of the Chest-Wall: the pain is for the most part direct :
—

Inflammations of .AITcetions of the ribs and
the skin and un- steriuini

deriving tissue
j

Blood diseases

Intercostal myositis Intercostal neuritis

^lyalgia Injury of the intercostal I .Mediastinal disease

Pl'eurodvnia i nerves
I

Pericarditis.

Intercostal neuralgia
Hysteria
Herpes zoster

Plcurisv
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2. Lesions of Thoracic and Abdominal Viscera : the pain is usually a rcfi'ired

|iaiii : fVIt in lesions dt' the—

I,iiii:;s Diapliniyiii Liver.

Heart anil aorta Stomach and o-so|ihai;ns

Lesions of the Chest-Wall. Teixieniess in llic chest is probably the ehicl' coinplaint

in .sii/xrjiciiil iiiJInnniKilorii h's-ioiis of the chest wall, such as bruises, burns, cuts, inistitis,

and superficial infeetions of all sorts, the diaunosis of which will probably leap to the eye,

and need not be discussed further.

Pain will be the chief coniidaint in iiilcrcoslnl >inii}silis. often xanuely called rlicuniati ,

that occurs after chill or strain of the intercostal nniscles : but the alleeted nniseles will

also be tender on pressure, the tenderness beinji in the deeper structures, not in the super-

ficial tissues. The condition is also known as hilercostal iin/alnifi or ijlt'iiniili/iiiii : it has

to be distinunisheil from i)leuri.sy by the absence of friction-soumls on auscultation : and

from disease of, or |)ressure on. the intercostal nerxxs, Xo doubt the tiiid<rncss is due

to irritation of the sensory filires in the intercostal uuiscles. Similar, but more transient.

liain and IcmU riies.s may be met with in llic slilcli to which the untrained athlete is prone.

Tenderness in the chest may result from ili.fCdsr or hijiin/ of llir rihs- <ir sicniiini. when

it \vill be localized to the injured spot : fracture, inflammation, or new growth may bt

the immediate cause. H fracture is prcserd. a history of injury should be obtainable:

the .I'-rays may show the fracture; or crepitus between the frasnicnts on mo\cment. or

deformity may be made out. Slernril or coslal nslitis. or perioslilis. may follow in.jury : or

occur in the course of such diseases as enteric fever, tuberculosis. i)ya'niia or septieo-

pya-mia : the local sij;ns of inflammation (|iaiu. redness, heat, swellin.u) and the general

condition of the patient should make the diagnosis fairly simple. Tenderness in the

ohe.st due to iK-c ••nnctli in the ribs or stcrmnu such as hydatid, sarcoma, secondary

deposits from carcinoma is a rarity that need oidy be mentioned. Tenderness of tlie

ribs and slermun. as well as of the long bones of Ihe limbs, is not unconnnon in certain hlimil

diseases, in which hyperi)lasia of the red marrow, or excessive aceunuilation of white cells

in it, may occur : such as pernicious anaemia or lcuk;emia. The diagnosis here nuist be

made on the results of examination of the blood (p. -Jf). In all these instances the tender-

ness is deep, and due to irritation of the sensory neises of the i)criostcum or bone : the

pain felt on pressure is a direct pain.
Tenderness at certain points of. or all along, the course of an iiiUrnislnl nerve is

common in various affections of these strutturcs. 'I'he ))articularly tender spots are thre,?

in number, and correspond to the points at which the ])Osterior i)rimary. flic lateral

cutaneous, and the ant<Tior cutaneous branches are given off, near the spinal colurmi. the

mid-axillary line, and the sternal margin, respectively. Such tenderness may be marked

in irilcreoslal iiearilis. which is rare : in iiilereo.stal iieiinilffia. which is often diagnosed when

.some more serious intrathoracic disorder is really i)rcsent. such as jMununonia or pleurisy ;

and in ca.scs of i)rcssm-c on an intercostal ner\e. such as may be set up by (iliseess about the

spinal colunni, n/icKri/siii of the descending aorta, or iiezc <<roivtli invading the spinal canal.

Whenever a palicnt complains of severe or obstinate pain and tenderness in the side,

careful and rcpcati'd physical and ,r-ray examinations should be made, the pijssibilily

that some such deep-seated disease may be present being kept in view before the diagnosis

of intercostal neuralgia, or of functional nervous disease (hysteria), is made. In excep-

tional cases of lii/sleria. zones of tenderness in the chest, possibly, too. Chareofs s|)asmo-

genic zones, may be found.

Pain and tenderness along an intercostal nerve arc eonunon in lier/ies zosler. and may
be present before, during, and after the ai>|)earanee of the characteristic rash. The tender-

ness often has the three spots of maxinuun develoi)ment mentioned aljovc : it is particu-

larly when it occurs in the second half of life that herpes may be followed by a long jjcriod

of ]iain and tenderness along the cour.se of the affected nerve. Until the rash has ai)i)eared,

or in the comparatively infrequent cases when the rash leaves no scarring behind it. the

diagnosis of lier[)es may be dillicult ; the rash, once seen, can hardly be mistakcti.

Lesions of the Underlying Viscera. Tenderness in the chest is vei-y frc(|uently

a symiitom of disease in the underlying viscera, thoracic or abdominal, wlicn the p.aius

to which it gives rise are in most cases referred pains The tenderness is therefore as a
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rule superficial, confined to the skin and subjacent areolar and fatty tissues ; if these can
be drawn aside, pressure can be made on the deeper tissues that normally imderlie the

tender area without provoking pain. Properly speaking,
' tenderness in the chest

"

can

only refer to tactile hyper;esthesia. or the eliciting of pain on pressure whether light or

lieavy. Such tactile hypera'sthesia. or the production of imi)leasant sensations or pain
by the very lightest touch, is conunon in neuralgia and in neuroses, or in cases of referred

pain. But a similar hypenesthesia for cold, or less often for heat, sometimes occurs in

the chest—in tabetic patients, for example ; this may perhajjs be regarded as a special
form of tenderness." In the same way hyperasthesia for pain, or hyperalgesia, in

which a normally painless stimulus or im])ression becomes transformed into an acutely

painful sensation, is to be regarded as a form of " tenderness
"

in the chest. Further,

perversions of sensation sometimes occur in organic nervous diseases, such as .syringo-

myelia or tabes. Thus, tenderness may be elicited by the continuous ai)plication of a

pressure that is painless if ap|)lic<l only for a short time (sununation of (jainful stinuili) :

or the pain may be first felt some little time after the a|)pIieation of the stinuilus to the
tender area (retarded sensation).

Tenderness of the chest is a common complaint in pleiirisi/. Tlie physical signs shouhl
suffice to make the diagnosis simple if a careful pliysical examination be made. The
tenderness is deep as a rule, and not in the skin and loose subcvitaneous tissues.

The sternum may be tender in the rare cases of mediastinal injiammntion or tniiiuar

that are met with from time to time ; tenderness and direct pain may similarly be caused

by the pressure of aneurysms on the internal surface of the chest-wall. The diagnosis
in these cases must be made on the results of the physical and a'-ray examination of the

jjatients.

Tenderness with pain over the precordia is fairly conuiion in pericarditis, diagnosed

by the canter rhythm and the jjericarditic rub. It may be so extreme as to preclude

percussion or a satistiictory jjhysical examination. .Similar pain and tenderness have also

been found at the epigastrium and the ujjper costal angles in these cases ; due. perliaps.
to involvement of the diaphragm in tlie inllammatory process.

Chest tenderness is not rare in cases of acute or chronic disease of the lungs, particu-

larly tuberculosis : in these, it is hard to be sure that one is not dealing with referred |)ains
due to old or recent pleurisy or pleural adhesions. The tenderness may be either

superficial or deep : sometimes it is so marked as to be elicited even by the pressure of

the clothes. It is generally felt most about the region of the apices of the lungs, the curve

of the shoulder, or the scapula. It is often a very chronic trouble, vanishing during
periods of general im|)rovcment, returning again when the patient's health is low or the

pulmonary lesion is progressing. .Similar tenderness is often met with in acute liroucliitis,

or with clironic bronchitis and emplnjscnut : the diagnosis must lie made on general lines.

It must be remembered that identical areas of referred chest-tenderness may be observed
in disorders of such various organs as the heart, lungs, liver, and stomach

;
and that a

patient may be long treated for
' rheumatism "

of the shoulder, for example, when he is

really suffering from .such widely different disorders as tuberculosis, gall-stones, gastritis

carcinoma manmife. or coronary artery sclerosis.

Direct tenderness about the precordia is sometimes prominent in heart disease : as a
rule. liowe\er. the tenderness is due to hyi)era>stliesia of referred origin. It is most marked
in angina pectoris, and often persists after the anginal pains have ])assed off. Both the pain
and the tenderness are felt within the area of distribution of the first to the eighth dorsal

nerve-roots : the roots usually receiving the first and most intense impressions are the

second dorsal. The left ventricle, the commonest primary seat of pain, is in relation with

the second to the fifth dorsal nerve-roots : the auricle with the fifth to the eighth : the

a.scending aorta with the third and fourth cervical and the first to the third dorsal. These
nerve-connections explain the extensive radiation and wide distribution of the tenderness

and pain in the superficial tissues that may form such prominent symi)toms of heart

disease : for the chest, neck, and arm may all be affected. The tenderness of angina

jjcctoris conuiionly occuj)ies the same areas as the pain, takes the form of a soreness,

smarting, or of hyperalgesia to touch, and may last for days after the pain is over. In

some cases, touching or stinuilating the hyperalge!:ic area on the cliest, arm. or neck,

.may reflexly induce an anginal attack—even the pressure of a stethoscope applied for
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•mscultatioii may sullicc -whii-li is a sliiiiiy ai'iiunu-iit for regardiiiij; tlie tciiclcriii'ss as a

viscero-sensory reflex or a referrcrl tenderness. Sueli anginal attacks and tenderness are

commonest in coronary sclerosis, aortic aneurysm, aortic reflux, and acute aortitis : tliey

may also be .seen in any form of heart-disease in wliich hypertrophy and dilatation liave

taken ])laee, and tlie heart has to do more work than it can manauc for example with

raised blood-pressure and arteriosclerosis, or with adherent pericardium. In well-markeil

cases, the ("irdiae orisjin of areas of tenderness in the cliest should not be dilheult to

diagnose, owinu to their association with severe anginal pains on the one hand, and with

the fact that the pain is lirought on by exertions or emotions that increase the work of

the heart. Identical areas of tenderness may be found in pleurisy or chronic i)u|jn)nary

tuberculosis : but here tlie pain will be eonneetid with respiration or couching in an

unniistakal)le manner, and there will be tlii' history and signs of inilmonary rather than

of cardiac disease. Identical areas of chest tenderness may be found in diseases of the

stomach, in the areas of distribution of at any rate the fourth and tifth dorsal nerves :

the diagnosis here will turn on the history of gastro-intestinal disorder, and on the radiation

of the pain and the discovery of tenderness in the epigastrium.
Tenderness in the chest may result from iiijiirics or hilliinniKitiinis af tin- iliiijiliiiifini.

the lower eosto-chondral margin being alfected. The diaphragm is imiervateil by tne

Ithrenic nerves mainly, and so is coimeeted with the third, fourth, anil lifth cervical ner\e-

roots : accordingly, referred diaphragtnatic pain and tenderness may also he felt in the

top of the shoulder, an area innervated by the fourtli cervical nerve. In most cases, the

tenderness of these areas will be due to diophrnumatic pleiirisi/.

IHsi-iisrfi nf the stomach. i)articularly gastric nicer and flatalciit ili/siicpsia. may gi\e

rise til pain and tenderness in the chest that nia\ be \ery hard to distinguish from those

due to cardiac disease. As a rule, the history of gastric disturbances should be of great

assistance in coming to a correct diagnosis : although it must be remembered that

flatulence and temporary gastric ujjsets are .seen not infrequently in true angina pectoris.

Further, the pain and tenderness due to diseases of the stomach are mainly abdominal,

are in the <'pigastric and left hypochondriac regions, and in the lower lialf of the back of

the chest : whereas in cardiac disorders they are characteristicallN- situated higher up in

the chest and back. Electrocardiograms may be reipiired to show whither the heart

action is normal or not.

It is possible that di.sease or painful stiniulatiim (as by hot drinks) of the (I'so/ihnfias

may produce an area of referred tenderness in the chest, over the lower third of the sternum

and in the middle line, in correspondence with the pain that is felt here in these conditions.

Tenderness in the right side of the chest near the costal margin is not rare in iliscascs

of tlie liver and aall-hlaililer. corresponding to the cutaneous distribution of the sexenth,

eighth, and ninth dorsal nerves ; for the most part, however, the pain and tenderness

are in the epigastrium and tlie right hypochondrium. The right phrenic nerve (third to

fifth cerNical) sends twigs to the li\er and L;all-liladiier. so that tenderness and |)ain may
also be felt in the right shoulder, just as Ihiy may he in tiisorders of the diaphragm. It

is partieularl\ in eases of gall-stone or biliary colic that these areas of tenderness are likely

to be Idunil. In patients with liepatic abscess, the spread of inflammation to the chest-

wall may give rise to direct pain and tenderness in the cliest, with the development of

characteristic local and general symptoms and signs ;
the diagnosis here will luuc to be

made from such tliinsis as axillary abscess, empyema mauiug its way through the (lust-

wall, or abscess arising in the chest-wall. .1. ./. .Ic.i-IUnke.

TENDERNESS IN THE EPIGASTRIUM. -(See Pain in tiik Kimoasthh m. p.

4;!(i.)

TENDERNESS OF THE HYPOCHONDRIUM. -^(See Pain in rm: Hvkkhon-
lUUlM. j). t.jD.)

TENDERNESS IN THE ILIAC FOSSA. (.See Pain in tiii- Ii.iac Fossa, p. -t.-,2.)

TENDERNESS IN THE JOINTS. (See .Ioints. .\i-FiaTioNs or thi;. p. :i:!T.)

TENDERNESS IN THE LIMBS. (See Pain in tiik Limbs. (;F.Ni-.itAi.. p. Mil!; and

Shnsaiidn, SijMi; .\bnoi!mai,itii;s of, p, (iOt.)
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TENDERNESS IN THE SCALP occurs in two main varieties:—

1. Direct Tenderness, due to injury or disease, such as—
Rnnsini; or iiilVctccl wouiuls Lupus erythematosus, von Reeklingliaiii^en's
Intlauiniation or siippiuatiou eompli- disease

eatinjr pediculosis. rin<.nvorm, favus, Selerodermia, Brocq's
"

pseudopelade
"

eczema, [>ruritus. acne, etc. Diseases of the skull—rickets, sypliilis.

Herpes and dermatitis her]ietii'orniis, I timiour.

erysipelas 1

2. Referred Tenderness, either due to disease elsewhere, or functional :
—

IMeniuuitis, increased intracranial pres- Neuralgia, major and minor, whether
sure, intracranial tunuiur or jirimary or due to disease of the eyes,
abscess, concussion of the hrain, i ears, teeth, or viscera
otitis media Xciuasthenia and hysteria.

Fig. 'I'M exliibits tlic cutaneous nerve-supply of the scalp and face, indicating the

areas in which tenderness and pain are to be expected when di.sease or disorder of the

various nerves is present.
If tenderness in the scalp is due to bruising or woinifls. it should not lie dillicult of

diagnosis when tlie history has been obtained. ,A similar tenderness is naturally to be

expected when inflauunation or supjjuration occurs as a comijlication or later stage of

any of the numerous skin diseases to which the scalp

.,—r'
——-^ is liable, such as jicdiculosis. ringicorm

—a suppurating
V'

y- X ringworm is known as kerinn—seborrheic flermatilis.

/ '
' "^ yV/rMA' ; the itching of eczema or priiril lis may be so

Z..,,.^^
'. J -JM severe as to lead to scratching which breaks the skin,

/ ^^L'-/
'

iii\1 V^^ nnaThO with the result that impetigo ensues. In young men
1
'T^:-— ,

-' >
j/

; y and women acne may spread back to the seal]) from
'^-

' / : ,-' _ . the forehead, face, or neck : iicne decahans is a mild

y,
^ i / slai)hylococcal infection of the hair-follicles that

(liiu^',.' : I creeps slowly across the scal|.), and leaves it bald

j \^ by destroying the hair-follicles. Furuiiciilosis of the

\ scalp, and inHanunation of a sebaceous ei/st. need only
/ be mentioned in tliis connection.

/ In herpes ophlhalmiciis. or herpes zoster of the

„ „„„ ,„, , , , ,
area .supplied bv the ophthalmic or first branch of

Fit;. 2y0.— riie cutaTieous iiervo->;iipiilv of tbe ' ^ • '

sciiiji. G A, (ircat auricular nerve
; G c. s o. tlic trigeminal or fifth Cranial nerve, extreme tender-

aiid Th. O, Great, small, ami tliirLi oceipital ii i-i- i. j i i i i -i 4.1

lierves; v', v^, V^. Oijljtiialmk-, superior
"c^^ '^'^'^•' *"'' aueetcd area may be noted while the

maxlllarv, and inferior ma.xiiiary di'visioj.s of eruption lasts ; anfl after it has disapi)care<l. tender-
tlie trigeminal for liftli craiualj nerve. ' ' '

ness and itching may be left Ixhind for many months
or years, sometimes with abnormal ])igiuentation.

Dermatitis herpeliforniis (p. 75.5) is a somewhat similar grou])ed vesicular or bullous

eruption, with ringed and other erythematous lesions, but characterized by a much more
extensive distribution than herpes zoster : when it involves the scalp much tenderness

may ensue, although the chief complaint will be of itching, and the course of the disorder

is long and inicertain. Erysipelas is common in the scalp, and should be diagnosed

readily. Lupus erytluniiilosus of the seal|) may cause tenderness while progressing actively,
when it may resemble even a severe ])ersistent erysipelas : as a rule it is a very chronic,

slowly progressive disorder, commoner in females than in males, starting between the

ages of tAvcnty-five and forty-five. It produces smooth and de]jrcssed areas of complete
and permanent baldness, reddened by abundant injected venules. In von liicUinghuusen's
disease, subcutaneous neurofibromas are found all over the body, in association with

freckling and pigmentation : occurring on the scalp, the.sc tumours will make it tender,

whereas the tumours of fibroma niolluseum (Fig. •2i^^). a disorder at first sight resembling
von Recklinghausen's disease, are not .sensitixc to pressure. Selerodermia of the .scalp

may occasion much tenderness, particularly in its early stages ; it is a chronic diffuse

infiltration of the skin that ends in atrophy, and by many is supposed to include the

'pseudopelade' of Brocq. an atrophic indurative affection of the scalp giving rise to

depressed areas of absolute and permanent baldness that adhere to the underlying skull,

and connected by Broeq with alopecia areata.
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TciiiliTiicS!, (if the scalp is ciiiiinicni in lickctn. anil is the main cause iil' the heail-mlling
and restlessness of the recumbent rickets child. It is due to hypeneniiii and disordered

growth of the cranial bones ; and can often be diaunosed at sight by the thinness of the
hair or positive baldness of the occipital region to which the head-rolling leads. .\ similar

tendt rncss of the cranial bones is seen in amsii'iiiliil ni//jliilis. and is caused by the rarefying
(eraniotabes) or hyperplastic (hot-cinss-bun skull) osteitis present. In ailults with

neglected .syj)hilis the skull may be tender from scconilnrf/ si/philitic /iiTidstili.-i or liiiimn

gumma: besides the tenderness, pain is ijresent. and is characteristically worse at night.
Tumour of the rruiiinl boms may give rise to tenderness of the overlying scalp or

periosteum : in adults such tumours are usually secondary to malignant disease of the

breast, thsruid gland, testis, or |)rostate. In ehildien they are often secondary to sarcoma
of the suprarenal gland, and may be the llrst clinical evidence that anything is amiss

'I'enderness in the scalp may be due to organic di.sease that is not in direct connection
with it. In meningitis, whether syphilitic, tuberculous, or due to jjus-ijrodueing microbes,
local or general tenderness of the s-.alp ma\ be a marked feature : and the same is true in

cases with ituicused intracranidl pressure due to any cause whatever. The chief complaint,
however, will be of IIk.\d.\chk (p. •2!i;{). In iutriuruniid lumanr the scalp and periosteum
arc sometimes tender to pressure in the neii;hbourlio(id of the ;;niwHi : th<' associated

/('/. "Jitl.—.Molla^cmri lifpni-^urn iii

iFnuii /'/i'>''"jrci/'fi /tnl h>j lir. .1. I:, ndl, slmrl.)

signs, such as vomiting on change of position, slow pulse, ojjtic neuritis, and local paresis
or paralysis, should aid the diagnosis. Tenderness of the scal|) in the occipital region
and below it has often been nt)ted aflei- ctiiKiissiiiu nj llie hruiu. whether mild in degree or

severe, and ajiart from neurasthenia : the pain and tenderness may each be bol h superlicial
and deep.

Tenderness of the scalp is often marked in neurulgiu. a vague term applied to an\-

severe pain that follows, or seems to foliou. the distribution of a nerve. In IrigeiiiiiKil

neuriilgiu. iieuridgia miijar. or lie douloureux, the jKiin and tenderness often spread back
to the vertex and jjarietal eminence, in correspondence with the cutaneous distribution

of the first or ophthalmic branch of the fifth ner\e. Pressure over the tender area will

often bring on a paroxysm of pain : yet while the jjiin is raging, the patient often gains
some relief by Hrm ])ressure over the painful part. W hen the paroxysm is recently i)ast.

pressure does not have any obvious effect in some eases. Identical neuralgic ])ain and
tenderness may be met with in the rare cases where a tumour presses on the trigeminal
nerve or its roots, as may hap|)en in [latients with meningeal new growths. Definite loss

of sensation occurs if the nerve is iiniiKed in a tumour, whereas in tie douloureux there
is no ana'sthesia ; in addition, the other signs of intracranial tumour should be looked for.

In another group come the cases of ueurolgiii uiirujr. in which pain and tenderness in

the scalp form a visceral reflex, and are due to disease in the eyes, teeth, ear, and thoracic

orabdominal \iseera. .\ referred visceral j)ain usually brings with it superficial tenderness,
and both the pain and the tenderness are fbun<l o\ er '

segmental
'

areas, or areas that
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do not corri'spoiKl with the (list rihut ion of the jx'ripheral nerves, but follow a central distri-

bution {Figs. 292, 2i>;5). In other jjatients, however, the same lesions i)roduee areas of

pain, and less often of tenderness also, that do follow distributions corresponding with

those of the perijjheral nerves : and these are described as cases of ncKralgia minor j)rojifr.

To give examples of reflex neuralgia, disease of the upper bicuspids may cause pain and

tenderness in the temporal region ; disorders of the eye. particularly astigmatism and

hypermetropia, iritis, and glaucoma, may cause headache and tenderness spreading from

the forehead to the vertex and to the temporal area ; sujjpuration in the middle car may
make the whole side of the head tender. Certain areas on the head are segmentally united

with other areas on the body : the temporal area of the scalp is connected thus with the

seventh dorsal segment, and so diseases of the heart, lungs, or stomacli may all bring about

temporal pain and tenderness, associated with the segmental area of cutaneous ten<lerness

about the level of the epigastrium that directly represents the seventh pair of dorsal

nerves. It is probable that a number of patients with undetected disease of the teeth,

eyes, ears, or viscera, are treated for
"

neuralgia
"

for long periods, when a more careful

examination of their history and investigation of their physical condition would lead at

once to the proper diagnosis. In a certain number of cases pain and tenderness in the

scalp are due to general diseases such as diabetes mellitus. malaria, and rheumatism : a

fact that leaves room for much latitude in diagnosis.
In both ncunisllwniii and

liysleria comi)laints of pains
and tenderness are common,
and the seal]) may be aff'eett'd

just as any other purt of the

body may. The neurnsthenic

often has occipital tenderness,

with pain referred to the hair;

brief mental effort may bring
on pain and tenderness in

the sinciput or vertex. The

hysterical iiatient may be

prostrated by headache, with

extreme tenderness of the

scalp. It is not nece.s.sary to

TiiK Sk(;mental .\iti;A.s or Till' scalp ((i/ut lliaii.)

Md, ;

Fig. 292.—The segmental aro:is.

Fr.n, Fronto-nasal ; Mo. Miil-oil>il;i

«.;. -.".l.-l—The maxima of the segnieiital ^gy ^Yl^^ j-Jig rrreatcst care to
areas shown in Fig. 2!i2.

1
; Oc. Oi'cipltal ; p. Parietal

V, Vortical.

1 T. Temporal ;

exclude organic disease of

every sort should be taken

before the diagnosis of neur-

asthenia or hysteria is matle in a patient complaining of tenderness in the scalp. It is

noticeable that any conditions tending to build up the strength and improve the nutrition

of neuralgic, neurasthenic, or hysterical jjatients, are likely to lessen the [lains and areas

of tenderness of which they so often complain. Conversely, these ])ersons are always
much worse when their health is low, and ])articidarly when they are ana?mic.

.1. J. Jex-Blake.

TENDERNESS IN THE SPINE occurs in two different sets of conditions. In

the fir.st it is due to local disease of the skin or subcutaneous tissues, fasciae, muscles, bones,

or nerve-tissue in the innncdiate neighbourhood of the spine: and the pain felt when the

tender spot is touched is a direct jiain. In the second there is no local disease, and

the pain felt on stimulation of the tender area is a referred ])ain, due in most cases to organic
disease of one or other of the viscera, in a few to some obscure nervous disorder. The
tenderness varies widely in degree. In the severest cases, whether direct or referred, the

])ain may be such that the i)atieiit cannot endure even the light pressr.re of the clothes

ordinarily worn, and is in agony the moment a finger is laid upon the tender place.

When due to Local Disease, the tenderness is usually as,sociated with rigidity of

the spine in the tender section, a protective rellex designed to give rest to the di.seased

part. This is |)articiilarly well marked when it is bone—the vertebral column—that is

diseased. .\ similar but less complete and more extensive rigidity will be noted when the

local disorder is in the nuihcles or faseitc of the back. Should the local disease or injury
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be so extensive as to involve or eoni|)ress tlie spinal conl. speeial syni])toins (i;irdle-pain,

i)aresis. anaesthesia, ete.) will l)e aildeil. The chief morbid states in which sueh tenderness

of the s])inc occnrs are sninniari/.ed in the followin'T table :
—

l)is(<isfs (if III!' sinti (iiiil siihciiliiiKDits
,

In jnry. infected wonnds. al)scess-f<jrnial ion,

//.s'.s(/c
' etc.

Diseases of llic iiiiif:rlis. fascid'. ur iii-iTc.s Gout, rheunlati^nl. injnrv, herpes, ete.

Tuberculosis and other infections

Caries sicca, spondylitis deformans,
"

t\ phoid spine
Erosion by aortic anemysm
Invasion by malignant disease

Injiny

Discdsca tijjciiiiiil tlu- rcitcbnc

'I'ldiiiiiiilic iiiKiiislhoiiit. ilHIi IiikiI llsi(JIIS '

///(// ((/( mil ilciiKiiisliiibh'
\

Kailway spine'

To consider these lesions in detail : Obviously the skin and sulHutancous ti.ssues may
be tender over the spine after falls or blows on the back, infected wounds, in acne and

f\iruiiculosis. in al)sccss-formati(>n, whether the infection is derived from without, or from

withiTi as in pvaniia : a psods al/sccs.'i may jxiint and discharjie on the back over the

vertebral cohnnn. Tenderness in the spine due to affrrHdiis of tlie fascitf and itiiiscles may
lie exiierienced l)\ :inv ill-trained person who over-uses or strains his s|)inal muscles : it is

also common in f<(iiilii patients : and freipiently it is associated in the rheumatic with attacks

of liiiiihiiiiii. Deep-seated inllannnations in this reoion are not rare, and arc seen usually

in connection with spiinil rriries : less often the inllammation may be <lue to jiii<riiiHi.

i-iiipi/iiiiii perforating spontaneously, trichhiidsis and olhir \ cry rare forms of niifosilis.

when they chance to attack the spinal reuion. In a IVw instances, no doubt, ilisease of Ihc

sjiiiiiil nerves, jiarticularly when their i)osterior |)riinary divisions arc affected, gives rise to

tenderness in the spine as well as along the course of the nerves themselves ; this may
occur when pressure on the nerves or their roots exists, and in cases of herpes zosler or

veiirilin. Most of the causes of spinal tenderness enumerated above should not be dillieult

of diagnosis if a careful examination of the i>atient be made, and his other signs and

syin|)toms of disease be noted.

The eases in which the tenderness is due to disiase of the \crtelira' are far more

imiHirtant than the above, and probably commoner also, as well as far more serious from

the point of \ie\v both of prognosis and treatment. I^xcluding spinal trauma, which

usually declares itself obviously and is considered below, the three disorders to which the

verttbra' are liable in this connection arc liiherriildsis. invasion by niiiliifniiiit ili.seirsr. ami

erosion by an aiieiiriisiti. In other rarer instances they may be affected with similar sym-

|)toms and results by iielininii/ieDsis. pjid'uiie iilmrss. the sjjrcad of iidection from adjoining

I)arts (retro|)liaryngeal, mc(hastinal, subdiaphragmatic, perineijhric. or |>elvic al)scesses).

hjidatiil disease, spoiidfililis drforiiKiiis. and vertehnd iirllirilis ilue to the gonoeoecus and other

microbes. When caused by verlelind liihereiddsis. the spinal tenderness is local, and is

izencrally accompanied by more or less angular deformity of the spinal column, collapse

of the diseased and softened anterior part of the \ertcbral body, causing abnormal projec-

tion of its dorsal spine at the same tinu-. If it is the posterior part of the affected vertebra

that c 'lla|)ses, the spinous ]irocess will sink inwards ; it nnist be reincml)ered, ho\ve\-cr,

that congenital defect or dctieiency of a sjiinous process is not v<My rare, and may be

mistaken for the result of injury or disease. Whether deformity accompanies s|)inal caries

or Of., rigidity of the diseased part of the spinal column is sure to be present. It is

maintained by iindhmtary contraction of the a])propriate muscles, and becomes conspicuous

when the ]iatient is eiic(iMra;;ed to bend his back in an\' direction, or to rotate the body on

the pehis. In addition, pain will be felt in the back when the patient's \t'rlex. shoulders,

sacrum, or leas are jarred : his gait, too, and method of holding himself and turning,

designed to relieve the diseased p.art of the spinal column from shock or strain, will be

characteristic. In ehiklren who arc not will looked after, this spinal Icndcrnc-s and defor-

mity may be unnoticed and the diagnosis of sijinal caries not established until a psoas

abscess has formed and has declared itself by pain in the leg, or lameness. The importance

here of earlv (hagnosis cannot he oxerstated : spinal tuberculosis is iMimmonest in children.
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but may occur at any age. It often happens that rickety children are suspected of '

spinal
disease '

by their parents ; they present marked spinal curvature, due to flabbiness of the
muscles, and, like all their bones, their spines may be tender on jiressure. But tliere is no
localized spinal tenderness in rickets, there is no angular deformity, the spinal curvature
vanishes wlien the child is suspended by the head or arms, no pain is caused by jarring
or rotating tlie spinal colunui. and there is no rigidity of the back : tlie other ordinary
e\idences of rickets will be present, so that the diagnosis should not lie difhcidt. In adults,
however, and ])articularly during the second half of life, it may often be difficult to deter-
mine whether a iiersistent tenderness over some part of the spine, associated with pain
and rigidity, is due to liiherci/losis. aneurt/sm, or maligtiwit disease affecting the \ertebral
column. The occurrence of angular curvature, due to softening and collapse of the verte-
bral body, would argue in favour of tuberculosis, being comparatively rare in aneurssm or

malignant disease ; evidence of tuberculous mischief in the patienfs joints, lunys. or
larynx, a history of cough or blood-sjjitting, or a marked family history of tuberculosis,
would all i)oint in the same direction. Aortic aneurysm, eroding the vertebral column
aTid causing pain and tenderness by ])ressing on the nerves in its vicinity, would be
suggested if the jjatient were a middle-aged man giving a history of syjjhilis. Examination
under the .i-rays and testing for Wassermann's reaction might be of great assistance here ;

deei) alwlominal palpation, under an an;esthetic if necessary, might reveal the expansile
pulsation of an aortic aneurysm. Secondary deposits of malignant disease, invadins or

encompassing a vertebra, may occasion marked sjiinal tenderness and jiain in the back of
the severest description : in rare cases, the malignant growth may be primary. The
vertebra? are the bones most often invaded by secondary malignant growths ; the primary
gro\\^hs most frequently responsible for secondary deposits in the bones are carcinoma (if

the thyroid, testis, prostate, and nuunma. primary sarcoma of bone, and melanotic sarcoma.
Here again the diagnosis may be very difficult, in the earlier stages of the disorder particu-
larly, because the primary growth may be small and deep-seated, and may have given rise
to no signs or symptoms leading to its discovery, so that the presence of .secondary deposits
is not suspected. In the later stages, the growth often burgeons into the spinal canal, and
cau.ses symptoms of paraplegia by compressing the spinal cord. When this occurs the
diagnosis is easier, for the site of the compression may be indicated by a girdle-pain and a
zone of hypera'Sthesia : while ana-sthesia. with paresis or parajilegia. is found below it. the
sphincters are affected, the knee-jerks are increased, and ankle-eloinis and Habinski's
extensor plantar reflex can be elicited. But, as has been pointed out already, it may be
impossible to lind any definite physical signs in a patient complaining of very severe and
intractable pain and tenderness in some part of his spinal eolunm

; and most physicians of
exj)erience must have met with sad cases where such patients have been treated as malin-
gerers, the honesty of their complaints failing to win recognition until a i>athological basis
for them has been established at an autopsy.

Little more need be said about most of the other local diseases that may make the
affected region of the spine both tender and painful, (dries siecn is the name given to an
obscure rarefying osteitis of chronic course, non-suppurative, that may attack the \crtebra\
The signs and sym|)toms of lertebriil (ictitiDiiificosis resemble those of tubercidosis. In
ilimnic jii/dttiiri a vertebral abscess may arise, and in patients with abscesses in the spinal
region- such as pelvie. periiiepliric. suhiliopliragmiitir. meilitisliiial. or letiopliniyngeal

—
a spread of infection to the \ertebra- may conceivably occur, giving rise to tenderness in
the afiected part of the spine : liyddtid disease of the spinal canal or vertebral column may
do the same in persons exposed to echinoeoccus infection. But in all these instances the
tenderness in the spine will be but a minor symptom of a serious and more or less acute
disorder, with other features that are more characteristic. Tenderness in the spine is often
marked in s/iiinilijlilis dejaniians (Fig. 274. p. 648). the name given to practically any chronic
non-suppurative form of vertebral arthritis. It is no doubt an infectious process, and occurs
after goniirrhiea. inHuenza. enteric fever (the

•

typhoid spine"), tonsillitis, and other bac-
terial disorders. It is characterized by stilhiess in some portion of the vertebral colunui, with
irregular deposits of new bone in the adjoining ligaments, particularly the anterior common
ligament, well seen by the use of .r-rays. The chief sign is stiffness in the back, and in a
lew of the cases o.steo-arthritis of some joints of the limbs occurs as well ; in instances
where the hip or shoulder are thus involved the disease has been named '

spniidi/lose riiizo-
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'

li\ Mario. .'\Ifii arc- artVi-tt-il Iomi- cii- li\c times as ciftcii as woiiicn, ami the disease

usuallv lieuiiis between the ai;es of twenty and lilly. Its diagnosis may he dilllculf. heea.use

the ehief eiim|)laint may be of pain in the Inps, le};s. alulonien. or thorax, or of "

seiatiea
"

or hmihauo." so that disease of the verlehral eohiinn may he neither suspeeted nor looked

for. In most patients, the affected rejiion of the s])ine is tender : mueli spasm of the dorsal

nniseles is fonnd in the more acnte cases, while in those of lona-standin^. atmphy fmm
di.snse will he found. The typhoid npinr is a rare sequela of enteric fe\er, nsuall\ oecurrinL;

early in convaleseenee. The jiatient complains of tenderness and the most aeulc pain in

the lower part of the vertebral column, after an initial staye of backache. Fc\-er is present

at first in half the cases, and no doubt the londitiim is cumnionly due to vertebr.d |)eriostiti-

.set U]) by the liiicilliis tfijiJidsits.
The symptoms last for many months as a rule, ami defni-

mity of the spine is left in half the jjatients : but suppuration t)f the allccted \ertebra- seenis

to he unknown. Men are affected more oftin than women. In milder cases no physical

sions of \crtel)ral disease a|)]iear. and so the aireetion has Ijcen described as hysterical, the

spine as an irritable s])ine : in yet other instances, the spinal cord ajipears to Ik- in\ip|\(cl,

as if the periostitis alTected the spinal canal, loss of control over the spliineters beini;

ob.servcd, with paresis (if the lens, and ehan<;es- usually increase—in the rellexes.

Tenderness in the spine due to iiijurii may be the expression of either organic or

functional disease resulting therefrom, and the precise diajinosis may be extremely dillicnlt.

The trauma is usually a railway or other acci<lcnt of locomotion (" lailway spine '). a fall.

a sudden shock or concussion : in another uroup of cases it is either a sini;lc sudden muscular

over-strain, due t(p oxer-exertion or the elfort to ax'oid an accident, or the more chronic

overstrain to which rowinu men. footl)all plaxcrs. and the like arc exposed. A yross injury

may produi'c fracture of a xcrtcbra. with (ii- witlmul displacement of the fraiirneiits such

as can be (lem<instratcd by the use of .(-ra\s ; subperiosteal or subdural IncuKirrha^e.

hasmorrhage into the s|)inal canal. lucniorrhaLie into or bruisint; of the cord, all of which will

<;ive rise to locali/.inu cord-symptoms (f,urdlc-pain :it the level of the lesion, \ar\ iiiL; ileyrecs

of ])aresis and atucsthesia below it) when the Icsinn is markeil. At the either end of the

scale are fonnd the sufferers from Iraiimiitic lu-nnistlniiiii. who have been exposed to identic;'.!

injury or over-strain, but present no dclinile siyris of disease in the spine or cord. althoui;li

quite incapacitated for months or years, by weakness and severe pains in the injured region.

These patients often have increased knee-jerks and even ankle-clomis : but detiuite

evidences of ori;anic disease arc wantinu. the sphincters are unalfected. Habinski's extcnsnr

plantar rcHcx is not obtained, nuiscular wasting is not found, unless from disus<'. and the

various pains and tendernesses of which complaint is made have a neurastlicnic or even a

hysterical distribution and character. Tramnatic neurasthenia nia\' fiillow sur<iic:d

operations or comparatively slight injuries to the head, back, nr testicle, in additinu tn

the severer traumas and strains already mentidned : and it nuist be noted that a delay nt

one or more weeks, an incubation-period, may intervene between the receipt nf the injury

and the dcxelopmcnt of the neurasthenic pains. It would lie unfair tci take such a <lilay

as exident-c of a hysterical factor in the case, or of nialini;crinii.

It is clear from the foreuoinij parattrajih that traumatic neurasthcni;i includes cases in

xvhich it is not possible to say for certain xvhether a local oraanic lesion cif the spine exists or

not. Such instances liirm a natural transition to those in which theic is :

Tenderness in the Spine due to Functional Disorders, or to Disease in Other

Parts of the Body, In xery few of these is there any deformity of the spinal cohunn ;

it is tlexilc and not rii;id : and pain is rarely produced when it is caiel'ully bent, twisted,

or jarred, so lonij as direct stimulation of the tender part is avoided. As a rule, the temicr-

ness is superlicial rather than deep, and it is often associated xvith other areas of tenderness

in the side or front of the body. In lifislfiin. complaint of i)ain and tenderness in the spine

and back is not rare -the '

hysterical spine." The tenderness oxer the vertchne is often

accompanied by tenderness on either side of them : in extent it may ehanjic from time to

time, involx ina a single vertebra or even most of the vertebral column. In iiriinisllu'iiia the

spine may be tender from top to bottom, and more or less rigidity is often found also. \\'hen

the tenderness i.s localized to a small part of the back, it may easily be taken as evidence

of local oro-anic <lisease : but the presence nf ether neurasthenic symptoms -headache,

irritability, fatiuability after brief exertiim and the absence of siyns of definite local

disease or in\ip|xcment uf the cord, should JLclp in the diagnosis. To dist iui;uisli <-lcarl>-
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between ncvirasthenia and liysteria is often dillkult. and particularly so in the milder cases

(if traumatic neurasthenia, because they may develoi) hysterical features such as areas of

anaesthesia, a craving for sympathy, a tendency to exaggerate the symptoms, and so forth.

The harmful effects of mental worry on neurasthenia, of the uncertainty attaching to an

impending law-suit in which, jjerhaps. damages for injury are being claimed, are well known.

Tenderness in the sjjine is very commonly a reflex from disease in one or other of the

thoracic, abdominal, or pelvic viscera. The tenderness is characteristically superficial

in these cases, and acute jiain may result from light jiressure on the area involved : and if

the tender tissues can be |nilled aside sulliciently, it will be found that jiressure on the spine

itself causes no itain whatever. Tlie different viscera produce this tenderness with some

regularity in different and definite s])inal areas, a scheme of which is given in Fin. 294-.

The organs and diseases most often giving rise to this referred tenderness and pain

in the spine are as follows : The aorta, in aortitis, arteriosclerosis, and aneurysm ; the

heart, in' coronary sclerosis particularly, myocarditis, myocardial fibrosis, acute dilatation

and failing compensation : the stomach, in gastric ulcer, malignant disease, gastritis ;
the

liver, in cholelithiasis, cholangitis, new growth, and the venous congestion of tricuspid

retlux : the intestine and reetnm. in acute inllammatory disorders, constipation, and carcin-

oma : the aterns. in labour, menstruation, inllammatory affeetiDiis. and new growth. It

would appear that the lungs, whether in-

flamed or wounded, do not give rise to a

referred tenderness : on the other hand, the

whole or any part of the thoracic spine may
become tender in disorders of the pleura, such

as pleurisy, pleural adhesions, or new^ growth.

To illustrate the frequency with which pain

and tenderness of the sjiine occur, the axiom

of many hospital out-patient de])artments

may be (|Uoted. that there is no woman in

London who has not got a pain at the bottom

of her back—a libel on the sex, one may
hope.

The importance of distinguishing between

the cases in which the ])hysical signs of

organic disease in the vertebral column or

cord are absent, and those detailed in Class 1

above, need not be emphasized further. The

referred pains and tendernesses disapi)ear or

are relieved with the cure or relief of the

cardiac, gastric, or other disorder to which

they are due. The diagnosis of the cause of

tenderness over the fourth dorsal vertebra,

for examijle. which may be due to disease of

the heart, jileura, or stomach, must be made on general lines, and by consideration of the

other signs anil symptoms exhibited by the i)atient. A. -J . .le.v-Blahe.

Fig. -1M.—Are;is of referred spinal pain and tenderness

(aper Mackeiizu:). A, In diseases of tlie lieart ; B. I"

diseases of tlie stomach ; C. I" diseases of tlie liver ;

D. In diseases of the rectum and uterus.

TENESMUS signifies freipient and liainful inclination to go to stool, associated gener-

ally with strtiining and gri]>ing but with very little evacuant result. A precisely similar

condition affecting the bladder is spoken of sometimes as vesical tcne.inins. but a better

known term for this is Str.\noi-ry (p. 649).

The severest examples of rectal tenesmus are afforded by acute dysenterij. in which,

after the acute onset of the disease, copious loose fa-cal motions are passed to start with,

then smaller and smaller (juantities at a time, and after this, when there is practically

nothing left to come away from the bowel, the desire to flefa?cate urgently and repeatedly

may still recur jierhaps every ten minutes with jjainful straining, causing the ])atient to

groan or cry out, but with iiractically no evacuant residt beyond a little fluid with mucus

and blood. The diagnosis in these cases is generally based upon the fact that the patient

is or has been resident in some part of the tropics where dysentery is endemic ; the nature

of the dvsenterv itself, whether due to the amccba of dysentery, or to Shiga's dysentery
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hacilliis. (ir to (itlirr Ifss wrll known liacilli. is niailc n|Min tlic rcsulls oT haclcrioloaiial

invest ifjat ions of the stools.

Similar tcncsnins may also occur in acnlc cIkiIiiii wIkmi the stayc of ricc-walcr slools

lias liccn rcarlicil : here again the diaanosis (lc|icn(ls ujion the fact of residence in a part

where <'holcra is emleinic. or in adislriet in which cholera has recently broken out in e|iiileTnie

I'oini : it is conlirnied hy the discovery of the comma bacilli of eliolcra in the slouK.

In this coimtrv there are varions types of «<*//(• iiifcclirc dUirrliivd which mav simuhde

cholera to such an extent that, althonuh nol cholera at all. tliey have been yronped toaelher

under the headinu it( cholcrii iioalriis. and in such cases tenesmus may be extreme. 'I'cmpo-

rarv acute <liarrli(t'a with nuieh tenesmus may arise in seliool-boys and others from tlic

eating of unripe apjilcs or other Iruil ; after a brief but acute illness, and perhaps a

drastic jiurae. lapid reeo\ery is tin- ruU-. More serious are the acute attacks of \omitinj;

and diarrlKca which are familiar uiak'r the Tiame of iiloiiiiihii' iniisiiiiiiiii. the cause being

bacilli allied to (iacrtner's bacillus ing<-ste(l along with some article of diet. Cases of

ptomaine poisoning mav be sporadic, bul oceasionidly as the result of many persons

eating the same cold jjork |)ie perhaps, oi- something of that kind at a public function,

acute epidemics are recorded, some ol' Ihe cases ending fatalh'. The l)acteriology

of the condition is complex : diflcrent micro-organisms, including not only (;aertner"s

ba<illns, but also ;\Iorgan's bacillus .\. Morgan's bacillus li. and probably others, are al Ihe

root of different outbreaks. The diarrhiea is at first painless though fre(|nent. but scNcre

tcnesnnis ensues after the Ijowel has become empl\ of practically excrything bul a little

fluid together with mucus and exuded blood.

Chronic illixciltcrif is less often asscjcialed with tenesmus than is the acute form, but a

<n)nsideral)le degree of tenesnuis max none the less be coULplaiued of by those who have

suffered from dvsentery in the tropics and. ha\ ing returned home not \ct cured, si ill suiter

from repeated diarrluea to the extent of perhaps twelve or liftccn motions .1 day. The

same applies to cases i>{ colilis: wlictlier nuieo-mcmbranous or ulcerative, arising al home.

It may be \ery dillicult in some such cases to exclude malignant disease of the bowel unless

the history is too long for this. In cases of doubt nuich may be learned by passing the

sigmoidoscope and actually seeing the inllameil or ulcerated uuicous membrane of Ihe

low<'r pari lA' the bowel.

Iiiliisaii.sir/itiiiii will only cause tenesmus when llu' lower end of Ihe intussuscepi nm
has reached Ihe pch ic colon or the anus. 'I'he symptoms will be those of inleslinal obsl ruc-

tion, and when the intussusception is fell per reetnm or seen jirotruding per ainun. the oid\-

dillieulty will be to distinguish it from a rectal pol\ pus. or jirolapse of I he rectum. The

<-ondition is very nuieh eoiuinoner in infants about nine months old than in an\dtliir

<'lass of patient, and at this tender age tenesmus will not as a rule be oli\ious. In old<r

patients a subacute or chronic intussusci|ilion is fortunately \ery rare, ai-d it is seldom

diagnosed accurately ]irevious to operation.
.tciilc siiiiiiiHi- (liiinlKrii tiiiil -cnniiliiiji <if iiifaiits is allied to ptomaine poisoning and

is similarl\ due to one or more of the enteritie luicni-organisms ; tenesmus may bi- very

severe in infants as well as in adults.

.\notlier malady allied both to ])tomaine |)oisoning. to troiiical ilyseidery. and to

acute summer diarrhu'a and vonn'ting of infants, is so-called dsjilinii (hisriitciii. of which

the symptoms and results are very similar indeed to those of trojiieal dysentery : asylum

dysentery also has a bacterial cause, and the micro-organism producing it has been the

subject of considerable investigation. The dillieulty of deciding the jirecise nature of the

infecting organism in all these eases depends upon the similarity between the different

possible bacilli and the ordinary Ijacillus eoli which always abounds in the evacuations.

.\cntc tenesnuis may be a marked feature in some cases o( pois-<iniii<i hi/ (iisciiic : the

diagnosis of this cause may be ob\ ions cither on account of the patient having taken an

over-dose with intent to eonunit suicide, when choleraic diarrha'a and nuicli tenesnuis

mav come on subsciiuent to the initial \(iniiting and collapse; or because, in less acute

eases, the i)aticnt is known to be taking large doses of arsenic in his medicine for iTistancc.

in the treatment of chorea or of ])crnieious aineiuia : indeed, the occurrence of iliarrhcea

with griping rectal pains and tenesiuus is one of the dillieulties that presents itself in con-

linuing the arsenical treatment of pernicious aua'mia and other blood diseases to the extent

that one would like. On the other hand, even when arsenic is the cause of diarrhcea and
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tenesnuis. it may sometimes be very difflcult indeed to make certain of the faet. altliougli

some suspicion of it may have arisen in the mind of the physician. Accidental

contamination of the water or of some food may have occurred ; or, still more important,

some member of the household may be administering arsenic surreptitiously, either with

a view to uettinu rid of the individual concerned, or occasionally even without any jjarticular

object.—for instance, in the case of some hysterical servant girls, wlio have been known to

administer poisons in a household in this way apparently without any material object at

all. The circumstances of the case may make one suspicious and lead to a careful watch

being kept, or perhaps an analysis of the water-supply or of some suspected food will lead

to the detection of the arsenic. In case of doubt one might have to resort to the expedient

of taking the [jatient entirely away from the house in which she has been li\ing. and from

amonjist the individuals with whom she has been associated, in order to see whether the

symptom persists when she is secluded in a nursing-home or elsewhere, or whether it dis-

apjiears there to return again when she goes home. Analysis of the hair for arsenic in

eases of this kind will seldom be available as a test of the diagnosis, because it is only in

the hair that is crowing during the time arsenic is being administered that excess of arsenic

is stored, and when sullieient doses to ])r(>duce tenesnuis have been administererl they will

generally have been large, and therefore have been given over only a short period.

Besides arsenic, other irritant drugs may produce tenesnuis, especially perliajjs

canthariilcs. calomel in repeated doses, cnlncipiOi. g(imh')f(e. and indeed most of the ])Owerful

purgatixes. The diagnosis depends uium a knowledge of the diuus that are being adminis-

tered.

There remain lor <liseussion a number of other cdnditidus which may iiriichiee painful

and frequent but fruitless straining at stool, the cause being either irritation of the rectum

or obstruction to it or within it. These may be ciuimcrated as follows :
—

1. Causes within tlie Lumen of tlie Rectum :

Imi)aeted fk-ees
i
A foreign l)nily tluit lias been

|

Concretions

I

inserted
1

Worms.

2. Things in the Wall of the Rectum :

('areiniiina

Keetal ])rolapse

Polypus or i)oly]ii

Adenoma Fissure

Hamnrrhoids, espeeiaM\ if Proctitis,

thronilxised i

Things Outside the Rectum :

I'^ulariiid |>ro.statc Vesical calculus

Peri|)i()static abscess Ovarian cyst

J'eiiproetal abscess
|

Uterine lihroid

Iseliio-rectal abscess Retroverted gravid uterus

Pelvic lurmatocele

Kctopie gestation.

The diaunosis of all the above depends upon careful examination of the anal regit)n,

the rectum, and the vagina, by insijcction, direct or through a speculum, proctoscope or

sigmoidoscope, or with the finger.

ImpdCted fa-ccs may. fnun their symptoms, sinmlatc rectal carcinoma \ cry closely :

but when there is carcinoma of the rectum, one's finger when inserted seldom comes upon

a mass of fa-ecs, whereas with faecal impaction the mass is generally well within reach of

the finger. The diagnosis will be confirmed by removing the mass itself piecemeal with a

spoon, followed by enemata or other local measures, after which the jiaticiU recovers

completely.
RecUd conn-etions differ from impacted fa-ces only in the material of which they are

comijosed : for instance, instead of being ordinary ftceal material, they may consist of

hard lumps of hi.siuiith. inn<>iicsiiim. clinlk. or other drug that has been given by the mouth,

or of the luisks or products of some unusual meal, as an example of which one may mention

the case of a boy who having stolen a bundle of cinnamon sticks chewed them up and

swallowed them, and a da\- or two afterwards suffered extremely from tenesnuis as

the result of a mass of undigested bits of cinnamon stick that had been impacted in his

rectum. Hair balls have caused similar trouble, though they are even rarer in the rectum

than they are in the stomach.

Adenomata, or long finger-shaped non-malignant polypi of tlie rectum, occur sometimes
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in Slid ;i way as to |ir(Mliicc a kiml of cnlanylciiR-nt, in uliicli l';^ec,^ hci-Dinc iiii|)ai-lcil liiiiln-r

up than the linuvr can rt-ach, and tlu- patient will he thi>iiL;ht to he siillerinn Ironi eareiiunna
of the sionioiii colon or of the pelvic colon ; tlieie will, however, as a rule be much less

wasting tliaii there would be witli nialiynant disease. thoiii;li both conditions i)roduec their

symptoms at a similar aye. The diaunosis will depend u|>on examiniition with the procto-
scope or the siijnioidoscope, and ]x-rha|>s upon t'xeision oC such pol> pi as can be reached,
followed by microseo|)ical examination.

Another condition which may simulate rectal carcinoma very closely is pnijiiiiild!
inflmnmaiion followed by the formation of an abscess round the |)elvic colon. The tenesmus
which results, the constant i)ainful straininu, and the unsatisfactory evacuations, may be
associated with obvious ill-health : anaania from loss of slecj) : and loss of weight : so that

malignant disease will frci|uently lie thoiif^ht the almost certain diaynosis. The condition
is by no means so easy to detect as minht be supposed : sometimes it is not until the patient
has been aiKcstlictizcd with a view to further examination with the proctoscope and sii;-

moidoseopc that the nature of the condition is indicated b\ a sudden unsli of pus c^capiiin
past the instrument as the result of the biirstini; of the absc'css. The cause of such a

condition is i>cnerally some previous locil inflammation in the rectum, associatid, for

instance, with iiilcs. or a polypus which has hitherto proilucerl no symptoms at all : in

some cases |h<'re may be both carcinoma and abscess, the latter the result of the lormcr.
A vesical riilniliis causitif; tenesmus will ucncrally be one situated in a jioeket of the

bladder jiostcriorly : it is a very rare c;'.usc of tenesmus, and generally there is or has been
ha-niaturia to indicate the nei-il for examination of the bladder citlii-r with the sound or
the cystoscopc.

The remainiui;' conditions in the abo\c list need not be discussed in detail : tlic\- will

be diaiiiiosed by rectal or vauinal exaniination. or a combination of the two.
Tlicre rcm.-iins still one other \er\ important cause of ti'iicsmus. naincl\ . tiilns iloisalis

ii:itli rcrliil crisis. 'I'hc symptom is not so uncommon ;is miuht be supposeil. Xol a few
cases of tabes dorsalis complain that tliey an- unable to i;o alioiit th(ar duties as carl\ in

the mornini; as they would like, because after yiiiufi- to the closet in the ordinary way after
breakfast, tlicy lind that at intersals of p<rhaps half an hour they suller from repeated
iiri;ent and painful re-calls. cxteiKhng o\er perhaps two or three hours before the bowels
settle down to comparative comfort for the rest of the day. Xot much is passed after the
first one or two \ isits to the closet, but the patient dares not be far away whilst the recur-
rent crises conlimic. for the call is uri;ent and \er\- painful : but as a riik'. afli r two or tlin-e

hours of siiircrinu iif this kind he linds that he is free until the next day. The condition
is quite distinct from the ineontincnee of I'a'ccs which may result at a, later stai^c of
the malady : it is an example of purely ncr\(ius tenesmus, which. liowe\<-r. mav simulate
carcinoma of the bowel vcr\ closely. It may last for months or years, and then cease to

trouble the patient sjiontaneously. just as the linhtninj; pains of tabes may. The patient's
comijlaint is yincrally of diarrluca. but iijiou careful impiiry it is found that the <liarrh(ca
in the sense- of Ihiid evacuations is much less i>ronouneed than the tenesmus—that is to say.
the recurrent painful call to stool without material evacuation. The diagnosis depends
upon detcetinu the absence of knee-jerks and the existence of .Vrgyll Hobertson pupils.

Ifcrhcrl Frci/rh.

TESTES, ATROPHY OF. (Sec .Vna.iaiv. Ti-.sTicriAii. p. (Hi.)

TETANIC CONTRACTIONS.—(See Conthactions. p. i;!T.)

THERMO-ANillSTHESIA. -(See Sknsathin. Somk .Xhnoumamtiks or. p. (iOI-.)

THIRST, EXTREME. Cases of extreme thirst nia\ be subdi\idcd into two main
groups : namely, those with and those without polyuria. To the former belong such
conditions as diabetes mcllitus. diabetes insijiidiis. hysteria, ami so on. which are discussed
under Poi.vi hia (p. 5:j-|.). 'J'o the other group belong such comhtions as arc for the most
part so obvious as to rci|uire no more than simple enumeration undi-r main headings, as
follows :

—
1. Prolonged abstention from drinking: purposeful, or the result of necessity.
2. Fevers and febrile states.
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3. Excessive loss of fluid : (a) From the skin by profuse iierspirations, natural or

I>atliological ; (b) From tlie stomacli. from repeated vomiting : (c) From tlie Ijowel. from

excessive diarrhoea ; (d) Into serous membranes, as in acute peritonitis.

4. After severe liu'niorrliase : (a) External, e.g., post-partinu : (/;) Internal, e.g.,

from duodenal ulcer, ruptured tubal gestation, leaking aneurysm.
5. CJastrectasis due to |)yIorie stenosis, owing to the fact that the stomacli absorbs

little fluid as com])ared with the intestines.

6. Poisoning by such drugs as dry up the secretions of the mouth, notably belladonna

and its allies, or astringents such as alum, gallic acid, tannic acid, or pcrchloridc of iron.

7. The exhibition of excess of various salts. ]>artieularly sodium chloride, either as

such, or incorporated in various food-stuffs.

It is clear that in some cases more than one factor at a time may be causing extreme
thirst. Ilvrberl French.

THRILLS, PRECORDIAL.—In order to arrive at a diagnosis of the cause of any
thrill which is felt ii\cr the pracordia, two facts nuist first be ascertained, namely (1) The
siiiKtIion of tlie thrill ; and (2) Itn rlii/lhni. Ihning discovered a thrill over the mitral area,

that is. in the region of the apex beat, and found that it is presystolic in rhythm,
it is obvious that it is due to initral .stenosis. The valvular lesion will be contlrmed by the

presence of a presystolic bruit, as it is rare to find the thrill without a bruit being associated

with it. On the other hand, if the thrill be systolic in time, and mitral regiirgilntion be

present, the thrill is due to this valvular lesion. .\ .systolic thrill at the cardiac apex may
also be caused by perieardial friction fremitus, or pleuritic fremitus. A pericardial friction

fremitus can be distinguished from an endocardial thrill by being more rubbing in character,

usually occurring Ixjth during systole and diastole, while an endocardial thrill is a more

purring vibration, and it is coidined to cither systole or diastole. The pericardial friction

is confirmed by auscultation. Pleuritic fremitus in this region may be distinguished from
an endocardial thrill and pericardial friction fremitus by asking the patient to hold his

breath, when the fremitus will disappear unless it is due to pleuro-jjericarditis. These

<listinguishing features between endocardial thrill, pericardial friction fremitus, and

pleuritic fremitus, apply to any area in which thrills are detected. A pericardial friction

fremitus may be present over the whole or any jjart of the prsecordia, but the most common
situation is to the left of the stcrnmn near the base of the heart.

A .systolic thrill in the second right intercostal space close to the sternum may be due

to (torlie stenosis. thiekeniii<< of the aortic vtilvc. atheroma, or dilatation or aneurt/sm of the

ascending portion of the thoracic aorta, and the diagnosis of the cause of the thrill can

only be made by the other jjliysical signs which indicate the morbid condition present.

Thus, if there be dullness in the second right intercostal space, over which the thrill is felt,

there is dilatation or aneurysm of the arch of the aorta. There is no dullness in this

situation when the thrill is due to aortic obstruction or to atheroma of the aorta. Not

only may dullness on percussion accompany the thrill, but there may be pulsation, and
even a ])ulsating tumour, in this region, showing that there is an aneurysm ; an ,i'-ray

examination (/•(:;. 100. p. 209) helps in confirming the diagnosis.
A diastolic thrill may also be felt in the second right intercostal space clfise to the

sternum, but it is rare ; when present, it is due to aortic rcgurgilidion. and is accomi)anied

by the characteristic diastolic bruit and waterhammer pidse. Sometimes the thrill, like

the bruit, is most marked in the third left space close to the sternum.

In the pulmonary area, viz., in the second left intercostal space near the sternum,

systolic thrills are due to congenital affections of the heart, especially pulmonary stenosis

and patent ductus arteriosus. An extensive thrill oxer the base of the heart in young
children is nearly always due to congenital malformation. The apex beat is generally
near its normal positkin. The cardiac dullness usually extends to the right of the sternum

as the residt of the enlargement of the right ventricle, and there is commonly a loud

universal systolic bruit, having its point of maximum intensity over the base of the heart.

The following signs of congenital malformation of the heart, other than |)atent ductus

arteriosus, are also to be expected : cyanosis, either continuously i)resent or occurring at

intervals, dyspnwa. especially upon exertion, clubbing of the fingers and toes, and poly-

cythtemia ; with patent ductus arteriosus (p. 150), there maybe no symptoms accompanying
the abnormal physical signs.
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A tlirill occurs very occasionallx- in I lie scciiiid Idt intercostal space close to the

sternum, in association with n. fmirlidiuil j)iihii<niiii// hniil. In such a case the functional

oriain of the thrill may he distiuuuislieil by the yeueral courlition of the |>a,tient. who will

be sufferinjf from ana-mia or some dcbilitatini; condition : and the siuiis of coniienital heart

disease, just mentioned, will be absent.

I'resystolic an<l systolic thrills sometimes, but very rarely, occur to the riulit of the

sternum in the Iririispid area, due to .stciiosix and hicrimpeteiire of this valve.

./. /;. //. Sincf/ci.

THROAT, SORE.—(See Sorf. Tumoat. p. <ii:i.)

THYROID GLAND ENLARGEMENT—.\n enlarf;ed thymid yland yixcs rise to

a swtlliuL; in the front of the neck, iiileinal to the sternoniastoid muscles and the carotid

vessels, which, if the swellini; is lar<>e enoujih. are ])Ushed outwards. The ^lanil is con-

nected intimately with the larynx ;
hence the most imjKirtant si^n of ;i thyroid tumour

is that it rises and falls with the larynx and trachea durins dcylutit ion. In the '^rcat

majority of cases the presence of this siyn alone is sufficient to make a enrrict dianiiosis.

There are two sources of fallacy : ( 1
)
.\ swelling not thyroid in origin f)ut lyiiia in front of it.

such as a sub-liyoid bursa or sebaceous cyst, or a sui)purative or syphilitic pcrichomhitis

(if the thvroid cartilage, may present the abo\e sign ; (•_>) A thyroid swelling, if lixcd. as it

may be by inllanmiation or nialiuiiaut growth, may not jiresent it. In the \ast majority

of cases, however, a swelling in the position of tlu- thxroid gland which mo\<s on de.;lulilion

indicates an enlargement of that glanil.

r<irieties of EiitarHfiiifiif iiiiil llicir Dijjticnliiil I)iiii<tiiisi.s.—Uuring im iislnidliini and

prcgiium-fi the thyroid becomes enlarged, but seldom svillieiently so to cause symptoms ;

if the gland hap])ens to be the scat of pre-existing disease the increase of swelling may he

sullicicnt to induce respiratory dillieully.

Parenchymatous Goitre, or a general hyi)ertroijhy of the whole gland, is the

couunonest form of enlargement. .Ml parts of the gland are affected more or less ecpially ;

the tumour l)eing bilateral, the normal sha])e is preserved. The swelling is freely movable,

painless and soft. It is rarely congenital, and more often appears about puberty. Its rate

of growth is usually verv slow, and it may at lain an enormous si/.e without causing any
other symptoms.

Cystic Goitre is a loose term used to eo\ir any form of enlargement of the thvroid

which is caused chiefly by the presence of one or more cysts. If the cyst is large and lax.

fluctuation may be made out. The c\sts. liowcxcr. arc often small and tense, and cannot

lie distinguished from solid adenomata, t'ysts are rarely present without some enlarge-

uient of the rest of the gland.
Adenomatous Goitre.—The common cause of unilateral enlargement is the presence

of an adenoma, a definite encapsuled tumc.ur which may contain cysts and grow to a large

size. .\ luemorrhage into one of these cysts may cause a very rapid enlargement, and so

gi\c rise to a suspicion of malignancy : eases have also been reported in which an intra-

th\ roid haniorrhage has been followed by acute dyspntea and death, .\denomata may
be single or multiijle : when present in both lobes, the enlargement may be dillieult to

distinguish from the parenchymatous form.

Fibrous or Ligneous Goitre is a rare condition, due to a ])riniary chronic inflam-

mation of tlie whole gland, and resulting in a firm dense enlargement.

Malignant Disease is seldom met with. It occurs with ecjual freipiency in both sexes,

and is rarely seen before the age of forty. In the early stages, while still confined witliin

the capsule of the gland, it may be difficult to differentiate from the other forms of goitre.

It should l)e recognized by its rapid growth, its hardness, and irregular bossy outline. When
the neoplasm has penetrated the capsule and invaded surrounding struetiu'cs, the diagnosis

is made with more ease. The tumour may liecome fixed, no longer moving on deglutition ;

often one or other vocal cord is (laralyzcd. a condition rarely seen with imio.'cnt goitre ;

and involvement and ulceration of the trachea is conmion. The lymphatic glands may be

enlarged, but as tliose first implicated are placed deeply, defying detection, not nuich help

is gained from this .source. There is a special liability for metastatic secondary dc|)osits

to occur in bones, particularly in the verteljra» and cranium.

Exophthalmic Goitre (Graves"s disease, von Basedow's disease) is far more connuon
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in women than in men (Fig. li;}. p. 236). and rarely occurs before puberty or after mirldle

life. The most prominent features of the disease are: (1) Exophthalmos; (2) Tachy-
cardia with palpitation : (3) Enlargement of the thyroid gland, often pulsatile ;

(4) Tremulousness of the hands and general nervous excitability : (5) Breathlessness on

exertion. The vision is normal, but when the eyeball is moved downwards the upper lid

does not follow as in health (von Graefe's sign). The i)ali)cl)ral ajierture is wider than in

health, owing to retraction of the upper and lower lids (Stellwag's or Dalrymple's sign).

Pigmentation of the skin may be intense (Fig. 222. l). .527) and sinuilate .\ddison"s disease,

but the mucous membrane of the mouth is not affected as in the latter malady.
A well-marked case is quite characteristic, but there are others extremely hard to

separate from simple parenchymatous enlargement, for with this, especially in young girls,

anipmia is often associated, and with it the symptoms of tachycardia, palpitation, and

breathlessness. It often becomes a matter of opinion whether a given case should be styled

simple parenchymatous goitre or incipient Graves's disease.

The above are the commonest forms of enlargement. Others much rarer are :

Kiilargoiu'nt due to pijogciiic infection, either acute or chronic. In pyjemia it is not

uncommon to find the thyroid the seat of multiple abscesses. Tuberculous and giimm'ilous

disease may also cause enlargement, and a slight degree of goitre has been noted in ti/plioiil

fever, acute rheumatism, malaria, variola, cholera, and secondary syphilis. Hydatid cysts

of the thyroid gland have been noted on a few occasions. It having been ascertained that

the swelling in the neck is dcHnitcly thyroid in origin and its nature defined, it remains to

see whether there are any pressure signs on the surrounding structures.

Pressure on the Trachea.—Dyspncra is by far the UKjst important of all the symptoms
that may be produced by enlargement of the thyroid gland It may be the only thing

complained of by a patient not even aware of the presence of a goitre. The size apparently

is not so important as the shape and situation, for one reaching to the waist may cause no

ob.struction. and one the size of a cherry, if situated between the steriuun and trachea, may
give ri.se to intense dyspnoea. If the goitre is unilateral, the trachea is pushed over towards

the opposite side and flattened ; if bilateral, as in the parenchymatovis form, it is

compressed laterally. The dyspnn?a may be constant and distressing, or only noticeable

on exercise or on lying down. Most such patients like to lie high in bed, propped up on

pillows. An idea as to the amount of ])ressurc on the trachea may sometimes be gained by
a ((uestion on this point.

Pressure on Xerves.—I'nless malignant, a goitre rarely causes nuuli pressure on nerves.

Those that may be involved are : (//) The recurrent laryngeal, resulting in paralysis of a

vocal cord : [h) The cervical sympathetic, shown by contraction of the pupil on the

affected side and ptosis; (c) The vagus: (rf) Rarely the nerves of the brachial and

cervical plexuses. If any of these nerves are involved, suspicion nuist arise as to the

malignancy of the tumour.

Pressure on the CFsophagus.
—Being placed behind the trachea, the oesophagus generally

escapes pressure by a goitre, though this is to be remembered as a rare cau.se of dysphagia.

Pressure on Veins is conunon. particularly on the internal, external, and anterior

jugulars. The pressure is rarely ukhc than sufficient to make them stand out ])rominently.

George E. Gask.

TINEA, VARIETIES OF. -(.See FrNCOus Affections of tui; Skin. p. 240.)

TINNITUS is a symiJtom which occurs in a large proportion of cases of disease of the

ear. and occasionally when there is no obvious lesion of the auditory mechanism. The

sounds complained of are usually subjective, but they may occasionally have an objective

origin. Tinnitus may be continuous or intermittent. Its intensity and character vary

greatly in different patients : to some it is an intolerable annoyance, and occasionally has

even been the cause of suicide. The character of the sound may give some clue to the

cause. Thus a pulsatile or rhythmical sound may be produced by the How of blood

through the internal carotid artery, which in its cour.se through the carotid canal is separ-

ated from the tympanum only by a thin plate of bone, which may be deficient. A creaking

noise may be produced by cerumen, or a foreign body, in the external auditory meatus.

.\ bubbling noise may be due to the presence of catarrhal exudation in the middle car.
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A cracking or clickinu siiuiul may Ik- caiisni l)y spasinoilic contraction of the ililalalor lnl);e

and .salpiniiopharvnycus muscles whicli arc attached to the Kustachian tul)c. Wlicn the

character of the sound is described as hiunminy, hissini;, roariny. whisthnu. or musical, it

is i)ractically always subjective, and due to some irritation of the auditory ner\e. rarely
cerebral or in its course, but usually at its terminations in the labyrinth. In rare cases

the tinnitus may be associated vvitli an intracranial nuirnuu' which can be detected on
examination ot the head with the stethoscope. An audible intracranial nnuinur associated

with tinnitus may be due to the following causes : (!) Possibly venous nnnnnns associated

with increaseil intravenous pressure due to excessive pulsation of the brain : (2) .V hniit

lie liidbk in the juiiular bulb which may occur in ana'mia. jilumbism. syphilis, and scrofula
;

(;}) Intracranial aneurysms. The sudden eNplosi\-c sounds in the insane and others mav be
due to similar causes.

A distinction must be maile between tinnitus and hallucinations of hearinn. the latter

usually takiui; the hirm of hearint; voices, and indicatini; mental trouble, usually of a serious

nature. Tinnitus, however caused, is usually inllucneed markedly by the i>eneral health

and environment of the patient. Thus, sometimes the noises are less marked when the

patient is in the open air. when his attention is occupied by other matters, or when
the sense of hcarini; is occupied by listcninii to objective noises. .Similarly, the trouble

may be present only at ninht. but may appear in the day-time if the patient closes the
external auditory meatus with his liiiijer. (lenerally speakinu. tinnitus becomes less

marked and more bearable when the sicncral health of the patient is yood. and increases

when the sufferer is out of health or overworkcil. either mentally or physically. Working
in close, stuffy rooms, or in proximity to noisy machinery, over-indulncncc in alcohol, and
excessive sniokini;, have a bad effect : in women the trouble may be increased durin;;

])reii;naney. menstruation, or the menopause.
Though tinnitus is very common in diseases of the ear. yet serious lesions of the middle

ear, internal ear. or auditory ner\c. may be present without this symptom. There is no
constant relation belwccn timiitus and deafness. The former may be present with ))erfect

hearini;. but when lonjf continueil the hearinjf nearly always becoims iiii|)aireil. The
sounds, too, may pirsist when the patient has become totally deaf.

Tinnitus may occur in the followiu'.; diseases of the ear :
—

1. The presence of cfninini. niiriil jxili/pi. or ii (iirri«ii hrjrli/ in the external auditory
meatus. Hemoxal of the olfendini; body will in this case proliablv lead to the cessation

of the tinnitus.

J. In any iiill(iiiiiii/it/)ii/ iliscdsc. iiriilr iir ilnniiic. siijiiHiriilirc iir iiiiii-siiiijiiirdliir. of tlif

midillf tiir. In catarrhal inllammation of the middle ear. the noisi- frei|ucntly has the

character of burstinj; bubbles, and is due to mov(mints of the viscid exudation in the ear

itself. In otosclerosis, tinnitus is a very prominent and usually early sym|)lom* It may
occvu' befori' any alteration in hearing is present.

.'i. In diseases of the internal ear. tinnitus is especially liable to occur in a seven' and
intractable form. Thus, it is especially likelv to be present in Menirrc's tlisease. sijpliiUttc

disease of the internal car, and in those lesions of the internal ear which may arise in the

course of linilmid and other specific fevers. K.ilciisinii of s/ippiircdioii In llie Idh/iiiiitli from
the middle car is also an imjuirtant i-anse ; and il may be present, usually associated with

deafness, after a fr/icliire of the hiise of Ihe skull.

Tinnitus has been recorded as resultitit; from a cerebiid liimniir iiudlvinn the roots of

the auditory ner\c. but this is a very unusual condition.

Noises in the ears" may be ci>niplained ot in a considerable number of fieneral

diseases, either with or withovit a lesion of the ear. Thus, they are fre(|ucntly present in

aniemia. and in diseases such as leiikd'niiii or pcniicimis adirniid. in which ana'mia is a

jirominent sym|)tom.
Some eardiac lesion. es])ecially aortic regurgitation, may be found in the pulsatile

variety of tinnitus, (loul. cinonic ucphrilis. urd-Diiu. and arteriosclerosis with hij^li blood-

])ressm-e. may also be responsible for tinnitus, and it may occur during attacks of >iiifi,raiiie.

Sometimes it has apparently a reflex origin, being associated with neuralgia or digestive
disturbances, especially in gouty dy.spepsia. Malaria may also be a cause, though here

the trouble is likely to l)e the result of large doses of cpiinine. Other drugs likely to cause
the trouble are sdliei/lates. aiUipi/rin. the excessive use of tobacco, and after 'iiia'slhetics

such as chloroform or el her.
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In persons wlio constantly use the telephone tinnitus may occur, associated with ])ain

and some deafness—a condition known as
"

telephone ear.' Philip Turner.

TONGUE, SWELLING OF.—(See Swelling of the Tongue, p. «<)8.)

TONGUE, ULCERATION OF.—(See Ulceration of tiif. Tongue. ]). 738.)

TREMOR (jceurs when the normally continuous contractions of a muscle at work,

or the norniallN uniform tone of a muscle at rest, are replaced by a succession of separately

perceptible nmseular twitches. In these circumstances, a movement which is normally
uniform becomes tremulous ; a position that can be maintained steadily under nf)rmal

conditions is now kept unsteadily or shakily.

The normal muscular contraction is due to the discliar^'e of a rhythmic series of

nervous impulses from the motor neurons that govern the muscle. It is estimated that,

in health, from five to fifty such nervous impulses leave the motor nerve-cells and reach

the contracting; muscle-fibres every second, the actual number per second varying in

different motor neurons, and also in the same neuron according to its temporary condition

of nutrition or fatigue. It is when the number of nervous impulses received per second

by the contracting muscle-fibres becomes low. that steady and apparently uniform

muscular contractions are likely to be replaced by tremors.

Tremors are of very various periods, amiilitudes. and general characters in (lilierent

eases. Their ])hysiology and pathology are not at present fully understood, so that it

is not yet possible to classify them etiologically. From a clinical point of view they may
be classified roughly in accordance with their more obvious physical characteristics—
their fineness, periodicity, regularity, and the circumstances that favour or inhibit their

production ; but an unbroken series of graduated tremors can be traced in various

diseases, passing by inii)crceptible degrees from the rapid and minute oscillations observed

in paralysis agitans to the extremely coarse and irregular movements composing the

intention-tremor of disseminated sclerosis. A similar variety of regular tremors may be

observed sometimes in a normal person, as the temperature of his body falls from ex])osure

to cold, or during the occurrence of a rigor. Hence a rigid clinical classification of tremors

is impossible.
Cl.\ssification.

Fine Tremor.

Exposure to cold

Nervousness, emo-
tion

Muscular fatigue or
weakness

Convalescence

Congenital and
familial tremor

Unilateral Fine Tremor.

Cerilirul tunuiur

.Senile tremor
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frciiKiis cease alninst iiivaiiiilily during sleep : emotion lialiitiiallv increases them. Tliey
are not ])urposive. and should l)e distinjiuislied from the tibrillar contractions (see C'oN-

rit.vcTiONS, p. i;}+) of individual nuiscle-fibres or muscle-hundles, seen in some muscular

degenerations.
Fine tremors occurring in eonse(|Ueuee of ciilil. iiciToiisiiess. e.rcessii-e emotion, coninles-

rciirc. and muscnUir fatigue or iveakness. are matters of common daily observation. They
tend to pass off as the patient's condition of mind or body imjirovt's. and should occasion
little trouble in diagnosis.

Coinicnitdl iiU(\ /(imiliiil fine tremors occur mostly in children or young adults, mainly
in tile hands and arms, face, or tongue. The oscillations are often absent while the patient
is at rest, but make their ap])earance whenever moxement is attempted, and are increased

l)y nervousness or emotion. They can often be suppressed for a time by a strong effort

of the will, and in many instances they disapjjear as the jiatient grows older. They cause

practically no inconvenience, and are not accompanied by any other abnormalities in

the neuro-museular apparatus. Their diagnosis should be made plain by the i>atient"s

personal and family histories.

Senile tremor and prinili/sis (igilmis may be considereil toi;ether. Senile tremor comes
on with old age in the form of tine regular or irregular oscillations affecting the arms and
the head. Uotli sides of the body are involved, the head early, and the tremor ceases

diirini; repose and in sleep. The muscles of the affecti-rl parts are neither riiiid nor weak.
These senile tremors iimst be eandully distinguisheil from the tremors of paralysis agitans.
or I'arkinson's disease, a [jrogressive and more serious disorder : in this the tremors are

of several varieties. .\ line oscillatory to-and-fro tremor, with from three to six excursions

|ier seconti. affects the extremities and head in some cases. In others, the tremor is coarser,

rhythmical, slower, and to some extent purposive : in t\pieal instances it jirodnees the

alternating movements in the thumb and index linger described as "

bread-crun\bling
'

or cigarette-rollinu." These may be combined with more irregular movements of llexion

and extension at the wrist, pronation and supination of the forearm. The progressive

de\elo]>ment of these tremors and movements is often eharacteri.stie ; beginning in one

hand, the line tremor may spread to the other after some months or years, and ultimately
the lower limljs. the head and neck, the lips and tongue, and even the muscles of the trunk,

Mi.iy become involved. As a rule, the movements continue when the patient is sitting,

or lyinii at rest ; in severe cases they may persist even during sleep. In most instances

they can be lessened by an effort of the will, and diminish also on passive or voluntary
inoMinent. If. on the other hand, they increase on voluntary movement, a tolerable

imitation of an intention tremor may result. They are augmented by emotion or exeite-

UKiit. In eases ot some duration a well-marked coarse shaking of the arms may be a

noticeable feature : while contractions alternating in the flexor and extensor muscles of

the legs may cause the feet to chatter when they are placed on the floor : the thighs are

commonly held in adduction.

Paralysis agitans is characterized by other sions that facilitate its diagnosis, and the

chief of these are :
—

(<;) Miisciihir riiiiditi/. causing a lixed. expressionless facial aspect
(see F.\(iEs, p. 286). a monotonous voice, a bent and rigid carriage, and a shuffling, hesita-

ting yait. with festinalion. ]iro]>ulsion. and rctro])ulsion. Festination imjilics that the

])atieut in walking from one point to another, starts with slowness and dillieulty, but

accelerates as he goes along, much as if he were rumu'ng after his own centre of gravity,
and at the end he may even fall forwards unless there is some object at hand for him to

catch hold of. Propulsion, retropulsion. and the rarely observefl lateropulsion. are terms

meaning that the patient, sent off with a vigorous |)ush to walk hirwards. backwards, or

sideways, exhibits the .same acceleration and proclivity to fall down at the end— for-

wards, backwards, or sideways, (b) Mi(sciil(ir ivetili-iiens of the trenuilous or rigid parts.

(() l'iir<t:stl/csi(v. such as aching pains about the limbs or body, flushes of heat or cold. The

sphincters and mental faculties are not affected, while the deep reflexes are usually normal,

but may be increased. Cases of Parkinson's disease occur in which tremor is absent :

the presence of the other signs mentioned above, however, should sullice hir its recognition.
Bilaternl cortical degeneration, with its slowly increasing rigidity and nuisenlar weakness,
and its set facial ex])ression. may resemble paralysis agitans : but it is accomjianied by
progressive mental failure, increase of the deep reflexes. s[)hineter troubles, and the other

evidences of cortical degeneration.
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The tvenior of certain types of general parnhjsis of the insane is a fine, irregular oscilla-

tion, often with a twitching character. It first appears in the hands and arms, and may
spread till it is conspicuous in the tongue, lips, and face, when it is associated with the

characteristic changes—slowness and blurring
—in the speech. For the most part this

tremor occurs on exertion : it varies in extent, and may almost disappear during periods

of general improvement. In the later stages of the disease a coarse universal tremor

sets in, combined, perhaps, with grinding of the teeth. In these patients the moral and

intellectual changes, tottering gait, alterations in the tendon- and pupil-reflexes, and

other phenomena of general paralysis, will probably not escape attention. ,

In Graies's disease a fine, regular, and rapid tremor, about eight to the second, on

exertion, is one of the cardinal signs. It affects the hands most, the arms much less, and

least often the legs : it is increased by movement or by excitement. In addition, attacks

of trembling that affect the whole body may occur. It is only in aggravated cases, how-

ever, that these tremors are so severe as to interfere with the customary employments of

the hands. The tremors of Graves's disease are likely to be of comparatively sudden onset,

and the patient will generally cxliihit many of the other prominent signs or symptoms of

hyperthyroidism, such as thyroid enlargement, exophthalmos and the other ocular

phenomena, tachycardia, attacks of palpitation, wasting, sweating, or mental changes,

so that the diagnosis ought not to be difficult.

Fine tremors are observed frequently in many of the chronic iittoa:iailions, particularly

those due to alcohol, absinthe, lead, mercury, nicotine, carbon disulphide, morphine,

cocaine, and many other organic compounds that may be taken in excess in rare cases,

whether intentionally or by accident. Alcoholic tremor is fine, regular, and rapid ; it is

well shown in the outspread fingers of the extended hand and in the feet. In many cases

it can be felt by the observer's hand more readily tlian it can be perceived by his eye ;

or it may be rendered more conspicuous by laying a sheet of |)aper on the backs of the

outspread pronated fingers and hand. It is absent during rest, and is increased by move-

ment, excitement, or fatigue. It may also affect the tongue, lips, and facial muscles,

taking the form of a rapid and rather irregular twitching, increased on exertion. This

tremor is an early sign of alcoholism, and is often more marked in the morning hours,

when it is due, perhaps, to fatigue and want of alcoholic stimvilation ; it can be controlled

to some extent by the will. Associated with it is a certain general nervousness and jvunpi-

ness : in addition, the ])atient will no doubt exhibit some of the other signs of chronic

alcoholism—venous stigmata or acne rosacea on the nose and face, restlessness, insomnia,

gastric disturbances—particularly the morning vomiting of nnieus on an empty stomach
—panesthcsia and weakness of the extremities, mental and moral deterioration. If the

main facts of the case can be made out. tremors due to alcoholism should not be hard to

diagnose. A history of chronic alcoholism should always be in(iuired after most carefully,

both from the patient, who may deny it in toto, and from the jjatienfs friends, who may
hasten to admit more than the facts warrant. This is of importance, because mere

7icnousness at the prospect or realization of an interview with a medical man, will often

bring on a fine but tem])orary tremor, indistinguishable, for the time being, from the lasting

fine tremor of the drinker. If such a trenuilous. but teetotal. ])atient has indigestion and

acne rosacea, and repudiates any veiled suggestion of alcoholism with apparently unneces-

sary warmth, there is some danger lest these evidences be taken as confirming the erroneous

diagnosis of alcoholism.

The tremor of mercurial poisoning, a very rare eomijlaint nowadays, is at first fine,

but later coarse and even choreiform. It is met with amongst workers in furs, hatmakers,

and others who use skins that have been cured with mercurial compoimds. It begins in

the face, hands, and arms, and may spread to all parts of the body. At first it is brought
out only by excitement, or on attempted movement. Later, it may jjcrsist even during

sleep, and speech may be interfered with from involvement of the nuiseles of the tongue,

pharynx, and larynx. Other jjrominent sym])toms of mercurialism that should not be

absent are ])rofuse salivation, stomatitis, ana-mia, and cerebral symptoms of various kinds.

Mercurial tremors may have to be diagnosed from those of paralysis agitans or disseminated

sclerosis.

In lead poisoning a fine tremor of the affected limb is sometimes 7net with in cases

marked by paralysis. The oscillations may also be seen in the tongue and lips, particularly
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in llic rarer instances of elironie )>liiinliisrii that exhibit cerebral syinptoius ami sinuilate

general paralysis of the insane. The diaijnosis of these unusual cases would be dillicult

unless a suspicion of lead-iioisonini; were aroused, either by a history of exposure to the

intoxication, or by the occurrence of otlier signs and symptoms of plunibism (see p. .J4)

In lii/stcriu the clinical jjicture of any or every disorder of movement or sensation m.iy
be more or less closely reproduceil : and tremors of every variety may be met with in

hysterical jiatients. The diagnosis may be extremely difficult until hysteria is sus|)eeted.

when it may be confirnied by the discovery of sijins and symptoms that, sinnly or tojicther,

are pathojinomonic (p. 46.>). The diasiuosis of hysteria should never be made liuhtly :

but only after a careful consideration of the history, signs, and symptoms, and when all

evidences of organic disease have been looked for and found wantins,'. I'nlcss a careful

examination be made, the tremor of intracranial tunioiu', for exani])le, or of disseminated

sclerosis, may be widii'jly diayiioscfl as hysterical.

Unilateral Fine Tremor is but rarely seen. It may be a lii/slnicul manifestation,

fimctional. and sii;niHcant of no imderlyini; lesion of the central nervous system.
I'nilateral tremor may occur in tinnuiir nf llir fiinildl region of the bruin ; if present, it occurs

in both arm and leg, and only i>n tlic same side of the body as the tumour The patiints
will often exhibit mental changes, such as inattention, incoherence, loss of memory,
alterations in character ; sometimes, too, irritative ))henomena occur.

I'nilateral fine tremor may develop on cither the same or the op])Osite side of the body
in luinonr of the mid-brain iiml siih-lliriliiniie reaion. The general sym])toms of ccnbral
tumour will be present, and in addition certain localizing signs may make their appearance.
The chief of these would be jiaralysis of the third nerve, loss of sensibility over the area

supplied by the fifth nerve, eccentric ])osition of the ])U|)il. defective reaction of the pupil
to light, and weakness of the upward movements of the eyeballs.

It may be added that fine tremors occasionally occur in the iiaretic lind)s after lienii-

]>le<>iii. The history of the case an<l the presence of other signs <-haractcristic of hemiplegia
should make the diagnosis here a comparatively straightforward matter. Fine tremor

may l)c seen in eimrea. and may l)c unilateral in such cases.

COARSE TREMOR.

Coarse tremors may de\(lo|) as temporary exaggeraticms or later devtlopmcnts of

the line tremors occurring in several of the morliid states already considered. Thus,
when the boily is thoroughly chilled or fatigue<l. or when a patient is in a rigor, the initial

fine tremor will often pass on into a very coarse tremor, as the amplitude of the involuntary
muscular contractions increases, their rhythm remaining much tlie .same. The line tremor
of paralysis agitans or general paralysis may similarly grow into a coarse tremor : coarse

tremors are not infrequently seen in hysteria. 'I'lie diagnosis in all these cases must be
made on the lines already indicated.

Coarse tremor is met with sometimes in the various forms of familial and hereditarv

ataxia. Thus in Friedreieli's diseiine (j). .'512). in addition to the intention tremor considered

below, irregular involuntary motions, ilescribed as coarse tremors in some cases, as chorei-

form in others, take place in the arms wliilc the patient is at rest. Irregular noilding or

tremulous movements of the head and trunk, also occur in advanced cases ; the muscles

of articulation and of the face may exhibit irregular purposeless contractions or (juivcrings
when conversation is attempted. In spino-cerebellar (itn.rin. irregular choreiform move-
ments, or constant tremors, large and small, may be seen in the head, tnmk, and limbs

whenever the attempt is made to hold them steady, but unsupported. Similar disturb-

ances ha\e been recorded in cerebellar ata.ria and in the oliro-punto-eerebellar alroplii/ of

Dejerine and Thomas. In all these conditions the ataxia is the prominent symptom.
the coarse tremor being no more than an occasional e])iphenomenon : the diagnosis
between them must be sought in sjjccial manuals, and also under the heading .Vr.vxv

(p. .-,.-.).

The coarse tremor of the affected limbs seen in patients with chronic or s])astic Itemi-

plegia or diplegia, and in some other cerebral disorders, is a variant of the athctoid or

choreiform movements that are characteristic of those conditions. They arc considered

under the heading Contr.\ctions (Paranii/oelunas mnltiplej). p. 1:57. As has been
mentioned already, it is practically impossible

—were it. indeed, desirable—to draw any
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Fit]. •1\}^).
—-Movements in iiitoiitioTi tremor.

hard-and-fast line between the grosser fine tremors and the finer coarse tremors. In

the same way, coarse tremors merge insensibly into the lesser degrees of athetotic and

choreiform convulsions.

INTENTION TREMOR.

Intention tremor—known also as action or volitiorinl tremor—has been defined as

tremor produced, or if not produced at least exaggerated, by voluntary movements.

These tremors affect the upper extremities, and sometimes the head and trunk also : the

limb is quiet when not in actual use, but as soon as voluntary movement is attempted,

irregular and involuntary to-and-fro motions begin in it, and are superadded to the

intended movement. These to-and-fro motions become more marked, and sometimes

more rapid the more nearly achievement of the desired movement is reached. The greater

the amount of i)recisi()n demanded by the voluntary action, the greater becomes the

amplitude of these involuntary excursions. Wishing to drink, the patient may lift the

cuj) from the table steadily enough : but as the cup approaches his lip, the involuntary

movements appear and rapidly increase till its contents are jerked wildly in all directions

as it reaches his mouth. The tremor may spread from the muscles that are l)eing ])ut into

action, and cause extensive jerky movements of the head and trunk. The ])athogeny
of intention tremor is obscure. Very possibly it

is due to destruction of the short intersegmental
nerve-fibres in the substance of the spinal cord.

The destruction of these fibres would render im-

possible the accurate mutual adjustment of the

contractions of antagonistic muscle-grou|)s that is

essential for the smooth j)erformanee of even the

sini|jlest willed movements.
Intention tremor is one of tlie most char-

acteristic features of disseminated sclerosis. The
arms are affected most often and most markedly,
but carefid observation will often show that none

of the voluntary nuiscles escape. The head may
oscillate when the ])atient is holding it up : the

trunk may exhibit jerky movements when he sits

or stands : the legs when he stands or walks,

after the disease has made some ))rogress. Dis-

seminated sclerosis is a protean disorder. Typical

examples, however, may be recognized by the

occurrence of intention tremor {Fig. 205), muscular rigidity, nystagmus, pallor of the

optic discs, and staccato or scanning speech. The deep reflexes are increased ; the gait

is spastic or ataxic : Babinski's sign is jiresent : subjective sensory signs are far commoner
than objective ; and control over tlie sphincters may sometimes be impaired fairly early

in the disease. In many instances, however, some, or even many, of these characteristics

are absent : the diagnosis of disseminated sclerosis may then be far from easy, especially

in its early stages. In liystcria. for exam))le, intention tremor may occur in just the same

way as a fine or a coarse tremor may : and other points of correspondence between hysteria
and disseminated sclerosis may often be foimd in the age and sex of the patient, in the

remittent course pursued by either of the disorders, in the frequent occurrence and partial

recovery of various paralyses and of amblyopia with contraction of the visual fields, and
in exaggeration of the deep reflexes. But distinct differences between the two are, fortu-

nately, not wanting. In hysteria, the objective sensory signs are well marked, the optic

discs are not alleeted. nystagmus is absent. Babinski"s sign jjrobably never occurs, and

control over the sphincters is not lost. Attention to these points should sullice to clear

U]) the diagnosis between hysteria and disseminated sclerosis ; but in the earliest stages
of the latter it may be necessary to keej) the patient luider observation for some little time

before a definite opinion can be ])ronounced. Intention tremor has also been described

as an exceptional feature in patients suffering from neurastlienia.

An intention tremor is not very rare in the familial and here<lilarii olaxirm, especially
FriedreiclTs disease and cerebellar ataxv : but the disturbance of nio\ement in these

Fill. '2'.t6.
—Movements in ataxy.

Tlte (lotted lilies ^liow the direction of the movenient
attempted.
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disorders is cliaractiristically an Ataxy (p. (>'t). It alsn dccurs in soiiu- casts ol' ((iiignutiil

or aajidit'd ccrrliriil ilijilfiiiii of backward or iiiciitally <tcl'fctivf children, occasionally appear-

ing as a familial disease, and eliaraeteri/.ed by bilateral spastic paralysis affeelinj; the limbs,

or limbs and body. It is athetosis that is characteristic of these eases ; but disordered

movements of all sorts occur in them. In addition, the s])liincters are connnonly alleeted,

the deep reilexes are increased, optic atrophy or iiui|uality of the pupils are frequent ;

and if the patient is able to get about, a spastic or
"

scissor
"

cross-legged gait is to be seen.

Congenital ccrel)ral di])legia in which the spastic weakness is most marked in the legs is

deserilied as Litllr's ilisvase. The intention tremor occurring in birth jjalsy or in infantile

hemiplegia lias, unfortunately enough, been described under the name iliorai fijiiislicu.

Intention tremor lias also been recorded in a few instances of lesion ol llie superior
cerehelliir pcditiicle. rnrpora ()!iailii<icitiiiiii. or ojilic tliiildiniis. ])articularly when the

tegmcTituin. red micleus. and rubro-spinal tract arc in\()lved. It may be noted in patients

with (wlia-ccrihcllnr liiiiiDiir.s growing in connection with the eighth nerve, and occupying
the posterior fossa of the skull between the pons and cerebellum. It is seen in a certain

proportion of the eases of cerebellar atrophy, whether the degeneration is jirimarv paren-

chymatous, jirogrcssive and due to interstitial and vascular lesions, or aciilc and following

some acute specific fever. Intention tremor is also present in some patients with tilivn-

ponto-cerehrllar (itrojihi/. The diagnosis of these raie instances will naturally drpciid upon
the developmeni of other general and localizing signs of intracranial disease.

A. .1 . .hr-IUahe.

TRISMUS, or lockjaw, signilies a maintained closure of the jaws by Ionic muscular

spasm, sii that the mouth cannot l)e opcne<l. It is seen best in tetanus. The term does

not include mechauieal inability to open the jaws owing to such affections as minnps.
alveolar abscess with surrounding inflammatory odenia. angina ludovici. quinsy or severe

tonsillitis, an odontoma, epithelioma of llic mouth, myositis ossificans, and so forth : but

there arc at least two mechanical conditions that may not at first sight be obvious, but

which may lock the jaws together and simulate true trisnuis— inipdcliDii of ii ivisdoin tooth,

and arlliiilii- chiiinics in the iemporo-nia.villniji joint. These will be diagnosed as the result

of a careful local examination of the teeth and of the joint res|)ectivcly. and in the latter

case there may be osteo-arthritic changes in other joints also.

Circumstantial evidence will generally serve to distinguish trismus due to lif/stcria

or to fdcinl ii(iirtil<iiti : and if there is any doubt at tirst. this will disappear if the ])atient

can be watched for a while. If there are convulsive seizures in a hysterical patient with

trismus, they can generally be distinguished from those due to tetanus or to strychnine

poisoning by their polymorphous character, and by the fact that touching the |)atient,

and other similar stimulation, does not bring lliem on so certainly as would be the case

with strychnine or tetanus.

The rigidity of the face muscles in certain eases of liitierriituiis or /rys/cc/or tinsal or

ceri'hrnspinal ineninaitis never occurs by itself, and is a minor symptom amongst others

that point to the correct diagnosis. The sanic applies to rpilcj/si/ and to iinrniia.

Malingering may sometimes take the form of lockjaw, and it may be a little while

before the fraud can be detected : sleep is sure to come in time, and as the ri'sulf of fatigue

the malingerer's muscles relax completely.

Catalepsy may include trismus amongst its \arieties of maintained muscular con-

tractions ; the general mental sympt s will assist the diagnosis, and a^ a rule there are

no con\'iilsive seizures.

Trichinosis is very rare nowadays, but if infccttd pork is eaten raw. or insiillicieiitly

cooked, the larv;e of the parasites Hnd their way to many different muscles, and they show
some iiredilection for those of the tongue, mouth, and jaws. The resultant irritation, pain,

and stiffness cause trismus, whose nature may be dillicult to determine unless the history

points to pork as the origin. The patient is very ill in the earlier stages, with high fever,

and the condition is often fatal. There may be an epidemic of the malady. The blood

exhibits eosinophilia. The final criterion of the diagnosis is the discovery of tin- typical

parasites coiled up in their little oval cysts amongst the affected muscle libres. In a

certain proportion of acute cases the embryos can be detected in films prcpareil from the

centrifngalizcd deposit from 5 c.c. of the patient's blood after the red corpusclis lia\ e been

laked.
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Hydrophobia and tetany seldom exhibit trismus as a prominent symptom. Tlie

former, though it is almost unknown in Great Britain now, would suggest itself if any

convulsive illness developed after a definite bite by a dog, wolf, or other similar animal,

particularly if the spasmodic muscular dilFiculty was markedly increased by efforts at

swallowing. The symptoms may not develop for weeks or months after the bite, so that

the patient may fall ill when he has come home after being bitten abroad. Tetany, also

rare, is at once distinguished by its typical carpo-ixdal contractions (Fig. 1. p. 3).

Strychnine poisoning gives rise to generalized twitehings and convulsions long before

trisnuis, the lateness of the development of the latter serving to distinguish it from tetanus.

There may be evidence of strychnine having been taken or administered, either by the

mouth or hypodermieally ; the symptoms develop very acutely, and are apt to be rajiidly

fatal.

Tetanus is the cause par excellence of trismus ; the diagnosis is often obvious if the

illness develops steadily in an otherwise healthy person or new-born infant, starting with

stiffness of the neck muscles, spreading to those of the face and jaw. and thence to the rest

of the trimk and limbs, with a tendency to extremely ijainful exacerbations on the slightest

stinuilation, even by a stroke with a feather or the l)anging of a door : risus sardonicus ;

opisthotonos; no complete relaxation of the stiffening nmscles unless chloroform is given ;

a dmation of days rather than hours, and a termination in death more often tlian in

recovery ; especially if all these things follow a few days, or a week or more, after infection

of the vmibilieal cord or a small penetrating -wound with a rusty nail, or a piece of stick

or other similar body that may have been contaminated with tetanus bacilli from the soil.

It may be possible to demonstrate the drum-stick bacilli in films ])repared from the

deeper parts of the wound (see Plate A'AT'///. Fig. T. p. 614). The chief dilliculty arises

when there is no clear history, or when the wound has been so small that it has healed

or cannot be fomid. Kven then, most cases are so tyjjical that they can be diagnosed as

tetanus without much dilliculty. I'nnecessary anxiety arises chielly in cases of impacted

wisdom teeth, or of liysteria, where tetanus may be sus])eeted at lirst : the subsequent

course of the malady soon serves to exclude this. Herbert French.

TUMOURS.— (.Sec SwF.i.i.iN.;, !)]>. m5 to T(12.)

TUMOURS OF THE SKIN.—The malignant tumours which affect the skin include

carcinoma, epithelioma. I'agefs disease, sarcoma, mycosis fimgoides. and xerodermia

pigmentosmn.
As a rule, eaneer en eiiirasse and nodular (lenticular) cancer are secondary to cancer

of the breast or other parts, and their diagnosis is self-evident. In melanotic carcinoma

the tumours differ greatly in size, and also in colour, varying trom a slate tint tt> bluish-

black : they appear more frequently on the genitalia and the extremities than elsewhere.

The only condition from which melanotic cancer requires to be distinguished is pigmented

sarcoma, and for this histological examination is necessary.

Paget'.^ disease, occurring chiefly in women after the age of forty, begins as a reddening
of a patch of skin, usually on or around the nipi^le, followed by branny desquamation.
Infiltration soon produces a bright-red. granular, indurated surface, with a sticky, yellowish

discharge, which by forming crusts may obscure the nature of the lesions, save at the

border, which continues to be characteristic—sharply defined, indurated, and sometimes

distinctly raised. After a ])eriod, which is usually about two years, but may be much

longer, deep-seated parts may become affected, this extension of the disease showing itself

on the l)reast by retraction and induration of the nipple and the formation of a tumour
in the substance of the gland. In the early stage Paget's disease has to be distinguished

from chronic eczema, which it resembles closely. Its differentiating features are the bright-

red, granular surface exposed after removal of the crusts, the induration at the well-defined

edge, the intractability, the age of the patient, and (later) the retraction of the nipple.

The diagnosis may be made certain by microscopic examination of scrapings in iodized

serum or liquor potassa-. when the bright, oval, nucleated bodiis styled psorosperms will

be seen, some still contained within the host-cells, others surrounded by distinct capsules.

Fpithelioma begins usually as a single growth, superficial, deep-seated, or papillary,

but all the forms alike are marked by peripheral extension, infiltration and destruction
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III' iK'i!;lili(mriiit;' ]«irts. ctntial ulci r:iliiiii. :inil (ixi'c|it in riMlriil ulcer, lor which see

ri.ci^HATioN OF Face, p. 7;J5) a tciidciuv tu the Idiiuatidii of seecmdarv growths in

lymphatic {ilands, in viscera and elsewhere. Kpithelidniata haAC a predileitii)n for the

natnral orifices, for sncli moist |)arts as the ylans jienis, for exposed reuions. and ])arts

exposed to friction and trivial injtnics. .\ wart, a mole, an nicer, lupus vulgaris lesions,

or an ,r-ray cicatrix, may lie the slartiiii;-p(iint. It tlie tumour l)ej;ins in the skin, it

ai)pears first as a papnle : it in a uland. as a nodule. In the former, the more freiiuent

ease, the papule becomes firmer and extends laterally : infiltration is evidenced by tlie

hard, raised, pearly border. I'leeration occurs in the centre of the urowtli while extension

is |)roccedini; in the depths and at the sidis. If the necrotic process involves the vascular

tissue, there is more or less haniorrliai;!-. If the lateral extension incdominates, the

discoid type of epithelioma, as in sweep's cancer of the scrotum, is the result : the surface

is raised, with a steep border, and is brijiht-red. with a firm. i;ramilar surface. If the

firanulations are of larjic size, tlie i;ro\vth is of the papillary type. The chief diauuostie

fcatiu'es of e])itlielioma are : the orifjin as. usually, a single growth, tlu' site, the starting-

point, the slight discharge, the characteristic border, the secondary growths in glands

and elsewhere. From a wart or a mole, epithelioma can be <listinguislicd eonehisi\ely

only bv microscopical examination or by long-e(jntinue<l oljscrvation, and should signs

of ulceration or erustation apjiear in such growths, epithelioma should be suspected. The
so-called tubercular ulcerating syphilidis are. as a rule. multi|ile. and not rounded, but

rather segmental. (For the diagnosis of epilhelioma from lupus vulgaris, see under

NOIILI.KS. p. lO'J).

Sdiiniiiii of the skin is most tre<|Uently secondary to growths couniuiieing in the

Ixniphatie ulands or the deeper structures. Sarcomata vary- considerably in colour, from

reddish to lirown or bluish-l)lack. and also in consistence : those of the spindle-celled type
are lairlv firm, the small-celle<l on< s soft, with all intervening grades of density. They
may ai)]jear in any jjart of the body, but arc often found on moles, warts, and ulcers. The

diagnosis usually depends upon histological examination, and it nuist sullice to say that

a tumom- which arises in previously healthy skin, or in a mole or wart, or at the site of an

injmy, which is soft and reddish from the \aseularity that is a marked feature of this kind

of tumour, or bluish from pigment, and which, after a period of slow growth, enlarges

rapidly, juojeets above the surface, and readily ulcerates and bleeds, is probably a sarcoma.

In the early stage of lni/cosi.s fiingiiiihs the lesions are dull-red cn' li\id patches, some-

times slightly tinged with yellow, varying in size from the area of a finger-nail to that of

the |)ahn of the hand, with border sometimes well marked, sometimes fading off. most

frc(iuently raised or thickened, but occasionally Hat. At first the patches arc smooth and

<lry. afterwards they become scaly, and later still they may be moist or eovereil with

(rusls. Presently the surface becomes iulilt lattd. and tumours as small as a p<a oi' as

large as an ai)])le. firm and lolinlated. broader at the free than at flu- attached end. and

somewhat resembling tomatoes, project above the level of the skin C fungoides ). As

a rule. ])rogressive thickening occurs, leading on to fimgation. The lymphatic glands

may be enlarged throughout the body. In the prcmyeotie or eezematons stage which

is sometimes absent—the diagnosis may hesitate betw'een mycosis fungoides and an

eczematous <ir lutieario-eczematous condition, and in some eases it may be impossible

at this stage to distinguish definitely between the two ; but in mycosis fungoides the

lesions will make little response to therapeutic measures, the red of the patches may be

slightly tinged with yellow, and they are more pcrsi.stent than those of eczema. The only

malignant condition which mycosis fungoides in the mycotic stage at all resembles is

sarcoma, but there is seldom any difliculty in distinguishing between the two.

The initial lesions of .reroderniii piiliiieHtosiiiii (Kajiosi's disease) <\iv sm.ill spots

resembling freckles, but rather darker, which a|ipear chiefly on the face. neck, arms and

legs, and generally begin within the first two years of life. Usually they disa|)pear in

winter and return in summer : but after a time they become ]iermancnt. and often (piite

black. .\t tirst the condition suggests nothing but excessive freckling, but (iresently amid

the freckles
'

appear white, glazed, atro])hic spots, telangiectases, and superficial ulcers

discharging jius which dries into yellow crusts. After .some years, small, warty-looking

growths develop on the
"

freckles.' Tumours now form and ulcerate, producing fungous
masses, and the jirocess extends both widely and deeply, and destroys e\cry tissue it
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encounters, not excepting bone. It is only in the earliest stage that there can be any

difficulty in recognizing this very distinctive disease. In that stage it may be mistaken,

as is suggested above, for simple lentigo, from which there may be nothing but the more

extensive distribution to distinguish it. With the appearance of the later lesions lentigo

will be dismissed from consideration, and it should be not less easy to rule out sclerodermia.

The benign tumours of which the diagnosis may be, in very different degrees, open
to doubt, are sebaceous and dermoid cysts, fibroma molluscum. von Recklinghausen's

disease, neurofibromata, myoma cutis, myxoma, the xanthomas, rhiuoscleroma, molluscum

contagiosum, colloid milium, benign adenoides cysticum, and keratosis follicularis.

Sebaceous ei/sts, seen most frequently on the scalp, the face, and the back, rounded,

often somewhat flattened on the top, and sometimes as large as an orange, are distinguished

from falti/ tumours by the absence of lobulation and the fact that the sebaceous contents

can be s(|ueezed out when there is an opening ; in Dercunis disease (p. 410) the deposits of

subcutaneous fat mav be less well defined, but the diagnosis is generally obvious from the

alcoholic history. Dermoid ei/sis may resemble fihromnta. but if they are incised a

sebaceous-looking material escapes. Fibroma molluscum. a ])ear-shaped or rounded fibrous

tumovu-. usuallv covered by smooth skin and jiedunculatcd. varying in size from a ])lu"s

head to an orange, and nearly always nuiltiple {Fig. "JWl, p. 711). differs from a sebaceous

cyst by its solid structure, and from a fatty tumour by its usual pedunculation and the

absence of lobulation. J'on liecklinghansen's disease, of which the lesions consist of

nodular tumours, on and around which there is coffee-coloured pigmentation, is

differentiated from ordinary fibroma in that the timiours are composed of fibrous and

nervous, and not simply of fibrous, tissue. There is also a i>erceptil)le thickening of the

nerves of the arms. \euro-Jibromiila. which have their origin in the tendon-sheaths or

the sheaths of the nerve fibres, and range in size from a pin's head to very large dimensions,

are sometimes mistaken for rheumatic nodules, but instead of specially affecting the region

of the elbows and the scalp, they occur on the trunk and extremities generally, nor is there

(except from coincidence) a history of rheumatism.

Superficial nii/oma cutis occurs in the form of nodular tumours on the arms, back,

chest, and cheek : the deeper kind, originating in the subcutaneous muscular structures,

occurs as a solitary tumour, commonly on the breasts and genitals. The former growths
are soft and elastic, and. like the latter, are often painful. The distinctive clinical feature

of myoma cutis generally is that it contracts under the influence of cold. This, with the

[jain, the absence of any tendency to ulceration, and the as|)ect and slow course of the

growth or growths, should enable the affection to be identified,

]M)ixoma. when it arises in the skin—most fre(|ueutly in the loose skin of the scrotum

and labia—usually forms rounded, pedunculated, translucent tumours which tend to

enlarge slowly. They have to be distinguished from molluscum contagiosum. This begins

by the formation of small growths that have been likened to tiny mother-of-pearl shirt-

buttons. They are usually flattened at the top, where as a rule there is a depression in

which can be seen a small apertiue leading into the interior of the tumoiu'. Through this

orifice a whitish material, or sometimes a milky fiuid. can be squeezed out. When they
are very small the tumours resemble the vesicles of i-aricellti. but a microscopic examination

of the contents will obviate the confusion. A small molluscum body on the genitals may
reseniljle a hard chancre, but similar growths will be found elsewhere.

Xanthoma planum, often associated with jaundice and migraine, and characterized

\>y the formation of yellow or yellowish-white platpies (rarely nodules), usually in the up])er

eyelid and sometimes affecting also the lower lid, is easy of recognition, the appearance
of the yellow patches embedded in the corium, and almost imperceptible to the touch,

being absolutely distinctive. Xanthoma multiplex, however, is not identified quite so

easily. Here the lesions are nearly always nodular, and often observe a linear grouping,
and the colour varies, a blackish or reddish pigment being mixed sometimes with the

yellow. Usually the nodules occur in connection with hepatic disease. The condition

has been confounded with urticaria pigmentosa, but there is no itching, there are no wheals,

and it is inipossilile to ])roduce factitious lesions. The tiunoius may be indistinguishable
from multiple <iermoids of the skin until microscopic examination is made. Xanthoma
diabcticornm differs from other forms of xanthoma, inter alia, in the presence of a raised

red area around the yellow spots. This feature has led, in the early stages of the affection.
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to Cdiil'iisiiin with <iciic. liut it tlif Icsidiis ;iic ]iimi-t iiiril tiicy will [irnxr t<i lie scilid. In

the same staye tlic lesions may simnlalr tlmsc- of Uflirii /iliiiiiis. Iml tlic rescmlilance sdon

(lisa|>i)ears.

lihiiKisclriiitiKi hi-oins. nsnally heliire the aiit' <>( lurty. in anil aicmnil the nostrils as

nodules in the (litis, and in the deeper layers of the nnieons membrane. 'I'liesc eoalesee

to form a hard, smooth. i;listenin<f K''owth which s|ireads inwarils from the lip and
downwards to the jiliarynx from the posterior nares. The growth dois not break down
spontaneonsly. l)nt is nencrally slowly progressive. It is not likely to be mistaken for

anything bnt ijiithclioinii. which is ](rone to ulcerate, generally has intiltrateil edges, seldom
attacks the upper lip. and nsnally begins later in life. In rliiiKi/iliifiiiii. ))ustules arc often

present, the growth is soft, and there is vascular dilatation.

In riilldiil iniliinn. small, yellow, cyst-like formations containing a gelatinous substance

appear in the skin. ehiell\ on the upper part of the lace. They may become depressed
in the centre and be absorbed slowly, or may inllame ami dry up. The only condition

from Avliich colloid milium needs to be <listinguished is tpitheUiinui tidcnoidcs ci/stuiini. in

which the tumours, shining and translucent, contain one or more white, brightlv refracting,
milium-like bodies. 'J'he lace is the ])art attacked inost fre(|uently. bnt the growths mav
a]ipear on almost any part ol' the body. 'I'hey are not yellow, like the growths in colloid

milium, nor are they soft.

Kcrtilosis (oUiciiliiris begins as small brown or yellow crusts, hard ami drv. which,
when detached from the underlying tissue, are found to present on their uncU'r surface

a softish ])rolongation which di]is into a follicle. .\t tirst discrete, the lesions ma\- become
eontluent. and there is thickening of the affected i)arts until nodular masses are formed.
from which (hjzcs an offensive discharge. The affection is slowly progressive. At the

outset the condition may be mistaken for keratosis pilaris, but it is Tiot confinid to the

situations affected by that disease. The prolongation into a follicle gives it some
resemblance to moUuseum contagiosum, but it has a less limited distribution, nor have
the growths the pearly appearance of the molhiseum bodies, while the ajicrturc in the

individual lesions is larger. Miilnihii Morris.

TYMPANITES. (Sec .Mktkouism. |). :!,SS).

ULCERATION OF THE CORNEA. The eours,- of all c(,rni-al ulcers conforms to a

general t\pi'. though the clinical varieties may \ary. The pmcess begins with an inliltra-

tion in the substance of the cornea, either central or periohcral : the result of this inliltra-

tion is a local loss of transparency, though in early stages the surface of the cornea may still

retain its polish. The inliltration iirocceds to su|)])Uration, which is followed by a loss of

substance, the corneal smfaee being dull and irregular, and, in the centre of the nicer,

depressed below the siurounding level. The base of the nicer is grey or yellowish, and the

surrounding portion of the cornea may be o])aque with more or less grey inliltration.

The suppuration is followed, in cases which have a favourable termination, by vascular-

ization, snperlieial vessels from the surrounding conjunctiva encroaching on the cornea and

invading the suppurating area. The vascularization is followed by cicatrization, the sur-

face of the cornea again becoming polished but flattened and opaque. The opacities result-

ing from corneal ulcers are localized, well defined and opatpie, in contrast to the diffuse

indefinite haze which follows such non-suppurative forms of inllammation as interstitial

keratitis. Corneal ulcers may not heal, bnt occasionally lead to jjcrforation of the cornea,

l)rolapse and adhesion of the iris, anterior polar cataract, or pano]jhthalmitis. Iritis, irido-

cyclitis, and pus in the anterior chandler (hypojiyon) may also be associated conditions.

The usual subjective symptoms are pain, ])hotophobia. and lachrymation. The |)rcsence
of corneal ulcers is demonstrated most satisfactorily by the instillation of a droji or two of

tluoreseein, which stains necrotic corneal e])ithelium or cNjiosed corneal substance, green.
The brightly-.stained ulcer shows ni: in marked contrast to the surrounding clear cornea,

I'orneal ulcers may occiu' in the following clinical \arieties :
—

Calarrhii.'. or simple infective ulcers. These usually occur as minute grey inlilt rated

spots in the centre or periphery of the cornea. They heal \ery rapidly as a rule. They may
follow injury to the coincal epithelium by foreign bodies, or may be associated with acute

conjun"ti\ it is or rhimtis.
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Plih/ck'iiiil/ir ulcers are associated with phlyctenular conjunctivitis, the ulcer forming

after the e|)itlieliuni on the to]) of a phlyctenule has lieen rubbed off. They are usually

inar^inal. but may occasionally make their way on to the cornea, a leash of conjunctival

blood-vessels trailinc after them. Similar ulcers may be associated with arne rosnceu.

Hfipopyon ulcer, or ulcus serpens. This is a shallow ulcer affecting chielly the super-

ficial layers of the cornea in or about its centre. The middle layers of the cornea are com-

paratively unaffected, but at the posterior surface the infiltration again becomes dense,

with much fibrin and debris, associated with the formation of more or less pus in the anterior

chamber. The >dcers often perforate ; they are usually due to infection with the pneumo-
coccus (Plate XII. p. 232). The pus in the anterior chamber is always sterile, unless there

is jierforation of Descemet's membrane. These ulcers do not react to ordinary methods

of treatment as a rule, but require cauterization, either by ])ure carljolic acid or the

galvano-cautcry. The hypopyon then disappears rapid.ly.

Mnoreii's iileer. or rodent ulcer of the cornea, is a chronic serpiginous idcer, usually

affecting the eyes of elderly people. It begins at the margin of the cornea and spreads

slowly over the whole surface, the advancing edge being much inidermined. The ulcer is

always shallow, and ijerforation ne\'er occurs ; the ulcer may heal in ]ilaces. but this is

seldom permanent, and the ulceration usually spreads over the whole surface of the cornea

whatever method of treatment may be em]iloyed to arrest its progress, though recently

radium has been used with some success. No specific organism has yet been discovered.

A (leiulritic nicer is characterized by its peculiar slui))e -a long central stem with small

linear ramifications. It is not really an idcer. but an infiltration imder the corneal epithe-

lium, which in the later stages may become necrotic and break down. It is best treated

by rubbing off the affected corneal epithelium with a [jointed stick dijjped in absolute alcohol.

Corneal ulcers may occur in association with jiaiinus in iroehnma. their usual site being
at the margin of the vascular area. Occasionally they penetrate more deeply into the corneal

substance.

Corneal ulcers frequently follow gotiiirrlnidl and iliplillicrilic coiijiinctivitis. They
spread rapidly, and often lead to ])erforation of the cornea and panophthalmitis. The

diagnosis depends on bacteriological methods and the discovery of the causative micro-

organisms.
KcrulntiKilociii. a disease of childhood, is associated with night blindness and xerosis

or dryness of the conjunctiva. Characteristic foamy white ])atches are seen on both sides

of the cornea {Plate XII, p. 232). The cornea becomes dull, grey, and cloudy, and

ultimately disintegrates from purulent infiltration, associated with very slight signs of

ocular inflanunation. The ocular condition is associated with marasnuis and malnutrition.

The prognosis, both as to eye and vision, is bad.

Keratitis e lagophthalmn is associate<l with paralysis of the seventh nerve. Owing to

the failure of the orbicularis ])alpel)rarum the eye cannot be closed, and does not remain

closed during slee|). The lower ijart of the cornea is exposed, becomes dry, and the corneal

ei)itlulium dies, with consequent ulceration of the cornea. The condition can be cured by
diminishing the paljicbral apertvire by sewing the eyelids jjartially or completely together.

Sin\ilar exposure of the cornea and consequent ulceration is seen occasionally in cases

of ExoruTii.M.Jios (p. 22!l). for instance in severe (iraves's discaac.

Keratitis neiiroparalijtica. In paralysis of the fifth nerve, or as a result of excision of

the Gasserian ganglion, the cornea becomes dull and cloudy and necroses in the centre,

only the periphery remaining clear, A hypopyon forms, and in some cases the whole eye is

destroyed, though occasionally the keratitis may lead only to a permanent opacity. The
condition is due to arrest of lachrymal secretion and absence of corneal sensation, which is

followed by abolition of the winking rellex. Foreign bodies lodge on the cornea and are

not removed. The prognosis is bad, and is little affected by treatment.

Corneal ulcers may be associated with herpes frontalis, vesicles forming on the cornea

simultaneously with the vesicles on the skin, especially along the course of the su])ra-orbital

nerve. The ulceration is often severe and may lead to perforation and destruction of the

eye, and is in any ease followed by considerable corneal opacity. The cornea is usually

insensitive, and the intra-ocular tension may be raised.

Tuberculous ulceration is not common fortunately, but it should be borne in mind as a

possibility in chronic or resistant cases. The diagnosis depends on the history, tlie presence
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of tiil)rrciiIous filaiicls or citluT similar Icsioiis. iKisitixt- reaction tii the Narious tiiliorculin

tests, and. most conclusively cil' all. iipmi the deteetinn ol' liiberile liaeilli in the discharge
from the nicer itself. Iliihnt I., luimii.

ULCERATION OF THE FACE.- -The ulcers most often met with ,,n the face are

lupous, serofnlous. sy|ihilitic. or maliuuant. In liipii^ viilgnri^;. the ulceration is extremely
chronic. The lesicjn lieains as a i)a|)ule. develo]is into a nodule, and alter a while, in the

niajoritv of cases, the hi|)ous tissue breaks down and forms a liranular sore covered with

iireenish-hlat'k crusts : lint .-ironnd the raiiged edge will still he seen the characteristic

apple-jelly
"

nodules In different stages of development. The ideeration may extend

through the whole thickness of the skin and may t)eeome the seat of warty vegetations.

In the nose, where the integument is thin, it may cause necrosis of cartilage. The course

the pathological process runs, from the pa[)nle onwards, as here described, and the fre(|nent

presence of the different lesions simultaneously, sheil suftii'ient light on the character of

the ulceration. 1 need only say further that the ulcer of lui)ns. however deeply it may
extend, never erodes bone. This alone is sullicient to differentiate lupus from the ulcers

of syphilis and cancer. It nearly always begins before the age of twenty.
In till' ulcers of mrnfiiht. though they have no absolutely distinctive characters, it

will often be noticed that the edge is undermined and the surrounding skin blue and of

low vitality. Their occurrence in children of strumous as|)ect. or in elderly |)ersons who
bear the stigmata of scrofulous lesionsdating from ehililh 1. and their tendency to become
chronic owing to the feeble resistance offered by the tissues to morliid processes, leave no

room for doubt as to their true nature.

It is in the late secondary and the tertiary stages of siiphilis that cutaneous lesions

on the face, as elsewhere, are |)rone to ulceration, instead of to the resolution to which

ty))ical secondary sy])hilides tend. The whole structure of the skin, or mucous membrane,
is frei|uently involved, the ulceration is deep, and the ulcers, while healing in the centre,

are prone to extend at the margins, and so assume the characteristic cireinate or sirpiginous
form. The a|)pearanee of the ulcers, with the history, and the marks of earlier syphilitic

lesions, will supply all the guidance the diagnostician neeils : \Vassermann"s serum test

and the effects of mercury and iodide ot |>olassium or salvarsan may ser\e to clinch the

diagnosis.
.\s a rule nulfiil iilrcr occurs in persons ot more than middle ai^e. and its favourite

points of attack are the outer edue of lln- orbit and the side of the uosi-. It Ijegins as a

small, circimiscribed nodule, dull brownish-red in colour. Hat. depressed in the centre.

and firm to the touch, .\fter. it may be. years, the cuticle covering it is broken, and an

ulcer is foriued with dei>ressed granular centre and inliltratefl border. Very slowly this

extends, both in eircuiiderenee and in de])th. inliltrating and destroying the subjacent
tissues. includiTig bone. I'sually the destruction of the imderlyiug jjarts is more marked
in the centre, so that the ulcer becomes crateriform. Its invariable features—the incon-

siderable suffering it inlliets. the singular slowness of its progress, its de|)ressed centre,

and the lirm. raiseil. rolled edge, its failure to affect neighbouring glands, and its

incurability exeei)t by extirpation or by physiotherapy —are so characteristic as to leave

little .scojie for diagnosis. l*;pitlieliomatous in structure, it <liflers from e])ithelioma in

that the latter growth has a very hard and cvertcfl ediic. and a hiul base roughened with

granulation, is often attended by severe pain, is nuich njon- ra]>id in its course, anfl infects

the glands in its vicinity. It differs from lu])us vulgaris in its mode of onset, in the absence

of the
"

apple-jelly
"

nodules, and in not being a disease that starts in childhood. It may
be diagnosed from tertiary syphilitic idcers by the characters described above, and also

by its usually solitary character and its resistance to treatment. M,ilc<iliii Mmrh.

ULCERATION OF THE FOOT.—The ulcer which attacks the foot spt'cially. though
not exclusively, for the hand may be affected in the same way, is that known as perforating
ulcer (Fisi,. 'I'M). The exciting cause is ])ressure upon or injury to a foot in which there

is interference with the nerve supply, either from peripheral lesion, as in peri])heral neuritis,

or from damage to the nerve-trunk, as in lei)rosy. syphilis, or diabetes mellitus. or to the

nerve-centre, as in tiibes dorsalis and general ijaralysis. The commonest situation of the

ulcer is at the point of greatest pressure
—the under aspect of the metatarso-|)halangeal
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joint of the big or little toe. The ulcer, which is more a sinus than a true ulcer, usually

I)ainless. may be sim]3le or multiple, and both feet may be affected. It often begins by

sui)puration under a corn. When the horny covering is cast off, a track is seen which

extends downwards until the bone is exposed. The process is usually very slow, and if

the pressure from walking is continued the thickened eiiidermis forms a kind of corn-shield

around the opening. The more essential symptoms of the disorder of which perforating

vdcer is but an incidental manifestation will disclose the true nature of the lesion. The

only malady with which it can be confused is a suppurating corn. From this it is distin-

guished by the absence or small degree of pain, and by its irresponsiveness to the simple

surgical treatment to which a suppurating corn yields readily.

I'lceration of the foot is also apt to arise as the result of rubbing, irritation, or other

injury to parts whose nutrition is impaired, for

example in cases of talipes from nerve disorders,

or when sensation is imjiaired, as in cases of

syringomyelia (p. 008). or paraplegia (p. .510).

Mi/cclotiia is a fungous disease that is known
:ilti inati\'ely as Madura foot, bec'ause, endemic in

Madura and other parts of India, it usually affects

the foot or the leg, though sometimes the hand,

and in rare cases the shoulders or the scrotum.

The affection appears in several forms, according
as they are due to different species of discomyces
:ind aspergillus. The lesions may be black

("melanoid") or i)ink ("ochroid"). The disease

begins with slight swelling and redness or local

induration, and as it progresses the foot swells and

tiie surface becomes dotted with small nodules,

each containing the opening of a sinus which

discharges a viscid, syrupy, slightly purulent,

sometimes blood-streaked Huid, in which are

suspended rounded greyish, yellowish, or black

yranules. .\s the foot enlarges, the leg, from

disuse, atrophies. The only condition from whieji

mycetoma needs to be diseriniJTiated is uciiiio-

nii/rosis. This affection usually begins in the bone

or other dee]) structures of the jaw, face, or neck,

may thence spread to the surface, and may involve

the viscera. In the discharge the ray fungus
56 may be found in the form of tiny, friable, yellowish

or greyish bodies, though microscopical nietho<ls

and the discovery of the characteristic ray fungi

generally be required before the nature of the case can

-Perforating ulcer of foot :

of t:ihes (loisalis.

(Ptalc XXI 111, Fig. S. ]>. fil J.) wi

be confirmed. Mdlcolm Morris.

ULCERATION OF THE LEG may be classified under three headings :—(!) Non-

ilifeclivc Vlccr.s.—These include those that are not due to any specific infection, but which

are caused by various factors which interfere with the vitality of the part by injury, lack of

circulation, or deficient innervation of the tissue. (2) Infective Ulcers resulting from the

direct action of a definite .s|)ecific infection, e.g., tuberculosis or syphilis. (3) Ulcerating
Tiinioiirs.—These are malignant tinnours. which have originated in or invaded the skin.

Non-infective Ulcers.— Varieties and Causes.

i'iiricdse I'lccr.—The presence of varicosity in the veins of the leg diminishes the free

return t)f blood, and so leads to congestion and interference with nutrition, and thus to

ulceration. In the majority of cases the ulcer is situated on the inner sitle of the leg about

three inches ab(jvc the ankle. It may be small, or may encircle the limb. For some
distance round the ulcer the skin suffers from the effects of passive congestion ;

it becomes

indurated and of a purplish-brown colour, and mnnerous small varicose veins may be seen

in it. Any slight injury may cause abrasion of this weakened skin an,I thus another ulcer.
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Fill. 'Jits. — l)i:iirr;nu r)f a L'liimnatoiH ulcer,

(.'ieaiily pudrlieil tint. MtiiiL-'li na )i;u-'e.

'I'lll' pirscncf (if varicose veins assiii'iateil willi an uleei- will iisii.illv leail hi llie iMincliisinn

that the latter is depenilent on the former, and that view will probably be correct, lull it

may not be the whoU- truth, for syijhilitic and varicose ulcerations may be present at the

same time. Before the introduction of Wasscrmann's test for syphilis it was common
jiractice to civc antisyi)hilitic' remedies in order to clear up the diagnosis, and this may
still be done when the serum test cannot be carried out.

Li/iiiplitilir Ohslnirlioii also leads to loss of nutrition, and ulceralion may result. The
best instance is seen in elephantiasis chie to Filarid sdngiiiuis hiimiiii.s. In this <(iuntry

elephantiasis is rare. Other instances that may be cited are swellinus of the leu followini;

a badly united fracture : tla' cicatricial contractions of extensi\e burns : phlejirnasia alba

dolens. or while leu. durini; i)rewnancy or after labour.

.lUiciiiiiiii (if llic Arteries leads to a feeble or imperfect circidatiou of the blood, and so

to loss of nutrition. I'Icerative conditions of the lower jiart of the let; are therehire eoiiimon

in such cases, and c\en yaniirenc may nsiilt.

Oltl -li'r. -Owinn' to a weaker condition of the tissues, ulcers are much moix' freipient
in old people than in the young.

Ciiiil.—.\ similar condition is brouf^ht about by exposure to cold, especially in ])erson.s

whose nutrition is imperfect, whether from bad or insuMicieut hiod. The lirst effect of

cohl is to produce a I'hilblain : this if rubbeil or irritated may dei;cncratc info an ulcer.

Traiiiua.— In a normal indi\ idiial. any lesion of the skin of the lea', such as that caused
hv a kick, a scratch, or a eiil. will heal ipiiekly. and no ulcer result. Circumstances may
arise which interfere with the healinji process. I'crhaps the most t'rcciuent cause which
leads to the hirmation of an ulcer is infection with i)yoi;enic oriianisms. and the ])rcvention
of the dischariic from the wound. Occasionally there

is also accidental contamination of the wihukI with

some specific ori;anism. such as (hat of di]ilitlieria or

jihaiieda'ua.

,\n imporlaiit <-aiisc c.f want of healing of an ulcer

is interference with its eonlraetion. If contraction is

impossible, as when a sore is situated <i\('r and adherenl

to a f)onc. healinii may come to a standstill.

Diiiciciil Iiniervittioii leads lo loss of nutrition.

I-^xamples are seen in infantile palsy; ruljbin^ of the

boot or ])rcssurc of an instrument is ])rone to be

followed by an obstinate idccr. In cases of hcmipleijia.
even when the ]iaticnt is lyint; on a water-bed. ulcera-

tion in the form of bedsores will occur much more

rapi(ll\' on the paraly/.ed side than on the othir. I'er-

foratiui; ulcer of the foot is a will-known seipiel of hibcs

(lorxdtis. its other eonunou cause beinu didhflcs /ikIIHiis :

ulceration and (;.\N(;kf.nI'; (p. 'i.j")) are prone to occur
because the resistance of a diabetic individual to micro-

oi'j;anisms is lowered, also Ijccause the arteries are often

atheromatous, and possibly because the imicrvation of

the whole body is in'trfered with.

Infective Ulcers. The leas ma\' be attacked by
any form of acute infective idccr. such as diitliriir or

!ildiider.\. but such an event is rare. The chief ulcers

ttiat bclonn to this yroup are chronic, and due lo

syphilis or tuberculosis.

S/i/iliilitii- ricvrs are the result of yummata which
ha\i' hirmed in the subcutaneous tissues. These ulcerated gn'ii'ii'it'i '"''-' almost always
circular, and jiresent a punched-out api)caranee (Fig. 298) : they arc generally nuiltiple
and tend to run into each other, so that the ulcer has a serpifjinous outline. They tend

to heal at one side while they projiress at another. The scars are thin and supple, and if

in the lower ])art of the lea. usually |)isimented round the edges, white and slightly

depressed in the centre, (iummata are often fomid with varicose veins or ulcers, and it

seems ]jrobable that the low state of nutrition of the tissues caused by the obstruction of
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venous return is favourable to their formation. Diaonosis ean in most cases be made on

the distribution and shajie of tlie ulcer, es|)eeially if they are on the outer as))ect of the

lower third of the leg : on the presence of other signs of syphilis ;
and on the effect of niving

iodide of potassium or salvarsan. In cases of doubt, a Wasscrmann's reaction is of service.

Tiihcrciiloiis Ulcer usually follows the formation and bursting of a tulterculous abscess,

starting either in the subcutaneous tissue or in a bone, and the history may help materially

in diagnosis. The ulcer is very chronic, and is charactcrizerl by undermining of the skin

for a considerable distance from the edge (Fig. 29!)). The surface is pale, and the granu-

lations are very small, with here and there small areas of caseation. Primary tuberculosis

of the skin, or hipus, is not often found on the leg, though it may occur there as in any
other i)art of the skin. A useful guiding rule is that lupus never starts later than the age

of twenty and lasts for years, whereas a gmnnia starts at a later pcriorl and tends to heal

spontaneously. In lupus the chief characteristic is the ])rescnee of minute, semi-trans-

parent nodules at the margin of the ulcer and in the skin around, resembling a])ple jelly.

If further methods of diagnosis are required, a diagnostic injection of Koch's old tnberculin

may lie used, or von Pircpiet's skin test applied. A jiarticular variety of tuberculous ideer

of the legs is described on p. 40 1 under the heading of Hazin's disease, or erythema
induratnm serofulosorum.

Ulcerating Tumours.—Epilhclioma may develop in a simple varicose ulcer that has

existed for many years. The change may be very slow, or rapid. The idcer spreads, the

edges become heaped-up, everted, and indurated (Fig. 300). The femoral lymphatic

glands become enlarged, and if the disease is allowed to progress, the bone is attacked. If

any doubt arises as to a change in the character of an ulcer, a piece from the edge should

be removed for histological examination.

Uodent I'lccr {Fig. .'!()1
) usually attacks the face (|). T."!.)). though it may be found on

any part of the body.
Sarcoma, starting in the (Iee|)cr tissues, may fungate through the skin, which has given

way before the pressure of the tumour. George E. 6'o.sA-.

ULCERATION OF THE THROAT. (Si'c Souk Throat, p. <ii:i.)

ULCERATION OF THE TONGUE.- To enable a good view to be obtained of the

affected part, the ijatient should be seated in a strong light and the protruded tongue gently

wiped with a ])iece of soft linen to remove moisture. The presence of an ulcer being

ascertained, its natme may be considered under the following heads :
—

1. I'arcinomatous

•i. Syphilitic
:i. Dental

4. Tuberculous

5. Dys])e])tic

(). I'lcer in connection with stomatitis.

Carcinomatous Ulcer is much conunoner in men than in women, probably owing to

the fact that ehronic glossitis due to smoking and syi)hilis is more conunon in the male

sex. It is |)raetieally unknown before the age of thirty, and rarely starts before forty-

five. The ill and wearied cxjiression of the patient may awaken sus])icion before the tongue
is seen, for the pain and trouble cau.sed by an c]iitlulioma have a ra))iil and marked effect.

The tongue in a normal individual can be protruded from one to one and a half inches

beyond the teeth ; if the jjrotrusion is limited, or if the tongue is not protruded straight,

it can generally be inferred (except in cases of paralysis) that there is some tumour binding
it down. The position of the ulcer is to be studied, and its relation to any sharp and carious

tooth. Usually an e|)ithelioma is on the side of the tongue, but there is no rule : it may
be anywhere on the u])per, lateral, or under surfaces, or on the floor of the mouth.

As regards the ulcer itself, the typical appearance, when fairly developed, may be

described as irregular, dec]), foul, sloughy, with raised nodular everted edges, and a sur-

rounding area of induration. The lympliatic glands are enlarged and hard, and they may
be lixed. The svibmaxillary set is generally the first affected, but the disease sometimes

misses these and infects the carotid and even the supraclavicular glands. Examination,

therefore, should not be concluded before the whole of the neck had been palpated. The

diagnosis should have been made, however, before the disease had developed thus far ; in

its earliest stages an epithelioma may be represented by a superficial ulcer no more than
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CANCER OF THE TONGUE: VERY EARLY CONDITIONS
(l':oin ilniuiii.,'s kindly lent hy tlu- hitr .Sir HHNKV T. IJUTLIN, K.U.C S.)
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a sixlccnlli ol' an iiii-li in diaiiiftfi-. by a crack or a siiiall lump, uillnnil any iTilaij^cincnt

of the jjlanrls. In all these coiiditioiis, Ikiucn-ci'. the nicer is abcaily hard, and very

resistant to any lorni of treatment. .\ny uici-r of the tongue ocenrrini; in ,i middlc-a'^cd

man, and lasliny for more than two or three weeks, should awaken suspicion.

I)ifi<iii()sis from SjiphUitir I'lier.—This may lie a very real dillietdty, owint; to the fact

tliat the two conditions may exist side by side, and that the sypliiHtic leuc(iplakia or

Icucomic wart may be the actual ])rccnrsor of a cancer. .\ positive \Vasserniann"s reaction,

therefore, is not jiroof tliat an epithelioma is not present. If a well-formed jfumnia

is present, antisvphilitic remedies soon make a i;reat chaniie in its appearance, and a dia-

gnosis may be made in this way, but not more than ten or fourteen days should be allowed

to pass in uncertainty. There are many eases in which tlie cleverest surycon is in doubt,

and seeiny the rapid course this disease runs, and the vital importance of steurini; an early

diaiiTiosis. it is viroed here with the oreatest possible insistence that the only certain method,

and the one to be emijloycd early, is that of taking; out a piece of the nicer, or, if small,

the whole nicer, and snlimittini; it to histological examination.

Didiintisi.s fiiiiii Driildl Ulcer.—The ulcer in this ease is caused by a bad tooth, and

tliercliire is in a position on the toniiue correspondintt to the latter. Further, the ulcer is

soft to the touch, and heals rapidly when the offending tooth is stoppeii or extracted.

There is seldom dilliculty in dilfcrcntialion except when the ulcer is of very lonji standing.

Syphilitic Ulcer.—This ma\ be primary, secondary, or tertiary. I'n'iniirii Si/philis

or ('liinicrf is certainly rare on the tongue and. owin^ partly to its rarity anrl |iartly to the

fact that it is unexpected, it is frequently missed. It is more conuiion in men I ban in

women, but it may occur even in children. It starts as a small ])iniplc. which ulcerates

anil be:(imcs indurated, thonuh the induration is not so marked as when it is situate on

tin- ulans penis. The appearance of a secondary rash with uencral enlar;;cmcnl of the

lym]ihatic glands would indicate the diagnosis with certainty, which mii;lit be <'iinlirmeil

by Wassermanns serum reaction, and the detection of spiroclueta- {I'liiti- XW I II. Fi'J.. ./,

p. (il !) in serum from the sore. Furthermore, the sore heals rapidl\- under the inlluence

of mercury.
SccoikUuii Sjipliilis manifests ilselt b\' the I'ormation ol mucous patches and supcrlirial

ulcers. The latter are almost always umltiplc. anil situated aloui; the cdjfcs and tip of

the toujiuc, and with them arc also found similar sores on the mucous mendiranc of the

check, lips, palate, and tonsil, and at the ciliics ol the mouth. The ulcers are small, round,

]iainful, with sharply cut cil^cs and a i;rcyisli llonr, Otlier seiimdary syuLplonis will be

])rcsent to make the diajinosis clear,

'rciiiiiri/ Siipliilis in- (iiinniKitiHis L'lrcriitiinis. 'I'hcsc are divided into superlieial and

deip. Siijiciiiciiil uunniiata bcuin as small roinid-cellcd inliltrations in the mucous and

subnuicous tissue. The ulcers are usually shallow, often irrci;ular anil associated with

chronic glossitis, (issures. and leueo])lakia. They arc extremely important, for, as stated

above, such a condition is often followed by an epithelioma. They are also very rt'sistant

to aniisyphilitic remedies other than salvarsan. 'I'hc idcers themselves are not at lirst

indurated, but if surnnnided by interstitial librosis may appear hard : therefore a histo-

logical exaniination is eminently desirable if there is the least doubt. .\ (Ice/) uunnna starts

as a hard swcllinu in the substance of the tongue : later it softens, breaks down, and shows

itself, generally in the middle line, as a ileep cavity with irrcuular, soft, undermined

walls, and a wash-leather-like slough at its base. It is not painful, and does not increase

])rogrcssively in size. The important thing is to distinguish it from cpitbclionea and
ti:bcrculous disease. I'nlike epithelioma, it is not hard, and its history is short. Further-

more, il yields very rapidly to ])otassium iodide or salvarsan.

Dental Ulcer is due to repeated small injiuies from the sharp edge of a (Ucayid tooth.

It is therefore situated in such a position, generally on the side of the tongue, that it is

o|)])osite the tooth. The ulcer is single, small, superficial, and not indurated unless it is of

Jong standing. It is therefore not easily mistaken for any other kind of ulcer, or if doubt

arises it is allayed by the healing of the ulcer on stop|)ing or extracting the tooth.

There is a form of dental ideer which is found on the fraaium of the tongue in children

suffering from whooping-cough : during the violent expiratory spasms peculiar to the

illness, the under surface of the tongue may suffer from rubbing over the lower incisor

teeth.
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Tuberculous Ulcer of the Tongue is rare, but it occurs at that period of life during
wliicli tuberculous disease of the lini<; is common, that is to say. between tlie ajjes of lifteen

and thirty-Hvc. It is due to infection with tubercle bacilli brou<;ht up into the mouth, and

if a patient is found to be suffering from tuberculous disease of the lungs or larynx and also

from an ulceration of the tongue, there is a strong probability that the latter i.s of the same
nature as the former. The ulcer itself may be situated on the tip or side of the tongue :

it has an irregular outline, and the base is nodular, sloughy, or caseous. It has often been

mistaken for epithelioma or gumma. The fact that it is not hard, and that phthisis is

present.^ .should put one on one's guard. As against gumma, a Wassermann"s reaction

would be negative ; moreover, the ulcers are often small and nuiltii)le. more nearly

resembling dysjieptic ulcers. A von Pirquet"s test or a diagnostic injection of Koch"s

old tuberculin niiglit be employed, but a more reliable method is the removal and micro-

scopical examination of a piece of the ulcer, when the histological a|)pearanees of tubercle

will be .seen. The tubercle bacillus (Plate XXf'JJl, Fig. K. p. (il4) is not always found.

Dyspeptic Ulcer, as the name implies, is connected with disorders of digestion. The
ulceration is often multiple, each ulcer being round, small, often covered with a greyish

.slough, and with a bright ring of inflammation round it. They are situated on the dorsun\

and edges of the tongue near the tij). The mouth, too. is very foul, there may be similar

ulcers on the inner aspects of the lii)s and cheeks, and the cervical glands may be enlarged.

Ulcers in connection with Stomatitis (Ulcerative Stomatitis). Septic infection

of the mouth ilue to a variety of causes, such as irritation from decayed teeth, alkalies,

acids, or mercury, may be accompanied by the formation of small vesicles which, on

bursting, give rise to supcrlicial ulcers. They arc not limited to the tongue, l)Ut appear on

the mucovis membrane of the cheeks and gums as well. Aphthous stomatitis commonly
occurs in conjunction with the febrile diseases of childhood. It is characterized by the

formation of whitish spots on the buccal mucous membrane, and by the shedding of

epithelium small superficial ulcers may be formed. The ulcers of the tongue are here, so

to speak, accidental, oecinring in the course of a general intlanmiation of the mouth, and
will hardly be confoimdcd with any other form of ulcer except so-called dyspeptic ulcers,

and there is no real line of demarcation between the latter and the stomatitic variety.

(icorgc E. Cusk.

UNCONSCIOUSNESS.- (See Coma. p. IIT.)

UNEQUAL PULSES. -(See I'ilsks. Uxeqial. \>. 5,50.)

UNEQUAL PUPILS.- (See I'rpii.. Aunohmalitiks of tuk. p. .5.51.)

URATE DEPOSIT IN THE URINE.—A i)recipitate of urates is often recognizable
at once by its pink colour, due to their carrying down with them the uroerythrin pigment
of the urine. Urates themselves are white, however, and if. as is sometimes the case, there

is no uroerythrin ])resent for them to carry down, they form a white precipitate which

may be mistaken for mucus. i)hosphates. or pus. They may be distinguished at once,

however, by warming the urine back to body tem])erature : they re-dissolve long before

boiling-point is reached. They are also soluble in liquor jjotassfe, unlike phosphates.

Microscopically they arc nearly always amorphous, though in rare cases they assume the

form of small spheres with irregular projecting spicules
—the so-called

'

thorn-apple
'

or
'

hedgehog
"

crystals.

Their only significance from a clinical |)oint of view is that they indicate a concen-

trated virine. It does not follow that a urine is not concentrated if no ijrecipitate of urates

occurs, but the fact that the urates re-dissolve on warming serves to show that, although
there may be enough water to keep them in solution at body tcmjjeraturc. the urine becomes

supersaturated with them as it cools, and precipitates them out. The reason for the urinary

concentration has to be learned from collateral evidence. It may be that there has beert

much sweating, and in hot weather a precipitation of pink urates is a very common physio-

logical condition, which is apt to alarm some patients when they first notice it. On the

other hand, the concentration may be due to pathological conditions, of which the

commonest are fevers, chronic vahular disease with heart failure, and maladies which

lead to loss of fluid by vomiting, sweating, or diarrhoea. The urates themselves afford

hardly any clue to the cause of the concentration, and their appearance is just the same
whether their deposition is due to ph}'siological or pathological changes.
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Tin- inosi inarki-il examples (if iiratir ik-i)iisits arc to be sc-cn in cast-s (if acute rheumatic

fever, loliar pneumonia, and chronic heart disease with failing compensation. It is a

general rule, moreover, that when the kidneys are themselves affected there is decidedly
less tendencv for uratie deposits to form than when the primary disease is in the heart or

hums : thus when one may be in doubt as to whether a siven ease of chronic heart failure

is due to primary renal disease or primary heart disease, an abundant mate deposit affords

some evidence in favour of the latter and against the former. It is no alisolutc rule,

however, and almost any concentrated mine may precipitate urates.

Students arc a little apt to confuse the sisinificance of urates with that of m'ic acid,

tliouiili the two are entirely independent from a clinical stand])oint. Ilrrliert French.

URETHRA, DISCHARGE FROM. (.See Discn u!(;k. I'lti.TunAi,. p. i.si.)

URETHRA, F;€:CES PASSED THROUGH. (See F.F.CEs Passkd i'i;i! I 'itr.TuifAM.

].. -J-.iS.)

URIC ACID DEPOSIT IN THE URINE. The most ty|)ical form taken by a pre-

ciiiitate of nrieaeid in a urine is the cayenne-pepper deposit, seldom voluminous, of character-

istic Ii^ht-l)rown. prismatic crystals (Fiu. :i()"J). arranjjed either as scjiarate "whetstones,'

or in (i\crlaiipin^ bundles, or 'rosettes": occasionally, crystallizati( n is imperfect, and

they appear as
" dumb-bells." Intrinsically, they are colourless : but they differ from

all other urinary deposits in that they carry down with them the ordinary yellowish-
brown iirochromc pi;;meiit of the urine. For clinical purposes the best test for them is the

microscope.

Fig. :i&l.— L'rJL- ;ioii.l crvstals ui vuriotxa tri'<i.s.

Besides the t'a\ I'nnc-pcpper deposit, uric aciil crystals may Ijc present in considerable

numbers in the midst of other iirccipitates. such as mucus, or oxalate of lime ; in which

case they may not be discernible without the use of the microscope ; or, au;ain, they may
become aggregated together into small pellets or calculi, which the patient may be conscious

of as
•

gravel
' on micturition.

A (Icjiosit of uric acid is generally found in a decidedly acid urine of high specidc

gravity : l)Ut it may occur in urines of almost any reaction or speeitie gravity. .\ great

deal more importance than it deserves has been attached to the supposed relationship
between this uric acid and gout. .1 caficnnv-pippfr dejii/sit by no nicinis iiiilicalcn sniit ;

indeed, it may be ]icrfectly physiological, occurring abundantly s(Mnclimcs in healthy

young jiersons. particularly boys. It does not even follow from its occurrence that there

is excess of uric acid, either in the urine or in the tissues : for the precipitation de])ends

nearly as nuieh upon the relative proportions of |)hosphates, chlorides, and inorganic

sul]iliatcs to uric acid, and upon the absolute and relative amounts of sodium, potassium,
and other bases in the urine, as upon the absolute amount of uric acid. The greater the

tendency of the bases to form phosphates, by mass action or otherwise (see PnospuATCUiv.

p. 52o). the less the tendency for the sohil)le (piadriurates. and the greater the lial)ility for
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less soluble biuratcs. to be produced, the relatively insoluble uric aeid beinc; liberated from

the latter and deposited in crystalline form.

Considerable care ha.s to be exercised, therefore, before any useful clinical deductions

can be drawn from the fact that a urine contains a deposit of uric acid. It is true that a

persistent tendency to it is often associated with gout ; but the latter should be diagnosed
from the collateral evidence rather than upon the uric acid crystals in the urine. Many
gouty subjects precipitate no uric acid in their mine at all. Naturally, there will be a

greater tendency to such deposition when the total amount of m'ic acid present is greater
than normal. Cric aeid in the mine is deri\ed from two sources—exogenous and endo-

genous. The exogenous are such foodstuffs as are rich in nucleo-proteid, and in the so-

called xanthin bases, or purin, or alloxuric bodies, xanthin. guanin. hypoxanthin. adenin,

heteroxanthin, jiaraxanthin, episarkin, epiguanin, niethylxanthin, and carnin, which are

mainly derived from nuclein. Analyses of the various foodstuffs as to purin bases need

not be given here, for it is easy to remember that, broadly s|)eaking, these substances are

contained in largest quantities in the richest food. \ considerable ])roportion of the xanthin

bases aie excreted as uric acid, and it is common knowledge that rich foods tend to increase

uric acid in the urine. Endogenous uric acid, on the other hand, is derived from the

patienfs own tissue metabolism. Birds excrete nearly all their nitrogenous waste as uric

acid : man excretes his mainly as urea, and only to a minor extent as uric acid. .Some-

times, however, too much of his nitrogenous metabolism stops short at the stage of mic
acid, instead of the latter being nearly all converted into urea ; he then excretes an

abnormal total (piantity of uric acid, with the result that it may be precipitated in crystal-

line form. One repeats, that this does not necessarily constitute gout, however : it occurs

in certain healthy subjects, in leuka'mia. in pernicious anaemia, during the course of certain

fevers, and in some cases of chronic heart disease. Perhaps one of the best ways of

avoiding too narrow a conception in regard to this uric aeid is to remember that in some

resjjeets the human body is a hre : hres may burn their coal well or badly ; if well, the

residue is but a little ash : if badly, the residue is not ash. but clinker : uric acid is the

clinker of the luunan body, and many different things that make human nitrogenous
metabolism incomplete may cause a de))osition of this clinker in the urine. Gout is one
such thing ; but excessive eating, deficiency of exercise, biliousness, and various chronic

imjjerfections of the circulation, or digestion, may do so ; and the same may occur in

apijarcntly healthy subjects who have never had any initoward symptoms at all. Oxalate

of lime (see Ox.\luria, p. 4"23) is possibly derived in part from similar imperfect combustion
of carbohydrates or fats, and it is noteworthy how often crystals of uric aeid and of oxalate

of lime occur, either together, or alternating with one another. Still further, error of

metabolism may jiroduce glycosuria in association with uric acid crystals, so-called gouty
glycosuria.

Besides being evidence of overloading, or of imperfect combustion in a general sense,

the occurrence of a uric-acid deposit may be of i)artieular clinical imi>ortance in certain

cases o( frcqiiciK!/ of mktiirHiun : of iirelliritis ; and of renal calculus. Necessity to mictu-

rate fre(|uently, only small cpiantities of urine being passed at a time, is a symptom that

in young jjcople suggests cystitis, possibly tuberculous ; enlargement of the prostate in

men over sixty : or some uterine or other pelvic malady in women. It is important to

remember, however, that undue acidity of the urine, with a tendency to deposit crystals
of uric acid, or oxalate of lime, may ]jroduce the same symptom in considerable degree.
It is sometimes s])oken of as irritability of the bladder ; the highly acid mine irritates the

vesical mucosa, and it may ])roduce actual cystitis. The same irritation may intlame the

urethral mucosa, and jiroduce a
"

gouty
"

urethritis ; and, perhaps. ci)idiilym<i-oreliitis.

which may be mistaken for the gonococcal form, unless pus films can be shown to contain

no gonococei.
If the patient has sidlered from renal colic, ha^maturia. or vesical pain, suggestive of

calculus in the kidney, ureter, or bladder, the discovery of abundant uric acid crystals in

the urine affords confirmation of the diagnosis of a uric-acid stone, particularly if they are

obviously aggregated togetlier into tiny calculi : there are generally red corpuscles, excess

of leucocytes, and tailed epithelial cells from the renal pelvis, or })vriform cells from the

deeper layers of the bladder mucosa, at the same time.

The danger of diagnosing glycosuria in the absence of sugar when uric acid is abundant
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in ;i uiiru- lu'cils special nu'iilioii. I'rii' acid lias considoralile pdwcr of rciliicin^ Krhliuji's

solution. It seldom gives the eo|)ious brick-red or oraniie-yellow precipitate that is cliarac-

tcristic of abiimlance of sugar, hut it may give just enough recUution or change of coloiu'

to make it doubtful whether sugar is ]iresent or not. More than a few pro|>osers for life

insurance ha\e suffered unfairly on this account ; no such partial rciluclion should be

regarded as ihic to sugar until the presence of glucose has been confirmed by oilier- means,

parlieularly the phenylhydrazinc and Hie fermentation tests. llcrhiil Frcncli.

URINE, ABNORMAL COLORATION OF. This may be due to: (1) The presence
in aliriormally large (pianlitics ofcc riain urinary pigments, such as urocrythrin or ha'Uiato-

porphyrin : (2) The presence of pigments formed in the (jrganisTn. but which arc not nor-

mally excreteil in the urine, such as lucmoglobin and the ])igmcnts of the bile ; (:!) The

])resence of pigmentary substances <leri\ed from drugs or foods, or admiiiislrrcd directly

by the mouth.
I'rincs of unusual tints may be classilled eoiixcnicntly according to the colours wlii<'li

tiicy exhibit, as follows : (I) Ycllinc diul uiiiiiiir iirnirs : (II) Phili (mil n-il urines : (III)

linnvii mill hlml; urines, iiieliiiling siieli ns are of normal lint when passed, lint iliirken on exjiu-

snre to iiir ; (1\ ) (ireen iiiiil liliir urines.

Yellow and Orange-coloured Urines. The normal yellow tint is wholly due to

urochrome. for other urinary pigments are jirescnt in traces so minute that their presence
has no obvious effect. However much it be diluted, normal urine remains yellow as long
as any tint is visibU-. In some cases of diabetes insipidus the urine is almost colourless, and
the abundant urine of diabetes mellitus usually exhibits a peculiar pale bright greenish-yellow
lint tl'liiie A'.V.Y/T'. Fi". U. ]). 748). which has not yet been explained.

I'robilin. when jiresent in large amount, imjjarts a rich orange-yellow coloiu' : and
when seen in \ery thin layers, as near the apex of a conical glass, urines rich in urobilin Iiuac

a pinkish tint, due to selective absorption in the middle of the spectrum. Such mines,

when examined with the spectroscope, show a dark absorption band near the solar V line

(Fig. :»>. p. 80).

Vrobilinnria—the excretion of excess of urobilin -may result from widely dilTerent

causes, and as a consequence, its clinicid signilieaticc is not so clear as might be exp<'c-ted.

The symptom is met with in connection with ha-molytie diseases, such as pernieions anivniiii.

in iliseases of the liver, such as eirrhosis. and in cases in which excessive bacterial action is goini^

on in the intestine. The Ijulk. if not the whole, of the urobilin of urine is derived from the

intestine, where it is formed by the action of Ihe bacteria present upon briirubin. It is

present in abundance in normal tieees, and in traces in normal urine. The test for it is

gi\ en on page .'i'J f.

Iroerijllirin the highly unstable pigmcid to wliii'h the colour of pink urate sediments

is due when abundantly present in solution in the lU'inc im])arts to it a rich orange-red

colour, which may even be mistaken for that due to blood. The colour is changed to a pale

greenish-yellow by adflition of an alkali. Hepatic derangements of alniDst all kinds, includ-

ing the most trilling functional <listurbances. may lead to the appearance of urocrythrin in

the urine : but Ihe most intensely jjink urate sediments are seen in cases in which the liver

is the scat of pron(jmiced morbid changes, such as cirrhosis, or the passive congestion due
to cardiac disease.

Cholnrid. I'rinc which contains bilirubin has a rich orange colour willi a greenisa tint

at the edge of the meniscus. The foam formed by shaking it has a yellow colour, whereas

that of bile-free urine, even when deeply pigmented, is colourless. The colour of the urine

may lie much modilied by the ])resence of bilixcrdin, in addition to bilirubin, and may
approach to black or dark green.

The presence of bile pigment may be demonstrated by Gnietin's test. This is best

carried out by illowing the urine to How gently on to the surface of some nitric acid in a test

tube : on gently shaking, the familiar play of colours is seen at the junction of the liquids,

and the urinary layer often retains the green tint of biliverdin for a considerable time.

.\gairi. a green ring is observed when ililuted tincture of iodine is allowed to How on to

the surface of the urine in a test tuljc H'lale AA'AT', p. 751)).

When the (|uantity of bile jiigmcnt present is very small, the above tests may fail to

reveal its jircsence, and Unppcrt's test may then be resiu'ted to. .\ precipit;itc is Ibrmed by
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the iulflition. to a much larwcr vohinu- of urine, of a solution of barium cliloriiU- and baryta
water, or of caleiinu cliloridc and lime-water. The ])reci|>itate. which carries down any bile

])ignicnt which may he ])resent. is filtered off and washed into a test tube with alcohol.

Dilute sul])huric acid is then added, and the test tidjc is heated in a beaker of boilini; water.

If bile pinment be present, the acidulated alcohol acquires a rich oreen tint, due to biliverdin.

Choluria is merely a symptom of jaundice, but the appearance of bile pigment in the

mine may jirecede any yellow coloration of the conjunctivae or skin. or. as in cases of acho-

luric family jaundice (Plate A'J'7//. ]). 332). the skin may be tinted althou<>h the urine is free

Irom bile i)i<>ment. In the \erv rare cases in which a fistula exists between the biliary and

uriiiarv tracts, choluria of pronounced def>ree has been observed, apart from any jaimdice.

Certain flnigs impart to urine a tint which, altliouuh yellow, is abnormal. This is seen

when satildiiiii is administered, or cliri/sophitnic arid, which is a constituent of rhubarl) and

senna. In either case, the urine turns pink on addition of an alkali, but the pink colour is

far more brilliant after santonin than after chryso])hanic acid has been taken.

Pink and Red Urines.—The conditions which lead to the excretion of a pink or red

urine may be classified as follows : (1) Hjcmaturia. in cases in which the blood pigment

apjiears in the urine mainly as oxyhaemoglobin : (2) Hsmoglotjinuria - usually in ca.ses

which do not belong to the ]«iroxysmal class ; (3) Ha^mitoiiorphyrinuria : (4) .\dministra-

tion of rosaniline as a drug : (5) Kating of sweetmeats coloured with cosin : (0) Presence of

chrysojihanic acid in an alkaline mine.

Hdniiiliiiia and h(r»ingloljimin'<i.-¥i>v the signiHeance of these syini)toms, and the

detection of blood jjigment in urine, the s]ieeial articles dealing with them may be referred

to (]). 275 and p. 284).

Ihematoporphi/riiiiiria is a condition in which urine is ]5assed wliich has a jjink, ])ort-

wine. or nearly black colour, and which contains considerable quantities of the haemo-

globin derivative. h;ematoporph\Tin. In the darker S])eciniens the colour is mainly due to

other little-known jjigments which accompany the ha?mato])orphyrin. For the recognition
of the condition spectr<iseo])ic examination is necessary. It is most liable to be mistaken

for haninglobinuria. l)Ut when the urine contains no albunu'n the distinction is not dillicult ;

when all.'iimin is present in a ])ink mine, the diagnosis is more dillicult. because the spectrum
of luematoi)or])liyrin in the eond)ination in which it usually occurs in such cases resembles

that of oxyluemoglobin somewhat closely. However, the addition of hydrochloric acid

changes the .spectrum to that of acid ha'mato])orphyrin instead of to that of acid luemutin

(Fis. 34. p. SO).

If a mixture of 1(1 per cent caleiuni chloride solution and lime-water be adde(i to the

urine, the |)recipitate formed carries down all the altnormal i)ignients. and the liltrate is

yellow. From the ])ueii)itate the luematoporphyrin may be extracted with acidified alcohol,

and its highly characteristic sjicctra may be observed and identiliefl. The trace of luemato-

jiorphyrin jiresent in normal urine escapes detection by such means, but the increased

(|uaiitities jjresent in a variety of morbid conditions may be re\ealed by faint bands, even

in eases which do not fall into the class under consideration, and in which the urine shows

no obvious anomaly of pigmentation.
In the great majority of cases, haematoporphyrinuria results from prolonged admin-

istration of siilplional in medicinal doses, and forms one of a group of toxic symptoms of

much gravity, which often usher in a fatal ending. These .sym])toms may only develop
after the drug has been taken for months or even years, and even some days after its admin-
istration has been sto]j])ed. Their development calls for the free administration of sodium

bicarbonate. It is a remarkable fact that such toxic effects of sulphonal arc seldom seen

cxee|)t in women, and the few male cases on record have mostly been of a mild kind.

-Much more rarely, lucniatojiorijhyrinuria, with dec]) red urine, is met with in cases in

which it caiuiot be ascribed to any drug. Several patients have been sufferers from hijilnia

U'.strcale. others from tuberculosis, and others from maladies so different from each other

that no definite diagnostic significance can yet be assigned to the symptom. In such cases

the hsematoporjjhyrinuria does not appear to have the grave import which it has in sul-

phonal cases, nor is there manifested any special liability of the female -sex.

Coloration lii/ coaslilacnls of foods and drugs.
—liostDiiline, which was at one time ein-

jiloyed in the treatment of albuminuria, imi)arts a pink colour to the urine which, jtrovided
that it lie known that the drug is being taken, oilers no diagnostic dillicultv. .Aniline dves
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have also, v\v wuw. \-ccn (k'libcTaU-ly aililcd tci llic iiriiR' Inr the |iur[Misr <il' siiiiulating

ha?matiiiia.

Kdsiii has liocii fiiii)Ioyt'rl extensively fur the cDloration <if ])ink sweel meats anil lozenges,

and the nrnie iil' tlicix- wlio eat sneh sweelineats hi eonsiderable (|iiantities aci|uires a rieli

liiiik eolour. an<l sliows a brilliant yreen lluoreseenee. The natnre of sneh |)iL;ni<aitati(iu

ean hardly he mistaken by anyone who is aware of the faet that eosin is so employed.
Drni;s whieh eontaiii rliri/Koplimiir acid are nsed so fretiuently as ajierients that this

com|iound may rank as a eommon eonstitnent of nrine : and if. from any eanse. the nrine

be alkaline, it ae<niires a pink or red eoloiir. whieh may easily be misinterpreleil. However,
the history of the takinj; of rhubarb or senna, and the faet that the addilion of an ac-iil

ehaiifies the enlour of the urine to a brii;ht yellow, renders the diau'iiosis easy. The pink
colour which alkalies impart to the urine of patients takini; santonin is so fugitive that it

does not call for consideration here.

Brown and Black Urines. The urine may be brown or blaek in the followinjf condi-

tions : (1) .lanndiee : (2) Ha-maturia: (;!) Ilaanofilobinuria ; (4) Ilaauatoporphyrinuri i :

(.5) Indicanuria : ((i) .\h-lanuria : (7) .\lka|itoiniria : (8) Carholuria : and after the ailniin-

istration of certain other drnys, such as salol. salicylates, resorcin, gallic acid, and uva ursi.

In some of the abo\e eonditioTis the nrine has such cr)loration when |)assed ; but in

others. su<-h as mclanuria and alka|)tonuria. the urine is usually of normal tint when freshly

]iassed. and only darkens on standing in ennlact with the air.

Brown and black /V(»/(r/('r(v/ iiriiif is mel wilh chiefly in eases of long-sl^mding icterus.

in which the skin has acquired a dull grecMish tint, and the urine contains bilixcrdiu as well

as bilirubin.

In some of the early recorded cases of blaek urine, the colour was eerlaiidy due to IiIiiikI

piiimiiil. and the smoky colour of many mines which contain blood pigment in the form of

nietluemoglobin is familiar to all. In /hiiilii/shkiI InviiiDglohhiitrid also, the m-ine is not

infrcfpicntly almost black. The ordinary tests for haauoglobin, together with microscopic
and s](ertroscopic examination, serve to reveal the nature of such cases (/''/"".v. :{() rt .sp'/.,

p. 80).

That the uriiii' of /Ki'tiialdjiiirjilii/iitiiiiia may approach to actual blackness, owing to

the abundant presence of ptu'ple pigments which have no eharaeteristic spectra, has already
been mentioned in the accoimt of that symjitom abo\e.

liKlifdiiiiiiii. I rines which contain much indican may show no abnormality of tint :

but occasionally, and especially in extreme t-ases. there are present in the urine, in associa-

tion with the colourless indoxyl sulphate, other and higher oxidation proiluels of indol.

which impart to it a brown colour, intensilied or developed on cxjiosurc to air. This \ ariety
of brown or black urine is rccogni/crl less than it should be. and it is probable that the condi-

tion has been mistaken not infrcipicntly for melamuia. Such urine is not blaekeneil. as that

of nielanuria is. by the addition of ferric chloride, nor by nitric acid in the cold, but does

blacken when he;ilcd with nitric acid. Tlie ordinjirv tests for indican reveal its presence in

large amomit. Thus, if a specimen of the urine be heated with an eijual volume (d' hydro-
chloric acid, and a drop of a dilute solution ol' bleaching powder, or a droj) of nilrie acid, it

becomes blaek. If, after cooling, the dark-coloured liquid be shaken with chloroform, the

latter takes up indigo-blue or -red and accpiircs a deep purple colour: but the suiiernatant

litjuid remains black. If the chloroform extract be separated and evaiiorated to dryness,

the indigo-red may be dissolved out of the residue with alcohol, whereas the indigi>-bhie,

which is insoluble in alcohol, may be taken up afterwards with chloroform.

Indicanuria signilies abnormal amomit of protein deeom))osition in the alimentary
canal, bnaight aboni by intestinal bacteria : but it is stated that it may also base its origin

in collections of putrid |)us, such as jjutrid < inpyemata. In such a case recently uniler the

writer's care, the abundant indican disap])eared from the urine when a ilose olCilomel was

given, and was probably of intestinal origin.

Mi tiniiniii. This is a symptom whieh is mel with in some cases n\' mrhiiiiilii- sarcuiiifi.

The in'inc, when freshly passed, contains a colourless ehromogen. melanogen. and usually
has a normal tint. On exposure to air. it darkens ipiickly, owing to oxidation of the melano-

gen to melanin, becomes brown, and eventually (piite black. When nitric acid is added to

such a urine, il causes |irompt blackening. e\en in the culd. and inunediate blackening also

follows the addilion of a sulutiou of feriic chloride. This is the most xalu.able and charae-
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teristic of the tests for melaninia. Bromine water produces a yellow or brown preeipitate

which (juiekly blackens.

As a rule, nielanuric urines, when treated with liquor potassse and sodium nitroprusside,

yield a deep Prussian blue on acidification with acetic acid, but this reaction is not due to

the melanogen as such, is yielded by some other urines, and cannot be taken as diaanostie

of melanuria.

It is stated frequently that melanuria may be met with ajiart from melanotic growths,

in cases of wasting and other diseases. There is little doubt that some of the cases quoted
in support of this contention, and which were recorded before the more distinctive tests for

the condition were known, were, in reality, examples of indicanuria, such as have been

described above, and the writer has never met with true melanuria save in cases of melanotic

sarcoma. Even in such cases it is not seen so long as the timiour is confined to its ])rimary

seat, but only when it has invaded the viscera, and especially the liver. Indeed, the quantity

of melanogen excreted is apparently deijcndent ujion the extent to which the liver has been

invaded, and the amount of pigmentation in the growtlis of which it is the seat. Hence it

happens usually that the diagnosis of the case has already been estal)lished before the

peculiar pigmentation of the urine is develojied.
- Alkaptonuria is the outward sign of a very rare anomaly of metabolism which is almost

always congenital, and jiersists through hfe without any serious detriment to the health

of its subjects. The peculiar ])ro])erties of the urine are due to the excretion in it of an

aromatic acid, homogentisic or hydroquinoncacetic acid, a jjroduet of katabolisni of tyrosin

and i)henylalaTiin. It is, in all ])rol)ability, a product of normal metabolism, which in

normal individuals undergoes complete destruction.

.Mkapton urine seldom exliibits any abnormality of tint when jjassed ; but darkens

quickly on exposure to air, undergoing changes thrt)ugli brown to black, which resemble

in the closest manner those seen in nielanuric urines. However, the two conditions are

distinguished readily by means of simple tests. When a dilute solution of ferric chloride

is added to alkapton urine, a deep blue colour appears for a moment, and reappears after

each subsequent addition of the reagent, until oxidation of the homogentisic acid is com-

pleted. L'nless the reagent lie very dilute, oxidation occurs too rapidly, and the blue colour

is missed.

The addition of an alkali causes very rapid darkening, with absorption of oxygen, and

heat increases the rate of blackening.
As homogentisic acid is a powerful reducing agent, alkapton urines give some of the

reactions of glycosuria. Fehling's solution is reduced freely with the aid of heat, but the

blackening effect of the alkaline reagent gives a peculiar appearance to the reaction. Xo
black precipitate is obtained with Nylandcr"s reagent, but the alkali therein causes con-

spicuous darkening. The safranin reaction is not obtained, and alkapton urine is optically

inactive. An ammoniacal solution of silver nitrate is reduced rajjidly even in the cold, a

reaction which is made use of for the quantitative estimation of homogentisic acid. It is

because alkajitonuria is so rare, rather than because its recognition presents any special

dilliiiilty. that its projiertics are not widely known and not infre(Hiently fail of recognition,

(kiimnosis. i,e.. a blackening of the cartilages, and deep pigmentation of regions of the

.skin, a bluish-black coloration of the ears, and pigment spots on the conjunctiva" {Plate

XXXIII), is sometimes the outcome of alkaptonuria ; but there is a group of cases in which

similar pigmentation results from the application of carbolic acid to chronic ulcers over

l(jng })eriods of years. There is also some reason to believe that the lesions of joints which

sometimes accomjiany ochronosis may also be results of alkaptonuria.
Carboliiria.—A darkening of the urine, increased by exposure to air. is seen frequently

after the administration of certain drugs which contain ])henol. in carbolic acid poisoning,

and as the result of outward a])plication of carbolic acid. A carbolic acid compress applied

to the liead of a child for the destructidu of ])ediculi ipiickly induces carboluria, and the

taking of salol is another conmuin cause. The urine has a smoky tint, or in cases of carbolic

acid poisoning may be actually black. In the slighter cases it is best described as brown

with a greenish tinge, and the meniscus, when seen from the side, appears black.

There is no direct chemical test for carboluria, and the diagnosis is usually based upon
the knowledge that phenol, or some derivative or compound thereof, has been administered

or applied, .After boiling the urine for some time with Fehling's solution, a slight reduction
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is observed : hut this is in no way C'i)ni|i:ir:il)ic with tliat si-cn with alkaplDti mine. Indirect

evidence is olitaiiud by the addition of a sohition ol' barium chloride, whieli in eases of ear-

bohnia ])roduees a \ery sli^lit jjrecipitate or none at all. If, however, the urine be first

boiled with liydroehlorie acid, a |)reei|)itate is ohtained svich as is yielded by normal lu'ines.

This is due to the fact that, in the presence of abundant ))henol and oxidation derivatives

thereof, the suli)liafes of the urine are for the most part, or even wholly, combined as aro-

matic sulphates, which yield no |)reeipitate wilh liarium salts, whereas, when I he aromatic

sulphates are broken up by hydrochloric acid, a precipitate of barium sulphate is thrown
down.

The diagnosis ol the other varieties of brown or black urine which have their oriyin in

the aclministration of drufjs, is based upon the fact that salicylates, or other druys eajjahle
of producini; such piL;iiientation. have f>een taken.

Green and Blue Urines.— In some cases of jaundice, the bile |)ii4uicnt excreted is sr>

largely in the form of bilivcrilin that the urine has a dark jireen colour : but with this

execi)tion. practically all yreen urines met with in i)ractiee owe their colour to the taking'

of methylene blue, either as a druy or in swiii meals. When the d<jse is small, the tint may
be a rich yreen ; but after larger doses, tlic urine is frankly blue. It is not always easy to

account Ibi' llie (uijiiii of such coloration of urine, (or the ))atient may he <|uite unaware
that he has takiii methylene blue in any form, althoniih examination of his urine may
leave no doubt tlial he has <ion<- so. .Swe<l meats are sometimes eoloureil with this pii;-

ment. as they are with eosin. and it is sometimes used to correct the colour of white sweet-

meats. .\i;ain. a pill of methylene blue has before now found its way. either by accident

or desiijn. into a suppl\ of pills of a ucj I her kind, .\bsenee of a known cause does not. there-

fore, by any means exclude this kind of jiinrnenlation : and experience shows that unless it

can be shown, by careful examination, that the colour of the urine is nol due lo mclhyleiie
blue, it is ueedless to search for any other causal ion.

Althoujih the yreen urine whieli follows the taking of methylene lihie may appe.ir [)er-

feetly lim|>iil. the blue piyuient is not held in solution hut in suspension, and is. to a larsje

extent. remoNcd e\<n by a sinf;le liltraliou. The green coloiu- of tlu' lillrale is greatly
reduced, and the filter paper shows a blue stain. The pigTnent upon the filter yields a blue

solution in chloroform, and if the chloroform solution, or the blue extract obtained by
sh.iking the urine with chloroform, be shaken with licpior potassa- in a test tulie. the chloro-

form is decolori/cd. an<l the supernatant alkaline liipiid ac(piires a pink tint. The original

urine, ol' the chloroform extract, shows an alisorplion band in the red of IIk' speetium
which may be mistaken for that of indigo-liliie.

There is no reason lo think that indigo-blue c\cr produces a green or blue coloration

of urine similar to that due to methylene blue. l!y the spontaneous breaking down of

indoxyl-gl.vcuronie acid, usually in alkaline urines, indigo-hlue may be set free, and may
form a dark blue sedim<-nt, or may impart a blue colour to the |)hosphatie film upon the

surface ; and when, in the earlier years of the last century, indigo-blue was (•mployed some-
what frer|uently as a drug in the treatment of epilepsy, a dark ])ur|)le colour of the inine of

jiatients so treated was ohserved. but under no cirenmstanees are indigo jiigincnts formed

spontaneously in (|uant ities sulllcient lo bring about such a result. ./. /•:. Ciniu.l.

URINE, ACETONE IN. (See .Vcktonihia. |). :!.)

URINE, ALBUMIN IN. -(See Alhimimiua. p. b)

URINE, ALBUMOSE IN. - (See .\i.iu->M>siiir\. p. bj.)

URINE, BACTERIA IN. (See Hacti-.uh iua p. >;:i.)

URINE, BENCE-JONES BODY IN. ;See .\^u^^n>sl iua. p. ir,.)

URINE, BILE-PIGMENT IN.- (See rniM-,. .VnNonMAi. Cm.OKxnn^ or p. 7 t;i.)

URINE, BLACK. (See I'luxi:. .XuNoiniAi. ('(n.oii \Tn)N of. p. 7i:i.)

URINE, BLOOD IN. (See H.e.mauhia. p. •_>7.j.j

URINE, CASTS IN.—(-See Ali3u.minh!ia, p. 1.)
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URINE, CHYLE IN.—(See Chyluhia, j.. 108.)

URINE, CYSTIN IN.—(See Cvstinuria, p. 101.)

URINE, DIACETIC ACID IN.—(See Acetonuria, p. .3.)

URINE, DIAZO-REACTION IN.—(See Diazo-Reaction, p. 173.)

URINE, EXCESS OF. (See Polyuria, p. 534.)

URINE, F/ECES IN. -(See F.eces Passed per Uretiiuam, p. 238.)

URINE, FAT IN.-(See fiivixRiA. p. 108.)

URINE, GAS IN.—(See Pneu-MATiiua, p. 529.)

URINE, GLUCOSE IN. -(See Glycosuria, p. '.'GO.)

URINE, HvIlMOGLOBIN IN.— (See H.e.moglobinuri v, p. 28t.)

URINE, INCONTINENCE OF.—(See Micturition. Abnormalities oe, p. 303.)

URINE, INDICAN IN. (See Im.icanuria, i>. 314.)

URINE, METHvEMOGLOBIN IN.—(See H.e.moglobinuria. p. 284.)

URINE, MUCUS IN.— (See Mucus in the Urine. y>. 399.)

URINE, OXALATE DEPOSIT IN. (See Oxaluuia. p. 423.)

URINE, OXYBUTYRIC ACID IN.—(See Acetonuhia, p. 3.)

URINE, PHOSPHATES IN.—(See Piiosph.vturia, ,>. 522.)

URINE, PUS IN. (See Pyuria, p. 574.)

URINE, RETENTION OF. (See Mictuihtion. Abnohmalities oe. p. 393.)

URINE, SUGAR IN.—(See Glycosuria. ]k 2(io.)

URINE, SUPPRESSION OF. (See Anuria, p. 39.)

URINE, URATE DEPOSIT IN.—(See 1'r.\te Deposit in the Urine, p. 740.)

URINE, URIC ACID DEPOSIT IN.—(See Uric Acid Deposit in the Urine, ]>.

~ »)

UTERUS, BLEEDING FROM,—(See Menorril\gia. p. .385: Metrorriia(;lv. p. 390 ;

and Mil ROM'Axis. [). 392.)

UTERUS, PROLAPSE OF.—(See Prolapse of the Uterus, p. 538.)

VAGINA, BLEEDING FROM. (Sec Menorrhagia, j). 385 : Metrorrhagia, p. 390 ;

ami .MiriRos TAXIS, |). ;{92.)

VAGINA, DISCHARGE FROM.— (See Discilvrge, Vaginal, p. 185.)

VARICOSE ABDOMINAL VEINS. (See Veins, Varicosi-, Abdo.minal.)

VARICOSE THORACIC VEINS.-(See Veins. Varicose Thoracic, p. 750.)

VEINS, VARICOSE ABDOMINAL.—The jxiint at wliieli distention of veins becomes

varicosity is ailiitrary ; most eomiitions tliat produce inidouhted varicosity iif the veins

of the abdominal wall in some eases, merely dilate thein in others. When this dilatation

is considerable {I'^ig. 303). it nearly always has much diaonostic sijjniUcancc. particularly

if the direction of blood-fiow is reversed. Veins, however, may seem to be dilated when

they are but unduly visible owing to wastinji of the subcutaneous fat ; or they may, in

very rare cases, be simply varicose, like veins in the leg, owing to idiosyncrasy or hereditary

predisposition. In neither of these cases, however, is the blood-current in them reversed.
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1 . 2, 3. The three sta-j^s of tlie -fOiUiiin iiitrnr»ru^si(lo tr-st tnr ;u-etom'. 4, 5, 6- 'I'lu- ~-in:r in ;i uriiii> coii-

taiuiliu,' 110 tihvJDUs ucetoiie. (1 ami J, uormal m-lin; : 2 '"nl 5, f'lc apiicafatn'O atliT adi.liri',' raii-tii- >uil;i jjtkI

stuHum iiitntii|-u^?i<lo ; 3 ^wl 6. Hie appi.-araiici? after ail-liii'/ ai.-otii- aciil, 3 ln-'iii'-.' p"^i'i\*f-. 6 iii"-'ati\-.'. u>v ari-toiu.>).

7. liorlu'ra's lost fftr acL-toia". R. I'crrir chlnrMr- HMrlioii nf .iia^'citr a.i.]. y. I rjiiraiunia test. if. .Mola.iiiiria..

11. I.iial.pfiL- urine. 12- 'J'lic llii«)n-~r,..:it n'a.'iii.ii of urobilin.
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To ti'sl till' (liri'ctioii of lilood-IIow. part ol' a Nciii should lie chosen wlirrc lhri<' aif no side

branches, and the blood should be expressed rmni it li\ riieans of two lingers pressed down
on the vein elose togetlier, and then drawn asunder, whilst jjressnre over the \ein is

maintained bv each : when a len<i;th ot the distended \ein has been eniptieil in this way,
one of the two finuers is taken off, and the lime taken by the vein in relillinL; is noted : the

procedure is re]ieated. the other finjier bciriu taken olT this time : it is then ycncrally easy
to decide whether the vein fills from below upwards or from abt)Ve (fownwards. Normally,
the blood flows from above downwards in the veins of the lower two-thirds of the abdominal

wall : when the blood-tlow is from liclow upwards there is almost certainly obstruction to

the inferior vena ca\a. the blood wliich is unable to return by it linriing a collateral

circulation \ ia the su|ierior vvn;\ cava,

(Hislruetion to the inferior \'ena

<'a\a is (hie to one or other of three

main uroups of conditions, namely :

1 . Great general increase in the

intra-abdominal tension, owini: to

such condil ions as ; ascites: ovarian

cyst : yrcat splenic or hepatic cii-

larLrenu-nt.

•_'. Thrombosis without external

obst met inn.

:!. Obstruction by local com-

pression, especially by secondary

jjrowths in the i-ctropcritoni'al i;lands.

Wlieii the obstruction of the

inlcrini- \cna cava is due. not to Ihc

vein itself beint; thromboseil or in-

vaded by new urowtli. but to the

iloii'iiil itilrii-nhiliiinhud presuKn' be-

comiiifi so i^rcat that the vein is. so

tt) speak. flattciK'd out. the varicosity
of the veins upon the abdominal wall

is but a late symptom, and Ihc

<lia<;riosis will be made from tlie cause

of the sreat abdominal distentinn.

jicncrally .\sirri:s (p. 4:5). or a bij;

tumoiu'. If tluri- is marked vari-

cosity iif till- superficial veins early
in a case nf ascites the probability
is thai bolh are due to malii;nant

disease.

When the inferior \cna cava is

obstructed by
'

sitiipic
'

tliriiiiihosis.

the ])robability is that the eloftini;

will not have started there, but will

JSP tliiirafii-- aii'J abjoiiiinal vfiiis in

int'drwTiiiitis of soiiip years' dtiratit

case of syphilitic

ia\e extended to it from branches either in the lens

or in the pelvis. (Kdema of the le<;s will be a prominent symijtom : and if a clear history

is obtainable it may oenerally be ascertained that one leg became (jL-dematous and [lainful

Ix'hire the other : when this is so it is always very suo;i;estive of thrombosis starting in the

sa|)henous or femoral veins, the other leg becoming affected later when the clot has spread

up through the iliac veins of the one side to the inferior vena, and thence down the iliac

veins of the other side. The higher the thrombus extends the higher UJ) the back will

the (edema s|ireail : and when the renal veins have been reached, albuminmia. with tube

casts, and even luematuria. may ensue, .\seites may also be present. Distention or

varicositv of the veins of the abdominal wall will be of assistance in distinguishing

such a case fimii one of acute or subacute nephritis, besides which there will be no icdcnia

of the eyelids or face.

If there is no very tense distention of the abdomen : if the way the case began does

or in the pehis, extending upwards : and if, ncxerthclcss.
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tlu-re is marked varicosity of tlic veins of the lower part of tlie abdominal wall, with the

blood-How in them reversed, so as to be from below upwards, the history bcinu a relatively

short one.—the probaljility is that the inferior vena cava is l)einii olistructed by something
that is in immediate contact with it. There will very likely be synnnetrieal (edema of the

lc!>s. and possibly albmiiinuria and lueniaturia. It is surprisin'.! bow seldom an aortic

aneurysm, or other non-malignant mass, obstructs a large vein sufficiently to ])roduce this

collateral varicosity : hence, the presumption is that such varicosity indicates maligiuint

(li.scitsc. It is worthy (if note that carcinoma of the kidney is prone to extend into the

renal veins, and thus into the inferior vena cava by a process of direct extension (Fig. :K)4)

—sometimes the malignant clot reaches as far as the right auricle, and ])roduces a pedun-
culated polyiJus in the latter. In such cases there has generally been haMuaturia or other

renal svmi)tom before evidence of inferior vena-caval obstruction arose, whereby cases of

growth in the kidney invading the inferior vena cava may be distinguished from eases of

secondary growtli in the letroperitoneal glands, which if they i)roduccd lueniaturia at all.

woidd do so by fir.st obstruc-

ting the inferior vena cava,
and thence involving the renal

veins. In such cases there

are often otlui' symptoms
pointing to primary growth
in some organ whose lym-

))haties drain into the retro-

peritoneal glands : the testes

and ovaries should not be

overlooked in this respect.

It is often said that

cirrhosis of the liver leads to

^•aric()sity lA the veins around

the umbilicus—the so-called

cnpiil itiediisH'. It is a very
rare condition indeed, the

great majority of cases of

cirrhosis of the liver causing
no distention of the su])er-

flcial abdominal veins until

such time as the general
intra-abdominal tension has

been greatly increased by the

tenseness of the ascites which

(jeeurs late. Xot even the

telangiectases that occur so

commonly in men ])ast middle

age around the lower part of

the chest, in a line with the

attachments of the dia-

in cases of emphysema without

CPOMTH IN XlCMm

Fifj.'ZOl.
—Reii-il growth extejiiliui; into the interior veilLi cava and riglit auricle

and ventricle.

phragm. indicate cirrhosis ; they are (|uite as common
cirrhosis.

In short, varicosity of the sii|)erlicial alxlominal veins generally indictitcs cither

thrombosis of the inferior vena cava, secondary to direct spread of thrombosis up to it

from veins in the pelvis or in the leg, or else stenosis of the vena cava by .secondary

malignant disease. llerbct Fnncli.

VEINS, VARICOSE THORACIC—Much of what has been said above about varicose

abdominal veins applies also to those of the thorax. The veins on the chest wall may
merely be unduly visible : but if they are really distended, there is probably obstruction

to one or other innominate vein or else to the superior vena cava : and the suspicion that

this is so becomes a certainty if the blood current in the distended veins can be shown to be

from above downwards instead of from below upwards. If the distention is bilateral, and
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associatt'd willi (idi'iiia iiC lioth ainis, mikI liolli si(ll^ til' the TU-ck. lace ami hcail, il is the

vena cava thai is iil)structcil : il' tlir ilislcnt icm is unilatt-ral. with (i-dcrna (it thi' cdrifs-

l)()ndiii^' ai'Jii. hiil little if any <>l the neck or I'aee. the ohstrneteil vessel is pidhahly one

innominate \('in. The su])erlieial varicosity may In' only sliyht (/''/;,'. '>'>. ]>. -OS), hut somc-

tinii's it is cxir'cnu'.

In airixiiii; at a diaiiiiosis ol' the cause oT the \cniius olistruci ion. imiliiiiiiiiil ilisciisc

within the thorax will lie up|ierniost in one's miml -especially mediastin-.d sarcoma, startini;

in the thymus or in the lymphatic ylands. It is only when the history and course are too

loni; for jirimarv or si-condarv malignant neoplasm that other cau.se.s of venous ohstrnetion

will he rcuarikd as more likely, such as lliriiiithiifiis extendiny to an innominate vein or to

the superior \ena ea\'a from a whitlow. Iioil. oi' other intlammatory affection of the hand,
arm. axilla, head, face, neck, shonlder, or front of elicst : or chronic /'iliniiis iiinliasthiilis.

seimetimcs tuhereulous or gummatc u; (Fi<f>. 8()."i, p. 749) but often rheuinalie In oiii^in. and

resultini;' from repeated attacks of ))eviearditis anil pleurisy, with mattinii hiyclher. not only
of the jjleura' to I he diaphrajiin and ])erieardium. I ml also of all the strueturts in I he superior,

])osterior, ;inil anterior niediastina to one anolher : or. tar less <'oinmi inly, to iiiic/iii/.sdi of the

thoracic aorta oi- a iKin-iiinlisiiifiiit nicdidsliiiitl lininmr. such as a, hydalid <'yst (Fii>. V.i~ ,

|). 2!)1 ), a dermoid eyst, or a hu'ne eon^i'nilal lihrom-a, wliieh may ha\c been (|uieseent
within the ehest for many years before startini; to enlarue and obstruct structures in its

neighbourhood : the latter conditions, except aneuiysni. .ire rarities, and althoui;h an aortic

aneurysm does sometimes obslruet the superior \'ena ea\"a sniru'ientlv to cause distention

or varicosity of the \eins upon the chest wall, such varicosity is so niiieli miu'e marked in

a case of intrath<iraeie nialiiiuant disease that one may say that when the diaiiuosis lies

between neoplasm and aneurysm the presenee of marked distention of lln' xx'ins of the

ehest-wall indieales the former rather than the latter. thoui;h the ((iin-ersc of this is not

true. Ilnhn-t French.

VERTIGO, popnlail\ known as di/,/,iness <ir L;iddini'ss. depends upon a dist urbanee of

the .sense of ei|uilibriuni. In slii;ht easi's the trciiible is perceptible to the sufferer either

as the apparent moxcment of motionless objects (objective %ertiuo), or his own body m;iy

ap]iear to be moNiiiL; in relation to surrouiidiui; fixed structures (sul).ject i\e \'erli^o). In

more severe eases it may lead to rei'lim;' or stau^crin^, and unless the patient eau urasp
some tixed support he nia\ fall.

The e(|uilil>rinm of I he body is maintained by tin- co-ordinated action of various i;roU|is

of nuist'les. and the ner\(ius meehanism tor this co-ordinal ion is situated in the cerebellum.

.Vlferent impulses are br<iu<iht to the eerebellar centres from the museles. skin, joints, eyes,
and the semicircular canals. The eerebellmn is also eomieeted with the motor centres

of the cerebral hemisphere, and thus the reipiisitc contraction of the necessary museles

is ensured. Disturbances of e(|uilibrium may therehire be the result of a lesion in the

eerebellmn itst'lf or in one of the afferent tracts. True vertiiio depends mainly U]Hin
interference with the afferent impulses from the semieircular canals or from th<- eyes, and
it is often aceomp.inied by nystai>nius duriiin all.ieks.

Oeeasioually vertinci may be the result of altered cutaneous impulses due to such
causes as an;csthesia of the soles of the h-et. .Some pco|ile experience a slijiht feeliiii; of

giddiness on stejipini; on to some soft material such as turf or india-rubber ])avement after

walking on a hard road, limsual cutaneous impulses are the probable explanation.
Interference with the afferent im|)ulses from the nmscles themselves, such as occurs

in tabes d<irsalis. leads to reeling and staggering rather than to true vertigo. The ocular

impressions correct the false sensations from the nmsiles. and hence loss of e(|uilil)rium is

more likely to occur in the dark, or when these impressions are cut off by covering the

patient's eyes.

Vertigo is sometimes di\ided into "general' vertigo and "special" \t'rtigo. In the

latter, objects appear to move, or the ])atient tends to fall in a definite direction, .Special

vertigo points to a lesion of a jjarticular semicircular canal. Thus, if there is a lesion of

the external semicircular canal, objects a|)pcar to moxc in a horizontal phuw, and the

patient tends to fall towards the affected side. When the sujierior canal is the source of

the trouble, objects rotate in a vertical plane, and the patient falls forward. Temporary
vertigo, even of a \ery severe nature, may be ]ircidueeil readily in a healthy indi\ idual by
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prolonged movements of rotation or of swinging. In this case tlie cause of the giddiness
is probably unequal pressure in the endolyniph in the different semicircular canals. The
<lizziness with which many people are affected when near the edge of a high cliff is most

likely ocular in origin, and depends u])on the sudden cessation of visual impulses from
near objects. Some persons are exceedingly susceptible to alterations in these impressions,
and tiavelling by train or the movement of a boat may be sulficient to cause considerable

dizziness.

Vertigo may also be of to.tic origin. Alcohol and t()l)acco arc familiar examples ; the

dizziness associated with i)tomaine poisoning, and in some cases of gastric disturbance,
is also probably of this nature.

Vertigo is not infrcijuently of cerebral origin, either with or without some gross lesion.

Thus it occurs in niigrtiiiic. and is also a frequent iiiirn of an epileptic fit. \'ertigo may
depend upon alterations in the blood-pressure, and this is the probable explanation of its

occurrence in arteriosclerosis and nephritis, where the blood-pressure is increased. It may
also occin- in cases where the blood-pressure is diminished, as in Addison's disease, some
(incemic states, and during convalescence from any ])rolonged illness. This may be due
to defective nutrition of the central nuclei, .\ttacks of vertigo occurring in elderly jieople
with atheromatous arteries or suffering from chronic nephritis or arteriosclerosis must

always be regrfrded as of serious inqjort, since they may be the precursor of cerebral

hicmorrhage or thrombosis. Severe vertigo may be one of the symptoms of a cerebral

tumour. It is more likely to be present when the growth is in the cerebellum, especially
if the middle lobe is involved. A tumour involving the auditory nerve in its intracranial

course will also give rise to this syni]jtom. A cerebral or cerebellar abscess may also cause

vertigo, but in this case there may also be suppuration in the middle ear, and the giddiness

may be of labyrinthine origin. Optic neuritis should be looked for in every case of vertigo.

Vertigo may be of ocular origin. It is especially likely to occur when there is some
lesion of the nerves or muscles leading to di])lopia.

Laripigcal vertigo is a very rare condition : s])asm of the glottis is accompanied by
severe giddiness which causes the patient to fall down, and he may lose consciousi\ess for

a few seconds. Complete recovery ensues in a shoit time, but the attacks are likely to

recur. This trouble may be of an epileptic nature.

Vertigo is, however, most conunonly of aural origin, and is a frequent synq)tom of

diseases of the ear, especially of the internal ear or labyrinth. In its most intense form
it is one of the symptoms of

" Meniere's disease.' Its onset is then sudden, and so severe

that the patient falls to the ground and even loses consciousness. Associated with the

giddiness are severe tinnitus, and unilateral or bilateral deafness, while nausea, vomiting,
and pallor of the face are fre()uently present. The vertigo passes off after a few hours or

days, but inq)airment of hearing and tinnitus jjcrsist. The attacks tend to recur. Meniere's

disease is jjrobably caused by a sudden increase in pressure in the endolynqjh, and, in

some cases at any rate, appears to be due to hiemorrhage into the semicircular canals. In
some cases an embolism may be the cause. True Meniere's disease is very rare ; but the
occurrence of the symptoms, viz.. vertigo, deafness, and tinnitus, in a less acute and sudden
form, is by no means imconunon. They may be jjresent without any obvious lesion of the

middle or external ear. though sometimes there is some abnormality in one of these portions
of the auditory a|)paratus. Vertigo may be traumatic in origin, e.g., after a fracture of

the liase of the skull.

Sijphilitic disease of the iiitcriuil car may protluce synqjtoms closely resembling those
of Meniere's disease, in that giddiness, tinnitus, and labyrinthine deafness are associated,
the onset being quite sudden. Vertigo is, however, occasionally absent. The trouble is

usually unilateral, and may occur in the secondary or tertiary stages. The diagnosis will

depend on the history of syphilis or other evidences of the disease. Similar symptoms
may occur in congenital syi)hilis, usually between the ages of ten and fifteen years, though
occasionally much later. Eustachian-tube obstruction is usually present also, but treat-

ment of this fails to improve the hearing, and other characteristic troubles, especially
interstitial keratitis, may be found. Aural vertigo may also be associated with some lesion

of the external or middle ear. Thus in the former case there may be a foreign body, or even
a plug of impacted cerumen, as the exciting cause.

Vertigo is not infrequently present in chronic middle-ear sujjpuration. This may be
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(iue to l;il)yrintliiiK- infhiiniiintioii or irritation, Init a (it-liiiiti- laliyrinthine lesion is not

necessarily |)resent. In many cases the ijiddiness is caused by pressure on the stapes or

the fenestra rotunda. Some [latients with a perforation of tlie tympanic membrane
l)eeome <;id(Iy whenever the ear is syrinoed. Occasionally the use of unduly hot or cold

lotions prf)duces this trouble. It is usually the result of jjressure on the stapes. thoui;li

occasionally the vertijro may ha\c lln' special chiiracter associated with a lesion of the

external semicircular canal (vide siiprd). When this is the case there is probably some
erosion of the bony external canal. .Similar uifldiness may occur from a like cause on

syrinuini; the ear after a radical mastoid operation.

Vertiyd may occur in (Jlosclcrofcix. though it is not common in this disease, and is

always ot less importance than the Di:afnkss (p. I(i8) and Tinnitis (p. 722). (icjut and

gouty dyspepsia, witli or witliout evidence of arteriosclerosis, may also be the cause of

attacks of vertigo.

When a i)atient complains of vertigo, the ears should always be examined carefully.
The hearing should be tested, and if the cause of the trouble is in the labyrinth, the deafness

will have the characters of nerve deafness (p. 16fi). The onset of the trouble must be

investigated carefully, and any associated symptoms ascertained. The eyes and ocular

muscles must be examined, and if nystagmus is ])resent the character of the movements
.should be f)bservcd. .\ general examination of the jjatient should also l)e made for some

general constitutional cause such as gout, alljumimiria. or arteriosclerosis. Pliilip Turner.

VESICLES.—One of the jirimary lesions, tlii' vesicle may be detined as a circum-

scribed cpidirmal elevation varying in size from a pin's head to a small jica. and containing
serous Huid. which may become .sero-purulent or be mixed with blood. Serous elevations

larger than a small pea are classified as Hi 1.1..K (p. !((>). To bulhe. therefore, vesicles

bear the same relation as papules bear to tubercles. They diller from bullae, however,
not only in size, but in their mode of formation. They are always the result of an inllani-

niatory i)rocess, whereas in the case of bulhe there is a veritable cleavage of the epidermis.
Vesicles, again, often contain a number of chambers, at any rate in the beginning, whereas

bullic are from the outset unilocular. They may originate as vesicles, or may develop
from pai)ules. \'esiculation may be either parenchymatous or interstitial. In the one

case, as in varicella, the jjlasma accumulates icilliin the Malpighian cells, and the unicellular

vesicles which are thus formed run into each other. In the other case, as in eczema, the

plasma accumulates beheeeri the Malpighian cells.

In shape, vesicles are usually rounded, conical, or acuminate : but they may tend

to the oblong form, as in scabies, or they may be both oblong and irregular, as in dermatitis

herpetiformis. The larger ones are occasionally lunbilii'atcd. as in variola, and insteafl

of being tense, as is usual with vesicles, may be llacci<l. as in herpes and dermatitis her|)eti-

formis. At lirst the licpiid they contain consists almost in\ariably (jf pure plasma, and
is (luite clear, or with the faintest tinge of yellow : but exceptionally the fluid is from the

beginning mixed with blood. After a time the clear lluid becomes turbid. In some condi-

tions, as in varicella and miliaria, they remain discrete and lew in number ; but usually,
as in herpes, eczema, anti dermatitis herpetiformis, there is a plentiful crop of them,

forming groujjs or clo.sely-set clusters. As a rule, they are of short duration : either they

rupture and crust over, as in eczema, or they dry up anil a crust is formed, as is usual in

herpes : or they enlarge into blebs, as frequently occurs in dermatitis herpetiformis : or

they are transformed into pustules, as in variola. On nuicous membranes and the lips,

and in folds of the skin, they break more <|uickly than i:i other situations, and leave

excoriations. Since, as already stated, vesicles are the result of a more or less inllanuna-

tory process, they usually give rise to nuich burning and itching, though in some conditions,

as in hidrocystoma. these symptoms are absent.

The most distinctively vesicular affections are herpes simplex and herpes zoster. In

sinijilc herpes the face and the genital organs are affected chiefly. The characteristic

lesion is a cluster of transparent vesicles varying in number from two or three to twenty
or more, seated on an erythematous patch, and surrounded by a narrow red zone. First,

a slightly red sjjot ai)pears on the skin ; effusion quickly takes ]jlace under the epidermis,
and vesicles are formed : these become opa(|ue

—sometimes purident—shrivel u]), and
form yellowish-brown crusts, which after a few days become detached, usually kaxing nii

D
"
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scar, but a brownish stain that skiwly fades and disappears. Tlicse four stages in the

evohition of the lesion are styled the congestive, vesicating, desiccating, and macular

stages. On mucous membranes the lesion runs a rather different course. Here the

vesicles are quickly reduced to a wliitish ]julp. which presents the appearance of a false

membrane. When this becomes detached, it reveals a number of roundish excoriations,

either scattered about irregularly or running into each other and forming largish ulcers.

The favourite situations of the vesicles in herpes genitalis are, in men. the prepuce,

especially its inner surface, the meatus, the sulcus, and the glans : in women, the labia

and the cervix. In men. the vesicles are usually discrete, and the j)atient complains only

of the itching and burning ; but if they are neglected, or irritated by the application of

caustics, there may be severe and extensive ulceration, with swelling of the inguinal glands.

In women, the vesicles tend to become confluent, and the perinemii, the inside of the

thighs, and the mons veneris may be invaded. There may be a great deal of swelling,

excoriation, and discharge, with intense itching and burning, and, as in men, there may
be enlargement of the neighbouring glands. The vesicles of genital herpes are too

characteristic to be mistaken if they are seen Ijcfore their real signilicance is obscured by
ulceration. If. however, the ulceration is considerable, and especially if there is much

suppuration, the herpes may be mistaken for chancroids. Generally, however, soft sores

are multiple, have a fouler base, excavate more deeply, and the healing process is much
slower. Soft sores, further, are flattened at the base, secrete very little liquid, and are

auto-inoculable. In some cases there may be doubt as between herpes genitalis and true

chancre, especially as, according to Fournier. a chancre not infrcrjuently develops in the

midst of a ])remonitory eruption of lierpes. The ])oints of differentiation are the absence,

in herpes, of induration, the less considerable and more transitory gland-enlargement,
the multiplicity, irregular form, and small size of the ulcers, and the intense burning and

itching.

In the crusted stage, facial herpes may resemble unpeligo. but the rapid course it

runs, its limited distribution, the facts that it is not auto-inoculable, and that in impetigo
the lips are seldom attacked, should suffice to obviate the confusion. The points which

distinguish herpes facialis from vesicular eczema are touched U])on below.

In herpes zoster (zona, shingles), clusters of vesicles seated on an erythematous base

appear in the region of skin distribution of one or more of the posterior spinal nerve roots,

preceded or accompanied by neuralgic |)ain and tenderness in the part. The erythematous

patches, more or less oval, with the long axis ])arallel to the underlying nerve, come out

in cro])s, the number of lesions varying from two or three to twenty or thirty. .Soon the

surface of the patches is studded with papules, which are quickly transformed into vesicles,

from ten to twenty on each patch, sometimes discrete, sometimes nmning into each

other to form bulla?. An important diagnostic feature of the eruption is, that in the great

majority of cases it is unilateral, and appears much more frequently on the right side than

on the left. In rare cases, however, it forms a complete girdle round the body. The
usual limitation to one side of the body, the distribution in one or more nervous territories,

and the preceding or accompanying neiu'algia. usually sullice to distinguish herpes zoster

from erythema multiforme and from dermatitis her])etiformis. Another important point
in diagnosis is the history, for zoster is not a recurring disease. These various characters

serve to distinguish it also from herpes simplex and herpes genitalis. The neuralgic ])ain

may be mistaken at first for pleurisy, but the course the affection runs soon clears up the

confusion. I should add that in herpes zoster the forehead, the conjunctiva, and the

eyeball are frequently attacked, and sometimes the mouth, especially the tongue. In rare

cases the lesions on the tongue are not associated with an eruption on the lips or the palate.

Although the vesicular stage is not. as some authorities consider, a necessary phase
in the evolution of eczenia, the vesicle is undoubtedly the most constant of all the iiriniary

lesions met with in that condition. Usually, following sensations of itching and buriiing,
an erythematous blush appears, which is soon studded with numerous tiny vesicles. These

grow larger and often coalesce, but they soon rui)ture or are broken by scratching, and a

clear fluid exudes, the
"

weejjing
"

continuing as later vesicles break. In mild cases, the

inflammation subsides gradually, and as the discharge ceases, scales or crusts are formed ;

but much more frequently fresh crops of vesicles start up around the edge of the earlier

patches, while new centres are formed in other parts, imtil nearly the whole cutaneous
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surface may be iiivcjlveil. In sdiiie eases ])apules are the preiloininaiit leature. in others

erythematous lesions ;
in yet others pustules, and in extensive cases, the several kinds of

lesions may be all present simultaneously. From herpes in general, eczema is distinguished

by the characteristic exudation. l)y the crowds of tiny vesicles, which coalesce without

forming distinct groups, liy the slower evolution of the disease, and by the fact that as a

rule there is some intlainmatory thickening. From herpes zoster it is dilferentiated by
the peculiar distribution of the vesicles in that affection (see above).

Acute vesicular tleriiuililifi is precisely similar to acute eczema in its actual lesions,

but differs from it in tliat a definite irritant cause exists and it does not recur, as does

eczema. s])ontaneously, l)ut only if the external cause is re-applied. The effects of certain

jilants. notably primula ohconica and (7((/s liixieixleiiilrou. are familiar in this respect ; so

also is the vesicular eruption produced in some inilividuals by sugar (grocer's dermatitis),

by the use of certain soaps (soap dermatitis), by the sawdust of satin-wood, by the use of

lime in making mortar, by the hairs of certain caterpillars, and by various applications
and lotions (a])plication dermatitis), including tincture of arnica montana. mesotan,

essence of vanilla : and of course all the well-known vesicating drugs such as cantharides,

croton oil, capsicum, mineral acids, caustic alkalies, strong iodine or turpentine, and so on.

The diagnosis is afforded by a knowledge of ex|)osure to any of these, and in obscure cases

is sometimes suggeste<l by the fact that exposed parts only are affected, or that tlie patient
is ill only when living in certain |)laces or doing certain work.

Doubt can seldom arise as between eczema and dcriuatilis Iwrjietifoniii.':. It is true

that the earliest and perhaps the most cliaracteristic lesion of the latter disease is a

vcsiciilar eruption. a])pearing on an erythematous base : but the (lis])osition of the vesicles

in herpetiform groups should prevent confusion between the two conditions. The vesicles

soon dry up and form scabs, but later they tend to coalesce into bulla", which scarcely
ever Inirst spontaneously but. as their contents thicken, slowly shrink, and finally, if left

to themselves, shrivel up to a thick brown scab. The "

wee|)ing
"

of eczema is therefore

absent in dermatitis herpetiformis, of which, further, nmlfiformity is a more pronounced
feature—erythematous, \esicular. ])ustular. ])a])ular. and urticarial elements being mingleil

in all stages of evolution. lv)sinophilia is more ])ron()unced with dermatitis herpeti-

formis than it i-- with eczema (p. 9!)).

The vesick's of imjiclii^ii coiitiiffidsa are distinguisliablc from those of eczema by the

larger size ami discrete character of the former, and l>\ their tinilcncy to dry and form

yellowish crusts without breaking, or as soon as they have broken. I'jven when the lesions

run together and large crusts are formed, there will be discrete vesicles and papules which

will ))oint to the true nature of the affection.

Miliaria rubra may sometimes resemble the \-esi<-ular stage of ei/.ema. but here again

the lesions, though numerous, remain discrete : they do not rim together to form patches,

they do not rupture, and there is no "

weeping.' Miliaria of all forms is a very transitory

affection, and instead of the intense itching of eczema, the patient describes his sensations

as those rather of pricking and tingling. In the form of miliaria known as hidro-

cystoma. or dysidrosis of the face, small vesicles like those of miliaria appear on the face,

but they are so grouped as to form |)atches, which show no temlcney to s|)(intaneous

involution.

Seabie.i is another affection in which the vesicles, like those of impetigo and of

miliaria, are discrete. Sometimes the lesions, usually consisting of papules and pustules
as well as of vesicles, take on an eczematous character, but they are not localized as are

those of eczema, and instead of being small, iieuminated. or circular, they tend to be linear.

In uncleanly persons, the burrows between the lingers and elsewhere which mark off

scabies from all other affections, can hardly be overlooked. When they cannot be fountl,

either because they have not yet been formed or because they have been laid o[)en by
scratching, the diagnosis of scabies must rest upon the irregularity of the lesions—vesicles,

bulla?, and pustules lieing mingled with the marks of the finger-nails and the results of

secondary inoculations—and upon the distribution, the parts most affected being those

where the skin is least thick, namely, the webs lietween the Hngers and toes, the front of

the wrist, inside the umbilicus, on the lower abdomen, the genitalia, the nipples in women,
and the axillary folds. The face nearly always escapes, except in infants in arms.

Another vesicular condition in which the hands are specially attacked is cliciropfiin-
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]>lioli/.r. in which numerous minute vesicles deeply imbedded in the skin, and showing

through the epidermis like boiled sago-grains, are distributed symmetrically on the extremi-

ties—always on the jialins and fingers, and frequently also on the soles and toes. The

general features of the affection—the limitation of the vesicles to the hands and feet and

their proneness to unite and form bulla- which dry up. the tendency to recovery followed

by repeated recurrence, and the constant association of the eruption with the summer
season—are suliieiently distinctive, and the diagnosis is seldom in doubt. In some sliglit

eases there is a general resemblance to certain subacute and limited cases of eczema in

which the lesions may present the sago-grain aspect ; but instead of rupturing and
"

weeping,' the vesicles in cheiropompholyx tend to rim together into bulkr. which shrink

and crust over. This formation of bulla; by coalescence of vesicles differentiates the

condition also from pemphigus.
In enjtlicnin multiforme the vesicle can seldom be difficult of inter])retation. even in

erythema iris, or as it is also styled, erytltema vesieulisiim. In one form of tliis affection

a small red spot ajjpears. upon which is formed a vesicle that is (piickly surrounded by
a zone of redness. When tlie central vesicle dries u]) it leaves a small scab, and a ring of

secondary vesicles soon apjicars on the red zone. On the se|)aration of the central scab,

the skin beneath has a blue, congested appearance. The whole ])rocess may be reijcated

time after time imtil the concentric rings of vesicles and reddened skin suggest comparison
with a target. In the form of erythema iris, which sometimes is infelieitoiisly called herpes

iris, a large central bulla is encircled by vesicles of considerable size. Outside the first

ring of vesicles another circle may develo]). and outside the second, sometimes a third.

The symptoms of vesicular erythema nuiltiforme are so characteristic that the affection

can hardly be mistaken for anything else.

Lielien planus is so characteristically a papular affection that the absence of vesicles

is one of the ])oints which distinguish it from eczema. In some cases, however—very

rarely in adults, and rather less infrecpuntly in children—vesicles appear, but never so

as to confuse the diagnosis. In lielien urticatus a vesicle appears on the sununit of the

small wheal, and the condition may offer some resemblance to eczema ;
but the individual

lesions do not tend to run together nor to spread centrifugally, as in eczema, and the itching
is usually more intense.

The vesicular form of seconiliiry si/philis is so rare that by some authorities its existence

is not recognized, and Stelwagon. who has never met with a case, justly points to the

possibility of its being due. at any rate occasionally, to drug idiosyncrasy. The vesicles

are reported as occurring in several forms : tliey may be minute, eczematoid. disseminated

and grouped, or larger, irregularly scattered, or disposed in herpetiform groups : and
cases have been reported which siuudate herpes zoster. The vesicles in syphilis are usually
associated with papules, and they have a ])apular base, the disappearance of which leaves

a long-persisting dark stain. The papular base and the slow evolution are important
diagnostic points : and usually other signs of .syphilis will be present.

In lymphangioma eircumscriptum. even more than in vesicular syphilis, the significance
of the vesicles can hardly be missed. In circumscribed areas of the skin there is an

eruption of clusters of small, deep-seated, thick-walled vesicles, straw-coloured, some-
times marked with red stria", and filled with a clear alkaline Huid wliich contains a few

lymph-c(iri)uscles. The affection, which consists in the over-growth and dilatation of

lym])h-vessels and the ft)rmation of new ones, is ])robably congenital, though not generally
noticed until early childhood.

Varicella—to come to the eruptive fevers—is an essentially vesicular affection : only

occasionally do the vesicles develop into pustules. They are usually preceded by reddish

spots of slight ele\'ation, and the conunonest situations are the face, chest, shoulders, back,
and scalp, but they may also be found on the nuicous membrane of the palate, mouth,
or lips. As a rule the rash comes out within twenty-four hours. Often there is but

trifling systemic disturbance. In the infrecpient cases in which the varicellar erujitiou
becomes pustular, it may possibly be confused with a pustular syphilide : but in the

.syphilide the lesions are jjustular from the outset, or develop out of ])apules. and

although the lesions of varicella start as papules, these are almost invariably small and
evanescent. The absence of itching in .syphilis is another point of difference. In

exceptional cases of strophulus the vesicle on the summit may develop until it becomes
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visible niacroscopically. ami it may tlic-ii 1)C' ciinfuscil with \aiirillii : hut Hit- cases are

so rare as to be nejjligible.

It is with sniiill-pii.v tliat eliiekeii-pox is most oltiii coiil'iiseil. In small-pox the

vesicles are usually nuiltilncular ; in ehiekeu-pox they are usually unilocular. In small-

pox they are frec|uently umliilieated : in ehii'ken-])ox they are never umliilieated. and

seldom even dimpled. The diHerenees between the two exanthems in res|)eel of the rash

and the lesions generall\ . as summarized by UiekeKs In "The Diauuosis of .Small-pox.
"'

are these : In variola, the rash is most aliundant on tln' face and limbs, and least aljundant

on the abdomen ami chest (Fig. ;{0,)) : in varicella, the abdomen and chest are covered

as thickly as the fate, if not more thickly. In \ariola. llie rash is much more abundant
on the back than on the abdomen : in \arieclla. the abdomen and the back receive c(|nal

attention. In variola, the rash is more abundant on the shoulders than across the loins,

and on the chest than on the abdomen: in varicella, the distribution as between these

parts is indifferent. In \ariola. the rash fa\dnrs the limbs and is <listributed centrifusially :

in varicella it tends to a\(iid the limbs, and when it invades them is centri))etal. In

variola tlu- lash. uTilike that in \'arieclla. faxcuus pidminences and surfaces exposed to

irritation, and tends to avuid pnjtcctcd surfaces and depressions. As to the lesions

generally, in saridla tlicv aic deep-
seated and have an inlilt rated base:

are generally circular in <iutliur ami

homogeneous in character: whereas

in \aricella they are snperlicial and
have no inliltrated l)ase. arc fre-

quently irregular in outline, or else

o\al or elongated, and are not. as

a rule, homogeneous.
I'tfcciiiiil i'nijilidiis may consist

(1) of tiny \esicl(S or small super
tieial p:ipulcs. or of a coriiliiual Ic pu

of those elements : or ("J) of a small

papule with a vesicular or |>ustular

head. In the second lase the erup
tion may simulate modilied small-

pox, but almost always the vaccinal

lesions are more superlicial than

those of the mildest cases of small-

pox, and show a preference lor tin-

trunk.

In eruptions due to flu- use of

hroiniilcs. iodides, and otln-r drill's.

tlu- \esiclc is but one of the ele-

ments, ami the nature of tlu-

aflei-tion is usually indicated with

sullieient distinctness by the history of the cast-, flu- rt-mission that oc(-nrs when the drug is

withheld, and tlu- recurrence that takes ])lace when its administratii>n is resumed. \'esieles

that follow the hiirs- or .flings oi Siiiits. niosiiiiitors. etc.. arc always easily recognizable from

the history, and from the central pinietmn to be seen in the lesions ; nor can there be

any doubt as to the significance of those due to such accidental causes as frosthitr and

pressure from sp/iiils. .Malnilm Mnni-i.

VISION, DEFECTS OF. This subj(-(-t may be considcr(-d in the follouing order:—

(/) Xiiniiid vision. {II) .liidili/ojiiii. (til) I'mliid l/liiiilncss. {II'} Coiiiplctr iAiiidiifss.

(!') Colour bliiiibu'ss. (I/) .lliminiiid sctisiitions of siu\ {f II) liiiij- find Sigld-liliiidiicss.

Fri. ;;ii.-,.— siiull.|..

:.rti.-iil;iilv oil the f.i

link.

id liiiib> naliiT
rLie enii'fion,
tl]L- iiei-k iuid

(/>"«) (I /./,./.»;'"/'' '' /"

NORMAL VISION.

1. Visual Acuity. —The act of vision eompris(-s the perception (jf form, colour, and

brightness : and. in vision with two eyes, the perception of space and distance. These

faculties are possessed by all parts of the retina, though in varying degrees, and tliey are of
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varying iiii])ortancc. It, is necessary to distinsruisli Ix'tweeii ])cri])hcral and central vision ;

or, in otlier words, between merely seeinsi a tliinu and lookin"; at it. An object is seen by

any portion of tlie retina tliat has visual perception ; but an object is only looked at when
its iniasje falls upon a particular jjortion of the retina, the yellow spot, which is situated at

the posterior pole of the ijlobc on the outer side of the optic disc. The act of so directing

the eye that the image of a given object shall fall upon the yellow spot, is termed '
fixa-

tion.' The vision obtained by the fixation of the eye is termed ' central vision,' and

owing to the anatomical structure of the retina at the yellow spot, the vision here is the

most acute of which the eye is capable, though its area is very limited. In the normal

eye, central vision is cajiable of distinguishing two jioints or parallel lines, which are se))ar-

ated by a s])ace wliich subtends an angle of 1'—a|jproximatcIy the diameter of a sixpenny-

piece at 200 feet—and it is on this basis that ordinary test-types are constructed. Central

vision, however, thougli acute, is very limited in extent, and it is estimated tliat the field

of acute vision is only about the size of tlie thumb-nail lield at arm's length, all vision out-

side this ai'ea being comparatively blurred and indistinct. This limitation of the field of

acute central vision is barely appreciated imder ordinary circumstances, owing to the

rapidity with which the retina receives consecutive visual impressions, and the constant

movements of the eyes. Compared with the visual acuity of the central portion of the field

of vision, peripheral vision is relatively ])oor. though it is of extreme value in a dilierent way.
To appreciate the imjiortance of peri|)heral vision it is only necessary to try to walk about

looking through a roll of music ; though central vision is imim])aired, and the smallest

object can be seen distinctly, locomotion is almost impossible, owing to the inability to see

where one is going or to ascertain one's position in relation to surrounding objects, the

peripheral portion of the field of vision being resj)onsible for the automatic appreciation of

these. On the other hand, a person from some cause deprived of central vision can see to

get about quite well, and has useful vision for many purposes, though he is unable to read

or write, recognize jieople when lofiking rlireetly at them, fir do any work in which fine

vision is re(|uired.

2. Colour Vision.—A person with normal colour vision can recognize six or seven

distinct colours in the solar spectrum, and is able to appreciate many hundreds of varieties

of colour caused by mixtures of them, and the colour perce|)tion of tlie ntirinal person is

most acute in tlie central jxirtion of the field : but the field of vision for colours under equal
illumination has by no means the same boundaries as the field of vision for white. The
fields of vision for all colours are smaller than that for white, and the fields for red, green,
and blue vary in extent among themselves. The field for blue is the largest, for red is next

in jioint of size, and the field of vision for green is the smallest of all, being roughly only
about half to a third the diameter of the field for white.

3. Brightness Perception.—The central and periplieral ])ortions of the field of vision

vary very much in their |ieneption of brightness. In ordinary illumination the central

portion of the field is the most ellicient, but in a very weak illumination the ])eri])lieral por-
tion has a higher ellieieney than the central jiart : in other words, tliere is in very dim lights
a relative central scotoma or loss of vision. 'I'his fact has long been known to astronomers,
who have found that in counting stars of low magnitudes, vision is much better if the jiarti-

eular constellation or group of stars is not looked at directly, the Pleiades being a well-known

example ; more of these stars can be counted when the vision is directed to a point a little

above or below them or to one side, whereas direct vision is comparatively dim and confused ;

and the same holds good of vision for any object in a dim light. Walking along a country
road on a dark night, it will be found that a foot-jiatli or track can be seen more easily if the

gaze is directed forwards and not at the ground itself. These facts concerning vision may
be correlated with the actual anatomical structure of the retina itself. It is found that in

the region of the yellow spot
—the area of the retina endowed with acute vision—the cones

are very numerous, with few rods ; towards the pcrijiliery of the retina the cones become
fewer and the rods more numerous. It is now generally held that the function of the cones

is to work in light of considerable brilliance, that they are capable of extremely acute vision

for small objects, and are also concerned in the perception of colour. The rods, on the

other hand, have no perception of colour ; their perception of form is poor comparc<l with
that of the cones ; but in very weak lights their visual acuity is greater than that of the

cones. In sujiport of this theory may be mentioned the fact that the retime of nocturnal
animals are more fully provided with rods than cones.
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AMBLYOPIA.

Aiiil)lv(i|ii;i is Uic tcnn a|i|ilir(l tii ilcri'ctivc vision in wliicl) Ihcre is little or no cvidi'iu'e

of any (iciilar condition wliicli iniiiht aofount lor the xisiial di-lfct. It is not. tiR-rcl'ore,

employed where there is any ohvions intia-oenlar or intracranial lesion. The connuoner

forms of amblyopia are (1) .\nil>Iyopia ex anopsia : (2) I'raniic : (3) With nystajrinus : (4)

Due to aleoliol. tobacco, lead. <|uinine. ori;anic forms of arsenic such as atoxyl : (.j) Migraine ;

(()) Cortical or crossed ainl)lyopia ; (7) With hysteria.

Amblyopia ex Anopsia is usually associated with a sipiinting eye. which may or may
not have been put straight by oi>eratiou. It is still open to discussion whether the amblyopia
in such conditions is due to the loss of use by reason of the s((uint. or whether the snuint is

due to the visual defect : but the fact remains, that in many squintinj; eyes the visual acuity
is \cry much below normal, thounh objecti\ely the eye exhibits no abnormal symptoms.

Uraemic Amblyopia, or Amaurosis, may be recognized by its association with renal

disease, whether complicated by ])rei;iiancv or not. It is characterized by its comparatively
sudden onset, vision failinii either |)artially or com])letely within a few hours. The faihne

of vision may be accompanied by well-marked retinitis in both eyes : but in many eases

this is absent and the discs a])pear (piite normal. The failure of vision lasts for from thirty-

six to forty-eii;ht hours, and then slowly disappears, the whole attack lastini;. as a rule,

under a week. In the majority of eases, unless there is some <lehnitc injury to the optic

nerve or retina as the result of retinitis, the \ ision recovers entirely. In some cases of

uraemia the blindness is (omi)lcte.

Amblyopia with Nystagmus is usually associated with e\ iilence of visual alfeetions

in \ery early life. .\t birth, fixation is not developed, and the higher visual acuity is only

ac(|uircd after the first few months of infant life. .\ny affection of the eyes, therefore, that

obscures the vision during the <arlier weeks or months of life. ])revents the due develojunent
of central vision and leads to a permanent amblyopia, as a rule associated with nystagnuis.
Such alfeetions are ophthalmia neonatorum, which leaves more or less corneal opacity;

perforation of the cornea with anterior polar cataract as the rcsidt of this ophthalmia : eon-

genital defects, such as a persistent hyaloid artery or macular coloboma : and any retinitis

or choroiditis affecting the region of the yellow spot.

The Amblyopia due to Lead, Alcohol, Tobacco, Quinine, or Atoxyl, is irsually

described as a toxic :imblyopi:i. and the symptoms are somewhat similar in all the varieties.

In tobacco amblyopia there is a central loss of vision for colours, green only in the earlier

stages, subsei|uently green and red. and in extreme cases even a central scotf)ma for white ;

total blindness is practically md<nown. The patient also states that he sees Ijctter in a <hdl

than in a bright light, and that he is incapable of reading or writing, or distinguishing silver

from gold coins. The ocular signs arc usually very slight, being limited to some redness

and blurring of the o])tic disc in early cases, or jjallor of the outer side of the disc in later

stages. Alcoholic amblyopia resembles in most of its syiuptoms the amblyo|)ia due to

tobacco, though vision for red is usually lost before vision for green. .\mblyo]jia due to

lead or atoxyl is rare, but it is also usually characteri/cd by a central scotoma associated

with some slight optic neuritis or atrophy. In (piininc- amblyopia the retinal vessels are

extremeh- constricted, the disc is pale, and the field of \ision is diminished i)cri|)herally.

The Amblyopia of Migraine is usually transitory, and may occur either in the form

of a central scotoma, hemianopia. or monocular blinfincss. It is more rarely seen in the

form of a ipiadraut hemianopia or a ring scotoma. In all cases the diagnosis is compara-

tively easy, as the amblyopia seUlom lasts more than a few mimites. and is followed later

by the characteristic headache and sickness of migraine.

Amblyopia has also been described as due to disease of the Visual Cortex, and rare

cases have been described of a Crossed Amblyopia or defect of vision in one eye due to

disease of the visual cortex of the other. The loss of vision is. howcx er. usually ass(xiatcd

with some slight defect of vision in the o))posite eye, and hemianopia is much more com-

monly the symptom of disease of the visual cortex.

Hysterical Amblyopia may, like other hysterical affections, take varioits forms, such

as loss of visual aiuity, a loss of cok)ur vision, or diminution in the visual field. The charac-

teristic form of the visual tield in hysteria is either a spiral contraction or an extreme con-

centric limitation. The sym])toms, however, vary very much at different examinations, a

point of much im|)ortance in diagnosis. In certain cases there may be a functional loss of
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vision in one or hotli eves, whieh can l)e reeoonized as liy.sterical l)y the employment of

Snellen's coloured tyjjes or some other device for deceiving the patient.

PARTIAL BLINDNESS.

This may be (1) Definite, or (2) Iiiilcfiiiilc.

1. Definite: (a) Heniiaiiopia ; (6) Central scotoma-, (c) Periplieriil coiislriclion.

(a). Ilemianopia (see Hemianopsia, p. 300).

{!)). Central Scotoma.—A scotoma is a local defect in the visual field, and, from its ])osi-

tion, may be either central or peripheral : it may also be negative or positive. A negative
scotoma is one where the defect of vision exists, but where the patient notices nothing abnor-

mal. The best example of a negative scotoma is the blind s])i)t in the field of vision caused

by the entrance of the optic nerve. This area is blind, but the indi\ idual is not conscious

of any visual defect. Scotoniata of this character exist where there is some injury of the

visual layers of the retina itself, or of the 0]>tic nerve or tract.

A ]K)sitive scotoma is one in which the visual defect is noticed as a black or coloured

spot or cloud which obscures the vision in some part of the visual field. Such positive
scotoniata are due to lesions of the retina, such as haemorrhages or patches of pigment
which do not destroy the visual layers. Vision still remains ; but it is obscured by some
unusual opacity in the retina itself or in the adjacent portion of the vitreous.

Scotoniata frequently exist in the i)eriplieral portion of the fielff of vision without

being noticed, as they are of little im])0rtance in direct vision, and arc not discovered uidess

looked for caiefidly. A central scotoma, on the other hand, is noticed at once, however
minute, because it artects direct vision and produces a considerable defect in the visual

acuity. .\ central scotoma may lie either relative or absolute, and may exist for colours

only or for objects. Central loss of vision for colours, more particularly red and green, is

associated with tobacco and alcohol poisoning. The colours cannot be recognized in small

objects when looked at directly, though a red or green object in the peripheral portion of

the field of \ ision will be recognized as such. This scotoma is associated with greater or

less diminution of the general visual acuity, and vision in such cases is generally better in a

dull than in a bright light.

Absolute central scotoniata are met with in (lisscniiiiatefl sclerosis, in certain forms of

liereditarii optic alroplii/. and may persist after the acute affection of the ojitic nerve known
as retrobulbar neuritis, or in rare cases after severe attacks of migraine. In nearly 25 jier

cent of all cases of disseminated sclerosis a central scotoma exists, and the diagnosis in such
a case will be confirmed by its association with the general .symptoms of the disease and
with other ocular symptoms, such as optic atrojihy. jiaralysis of acconiniodation, paralysis
of the extrinsic ocular movements, or nystagmus. There is usually some pallor of the optic
disc, though this is no indication as to the amount of visual defect. The diagnosis of a

hereilitari/ optic atropliij depends to a great extent upon the history of a similar aUcction

among family relations and its usual ])eriod of incidence, namely, early adult life. It is

associated with either neuritis or atrophy of the ojitic disc. Retrofiulljar neuritis usually
occurs in young adults, commonly attacks one eye only, and is sudden in its onset, vision

failing from normal to no perception of light in a few hours. In the great niajoritv of cases

vision commences to return after the lapse of a day or two, and is ultimately restored in a

fortnight or three weeks. If any defect remains it is usually central, and is due to some

injury to those axial fibres of the optic nerve which supply the macular region. Central
.scotoniata after migraine are rare, but may lie ascribed to that cause when there is a definite

history of sudden loss of sight associated with the characteristic hemicrania and vomiting.
It is to be noted that central scotoniata are not always easy to ma]) out on a chart, owing to

the patienfs loss of power of fixation ; a careful use of the perimeter by an experienced
observer is necessary. A small central scotoma may cause considerable failure of vision,

even though it is too small to chart on the ordinary perimeter. Scotoniata may also be

paracentral, in the inime<liate neighbourhood of the hxation point, but not actually upon
it, or may take an annular or ring form.

(c). Peripheral Constriction.—Peri]iheral constriction of the visual field occurs com-

monly in affections such as acute or chronic glaucoma, optic atrophi/. disseminate choroido-

retinitis. retinitis pigmento.fa, and various functional conditions. The constriction of the
visual field in glaucoma is usually most marked on the nasal side, and can be recognized
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from its iissociiitiim with the acute symptom'^ of iihviieonia. the cireumfDrneal iiijti-lioii,

steamy insensitive eoiiiea. dilated fixed pupil. lia/.\ vitreous, and general symptoms such

as tri;;eminal neuralgia, headache, and sickness. In chronic iilaucoma it will also he associ-

ated witli atrophy and cup[)inif of the optic disc (Pliile A'.V. Fin. I'. ]>. US). Central vision

may remain ((uite good, even though tlie lield of vision is extremely limited. The field of

vision is. as a rule, most limited in rrlinitis jiigiiirntosii. where the failure of sight will he

found to he associated with night-blindness and characteristic ojihlhalmoscopic appearances,
a small, ill-detined, waxy-looking disc, slender vessels, and dilTnsi' ^u|lerli<ial pigmentation
of the i)eripliery. the ritina in patches rescmhling Ha\ersian hone cor|)Uscles. This

condition often occurs in two or more members of the same family, and may exist where the

parents have been first cousins. A limitation of the field similar to that of retinitis pig-

mentosa is often met with in cases of (lis.sfiniiuilc clKiniido-rclinilis (I'liilr XIX. Fig. (S. ]).

H6) and consequent optic atrophy : but may be distinguished from it by abundant evidence

in the eye of deeper changes in the retina and choroi<l. (dnstriction of the lield of \ision

may also occur in ceTtain fiintlioiitil sliilrs. but may. as a rule, lie recognized by its variable

character and the absence of all evidence of organic ocular or general nervous disease.

2. Indefinite. -.\ detective visual acuity may exist with no evidence of any ocular

or nervous disease (see .Ammi.voi'ia. p. 7.59). Defective vision may also be due to errors of

refraction, to o|)acities of the cornea. ai|ueous. lens, or \itreous. to alTcetions of the choroid

and retina, and to lesions of the optic ner\c. f)pacities of the cornea can easily be recog-

nized on illumination of the eye with a strong light eonccntrateri by a lens, and intra-ocular

causes of defecti\i- \isiiin can be discovered by oi)hthalmosc(ipic examination. Detailed

differential diagnosis of all the ocular causes of diminislicd \ision re.|iiiris a special know-

ledge of o|ihthalmologv.

COMPLETE BLINDNESS.

Total loss of \ isioii. blindm-ss. or amaurosis, may l)e (1) lliliilcnd. ("2) I'liilalrrdl.

Bilateral Blindness. Total blindness in both eves may be congenital or acipiircd.

("ongenital lilindncss may be due cither to absence of the eyes themselves, roiigfiiiliil nii(ij)li-

tliiiliiHis. or to ciingciiiliil defects in the de\elopnient of the eyes thcmsclxcs. Xcarly !ll) per

cent ot all eases of total blindness in the I'nited Kingdom are due to iij)hlliidiiii(i iir/tiid-

liinnii. Such cases can l)e recoiinized by the history of profuse inllammation or discharge

shortly after birth. Iiy tlie diltiise opacity on the sm'faee of the cornea, associated, in some

eases, with thiimini; and |>riitrusion of the anterior part of tb:- eye. and more or U-ss nys-

tagmus. There is a pci'iiliar cnngcnital malady known as iiiiiaiiriilie Jiiiiiili<d iiUniii. in wliicli

.several members of a family sullrr liom complete blindness ciwiiig to bilatiral optic atropliy

associated with idio<'y due to sjuu clevelo|)menl nl tin- luain. The diagnosis is made trom

the family history and from the presence ot (i]itic atrophy dating frfim infancy.

Total blindness may also be caused Ijy hitidend iiilliiiiiiniilDn/ iiffeelioiis of the eyes,

such as iritis with bloekaiic of the pupils and consccpierd glaucoma, or ultimate shrinking

of the eyes, bilateral primary glaucoma. o])tic atro|)hy. or lesions of the optic chiasma. It

is seldom due to lesions of the optic tracts, as this W(]iilil ipuly be caused by a bilateral lesion

totally destroying the optic tract on both sidis.

Total blindness of a triii/tiieiit nature may also occur in renal disease, and is termed

iirrniiii- iiiiiiiiirosi.s. This conrlilion is r.-eogin'/.ed by its association with the symptoms of

renal disease, whether in pregnancy or iKit. and liy its sudden unset and short duration, the

whole attack as a rule lasting not more than four or ti\'e days. In the majority of cases

there is some evidence of renal retinitis, though in others the eyes arc nminal. The pui)ils

usuall,^ react to light, though occasionally the light retlex is absent.

.\nother form of transient blindness occasionally met with, is .ijiparcntly due to s/kisiii

o( the reliiiid diieiiis. In these cases the loss of \ision may last only a few hours, and during

its continuance it will be found that the retinal arteries are of a very slender calibre. It is

to be noted that no cataract ever causes total blindness. Pro\ ided that the rest of the eye
is normal, a patient with the densest cataract can always perceive light, and also has the

l)ower of |)roji'ction. or the recognition of the direction trom which the ray of liulit is ccjining.

Unilateral Blindness.—It is evident that unilateral blindness must be due to some

lesion in the eye itself, or between the eye and the optic c'hiasma. Tesions of the Djjtic

tract above the chiasma do not cause monocular blin<lncss. bill IIi.mianoi'si a (p. .''.(iO).

Monocular blindness may be either sudden or gradual.
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GvddiKil hlhuhicss may be due to any of the inflammatOTy affections of the eye men-

tioned above, or to such jarogressive diseases as optic atrophy or glaucoma.
Sudden blindness in one eye may be due to one of tlie following causes :

—
Detachment of the retina {Plate XX. Fit!,. T. p. 418)
Embolism of the central artery (Plate XX, Fig. S)
Thrombosis of the central vein (Plate XX. Fig. 0}
Vitreous haemorrhage
Acute glaucoma (Plate XX. Fig. f)

Injury to the optic nerve due to an accident or fracture of the base of the skull

Compression of the optic nerve from hemorrhage or dilatation of the nasal sinuses

Retrobulbar neuritis

Migraine.
The diagnosis of the majority of these causes is simple, owing to the characteristic ocular

or ophtlialmosco])ic appearances. The only cases which present any obscurity are those in

which there is sudden loss of vision without any visible ocular changes. These eases are

usually due to retrobulbar neuritis, an acute affection of the o))tic nerve of obscure origin,

characterized by sudden loss of sight, with some pain and tenderness on movement of the

eye. The loss of vision as a rule lasts for not more than twenty-four or thirty-six hours,

and coincidently with the return of vision, more or less definite neuritis appears at the optic
disc (Plate XIX. Fig. K. p. 416). In the majority of cases vision returns entirely, but if

there is a permanent defect it usually takes the form of a central scotoma.

Blindness due to compression of the optic nerve by dilatation of the aecessortj nasal

sinuses can only be recognized after a thorough examination of the nasal passages ; sinus

disease of any duration is always accompanied by certain well-defined appearances in the

nose itself.

Monocular blindness may also occur in migraine, but in these cases it is of extremely
short duration, seldom more than ten minutes or a quarter of an hour, and is followed by
the characteristic headache and sickness.

COLOUR BLINDNESS.

Defects in colour vision may be either congenital or ac(}uired. In congenital colour

blindness there is inability to recognize in the spectrum the six or seven definitely distinct

colours which may be ap])arent to a normal eye. The commoner cases of colour blindness

are those who can only see three colours in varying shades of black and white, or people who
can only distinguish two colours, the spectrum being made up of yellow and blue, the one

gradually passing into the other. Red, orange, yellow, and green are seen as one colour,

blue and violet as the other. Scarlet and grass-green appear very similar to these persons.
Cases of congenital colour blindness can be recognized by examination with coloured

wools, as in Holmgren's test, or with much more precision and certainty in a dark room by
means of a lantern with pro|)erly coloured glasses.

Acquired loss of colour vision may also occur in tohaeeo blindness or in optic atirijtlii/.

Colour Defects.

Ilaiidjoxc Vision.—Objects, especially lights, may be seen surrounded by a ring con-

taining the colours of the spectrum. The causes of this are, as a rule, either conjunctivitis
—

in which there is a thin film of mucus on the surface of the conjunctiva
—or glaucoma. The

diagnosis in the two cases shoidd present no difficulty, because the rainbow vision of

glaucoma will be associated with the other important symptoms of this disease, viz.. steami-

ne.ss or lack of brilliancy in the cornea, a shallow anterior chamlier. dilatation of the pupil,
and some limitation of the field of vision, especially on the nasal side.

Eii/tlnojjsia. or red vision, occurs after prolonged exposure to white or violet light in

conditions such as electric or snow blindness. It is aecomijanied by much inflammation
and redness of the eyes, conjunctival discharge, and intolerance of light. It may also occur

in slight vitreous or retinal haMiiorrhages, though in severe vitreous luemorrhages vision is

abolished entirely. Erythropsia, and in some cases blue vision, may occur after cataract

extraction, and appears to be due to some fatigue of the retina.

Xanthopsia, or yellow vision, has been said to occur in jaundice or in poisoning by
santonin, amyl nitrite, cannabis indica, or picric acid, but it is hardly ever met with in

[)ractice.
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ABNORMAL SENSATIONS OF SIZE.

Objects may ii|i|icar rapidly to increase or iliniiiiish iu size in the i)rcliniinarv stages
of ail attack of epilepsy : and this variation in size of objects is a fairly connnon symptom
in the slight delirium of infantile febrile disorders. Muropsiii. or abnormal diminution
in the size of objects, also occurs to many normal people durin<r the act of reading. The
book a])pears suddenly to recede to a great distance, and it and the type appear extremely
minute, thougb. absolutely clear. Xo satisfactory eau.se has yet been adduced for this

phenomenon. It may be relieved by a momentary rest, and is of no pathological signifi-

cance. .\ similar condition may be produced by the use of certain drugs, particularly
cannabis indiea and its products.

DAY-BLINDNESS AND NIGHT-BLINDNESS.

Day-blindness, or lii'nu-nilupid, is caused most commonly by tdlxiccii /loisiiHiii!^. it being
probable that this condition is due to a direct j)oisoning of tlie retinal cones, which are

endowed with the faculty of effective vision in lights of high brilliancy. In snmv-bHiiihicss,

also, vision improves directly the light begins to fail, and defective vision in bright light is

a common symptom of (ilhiiiisiu. I-:xcci)t in the case rif albinos, the retina mav show no
abnormal signs.

Xight-blindncss. (jr iifiiliilojiiii. occurs most frcipiently in reliiiili.s jiigiiiciitosii. in which
on o|)lithalmoscopie examination, the characteristic appearance of a small ill-delined optic
disc, thin thrcaily arteries and \(ins. and the eharaeteristic sjiider-likc pigment cells may
be seen at the periphery of the fundus. It also occurs in cases t)t' (jiiiiii/if niiihlijopid. j-cro.sis

of thf coiijunclivii. tlisscinhiatc churiiiilo-rctinili.s. and in sriiiTi/. Patients suffering from

high iiifiopid may also sutler from defective vision in dim lights. llcrbert L. Khhdii.

VISION, DOUBLE. (See Dici.oimA. p. 1T4.)

VOICE, ABNORMALITIES OF THE (S.'c Sem^cii. .\BNuitMAi.rm;s ok. p. «'_>:!.)

VOMITING, .strictly speaking, the term vomiting implies the return and expulsion
from the nioulh of part or the whole of the stomach contents. There arc several conditions

in which vomiting may be sinuilafcd closely, although the vomited matter has nexcr
reached the stomach. It will be convenient to deal with these before discussing the

causes and differential diagnosis of true vomiting or gastric regurgitation.
In certain (liscdscs iif thi' (in(>/>h(if>iis. food may be swallowed and. after a varying

intersal (jf time, brought np again. These conditions are :
—

.Maliiinant disease
i

Pressure I'ruin witlimjt, .-is liy aneurysm.
Fil>riius stricture new i.'io\vtli. etc.

S]>asni
I

•

Idiopathic
"

ililataliipu

Diverticula— '

pressure
"

pouelies.

If the olistruetion be of long standing, and ni'ar the lower end of the (esophagus, 1 he

inler\al between taking food and its regurgitation ma\- be prolonged considerably, especi-

ally in cases in which the lumen has undergone much dilatation. This mav occur with
fibrous stricture, slow-growing carcinoma, or the very rare eases known as "

idio]iathie
'

dilatation of the <esophagus.
A "

jiressure
"

|)oucli produced by a liernia-like i)rotrusion ol the mu<-ous membrane
thidugh the imrseular coats of the ujiper part of the (esophagus, liecomes lilled gradually
and. in addition to dysphagia caused by the ])rcssiire it exerts on the (esophagus below,

may simulate vomiting when its contents are voided.

The differential diagnosis of these (esophageal causes of vomiting, cu- rather regurgita-
tion, is usually easy. The returned matter is practically unaltered, and is undigested.
It may be diluted freely with mucus. Blood may be j)rescnt, and even portions of growth
in cases of carcinoma. In (:eso])hage-al |)ouclies. food may be retained for long periods and
returned unchanged. The most important ]joint to recognize is. that in such icso])hag(al
conditions the returned matter is alkaline or neutral in reaction. 'I'he diagnosis is con-

firmed by examination with a b(Kigie, or by the .r-rays after administration of bismuth
emulsion (Fig. !)(i. j). 190).
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t'C7-taiii individuals may acquire the ])0\ver of voluntarily rtuurfiitatini;' portions of

the stomach contents into the mouth, which may be ejected or again swalK)wed. There

is no accompanying nausea. This condition, known as ' rumination
'

or ' Merycism '

(]i. 3.S8), must be distinguished from vomiting.
Mention must also be made of conditions in which the mechanism of deglutition is

deranged, and in which swallowing is interfered with to such an extent that the food or

drink is returned. This may occur in cases of bulbar paralysis, myasthenia gravis, etc.

Again, in diphtheritic paralysis the return of fluids through the nose, owing to the paralysis
of the soft ])alatc, may be mistaken for vomiting, A similar mistake has been made in

cases the writer has met with of bronchiectasis in which, during the act of coughing, large

quantities of |)us have gushefl up. not only from the mouth but also through the nose.

The regurgitation of milk in healthy breast- or bottle-fed infants after a hearty meal

is met with fre(|uently, and is often wrongly regarded as vomiting. It is due to sini])lc

overfilling, or sometimes to too ra|)id feeding : air that has been swallowed is belched up,

and drives out some of the milk with it.

A brief account of the niechaiiisni of vomiting will facilitate a classihcation of its causes.

The parts concerned are the muscular coats of the stomach : the sphincter at the cardiac

orifice : the diaphragm, and the abdominal muscles : the vomiting centre situated in the

medulla ; the efferent nerve fibres in the vagus su])plying the musculature of the stomach,

the phrenics the dia])hragm, and the spinal nerves the abdominal nuiseles.

In the act of vomiting, the walls of the stoni.ieh contract, the diaphragm is pushed

violently downwards in full inspiratory jjosition, while powerful contractions of the abdo-

minal muscles take place. At the same time the cardiac sphincter is relaxed, and the

gastric contents are expelled, chiefly as the result of the pressure thus exerted on the

stomach by the diaphragm and the abdominal muscles, aided to some extent by reversed

peristalsis. The pyloric sphincter is usually closed, but it may become relaxed, in which

case bile and intestinal contents may enter the stomach and be found in the vomit. The

vomiting centre may he excited to action by stimuli reaching it from the stomach itself,

by afferent fibres in the vagus, or from other parts by many different afferent channels.

The centre may also he thrown into action by toxic substances acting on it directly.

In rctcliiiifi. forcible contraction of the stomach wall, and of the diaphragm and

abdominal muscles takes place as in vomiting, but there is no relaxation of the si)hincter.

In the condition known as ivaterhrasJi or pi/iosis, in which a quantity of clear fluid is brought

up into the mouth, usually on rising in the morning, the complete act of vomiting does not

occur ; relaxation of the cardiac sphincter takes place without atten<lant nuiscular eon-

traction of the diaphragm and the abdominal muscles.

It is obvious from the above that the causes of Mimiting nuist fall into two

great groups : (I) Tliosi' acting ilirecllj) on Die voinitiiig centre, such as certain poisons, e.g.,

a]iomor]jhine : (II) Tliose acting rcjlcxli/ <ni the centre. The see<ind group is a very large one,

as it includes practically all the ])athological states of the stomach, many visceral diseases,

and distiu'biuices of special senses.

I. CENTRAL CAUSES.

t'ertaiii drugs—
ApoMiorphiiH'
Tdhac'cn
Anxstlictics

Uricmia
Diabetes

Acute yellow atrophy of tlie liver

Addison's disease

Onset of acute infections, especially in cliildreii

I>rcM)nancy
Recurrent, periodic t>r evelieal voniitiug iu

children.

'i'here may be some doidit as to whither .\rldison"s disease, pregnancy, and recurrent

vomiting should be included in this group, as their pathology is not fully known. The

vomiting of pregnancy may be partly reflex, but there is strong evidence that a toxic

element exists, and is ])robably the chief exciting cause. The differential diagnosis of these

conditions presents little difficulty. The examination of the urine will give evidence of

the existence of renal disease in urjemic vomiting, and the onset of drowsiness and coma
in a diabetic i)atient may be attended by vomiting. Persistent vomiting occurring in a

case of jaimdice of apparently the common catarrhal variety should arouse suspicion of its

|iroving acute yellow atrophy. The size of the lix'er should be determined carefidly, and
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liny rliiniriutiiin iKitiil : the uriiu- sluiiild lie cxMiiiiiK-il lnr liiuin (/•'/;,'. 1 1.7. |i. :i:i;i) and

tyrosiii {Fig. 14S, p. 'S.i'.i). \'(iiiiitinu assnciatcil with astlK-nia. charaotcristic pigincntatiDii
of skin and buccal mucosa (Plate WI. p. .)2(>). and a persistent low hlood-pressnre, would 1m'

diagnostic of Addison"s disease. The lorin of vomiting met with in youny children, termed

iwriodic." or "

cyclical,' is vcr\- severe, and is accompanied l)y great wasting. 'l"he svm-

ptoins pass olT after a few days, but tend to recur at intervals of months. The urine (hning
the attacks often contains acetone and diacetic acid, and the condition may he regarded
as an auto-intoxication, probably an acidosis (see .Vcktonihia. |). :!). The vomitinu so

fret|uently met with as one of the earliest symi)toms in spccilic fevers, especiallv in children,

is chiefly due to the direct action of the specific toxin on the cerebral centre, thonuh rellex

action may also have a share in it. Tlie diagnosis docs not usually present diHicultv : the
acute onset, vomiting, genend malaise, headache, inrexia, sore throat, rash. etc.. speedily
give the clue to the cause of tlie \omiting. In older patients, scarlet fever is the connnonest

specific fever to begin with nausea and \omiting.
We must next consider the chief characteristics of the \oinil iny due lo re ilex causi's.

11. REFLEX VOMITING.
1 . Gastric Causes.

irritaliii;; articles of I'liocl (liaid, iridi-

gestil)Ic su])staiu'es)

l^ineties, such as /iiie sulphate.
mustard, etc.

I*oisons : ('f)rrosi\cs. ir-ritarits

(Jasti'itis

(i| Simple.
I (ii) I'hlei:Tn<inoiis

(/;) ("liroiiic

Dilatatioit and "

Imur-glass
'

enutrae-
tiori

((/) .\eule :

I'yiiiric olislru<-lic>n :

.MallLfiiaiit disease
Fibrous stricture

Hypertrii|)liic stenosis' in infants

Pressure on pyl(trus from without
X'etious eouiiestion. as in nmrhus eorclis

]iortal obstruction, eiirhosls lit' the liver

rieer

Mali'^Mant disiase.

2. Intestinal, Peritoneal, and General Visceral Causes.

liitesi irial olisl ruction

.A])}ien(iieitis

Intestinal worms
Following aihninistratiou of eiicmata
Henoch's purjnira
I'lritonitis

liiliary colic

Renal et)lic -nio\ahle kidney (' l>ictrs

crises *)

.'\cute pancreatitis
Certain coriditiotis (,r the female Lienifal

organs :

I'rejrnancy
Hetroversion of the uterus
(.)\'arian disease

Fixtra-uterine I'cstalioii

Phthisis- \omilini; may he of eeulral oriyin
or due to irritation of the bronchi or fauces

Irritation of the fauces or l)ronchi l,y direet
stimulatittii. or li\' se\tTe eouuhiuu :

Pertussis

Hronehieelasis
l^'ihntid luu;^

.Slidck blows iiri the epigastrium. injur\- of a

testicle, a kick upon tin- iuternal semilunar

eartila;;e of the knee, etc.

H. Affections of the Central Nervous System.

Special Senses :
—

Offensive smells, tastes, repulsive siu'lits.

Brain :—
Concussion
Cerel)ral tumour i

atiscess

Xh^niiiiiitis

Hydrocephaly

Spinal Cord :—
Tabes dorsalis. uastric crises

Cerebral hiemorrhasre
Thrombosis of cerebral sinuses
.Middle-ear disease ; -Meniere's

disease

Migraine

Kpilepsy
Sea-sickiiess

Functional or hysterical
\'omitini^.

Certain general lines may be laid down of great im))ortance in the accurate <liagnosis
of the cause of vomiting. Attention should be paid to its relation to food, if any, and at

what interval after a meal it occurs ; whether preceded or not by pain ; whether attended
or n<it by nausea. The aliscnc'c of nausea is a point of great signihcanec ; this is usually
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present in vomiting due to abnormal states of the alimentary tract and visceral organs, but

is often absent in diseases of the brain.

The vomited matter should be inspected carefully, and its quantity and general

character noted. .\Ieohol. and certain jioisons such as carbolic acid and prussic acid, may
be recognized by their smelt, or a ftecal t)dour may be distinguished. Blooil may be present,

either dark or bright red. or dark brown, resembling coffee-groiuids. Slight streaks of

blood are conunon with severe vomiting, and are usually due to rupture of small vessels

in the cesophagus or ])harynx. In who()|iing-cough. blood is often mixed with mucus from

the respiratory passages, and the contents of the stomach are ejected during the paroxysms.
The condilion of the food remains slioidd be noted carefully ; the presence of substances,

such as currants or seeds, taken it may be many hours or some days previously, would

point to motor insufficiency of the stomach, either with or without pyloric obstruction ;

shreds of meat returned unaltered some hours after a meal indicate deficient protein

digestion.
The reaelioii should be ascertained : in corrosive poisoning this may be strongly acid

or alkaline according to the toxic agent. It need hardly be said that in any case of sus-

pected poisoning the vomit should be kept for analysis. Mhrosropicdt e,raiiiination may
show sarcina- (Fig. 121. p. 241), yeast cells, the Oppler-Boas bacillus, or cell elements from

a malignant growth. Intestinal contents may be mixed with the vomit. Bile is often

present in severe or protracted \oniiting, and is recognized readily by Its colour and the

usual tests. Relaxation of the pyloric orifice In such cases allows of the return of

the duodenal contents into the stomach. Feecal matter, when jjresent. Is recognized by the

characteristic odour and the brownish coloration it im]«irts to the vomit : it usually occurs

as the result of intestinal obstruction. Gastro-colic fistula may give rise to ficcal vomiting.

Gastric Causes.—Most eorrosire and irritant poisons cause vomiting inunediately after

swallowing, accompanied by intense burning pain in the epigastrium. The vomit contains

food, blood, mucus, and may have the characteristic odour of the poison. With some

irritant poisons, e.g., arsenic, or phosphorus, the vomiting may come on later and resemble

that of an acute gastritis. The diagnosis will depend largely on the chemical analysis of

the vomit, and the associated signs and symptoms.
In aeiile ga.vtrilis there is repeated vomiting, usually very severe, and attended by

nausea and abdominal i)ain. ^dmiting occurs shortly after taking food, and causes some

relief of pain. The vomited matter consists at first of food ingested, later of nuicus and

bile. There are often accomiKiuying diarrlia-a and feljrile disturbances, especially in

children. In the plitegnionoiis form the constitutional sym])toms are exceedingly grave ;

pus is rarely found in the vomit, bile is often present.
In elironic gastritis the vomiting is associated with nausea and epigastric |)ain. There

Is usually much flatulence. The vomited matter consists of partially digested food, mucus,

and a considerable quantity of sour-smelling fluid. Hydrochloric acid is usually reduced

greatly in amount, or may be ab.sent. When dilatation of the stomach Is i)resent, the

quantity of fluid ejected is often very large ; portions of food taken many hours previously

may be returned. Fermentation takes ])lace in the stagnant gastric contents, so that the

vomit, when collected in a glass vessel, often shows an uppermost layer of brown froth, a

middle grcenish-grcy layer of fluid containing streaks of mucus, and below this a senii-

solid deposit containing food remains, sarcinie (F(g. 121. ]>. 241). yeast cells, and bacteria :

chemical tests sliow the ijresence of lactic acid and a diminution or absence of free or active

hydrochloric acid.
'

Hour-glass
'

contraetion, due to transverse constriction of the stomach by fibrous

tissue, may be a cause of ^omitlng which resembles in most rcs])ects that associated with

dilatation. Examinatit)n with the .r-rays after a bismuth meal will generally establish

the diagnosis (Fig. 128, j). 2(i8).

The vomiting due to pi/lorie obstruction in adults i)7esents no characteristics other than

those associated with the flilatation of the stomach which usually results from it. The
absence of free hydrochloric acid in the vomit would favour the diagnosis of carcinoma,

the i)resence of free hydrochloric acid that of fibrous stricture ; the presence of the 0])pler-

I3oas bacillus Is regarded by many as diagnostic of carcinoma. Persistent vomiting in

young infants, especially if breast-fed, attended with wasting and constipation, should

always arouse suspicions of the existence of "

liypcrtrophic stenosis of tlie pylorus' The
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vomiting in tliese cases is very foiciljk-, the milk lieinii iiiiiiipeil up \i(ileiitly ,
iiltcii very

shortly after a feed, and with httle alteration. Visible gastric jieristalsis un<l the [iresenee

of a small tumour in the e])igastrium would complete the diagnosis.

Vomiting due to «"•'>'''""' ulcer (non-malignant) is very common. Pain oc'curs soon after

taking food, and is relieved by vomiting, which usu.illy occurs within an hour. 'J'he \-omit

consists of food, more or less digested, according to the time wliicli has elapsed after a meal.

It almost always contains at least the normal ipiantity ol' free liy<hochloric- :ii-id, and lilood

may be ])resent in varying quantity,
\\ ith mali!>iuiiil iliscasc—carcinoma of the stomach—though the general character of

the \(imit may be very similar to that in simjjle ulcer, there is usually a great diminution

or complete absence of free hydrochloric acid, and lactic acid and the ()|)pler-Uoas bacillus

are often jiresent. Sareina- may be present also when there is accomjiinying dilatation.

Occasionally portions of the growth may be found in the vomited rn.it ter. In both simple
and malignant ulcer, blood may be detected in the vomit mierose(>i)ically or s])eetro-

scopically (see Bi.ooi) i>i:r .Anim, ]>, T.j) when it is not recognizable by the naked eye.

A bismuth and .c-ray examination is almost essential (/•'/•;. l;>(). p. "Jliit. /'(;,'. l.'il. p. "J7(l.

Fia. ^^.i>. p. 270).

Intestinal, Peritoneal, and General Visceral Causes.— In iiitcslimil nhslnicUon

vomiting sets in after an interval, the length of which may depend on the situation of the

blocking. The vomiting is severe and persistent : the contents of the stomach are returned

first, and later, mucus, bile, and intestinal contents. Fa'cal \omiting shoidd be recognized
at once by its odour ; obvious pieces of faecal matter are rarely distinguishable, but ihe

vomit may have a brownish colour. The \omiting is more severe the higher the obstruc-

tion is in the intestinal canal.

Vomiting is commonly ])resent in (ip/xndiiilis. but in slight eases does not persist after

the onset. In the severe forms of the disease the vomiting may be a prominent symptom.
and resemble that met with in intestinal obstnu'tion ; it is sometimes fiecal in character.

Intestiiinl lainiis arc a cause of vomitini; in children. ])robal)ly owing to the rellex

irritation they set up. Occasionally a round -worm is found in the vomit.

Enenifitii in certain individuals cause vnmiting. an<l rare cases have been described in

which the fluid injected per rectum has been returned by the mouth.

Vomiting is a common symptom in the condition known as Henocli's piirpiini. and may
be due to either gastric or intestinal stimulation. The vomit may contain blood due to

haunorrhages from the mucous membrane of the stomach. It is usually accom]Kinied by
abdominal |)ain. sometimes of an acute and agonizing character closely simidating that

occurring with intestinal obstruction, these symptoms being due to lia-morrluige into the

intestinal wall or the mesentery, which occasionally simulate or e\en give rise to intus-

susception. Recurrent attacks of vomiting and abdominal |)ain associated with a purpuric

eruption in a boy or girl woidd jjoint to the existence of this not uneonnuon disease.

In acute peritonitis vomiting is an early symptom. an<l causes great pain : rarely the

vomit may have a fa-eal odour. The history, together with the rigidity and iiiunobility of

the abdominal wall, generally indicates the need for early lajjarotomy.
In liiliari/ and reiiii! colic the vomiting accompanying the attacks of agonizing jiain

presents no special features. The |)ain in the thorax and up[)er part of the abdomen, and
the onset of jaimdiee, distinguish biliary colic from that due to renal calculus, in which the

pain is in the loin or lower abflomen. shooting ilown towards the groin and testicle.

Jaundice is absent if the stone is in the cystic duct,

AcKte pioicrcatitis may simulate intestinal obstruction closely in that it is attended by
nausea and vomiting. constijKition. and severe abdominal |)ain. The \i]mit is not faeal

in character ; there is usually localized tenderness over the region of the pancreas. The

diagnosis is seldom made, however, until laparotomy is performed on account of the

urgency of the symiJtoms. when ty|)ical fat necrosis will be found in the omentum.
The other visceral causes of vomiting call for no special notice.

Affections of the Central Nervous System.—It has been pointed out that in most
of the |ireeeding conditions nausia accompanies vomiting, and this brings us to a most

important distinction, namely, that in intracranial disease a special type of vomiting is

met with, generally known as " cerebral vomiting." In this, nausea is alisent. vomiting
occurs suddenly and often without warning, and bears no relation to the ingestion of food.
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Tlie whole or part of the stoniaeli contents are returned. Vomiting of this type, especially

if accompanied by headache or ocular changes, should arouse grave suspicion of the exist-

ence of organic cerebral disease,—such as tumour, abscess, meningitis, or sinus thrombosis.
' Cerebral vomiting

"

may also occur in hydrocephaly due to increased intracranial pressure.

Optic neuritis {Plate XIX. p. HO) should be looked lor in all cases of vomiting associated

with headache.

Cerebral hwmorrlmgc may be attended by vomiting, more often when the eerebelhnii

is the part affected than when other parts of the brain are involved.

In Meniere's disease vomiting may follow the attack of vertigo. Nausea and vomiting

frequently accompany the severe headache associated with attacks of migraine.
FmicHo)ial or lii/sterieal vomiting is not attended by nausea or pain ; portions of a meal

are brought up, usually lluids : and although the vomiting may be a frequent occurrence,

the general state of nutrition often remains good. Other hysterical manifestations are

generally present in these patients (p. -Ki.5). Cases have been recorded in which the vomit

contained fa-cal matter.

The gastric crises in tabes are attacks of vomiting accompanied Ijy severe epigastric

pain. The attacks usually last for several days, and tend to recur at intervals of weeks.

Nausea may be absent. During the intervals digestion may be carried on normally. The

diagnosis depends on the presence of the characteristic Argyll Robertson pupil and the loss

of the knee-jerk.
The influence of an;emia upon vomiting, ami the maimer in wliieh gastric ulcer may

be simulated thereby, have been discussed in the article on .\n.emia (p. 30).

//. Murlcji Flelclier.

VOMITING OF BLOOD.—(See H.ematkmksis. p. 2(i5.)

WALKING, PECULIARITY IN.—(.See Gait, Abnohmai.itiks ok. p. .'.-,! ; and

Li.Mi'iNc IN Ciiii.Diu.N. p. :»'r2.)

WATERBRASH.- (Sec ]1f.auti!uhn. p. JfMi.)

WEIGHT, LOSS OF.—Loss of weight sooner or later accompanies all cases of cancer,

l)hthisis, starvation from lack of food or from inability to swallow, and similar conditions :

but in most such eases there are other symptoms ])ointing to the diagnosis. The present
article is concerned chieHy with those cases in which, without other detinite symptoms,
the patient has been losing weight.

In the case of children, the conunonest causes are malnutrition from injudicious

feeding, the eating of sweets between meals, gastro-intestinal infections, and latent

tuberculosis (see Marasmus, p. 384).

It the patient is an adult and the loss of weight has been considerable, the lirst

suspicion will almost certainly l)e that there is either phthisis piilmonalis. ilecp-scatcd or

latent earcinoma or sarcoma, tiibercalosis other than pulmonary, or diabetes melliius. All

the systems, including the urine, the rectum, and, if need lie. the vagina, will need careful

routine examination. Any sputum that may be obtainable should be examined for

tubercle bacilli ; the physical signs at the apices of the lungs should be watched with

extreme care, particularly if there is any difference in the amount of subcutaneous fat

on the two sides in this region ; the .r-rays may be of value in detecting mottling (Fig. 70,

]). 159) at one or other apex when the mischief is too far from the surface to give abnormal

])hysical signs to percussion or auscultation. Those who believe that the opsonic index to

tubercle bacilli is of diagnostic signilieance. would estimate it before and after inoculations

with small or moderate doses of tuberculin ; the family history might be of assistance in

indicating the likelihood of a lung lesion, whilst the personal history as to the drinking of

much unsterili/.ed milk would indicate the possibility of infection by so-called surgical tuber-

culosis in the lym]jhatie glands, abdomen, a joint, or the spinal colinnn ; von l'ir(|uet"s skin

reaction (Plate XXX\'J. p. 70S), or, if thought advisable, Calmette's ophthalmic reaction to

tuberculin may be tested (Plaie XXXl'II, p. 770). Von Pirquefs is nowadays preferred to

Calmette's reaction on account of the occasional ill-effects of the latter upon the eye. The
test is performed upon the skin by a procedure analogous to that of ordinary vaccination,
but using tuberculin in place of caff lymph ; the degree of positivity of the von Piniuet test



PLATE XXXri
TUBERCULIN REACTIONS

A, << 1; B. I'turc- tliruii.:li luitiri

CfTANKni s ill' MTIOX ('"/( Pir:;tfr/\

uM trilK-ivulin : C. ritnctiin' t(irnn--'li olil tn'ii-rrulin ([m-itive reaction)-

A ]iuiicturt' ( a) is JiiaOi? tliroiiu'li (lie ('[ti>leriiiis witli ;i stii;i11 toiithc-l laurel
.
to scr\c a-^ a cnntrnl. A similar piirifturr-

(3) i^madeckise hv, thruiiL'ti a .Iroji of 25 |ior cent solution of ol.l liih-TriiliTi (Imniaii), ami a tliinl imiicfiirf (C) i-quiilisraiir
from the othr-i-s, tliroipjli n ilrop of 'J't pi-r vcui- solution of old tulKTculin (huviiit:-). A Mositivi- rcaclioit rnusisls in tlif

prodnctiou of a hviicnumit- area in fu'cnty-iour- lu-nr-;. ui:irli later hcrorue- a ..Ir-rniitc pa-iuic, sonii-f inns Siu-runn.lfil l.v a
vli^tinct aureola of inllaniniatnrv rL'ai-tion.

liKR.MAL III n )X ( I

A. Area of skin lU-udle,! of epidermis liy ajiplii-ation of iili-t'T jilastcr (con

B, .•^iuiilar area treated witli old tubereidin^liyperffimia and tedema. (po^itivt

The epidermis is removed from two adjacent skin areas, by the apnlication of snudl cirelo
lire per rent solution uf old tuVjennilin is rubbed on to one of the denuded surfaces and allowe
as a control. Each circle is covered witli a small piece of protective u'au'/e, A jio^itive reaction
aiicl hyppnemia of the inoculated area as (()TlTra^t( I witli the control area.

I.VDKX OF IHA(";XO?n--r" farr />. TCS.
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is ;i-ct'iiiuiu'il by iisinj; 5. 10. l."). 20. ;iiiil 2."> |ici'
(<-iil si icrii;llis ol' I lilirrculiii. sii|i|ili(il iciidy

for the i)iirp((seljy bacteriolouiciil laboratories : any reaetion sliows itself within tvveiity-l'oiir

hours {Plate XXXl'I',. A negative von Pir(|uet"s reaetion is of more value in exeliulinf;

tuberculosis, however, than is a positi\<- one in proving that tlie patient's symptoms are

due to tuberele : so many persons ha\'e latent tuberculous foci in glands or elsewliere that

tliey may gi\e a |iositive tuberculin reaction though their actual symploius niiiy he due

to some entirely different malady which has developed—a colibacilhu'ia for instance, or

something else that is non-tuberculous. .\ positive von Pirquet reaction shows that the

patient is the subject of tubercle, but it does not ])rovc that the syni])tonis one is investi-

gating in his case arc due to the tuberculous infection so discovered. .Sometimes, when
there is (loul)t as to whether there is organic disease or not. the nails afford a cine : -whereas

longitudinal ridges on them matter little, a delinite transverse ridge at the same level across

all the nails is evidence of (lystroi)hy due to illness at a time corresponding to that at which

the ridged part was Ijcing ]jroduccd Irom the matrix: roughly speakini;. it taUes a nail

between loin' and six months to grow IVom matrix to tip. and of this time about t\v(j-tliirds

a))plies to the visible nail, one-third to Ihe part that is growing but not yet visible : if.

therefore, there is a definite transverse ridge on all the nails (Fig. :UW) about half-way along
each, the patient was in bad lii-;dlh between three and foiu' months |ircviously. 'I'licre

may have been a delinite acute

illness such as pneumi>nia : but

(plite often the <lystrophy is

due to less delinite illness, and

particnl:irly In the ellecls (jf

de\elopiny phlliisis.

Xotwilhstanding the most
<-arclul in\cstigal ions, however,
doubt as to the cause of the

loss of weight in not a lew cases

remains until, in the course of

time, the ])atient cither recovers

the lost ground and ^els ipiite

well, or else develops other signs
or symptf)ms of growth, tubercu-

losis, or other definite fliseasc.

Viiung persons m:iy lose

weight as the result of change of

surromwiings. for instance from
active out-door school life to work in a city ollice ; care and anxiety : the undertaking
of serious responsibilities ; sorrow ; love : too stremious a hfe of pleasure : irregularity
of meals : too long hours of work: these arc amongst Ihe exeryday causes of what at the

time may appear to be serious loss of weight.

.\ny affection of the alimentary tract interfering with ]>ro|jer digestion and absorption
of food may jjroduce loss of weight, especially if there is lause for sapra-mia at the same
time: one may mention in this connci-tion loss of appetite from too much smoking,
excessive drinking, monotony of food or of existence, carious teeth, ill-fitting tooth plates,

pyorrhfca alvcolaris, dyspepsia. Ilatulence. the abvrse of ])urgatives. and the consti|)ation
which results therefrom : gastric or duodenal ulcer : colitis in its many forms. The
wasting is seldom severe in any of these : but when gastric symptoms are prominent for

Instance, it may be very difficult, for the time being, to tell whether the mischief should be
labelled merely dyspepsia, or actual carcinoma ventriculi. Analsses of the gastric juice
were at one time thought to be valualilc in deciding between sinii)le and malignant
affections of the stomach, but this is by no means always the case (p. 270). If. imder
observation and treatment, the patient succeeds in gaining weight, or even ceases from

losing more over a period of some weeks, the argument is against carcinoma : but if

doubt remains, and surgical measures are to be adopted before carcinoma has passed the

stage of cural)ility. it will often be wise not to ])osti)onc la])arotoniy too long as a means
of settling the diagnosis. It is too late if f)ne waits until there is a tumour.

.\ny malady which produces sleei)lessncss or i);un. or both, may lead to serious loss

D 40

-Transverse ridu'iTiL of iiails thip lo

previously.
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of Wfijjlit. and thus to dilliculty in the diagnosis. A thoracic aneurysm, for instance,

may erode the vertebra; and produce severe intrathoracic pain, which in turn produces
insomnia, and may thus cause so much loss of weight that neoplasm may be suspected.

Chronic microbial infections may not be obvious in themsehes, and yet they may
produce loss of weight by interfering with the general nutrition : one sees this in many
persons who have returned from the tropics after infection there by dysentery, yellow
fever, malaria, dengue, and so forth. .\t home, chronic infections of joints, of the skin,

the alimentary tract, the uterus, and genital organs may produce loss of weight in a similar

way. One would mention in jiarticular a common malady that has been recognized only
of recent years, namely, coli bacilluria (see Bactkrilria, p. 69), the diagnosis of which
is possible only on bacteriological examination of the urine, though it may be suggested

by the discovery in the latter of a trace of albumin and. on microscopical examination,
excess of leucocytes.

Liver affections e.xert a prominent influence upon general nutrition, and the loss of

weight exhibited by some sufferers from cirrhosis is familiar, though in the early stages
the jiaticnt may be fat. and towards the end loss of weiglit may be masked by a

false increase due to ascites. Pernicious ana'mia is diagnosable with certainty only by
blood examination (sec .Vn.fmia. p. "i^). though it may be suggested by the prinu'ose-

yellow coloujr of the skin : but one marked feature of the malady is. that although the

patient does not at first decrease nuich in bulk, the tissues, from conversion into or replace-
ment by fat, become of less specific gravity than normal, so that he diminishes materially
in weight.

The effect of alcohol upon body weight is variable, some persons becoming exceed-

ingly stout, others not changing much, and others becoming extremely thin. Broadly

speaking, it is spirit drinkers who decrease in weight, and in some cases serious doubts

may arise as to whether the loss in such a patient is due to alcoholic habits only, or whether
there is not some new growth or tuberculous affection as well. When alcoholism leads

to pcri])lKial neuritis there is rapid and extreme loss of weight as the result of the muscular

atrophy, and the same ap])lies to other conditions of nmltiple peripheral neuritis (p. (13).

Certain drugs have the power, especially in certain individuals, of reducing weight

materially, even though the diet remain the same
; the best known of these is thijroid

extract, whilst a long way second comes fucus vesiculosus. It will seldona happen that

either of these is being taken accidentally, so that the diagnosis of loss of weight due to

them is generally obvious.

It is very dilFicult sometimes to be sure whether the loss of weight that may be

complained of in a ])atient of sixty or seventy years of age is due merely to old age. or

whether it is due to imderlying growth or senile phthisis.

Ditihctcs. especially diabetes mcllitus in young subjects, may have loss of weight for

its earliest and most jirominent symptom ; Init the diagnosis is easy when the urine has

been examined.

Addison's disease is another affection in which, besides the progressive asthenia, loss

of weight, though not essential, is sometimes marked. There may or may not have been

syncopal or gastric attacks : the diagnosis depends almost entirely upon the discovery of

abnormal pigment deposits in the form of patches or spots, not only upon the skin of the

neck, limbs, and trunk, but also beneath the nuicous mcmljranes. particularly of the

mouth {Plate XXI. p. .>2(>), where they are generally best seen inside the lips, or within the

cheeks. The blood-pressure is sometimes very low in these cases, and if. on actual measure-

ment, it is found to be 70 or 80 mm. Hg. this fact tends to confirm the diagnosis.
Just as the administration of thyroid extract diminishes weight, so may loss of we ght

be a prominent feature in cases of Graves's disease : sometimes, indeed, it may be the first

symptom to attract attention, especially in those cases in which there is no exophthalmos.
Tachycardia, nervousness, fine tremor of the outstretched fingers, and symmetrical but

not extreme enlargement of the thyroid gland, would confirm the diagnosis.
Anorexia nervosa is a disease in which wasting from disinclination to cat any kind

of food except in the smallest quantities is the most prominent symptom ; the patient
is nearly always a female, between the ages of fifteen and twenty-fi\e : there may or ma>-
not be other evidence of functional nerve disorders. The ])atient. perfectly robust until

j)uberty or shortly afterwards, begins to lose all appetite, the body wastes, and the weight



PLATE XXXVII

TUBERCULIN REACTIONS

- /^

X

Nife-'

niOllMAI. IIKAITIOX (Mnrn)

I'miulrs n-suItiiiL,' friMM inuiii-lioi, ,,( „1,| tulicmiliii iii<-(jr|..)riitra «ilh liini.lii,.

Old tuljcn-uliii, iii.-nr|.o:-alc-,l with -.m i-<\ml bulk (it liiuoliii, is l)uiVoii-hlv rubbed into tlif >kiii over an arc:i ol 1 or
- L'lu., by means o/ a -lass sprea.lor. A i.i.siiivp n-a.tiou is shown I.t the ai.p'carama-. in from fortv-i-iL'ht to spvfntv-two
hours of hypcra^nna over the treated area, and tl,.> -ubs,.,,nent aii|.earan,e of a er..|. of small iiaiiuies wl,ieli lasts f„r
some (lays.

i j •

'"^^//^m^

Norm il CO itrol cv. oplio-ire evi? after iii>iinaiioti of 1 \\fv I'pnt

olil tuijerculiu (i,'lycei-iii-frw) into conjunctival
sac: h.Vi.ierajniia of ciriinclc aii.| plirii ^cniiliMnri^

(positive reaction).

I,ater stage with injection of conjuucrival vpsscl-.

'")l-HTHALMO-TEST (Cahncttf)

One or two (lroi>s of a 1 per rent solution of old tuhfrculin f^ljcerin-free) are iiistillcii into llic' cuninnctival
eve. A Tioi^ilivp reaction i^ intlicntcit Ii\r tlm m-ino'ir.mci) n'itl.in't-noi.ti- r,.M>- i.,.i..-.- .,f i,,...^..-.,..,,;., .

vne or rwo (iroi>s oi a i per rent solution ot old tuherculin (K'ljcerin-free) are instilled into the cuninncf ival sar of
e eye. A positive reaction is indicated liy the appearance, within'twpiitv-four hour-, of !iy]iencinia of the caruncle an.|
ca semilunaris of the treated eye, as compared with the untreated or control eye. !.;itiT, injection of the conjunctival
wel-; ma.v hp iioteil InflirTnirtlinii im! m-ci.i i>iii/>r>i.ii<'iil..ti» n»-ii,int-:^t.

one . _ _
,
,_.

plica semilunaris ui int hc.j.i.'l-'j, l-.i c, ii,-^ ivMiijiaicu wilu im; untreare'.i o
vessels may be noted, lachrymatiou and even inucoi'uruleiit exiidatioi

{From Drau-iu'js iUustratin-j Pi->j. J. W. II. E'jn'.f Il-mhrian l<riiii\- ,>•• 'ftihrr

TNDKX OF mAOSOSIS— To face p. 770
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ilcrliiH's even to sii little as four or tliri-t- ami a half stone. One scjiiii'tiriics sees <;ii-ls of

."> ft. 10 ill. or more \vei<;hiiiu less than live stone as the result, not of any oryaiiie disease,

hut of the simple funetional ah.senoe of appetite
—anorexia nervosa. In arrivinj; at the

iliannosis It is im])ortant to exeliifle the possibility of some deep-seated tubcreiilon.s lesion,

es])eeially phthisis jiulmonalis or tabes mescnteriea. One of the best means of exeludini;

these is the thermometer, for in anorexia nervosa there should be little if an\- pyrexia.
\ I TV careful examination of all the systems, ineludinji von Pirquefs and |)erhaps Calmette's

tulnrculin reaetif)ns. will lead to negative lindini;s. and the diagnosis will be eonlirmed

liy the rapid inerease in weight when measures for treatment by the Weir-Mitchell method
arc adopted. Ilnhni Fn-iiih.

WHEALS.—The eharactcristic lesion of iirliriuiii may be delined as a llattish,

i\ aiieseent elevation of the skin, tlic result of an o'dema of the derma. It may he ren;arded
also as a special variety of the i)apule or the nodule. It is related to erythema, and is the

expression of angioneiu-otie excitation, internal or external, which causes a dilatation of

the vessels that ]jermits an exudation of plasma. Wheals disajjpear rapidly as a rule

without leavina' any trace. They are usually pale in the centre, with a red periphery :

but they may be uniformly rose-red, or m ly have a whitish periphery ; or, as the result

of h:em(irrha};e into them, they may be i)Virplish, In size they vary from a pin-head

ui)wards. The smaller ones may take the form of conical or acuminate ]ia]>ules, freipiently
surmounted by a tiny vesicle, .\s a rule, they are Hat or very sliyhtly raisi'il : but the

larger ones, when not the result of eoaleseence. are hemis])herical. They may also be

linear, several int-hes in length, and by running together, may form roui;lilv circular

plaipies. They usually a])])ear suddenly, and last only a few horns, but inav be succeeded

by others. They are always aecom])anicd by itching or burning, which may be intense,

'I'hc conunonest caii.ses are dietetic : some persons are more suseeptil)le than others, but
the kinds of food most likely to cause the symptoms are fried fish, crab, lobster, mussels

;nid other shell-tish ; .strawberries constantly produce an attack in certain individuals.

It is not necessary to give a detailed (lescripti(jn of the different fcjiins of urticaria ;

the only other aflection in which wheals iippear is urticaria jjapuNisa (strophulus),
the differential diagnosis of which has been gi\cn elsewhere. The sudden onset, the

l)rcscnce of the wheals, the usually fugitive character of the eruption, the irregular

<listribulion. and the severe itching, make up a clinical i)icture which is generally unmistak-

able. In hidlous itiiicarid. however, in which the wheal is crowned or is replaced by a

bleb, the affection may be confused with ])emphigus or with the erythematous stage of

dermatitis herpetiformis: but its true nature is indicated by the historv of tlie case, the

course of the eru|)tion, and the almost invariable presence at some p(jiiits of typical
lesions. In cases in which the constitutional symi)toms are pronounced, the rash may be

mistaken at lirst for that of scarlet fever, or even for erysi])elas : but the course of the

lesions will i|uickly correct the error.

When wheals are due to such local and a<ciilenlal causes as the IjUcs ii( iiisrds. or

contact with the stinging-nettle, the diagnosis is furnished by the histor\ . and in insect

bites by the central ])unctum : when due to drugs, knowledge of what the i>atient has

been takinu is the basis of the diagnosis : the commoner remedies that iriay produce
mticarial wheals are antipyrin, sulphonal, veronal, aspirin, salicylates, iodides, bromides,

jnorphia. antimony, quinine, santonin, copaiba, and various normal or antitoxic sera.

Miilciilin Morris.

WIND.- (See Fl.\tui.exce, p, 2M) : and AIi-.ti:oiiism, ]i. 8)SS.)

WORMS. -(.Sec Par.vsitf.s. Inti'.si inai.. p. .">!<).)

WRIST-DROP.—(See -Vruoi'iiv, Miscilak. p. .ji.)

XANTHOPSIA.- (See Vision. DKrixrs of. |.. TIJ--'.)

YELLOW VISION.—(See Vision, Dki-kcts t.F. p. ?(>•_'.)
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fectiuf;

et'/emii ni;ii'i*in:xtiini on
-

onliirged (st-e Alirlmiiinnl
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- erytlirasm.i of . .

-
Jiu'quet's erytlieuiiL <if. .

- liolieii si-rofiilosoriitii on
- liiK^R :in>ii';i.iites on
-

Ir.<-;i| fatiiP-^ of. in llrr-

.iiinV i|i-.-;isr

Abdomen, method of exam-
ining tlie

- pedicuiost'^ of . ,

-
[iflnUlIOll--

-
pityriasis iose;i iilVortiti^'

- - rubra pil;iri;3 aiyectiiiy;
-

proraineTit. from coii-

t,'enital liislocatioii of

I'ip

from Iiinlosis . .

-
pniriL''') alTnrtirii.'

Abdomen, regional anat

omy of . . 659.
-

rt^tr.irie.l. rdlii- uilii
- -

ill peiiroiiitis
" - tulieri'iilinis iiicriiriL.Mtis

-
iJu'i.i ( liiu'i'litv ni III.*

At.ilnm.'ii)
- sciitiies <>i . . HU ,

- si-!inrrliii-i'- f^rv.fur.i i-f . .

-
small-pox ..nfriin-

Abdomen. succussion
sounds in, general
account of . . *:>>-,

-
tyiilioid r;i>h on "ij.'», Tii; I.

~ typlms rash on. .

- v;i,riL'ella alYeL-fin;;

A'nliniiitial aort;i, iiiiiliie

pulsation ol (src I'ul-

varionj
- colic (see Colii't
- crises, in tabew . .

- .-v-t .. .. II.
- disteiit.ioiKamlsee Swcll-

itiL', Aliiloiuiiial)
- - (rom acute dilatation

of .stom;icli
- - - peritonitis . .

:t^<-\tes ., 43,
- - liladder i-ausiriiT

Abdominal distention, con-
ditions causing
i-onStjp:iti(>ii Willi

in (-retinismt Fit/. l();i)

by cyst.
- - from cy-^'i'' kidru-y-; ..
- - from enlar-^'ed spleen
- - iu Hii'sclispru[ii.''s dis-

ease. . li'7, i;tn,
- - hill diaiTliu-,i

hv^fr-ria

Abdominal distention, from
intestinal obstruction

i I-"'. 130. :;hi.
- - mahL,Miatit peritntiiris- meteorism
- - nulral reirur^'itat ii.in . ,

- - ohesity
- - orthopniva from
- - from ovarian new

L,'rowtfi
- - paih-reatitis . .

pfrironitis . . 1 1.'.,

- - phantom tumour caiii-

ins . .

- ~ i'l iiseudo-leuka-mi I ..
- - frt-m stran:_'iilated

hernia

C77
Mil

tun
isy

660
I la

AI',/,>i,H,i'i! <//.>/. 11.. r.'Hf-L i'.\t;i.;

~ ~
\<y tumour . . . . 4IS

tympanites . . . . IIS
- - from volvulus . . •(">_

- fullness, in ty[ilioid fever 7i>

- injury (see Injury, Ah-
dominal) . . . . 17;j

par.ilv-i> ol. from

di|ililh.Ti;i .. . . i:.l

Abdominal neuralgias l~-'>. i-'!

|iain (-r.. und.-r |-ain.
- rellcK (see Kellex, Aii-

d<Mnin:tl)
-

rii:idity (see liii^idity of

the Ahdomen)
- section (see J^aparotorny )

- Icndf'^lc-^s (K'C 'r.-nilcc-

nr^<, Ahdominal)
- tumour (see SwelUn;^*.

Abdominal, and
Tinnoiu'. Abdominal)

- veins, varicose (see \'eins,
\'aiicose Abdominal)

-
\v:dl. loaded with fat .. -I.')

Abdominal wall, swellings
of 655

- - r.-ddi-run^' of. from
tuiierculous pcrilu-
iMtis f>:u

- - - li\er abscess . . ISJO

- - tiibi-rcnlou^ intilfration

nf 48
Abdu.-for hiillucj<, nerve

supply of .. .. CIS
- nunnni di^'iti, ricr\ e

supply of . . 41IS :.iU

-
pjiralvsis (see I'aralvsis,

Abduftori
- pi.lhns alb'cled in ulnar

p.iralvsis .. . . lib
- -

ap.'-s hand fn.rn

iitrophy of. . . . I in

ni-rvc supply nf . . .'.(U

- - uasti'd in proi^ressive
nmscnlar atrophy. . I In

Abiii'tidii. acute peritonitis
afti-r .'.111.*

- - pain 111 the pelvis
fr.Mii . . b;s

- iinin piiiiiihiMn . . :;i

Abortion, threatened, dia-

gnosis of . . 393
(iiririi-^i;i\i3 from . . ;!'.ii,'

Abortion, tubal . . 690
44

I "11



774 ABSCESS. HEPATIC ABSCESS, SUBDIAPHRASIATIC

4G2

253

G58
I

597 I

370
j

361

332 i

253 I

253

597 i

370
597
709

Al'-tiyss. Iirinilic. roiifd

Abscess, hepatic, general
account of - 369

- - i:etier;il casting from 59
- - from giimniu.. .. 253
- - ijumma simulating . . 334

li;i?nioptysis from 2S7, 21)1

Iiincough from . . 308

from hydatid 253. 3(J9, 37G
influenza simulated by 370

- - from injury . . . . 309
- - interscapular pain

from .. 401

jaundice from 325,

320, 330, 332, 335,
- - laparotomy in diagnos-

ing
leucocytosis with 300,

3G1, 362, 370
liver dullness increased

upward with -. 367

enlarged with 320,

330, 369.
malaise from
malaria simulated by

362

simulating 335

Abscess, hepatic, multiple
- -

jieedliiig ill diiigiiosis
- - from new growth
Abscess, hepatic, notes on
- - iL-denia and redness

over. .

pain in axilla from .

chest from 431
_ _ _ epigastrium 437, 462
_ hypochondrium with

450, 597
_ hypogastrium from 402

slioulder from 475, 597
from perinephric ab-

scess .. ..309
phantom tumour simu

lating

pleural effusion from

pleurisy from
- - pneumonia from
- - polymorphonuclear

cells increased willi

pus sterile in . . 291, 369
from pylephlebitis 332, 596

pyrexia with . . 369, 597

race incidence of . . 369
- - redness of abdominal

wall from . . . . 655

rigors from 291. 320,

370, 595. 597

riii'ture into intestine 370

Abscess, hepatic, rupture
through lung 149. 2S7,

291. 33-.'. >70. 644. 705
into stomach . . 370

sallow complexion from 332
- - se-\ incidence of . . 369

simulating enlarired

gall-bladder 252. 253

empyema . . . . 103
skodiiic resonance with 611

- - subdiaphragmatic ab-

scess from.. 451. 05S

sweating from 370. 597

swelling in right hypo-
chondrium from . .

- - teiiderness in chest
from

tropical congestion
simulating . .

in Tropics 291, 332,
- - tuberculous . .

- - visible tumour due to
- - wasting with..

j-rays in detecting . .

- iliac

psoas distinguished
from

- - pyuria from . .

rupture into bladder

575, 581.

swelling in right iliac

fossa from . .

in typhoid fever
- inguinal, from appendi-

citis. .

- - erytliema o\ r-r

Abscess, inguii'tal. general
account of
from beinia . .

680
680
68U
680

059
597
100
370

362

055

09

590
84

423

202
84

423

203

435

714

Abscess, inguinal, could,
from hip disease
sacro-iliac disease .

spinal caries . .

suppurating glands.
-

ischiorectal, felt per
rectum . . . . 587
from foreign body . . 584
tenesmus from . . 718

- of kidney (see Abscess,
Renal)

- of liver (see Abscess,

hepatic)
- of lung, from embolism 260

hemoptysis from . . 280

leucocytosis with . . 360
in pyaemia . . . . 200
in septic pneumonia 280

~ -
simulating empyema 103

- mammary, from mastitis 685
- mastoid, erythema over

meningitis from
from otitis media
otorrhoea from
pain and tenderness

over
- - rapid pulse with
- - rupture through ear

simulated by inflamed
mastoid gland

- mediastinal, pain in the
chest from
tenderness of spine

from . . 713,
- omental, from gastric

ulcer 661
- of orbit, diplopia from 177

eyeball lixed by . . 177

proptosis from .. 177
- ovarian, obscure pyrexia

due to . . . . 573
-

parametric, felt per rec-

tum . . . . . . 587

Poupart's ligament
bulged by . . . . 670

swelling in Douglas's
pouch from . . 587

- parotid, rupture through
ear . . . . ". . 423

-
pelvic, from appendicitis 474

- - bearing-down pain
from

- - from diverticulitis . .

hip disease . .

haematuria from 275,
- - irritation of rectum by
- - pain in iliac fossa from

45
- - mucus in stools due to 427

pelvic swelling due to 088
- - pus in stools from . . 557
- - pyuria from . . . . 575

rupture into bladder

575, 581
- - from salpingo-oophor-

itis . .

- - tenderness of spine
from .. 713,

-
pericolic

-
perigastric, pus in stools
from . .

umbilicus inflamed
with

-
perineal, leucocytosis

with . .

-
perinephric, abscess of

427
453
680
283
427

45 ^

691

650

360

sen



AHSCKSS. sriJDI \IMIHA(iMATI( A(•|l). ruic

G5'J

151
ti5S

(JoS

1(1 :t

Abscess, suhdiaphraijm.^ amitl.
- - from liepsitie abscess 4oI

kidney sepsis. . . . (5,38

leucoeytosis with 4ol, ilo8
- - liver depressed by .. 'M\7
- - - dullriess iiicreased

upwards by . . 3G7
not puslied down by 4ol

- - from liver suppuration 658
- - pain in nhe^t from . . 058
- - -

epiirastriuni from . . G58
- - - hypochondrinm from

laU, 451
- -

pliysical si^ns of . . fi5S
- -

pleurisy from . . 4.'>I, 058
simulated In- . . Ct'iH

- -
pleuritic effUT.ion from (iS'J

- - pneumonia from . . 37(1
- - pneumotliorax from 531

simulated by 652, 65H,
65 It

- - pointing throu^'h chest 16y
- - pyopneumoperioar-

dium from . .

- - pyrexia witli 451
- - resonance over
- - riirors from . . 5'.)5

- - rub over
- - ruptured into lini^' . .

- -
septic look witti

- - sliortness of breatl:

from . ,

- - simulatiti*: empyema
- - skodaic resonance with 01 1

- - succussion in,. 651. 05:.'

- - tenderness of spine
from .. .. 7i:i. 71-1

- - umbilicus inllamed with (150
- - z-rays in diaijnosins 451,

532, G5-_', 058, 059
- submammary . . . . 68(5
- -

pain from . . , . 429
- subphrenic (see Abscess,

Subdiaphragmatic)
- temporosphetioidal, noises

in the liead from . . 400
- of testis, aching at exter-

nal abdominal ririg in 022
- - from chroiuc torsion 622
- - erdarged prostate . . 622
- - ill l.-v.Ts . . . . 622
Abscess of testis, general

account of . 621. 622
from instrumentation 022
orchitis .. .. 478

- - pyrexia from . . .. 622
- -

rigors from . . . , 622

spermatic cord thick-

ened with . . . . 022
- - testis enlari.'cd by . . 62L'
- - ulcer of scrotum fro
- - from urethritis
- lunsiUar (see (,tuiiisv)

Abscess.tuberculous, of bone 669
- - lipoma -iniiilarcd l>y OCm
- thyroid, in pyaemia . . 722
- umbilical, in tuherculou'^

[leritonitis
- urethral, aching in peri-

neum from . .

Abscesses, albumosuria witl
- metastatic, in pyaemia
- in lungs, in pyemia
-

miliary, in newborn
- in throat, prolonged py-

rexia from
septicjc-nia from

Absentmindedne5s in epi-

lepsy . .

Absinthe, coma from
- heart irregular from
- palpitation from
- tremor from
Academy headache
Acanthosis lusricans.

gers alTected by
-

prurigo and
Acarus scabiei, burron

wrists anti lingers

npliilia rare 1



776 ACID. URIC AGE

_lr;</. ./... n.iilJ.

Acid. uric, gout and
::i";i\yl due to . .

Acroparxstliesia, general
742 account of

;il AetinomvL-iis. lung iiffwtea
444

i'li liesirt disease



A(iE. HI{AI)V1'\(KA AIJiCMINLUJA

Ay . ci»ii(l.

-
hr;uIjpiii.L'a from

- const ipaiioii from
- dementia from . .

- elTect oil plantar rollex

pulmonary secoiKisoun
- and funt-tional alltumin-

uria
- liearin^ variations with
-

liypoplasia of houd from

Age incidence o: acne 4S9.

rosacea . . -4'J,

of acroparjBSthesia . .

- - acilt*-' encephalitis ..

- - - pancreatiti:^
rlicurnatoid artliritis

- - - yellow atrophy -~to.

- - adiposis dolorosa
- -

aerophairy
- - aneurysm . . lOiI,
- - an*:ioma , . . . "li

- - anorexiii nt-rvu^ i .. I't

aortic disesKse 11, l^i-'i.

LMl'.l. -Jl

apoplexy . , . . 1

- - aslJienic dysjiejisia .. .'>!

- - bacteriuria . . . . i

- - V>ath pruritus , . ."i

- -
tiroiiiliO()neunioin'a , . iT

Iiiilhar j)aralysis ,. .">>

carcinoma of bladder
i'i-:. :>>

breast . . . . i;>

<^-oli .. 1-Jii. I.lM. li

a-sophai^'us. . I'.i.'i. :;^

- - - rectum 7it. iL'lt. '>>

stoin;tch 2t>;i. ;il(;. 11.'

testis
- - -

thyroid gland
Tongue

caseous bronclual

glands
- - catarrhal jaumlii'p . .

- - cerebral embolism
ii;i, in;;,

- - - haemorrhage
84. lUi. 117.

t.ljroinbosLs. .

- - Clieyne-Stokes breath-

ing . .

- - rtiorea. .

- - cliloroma
- - i-hlorosis
- - chiTonic niedinstinitis

nepliritis . .

cirrhosis
- - cadiac disease

congenital syphilitic
deafness

cout.'h . .

cystic epididymis
kidneys

- - dermatitis herjieti-
forniis

- - diabetes mellitus
- - diplegia
- - -liverticula coU l"_'."i.

- - diver'ticulitis . .

- - embryoma testis
- -

cnrephalitLs . .

- - endocarditis . .

- - enlarged prostate
S. L»8U 304. run;,

- -
f-pistuxis

opitheiioma of bliidder

penis
- - erythema nodosum . .

erytJiromelalgia
familial acholuric jaun-

dice, .

" - libro-ailenonni. of

breast
- - lilariasis
- - fr.ii'ilitas ossium

tYiedreich's ataxy
60. 113.' 110.

functional albuminuria
hiccough . .

funcatins endocnrditis
^rall-sTonc 1 10. 31li,

- - ;,';isiralu'ia

g!i.stric ulcer . . '.'>'>.

- — f.';istrostaxis . .

glaucoma
gout

- - I'irares's disease
- - hajniaturia

r./ri,r.

l-j:i

19

l.j

1G5 ,

ll'3

r>59
I

489 1

441 I

I::.!

i:n

:m-2

431

•Jin

437

rirrh.wi

7J1
738

31 13

133

107
1 33

43:.

10

371
171

Itlt;

1 lit

687
inii

I'll'

:. 1 : ;

ir.

3(1 7

3114

3L'8

437
I'GS

2(;i;

232
344

Age

Age

heart disea-.'. .

incidence of hsmiplegia
303.

TTenoch's purpura
7r,. ;)13.

hepatoptosis . .

HLrschsi)rung's disease
Hinitiniirdon's chorea

bviierstberii.' dvspcpsi;!

nnp.irtrd i-.f'--,

incidence of insomnia
321.

intermittent claudica-
tion. . 30*j, 4111,

-
hydrartlirosis

intestinal obstruction
I I'll,

intussusception
78, aS.j. t;7.S,

kraurosis vuIvib
lateral sclerosis

leukoplakia vulvju . .

liclien scrofulosoruni

lupus 17'J, 402. 7;;.'),

- crytheniatosus
lymphatic leuk;finiia

niacidar choroiditis . .

malignant peritonitis
niciiiiigococoal meiuti-

L'itis

menstruation. .

mitral stenosis

myocardial afTcctions

1 I. r.:i

inyopatliit':^ . .

niy\o-dema . .

ni'^'htniares . .

noises in the head
osteitis deformans . .

o\aluria
owuris vermicuhiris

I'aVefs diseasi-

papilloma recti

parenchymatous Lrnitrc

paroxysmal liiomo-

trlohiinuria . ,

peliosis rlieunuitica . .

I 1

304

3(J8

U()
134
3]'.t

172

41ii

4il

- -
pt-rnicious anaemia . .

- - jihantoni tunmur
- - pneumococcal arthritis
- -

poliomyelitis ;icura . .

- - - chronica
- - polycystic kidney
- -

post-heniiple:.'ic chorea

l)ostpliarvngeaI ab-

scess
"

ll»8. lilt;,

primary athetosis . .

jiroL'ressive muscular

atroi>hy
- - pseudo-ljulbar i>;iraly-

- - jtseudo-leukionua
- - pn|dl sizes
- - [tyometra
- - Raynaud's disease . .

- - rectal polypi . .

- - renal calculus
- - rliabdomyoina
- - rheumatic nodules 33s,
- - - pleurisy

purpura
rliinoscleroma

' - rickets 154, 242,
Kiedel's lobe. .

- - retrobidbar neuritis
- - ro'ierit ulcer 170.
- - liose Bradford kiiliic_vs
- - sarcoma of breast . .

testis
- - scrofula
- - scrofulodermia
- - scurcv rickets

Age incidence of sleep

4117

r.7(i

124

721

281
a.'ii;

:;r.i'i

21
ii'.t I

3 in

(11

1 10

73f.

requirements .

-p.i-mu|'lilli:

:5|unal canes . .

splenoniegalic cirrhosis

332,

spondylitis deformans
Stokes-Adams disease

syphilitic aortic disease
- jisendoparalysis

ti> uIourcu\

320
4 2' I

713

715
14(1

210
3 IS

I.il

4 ::

.b/c iiiciUenrf , a>nld.
- - Tooth's peroneal palsy
- -

tropical abscess
- - tuberculosis . .

tuberculous bladder

dactylitis . .

- - - glands
- - - kidney
- - -

joints
meningitis . .

peritonitis . . 48,

tongue . . . .

- - umbilical hernia
- - undue abdominal

aortic pulsation . .

uretliral calculus
" - urticaria
- - vesical calculus
- - Weil's disease
- old, insomnia from
- - nocturnal mania from
- - i_edema of le^'s frtnii

II I.

- -
pupils .mall m
sicrility from

- - tremor in
- - nicer of IcLT fn.ni
- - varieties of lirighis

disease in . .

- - weitjht. los~ in
- rise of blood - pressure

witii

Ageustia
Agglutination test, in dia-

gnosing paratyphoid
- - dysentery

for Gaertner's liacillus
- - in Mediterranean fever
- - paratvj^hoid (and .see

Widal'sTcsi,

Agraphia 1

A-ne (see Malaria)
Ague-cake spleen . .

Air. bad. shortness of

breath from . .

Air-cells, ethmoidal, elc.

(see Sirnis, Ethmoidal.
etc.)

Air - hunger, bradypiui-a
with . .

- in diabetes
Aiinien. noises in bead in

Air-swallowing (see Aero-

phaL'y>
Albinism, distinction from

leucodermia . .

- Iiemeralopia from . ,

- iiv-^tau'iiiu< fnni!

\Ibunnri 111 .ivnri.' llunl Is,

Albumin, boiling test for.

precautions in
- in cerrbrosi)inal llnid . .

- <-ar discharL'e
- ami t,dobnIiM. rclatiw-

proportions in urine . .

- in litpior cotunnit
- phosphates mistaken for
- in pleuritic lliiid

- sjuitum . .

Albumin, tests for. .

ALBUMINURIA .

- [i.Mii 111.. luminal aiicur-

yr^iii
- in acute nephritis 42,

rheumatism . .

- of adolescence . .

- albuiuose witli . . l'>,
- from alcoholism
- in anL'inncurntic redema

- - arh-riMScirru^i::- 1. 4'>i;,
- from a-^--ires

Albuminuria of athletes
- from bacJlliina . -

- Iiacteriuria
- blistering
- in blood diseases
- from bothrioccphalus

latiis . .

- bi'onciiopneumonia
-

r.right's disease 'i">. in.l

- iiurns or scalds . .

Albuminuria in cachexias
- cachexia with . .

- eltect of calcium saps i.,

till
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AlliiiiiiuniriH. <:>,</<!.

Albuminuria, physiological
15, 537

- pleural offusioTi mid . . 104
- from jiiiimbisni . . 'Si

' in pneumonia .. 13, 14
- polycystic disease . . 357
- from portal obstruction 271*
- postural . . . . . . 15
- in pregnancy . . 0. 13
- of puberty ,. .. 15
- from pyelitis . . 570, 578
-

pyelonephritis . . . . 578
- in pyuria . . . . 575
- with raised blood-pres-

sure . . . . . . 1

- in Raynaud's disease . . 13
- from red granular kidney 537
- renal calculus . . . . 7

- - infarct . . 7, S
- - new growth . . . . 7- thrombosis . . 7,
- - tumour
- rosaiiilitip in trcntin? . .

Albuminuria of rowing men
Albuminuria in scarlet

fever
- scarlet fever 14, 224, 227, 017
- secondary syphilis .. 334
Albuminuria

anaemia
-

sli;jr!]t when due ti

pus . .

from snake-bite. .

- witli sore throat
- in splenic anaemia
- from stricture . .

-
suijar testin'^ and

- in syphilis
- tube ca-^ts anrl . ,

Albuminuria with
casts and no
causes of

- in tuberculosis . .

- from tuberculous kidnev
7, 279. 577

- ill typhoid fever . . 1.1
- with urtemia 85, ]4('t, 315,

117. bin

Albuminuria, uterine causes 8
- from uti^riiii' nhromynni;! 7

Albuminuria, various causes

Alcohol, contd.
- contractures from
- convulsions from 144.

145.
51

severe

)bl



A.^[V()TK()^11I( LATKRAL SfLKUoSlS ANiains.M

Anii/ulnijihu- ta(. s<(rri>sis, Cn

- - - electrical rejictions ill

- ~ - extensor plantar re-

|1p\ in iV2, CK.
libnliar coTitractiori-;

ifi .. i;-ir..

Amyotrophic lateral sclero-

sis, general account of
- - - knee-jerks increased

HI. . OL',
- - - lesions in cord in . .

- - - innsclc wasting in

Gl. 0-.'.

- - - no puin in . .

- - -
par;iplegiu from . .

- - - penile erection ab-
sent iu . .

R.I), in 61, 13j,
- - - relie.xes in . .

- - - no sensory toss in

."il IS,

Amyotrophic lateral sclero-

sis, signs of .

- - - sinuil.itcd by syrin-
,'t>niyeli:i

- - - - transverse mye-
litis

- - - ppluncter trouble in

ANAEMIA
- troni acute rlieumatisni
- alkalies . .

- amenorrlnfa from
- from ankylostomiasis 33
- in aortic retjnrijitation. .

Anamia, aplastic, blood

cliaiiges in
- — ascites in . . 4ti,
- - bleeding gums in
- -

latty heart from
- -

leucopenia in. .

- - low colour indev in . .

- - myolot'ytes in
- - unnamed anivmias and
- from appendicular ab-

scess
- arsenic . .

- with arthritis . .

- from beri-heri . .

- blood examination in dia-

gnosing
- from bothrioccphalus . .

- with bronchiectasis
- bruit de diable in yo,

112.
- due to cachexia 21, 33,
-

capillary pulsation in . .

- due to carcinoma 21. 33,

12G, 270, 271. 3U;.

317, b^ii\ (330.
- caseous glands . .

- chloroma . . 32.
- clduro-^i-^

Ansmia, chlorotic, general
account of

(and ^f.' l.:h]uin.--i:.j

- from cliroiiic nephritis 11,

34, 7t;,
- - tubal nephritis
- cirrliosis 3'i, 332,
- from colitis
- constipation . . 32.
- in convalescence
- from dellcient ovarian

activity
- tielinitions of , .

- delirium from . .

- different types of
- dilated heart Iiom
- from drugs
- duodenal ulcer . . 3G,
- in dysentery
- from elepliantiasis
- empyema . . 32,
- endometritis
- epistaxis
- exercise and
- in familial acholuric

jaundicfi . . 332.
-

fatty heart from
- functional bruit witli . .

thrill with
- from fungating endocar-

ditis 7. 21, 34, 6GU,
- sastrio ulcer , . 3t;,
- irastric ulcer simulated in
- from liainiatemesis 32.
- hJEmic aortic bruit with

Ansmla from hemophilia
-

ii. u|.t

.t17 Anasmia from hamorrhage
21, 32,

r»i)8 - headache from ..

- with heart disease

508 - from hepatic abscess 3.".,

- in llod--'kin's disease 37,
517

"

55, 04, G.i5,

5US - severe, liypera;stlicsia
from . .

517 - indigestion and..
508 - in indoor workers
514 - in infantile scurvy

- infective synovitis

33
32

413
29G
34
370

:ii3



rso ANEURYSM AXLMAL IXOCULATIOX

A/iCuri/!im, nhjonn'iirii, could.
- -

rarity in wotiieii .. oH
- - renal tube casts due to 7

rapture of, peritonitis
simulated by . . 5i!4

into stotnacli 265, 271
- - ses incidence of 437, (iUl

simulated by undue
pui-iation of acrta. . 544

- -
syphilis and 271. 437, 004

- - vertebras erode! by.. GGl
- -

.r-rays in diatrnosini,'. . 4;-i7

- acute cyanosis from . . 150
- - dyspntea from .. l-jl*

pain on perforation of 4^1
-

acute, in fungatint^ endo-
carditis .. .. 040

-
:ii,'e incidence of I'.Mi, 4'M

- alcohol and .. 190, 291
- antjina pectoris from 434, 701)
- arteriovenous, exo[>litlial-

raos from . . . . 229
of orbit . . . . Oil I

- nrrliriti'^ sinnd;ttcd by.. 470 I

- ,i^thiii;i siniuliited by . . 035 '

Aneurysm of axillary ar-

tery 667
- blanching due to 431, 031

^- bloated facies from . . 159
i

- blood per aiium from . . 70
|- brachial plevus pre~^od
'

on by G3 i

- brassy cou^h from . . 15S i

- Eright's disease simu-
lated by . . . . 413 '

- Ijrouchiectasis from . . 292
|- bronchus stenosed by i

190. 209, 209. 291. 202 i

- bruit over 92, 20S, 331, 092
-

bulginc; of chest by . . 2itS

due to . . lOS
- carotid pulses uiK'tjuil. . 208
- cerebral . . . . . . 040
- - convulsions with .. 11(1 i

- - headache from 291, 295
|

- - noises in the head with 290
,

- cervical sympathetic af- i

fected by . . . , oo i

- cirsoid (P/a/^ .Y.VA7) .. f.'.W

- clot in . . , . . . 2'tS
- clubbed lingers from .. Ill
-

collaj^se from rupture of -131
\- cough from .. 119. 150

- cyanosis from . . 109, 20S
- danger of bougie ruptur-

ing 190
- of descending aort.a., few-

ness of signs of . . 195
- diastolic bruit from . . 20S
- dilated pupil from . . 552
-

dissecting, acute pain
due to .. .. 434
pain in the chest from 430
peritonitis simulated
by 09 1

- dullness over 92. 93, 20S, 720
- dysphagia from 195. 431
-

cgg-shell crackling with 093
- embolus from . . . . 20S
- enlarged mediastinal

glands simulating .. .>S1
- erosion of bone by 434,

483, 016, G9.3, 713, 770
- of external iliac artery. . 070

sarcoma simulated
by 081

074
292

- femoral . , . . 040,
- fibroid InnLT from

Aneurysm of first narl of

aorta, symptoms and
signs of .. 208

- fusiform . . . . . . 210
-

gangrene from . . 205. 259

Aneurysm, general account
of 434

- L'lrdle pain I'mTn . . .l.'M
- growth of lung simulat-

ing ..
'

.. ..109
- of heart . . .. 91, 213

systolic apical bruit
from . . . . 89

- bard work and 196.291,510 I

- of hepatic arterv, ascites
from .. '. . 40. 01

I

from embolism . . 331
- - - in fungatini? endo-

carditis . . 01. 331

Atii-Nri/siii ot hr/i. arfcry, cniifit.

- - -
jiituidice ironi 01,

325, 331

portal vein obstruc-
tion by . . 40, 51

- Iiaamatemesis from 205, 207
- luomoptysis from 149,

287, 290, 292
first sign of . . . . 291

- of iliac artery . . . . 078

e.tpansile lumour
from . . . . 400

- - - felt per rectum . . Oy?
- - - pain in iliac fossa

from 402, 454, 400
thigh from . . 460

- indigestion simulated by
310, 429

- insomnia from .. .. 7(0
- intercost.il nerves irri-

tated by . . . . 432
- - neuralgia simulated bv

4;;ii, 707

suggesting . . . . 431
- internal fiaimorrhage

from . . . . , . 720
- intracranial, bruit witli 723
-

large heart from 200, 208
- leaking, blanching from 120

coma from . . . . 120
- - into mediastinum . . 120

retroperitoneal tissues 120
- loss ot wiM'-'ht tioiii .. 770
- lung i-ninj>ir-^.-.[ by 190, 434
-

niaiingi-ri'i'-' -irniil.ited by
432, 467

- niediastinal librosi-; simu-
lating 109
new growth simulating

267, 4.10
- neoplasm simulated by 770
- new growtli of spine sinm-

lating 714
- redema from .. 411, 415
- - face and arms from

109, 413
-

(Tjsopliageal obstruction
from . . . . 195, 703

Aneurysm, orbital, account
of 230

- orthopnu?a from 418,

419,420
- pain in the arms from . . 434

back from 190, 290,
428, 429, 401, 710

- - che-t from 290, 430, 432

Ansurysm, pain in the che«t
from . . 434, 135, HO
iip|--k from . . . . 434

- - shoulder from 474, 470
- - testis from . . . . 483
- palpitation from . . 4S0
-

parajdegia from . . 514
-

peri|)lieral, from fungat-
intr endocarditis .. 31

-
)>hthisis simulated b_v . . 291

- pneunmgastric irritation

by .. . . 703. 701

Aneurysm of popliteal ar-

tery *.!(». (/'A//, A'.V-V) 692
- - - li',';irun' (>( femoral

arterv for , . 25S
- - - (il.istruction of veins

by .. ..411
cfdenta of les from 411

-
jiresenting through back

168, 4 29
- - through chest . . 108
- pulmonary, in phthisis. . 287
-

pulsatile aorta mistaken
for 001

-
jiulsatile tumour from

70. 92. 93, 108, 20S.
271, 331. 428, 429.
4.17. 400, 51G, 093,

714, 720
- one pulse delayed by . . 550
-

regurgitation du-- to 93.
196, 207, 2I»8. 209

- ribs eroded by .. .. 434
-

rigidity of back from . . 401
- rupture into air passages 434
~ - bowel . . . . . . 120

bronchus 120, 287, 290, 292
- - coma from .. .. lis
- - fatal bainioptvsis from 287

into lie;irt '. . .. 431

A/iciiri/xm, riipnnr, coitui.

into intestine . . 76
- - lung .. .. 287, 290

mediastinum . . . . 120

cesophagus 120, 260,
207, 434

- - pericardium 93, 120, 443
- - peritoneum . . . . 434
- - pleura . . . . 434
- - pulmonary artery . . 92

pulmonary veins . . 434

spinal canal .. .. 434
stomach 76, 120, 265, 271

- -
superior vena cava 92, 159

- - trachea . . 120, 287
- sex incidence of . . 435, 437
- simulated by atheroma

of brachial artery . . 001
- simulating carcinoma of

cesophagus . . . . 190
- skiagram of {Fi(/. 100)

209, 430
- spinal caries simulated hy 010

simulating . . . . 714
curvature from . . 714

- spine eroded by 434,

483. 510, 713, 770
- sternum eroded by .. 434
- stridor from .. ..651
- of subclavian artery, ac-

cessory rib simulating 694
clubbed fingers from III

- - - cedema of arm from 411

osteo-arthropathy
from . . . . 352

- - - pain in arm from . . 443
- sudden death from rup-

ture of 93, 120, 434
- syphilis and 190, 291,

331, 435, 016, 714
- systolic thrill from . . 720
- tachycardia from 703, 701
- tenderness of spine from 713

sternum from . . 70S
- tracheal obstruction bv

41S, 419. 001
- transverse myelitis from

;;s:i. 510

Aneurysm, unequal pulses
from . . 551). 551, 092

- unilateral sweating of

face from . . . . 054
~ varicose thoracic veins

from 20S
- veins of neck dilated from 208

seldom occluded by . . 700
- vena cava obstruction

bv (Fio. 69) 108, 159,

(Ft;7.99) 20S, 413, 410,
073, 701

- - - opened by . . . . 159
- vocal cord para I vs is from 495
- vomiting due to . . 703
- Wassermann test and 435,714
- wasting of arm from (U. 63
- j-rays in diagnosiTig 03.

92. 93. 150, 159, 195,

208, 209, 210, 290,
291. 411, 419, 429,

135, 437. 401. 470,
081. 70S, 714. 720

Anoina abdomtnalis .. 437
:ibdoniuial piiin from 310

- - from arteriosi l_MOsis. . 115
djuretin in relieving

310, 438
Ilatulence with .. 310
from gout .. ..110

- - hpematemesis from .. 310

nitroglycerin relieving 115
- - therapeutic test for .. 316
- - vomiting from . . 316
- laidovici, angioneurotic

a'dema simulating . . 099
- - ;isphvxia in . . . . 099

bacteriological diagno-
sis of . . . . 413

- - brawny swelling of

neck from . . . . 108
- - cvanosis from . . 158

dysphagia from . . 193

dyspmi-a from . . 15S

Angina Ludovici. oeneral
account of . . 699

- - u'd.>ni:i frr.ni . . . . 1 1-'.

of glottis in . . O'.i'.i

face and neck from 413

I Aii'tina Lmluriri, cuiild.

rigor in . . . . 699
; stomatitis with . . 542
! streptococci in . . 099

stridor from . . . . 001

tongue swollen from
19S. 09S, 099

trismus simulated by 729
- maligna . . . . . . 617
-

pectori.-;, from adherent

pericardium . . 709
- - amyl nitrite relieving 476
- - from aneurysm 434, 709
- - with aortic Ipsion . . 035

from aortic regurgita-
tion ..53, 207, 433, 709

aortitis . . 433, 709
arteriosclerosis 434, 535, 709

- - atiieroma . . . . 535

coron.ary artery ob-
struction , . . . 4't4

sclerosis . . . . 709
dissecting aneurysm .. 431
distribution of pain in 433

- - electrocardiogram in

diagnosing . . 470
- - emotion causing .. 434

exertion causing 316,
433, 434

Angina pectoris, false . . 431- librnid br;irt uirb . . o;;

- - ibttuK'IK'r Uirh 211,
310. 709

Angina pectoris, general
account of . . 433

- - heart as if caught in

vice in . . . . 433
high blood-pressure and

316, 035. 709
indigestion simulated

by 310

juvenile . . . . 191
with myocardial affec-

tions .. ..14
- - lutro^'lvcerine reliev-

ing \ 476

Angina pectoris, notes on
pain of . . 70S
pain in the chest from 430

distribution in 535, 708
- - - in left arm with 310, 476
- - - precordia from . . 47G
- - - shoulder from 474, 476

pale abundant urine
after 433

pericr.rditis causing
j>ain like . . . . 433

- - polyuria from . . 035
precordial tenderness

after .. ..708
sense of impending

dissolution in . . 433
sex incidence of .. 434
from syphilis 53, 210

- Vincent's, sore throat in 013

Angiokeratoma, fingers af-

fected by . . . . 239

Angioma of kidney, hiema-
turia from . . 275, 278

-
larynx .. . . 287, 293

- liver . . . . . . 374
- nose, epistaxis from . . 220
- tongue . . . . 698, 699
- vidval swellinLT from .. 700
AtiL'ion.'ur.iii-. .i-dfiria fmm 415

Angioneurotic (Edema (^ce

(Edema. Angioneurotic)
Angiosarcoma, hyperne-

phroma and . . . . 350
- of tomrue . . . . 699
Ani:lo-Indians, hypother-

mia in. . . . . . "12
Angular gyrus, alexia from

lesion of . . . . 020
- - speech centre in .. 621
Anidrosis 654
Aniline, niethasmogtobm-

ajniia Irom . . . . 101
- sulphhajmoglobimcmia

^om .. .. ..in
- dyes, bullic from .. 90
- - erytheTua from . . 222
- - hematuria simulated

by 744
Animal inoculation in dia-

gnosing tubercle 48,

101, 105. 077



AM.M Af.S Aoi; TK' i;k(.i i;(.iTAri().\ 781

•liiirnal.-^, h\|" riinent;!!

li;MiiiO'_'Iiiiiitiuri;i in . . 2S I

-
t|-Vli:LtMi-...Iii.'S ill . . -JS

ANKLE-CLONUS .. .. 39
- ill amyotropliic l;iteriil

st'lerosis . . G3. 517
- with brachial dioiiu-

plp^'ia JOi'

- in lIro\vii-rrL'<[iiai'il para-
lysis -i;)7

- cerebellar ahscess .. .")I7

- - tumour . . . . i»17
- dirsemiiiateil sclercsis

:;o7. .>17

- ill hemiplegia 39. Kin, .Jii.'J

- ill liysteria . . ..Ill
- uith increased knec-ierk'

39, ;;.'>*<

- hiteralcoluniti lesions and .!ili)

- from lateral sclerosis.. ."il7

~ method of elioitin'^ . . '.\'.*

- from new fjrowth in spine 71 1

- ill parapleL'ia . . . . :m
-

physioloLTical . . . . l^ij
-

sii,'niUcain'i* of . . . . IVJ

- in spastic paraple^'ia .. -jI-
- teiidenoy to

'

. . . . ;;;i

- from transverse myelitis )',i'

.\iikle-jerk, absent In tabes jl'>
- exat^gcratcd, in humi-

plei^ia. . . . . . ;!o:i

- - ill hysteria . . . . r.»7

syringomyelia . . .>US
- lost, in inleiiiiitteiit

claudication . . . . 4 ] 1

- - in periplieral neuritis 44m
sciatica .. .. 4:15;

tabes 01-".

Ankle-joint, disease of.

rickets simulating; .. oi'ii

- fracture into, talipes
from . . . . ..Ill

luuniopliilic artliritis of ':>,)0

- liJBmorrliau'e into . . ;it>-

- osteo-arthritis of .. 317
- sprained, talipes from .. 114
- suppurative artliritis of oU'J
- tuljerculous 'lisease of . . ."4 7

- -
limpini; from . . 'M>-

~ — pain ill foot from .. 'MVl
- —

talipes from .. ..114
-

yausaffectinir .. .. 403
Ankles, larije. in rickets

iFi(i. So) . . . . ISO
- a-deiiKi of (see (IvJema)
-

pai alysis of (see I'ara-

lysis, and Foot-drop)
- position in tetany . . 2
-

piilliness of, in iie|ibril:s 4i!

Ankylosis, from arthritis

141', .'141, ;4S
- Thonisen's disease siniu-

latins 5S4

Ankylostomiasis, albumin-
uria ill . . . . 1".

- aiuttiniu from :i:i. 81. 413, ."n'l

- anasarca from . . .'n'l

~ a^thri,i,L fl-nliL , . .-,.1

Ankylostomiasis, blood

changes with . .26
picture 111 . . . . .>:.' 1

.
- boils from .. .. .'I'Jl

- ill Brazil . . . . j2l
- cachexia from . . . . 9lt

- colour index liiL'h in . . 521
- in Cornwall . . . . 52i>
- Ktiypt 52 1

-
eosinopliilia from '210, 5L'l

- ' Ilowers '
of . . . . 52 1

Ankylostomiasis, general
account of 521

- Ill llnll,, . . ^]. .-il'I

- .lainai.a . . .. 51.M
- lead miners .. .. 5L'n
- no leucocyiosis in .. 521
- melaina from .. .. 521
- in mines and tunnels .. SI
- mode of infection with 521
- occult blood from . . SI
- a-dema of le;:s fium

413, 415, 521
- parasites ill fiuces in .. 521
-

pernicious aii:emia simu-
lated by .. .. 521

~ in St. Goth.-ird Tunnel 521
- severe amcmia from . . l;i

- shortness of breatli from 521

Ankylostomum duodenal? 520
- -

(/'(./. 27 1 . . , . 7lt

ova (Fi</s. 2S. 29} SO, .'i2I

in f:Bccs . . . . SI

thymol for . . . . 521
tri silii {Fiij. 22M1 521

Anode . . ./ .'. 5S::

Aiiophthalmos, congenital 701
Anorexia (and see Appetite,

Loss of)
- from bacteriuria . . 7U
- in bullous dermatoses . . H'.i

- from carcinoma coli .. I2i'p

- gastric carcinoma .. 27(i
- nervosa . . . . . . 43
- - amenorrha'a in . . l.S

- - carciiKHna of ?tomai.-!i

^iiniilaliri- .. .. li;7

Anorexia nervosa, general
account of . . 770

- - general wasting.' from 5'.i

- from jHilymyositis .. 4t;i

- alter serum injection .. 55 1

- in tuberculosis . . . . 5i;il

-
typlioiil fever . . . . t>'M<

Anasteoplasia, ilentltion de-

layed in . . . . 1S7
- dwarfism from ISU, 1S7
- skull ill IS7

Anosmia, list of causes of 612
Anlrn..!- chanilif-r. ^halluu.

from disliK-ated lens. . 175
- - - glaucoma . . 233. 7112
- cnrnual cell clian^es in

syringomyelia . . <;2

- - - traiisversf myelitis 02
- - cells, in amyotroitlilc

lateral sclerosis. . 50S
- - - lesion of, in Tootli's

palsy .. lil. 513

poliomyelitis affect-

ing
'

.. .. 132
- crural nerve fsee N'ervc,

Am.-iinr Cnir.di

Anterior crural neuralgia . 430
Anterior cruritis . . . 439
-

iiolioniyehtis (see rolio-

myelit is)
- tlioracic neivc .. .. 5nl
Anteversion of uterus,

from peinluloiis belly 2<i()

Anthelmintics, for anky-
lostomiasis . . . . 521

Anthracosis . . . . 2SS
Aiittirax. bacilli ni :':>:*, li7 1

- bacteriological diagnosis
of .. . . 413, 551>

- gangrene from . . . . 255
- h;emOL,'lobinuri;t from .. 2^1
- ul Ic- 737
- malignant pustule of . 559
- occupation ami 55'.t, f.; I

-
Iedema from .. 4i5, iwl

- - of face and neck from 4i:'
- rigor rare in . . . . 595
- scab in . . . . . . ImI
- vacciida simulating .. 074
- vesicles in . . . . i'>74

AntiformLn, in iletecting
tubercle bacilli 3S5.

4SS. 042
Antimoniuretted hydrouen,

jaundice from . , 325

Antimony, bradypncra from SI
- catarrh of small intes-

tine from . . . . 172
- diarrhcea from . . . . 172
- hrematemesis from 2ri5, 2r,s
- ptyalism from .. .. 542
- urticaria from .. .. 771

Aiilipyrin, erylbema from 222
- purpura from . . . , 553
- liiirdtus from . . . . 72:;

- urticaria from .. .. 771
AntitONic sera (see ^^eninn
Antrum of ili^hmore. car-

cinoma, of . . . . ISn
- - disease of, jms fioni

no^r. in .. .. iT'i

Antrum of Highmore. em-
pyema of . . 180. 462

- - iiiiecinMi. fonl t.'isce

li-om .. .. 705
lesions Mooil-spittiiiL'

from . . .'. 2?5
- - neoplasm in . . . . 4(-*3

- - --ar.joma of . . . . i>5

Aiilnini <'j Ui<,lii,inri\ avi/il.
- - suppuration in, menin-

gitis from . . . . 5'.'0

subjective smells
from . . . . 01 2

transillumination <il

{Fi'f. SI) . . ISO. 4f;3

- - tumours of . . . . r.s5

ANURIA 39
-

acliiii;,' in loin w itii . . 40

Anuria from calculus ''''. 40
- from caiith.-indcs . . 4n
- Iiniti c.imiiniiia recti . . 7- ur.-n . . , . , . :;:!

Anuria from carcinoma
vesica . '. 41

- .liter .Mihcli'U/.atioii 12. :'.'.m;

in eiilar^'cl pro-.tatf. . 396
Anuria, causes of-. 39. 40
- biccoilLTli witli . . 12
- niabiijjcriT -iniiilatiiiL.' ., Ij

Anuria, non -obstructive 41,42
- Irom iiliospbuius . . I'l

- restlessness with .. 42
- retention of urine dis-

tinct from . . . . :;95
- twitcliiiii.'s with .. 42
- uriemia with , . . . 4'f

- without other symptoni* pi

Anus, carcinoma of 3S1.0-_'ii. t;7:i

- coli bacilluria after

operations on . . 7(i

- condylomata of 400. 02'!. 7ti.i

- epithelioma of (see Car-
cinoma of Anusi

- lissure ol (see 1-issure.

Anal)
- listula of .. 7S, 193
-

glanils drainiiiL', . 079
- hu!morrhagc ihrouyh (-^ee

Hlood per Aiuinij
- imperforate {Ftfis. 249.

- intussusception protrud-
ing through . . . . 717

- irritation round, from

osyuris vermicularis 520
- pigmentation of, in Addi-

son's disease . . . . 52S
-

pityriasis rosea attectiiig Ooi
-

pruritus of , , . . 5io
- retention of urine after

operations on . . 3'.H'>

- syphditic papules round lul
- ulcer of (see Ulcer, Atial)

Anxiety, dyspepsia from. . 337
- occupation crainj) from 151

Aorta, aneurysm of (see

Anenrysiti)
- atheroma of (see Atln--

roma)
- dilated, acriic regurgita-

tion from . . . . 2lo
- - from syphilis,. .. 2lo
- -

systolic bruit from . . 2os
- - - thrill front . . . . 72u
- opened by foreign body

205, 207
mediastinal new
ijrowih . . 205, 2i;7

- pulmoTiary artery arisnii:

from . . . . . . 157
- =ite of bifurcation of .. 001
- -v>tnli.' bniii over abdo-

"

nuiKil 5|:;

Aorta, undue pulsation of

abdominal . . 543
Aortic area, bruits in (see

Uriiit)
- — delinUion of . . . , 92
- disease, aftf r acute rbeii-

matisin . . . . 209
- - aire iiicid'^nce of 14, 2ii'.i

from alcoliol . . 2o:t, l'K)
- - aiiajmia with . . . . 3 4

aiiizina pectoris with, . 535

capillary pulsation in 211
cardiac impulse di^-

pli.-.-dm .. .. 2n7

Aortic disease, causes of . 209
iiItHf .horc. . , . . 20:'

forinaiioii . . . . 2011

endocarditis . . . . 20'.i

Aortic disease, general ac-

count of . . 207
lioni ban! uurU . . -J 11

,\,.r/u- <hsr,i.s>; aniliJ.
• - heart failure from .. 4IS
- - hyperesthesia of arm

from . . . . 445
- - lelt ventricle enlarged

Irom 90, 94. iJOO.

211. 212— mitral regurgitation
from 2,9(J, 211, 212, SOS

nutmeg liver with .. 30S
ortbopiHi'u from .. 41S

- - pain in left arm from 1 15

shoulder troin .. 474
- - rheumatik^. age inci-

dence of . . . . 209
- - after scarlet fever , . 2o'.i

- - from sclerosis . . 2ii;i

- - sex and . . . . 1 I

- - site of impulse with. . 2119
- - splashing [lUlse ill .. 211

from strain . , . . 20i»

syi-hilitic . . U. 209
'

age incidence of . . 210
se.v incidence of .. 2lU

after tonsillitis . . 209
- regurgitation, ai;e inci-

dence of . . . . 93
- - an;etiiia with .. .. 207
- - aneurysm with 19i', 207,

2oS, 21.19

- - air_'iiia )iecroris with 53,
207. 210. 1:;:;. 709

- - Iroin anriic \'ahe nip
line .. .. 210

apical diasrolic bnm
Irom . . . . 93

- - arteries forcibly pul-
salini.' in . .' .. 207

- — ascites from . . . . 40
from .irheroma .. 207
bark prc-sia-c from . . 40

Aortic regurgitation, bruit
of 93. 207

- - u itlnini bruit . . 1S5
- -

capillary pulsauoa
with . . . . 207

- - cardiac impulse dl--

placed in . . . . 94

collapsing pulse with
217. 1S5

- - due to congenital mal-
formation . . . . 93

diastolic bruit from
209, 400, 720

thril! with . . . . 720
- - from dilated aortic rini;

93, 210
- - dilatation nf left ven-

tricle wiih . . . , 95
- - dizziness from . . 2o7
- - Duroziez's sign in .. ii3

- - dyspntra from . . 207
- - excessive pulsation

from . . . . 543
- - exercise bringing our

bruit of . . . . 4.S5

faintness from . . 'J07

femoral bruits in . . 93
fibroid heart with . . 53
l-'liiit's bruit with .. 207

- - due to fungating endo-
carditis . . . . 93

- - ha;moplysis from , . 2SS
- - headache from .. 207
- - lieart failure from . . 40
- - hypertrophy of lelt"

ventricle from 'M). 94. 200
- - insniiinia from . , 322

irrc^rnlar heirt from.. 207
mitral disease with . . 209

regurgitation from
40. 9o. 2SS

- - noises in the head with 400
- - rcdema from .. ., 207
- -

I'liii in arm from 2u7, 433
back from .. .. 433

precordia from 207. 433
shoulder from . . 207

- -
]ialpitation from 207. 4Sl

- - presystolic biuit with 95
- - jiulmonary incompe-

tence simulating .. 217
- -

pulsatile artei-jes with 217
- - rbeumatic . . 40. 93

due to rupture of valve
segment . . 9:1. 209

sclerosis of valves .. 93
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Aoriic rer/tin/i/aliaa. conUl.
- simulating pericarditis

- -
syphilitic 4G, 53, 03,

- -
systolic bruit with . .

thrill with . .

- - throbbing from
- - tinnitus from

to-and-fro bruit in . .

violent arterial pulsa-
tion with
waterliammer Dulse in

aoz, 208,
- tin?, dilatation of
- Hecoiid sound, accen-

tuated
from higli blood-

pressure
relation of ather-

oma to
- - - loud, in arterio-

sclerosis . .

- chronic nephritis
- - - rineint; in chronic

nephritis
with raised blood-

pressure
- stenosis, ascites from . .

- - atheroma sinnilating
back pressure from . .

bradycardia from
Aortic stenosis, bruit of OJ,
- - limits simul.itirig
- - haemoptysis from
- - lieart failure from . .

- - liypertrophy of left

ventricle from 90, 92,
- - large heart witli
- - mitral regurgitation

from -!(;, 90,
- - palpitation from
- -

j)ulse in

- - rheumatic
Aortic stenosis, signs of 92,
- -

svj.hiHtic
- - thrill with iVl, 113, 207.

208.
- v^ilve. rupture n!"

Aortic valve, rupture of,

general account of . .

Aortitis, acute, angina pec-
toris from . . 433,

- pain in tlie back from ..

- - chest from . . 430,
- from rheumatism
-

syphilis . .

Apathy, in myxoedema . .

A perien ts. chrysophan ic

acid in
- colic from
- constipation from 124,

'

- incontinence of faeces

after . .

- intestinal constipation. .

-
]jink urine after. .

- tenesmus from . .

Ape's hand, in progressive
muscular atropliy

- - syringomyelia
Apliasia, Broca's area and
- cerebral lesions causing
- from cerebral syphilis..
- definition of
- in disseminated sclero'^is

Aphasia, dysarthria dis-

tinguished from 303.

-
I'liilcpsy represented by

Aphasia, general account of
- Ill ireiicral pMr:dvsis
-

liriiill^lrL'l:! with 303,

Aphasia, lesions causing..
- Ill niit^'raiue

Aphasia, motor
- - Broca's area and
- mutism distinguished

in nil . .

Aphasia, sensory .. 625,

Aphonia, functional
- - cured by electrical

treatment . .

- - - suggestion . ,

- idobus hystericus with. .

- from hysteria . . 197,

Aphonia, in hysteria 628,
- from laryngeal paralysis

vocal cord paralysis . .

93

207,
210
208
207
207
723
93

G94
94.
720
93

Aplirodisiac drugs , . 538

Aphthous patches in mouth 74

Aphthous stomatitis . . 740

Aplastic anasmia (see Anai-

mia. Aplastic)

Apnoea, in Biot's breathing 107
- Cheyne-Stokes breath-

ing .. .. .. 107

Apomorphinc, vomiting
from . . . . . . 7n4

Apoplexy, age incidence of U7
- from arteriosclerosis . . II
- athetosis after . . . . 133
- due to cerebral hajmor-

rhage . . . . ..117
- coma in . . . . H4, 147
- convulsions with 144, 117,148
- dizziness before. .

- due to embolism
Apoplexy, general account

of

147
147

147
n
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784 ARTHRITIS. HyEMOPTYSIS ASCITES. SIMULATED

Arthritis, haemoptysis ami L'87

- liiemorrhagic, in Henocli's

purpura . . . . 70
- Iiysterical . . . . 3oO
- iiifective, aniBmia with . . 32
- - ankylosis from . . 048

after diphtheria .. G4S

cpitrochlear gland cii-

lars^ed from . . 3S1

fibrositis and . . -il-J

myositis and . . - . 475
from pyorrhoea . . 74

after scarlet fever . . r.48

Arthritis, infective, of spine 648
- - - pain in iiiac fossa

from . . 45*2, 4o4

intorscapuhir pain
from . . . . 401

- - after tonsillitis .. 04y

stiff neck from . . 048
- influence of salicylates

on pains of . . . . 339
- influenza witli . . . . 340
- from injury . . . . 470
- ill Malta fever . . 340. 4GG
- measles with . . . . 340
- with meningococcal me-

ningitis . . . . 340
- muscle atrophy with 01,

340, 351, 303. oS3
- needling of joint in dia-

gnosing . . . . 34
- neuritis simulated by . . 500
- occupation neurones si-

mulating . . . . 470
- oclironosis and . . . . 740
- osteo- (see Osteo-arthritis)
- pain in the shoulder from 474
- paralysis simulated by. . r>01

- with peliosis rlieumatica 05G
-

pii^niPfitatiori in , . .".?7

Arthritis, pneumococcal.
general account of . 339

Arthritis, In rheumatic

fever, general account
of 337

- rheumatoid, anjiiuda in lio

appendicitis simulated

by 401
- - appetite impaired wirli ."1.5

Arthritis, rheumatoid, bac-

teria causing . -35
- - absence of bony

changes in. . , . 343
- - age incidence of . . 342
- - hactorinria with . . GU
- - in children (see Still's

Disease)

Arthritis, rheumatoid, con-
stitutional symptoms
v^ith 35

- - contractures fruni . . 142
- - distinctions from

acute rheumatism 343

Arthritis, rheumatoid,
general account of 341, 342

- -
-^'ratiM^' in . . . . '.', C;

joints allerted iu .. 343
loss of weight in . . 3o

lymphatic glands en-

larged in 35, 343, 358

massage in . . . . 343
muscular atrophy in

'343, 34G
- - ost^o-arHiritis con-

fused with . . 343

Arthritis, rheumatoid, osteo-

arthritis distinguished
from 346
jiain in the back from 42S
hand from . . . . 151
limbs in . . . . 4G3

passive movements in 343

pigmented skin in 35, 342

pulse rate in 341.

342. 340
- - from pyorrhcea alveo-

laris .. .. G4S
- - pyrexia with .. 35, 341
- - rarefaction of bone

in iFifi. 15G) 343,
344

recurrent e.xacerba-

tions of . . . . 343
- - salicylates ineffectual

in.. . . 33f!, .^41

sex incidence of . . 342

' Arthrilis. rhrinnaloUL cuiihJ.

spindled lingers in

{Fig. 153) 342, 37S

spindle-jrints in . . 35

spleen enlarged in . . 35

stilf neck from . . 048
Still's type of. . .- 35

sweating hands and
feet in . . . . . 342

temperature chart in 341
Thomsen's disease si-

niulatnig .. ..581
ulnar deflection ni

{Fig. 154) 342, 343
- - ureteral calculus simu-

lated by . . . . 401
writer's cramp simu-

lated by .. .. 151
- - j-rays in diagnosing. . 34 }{

- scarlatiMJl .. 310

Artnritis, septic, geneial
account of 339

-
icptic, leucuc_vtosis with 339

- - mistaken for rlieutna-

tic fever . . . . 339

pyre.xia of . . - . 339
sources of infection

causing . . . . 339
sweats due to . . 339

- of shoulder, aneurysm
simulating . . . . 47G

hydatid cyst simulat-

ing . . . . . . 47G
- - mediastinal new growth

simulating . . . . 47G
- small-pox with .. .. 340
-

spinal, rigidity of back
from .. .. .. 4G1

:r-rays in diagncsing. . 401
- suppurative, albumos-

uria with . . . . IG
- - of ankle . . . . 3G2

limping from . . . . 302
- - mistaken for acule

rheumatism . . 33S
rheumatic fever .. 341

from osteomyelitis .. 341

pain in foot from . . 302
septictcmia from . . 341

Arthritis, syphilitic, general
account of . . 346

Arthritis, in syringomyelia 349
-

V.i[\\Mj^ fruni . . ..ill
- temporomaxillary, tris-

mus simulated by . , 729
- traumatic, mistaken for

acute rlieumatism 338
tubercle and . . , . 348

- tuberculous, age bici-

dence of . . . . 347
anaemia from . , 35
Baker's cyst with . . G92
Charcot's joint simu-

lating .. ..340
- - contrncture^ from . . 142

Arthritis, tuberculous, gen-
eral account of . . 347
-..ii<M>,,rr;il :nrhrili^

Mii-t.ik.-ii ii.r . . :;ii

Arthritis, tuberculous, of

hip, general account of 363
hysteria simulating .. 142

- -
injury preceding . . M48

joints affected by . . 347
lardaceous disease witli

8,348
timpine from . . oG2

- - mistaken for acute
rheumatism , . 338

muscle wasting with. . 348
pallor with . . . . 348
plithi.=;is rare with . . 348
syphilitic joint siniu-

Arthritis, typhoidal, general
account of

- - streptococci in

Arthritism, pruritus from
Arthropathy, pulmonary

(see Pulmonary Osteo-

arthropathy)
Artichokes, oxalate from. .

Articulation, cerebellar . .

defective, in bulbar para-
lysis . .

- mechanism of . .

- - (and see Speech)

-.IS

340
341
540

As.ifietida., foul taste from
Ascaris lumbricoides

ap|)ecite increased by
bile-duct obstructeil

by . . . . 325.
no blood changes with

eosinophilia rare from

jaundice from
length of

ovum of {Fig. 217) . .

passed per rectum . .

ill vomit
without symptoms . .

Ascending cerebellar tracts,

role in co-ordination. .

-
nephritic (see under

Xephritis)
-

nephritis, causes of

chronic

ASCITES
- abdominal distention

from ..43. 41S, 05.'..

- from abdominal tubercle
- abdominal veins distend-

ed from
- from abscess of liver . .

- acute peritonitis
- acute, from twisted

ovarian pedicle
- from adherent pericar-

dium . .

- albuminuria from
- from aortic disease
- aplastic anremia 10, 55
- with arteriosclerosis 11, 40
- back pressure 40, 52. 212
- Eright's disease . . 40

Ascites with Bright's
disease . -54, 55, 105

- broncliiectnsis from . . 292
- from bronchitis
- carcinomaof colon 49, 51

duodenum
liver . . 40, 52, 330,

ovary . .

peritoneum . .

rectum
stomacli 49, 51,

suprarenal
- cardiac impulse displaced 44

Ascites, causes of.- 45, 46
- from chri)nic medinstini-

520
43

328
20

219

328
520
520
707

43

171

450

4G
13
4G

Us 435
212
425

424
59

135
020

nephritis
- -

perituiiitis II. 47. 373

Ascites, chylous, charac*
ters of fluid in 50
chvlous lUiid in client

with .. .. loo

chyluria with . . 109
from elephantiasis . . 50

- - filarinsis . .
-'>n

Ascites, chylous, general
account of . . 49. 50

- - trom injury .. .. 5u
to tlioracic duct .. 100

- - leukiTjmia . . 50, 100
malignant diseise . . 50

nephritis 50, 100, lii9

- - new Lrrowtli .. .. lui;

obstructed receptacu-
lum chyli . . . . 50
thoracic duct . . 50

- from cin'liosis 35, 40, 51. 52.

332, 371, 570, 635. 75n. 77ii
- due to colon tumours . . 40

Ascites, conditions simu-

lating 44
-

i'.)M--ti|iation with . . 127

Ascites, differential diagno-
sis of causes . . 46-55

-
di|)|uni; in . . . . 41

- disteni.lcd hladfJi^r siinu-

iittiiiL' 005

Ascites, distinction from
ovarian cyst . . 44, 45

- from distoma hepaticuui 32S
- dullness with . . . . 089

due to, distribution of 44
- due to duodenal tumours 4G
- in Egyptian splenome-

galy 034
- from emphysema 4G, 217

Ascites, encysted . . . . G67
ovarian cvst simulated

by . .

"

. . . . G91

pelvic swelling due to 088

Asviirs, amid.
~ with enlarged liver . . 40

portal glands . . 329
-

epigastric angle widened
by 4.1

- from fatty heart 40, 53
- libroid lieart . . . . 4G

luncr 40
- libroid lung from . . 292
- fluid of (see Fluid. A^itic)
-

fffital, dystocia from . . 200
recognition in uterus 201

- ill fungating endocarditis 7,51
- with granular kidney 11, 40
- guinea-pi? inoculation in

diagnosing tuberculous 057
- from gumma of liver . . 330
- in Hanot's cirrhosis .. 372
- from heart failure 4G, 52, 105,

G94
- heart impulse displaced

by 299
- due to hepatic aneurvsm

4G, 51
- from hiu'h blood-pressure

4G, 212
- in Hodgkin's disease 40, 55
- due to liydatid cvst 45,

46. 49. 330, 35S
- hydramnios simulatuig GS9
- jaundice with . . 40, 50, 52
- due to kidney tumours. . 4G
- knee-elbow position in

detecting . . . . 44
- in leuktemia 45. 46. •)!, 55
- linete albicantes from 43, 305
- liver pushed up by . . 3G7
- due to liver tumours . . 40
- from local enlargement

of liver . . . . 330
- loculated . . 44, 48
- from lung affections . .

- due to lyraphadenoma
45,

- in malaria
- due to maliirnanr disease

liver . .

Ascites, from malignant
peritonitis

- -
port;il gUinds. .

- mediastinal growth
- mediastinitis
- mensuration in . .

- from mitral disease

regurgitation 210, 211
- - stenosis . . . . 53
- myocardial changes . . 40
- nephritis. . . . . . 42
- nutmeg liver . . 334, 3GS
- with redema of legs 52. 415
- ortbopncea from .. 41S
- with ovarian cyst 45. 089
- - from ovarian new

L'rowth . . . . G90
tumour

- palpitation from
- due to pancreatio tu

mours . .

- paracentesis for . . u:i

- trom perihepatitis 40, 52
- peritonitis . . - . 45
- in pernicious aniomia 4*;. 55

Ascites, physical signs of 43. 44
~ with polycystic kidneys 42
- in polyorrhomenitis . . 100
- from portal vein ob-

struction 51, 272, 330
thrombosis.. 45, 272

-
proliferating papilloma-

tous ovarian cvst

Ascites, pseudochylous
- Ill pseudoleukaMUM :'.7.

40.
- rectal examination in

detecting . . 49.
- respiratory movi^meTits

deficient with
- ribs pushed out by
- from sarcoma 46, 52,
- with severe anromias . .

- sigmoidoscope in

- simulated by abdominal

cyst
tumour

distended bladder . .

hydatid cyst . .

hydroneplu'osis

40

1

40
45

49
51

40
40
44
46

331, 353
.. 485

48

4 9

53

44
43
330
55
49

44
4 4

4 1

45
45
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As^-ilis, simuldtt'd. amfU.

b_v liyilropb uiiiriii . . 44

hysteria . . . . SUU

obesity . . . . 44
ovariaTi cyst . . 44 GSit

- -
pancreatic cyst . . 4."i

- - pliantoiu tumour . . 44
- - tym|]anites . . . . 44
- skin tense aui shiuiiiL,'

from . . . . . . 43
- skodaic resonance from lUl
- in splenic anaimia 4G, 55, 'S7'2

- Epienomegalic cirrhosis H'-VA

- syphilis . . . . . . i"iJ

of liver . . . . 4G
- tlirill with .. ..44
- tulMT.'lll..n-^ . . . . 45

Ascites, with tuberculous
peritonitis 48, i^u. iVM

- -
iM.rr:il •;l;uuK.. .. 51

- twisted ovariiin pedicle GSH

Ascites, tympanites distin-

guished from . 44
- umbiticu-s and . . 43, 4li5
- uterus i[i . . . . 45
-

Vii^jinal examination and 411
- from vena cava inferior

obstruction . . . . 40
- vena cava inferior ob-

structed by . . 415, 74It
- from vetia cava throm-

bosis . . . . 52. 749
Ascitic Ihiid (see Fluid,

Ascitic)

Aspergillosis, liaiinoiitysis
from . . . . . . '2S7

Aspergillus Ilavus, iu si)u-
tum r.45

-
fumigatus, in sputum . . (J 15

- Madura foot from . . T.'hi i

-
nJLrer, lun- alTcctcd by. . L'ilO I

ill sputum . . . . 045
Aspliyxia, from abductor

paralysis . . . . 158
- acute laryn^'ilis ., Clfi
- angina Ludovici . , O'J'.i

-
borburygnii from . . sj

- coma in . . . . ..in
- convulsions in . . ..Ill
- in epilepsy . . . . 1 15
-

fatal, from tooLh-idute
in Iiirynx . . . . Ili5

- ill lieart disease .. Ifii
-

iiigh blood-pressure from
14. SI

- from Landry's paralysis 51S
-

paralysis of diaphragm 51S
intercostal muscles . . 51S

-
partial, shortness of

breath from . . . . 8t»
- retracted head from . . 589
- from syphilis . . . . 158
- tetanus . , . . . . 1.S8
- whooping-cou:;h . . 145
Aspiration, in Lliagnosing

bursa. . . . , .~ OTiJ
- (and see Xeedlin--')

Aspirin, angioneurotic
oedema simulated after G7.i

- erythema from . . . . '22'2
- noises in the he;id fi'om 4i»H
- <:edema from 41(i, 413, 415
- urticaria from .. 413, 771
Assam, Kala-azar in 29, 63:^

Astereoiinosis . . . . 58
- in tabes . . . . . . GOU
- disseminated sclerosis . . Gtlil

Asthma, aneurysm simu-
lating . .

"

, . . . 535
- broncliitic, spasmodic

distiic/ni.-lied from by
eosiniiphilia . . .". 21'.*

- broTichitis with 153, 42m
simulating . . 420, 535
and empliysema from IG'.i

simulatiiii,' . . . . ItJu
- cardiac dyspncea simu-

lating . . . . . . 535
from fatty heart .. 213

spasmodicdistingiiishcd
from by eosinopUilia 219

-
Charcot-Leyden crystals

in . . . .

'

102, 153
" clubbed fingers from ,. Ill
-

cotistipatiori from . . |28
- Curschmami's spirals in

102 153

D

2UI
535

535
535
535

.is//ima, could.
- cyanosis from . .

- dyspnoea from . . 322.
not coutrh tlie esseri-

tial symptnni of , .

-
enijiliy^enia from

^mi'iihiting . . ir.O.
- eosinophilia in 153, 219,
-

eosinophile cells in S[iu
tuni in . . 1(12

- forei^rn body simiilatin;^'

Asthma, general account
of

-
goitre simulating

- hysteria simulating
- insomnia from - 321, 32:i
- mediastinal new growtlis

simulating . . . . 535
- nasal discharge from . . 178
- ortliopncea from 323, 418
- papilloma of larynx simu

lating . .

- polycythfemia from 532,
-

polyuria from . .

- renal, spasmodic distin-

guished from by
eosinophilia . .

-
sypliilis of bronchus

simulating
-

tlierapeutio tests for . .

-
tliyfiiii: . .

- uraemia simulating
-

i--rays in dia<;nosing . . 535

Astigmatism, diplopia from 175
- eye-strain from 44G, 524
- Iieadache from .. 449, 712
- hypermetropia witli .. 417
- morning lieadarhc fr.im 294
- neuralgia from . . . . 449

Astigmatism, optic disc in 417
(Plate XX) . . 41S

~ pain in tlie eye from . . 44G
- photoptiobia from . . 524
- tenderness of scalp from 712
Astlev Cooper, on hernia

of bladder . . . . CS3

Astley Cooper, irritable

breast of ,431
A'-tMiiL,'c[its. fijir-l lr..[,i . . 720
Astronomers, vision aiM.I.. 758

Asylum dysentery .. 717
Ataxic paraplegia, atavy

with ..

"

.. .'. 251
Ilabinski's sign in .. C.S

lesions of . . . . 517
- - neurasthenia simulated

by
- -

jiaraplegia from
- -

penile erection absent
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515

,
5U

01

Atrophy, miisculaT, co/iid.

myelitis
- - iiiyopatliy 00, 513.
- - neuritis
- - new ^owth of bone. .

_ _ _ _ on nerve
- - obturator nerve lesion 4'J3

Atrophy, muscular, in one
arm, lesions causing. . 504

part of emaciation . . oO
from pelvic tumour

01, 63, 04, 351, 410,

465, 512, 514, 515, 770
- - peroneal atrophy . . 50!)
- - phthisis . . . . 61

poliomyelitis {Fig. 9)

59, 509, 512

porencephalus . . 144
- - in primary muscular

dystrophy . . 533

progressive muscular

atrophy .. 01, 02

pseudohypertrophic
paralysis .. ..513

rheumatoid arthritis

343, 346
- - sacro-iliac joint disease 63

Atrophy muscular, in scia-

tica .. 01, 03
- - from spinal caries

meningitis . .

new growth
splints

spondylitis deformans

sprains
in syringomyelia 61,

02, 110, 257,
tahes dorsalis

thoracic new growth . .

in Tooth's peroneal
palsy . . . . 01

transverse myelitis 01, 02
with tuberculous arth-

ritis . . . . 348
- - weiL'lit rarryiiig . . 1G3

Atrophy, optic, appearances
of 416, ii'ldr -VAJ 118

- - from atoxyl . . . . 759
black specks before

eyes from . . . . 72
blindness from 761, 762
from cerebellar tumour 592
cerebral diplegia . . 729
colour blindness from 702
in congenital syphilis 205
with diple^tia . . . . 132
ill disseminated sclero-

sis 148, 490, 502. 517, 700

,438 I

499
499
509 !

01 :

715
,

61
I

503
I

59
I

63
I

- Friedreich's ataxy
- hereditary, central

scotoma from
- in hydrocephalus
- idiocy with . .

- from lead
- after neuritis . .

- in pellagra
- from sphenoidal sinus

disease
- visual field constricted

513

760
205
761
759
416

700
- peroneal, atrophy of log

muscles in . . . . 110
claw liand from . . 109

- progressive muscular {see
Progressive Muscular

Atrophy)
ATROPHY. TESTICULAR

66, 313. 4C8. 479
from syphilis . . 00, 479

- of thenar muscles, from
cervical rib . . . . 50S

- - from progressive mus-
cular atrophy 01, 110

in Tooth's paralysis.. 113
- of tongue in bulbar para-

lysis .. 197, 5S9. 627

Atropine, convulsions from 144
- in diagnosing ij'itis . . 232
- disastrous in glaucoma 233
- ervtnema from . . . . 222
- in" iritis 233
- pupil dilated by . . 232
Attic, suppuration in .. 423
Auditive, definition of an 025

Auditory meatus, exostosis
in 071

- nerve, distribution of . . 163

A uditory nerve, contd.
j- - noises in ear from

lesion of . . . . 723
|

tumour of, tremor from 729
j- word centre (Fig. 200). . 624
,

Australia, hydatid disciise

in .. 49, 291, 053

Austria, impetigo herpeti-
formis ill . . . . 93

AURA 67
- Hashing as an .. .. 241
- in epilepsy 48; 145, 012
- giddiness an . . . . 752
- in Jacksonian epilepsy . . 147

Aura, localizing sign in

jacksonian epilepsy. . G8
- olf;u-tury .. 08, 612
- taste . . . . . . 705
- visual . . . . . . 08

Auricle, left, liypcrtropliied
and dilated, from mi-
tral stenosis . . 215, 292 (

-
right, polypus in . . 750 '

- single 157
|

Auricles, paroxysmal tacliy-
eardia of . . . . 548

Auricular fibrillation, ar-

rhythmia from 545, 548
- - from cardiosclerosis. . 548
- - disappearance of pre-

systolic bruit with 548
thrill with . . 548

electrocardiogram of 430
in detecting 91, 485, 70t

irregular heart from. . 94
- - lasting for years . . 548

in mitral stenosis 94, 548

paroxysmal tachy-
cardia distinguished
from . . 548

polygraph tracings in

diagnosing . . . . 5tS

pulse irregular from. . 548
- - - rapid with . . . . 548

tacliycardia from , . 701
Auricular friction .. .. 548
Auriculo- ventricular bun-

dles 545

Auscultatory percussion,
little value of . . . . 244

Auto-intoxication, in cy-
clical vomiting . . 765

- eclampsia . . . . 140

Automatism, epileptic 20, 144

Autophonia . . 166

Autopsy I see Post-mortem
Examination)

Axilla, abscess in (see Ali-

scess. Axillary)
- lymph - glands in (see

Lymphatic Glands,
Axillary)

Axilla, primary tumours of 6G7
- svcosis atlectiriL' .. 558
Axillit), absence of hair in 71
- bromidrosis of . . . . 654
- chromidrosis of.. .. 055
- eczema marginatum in 250
- erythrasma of . . . . 251
- pediculosis pubis affect-

ing 401
- seborrhoeic eczema in .. 401

Axillary folds, scabies of. . 755
- glands, enlarged (see

Lymphatic Glands,
Axillary)

- hair, precocious, hyper-
nephroma and . . 030

- vein, olistnii-ttrid . . 289

Azoospermia, sterility from
046. 04 7

Azotic diabetes .. o^ii, o'il

BABINSKI'S
SIGN (and

see riant.-tr Hellex,

ICxtensor) . . . . 68
nacill;x3!nia . . . . 597
BACILLURIA .. 89
- albuminuria with . , 770
- leucocytes in urine with 770
- loss of weight from . . 770
- prolonged pyrexia from 503

Bacillus, acid-fast . . 641
- aerogenes capsulatus,

fatty acids produced
by

'

. . . . . . 25

Bacillus aeroyenes cap., contd.

gas- containing lo-

culi in liver from 203
- - - spreading gangrene

due to . . . . 250
subcutaneous em-
physema from . . 203

sulphides produced 250
- anthracis . . . . 074

in malignant pustule 559
- Bordet-Gengou . . 645
-

coli, in abscess 23S, 530, 680
- - bacteriuria from . . 69

in cerebrospinal fluid 305

cystitis from.. 70, 182
- - empyema from . . 104

epididymo-orcliitis i

from .. .. 478 I

fnctid cystitis from . . 238

gas formation by 530, 531
in abscess by 651,

652, 053
in impetigo . . . . 538
membranous vaginitis

from . . . . 186

meningitis from . . 590
- - nephritis due to . , 69

orchitis due to . . 67
in j)leuritic effusion . . 106
pneumoperitoneum

from . . , , 052

pneumothorax from.. 531

prostatitis due to 70, 182

pyelitis from.. 132. 570

pyelonephritis due to 69

pyopneuinopericar-
dium from . . . . 652

recovered on blood
culture , . . . 597

rheumatoid arthritis

from , . . . 35
subcutaneous emphy-
sema from . . , . 203

ureteritis due to 09, 472
urethritis from . . 182
in urine . . . . 09
whitlow from . . 240

- comma, in cholera . . 717
- diphtheriaj 154, 157,196,

419, 589
- - (P/afe .\XVI11) .. 614

from ear . . . . 422

laryngitis from . . 199
membranous vaginitis
from .. ..186

meningitis from . . 590
Neisser'sstainfor 157, 614
in peripheral neuritis 154
skin lesion . . . . 553
sore throat and 013, 014
whitlow from . . 240

- drumstick , . . . 730
- - (P/'if>^ xxvr/r) . . i;i4

Bacillus dysenteric, char-
acters of . . 77

- Eberth's (see Bacillus

Typhosus)
- enteritidis, summer diar-

rhoea from . . . . 381
- foetidus, bromidrosis

from 054
- fusiform, sore throat due

to 013
in Vincent's angina . . 614

- Gaertner's, agglutination
test for . . . , 554
in ptomaine poisoning

554, 717
summer diarrhoea from 384

-
glanders (see Bacillus

ilallei)
- Ilofmann's, sore throat

due to . . . . 013
- inlluenzaj, in cerebro-

spinal fluid . . . . 305
- - menineifis from .. 590

nasnl discharge due to 178

pneumonia from , . 643
recovered on blood-

culture . . . . 597
sore throat due to . . 613
in sputum 290, 405,

564, 640
- Klebs - Loefller (see

BacUlus diphtheria)
-

leprosy . . . . . . 63
in nasal discharge . . 333

liacilliis. conid.
-

]eptothri\-, septiccomia
from 567

- mallei in glanders . . 97

septicemia from . . 567
skin lesions . . . . 559
sputum . . . . 045

- of Moran-Axenfeld, con-

junctivitis from . . 231
- Morgan's, ptomaine poi-

soning from . . . . Ifl?

summer diarrhoea from 384
-

Oppler-Boas', carcinoma
of stomach and 310,

706, 707
in gastric juice . . 318

- paratyphosns A and B,
agglutination of .. 637

- - in urine . . . . 69
-

PfeifEer's, in influenza

465, 564
- pncumoniaj, nephritis

due to 69

pyelonephritis due to 09
ureteritis due to . . 69

- prodigiosus. hajmoptysis
simulated by.. 280. 041
red pigment produced
by 286

red sputum from . . 644
sweat from . . 655

- proteus. pyelitis from . . 576
- pyocyaneus. coloured

sweat from . . . . 655

empyema from . . 104
in impetigo . . . . 558

nephritis due to . . 69

pemphigus neonator-
um due to . . . . 97

- -
pyelonephritis due to 69
recovered on blood-

culture . . . . 597
in sputum . . . . 644
ureteritis due to . . 09

-
Shiga's, dysentery from

172, 716
- tetani .. 138, 417, 730
- - (Plate XXVIII) .. 014
- - from wound . . . . 599
- tuberculosis (see Tuber-

cle Bacilli)
- typhosus in bile passages 335
- - in blood . . . . 564

in cerebro-spinal fluid 305
- -

cystitis due to . . 70
- - empyema from . . lUt

gall-bladder infection

by
- - meningitis from
- - in periosteal abscess. .

- -- periostitis due to
- - pyelitis from . .

- - recovered on blood
culture . . 597,

simulating B. dysen-
teriEB

- xerosis, in normal ure-

thra . .

Back, abscess of (see Ab-
scess of Back)

- acne affecting . . 489, 560
- aneurysm pointing in 168.

429
- cheiropompholyx on . . 97
- curvature of (see Kypho-

sis ; Lordosis ; Scoliosis)
- glands draining. . . . 679
- hollow (see Lordosis)
- injury to (see Injury)
- lymphatics of . . . . 007
- multiple benign sarcoid

affecting . . . . 405
- myoma cutis of . . . . 732
- pain in (see Pain in the

Back ; and Backache)
- risid (see Rigiditv of the

Back)
- sebaceous cyst of . . 732
- small-pox affecting . . 757
- sores on. inflamed axil-

lary glands from . . 380

inguinal glands from 381
- stiffness of, from typhoid

spine . . . . . . 340

I

- swelling of, from aneur-

ysm opening vena cava 159
-

syphilodernssof . . .. 490

254
590
670
715
570

63G

09
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Hack, could
- teiidcrfifcw in (sec Tender-

ness in Ii;»ck)
- urticaria if . . . . 4fS0
- varicella alTectiitt^ 750, 757

Backache, from calculus.. -109
- carcinoma uteri . . 469
- caries of spine .. .. 4(19
- cervical catarrli . . 408
- - erosion . . . . 40S
- from endometritia 10"_',

3S7, 4tJS
- in fevers. . . . . . 4*J7
- from growth in spiue .. 409
~ li;BiiiorrIioids . . . . 4G9
- impacted ovarian tumour 468
- - utrriric tumour .. 4lj8
- l.,lrr:,| .mv;itnre .. 4-J8

Backache, from pelvic dis-

orders . . 429, 468
-

prolapse of uterus . . 408
- rectal srowtli . . . . 4G0
- sacro-iliac joint disease 409
- in small-pox . . . . 272
- after typlioid fever . . 715
- from urine clianijes . . 409
- uterine con^'estion . . 3S7
Backward pressure (and

see Ile.nrt failure)
from alcoholism . . 214
arteriosclerosis . . 212

Backward pressure, causes
of 46

- - ascites from . . 40, 52. 511

- - from athlete's heart 214

emphysema . . . . 217
over-exertion . . 214

gastritis from .. 317

nutmeg liver from .. 52
- - oedema of Icljs from. . 52

parirrf:itiri>^ with .. 100

piiN.itil'- liv.T from . . 52
Backward pressure, signs of 212
- - apken nut enkir!,'ed by 032
Bacteriremia . . . , 597
Bacterial ciists . . . . G

Bacteriolo}:;ical examination,
in actinomycosis 74, i

098, 73G I

- - anL'iria ludovici . . 413 >

- - anthrax 413, 559, 074
j

arthritis . . . . 35
j

of ascitic lluid . . 48
bacilluria . . . . 770

;

of bronchial casts . . 044
in cellulitis . . . . 413
of cerebrospinal fluid 305

,

- - in chancre .. .. 674 i

cholera . . . . 273
- - colibacilluria . . 455 I

- - coniunctivitis . . 7^4 I

diphtheria 01, 419, 422
'

{Plate XXVIII) .. 014
[

dysentery . . . . 717
'

- - emf)yema . . . . 104
of" jjall-bladder . . 254

epiilidvmo-orchitis . . 478

erysipelas . . 98, 413
- - of f;i;ces, for fermenta- G

tion .. .. 240 i

]>utrefaotion . , 24G
- - in tiastritis .. .. 207

ulanders . . 97, 559

Bacteriological examination

forgonococci in female 183
j.<\:.Tr\i'i- I . . K'.ir. 700

- - UMpiniLTU . . . . 55S
infective endocarditis

j

209, 5G6
BactBriolonical examination

in influenza KS, 440,
465. <;40. 043

- - iM l.a-vti-'iti.4 157, 199,

419, GIG
- - leprosy . . 03, 383 i

- - meningitis 511, 515,
50G, 590

of nasal discharges 178, 179
in ojiisthotonos .. 417
orchitis . . . . 07

- - otitis media . . . . 422

paratyphoid .. .. 637
- -

peripheral neuritis . . 64
- - prnlonsed pyrexia .. 563

purpura . . . . 557

pva^mia . . 555, 597

pyelitis . . . . 218

liiic/iTitilo^tca/ rnirii.,
- - of red sputum
- -

rigors . .

rintrworm
septicemia 555,

597,

280
595
248

037
597
558

septicopyemia
- - skin (JipJitlnTia

Bacteriological examination
of sore throat . 614
^[nnul menniLTitis .. 417

- -
s]:torotrichosis , , 290

- - spotted fever . . 554
stomatitis .. .. 542
syphilis . . 074, 739
tetanus .. 417, 599

I

tonsillitis . , . . 379
tuberculous tongue . . G98

I

typhoid fever . . 504
[

ulcer of palate . . 588
! ulceration of larynx. . 158

urethral discharge . . 181
urethritis . . . . 581
of urine . . 09, 70

I Vincent's angina . . tU4
whoopini^-coui^'li .. 015
zymotic diarrhica. .. 384

Bacteriology of acute phar-
yngitis. . . . 613

BacteriDlooy of laryngitis 613
Bacteriology of sore throats 613
BACTERIURIA .. 69
- aching in loins from . . 70
- au'e incidence of . . 09
- albumiriuria from . . 70

;

- anorexia from . . . . 70
I

- in cliikiren . . , . 09

Bacteriuria. clinical sym-
'

ptoms of
- from dental abscess
-

freipierjt micturition from
-

gastro-intestinal sym-
ptoms from . .

- iuumaturia from
- ill-health in children from
- intermittent

Bacteriuria, micro-organ-
' isms causing . . 69,

lausca from
iter operations

-
pain in hypogastrium
from . .

loins from
- - perineum from
- in pregnancy
- pyrexia from , .

- pyuria from
- reaction of urine in
- with renal calculus
- renal epithelium in urine

from . .

- with rheumatoid arthritis
-

rigors from
- scaldine from . .

- sex incidence of
-

staphylococci in
- from suppurative ne-

phritis
- tenderness over kidneys

from . .

over ureters from . .

- from tonsillitis . . . . c.n

- tube casts from .. 7'i

Bacteriuria, urine changes in 70
- vomiting from . . . . 7i.i

(:nid seeCon-b;icilIurMi

iJag of worms feel, of vari-

cocele . . . . . . 701
Baker's cyst . . . . 092

Balanitis, chancre sinmlated
hv . . . . . . 017

- in diabetes . . . . GIS
- eiuiresis from . . . . 218
- frequent micturition

from . . . . , . 394
Balanitis, general account of 617
- ijonorrhtjea simulated by 017
-

trouty . . . . . . OlS
- pain in penis from . . 473
- priapism from .. .. 538
- pyuria from . . . . 575
- soft sore simulated by. . G17
- ulceration of penis from 017
BALDNESS ..70
- from alopecia areata . . 71
- conijenital . . 7'i. 71
- from eczema .. .. 71

70

70

94

70

71

71

71

71
711
191
71

n
71
71

219
710
71
71
71
70
150

400

263

111
035

/ialtl/)i:is, nm/J.
~ erysipelas
- favus
- after fevers
- from foUiculitLs decal

vans . .

- liead rolling
-

juvenile . .

- after kerion
- from lupus ervthematosus

I

'

71, 710

I

- morphcpa
I

- nerve shock

I

-
psoriasis. .

I

- ringworm . . 71
I

- sclerodermia
- seborrlitEa
- senile
- from syphilis . .

- tvpes of

Ballet-dancers, cramps in

Balloornsts, noises in the
head in

Bandaijin?, tight, gangrene
from . . . . 255,

EatiiN. ;untuotic. rrdcma
from

-
p.-ritnn.-;il (sL-e Adhesions,

p.r,(MM,.;,I)

Bang's method of estimat
ing sugar

,
lianti's disease, clubbed

hngers in
- - cirrhosis and.. 37

periplieral neuritis in 04

splenic anemia and
37, 04, 372, 033

! splcnomegalic cirrhosis
and 033

Barium chloride, in bile

test .. ..744
carboluria and . . 747

- enema, in diagnosing
•^ji.i-^rii- rrMisrip.itioii . . 215

Barium enema, technique of 125
Barium meal, technique of 122
li.iilrv. .utiriuniyccs from 015
Barlow's disease (and see

Scurvy) 38, 72, 99
- -

ni;,'bt sweats in
- - purpura in . .

Barrel-shaped chest, it

emphysema . .

Bartliolin's gland, norma!
secretion from
abscess

cyst of

inflamed in gonorrhcca 700
Bartholinitis, aching in

lierinoum from .. 474
-

dysiiareunia from .. 193
- from ;:onorrhtpa . . 194
- levator ani spasm from 193
- vat:inismus from . . 193
Baruria 537
Barvta water, in bile test 744

Basis[dienoid, fibrosarcoma
«)f 179

- fracture of. hemianopsia
from 302

- recurrent libronia of .. 179
- sarcoma of. blood-spit

tin? due to

Basnpliile cells in Ilodg-
kin's disease

37, 04, 377,
- - leiik.TRUiia
- - Ivmphatic leukoamia
- - (Pliilrs II, IV) 22
- -

^plorii.' aTKnmia
- corpuscles, characters of
- ~ (l'|:it.- //. Ft./. 0)

Basophilia, punctate
- - {I-l,lf':i II. Ill) 22
- - in phiiribi^ni . .

Bath, ruld, inein"irrhaL;ia

irnrn . . . . \ . 38G

Bathing drawers area, skin

diseases affecting
eczema affecting

- pruritus and
Battis, hot, insomnia re-

lieved by
i[i loweriiiiT hi2rh blood

prc^sun- ". . . . r.2.1

Bazin's disease, general
account of . . 404

,
550
lis 4

553

107

185
474
701

285

G35
24

23

23
,
24
23

401
000
540

323

Ihizni's (iis'visr, confU.

agirravated by anti-

syi)htlitic treatment 404
- - erythema in . , . , 223

legs alfected by . . 404
tuberculosis and . . 738
ulceration in .. 404, 738

Beading of ribs in rickets

155. 107, 035
Beaked pelvis in rickets .. 187
Bean in oesophagus (Fig.

95) 195
-

itihaled, gangrene of lung
from . . . . . . 259

j

Beans, oxalate from . . 434
I Beard, eczema seborrhoei-

cum of . . . . 491
' -

falling out of, from brain

injury .. . . 67
-

pediculosis i>ubis alTect-

iu<i 401
Beard, ringworm of the 247, 249
Bed, pain on getting warm

in 463
Bedclothes, insomnia and

;

320, 321, 322
- intolerance of, in infan-

j

tile scurvy . . . . 99

Bedding, excessive .. 240
Bedford, on safranin test 262
Bedriddenness. in general

l.aralvsis .. 59, 243
- tabes dors ilis .. ..59
Bedsore, acute, general ac-

count of 257. 258
- death from . . . . l'5S
- fromiceliag .. .. 258
Bedsore Of finger .. .. 240
- gangrene from . . . . 255
- in hemi|ilei:ia .. .. 737
- from hot-water liottle.. 257
- pyvemia from . . . . 258
- sites affected by . . 237
Beer, arsenic in . . GO, 520
- oxalate from . . . . 434
-

poisoning by . . . . 5^*0
- polyuria from . . . . 536
- regurgitation of food

througn noise .alter . . 588
I

Beer-drinker's heart . . 300
'

Beer-drinking, a-dema from 41.-i

Bee-sting, dysphagia from 198
-

swelling of lace from .. 074
- tongue swollen Irom . . 198
beetroot, oxalate irorn . . 4i'4

Belladonna, anidrosis from 654
-

constipation relieved by 12'4'
- delirium from . . 109, 170
- erythema from.. .. 222
- heart slowed by . . 704
-

puidls dilated from . . 705
and fixed from . . 170

- purpura from , . . . 553
- scales from . . . . 603
- skin dry and Unshed from 170
- tacliycardia from 7U3, 704
- thirst from . . . . 730
-

tonL,'ue drv frrnri . . 705
lullii.., dinitroli.-iiz.'ne in 334
Bell's palsy, general ac-

count of . . 494
- - and see I'ar.ilysis,

Facial)
Bl'U sound, with jnieumo-

thorax . . . . 108
Belt, liver furrowing from 307
Bence-Jones albumosuria 4

tests for . . . . 5

Bence- Jones albumosuria
general account of . . 16

Benzene and chloroform,
specific gravity mea-
surement with . . 534

Benzidin, in occult blood-
test 171

Benzoic acid (see Acid,
Benzoic)

Benzol in aeroplane varnish 334
Beri-beri. anjemia from . . 33
- cachexia from . . . . 33
- decorticated rice and 63, 226,

414

Beri-beri, diagnosis of . . 63
- muscle WListiiiL.' in . . »;;;

~ (cilema in
"

t;3. 414, 415
- peripheral neuritis from

01, 03, 414
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BtTi-bcri, conld.
-

rigor rare in . . . . iiOo

- in seamen . . . . 41-1

- on ships . . . . . . 63

Bial's test 261
!;icMrbonate of soda, heart-

liurn relievpcJ by .. 297

in iiiflatini,' stomach
317, 319

interscapular pain re-

lieved by . . . . -102

Biceps, atrophy of • - ol3
- of leg, nerve supply of. . 4!)S

- myoclonus of . . . . 137
- nerve supply of . . 50-i

- paralysis of, in Erb's

palsy . . - . • . 50"
- root innervation of . . 50D

Ijiceps-jerk, increased in

brachial monoplegia. . 502

Bicuspids, upper, pain in

temporal region from 712

Bilberries, black stools after

70. 385

Bite, inspissated, jaundice
from . . . . 325, 328

- pigment, tests for .. *43

(Plate XXXV) .. 7oU

in lurine (see Jaundice ;

and Urine, Bile

Pigment in)
- salts, slow pulse from . . 324
- in stools, test for .. 170

^

- urine, foam test for . . 743
- m vomit . . . - 766

Bile-duct, carcinoma of,

(see (Carcinoma of Bile-

duct)
- catarrli,'jauiidice from. . 325

Bile-duct, cicatrization of

325, 329
- congenital obliteration of 325
- kinking of, from hepato-

ptosis . . . . . . 368
- obstructed by ascaris

lumbricoides . . . . 328

carcinoma . . 320, 330
- ob'^t ruction, carcinoma

simulated by.. .. 374
- - from catarrh . . . . 326

Bile-duct obstruction, causes

of 325
- - clay-coloured motions

from . . . . 326

by colon tumonrs . . 330
- - cirrhosis simulated by, 372

by distoma hepaticum 328

enlarged portal glands
50, 51, 330

I- - by duodeimm tumours 330 '

- -
gall-stones . . . . 326

'

Bile-duct obstruction,

general account of

327. .'iiJS. -I'll, :i;iiJ, 331

by hydatid cyst .. 328
- - jaundice from

325, 32G, 36'.). 372 '

large liver from
326, 369, 372

by liver tumours . . 330
- - movable kidney . . 331

omental tumour .. 331

pancreas tumours . . 330
ovarian tumours . . 331

- - pancreatitis . . . . 320

right kidney tumours 330
stomacti tumours . . 330
stools pallid uitli . . 372

Bile-ducts, congenital obli-

teration of . . 329
- rupture of hydatid into 375

|

Bilharzia, cystoscopic ap-
pearance {Plate XVI) 284

- Iiaamatobia, affecting
bladder

rectum
- — anatmia from
- - blood per anura from
Bilharzia hsmatobia. blood

changes with

- - cystoscope in dia'jnos-

ing . . . . 2S2,
in }i)gyitt

- -
eosjnopliilia from

- -
geograpliical dislribu-

tion

79
79
33
79

26
99

472
79

219

Bilharzia Jictmal'bia, contd.

liaiinaturia from
33, 275, 2S2, 581

- - mucus in stools from 79
- - ova {Fig. 26) . . 79

in fjeces . . . . 79

urine 282, 472, 581

I pyuria from 575, 5S0, 581
tuberculous bladder

simulated by 282, 472
- pain in ]ienis from .. 471

Biliary colic (see Colic,

Biliary)
Biliousness, carcinoma

siuuilating . . . . 462
- from deficient exercise. . 526
- gall-stone simulating . . 462
- from injudicious diet . . 526
- interscapular pain from

461, 475
-

pain in shoulder from . . 475
-

)ihotophobia from . . 520
- ptyalism from . . . . 543
- specks before eyes from 71
- uric acid and . . . . 742
- vertical headache from 294
Bilirubin in stools .. 170
- urine . . . . 743, 745
- urobilin from . . . . 743

Biliverdiu in urine 743, 745, 747
Bimanual examination,

carcinoma coH felt on 354
in cases of bearing-
down pain . . . . 427

detecting tibromyoma 380

tubal gestation . . 408
in diagnosing pelvic

tumours . . . . 353

pulsatile liver . . 309

diJIerentiating pelvic
tumours . . . . 689

hypertrophy of cervLv 539
- - inversion of uterus . . 539

for kidney . . . . 352
ill prolapse . . . . 539

Biot's breatliitig . . . . 107
allied to Cheyne-Stokes' 84
in tuberculous menm-

gitis .. ..84
Bird foods, sporotrichosis

from 290
Birds, feeders of. asper-

giUus of lung in . . 645
- oval red corpuscles in . . 266
- trypanosomes in . . 28
- uric acid in . . . . 742

Birth, injury at : Du-
chenne's palsy from.. 507

- milk from breasts at . . 686
-

palsies . . . . . . 132
tremor with . . . . 729

- (and see Childbirth : and
Labour)

Bismuth, black motions
from . . . . . . 385

- enema, in diagnosing
carcinoma coli {Fig. 54) 126

- rectal concretion from.. 718
-

salts, reduced by glucose 262

glycuronic acid . . 262
lactose . . . . 262

pentose . . . . 262
- subnitrate, in Bottger's

test 262

Nylander's test . . 202
- sulphide, black stools

from . . . . . . 75
- and ^--ravs (see x-Bays

and Hismuth)
Bite, dog, hydrophobia

from .. 138, 197, 730
- snake (sec Snake Bitej
- tongue swollen from . . 098

Bites, bug. relapsing fever

spread by . . 28, 336
- glands enlarged from . . 679
- gnat, swelling of face

from . . . . . . 074
vesicles from .. 757

- hydrophobia from . . 730
- insect, itchintr from . . 540

jmrpura from . . 553
- itcliins from . . . . 540
- leech, purpura from . . 553
- mosquito, malaria from 29
- swelling of face from . . 074
- various, fever from . . 598

Bites, contd.
- vesicles from .. ..757
- wheals from . . . . 771
- wolf, hydrophobia from 730

Biting of tongue, in epilepsy 594
Biuret test for albumose. . 10
Black-dot rinLTworm . . 248

,

BLACK SPECKS BEFORE
THE EYES .. .71

iruni pl.-tliui-;i .. 221
! from scotomata . . 76U
Blacksmiths' heart 15, 200, 484
- cramp . . . . . . 151
Blackwater fever, coma in 117

hfemoglobinuria in . . 284
I quinine and . . . . 284

malaria and . . . . 284

purpura in . . . . 553

Bladder, abscesses opening
into 238, 2S3, 575, 581

- affections of, pain in the
back from . . . . 428

- - -
legs from . . . . 442

renal lesion simulating 575
- appendicitis opening the 238
- appendix adherent to . . 582
- atony of. after recurrent

over-distention . . 305
- bittiarzia affecting . . 70

Bladder, bilharzia of {Phtit'

XVU 284
- bluod-clot ill, difliculty

in micturition with . . 398
:

- carcinoma of (see Car-
cinoma of Bladder)

- - invading 238, 283, 394,
575, 582, 649

- caseous gland opening
into .". .. .. 23S

Bladder crises, in tabes 049, 650
, displaced, by hyper-

trophy of cervix . . 539
- distended, urachal cyst

I

simulated by . . 665
I catheter in diagnosing

45, 665, 688

dystocia from . . 200
from enlarged prostate

45, 277, 665
fibroid of uterus simu-

lated by - . . . OSS

-hypogastric swelling
from . . . . 665

incontinence from . . 45
- - ovarian cyst simulated

by . . . . 065, 688

pelvic swelling due to 088

pregnancy simulated

by .. .. 665, 088
from retroverted gravid

ascites 45. 605, 089

Bladder, distended, signs of 45
- - sinmlating ascites . . 44
- - tapped in mistake for

ascites . . . . 005
- diverticulitis opening the 238
- dysenteric bowel opening 582
- emptying of over-dis-

tended, anuria from. . 40
- epithelioma of (see Car-

cinoma of Bladder

Bladder, extroversion of 539. 540
simulating prolapse . . 539

-
full, priapism from . . 53S

- growth, enlarged prostate
sunuhated by. . . . 390
urethra obstructed by 396

- in hernia . . . . 083
- idiopathic dilatation of

{Fig. 277) . . . . 005
- inflamed (see Cystitis)
- injury to (see Injurv to

Bladder)
- irritabilitv, oxaluria and 4 24

Bladder, irritable . . 3S8. 742
- - strangury in . . . . 049
- la\aL'e of (see Lavage)
Bladder, neuroses of . . 398 i

Bladder, new growths of . . 580 i

- - -
pelvic swelling due
to 688 I

- normal position of . . 605
- palpable dilated . . 395

|- papilloma of (see rnpill-
oma of Bladder)

-
paralysis of • 398

|- puuch of . . . - . . 678
,

Bladder, cu/tld.

- pressure on, hearing-down
pain from . . . . 426

- prolapse of . . . . 649
i
- pyosalpinx ruptured into 582
- ruptured, from fracture

of pelvis .. ..278
Bladder, stammering .. 395
- stone in (see CalcuUis,

Vesical)
- succussion in . . . . 053
- tuberculous bowel open-

ing into . . . . 582

(see Tuberculosis of

Bladder)
- idcen'-tion of (see I'lcora-

tion of BladdfT)
- villous tumour of (see

Villous Tumour of

Bladder)
Blanching, from duodenal

ulcer . . . . . . 120
- leaking aneurysm 120, 631
- ruptured aneurysm . . 434

tubal gestation . . 120
- severe hjemorrhage . . 120
- in typhoid fever 120, 574
- (and see Pallor)
Blciicliin;^' powder, indican

;ni.l 74.%

Bleaching Powder test for

Indican - . 314
Bleb (see BulUe)
- empliv?;ematous 531, 532
BLEEDING GUMS .. 72

Blepharitis, chronic mar-

ginal, ectropion from 220

epiphora in . . 220
- - (Plate XII) .. . . 232

Blind spot 760

Blindness, from amaurotic

idiocy . . . . . . 701
- from anophthalmos . . 701
- .Mtar;iot 761

Blindness, complete, general
account of - 761

- congenital, idiocy with 511
- from detachment of

retina . . . . - - 702
- electric, erythropsia in . . 702

photophobia in .. 762
- from embolism of retinal

artery . . . . 762
- focal. perimeter in

mapping . . . . 301
- from fracture of skull . . 702
- glaucoma 233, 761, 702
- hysteria . . . . . . 010
- iritis . . . . 761
- migraine . . - . 702
- monocular, in migraine 75d
- nystagmus from . . 407
- from ophthalmia neona-

torum . . . . 761
- optic atrophy . . 701, 702
- - chiasma lesions . . 761

nerve compression . . 762

Blindness, partial, general
account of - 7G0. 761

-
rapid, from retruliuH'^ir

neuritis . . 700, 702
- from retinitis pigmentosa 761
- snow, erythropsia in . . 762

photophobia in . . 762
- from spasm of retinal

arteries . . . - 701

Blindness, sudden, list of

causes of • • 762
- from thrombosisof retinal

vein . . - - . - 762
- unilateral (see Hemi-

anopsia)
- in uraemia . . 759. 761
- from vitreous hajmor-

rhage 762
- (and see Vision, Defects

of)

Blinking tic . . . . 136

Blistering, albuminuria from 1 4

- with cantharides . . 14
- in pneumonia . . . - 14

Blisters (see Bulla?>

BLOOD PER ANUrvi .. 75

anaemia from . . "2

from aneurysm . . 7*:

ankylostomiasi'^ . . 81

arsenic . . . . 7S
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790 BONE EROSION BRIGHT'S DISEASE

Bone eroswn^ could.

ill Kaposi's disease . . 732

by rodent ulcer . . 735
- fibrbnia of . . . . (J71

- gvimma of . - . . 348
-

liydatid of . . - . G73
- impacted in cesophagus 195
- inhaled, gangrene of lung

from 2(;o

- innominate, sarcoma of 438
- in kidney tumours . . 3iJG

- marrow affections, albu-

mosuria from . . IG, 17

eosinophilia from. . 219

hypertrophy, in perni-
cious aniBmia .. 407

splenomegalic poly-

cythjemia and . . 534
- necrosis of (see Necrosis)
- new growth of, muscle

atropliy with . . 01
- rarefaction, in hip dis-

ease . . . • • . 3(J3

rheumatoid arthritis

(Fiq. 15G) 343, 344
- - of skull . . . . 152
- sarcoma of (see Sarcoma)
-

sypliilis of, skiagram
showint: . . . . GG9

Bone, syphilitic affections Of 669
- swflhiiL' till (-^ce f^welliiiL;

-
tliit.'kencil, in osteitis dc-

fornuiiis . . . . G7n

Bone, tuberculous atiscess of 669
disease of (see Tuber-

culosis of Bone)
- tumour of (see Swelling

on a Rone)
Bones, bending of, from

mollities ossium . . 24:
- - from rickets . . . . 242

i

-
brittle, in syringomyelia 257

,

- brittleness of (see Fragi-
'

litas Ossium)
|

- chloroma affecting . . 20.'>

- curved, in rickets 145, 6 5 i

- enlarged, in pulmonary I

osteo-artliropathy . . 352 i

- hifimorrhage over, in

scurvy . . . . 38
- malignant disease of, al-

bumose from . . . . 16
- nasal, necrosis of, from

syphilis . . . . 210
I

- overgrowth of, in leon- '

tiasis ossea . . . . G70 I

- of skull, rarefaction of. . 152 '

- swelling on, from yaws 403
- tender (see Tenderness in

I

Bones)
in rickets .. ..1-15

- - scurvy rickets . . 3S
- til ickening of, in acrome-

galy 40(J

in leontiasis ossea .. 4^)C^

noises in the head from 406
in osteitis deformans 406
osteojiorosis .. ., 40(5

from syi'liilis . . . . 406

Bones, tumours affecting
670, 671, 672

- -
of, in chloroma . . 39

Boots, bullae from . . . . 90
-

ill-fitting, limping from 362
|

metatarsal neuralgia
and .. .. 439 I

pain in foot from . . 362
paronychia from , . 400 i

-
tight, talipes from .. 113

|

jM.nii'i.^ acid (see Acid,
ilnrirj

BORBORYGMI .. .. 82
absent, in peritonitis

j

82, 388
I

- with aeropliagy . . 82 I

- from asphyxia . . , . 82
I

- in distinguishing colic

from peritonitis . . 593
j- with flatulence . . . . 82 '

- from heart failure .. 82 ;

- hunger . , . . . . 82
- in liysteria . . . . 82
- over ileocfccal valve . . 82
- with intestinal colic . . 425

obstruction ,. 131, 388
- intestinal putrefaction. . 82

Borbortjymi, conlil.

-
peristalsis and . . . . 82

- stethoscope in detecting 82
- in women . . . . 82

Bordet-Gengou bacillus . . 645
Bnri';iri,i (-,",.- Acid, Borl.')

Bnt-iii- riutli'/homa . . 084

Bothriocephalus latus .. 519
;dhnininiiria from . . 13

- - an:cini:i from . . 33, 413

Botliriocephalus latus,

blood chanees with .. 26
- - racliexi;i fri_nii . . 99

eosinu]iliili:L Ironi ., 219

head of iFi<;. 215) . . 519
cedema of legs from

413, 415
- - severe anaemia from 13, 521

Bottger's test, for sugar . . 262
Bottle nose, in chroinc al-

coholism . . . . 51

Bougie, in curing cardio-

spasm . . . . 435
- in diagnosing foreign body

in oesophagus . . 267

cpsophagus obstruction 763
stenosis . . . . 195

stricture . . . . 470
urethral calculus . . 395

stricture . . . . 394
- ureteral . . . . . . 41

in diagnosing stone in

ureter . . . . 455
- wax-tipped, in diagnosing

ureteric calculus . . 472
Bovine cough witli laryn-

geal paralysis 49 1, 495
- heart . .

"

. . . . 207
Bow legs, from achondro-

plasia . . . . . . 187
from rickets . . . . 186

Bowlers, subacromial bur-
sitis in . . . . 476

Boxing, erdarged heart
from . . . . 214

Bracheitis, acute .. 475, 477
Bracliial artery (see Artery,

Bnichi.'il)"

Brachial neuralgia l''i. 442
Brachial neuritis, general

account of . . 443
- plexus, affected by

aneurysm . . . . 03
cervical rib 03, 551
new growtli . . 63

weight carrying . . 163

compressed by thyroid
gland enlargement 722

diagram of . . . . 507
lesions, Raynaud's dis-

ease simulated by. . 163

palsy . . . . . . 02
Brachialis anticus, nerve

supply of . . . . 504
root irmervatiou of . . 509

Brachycephaly . . , . 237

Bradshaw, myelopathic
albumosuria of . . 17

BRADYCARDIA .. .. 82
- from aortic stenosis .. 208
-

apparent, in mitral sten-

osis . . . . . . 82
- from cerebral lesions S3, 84
-

digitalis causing 84, 704
- from drugs . . . . 84
- fatty heart . . . . 212
- fibroid heart . . . . 213
- in heart block . . . . 83
- Jaundice causing 84, 329
- in myxcedema . . . . 84
- physiological . . . . 82
- sodium salicylate causing 84
- in Stokes-Adams disease

S3, 146
- strophantlms causing . . 84
- from tuberculous mcnin-

i^'itis 84
- in nr;cnii:i . . . , 83
BRADYPNCEA ..84
Bradyoncea. list of causes

of 84. 85
Brain, :disccs^ of (scf Ab-

scess, ('erebralj
- aneurysm of (see Aneur-

ysm. Cerebrah
Brain, blue general account

of IG3

301

309
294

71
400
308

07
324
301

515
491
393

119
521
725
685

Brain, contd.
- carcinoma of
- concussion of (see Con-

cussion)
- congenital anomalies of
- contusion, hyperpyrexia

from . .

- cyst of . .

- embolism of (see Embol-
ism, Cerebral)

- fag, specks before eyes
from . .

- fatigue . .

- ;?unmia of 294, 301, ;!02,
- ha?moirhage in (see

Hifniorrhage. Cerebral)
-

injury, atrophy of testis

from . . . . GO,

falling out of beard
after

pubic hair disappearing
after

- not tinged by jaundice. .

- sarcoma of
-

syphilis of (see Syphilis,
Cerebral)

Brain-stem lesions, effects of
- tlironilH.-i-- oi (--IT '['lironi-

- tumour of (see Cerebral

Tumour)
- wear, tabes and

Brassy cough . . 15S,

Braufi's sign of pregnancy
Braziers, carbon niunoxide

poisoning from
Brazil, ankylostomiasis in

Bread-crumbling tremor. .

Breast, abscess in . .

absence of deep tender-
ness in, in tabes . .

- carcinoma of (see Carci-

noma of Breast)
- cyst of (see Cyst of

"

Brfust)

BREAST, DISCHARGE
FROM

Breast, fibro-adenoma of,

general account of
-

bydiilid uf
-

liyperaistlietlc, in liystcna
- hypertrophy of one
- inflamed (see Mastitisl

Breast, innocent tumours of

Breast, irritable, of Astley

Cooper
- irritated by stays
- line:? albicantes on
- lymphatics of . .

Breast, malignant tumours
of the

- int-lhod ol cxaniiniMg tin'

181,
- myoma cutis of . .

- neuralgia of . . 430,
- pain in (see Pain in the

Breast)
- redness of, in mastodynia
- sarcoma of .. 181,
- secretion from, during

pregnaTicy
- siims of, from tuoercle. .

- sores on, inflamed axillary

glands from . .

- swelling of (see Swelling,
Mammary)

- tender .. 431,0 686
- tuberculous (see Tu

cnliisis of Breast

BREATH, FOULNESS OF 86
from bronchiectasis . . 8G
cancrum oris- . , . 74
earcinomri, of tongue. . 87
catarrhal jaundice .. 329

constipation . . . . 87
dental caries . . . . 87

dyspepsia . . . . 87
- - empyema . . . . 86

oral sepsis . . . . 87
- - fcetid bronchitis . . 80
- -

foreign body . . . . 87

gangrene of lung SO, 644

garlic 80

gastritis . . . . 207

guaiacol . . . . 86
necrosis of nasal bone 87
onions . . . . 80

686
181
liU
685

686

431
4:^1.1

305
667

687

085
732
431

19
086

380

BrealJi, foulness of, cotitd.

from 07.a?na . . . . 87

paraldehyde . . . . SO

phthisis . . . . 80

putrefaction of food

particles . . . . 87
in lungs . . . . 86
mouth . . . . 86
nose . . . . 80

- - pyorrhcea . . 74, 87
rhinitis . . . . 87

smoking . . . . 86
sore throats . . . . 87
stomatitis . . 74, 87
tartar 87
toxremia . . . . 86
various acute illnesses 80
Vincent's angina 87, 014

- holding of, arrythmia
of heart and . . . . 545

BREATH, SHORTNESS OF 87

(and see Dyspncea ;

Orthopnoca ; and
Shortness of Breath )

- sounds (see Vesicular

Murmur)
- sweet smelling, from

acetone . . . . 204

Breathing, Biot's 81, 107

Breathing, bronchial (see

Bronchial Breathing)
- cavernous (see Cavernous

Breathing, and Bron-
chial Breathing)

- Cheyne - Stokes (see

Chey ne-Stokes Respira-
tion)

- periodic (see Cheyne-
Strikc^ Kcspiration)

BREATHING, SLOW RATE
OF 84

- tubular (see Bronchial

Breathing)
Breatblessness (see Dys-

pnoea ; Orthopnoca ;

and Shortness of

Breath)
Bridge of nose (see Nose,

Bridge of) 179

Bright's disease, acute
cedema of larynx in 420

lungs in . . . . 420

peritonitis with 46, 47
- - .ilhnndnnriain55, 105, 412

;nias;Lrv;t with 40, 54

Bright's disease, ascites

from 46, 47, 54, 55, 105
- - bnll:D in .. -.97

chylous ascites from. . 50

chyluria from . . 50

cyanosis from . . 159
deafness from . . 166

- - fungating endocarditis

simulatitig . . . . 233

lirematemesis in . . 266

hicmorrhage in .. 355
into middle ear in . .

heart failure from 40,

55. 105. 212

high blood-pressure in 55

hvpertrophy of heart in

55. 212

infantilism from . . 191

laryngeal obstruction
from . . 159

mitral regurgitation
from . . . . 212

oedema in .. 10'>, 412
of larynx from 159, 050

orthopncea in .. 105

pericarditis in 55. 105

peritonitis in.. 46, 55, 105

pleural effusion in . . 105

polyorrhomenitis in . . 107

purpura in .. 55". 555

renal epithelial cells

with 412
simulated by aneurys.Ti 413

- - - gumma in chest . . 413
- - - mediastinal new

growth . . . . 413
mediastinitis . . 413

Meige's disease . . 414
vena cava obstruc-

tion .. ..413
stridor in . . . . 650

tube casts in 105, 412



1JRI(;HT"S IUSKASE — lUlUIT. SYSTOLIC ;9i

Bright's disease, various

causes of . . fi

Bright s disease, various

terms of . 6, 9

r.uui s.... Nf|,lirili. ;

:iriii I ;r:iiml:ir Kiilm-V)

Brightness perception,
general account of 758

Brittle boues (see l''r;iy:ilitas

OssiuiiiJ

07^

303

71

Tin

17K
118

sari

nails 400
Pro;iJ liyiime-it iibscess . .

- - iuliltrated by carci-

noma
Broca's area, aphasia from

lesions at . . 303,- hemiplegia from le-

sions near . .

- - speech centre in

Brocq, pseudo-pelade of .

- - tend.Tne-^ of scalp
from

Bromides. Ijulhi; from 'jij

- colds simulated by
- coma from
- detected in urine
- in diagnosis of epilepsy
~ ervtliema froTU ,. liS,
- f.lill T.l-f If-.lMl. .

- iiav.il ,|i^r|iarL'c from . .

- nnr till- rall-r ul epileptic
dementia

- cedema from
-

jihotopliobia from
-

[ityalism from . .

-
pustules from . . OS, I

acne simulated by . . ;

- - no I'nmedones with . . ;

Bromides, skin eruptions
from . .

-
small-pox simulated by

- taste loss from . .

- transmitted to infant
from mother . .

- urticaria from . .

- vesicles due to . .

Bromidrosis
j'.rumine water test, for

melanuri;i.

Bronchial breathing, with
bronchiectasis 1'II2,

- - over empyema
- - over fibroid lung

llniiichirifasisi, could.
- leucocytosis in . . . , ."SCO

Bronchiectasis, list of causes
of 292

-
ii-tf(i-arUirnpatliv fnnn :io2

- pain ni chrvt Irorn . . -i:;')

-
plithi^is binnilatltiu' . . bij

Bronchiectasis, physical

j

signs of . . lii)-', 643
- polycyth^Emia with . . b'i'A

- pus tlirou^'h nose from. . 7U4
- rigors from . . 595, oOS
- secondary infection in.. 35
- simulated by empyema 8G

new growth . . . . 104
- sputum witli . . 11, 149
- stencil from . . . . ;i90
~ voniiti[ig from . . . . 7t;5

simulated ijy, . . . 704

Broncliiolectasis, foul taste

from . . . . . . 705
- simulated by empyema 80

Bronchiolitis, Curschmaiiu's

spirals in . . . . 153

Bronchitis, acute, tcnder-
iie.ss of chest in . . 70S

- ascites from . . . . 40
- from asthma . . . . 153
- asthma distiriguished

from by eosinophilia. . 219

542
50.3

654

746

043
103

108.

200,
- - in phthisis- orer pleuritic elTusion

108,
- - in pneumonia 100, 04
- - from pulmonary em-

bolus
- - stenosis of bronchus. .

-
glands, (see Lymphatic

Glands, Bronchial)
Bronchiectasis, albumin-

uria from
- albumosuria with
- anasmia with
- from aneurysm..
- arthritis from . .

- from bronchus obstruc-
tion

- bubbling rales with
- cerebral abscess from

84, 502.
- Charcot-Leyden crystals

299

290
290

102
clubbed lingers with 14.

80, 111

cyanosis from . .

elastic fibres in sputum
due to. . . . 200

with libroiil lung
14, 111, 1G8, 21G,

foetid bronchitis simu-
lated by

foul breath from
- sputum from 200, 598, 043
- taste from . . . . 70."i

gangrene of lung in . . 259
simulated liy

200, 290,

hsemoptsvis from 287,
heart failure from 14,
indicaimria from
lardaceou'^ di-e.ise frnm

S, 375,

simulated bv 420, 535
- back pressure from . . 40
- bronchopneumonia simu-

lating 310
-

ca[iillary, dyspncea from 590

orlhopna-a from
- retracted head from. .

Charcot-Leyden crystals
in

chronic, clubbei.1 lingers
from . .

- cough from
- polycythiDmia from

41S
590

winter cough from . . 14
- Chevnc-Stokes breathing

from 108
- cough from . . . . 149
- cyanosis from . . lOl, 420
- dyspmca from . . . . 322
- with emphysema

14, '40, 153. 107,
- and emphysema, from

asthma
cyanosis from
heart failure from . .

non-consonating rales

,
043
101

598

043
80

043
291
101
315

orthopntca from
- - rhonchi in

- - simulating asthma . .

-
ei>istaxis from . .

- fibroid lung from
-

ftetid, dangerous dia-

gnosis , .

elastic fibres in spu-
tum due to. .

foul breath from

sputum from 200,
taste from . .

gangrene of lung simu-
lated by

indicannria from
- - leucocytosis in
- gangrene of lung in
- general tuberculosis

simulating
- liismoptysis from 149.

2S0, 287, 289.
- lieart failure from

14, 4(i, 108, 101,
- in influenza
- insomnia from .. 321.
- intercostal muscle over-

strained in . .

- laryngitis with . .

- from liver abscess
- in Malta fever . .

- mitral stenosis mistaken
for

- non-albuminous sputum
in

- non-consonating niles

with . .

- nummular sputum in
- nutmeg liver from
- in oM I'eople . .

217

100
100
100

100
100
100
ICO

lis



792 BRUIT. SYSTOLIC — CALCULUS. TJEXAL

llnnl. sgslolic. cmiltl.

simulating nortic sten

osis . .

splenomegalic poly

cythteniia
- - from irieiispid regurgi-

tatiou
- to and fro

BRUITS. CARDIAC
Bruits, congenital systolic 90, 9

Bruits, diastolic 92. 93. 94,

95, 96

Bruits, pulmonary systolic 91

Bruits, rub distinguished
from

- sudden changes in, in

fungating endocarditis

Bruits, systolic apical,

general account of

Bruits, systolic, aortic

Bruits, tricuspid systolic .

Huho .. 3S]. 618,
Buccal mucosa, pigmenta-

tion of (see Pigmenta-
tion in the Mouth)

Bug bite, itching from

Bugs, relapsing fever spread
'by .. .. 58 .130

Bulbar paralysis (see Par-

alysis, Bulbar)

. . 633

211
93

89

433

34

89
92
92

510

Bulimia



• AIA'ULUS. HKXAL — CARCINOMA 793

Calciilitf! rfiinJ, cn/iitl.

b.irteriuria with . . (j9

(^'heyne-Sfokcs breatli-

ini: from . . . . I'lS
- - chronic nephritis from 7

- - coiie from li78, 473. 577,

741% 7.57

conviilsrons from . . Ill

crepitation felt .. '^?,7

crystals in urine with '27f^

- -
cystitis from , . '^m
Dietl's crises simulat-

ing.' 117
- - destruction of Jiidney

by ".40
effect of exercise on. . 391

empyema from , . 106
- -

epitlielial cells in urine
from .. ..117

freniip'it: micturitiofi

-inc fo 117. J7S. :!ri:>. p.-m

Calculus, renal, oeneral
account of . . 40. 278

- - li.fni.itunit from 4ii.

117, 27:>, 27t;, 278,
350, 577. 742

hT'lro:iepliro^is from
40, 117. L'79,

(Fiif. Ifltj) 3ji:. 53tl

kiilney enlarged hy 41. 4.'il

~ tender from . . 4.'>1

- ~ latent uroemia with . . 4n
- -

microscopic oxalate
concretions from . . 424

neuralk'ia simulatijig 4'_'(;

oxaluria sinuilatiiig .. 2S1
- -

p;iin in back from . . 451
- - - croin from . . 27S
- -

livpocliondrium from
450, 451

Inbiutn niajus from 117
loin from ,. 117, 27S
over. . . . . . 41

- - - referred to contr.i-

lateral side in . . 452
in testis from 117,

278, 483
tliii,'h from 117, 278

- -
pf-rinepliritis from .. IOC

j^teurisy from . . 100
- -

prickirii,' pain in kidney
from . . . . 277

- -
pyelitis from 570, 577

- -
pyeiotiephritis from.. 577

pyoneplirosis from
279, :i57, 570. 577

pyriform cells in urine
from . . . . 742

- - pyuria frntn

270. 278. 575, 577
- - renal tube casts due to 7
- - rjirors from .. 295, 597
- - ?ox incidence of . . 40
- -

staphylococci from . . i;9

- - &ki:u:ram of . . .. 279
tulierculous kidner

simulating 117,279,577
- - iira-niia from . , 108
- - uric acid and . . 742
- - urine cliatiges with . . 40

x-rays in diagnosing;
117, 357, 451. 530

Calculus, salivary, notes on 694
- - pT>Mh-Mi from . . 542
- - Iu:iL:ue swollen from. . 098
- ureteral . . . . . . 40

abscess from.. .. 397
anuria from . . . , 39

- -
appendicitis simulated

by .. .. 2S1. 578
simulatini: . . . . 582

- - atropliy of kidney from 578
- - backache from 409, 578
- - calcareous Ljland simu-

latine: . . . . 455
- - colic from . . . . 742

cystoscope in ilia^nos-
in*,' . . 41, 455, 472, 57S

felt per rectum 41, 578, 587
v^iLMiKiin . . 41, 578

[i-ul.l :lflrr . . . . 397
Calculus, ureteral, general

account of 454 iFio.
192) 455. 472. 578

liiematuria frnm, 2/5,
2S1. 455, lJ2, 578, 742

'

imjiacted . . . . -10

Cit!ni/ifs, iirr/rra/. run/il.

micturition fre.piont
wit it 47

41

454
472

- - operation in diaiinosini? 41
ovarian pain simulated

by . . . . . . 578
- -

pain over
- - - over external ab-

dominal rin<.' with
in iliac fossa from

45
- - - kidney with

after micturition due
to.. .. ., :;97

- - - in penis from
471, 472, 578

testes from . . 183

phlebolith simulating 455
- - pvonephrosis from . . 578
- - pyuria Irom 472,575,578
- - rectnl examination in

diai^nosint; . . . . 472
- - simulated by spinal

lesions

site of impaction of

strangury from
tuberculous bladder

simulated by 4 72,
ureteral bou^'ie in dia-

trnosin!;; . . 41,
ureteritis simulatinc:. .

- - uric acid and. ,

~ -
uronephrosis from . ,

- - vesical calculus simu-
lated by .. 472,

- - villous papilloma simu
la ted by ..

w:ix-tipped bout,'ie in

diiignosin^' , .

x-rays in diai:rnosini;

281.(7^jV/.l'J2)455.472
- urethral . .

ai'hintr in perineum
from

- - aize incidence of
behind stricture

blood from urethra
due to

- - l'OUf:ie in diagnosin;
- - discharfTO due to

eniloscopc in dotectins
283,

- - epidjilvniir's from ..
- - cpididymo - orchitis

f oin
- - felt in penis . ,

- - -
jier rectum . . 395

- ~ haimaturia from 275. 282
- - impacted . . . . 282
- - micturition dilliciilt

with. . . . 282, 395

frcpient with . . 394

stopped by.. .. 409

pain from . . . . 390
in penis from 283. 409

jiriapism from . . 538
retention of urine from

282, 390
- - sex incidence of . . 283

strangury from . . 049
ulceration behind . . 478

- vesical, aching in jjeri-
neum from . . . . 474

- -
ai,'e incidence of . . 471
behind larse prostate 58(1

convulsions from . . 14 1

crystals in urine with 5S0
cystitis from 282, 471,

579, 580
cvstoscope in diagnos-

ing 282, 305. "397.
4 71. r.SM, 711)

Calculus, vesical, cysto-
scoplc appearance of
iPlair XVD . . . . 284
encysted . . . . 5sn
f>'lT per rei--nirn . , 587

Calculus, vesical, qeneral
account of 282. 471. 580

- - li^ernaturi.i IniTri i,'75.

461
454

455
455
712
578

. 578
181

471
283
020

390
395
181

478
283

ilG,



794 CARCINOMA OF BILE-DUCT -- CARCINOMA OF LIVER

Carcinoma of hilr-hicf, confd.

fsecal fat witli . . 101

jaundice from 32.1, 32G, 603
- bladder, achintj in kidney

from . .

-

. . . . 580

perinenni from . . 474
- - ;icc incidence of

2S1, 472. 580
Carcinoma of bladder, anurU

from . . ;i9, 41
- - h.jwol upenc'd \>j . . 2:iS

cystitis witli . . . . 394

cystoscope in diagnos-
ing 41, 281, 471,

472, 580

cystoscopic nppei-rance
of (Plate XVf) .. 284

ffoces per urethram
from .. ,.238

- - fragments in urine .. 27G
- -

fre^iueiit micturition
from 41, -JSl, :;ni, .j80

Carcinoma of bladder,

general account of 472, 580
- - liaimaturia from, 41,

275, '2Hi, 281. 471.
J 72, 5711, 580

hydroneptirosis from 41

kidney enlarged by . . 281

micturition frequent
with.. .. 471, 472

pain with . . . . 394
at female urethral
orifice from . . 397

in kidney from 281, 472
-



CARIINO.MA OF L1\KR CAKCIXU.MA OK S'l'O.M .\( 11

Carrinoma of }ivi-i\ r/mfd.
- -

leucocytosis with
- - liver eiilart^ed from 40.

52, 252, 326, 330,
- -

paiii in epi2;;istriuni
from

- - - hypochonJriiim with
- - - liver from . .

right arm from
shoulder from . .

- - peritonitis over

Carcinoma of liver, primary

Ciin-iiti't/n. i^-'ii/'f

-
palate, cerrical irlamJs

affected by .. 379, 380

r,//-,

373 foul taste from— microscope in Ji.i'^iios-
4.'>7 ing . .

-I'lO - - sore throat from
;i73 - pancreas, anaemia from
.'173 - - ascites from ..

;J73 - - bile pigment i i urine
373 from

- - Cammidge's reaction

374 with ol, 52, lOU,

5SS
lU3

49

—
pvr^'Kia, from (Fit.



96 CARCINOMA OF STOMACH CATARACT

r 'arci/wma of sfornach, co/itd.

coffee-ground vomit
from

- - colour index in
- -

cyst simulfiting
- - deposits i 1 round

ligament from
at umbilicus from. .

diffuse, diOiculty of

diagnosing . .

i;idiurubber bottle

stomach from . .

multiple serous effu-

sions from
- - - secondary in liver.

2(50

271

(300

65G

sense of fullness from 244
- - - skiagram of . . '^70

without symptoms 243

dilated stomach from

171, 271, 316, 653,
678, 7G7

- - disinclination for meat
due to . . 43, 310

- - distinguished from
nicer by .v rays . . 174

- - dyspepsia from .. 316
\

simulated by 270, 769 I

- - dvspliagia from . . 195
!

- -
epigastric pain from. . 270
tumour with .. 317

,

fragmentsof growth in

vomit . . . . 766

Carcinoma of stomach,
gastric HCI in 33, 316,
270. i;;i;, 630, 053,

766, 707

gastritis simulated by 270

gastroscope in dia-

frnn'iiiiL,' . . . . 271

Carcinoma of stomach,
general account of 269,

^Ui, 317. 630
- - haimateniesis from 265, 269
- - heartburn from . . 297
- - liiccough from . . 308
- -

hysterical vomiting
simulated by . . 467

- - in iliac fossa . . . . 678
- - interscapular pain'from

461, 462
- - jaundice from 329, 330

lactic acid with . . 767
- - laparotomy in ilia-

gnosing 174, 271,

317, 653, 769
- - leaking . . . . 531

leucocytosis from . . 630
- - loss of appetite from

r., 316
- - - strength from . . 270

, \veightfrom270, 316, 709
- - malignant peritonitis

from . . . . 49
- - nausea from . . 270, 316

occult blood with 630, 767
in faeces from 120, 317

Oppler-Hoas bacilli in

316, 318, 32U, 760, 767

pain in the back from 716

epigastrium from
310, 436

after food from . . 030
- - - in the left liypo-

chondrium from
- - - siionlder from
- -

jiernicious anajmia

simulating . . 274
- - phantom tumoursimu-

simulating . .

-. - pneumothorax from
- - portal glands affected

from . . 329, 330

ptyalisni from . . 543

pyloric end, skiagram 270
- - pvloric obstruction

from 270, 297, 318, 653
- - pyrexia from.. .. 2(0
Carcinoma of stomach, rectal

shelf and .- 587
-arcin;e with . . 630, .67

-. - secondary glands with

107, 317, 329, 330,

380,
-. in left supraclavicu-

lar gland in?. 317
~ - - in liver . . 252,
- - - at umbilicus

450
474

317

059
531

310
272
367
253

21
21

310
269
030

243

531

270
660
269
653

381

,380
317
317

Carcinoma of s/omach, contd.

sex incidence of

simulating cirrhosis
- - - enlarged liver

gall-bladder 25

fungating endo-
carditis . .

pernicious auEemia
sites of

skiagram of . .

spleen simulated by..
spontaneous fracture

first evidence of . .

subdiaphragmatic ab-

scess from . .

swelling in liypochon-
drium from

Carcinoma of stomach,
symptoms of . .

tumour due to 318,
ulcer simulating 174,
from ulcer . . 316,
umbilical tumour froni 483

vomiting 270, 3*6,

436, 630. 678, 765, 767

wasting from . . 678

.r-rays in diagnosing
174, 271, 630, 678

- - without symptoms - - 243 '

in young subjects . . 653
- suprarenal, ascites with 51

simulatiTig enlarged
,

uall-hindder 252, 253
j

Carcinoma of testis 480 696
'

secondary in cranial

bones . . . . 711

glands with . . 381
,

in left supraclavicu-
lar gland .. 380 I

in peritoneum .. f.57

- - - in spine . . . . 714

Carcinoma of thyroid gland,

general account of 721

201,618,672, 711,

714, 721
j- tongue, blood-spitting i

from . . . . . . 285 !

lironchopneumonia
from . . . . 289

I

- ~ cervical glands affected

by 380

dysphagia from . . 198
- - earache from . . . . 202

|

foul breath from . . 87 i

- - - taste from . . . . 705

Carcinoma of tonque, general
account of {Platf
A'AA7/» .. -.738
liiteral position . . 379 '

from leukoplakia . . 739
submaxillary glands

affected froni . . 379
tubercle simulating .. 740
trismus simulated by 729

Carcinoma of tonsil . 615
submaxillary glands

affected from .. 379
- trachea, stridor from . . 650
- uretlira, discharge from 184

liistology in diagnosing 184
- - inguinal glands en-

larged from . . 184
- - pain from . . . . 097
- -- painful micturition

,
from . . . . 184

' - - strictnr*^ frotn ISl, 697
Carcinoma of uterus, anuria

from .. 39, 41
- bladder invaded by

238, 283, 394, 575,
582, 649

- bleeding on examina-
tion .. . . 201

- body, pregnancy im-

possible with . . 392
- broad ligament in-

filtrated by . . 41
- curettaize in diagnosing 390
- dyschezia from . . 129
- dystocia from . . 200
- erosion sinndating .. 391
- with fibroid ..

*

. . 391
- foul discharse from

185. 186, 391
- frequent micturition

from . . . . 394

Carcinoma of iilirtis. ronfd.

hsBmaturia from 275, 283

hiccough from . . 308

hydronephrosis from 41

metrorrhagia from 390, 391
metrostaxis from . . 392

microscopical diagnosis
180, 390, 391

pain in back from . . 710
in legs from . . 469
in pelvis from . . 469

pelvic swelling due to 088

polypus simulating . . 391

pyelonephritis from . . 576

pyometra from ISO, 392

pyonephrosis from . . 577

pyuria from . . . . 575
rectum opened by . . 238

simulating Cauda equina
tumour . . . . 03

sterility from 645, 646

strangury from . . 049
tubercle simulating . . 391
ureters obstructed by 41
urine leaking into

vagina with 283, 582
uterus enlarged from 391

vaginal examination
and 41

- uvula, sore throat from 613
- vagina, aching in peri-

neum from . . . . 474
bladder invaded by.. 283

- -
difficulty in micturi-

tion with . . . . 395
- - haimaturia from 275, 283

inguinal glands second-

ary to . . . . 381
urine leaking through

283, 582
- of vertebrae (see Carci-

noma of Spine)
j

- vesical (see Carcinoma
of Bladder) I

- of vulva 702 '

cliancre simulating . . 700
difficulty in micturi-

tion with . . . . 395 I

from leukoplakia . . 701

spread to perineum,, 620
Cardiac crises, in tabes . . 487
- dulness absent in em-

physema ., ..217
- hypertrophy (see Heart,

Enlarged)
- impulse (see Heart Im-

pulsel
- -niin^i (~.T- IToirt Sounds
Cardiorespiratory bruit 90

Cardiospasm . 198, 435

I

Cardiosclerosis, auricular

I

fibrillation from . . 548
- heart-block from . . 546

I

- paroxysmal tachycardia
from .. .. 548, 549

Caries of bone, spontaneous
fracture from 242, 243

from tuberculosis . . 668

unsuspected . . . . 243

x-TSLjs in diagnosing. . 243
- - (and see Tuberculosis

of Bone)
- dental, antral abscess

from .. .. ISO, 402

bleeding gums from 73

blood-spitting due to 285
earache from. . . . 2ii2

epithelioma and . . 684

epulis from . . . . 684
face swollen from . . 074
foul breath from . . 87

trusto from . . , . 705

g;istritis from . , 317
hid.len . . . . 73
inllanied neck glands
from .. ..379

loss of weight from . . 769

neuralgia from 296,447,448
- -

i^ain in jaw from . . 462
- - ptyalism from . . 542
- - retraction of gums from 589

stitT neck from . . 647

tongue swollen from.. 698
tri:>GminaI neuralgia

from . . ..447
ulcer of tongue froni

19^i, 739

Carifs, drntaJ, contd.

ulcerative stomatitis
from . . . . 740

(and see Pyorrhoea
Alvpolaris)

- of ear bones (and see

Otorrnoea) .. 422. 423
- pubic bones, gumma

simulated by.. .. 693
sarcoma simulated 698

- - - scrotal swelling fiom 697
- rib, pain in the chest

from 431
- sicca . . . . . . 714

tenderness of spine
from .. ..713

Carles of spine (see Spinal
Cariest .. ..154

Carminatives, heartburn
relieved by . . . . 297

Carnin, uric acid from . . 742
Carotid artery, forcibly pul-

sating . . . . . . 207
Carotid pulses, unequal,

from aneurysm . . 203

Carpal joints, pulmonary
arthropathy of . . 352

Carpenter's itch . . . . 540

Carpenters. Serratus magnus
paralysis in . . . . 506

Carpopedal contractions,
in rickets . . 152, 420

- - tetany
'

. . 152-, 730

Carpopedal spasm . • ,3- - in infants . . . . 152

Carpus, tuberculous disease

of 068

Carriers, typhoid . . . . 254

Cartilage, on exostosis . . 670
- internal semilunar, kick

on, shock from .. 765

vomiting from . . 765
- in kidney tumours . . 356
- lupus necrof^ing 4(12, 735

Cartilage, semilunar, dis-

placement of •. • 350
loose . . . . . . 302

- ulcerated by lupus . . 402
- urate of sodium in . . 344

Cartilages, blackened in

ochronosis . . 528

Caruncle, urethral, bleed-

ing from
dyspareunia from
inflamed, retention of

urine from
levator ani spasm
from

- - pain from

prolapse of urethra si-

mulating . . . . 701

strangury from . . 049

vaginismus from . . 193

vulval swelling from 700
Carunculai myrtiformes. in-

flamed in cronorrhnea 700

Casein indigestion, stools

with 171

Caseous glands (see Lymph-
atic Glands)

- mass in sputum . . 420

Castellatii. on dhoiiie's itch 250
|-;i-tor <nl. foul tasrc frutn 7i)."i

Casts, bronchial .. 644

Casts, decidual .193
Casts, intestinal {Fin. 172)

398, 399, 519
- prostatic .. ..399
- rt-Mi.d i^ee Tube-Ca>^ts)

Casts of Uterus 192. 193

Casts, vaginal ..186
Catalepsy, absence of fa-

tigue in .. ..598
- bradypnoca in .. 8t, 85
- dementia and . . . . 598
- dilated pupil from . . 552
- maintained attitudes in 598
- melancholia and . . 598
- retracted head from . . 589
~ risus sardonicus in . . 593
- trismus from . . . . 729

Cataract, anterior polar,
from ophthalmia neo-
natorum . . . . 759

ulcer of cornea . . 733
- black spots before eyes

from . . . . . . 72

746

702
193

. . 649

193
702



CATARACT - CKRVICAL GLANDS 797

Cuf(faft. antfd.
- blindness never complete

from . .

-
congenital, nystagmus
from . .

- in diabetes
- diplopia from . .

- extraction, erytlirop^i.i
after . .

- multiple images from . .

- opIitUalmosrope in dia-

gnosini;
Catarrh of btle-ducts, clay-

coloured stools from
jaundice from

-
cervical, backache from

- -
sterility from

- of duodenum, pain in

shoulder from
- nasal, anosmia from ..

- - from arsenic . .

- - common cold
- -

epistaxis from
- - hay fever
- - iodide
- - in mea?le=

172
Catarrh of small intastine.

causes of
Catarrhal jaundice (see

Jaundice, CatarrhnI)

Caterpillar hairs, dermatitis
from . . . . . . 755

- - pruritus from .. 54U

Catlieter, coudt!-, for en-

larjjed prostate . . 3U0
- in diagnosing bladder

distention 4'>, Olio, CSS
- - calculus in jirostnte

47U. 47.1

Catheter, in diagnosing
cause of pyuria - 575
iir(.-thr;d stricturt- .. Z\>\

- ni obtaining urine i'nI-

tures . . . . 2 IS, 455
- ureteral, in diagnosing

stone in ureter . . 4o.>
- in urethra, discliarge due

to ISl

Catheterization, anuria after

41', 3V)i;

- ileatli after . . . . ."Of5

- epididymo-orchitis from 47S
- rigor after . . 594, 595
Cats, fever from bite of . . 5J)S

( 'attle. anthrax from . .' 559
- t;enia mediocanellata and 519
Cauda equina, irumma of IJ'J

- - - peripheral neuritis
simulated by. .

- - lesions, acute bedsore
from

gangrene from
relaxed sphincter

witli
- - snrcoma of . .

- - tumour of. anaistbesia
frnni

Cauda equina, tumour of.

general account of . .

- - - musclii' u;t;lHii,' Ironi

lU.
- - - pain in the back

from . . (j'2,

- leg from . .

- - - paralyzed leg from
- - - - one lee first from 515
- - -

paraplegia from 514. 515
- - -

jielvic tumour simu-

lating
- - -

jieripheral neuritis

simulated Itv . . .'

K.D. from ..

'

HI.
- - - rectal examination in
- - - sacro-iliac joint di-

sease simulating
- - - sciatica simulated by

\Vl\ 439
- - - vaginal examination

in .. .. G3
Caustic potash (see Totash.

C;iustic)
- soda, in acetone test . . 3

in biuret test . . . . IG
- -

estimating acidity . . 3-0

examining fnr flattie

fibres . . S'j, Of i.'

515

258
-55

31J

62

515
62
62

63

63

Caustic Sllilll, Cl'lll<l.

Nytander's test . . 2112

in producing liajimatin 281
Cauterization for ulcus

serpens . . . . 734
Cavernitis . . . . . . 473
Cavernous breatliinij, over

fibroid luni,' . . lO.s, 2lU
- sinus (see Sinus, Caver-

nous)
Cavitation, in phthisis . . G43

Cayenne pepper deposit ii

urine . . . . ..7(1
'Cellists' cramp . . . . 151

Cellulitis, from abraded toe 41u
- bacteriological diagnosis 413
- of calf, talifies from . . 114
- carbuncle sinndating . . 559
- from dissection wounds 240
-

erytliema from . . . . 222
- f^out simulated by . . 4ln
-

leucocytosis witli .. 410
- of neck, from actinomv-

cosis . . . . '. . 683
stridor from . . . . r.51

- a?dema from 410. 413, 415
- orbital, distinguished

from cavernous sinus

thrombosis . . . . 230
exophthalmos from.. 229

- - tubercle simu!ati[ig .. 230

Cellulitis, pelvic, notes on- . 691
-

pelvic swelling due to . . CiSS

- pyrexia with . . . . 110
- red streaks in . . . . 410
- from septic limjer . . 410
-- sirms tlirombosis from. . 229
Cellulose, acetate of, in

aeroplane varnisli . . 33 I

'

Central canal of s[iin:il cord 62
CiMitre. cheiro-kina.'sthctic

(/(<;. 266) .. .. 621
- ^'los.so-kina*sthetic {Fui.

266) . . . . .". 624
- for vomiti[]!T .. .. 761
Centres in brain, for speech

(Fig. 266) . . . . H24
- micturition . . . . :iH7
- reflex, in cord {Fiij. 211) 51S
Cerebellar artery, posterior.

effects of lesions of . . 58
-

atf'.iphy. .ili'T -pecitic
fevers . . . . . . 729
tremor from . . . . 729

- hinmorrbaire . . 53S. 76S
- peduncle lesion, tremor

from . . . . . . 729
- tracts, rnle in co-ordina-

tion . . . . . . 55
- tumour, ankle - clonus

from . . . . . . 517
- - ataxy from 5S, 517. 592

Babinski's sign with. . 6S
- - bradypncea from . . 84

cerebellar abscess si-

mulating . . . . 517
disseminated sclerosis

simulating . . . . -517

falling to one side from 592
headache with . . 517
hesitant voice from.. 517

liypothermia with . . 311
intention tremor from 517

knee-jerk uicreased
from . . . . 517

lateral sclerosis from OS
- - nystagmus with 407.

407. 51 ;. 592

obesity from ,. 40S, 41ii

optic atrophv from . , 592
neuritis witli 517. 592

paraplegia from . . 514
retracted head from

5S9. 592
scanning speech from 517

sphincter troubles from 517
- - tendon reflexes exag-

gerated with . . 592
vertigo from . . . . 752

vomiting with .. 517
Cerebellum, abscess of (see

Abscess. Cerebellar)
- centre for e(]uilibrium. . 751
-

encephalitis of. ataxv
from . . . . 5S

Cerebellum. lesions of.

causing ataxy 58. 59

r.:nhrllnnt. Irsioiis nj, amid
gait with . . . . 5S

- - nystagnuis from . . 59
- -

s|ieocli changes from 59
- - vorti,,'o from . . . . 5S
- reeling from disease of. . 251
- rule in co-ordination . . 55

Cerebral abscess (,sec

Abscess, Cerebral)
- aneurysm (see Aneurysm,

Corcbnl)
- :iir.Ti.-s ;. III. Turn;! of I. -U»'<

Cerebral disease, general
signs of organic . 295

Cerebral dwarhsm . . 188
- i-inl.ii.tli'-in (.-^rc liiiibolism.

Cereljral)
-

hffimorrluLge (see Ha^-

morrliage, Cerebral )

- tumour, hypertension of

cerebrospinal fluid n itii 301
-

jieduncles. ataxy from
lesions of . . . . 5S

- softening, albuminuria
with 495
from arterial degener,i-

tion .. .. ins
- - caisson disease . . lOS

Cheyne-Slokes breath-

ing from . . . . MS
- - deep reflexes incre;iscd

from . . . . 725
- - diplegia from .. 515
- - from emiiolism lOS. 515
- - endarteritis .. .. 515
- - general paralysis . . l')S

glycosuria with . . 495
- - hyperpyrexia from . . ;i'i'.)

from iia:morraa^'e .. 515

laryngeal paralysis from 195

mental failure from.. 725

paralysis agitans simu-
lated by . . . . 725

- -
parapleL:ia from .. 514

- - pscudo-lmlb;ir jiiiraly-

sis frum . . . . 5S9

rigidity from.. .. 725
- - round an abscess . . 3i)6

a tumour . . . . 3i)6
- - spldncter trouble from 725
- - from syphilis.. HtS. 515
- - thrombosis .. .. 515
- - weakness from . . 725
-

syphilis (see Syphili-.
Cerebral)

- thrombosis (see Throm-
bosis, Cerebral)

- tumour, aphasia from. . 626
- - arteriosclerosis simu-

lating . . . . 295
- - atrophy of masseter

from . . . . 447
- - aura with . . . . 6S
- - P.abinski's sii;n with. . f.S

- - brnchi.al monoplegia
from . . . . 502

- - ttradycardia from S4. 711
- -

l»rady|nKea from . . S4
- -

Clieyne-^^tokes breath-

ing from . . . . Ins
- - clioked disc from . . 3()6

coma from . . 117. 144
first sign of . . 118

- - convulsions with 6S.
14 1. 146, 147

- - diabetes iiisi[)idu3 from 537
Cerebral tumour, distinc-

tion from abscess . 84
- - dr.Mniy -Lit.' iioni . . i;s

- -
dyspe|i-7Ki .-nnul.itfd l>y .115

- - ebb and flow of knee-

jerk witli . . - . 35'.i

ciddiriess from 3ij2. 3ni;
- - glycosuria from . . 2114

hasmorriiage into 303, 3U6
- - liendache from, 147,

264, 295, 302, 306.

315, 429, 502, 525,
537, G26, 76S

- - - unilater:il. from . . 294
- - hemianopsia from . . 302
- - hemiplegia from

GS, 303, 306
- -

liippus from .. .. 552
- - hyperacusis from . . 30S
- - hyperpyrexia from . . 309

hypothermia with . . 311

I'l rf'.ira} hniinir, nuifd.
- -

hystcri;i simulated by 727
- - insomnia, from 321. 322

Jacksonian epilepsv
from . . 137, 117

knoe-jerk lost witli .. 359
latent 30G

- - lead poisoning sitnu-

lating .'. .. 119
lumbar puncture in

diaL:iiosing , . . . 525
- -

lvni[iluji'vtcs in cere-

bruspinal fluid in . . 305
mvxiedema simulat-

'in- 3S
- - noises in the head from 406
- -

obesity with . . . . 410

optic neuritis from
147, 264, 315. 42'.i.

502, 5:i5, 537. 62(1. 711
- -

i^ain in the face from 447
- - - foot from . . . . GS
- - paralyses from 147. 315
- -

paresis from .. . . 711
- - - unilateral from .. US
- -

pliotopliolwa from . . 525
- - pupfl small with . . 552
- - uithout signs of pre—

sure. . , . . . 502
sinuilating cerebr;il

liaiuiorrhage
- - - trance

softening round
- - taste loss from
- - temlerness of

from
- - tremor from . .

- - tic douloureux simu-
lated by .. . . 14 7

- - tirniitus from . . 723
- - uriKinia sinmlating . . S5
- - vertiL'o from . . . . 752

vornitint: from. 14 7.

2G4, 302, 3i)G, 315.

429. 502. 525. 5.17.

G2G, 711, 7G5, 76S
- - visu:il aura with . . US
- vfin (M-r Win. Cerebri! I

Carebral vomiting >i4. 29:..

315. 767
Cerebritis (see lOnceplialiti-)

Cerebrospin;d fever (~ec

MeniiiL'iti?-, Cerebi-..-

spinal)
- fluid, albumin ;i trLin-

nnlv Ml . . 121

Cerebrospinal fluid, bacteri-

ological examination of 305
CUltUK'-. ill U 1.11; UU- ill _'

septicaitiiia. . . , 5G7
in diagnosing uienin-



798 CERVICAL PLEXUS CHILDREN

DOS
1G2

4-13

4U
lfi2

441

508

508

508

551
110

I (Tvioal plexus, compressed
by thyroid gland en-

largement . . . . ~-~

Cervical plexus, diagram of 507
- rib. ;ui;usthesia Irom .. 5U8
- -

;iiialge.-^i;i from .. 110

;iiieurysm simulated by 094

arm-wasting from . . G3

atrophy of hand
muscles from iFi{j.

200)..
muscles from

- - brachial neuralgia simu-
lated by . . - - 442

plexus affected by
63, 551

buttress type (Fit/.

187)
claw hand from 109,

110,- de:id fingers from ..

- - lil.rous bain.l from . .

Cervical rib. general ac-

count of - . 443,

ligamentous band

representing
muscle wasting from

Gl, 03, 162,

pain in the arm from
111), 413, 50J

neck fi-om . .

scapular region from 444

paresthesia from .. 5-il

paresis from .. .. 55L

R.D. from .. ..01
radial pulse diminished

by . . . . 110, 444

Paiynaud's disease

simulated by . . 444

skiagram of (Figs. 18G,

137) 443
subclavian arterysten-

osed by . . . . 551
- - unequal pulses from

550, 551
- - Tasomotor disturb

aiices Ironi. .

.f-rays in diagnosing
G;{. 110, 1G2, {Figs.
186, 187) 443, 444

- sympathetic, compressed
by thyroid-gland en-

largement
- - irritation of . .

unilateral sweatin;
from

par.nlysis (see Paralysis
of Cervical Sympa-
thetic)

- -
ptosis from lesion of. .

- - pupil contracted from
lesion of

Cerviro-brachial plexus,

diagram of . .

Cervix uteri closed after

injury or operation . . 18
_ - _ sterility from 045. G4C
- - long conical, dysmen-

orrhoea from . . 192

gonococci in . . .. 185

herpes of . . . . 754

Cervix uteri, hypertrophy of 539
- - imperforate, amenor-

rhoea from . . . . 18

rigid, dystocia from 200

Ceylon, oidium trojiicale in G45

Chalk, rectal concretion
from . .

Champagne, priapism from
- regurgitation of food

through nose after . .

Chancre, balanitis simu
lating . .

-
digital, epitrochlear gland

enlarged from . . 381
- epithelioma simulating

619.
- extragenital (Fiu. 23) 73

•240, 379, 381, 615,
- of eyelid . .

- lint^er affected hv .. 240

Chancre, general account of 618
- glands near enlarged . . 377
- gumma simulating . . 019
- from herpes . . . . 754
- herpes simulating 618, 754
- incubation period of . . 618

Chancre, fonrcf.

- inguinal glands enlarged
with BIS

- on lip . . . . 365, 074
- mercury and . . . . 739
- molluscum contagiosum

simulating . . . . 732
- in perineum . . . . G2U
- phimosis obscuring 617, 019
- on scrotum . . 621, 095
- snirochietes in C18, 619,

f>2'>. 674

Chancre, soft sore distln-

guished from. . CIS. 619
- in syphilis .. - . 679

Chancre Of tongue. 739
- on tonsil . . . . 015

ulceration of penis from 617

Tulval swelling from

Chancre, urethral . .

- Wassermann reactioti

with 61S, i;l'.i, C.-ji).

Chancre In women, general
account of . . 7nii.

Chancroids, general account
of

- herpes sinudatiug
Cliapping of lips . .

Charcoal, black stools from

099
184

75, 385

144

,508

654

654

507

Charcot, amytrophic lateral

sclerosis of . .

- dissociative anajsthesia

of
- spasmogenic zones of

Charcot's disease of hip

joint, skia'jrram of

Charcot's disease of joints 349
- liepaticintermittentfcver 597
-

joint {Fig. 102).. .. 349
in tabes . . . . 515

- - in svriiitromvelia 257, 510

CHARCOT-LEYDEN
CRYSTALS .. 102,

Charwomen, acroparais-
thesia in

Chart, temperature (see

Temperature Chart)
Chattering teetli. in malaria 30

Cheek, acne affecting . . 4 89

Cheek, actinomycosis of 74. 458
- affected by st<ini;ititis. . 74

Cheek, bleeding nsevi of

(Plate XVII) .. 292
- bleeding, from stomatitis 74
- chromidrosis of..
- dermatitis herpetiformis

affecting
- epithelioma of (see Car-

cinoma of Cheek)
- ervthema buUosum affect-

135

257
707

350

15.1

444

654

74

718

588

617

700

739
379

gangrene of (^Fig. 24)
74, 255

Koplik's spots inside . . 228
• ~ -

(Plaie VIIF) .. 178
- lupus of , . . . . . 179
- - erythematosus of . . 003
- myoma cutis of . . . . 732
- pemphigus affecting . . 74
- perforation of . . . . 74
- puffing out of one, from

gross intracranial lesion 118
- swelling of. from mercury 73
-
syphilis affecting . . 739

telangiectases on 51, 371
Cheilitis exfoliativa . . 365
- glandularis . . . . 305
Cheiro-kinsesth etic cen tre

(Fig. 266) . . . . 024

Cheiropompholyx, back
affected by . . . . 97

- brittle nails with . . 400
- bullae in . . 96, GOO
- chest affected by . . 97
- crusts in.. '. . .. 000
- desquamation from . . 97
-

fingers affected by . . 239
- forehead affected by . . 97

Cheiropompholyx, neneral
account of 97. 755. 756

- hands and if.n affected

by GOO
- itching in . . 97, 541)
- palms affected by . . 97
- scarlatina simulated by 97
- soles affected bv . . 97

Cheltenham disease, general
account of 616

Chemical analyses, ascitic oU
ill detecting poisons. . 85
of stools, in diagnosing

pancreatitis .. 110
in detecting poisons

108. 119. 7GG

diagnosing strychnine
poisoning .. 417, 599

gastric cases . . . . 2 70
- examination, for blood 81
- - in diagnosing arsenic 718

hair for arsenic . . 718

sputum . . . . 044
- - vomit . . . . . . 700
- substances causing para-

lysis . . . . . . 65

nephritis from . . 9

- workers, carcinoma of

scrotum in . . . . 021

Chemicals, eosinophilia
from 219

- gangrene from . . . . 255

Chemosis . . . . . . 231

Cherry-red blood, due to

carboxyhaamoglobin 1 19

Chest, abscesses pointing
through .. ..169

- acne affecting . . 489, 560
- alar, phthisis and . . 166
- asymmetrical, after em-

pyema 153, 154, 108, 169
from fibroid lung (Fig.

79) 153, 154, 167,

168. 169, 206, 210

intratlioracic tumour 168

pleuritic effusion 108, 109

pneumothorax . . lf'8

- - spinal curvature . . 168
- barrel-shaped, in emphv-

sema . . 107, 366

CHEST. BLOODY EFFU-
SION IN ..102

,

- hul-cd, bv lar^e lieart.. 169
liver . . . . 169

- -
pericardial effusion . . 169

- cheiropompholyx on . . 97
- convulsive movements of,

in bronchopneumonia 100
in laryngitis . . 160

- cubical, from emphy-
sema .. .. .. 217

- cyrtoraetric tracings of. . 167
- deficient movement of,

in phthisis . . . . 288
- - - one side of, in pneu-

mothorax . . 432

CHEST. DEFORMITY OF 166
- deformities, shortness of

breath from .. 87, 89
- emphysematous outline

of (Fig. 80) . . . . 167
- expansion, restricted, in

emphysema . . . . 167
-

flat, phthisis and 16fi, 288
- liyper-resonant, in em-

physema . . . . 14
- iniurv to (see Injury)
Chest, local bulges Of • 168
- - - from aneurysm . . 208
- locally wasted, in phthisis 288
- lymphatics of . . - . 667
- movement, deficient,

over fibroid lung . . 206
from fibroid Inns

168, 292
with pleuritic effu-

sion . . . . ICfi

by pneumothorax. . 168
- myoma cutis of . . .. 732
- normal outline of (Fig.

77) 167
- over-distended, in em-

physema . . 14. 160
- pain in (see Pain in the

Chest)
- pigeon . . . . . . 167
- - outline of (Fig. 78) . . 167
-

pityriasis rosea affecting 604
- prurigo alfecting .. 4S'.)

nHEST. PUS IN .. ..103
Chest, in rickets .167
CHEST. SEROUS EFFU-

SION IN ..104
- small c.xp.iiision of. in

emphysema 100

Ch.sF, ronffl.

Chest, succussion in, general
account of 651, 652

- swelling of, from aneur-

ysm opening vena cava 189
- tenderness of (see Ten-

derness in the Chest)
- tightness in 432, 434, 435
- tinea versicolor on . . 250
- typhus rash on .. ..335
- varicella affecting the . . 756
- varicose veins on (see

Veins, Varicose Thora-

cic)
- wall, abscess of. . . . 168

actinomycosis affecting 458
- wound, empyema from 104

Cheyne-Stokes breathing,
from arterial degenera-
tion 107

- - liiofs type of 84, 107
- - from fatty heart . . 213
- - (Fig. 4;>)' .. .. 107

Cheyne-Stokes breathing,
list of causes of 107. 108
from medtdla changes 107

- - from nieiunt:itis .. 147
- - normal in sleep . . 107

prognosis of . . . . 108

CHEYNE-STOKES RES-
PIRATION .. .107

Chicken-pox, eosinophilia
after 218

- gani^reno from . . . . 255

Chicken-pox. general ac-

count of . 756
- molluscum contagiosum

simulating . . . . 732
- mouth affected by . . 616
- pharynx affr-rifd by .. 613

Chickeii-pox. small-pox si-

mulating 561, 563. 757
- sore tliroat in . . 613, 616

-strophulus simulating.. 757
- sypldlis simulating . . 756
- vesicles in . . 753, 756

Chicory, oxalate from . . 424

Chilblains, blue brain and 103
- from cold . . . . 737
- of ear . . . . . . 203
- fingers affected by 239, 240
- itching in . . . . 540
- limping from . . . . 362
- lupus erythematosus si-

mulating . . . . 602
- menorrliagia and . . 387
- pain in foot from . . 362

Childbirth, acute peritonitis
after 592

yellow atrophy after 333
- anterior crural Jierve in-

jury in . . - . 498
- embolism of lung after. . 290
- obturator nerve injury in 498
- pyaemia after . . . . 335
- pvosalpinx after . . G7S
- rigors after . . . . 596
- septica3mia after . . 687
- urinary fistula after .. 397
- white leg after .. .. 411
- (and see Labour)
Cliildren. adenoids in . . 615
- adherent pericardium in

14, 54
- acetonuria in . . . . 4
- acute endocarditis in . . 211

nephritis simulated in 413

rheumatism and . . 464
- amount of sleep for . . 320
- aortic regurgitation in. . 93
- aphthous patches in . . 74

stomatitis in . . . . 740
- appendicitis in . . . . 316
- ataxy in. . . . . . 58
- atlietosis in . . . . 132
- Babinski's sign in . . Oit

- bacteriuria in . . . . 69
- blood-pressure in . . 81
- bradypnoea in . . . . 85
- bronchopneumonia in

100, 289
- cceliac disease in . . 171
- carpopedal spasms in . . 152
- caseous broncliial gland

in . . . . 149, 385
- causes of cough in . . 149
- cerebral embolism in . . 133
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Chitdrni, count.
- ferehral tliromhosis in
- clioreic iiioiio[)le;ii;i in
- chronic couijli in
- -

Jiepliriti-; in . .

- - torisilliti-i in . .

- L-irrhosis ui 27'J, 37U,
- cull hucilluriii ill

- congenital svbLolic bruits

in . .

"

. . no
- convulsions of . .

- -
c<juiv;i|i'nr to ri;,'ors i

- 'v,nH.»is ill

Children, cyclical vomiting
of .. 4, 7(il,

- deafness in
- -lehiTOil tiUkiiii.' in

Childre.i. diarrhooa In •'>,

-
t/nilirynMi;! ot kulncy in

- i-niirc-is in
- cpistaxis iti

- familiiil aclioluric jaun-
dice iti

- fatal endncardiLis in ..
-

foreiyti bodies iti air-

j)assafres in . .

ear in
- - - nose in
- frequent micturition in
-

gastro-inteslinal .symp-
toms ill, from I'actcri-

uria
-

I^'eiieral ii-demu in
- - tuberculosis in
-

;:jritiding of teetli in
" i^rowius pains iu
- Hanot's cirrliosis in
- heart disease iu, fatal . .

failure in
- - impulse ill

-
}iemiplei,'ia in . .

- Henoch's purpura iu ..
- lienda of luii-; in
-

]Iirsclispruui.''s disease in
- icterus gravis of
- ill-liealth in, from bactori-

iiria

Children, insomnia of
- llHr>I|,i;i| ,i,\\r ill

-
iiitii-.-;usc<-ptioii ill 7S,

.'iS.'t.

-
irregular heart in

-
irritability in . .

- keratomalacia in
-

knee-jerk absent iu
-

large forehead in
- - spleen witli cirrliosis in
- laryngeal olistrnction in
- leucocytes iu blood in..
- leukemia in
- - siiuulateil iu . .

- lichen planus \('sicles in
-

limpini.' in . . -.''1,
- liver proportiiitis in
- lymphocytes in L'.'i

- marasmus in
- mechanical heart failure

rare in

Children, mental deficiency
in. signs of -

- milky urine in . .

- myopatliy in
- nishtn^ares in . .

- normal pylorus palpable
in

- oxyuris vermicidaris in

7 '.I.

Children, paraplegia In, list

of causes of - .

01.3

149
in

r,]5

I, •.)!

Hi
".'.It

liiu

765
1(15

023
171
35G
I'lS

L'L'O

5-1

87
422
179
391

70
413
3.35

2ii5

4G6
372
54
14

21)7

5S
55l',

li;9

1.^0

70
321
425

r,78

549
323
734
510
204

157
3 (JO

25
2fi

750
3fi2

r.r.o

,
2G

384

-
pericardial etTiision luiL'-

ing chest in . .

- peripheral neuritis iu . .

- perleche iu
- perverted a[tpetite in . .

- posthemiplegic chorea in
- postpbaryimeal abscess iu
- precordial bulging in 89,

ltJ9,
-

prolapsus ani iu
- prolonged jiyrexia in . .

- pseudo-leukffimia iu
- pulmonary second sound

623

ill

402

r.oo

520

510
i;so

169
512
3111".

43
134
047

- stenosis in . .

purpuric leukaemia iu

pyelitis in

503
37

1

91
550
12

C/iihlnn. anilii.

-
jiyelonepliritis iu

- pyrexia in. from gastritis
-

rarity of phthisis in . .

- rectal polypi in. .

- rheumatic epigastric pain
iu

- rheumatoid arthritis iu

35, {Fig. 109)
- rickets in
~ lliedel's lobe in. .

- '^•rofnhi in

Children, scurvy in 72.
-

>e\ually nnrurc
- ;^inus arrliytlimia iu . .

-
spastic paraplegia iu

-
spinal caries in. .

- spleen enlarged iu 272,

palpable normally in
- s|iIeuomegalic cirrhosis of

Children, Still's disease in

35,
-

sy]iliilitic artiiritis in . .

liver in
-

.systolic bruit over manu-
brium ill

- tabetic pains in. .

- tachycardia in, from
ca.>;oous broncliial

Ldands
-

ti'tany in . . ::.

Children, thermometry in,

notes on
- tuberculous, anorexia iu
- tnl)crculoiis cervical

glands in

dactylitis iu . .

ear tlisoase in . .

377
3

300
735
556
18S
515
132
713
034
034
332

34S
372

91
440

IlL'ltl-

~ pcriK i;

Children, unexplained py
rexia in

- urticaria in

- vornitin-.,' in fevers of 701.
- ~ from worms in
- WerdniL'-HolTmaiui par-

alysis in

- water in tissues of

Chill, acute nephritis from
- athetosis after . .

- myalgia from . .

-
pain in the limbs in 40",.

- tremor from
CHILLS
- c.iid V,.," i;iL'i.f->

Chimney-sweep's cancer. .

Chin, acne atlccting
- blow on. ear injured by
- dropping of, in myas-

thenia
- heavy, in acromegaly . .

- irritation, hiccough from
- receding, in microcephaly
-

sycosis alTocting
- syphiloderm of . .

Chinn, distoma inilmouaie
iu

-
lung flulce iu

Chloasma, iu plitheiriasis
- pigmentation in
- tinea versicolor simu-

lating ..
- uterinum
- from ve'^icants

CIdoral, bradypn
- Cheyne-Stokes

ing from
- coma from
- ervtliema from . .

-
hypotliermia from

- purpura from . .

- reduction by urine after

Chloralamide, erythema
from . .

Chlorate of potash fsee
Potassium Chlorate)

Chloride of barium, in bile-

test

carboluria and
Chloride of calcium (see

Calcium Cliloride)
- sodium, thirst from
-

sulpliur. acute yellow
atrophy from

jaundice from 325, 3.'i-l,

Cliloride?. in hydatid fluid
- phospliaturia and

99.

v.x from
breath-

S5
151

573
43

380
008
422
590

,
-iS

571
489

135
384
281
132
407
404

594

621
489
421

235
237
307
188

292
045
527
527

50

527
84

108
118

.311

553
201

Cfifondrs, co/ifil.

- in urine, absent iu pneu-
monia . . . . loo

- - delitiont in pneumonia 335
diminished in nephritis 10
in phosphorus poison-

ing 330
Chlorine, coryza from . . 178
- Sore throat from . . 013
- stridor from . . . . 050
Chloroform and benzine,

specific gravity mea-
surement with . . 534

- bradypnu-a Irom . . 84
- coma from . . . . 118
-

u'lycuronic acid from . . 2tU
- iKDmoglobinuria from .. 281
- lieadache from . . . . 295
- iu indican test . . 314, 745
- methylene blue and . . 747
Chloroform poisoning, de-

layed 4
- -

tciur.y from . . . . 151
- reduction by urine after 201
- in tetanus . . . . 730
- tiniutus from . . . . 723
Chloroma .. 39, 556
- a^^e incidence of . , 550
- aiKumia in . . 32, 3'.l

- blood changes negative in 550
- bone swellings iu 39, 205, 55(J
- creen tumours iu 39, 550
- lachrymal glands enlarg-

ed in . . . . . . 550
- lymph glands enlarged

in . . . . 2U5. 550
- lympliocytes in cerebro-

spinal fluid in . . 305
' - purpura in . . . . 553

I

- related to leuki^mia . . 39
!

- - lymphosarcoma , . 39
-

salivary glands enlarged I

in . . . . . , 550
I- simulating lymphatic
|

leukremia , . , . 205
'

- spleen enlarged in . . 205

j

- spontaneous fracture
from . . . . . . 242

I

CIdorosis, age incidence of 30

I

- nibuminuria rare in .. 37

I

- ameriorrha^a iu 18, 37, 274
- aiuerni L iu . . . . 32
- liloorl clianges in 30, 274 I

- bruit de diable in . . 299
j- cachexia chlorotica a

synonym for . . . . 99
- colour index in . . . . 30

I

- constipation in .. 37, 123
- cured by marriage . . 30

I - dyspnti'a in , . . . 274

I

- epistaxis iu . . . . 221

I

- flushing iu .. . . 241
I

- L,Mstric ulcer in . . . . 274

[

- -:istrn>,t:.\i-; in . . . . 274

Chlorosis, general account
of 36. 274

- luKmatemesis in 20*!, 274
- haimic bruits in. . 37, 99. 299
- heart impulse displaced

from . . . . . . 299
- iron in . . . . . . 30
- noises in the head witli 400

nourishment good iu
- occupation and. .

- ludema in 37, 274, 413,
-

palpitation in , . 271,
- prognosis in
- pulmonary systolic bruit

in .. .. 91,
- rest in bed in
- sclerotics bluish in
- sex incidence of . .

- skin greenish in. .

- therapeutics in diiignos-
ing

- vicarious menstruation
and

- (and see Aupamia)
Cliocolate and milk pus,

from hepatic abscess 253

274
30

415
484
30

299
30

274

30

74

- ox:alate from
Choked disc (see Neuritis,

Optic)
Cholffimia, in cirrhosis
- coma from . . 117,
- convulsions from
- death from

424

324
321
324

~ delirium from , , . . 324
- lieadache from . . . . 296
- from jaundice . . . . 324
-

stU|)or from . . . . 324
Cliolangitis, abscesses of

liver from . , , . 332
- albumosuria witli . . 10
- from carcinoma 320, 333, 002
- cmjivema from . . . . 100

of'gall-bladder , . 333
- trnil-s'tones 254, 326, 333, 597
- jaundice from 320, 332, 309
-

loucocytosis witli . . 300
- liver enlarged from 333, 309
-

[Klin in the back from . . 71t;
-

idcurisy from . . . . loO
-

rigors from 320, 3.J3,

309. 597
- septicaemia from .. 03 7
- tender liver with 333, 309
- HI typhoid fever . . 333
- urobilin witli . . . . lol

Cholecystitis, duodenal ul-

cer simulated by . . 450
-

('\-plor;itiou in diagnosing 4riO
- indigestion simulated by 310
- pain in hypochoudrium

from . . . . . . 450
- - shoulder from .. 4 75
- jthantom tumour simu-

lating . . . . . . 059
-

pleurisy simulating . . 432
-

I'vrexia from ., .. -i.^o
-

rigors from .. 450, 595
-

suiipurative from gall-
stones . . . . 51)7

ri^rors from . . . . 597
Cholelithiasis (see Gall-

stone^)
Clioler.-i, .-dbuminuria in .. 13
- anuria in . , . . 12
- blood inspissated in . . ic.l
-

Clieyne-Stokes breatli-

in:j in . . . . . , 108
- coma in . . . . . . 117
- comma bacilli in . . 717
- cramps after . . . . 152
-

cyanosis iu .. .. 101
- gangrene from .. ., 255
- Lreneral wasting from . . 59
- hiematemesis in 205, 273
- hyperpyrexia iu . . 309
- indicauuria from ., 314
-

loucocytosis in . , . . 300
- maligna, cyanosis from 157
- inriinrrhaL'ia from . . 3S0
-

Mfpluiii- from . . . . '.I

Cholera nostras .. .. 717
- pam in the limbs in . . 403
-

iiolycythaamia in . . 533
- jnirpura in . . . . 553
- pus in stools from . . 557
- rice-water stools in 273, 717
- rigor rare in . . . . 595
- severe diarrluea in . . 533
- simulated by trichinosis 404
- tenesmus in . . . . 717
- thvroid gland enl.trired iu 722
- uridrosis in . . . . 055
- vibrio in motions in . . 273
Cholesterin crystals (Fi<i.

124) 254
- - in hydrocele . . . . 095

mucocele . . . . 251
Cliolesterol iu ascitic fluid 50
Clioline, in cerebrospinal

fluid 305
- periodide . . , . 305
- idatinochloride crystals 305
Choluria . . . . . . 743
- from listula between bile-

duct and urinary tract 744
- (and see Jaundice)
Chondroma, of breast . . 080
- hand . . . . . . 071
- ilium. I'ain in iliac fa-^sa

from . . . . 454, 460
-

p:iin in . . . . . . 071
- of fielvic bones . . . . 07S
- ulceration over .. .. 071
Chorda tympani, paralysis

of (see Paralysis of
Cliorda Tvmpani)

CHORDEE .. 108
- from fracture of peni-;, . Iiis

- goiiorrhoja ., 108, 017
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' hiirdev, coitkl.

- from injury .. . - 108
- penile pain from . . 473

Cliorea, age incidence of . . 133

arsenic in . . GG, 717

ataiy distinguished from 133

134
134
133

133
137

144
211
133
133

- Babinski's sign in
- chronic . .

- degenerative
- duration of
- effect of will on move-

ments of
- electrica . . 134,

locaHzed convulsions
from

- endocarditis in 90, 200,
- family history and
- frislit and
Chorea, general account of 133
- grasp uiimanitained hi. . 503
- grimachig in .. .. 133
- habit spasm simnUiting 133
- hereditary .. .. 134
- in liistory of heartdisense 14

Chorea, Huntingdon's .. 134
- Iiyperpyre^ia in . . 30U
-

liysteria simulating . . 134
- insaniens . . . . 309
- insanity from . . . . 133
- irritability in . . . . 133
- knee-jerk in . . 350, 503
- major . . . . . . 134
- monoplegia from . . 503
- nightmare and . . . . 402
-

position of extended
hand in

-
post-hemiplegic

- pre-hemiplegic . .

- preg:nancy and . .

- respiration jerky in
- rheumatic fever and 105,

133, 337, 404,
- sex incidence of
- spasmodic twitchings in 13G
- spastica . .

-
speecli in

- tongue jerked back in. .

- tremor in . . 72 1,

distinguished from . .

- unilateral
- valvular heart dise:i>-o

from 53, SO. 20H. 4^.".,

Choreiform contractions .

- movements, in infantile

hemiplegia
Chorion-epithelioma, foetid

discharge from
- after hydatidiform mole 301
- metrorrliagia from 30U, 391
- microscopical diagnosis
- pelvic swelling due to . .

- after pregnancy
Chorionic villi, in cjsts of

uterus

Choroid, coloboma of

{F/afr XIX) ..

Choroid tubercles 3u7, 417.
515, SOU,

{Plate XX) ..

Choroiditis, defective vision

from . .

- macuhir . .

-
nystimnius from

Choroiditis, syphilitic
- - {Plate X/X) . .

Choroido-retinitis nycta-
lopia from

503
134
134
133
133

G14
133

133
503

133
I

133 ^

33

301

301
GS8
301

193
415
410

040
418

416
416
759
416
410

703
visual field constricted in

700, 701
Christ, delusion concerning 405
( 'hrornic ai'id. luemoglobin-

iirin from .." . . 284
ChromJdrosis . . 529, 654
Clironic nephritis (see

Nephritis. Chronic)
Chrysarobin, bulUii from.. 9G
- diazo-reaction from .. 173
- erythema from . . . . 222

Chrysophanic acid (see Acid.

(Vlirysophanic)
< 'hvn-.trk's siLTU in tetany 3, 152

Chyliform ascites . . . . 50
(. Iivl'iii-a-citcs(see Ascites,

Chylous effusion In chest-. 106
CHYLURIA .. 108
- albunimiria with . . lOO

Chijluria^ cnnkl.
- with chylous ascites . . 50
- coai^ulation of urine in . . lOS
- diet and 109
- from elephantiasis . . 2S
- filariasis . . - . 100
- injury . . . . • - 100
- large heart with . . 100
- microscope in diagnosing 108
- nephritis and . . . . 109
- oedema with . . . . 100
- osmic acid in diagnosing 108
- phosphaturia simulating 108
- from receptaculum chyli

rupture . . . . 100
- rectal examination in . . 109
- renal epithelial cells with 109
- safranin in diagnosing 108
- Sudan III in diagnosing 108
- from thoracic duct ob-

struction . . . . 100
- tube casts with. . . . 109
- vaginal examination in 109

Cider, regurgitation of food

through nose after . . 58S

Cigarette-rollers' cramp . . 151

Cigarette-rolling tremor . . 725

Cigarettes, ill effects of . . 486
- low blood-pressure from 82

Ciliary muscle paralysis (see

Paralysis of Ciliary

Muscle)
- vessels, injected in glau-

coma . . . . . . 232
iritis . . . . 232

Cinnamon oil, leucocytosis
from 360

- rectal concretion from.. 718

Circumcision, death from 382
- priapism from . . . . 538
- status lymphaticus and 382
- tuberculous penis from 010
Circumflex nerve (seeXerve.

CircumOex)
Cirrhosis of the liver, ab-

dominal distention
with . . . . . . 115
acholuric jaundice in

332, 634
acne rosacea with . . 51

age and sex incidence
of 371

albuminuria from . . 13

albumosuria from . . 10
from alcoliolism 51,

206. 272. 332. 370, 055
amenorrhcea witii . . 18
anaimia in . . 35, 035
ascites from 35, 40,

47. 51. 52, 332,
371. 570, 035, 750. 770

- - Banti's disease and
37, 04, 035

bile-duct obstruction

simulating . . . . 372
- - blood per rectum with 635

bottle-nose with . . 51
in bronzed diabetes 372,528
cachexia from . . 173

caput medusce in 43, 700
and carcinoma associ-

ated .. ..371
carcinoma simulating

370, 371. 373
of stomachy simu-

lated by
'

. . 272
- - catarrh of small intes-

tine from . . . . 172
- - in children . . . . 370

chohnemia from . . 332
clubbed fingers in 111, 332
coma from . . 332. 371
from congenital svphi-

lis .. ..

'

..320
congestion of stomach
from . . . . 705

cramps with . . . . 51
delirium with 323. 332. 371
diarrhoea from . . 172

- - diazo-reaction in . . 173
- - drowsiness in . . 332
- - in Egypt . . . . 370

enteritis with .. 371

epistaxiswith 51, 220,
206, 635

flatus from . . . . 240
- - furred tongue with , . 51

Cirrhosis of liver, contd. i

gastric HCl deficient in 270
|

ulcer simulated bv 272 i

simulating . . 209

gastritis with 43, 317, 371 '

Cirrhosis of the liver, general
account of 332, 370.

b7l. 372
- - general signs of . . 3/i

|

wasting from . . 50
haematemesis from 35,

51, 205, 266, 207,

272, 273, 332, 371,
G33, 035 '

hajmorrhages with . . 035

Cirrhosis of liver, Hanoi's
332, 372 ,

hypertrophic biliary 372
,

infantilism witli . . 180
insomnia from . . 323

jaundice from 35, 40, 51.

325, 326, 332, 371, 035
,

leucocytosis witli . . 374
leukaamia simulated by 273
liver edge with . . 51

enlarged with 47 51,

200, 272, 320, 332, 370
hard in . . . . 272
and beaded in . . 332

irregular in . . 272
loss of appetite witli 43. 51

- - - weiu'ht from . . 770
- - malaria and . . 335. 372

simulating . . . . 273
- - malignant peritonitis

simulating . . . . 49
- - melfflna from.. 51, 371
- - menorrhagia from 380, 387
- - raeteorism in . . 380

morning sickness with 51
nausea with . . . . 51
nervous symptoms

with .. ..371
oedema of ankles in .. 371

pain in the limbs in. . 403

pancreatitis with . . 100

peripheral neuritis with 64

phthisis with . . 206

pigmentation with
35, 51

piles with . . . . 51
- - polyuria in . . . . 535

portal obstruction witli 272
- - prognosis in . . . . 52
- - purpura with 553. 035
Cirrhosis of the liver, py-

rexia in (Fi(/. 12) 35.

320. 332, 503, 570, 574
- - sallowness with . . 51

shrinkage of liver in. . 366
- - simulated by jieri-

hepatitis . . . . 52
- - sliiw course of . . 51

Cirrhosis of liver, spleen en-

larged in 51, 200, 272.

273, 332, 374. 631,
032. 635

splenic anremia and 37,
5.'). (14. -j:?.. :;72. r,:;:i.635

Cirrhosis of liver, spleno-

megallc 272, 332. 633
stages of . . 51, 52

starting as splenic
anaemia . . . . Ill

- - stunted growth from 332
- - without symptoms . . 371
- -

syi)liilis of liver dis-

tinguished from . . 371
in teetotallers . . 52

telangiectases with . . 51
round waist from.. 750

temperature chart in 371
tremor of tongue with 51
tuberculous peritonitis

simulating 48, 570, 057
umbilical veins with

51. 371
- - urine changes in . . 371

urobilinuria in 371. 743

uroerythrin and . . 743
varicose cesophageal

veins in . . . . 267
voTnitins from .. 765

Cirrhosis of lung . . 280, 288
- of pan.reas . . 100, 101
Cirsoid aneurysm (Plnle

XXXT) .. . . 094

Citrates, polyuria from . . 534

Clamminess, in angina pec-
toris 433
from arsenic . . . . 78

Clark, Andrew, arthritic

haemoptysis of . . 287

Claudication, intermittent
3U0. 440. 441

Chivicle, myeloid sarcoma
of ." 672

- nodes on, syphilitic . . 669
from yaws . . . . 403

- rudimentary . . . . 187
Clavus hvstericus 141, 206, 465
CLAW-FOOT (i^iff. 44) .. 109
- from injury . . . . 109
- internal popliteal nerve

lesions . . 109, 499

poliomyelitis . . 109
- sacral nerve root lesions 109

CLAW-HAND - 109
- from cervical rib 109, 110, 444
- lower neuron lesions .. 135
- mode of production of . . 100
- from pachymeningitis

109, 110
- peroneal atrophy . . 109
-

poliomyelitis . . 109, 140
-

progressive muscular atro-

phy .. .. 61, 109
- syringomyelia 109 {Fiq.

45) 110. 257
- from transverse myelitis 62
- from ulnar paralysis 109. 110
Cleft palate .'. . . 588

dysphagia from . . 198
- - regurgitation of food

through nose from 178

Clergymen, clironic pharyn-
gitis in . . 013, 016

Cleidocranial dystostosis 187

Clicking in ear, due to dila-

tator tubiB . . . . 723
Climacteric (see Menopause)
Climbing up oneself, in

pseudohyper trophic
paralysis . . 251, 013

Clitoris, elongated, in jtseU'

do-hermaphroditisni
- epithelioma of. inguinal

glands secondary to
- leukoplakia of . .

- precocious development
of, from hypernepliro-
nia

Clitoris, priapism of

Clonus
- ankle (see Ankle-clonus)
- in epilepsy
-

patellar . .

Cloudy swelling in fevers. .

- - palpitation from 484. 485

CLUB-FOOT (and see

G46

381
701

400

538
136

137
358
13

T.di, III

III

111
111
111
111

, 292
111
111

CLUBBED FINGERS
- - trom adherent jiericar-

dium
aneurysm
astlima
Banti's disease

- - bronchiectasis 14. Ill,
bronchitis

- - cirrhosis

congenital heart dis-

ea.<e 91 {Fig. 40) 111,

157, 215. 217. 533,
- - disappearance of club-

bing from . .

- - from emphysema
with fibroid lunir 14, 111,

108, 210, 643
in fungating endocar-

ditis (Fig. 270)
Hanot's cirrhosis

from mediastinal neo-

plasm
- - mediastinitis . .

mitral disease

with patent inter-

ventricular septum I

from pericarditis

phthisis
- -

pleuritic effusion
- - polycythemia with .

- - with pulmonary osteo-

arthropathy
stenobis 01

720

111
111

640
372

111
111
111

215
111
111
111
533

352
!17



CLUBBED FIXGKHS COLITI^S. MUCOMKMJJRANOl'S bUl

Chihh.'il fiiKjrrs, aiiiUl.

- -
^[ileuic ;iti;iiiiii;i

spleiiometjilic t-irrhosis

Clubbing of toes, with coii-

ireiiit;il heitrt disease
ill pulmonary stenosis

Coacluneii, Dupuytren's
contracture m

Coa^'ulability of blood, deii-

cient, meiiorrhagia
from . . . . 3Sb\ :

Coagulation, spontaneous,
of ascitic lluid

- -
ill pleuritic elfusion . .

~ - of urine

Coal miners, antliracosis in

carcinoma of scrotum
ill . .

pliotophohia in
- - warts in

Coarsely granular eosi i lu-

pliile cells (and see

Eosinophilia and Eo-

-sinophile Cells')

Cocaino, asthma relieve I by -J

- in e.'caniining larynx
- - urethra
- habit, Magnnn's sign ii
- - sense of creepiTig worm.s

ill . .

fine sand uiidt-r

skin in . .

- palpitation from (Sl.
- prick marks in diagnosing;
- suppository, in diagnos-

ing cause of anal spasm i

- tremor from .. 7:il,
"

Goccydynia, rectal examin-
ation in diagnO'^ing . .

Coccy.v, bedsore over
- examination of, per rec-

tum . . . . itSl.

Cochlea, auditory nerve

ending in . •

Cochleate uteru'^, dysmon-
orrlin^a with . .

- - of Po/.'/.i, sterility from

Cocoa, caffeine in . . . .

- oxalate from
- polyuria from . . . .

Cod-liver oil. foul t.iste

from . .

CfEliac avis artery, aneur-

ysm of

CoBliac disease, the

CotT.'.'..-alb-in.' m . .

- f;d-<' :iriL,'iri:i pectoris
from . .

-
gastritis from . .

- heart irregular from
- insomnia from . . 3*J0.
- oxalate from
- palpitation from 4Sl,
- polyuria from . .

Coffee- irronnd vomit 2(18,

Cofllii-lid crystals . .

Coin impacted in o-sopha-
gus

- sound, with pneumo-
thorax . . 108,
over subdiaphragmatic

abscess

Coitus, excessive, menor-

rhagia from . .

- fracture of penis from ,

- hiematoma of jieiiis from
- interruptus, menorrha-

gia from
- painful (see l)yspareinii;0
Colcott Fox. vacciniform

erythema of infants.

Cold, amenorrhcea from .

- brachial neuralgia in

creased by
- liull^ from
- c;itchini,'. in ricket'^
- chilblain from . .

- common, anosmia ii

arsenic effects siimda-
ing . .

- - bromism simulating..
- - fauces inilamed in . .

- - iodism simulating . .

measles simubting.
17S,

nasal catarrh iu

D



802 COLITIS. MUCOUS CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE

Colitis, could.
~ mucous, abdominal pnin

witli .. 115, 116

casts from .. 115, llfi

coiistipatioti witli . . 110

mucus slireils from . . 115

pus ill stools from . . 557

scybala with . . 115

ta'pftworra simulated by 115
- pain in right iliac fossa

from . . . . . . 116
- sigmoidoscope in dia-

gnosing .- ..717
- simple, anaesthetic in

diagnosing . . . . 7S

blood and mucus stool

from . - . . 78

collapse from . . 78

diarrhoea from . . 78

green motions from.. 78
- - pyrexia in. . . . . 73

rectal examination in 78

smiulating intussuscep-
tion . . . . 78

Tomitintr from . . 78

Colitis, simple acute, in

infants . . 78
- ttMiOeriifs^ over colon

from . . . . . . 663
- tetany from . . . . 3
- tuberculous indiranurla

from . . . . . . 314
- ulceration of rectum due

to 585
- ulcerative, albumosuria

with 16

anaemia with.. .. 34

bacteria in . . . . 77

blood per anum from
77, 173

and mucus from . . 459

diarrhoea from 70, 77,

172, 459, 663
due to bacilli. . . . 76

dysenteric symptoms
"in 172

emaciation from . . 663

frequent defiBcation
from . . . - 76

general abdominal pain
from . . . . 459

wasting from . . 59

hiemorrhage from bowel
from . . . . 663

indicanuria from . . 314
mucus from . . 77, 172

- - pain from . . . . 77

in iliac fossa from
452, 454, 459

pus in stools fiom . . 557
_ _ pyrexia with 78, 663

shreds from . . . . 172

sigmoid colon palpable
from .. ..676

sigmoidoscope in dia-

gnosing 76. 78, 172

simulating typhoid . . 76

stools with . . . . 172
tenderness along colon

in , . .." . . 7S

tenesmus from . . 717
- - a variety of dysentery 76

vomiting from . . 663
- - wasting from.. .. 76

AVidal's cest negative
in . . . . . . 76

Collapse, fi'om abdominal

injury . . . . 593
- acute pancreatitis 436, 661
- in angina pectoris . . 433
- anuria from . . 40, 42
- from arsenic .. 78, 717
- from biliary colic . . 116
- bradypnoea in . . 84, 85
- with' colic .. 114, 593
- from corrosives,. .. 268
- diarrhcea .. 171, 311
- embolism of pancreas . . 76
- extra-uterine gestation 393
- gall-stones . . . . 327
- gangrenous appendix . . 436
- hiemorrhage . . . . 311
- - into pancreas 76, 264
- hypothermia in. . .. 311
- with intestinal obstruc-

tion 131
- from intussusception . . 78

311
30
115
212
264

Collapse. Condi.
- loss of fluid
- in malaria
- from movable kidney
- myocarditis
-

pancreatitis
- perforated duodenal ulcer 436

gastric ulcer . . 436, (loS

-
peritonitis . . . . 311

- phosphorus poisoning . . 336
- ruptured aneurysm . . 434
- simple colitis . . . . 78
-

specific gravity of blood 534
- from tubal abortion . . 690
- vomituig . . . - 311

Collar, shrugging tic from 136

Collargol, in pvelography
354. {Fig. 166) 356

Collier on albuminuria of

athletes . . . . 15

Colliers eee Coal-muicrs)
Colloid carcinoma. . 49, 676
- milium . . . . . . 733

Coloboma of choroid . 415
- - {Plah: XIX) . . .. 416
-iris 415
- lens . . . . . . 415
- macular, nystagmus from 759
- of optic disc . . . . 415

Colocynth, tenesmus from 718

Colon, accumulated fasces in 657
- ascending, palpable nor-

mal .. .. .. 663
visible peristalsis in . . 663

whip-worms in {Fiy.
218) 520

- atony of . . (Fig. 50) 123
- bacillus (see Bacillus Ooli)
- bullous dermatoses affect-

ing 99
- carcinoma of (see Car-

cinoma of Colon)
- congenital dilatation of

(see H i rschsprung's
Disease)

- dermatitis herpetiformis
affecting

- dilatation of (see Dilata-

tion of Colon)
- diverticulum of, inflamed 666
- dropped . . (Fig. 183) 426
- erythema bullosum affect-

ing . . . . . . 74
- gas in, simulating gas in

stomach .. ,. 245
- greedy . . . . . . 123
- idiopathic dilatation of

(see Hirschsprung's
Disease)

- inflamed (see Colitis)
- normal .. (Fi^. 182) 126
- pemphigus affectuig . . 74
- sacculation of . . . . 453
- scybala felt in . . . . 657
- spasm of (Fig. 52) . . 124
- succussion in . . 652, 654
- tenderness along, in ulcer-

ative colitis . . . . 78
- thickened, in colitis . . 663
- time relations of food

in .. (Fig. 49) 123
- transverse, hyperplastic

tubercle of . . . . 661
- - situation of . . . . 660

visible in rickets . . 661)

thin persons . . 660
- tumour of, ascites from 46

portal obstruction from 46

74

pleen simulated by. . G64
Colour blindness, from

alcohol .. 759, 760

congenitid . . . . 762

Colour blindness, general
account of . . 762. 763

- - in liysteria . . . . , .i9

nystagmus from . . 407
- - from optic atrophv . . 762

from tobacco 759.'760, 762
- index, in chlorosis 36, 274
Colour index, definition 20, 21

liigli, in ankylosto-
miasis . . . . 521
with parasitic an-

aemias . . . . 26
in pernicious anaemia

24, 55, 64, 317, 569
hi leuktemia . . . . 26

u:-;.
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S04 coxvrLsioxs CRAMPS

CONVULSIONS .143
-

j[i acute yellow :itruiiliy :>Z'i

- albuminuria from . . 144
- from alcoliol 144, 145, 146
- aphasia after . . - - 026
- in apoplexy 144, 147, 148
- from arachnoid haemor-

rhage . . . . . . 14G
- asphyxia . . . . 144

Convulsions, associated with

coma 144
- from atropiTie . . . . 144
- bloody saliva ill . . .. 143
- from brain lesions . . B5
- cerebellar abscess .. 146
- cerebral abscess 140. 147
- - aneurysm . . . . 14H
- - disease. . . . - . 2£io

^ -
syphilis .. 144, 146

tumour . . 116, 147
- cerebritis. . . - . . 146
- cholaemia . . - . 324
- congenital heart . . 144
- cyanosis in . . - . 143
- in disseminated sclerosis

144, 148
- from druss . . 144, 145
- ear disease . . . . 144
- iri eclampsia . . . . 146
- from emotion . . . . 144
- encephalitis 120, 502, 511
- enlarged thymus 141, 145
- in epilepsy

<^%. i:i7. 144. 140, 14S

Convulsions, epileptic 143
-

e(.ileptitnriii, m clampsia 504
from riirhnil tumour GS

Convulsions, epileptiform,
conditions causing . 146

iriL'.-inTulpui-.ilysi.-ll'iJ, 305
- - rigors simulated by . . 594

in saturnine encephalo-
pathy . . . . 119

Stokes-Adams disease 83
urjemia . . . . 594

- with fatty heart . . 212
- from fevers . . . . 144
-

fright 14-1

- fungating endocarditis. . 34
- general paralysis 144, 146, 243
- heart block . . . . 486
- - disease . . 144, 140
- hydrocephalus . . 145, 146
- hydropliobia . . . . 730
- hyperpyrexia after 309, 310
- hypothermia after . . 573

Convulsions in hysteria 1^4,

147, 3K1. 417, 729
- due to iiicrex<;ed intra-

cranial pressure . . 590
- idiocy . . . . 144, 146

Convulsions, infantile . . 144
- injury diiniit: . . . . 143
- from intracranial iit.nv

growth . . . . 144
- irritating food . . . . 144
- Jacksoninn epilepsy 137, 147
- jaw cleiicliiiii: in , . 143

Convulsions, localized, causes
of 144

- loss of i'(in~rioiisiie>s in 13^1

in Iuml: .lisr;.>e .. .. 146

Convulsions in malingerers
137, 144, 147, 599

- from measles . . . . 144
- meningeal haemorrliase 146
- meningitis 120. 138. 144,

145,140,147,307, 511, 515
- morphia . , . . . . 144
- mouth foaming in . . 143
- from nasal disease . . 144
- nephritis.. .. 42, 144
- at onset of fevers . . 594
- optic neuritis and .. 146
- from otitis media . . 202
- oxygen in checking . . 146
- from phimosis . , . . 144
- phosphorns poisoning . . 336
- plumbism 34, 119, 146, 147
- pneumonia . . . . 144
- poliomyelitis .. 110. 509
- porencephalus . . . . 146
- in pregnancy 137, 114, 146
- pyrexia in . . \\\, 574
- from renal calculus . . 144
- rickets .. 144. 1 15, 420
-

--igors and . . . . 143

Co/ivulsioHs, I'onfiL

~ from santonin .. .. 144
- in saturnine encephalo-

pathy .. 119, 144
- scarlet fever . . . . 144
- after severe haamorrhage 120
- from sinus thrombosis

120, 511
- status lymphaticus .. 144
- stertor in. . . . . . 143
- in Stokes-Adams disease

144, 146. 486
- from stryclinine 138,

144. 729, 730
- subdural haimorrhage . . 146
-

syphilis . . . . . . 144
- teething . . .. 144, 145
- in tetanus . . 138, 729
- tuberculous meningitis. . 566

Convulsions, unilateral,

general account of 147
- frum ur;t;niKi 4ii. ji.'», i:;*

.

144, 14(;. 417
- after urinary operations 42
- from vesical calculus . . 144
- whooping-cough 141, 145
- worms . . . . . . 144

Co-ordination, mechanism
of 55

Copaiba, erythema from
222, 384

- resin, polyuria from . . 535
- purpura from . . . . 553
- rash, small-pox simulated

by 563

syphilis simulating . . 384
- urticaria from . . . . 771
- white ring in urine from 5

Copper, foul taste from . . 705
- green sweat from . . 655
- salts, ptyalism from . . 542

reduction by glucose 261
-

sulpiiate in biuret test. . 16
- - in estimating sugar . . 263
- - Fehling'stest.. .. 261

ravy's test . . . . 261

Coraco-brachial is, nerve

supply of . . . . 501
- root innervation of . . 509
Cor bovinum . . . . 207

Cord, spermatic (^ee Sper-
matic Cord)

- spinal (see Spinal Cord)
Corns, limping from . . 362
- pain in foot from . . 362
- perforating ulcer under 736
- suppuration under . . 736
Cornea, anaesthetic, in gl.in-

coma . . . . 233. 761
- injected vessels round,

in glaucoma . . . . 761
- opacity of, defective

vision from . . . . 761
from iritis . . . . 72
from kerntitis 72, 733

ophthalmia .. .. 761
neonatorum . . 759

- - after ulcer . , . . 733
-

perforation of, from oph-
!

thalmia neonatorum 759

;

- - from ulcer . . . . 733

i Cornea, rodent ulcer of 734
- steamy, in glaucoma 232, 762
- tuberculous ulcer of . . 734
- ulceration of (see Ulcera-

tion of the Cornea)
Corneal retlex in facial

paralysis . . . . 442
Cornet player's cramp . . 151

Cornwall, ankvlostomum in 520
Corona veneris . . . . 490
Coronary artery (see A rtery ,

Coronary)
Corpora quadrigeraina, le-

sion of. tremor from . . 720
tumour of, pupil re-

acting to light but
not to accommoda-
tion in . . . . 551

Corpus luleum, hfemor-

rliage from (see Eai-
morrhat'e from Corpus
Luteum)
cyst, liffimorrhacic,

pain in pelvis from 46S
- stri.itum. lesions of. py-

rexia from . . . . 311

Corpuscles, basophile (see

Basopliile Cells)
- eosinophile (see Kosino-

phile Cells)
- hyaline (see Lymphocytes,

Large)
- red (see Red Corpuscles)
- white (see Leucocytes)
Corrosive sublimate test

for bile

urobilin

Corrosives, abdominal i)niii

from . .

- acute gastritis from
- albuminuria from
- collapse from . .

- dysphagia from
- haematemesis from
- haematuria from
- oesophageal stenosis from
- pain in epigastrium from

mouth from . .

- ptyalism after . .

- rapid feeble pulse from
- sore tliroat from
- taste loss from . .

- tongue swollen from . .

- vomiting from 207, 765.

Corsets, liver furrowing
from . .

Corti, organ of, deafness
from changes in

Ooryza, acute, in induenzi

pain in the limbs in

463,
- from arsenic

Coryza, causes of (and see

Discharge, Nasal) . .

- from congenital syphilis

Coryza e feno (see Hay
Fever)

- from iodides
- irritant gases . .

- in measles 178, 384,
- rickets . .

- taste impairment from . .

Costermongers, chronic

pharyngitis in 613,

Cotton, actinomycosis from

74,
- sporotrichosis from
Cotton-wool in ear, deafness

from . .

- forgotten in ear
- in testing anesthesia . .

Coudc catheter, for enlarged
prostate

COUGH
- age incidence of . .

- alteration of voice and . .

- from aneurysm . . 149,
- aural causes of . .

- on going to bed. .

- bovine, with larynge d

paralysis . . 491,
- brassy, from aneurysm

laryngeal paralysis . .

- bronchial catarrh
- bronchitis 149, 150,
- bronchopneumonia
- caseous bronchial glands
- cold bedroom . .

sheets . .

- during convalescence . .

- from debility . .

- diphtheria
- dust
- dyspepsia
- emphysema
- examination for tubercle

bacilli with . .

- on exertion

Cough with expectoration

170
170

268
267
26S
268
268
265
268
194
766
267
542
268
013
705
698
700

367

166
400

464
64

178
400

73
178
440
145
706

645
290

10.3

422
605

without expi'ct(.ir;itioi

- from fibroid lung
- food
- foreiirn body in larynx
- frontal pain on, from

frontal sinus emp r-

ema . .

- from gangrene of lung . .

- on getting up . .

-
liiemoptysis and 286.

- from heart disease 149.
- - failure

i

390
'

148 I

149
I

150 .

150
I

148
I

150
;

495
158
494 I

150
'

289
149
149
149
149
149
148
149
148
148
289

149
150

(50

Hi)
216
148
149

150
288
150
148

Cough, coitkl.

- hernia of lung from . . 169
- from liysteria . . . . 149
- after inlluenza .. 14S, 149
- in inlluenza . . . . 405
- from laryngeal irrita-

bility 150
-

laryngitis . . . . 149
- long uvula .. 149, 150
- in measles . . . . 384
- mitral regurgitation . . 210
- new growth . . 149, 434
- pain in the chest from. . 430
- from paralysis of vocal

cord 149
- paroxysmal ; in whoop-

ing-cough . . . . 420
- pharyngeal causes of . . 148
- in phthisis

88. 149, 150, 159, 2SS, 476
- pleurisy . . . . . . 150
- pneumonia .. 149. 335
- relation of lar^'ngeal

nerves to . . . . 14S
- shortness of breath and 150
- from stomach disorder. . 149
- tobacco smoke.. .. 14S
- treatment of . . . . 148
- useful and useless . . 14S
- vagus nerve in relation to 148
- violent ; Jisemoiitvsis

from .. .. 286, 289
in whooping-cough . . 289

- vomiting and 150, 420, 705
- waking patient at night 150
- after wliooping-cough .. 149
- winter, from emphysema 14

Coughing, epistaxis from. . 220
- impulse on, in hernia

482, 483, 074, 675,

G80, 082

hydrocele of cord . . 081
- - lipoma of cord . . 681

psoas abscess 674. 675, 680
bursa . . . . 680

saphenavarix 674. 075,680
varicocele . . . . 482

- oedema from .. 113, 415
-

pain on, from liver ab-
scess . . . . . . 370
in epigastrium from.. 436

-
regurgit;itioi> of food

througli nose from . . 583
- subcutaneous emphysema

from .. .. ..203
- violent, frfenum linguie

abraded by . . . . 289
Cousins, marriage of, retin-

itis resulting from . . 761

Cow-pox in man . - 240
Crab, pruritus from . . 540
- ptomaine poisoning from 224
- urticaria fi-om . . . . 771

Cracked-pot sound, over
fibroid lung . . . . 216

Cracking noise in ear . . 723
- in head 400

Crackling, egg-shelt 150
- - from aneurysm . . 693

arthritis ". . - . 150
craniotabes . . . . 150

hydrocephalus . . 150
in osteosarcoma 150, 693
witti jHilsation . . 150
from sarcoma . . 672
subcutaneous cmpliy-
sema . . . . 150

tenosynovitis . . 150
- rales (see Rales, Crack-

ling)

Cramp, abdominal, in

Henoch's purpura . . 556
in plumbism . . . . 484

(and see Colic)
- dednition of . . . . 137
-

typist's , . . . . . 445
- writer's . . . . . . 415

CRAMPS 150
- in ballet-dancers . . 150
- after cholera . . . . 152
- in chronic alcoholism 51, 06
- cirrhosis . . . . . . 51
- convalescence . . . . 152
- from debility . . . . 152
- distinguished from con-

tractions . . . . 131
- in fevers. . . . . . 152
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Crani/>s. cnn/d.
- frames
- iroufouiiders
- the less, from ptriiilieiNl

iieurit's . . i^iJ,

- at niijlit
- from ovcr-exertioii
-

)taiii with . . l.'J'.t,

-
proft'ssioiial

- relation to colic. .

- in rowing men . .

- simulating contractures
- ill stokers
- swimmers
- syringomyelia . .

- in tetany . . 13'J,
- in typhoid fever

Cranial hones, new t,'rowth

in, secondary to thy-
roid

tumours of . .

Craniotahes, from con-

s^enital sypliitis
-

ei;g-shell cracklini:; from
- rarefaction of skidl bones

from . .

- Irom rickets

Creatinine, coloration uiih

iiitropriisside
- Felilini^'s solution re-

duced hy
- oxalate from
-

I'icric acid test and
Cremaster, nerve supply of

Oeosotc. foul taste from. .

( 'n-pit/itions, mediastinal
- in pneumonia . . IGO,
- K'liil. from calculus ..

CREPITUS
- from fracture . . 1')-,
- osteosarcoma . .

' silken
- from subcutaneous em-

physema
- from synovitis . .

CreSfCnt, eonsoriital optic
{Phi/r XIX) ..

- iorm of malaria par;i=it»'

ni.il..n:d(/Vr;/,^ A'A'17//|

Crescent, myopic . .

<.'retiin;-in {Ftij. 88)
- ainenurrhipa in . .

- coarse cars in . .

Cretinism, facies of
- Iruu'-l-cUv in [Fi-i. hK:,

p. -JX',),
- iiair scanty in . .

- hypothermia in. .

-
idiocy simulating,'

- large liead in . .

- mental defect in
- pads above clavicles in

- paraplegia from
- stunted growth in
- subnormal temperature
-

thyroid gland defect and
- - treatment in diagnos-

- - - in distinguL^lung
from mong<ilism

- tongue protruded in ..

- - swollen in
-

yellow skin in . .

Crick in the neck . .

Cricketers, subacromial
bursitis in

Cricoid cartilage, perichon-
dritis of, sore throat
due to

CrimiiiuloLrv. epilepsy and
I 'r\----. r.Mdi \i\ ill tabes . .

Crist?s. Dietl's 115,
- -

ajipcndi.'itis simulated

by
- - from movable kiilnev

C.llo.

- - vomiting from
-

gastric. blood-pressure
raised in

colic simulated by . .

general abdominal pain
from

Crises, nastric. In tabes llTi,

116. i::;. :-.i-"'. J:^'>,

437, isi. 1S7, alf).

liDii,



806 CYST, MUCOUS — DEFINITIONS

. 1

r_//.v/.
coiitd.

- mucous, vulval swellint;

from 700
- of omphalomesenteric

duct 483
- from organ of Giraldes. . 481
- of omentum .. .- C61

pelvic swelling due to 688
- ovarian, albuminuria

from . . . . 7, 13
- - amenorrhcea from . . 386
- - ascites with 45, 49, GSD, 691

simulated by . . 68!*

bacillus coli in . . 53U

bladder distention si-

mulating . . ti6i>, 688

chronic neiihritis from 7

cvstic kidney simulnt-

in- 354
- -

dipping' in .lett'ctint.'.. 689- distinction from ascites

44, 45
dullness over 4'j, 689

dystocia from . . 201

ectopic gestation simu-

lating . . . . 690
CTidometritis rare with 387

fibroid simulating 386,

G88, 690
fluid from . . . . 45

gas in . . . . . . 652

hydatid cyst sinuilat-

ing 691
in iliac fossa . . . . 678

jaundice from . . 331

kidney simulated by
353, 354

- - lipoma simulating . . 691- malignant peritonitis
from . . . . 49

- - mensuration with . . 45
micturition frequent

with . . . . 394

palpitation from -. . 485
- - pedicle twisted, acute

abdominal pain from 193

appendicitis simu-
lated by . . 456

constipation with 131
fluid in abdomen
from . . . . 456

- - - - laparotomy for . . 456

pain in hypochon-
drium from . . 451_____ iijac fossa from

453, 454, 45G-----
pelvis from . . 468

simulating dys-
menorrhoea UKl----- strangulated
hernia . . 456

- -
pelvic swelling due to 688

pregnancy simulating 688
- -

proliferating papillo-
matous . . . . 49

- - renal colic simulated

by 353
tube casts due to . . 7

- - retention of urine from (149

ruptured . . . . 193
- - simulated by hysteria 390

sound in diagnosing. . 386
- - strangury from . . 649

succussion in . . 652
- - suppiu'ation in . . 530
- - tenesmus from . . 718
- - thrill with . . . . 45
- - tuberculous peritonitis

simul;-itiriif , . , . 48
twisted pedicle of . . 689
umbilicus and . . 44
urachal cyst simulat-

ing .. .. 6G6, 091
- - urethral stenosis by.. 7

- - uterus drawn up by.. 45
- - Viiginal examination in

diiicnosint: 45, 394, 353
- - vetia cava obstruction

by 749
visible . . . . 45

- pancreatic, abdominal
distention from . . 45

- - ferments in . . . . 45

Cyst, pancreatic, general
account of i'. G6I

- - ov;n-i;Mi tnnionr sltnu-

latcd by . . . . 688

Cyst, pancreatic, contd.

from pancreatitis . . 661

position of . . . . 45

Cyst, pancreatic, signs of.. 630
- -

sin)iil:iliii'-; ;i^i-ites .. 45

suclhiiL' 111 liyi-iochon-
driuni from . . 629

Cyst, retroperitoneal, notes

on C6I

pyloric stenosis from
174, 653

- sebaceous, on ear 203, 422
of face . . . . 673

fatty tumour distin-

guished from . . 732
of neck, movement on

swallowing . . 721

parts affected by . . 732 i

on scrotum . . 523, 695
|

- - of skin .. .. 732 1

at umbilicus . . . . 483
vulval swelling from 700

- suprahyoid, tongue swol-
len from . . . . 698

Cyst of the testis .. ..481
- -

hydroi'ijle simulating 481
- tliur;u;ii.\ cervical sympa-

thetic affected by ..651
unilateral sweating of

face from . . . . 654
- in thyroid gland . . 721
- translucency test for . . 481
- urachal, distended blad-

der simulating . . 6<>5

hypogastric swelling 660
- - ovarian cystadenoma

simulated by . . 666

cyst simulated by. . 691

pelvic swelling due to 688
tuberculous peritonitis

simulated by . . 6GG
- from vas aberrans of

Hnller .. .. -IHl

Cyst, vulval . . 700

Cystalgia 398
Cystic dei-'Ciieration, of li-

broi(N .. . . 391

Cystic disease of breast . 688
- - epididymis . . . . 697

Cystic disease of kidneys,
(see Kidneys, Cystic)

- hygroma of axilla . . 667

Cystin, calculi of . . . . 161
- crystals (/"ir?. 72) .. 161
- formula of . . . . 161

microscope in detecting 161

161

161
405

470
578
524

Cystin. tests for

CYSTINURIA
Cwrircrri . .

Cy-titis, :ii-iiiii

nni from

Cystitis, acute, symptoms of

- albuminuria from
- ammoniacal urine from
- arthritis from . . . . 339
- due to E. coli . . 70, 182
- - - typhosus , . . . 70
- - calculus 282, 394,471,

579, 580
carcinoma of bladder 394

- chronic, strangury from 649
- coli bacilluria simulating 569
-

cystoscope appearances 578
- - in diagnosiiii; . . 397
- dvspareunia from 193, 194
~ effects of urotropine si-

mulating .. .. 650
- from enlarged prostate. . 576
- f«ctid. from bacillus coli 238
- frequent micturition from

191, .'.93. 470. 578, 581, 742
-

gniiLM-i-Tu- of bl;idder from 57M

Cystitis, general account of 578
- from gonorrhcca . . 182
- hajmaturia from 275. 282,

470, 578, 581
- from incontinence . . 578
- levator ani spasm from 193
- mucus in urine from 194. 578
- from myelitis . . . . 578
- non-gonococcal urethritis 182
- cedema of bladder in , . 578
- pain at female urethral

orifice from . . . . 397
- - in penis from 397, 469,

470, 471, 472

Cystitis. i>aitK coutd.

perineum from . . 578

vulva from . . . . 397
- painful micturition from 578
- from prostate obstruction 578
-

prostatitis simulating . . 578
-

pyelonepiiritis from . . 576
- pyonephrosis from . . 576

!

- from pyosalpinx . . 582
- pyrexia from 282, 470, 578
- pyuria from 183, 194,

282, 470, 575, 578
I

- from retention . . 578, 650
- retroverted gravid uterus 578
-

rigors in . . . . . . 595
- due to staphylococcus .. 70
- strangury from.. .. 049
- due to streptococcus . . 70
- with stricture . . 578, 581
- suprapubic pain from

282, 470, 578, 581
- in tabes . . 578, 650
- tabes simulating . . 650
- tenesmus from . . . . 283
-

triple phosphate crystnls 524
- due to tubercle bacillus 70
- tuberculous (see Tuber-

culosis of Bladder)
- ulceration of bladder in

578. 580
- from nrctliritis .. .. 581
- urethritis simulating . . 579

Cystitis, urine Changes with 578
- vaginismus from . . 193

Gystocele, aching in peri-
neum from . . . . 474

- dystocia from . . . . 2no
- simulating prolapse . . 539
- sound in diagnosing . . 539
- vulval swelling from . . 700

Cystopurin for gall-stones 650
- for pyuria . . . . 650
- stranV'ury frnin, . . , KP,!

Cystopurin. strangury from 650

Cystoscope. appearances
seen with {I'laits .vr,
AT/ 1 .. 282, 284
cystitis . . . . 578

pyelitis . . . . 578
- in diagnosing appendix

adherent to bladder.. 582
- - bilharzia

'

. . 282, 472
calculus in bladder . . 471

- - cause of bearing-down
p;iin 427

Cystoscope. in diagnosing
cause of hjematuria

277, 350

Cystoscope. In diagnosing
cause of pyuria - 575

cystitis . . . . 397
fistula into bladder . . 530

pyelitis . . . . 576
renal growth . . . . 7

- — simple ulcer of bladder 580
tuberculous bladder

471. 579
kidnev 282. 355,

576, 577, 579
ureter . . . . 473

ureteric calculus 455,
472,578

ureteritis . . . . 473
urinary fistula . . 397

- - vesical calculus 282,

395, 397. 471, 580.

growth 41. 281,395,
396,397,471,472

- pus from ureter seen with 576
- styptics in using . . 580

719

. 580

DACHSHUND
type of

dwart

Dactylitis, tuberculous
- -

linipiiig frcini. .

- -
].iaiii ill fuot from
skiagram of . .

Dairymaids, cow-pox in . .

- cramp
Dairymple*s sign in

Graves's disease

Damiana, priapism from . .

Damp, fibrositis from
-

myositis from . .

- nephritis from . .

- pain in shoulder from..

Dancing, deterioration in

quality of, in general
paralysis .. ..120

- hsematuria after . . 280

Darier, on prurigo 489. 490

Davies, Dr. D. S., illustra-

tions by 561, 562. 757

Day-blindness . . 763
- (and see Vision, Defects

DEAD FINGERS .. 162. 4<5

DEAFNESS - 163
- from congenital sypluhs

235, 348
- detection by tuning-fork 164
- in hysteria ..

'

166, (J 10
- Meniere's disease 166, ,52

Deafness, methods of in-

vestigating . . 164
- otitis medialGS, 308.422,423
- otosclerosis . . 166, 753
- from syphilis of internal

ear . . . . . - 752
- tests for . . . . . . 165
- tinnitus and . . . - 723

Deafness, various causes of
]ti5. 166

- from wax in ear 164. 421

Deal porters' bursa (Fiff.

65) 156
Death from functional dis-

ease . . . . - - 699
- impending delirium from 169
- from inadequate causes.

lymphatism and . . 382
- malaria . . . . . . 30
- serum injections . . 224
- simulated by trance . . S5
- sudden, from aneurvsrn

93, 120, 287, 434
- - fibroid heart . . . . 213

pulmonary embolism
159, 290

rupture of heart .. 213

in thymic infantilism 189
from tooth-plate in

larynx . . . . 195

Debility, cough from . . 148
- cramps from . . . . 152
- general, flushing with . . 241
- in Malta fever . . . . 466
- muscular, in rickets . . 145
- pain in the back from. . 428
- from polymyositis . . 464
-

spinal caries simulated by 429
Decerebrate riuidity .. 139

Defoecation, ditficulty on,
from carcinoma recti 78

- erroneous posture for . . 128
- frequent desire for, from

rectal polypus . . 78
- involuntary, in epilepsy 143
- muscles of, nerve supply

of 499
- no sense of relief on,

from carcinoma recti 129

;

- normal time, relation-

I

ships of . . . . 121
' - peremptory desire for.

as an aura of epilepsy G7
-

precipitate, from spastic

paraplegia . . . . 314
from spinal lesions . . 313

- role of levator ani in 127, 128
- unsatisfied, witli invagui-

ation of rectum . . 129

Definition of amblyopia . . 759
- anesthesia . . 605. G06
- analgesia. . . . . . 606
- aphasia . . . . . . 624
- Argyll-Hobertson pupil 551
- an auditive . . . . 625
-

liippus . . . . . 553
- ieucocytosis . . . . 359
- leucopenia . . . - 361
- marasmus . . . . 3S 1

- menorrhagia . . . . 385

j

- merycism . . . "88
- meteorism . . - . 388

I

- metrorrhairia . . . . 390
' - metrostaxis . . . . 392
- nodules . . . .

'^^z
I
- nystagmus . . . . 407

j

- orthopncea . . ..418
- oxaluria . . . . . . 423
- palpitation . . - 484
- pnpule . . . . - - '87
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DtfiiiilHiii. cont'l.

- of paraplegia
-

jiliosphaturia
-

priapism
-

pruritus . .

-
ptyalisiri. .

- purpura . .

- stioukier . .

- stertor . .

-
straiiKiiry

- stridor . .

- tache c6r6brale . .

- tachycardia
- tenesmus
- theriiio-:inj'sth*'-i.i
- ,1 Vl^u;lI

DEFORMITY OF THE
CHEST

Degeneration, reaction o£

(see Reaction of De-

•,'eneration)

Dejerine, myopathy of . .

- ohvo-ponto cerebelUu"

atrophy of . .

Delicacy, from deep caseous

t;iaiids. .

DELIRIUM
- in acute yellow atrophy

- helU'idoiiiia . . lO'.i,

fholiemia
with cirrhosis . . ^-.'l-

OelJrium, classified causes of
- cordis, from disitali-^ . .

- with hysterical pyrexia
- in Kirkland's disease . .

- objects varying in sixe in

- from otitis media
- in i)hosphorus jioLsoning
- prognosis with . . . .

- pupil changes in
- in scarlet fever. . H>'.',

- with typhoid fever 7t;,

- in ura;mia . . 40,
- tremens, from alcohol . .

with cirrhosis
- - hyperpyrexia from . .

spasmodic twitching in

Deltoid, nerve supply of . .

-
jiaralysis of, in Erb's

P'll^y
- pseudoliypertrojihy ot . .

- root iruiervalion of
- wasting of, in phthisis . .

Delusions concerning Christ
Ood

- - voices . .

-
genital, prognosis with

- - subjective smells and
- loss of appetite and . .

- in myxrt'dema . . 3S,

Dementia, catalepsy and. .

- from cerebral sypliilis . .

-
(pilepti<-. .

-
irritability in

Dementia, memory defects

in

Dementia, mutism in

Hi niyxu-'dciiia . .

-
penile erection absent
from . .

- prxcox, cerebrospinal
lluid sugar reduced in

- from saturnine encephalo-
Viithy

Dcin»-iit^^. clobbering in . .
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Diarrhtea^ contd.
- epidemic. .

knee-jerks diniinislied

- in exophthalmic goitre. .

- explosive 172, 31.S,
-

fatty, from pancreas
lesions

- fattj stools from
- from fcecal impaction . .

- fontaiielle sunken from
- from food
-

gastric juice analyses in
- from gastritis . . 207,
- gastrogenic
- in Henoch's pui-pura . .

- hill .. 172,
- hypothermia after severe
- indicanuria from
- from indiscretions in diet
- in infantile diarrhoea . .

-
infantile, fattv stools

with . .

- ill influenza
- from intestinal fermen-

tation . .

- with intestinal obstruc-
tion

- in lardaceous disease

8, 35, 172, 375,
- marasmus from
- in Meige's disease
- morning . . . . 172,
- nervous . .

- paradoxical
- in pellagra
- pernicious anaemia
- ptomaine poisoning

17i; 22(,
-

pulse feeble and irregular
with . .

- from pyaemia
- with pyoneplirosis
-

pyrexia with
- rectal examination in . .

- in rickets
- severe, from arsenic . .

in cholera
fluid loss from

- - in infants

polycythseniia from . .

in ptomaine poisoning
- sigmoidoscope in
- skin inelastic from
-- from sprue . . 172,
- summer, hypothermia

from . .

in infants
or infective . .

- from suppurative pyle-
phlebitis

" in tabes . .

- test meals in . . 170,
- tetany from
- thirst from
- in tropics
- from tuberculous bowel

•J5S,
- in tvphoid fever 76, 171,

239,
- ulcerative colitis 7f5, 172,
- unripe fruit . . 171,
- urate deposit due to . .

- and vomiting, general
wasting from
infantile, acetonuria in

tetany from . .

-
'/.ymotic, micro-organ-

isms causing . .

Diastolic bruit (see Bruit,
diastolic)

-
collapse of veins, with

adherent prricardium
90,— Iiorl;. with adherent

lii-ij.':iniiuin .. 90,
OIAZO-REACTION
i'let, before stool analyses
- beri-beri and 63. 22i;.
- colic from indiscretions in
-

delicient, constipation
from . .

- dermatitis herpetiformis
and

- in diagnosis of scurvy. .

~ dian'hcea fi-om . .

'

. .

- - and vomitiiiL; frtnn

558

172
585

437
239
172
171
99

170
7G6
172
343
173
311
314
171
239

239
465

636
3S4
226
173
173
172

171
596
357
171
170
145
533
533
533
533
533
533
170
171
239

573
717
171

596
719
172

3

720
172

564
459
717
740

59
4

151

384

213

213 !

173 !

170
414
117

123

Diet, contd.
- dyspepsia from unsuitableSlD
- effect on chyluria . , 109
- errors in, acute gastritis

from 267

vomiting from . . 384
-

gall-stone pain and . . 437
- glaucoma and . . . . 232
-

glycosuria and . . . . 264
- indiscreet, biliousness

from . . . . . . 520
- - nightmare from .. 4 02
- influence on gastritis .. 317
- insomnia from improper 321
- intestinal colic and . . 425

constipation and . . 122
-

niglit terrors from im-

proper . . . . 321

2S1, 424

540
3^4
145
55(;

670

Diet, oxaluria and
-

jiellaLrra and
-

I'ruritus and
-

relationsliip of gout to

Diet, rickets and ..
- scurvy and 72, 27
- scurvy-rickets and
- in testing for occult blood 171
- trichinosis and . . . . 729
- urticaria and .. 673, 771
- vomiting and . . . . 765

Dietary, ergotism and 224, 259
Dietrs crises 115, 280
- - appendicitis simulated 065
- - from movable kidney

065, 765

simulating calculus . . 117

vomiting from . . 705
Differential leucocyte coiuit

in diagnosing eosino-

philia . .

- - - - Ir-ukaimia

Differential leucocyte count.

normal
in pernicious an;u-

mia
(and see Lympho-

cytes; Myelocytes; I'oly-

mor)ihonucIear Cell=: etc.)

Digitalis, bradycardia from

2 IS

032

23

24

84,
- delirium cordis from
- effect with adherent peri-

cardium . . . . 214
mitral regurgitation 214

- headache relieved by . . 296
- heart affection benefited 485
- in mitral stenosis . . 53
- palpitation from 484, 480
- polyuria from . . . . 535
- tachycardia from 703, 704
Dilatation of bladder (see

Bladder, Distended)
- CKcum (see Ciecum,

Distention of)
-

colon, from constipation 650

idiopattiic (see Hirsch-

sprung's Disease)
from obstruction 057
succnssion in. .

3--rays In diagnosing. .

- duodeiuim, from carci-

noma of duodenum. .

- heart (see Heart, Dilata-
tion of)

- sigmoid colon, succns-
sion in

DILATATION OF
STOMACH

- - ;ihdunn:Mi distended .

from
acetonuria from

- - after abdominal in-

jury
Dilatation of stomach, acute

173. 174
in acute fevers

-- - from adhesions
with asthenic dys-

]>epsia
- - from atony 174, '2\4.

317
- - from calcified cyst . .

- - carcinoma 174, 271,

310, 678,
- - - of duodenum 174,

601, 602

gall-bladder
- - - pancreas

,
663
054
654

602

652

173

173
4

173

173
174

319

,
653
174

767

174
174

Dilatalion nj stomach, coiitJ.

chronic

copious vomit from . .

diaphany in diagnos-
ing

dilatation of colon

simulating . .

dipping in diagnosing
from duodenal ulcer. .

- - eructations from
- - by excess of food or

drink
- - from fermentation . .

from gall-stones
- - by gas
Dilatation of stomacfi. gas-

tric contents with

juice :iiialy-es in

di;ignosing
- - from gastric paralysis

ulcer

Dilatation of the stomach,
general account of - .

- - in heart l:ukire
- - hiccough from 173,

hour-glass stomach
simulating . .

from hydatid cyst . .

- -
lavage in diagnosing. .

idiopathic (Fig. 276)
indicanuria from
indigestion from

- - inflation in diagnosing
174,

in mitral stenosis
after operations
par;(d..\ir;il . .

Dilatation of the stomach,
physical signs of 521,

- - in pneumonia
ptyalism from
from pyloric obstruc-

tion 317, 653, 060,

720,
- - renal tumour

sarcinre with . . 115,
signs of

from spasm of pylorus
splashing with 115,

174, 522, 652,
not proof of

tetany from . . 3,
- - thirst from

toruI^B with . .

visible peristalsis with

174, 053,
vomiting with 115,

173, 522, 653,

;r-rays in diagnosing
115, 317, 053,

Dilatator tubae, clickmg in

ear due to . .

Dinitrobenzene, acute yel-
low atrophy from

- in bellite
- jaundice from 325, 334,
- in roburite

Diphtheria, accommoda-
tion affected by

- acute nephritis from . .

- albumiimria in .. 3 3,

- arthritis with . .

- ataxy from
- bacillus of (see Baciilu--^,

Diphtheriae)
Diphtheria (/v.//, tat//*
Diphtheria, bacteriological

recognition of il'.i,
- broncliial casts in
- Cheyne-Stokes breathing

174
173
174

317
173
307

700
174
174
004
314
317

317
173
173
318

522
173
543

- coma m . .

-
conjunctivitis from

- cough from
- cultures in diagnosing. .

Diphtheria, cutaneous
- cyanosis from . .

- diagnosis from other sore
throats

- diazo-reaction in
- diflicult swallowing after
- digital
- dilatation of heart in . .

- dysphagia after 64.
- dyspnoea from . .

- of ear
- epistaxis from . .

614
644

108
117
231
149
04

558
157

14
173
543
240
214
190
157
122

220

Dif.hlhrn.t. •nnl.l.

Diphtheria, follicular ton-
sillitis and . GI4

- foot-drop from .. 113
- foreign body sinmlating 157
- gangrene from . . , . 255
-

gastritis from . . . . 207
- heart-block from . . 546
- infective arthritis after 648
- influenza simulated by. . 589
- Kirkland's disease simu-

lating 016
- Klebs-Loeffler bacilli in

151, 196, 589
- knee-jerks lost in . . 359

Diphtheria, laryngeal 419
- - olistrncTioii from 157.

4 IS, 589
-

leucocytosis in . . . . 360
- limping after . . . . 362
- measles with . . . . 199
- membrane on pharynx 419
- - uvula . . . . . . 419
- meningitis in . . . . 590

simulated by . . . . 590
- menorrliagia from . . 386

Diphtheria, mild cases of,

paralysis after 589
- mistaken fur laryngis-

mus stridulus , . 420
- nasal . . . . . . 170

bacterial diagnosis .. 179
voice after 64, 154, 512,

589, 627
- neuritis after . . 140, 362
- ophthalmoplegia interna

from . . . . . . 552
- orthopncea from 418, 419
- otorrlicea from . . . . 422
-

paralysis of abdominal
muscles from.. .. 151

- - of ciliary muscle after

64, 197. 589
- — the diaphragm from 65

palate after 64, 154,
196, 512, 588, 627, 764

- - pharynx after . . 5S8
-

peripheral neuritis after

56, 01, 04. 05, 113,

153,154, 197. 465,512,589
- prognosis of purpuric . . 554
- ptyalism after .. .. 5J3
-

pupil not reacting to

convergence in . . 551
reflexes after . . . . 64

- purpura in . . 553. 554
- regurgitation of food

through nose after 64,

154, 196, 512, 588, 704
- retracted head from . . 589
-

rigor in . . . . . . 595
- scoliosis from . . 153, 154
~ simulated by caseous

bronchial gland . . 157
- sore throat in .. 64, 613
- spleen enlarged in 632, 637
- stomatitis from .. 542
- stridor from . . . . 650
- submaxillary glands in-

flamed from . . . . 379
- tachycardia after 05, 703, 701
- throat swabbings in . . 419
- and tonsillitis, relative

pyrexias of . . . . 574
- toxaemia in .. .. 214
- typhoid fever simulated

by 037
- ulcer of cornea from . . 734
- ulceration of larynx from

287, 292
- vagal neuritis after .. 703
- - par;ily-i- :tfi'T . . i'''>

Diphtheria, Vincent's an-

gina simulating - 614
- weak first sound in . . 2H
- of wound . . - . 737

Diphtheria, wrist-drop from

(Fig. 22) . . . . 65

Diplitheritic antitoxin, pur-

pura from . . . . 553

Diplegia, from bilateral

cerebral softening . . 515
- cerebral, athetosis from

132. 729
- embolism .. .. 133

dysarthria in . . 027

facial paralysis in . . 493
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liijihyia^ crrrhin/. ,oiihl.

- - intetition irfinor iri

mental backwardness
with . . 1:J2,

npiio atrophy with 132,
- -

pupils unPijual witli..
- - snssor salt with 132.
- -

-phirH-tiT troul.'te "'ith

Dipleg>a. congenital ceretiral.

general account of -

- ioiitr,ii.tui"es HI , .

- from i)oreiiceplialui
-

spastic infantile i;>2.
- Ireinor from
Diplobacilli of Morax-

.\jvenfeld, conjuTicti-
vitis from

Diplococcus intracelhilaris

(see Meiiiiii,'ococci)

meningitidis (see Mcn-
iiii-'oeoccij

- pneumonia) {Plate
A'A'I7//(

DIPLOPIA
ti mil .ih^;cess of orhit . .

Diplopia, binocular, general
account of 175. I7G,

- curoi] \>y i^Vdv^f^^
- in dis-seminated scierci>w
- from lii«morr!iage inln

orbit . .

- homonymous (Fitj. SIi
- frnm luw error of refrac-

HO' I

Diplopia, monocular, genera
account of . .

Diplopia from paralysis of

eye muscles (/'•/. s::)

^ phyMuiu-iral , .

- iroin strabismus 1. . ,

- verti;.'o from
- (and ?ee Strabismus)
Dippiti-^' . . . . 44
Dirt, marasmus from
- typhus fever and
- eatiiiLT
- disease . .

Disc, ohokod (see Neuritis.

Optic)
Discharge from tlie ear (sec

()t->rrli.i':i)

I,.', from ophrlMhiii,. . .

DISCHARGE. NASAL
irom aritral disfa-u

179. 180, 4G-_',
- - bacillus lepra! in
- - !>ai-ri"Ti;)| evaininntirm

Discharge, nasal, various
causes of 178, 179,

IM I'l IM.Irl-- . . 17',..

DISCHARGE FROM THE
NIPPLE

-
!-li"i.i-.^[ai[ii.'il, IroiJi

duct carcinoma . .

- - bloody
- - milk, at puberty
- - - soon after birth . .

- - milky . .

- - in l'ai,'et's disease
- -

pnrulr-iii . . ISl.

DISCHARGE, URETHRAL

in 4

174
177

177

lUschnrfjc. unHhraL cimhl.

due to syphilis
7-1* - - with testicular abscess

due to tubercle
T'J'.t without micro-orL,'an-
7'_"J i^nis

729 DISCHARGE. VAGINAL -

7*_'9 ~ - hU.ua--l.unc.i. Ii-Min

7'.".t carrmoina . .

from eiidometrilis. .

132 libroid

Ki:t - - - hydatidifonn mole
1311 polypi
Klfl I

- - cervical erosions
- - eiidocervicitis
- - endometritis . . IH.'j,
- -

foul, from carcinoma.

IS.-). 1S(!.
- - - chorion eiptliclionia
- - - fibroid

pf.^^.,rip^ . . is:,.

pyomi'lra . . ISi;.

Discharge, vaginal, gonor-
rhOBai

- - in puerperal fever . .

- - pyosalpinx with
- -

salpiriiio-oopiioritis a.tid

- - ulceration of jierineum
17"; — white
1 7.", yellow
I '.Hi Discomyces, madnra foot

from . .

1 77 Dislocation of liip, cuii-

1 70 L.'enital

abdomen prominent
1 7 ,"> from

I
_ _ _ lordosis ill . .

-- - - waddliii-,' '^'ait from
- Ill jaw, ptyalism from. .

- lens
- - ophthalmoscope in dia-

irnosin?
- -

]^u\t\\ irre::rular from.,
- - shallow anterior cliam-

lier from
- - tremor of iri^ from . .

- of spleen. . G2S). IJ.'IO.

Diseases, proper nann's
associatpfl with (sec
end of Inilev)

Disorientation in alcouolistn

Disparateness
r>i-paration

Disijosition. chaii!;;e of, in

seneral paralysis
Dissectins-room sore, cpi-

trochlear Ljlaiid en-

lar<red from . .

tinker affected by . .

175
177

b, _'teri:

- - bacterial dia-^iiosis . .

- - due to carcinoniii . .

- - from '-hancrp . .

Discharge, urethral, endo-
scope in investigating

Discharge, urethral,

gonorrhoea 182,
- - from tj;out
- - due to herpes
- - iiit'uinal L'lands .mi-

h-ru'.'.l fn-.Tii

Discharge, urethral, method
of investigating

- - iion-i.'onococcal

due to papillomata . .

from polypus..
I>rostatic abscess

- - rheumatism . .

- - due to soft sores
- - from stricture

iiiS)

181
184

1S4
(1-2

ISl

181

185

186
185
18);

18(;

18(;

185
185
:i9i

:ii>i

:!;»i

IS.-,

1st;

185
:^\^^^

r.78

li'.MI

('.JO

185

185

15(:

251
1.'51

178

(158

.'isrs

178

180

181
lisr,

(18(1

181

181
IS(

183
isi

Disseminated cjerosis

relic:

TiiMv<

llklr-r
- - aplK

astereo^iiosis ni

ataxy in 57, •J51, 'lil7.

Bahiiiski's s'v^ii in

(18, 148, .107.

black sjiots before eyes
from

central scotoma in 517,
cerebellar tumour simii-

latinL:

coma from
contracted vi:

517
148
r,09

517
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21-2,

740,

771
775

G08
759
33
40
538
747
84
96

746

144

]44, 145
.. 157
. . 1C6
.. 169

755
173

Drw) rash, contd.

mercuiT
- - neosalvarsan . . . . -24-

pityriasis rubra aftor 604
from quinine. . . . 602

rhubarb . . . 222

rlius toxicodendron . . 224
- - salvarsan . . . . 2i'4

- - sandalwood oil . . 222
- - santonin . . . . 771

scales in . . . . 602
serum injections . . 223

sulphonal 222, 5"»:{, 771

syphilis simulating . . 384
trional. . . . . . 222

urticarial, causes of
- - from vanilla . .

Drugs, acute oedema of

tongue from . .

- amblyopia from
- anemia from . .

Drugs, anuria from
- aphrodisiac
- hlnck urine from
- bradycardia from
- bullae from
- carboluria from
- Chfyrn-.^fok.-^ brentliing lOS I

Drugs causing wheals 771

Drugs, coma from II

~ convulsions from
- cyanosis from . .

- deafness from . .

- delirium from . .

- dermatitis from
- diazo-reaction from
- discoloration of skin
- eruptions due to
- - pityriasis rubra after 60t
-

(Tytln:Mri;i fmiH . . , . 222

Drugs. Fehlina's solution

reduced after 157
- foul breath from
- - taste from
- for gall-stones . .

Drugs, glycuronic acid in

urine after
- h.^adacbp from . .

- lia^maturia from '.

- listmoglobinuria from
- liypothermia from
- jaundice due to. .

- leucocytosis from
- leucopenia from
- methsemoglobinjemia

from . .

- methaemoglobinuria from

157, 533
- noises in the head from 406
- cedema from 410, 413, 698
- palpitation from 4S1, 4S6
- photophobia from . . 525
•- pink urine from
-

po)ycyth:eraia from
- polyuria from . .

- priapism from . .

- ptyalism from . .

- purpura from . .

- rectiil concretion from.
-

si'aly eruptions from..
- sore fingers from

Drugs, strangury from 64!
- sulphhjcmoglobina;mi;i

from . .

- in sweat. .

- tachycardia from 7ii!

- tenesmus from . .

- thirst from
- tinnitus from . .

- transmitted by sucklin
- tremor from
- unequal impils from .

- urine i-oloration from .

Drugs, urticaria from
- vesicant . .

- vomiting from .

- weight reducing
- xanthopsia from
-

yellow urine from
firug-taker. shifty eyes of

Drummers' cramp
I»rums beating in head . .

I irumstick bacilli

Duchenne's palsy ..

iMictuR arteriosus, pntfiit
(see Patent Durtus

Arteriosus)

757

261
86

705
650

261
295

,
650
284
311
325
360
36]

,
161

.. 745

. . 533

. . 535

.. 538
. . 542

>-l, 554
718

2'M)

,650

161
655

.
704
718
720
723
145
726
552
744
771

. . 755

7i;j, 765
.. 770
. . 762
. . 744

234
151
406
730

507

DUhring, on scrofulodermia 559

DLihring's disease.. .. 99

eosinophilia in . . 219

Dullness, abdominal, with

ascites. . . . 44
.-ill (.v..-r . . . . 47

from ovarian cyst . . 689
in tuberculous perito-

nitis .. ..48
- over aneurysm . . . . 208
- cirdiac, increased to

left in chronic nephritis 11

in mitral regurgita-
tion .. 89. 210

increased to right, in

congenital heart dis-

ease . . . . . - 91
- over distended bladder 45
- dome - shaped, from

hepatic abscess . . 291
- over eidarged thymus

gland 419
- fibroid lung . . . . 206
- in flanks, with acute

peritonitis . . - - 592
ascites . . 44, 689

- - in general peritonitis 388
- hepatic, deficient (see

liiver Dullness)
- over hydrops amnii . . 45
- with ovarian cyst . . 45
- over pleuritic effusion

16S, 206
- in pneumonia . . . . 642
- to riglit of sternum, from

aneurysm . . 92, 93
with tricuspid regur-

gitation . . . . 92

Dumb-bell crystals 423, 741
Duodenal bleeding, coma

from 118
noises in head after . . 40()

- lesions, subcutaneous
emphysema from . . 203

- obstruction visible peri-
stalsis from . . . . 521

- ulcer, abdominal tender-
ness from . . . . 271

acute ascites from . . 47

peritonitis from . . 592
adhesions from .. 174

- - albumosuria with . . 16

anaemia from 33, 36, 271

appendicitissimulntirig-lSO
blanching due to .. 120

- - blood per anum from 33, 75

cholecystitissimulating450
cicatricial fibrosis of.. 174

- - dilatation of stomach
from . . . . 174

distinction from gas-
tric 75

empyema from 101, 106
- - exploration in dia-

gnosing . . . . 450
- - gall-stones simulating 272

gastric HCl witli . . 451
- - - ulcer simulating .. 271

Duodenal ulcer, general
account of .271
general peritonitis from 38S
hffimatemesis from 7.').

265, 271
heartburn from .. 297

- - huncer pain with 36, 75

Duodenal ulcer, hunger
pain of 271. 4.;;. i.--o

- - by|nTaridity with . . 75
' - - indicamiria from . . 101
' indigestion from . . 317

internal haemorrhage
from 118, 120, 720

interscapular pain from
461, 462

leakage from, co i-

stipation after . . 126
local peritonitis from 174

rigidity over . . 592

spot of tenderness
from .. . . 317

- - loss of weight from . . 769
- - melfena from 36, 75, 271,

451
- - nocturnal pain from,. 450

occult blood in fwcos
with .. 101, 126

1

- - a?dema of legs after . . 41 1

Duodenal ///or, conid.

pain in the abdomen
from . . . . 271

~ - - back from . . . . 428

epigastrium from . . 462

pain after food with. . 75

in hypochondrium
with . . . . 450

hypogastrium from 462
- - - shoulder from . . 474

pancreatitis from 100, 101
- -

j)erforation of . . 47

collapse from . . 436
- - - laparotomy for . . 436

pain in epigastrium
from . . . . 43G

pneumoperitoneum
from . . . . 652

shock from . . 436

pleurisy from. . . . 106

ptyalism from . . 543

rapid emptying of

stomach and . . 272
sex incidence of 7'», 451

simulating enlarged
gall-bladder . . 368

gall-stones . . . . 36

gastric ulcer . . 36

subdiaphragmatic ab-
scess from 451, 652. 655

suppurative peritonitis

I

from . . . . 47

I vomiting from 75, 271
- -

a^-rays in diagnosing, . 272

Duodenum, ankylostomiasis
of 521

- carcinoma of (see Car-
cinoma of Duodenum)

- catarrh of, jaundice from
325, 47 V

- - pain in shoulder from 471
- - pancreatitis from . . 100
- congenital obstruction of 130
- dilatation of . . . . 662
- gall-stone ulcerating into

265, 272
- kinking of, with movable

kidney .. ..331
- movable kidney dragging

I

on 280
- obstruction of, no ab-

I
dominal distention withlSO

j

- tumour of. ascites from 46

I

portal obstruction from 46
- ulcer of (see Duodenal

Ulcer)

Dupuytren's coni notion,
hncer pads with .. 347

- - {Fig. 59) .. ..142
from gout . . . . 142

occupation and .. 112
- fracture, talipes from .. Ill

Durham, trichopliyton ins i-

ceum in . . . . 2 t"

Duroziez's sign . . . . 93

Dust, cough from . . 1 IS
- sore ttirniit from . , )'il5

Dwarf, dachshund type -. 187
-

penL-nin-liki- . . . . 1S8
- seal-likp 188

DWARFISIVI .186
Dwarf elder, polyuria from 5"5

Dyers, stained nails in . . 399

Dynamometer, in Dercum's
disease . . . . 410

,

- testiiiL' band-L'rip? . . 303

Dysarthria, aphasia distin-

guished from 302. •'-'<>

- from liilateral facial

paralysis
- bulbar palsy
- cerebral dipleiria . . t'>27

- disseminated srlero^i'^ . . 627

Dysarthria, general account
of 626

- in general paralysis . , ri27
- gummatous meningitis. . 627
~ hemiplegia and.. 302. 626
- from internal capsule

lesions . . . . 302
- myasthenia gravis .. 627
- myopathy . . . . G2S
- peripheral neuritis and 627

Dyschezia from carcinoma 129
- diarrhoea with .. .. 122
- from distended tubes . . 129
- enemata in relieving .. 122

. 627

627
627

Dyschezia. could.
- faeces needing to be dug

out in. .

- from fibroids
- fibrous stricture of

rectum
-

(Fi'i. 48)

Dyschezia. general account
of

- intestinal constipation
distinguished from . .

- from invagination of

rectum
- ovarian tumour. .

- pressure on rectum
- rectal examination in

diagnosing . . 121.
- insensitive rectum with
- sigmoidoscope in dia-

gnosing

122
129

12,)

132

127

129
129
129

128
121

121
- suppositories in relieving 122
- in women . . . . 129
-

;r-rays in diagnosing . . 128

Dysentery, abscess of liver

after .. .. 332, 597
- acute ascites in.. .. 47
- agglutination test in . . 172
- albuminuria in . . . - 13
- albumosuria with . . 16
- amceba causing 77, 172, 716
- aiiremia with . . . . 34
- arthritis with . . . . 340
- nsylum . . . . • • 717
- atony of colon after

{Fig. 50) .. ..123
- bacillary . . . . 77
- bacteriology in diagnos-

ing .. .. .. 717
- bladder opened by . . 582
- blood inspissated in . . 161

and mucus stools in

76, 172, 663
- chronic . . . . . . 717
- colon thickened in . . 663
- coma in . . . . . . 117
- cyanosis in . . . . 161
- diarrhoea with .. .. 171
- general abdominal pain

from 459

wasting from. .
_.

. 59
- hrematuria from 275, 283
- hyperpyrexia in . . 309
- indicanuria from . . 314
- liver abscess after 253,

291, 369
- loss of weight after . . 770
- meteorism in . . . . 389
- mucus due to . . . . 76
- pain in iliac fossa from 452,

454, 459
limbs in . . . . 4G3

- j)urpura in . . . . 55S
- pus in stools from • . 557
- pyuria from .. ..575
- rigor rare in . . . . 595
- Shiga's bacillus in 172, 716
- stenosis of bowel after. . 125
- suppurative peritonitis

from 47
- tenderness over colon

from . . . . . . 663
- tenesmus in 76, |72, "16, 717
- ulceration of bowel from 283

opening into bladder 575

of rectum due to . . 5S5
- ulcerative colitis a

variety of . . . . 76

Dysidrosis, cheiropompho-
lyx and . . . . 97

- fingers affected by . . 239
- miliaria and . . . . 755

DYSMENORRHGEA - 192
- acute al:H:loniiniil pain

from 193
- from appenilicular ad-

liesions . . - 457
- bhie brain and . . . - 163

Dysmenorrhoea. conditions

simulating . . 193

Dysmenorrhoea. list of

causes of 192

Oysmenorrhoea. membranous
i:.-. 193

Dysmenorrhea, types of

pain in - 193

Dy-o-tosis. cleiilo-cranial

dwarfism from . . 187



DVSPAKEUNIA KC/EMA 811

Dyspareunia
Dyspareunia, causes of 193.
- kraurosis vulvae 1'j.i, I'.Pl,

-
sterility from . .

Dyspepsia (anJ see Indigos-
(i<

- Irnfii ncliylia

Dyspepsia, acid
- acute iibdoniinal pain
- - ptyali^m Irom
- from alcoliol
- aii\i-:-tv . .

;ipp. i."'.i <

318
319
103
r.43

3111

337
3 in

319
3iii

Dyspepsia, asthenic
- from atony
- bleeding gums from . . 72
- hrain lesions simiilatiiii,' 315
- r.'ir.'irionia of stomach

-inuilatin^ .. ..270
Dyspepsia, from carcinoma

of stomach - . 316. 709
- -Mt.irrh:!! i:.iiTiili.-.- :ifr.T :;l'.S

Dyspepsia, changes in stools

with 171
-

clironic, from gastric
ulcer r.."»S

- with cirrhosis .. .. 371
- cough from . . ..lis
- from defective teeth . . 319
- dellcient exercise . . 319
- diarrhcea from . . . . 171
- from emotion . . . - :['(7

- Ilatulent . . . . :;19

heartburn from . . 297
- foul breatli from . . S7

Dyspepsia, functional, gene-
ral account of 318. 319

- fruiu L';.ll-tu:Lf. ::>:. 31(1
-

t-'astrali^'ia . . 319
-

gastritis simulated bv.. 317
-

ffouty .. .. 319. 7">3
- from grief . . . . 337
- hasty meals . . . . 319
- headache from . . . . 290
- heart disease simulated

by .. 133. 43.J. 709
- from livperiESthesia of

stomnch . . ..319
iiyp.T.'lilui-hydria .. 31S

Dyspepsia, hypersthenic . 319
- hysteria simulating . . 31.')

- insomnia from .. .. 3'_'I

- liver congestion witli . . 3ti9
- loss of appetite from . . -13

- - weight from . . . . 709
- myocardial affections

simulating . . . . -IS.'i

- nervous, osalnria and.. 424
- from neurasthenia . . 400
- with Tiutmeg liver . . 3r.S
- fn.in nr;j| ^epsi^ . . 319

Dyspepsia, organic, differ-

ential diagnosis of

3IG. 317. 318
- from over-fatiL'U'.' . . 319
- over-work . . . . 319
- o.'>iaIuria and .. 2S1, 424
- pain in the back from. . 42S
- - chest from . . . . 709

round heart from . . 43."i

- palpitation from 435, 485
-

pelvic lesion simulated

by 408
- photophobia from . . 525
- precordial pain from
- pregnancy simulating
- from pyloric spasm
- pyorrha'a
- rosacea from
- senile
- from =hoc[;

Dyspepsia, simulated by
fatty heart

-
suunl.itiijg dysmenorrho.*

- tabes simulating
- from tea . . 31

'.i,

- tenderness in chest from
- from tetrachlorethane. .

- tiiHiitus from . .

- from tobacco . .

- tongue swollen in

tootl. -indented from . .

- ulcer of tongue from

from unsuitable food
vertiL'O from
from worrr

433
315
319
74

241
319
319

485
a 193
315
321
709
334
723
31ft

098
098

740
319
753
319

19S.

DYSPHAGIA
- Ironi aneurysm. . 195,
- ironi ijiiateral facial

paralysis
- in bulbar paralvsis 13.'-,

197. '5S;i, 543,
- from carcinoma 195. 19;i.

200, 435,
- cervical adenitis
- cicatricial stenosis
- cleft palace
- corrosives
- dermatitis herpetiformis
- after diphtlieria 100.
- erythema buUosum 74.
- general paralysis
- hydrophobia .. 138,
-

hysterical . . I9)i,
- from idiopathic dilata-

tion of cpsophagus . .

- after irritants
-

laryn.x lesions
- lead poisoning . .

Dysphagia lusoria. .

- from rnercurj" . .

- mumps . . . . 19S,
-

niy;"isTlirrii:i r^ravis r.t7.

Dysphagia due to nerve
causes

Dysphagia from cesophageil
obstruction 194. 195.

Dysphagia from pain on

swallowing
-

paralysis ai,'itans

of hypoglossal nerve. .

- pempihigus . . 74,
- pharyngeal stenosis
- post-pharyngeal abscess
- pouch of cesophagus 190,
- ptyalism from . .

- from fjuiiisy
- sore throat .. 19S.
- spasm of ttsophagus . .

- spasmodic, in liydro-

phobia
- from stoniatitis 74,
-

syphilis . . . . 197,
- thyroid gland enlarge-

ment . .

- tongue lesions . .

- tubercle of laryn.v
DYSPNIEA
- from abductor paralysis
- acute, from aneurysm

opening into pul-

monary artery
superior vena cava

- - aortic valve rupture. .

bronchitis
- - bronchopneumonia , .

haemorrhage into thy-
roiil

- - irrni)tion of caseovis

^'land into trachea

laryngeal paralysis . .

- - pneumothorax
- - tabe-« . .

tooth-plate in larynx
- from alkalies
- from aneurysm.. 92.
- angina Ludovici
- aortic regurgitation
- ;isthma , .

- athletes' heart . .

- with anuria
- from lironcliitis
- bronchopneumonia
-

cajiillary bronchitis
- cardiac, astlima simulated

by
- in chlorosis
- chronic mediastinitis . .

- chronic nephritis
- from congerutal heart

215, 21
- diphtheria
- emphvsema
- with fatty heart 21
- fibroid heart
- - lung ..
- goitre . . . . 158,
- (iraves's disease
- hemorrhage into intra-

thoracic sarcoma
mediastinum . .- thvnnis

- - thvn.-id

194
434

401
017
435
198
208
74

543
19S
i'J'i

.S43

197

198
198
19;i

1117

196
73

017
5 13

196

195

198
513
543
198
198
198
703
513
l:is

015

197
198
199

198
199

199
158

420
495
159
1511

195
99

159
158
2U7
322
214
42

322
590
59U

7. 720
.. 1.37



812 ECZEMA EMPHYSEMA

Eczema, could.
- itching in 491, 540, 553, yGO,

710, 75G
- lens in diagnosinff . . 488
- lichen urticatus simulat-

ing .. .. .. 756
-

lips affected by 365, 600
- marginatum, bathing-

drawers area affected 401
- - dhobie's itch and . . 250
- - eczema distinguished

from . . . . 250
- - epidermophytoti caus-

ing . . . . 248, 250
- - erytiirasma simulating 251
- - microscope in din^iios-

ing 250

Eczema marginatum, parts
affected by . . . . 250
s^eboriiioea distinguish-

ed from . . . . 250
- niiliaria simulating . . 755
- mycosis fungoides simu-

"latiiiir 731
- naiK :nr.Tt.'.l hr 250, 399
- nippir .lllrrtr,! \,\- .. 730
- nodj.-rnlnr.ilinn after .. 4S7
- ffidema from . . . . 562
- from otitis media . . 422
- otorrhoea from . . . . 422
- Facet's disease simulat-

ing 730
- papular . . . . . . GOO
- - filood-criists in .. 4S7

itohiiii:: ill . . 487, 4SS

Eczema, papular, lichen

planus distinguished
from 487

scrofulosorum simu-

lating . . . . 48S
vesicles in . . . . 488

- papules in . . . . 487
-

pityriasis rubra after . . (.04

pilaris simulating.. 604
- prurigo distinguished

fruii, 490
Eczema, psoriasis distin-

guished from - . . 603
- pustular . . 557, 500

impetigo simulating.. 558
- ringworm simulating . . 249
- rubrum . . . . . . 600

scabies simulating . . 755
- scabs in . . . . . . GOO
- scales in 488. 001, 602, 603
- seborrlioeic 600. r.o-j, 603
- - congenital syphilis (.li>-

tinL'iii'^h.'d from . . 401
~ - of lliish art-;. . . ..242
Eczema, seborrhceic, of in-

fants 401
- - parts affected by . . 491
- - scaliness in . . . . 242
- small-pox simulated by 5G2
- staining of skin from . . 602
- syphilides simulating 491, 560
- tenderness of scalp from 710
- tinea circinata distin-

guished from . . 249
- - of umbilicus . . . . 483
- - versicolor simulating 250
- vesicles in 487. 488, GOO,

75:;, 754
- due to wax in ear . . 422
- weeping hi . . . . 600
lOtTervf^cr-tH'e. urin:ir\' -1, 5

EFFUSION IN CHEST.
BLOODY - 102

EFFUSION IN CHEST.
SEROUS - 104
cm. I s,T. I1,.|ir:ii

]Offusion ; and
Pleuritic Effusion)

-
pericardial (see Pericar-

iiil KirnsM.ii)

<|Im at!.'

EGG-SHELL CRACKLING 150
- - from aneurysm . . G93
- - osteosarcoma.. 152, 693

nail 400

Egypt, ankylostomiasis in 521
bilhar?.ia in . . 79, 282

- cirrhosis in . . . . 370
- relapsing fevfr in . . 596
- -pleiiomci^alv in . , 634

EHRLICH, DIAZO REAC-
TION OF .173

Ejaculatory ducts, gono-
|

coccal infection of . . 182 i

Elastic fibres in sputum ]

(see Sputum, Elastic 1

Fibres in)

Elbow, osteo-arthrttis of . . 347
- pneumococcal arthritis of 339
- position in tetany . . 2

,

- tuberculous disease of . . 347
i

i:ibow-jerks, increased, in

brachial monoplegia. . 502

hemiplegia . . - - 303

Elbow-joint disease, arm
atrophy from . - 61

Klbows, psoriasis affecting

489, 491, G02. G03
-

pityriasis rubra pilaris

affecting . . . . 489
- rheumatic nodules on . . 732
- seborrhrcic eczema affect-

ing 401
- small-pox affecting . . 561
- xanthelasma of . . . . 324

Electric blmdness, ery-

thropsia in . . . . 7G2
- currents, gangrene from 255
-

light, eye-strain from . . 44G
- steel groovers, subacro-

mial bursitis in . • 4 76

welders, photophobia
in 524

Electrical reactions in my-
asthenia i-'ravis . . 5S4

Electrical reactions, normal
582. 583

in Bariiaud's diica^e,

etc." 584

tetany . . 3, 584
Thomsen's disease . . 58 1

(and see Reaction of

Degeneration)
- treatment of functional

aphonia . . . . 495

Plectricity, insomnia re-

lieved by . . . . 323
- in lowering high blood-

pressure . . . . 323

Electrocardiogram, in dia-

gnosing angina pec-
toris . . . . . . 476
auricular fibrillation

94, 485, (^Fig. 196) 48G
- - heart-block . . . . 486

heartburn . . . . 297

myocardial changes 15, 4S5

paroxismal tachy-
cardia 548, (i='iV7.289) 703

Stokrs- Adams's dis-

ease .. ..486
between stomach and

heart lesions . . 709
- of heart-block {Figs. 37.

38) 83
- heart cases .. .. 544
- showing extrasystoles

iF^g:'2Z\^ .. ..544
Electrolysis of water-pipes,

plumbism from . . G5

Elephantiasis, atrophy of

testis from . .

'

. . GG

Elephantiasis, blood changes
in 28

-
cliylous ascites with . . 50

- chvluria from 28, 50
- fro'm filariasis 28, 109. 411.

701, 737
- geographical distribution 28
- impotence from .. 312
- from lymphatic obstruc-

tinn" Ml
Elephantiasis, pseudo- -.411
- scroti . . . . . . G95
-

syphilis simulating . . 701

Embolism, cerebral, acute
rheumatism and .. 119
aire nicidence of 119, 147

- -
niijiasia from.. .. 626

- - apoplexy from .. 147
athetosis after 132, 133
in children . . . . 133
brachial monoplegia

from . . . . 501
Babinski's sign with. . 68
cerebral softening from

108. 515

Cbeyne-Stokos breath-

ing from . . . . lOS

Embolism, cerebral, coniit.
j

coma from 118, 119, '

301, 640 I

- - diplegia from .. 133
- - from endocarditis . . 147
- -

epilepsy after . . 133
- - fungating endocarditis

and 34,119, 303,304,040
Embolism, cerebral, hse-

morrhage after . . 640
- - lieadache from 294, 295

heart brnits and .. 119
- - from heart disease 133, 515
- - hemianopsia from 301, 302

hemiplegia from, ijS,

133, 258, 303, 304, 640
from intracardiac

thrombosis,. .. 147
mental defect after .. 133
from mitral stenosis

303, 304
- - spastic paraplegia after 132
- - speech defect after . . 133

from thrombi . . 133
tremor from . . . . 133
unilateral paresis from 118

- of cord, in infective endo-
carditis . . . . 517

- in fungating endocarditis 8
- gangrene from . . . . 255
- from heart disease . . 258
- infarction from.. .- 8

of kidney from . . 7

- from intracardiac throm-
bus .. .. ..258

- mesenteric, in fungating
endocarditis 34, 389, 640

bfematemesis from .. 131
from heart disease . . 131
intestinal obstruction

simulated by
- - laparotomy in diagnos-

ing . .

melasna from. .

meteorism from
peritonitis from

simulated by
-

peripheral, in fungating
endocarditis . .

- pulmonary, bronchial

breathing from
nfter childbirtli

from clot in heart .

cyanosis from 159, 289

dyspnoea from 159, 289

gangrene of lung from
259, 644

liaamoptysis from 159,

289, 290
infarct from .. .. 160

- - from infective endo-
carditis . . 159,

lateral sinus throm-
bosis . . 159,

mitral stenosis
after operation
orthopncea from
from otitis media

- - pain in chest from
159. 289, 290,

pleuritic rub from . .

rales from
sudden death from

159, 290
from venous thrombus

159, 290
in pyffimia .. .. 59G

(and see Infarct of Lung)
- of radial artery, in fungat

ing endocarditis
- renal, in fungating endo-

carditis . . 7,

- - hematuria from
- - infarction from

liain in loin in

Embolism, retinal, appear
ances after

( Plate XX) . .

black spots before eyes
from

blindness from
- - in fungating endocar-

ditis'
"

. .

- of spleen, in funizatinfr

endocarditis 31, •.32,

Embolism of spleen, general
account of . 640

389

389
131
389
389
594

G40

290
290
289

Vein,

albu-

290

644
289
290
289
159

430
290
290

551

G40
283
283
283

416
418

7G2

34

. 640

Embolism of spleen, cvntd.

pain in chest from . . 640

spleen enlarged from 632
- sudden pain from . . 258
- unequal pulses from .. 550

Embryoma of kidney . . 35t;

aching in loin from . . 278
colic from . . . . 278

- - hematuria from 275, 27S
- - renal enlargement from 27S

Embryoma of testis 480, 696
Emetics, vonnting from . . 705

Emetine, disappearance of

amoebaj after. . . . 77

Emissary vein (see

Emissary)
Emission, nocturnal.

minuria after

oxaluria and . .

Emotion, acute yellow
atrophy after

- angina pectoris from . .

- blushing from . .

- convulsions from
- diarrhoea from . .

- dyspepsia from. .

-
jaundice from . . 325,

- menorrbagia from
- palpitation from 48 >,

- ptyalorrboea from
- tremor from .. 724,
- uncontrolled, facial par-

alysis and
- uncontrolled, in pseudo-

bulbar palsy . .

Emphysema, albuminuria
from . .

- nscites from . . 46,
- from asthma
- asthma, distinguished

from by eosinophilia
simulated by.. .. 535

- back pressure from 46, 217
- barrel-shaped chest in

1G7. 366

Emphysema and bron-

chitis 160
- bronchitis with 11, 46.

153, 16
- bulging above and below

clavicles in . .

- cardiac dullness dimin-
ished in . . 167,

- chest changes with
- - expansion slight in . .

- Oheyne-Stokes breathing
from . .

- clubbed fingers from . .

- compensatory, with fi-

broid lung
- constipation from
- cyanosis from . .

- deficient vesicular mur-
mur in

- dyspncea from . .

- epistaxis from . . . . 220
- expiration prolnii'.'i'd in P'-T

Emphysema and fatty heart,

difficulty of distinguish-

ing 485
- flatulence with.. .. 241
- haemoptysis from . . 289
- heart failure from 14. 46,

108, 161, 41S

impulse inipalpable in lti7

- - obscured by .. 217, 297

sounds hard to hear in 167
- hyper-resonance from . . 8;'

- inelastic skin with .. 16h
- insomnia from .. 321, 32:^

- intercostal spaces wide in 167

liver dullness diminished
in . . 1G7, 3G6, 3G8

- enlarged from .. 217

mitral stenosis mistaken
for Vi

nienorrhagia from 3SC, 3Si

neck short in , . . . IfiT

OBdenia of legs from . . 217

in old people . . . . 85

orthopncea from 3'J3, 418

outline of chest in ^Fiff.

SO) 11"

over-distended chest in 160

pain in chest from .. 432
- limbs ill . . . - -103

palpitation from 481, 4S5

ir,

421

333
434
241
144
173
337

38i;

48i;

543

,
725

493

217
217
lr.3

210

, 217

108

20i;

11
167

108
111

21I-,

123
lf.1

ini)

322
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J-'rn/ifii/sf inii. i'niil<l.

Emphysema, physical signs
of

-
[.ii.iuiiotlioriix fioiu . .

-
polycytli;enii;i from .'»;{l'.

- resonance im reused in. ,

- riba everted from
-

riglit ventricle enlarfjcd

from . . *215, 217,
- rupture of bleb in
- shortness of breath from

8.'t

- shoulders square and
lni;h in

- stniill respiratory expan-
sion in

Emphysema, subcutaneous,
various causes of

-
,,,.|.,lu- 1,-nn, l.-.n.

EMPHYSEMA, SURGICAL
- - i<f abdoim-n . . «Ja.">,

- - from fr^icturrd rib . .

gas - produfuiLT nii-

crobes
wounds

-
systolic bruit with

- telangiectases round
waist from

- tenderness of chest in . .

- tightness in chest from
- tricuspid regurgitation

from . .

- vesicular murmur dimin-
ished in

- violent coughing bouts
from . .

- winter broncliitis with. .

- - cough from . .

iCmprosthotonus, in tetanu?

EMPYEMA
Empyema, abnormal sites

of s... 103.
- aljsence uf i.irLMlli suunil^

with
voice sounds with . .

- adliesions round
- albumiiuiria witli
- albumosuria with
- aiKuinia with . . ;il'

Empyema of antrum
Highmore

of

180.
-11.

Inmi
from appendicitis

lUl.
- ascending nephritis
-

axillary abscess from . .

- bacillus coli communis
causing
pyocyaneus causing. .

- bronchial breathing over
- bronchiectasis after
- from bronchoimeumonia

m.",.
- bursting ttiroUL'li hjn;/. .

Empyema, causes of
- flicst bulged uii one >\y\>-

by
shrunken from l-'i:;.

l^il.

- from cholangitis
- clubbing of lingers from

8fJ,
- crackling rales orer
-

diaiihr;iL,'in depresseil by
Empyema, difficulties in

locating
- from duodenal ulcer 104.
- elastic libres in spuutm

due to
- with few signs . .

- fibroid lun^ after
- foetid broncliitis simu-

lated by
- foul brenth from

sputum from . . 2r,o,

taste from
- from fractured rib

Empyema of frontal sinus
- - - (ami si-e Sinu^. I'lMur
- galt-l>la<idiT, alhuniu^ni! i

with
- - from carcinoma

cholangitis from
from clinlarit^itis

from •.•all-blaiMer i'lf.'c-

tion . . . , Iiii,

Eini'iiiiii'i "f il'ill-hliiil<li r, fiintil.

- - gall-bladder enlarged
217 by .. .. 27,?.

."-MI - - from i:aIl-stonc'S .. '.\'1^\

i>'y.\ leucocytosis from 2J4, ;Jtli)

lti7 ojjeration for .. iij-i

3(ir> from typhoid fever

2119 - gangrene of lung simu-
Dyl lated by iiCO. L".m, 043

- from gastric idcer lit;'.,

,
80 , ini, inc.

- gumma of liver. . . . liic,

ir." - hfemoptysis from 2Sr, li'Jl

- from hepatic abscess 104,
ir.li kk;^ 370

- hydatid cyst of liver . . 1 i)H

203 - indicaimria from 31."i, 74.")

1.".:; _ from infarction of lung iMii

2U3 - injury 101
I!-"'*'. - lardaceous disease from
r):iL' ^, (,:;:»

- latent 103
iV'ii; - leucocytosis with 3.').

*>">r.

"

300, 3i;i

-17 - lobar i)neumonia .. 103
- after measles . . . . 597

7oO -
needling in diagnosing 35,

70S 103, lt50

A'S'l -
nephritis from . . . . it

- from new growtli of liver lOii

217 - after operations .. loi;
-
osteo-arthropathy from ;i.'>L'

107 - from otitis media . . 100
-

jiain in the cliest from
2S'.I 430, 431, 432
If.O

' - paths of infection in .. 104
14 - from pelvic peritonitis.. 100

13y - perinephric abscess .. Iu4
103 -

perinepliritis .. .. loO
-

periodic pus expectora-
643 tion from .. .. I'HI

- from i>eritonitis .. I'li',

103 -
jilitliivis lM4

^03 Empyema, without physical
532 signs . . su, 643
13 - after pleurisv .. .. T)!*?

10 - pneumococcal 103. 104. lOJ
,
34 - after pneumonia 3.'i. I'll,

(Fig. 711 100, 21)1.

462 074, 597, t;43

pneumothorax from .. 531
012 - pointing .. lOS, lfi9, 222

- polYmorphonuclear cells

100 and .. .. 35, .301

loo - prolonged p»vrexia fi'om
tJOO

"

503. 50 7

- from pvlephlebitis . . 100
104 - pyosalpinx .. . . 100
104 - pyrexia of . . . . 574
103 - rarity of peritonitis from lor,

292 - from renal calculus . . im;
- retraction of chest after 169

ion - rib-res;Pction ill . . .. 103
2^7 - iJL'or fr-.ni . . -05. 597
103 Empyema, ruptured into

lung 86, 10^. 1:91, 531,
l*'-^ 532. 643. 705

- after scarlet fever .. 597
105 - scoliosis from .. .. 153
loo -

septic^'mia from 507, G37
- simulated bv abscess in

111 the liver
"

.. .. 103
103 lung abscess . . . . 103
058 - - subdiaphragmatic ab-

scess . . . . 103
643 - simulating bronchiectasis SO
100 - sinus from . . . . 635

- staphylococci causing . . 104
200 - stench from . . . . 290 ''

291 -
^streptococci causing . . 104

292 - from subdiapliragmatic
abscess 103.104.370,058 I

043 - sudden abundant expec- ;

SO toration of . . . . 80
I

043 - tenderness of spine from 713
705 - from tuberculous kidney 100
104 -

tvplioid bacilli causing, . 104
180 Encephalitis, aue incideTice
lit of .... 120. 132

- ataxy from . . . . 5S
10 - athetosis after . . . . 132

320 - bracliial monoplegia from 502
333 - coma from ,. 117, 591
320 - convulsions with 120.

]4i;, 502. 511
100 - headaclie «itli 120. 502, 525

EiiophitliKs, roil/./.

- hemiplegia from 3ii3. 304
- lumbar puncture in dia-

gnosing . . . . 525
- meningitis simulated liy 511
- optic neuritis from 12o, 525
-

jiaraplegia from 132. 510
-

jihotophobia from . . 525
- post-mortem diaguosii 120
- prognosis in . . . . 120
-

[lupil small witli . . 552
-

jiyrexia from .. 502, 511
- retracted head from . . 5S9
- relation to poliumyt'liti-; 132
- simulating meningitis

120. 591
sinus thrombosis 12U. 511

- vomiting with 120, 502,
51!,

Ilnoephalocele, exo|ihMial-
mos from

F.nceiihaiofiatliy, saiurnino
Enchondroma of meta-

carpal (Fiif. 282)
- sarcoma simulated bv

(Fig. 282) ..

simulating
'

Endarteritis, cerebral, hemi
j)legia from . . 303,

- from sypldlLs. .

- - thrombosis from
- cerebral softening from .

- gangrene from .. 255,
- hemiplegia from
-

syphilitic
- - headache from
- -

spinal, allocheiria fron

Kndocar«litis, absence of

pyrexia with. .

- acute, from acute rheu-

n-i;iriMii. 90. lio. 10-"..

:<>\\. jii. L's;;. .11; I.

Endocarditis, acute, bruits

from
cardiac impulse dis-

plated from
in children

- - aortic disease after . .

- - - rP!7uri,'itation from
_ _ _ -vrnji,- brnit froTu

Endocarditis, acute, of

aortic valve .

- -
apical diastolic limit

from
- - - svstolic bruit from 2,

89, 90,
- - calcification of valves

after
- - in cliildren
- acute, from chorea 90,209, i

- - from erysipela-s

Endocarditis, acute, general
account of

- - nml - di;.-lulir bunt

- - mitral reguri-'ilation
from

- - - 'itenosi^ after
- - myocarditis with
- -

pal[)itafion from
- - from pneumonia
- - precordial ]iaiii from

from puerperal fever

reduplication of first

-ouiiil from
- - from scarlet fevtr

90. 209.
- - sclercjis 01 valves after

from septicaemia
- - 111 tonsillitis . .

- age incidence of
- aortic disease from
- cerebral embolism from
- fungating, acute abdom-

in;d pain in . .

Endocarditis, fungating,
acute aneurysms in .

n.[,liun- iri.ra

ai/(' ide of
- albumimiria in
- allernativp names for
- anse nia froti 7. 21, 31.
- aneurysm from

of hefiatic artery
from , . 51.

- aortic regurgitation
from . . 93.

640
34

r.iiilontnlids. jiiiKiiiliiKi. i->-h!d.

- ~ apicd systolic brmt in 89
ascites \\\ . . 7. 51

axillary ai e arysm from 007
blood cultures in 34.

2U9. 500
- - bruits in . . . . 500
- - without bruit S, 500, 040
- - a case of . . . . 7

- - cerebral abscess from 502

ha;morrhage from. . 040
Chevne-.Stokes breatli

U)'.

Endocarditis, fungating,
chief signs of .

- - convulsions from . .

disappearance of pul

108

34

525



S14 ENDOCARDITIS EPISTAXIS

I-:n(locardilis, fimyaiiiig, coiUd.
\

- - simulating gastric car-

cinoma . . . . 21

pernicious aiuiernia 21
- - Eimulatinc: neplii'itis 7, 283

hfemic bruits . . 7

- - spleen enlari*ed in .^1,

G32, GBlAFiff. 270) 6t0
|

staphylococLMis in . . 200

streptococcus in . . 209

sudden pain in loin in 283
- - temperature chart in uOG- tonsillitis in . . . . 3-1

- - tube casts in . .

^ - typboid siniulited by
- - - simulating . .

- - tvphus simulated by
063, 567

- - vaccine treiatment . . 34
- pulmonary regurgitatio i

from . . . . y3
- pyrexia from
- without pyrevia
Endocerricitis, character of

discharge from
Endometritis, acute perito-

nitis from . . . . »-
- ansemia from . . . . 35
- backache from 192, 387, 468,

710
- blood-stained watery dis-

charge from . .

- cachexia witli . .

- characters of dis-^harge
from . .

- cured by curetting
- dysmenorrhrea from . .

- leueorrhoea from 192,
- inenorrhagia from 185,

192, 386,
- metrorrhagia from 390.
- microscope in diagnosing

387,
- pigmentation of face with
- rare with ovarian cyst
- with retroflexion
- retroversion
-

salpingo-ooi'horitis
-

senile, foul discharge
from

- - metrostaxis from

pyometra from
-

sterility from . .

- with siibirivohitinri . . 3S7

Endometritis, symptoms of 387
- ill virgins . . . . 387

Endoscope, calculus seen

through
- ill diagnosing striL-ture

183. 394. ;;:"i. -i70,

urethral ivilmhiv -js:;,

Endoscope, in diagnosing
urethritis

- herpes of urethra seen

through
- papillomataurethricscen

through
- polypus seen with
- soft sores of urethra seen

through
Endothelioma of antrum

ISO,
- hypernephroma and . .

- of jaw. spread to nose. .

- nose, discharge from 179
-

palate, microscope in dia-

gnosins
-

j.iimrid L'l.'ind . .

Endothelioma of testis,

notes on
- vulval swelling from . .

Endothrix . .

Enema, barium, in dia-

gnosins spastic con-

stijKition

Enema, barium, technique
of 125

- bismuth, in diasnosing
carcinoma coli (Fitj. 54) 126

- in diagnosing faical tu-

mours 354, 631, 677, 718
-

(lyschezia relieved by . . 122
- erythema from.. 222, 224
- fscal accumulations re-

moved by . . . . 450
- ileocecal valve jinssed bv

fFig. 1S2) . . .". 42G

283

565

217
574

185

301
99

135
102
102
387

387
391

391
99

387
387
387
387

186
302
ISG
646

184

183

184

184
183

184

685
356
179

.180

695

696
700
248

245

Enema, contd.
- in intestinal obstruction 120
- v<ii(iitiii'_' :ifti:-r . . 7"i'i. 7117

ENLARGEMENT OF THE
FOREHEAD -. - 203

-
gall-hh.^M.jr (see i:iall-

lil.iddtT Enlargement)
ENLARGEMENT OF THE

HEART (and see Heart,

Eidarged) .. . . 206
(for otiier Enlarge-
ments, see under
Various Organs)

ENOPHTHALMOS -- 217
- from i>;iralysis of cervical

synipatlletic 217, 541. 552

Entassement . . 499
Enteric fever (see Typhoid

Fever)
Enteritis, acute, indican-

uria from . . . . 314
- blood and mucus motions

from 399
- with cirrhosis . . . . 371

Enterolith, felt per rectum 584

Enteroptosis, abdominal
swelling from . . G55

- with movable kidney . . 331
- imdue abdominal aortic

pulsation . . . . 543
- \-i-r<:-r;i displaced in .. 6-'i9

Enterosnasni .. 426
-constipation with .. 438
-

''piLra-tric pain from . . 438

Enterospasm, general ac-

count of . 124
- mucomembranous colitis

witli 438
- relation to food. . . . 438

Entropion, pain in eye
from . . . . 445

- from tr:ii'lioma . . . . 231
ENURESIS .. 218
- iincturnal. from oxaluria 424

Kn\-elope crystals. . .. 423

Eosin, Charcot - Leydcn
crystals stained by . . 102

- mucus stained by . . 309
- pink urine from . . 745
- in sweets . . 745, 747

Eosinopbile cells, in asthma
102, 153

- - coarsely granular, char-
acters of . . . . 22

iPlate II, Fig. L) 22
- - normal numbers of . . 218
- - in pleuritic effusion . . 102
- - relative numbers of 23, 218

itt sputum .. 102, 210
- nu-olo.-vtf's . . . . 23
- - (/'/,(/, IV) .. .. 26

EOSINOPHILIA .. .. 218
- ankvlnstomiasis 219, 521
- in asthma 153, 210, 535
- in bullous dermatoses 99, 219
- with cancer of liver . . 375
-

cysticerci causing . . 405
- in dermatitis herpeti-

formis . . 219, 755
- with elephantiasis . . 28
- in filariasis . . 109, 219
- in herpes gestationis 96, 219
- with hydatid disease 49,

226."253, 291. 374, 375. 658

Eosinophilla. list of causes
of 218. 219

-
p;ir;isit-'> 2';. 'i?,. In'.l.

210, 405, 464, 510,

Epidermolysis bullosa, general
account of -.98
nails atfected by

=

.. 300
- - relati/d to urticaria .. 98

Epideriaoplivton inguinale
24S, 250

Epididymis, cysts of the 481, 697

Epididymis, encysted hydro-
cele of 695

- enlar:;Hd, from ypiiiidyiuo-
orchitis . . . . 478

- gonococcal infection of 182
- new growth of . . . . 607
- nodule in 478. 479, 622
- secondary sypliilis of .. 479

Epididymis, swollen, general
account of . . 697

- tuberculous nodule in

277, 622

Epididymis, various affec-

tions of the 477, 478. 479.
480. 481

-
arrnjiiiv "f f.--ii- lr..iii. .

'U:

Epididymitis, causes of . . 66

Epididymitis, gonorrhceal.
66, 400, 697

- non-gonococcal urethritis 182
- obesity after . . . . 4i.i9

Epididymitis, septic 697
Epididymitis, tuberculous 697

- ill trichinosis . . 4ii-l.
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£/>isfaxi-i, cotifd.

- in chronii- ali'oliolisrn . . ")1

- -
nepliritis II, Ttl, li'Jl, litjii

- in cirrhosis 51, '2'20, 'JtJC., 1535

- common site ot nU-or

causing . . . . 221
- concealed . . . . 221
- in familial aclioluric juun-

dice a;^2

- fullness ill liead relieved

by 221
- hEematemesis from 2ii.'>, 2c.ii

- in ha3moplHlia .. 221, 273
- Henoch's purpura . . 7ti

- Hodgkin's dise;isc . . 274
- internal carotivl erosion 421
- in leukaemia . . 2">. 221
- relapsing fevt_T . . . . '.V.U]

- scarlet fever 220, 221. 27:^

- simulating li^niattMUPsis 221
- - htemoptysis .. .. 221
- in small-pox .. .. 272
- speculum in diagnosing

cause of ^. . . . 221
- in splenomegulic poly-

cythtemia . . . . tWVJ

- tiTinitus relievetl by . . 221
- in typhoid fever 7(), 221, ty.iG

- vicarious menstrual inn

and . . . . - . 221

Epithelial casts . . . . *i

- cells, similarity of renal,

ureteral, and vesical 575

renal, in chylurla . . 109
- - in urine . . i), ID
- - in acute nephritis . . 11

from bacteriuria . . 70

from calculus . . 117

Epithelioma (see Carcin-

oma)
- adenoides c_vsticnm . . 7;;3

- distinction from ruilcut

ulrer 170

Epithelioma, general notes

on T'^o, 731

Epitruclilear ulaiids i-re

Lymphatic (i lands, I'lpi-

trochlear)

Epulis, bleedin-^ gums from 72

Epulis, fibrous (ul, 684
- ni.diL-n.int .. . . 1172

-
ini.rii-i-iipp in di:i;zno=in'_; 74

-
|,tV:ill-MI friMN .. . . .M2

Equilibrium, mechanism of

maintenance of 751

Erb. on elccincid n.Mi-tiuns

in tetany . . . . 5S 1

- nivop;ithy of . . . . Kt5

Erb's palsy, general ac-

count of 507
- >vj\[ ni tetany . . ''•. 1-''"-'

Erections, painiul [^i.-v

Priapism)
Ergotism, dead fingers in . . 102
- erythromelalgia simu-

lated by . . . . 'J.j'.i

- gangrene from 255. 251)

- pur|)ura from . . . . 555
- Kavnaud's disease simu-

lated by .. .. 250
- from rye . . . . 25;i

- tetany from .. .. 151

Erosion of hone, bv aneur-

ysm 434, 4H;i. 51i;.

(Sitr,, 713, 770
- - in Kaiiosi's disease . .

- - by rodent ulcer
- cervical, backaclie from
- - carcinoma simulating
- - cliaracter of discharge

from
- - metrorrhagia from . .

- - metrostaxis from
tubercle simulatinij . .

- h?emorrh;igic 2ti5, 2*19,

-Erosions. in Jaciiuet's

erythema
Error of refract ioTi ('iee

ilrfrarrion. I'lrror nf;

Eructatio nervosa.. 240.

Erut'tarion.--, acul, front

dyspepsia
- from acute dilatation

of stomacli . .

- explosive, after soda-

water, etc.
- from gastritis . .

Eniiiitlioii.s. n>ii/'i.

- with intestinal coUc . .

-
rapidly repeated, aero-

]ihagy indicated by . .

Erysipelas, albuminuria

bacteriological di:ignosis 413
- baldness from . . . . 74
- bathing - drawers area

affected by .. . . 4(H
- bulUe in . . 00. OS. i;74

- diazo-reaction in .. 173
- dilatation of heart iu . . 214
- of ear . . . . . . 203
- endocarditis ^\iih .. W
- erytliema in . .

- - simplex simulating
- of face . .

- ijangreiie from . .

- hyperpyrexia in

- leucocytosis witli
- lupus erytlicniatos

sinuilatinu
- meningitis from
- ledema from . . 413, 415,
- pyrexia iu 98, 5r>7, 50S
- rigor in .. 594, 595
- from a scratch . .

- sinuilated in angioncu
rotic ledema . .

- - Meigc's disease
- sloughing from . .

- spleen enlarged iu 032,
- stre])tococci in . .

- stridor from
- temperature cliart in

(Fifj. 245) . .

- tenderness of scalii from
- toxamiia in
- urticaria simnlatini:;
- weak first sound in

ERYTHEMA
- acute frbnl*'
- in acute rln-umatism .

- in angioneurotic o.-di-ni;

- from arsenir
- artefactum
- from atoxyl
- bromides
- bullosum. acute icdcina

of tongue from . . 008
j

- - ttloedin^' gums with . . 72
- - bulla- in .. 00, 98 I

- - ,-,.|nn alTected by .- 74
'

-
ilv-ph.iL'ia from . . 108

- -
.(.-jiH.pliilia ni '.I'.". 219

Erythema bullosum, general
account of 98

- - njunlli air.Tlr.l \~y . . 7 1

- -
[lyrexia in . . . . 75

vagina affected l)y . . 74
- in cerebrospinal nienin-

L^'itis . . 225, 501

Erythema, classified causes
of 222, 223

- from copait)a . . . . 38 1

- in dengue . . 225, 460
- dermatitis herpetiformis

98, 710, 755
- eczema .. 0u2. 754. 755
- afte*- enemata .. .. 224

Erythema exfoliatlvum.

general account of 22:;, 227
- of If'-t. irmii . mM . . 224
- - in erytiiroiiR'lali^ia ,. 441
- from lilariasis . . . . 220

Kriilhviiift ins. nmt.l.

Erythema iris, general ac-

count of
vrsi.'l.'s in . .

- mtertrigo, iKithing-drau-
ers area affected by

- itching in . .

"

,

Erythema. Jacquet's infan-

tile
- In.ni jrlly li^li . .

Erythema keratodes 404, 405
- due to kri..l-u'ra^s . . JL'l

074
255
300
300

7111

590

508

220
074
137

08
051

5ii8

710
214
771
211
222
502
22s

. 220
224

224
08

98

401
510

400
22 [

of U- :irls

liiU

223 Erythema in leprosy

.. 401

25. 383
lal.

- measles . .

- Meige's disease . .

- multiforme
- - in ariiti- rliciiniati^lii

Erythema multiforme,

general account of . .

air.

iM, lever .

from sea-cats

i;l4

224
in sohorrhoeic dermatitis 401

223
223

732



816 EXCORIATION OF 1.11' KACIES OP ACROMEGALY

Excoriation of lip, in iias;il

diphtheria . . - . 179
- nose, in nasal diphtheria 178

Exertion, angina pectoris
caused by 31G, 433

- brachial neuralgia in-

creased by
- excessive, haainoglobiii-

uria after
- pain in eipgastrium in-

creased by . . . . 43G
- precordial pain on . . 433

Exhaustion, with hepato-

ptosis , . . . . . 368
- hypothermia from 571,
- impotence from
- insomnia from .. 3'2I,

Exhaustion during labour,

signs of

,
434

442

2SJ

573
313
322

20 1

30
235

229
230

- myasthenia
- nervous, localized con-

vulsions from
twitching from

- from polyorrhomenitis. .

Exophthalmic goitre (see
Graves's Disease)

EXOPHTHALMOS
- from aneurysm.. 22it,
- cavernous sinus throm-

bosis . . . . . . 597
- distended nasal sinus 229, 230
- encephalocele . . . . 229
- epiphora from . . . . 220
- from exostosis . . . . 229
- in Oraves's disease, 21-"),

220,229.230,486,703,
722, 726, 731

- from gumma . . . . 229
- intermittent, from vari-

cose veins . . . . 230
- from meningocele . . 229
- myopatliy . . - . 235
- new growth . . . . 229
- orbital cellulitis.. .. 229
- ])ulsating. from aneurysm 230
- from thrombosed cavern-

ous sinus - - . . 229
- tubercle in orbit . . 229
- tumour of orbit . . 220
- ulcer of cornea from . . 734
- unilateral, from exostosis 671

Exostoses, from arthritis. . 143
- bursa over . . . . 670
- cartilage cap on .. 670
- familvhistorv of .. 693
- of femur (Fig. 281) G70, 692
- ivory, exophthalmos from 671

of frontal bone 204, 230
- - skull 671
- multiple hereditary .. 671
- orbital, exophthalmos

from 229
- T-rays in diagnosing 204, 671

ExpiratioTi, prolonged, in

emplivsema . . 167, 217

phthisis . . . . 288

Esploratorv needling of

chest (see Needling)

Explosives, high, acute

yellow atrophy from 334

Exposure, hypothermia
from .." .. 311, 571

Extensor brevis di^ritorura,

nerve supply of . . 498

pollicis, nerve supply 505
- carpi radialis brevior,

nerve supply of . . 505
- - - longior, nerve supply 505

ulnaris, nerve supply of 505
- communis digitorum.

nerve supply of 499, 505
role in claw-hand . . 109

- hallucis, nerve supply of 499
-

indicis, nerve supply of 505
- longus digitorum, nerve

supply of . . . . 49S

hallucis. livi^ertrophied
in Friedreich's dis-

ease. . . . . . 140

pollicis, nerve supply of 505
-- minimi digiti, nerve

supply of . . . . 505
- ossis metacarpi pollicis,

escape in plumbic
wrist-drop . . . . 65

nerve supply of. . 505

Extensor, cottld.

- plantar reflex (see Plaiv
tar Reflex)

- proprius hallucis. nerve

supply of . . . . 498
External auditory meatus,

lesions of . 422
- cutLUn.ou^ nervi', jKiin in 43'.)

- plantar nerve . . . . 498
-

popliteal nerve (see Kerve,
External Popliteal)

- rectus, paralysis of 176,
177, 403

Extract, pancreatic . . 191

Extragenital chancre (Fig.
23) 73, 240, 379, 381,

615, 739
Estrasystoles, arrhythmia

from . . . . . . 545
-

auricular, in mitral sten-

osis . . . . . . 547
- auscultatory phenomena

with 517
- from coronary sclerosis 54 7

- curve showing (/"tj/. 231) 544
- dropped beat from . . 547

Extrasy Stoles, general ac-

count of 547
- heart-bhick sinndated hv

546, 547
-

irregular pulse from . . 549
- Mackenzie on . . . . 547

Extrasystoles. need for

graphic tracings in dia-

gnosing . . 547
- from nervousness .. 517
- polvgraph traciiisof (jf'r/.

234) 547
- pulse witli . . . . 547
- pulsus bigeminus from

547, 550
- slow pulse from . . 548
Extra-uterine gestation (see

Ectopic Gestation)
Extravasation, urethral,

scrotal flstula from . . 621
- of urine, after injury 27S. -170

Extroversion of bladder 539, 540
EYES, ACUTE INFLAM-

MATION OF . - 231
of {I'iates A7. A//)

230. 232
- almond-shaped, in Mon-

i^'oIisTn . . . . 238

EYES. BLACK SPECKS
BEFORE ..71

- blue, psoriasis and . , 003
- burning, from error of

refraction . . . . 295

Eye, choroid coloboma of 415
- closini,' of, ataxy exl;i-

bited on . . 56, 57

Eye. congenital crescents in 415
- conjugate deviation of IIS
- deformed, by exostosis 201
- difficulty in closing in

myopathv . . . . 235
- discharge from , . . . 761
- displaced, in hydroce-

phalus. . . . . . 205
- embolism of (see Embol-

ism, Retinal)
~ feeling of grit in, from

conjunctivitis . . 231
- foreign body in (see

Foreign Body in Eye)
- herpes of, pain from . . 445
- infarction of (see Embol-

ism, Retinal)
- inflamed, from conjuncti-

vitis 231
glaucoma . . . . 231
iritis 231

-
injury of, photophobia
from 524

- - pupil irregular aftex.. 551
- melanotic sarcoma of,

(see Sarcoma)
Eye, myopic crescent in .. 416
- nerve connections of

(Fig. 138) . . . . 300
- oblique, in ifongolism . . 237
- ochronosis of (Plate

XXXIID . . . . 746
-

opacities in, in congenital

syphilis . . . . 2.".'i

Eye, opaque nerve fibres in 416

Ei/e, contd.
- pain in (see Pain in the

Eye : and Photo-

phobia)
Eye, physiological cup of. .

-
pricking, from error of

refraction

Eye, rodent ulcer of
- running at (see Coryza)
- sarcoma of
-

shifty, of drug-taker . .

- ulceration of (see L'lcera-

tion of the Cornea)
- watering, from error of

refraction

Eyeball, fixed, from ab-
scess in orbit

growth in orbit

hsemorrliage into orbit
~ herpes of

EYEBALL, RETRACTION
OF THE

J']y (.-brows, defective, in

myxcedema .. 234,
- eczema seborrhosicum of
- overhanging
- sycosis affecting

Eyelashes, pediculosis pubis
affecting

- sycosis affecting

Eyelids, absence of hair on
-

angeioneurotic oedema of

411, (fip. 178)
- cliancre of
- chromidrosis of
- drooping, in myasthenia
- epithelioma of . .

- cedema of (see CEdema)
- pigmentation of, in

Graves's disease 215,
- puffy, in myxcedema . .

- quivering of, in hysteria
malingering . .

- red. from cavernous sinus
tlirombosis
chronic conjunctivitis

- retracted, in Graves's
disease

- stitching together of.

in treatment

Eyelids, xanthelasma of .

\;intli(ini: o!

l';ycstr;iiti, ivom ,istigni;tt-

ism
- close work
- error of refraction 44(1.

Eyestrain, general account
of

- L'lauL'oma from . .

- headache from . . 294,
- from hypermetropia . .

- occupations causing . .

- pain in the eyes from . .

- pliotophobia from

ICye-tension, diminished.
from paralysis of cervi-

cal sympathetic, in-

creased in glaucoma
232, 233,

FACE (and see Facies)
- absence of hair on

- acne affecting . . 489,
- actinomycosis affecting
- angeioneurotic oedema of

(Fig. 178) . .

- asymmetry of. from
facial paralysis
with torticollis

- athetosis of 131, 132,
133,

- atropliy of, from seventh
nerve paralysis

- bleeding nsevi of (Plate

XVIF)
- bloated, from aspirin . .

- bones of. enlarged, in

leontiasis ossea
- chromidrosis of
- cii"soid anenrvsra of

(PlaJe XXXl)
- colloid milium of
- contracture of (Figs.

198-20(1)
from Bell's palsy 140,

- cramps in, in tetany . .

-
cyanosis (see Cyanosis)

I

Face, could.

I

-
dysidrosis of . . . . 755

- endothelioma invading ISO
- enlarged, in acromegaly 685

415 - epilepsy confined to . . 145
- epithelioma of . . . . 673

295 - erysipelas of . . . . 674
734 - erythema multiforme af-

I

"fecting . . . . 489
252 I

- fibroma of . . . . 673
234 - flush area of . . . . 241

- flushed, in diabetes . . 264

yellow fever . . . . 273
-

flusliing of (see Flushing)
295 - gumma of . . . . 541

- habit tic of . . . . 133
177 - haematidrosis of . . 055
177 - healed gumma of (Fig.
177 227) 541
754

' - hemiatrophy of 61,

;
(Fig. 202) 494

217 - Henoch's purpura affect-

ing (Fig. 157) . . 345
409 - herpes of . . . . 753
491 - hysterical spasm of .. 494
203

!

- impetigo aflecting . . 560
558

;

- leprosy erythema of . . 383

I

- lichen scrophulosornm of 488
401

I Face, lupus of .735
558 erythematosus affect-

71 "ing . . . . 247, 602
- meningocele projecting

412 into .. (Fig. 102) 230
379 - miliaria of .. .. 755
()54 - multiple benign sarcoid
235 affecting . . . . 405

378 - myoclonus of . . . . 137
- myopathy of . . . . 514
- ochronosis of (Plate

2.36 XXXIIf) .. .. 746
234 - oedema of (see CEdema)
137 - pain in (see Pain in the
137 , Face)

j

- paralysis of (see Paralj--
229

, sis. Facial)
231 Face, pellagra affecting

(Plate IX) .. -.226
722 -

peuiphii2:us neonatorum
affecting . . . . 401

734 -
i>i<.'inentation of (and see

324 Pigmentation of the

732 Skin) 527
-

pityriasis rosea affecting 604
524 - prurigo affecting .. 489
524 -

puffiness of, in nephritis 42

525 - rigidity of, in epilepsy . . 729

meningitis . . . . 729

446 uraemia . . . . 729

232 Face, rodent ulcer of 735, 738

296 - rosacea affecting 241, 489
524 - scarring of, ectropion
524 from 220
446 - sclerodermia affecting . . 599

524 - sebaceous cyst of . . 732
- seborrhoea affecting . . 602
- sensory areas of (Figs.

188,' 189, 191) . . 448
- small, in anosteoplasia. . 187

55 - small-pox affecting 561, 757
- subcutaneous emphy-

sema of . . - . 203

71 - swelling of (and see

560 CEdema) . . . . 673
736 from vena cava ob-

structioTi . . 158, 159

412 ~ svcosis affecting .. 558

Face, syphilis of 209, 383,
493

,
490. 560, 735

142 - syringomyelia affecting

608, 609
- tics affecting .. .. 136
- tinea versicolor on . . 250

63
I

- tremor of, in general

I

paralysis . . . . 146

392
' - tumours affecting . . 673

413
I

- ulceration of . . . . 735

Face, unilateral sweating of 654

670 - vaccinia of .. -. 674

055 - varicella atTecting 756, 757

Pacini nervf jiaralysi^ (^ce

694 I'jndv-i-, l";u-iM|i

733 FACIES. ABNORMALI-
TIES OF 233

492 Facies in achondroplasia
494 if"!. 117) -.237
151 Fades of acromegaly 2i'4.

fPig. 116) 237, 685



FAC'IKS I'^KKT 817

Faats, I'i'iiui.

- bloated from aiifiirv>ni L'.li

- - fi'oin aspirin . . . . -ll;!

- - vena cava snperitir
obstriU'tiou . . l.'»S

- in catalejisy . . . . oSiS
- cliroiiic alcoliolic .. i'3:>

- ill colic . . , . ..Ill
Facies, congenital syphilitic 235
- ...ir_'(-(.vl. lri>iri iiiilt-;ii

rcu'iir-L'it.iliiML . . 'l\\i

Facias of cretinism is'.'.

(Ft.i.s^) 234
-

exiirossioiiless. in paraly-
sis agit.ans . . . . -"lO:;

- in familial acholuric

jaiiTirlicc . . . . I"; I

,/•/„/- .V [///) . . ;;:;_

Facies in familial lenticu-

lar degeneration . . 238
- r.ituiMj-l\ piiLfiii. Ill iii^ii-

Facise in Graves's disease

(Fuj. UM) .. .. -;;i;

- hippocratica, from peri-
tonitis. . . . :jSS, 503

- in leoritiasis osse;i .. I'l'i

- mitral stenosis \}'Jiiu

17 .1) v;

Facies in Mongolian idiocy
(//./s. IIS. Il'.h237

Facies. myasthenic - 235
Facies. myopathic {Ffi^-

M',.. llni 235
Facies. myxedematous

(/>/. l-.t oS, 234
- ill ochrnnos^is {I'/aicxxxnn .. .. 74i;

Facies of paralysis agitans
(/'"/. Ill) 236.

"""

l-Mu-n ailrt

f«?

ill pclliisra (I'tate IX) . .

pi'^menteil. \\ii\i utt-riiie

lesions. .

rat-like, in microeeplial_v
ill risus sardonicus
riihiciiiid. from alcohol
sallow piL'incnted, in

cirrliosis

senile, in congenital
syphilis

in seventh iutvp paraly-

188

r.i

-I Of I

I'.i]

Facies in splenomegalic
polycythffimia . - '-'w

(/•/air XX/X) 634
- square, in acromei:aly . . 2;<7
-

starchy, in pseudo-
bulbar palsy ., .. C,'27

- ill strychnine poisonini.' .')liS

- tetanus . . . . . . .')its

r^cal vomJtinL' fsee Vomii-
iiiL', F.-Bcah

Frei-es (and see Stool^^)
- abdominal swellitiL.' from ('.77

- accumulation of. in colon G7»7

movable kidnev ^^imu-

lated by .

*

. . nilT,

enmiata in dia'/m.-ir.L' Iki !

Fsces. accumulated, notes
on G3(

- - obstruction from .. r.;;i

- - pain in Iiypochondrinm l-'tO

- acid, from fermentation L'li!

- - pancreatic disease . . 101
- alkaline, with gall-stone

obstruction . . . . 101
- - putrefaction .. .. i?Ii:

- analysis of. CammidLreV
reaction and . . . . 101

- bilharzia ova in. . . . 7'.)

- blood and nmcus iu {see ,

Stools, Tilood and
Mucus in)

- bubbly, from fernienta-
tion . . . . . . i?4(;

- clay-coloured . . 32 L 3"_'ij

- in colon. swelliuL' in

hypochondriimi from C,2U
- dry. hard, from deficient

water intake .. 1"J1, 12:*

in diaiietes 121. 12'i

in hot weather . . 1*J.')

- - - obstruction due to 12.')

- enema in diasznosinir tn-

nioiir due to . . . . ('>~7

D

- exaiiiinaliiiti uf. in duo-
denal ulcer . . . . .ir.

- fat in. ill chronic jiaii-

iTCatitis . . . . 2i;i

janndiie . . . , :;i.*l

- fats in 101
-

fatty 239
- -

iridescent, from pan-
creatic disease .. 328

- Ilukes in :i2S
-

^'all-stone in .. lir., .;27
- hard, dyschezia from .. 12S
- impacted, a^e incidence

of .. .. ..172
carcinoma simulated

liy .. .. a:>Z, 718
diarrha-a from .. 172

- - cnemata in diaLjiiosiii!,' 71X
- - felt per rectum .. 172

intestinal obstruction
from . . . . 12<"r

- -
p:uii in left iliac fossa

from . . . . l."^2

- - rectal examination in

dia:*iiosiii;j . . . . 71S
- - swelling in right iliac

fossa from . . , . r.i'i.'i

- - tenesmus from ,. 71S
- incontinence of ("see

Incontinence of Fajccs)
- keratin particles in .. i>20
- lead in .. .. 7:;. U'.i
- meat libres in, in chroni-.-

pancreatitis . . . . 2l5 1

- - fraimiriits jii. in putre-
faction . . . . 24G

Fseces, microscopical ex-
amination of .. 519

in [laiicreatitis . . llll

- niuiiis and bl'iod in (-^ec

Stools, lilood and
Mucus in)

- muscle fibres in. from
intestinal putrefaction 241

pancreatic disease. . 328
- occult bloofi in.. .. 120

with carcinoma of
the pancreas . . Idl

duodenal ulcer . . lol
uiistric nicer .. lol

- - -
i>ancrcatitis . . KU

-
otTensivc, in ianndice . . 321

- ova in . . .. 22';, .*»21

- of ankylostomnni in .. Si
- - ascaris in . . . . 32S
- - distoma in . . . . :;28
- palpable in sigmoid colon i\',[\

-
para-^ites in . . . . ."»21

F>CCES PASSED PER
URETHRAM 238

- - - r\ -lin- -ilnui:ill[i'.-

Faces passed per urethram.
list of causes of

- - - pneiimaturia uitli
- ribbon-like, from carrin-

oma recti

Fseces. simulating kidney
- - enlari'ed li\er
- - - spleen
- small in amount, yet

normal
- starch cells in, from

carboliydrate ferment-
ation . .

- stercobilin absent from.
in carcinoma of iian-
creas . .

-
tryptic activity of

- tubercle bacilli in 7G. 38").
- tumours simulated l\v..
- urobilin in
- vegetable cells in

residue in, with fer-

mentation . .

FaintioL', after flushing . .

- attacks, in Addison's
disease

Faintness, in ansrina ]iec-
toris

- from aortic regurgitation
- arsenic . .

- e.vtra-uterine gestation
- fatty heart
- iix'matemesis
-

hepatoptosis . .

354
;;(. 7

t;3i

121

101
32S
ir.s

743
520

24fi

241

433
207
2fiS

3D3
212

Fuinl/i'ss. rontd.
- mnvabl.' kidney .. li:.
- paroxysmal tachycardia 703
-

i)receding liajmatemesis 280
- from snake-bite. . .. 337

Falls, deafness from . . liJU
- on head, fractureil spi le

from (MS
- shoulder, Erli's palsy

from . . . . . . 5117
- subacromial bursitis from 47(;

Fallopian canal, lesion in 494
- ml..- aiy.-rtioii-. pelvic

-w.-JOnu' <\nr to . . fISS

suppuration in (see

Pyosalpinx) . . ."ifi2

- tubes, absent, sterility
from . . . . .'. (MC.

- - distended, dyschciii
from . . . . 1211

FaUe ima-cs . . . . 17r,

Familial acholuric jaundice
{J 'hue XVI//) 332, 634
spieen enlarLred in. . 1131

- amaurotic idiocy . . 7*'.l

- ataxy, tremor 721. 727, 72S
-

i'(iiistip;ilion . . . . 123
- i;Miiidi.-.' . . ;;2r.

Familial lenticular degenera-
tion 238

- merycism . . . . 388
- over-«ei^'ht . . . . 408
- tremor .. ., 721. 72o

Family history, in aclioluric

jaundice . . . . (134

acute rheuniati-;m 133,
3;;:. 4C,4, nil

- - angioneurotic o'dema fi'.iii

chorea . . . . 133

congenital syphilis , , i;:{.")

efiilepsy . . . . 1 ir>

exostoses . . . . 0113

Friedreich's liiseasc

110. .-,12

Oauclier's disease . . 033
gout 344

- -
liremophilia 33. 73. .').'»0

Hanoi's cirrhosis .. 332
- - heart disease.. .. 14
- - Ifuntingdon's chorea 131
- - Meige s disease .. 114

myopathy .. 3ii;i. .'ili'

- - |inramyoclonus .. 13r.
- - pavor nocturnns . . 322

phthis-i . . Ml. 7(;s
- - pseudo -

hypertrojiliii-

paralysis . . , . .'.i:;

(Quincke's disease . . Ill
- - rptinitis pigmentosa.. 7iin
- -

-plenonietralic cirrhosis (!3.'i

- - Tooth's peroneal atro-

phy 113. .jl2. ol3
Famine, relajising fever ami

330. 037
- typliu? fever and . . 33.')

Faradic current, in muscle
testing . . 582

V-i^n.,., -,.,H,,'occaI inf.-,-

tioii of .. . . :;iu

Fasticrium .',1)4

Fat boy of Tcrkham . . 4itfi

-
Iioys, liypernephroma
and . . . . . . 400

- -
I'ituitary lesions and loii

-
ile;iciency of ricletsiuid 1 1'>

-
droplets, stains for ., Ins

- in f.Tces . . . . . . 1(11

in jaundice . . . . 32 1

from iiancre.Tr disease

110, 172, 204. 32S
- - saponified and nii-

saponilied . . . . 1 01
- •rlobule-; in ascitic fiinii .'>n

ficce.s KU
tube casts . . . . i".

-
indigestion, stools witli 171

- necrosis, in acute pan-
creatitis 131, 389, 001

:

pancreatitis .. 594, 70"
- subcutaneous, deficient,

in tabes . . . . 230

Fat-jiads aI)ove clavicles in

cretinism . . . . 234
- in myxii-dema .. .. 231

Faiii;aliitity. undue, in

neurasthema . . . . 713

Fatigue, dyspepsia from.. 3ly

F.in;ur, ...,it.}.

- librillar contractions from 134
- h:uinoglobiiiuria from .. 28-1
- insomnia from .. .. 322
- localized convulsions

from . . . . . . 14-1
- specks liefore eyes in . . 71
- tremor from 724, 72."i, 727
- twitching from . . . . 130
Fatness, myocardial cliamre

associated with .. 14
- in pituitary infantilism linj
-

1 and see Obesity )

Fatty easts . . . . r>

-
clianii-e, heart large from 04

-
crystals, in stools . . 170

from pancreas dis-

ease . . . . 172
- de;,'eneratijn ot he.icr

(^e( Heart. I'"altyi

liver in pliospiiorus
pois initig . . 73. 337

-
iiililtration, ascites from .")3

- -
I'l iiouel. co!i^li|Mli(Jii

Ironi .. .. 123

Fatty liver, general account
of 374

FATTY STOOLS .- ..239
- - from iMrcinoma ol

duodenuni . . . . 239

pancreas . . .01, 239
clironic pancreatitis.. 239

jaundice . . . . 239
-

superposition of iMMpt 33
- tumour (see Lipoma)
- Fauces, dermatitis her-

petiforinis alTectini.' . . 74

e[.(theli(ima. of 37'.i, 013
-

<Tyth('iiia buUosiiin ul . . 74
~ L'limnia nt . . . . t;i3

Fauces, inflamed, general
account of .615
sore throat from . . 013

- mucous patches on. m
sypliilis . . . . OlS

,

- peinpliigus afTecting .. 74
- reil in scarlet lever . . 227

,

- tubercnlons . . . . OJS
Favus, achorion .Schiinleiiui

I

causing . . . . 2 JO
- alopecia areata di-tin-

guished from. . . . 24 7
- baldness from . . . . 71
- i-rusts in . . , . 000
- diagnosis oliscured by

treatment . . . . 217
- erzenia ilistniL'in.vh.-d Ii-.iniJ 17

Favus, general account of

{Fuj. 123) 246. 247
- hair changes from .. 217
- lionev-comb ajipearancc

in" 246
- lupus erythematosus simu-

lating 247
- microscope iu diagnosing 247
- mousy smell of . . . . 240
- mucous membrane allccteit

by 210
- mvcelium in . . . . 247
- nails alYected by 217, 2.".0, 399
-

jireference for scalp .. 240
- ringworm distinguished

from 249
- seborrhn-a distinguislied

from , . . . . . 247
-

sininlating psoriasis .. 247
- spores in . , . . 247
- sulphur discs of . . 240
- tenderness of scalp from 710
Fear, amenorrhrea from.. 18

Fehricula, enteric and .. 104
- !,'astro-intestinal upsets

and 404

Fehricula, general account
of 573

- m.-;,-U's and . . . , li;-!

-
l-ain in the limbs m in;;, 404

- jnienmonia and .. 404
- pulmonary tuberculosis

and . 404
- rheumatism and . . 404:
- scarlet fever and . . 40-4
- sore throat and. . .. 404:

Feet, acroparesthesia of. . 144
- atlietosis of . . . . 131
- blue, w ith talipes . . 112
-

iiroail, in nivxiedema . . Ilo

ol



818 FEET FINGER

Fccf. contd.
- bromidrosis of . . . . G54.

- cheiropompholyx of 6U0, 75G
- cold, insomnia fi'oni . . 322
- cyanosis of . . • l^G
- enlarged, in acromegaly

204, 537, GS5
- erythema of, from ex-

posure to cold . . 224

multiforme affecting 48'J

nodosum of .. ..404
- iiat . . 18(J, 362, 438
- flushing of, in erythro'

melalgia
- gangrene of, in syringo-

myelia
- hiematidrosis of
- position in tetany
- pulmonarr osteo-arthro-

pathy of (.Fig. 1G5) . .

- scabies affecting
- sore on, inflamed inguinal

441

257
055

glands from
sweating in acute rheu-

niatoiii arthritis

381

Fehling's solution, in esti-

matino sugar.. - 263
reduction by alkapton

201, 740
- ~ - by carboluria . . 740

cerebrospinal fluid

178, 304
- - - creatinin . . . . 261

after drugs 157, 201

by glycuronic acid 201

homogentisic acid. . 740
- - ~ lactose . . . . 201
- - - pentose . . - . 201
- - - uric acid 201. 743
~ - - xanthiii . . . - 201

Fehling's test ..261
Femoral artery (see Artery,

Femoral )

- glands (see Lymphatic
Glands, Femoral)

- Iiernia (see Hernia, Fe-

moral)
- thrombosis (see Throm-

liO^ s)

Femur, epiphysitis of, limp-

iTig from . . . . 303
- exostosis of (Fiq. 2Sl,

p. 070) 092
- fractured (see Fracture

of Femur)
- myeloid sarcoma of . . 072
- necrosis of . . . . 092
- osteomyelitis of, limping

from . . . . . . 363
-

periostitis of, limping
from . . . . . . 363

popliteal abscess from 092
- sarcoma of . . 363, 092
- separated epiphysis of.. 093
- swelling on, in scurvy

rickets . . . . 070
-

ty|)hoid osteitis of . . 340
Fen districts, malaria in.. G32
Fenestra rotunda, pressure

on. giddiness from . . 753

Fenwick, Hiurry, on renal

angioma . . . . 278

Fergusson's speculum, in

examining for gono-
cocci . . . . . . 185 I

Fermentation, acid stool

from

Ferments in pancreatic cyst 451

Ferret-facies in micro-

cephaly . . . . 1S8

Ferrets, fever from bite of 5U8

Ferric chloride, alkapton
and . . . . . . 746

i[i Bial's test . . . . 20

indican and .. .. 745
- - melanuria and . . 745

reaction, after carbolic

acid .. ..170
after salicylates .. 17U
;,ftr-r salol .. .. Kd

r\-rrocv."nidc nf potassium :.' 1

Festination, in paralysis

agitans 725
Fever (and see Pyrexia, and

Temperature Charts)
- blackwater, haimoglobin-

uria in
- contiimed (see Pyrexia,

Prolonged)
- relapsing (see Eelapsing

Fever)
- typhoid (see Typhoid

Fever)
Fevers, acute dilatation of

stomacli in . .

nephritis in . . 10,

Fevers, acute, aphthous
stomatitis in. . . , 740
backache in . . . . A2i

baldness from . . 71

cerebellar atrophy after 720

Cheyno-ScokesbreatI
iiig in

- - coma in

at onset of. .

convulsions from
at onset of. .

- - cramps in

deafness from
- - delirium in . .

diazo-reaction ir

dilatation of heart ii

eosinophilia after

epididymo-orchitis
from . . . . 4 7S

- - epistaxis in . . . . 221

gastric HCl delicient

.. 74

.. 13

. . 123

.. 173

.. 132

53, 212

18
18

719
740
134

284

173

,
42

508
135
504
140
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820 FOREARMS FUNGIFORM PAPlLL.i]

Forearms, erythema multi-

forme affecting
nodosum of . .

- local fatness of, in Der-
cum's disease

- paralysis of, Volkmann's
(F7(f. 58)

-
septic, epitrochlear gland

enlarged from
Forehead, acne aflectin^. .

- bulging, in achondro-

plasia . ,

rickets. . . . . . 1S7

094

400
238
7/. 4

- carcinoma of
- cheiropompholyx on . .

- ohromidrosis of..
- cirsoid anfurvsm of

{Plate XXX2)
- congenital syphilitic

eruption on . .

- ilownv, in Monj_'olism . .

-
Ijori'.^s of

FOREHEAD, ENLARGE-
MENT OF THE 203. 204

- iirematoma of . . . . 'JOo

~
pigraentalioii of . . 027

- prominent, in contrenital

syphilis {Fig. 100) L'34, 235
-

sloping, in microceplialy 188
-

syphilis of . . . . 400
- wrinkled, in acromegaly 237
- - in tabes (Fifj. 115) .. 23G

Foreign body in air-passage,
asthma simulated by 535

foul breatli from . . 87
- - aorta perforated by . . 207
- - in bronchus, bronchi-

ectasis from . . 292

gangrene of lung
from 259, 260, 052

haemoptysis from .. 287

pyopneumothorax
from . . . . 052

simulating diphtherial57
050
157
105
202

422

130
445
524
733

stridor from
- - cyanosis from

in ear, deafness from
earache from
otorrhcca from

speculum in detect

ing
tinnitus from 722,

vertigo from
in eye, blitiking tic

from
pain from . .

photophobia from
ulcer of cornea from

fatalhtematemesisfrom 207
- - in- foot, limping from 302
- - - pain in foot from . . 302

in gums, ptyalism from 542
hiematemesis from .. 271
in knee, limping from 302

- - larynx.. .. 141>. 157
death from (Fitf.

94)
- - - foul breath from . .

- - - laryngeal obstruc-
tion by .. 418. 419

- - - meningitis simulated

by
orthopncea from 418, 419
simulated by abduc-

tor paraly.sis .. 158
in nose, discliarge from 179

- - -
epist-axis from . .

'

- - - foul breath from . .

- - oesophageal stenosis

from
- - in cesopliagus, bougie

in diagnosing
liferaatemesis from

oesophageoscope in

diagnosinir 190,
- - - perforation by
- - - pyopneumopericar-

dium from
- - -

.)-rays in diagnosing
Foreign body in rectum .

abscess due to

tenesmus from
- - in urethra . . 181,
Formalin fixing fluid 391,
l\>rmicat40n

Formosa, distoma pnlnion-
ale in . .

195
87

590

Foul air. lifiulaclie from . . 295
489 FOUL BREATH .- .- 86
404 luin-nicT. on cljaiicro fi'oni

tierjies. . . . . . 7-'. 1

Fourth disease, general
account of 228, 229

Fowls, blood of, used by
malinizcrers . . . . 280

380 Fox.Coicott.on vacciniform
'189 erythema of infants. . 4U1

Tilbury, impetigo conta-
187 giosa of .. ..401

Fracture, badly united,

elephantiasis from .. 411
ulceration over .. 737

- of base of skull, blind-

ness from . . . . 702

cerebrospinal fluid

from ear due to . . 119
nose due to 119, 178

deafness from . . 100
diabetes insipidus
from . . . . 537

epistaxls from , . 220

hajmorrhnge from
ear due to 1 19, 421
nose due to . . 119

tinnitus from . . 523

vertigo after . . 752
- basisphenoid, hemianoji-

sia from . . . . 302
- ballaa from . . 90, si*

- callus after . . . . l!0.7

- compound, talipes from 114
- crepitus from . . . . 152
- Dupuytren's, talipes

from 114
- of femur, oedema of logs

after 414
sciatic nerve paralysis

from ..
'

. . 499
- of Dbula. . . . . . b02
- greenstick, callus first

evidence of . . . . GG7
of femur, limping from SriS

- - of libnla .. .. 3G2

limping from.. 3G2, 303- from mollities ossium 242
from rickets . . . . 242

- of humerus, paralysis oi

niusculospiral nerve
from . . . . . . 504

- jaw 083
- - ptyalism from . . 542
- muscle atrophy with .. 01
- from muscular oUort . . 242
- affecting nerve, muscle

wasting from . . 01

R.D. from .. . . 01

Fracture, pain long after.. 476
- of pelvis, sciatic nerve

paralysis from . . 499

rupture of bladder
from . . . . 278

urethra injured by . . 4711
- penis . . . .

"

. . 108
- I'ott's, talipes from . . 114
- of rib, crepitus with . . 707

empyema from . . 101

haemoptysis from . . 280

rarity of pneumo-
thorax from . . 532

surgical emphysema
from . .

'

203. 532
- - tenderness from . . 707
- -

.r-r;iy- in lisLrnosinq-. . 707
220 Fracture of sacrum, anses-
87 ttiesia Irom (Fh/. 259) 608

- skull, bradypnira from 84
194 cerebrospinal fluid

from ear after . . -121

207 - - coma from .. ..118
205 hyperjiyrexia from . . 309

- - unilateral paresis from 118
207 -

spine, acute bedsore from 2riS

207 - - allocheiria from .. 17
from divini^ . . . . 242

052 fall on head . . . . i;48

207 girdle pains from 431. 430
584 from hunting. . . . 310
584 I hyperpyrexia from
718 309, 310
184 from muscular effort 24 2
701 myelitis from .. 31(1

540 - - pain in neck from .. G4S

paralvsLs of bladder
292 from . . . . 398

Fracture of spinr, contd.

paraplegia from 243,

priapism from
spontaneous, from

caries

transverse myelitis
from

- - urine dribbling' after

FRACTURE, SPONTANE-
OUS
from carcinoma 24 2,

caries . . . . 242,
chloroma
frag:ilitas ossium

- - general paralysis 212,

hydatid
- - new growth . .

sarcoma
in scurvy-rickets
syringomyelia

- of vertebras
- 7-rays in diagnosing . .

Fracture-dislocation, spinal,
allocheiria from

Fracture-dislocation of

spine, anesthesia from
- -

knee-]t;rks lust after. .

Fra:?num lingua;, abraded,

by violent coughing. .

- - ulcer of, in whooping-
cough

-
jicnis, perforated, by

soft sore

Fragilitas ossium, blue
sclerotics with

- - dwnrlistn with

Fragilitas ossium, general
account of

- - osteonialacia ami

Fragility of red cells, en-

larged spleen and
iu familial acholuric

jaundice . ,

mode of testing . .

Framboesia

France, ringworm of

Freckles, in acute rheuma-
toid arthritis. .

- Kaposi's disease
- von Recklingltausen's

disease
- xeroderma pigmentosum

simulating
Freezing-point depression

of ascitic fluid

Fresh air, deficiency of,

rickets from . .

Friction, auricular
- bnllce from . . 90

Friction-sounds, in pericar-
ditis ..

-
perisplenitis

-
i)|eurisy . .

- pleuropericarditis
- (and see Rub)
Fried fish, colic from
Friedliinder's bacillus, (see

Bacillus Pneumonia;)
Friedreich's ataxv, age inci-

dence of OO", 113. 140.
no ankle-clonus in . .

ataxy in 57. 113, 140,
Babinski's sign in . .

choreiform movements
in . .

contractures in 13S,
familial nature

- - family history in

Friedreich's ataxy, general
account of . 140,
hallux crectus iii 113,

512.

hypertrophy of exten-
sor longus hallucis

513

407
512
13»

m
- - inco-ordination in . .

intention tremor in . .

knee-jerk absent in

113. 512.

kypliosis in . .

main bote in . .

- - nniscnlar atrophy in . .

myopathy simulating
- - nystagmus in 113.140,
- - optic atrophy in
- - paraplegia from 510,
- - phthisis in

703
551
190

234

G71
204

02G
24

727

237

I Friedreich's ataxy, could.

538 pneumonia in

538
! posterior column
I

changes in . .

243
! pseudonystagmus in . .

' - - pupils normal in

510
; rigidity in

398 scoliosis from 140,

154, 512
242 no sensory disturbant e

072 in 512
24 3 ; sex incidence of . . 140
242 simulating itifantile

242 paralysis . . . . GO
243 - -

speech in 113, 140. 513, 027
G73 no sphincter trouble ni 512
243 - -

talipes in GO, 113. 140, 513
242 tremor in 140,512, 727,728
070 Fright, acuteyellowatropliv
257 after "333
715 - chorea after . . . . 1 33
152 - convulsions from . . 144

- diabetes insipidus from 537
17 - monorrhagia from . . 380

-
palpitation from 48-1, 480

608 - paroxysmal tachycardi.
35:s

I

from . .

;

- pupil dilated by
289

I

Froelich's syndrome
I

l>'rog-bellv, in cretinism
739 !

'

(Fig. 103) 233,

Frontal bone, exostosis of

230,
- - tumours of . .

242 - lobe lesion, agraphia
187 from . .

-
sfH-ech centre in

242 Frontal lobe tumour, signs
187 of

-
ridges, enlarged, in aero-

G34 megaly
- sinus disease (see Sinus,

332 Frontal)
034 -

veins, engorged, in caver-
4o3 nous sinus thrombosis 22£^

24 7 Frost-bite, bull.-o from 9G» 97
-

fingers affected by 239. 240
342 - gangrene from . . . . 255
731 - hsemoglobinuria from .. 284

- Raynaud's disease simu-
710 fating

- vesicles from
3S3 Fruit, colic from . .

- diarrhoea from .. 171,

50 - nightmare from. .

Fruit-stone in bronchus.
145 haemoptysis from
548 Fuchsin stain

, 97 Fucus vesiculosus, weight
reduction by . .

4 33 Ftdlness in cliest, from
450 mediastinal new erowtl
4511 -

epiaastrium, from s.is-

433 tritis . . . . ..317
- gastric, from atony

117 Fullness, gastric, general
account of

- - from hypertorui=
- - leather-bottle stomac!

513 rapid eating ..

512 -
ill head, from high blood-

251 pressure
08 plethora

- intestinal, from excess
513 of LM-:

140 FULLNESS, SENSE OF ..

140 fn:im :u-nte congi:-->tion
512 of liver

- - aerophagy due to

512
' from asthenic dys-
j pepsia

513 in hypochondrium,
from carcinoma of

liver

140 rectum, from carciii

251 oma
728 piles

rectal polypus . , 78
513 Functional albuminuria 15, 537
140 - disease, death from . . 099'

110 - nerve trouble (see Hy-^-
1411 teria: and Neurosis)
GO Fungatingendocarditis (see

513 Endocarditis, Fungat-
513 ing)
512 Fungiform papillaa. pro-
513 minent, in scarlet fever 227

102
757
117
717
402

287
041

434

244

243
244

243

290
221

245
432

334

311^

373

12i^

78
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FUNGOUS AFFECTIONS
OFTHESKIN

l-'urfiir.iMoliyde in Cam-
niidee's reaction

FiiriKicemen, left ventricle

enliirL-'fil in . .

rur?. workers in. mercury
poisoning in . .

Furuiii-le, carbuncle dis-

tini.nii5lied from
- in v.iT. earaclie from . .

- erytliemit from . .

- ^inu-; Tlironilii>^i-^ from..

Furunculosis of external

auditory meatus
-

jiiist.ules in
- vulval swelliri'^' from . .

rnsiform bacilli . . "''i:!.

of Vincent's ani^iiia

(Plate XXVII /)

G AERT.VEirS bacilhio

(^(x- jlacillus, (lacrt-

GAIT, ABNORMALITIES
OF

- :it.t\u> (see Atiivy)
-

Ill iii-~finiriated sclerosis

Gait, cerebellar .58
- crois-lc^^Ljed, from cere-

bral dipleiiia . . . . 7-1'

in Littlc'^i disease . . l-i'.t

- festi-iatinf^, from paralysis
airitans . . . . --t-

- haltinj; {sec Limiting) .. ^.>1

-
iti liemiplPiiia . . . . 139

- hesitant, in i)aralysis

liffitans . . . . oO,'!

in peripheral neuritis 57
-

hich-Ste|ip:i;4e . . . . 57
- limpin-: (see Limpins). . ^'->l

- - in sacro-iliae disease i!SO

from trench-foot .. .'JA

- in paralysis a'^dtans *25"2. 7-.'»

- with paralysis of sciatic

nerve . . . . . . I'-'t*

- reeliniz (see Ataxy) . . I'ol

- scissor, from ccreliral

diplegia . . . . 7'.".i

witri dipleu'ia. . . . IM-

in Tattle's disease .. la'j

- slmniing. from lateral

i^cterosis . . . . -'i'2

ill paralysis a-^^itans . . -ICiS

-
spastic, in disseminated

sclerosis . . . . 72S
- - (and see Paraplegia,

Spastic)
- in Kpirinl caries . , . . l.'i 1

- stiiijL'erinu', from cere-

bellar tumour . . "»17

- - in disseminated scler-

osis . . . . . . ol7
- in tabes rlorsalis 57, -'5"J

- Thomspn's disease . . iH-i
- totterinu, in general

paralysis . . . . 71^6
- - unsteady, in peri[ilieral

iifuritis . . . , 50
-

\v:iitdliii!_'. with congenital
dislocalion of hip 15(1, 251
in pseudo-hviiertrophic
].aralvsis .. 251, 513

Galactocelo . . 42it. OS(i

Gall-bladder, carcinoma of

(see C'arciiionia of Gall-

bladder)
emiiVi'Mn (~('f Mmpvema

ni .;;.l!-blidd.-i-)

"

GALL-BLADDER EN-
LARGEMENT .. 252

lated by .. .. r.7S

- - carcinoma sinuUatinLr

25ri. 368
from carcinoma of

duodenum . . . . 662
- - with carcinoma of

pancreas 51, 253, 254.

3-J(l, .130, 451, 030
from cholecystitis . . 597

- - cicatrization of cvstic
duct ..

"

.. 320



822 GASSERIAN GANGLION GENERAL PARALYSIS

Gasserian panglion, exci-

sion of. necrosis of

cornea from . . . . 734

herpes of . - . . *ii7

Gastralgia. dyspepsia from 319
- epigastric tenderness

from . . . . - . 437
- pain in epigastrium from

319. 436
after food from .. 437

- in young women .. 437

Gastrectasis (see Dilata-

tion of Stomach)
Gastric carcinoma (see

Carcinoma of Stomach)
- contents, arsenic in . . 78

blood in, from carci-

)i<Mii;i of ^toniii.-li . . 317

Gastric contents, in carci-

noma of stomach . . 270

Gastric contents, in dilata-

tion of stomach 766

Gastric contents, estima-

tion of total acidity of 320
HCI (see under Acid,

Hydrocliloric)
lactic acid (see under

Acid, Lactic)

Gastric contents, methods
of analysing .. 319. 320

- - micro-organisms in .. 2i5/

- - mucus in . . . . 320
occult blood in 'uilO, 7fi7

- - Oppler-lloii^ b;Hini in 320

Gastric contents, organic
acids in .320

- - poison in 7S, S.-), KIS. 417
- - san'ina! in ll.'i, '.Ml, 3l'ii

- - stryclmine in .. 417

unduly acid. with

gastric ulcer . . 43 7

- - yeasis in 241, 31S, 320, liji)

(and see Vomit)
Gastric crises (see ('rises,

(Gastrin

(lastri.- di.'M-i'h(i-:i . . . - 17l'

Gastric flatulence, general
account of . 240

- fullness (see Fullness,
Gastric)

-
iui'T-, :il.s..nt. ill trastriti.s 317

Gastric juice, absence of

HCI from ..33
- - acidity diminished, in

gastritis .. . . 317
- - analyses, in diagnosing

gastrectasis . . 174
diarrhoea . . . . 170

changes, with carci-

noma of stomach . . 31'!

pyloric stenosis . . 318

Gastric juice, characters in

chronic gastritis 4.1. 317
- - unduly ;ifid. with

duodt'icd ulcer . . 7-'i

_ „ gastric ulcer . . 7ii

(and see under Gastric

Contents)
Gastric peristalsis, visible. . 52!
- sarcoma (^e .-rarctjni:! of

Stuni:n-lii
- ulcer, abdominal tender-

ness witli . . . . 115
abscess of omentum
from

'

. . . . CGI
acetonuria from . . 4

acute ascites from . . 4 7

peritonitis from . . 592
adhesions from . . 174
age incidence of .10, 268

- - albumosuria with . . IG
- - anaimia with.. 3fi, 269

blood per anum from 75
ill vomit from . . 767

carcinoma from 3ir., 653
in chlorosis .. ..274

- - chronic dvspepsia from 658
- - cicatricial fibrosis of 174
- - coflfeo-LTround vomit

frnrii . . .. 26S
Gastric ulcer, diannosis

from anjemic vomiting 36
- - distinrtioii from duo-

denal , . . . 75
- - distinguished from

carcinoma by .j-ravs 1 74

empyema from 101, 106

Gas/rlr ufct'r. contJ.

epigastric hj'peries-
thesia from . . 269

pain with . . 36, 260
excess of acid with . . 437
females allccted by . . 75

Gastric ulcer, gall-stone

distinguished from .. 437
- - g;istrecl,fsis from 174, 6.')3

Gastric ulcer, general ac-

count of 36. 268

peritonitis from . . 388

hfematemesisfrom, 36,

75, 205, 266, 268,

209, 317, 437

hoemorrhagic erosions

and 209
HCI in .. . . 767
heart-burn from . . 297

liyperacidity with . . 75

indicanuria from . . 101
- - inflammatory matting

round . . . . 174

interscapular pain from
461, 462

laparotomy in diagnos-
ing from carcinoma 174

- - leaking . . . . 531
- - - constipation after. . 120

local peritonitis from 174

rigidity over . , 592

spot of tenderness
from .. 317, 437

- - loss of weight from .. 769
melfcna from 75, 2G8, 209
occult blood in faeces

witli 101, 126, 76 7- cedema of legs after. . 414

pain in the back from
269, 42S, 437, 710

chest from. . . . 709
- - pain due to . . . . 767

in the epigastrium
from 268, 4:!6, 462

after food from 75,

269, 317, 437
left hypocliondriuni
from . . . . 450

hypogastrium from 462
shoulder from . . 474

pancreatic artery

opened by . . .". 208
- - pancreatitis from 100,101

perforation of 4 7, 658
acute abdominal

pain from . . 193

pancreatitis sunu-
lating . . . . 3S9

collapse from . . 436

pain in epigastrium
from .. ..430

laparotomy for .. 430

pneumoperitoneum
from . . . . 052

- - - shock from .. 430

pleurisy from. . .. 106

pneumothorax from. . 531

profuse hasmatemesis
from . . . . 260

- - ptyalism from . . 543

pyloric stenosis from
174, 269, 297, 317. 653

- - in servants .. ..36
- - sex incidence of 36, 268,4 37

simulated by antemia 768
- - - carcinoma 125, 269

ciniiosis . . 269, 272
duodenal ulcer 30, 271

dysmenorrhoea . . 193

gastric ulcer . . 272

gastrostaxis 36, 76,

200, 208, 274
heart disease 436. 709
leaking pelvic lesion 40<*

tabes . . . . 315
undue abdominal

aortic pulsation 543
- ~ simulating carcinoma 174

enlarged gall-bladder 30S
- -

splenic artery opened
by 208

- - subcutaneous emphy-
sema from. . . . 203

subdiaphragmatic ab-
scess from 103, 451,

531, 652, 058
sud<lcn pallor from . . 268

Gas/ric ulcer, contd.
- - suppurative peritonitis

from . . . . 47
- - tenderness in chest

from . . . , 709

tetany from . . . . 3

tumour with . . . . 318
in epigastrium from 600

vomiting with, 30, 75,

268, 269, 317, 437,
767, 765

- -
T-rays in diagnosing 269

Gastritis, acute, abdominal

pain from . . . . 700
- - from alcohol . . . . «£67
- - arsenic poisoning simu-

lating
- - from corrosives

diarrlicea with

diplitheria bacilli cans-

iug
from errors of diet . .

gastroscope in

Gastritis, acute, general
account of .

liaMii;it<-nir,-is Ironi 20.
- - from irritants

nausea from . .

jihosphorus poisonini
simulating . .

pneumococci causing
from pyorrhea alveo-

laris. .

pyrexia with . .

from septic teeth

stomatitis

streptococci causing..
- from alcohol 43, 267,
- appetite diminished in. .

- carcinoma of stomach
simulating

- chronic, from alcohol . .

in cirrhosis . .

epigastric pain from. .

fullness in ej)igastrium
from

Gastritis, chronic, gastric

juice changes with

Gastritis, chronic, general
account of .

)i;i'rii.Li.'iiii--i- from .

H' I .iiniini-li.'d in .

Ill" (i[ \\<-c_'lit from .

nausea from . . 31
- - from oral sepsis

ptyalism from
- - in renal disease

secondary to back
pressure

from tea

weight in epigastrium
from

- with cirrhosis . . 43
- from defective teeth 43, 317
- furre<l tongue with . . 43
- gastric juice in . . . . 13

Gastritis, oeneral account of 317
- licart disease sinndated !;i5

- with mitral disease
- mucus with
- with nephritis . .

- pain in tlie back from
limbs in

round heart from
in shoulder from

-
palpitation from

- phlegmonous
- rheumatism of shoulder

simulated by. .

- from tobacco . . 4
- toxic, htematemesis from 205
- uriemic . . . . . . 315
- vomiting from 317, 765, 760
Gastrocnemii. pseudohyper-

trophy of . . . . 51."

Gastrocnemius, bursa under 092
- nerve supply of 498. 499
Gastrocolic fistula, fpecal

voniitin*: from . . 766

Gastrodi;ii.li:iMy . , . . 66il

Gastro-enteritis, general
oedema from . . . - 413

- influenza complicated by 563
- in trichinosis . . . . 464
Gastro-enterostomv in error.

in tabes .". .. 484
- for pyloric stenosis .. 174

766
207
700

207
207
267

267
, 267
267
766

766
267

207
706
267
207
207
317
43

270
317
317
706

317

317

267
205
706
317

.
700
317
543
317

317
317

317
371

43

71ii

403
435
4 74

435
706

317

Gastro-intestinal disorder.
febricula representing 404
headache from . . 296
insomnia from . . 321
from round-worms . . 520
in rickets . . . . 145

rigor from . . . . 595
tetany from . . . . 3

-
secretions, not tinged by

jaundice . . . . 324

Gastroptosis, asthenic dys-
pepsia with . . . . 319

- with gastric atouy . . 2A\
- movable kidney with .. 31S
-

a:-rays in diagnosing
{Fig. 144) 318

Gastroscope, in diagnosing
acute gastritis . . 267
carcinoma of stomach

270, 271
Gastrostaxis . . 36
- age and sex incidence of 20(i
- in chlorosis . . . . 274
-

gastric ulcer simulated liv

70'. 266
. simulating . . 268, 274
- hsematemesis from 265, 260
- from hfemorrhagic ero-

sions . . . . . . 361)

Gaucher's disease, conjunc-
tiviE in . . . . 034
familial acholuric jaun-

dice and . . . . 034

family liistory and . . 6.';::

special cells in . . 634
spleen enlarged in ., 031

splenic anaemia and . . 63^
von Jaksch's disease

and 634
Gauze packing, pain in

pelvis after .. .. 46S
Gelle's test 165

Gemelli, nerve supply of 49S
General paralysis of the

insane, anosmia in . . 612

aphasia in . . . . 624

Argyll Robertson

pupil in . . . . 551
bedriddermess from

59, 213

bleeding gums in . . 72
cerebral softening
from . . .". lOS

cerebrospinal fluid

in . . 120. 243

Cheyne - Stokes
breathine from . . 108

coma in 117, 120.
144. 306

congestive attacks in 624
convulsions in 120,

144, 140. 243

deep reflexes in . . 140
defective writing.

etc., in . . . . 120
dementia from . . 19

dysarthria in . . 627

dys]>ha<?ia in . . 197
- - - cpile|)tiform seizure

ill . . . . 3' 15

General paralysis of the

insane, general account
of 120

t;raiidiose ideas in

120, 146, 2-1".

grinding of teeth in 720
hrematomata in . . 24."

headache from . . 294

hearing of voices in 405

hemiplegia in 303,
305, 624

insomnia from . . 322

irritability in . . 323

judgement defective
in .. .. 14n

knee-jerksunequnl in 35S

laryngeal paralysis in 495

leucocytes in cerebro-

spinal fluid in . . 305

lumbar puncture in 243

lymphocytes in cere-

brospinal fluid in

3115. 306
memory defective in 146

mental and moral

changes in . . 720

mental work and . . 243
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824 GONOCOCCUS — GROOVERS

Gonococcus, characters of 182
- ill clioriit'c . . . . lOS
- inlective ondocarJitis

from .. .. 217, 574
- fasfi;K affected by . . 340
- in female urethra . . 700
- Kleec 184
- gonorrlicpa . . . . Gl7
- lesions due to, opsonic

index in dia^^nosinj? . . 340
- inside leucoevtes 282,

is:,. -.!)!

GonoQocci, mode of examin-

ing for in female - 185
- nasal aiSL-li;u^'e dn.j (o 1/0 ,

- orchitis from . . - . ^'7

- in otitis media . . . . 422
,

-
prostatitis due to . . 70

'

- recovered on blood cut- I

ture ".97
I

- reniform shape of . . 591
[

- rlieumatoid arthritis from 35
- spread to ejaculatory

ducts, etc 182
- tendon sheaths affected

by
in urethral discharge 07

70,

340
181
182

185
700

82. 183
lj2~

- urethritis due to
- in urine . .

- vaginal discharge
- vulval discharge
Gonorrhoea
- abscess of testis from
- albuminuria from . . 13

Gonorrhea, arthritis and. 340

(and see Arthritis,

Gonococcal)
- ascendint: nephritis from 13
- bacteriology in dii-

gnosiiiR . . . . 700
- balanitis simulating . . (il7

- Bartholinitis from . . 194
- Bartholin's glands red in 700
- bursitis from .. .- 430
- caruncuhe myrtiformcs

inflamed in . . . . 700
- chordee from .. 108, G17
- conjunctivitis from . . 231
- contractures from . . 142
-

cystitis from . . . . 182
- eosinophtlia from . . 219
-

epidid3'mitis from f<Ci, 697
- epididymo-orchitis fion^ 4 78

Gsnorrhcea in female, notes

on 700
- fibrositis from . . . . 439
- gangrene from . . . . 25.3

- gout sinuilating . . 742
- hrematnria in . . 1S2, 282
- inflamed hymeneal re-

mains from . . . . 194
- inguinal glands enlarged 381
- irrit^ntion test in . . 182
-

joint lesions from 252, 340
- micturition frequent in 182
- orchitis from . . . . CG
- oxvuris vcrmicularis simu-

520
439
409
r,17

182
182

lating . .

-
pain in feet from

- - pen is from
urethra from . .

- painful erections in

micturition in
~ papilloma urethrjB from

184, 700
- phosphaturia suggesting 524
- priapism from . . . . 5.i8
-

prostntic nhscp'^^ frnin . . 581

Gonorrhoea, prostatic threads
after 399

-
prostatitis from . . .. 4J?>

- pyuria from . . . . 575
- red meatus from . . 182
- residual in prostate .. G7
- retention of urine from G49
-

rigors from . . . . 597
- scalding in . . 182, 700
- soft sores from . . . . 700
- spondylitis deformans

from . . . . . . 714
- strangury from.. .. G49
- streptococci in .. ..341
- stricture after . . . . 396
- testis atrophy after GG, 313
- two-glass test in . , 182
- ulcer of cornea from . . 734

perineum from . . 020

Oonorrhcea, coiifd.

- urethral discharge due to 4i;9

- urpthrilis sirnuhiting . . 181

Gonorrhcea, vaginal dis-

charge of .185
- vesiculitis from.. .. 587
- vid^'al swelling from . . 099
- warts from . . . - 700
Gonorrliounl rheumatism

(see Arthritis, Gono-

coccal)
Goodhart, Sir James, on

blue brain . . . . 103

Gooseberries, o\nlate from 424
- oxaluria after .. .. 281

Goose-flesh, .xerodermia

simuhting . . , . 488
- papules in . . . . 487
Gordon Museum, illustra-

tions from . . 52U, 521

large heart in . . 2 )7

Gout, abdominal pain from 115
- age incidence of . . 344
- angina abdominalis from 115
- atrophy of testis from. . OG
- balanitis from . . . . G18
- bony excrescences in - . 345
- brachial neuralgia and. . 442
- cavernitis from.. .. 473
- cellulitis simulating .. 410
- diet and. . . . . . 344
- Dupuytrcn's contracture

from . . . . . . 1 12
- dyspepsia from 319, 753
- eczema of perineum from 474
- epididymitis from . . 00
- epididymo-orchitis from I

47S, 712
I-

epistaxis from . . . . 220
I

- erythema in . . . . 223
|- family history of . . 344

Gout, general account of. . 344
- giddiness from . . . . 115 I

- glycosuria and . . 204, 742
- gonorrhcea simulated by 742 I

- great-toe ioint an! .. 344
- of hands (Fiy. 158, . . 345
- headache from . . . . 29G
- jaundice from . . . . 115
-

joints affected by .. 345
- Miculicz's syndrome in. . (595
- nails affected by . . 250
- nausea from . . . . 115
- neuralgia in . . . . 431
- orchitis from OG. 478, 742
- osteo-arthritis simulating 345
- oxaluria in . . . . 421
- pain in big toe from . . 438

limbs from .. .. 406

penis from . . . . 473
- peripheral neuritis from

01, 4, 4 4
" from plumbism.. .. 3g- priapism from . . . . 53-
- pyajmic joint simulating 34
- pyrexia in . . 34 1, 410
- rarity of suppuration in

joints in . . . . 3 15
- rigors from . . . . 597

rare in . . . . 595
- salicylate ineffectual in 339

I

- senile gangrene aiid . . 258
(
- skiagram of . . . . 34G

I

- soles affected by . . 345
I

- swelling of bones in . . 070
' -

syphilis simulating . . 348

1

- tabes simuhiting .. 43G
- temperature cliart in

acute 339
- tenderness of spine from 713

'
- tendon sheaths affected 345
- tinnitus from . . . . 723
- urate of sodium deposits

in 344
- urethritis from 181, 538,

575. 742

Gout, uric acid and 741, 742
- vertigo from . . . . 753
- vomiting from . . . . 115
-

a--rays in diairnosing . . 345
Cowers, epilepsia media of 145
- myopathy of . . . . 135

!

Graaflaii follicle, haemor-

j

rhage into . . . . 193
!
Gracilis, nerve supply of, . 498
Grain, sporotrichosis from 290
Grand mal. . . . . . GS

Grandidier on hiemophilia 273
Grandiose ideas, in general

paralysis . . . . 140
Graindar casts . . . .

- kidney, accentuated aortic

second sound in 1, 90
albuminuria with 400, 537

apical systolic bruit iu 89
- - a[)oplexy from .. 11
- - arteriosclerosis allied

to .. 1,11,212
Granular kidneys, from

ascending nephritis .. 8
- - ascites ivoin . . 40, 55
- - back pressure froin . . 40

cerebral haimorrhage
with 12, 84. 119, 303

Chcyne-Stokes breath-

ing from . . . . 107

cyanosis fr()m . . 101

Granular kidneys, cystic

type 12

epistaxis from . . 220
hiematemesis from .. 271

hjemoptysis with . . 237

heart enlarged with 2,

55. 106. 200. 211. 588
Granular kidney, heart

failure from U, 14. 40. ".•..

101, n^
high blood-pressure

with 2, 14, 4G, 81,

90, 100, IGl, 211,
400, 418, 484, 588

mitral regurgitation
from 2, 89. 90, 211

nocturnal mictiu-ition

with .. .. 12

noises in tlie head with 40G

orthopnoea from .. 418

pale, after scarlet fever 14

Granular kidneys, pale
contracted. general
account of II

Iiali.itatiuri from . . ISl

pericarditis with . . 11
- - peritonitis with .. 11
- - pleuritic effusion with 11

from plumbism . . 34

polyuria from 12, 90,

533, 535. 530, 537

precordial pain in . . 11
- - pregnancy and . . 9
- - r:ulinl arterv tliickefifi.l

uirli
'

. . . . '.'0

Granular kidneys, red

contracted. general
account of II

reduplicntion n[ in-st

sound with. . . . 588
second sound from 588

retinitis with.. 90, 100
- - ringing aortic second

sound with. . . . lOG

Granular kidney, signs of . . 2
-- - sitnnbuiti'j mitral steii-

( i-i- . . . . . . 55

Granular kidney, symptoms
and signs of . . .. I

tube casts from .. 537

(and see Brieht's
Disease: and Nephritis)

Granulosis rubra nasi . . G54
Grape sugar in urine (see

Glycosuria)
Grating in joints.. 340, 34 7

Gravel 74 1

- in urine after renal colic 451
Graves's disease, Addison's

disease simulated by 722

age and sex incidence
of 722

albuminuria in .. 13
~ - amenorrhcca in . . 18

arteries forcibly pulsa-
tile in . . .. 215

- - breatldessness in . . 722
- - bruits in . . . . 215
- - cachexia in . . . . 99
- - conjunctiva bright in 230

Dalrymple's sign in.. 722
diarrhcea with .. 172
difficult cases of . . 722

e.xcitability in 215, 722

exophthalmos in 215,
220, 229, 230, 480,

703, 722, 720, 734

- - cvcliils retracted in . . 722

Graves's disease, facies of

(Fi?. 113) 236
- - flushing in . . . . 2oi;

functional bruit in . . 91

glycosuria in . , . . 2G4
heart enlarged in 206, 215

- -
liyperacusis in . . 309

- -
irritability in.. .. 323

- - loss of weight in 215, 770
- - low biood-prcssurc iu 82
- - menorrhagia in . . 388
- - mental changes in . . 720

Moebius's sign in 215, 229
nervousness in 229.

480. 703, 770
- - noises in tlie hf'iid in . . 400

Graves's dissase, notes on
703, 722, 726

- - redema of eyelids in . . 230

palpitation in 48J,
480, 722, 720

pi2mentation in 21''.

230. (Fig. 222) 527, 722
- - pupil in . . . . 230

Graves's disease, short

account of .215
shnrtness of breath

from . . . . 87

skin moist in . . 230

spasm of levator pal-

pebral in . . . . 229

spasmodic twitchings
in 130

.. 230

722
720

770
230

stare of

Stellwag's sign in 215
229

sweating iu . .

tachycardia in 215.

229, 486, 549, 702,

703, 722, 720,
- - tears excessive in
- - thyroid triand ordarffed

in 215, 229, 480.

703, 722, 720,

pulsatile iu 215,

G94,
tremor in 215, 229,

703, 722, 724, 72G,
ulcer of cornea ii

with undue abdominal
aortic pulsation . .

violent arterial pulsa-
tion in

von Graefe's sign in

215, 229,

wasting in

winking deficient in..

without exophthalmos 480

thyroid eidargement 480

Gravid uterus (see Prog-

nancy)
Greedy colon

Green cancer (see Chlor-

oma)
- sickness (sec Chlorosis)

Greenstick fracture (see

Fracture)
Grief, dyspepsia from

Grimacing, in chorea
-

hysterical, simulating

tetanus

Grin, sardonic (see Risus

Snrdonicus)
GRINDING OF TEETH ..

in general paralysis . .

from gumboil
habit . .

worms
Grip, pelvic
Griping (see Colic ; and

Tenesmus)
Groanings in head
Grocer's dermatitis
- itch

Groins, chromidrosis of
- eczema marginatum on 250
- lymph glands in (see

Lymphatic Glands,

Inguinal: and Lym-
phatic Glands. Femoral)

- swelling in (see under

Swelling)
Grooms, glanders iu .. 179

Groovers, electric steel,

subacromial bursitis in 470

70

734

543

691

722
726
230

123

337
133

13S

265
7 20

400

5111

655



(MiOW'INC PAINS

Growing Pains 11. r.G2. :i(i3,

464, U'a;

- - ][) lustorv of heart

-lisoaso" .. .. 11

salicylates in relief of oi'<'.>

really acute rheumat-
ism . . - . . . 3G3

Growtli. stunted, from
etr-Hac disease . . 171

- in cretinism . . - - --il

Ranot's cirrhosis . . ^72

s]ilenomet;alic cirrhosis ooi'

Guuiacol, diazo-reactioM
from . . . . . . Kn

- foul broatli from . . SI*.

Taste from . . . . 7i).'»

Guaicum test for blood .. 7.">

iodine in urine and . . i'S

ill verifyiui? liccmoptysis2St;
Guaniii. lu-ic acid from . . 742

Guinpa-iiis inoculation (-^ee

Animal Iiiocuhilion )

Guinea-pies, ijeneral tuber-

culosis in . . . .

l'_>l

Gum, fpithoUoma of .. ''<•''

- papilloma of . . . . 71

Gumboil, alveolar abscc-

and
- foul taste from. .

-
i:ri''-iin^' of teeth from. .

- pain in the face from . .

-
iityalism from . .

Gumma, abscess from
- - simulated by
- llazin's disease distin-

iruisliod from. .

- of bone . .

- canda equina . . . . iJ-J

- - -
peri]ilieral neuritis

simulated by . . '>'>^

~ cerebral. eiJfhness from ;;(i-j

-- - hea(hiche from 2it). '.\<i'l

liemianopsia from Sul. :!()-'

- - hyperacusis from . . ."')S

vomiting from .. "i02

- chronic niediastinitis

from . . . . . . 7.'>1

- of cord, allocheiria from 17
- crus penis, caries of jnibe^

simulating • . - "its

- face, healed {Fia. '_'1'7).. ."ill

- fauces, sore tluoat from ilKi

- lieart-block from . . 'AC,

- liemianopsia from .. riD'j

- of liver . . . . 37'-. .')-_"7

- - abscess simulated by ^i^l

ascites from . . . . .'530

lis:;

1 1<;

nn
:ms

dltmiuil. rniitd.

- salvarsan iti dia^'nosini,'
- of siilceii ,

-
-.yiiuvi-d moinijrane

Gumma of testis 4 7'j, ii-'J

- of tonu'iie . . 3711

- - foul taste from
- tonijuc swollen from . .

- of tongue, tubercle siniu

latin-
- tonsil, carcinoma simu

lated by
- -

phtliisia and . ,

sore throat from

tlierapeutic diagnosis of
- ulcer from
- of urethra
- uvula, sore throat from
- vocal cord paralysis

from . .

- wash-leather slouj;rli in. .

- Wassermarui test in dia-

^nosincr 230, 2oZ

Gums, actinomycosis of •
GUMS. BLEEDING

l)|iiin|--ini t:ii'_' from. .

- in iiilaiinl.- ^cnrvv !I0.

Gums, bleeding, list of

causes of
- - in scurvy . . 7.-'.

sniall-pox:
- - from stomatitis 7l', 7 1.

- - yellow fever . .

- blue line on. in phunbisni
;;i. Go, lUl. 121. l.'Jl.

4 -J.').

- epithelioma nf . .

- fietid, in scurvy
- forei-^n body in,i>tyalisru

from . .

- gangrene of
- Koplik's spots on iPhiit'

Vni) 17S.
- recession of, from pyor-

rhrpa . .

GUMS. RETRACTION OF

- - carcinoma simulated bv.SS4

empyema from .. li"'

- - hiccough from . . oOS

iaundice from .. :i:U

- - liver enlarged from
33U, 334. ."»i;S

phantom tumour simu-

latinpr .. .. G.-iO

- - pleurisy from . . 1"(^

- -
]ivre\"ia from.. 334. -")(JS

- - -sunulatine enlarged
L'all-bladder . . •:.'.•:

new growth . . •_'-''".

- - skodaic resonance with r. 11- therapeutic test for

2o3, ;;.';i

- mediastinal. Bright's
disease simulated by 413
cedema from .. 413. 41.'i

vena cava obstructed 413
- of meninges, bradypncea

from . . . . S4
- mercury in diagnosing.. 230
- of nerve, muscle wasting

from . . . . . . ' ' 1

- orbital. exophthalmos
from . . . . . . 221t

- of palate, foul taste from 7iir.

sore throat from . . I!l3

-
paralysis of one leg from 4i)i;

-
pelvic, simulating cauda

equina tumour . . 03

Gumma of penis, general
account of • 619

- - lil.-.v.iiiuii due t... , . i;l7

Gumma of periosteum - . 669
-

perironiiis over. . . . 7)2

- pora'-^inm iodide in dia-

s



626 H.EMATURIA H.EMORRHAGK

ematuria. essential, qeiie-
ral account of :.'7'>, 281

iViMri liiiiLMtiiii,' fiulorar-

Hsmaturi?. general points
concerning

111

276

-
iKi'TMOL^Iuliinuri;! ^iriiu-

latiiii: 281
-

ill Jleiiocli's piirpiirji 7ij,

-
Iiytlroiieplirosis , . I'Hil, 356

-

iiypernepliroma , . :i5(>

- infarction . . . . S
-

injury . . . . 278
- leukarnia . . 283

Hsematuria, list of causes
of 275

- in malaria . . . . 273
- from movable kidney llii.'lGO
- oxaluria . . . . . . 2S1
- papilloma of bladder ..4 72

kidney . . . . 278
- palpation of kidney and 277
- from pelvic abscess , . 283
- jiurpura , . . . . . 283
- rectal examination and 277
- from renal calculus )'),

117, 278, 3.J0, 577
- after renal colic. . 131, 401
- from renal new fjrowtli 7,

51, 27S, 355, 750
- - tlirombosis . . 7, 74il
- - tuberculosis . . . . 35(;
- renal tumour . . . . 330
-

salpingitis . . . . 283
- in scarlet fever.. .. 273
- scurvy . . . . . . 283
- shape of clots witlj . . 270
- simulated after aniline

dyes 745
paroxysmal hiemo-

fjlobinuri.a . . . . 2S5
-

sliglit albuminuria with
- in small-pox
-

splenomegalic polvt-y-
thjemia

- suppurative iiepliritis . .

- due to suprarenal tumoLu- 030
- from tuberculous bladder

282, 397, 471, 579

kidney 270, 280, 282,

355, 579
- ulceration of bladder .. 580

bowel 28.3
-

unilateral, from growtli 7
- from ureteral calculus

281, 455, 472, 578
- uretliral calculus . . 282

nffivus . . . . 283
- uroerythrin simulating 743
- from urethritis . . . , 282
-

urotropine . . . . G50
- vena caval obstruction 750
- vesicnl calculus 2S*j.

471, 5Sn, 710
Hjemic bruits .91
llitmochroniatosis . . 528
-

argyria simulating . . 529

ITiemocywmeter . . . . 21

lliemo^jrlobiTi, above norm;il.
in morbus cceruleus.. h?»%

- free in urine in nephritis lo
-

reduced, spectrum of

{Fig. 31) 80
Ilxmoglobinometer, Hal-

12

033
594

dane-rj-nwers'

H>EMOGLOBINURIA
- I.l:irk uriiif from
- i.'olour of urine in
- liason's reaction in
- experimental
-

Ii^rnatoporphyriiiuria
simulating

- liaMn:itnria simulated by 284
Hsmooloblnurla. list of

causes of , . 284
Hcemoglobinuria. parox-

ysmal . .

- serum test for . .

-
spectroscope in dia-

gnosing
-

syphilis and
~ uri'io dark brown in .

- various drugs causing.
AVassermann reaction i

21

284
745
2S1
285
284

744

284
285

285
285

281

350

273

273
556
273
273

lla:inoIysi-:, liiT«iioglo!)i:i-

uria evidence of . . 284

Hiemophilia, anaemia from 33
H£emophilia, arthritis

general account of
-

bl...-dMi,- L'Uin> ill i-Z,

- - from scratche'^ in
- lilood changes not iiatbo-

ijnonionic in . .

-
ppistaxis from . . 22 1 ,

- excessive bleeding' from
cuts in

after tooth extrac-
tion ill . .

-
family history in 33, 73,

- Graiididier on . .

- hgemateraesis in 200,
- ha:maturia in . . . . 275
- htemorrhage into ankle 302

hip joint ill . . . . 303

j

joints in . . . . 273
knee from . . . . 302

- haemoptysis in . . . . 287

,

- htcmorrhagic otitis in . . 421
- limpmg from . . 302, 303
- iiienorrhagia from 380, 387
- metrorrhagia from 390, 392
- pain in foot from . . 302
- purpura in . . . . '^h'.\

- sex incidence of 373, 550
- stomatitis in .. .. 542

llfflmopneumothorax, from
bullet wound . . . . 052

-
needling in diagnosing

530, 051
- succupsion with.. .. 051

HAEMOPTYSIS .. -.285
- anajniia from . . . . 32
- from aneurysm 149, 2Uii,

291. 292
- aortic disease . . . . 28S
- back pressure . . . . 212
- bronchial casts after ..041
- from bronchiectasis .. 291
~ bronchitis 149, 289, 291
- broncliopneumonia . . 289
~ carcinoma of Inng . . 290
- chronic nephritis .. 212
- coma from . . ..118
- from congestion of lungs 212
- cough and . . . . 280
- from distoma pulmonnle 292
- embolism of lung 159,

289, 290
- emphysema . . . . 2S!i
- empyema . . . . 291
-

epistaxis simulating .. 221
- in f.amilial acholuric jaun-

dice .332
- fatal .. .. 287, 291

'

in phthisis . . . . 288
- from fibroid lung . . 210
-

frequency at niglit . . 280
- from fungating endo-

carditis . . . , 2SS
- carigreiie of lune . , 259
-

lia;rN:it.'ni..->i^ fn.-i L'l:".. 200

Hamoptysls. hsmatemesis
distinguished from .. 285

- from hepatic abscess .. 291
-

Jiigli t)lood-pressure .. 212
- hydatid of lung, . . . 291
- infarction of lung 100,

212. 290
- injurv to chest . . . , 2S9
-

laryri-iti^ .. , . M'.l

Hemoptysis, list of causes
of . . 286. 287

- from lobar pneumonia. . 289
- lung-fluke . . , . 045
-

malingerine of . . , . 28G
- from mediastinal new

growth . . . . 434
- miner's phthisis . . 288
- mitral regurgitation . . 210

stenosis 149, 288, 289
- new growth 149, 290, 434
- noises in the head after 40G

i

- a'dema of lei:^ after .. 413 !

- at onset of pneumc-
tliorax . . . . .531

- from plithisis 149, 15:), 288
- sarcoma of lung . . 290 ,

- simulated by bacillus

prodigiosus' .. 280, 041 :

tootli-liru-ili injury . . 73 '

- -
tootli-]i|:ite injury . . 73

ll<xmop(ijsh, contfl.
- in splenomegalic ]Joly-

cythicmia
-

tickling in throat preced-
ing

- tubercle bacilli and
- from violent coughing. .

- whoopintr-coush
IIa:*niorrli;v_T\ amaurosis

280
280
289
289

fn.ni IJU

Hxmorrhage, anemia from 32
- into ankli- . . . . 332
- arachnoid, convulsiniis

from . . , . ..110
- beneath skin (see Pur-

pura)
- blood changes after
- into carcinoma . .

in liver
-

cerebellar, priapism from
vomiting from

-
cerebral, absolute rest

for

accentuated aortic

second sound witli

age incidence of 81,

119,
albuminuria with 84.

119, 303,
apliasia from . .

apoplexy from 14 7,

arterial changes witli

84,
arteriosclerosis and

12, 147,
atlictosis from

- - Babinski's sisn with,.
brachial monoplegia

from
bradycardia from

- - bradypncca from

Gheyne-Stokes breath-

ing from

33
371
373
538
708

303
132

ms

303
515

SI
1 1 1

119

,
305
204

303

,
515
74

cerebral softening from 515
tumour simulating 300

- - coma from 118, 119.
204,

diplegia from
- - distinction from ab-

scess and tumour. .

- - after enibniipm

H aemorrhaqe. cerebral.

general account of . .

- -
gL-ncral paralv^issinni-

lating ".. 120,

glycosuria from
granular kidnevs with

12, 84, 119, 303
- - headache from 294. 295
_ _ henrt =n,in.l> with 119. 303

lifiiii |.-i I from 301, 302
- -

hiMiiip.ii.c-i hfvia from 302
- -

lienii|j.in-.i< from 118, 302

hemii)lcgia from 08,

119. 258,
higli blood-pressure

with 84, 119, 117.

303
in Hodgkin's disease

hyperpyrexia with 81,

300, 309
- - livperfension of cere-

'brospinal fluid witli 301
- - hypothermia with .. 3U
- - intermittent claudica-

tion simulating . . 300
Jacksonian epilepsy. . 137 '

from labour . . . . 132
i

large heart with 119, 147 '- lead ])oisoning simu-
'

lating

optic neuritis with . .

paraplegia from 132,

pyrexia from 85, 300,
rai>id onset . .

retinitis and . . 119.
- - senile clianges and . .

systolic bruit witli . .

tube-casts and
uraemia simulating . .

- - vertiL'o preceding
vomitinir due to 705,
in young persons
('and see Apoplexy)

into cerebral tumour 303,
-

collapsf from
- convuisiun^ from

/{ffmorr/tage, could.
- into the cord from injury 515

multiple.iTri:ipism from 538

]i;(i ipli'L.'!.! Inim . . 514
st-'MiMii -pnii(;ineous. . 515

- from curpus luLeum . . 688
cyst, pain in pelvis'

from . . . . 408
- duodenal, coma from .. llS

noises in the head
after . . . . 400

H %morr]iag3 from ear,
causes of 421

- - from fractured base

119. 421
-

goitre . . . . . . 158
- Graafian follicle . . 193
- from i^roin, from maliiz-

nant iirlamN . . .' . 079
HAEMORRHAGE FROM

GUMS 72
- - in Vfllow lrvi-i- . . 330

Haemorrhage into hip-

joltlt 303
- hypothermia after ;

311
- internal, after abdominal

injury . . , , . , 593
from duodenal ulcer

120, 720
leaking aneurysm 120, 720

ruptured tubal ge'^ta-
tiou 120, 393, 593.

090. 720
in typhoid fever 12n, 574

-
intestinal, from colitis. . 003

- into intestinal wall in

Henocli's purpura 550. 7G7
- intrathoracic sarcoma 159
-

jaundice and . . . , .324
- into joints 273. 350. 302, 30".

Hsemorrhage into
t
knee-

joint 362
- leucocytosis after .. 3iiO
- from lungs (see Hasmo-

ptysis)
- in lymphatic ieukaimia 550
- into medisistinum . . 159
- into medulla, laryngeal

paralysis from . . 490
- meningeal, athetosis from 132

bradypnoea from .. 81
~ - coma from . . . . 118

convulsions from . . 140
from head injury .. 118

hemiplegia from . . 113
- - from labour . . . . 132
- -

morir.p|r''_'i.i from .. 113

s[i;i-i !> iMiMplcgiafrom 132

tn.-j.liiiiiii- lor .. 118
-

meseiiicric, in Henoch's

purpura . . . . 707
- into middle ear, in

Erieht's disease .. loO
deafness from . . 100
in leuka;mia . . 100

pernicious anajmi.i 100
- from the mouth, from

internal carotid erosion 421
in splenomegalic polv-

cjthrcmia . . ". . 033

(and see Bleeding Gums)
- mucous membranes, in

blood diseases . . 590
in pseudo-leukaemia 37

scurvy-rickets . . 07()

septic states . . 209
- from nose (see Epistaxis)
- occult (see Blood, Occult)
- oedema of legs after 413,415

into optic thalamus.
no
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Hainorrhagc, cniul.
-

pontine, aloohoiisin siniu-

hitini: . .



8-28 HEADACHE HEART

Ihaladic. cnn/d.
- ill sm.tll-pox . . . . -72
- tinios of n('cilt'ri"'Jiro of. . -04

Headache, toxic causes of 295
- ill tulierciiluiis [in'iiin^ntis

:;i;*i. :)74, g40
-

tvphoiLl fever 7il, 5t>4,

oGG, 572, G3fi, filO
- iinnniia . . 40. ]4li

Headache, various types of 294
- voniititi!7 Avitli . . . . 7()8

~ from weever li;^li iu'lcks '2'2l

- ill Wpil's disease . . Sofi

- yollow fever .. 27"!, 33G

Ilearincr. defective (see

Deafness)
- Inlliicirmtions of . . 7C3
-

inili.iireil. with fncial

I"l-v 403
I- - iroiii otitis media .. 2'V2

Hearing, tests for.. ..164
- variations with ficre . . 165

Heart, ixbscess in, in pvfe-
niia .. .. 212, 596

- acute ililatation of 211, 214
-

n,ncurysin of .. 1>1, 313
* - ruptured into .. 434
- - SY>toIic apical Imilt

from . . . . SJ)

- athlete's 214
It^^rr-drinker's . . . . 3iK)

Heart block . . 83
from acute rlifuniritisni 54G

- - ausculatorv diai^iiosis

of ..

*

.. ..5-10
- - Iiradvcardia from . . 83

- iiundle of His lesions

causiiiir . . . . S3
- from carcinoma . . 83

- - cardiosclerosis . . 54G
- - convulsions from . . 4 SO

- - from diplitlieria .. 546

dropped beats from.. 545
- - electrocardiograpli in

detectins . . S3, 486
- - epileptiform attacks iti

83. .^.40, 549
- - extrasystoles simu-

liitin- .. 5 16. 547
Heart block, general account

of 545
- - from eiimma. . . . 546
- - influenza ., .. 5-)r.

- - intermittiriL' pulwe from 549

Heart block, pairs of beats
with 550

- in'ni |niPiiniorii.i . . 546
- - pulvLTai'li in di'tfi'tiiitr S3

Heart block, polygraph
tracing of (/'w. 232)

545. (Fiff. 233) 546
from sarcoma . . 83
simulated hv sino-

auricular clian;,'cs. . 546
- - slow pulse from

546, 51S. 549
- - Stokes-Adams's dis-

ease and . . -18(1, 546
- - syncopal attacks in

546, 549
from STpliilis.. .. S3

- - tvpe of arrlivthmia , . 545
- - from ulcerative endo-

carditis . . . . 546
- tmvine . . . . . . 2m7

Heart, brief physiology of 545
- r.irfiiiniiia oi. !'c'irt-hl(t.-k

truni s:i

- compression of. i>ain with 434
- congenital fsce Conficid-

inl Heart)
- dilatation of, from an-

aitnia . . . . . . 36
~ - in Briglit's disease . . 46

canter rlivtlim from.. 587
- - diphtheria . . . . 314

erysipelas . . . . 214
- - from fattv change 212, 587
- - impulse ditTuso with. . 206
- - in Kirkland's disease 616
- - from overstrain .. 214
- - pain in epi^astriutii

from .". . . 436
- - JR pernicious anaiuna 587
- - scarlet fever . . . . 214
- - from toxicmia .. 214
- - in typhoid fever . . 214

Heart, di^alatiou, coii/U.

typhus . . 314

vomitiriK from . . 36

weak first sound with 214

Heart disease, acute rheu-

matism and 105, 464
- - amcnorrhcea with . . 18

anaimia with.. .. 34

asphyxia in . . . . 146

catarrh of small intes-

tine from . . . . 172

cerebral embolism and
119, 133 ,

from chorea . . . . 485
j

coma in . . • . 144 ;

congenital (sec under

Ooni^enital Heart

Disease)
conijcstion. of stomach
from , . - . 765

convulsions in 144, 146
- - cou^h from .. 119, 150

cvanosis from . . 161

diarrhcea from . . 172

dyspepsia simulatinji 435

eieotrocardiograph in

investigating . . 544
- - epilepsy simulated in 146

epistaxi*; from . . 220
llatulcnce with . . 241

gastric HCl deficient

in 270

gastritis simulating . . 435
- - - with . . . . 43

hffiinatemesis from . . 265

haemoptysis from . . 2S6

headnche from . . 296
heartburn simulating 297

hyperiRSthesia of arm
from . . . . 445

infantilism from . . 191

insomnia from 321, 322
loss of appetite with. . 43

menorrhac:ia from 386, 387
mesenteric embolism
from .. ..131
llirombosis from .. 131

in Mongolism .. 191
- - myxcedemasimulating 414

nutmeg liver with . . 368

orthopnnsa from .. 322

pain in the cliost from
43U, 433

left arm from . . 445
limbs in . . . . 463

jirccordia from . . 433
- - - of, simulated by

flatulent dyspepsia 433

palpitation from 322, 484

I.ancreatitis with .. 100
- - polvrvtlKintnii witli . . 31

Heart disease, polygraph in

investigating . . . . 544
H eart disease, referred pains

from - - 433
Heart disease, shortness of

breath from . s7, 88
Heart disease, splenic en-

largement and 632

splenomeffilic potycy-
thamiia simulating 033

stomach lesions simu-

lating .. ..709
- - tenderness of spine

from (Fh. 294) .. 716
- - unr iirid and.. .. 742
- - uni.Tvthriii and .. 743

Heart disease, valvular, dia-

gnosis of 14

Iiyiiothermia in . . 311
- - - from rlieumatic fever 485

scarlet fever . . 485

syphilis . . . . 485

vomiting from . . 765
- displaced,by fibroid lung

111, 293, 643
- - hydatid of liver . . 375

1 intrathoracic. new

;

growth .. .. 101
- - meteorism . . . . f'.5r,

pleural effusion . . 691

pneumothorax 432,
530, 652, 659

subdiaphragmatic ab-

scess . . 652. 659

]

- - (and see Heart Im-
I pulse, Di?['laccd)

Hror/, rnnf'l.

HEART, ENLARGED .. 206
v^ith adherent peri-
cardium 14, 54, 213

I

from alcoholism 5 J,

210, 214 !

aneurysm . . . . 208
aortic stenosis 02, 208
arteriosclerosis 1. 2,

11, 54, 212
in athletes . . . . 2H
in Briffht's disease .. 46
bronchiectasis from.. 293
cerebral haimorrhage

and .. .. 119, 147
chest bulged by . . 169 ;

from chronic lung
disease . . . . 54

|

in chronic nephritis
1. 2, 10, 11, 42. 54,

55, 76, 106. 109,
274, 20-, 408

rhvluria with .. 109

epigastric pulsation
with .. .. 206

from fatty change 54, 212
- - fibroid change . . 54

luntT from . . . . 292
- - in Graves's disease . . 215
- - from hard work 54, 214

hiccou'jh from . . 308
with high blood-pres-

sure.: .. 298,485
impulse displaced 206, 298

lieaving \\ ith . . 206
left ventricle, with

arteriosclerosis . . 588

granular kidney 588

high blood-pres-
sure . . . . 538

reduplicated first

sound with . . 588
from mitral regurgita-

tion.. .. 89, 210
with myocardial afloc-

tion . . . . 14

from myocarditis . . 212
- ~ orthopncca from 418, 420

with patent interven-

tricular septum . . 215

Heart, enlarged, physical

signs of - 206
jirolonged first sound

with .. .. 2
- - redui»ticated first sound

with . . . . 588
from rheumatic myo-

cardial changes .. 51

skodnic resonance from CI 1

in splenomegalic poly-
cvthajmia , . . . 633

.. 140

}l.fir(, nvif'i.

Heart failure, general ac-

count of • 52, 53
from granubir kidney

1, II, 46, 161

high blood-pressure
1. 46, 55, 81, 161

- - hypothermia with . . 311

iaundice from . . 32.'>

Heart failure, list of causes
of 418
liver '-iiI.UL.'.'d from . . 17

- - livi.iitv uirh. . . . 004

Heart failure from lunn
conditions . . 14, 46

disease . . . . 161

meaorrhagia from 386, 387
from mitral disease 40.

53, 55
- - myocardial affections

4(; 53

TlPpl

uremia
- failure, acute dilatation

of stomaeli in . . 173
from adherent peri-

cardium . . - . 46

Heart failure, albuminuria
from . . 14, 53, 55

- - irnni aortic disease .. 46

arteriosclerosis 1, 11,
40, 55, 161

ascites with 40, 53,

53, 105, 001

borborysrmi from . . 82

in Brighfs disease 46, 105
from bronchiectasis. . 161

- - bronchitis .. 46, 161

and emphysema .. 160
- - buIUe m .. 96, 97

cases due to different

c:iM<e3 ultimately
A\\kf .. . . 53

Heart failure, causes of 2, 46
- - (.'b.-vne-Slokes hreatli-

mg from . . . . lOS
- couLrh from . . . . 1 IS

Heart failure, cyanosis from
1.7. 161

Heart failure, diagnosis
between chief causes of 14

- - from ompliyserna 40, 101

erdarged liver with . , 53

from fattv heart . . 53
fibroid lung .. 40. 161
flatus from .. .. 246
sall-stones simulated 436

I gastric ulcer simulated 436

Heart failure from nephritis,

points In distinguishing II

nutmeg liver with

47, 52, 53, 334, 694
- - cedema from . . . . 415

of hrinds and arms
from .. ..413

legs with 53, 10-..

413, 415, 004

orthopnoea witli 105.
420, 094

pain in the back from 716

epigastrium from . . 43(;

pancreatitis with .. lOn

pleural effusion from
101, 105

from pulmonary sten-

osis . . . . . . 46

pulsatile liver with 52. 094
'

respiratory blood pump
iti 420

spleen not enlarged in

032, 640
in tetanus . . . . 138

urate deposit due to

740. 741
from valvular disease

14, 46, 108, 161
- fatty, from alcohol .. 210

apical systolic bruit

with 80

in aplastic anasmia . . 53

from arsenic .. .. 5:;

asthma from . . . . 21:;

as^-ite-; from .. 46, 5:;

- - back pressure from,. 4<i

- - canter rl;vthni from.. 5S"

Heart, fatty, causes of -212
cardiac impulse feeble

with.. .. 212, 213

Chevne-Stokes breath-

ing with .. 108, 213

coma from . . . - 212
- - convulsions from .. 212
_ _ depression from .. 313

dilated hfart from .. 5>7

Heart, fatty, dyspepsia
Fimulated by . . .485
dvspniea from 312. 313

emi'hysema simulated

by 4s.-.

- - enlargement due to.. 31"^

fainting attacks from 31:.'

feeling of coldness from 213

after fevers . . . . 5;i

fibroid heart simu-

lating . . . . 53

lienrtburt^ simulatin-r 207

heart failure from 40,
53, 108, 418

Heart, fatty general ac-

count of ..212- heart lailure from

46, 53, 108, 418
from lead . . . . 53

mitral regurgitation
from 89, on. 211

from obesity . . 9i>, 212

orthopiifpa from .. 418

Heart, fatty, palpitati'^n

from .. 4>il. 485
in pernicious ann^roin

.53, 587

in phosphorus noison-

ing .. 53, 73, 212, 337



HEAirr iiKNocirs rrHPiHA s:^9

lUnrt. fatty. onhL
from phtliisis . . '2\2

pulse irregular from.. 'Jl'J

slow from . . . . -Iti

weak uitli .. .. tVS
sliortiie-s of hr.ritli

frniii . . o.S, 88

Heart, fatty, symptoms of M
- - syiicoiwl ;itt:iL'ks from

- -
tarliycartlia from . . 7ii!

from typlioiil fovor . . 21-
- - wasting disea.ses .. L'l-

- - weiik cardiao sounds
witli .. . . 2ir,

-
filiroid, from alcohol .. I'li'

- - aneurysm of lieart frotn i'l.'J

- - EUH:iria pectoris from
.-.^, '2\?.

aortic reijurL'itatiou

witli . . . - i^?>

apical systolic bruit in S'.l

- - ascites from . . . . 'Itl

tijick pressure from . . -10

Chcyiie-Stoke>; hrcatli-

iriL' Irom . . . . ins
- - i^rrv ii.Mri >iiiiul:itiiii: .">:;

Heart, fibroid, general ac-

count of ..213
- - lieurtLuini siniulatini,' ll'jr

heart failure from 4i;,

Ids, lis
- - lieart lar^e from .. '»!

mitral regurj-'itation
from . . 8V1, 211

- - orthopntpa from .. 418

pain in the back from 710
- - palpitation from .. 484
- - sliortiie--sof briMlh from 88

Heart, fibroid, symptoms of 14
- - from syi'liilis. . .. it'i

tachycardia from . . 7n4
- f.ttal

"

. . I'.i, i:.. ost>

Heart impulse. ac<'enniated
lirst sound at . . . . £

difluse, from dilata-

tion 2"*;

- - -
pericarditis . . l'K:

- - diminished, in emphy-
sema . . lCi7. 217

HEART IMPULSE. DIS-
PLACED

- - - lr<ini .iriiic eiidocar

ditis
- - - with adherent peri-

cardium . . . . "-'l.';

- - - in aortic disease . . 2ii7
- - - - re^'uri.'itatiou . . Hi

bv ascites . . . . 44
fibroid lung ItiS,

20C,. 216. 2;);t

with Flint's bruit.. Ha
iieurt cid.injctn.Mit L'l'i.;

Heart impulse, displaced.
list of causes of 297. 298

- - - in mitral rcLrurgita-
tion .'. 811. 210

- - - - stenosis .. .. 21ij
- - - overstrain of heart 211
- - - patent interventri-

cular septum . . 21')
- - -

pericarditis .. 21'!
- - - by pleural effusion 29S
- - -

pleuritic elTusion .. H'.S

pneumothorax lt;S. 2'ir,

when riL'ht ventricle

onlari,'ed . . . . 2K'i

(and see Heart, Dis-

placed)
- - feeble, from fatty lieart

212, 21.'!

- - - myocarditis .. 212
- - - overstrain of heart 214
- - heaviritr, from hyi'cr-

tropiiy . . . . 2nij
- - impalpable in emphy-

sema . . . . 1(:7

increased, in pericar-
ditis 213

indiscernible, in ein-

lihysema . . . . 207
from {lericardial

efTusioii . . . . 207
- - in mitral stenosis . . 21H
- - normal site of .. 207
- - obscured by empliy-

sema . . 20il. 217

207

211

///(/// iinpiilst, i-iniliL

Site of 2b(.;

w;tvy. with adherent

pericardium . . 21;;

Heart, Irregular (aid see

I'ulse, lrre'_'nl,iri . . 545
from absinthe . . 48t;

alcohol . . . . 4S(5

coll'ee . . . . . . 1S(J
- - ill mitral stenosis 2, i)!

from mvo<'aidial

clianges '. . . . SS
rendered re^'ul.ir by

exercise . . . . S8
- - from ---mokiiiL* . . 480
- - tea 480

Heart, nerve segments cor-

responding to- - - 708
- pcrcus-inn 111 ih'tcrniiiiiiiL.'

si/e ot . . . . . . iMif,

- polypus of . . . . 700
- jtrimarv alcoholic |4, l'>,

.-.:;, 418
heart failure from US

- - - orthnpnu'a from .. 4l8

pat|iitation from . . 484
- rupture of . . . . 213
- sarcoma of, heart-block

fn.m sr,

Heart, sensory nerves of 433
HEART SOUNDS. AC-

CENTUATED I

accoiitualcd >ecoiid,
from high blood-

pressure
'

.. 81. 208
in arteriosclerosis 11, OU

cerebral hocmorrliage
and .. .. ll:t, 303

- -
lirst, accentuatoi], in

mitral stenosis . . 210
- - - from nervousness.. 2

like second, from

myocardial chan^'es 88

jirolon^ed. in chronic

nepliritis.. . . 408
from hypertrophy 208

reduplicated, from
overstrain of lieart 214

- - -
slappiTiL,', in mitral

stenosis 2.95, 2S'i, JS.j

- - - weak, ill diphtheria 214
- - - - erysipelas .. 214

fatty heart .. 213
- - - - scarlet fever .. 21 I

-
tvi'boid fever . . 21 t

typhus .. ..211
fiL-t.-il, proving prcL'-

nancy 10, 4-"). OSO
hard to hear, in em-

[ihysema . . If,;, 217
inaudible second, in

mitral stenosis . . '.'-'>

lumpy lirst, in ar-

terio'iclerosis . . II
- - in interstitial nephritis

1"), U. 90. 100. 408
- - lumpy hrst, cerebral

liaiinorrhaue and .. Ill'

- - - - in chronic nephritis In
- -

proloiif^'cd lirst, with
cardiac liypertrophy 2

- - - - in chronic nephri-
tis .. ..11

from high blood-

pressure . . 8!

;it impulse . . 1

- - pulmonary second, ac-

centuated ill nhrr;il

stennvi^ '.•:,. 2SS. 280
Heart sounds, reduplicated 2

irom lii;_'li blood-

pressure . . . . 208
second, in mitral

stenosis 0."i. 210. 2SS
- - rcdui'lication of (see

Heibipbcation)
weak lirst. from myo-

carditis , . . . 212
- stopping and going on

with a jerk . . . . .')47

-
syphilis of, heart block

from . . . . . . 8."

- thrombus m 133. 147. 280
- thumping of, from ather-

oma . . . . . . 4SC

epih-psv . . .. 480
- - on gcUni;; into bed .. 480

III art llmmintui "/. i-on/il.

- - from smoking' . . JS'J

- \:iL-U- t.f.ili.-llCS to . . 14S

HEARTBURN - 296
Heartburn, causes of 298. 29f
Heartburn, characters of

pain of 297
- dniL's n-licviiiu' . . , , -*.<7

- electrocardiograph in

diagnosiiii,' . . . . 2!i7
- in health . . . . 200
- heart dis<'ase simulated

by 207
-

jialpitation with . . 2'.i7

- pyrosis with . . . . 436
Heat cramps . . - 151
-- erythema fi'oni . . !'_"_'

- L.MIlL'11'MI- IliJMI . . . . -'>'

Heat regulation, notes on 571
- -.-iiM- lust. 111 i;i-uuii-

Si'iuanl paralysis . . 107
- - - from I'ereltellar

artery lesions . . 08
in syringomyelia 02,

*>'.'•. 07
- stroke, alcoholism simu-

latiuL; 31n
coma in 118, 11'.', 31n

hyperpyrexia from
1211. 3'i;i. 310

- - occupation in diagnos-
in- .. .. ..110

opium poisoning simu-
lating .. .. 310

post-mortem examin-
ation in diagnosing 120

prognosis in . . ,. 12u
Heaviness in abdomen,

from chronic ])eritoii-

itis 420
- sense of, in liver region.

from liepatoptosi> . . ::i!8

Heberden's nodes Shi. 400
Hebra. prurigo ferox of . . 48'.i

IledL-'ehog crystals . . 74n
Heel, bedsore over .. 207
-

Jactjuet's erythema of. . iiU
- pain in (see I'ain in Hecli
- rubbed, limpini:: fr(»in . . 3r.2

- small conical, in talipc'^ 112

Henar's sign of pregnancy 393
Heller's test 5
^ - t(,r ;dlMnjio--. . . . 10

llrlniilnl, fur gall--tones . . r.Oii

- I'Vnri.i i;0o

Helmitol, strangury from
i;i;i. 650

Hemeralopta - . 763
lb-niiaiia>tbcsia in di>-

-rniKiatf.] scU-ro-;is . . r.ii'.i

Hemianesthesia, general
account of . 6IC

- bemiiih'L'iaand 302, TIOC. Oln
- in hysteria 00, 141, 40r.. 010
- spina! injury . . . . "oi;

HEMIANOPSIA 300, 301, 302
- i:, :.riMn,.'-,,h- . . 3ol'. CSO
- al.-\i;. \wll. . . .. (120

- after apoplexy . . . . 3oj
- from cerebral embolism 3ic_'

- hemianoisthesia with .. 010
- Iiemiparjisihesia with.. 3m-_'

- bemiplei,'ia with . . 302
- from intermittent closure 3i>2

Hemianopsia, lesions caus-

ing 301
- in nuL-rainc 30l, 302. 70;.
- from occipital lesions . . 302
- in one eye . . . . 3iil

- from optic tract lesion . . 7<'.l

Hemianopsia, pupil reac-

tions and . . 302. 552
-

i|u:i.lr.Liit. Ill nij_'r,ii[it-, . 7-'i','

- varieties ot . . . . .';iil

- from visual cortex lesion 70'.i

Ileiniataxia . . . . OS

HeiniathetosLS, hemiplegia
with 304

Hemintrophv of face CI.

{Fuj. 202, p. 404)
Hemichorea .. 133. 3nO
- hemipleLMa from . . 30:;

Hemicrania in mi::;raine . . 7iW)

He.Tiiliidrosis .. - 654

Hemiopi;i (see Hemianopsia)
Hennpara;sthc=i^.. from cere-

bra. Ii.timorrhage . . 502

Hemiparesjs (see Heiiii-

HEMIPLEGIA -. 302
- Arliilli- htK- in. . .. on;;.
- :i.-iii.' l.r.lM.n- in . . 208

Hemjplecia, age inci:lence

of 303, 304
-

;i'_T.i]>tii;i with . . . . *':>'

Hemiplegia, aphakia with
;:<':>. 626

- ataw after . . .. OS
- athetosis alter .. 133. 134
- bedsore in . . . . 73 7

- from caisson disease .. 307
- cerebral absce.^s i;8, 3o0

embolism 133. 208,

3lit, 040
- - ba-morrhage .. ll'J. 20S
- -

-v[.bilis

"

.. .. 14(i

- - thrombosis 110, 208. 304
tumour . . 08. 300

- chorea after . . . . 134
- from conLTcnital mal-

formation . . . . 30i
- coiitracturer- in . . . . i:-;8

- <iM--r,| ;;(i-j

Hemiplegia, detection in

slight cases - . 303
- diaL'no-js of comnioiier

ca.^es of . . 303, 304
- from diflicult labour . . 113
- in i!is.*eminated sch^ro-i^ 307
- double, tlysarthria in . . 020
- - explosive iauL'hter from 234
- - lesions causini: . . 002
- dysarthria with . . 302
- elbow-jerks in .. ., 3)'3
- from encephalitis . . 304
- endarteritis . . 304. 017
- e.Men^or plantar reflex in

30, 08. 130. 3il3
- facial paralysis witli .. 402
- from fuimating cndocai-

ditis .. .. .. 30[
- ^air in . . . . . . 130
- LTanureiie from . . . . 200
- in general [laralvsis 3"0. 0.24
- hemianmstiiesia with

302. 30I".. OlO
-

hi-Tiii;inop-.ia with . . 302
- hi'iiiiath'-tnsis with . . 31)4
- bv-leti. .d 00. 141. 3i)7, 407
" infantile .. . . 132. 3o4

ataxy in . . . . OS
athetosis in . . 08, 403

- - talipes with . . . . 112
- - tremor from . . . . OS
- from injury at birth 113, 3'l4
- internal c ipsule lesions 3iJ2
-

knee-jerks in 30. 303, 358
- lei:-raising test of hys-

terical. . . . . . 307
- from lesions near Uroca's

area . . . . . . .303
- Ihnpin- b-.nn . . . . 201

Hemiplegia, list of causes of 303
- Ironi nieniiiL'eal lia-nmr-

riia-e 113
- menini:itis . . 3ii4. 30fi
- mitral stenosis . . . . 304
-

jiain in the shoulder in

470. 477
- from pons varolii lesions 302
-

prn^,M,-i. in .. .. 303
- n-.uiM-TiT. in ..Id p.-ople 300

Hemiplegia, rigidity and
139. 303

- from shni.-^ tlirombosis. . 3i'4

- from SI dual cord iniurv 300
-

sypbili.-^ .. .. "no. 30t
- tendon reflexes absent

with 303
- tremor after 134. 7i,'4. 727
- tuitchings premoiitory 134
-

wrist-jerks in . . . . 303
Henoch's chorea electrica

134. 137. 144
- purpura, abdominal j>ain

in .. .. 343. 707
acute abdominal at-

tacks with . . . . OOO

Henoch's purpura, acute
abrioitiinal symptorrs in 76

nriilinti- -iniiil:Oiii^' OOr.

- - age incidence of 70.

343. 50(1
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3i;i

71)

345

556

5.>G

284
3r,2

303
362

U'liOfh's purpura, coiiliL

arthritis in . . . . 70

blood per anum in .. <*;

and mucus stools

with . . . . 550

cessation at puberty 550

cohc in . . . . 70
- - constipation in

diarrhoea in . .

- - epi^taxis in . .

- ~ of face. . (Fifi. 157)

Henoch's purpura, general
account of . . 343,

- - hEcmatemesis in 7(;,

- - h;uniatnria in 70.313,
- - lifflmoglobinuria in . .

- - hiBmorrhajiie into ankle

hip-joint in

knee from . .

intestinal obstruction
simulated by 70, 707

intussusception simu-
lated by 70, 550, 707

- - ioiiit pains in . . 550
- - limping in . . 302, 303

meliTjna in . . . . 343

Henoch's purpura, notes on 767
- - pain in £.»oi from . . 362

the joints in . . 343

peliosis rheumatica
simulated by . . 550

- -
pyre\:ia in . . . . 343

- - recurrent character of 550
- - simulating rheumatic

fever .. .. 313

vomiting in 70, 343,
705. 7G7

Hepatic abscess (see Ab-
scess, Hepatic)

- artery, aneurysm of 325, 331

Hepatitis, pain in epigas-
trium from . . . . 437

- - hypochoiidrium with 450
-

tropical, pain in shoulder
from . . . . . . 475

Hepatoptosis. general ac-

count of . . 368
- iruin liu'ht lacing . . 300
lierald patch, in pityriasis

rosea . . . . . . 004
Hereditnrr ntaxy (see

Friedreich's Ata?cj-)
- optic atrophy, central

scotoma from . . 700
- trniiliu.'denui (Fir?. 177) ill

Hereditary trophcedema
(/•''V. 17;)) .. ..414

- - (Edema of less in . . 415

Heredity, angioneurotic
ipdema and . . . . 22fi

- anosteoplasin nnd .. 187
- blue sclerolifs and .. 212
- brittle bones and . . 242
- chorea and . . . . 13 1

-
cystinuria and .. .. 101

- exostoses and . . . . 071
- Meicre's disease and . , 220
- ubesity and .. .. 408
' palpitation from .. 484
- paramyoclonus and . . 13G
-

iiaroxysmal haimoglo-
binuria and . . . . 284

- sick headache and . . 520
- telancriectases of mucous

membranes and .. 221
-

froplia-.b'ni:. ;ind . . 414

Herin:ipliroiliti^ni. ii^eudo- 040

Hcniin, oppi'mlix in . . 683
- bladder in . . . . 0S3
- cerebri, pnl~:ilion in .. 004

Hernia, diaphraqmatic,
general account of . . 652

- - thoracic succussion
from . . . . 051

-
ei>iLrastric. jiain in epi-

,MStrinm from . . 430

Hernia, femoral, general
account of . . 874, 680
sland simnlatins 075,

07l>. OSO
- - Iivdrocele of snc of . . f.75

Hernia, femoral. Irreducible 675
- - limping from., .. 303

psoas abscess simu-

lating . . . . 080
- - saphena varLx: simu-

lating . . 075, 080

Hernia, femoral, ro/iid.

~ - sex incidence of 074.

strangulation of . .

testis simulating . .

- gurgle on reduction 481,
074.

Hernia, hydrocele of sac of '

- - snnul:.rni- . .

- im|iuUe on oonj,'liing in

481, 074,
- inguinal, atrophy of testis

from . .

with ei-topic tO-tis . .

Hernia, inquinal, general
account of

liydrocele of canal of

Nuck simulating
limping from. .

oblique and direct
- - sex incidence of
- - spermatic cord com-

pression by
- - vulval swelling from

Hernia. inguinoscrotal,

general account of . . i

- labiil. ry~t simulating
vn[v:d swelling from

- in linea alba . . . .
'

- - semilunaris . .

~ linoma simulating . .

- of lung .. .. 109.
- uiinute, intestinal ob-

struction from . .
'

Hernia, obturator, general
account of

- - ol.'tiir.itur neuralgia
from . . . .

pain in iliac fossa from
in thigh from
rectal examination in

detecting . .

vaginal examination
ill detecting

- omental, varicocele simu-

lating . .

'
perineal, vulval swelling
from . .

-
reducibility 080. G82.

- resonance over. 482, OSO,
G.'*2,

- retention of urine after

npcmridii- I'lr 42,

Hernia, retroperitoneal

Hernia, scrotal, characters

of .. 481,
- of stomach, .r-rays in dia-

gnosing
- strangulated, constipa-

tion from
- - ectopic testic simulat-

ing . .

- - intestinal obstruction
from ,. 12tl, :

simulated by twisted
ovarian pedicle

torsio testis simulatiTig
vomiting from

- suppuration of . .

Hernia testis, genera! ac-
count of

syphilitic
tuberculous . .

- translucent
- umbilical

age and sex incidence
of

irreducible

obesity and . .

- - omentum in . .

- - pain in

sebaceous cyst simulat-

ing . .

- ventral, visible peris-
talsis in

Herpes, brown stain after

600,
- chancre simulated bv . .

- chancroids simulated by
- crusts in. . . . 000,

'

- of ear
with facial palsy

- face
-

facialis, in meningitis . .

pneumonia . . 335,
- febrilis, lips affected by
- frontalis, ulcer of cornea

from . .
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Ilippiiric ari.l. Kelilin-'^

solution fL'tliiiT'! by. . •2i;}

HiniHiS 552

lllt^.-|!>|l|-ll[IL'"s lli^rM^H.

;ih(!uiiiii!;>l .li^ti'iition

from .. l:;7, i:iLi, .'iSn

-.v^o incidence of .. 130
- - in cliililrou .. .. l:iO

- - colon ililueil in (Fuj.
:.:.> 127, (;.-.7

- - rnnLTOMitnl . . . . t;:,7

- -
r,,n^tii..n<.n uilh 127,

i:;ii. ( !-''•/. 171 1 :is'.t, ;;;io

Hirschspruno's disease, gene-
ral account of - 126
intestinal obstrnrtioii

from .. l-'7, 130
- - laparotomy in ilia-

t;nosinL^ . . . . ^DO
- - ineteorisin in.. .. ;!S;t

-- -
pro-jnosis in . . .. l'J7

_ _ sigmoid volvuUis and ii.")4

- -
tyinparijtos from .. KiU

- ~ visible pcrii^talsis in.. 1-27

.r-i-av< in diagnosing
•llil), 0.51

ni^. burtdir- of, in heart
block S3

Hissing noi.sc in ear . . 723
- - ill head .. .. 40r,

1 1 istological pxaminat ion

(=pp Microscopical V.\-

ati. )>)

Histoloqical pre;)arations.

technique for. 390
TliiarscMcss. iroiii l;uyir_'itis I'.m

ll.K-kfy-plavers. cramps in ir.O

Hodgkin's disease, allminin-

uria in . . . . 13
- - amcnorrlirea in . . IS
- - ana^niia in 37, .")."i, i;i

- - ascites in . . -l(j. r).'i

- - basopldte cells in IM, 377
- - Iilecdin-j uiims in . . 72

- - - ..f mnmli ni .. 27-1

Hodgkin's disease, blood

clianoes in . 37, *'<"'

bruiu-iiiccla-i^ Inuii . . 2')2

tironclms stenosis from 2'.l2

- - cerebral ti;cniorrliai,'c in 27J
- - cervical udaiidsenlari^C'l

in 370
- —

epistaxi'5 in . , . . 274
- tilirnid InnL- from . . 2112

- iF>-!. ii;s) . . . . ;;77

Hodgkin's disease, general
account of . . 635

- - LN-nerab/.eil lynipli-
L'land i-nlarL'ement in 370

Hodgkin's disease glands.
characters of 377, 380
h.iMn:ilriiir-i- in 2iir,, 27 1

- - ba-nM.iTb:LL'e~ ni .. 271

jaundice trom . . 323
- - lar^'e-celletl hyper-

plasia ill . . . . 370
- - leucocyte chaiiLjes in 37

no knicocytosis in . . 570
- - lymphatic Ldaiid? en-

larged in 37. ."i.-). Ill,

371-.. {Fi'i. 108) 377,

- - Ivmiiliadcnoma. and

Ivnipiiorvl
hnii.lHMn:.

(;3.'i

01

id

Hodgkin's disease, lympho-
sarcoma and . • • 377

- - myelocytes in 2:!. lil, 377
nucleated red cell? in 01

occipital tdands en-

larged in . , . . 37S
- - a?dema of les? in 413. ll.'>

periidicral neuritis from
01. 0^

- -
prt^Miieniat ion of skin in '»27

plcuritii' elTii-^ion in.. 100
- -

portal Ldanils ejdarged
in 320

Hodpkrn's disease, pyrexia
In .. 2:.. .".03, 569

- -
riu'iirs in . . . . "'H'i

- - nospecial blood changes
in .'•O'.t

- - spleen eidarced in 37,

.'i.j. 04, 370, 3S0.

.">09, 032, 035

- - swellings in .i!h|onimal

wall in . . . . r.:.5

- - temperature chart in 570
- -

.c-rays iu iletccting

glands in . . . . 570
Cand see Lympliaden-
oiua)

Ilodgen splint, jiaralysis of

sciatic nerve from . . 113
- -

talipes from . . . . 113
Llofnieister's test for albn-

inose . . . . . . IG

Holland. Dr. C. TImrstan.
skiagrams hv 105, 125,

126, 152, '159, lit5,

190, 197, lllS, 245,
209, 270, 2S0, 327,

350, 350. 419. 420.
455. 400, 009. 072

Hollow back (see Lordosis)

Holmgren's test for colour
blindness . . . . 702

|

Homicide, from mania .. 105
- by strychrune .. ..417
- voices urging t<t . . *h).'i

Homogentisic a-id .. 7iO

Honeycomb appearance of
\

favns 246 ^

Hooklets. hydatid .. 05S
'

- in ascitic lluiil IS. (Fin-

IS) 49. ISl, 370

Booklets of taenia solium
(/w./- 2l.'i . , 519

Hook-worms 520
Hi.olirii,'S ill he.nl. in ni-

suiitv . . . . 405

Hope and I'rench, ..11

Meiu'e's disease .. Ill

Horse-dealers, irlandcrs in 179

Horse-hair workers, atitlua \-

in 071

Horse-riders, ossification of

tendon in . . . . '".71

- torsio testis in . . . . I>^0

Horses, bacillus mallei fntin l!

I.j
- glanders in . . . . 97

Hospitals, sore throat and 015
Hot weather, constipalion 1

from . . . . . . 125
- - urate deposit due to. . 740
llnt-cross-bun head .. 205
- - in conL'cnital svpliili-"

r.c.'.i. 711

Hof-watcrbottl.'s.-aiiL.'n-iic

from . . . . . . 2.')7

llniir-Lni-^ p.-lvi- ii, fick.'I- is;

Hour-glass stomach, dia-

gnosis of . 318

ga^trectasis simulati'd

"by 700
- - inflation in diaL,'nnsini,' 3lS
- -

]iarado\ical dilatation

with .. ..318
~ - skiaL'ram of {Fi'f. 1 2S) 20y

stethoscope in dia-

giiosiiii^ . . , . 318

vomitiiiu' from 705. 700
- - .r-rays in diagnosing

174, 31S, 700
- uterus .. . . 200. 201
Housemaid's- knee fscc I

Knee, Housemaitrs). . 17G

Hinnerus, dropping of.

from hracheitis . . 4 77
- fracture of, paralysis ui

muscidospiral nerve "'"I

- myeloid sarcoma of . . 073 '

- tuberculous periostitis of tlOS

Humming noise in ear . . 723

Hump-back (see Kyphosis)
Hunger. abnormal (see 1

Appetite, Abnormal) '

- Itorborygmi from . . 82
- insomnia from .. 321. 322
Hun!7er iiain, from appendi-

citis .. 310, l.-o. i:.l

- - cbolecvstitis .. .. b''U

Hunger pain, with duodenal
ulcer ;;o. t". 271. i37. i5o

Hiimiii'-'. l];eiii;itun.i after 280

Huntinndon's chorea .. 134

Huppert's test for bile pin-

ment . - 743, 711

Husknie-^. from laryngilis OlO

,

- waterbrasli .. . . 290

lln n ,(.! I rretK

fn

Hutcliinsuii. teeth of. m
conu'cnital sypliilis (/"('/.

108)
"

. .

rfvaline casts
- corpuscles (see Lympho-

cytes, Large)
Hvaloiil artery

Hydatid cvst, alidominal

distention from
- - abscess from . .

- - - of liver from
arthritis simulated by

- - ascites from 45, 49.
- - bacillus coli in

bile-duct obstruction

by .. .. 325.
~ - of Ijoiie

breast
- - clear lluid hi . .

daughter cysts in

dilatation of stomach
from

- - ill Douglas's pouch . .

- - felt per rectum
- - L':dl-bIadderoi,etH'dbv

Hydatid cyst, general ac-

count of
- - -euL:raphic;d distnbn-

4 70
05S
530

IS)

658
058

17 1

I '.I

G58



832 HYDROCEPHALUS HYSTERIA

IIijUroMplmlus, coiitiL

- rocognition in utfro . . i?Ul

- rickpts simulating . . "204

- voTiiUiT]!:; dnv. to .. it)5

llyUnn-'liloric acid (see Acid,

llydrocliloric)

Hydrocyanic acid in vomit 7(1(5

liydro^en pproxide, in

occult blood test . . 171

Hydronephrosis, iibdomii Nil

distention from . . 4."i

- from bladder growth .. 2yi
- from calculus 40, 117,

279, {Fig. IGG) 300, 53r,

- carcinoma uteri . . .. -Jl

- - V.-KU. .. .. -11

Hydronephrosis, general
account ot - "^'i

- growth simulating . . *J8U

- liicmaturia from 27.'>,

L'8U, .^JG

- kidnev enlarged from
28(1. iI52, '6hh. 5^0

- from movable kidney
115. 451, ii::i;, ccr.

- obstructed ureter .. 41
- palpation in diagnosing 25:i

- from papilloma.. .. 278
- pelvic carcinoma . . 2S0
- pelvic swelling due to . . OSSi

- polycystic disease dis-

tinguished from . . 280
- polyuria from 535, 530, 005
- from prostate disease . . 280
- pyelography in detect-

ing . . {Fig. 100) 35G
- simulating ascites . . 45

eidarged gall-bladder
252, 253

- from stricture . . . . 280
- ureteric calculus . . 578
- urine variations with . . 280
- varying sixe of 45, ^50
- x-rays in. . . . . . 530

Hydrophobia, from bites. . 730
- convulsions from 1-14, 730
- delirium in . . . . 170
- ditricult swnllowing from 54:i

- from dog-bite . . 138. 197
- dysphagia in . . 138, 197
- leucocytosis in , , . . 300
- localized convulsions

from . . . . . . 144

Hydrophobia, notes on .. 730
- priapism from . . . . 538
- ptj'alism fnini , . . . 543
- respiratory spasm in . , 138
- retracted head in . . 589
-

rigor rnre in . . . . 595
- simulating tetanus . . 138
- temperature not high in 170
- trismus from . . . . 730

Hydropneumopericardium,
churning sounds witli G52

- suceussion in chest from G51

ny<lrn]>Tieumothora\', cx-

jikiririL: needle in dia-

L-riu^in- .. ..530
Hydropneumothorax, gene-

ral account of 651. 652

Hydrops amnii 1 1. 45

IIydr(H|uinuni--;tcetic acid,
alkaptonuria and . . 74G

Hydrosalpinx, pelvic swell-

incT due to . . . . G8S

Hydrothorax, from back
jiressure . . . . 212

- chronic nephiitis .. 212
- hiirh blood-pressure . . 212
- mitral regurgitation . . 211
- orthopna?a from . . 418
- (and see Chest, Serous

ICfEusion in ; and
Pleural EfEusion)

Hydroxylamine sulphate,
in estimating sugar . . 203

Hygroma, cystic, of axilla 607
Hymen, closed, sterility

from . . . . 045, 040
- inllamed, dyspareunia

Irom ..

*

.. 193, 194
- - vaginismus from . . 193
- imperforate,ameiiorrhi.pa

with 18
-

unrii})tnred, dyspareunia
from . .

"

. . . . 193

Hyoscyamus. delirium from 1G9

Hyperacidity, with duode-
nal ulcer . . . . 75

-
gastric ulcer . . . . 75

- of urine, frequent mictu-
rition from . . . . 394

HYPERACUSIS .. ..308
- with facial piiralysis . . 493
- from Fallopian canal le-

sion 19 i

- in fevers . . . . loi;

Hyperacusis, list of causes
of aOd, 309

- in migraine . . . . loo
- otitis media . . . . lOG

Uypera3Sthosia acustica (see

Hyperacusis) . . . . IGG

Hypencstliesia in blood
discHScs . . . . Oil)

- brachial neuralgia . . 442
-

I!rown-^ri!'i|uard paralysis 497

Hyperiesthesia of chest .. 708
- from combined scleroses

of cord . . . . 010
-

epiL'astric. from gastric
nicer 209

Hyperaesthesia, oeneral ac-

count of 610
- from hiematomyelia . . 1 10
- herpes zoster . . . . GlO
- in byoid area, from car

disease . . . . 449
- from hysteria ., 4G8, OlU
- in neurasthenia .. Oil)
- from neuritis . . ..Ill)
- new growth in spine . . 711
- ill peripheral neuritis

4-10, 4G5
- in pernicious antemia .. OlO
- with pyelitis .. .. 451
- referred pain . . . . 428
- from spinal caries .. 010
- of stomach . . . . 319
- in tabes .. . . 009, 010
- with transverse myelitis 140
- from tumour of spinal

iiirruiii:es . . .. GlO

Hyperaesthesia vesicae 398
Hvper.dL'csia, anaesthesia

witli OIIG

- in anL'iria [pectoris . . 7iiS

Hyperalgesia of chest . . 708
- in nerve regeneration . . 607
- peripheral neuritis one. (;(i7

Hyperchlorhydria. appetite
increased in . . . . 4 2

- dyspepsia from .. .. 318
- pain in epigastrium from 4:'>G

relieved by food in . . 437

Hyperidrosis .. 654
- in brachial neuralgia .. 442
- eggshell nail and . . 400
Hyperinvolution of uterus,

amenorrho?a from . . 040

sterility from G45, G40

Hyperkeratosis, from ar-
senic . . 34, 04, 73

Hyperlactation, anoimia
from . . . . . . 35

Hypermetropia. astigma-
tism with . . . . 417

- crescent with . . . . 415
- eyestrain from . . 44G, 524
- glaucoma and . . . . 232
- headache from . . . . 712

from minor deu'rees of 440
- morning headache from 294

Hypermetropia. Optic disc in 417
{Plate XX) .. 418

-
pain in the eyes from . . 44G

- photophobia from . , 524
-

progressive, from tu-
mour of optic nerve . . 230

- pupil small with .. 551
- strabismus from . . G49
- tenderness of scalp from 712
Hypermnesia . . . . 19

Hypernepliroma, colic from 35G
Hypernephroma, general

account of .. 356
^

- hcematuria from . , 350

]

- of kidney, aching in loin
from 278
colic from . . . . 278
haematuria from 275, 278
renal enlargement from 278
slow growth of . . 278

- kidney enlarged by . . 355

llijpfniepliroma, contd.
- obesity fi'om . . 408,
- piecocious genitalia with

{Fig. 175) . . 408.
- - pubic hair with 331,

{Fig. 174) 408. 409,
-

spleen simulated by
Uyperpiesis (see Blood-

Pressure, High)
Hyperphisia, large-celled,

in Hodgkin's disease .

HYPERPYREXIA
Hyperpyre.\ia, from in-airi

lesions
- with cerebral liaimor-

rhage . . . . 84,
- delinitiou of
- delirium with . .

- from head injury
- in heat-stroke . .

Hyperpyrexia, hysteria and
- from iiitracraniid li-<io

Hyperpyrexia, list of causes :

- in malaria
-

malingering of . .

Hyperpyrexia, notes on
- from pontine hiumor-

rhage . . . . 119,
- in rheumatic fever 1G9,
- septic states
- typhoid fever . .

- uraemia . .

Jlyper-resonance of chest,
from emphysema 89, :

- over sound lung when
other fibroid . .

- with pncumotliorax 432,

Hyper-resonance in thorax

Uypertonus, sense of full-

ness from
Hypertrophic pulmonary

osteo-arthropathy (see

Pulmonary Osteo-ar-

thropathy)
Hypertrophic stenosis of

pylorus
Hypnotics, delirium froni

Hypochlorbydria, dyspep-
sia from

Hypochlorite of calcium,
in indican test

Hypochondriasis, blue lira

and
- constipation from
- hyperacusis in . .

- insomnia from . .

- ccsophagismus in
- oxaluria and
- pruritus from . .

- «'ith undue abdominal
:tnrti.- pid<r.rio[i

Hypochondrium, left, organs
contained in

-
p;ini in (see Pain in the

Ilypochoiidriuin)

Hypochondrium, right, or-

gans contained in
- swelling ill (see Sui-llirig

in Hypochondrium)
nypocliyha, senile

Hypogastrlum, organs con-

tained in
-

pain in (see Pain in

Hypogastrium)
- swelling in (see Swell-

ing in Hypogastrium)
Hypoglossal nerve, para-

lysis cf 03, 135,

Hypomuesia
- in alcoholism
- epilepsy . .

Hypopltuarism
- obesity from

Hypopyon ulcer . .

from fifth nerve paraly-

HYPOTHERMIA 310

SIS
- with iritis

from lachrymal sac

supiniration
ulcer of cornea 231,

{Plate Xir) 232,

Hypospadi.as, urine stream

changes from . . .

Hypothenar muscles, atro-

phy of (see under

Atrophy)
- - root innervation of ,

100



HYSTERIA - INDKUvSTlOX H83

46G,

)t^

Jfis,

Ili/sima, Could.
- dyspepsia simuUitfil by
- dysphagia in . . I'.MI,

- emaciation due to
- epilepsy simulated by . .

- exaggeratiori of sym-
ptoms ITl

^ lln-hhiL's in

- Inlll tllStf Iruiii . .

Hysteria, general signs of

n;.").

-
globus hystericus iti 141,

107, -ir..j, 4'.l"..

- iiendaclie from L-'iMl, 31ii,
- liemian^sthesia froii

Ml,
- hemidrosis in . .

-
tiemiplegia from

:i(i7. 4'.i7.

Hysteria, hiccough in

Hysteria and high tempera-
tures .

-
Iiip <liso;ise siniul:itcd by

- hyperacusis in . .

- hyperresthcsia in
- - of breast in . .

- - ovary in
- Iiyperpyrexia from
- insomnia from . .

- intention tremor in
- knee-jerks in 307. 308,

408.
- knee-joint disease sinm-

Ute.l by
- laparotomy in mi<takf in

- le.L'-raisinL'I'-'^t in

- Iia;ature ii-ili-ma ni
- localized convuNioTis

from . .

- loss of liearini,' in

- - smell in

taste m . . f.ln,
- malin^-erin^' di^liiii.'nislK'd

from . .

- memory defects in
- nieteorism in . .

- little muscle atropliy in
- nmsele wasting in
- myoclonus in . .

- neurasthenia simulatinLT
- neurosis distiii^'uished

from . .

- noises in tlie head in . .

nr>
Hi 7

43
i;j7

71(1

;;io

321.
7-Jl,

144
t\ I (I

rio;i

1 ;tt;

7HJ

487

- ttsupliai^ijfmus in
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IX.Il'KV 1 XTESTI N A L ( )HST1{ UlTlOX S35

- to lnMil, iiiniiiiiL'o;!!

hacmorrliai::e from. . IIS
- memory defprts from . . L-'D

neurastlieiiia after . . 71-'»

-
iiip-joint, sCiaLic nerve

paralysis from . . 1'.''.'

- hydrocele from . . . . 4Sl
- hyperpyrexia after . . .'IM^l

- Iiypothermia after .. 'Ml
- i[i5omnia from .. .. ">-i

- Jacksonian epilepsy frLMu I:; 7

- of jaw. etYects of . . (JS;!

- to kidtiey, ahsce>5 from ol>'>

- - lux-maturia from '27o, -78
re;ial erUap-;ement

from . . . . 27S
- knee. ?.hock from . . 7ii J

- - vomitim^ from . . 7i!-".

- lims. trarii^rene from .. -r>ii

- - suhc'iitaneous empliy-
sema from . . . . 20"

- to mouth, ptyalism alter ;"il2

- myelitic from . . . . 'M'.i

- mrositis from . . . . 477)

- necrosis of nasal bones
from 170

- neoplasm of testis after -181

- to nerve, contrai-ture

from . . . . i:is, 1 1 1

R.D. from .. Hi, (I.*;

- - Dtu'^i'iilrtr nfrophv frnin

1.1, »;:;

Injury, neurasthenia from 715
- nrstaL.'nuis after .. 40S
- fcnipatioii cramp from 1)1
- onychia from . . . . 401)

- ophthalmoplej;ia interna

from . . . . . . '>."(2

- orchitis from nn, 47S, 4S0
- ossilication of tendon

irom . . . . . . fi71

- pacbymeiii-igitU from . . 7>ri

-
]iain in the back from . . 4i.'S

- - iliac fossa from 452,
451. 457

- - shoulder from .. 474
-

[laralysis of sciatic nerve
from .. .. 113, 4!>0

- to pelvis, limpincr from SiKl

- perforation of palate from 5SS
-

perincpliric effusion from 35:;

-
|>erinephritis from . . lofi

-
periostea! abscess from 668

-
periostitis from .. 7U7

- pneamocaccal arthritis

after 3311

- purpura from .. .. 5'.:j

- rectovesical fistula from 2J8
- sarcoma from . . . . 4150

- of s.-iatic nerve, talipes
from . . . . . . 1 ri

- septicajmia from .. 5'.i7

- spinal thrombosj-; from 517
- to spine, dltliniltv in

micturition ^tlirr . . r.'.i5

rnjury to spine, effects of . . 715
- - hemiantBSthesia from MOt;

hemiplegia from . . 30U
- - incontiuence of f ncos

from .. .. ;in
- - paraplegia from ll'l, 511

priapism from . . 5::S

sciatic nerve paralysis
from . . ..113

talipes from . . . . 113

testis atrophy afror . . fit;

transverse mvehtis
from .". 380. 51(;

-
spleen, enlargement of

spleen from .. iV.i'2, ttll

pain i'l left hypoclion-
drium from . . fi II

- - rupture of spleen from (Wl

twisted luliim from . . till

- stiS neck from il47. r.-is

- subicromiai bursitis from 47f;

- tenderness from 7o7, 710
of spi-ie f^o^l . . 71:'.

- testis atrophy nftcr I'.t;,

i;7. 313
- - neurasthenia rdti^r .. 715

shock from . . . . 7115

- - vomiting from . . 7';5

- to thich, limping from. . 3G3
- tho-acic duct, chylous

effusion due to . . 100

- tihia, arrested ijroutli

from . .

- - overgrowth from
- tongue swollen from . .

- tiirsio testis froiu

Injury, transverse myelitis
and

- tuberculous arthritis after
- tympanic membrane rup-

tured by
- ulceration of bladder

from . .

- - larynx from 15S . lO'.i.

Glo. 620
leg from

- - perineum from
- - rectum due to
- to uretlu"a, acliing in

perineum from
- - discharge due to
- - extravasation of urine

from . . 'J 78,
- - h:Bmaturia from ;i75.

inability to micturate
after

pain in penis from 4iii).

- vaginal closure from 17.

- - di^i^haru'e frtiin . .

Innervation of arm muscles
504.

Innervation of leg muscles

498,
ItniDmiiuite arterv, nni'ur-

ysm of . . iFitj. l!Sl)

Innominate bone, sarcoma
of, sciatica simulated

by .;

-
vei^i, obstructed by

mediastinal glands . .

growth
- - thrombosed . .

Inoculation, guinoa-piir (see

Animal Inoculation)

Insanity, from alcohol . .

- amenorrhrea in..
- athetosis associated with
- chorea followed by
- conjje'iital di[dei.'ii and
- constipation Irom
- delirium in
- enuresis and
- epilepsy and
- explosive sounds in liead

in

- foreign body in nose in

- hearing of voijes in 4u5,
- Huntingdon's chorea and
- insomnia from .. 3"21.
- from insomnia ..

- loss of appetite in
- in myxivdern.i . .

Insanity, noises in head in
- p;irageusiia ni . .

- from pollaLrri . .

-
perverted appetite in . .

- sul'iective smells III \W2,
Insect bites, swelling ol

face from- wheals from . .

- in ear, earache from . .

Insects crawling, sensation
of

INSOMNIA
- trom alcoholism Z'2'2,

- ana'mia . .

- aneurysm
- arteriosclerosis . .

- cerebral sypthilis Hii,

Insomnia, chief causes at

various ages . - 331.
Insomnia of children
- ]iL I'hrnnir nepliriu-
- from cirrhosi-^ . .

Insomnia, list of causes of

320,
- maliiiL'ering of . .

- |tlumbism
-

s|ii'cks lii.'fore eve- from
" m tahr^

Insomnia, treatment of 322,

j

Instrumentation, abscess
of testis from. .

!

- effect on urettiritis
- epididymitis from
- epidldymo-orchitis from
- hx'inatemesis from

I iislniiiii-iihilr'ni, rorifrl.

-
prostatic abscess from

lU 581, (',20

lU - urethritis from .. .. 182
liOH Insular sclerosis (see Dis-

iiDi; seminated Sclerosis)

Intellect, dull, in myx-
165 irdrrti:! MS. 231. 4ll'.l. 537
3 IS Intention tremor, general

account of . . 517, 728
421 - -

(.and see Tremor)
Intercostal artery. ri_'idjc-

5S0 inu' pulinunary .. Hi
- miLscIe, overstrain of

2S7, 2112 431, 132

. . 73 7 paralysis of . . . . 51.S

nerves fsee Nerve,
5S5 Intercostal)

- neuralgia (^ce Xem-algia.
47 1 Intercostal)
IS I - spnces, filled out, in peri-

carditis . . . . 213
4 70 narrow, from fibroid

278 lung lOS

obliterated, by liver

278 abscess . '. .. 370
470 - - sucking in of, from

, 18 bronchitis . . . . 420
!S5 i

- - - bronchopneumonia
;

IGO, 420
509 I

- - - laryngeal obstruc-
tion .. 410. 5110

499 in laryngitis . . H'.o
- - wide, in emphvisfnia. . Ifi7

135
;
Intermittent albuminuria . 15

' Intermittent claudication

440, 441

rntesiiiial adlie-ioiis (see
.Vdhesions)

Intestinal colic (see Colic)
r:-iM-> in tabes llC. 4S7. I

Intestinal flatulence, general
account of . . 241

Intestinal fullness . 245
Intestinal neuralgia . - 1 15

Intestinal obstruction, ab-
dominal distention

from 115. 130, 31.;, 522
- - - p;dn from . . . . 315

tumour with , . 31ij
" - arftf.itniri.i frorn . . 4

Intestinal obstruction, acute,

general account of 129,

130. 131

visible peristalsis
with .. .. 120

acute [lancreatitis simu-
lating 131, 380, (ifil

- - from adliesions 130, 450
- - age incidence of 120, 130
~ - from appendicitis . . 130
- - ballooned rectum in. . 131
- - from bands .. .. 130

borborygmi with 131,388
- - from carcinoma 12(J,

130, 388, 450, f,30,

GUI!, G70, G77
- - carcinoma c.eci snnu-

lated by . . . . 450
from caseous mesen-

teric glands .. 130
- - colic with . . . . 425

438
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hitestinal ohx/nicii'in amhi.

Intestinal obstruction, peri-

tonitis distinguished
from 388

:^llllulated by .. otii.!

purgatives in . . 12'."

no pyrexia with . . lio
rectal examination in

129, 130, 45ii

sacculation of colon
from . . . . GG3

shock with . . . . 131

sigmoidoscope in dia-

gnosing cause of

241, 316,459
simulated by embol-

ism of pancreas . . 7G

haemorrhage into

pancreas. . 7G, 2G4
Henoch's purpura 7G
mesenteric embolism 389

thrombosis . . 389
sordes in . . . . 80

swelling in iliac fossa

from .. ..459
from tuberculosis of

bowel . . . . CGG
tuberculous peritonitis

130, G57
ulc.--r;.ti(-.Ti . . ..125

Intestinal obstruction, vis-

ible peristalsis with

130, 2n.;HiG,:>ss,r)-j2,

661. GG3
from volvulus 130. 38S, 459

vomiting witli, 115,

131, 315, 43G, 522,
075, 705, 7G7

wind with . . . . 241

z-rays and bismuth in

diagnosing cause of

241, 31G, 459
- putrefaction (see I'utre-

fact ion)

Intestinal sand . . 593
- stasis, pigmentation from 5"_'S

- tox;eniia, infantilism from 1S9
noises in the head from 40G
cedema from . . . . 415

Intestine, aneurysm rup-
tured into . . 7G,

- carcinoma of (see Carci-

noma of Colon)
- casts of 115, 110, (Fid.

172) 398, 399, 519
- contracted, felt by hand 115
- embolism of (see I']mbol-

ism. Mesenteric)
- hypertrophy of, from

carcinoma of bowel . . 77
~ hypoplasia of muscle of 123
- idiopathic dilatation of

(see Hirschsprung's
Disease)

- lardaceous (see Lardace-
ous Disease)

-
large (see Colon)

- liver abscess ruptured
into 370

- mucous cast of {Fig. 172)
398, 390

- paralysis of . . 389, 425
- stenosis of . . , . 125
- tuberculosis of (see

Tuberculosis of Bowel)
- visible coils of . . . . 44

(nnil =ee Peristnl=i=.
VisiMri

Intestines, deficient motor
activity of . . 123

- gas in. liver dullness
diminished by . . 3GC

- lymphoid structures in,

enlarged in lyrapliat-
ism .. .". .. 382

- matted, from clironic

peritonitis . . . . 4 7

tuberculous peritonitis 48
- putrefactive changes in,

indicanuria from . , 101
Intracranial lesions, acoto-

nuria from . . . . 4
- pressure, increased,

bradycardia from 84, 548

bradypnoea from .. 84
ebb and flow of

knee-jerk with . . 359

Inlracranial pn'ss>in\ could.
- - increased, headache

from
_ hypotlierniia with ;

kriee-i*^rk lost with :

u|>tii; m-uritis with

Intracranial pressure, in-

creased, symptoms due
to

vertigo from
vomiting from

Intrathoracic tumour, bulg-
ing due to . . . . 1G8
cliost bul^'ed on one

side by" ..

Intrathoracic new growth
arm wasting from. .

brachial plexus af-

fected by
cough from

pain in shoulder from 474

x-rays in diagnosing
G3

(and see under Med-
iastinum)

Introduction to Surgery,
illustrations from 142,

234, 389, G04, 065, 73?

Intubation, ulceration of

larynx after . . 287,

Intussusception, abdomitial
tumour from 78, 115,

127, 130, 659, G63,
CC5,

- age incidence of
- blood per anura from . .

and mucus from 78.

127, 130, 585, 0G3
- in children
- chronic . .

- colic from
simulated by

~ collapse from . .

- constipation from 127,
~ drnuiiiL' n\> of legs from

Intussusception, general
account of

- Henoch's purpiu-a simu-

lating . . . . 7G,
from Henoch's purpura

590
84
84

108
101
03

03
150

150

,
292

078
717
78

G78

85, 678
G78
127
115
78

G7S

78

55G
707

120 - hypogastric swelling from G05
- indicanuria from .. 315
- ill infants . . 7S, 13U
- intestinal obstruction

from 130. 388, 585,078.
- kidney simulated by .

- mucus in stools from .

- operation in diagnosiiii
- polypus simulating
- prolapse simulating
- protruding per anum .

- pulse-rate increased in.
- rectal examination for

78, 110,127, 130,585,
- screaming from.. .. 78
- simulated by simple colitis 78
- spasmodic pain from . , 003
- tenesmus from 003, 717
- vomiting from . . G03

Iiivagination of rectum . .

Inversion of uterus

simulating prolapse. .

vulval swelling from. .

Iodide, acne from
- for actinomycosis
- anosmia from . .

- atrophy of testis from. .

- bleeding gums from 72, 73
- bullie from . . 9G, 08
- colds simulated by . . 178
- coryza from . . . . 73
- cyanosis from . . . . 150
- in diagnosing svphilis

500, 001

gumma 2.'i0. 015, 019
- - nature of ulcer of

tongue . .

- -
syphilis 403. 480, 588.

022, 735, 738
- eruption, syphilide simu-

lating 5G0
- erythema from . . 98, 222
- foul ta^te from.. .. 705
- guaiacum reaction from 98
- gumma of liver and . . 253
-

laryngeal obstruction
from . . . . 418

717
078
308
717
717
717
717

,
717

,
078
120

539
539
700
98

458
G12
OG

370

30

IodUh\ could.
- nasal catarrli from .. 012

discharge from . . 1 ~s
- nodules due to . . . . 93
- noises in the head from ..4mo
- (edema from 4lO, 413, 415

of face from.. .. 413

larynx from 159, 418, G5U
- ortliopnoea from .. 418
-

iteculiarities of sweat
after . . . . G55

- ]ihotophobia from . . 525
- ptyalism from .. .. 542
- purpura from . . . . 553
- pustules from OS. OGO, 5G3

acne simulated by . . 559

from, no comedones
with . . . . 559

- rash, small-pox simu-
lated by . . . . 5G3

Iodide, skin eruptions from 98
- stridor from . . . . G5U
-

sypliilitic bone pains
relieved by . . GOO

pyrexia checked by.. 568
- taste loss from . . . . 705
- transmitted to infant

from mother . . . . 98
- in urine . . . . . . 73
- urticaria from .. ..771
- vesicles due to . . . . 757

Eodine, bulla; from . . 97
- in Cammidge's reaction 100
- co-efhcient of urine . . 100
- dermatitis from. . . . 755
- scales from . . . . G02
- starch grain stained by 17U
- test for bile pigment . . 743
Iodized serum, in examin-

ing for psorosperms . . 730
Iodoform capsides in test-

ing for pancreatic dis-

ease . . . . . . 191
-

erytliema from . . . . 222
- purpura from . . . . 553
- test for acetone. . . . 3

Ipecacuanha, disappearance
of amoebiE after . . 77

Iridocyclitis . . . . 733
Iridodia lysis, pupil irregu-

lar from . . . . 551

Iris, adhesions of, from
iritis . . . . . . 232
from ulcer of cornea. . 733

- coloboma ot . . . . 415
- discoloured, in glaucoma 233
- green, with iritis .. 232
-

injected, in glaucoma . . 232
- prolapse of . . . . 733
- tremor of, from dislocated

lens . . . . . . 175

Iritis, acute (Plale J/) . . 2:^0
- adh&sions after . . . . 551
- atropine in diagnosing.. 232

treatment of . . . . 233
- black spots before eyes

from . . . . . . 72
- blindness from . . . . 701
-

ciliary vessels iiijectetl in 232
- corneal opacities from.. 72

Iritis, general account of 232
- L'Un.'uinA linii, . . .. 701

Iritis, glaucoma, and con-

junctivitis, compared 232
- headache from 201, 205. 712
- hyperacusis from . . 308
- hypopyon witli.. .. 232
- iris discoloured with . . 232
- keratitis punctata witli 232
- lachrymation from . . 231
~ pain from . . . . 231

in eye from . . . . 445
face from . . . . 440

- photophobia from 231, 534
-

pupil changes with . . 232

irregular atter . . 551
- from syphilis . . . . 403
- synechia; from .. 72, 232
- tenderness of scalp from 712
- turbid aqueous with . . 232
- from ulceration of cornea 733
- unequal pupils from . . 552

Iron, blue sweat from . . 655
- in chlorosis . . . . 3G
- lieadache from . . . . 295

relieved by . . . . -'M^

- in intestinal sand . . 509

Iron, cuiild.

-
pe:'cliloridc, alka;.iton

and 71G
in Eial's test .. . . 261
carboluria and . . 17ii

in diacetic acid test . . 17'j

indican and . . . . 745
melanuria and . . 745

salicylates and . . 170
thirst from . . . . 720
in Uflfelmaun'.-f test . . 320

- phospliate, white pre-

cipitate of . . . . 170
- sulphide, black motions

from . . . . 75, 385

Iron-founders, cramps in . . 150

Irrigation in diagnosing
posterior urethritis .. 570

-
testitig for urethritis .. 581

Irritable bladder 398, 424, 742
stiMiix'ury ni . . . . GlVt

Irritable breast of Astley

Cooper 431
- larynx i:.'>

- spine . . . . . . ( 15

IRRITABILITY .. -.323
- in acromegaly . . . . 323
- alcoholism . . . . 323
- from bad ventilation .. 321
- in chorea . . . . I;i3

- diabetes . . . . . . 323
- epilepsy . . . . . . 323
- general paralysis . . 323
- Graves's disease . . 323
-

jaundice . . . . . . 323
- leuka:inia . . . . 25
- melancholia . . . . 523
- from meningitis. . 315, 323
- mental deficiency and.. 023
- iu nephritis . . . . 323
- in neurasthenia 323, 715
- plumbism . . . - 323
- rickets . . . . . . 145
- from tea. . . . . . 321
- with tropical liver . . 309
Irritant poisons, acute gas-

tritis from . . 207
- -

ptyali.iii :-,fter , . .-.Il'

Irritant poisons, symptoms
caused by 336

Irritants, dysphagia after 108
- hiematemesis from 205, 208
- pain in epigastrium from 700

-pigmentation from .. 527
- sore tliroat from . . 013
- tongue swollen from . . 098
- vegetable, sore fingers

from 230
- vomitingfrom .. 705, 70O

Ischiemic paralysis (Ft*;. 58) 141

(and see Volkmann's
Paralysis)

Ischiorectal abscess (see

Abscess, Ischiorectal)
- fossa, examination of,

per rectum . . . . 584

Italy, malaria in . . . . 032
- pellagra in . . . . 225

Itch, carpenter's .. .. 5-lit

Itch, dhobie's .250
- gardener's .. .. 54"J

- grocer's, from sugar . . 540
- (and see Scabies)
Itching in application

dermatitis . . . . 540
- from bug-bites . . . . 540
- in eheiropompholyx 97, 54i>

- chilblains . . . . 54o
- dermatitis gestatioins .. 540

herpetiformis 98, 540, 710
- drug rashes . . . . 384
- in eczema 488, 491. 540,

558, 500, 710, 754. 750
- erythema . . . . 540
- from flea-bites . . . . 540
- in herpes gestationis . . 9G
- with inflammatory pap-

ules . . . . . . 487
- from jelly-fish stings 224, 540
- in lichenization .. 401, 540
- lichen urticatus. . 540, 756
- with malignant pustule 559
- from mosquito-bites . . 540
- in mouth, from Fordyce's

disease . . . . 360
- in mvcosis fungoide^ ., 540
- of nose, sniffing tic from 13G



1TCHIX(; KIDXKV 8:^7

//rhiiu/. ynnt.l.

-
(ioi'ii[.;ilioii n.inl . . . . 510

- ill ii:i]iii!;ir cczonM . . -1S7

-
pciiit-ulosis . . A'M). TjUi

-
|ii'niiilii-^U5 . . . . r>li)

- of peni~, from hci-pcs . . 7J4
- in pityriasis rosea .. i>10
- - rulira . . . . . . 510

pilaris . . -ISi:!, TiK)

- pricklv Uc-.xt .. .. .".10

- prun-'n .. -ISil. 5H)
- psoriisi^ . . rijii. t;o;i

- SL-aliifs . . . . -I'.MI. r.Kl

- seborrlio?a . . . . 'i HI

- fro:n sernm iiijci_-iions . . 22;i

- ill sinall-pox . . . . mil
- IroLii tinea circiriata . . i' i'.i

- - ninriiinnta . . . . ''HI

- in urticaria 4SD, 54(1, 771

pi;;meiitosa . . . . 7-"l-

- from vesicles . . . . 7')3

- vulval, from leukoplakia 701
-

(anil sec Pruritus)
Ivorv exostoses of skull . . *m 1

I AI:u|;aXL"H, i>tvalisni
J lr..rn .. ..' . . 1'J

Jacksonian epilepsy ("^^^^

i:|.ilr;>M . .I.fk.<.rn.iui

Jacquet's erythema, siinii-

lating congenital sy-

pliilis 400
J i.'iir 111 IN.. Ml rpii.-pvy. . 1 1;,

Jaffe's test for indican . . -n
.I.iniaiiM. ;i,iikylostomiasis in -Ji'l

.I;ipan, distoma pulmonale
ill L'tl'J

- liiiiL' iliike in .. .. ii45

JAUNDICE ..324
- frnin ;ilnli)minal ancnr-

y-m 'yn
- from abs.-ess of liver

;;L't;, ;j;iO. 33i?, 370
- ai'hnlurie (-^ee Aclioluric

.laundice)
- from acute con;?csr,ioii of

liver . . . . . . ;;'! I

Jaundice in acjte fevers . - 333
- \-ello\v atropliv '-'7';.

y.VA, 7l!l

- alveolar echiiiococcus

disease . . . . ;;7i;

- from aneurysm of liepatic

artery . . . . '-V-W

- with an^riaa abdominalis 11,')

- from arseniuretteil liy-

droijen . . . . .'>."7

- asearis himbricoides . . o-*S
- ascites witli 40, .>'l, J'J

- from bile-duct obstruc-
tion .. . . nno, "1-2

- after Ijiti^iry colic 131.

3-ji.;, 7(;7

- black urine from . . 74'i

- brain not coloured in .. '.Vl\

- bradycardia with . . 3l".l

- - rare with . . . . Si
-

Iiruisini,' with .. .. .'!*_' I

- - from trivial causes in "i-"'-")

- bleediniz due to. . . . L'7 1

- from carcinoma . . '.VIW

of aniputla of Vatcr. . -HO
bile-duct . . . . <:*;-'

colon . . . . 329, 3.^0
- - duodenuni .. 330, (JfU

liver :>!2. 2-52. 320, 330.
331, 373, 371

pancreas 230. 2.Jt.

32G, 451, 001. 002
rectum . . . . 320
stom;ich . . 32'.', 330

- catarrhal . . . . :;20
- - acute yellow atrophy

slmnlali i? . . . . 373
- - albumosuria with .. 10

JauniJice. catarrhal, general
account of . 328. 329

|...|[i IM -linuld.T In. in W 1

- - secondary syphilis

simulating . . . . 334

specilic infectious nature
of 32i>

~ cerebrospinal lliiid not
coloured in . . . . 32 I

- from chloride of sulphur 337
- chotemia from . . . . '.\'l 1

Jaiiiniuw i-onld.
- from cholangitis 320,

- choluria with
- from cliroiiic pancreatitis

230.
- from <_'ic;itrization of

duct
- cirrhosis 30, 40, 51, 320,

332, 371,
- clav-colourcd motions

uitli
- from colon tumours
- conirenitd obliteration of

bilo-ducts

syphilis . . 320,
- congestion of liver
- constipation with
- dark green urine with..
- from diiiitrobenzenc
- distoma hepalicum
- in dogs . .

- from duodenal tumours
Jaundice, emotional
- uirh rnl;.rL'r.| lmII-

bl:i.l.]rr

JauntJice. from enlarged
portal glands .

- fiU_TS colour with
- faTiilial, spleen enlarged
- fatnl oo'/.iiig due to
-

fatty stools with
- with fungating endo-

carditis
- from gall-stone 110, 252.

272. 320, 327, 328. 374,
-

gastrointestinal secretions

not coloured in
- iireen
- from gumma of liver 330,
- liiBmatemesis from
- liiEinorrliages with
- in Hanot's cirrhosis
- from liei>atic aneurysm
- hepatoptosis
- Kodgkin's disease
- from hydatid cvst of

hv.-r . . 328, 330,
Jaundice in infants

Jaundice, infectious or

epidemic

Jaundice, from inspissated
bile

- irrit:ilpilitv trum
-

it.-hiiig III

- from leukiumic portal
-lands

Jaundice, list of causes of
- hvi.T rni,if_'.-d Willi :;ji;.

- Irnin Iu.mI liver .•iiLu--.-

ments . .

- in lynipliadenoma
- malaria . . . . 273.

Jaundice, malignant
- u irli ni.ib-'ri.iiit liver . .

- meninges not coloured in
- milk tinged in . .

- with multiple liver ali-

scesses
- from movable kidney . .

- in new-born
- with nutmeg liver 331,
- olive green
- from omental tumour. .

- ovarian cyst
- pancreatic calculus
- - lesions

new growth . .

tumours
- with pancreatitis 101.

110, 254, 320,
- in jiernicious anjemia . .

-
pertiicious anemia simu-

lating
- due to pliosphorus 320,
-

ill pneumonia . .

Jaundice, due to poisons
336.

- frnni pi»rl;d-veiii tlirnni-

liosis . .

- with pressure on port;il
vein

-
proldiiged lia3mateme~is

from . .

300
744

20 I

320

035

320
331

.'i30

337

33 4

451

32 1

74.'.

33 I

324

51
308
329

329

336
p;:.

328

330
325

.hi'nnli.r. ,„/,/,/.

Jaundice, pulse-rate in
- [lurpura in . . 553,
- in pviTjniia and septit:-

:nmia . .

- from pylephlebitis 320,
- pyrexia with
- reelal examination in ,.

- ill relapsing fever
- from right kidney tu-

mours
Jaundice with rigors, causes

of
- saliva not coioiirc'd in. .

- with sarcoma of liver

52, 252,
- in secondary syphilis ..

- serous elTusiinis tinged

Jaundice, signs of .

Jaundice, skin changes in
- slow pulse from 320,
- from snake [loison
-

^innal cord not coloured
in

-
ill splenic nnajinia

-
>plcnomegalic cirrhosis

332,
- from stomach tumours
- suppurative cholangitis

pylephlebitis . .

- sweat tinged in. .

- from syphilis
- tears not coloure<I in . .

- from tetrachlorethane

334,
- toluylenejiamine
- tulicrculous portal glands
- Ill tvphnid f.-v.M- 320.
- ryphiH lVv..-r

Jaundice, urine changes in
- urobilin with
- from uterine tumour . .

- in W'fil's disease
- yllow ti-ver . . _'73,

Jaundice, xanthelasma from
- \:inlhi>in:i jilnnnni w itli

-
xaiiib()p-.i:i trnni 3".'l.

Jaw, actinomycosis of 74.

i.''8, 683.
- 'lenclung, in convulsions
- dislocation of. ptvalism

from . .

i-ndothelioma of, spread
to nose

- enlarged, iu acromegaly
204, 237,

- lixation of, by osteo-

arthritis

326
32 1

330
331

324

324
324

Jaw, inflammatory affec-

tions of

Jaw. necrosis of . .

143

512

170

GS5

512
t;s3

74

683
683

JOINTS. AFFECTIONS OF
THE 337

- Charcot's, in ^yrillg()-

myelia . . . . 257
-

Iiiuaiorrhage intn 272.

35(1, 302, 303
- hydatid disease of .. 350
-

ijitorphalanL.'eil, piiltnon-
:irv arlhru|)athv of .. 352

spnidled (Ftq. 100) 377
- - - in rheumatoi'l nr-

thritis . . 343. 378
- -

spindle-=liaped 35. (/''f'/.

153) 3PJ
- malignant disease of .. 35o
-

iiromiiiont, in achondro-
plasia . . . . . . 1S7

- luherculousfsce Arthritis.

Tuberculous)
- urate of sodium in .. ;*. 1 1

- (;ind see the \'ariou:-

.Toint--l

.lulting, vesical calculus and 171

Jordan. Dr. A. C, skia-

grams bv 209, 270,
2S2. 289. 318. 435

Judgement, defective, in

geiiend paralysis .. 110

Jugular vein (see Vein,
Juunilar)

Jumiiincss, from alcohol.. 720

KAHLER'S
DISEASE

K;d,i-;r/,;ir. confused
witli malaria

- duo to trypanosomes . .

-
geograjijiical distribution

of . . . . 20,
- Leishman-Donovaii

bodies in . . 20.
- pyrexia in
~ spleen enlarg'-d in 20,
-

splenic jiuni'lnri' in di;i-

Kaposj^s disease : general
account of

- - pigment at iuii in

Kathode
Keith, Dr. A., on mrdformri-

tions of rectum
Keratin-coateil capsules, in

detecting jiancrcis di-

sease . .

- - - diagnosing pyloric
obstruction

-
particles in ficces

Keratitis, black spots be-

fore eyes from
- in congenital sypliilLs . .

- corneal opacity from . .

-
interstitial, in congenital

syphilis .. 348.

opaque cornea after

20
i;3i

731

328

r..-.3

3;',



838 KIDNEY — KNEE-JOINT

Jiidnc'j, contil.

- cloudy swelling in . .

J.3
- cystic, albuniinuriii from -'iST

" anuria witli . . 40, 42

arteriosclerosis with.. 42

ascites rare with . . 42

Cheyne-Stokes' breath-

ing with . . . . 108

llatiilence with . . 42

Kidneys, cystic, general ac-

count of . . 12, 42
- - liaimaturia with . . 42

lieadache witli - - 42

intestinal obstruction 12

kidney enlarged in . . 355

oedema rare with . . 42

ovarian cy^t simulated

hy . . . . . . 304

Kidneys, cystic, physical

signs of .354
polyuria from 53ij, 53 1

- - porencephalus with,. 511

renal tumours witli . . 42

simulating clironic ne-

phritis . . . . 42

spleen simulated by. . C62

tube casts from . . 537

urtemia with.. 42, 108
- - urine changes with 42, 357

a variety of Bright's
disease . . . .

vomiting witli .. 42
- cysts of, kidney enlarged

from . . . . . . 352
-

displaced, iti visceroptosis 420
- embolism of (see Embol-

ism, Eenal)
- embryoma of (see Em-

lirvoma of Kidnevt

KIDNEY. ENLARGE-
MENT OF .. ..352

- - by abscess . . . . 352
- - aibuminiu-ia witli 51, 330
- - aneurysm mistaken for f»31

appendix lesions simu-

lating . . . . 354
bile-duct obstructed by 330
from bladder growth 281 i

from calculus .. 41, 451
- ~ by carcinoma . . 355 I

carcinoma coli simu-

lating . . . . 354
j

in compensation for

the other . . . . 355 '

contralateral aching
|

from . . . .355
,

dil:itation nf stomach
from ..17-1

Kidney, enlarged, distinc-

tion from other tumours
353, 354

I

dullness in loin with.. 253
- - faeces simulating .. 354

gall-bladder simulating 353
- - hsematoma mistaken

for 031
- - liaematuria with 51, 330
- - liypyonephrosis 280,

352, 355, 35n, 53G, 575
- - from injury . . . . 27S
- - intussusception simu-

latintr . . . . C7S
- - i:iuiidi.'P from .. 330

Kidney, enlaroed. larqe
spleen distinguished
from 629
liver simulating' 51,

330, 353
- - mesenteric tumour si-

mulating . . . . 354
- - movement with respi-

ration . . . . 629
- - bynewsrowth 7, 278, 352

omental tumour simu-
lating .. ..351

pancreas tumour simu-
lating .. ..354

from papilloma . . 278

pelvic tumours simu-
lating . . . . 353

- -
periricphrii' lesions si-

nuih.tiriL' . . . . 353

Kidney, enlarged, physical
signs of . . 352. 629

- - bv polvcysfic di.se;is-e

12, 42", 280, I.-152,

355, 357

Kidtifi/, tnlanitJ, contd.

from pyelitis . . . . 451

pyelography in dia-

gnosing . . . . 354
from pyelonephritis

355, &7G

pyonephrosis 352, 355,

350, 530, 577
- - pyuria with .. 51, 330
- -

spleen simulating 353,
GO 2, GG4

sui>rarenal tumour
simulating 331, 354, G30

by tuberculosis 282,

352, 355, 579
- - varicocele with . . 352

from vesical growth. . 277
- fatty, in phosphorus poi-

soning . . . . 337
- floating, Riedel's lobe

simulating . . . . 307
|

- granular (see Granular i

Kidney) i

- growth in, varicocele
with 35G

Kidney growths, varieties of 355
- hydntid cyst of . . . . 357
- hypcrnepliroma of (see

Hypernephroma of

Kidney)
- in iliac fossa . . . . G7G
- infarct of, abscess from 70
- - albuminuria due to . . 7

in blood disenses . . 7

Kidney, infarct of, causes 8
from embolism . . 7

in fungating endocar-
ditis .. 7, 34

haimaturia from 275. 283
- - renni tube casr^ due to 7

Kidney, infarct of, sym-
ptoms of .8
from tlu-ombosis . . 7

- - (and see Embolism,
Hen.al)

- injury of (see Injury of

Kidney) . . . . 278
- lardaceous (see Lard-

aceous Disease)
- lesions, bladder lesions

simulated by . . . . 575
- increased frequency of

micturition with . . 575
liver simulating . . 307

movable, aching in loin

from . . . . . . 280
- albuminuria from 7, 4G0
- appendicitis simulated

by . . . . 400, 005

Kidney, ni'ivahlc, contd.

nausea from . . . . 115

noises in the head with 400
omental mass simu-

lating .. .. 0G3

ovarian cyst simulating 353

tumoiu- simulating 003

pain in iliac fossa from
454, 400

loin from . . . . 400

palpation in diagnosii

bile-duct kinked by
biliary colic simulated

by . . . . 450,
blue brain and
carcinoma of colon si-

mulatintj . .

Kidney, movable, charac-
ters of
chronic nephritis from
colic from . . 28(f,

collapse from
constipation with
Dietl's crisis from 115,

280, 005,
duodenum dragged on

kinked by . .

enteroplosis with
fffices in bowel stimu-

lating
faintness from
frequent micturition
from . . 280,

gall-bladder simulating
- -

gastro-intestinal sym-
ptoms from

g;i^troprosi'^ witli

Kidney, movable, general
account of

'

hicmatiu-ia from 115,
! 275. 280,

liydatid simulating . .

hydroneplirosis from
115, 530,

:
in iliac fossa . .

'

intermittent hydro-
'

nephrosis from

jaundice from
mucocele simulating

331

451
103

663

3!ll

115
127

705
280
331
331

003
115

394
003

280

-100

003

005
078

451
331
254

polyuria from . . 005

no pyrexia with . . 400

renal tube casts due to 7

RiedePs lobe simu-

lating . . 252, 003

simulating enlarged
gall-bladder 252, 253

swelling in right iliac

fossa from . . . . 005

torsion of . . . . 394

with undue abdominal
aortic pulsation . . 543 I

urethral kinking from 7
|

vomiting from . . 705

without symptoms . . 280
- neuralgia of, simulating

stone . . . . - 420
- new growth of, albumin-

uria from . . - - 7

cystoscope in dia-
_

i

gnosing . . . .

'

kid[ieyenlartred from 352
j

ml,.- ,'-;i-i-, from 7
'

Kidney, new growth of,

urine changes from . . 7

varieties .. . . 278
,

- riain over (si-.:- nnder Pain)
|

Kidney, palpitation, tech-

nique of • 277
- pupillonia of .. 275. 278
-

pelvis, carcinoma coli

opening . . . . 530
- polycystic, age incidence

of 380
- - iirtcrinvrl-T.i^i- with.. 357

Kidney, polycystic, general
account of 280. 357
baimatuna from 275, 28U

- - hydronephrosis distin-

guished from . . 280

kidney enlarged in . . 355

urine chanees with . . 357
- right, normally palpable 0G3
- sarcoma of (see Sarcoma

of Kidney)
- scarred, from ascending

nephritis . . . . 8

- sickening sensation on

palpating .. 253, 331
- single, good health with 40
- stone in (see Calculus,

Renal)
- tuberculous (see Tuber-

culosis of Kidney)
Kink of colon, constipation

from . . . . . . 120
- of duoderuim. with

movable kidney . . 331
- ileocECcal, appendicitis

simulated by. . . . 457

constipation from . . -157

heartburn fiom . . 2;t7

pain in iliac fossa from
454, 457

^--rays and bismuth in

diagnosing . . 457
,

- of ureter, from movable
kidnev .. - "

Kirkland's disease, cervical

glands eidarired from
37!'. r.l5

Kirkland's disease, gsneral
account of 615, 616

- - temperature chart in 015

Klelis-Loefller bacillus (see
P.acillus Diphtheria?)

Klumpke's palsy .. .507
hii'iiiatomvelia sinni-

li.tir.- .. .. 509

Knee-elbow position in ab-

dominal examination 093

detecting ascites . . 44

Knee, housemaid's . . 470- subacromial bursitis

allied to . . . . 470
-

injury, shock from . . 705

439

358
358

359

Knee injuri/. amid.
- - vomiting from . . 7i;5

KNEE-JERK. ABNOR-
MALITIES OF .. 357

- absence of one, in tabes 515
- in chorea . . 359, 503
- diminished, in anterior

cruritis

from bronchopneu-
monia

- - epidemic diarrhcea .

- - in infants
- ebb and flow of. with

cerebral tumour
- increased, abdominal re-

flexes and . . . . 358
in amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis . . 02, 517
with ankle-clonus 39, 358
blue brain and . . 103
with brachial mono-

plegia . . . . 502
from cerebellar abscess 517
tumour . . . . 517

in convalescence . . 358
in disseminated scler-

osis .. 307. 49G. 517
- - with extensor plantar

reflex . . . . 30
- - functional nerve trouble :

518
517
400

714

from general ill-health 358
in hemiplegia . . 39

- -
hysteria 307, 308, 408

497,

lateral sclerosis

neurasthenia . . 35S
from new growth ii

spine
noises in the head with 400
in paraplegia.. .. 39

patellar clonus with. . 358
in phthisis . . . . 358

plantar reflexes and. . 358
with pyramidal tract

lesions .. 30, 358
in renal disease . . 358
in spastic paraplegia 51

syringomyelia
from transverse mye-

litis

after typhoid fever . .

with undue a-bdominal
aortic pulsatioi

-
lost, from anterior crural

nerve lesion . .

cerebral tumour
- - in diabetes 03, 2G4, 35'.t

after diphtheria . . 350

from fracture-disloca-

tion

in Friedreicb's ataxv
113. 512.

increased intracranial

pressure
myelitis
myopathy

508

02
358

543

408
350

358

513

359
358
358

peripheral neuritis 358. 440

jineumonia . . . . 359

sick children . . . . 510
- - tabes 120, 315. 358,

420, 425, 400. 514,
050. 710. 708

- - from transverse mve-
liti^ 02

Knee-jerk, method of testing 357
- in myasthenia gravis .. 359

j

- unequal, in general par-
I alysis . . . . - . 35-S

,
from gross intracranial

lesion . . . . 118
- - in hemiplcL'ia 303, 358

poliomyelitis acuta . . 350

tabes '.. 359, 515. 050

Knee-ioint, Charcot's disease

of .. (Fig. 102) 349

disease, rickets simu-

lating . . . . 304

soinal caries and . . 51(;

thigh atrophy from
01. 303

I

with tuberculous peri-
tonitis . . . - 48

- flexed, from popliteal
' abscess . . . . 092
- forcible extension of con-

tracted, sciatic nerve

I
paralysis from .. 113
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Kiief-foinfy c-^niii.

- forciblo extension of <'tiri-

tracted, talipes from
-

foreign botly in . .

- gonococcal arthritis of. .

- gout of . .

- hemophilic arthritis of
- haeaiorrhaye into
- Iiysteria atTecting ll'J.
- intermittent hydrartli-

rosis of
- osteo-arthriti^ of 3i(J,
- pneumococc il arthritis of
-

syphilitic arthritis of

23.->,

limpiig from. .

- tubetciloiis. anicmia witli

Baker's cvst with
- - ilisease of
- -

limpini; from. .

Knee-joint, various affec-

tions of. causing limp-

ing
Knees, lichen planus allect-

ing
- htie.e albicantes on
-

pityriasis rubra pilaris
affecting

-
position in tetany

-
psoriasis affecting 'lS!t,

4S»l.

starting on . .

- pulpy
- seborrhoeic eczema affect-

ing
- spurious osteoma above
- \antl)elasma of . .

Kneeling, housemaid's knee
from . .

K'life-grinders. siderosis iti

-
lung, haimoptysis from

Knife-rester crystals
Knock-knee. in dwarfs

(Fig. S5)
- Mongolism
- from rickets (Fig. S.j)

Knot-grass, er^vtheraa from

Knuckles, pads on (Fh.
100, p. 347)

Koch's old tuberculin, i-i

diagnosing tubercle
7.tK.

Kocher, on corvicobracliial

plexus
- lumbosacral plexu'^

Koplik's Spots (P/a'f vni)
178.

Korea, luti",' fluke in

Kor^aknw's svudrn-nc . .

Korsakow's syndrome, from
peripheral neuritis . .

Kr.iurosis \ijl\.t;. aiiv inci-

dence of
- -

dTsfiareuiiia from l!i:t.

1!H.

Kraurosis vulvie. leukonlakii

vulvitis distinguished
(roTi . .

- - levator anispasfu from- parts affected bv
- - vaginal stenosis from
- - vaginismus from
- - vulval swelling from

Kyphosis in adolescence..
- from c iries

of spirif
- in congenital spisticpara-

T'legia
- diffuse, in rickets
- dwarfism from . .

- in Friedrfirir^ dK.-i^.-. .

Kyphosis, general account
of

- from growth of si
~

liydatid of spine
- in idiocv. .

- infantilism with
- from lazv liabits
- in Little's disease
- lordosis with
- from osteo-arthritis
- osteomalacia
- ill porters
- from rickets
- short si'::ht

- wcight-carrving

154,
ne.

228

701
vy.\

7')1

llM
19:5

\V.\'.\

l.-..->

ISS
151

1.55

1.5.5

1S8
14U

155
1.5 t

1.5 (

15.5

189
1.55

ntt
\hC,

dSS
188
1.55

188
15.5

105

700
754
701

701
701

LABIA,
contlyloniata on

-
herpes of

- majora, leukoplakia of. .

- minora, kraurosis affect-

ing
- - leukoplakia of I'Jl

pseudo-elephantiasis of 7oI
- myxoma of . . . . I'i'l

Labium majus, epithelioma
of ;iSl

pain in, from renal cal-

culus . . . . 117
- minus, cedema of . . 701.

Labioglosso-pliaryngo-Iary 1 1-

geal paralysis (see Par^

alysis. P.ulbar)
fjabour. iliftieult (see Dys

543

toci

pnnpl Ir 113

201
7 It;

4(18

1191

Latiour. exhaustion during,
signs of

- pain in tlie back from
pelvis from . .

-
pelvic cellulitis after

- phlegmasia alba ilolei

in . . . . . , I'M
- stages of . . . . ..211
- strainim; at. subcutaricuns

emphysema from . . 203
- (and see Childbirth)
LabyriTith, component parts

'of the li^l
-

liquor Cotunnii from .. 4"_'l

riabyrinthitis.tinnitus from 1'2'.'>

Laccy, Dr. T. Warner,
illustration lent by .. 1115

Lachrvmal ducts, obstruc-
tion of , . . . 220

- glands, erdarged (Fig. 3) 2.5

in cliloroma .. 55('i

- - - leiikie-nia . . . . 25
- - - Miculicz's syndrome t;u5
- sao. e\cision of, for

suppuration . . . . 220
- -

su[i|iuration of . . 220

Lachrymation (and see

Epiphora) . . . . 220
- from conjunctivitis .. 2-51

- L'laucoma . . . . 231
- in influenza . . , , 4(15
- from iritis . . . . 231
- Tiasal discharge from .. 17S
- neurotic . . . . , . 17S
- in tie ili)ulouren\- .. 44 7

- from ulccratioti of cornea 733

Lacrosse-players, cramps in 1.50

Lactate of calcium, etTect

on alliuminnria . . 15

Lactation, amenorrhrpa
during .. .. IS

- flushing in . . . . 24 1

- galactocele in . . . . i;8')

- mastitis in . . . . i;s5

- mastodvnii in . . .. 431
- milk Ikiw from nipple

during; . . . . ISl
- no pregnancy duriiie . . 35
- swelling of breasts in . . n85
- tetany during .. .. 151
fjactic acid (see Acid. Lactic)
L:u;tos«-. llial's test for .. 2lU
- bismuth salts reduced by 2(52

- copper salt reduction by 201
- osazone crvstals from

2(1 1, 202
-

picric acid test and . . 202

Laennec. metallic tinkling
of. with pneumotliorTic lOS

Lrevulose. fermentation with

ye.ast 263
Lallihg 628
Lameness (see Limping')
Tjamina cribrosa 415. 416. 417
Ijandnn7,v-r>pierine mvo-

p;tthy -V.i. 135. 511. 028

Landry's paralysis, general
account of . 518

plantar rellex in . . 08
Lane. .Sir A., ileociecal kink

of 457
Lanugo-Iike hair . . . . 70

Laparotomy, after abdo-
minal injury . . . . 593

- acute dilatation of

sftomach after . . 173
- for acute jtancreatiti-; . . 00 1

- -
peritonitis 47, 425. 707

'

La/janifiimu. '•oiitil.

- in colic cases . . . . 593 !

- cryptomenorrluea .. 18
- di:i£rtiosing actinomycosis 458
- - acute abdomens . . 1.30

- -
peritonitis . . . . 593

- - carcinoma ca-ci .. 07 7

- ~ - of sigmoid .. .. 070
- - - of stomach 271, 709
- - cicatrization of bile-

duct . . . . 329
- - diverticulitis .. .. 070
- - double ovarian tumours 19
- - embolism of pancreas 70
- - encysted ascites .. 057 '

- - erdarged spleen . . 002

hsemorrhage into pan-
creas . . . . 70

- -
lii'patic abscess . . 253

- -
llirsclisprung's disease 390
hvdatid disease 253,

328, 05S
- - malignant peritonitis 49
- - mesenteric embolism 3S9

tlirombosis . . 389

pancreatitis 389,594.707
- -

iJ_vloric stenosis 171. 053
- - renal growth . . . . 7

retroperitoneal cyst .. 00!

Riedel's lobe . . . . 252

ruptured spleen .. 011

splenic vein throm-
bosis . . . . 272

- - suppurating gall-bl.nl-
der (i7S

- ~ suprarenal tumour .. 351
- - tuberculous cx'cum .. 077
- in distinguishing carrin-

oina from idcer .. 17 1

- -
pancreatitis from 1,'all-

st^Ties . . . . 328
- -

salpingitis and appendi-
citis 450

- in Iiysteria . . . . 390
- iineumonia in error . . 593
- scar, visible peristalsis

beneath . . 521, 522
- for twisted spleen .. Oil
- (and see Oper.ation)
liardaceous disease, Addi-

son's disease simu-
lated by . . . . 527

- -- albuminuria in 7, 35.

375. 030
- - an:pmia witli 3-',, o;iO
- - anuri;i in . . -in. 42
Lardaceous disease, causes

of 8
- - from ctironic sepsis . . 35

di.irrlMr'M in S, .T.,

172. 3 7.-.. 636
Lardaceous disease, general

account of .35
- - frtnn bip ilisi-iise . . 375
- - intesrine involved bv

Lardarcniis t/isiasr. mnlil.

wifa tiiberciilons ar-

thritic- . . , . 3IS

Lardaceous disease, urine

changes in 8
- kidnev, albuminuria fruni

polyuria from 530.
renal tube casts due to

- - tube-casts from
- i itestine, diarrlio^a from
Lardaceous liver, general

account of

03i;

kidnev alfe.-ted

038

030
bv

172.
albuminuria from.. 7

- - - amiria from 40. 42
disease alfectinLT .. i'j30

r*-n:d tul>e cri^f-; dnt-

Lardaceous disea93 of the

kidney, urine changes
with 8
liver aflectei] bv s. ]7l'

,.,ii:,ri.'pd iM s :;-,.

Lardaceous disease, notes on
Lardaceous disease, organs

affected by .

- -
perrii.-i.iu^ .iiiainii i

sinmlale 1 by
- - from phthisis. .

polyuria from
- - from i)soas abscess . .

rarer than formerlv . .

- - severe an'emia from . .

skin colour in

spleen affected by . .

etdarged in 35, 375.
i;32.

- - frr>m suiipuratiou 172.

375.
- -

sypiiiiis 35. 172. 372.

t;35

635

375
030
3 75

030

537
7

537

375

Laryngeal crimes . .

"in tabes 418.420.48;
Laryngismus stridulus. cv:i

uo<\< from . . 157

159

,515

'hih. ii-i.ik.'

Laryngismus stridulus,

general account of . . 420
- - larvnx obstructed bv

157. 418

ortlKipiHsa from 41S, 120

in rickets . . 145. 420

spasmophilia and .. 420

Larvngitis. acute, pneiimn-
co.-cal .. 158. <-.50

- - sputum in . . . . 1 19

staphylococcal . , i;5(J

streptococcal 158,
- - stridor from . .

Laryngitis, acute suffocative
i"i'.' 1 pi

.'h. iti.niv t.ir

Laryngitis, bacteria causing
- baclcriuk)i:ical diau'iiosis

ot . . . . I9:i,
- Iironcliili'; with . .

- bronchopneumonia smut-
lated by

- from i'oni:enital syphilis
- convulsive movements

of chest in . .

- eougli from
- cvanosis from . . 157.
- di|ihtheria bacilli causing
- d.vsphai^ia from. .

- haimoptysis froiu 119.
- hoarseness from
- huskiness from . .

- from irritant gases
- larvngeal obstruction

from . . . . 137,
- loss of voice from
- in me:isles . . 199,
- ortho|mrea from
- pneumococcal 199. 41S,
- simple, with plithisis . .

- simulating laryngeil
yiaralysis

- sore tliroat from
- streptococcal 199. 418.
- sucking in of intercostal

spaces in
~ frmn ^\'philis

Laryngitis, tuberculous, dia-

gnosis of
- - (..lid ~ee under Tub.-r-

eulosis of larvnx)
- voice chaiiiie with

Larynv. absence of deep
tenderness in, in talies

- ani^iurna of . , 287.
- carcinoma of (see Car<-i-

iinma of Laryn.K)
- cocaine in e\aminint^ ..

- epithelioma of (see Car-
cinoma of Larynx)

- liliroma of . . 533. i

- foreign body in (=ee
Foreiirn Body i'l

Larvn.\:)
- irritable . .

- lupus of
- mvastbeiua gravis nf-

foctins
- obstruction of. from ab-

ductor paralysis
in IVit'ht's disease ..

- - cyanosis from
from diplitheria 157.

- - ii\'^pinp:i from

Larynx, obstruction of.

general account of
- - from iodides . .

050
050
616
L58
1.5,S

613

100
400

100
119
100
199
199
287
199
010
15 7

118

i;lo

418
41S
419
190

491
r,i3

419

199

515
293

150
287

419
159
157

119

419
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195

Lanjnx, ohslmmon of, could.

from laryngismus stri-

tlulus .. 157, 420
- -

l,irytiL'iti< . . . . 157

Larynx, obstruction of. list

of causes of 418. Ooo. G5l

ortliopiicea from 418, -419

from post-pliaryn^eal
abscess . . 157, 419

retracted head from. . 589
stridor with 157, 419,

590, 050

sucking in with 419, 590

tracheotomy for , . 419

up-and-down move-
ments of larynx in

IGO, 419, 420, 590
- oedema of (see CEdema *

of Larynx)
-

i>apillonia of, asthma si-

mulated by . . . . 535
- paralysis of (see Para-

lysis, Laryngeal)
- sarcoma of. haemoptysis

from . . . . . . 287
- spasm of . . . . . . 752
-

syphilis of . . . . 199
- tooth-plate impacted in

(Fif,. 94)
- ulceration of (see Ulcer-

ation of Larynx)
- vagus supply of . . .. 148

Lassitude, in "diabetes . . 2r,0

- after epileptic fit . . 143
- from serum injection .. 554
- in typhoid fever . . (136

Latent ursemia, general ac-

count of . . . . 40
Lateral sclerosis, age inci-

dence of . . . . 140
- - amyotrophic (see

Amyotrophic Lateral

Sclerosis)
- - anaemia witli .. .. 140

anaesthesia with . . 140

Babinski'ssign with 03,140
- - some causes of . . 68

contractures from 138, 140

ilriiwinu'upnflfi,'^ with 140

Lateral sclerosis, primary,

general account of -. 517

paraplegia from lli\ 511

retention of urine in. . 398

rigidity in . . . . 139

shutTling gait from . . 250

sphincter troubles with 140
- - in syringomyelia . . G2
- sinus erosion, in otitis

media . . . . . . 421- thrombosis (see
Thrombosis of La-
teral Sinus)

Lateropulsion in paralysis
agitans . . . . 725

Latissimus dorsi, atropUv
of '. 513

nerve supplj' of . . 505
- - root innervation of . . 509

Laugliing, regurgitation of

food tlirou^ii nose from 588

Laughter, explosive, from
double liemiplegia . . 234

- hiccough from . . . . 307

Lavage of bladder, boric

acid for . . . . 575
- - in pyuria . . . . 575
- stomach, in diagnosing

dilatation . . . . 3(7
gastrectasis . . 174

hour-glass contrac-
tion ..318

in testing motility . . 320
- - for opium poisoning. , 118
Lead acetate iu Cammidgo's

reaction . . . . 100
test for cystin . . 161

- amblyopia from . . 759
- ammonium sulphide tost

for . . . . . . 05
- carbonate in Cammidgc's

reaction . . . . 100
- central scotoma from . . 759
- delirium from . . . . 169
- colic, renal colic simu-

lating 451
- deafness from . . . . 16G
- foul taste from . . . . 705

Lead, coiitd.
- medulla oblongata de-

generation from
-

poisoning, abdominal

cramps in
- - abortion from

acute mania from 119,
- - albuminuria from
- - amonorrhcea from . .

anremia in . . 32.

aimria from . . 40,

from beer

bleeding gums from. .

bluelineongums in 34,

05,119,124,131,425,
bruit de diable in

cachexia from
cerebral haemorrhage

simulated by
tumour simulated by
symptoms from 140,

- - colic from 34, 117,
120, 131, 425,

simulated by
coma from . . 118,

- - constipation due to

34, {Fig. 51) 124,
convulsions from 34,

14G,

cramps from . .

dementia from
- - from electrolysis of

water-pipes
epigastric pains in 3-1,

epilepsy from

epileptiform convul-
sions from . .

- - faeces analysis and . .

fatty heart from
font-drop from

Lead poisoning, general
account of -

~ - general paralysis simu-
mulated by 119.

gout from
gramilar kidney from
from hair-wash

- - headache from 34, 147,
infantilism from
insomnia from
iiTitability from

- - lead in fajces in

in urine in 34,

73,

73,

119,

leucopetua witli

mania from . .

nausea in

neuritis from. .

noises in the head from
- - - of external popliteal

nerve in. .

- - occupation and 117,

ophthalnioplegia from
- -

optic atrophy from . .

neuritis from 34. 119.

pain in the limbs from
at umbilicus in

paralysis from
of sixth nerve from

- -
penile erectioti absent

trom
Lead poisoning, peripheral

neuritis from 34, 01,
65. 113, 113. 4G5. 400,

punctate b.isophilia in

retrobulbar neuritis
from

saturnine encephalo-
pathy from

sight impaired in

source obscure

tetany from . .

tremor from . . 724,
urine analysis and . .

vomiting from
from water . .

wTist-drop in 34, 05.
- in screening radium
- sulphide, from oystin ..

Lead - minei"s, ankylosto-
mum in

Lead-workers, plumbism in

Leather-bottle stomach . .

Lecithin in ascitic fluid .

- phosphates from
Leech bite, purpura from

LeelK, foul taste from

484
34

147
34
18
34
41
117

505
723
99

119
119
147

503
115
110

727
34
34
05

295
IS'.i

31

110

147
301
34
34
140
400

400
14 7

31

750

117
241
50

522
553

114

155
,
187
114

4e5

153
132

077
425
140

,
321

Legai's test for acetone -

Leg muscles, innervation of

498.
- Volkmann's contracture

of

Legs, bent, in osteitis

deformans
- bow . . . . ISO
- burn of, talipes from . .

- cramps in. from peri-

pheral neuritis

Legs, determ ination of

length of
- diplegia affecting
- drawing up, from appen-

dicitis

colic . . 117,

hajmatomyelia
in infants . . 117,

from intussusception 78

lateral sclerosis . . 140

j

peritonitis . . . . 425
I transverse myelitis 140

[

- elephantiasis of . . . . 28

i

- epithelioma of .. .. 381
- erythema multiforme

affecting . . . . 480
- - nodosum of . . . . 404

I

- gangrene of (see GangreLie)
- trlands draining. . .. 079
- laceration of, talipes from 114
- local fatness of, in Der-

cum's disease. . .. 410
-

lupus of . . . . . . 738
- multiple benign sarcoid

affecting
- mycetoma of . .

- cedema of (see (Edema)
- pain in (see Paiti in the

Leg ;
and Pain in the

Extremity, Lower)
- paralysis of (see under

Paralysis of one Les)
- pigmented scars on, from

syphilis
- position in tetany 2,

- short, from achondro-

plasia . . . . . . 187
- - in dwarfs . . . . 18G
- - from rickets (Fig. 85) 18G
- sore on, inflamed inguinal

glands from . .

- stiffness of, in Thomsen's
d isease

- svrin'/omyelia affecting
- swollen, in myxoedema
- ulcer oE (see Ulcera-

tion of the Leg)
- unduly curved, in rickets 035
- unequal, scoliosis from 153
Lcishman-Donovan bodies

{Plate XX VIII, Fig.
H) 014

in kala-azar . . . . G33

splenic puncture for. . 033
Lfishman's stain 21, 28, 31, 5GS
Lcmon-vellow skin, in per-

nicious anaimia . . 500

Lemonade, polyuria from
534. 535

Lens, coloboma of .. 415
- in diagnosing eczema . . 488
-

dislocation, diplopia
from . . . . 1/5, 551

- - ophthalmoscope
diagnosing. .

- - pupil irregular from
shallow anterior

rlianibpr from
- - Ir.'Trior of iris from . .

Lenticular degeneration,
familial, fades in

LeritiL'u, nim-iili'-, in

Leontiasis ossea. boni

changes in
- - chronic thickening of

bones from
- - cranial and face bones

enlnrged in
- - forehead enlarged
Leon liasis ossea. general

account of . . - 204
- - nii-riM^iriu' sizes ol' hat

with .. 201. 070
- - noises in the head from 40G

osteitis deformans re-

in ted to .. .. 201

405
730

200
151

381

34
008
537

175
551

175
175

23S

382

G85

4O0

G70
201

Lconliasis ossea, contd.
- - osteoporosis and

Paget's disease related

to
- - from syphilis..

Lepidophyton, ringworm
froEn . .

Leprosy, ansesthesia in •' <.

383, 404,
- ha.'Uli in

ill iias:d discharge in

Leprosy, bullae in..
- cicatrization in. .

- crusts in. .

- distinction from leuco-

dermia
- erythema in 222, 225.

nodosum simulated bv
403,

simplex simulated by
- fingers affected by 230,
- fnn.'hi-ad .-nhLrgcd in ..

- tr.iiiLrrrnc fiorn . . Ii5.'..

Leprosy, general account of
-

liaimoptysis from
- lupous nodules mimicked

by . . . . 403,
- macules in , . 383,
- mucous membranes af-

fected by
- necrosis in
- nodular 403, {Fig. 173)
- in Korwegian {Fig. 173)

401.
- pains in joints in
- perforating ulcer of foot

204
20 (

601
4 01

Onl.

404
383
240
201

403

40 t

403

404
03

404

505
404

-
peripheral neuritis from

CI, G3, (Fig. 200)
-

|'i'_-inorilalioii in 250.
- ros;i,-.-M mimicked by ..

Leprosy, skin eruptions of
- ^uliriir .iiii'nii> iimiules in

- vv,.<,H- niitnirkcd bv ..

- svphih- -;iiiiu|;ited by
403,

simulating
- syringomyelia simulating

63,
-

telangiectases in
- tinea versicolor simu-

lating . .

- idceration in 03, 257,

401,
of larynx from 15S,

199, 287,
nose from

- Wassermann's test posi-
tive in

Lcptothrix bacillus, septi-
caemia from . .

Leucin, in acute yellow
atrophy 273. 333,

- crystals {Fio. 147)
Leuc3cyte couid. differ-

ential (see Differenti;d

Li'nrorytc Tuunt )

Leucocytes, abnormal forms
of {I'Inl.' II).. 22,

- in ascitic fluid . .

- blood, in children

daily variations of . .

in jircLMKUicy . .

Leucocytes, in cerebrospinal
fluid

- behind cornea, in iritis

- eosinophile (see Eosino-

phile Cells)
- sonococci in 182, 185,
- in leukajmia
- meninirococci in

- in morbus co?ruleus
- myocarditis
- normal mimbers of
- polymorphotmclear (see

Polymorphonuclear
Cells)

- in pustules
- relative immbers of . .

- in stools. .

- tube casts
- urine

in acute nephritis
from bacilluria 455,
carcinoma recti

- - (and see Pyuriu)
- in uterine casts. .

5n:>

5-.' 8

I '13

383
03

403

404
63

383
403

250

OOl

202
220

401

507

765
333

2^
IS!

360

501
*J1

591
533
212

23
557

6

712
II-

770
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842 LIPOMA — LOBSTER

Ltp-jma, conUt. _

'

- femoral . . . - • • ^"75 I

- hernia simulated by lioG, OS!
- impulse on eon^liin^' in G81
- lobulatian of . . . . 732
-

periosteal . . . . G71
-

popliteal . . . . G92
- retroperitoneal, ovari.iu

cj-st simulated hy . . COI

pelvic swelling due to CSS
- of round ligament . . 081
- sebaceous cyst- distin-

guished from.. .. 732
- ckin wrinkling over . . 667
- vulval swelling from . . 700

Lipomatosis diffusa, general
account of - 410

- - oi.esitv 111 .. .. •l"^'

Lip-^. affecte.i hv ^n.nvU ii i-^ 74

LIPS. AFFECTIONS OF
THE RED PARTS OF 365

- angioneurotic cede.na of 411
- ataxy of . . . - . • o'J

- Ijlanching of. from severe

hiemorrhige .. .. 120
-

iileeUing, fromstomititis 7A
- blubber, from lymphan-

gitis .. ".. .. r.7I

- blueness of, in pneumonia 50:i

- burning, in Fordycc's
disease . - . . SfiH

-
capillary pulsation in . . 207

- chancre of {Fiq. 23) 73
rjG.")

- chapping of
- condylomata on
- congested, from mitral

regurgitation
- dead feeling in . .

- dermatitis herpetiformis
affecting . . . . 7 1

- eczema affecting 3G'>, GOO
- epithelioma of 179, 3(i."),

3G9, 370
- erythema bullosnm nf-

fecting . . . . 71
- excoriation of, in na^al

diphtheria
- fissured, in MoiiL.'nli:^m .

Lips, Fordyce's disease of

365, 366
- herpes affecting SG.'j, 751
- Koplik's spots on 178
- lichen planus affecting. .

-
lupus affecting . .

-
[laresisof, in bulbar para

lysis . .

-
Iiempliigus affecting . ,

Lips, perleche of .
- pigmentation of, in

pernicious anaRinia

(Plate XXir)
- pontine, in myopathy..
-

psoriasis affecting
- scars on, in congenital

syphilis
- seborrhoea affecting
- sore from picking
- swelling of, from mercury 73
- - stomatitis . . . . 74
- swollen, in mvxo'dema 231

Liquor potafscc, contd.

test for pus . . . . 575

urates dissolved by.. 740

(and see Potash, CauiLic)
~ sodai in acetone test . . 3

Lithotomy, fistula after . . G20

Lithotrity, epididymo-or-
chitis after . . . . 478

Litmus paper, in testi i-'

stnol rr-:..Tir>i, , . 170

Litmus, phosphates and . 523

Little's disease, general
account of 132, 729

kyphosis in . . . . l^V.t

scissor gait in . . 139

Li\'cr abscess (see Abs/e-^s,

Uep;ilio)

Liver, actinomycosis of 375, 45G
- iicute yellow atropliv of

(see" Acute Yellow

Atrophy)
- adenoma of, simulati ig

hydatid .. -.374
- albumosuria from affec-

tions of . . . . IG
- alcoholic, dwarfing of one

lobe of . . . 3CG
- angiomata of . . ..371
- carcinoma of (see C u-

cinomn of Liver)

Liver, cirrhosis of (-^ee

G74
3G5
305

210
3G5

17ii

23S

228
3r.5

3G5

5S9
74

386

Licer, (ularjeinenls, contd.

in catarrhal jaundice 329
- - chest bulged by . . 169

from cholangitis 333, 597
in olironic alcoholism 51

nephritis .. .. 212
chronic peritonitis si-

mulating . . . . 3G7
from cicatrization of

hepatic duct . . 329
in cirrhosis 51, 26G,

272,32G, 332, 370
of childhood . . 3:V2

in congenital syphilis 3-i I

- - coiigestio;! . . . . 32G

Liver, enlarged, depression
of liver simulating .. 337
from lii-rutuu hcpati-
cum. . . . . . 32S

from emphysema . . 217

fajr-es in colon simu-
lating . . . . 3G7

in familial acholuric

jaundice . . . . 03 t

fatty 371

fibroid lung from . . 2J2

in fungiting endocar-
ditis (Fifi. 270) .. 010

from gall-stones 272, 374
in general tuberculosis 375

- ~ by gumma 334. 372, 50S

in Ilanot's cirrhosis .. 372

-
sycosis affecting .. GOO

-
syphilis affecting 365, 739

- tiyphiloderm of . . . . 490
- tinea affecting . . . . .^05

- tremor, from lead . . 720
- urticaria affecting . . 305
- vaws affecting . . . . 403

J,iquor amraoniai in acetone
test 3

- amnti, deficient, dystocia
from . .

- Cotunnii, albumin in . .

- - escaping from ear
-

opispasticus, bullte from
- ferri perchloridi, in di-

acetic acid test
-

uotassDB, in Bother's
test

- - examining for psoro-
spcrms

- - melannria test
- - raethvlene blue and..
- - in Moore's test
- - in picric a?id test for

^ugar
- - safranin test . .

Liver, congestion of. activa,

general account of . 334
siniiil.itiiiu' hepalic

abscess . . - . 384

pain in the back from 71G

passive (see Liver,

Nutmeg)
- - iri Tropics .. .. 30!i

Liver, depressed • 367
-

dipiiiut,' to fed 4 I, 371

Liver diseases causing ascites 46

teiiilerness of spine
from (,F/.7. 211 1)

Liver displaced
- - \\\ nieteorisin

renal tumour. .

from tight lacing
in visceroptosis
from weight in luitmcg

cliange
- dropped, constipation

with . .

in wasting diseases .

- dullness, absence of, with

meteorism
- - - prifUTnnpfritnrieum
LIVER DULLNESS, DE

FICIENT
diminished, in acute

yellow atropliy 273,
333,

cirrhosis

empliysoma 107,

217, 3G0,

gas in bowel 3G0,

in perforative peri-
tonitis . . 3GG

pneumothorax
from tight lacing . .

increased upwards, by
abscess

- dvspeptic congestion of
- edge, beaded 51, 272, 332
- - rou[idpJ . . . . 52

turned under. . . . 52

LIVER. ENLARGEMENTS
I OF THE ..365

3 from abscess 32C, 058
- - by actinomycosis . . 375

"00 from acute congestion 33 1

421 - - in alveolar echino-

421 coccus disease

97 by anaioma . .

ascites with . .

bile-duct obstruction

320, 3G9, 372

hroncliiectasis from.. 292

in bronzed diabetes.

7311 I

_ _ from carcinoma 40, 47,

740
'

00, 52, 77, 252, 320,
747

i

331

2G2
I

carcinoma of colon
I simulating . . 330, 307

oc.o
j

_ _ _ pancreas simulating 33i)

202 I stomach simulating 3G7

Iram heart failure 53, 212
212

710

368
050
353
300
420

308

127
3G7

056
056

366

300
300

368
3GS

3G8
300
3GO

307
3G9

374
40

372

373

30 ;

450

. 374
37

333
330

,
330
059

,
252
309

309
5'JO

331
320

92

369

48

749
33G
375

.
337

374
375
375
375

high blood-pressure
by hvdatid .. 49. 375

- - iaundice with 320. 309

fr.irii, sonu^ types of 3;'.o

Liver, enlarged, kidney
simulated by . - 353

- - in lardaceous disease

8, 35, 375, 035
- - leukajmia .. 04, 374
- -

locally, by abscess . . 330
carcinoma . . . . 330

- - - gumma . . . . S'tO

hydatid cyst .. 3»i»

sarcoma . . . . 330
in lymphadenoma 329, 374
mitral regurgitation

210, 211

mvocardial degenera-
*tion 90

- - nutmeg 53, 334. 368
omental matting simu-

lating .. 4S,
tumour simulating

- - pain in the hypochon-
drium with . .

from pliosphorus
poisoning 320, 330

in pseudo-leukajmia. .

pylephlebitis . .

- - relapsing fever

renal tumour simulat-

ing . . .. 51,

rigid rectus simulatin'j
- - from sarcoma.. 52,

- - from single abscess . .

- - skodaic resonance from Gil

from suppurative cho-

langitis

pylephlebitis
suprarenal tumour

sinuilating . .

- - from svpliilis. .

with tricuspid regurgi-
tatioa

from tropical conges
tion

tuberculous peritonitis

simulating . .

vena caval obstruction

bv
in AVeil's disease

- fatty, from alcoliol
- phosphorus . . 73

Liver, fatty, general ac-

count of
- - from severe ansemia. .

- - tubercle
- - wasting disease
- fibrosed, in congenital

syphilis . . . - 334
- furrowed, from tight

lacing . . . . . . 307
- gas-containing loculi in 203
- Gaucher's cells in . . 034

Liver, could.
- gumma of (see Gumma

of Liver)
- hard, from carcinoma

252. 373
- - cirrhosis 52, 272, 332, 370

new growth' . . . . 52

sarcoma . . . . 252
- hydatid cvst of (see

'Hydatid Cyst in

Liver)
-

irregular, from carcinoma 373

in cirrhosis . . . . 272

from syphilis. .

- kidney simulated by . .

- lardaceous (see Lanla-
ceous Liver)

- lesions, ptyalism from . .

- leukaimic nodules i\\ . .

- lobulated
- lymphadenomata of . .

- malignant, pyrexia with
- melanotic sarcoma in . .

- new growth of, pain in

the back from
shoulder from . .

physical signs of the

proportions of the . .

- nutmeg, from arterio-

sclerosis . . 11

ascites with . . 47

cyanosis with
from fibroid lung

Liver, nutmeg, general ac

count of

from L'ranular kidnev
from heart failure 47,

52, 334, G94

jaundice with . . 334
liver enlarged with . . 47

tender, pulsating 331

from lung disease

from mitral stenosis

cedema of legs with , .

pain in epigascrium
from
slioulder from

- primary growth of

Liver, Prussian-blue re-

action in, in bronzed
diabetes

in pernicious aniB-

mia
in sprue . .

Liver, pulsatile 368, 359.

from lieart failure . .

mitral re^'urgitation . .

tricu-^l'i.i r>'LMirLMr,iti'M

nutrrif'-' <-li,inL'i-

Liver, Riedel's lobe of
^- i-ubover.. .. 3SS, 592

- sarcoma of (see Sar-

coma of Liver)
- secondary carcinoma in

77. 190. 317

Liver, suppuration in,

general account of

Liver, syphilis of. general
account of - 1

- tender, from acute con

gestion
- - cholangitis
- - gall-stonc-S
- - new erowth . .

nutmet: cliange

(see Tenderness of

Liver)
- transposed
Liver, tropical congestion of 369
- tuberculous tumour in. . 37.

- tumours, .ascites from.. J'l

portal obstruction from 40
- umbilicated nodules in

52. 253. 331,
- uneven, from cirrhosis. .

- venous congestion of

(see Liver. Nutmo?)
- visible movements of
- wandering (see Hepato-

ptosis)
Lividitv (see Cyanosi.-t

Llewellyn. L. J., illustration

lent by . . • 343

Lobar pneumonia (see

Pneumonia)
Lobelia, asthma relieved by 535

Lobster, urticaria from .. 771

372
307

543
374
36G
374
77

253

71G
475
36G
3CG

. 3G8

,
334
334
334

368
U

334
33V

437
475

2t

2i
24

694

211

366

369

372

331
333
272
52

334

300

373
370

373



LOCOAFOTOR ATAXY LV.MI'IIATR' GLANDS 843

Locomotor ;it;i\y (see Tabes

Dors;ili--)

Lock-jaw (see Tetanus ;

aral Trisrims)
Locke. Dr. I-indTfiv, skia-

i,'r:ims hy . . 44U,
Lockiiii? of joints . .

Loin filled out by perine-
phric abscess.. 352,

- a-jema of, in acute ne-

phritis. . .. 0.
-

[lain in (see Pnin in Lcins;
Baok:K-ho ; and Achin;^
in Loins)

Loin, tumour in. from peri-

nephric lesions

Li'iKhiii. nriL'Wiii-ni >•[

- Si.-hool of Tropical .MeOi-

cine . . 28, '2'J. :iO,

Loiv,' phititiir li^'arnent 439.
- thoracic nerve r)U4, 505,
Loose cartila!>e in knee,

limpini: from. .

Loi'Josis, ahilomen promi-
nent from

- ill achoiKlroiilasia
- Irom conL,'enital disloca-

tion of hip .. 150,
- ill contortionists

Lordosis, general account of
- Willi kvphn^.i- . . i:.:..

- In. in niyopalhy i /'/-a tii; i

- ricket-s . .

Los-; of appetite (see Appe-
tite, Loss oO

- weicrht (see Wei^'ht, Loss

of)

Lo^.enges. eosiii in . .

Lurnhiiijo, a form of my-
algia . .

- iiain in the back from
428,

- rectal examination in . .

- sciatica with
- simulated by pelvic

lesions, .

- - spondylitis deformans
- - tumour
- teniierne^s in the liack in
- - of spine from. .

- vaijinal examination in

Lumbar cusliion . .

-
pain (see Pain in Loins ;

|;ackaclii.-; iiiid Adi-
iriL- in Lniii^)

Lu-nbar plexus 498. 499.
- puncture, in diiit,'nostng

cause of pain in arm, .

proloniied pyrexia
cerebral tumour . .

enceplialitis
- - - t^eneral i)aralvsis ..

meningitis. 147, 225,
315. 511, 515,

525, oGC, 500,
- - -

pachymeniiiRitis . .

- - - sarcoma of cord . .

- - - sciatica
- - -

spinal meningitis
417,

- - - s[iotted fever
- - -

(anil see ('erebro-

spiiial Fluid.)
- rcL'ion. ,T;)c(]uet's erv-

iii.'firi Mf . . ; .

Lumbar reqion. left, organs
rontained in

LuTibar region, right, or-

gans contained in

Lumbar segments of cord.

muscle connections of -

Lnrnl.ri.-als. allV.-tc

ulnar paraly.is
- of foot, nerve supply of
- iiand, nerve supply of .

root innervation of .

-
paralysis of, talipes from

- role in claw-hand
Lune. abscess of (see Ab-

s'ess of Lung)
- actinomycosis of (see

Actinomycosis)
- aneurysm ruptured into

287.
-

asjtergillosis of (see As-

pergillosis)
- carcinoma of

4.'iS

42tt

438

42?)

715
429
4;is

71.-!

421)

412

412
5f.3

305
439

4.1*1

554

14

212

212
215
51

100

705

2 in

Lung, cirrhosis of {-<•• I'lun-

monocoTiiosi-^)
-

coni|iri'^-fd hy aneurysm 431

Lung-conditions, heart ifail-

ure from
- congestion of, lia;mo-

ptosis due to . .

from mitral regurgita-
tion. .

stenosis
- diseases, heart larm' fron

pancreatitis with
- embolus of (see Kmbol-

ism. Pulmonary)
Lung, empyema ruptured

through 86. \'<>^. i'^7,

j'..l. :,:;l, :.;-;_. 643,
- engorgement of, from

myocardial degenera-
tion

- fibroid, albuminuria fron:

amplioric breatliirm
over

- - ascites from* . .

- - back ]iressnrc from . .

bronchial breathing
over

bronchiectasis and II

HI, U;^. 21(5,

- - bronchophony over . .

- - bubbling niles in

cavernous breathing
over

chest of affected side

shrunken from 153,
\r,i.

- - - movenient defectiv.'

witl

outline with (F(V7.7'.i) It;

- - Cheyne-Stokcs breath-

ing from
clubbed fingers with

14. 111. 108, 210
- - compensatory emphy

sema of other hnii

with
cougli from

n;s

211',

ir,

\i\>

los

043

401
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l.ijinphaiic ola>i(lt, conitl.

axillary, onlariied, in

German measles . . "228

-
, from herpes . . 431

nodgkin's disease

{Fi'j. lOS)

377, :)G0, G"5
- Iciikffiniia . . oY
- - - - lichen scrofiilo-

sorum with . . '1S3
- ill Ivmphadenonia

r>i, 3S0

lyinpliatic' Icukai-

111 ia . . . . 2->

- - - - from mastitis . . GSfl

- - - - pnirit^o . . , . 491)
- - - - from septic absorp-

tion .. . . HSO
tubercle . . 378, ;JS()

- tuberculous breast 68^;

- - - pain ill arm from . . A\'.\

- - bronchial, caseous, age
incidence of . . 3S0

Lymphatic glands, bron-

chial, caseous, brady-
pnffia from SI, 85

- - - - lirnncliicctasis

from . . . . 2'.1'2

seen witli the bron-

choscope iFig.
GS) .. .. 158

bronchus stenosis

from 2CI2, 381, 704

(Fig. Gl).. .. 140
- ill children . . 85
- cou'^li from . . 149
- dirliovdtv in dia-

•.niosiiiLT .. 385
_ _ libroid luns from 292
-

;.*eneral tubercu-
losis from . . 3So

-
lin:inioptysis from 287

- - - - biccouiijh from 307 30S
- - - -

irruption into bron-
chus 381. 420, G44

- into tracliea .. 418
- - - - marasmus from. . 385
- from milk . . 385
- obstructing

trachea . . ]-i7

- - - - ortliopna'a from 418
- phrenic nerve irri-

tntion by .. 308
- simulating diph-

theria . . . . 1''7

tachycardia from "So

vngus nerve irri-

tation bv .. 308
a*-ravs in diagnos-

ing . . 85, 149
cretaceous hajmo-

ptysis from . . 287

Lymphatic glands, bron-

chial, enlarged 381

structeil l>v . . 37G
- in Hodgkin's dis-

ease . . . . 5G9
- - - - in lympiiMtism .. 382
- - - -

systolic bruit over
manubriuni from 91

- - - ~
.T-niys in detecting 37fi

inflamed, couuh from 149
- - carotid, enlarged from

epithelioma . . 738
- - c;iseous, milk causing

308. 379, 385
- — periodic fever from 30.-^

- - - pyrexia from . . 704
- - - scrofnlodermia with 403
- - - T-riiTs in diasnosiniT

85. 149. 30S. 459. 701
- - cervicnl, carcinoma-

tnn^ 19C

Lymphatic qlands. cervical,
enlaroed . . 379

Irom hoi! .. G47
- carious tooth . . G47
- - - - cfiseous thoracic

t-hnd.^ with . . 30S

Lymphatic nland^. cervical,

enlarged, epithelioma-
tous 380

- - - - in (German rncnsles 22S
- - iroflQ-kin's disfinse

370, {Fin. IfiS")

077. 5r.9. 035

Liimpliadc ijJands, rnntd.

cervical, enlarged,
inflammatory . . 379

in KirkUind's dis-

ease . . 379, 015
lichen scrofulo-

sorum with . . 488
in leukaimia . . 51

lyniphadcnoma
51, 370

- lymphatic leukae-

mia . . . . 25

lympliosarconia, . 379

mumps simulated

by .. ..017
- - - - from otitis media 379

j)edienlosis 379, 047

peptic ulcers . . 740
- scarlet fever 10,

228, 379, 017

Lymphatic glands, cervicaL
enlarned, sources of

infection causing 617
spinal caiR-s and 510
stitt-neck from .. 047
from tonsillitis .. 047

Lymphatic glands, cervical.

enlarged, tuberculous

379, 37S
- - - - wUh tnlieri'ulous

jieritonitis . . 48

inllamed, dysphagia
from . . . . 017
sore throat from

013, 017
torticollis from . . 142

lyini»hadoiiomatous,
orthopiicca from

418, 419
trncliea obstructed

by . . . . 418

malignant, ortho-

[inoea from 418, 419
- - - - stridor from . . 051

trachea obstructed

by .. ..418
voc;i| cord par-

alysis from . . 4 95
- - - pnrroma of . . 380
- - - tuberculous, laryn-

geal pirnh'si? from 495
- ulcerntion of . . 379

- - - ulceration of malig-
niiit .. r. 3S0

LYMPHATIC GLAND EN-
LARGEMENT .. 376

hluud-r-uiirit indiller-

cnti;iting .. 370
- - - in rbloroma 205, 556

gcnernllv, in Gorman
measles . . . . 22S

- in plasfue . . 378
Still's discnse 35, 37.S

syphilis 240, 491, 018
- - - - tuberculosis . . 378
- - - ill Ilodgkin'sdispase

:;7. 55, 04

Lymphatic gland enlarge-
ment, localized 378

leuka^niiri 55, 04, 570

lvmph:idetioma .. 1

- - - lymphatic leukfBmia 550
- - - multiple benign sar-

coid . . . . 40.5

in mycosis fungoides 731

pleuritic effusion

with . . . . 100

svpbilidrs nnd . . 500
Iniin riri.-:i riivin:ita 249

Lymphatic glands, epi-

trochlear. enlarged 380
with nrthriti' . . 35

- - - - from digital chan-
cre . . . , 381

- - - - in Hodgkin's dis-

ease (Fio. 108) 377
- - - - rheumatoid arth-

ritis . . 343, 378
from septic ab-

-r->rption . . 380

Lymphatic nlands, femoral,
anatomy of . . . - 679

Lymphatic glands, femoral,
enlarned . . 381, 675

._ i,-,,,.i lut.-v . . r.7'.i

- - - -
u[nrlirllulnatiHl^

Li/uip/ialic glands, roii/d.
- - femoral, enlarged,

from pediculosis . . 079

syphilitic . . 079
from truss . . 079

- - - - tuberculous .. 079
hernia simulated by

079, 080
- - - supyuirating . . G79

Lymphatic glands, general-
ized enlargement of,

list of causes of . . 376

Lymphatic glands, Hodg-
kin's. characters of . 377

Lymphatic glands. Hodg-
kin's. distinguished
from tubercle - . . 380
iliac, caleareuus. simu-

lating Stone in ureter 455
coiuiections c£ . . 079

ordarged . . . . 070

appendicitis simu-
lated by 459, 077

malignant 381, 480

swelling in right
iliac fossa from 005

tuberculous . . G77
inflamed. causes of 459

pain in iliac fossa
from 452, 451, 459

pyrexia from ..4 59

rectal e.xamination
for . . . . 459

swelling in iliac

fossa from . . 459

Lymphatic glands, iliac,

tuberculous 459

i.'jii.T itinn in dia-

i,'nusnig .. 459
tuberculous cae-

cum simulated

by . . . . 459
- - - - von rirquet's re-

action with . . 459
- j-rays iu dia-

gnosing .. 459

inflamed, abscess from 381

pain over .. .. 381

pyrexia from . . 381

reddening of skin

ovrr . . . . 381

Lymphatic glands, inguinal,

anatomy of . . . . 679

Lymphatic glands, inguinal,

enlarged .381
|,v r;inih.>nia ISl.

3S1, 585
with chancre GIS, 7U0

- from opitheiioma
r,i;i. r.-_M. 095. 700

Lymphatic glands, inguinal,

enlarged, general ac-

count of . . 679
in German measles 228
from herpes 431, 754
in Ifodgkin's dis-

ease . . 509 035
- leukaimia 51, 079
- - - - Ivmphadenonia

51, 079

lymphatic leu-

kaimia . . 25

melanotic sar-

coma . . . . 381

prurigo .. ..490
- from sarcoma . . 680

scrotal chancre.. 021
- - - -

septic absorption 381
- in sleejiing sickness 28

- - - - from soft sores . . 01 7

syphilis . . 184, 377

trypanosomiasis 28
tuberculous . . 378

inllamcd, limping
from . . . . 303
from soft sore . . 019

suppurating . . 080

lumbar, enlarged, from
carcinoma 480, 585, 090

- - ni.nsfoid, inflamed . . 203

Lymphatic glands, medi-

astinal, caseous, notes
on 704—

plirenie nerve utI-

tation bv . . 308
- - - - tachvcardia from

703, 701

Lymphalic giands, could.
- - mediastinal, caseou.-,

vaiius nerve UTita-

tion by 308, 703.

x-rays iu dia-

LMio^'ing . .

Lymphatic glands. Medi-

astinal, enlarged
- ~ - - in Uud-jkin'a di--?-

e ise . .

pressure signs from
- - - - simulating aneur-

ysm . .

- - mediastinitis . .

- new growth . .

- - - -
x-rays in dia-

gnosing
malignant, vocal

cord paralysis
from

sarcoma of . .

- - mesenteric, caseous . .

adhesions from..
bands from
intestinal obstruc-

tion from

Lymphatic glands, mes-
enteric, enlarged

:S1
;.si

l:iO

l;:o

]:;o

281
I 1\ .pU:

382
G92

3S1

tuhrrrnlaiis :iSl, (l-".7

Lymphatic glands, occipital,

enlarged . . • 373
Ill German measles

228, 377, 378
- - - - in syphilis 377, 373
- -

pelvic, enlarged, from
carcinoma of bladder

472, 579, 580
recti . . . . 585

malignant .. 381

rectal examination
in detecting 381, 472

from testis growth 090

obstructed, chyluria
from . . . . 2S

popliteal, enlarged . . <'.9i'

from septic absorp
tion

suppurating
portal, enlarged.

ascites from 45,51
bile-duct obstruc-

ted by 51,
- - - - rnrcinomatOUF 45.

51, 325, 329,

330, 331.

Lymphatic glands, portal,

enlarged, jaundice from
:.M. :;::.. 329. :;:;0

- - - " Ieuk;eimc 45, 51,

325, 3.",0

lymphadenomatous
45, 51. 32;t

from lymphosar-
coma . . , . 329

malignant, ascites

from . . 45, 50
bile-duct ob-

structed by 5ft

jaundice from

50. :;_"'

portal vein ob-

structed bv

45, 50, 51

sarcomatous . . -"1

tubercidous 45. 51, n:; I

- - posterior cervical, nn-

lareed in German
measles . . . . 5G2
mediastinal, second-

ary dcpo'^it'^ in. . 10:1

Lymphatic glands, pre-

auricular, enlarged . . 3.3
iiuni v'b.incre of

evelid . . . . 379

epithelioma .. '..:<

melanotic sarcoma 37'.i

rodent ulcer .. 37S

septic absorption 378

sepsis . . . . 095

syphilis . . . . 095
tubercle . . G95

puncture in diagnosis
of trypanosomiasis 23

- - retroperitoneal, secon-
dary deposits in 7,

381, 749, 750
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[.,liNi<l,iili<- iihfitih. i-'iihl.

Lynirihatic glands, sub-

maxillary, enlarged 379
lu i]i|iiitii''M.i - - ;m'-'

L'pithi.'lionia ,"71i, 7:18

- - - - liclien stTOfulo-

sorum with . . -J.SS

- - - - from quinsy .. 37'.t

in scarlet fever.. ;i7'.l

from septic absor[>-
tiou . . . . :i70

- - - -
mifipnratioii of . . ;i7',)

from tonsillitis . . 37'.)

- - suppurJitiiis, leiico-

cytosis with . . -"^'iO

- - -
sO[tti(.'!T!mia from . . 0U7

proloriired pvre\i.i
fruiii . . . . ''l'7

Lymphatic glands, supra-
clavicular, enlarged 380

|,-n[!l ;il>ilOMliliul

new ijruwlli . , ilSn

- - - - carcinoiiia coil ,. G3n
----- of rectiiin . . 7

stomach 317, fi3()

.pitli.-lK.iri;. . . 7;iS

Lymphatic gland, supra-
clavicular, enlarged
malianant (/'"/. 17) . . 49

- - -
left, earcirioniii in

107. 2o':, 2:.:;

- - ttior;ieie, enlarged iti

Hodckin's disease. . 03.'>

leuksemia . . Til

- - - - lymphadenoma 51

tuberculous, a^e inci-

dence of .. .. 3Sn
I

- - - anaiiuia with . . 3"J I

- - - from milk . . . . 370
;

obscure (lyrexiu i

from . . . . o73 '

Iththisis rare with.. 37'J

- li-iikiemia (see Leukaiiiiia ;

and Leukaiinia, Lym-
phatic)

- obstruction, from car-

cinoma maniTii;!! ..411
- - elephantiasis from .. -Ill

- - by niaria . . ..411
- - (i?dema from.. .. 4ln
- - - of arm from . . 411
- - after operation .. 411 '

Lymphatics, abdominal.
obstructed. chylous
ascites from . . . . -''0

rbvlnriii frum . . .".n

Lymphatism, general ac-

count of .382
Lymphocytes, in cerebro-

spinal fluid l-'i', 305, 511
j

lii -r,irr,d p:ir;.lv^is

L'4;i, :;oii

tabes .. 11(1, 440
- in Hod^kin's diseise . . 37

Lymphocytes, large, charac-
ters of 22

- - lu.-n-i^ed 111 in;dtrri

33.".. 3(U, 3Gi?. :>3r.,

't'M). r.37

in lymphatic leukiemia ^C. !

relative muubers of. . -3
- in leukaemia 04, 274, 032
- Ivmpliatic leukaemia . . 330
- myelocytes simulatinu'. . 23
- numerous in chiMren . . 23
- in pleuritic effusion . . 102
- small . . (Plate V) 2S
- - in a-scitic flui'l . . 4S

Lymphocytes, small, charac-

ters of 22
- - ni l<'iik;etni.i . .

- - tvmptiatic leukiBnua 2-'i. -"i I

- -
pernicious an:pmi;i . . 21

- - relative numbers n{ . . 23
- - in typhoid f.'ver 3i;l. O'li;

Lymphocytes, transitional 22

Lynipln..-vt.'>i~nf iuldn-ii,

sinmlatiiiL' !eHk;T?nu:i- 2i;

- in Hodi-'kiri's disease . . 'U
- pernicious an;uniia .. 01

Lymphom:i. treneralized

lymph-firland enlarge-
ment in . . . . 370

- TTodt:ki)i's disen.se and.. 377
- Ivmpliosarconia and .. 377

Lymiihosarcoma of caecum 000
,

-cervical yUinds cnlari-'ed

fi-o;n

- chloroma re|;ited to
-

eosirioplulia from
-

gefteralixed lympli-.i,d;iTid

enlarirement in

Lymphosarcoma. Hodgkii's
disease and 3/?,

- i.lUlMl..' ll-MMl , .

Lymphosarcoma, lymph-
adenoma and. .

-•[\.

G35

G35
2S7

32t)

-
port;d gNinds c.dari^'cd

from . .

- swelliTii:s ill abilonuiial

wall in

Lvsis i:i pieuino'H-i
-

ty[.hiw I'-vri- {I'll. 2r,S)

McBURNEY's
spot b'-l. 454

M.'Cnll And.Tson,
psori.isis rupioide^ of ool

Macken/ie, on evtr.isy stoles .^^17

Mackenzie polygraph, i:i

heart cases . . 544
M.i.niill.ui \- <.'.->.. Me>s:'~..

bh.cks lent bv . . 23.'.

Macroclieilia . . li'.tS

Macrocytes (Plah II. I'l'j. B) 22

Macroglossia . . . . i-'.'S

Macula, cherry-red .
,

llti

- white patches at . . 1 U',

MACULES 382
-

ill erythema muliifornu' IS'.i

fourth dise;isi' . . 2211

- (lerman mensles 22S, .'.02

- hajmosideriu in.. .. 3K2
- in herpes
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Mat'a freer, conUi.
~ - scrum reaction in . . 460
- ~ spicea enlarged in 4Gfi,

032, 037

Ma.nima (see Breust)

Mammary abscess (see Ab-

scess, ilammiry)
Manchester epidenuL-, ar-

senic in beer in GC, 520

Mania, acute, from plumb-
jsm .. .. 31, 117

saturnine encephalo-
pathy .. -.110

- delirium in . . - - 109
- dilated pupil from . . o'y2

- after epileptic fit . . 143
- hearing of voices in . . 405
- homicide from . . . . 403
- insomnia from . . . . 3"22

- nocturnal, from old age 322

Mannerisms . . . . ISfi

Manson, on dhobic's itch. . 250

Maimbrium, systolic bruit

over .. .. .. Ol

MARASMUS -384
- from caseous broncliial

glands . . . . 3S5
- congenital sypliilis . . 3S.')

- defective feeding . . 385
- definition of . . . . 3S4
- from diarrlKca . . . . 38 1

- dirt 385
- gangrene from . . . - 255
- general waiting from . . 59
- hernia of lung ifi . - l'>9

- Iiypothermi t from .. 573
- keratomalacia with . . 73 I

- from rickets . . . . 385
- tuberculosis . . . . 385
- vomiting • . . 38 I

Marie, on spondylosc rbixo-

m^lique . . 714, 715

Marriage, anreniia cured by 3G
- gleet in relation to . . 184

Marrow, hyperplasia of . . 707
Marsh cachexia . . . . 00

Marsh's test for arsenic . . 78

M;issige, insomnia relieved

by 323
- in lowering higli blood-

pressure . . . . 323
- for oedema of le^'s .. 411
- in prevention of con-

tractures . . ..Ill
- of prostate, in detecting

prostatitis . . . . 183
- rheumatism relieved by 406
- in rheumatoid artliritis 343
M;isseter muscle, paralvsis

493, 700

Masseters, atrophy of, in

bulbar paralysis .. 403
from cerebral tumour 447

Mastication, difficulty with.
in bulbar iiaralysis . . 135

Mastitis, acute, general
account of . 685

- chronic, ciircinoma s-inui-

lating . . . . . , 0S6
libro-adenoma simu-

lating . . . . GS7

Mastitis, chronic, c&neral
account of . 68Q

- cyst formation with ISl. 080
- pain with -120. 430, 431
- pus from nipple with . . 181
- serous discharge from. . 181
- tciidernpss from . . 707

Mastodynia 430, 431
Mastoid abscess (see Ab-

scess, Mastoid)
- disease, cerebral abscess

from . . . . . . 502
- - lieadache from . . 2;i5

- ojdema over . . . . 597
-

process, enlarged, in acro-

megaly . . . . 237

pain over . . . . 202
tender.. .. 202, 597

- swelling, from cavernous
sinus thrombosis . . 220

Masturbation, priapism
from 53S

Matches, phosphorus in

making . . . . 73

poisoning from , , 330
- in urethra . . . . 181

Measles, albuminuria in . . 13
- albumosuria iu . . . . 10
- arthritis with . . . . 340
- cancrum oris after . . 74
- coma in . . . . . . 117
- common cold simulated 228
- convulsions from . . 144
- coryza in 178. 334, 440
- cough in. . . . . - 384
- deafness from . . . . 100
- delirium in . . . . IGD
-

diiignosis from scarlet

fever . . . . . . 14
- diazo-reaction in ..173
- diphtheria with. . . . 109
- empyenia after . . . . 597
- eosiiiophilia after .. 218
-

epistaxis in . . . . 221
- erythema in . . 223, 22S
- febricula representing . . 404
- fourth disease simulating 229
- gangrene from . . . . 255
- German (see German

>re.isles)
-

liii)inn[ifvsi~ iti , .

Measles, Koplik's spots in

{Plate VIII > 178,
- laryngeal obstruction in

-
laryngitis in . . 199,

- leucocytosis rare in
- macules in . . 178,
- menorrhagia from
- nasal discharge from . .

- oedema of face from 413,
- orthopnoea in . .

- pain in the eyes in
- - limbs in
-

jieroneal atrophy after

GO,
- photophobia in..
- purpura in . . 553,
- rash of . .

-
rigor in and after 505,

- scales in
- scarlatina simulated by
- simulating common cold
-

syphilis simulating 383,
-

talipes after
- thrombosis of cerebral

veins after
- tuberculous meningitis

after . .

Meat, distaste for, from
carcinoma of stomach

43,
- fibres in faices, in chronic

pancreatitis . . 110,
Meatus auditorius, exosto-

sis in . .

(and see Ear)
- urinarius, reddened, from

gonorrhoea
small, enuresis from. .

frequent micturition
Meckel's diverticulum, in-

te-^tinal obstruction. .

.\b-dl;iu Tirrve .. .504,

Mcdiastinitis, acute, pain in

the chest from
sternal crepitations

with
- from acute rheumatism
-

clironic,afterpericardiris
with adherent j'cri-

cardium
adherent pericardium

part of

ascites from . .

Bright's disease simu-
lated by . .

- - enlarged mediastinal

glands simulating. .

- - fibrous, vena caval ob-
struction from

Mediastinltis, chronic, gene-
ral account of

- gummatous . .

- oedema of face and
arms from . .

- after pleurisy
- from polyorrhomenitis
- rheumatic 52, 54,
- tuberculous . .

- vena cava obstructed

by . . . . 52,
- - - inferior obstruc-

tion bv

287

228
418
418
300
5G2
380
178
415
•US
440
405

513
525
554
228
597
002
228
178
384
113

MediastiuitiSy confd.
- clubbed lingers from . . Ill
- hiccough from . . . . 308
-

pain in the chest from. . 430
-

pericarditis preceding . . 308
- pleurisy pi-Mfiling . . 308
- from >v|.liili- iFiiJ. 303) 749
- varii-u^c iilMidiiitnal veins

iromiFig. 30.3) .. 749
- (and see Mediastinum,

Fibrosis of)

Mediastino-pericarditis . 435
Mr,|l;l.lliillIII.:il>.ri'^Siri(V.,

Al.^ri.^-;, M.-.lKiStHiaO
- aneurysm leaking into.. 120
- crepitations in . . . . 435
- fibrosis in, aneurysm

simulating .. .. 159

cyanosis from . . 159
- - growth simulating . . 150

oedema of face and
arms from . . . . 159
from . . . . 415

palpitation from . . 485

pneumogastric irrita-

tion from . . 703, 704

tachycardia from 703, 704
- - vena cava obstructed

by 52, 159, 415,

G73, 751
vocal cord paralysis
from . . . . 405

.r-rays in diagnosing. . 159

(and see Jlediastinitis,

Chroidc)
- gumma in, vena cava

obstruction by .. 415
- liaemorrhage into . . 150
- hydatid cyst in 470, 751
- lesion of, tenderness from 700

of sternum from . . 708

x-rays in diagnosing. . 708
- lymphadenoma of, hic-

cough from . . . . 308

Mediastinum, growth of 104
- — ariainii;i from 434,435

aneurysm simulating 435
arthritis simulated by 470

- - ascites from . . 40, 52

blood-stained effusion

from .. 102, 105
bronchiectases from . . 292
bronchus obstructed by

104, 202; 308
cachexia from 434, 435
cervical sympathetic

affected by . . 05 1

clubbed fingers from.. Ill
- - cough from . . . . 434
- - dyspnoea from . . 434

effects of . . . . 102

cosinophile corpuscles
and 102

fibroid lung from.. 2:(2

- - hiematemesis from 205,207
luemojjtysis from ..431
heart displaced by.. 101

liiccough from . . 308
intercostal neuralgia

suggesting . . . . 431
oedema from . . . . 415

- - - of arm from 207, 411
face and arras from 413

legs from . . . . 52

neck from . . . . 207
- - opening aorta 205, 2G7

resophagus. . 205, 207
- - ortliopriffiafrom 418.410
- - pain down arm from. . 434

Mediastinum, growth in,

pain in chest from 207,
430. 434. 435

linaii from .. .. 434
neck from . . . . 434

- - - shoulder from .. 4 7t'i

pnlpitation from .. 485

pleuritic effusion from 101
- - pneumogastric irrita-

tion from 703, 704
- - pyrexia from 435.

(F1V7. 248) 570
- - secondary in supra-

clavicular fluid . . 380

simulating aneurysm 207
astlima . . . . 535

Bright's dise^se .. 413
bronchiectasis . . 104

Mediastinum, growth in, cm
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Meige's disease, general
account of ' 226

- - erytiiema in . . '2'J',',, :.'"Ji;

- - (ft. rile attacks in .. 411

MEL>ENA (and see Llood

per Aiiumj . . 7J. 385
- Ill ;icute yellow atrophy

- anrcmia from . . . . 'M'

- from ankylostomiasis .. 5*21

- cirrhosis . . . . . . o71
- duodenal ulcer iiO, 7n,

L'71, i:>l

- from L'all-stone.-^ . . -7-
-

L,':istric ulcer 7n. "208. 'iiil'

- in Henoch's purpura .. 'M'-i

Melsena neonatorum 7G
- from portal vein throm-

bosis . . . . . . *272

- in small-pox .. .. -I'J

-
splenome^alic pol_vcy-
thsmia . . . . 'l-iH

Molaiicholia. catalepsy and ."iOS

- hearing of voices in .. -luri

- Wish blood-pressure with 81
- insomnia from . , . . ?r2'2

- irritability in . . . . 'A-'.i

' loss of appetite and . . A'J,

- mutism in . . . . i;*_' 1

- suiciJe from . . . . luri

- the unpardonable sin in -lU.',

Melanin in urine .. .. 'MA

Melanopen . . . . . . 7 I'l

Melanotic carcinoma of skin 7;'.0

- iin'nina {see Sarconi:i,
_M.'|,,nL.ii.-i

MelanurJa, general account

Mrii/'/iififis, i-frt'lirospi/ta!^ <

- - Clieyne-Stokes breath-

ins from
- - coma from
- - erythema in 1!22, 22-''

^reeii vomit in

headache in . . -'J"i

- -
liemiple:?ia from

- -
herpes facialis in

- - hyperpyrexia in
- - lumbar puncture

nnf>i.

of 745. 746
- (Fiaie X.X.XIV)
Melon-seed bodies, in teno-

synovitis
Membrana i)ropria, per-

foration in
- tympani (see Tympanic

Membrane)
Membranes, adherent, dys-

tocia from
- early rupture of, ilystoria

from . .

Membranous (lysine lorrn-u.

(see Dysmenorrhiisi)
- rhinitis (see Kliinifis)
- vairinitis (see Vairinitis)

Memory changes in Uemi'n-
tia

- - epilepsy
hysteria

- defective,

|>nralvsis
- .iri.-rt- after f.-M-r^

MEMORY. LOSS OF
- - Iroiii alcoholisni "Jtl,

1 ii;,

- - frontal lobe ttimoitr. .

Mt'riit.Te''^ disease, diMftn'^-;

in eeneral

Meniere's disease, general
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Mrnstruation. could.
- headache from . .

- internal secretions and
- i.oises in ears and
- pain in the back from. .

breast from . .

- in pregnancy
-

tliyroid gland eidargcd

during
- vicarious

biood per anum from
- -

epistaxis from
- - lunemoptysis from
Jlensuration, abdominal, in

ascites
- in hip-joint disease 3G3,
- witli ovarian cyst
Mental backwardness, from

cerebral diplegia 132,
embolism . .

- eases, salivation in
- changes, in general par-

alysis . .

Graves's disease
- defect, in congenital

syphilis
crrlini^m

Mental deficiency in child-

ren, signs of .

lalling and
«ith porencepliaUis ..

- - priapism from
with spastic paraplegia
speech defect and

- deterioration, from alco-

hol
- disc ise, insomnia from . .

- dullness, in tj'phoid fever
-

failure, from cerebral

softening
- stale in disseiiunated

sclerosis
-

syini.itonis. in :idii>osis

dolorosa

Mental symptoms, from
alcoholis-n

- - 111 k-id |,oi^.-.niiig ..

- - myxcedcma . .

- - from peripheral neuritis
- trouble, from plumbism
Meralgia paraesthetica
llercurialism. iiUiuminuria

in
- occupations causing
- taste loss from . .

Mercury, acute ccdema of

tongue from . .

- albumiruiria [rom
- ana3mia from . .

- anuria from
- bleeding gums from 72,

73,
- cachexia from . .

- chancre healed by
- condylomata cured by. .

- in congenital svpUilis . .

- curing rabbit skins
- curious results of taking
- deafness from . .

- in diagnosini.' gumma . .

nature of ulcer of

tongue
- -

syphilis 00, 190, 480,
500. OSS, G04,

- dysphagia from
- erythema from . .

- foul taste from . .

- gumma of liver and
- intolerance to . .

- iodide, in syphilis
- leucopenia from
- necrosis of jaw from . .

- oedema from
-

peculiarities of sweat
after . .

- peripheral neuritis from
S:!, Gl, Go,

- poisoning, anienorrhcea
from . .

anuria faom . .

disseminated sclerosis

simulated by
Mercury poisoning, general

account of

ocrnnation nni.l

- - paralysis a;,'itans simu-
lated by . .

Mercury poisoning, sym-
2iH; ptoms of

388 - in pscudoparalj-sis
723 !

- purpura from . .

716
!

- in rabbit-skin curing . .

430 I

- salivation from 33, 73,
G8S ! 542,-

I

- speech defect from
721

' - stomatitis from 33, 73,
274 74, 260, 542, 726,
70

!

- taste loss from . .

221 - tremor from 33, 724,
287 MERYCISM

- vomiting simulated by
44 Mesenteric embolism (see
364 Embolism, Mesenteric)
45 - glands (see Lymph.atic

Glands, Mesenteric)..
729 - hfemorrliage
133 - plexus lesions, meteorism
543 from . .

- thrombosis (see Throm-
120 bosis. Mesenteric)
726 Mesentery, hydatid cyst in

657,
235 - loaded with fat . .

23 1 I
- thick contracted
- tumour of. kidney simu-

623
j

lated by . . 354,
iV26 Mesotan, dermatitis from
144 - erythema from ..

538 Metacarpal, ericliondroma
144 of (Fio. 282) . .

623 - bones, tuberculous dis-

ease of

720 Metacarpus, node on, from
32'J

I

yaws . .

70 I Metallic tinkling, with
pneumothorax

725 Metatarsal neuralgia
Metatarsus, node on, from

1 IS : yaws . .

- tender, in Norton's dis-

410 ease

METEORISM 388.
465 - abdominal distention
110 from . . .. 055,
1111 Meteorism. effects of
465 - h\-r-Tir;,|

4 - (and sr-.,- TvniM;iiiite.s)
439 .^fet hemoglobin, spectro-

scope in detecting . .

13 - spectrum of {Fiff. 35) . .

33 - ill urine . .

705 after drugs . .

.\fetlia>moglobiuicmia
COS -

cyanosis in .. 157,
13 MeChaemoglobinnria, black
33 urine from
40 - from drugs

- polycythasmia and
206 -

spectroscope in diu-
00 gnosing

730 Methyl-orange test for free
700 HCl
348 Methyl-salicylic acid
65 Methylene blue . .

542 blue urine from
160 - - in detecting pancreas
230 disease

urinary fistula

379 diagnosing pyloric ob-
struction . .

735
, gi-een urine from

73
;

mucus stained by . .

222 ' _ - in searching for amceba;
705 spectroscope band of
253 ill sweets
73 tests for
6^ Methyl xanthin. uric acid

301 from
083 Metritis, chrnnir . . 10.;,
410 METRORRHAGIA

- in acute yellow atrophy
055 - from carcinoma uteri . .

-
chorion-epithelioma

505 -
circulatory lesions

- distinction from menor-
1 8 rhagia
41 metrostaxis . .

- from endometritis
720 -

liainiophilia
- It-nksMnia

726 Metrorrhagia, list of causes
720 of

- from poIy|ii
72G - at puberty

' Mitrorrhagia, contd.

33 - from purpura . .

348 - ruptured tubal gestation
553 - sarcoma uteri . .

33 — scurvy . .

- sexual excess . .

720 I

- sloughing fibroid

720
I

- tuberculosis uteri

METROSTAXIS -.

740 - ana^nii;! from . .

700 - distinction from menor-
720 rharria

388 metrorrli:)'-ria

764 Metrostaxis, list of causes of
Mica-like scales, in pityri-

asis rubra pilaris
Microblasts

130 - {Plate II, Fid. O
707 Microcephaly, dwarOsui

from . .

- facies in . .

- idiocy witli
- infantilism with
Micrococcus catarrhalis,

058 cold due to . .

45 - - nasal discharge duo to

48 - - in otitis media
-

phthisis
0G3 sore throat due to . .

755 - - urethritis tlue to

melitensis, Malta fever
and

671 in Mediterranean fever
- urine . .

COS - rheumaticus, in infective

endocarditis . .

403 -
tetragenus, in sputum..

Microcytes
lOS - (PlaiesII,III) .. 22
439 Micromelia. .

.Micropsia . .

Microscopical examination
for bilharzia . ,

430 blood in stools

3BJ cystin . .

- detecting chyluria . .

056 elastic fibres

656
I

~ ~ ~ malingering of luc-

30'i matemesis
I
- - - meat fibres in stools

[

uric acid . .

157 ! diai^nosing actinomv-
8(1 I cosis 74, 375, 45!<,

275 677, 683,
157 adenoma recti

101 antral tumour
101 carcinoma 180, 18J,

180,230,300,391,
745 422,430.480,580,
533 585,615,686, 687,
533 600,

cause of hiematuria
284 chorion -epithelioma

cysticerci . .

320 eczema marginatum
222 endometritis 387,
G41 endothehoma
747 epithelioma 74, 170,

379,381,619,684,
32S 701, 731.

397 erythrasma
favus

053 gum tumours
747 Hodgkin's gland ..

300 hydatidiform mole
77 - - - intestinal fermenta-

747 ' tion
7 4 7 leprosy
747 - - - malignant elTusion

- - - melanotic carcinoma
742 meningitis . .

104 multiple benign sar-

39C coid
333 _ nature of ulcer 483,
391 588,
391 nephritis ..

301 orbital tubercle . .

- - - ovarian tunioiu: . .

380 oxaluria . .

3gC, Paset's disease ..

391 polypi
392 polypus of uterus, .

302 pyelitis

pyuria
390 rodent ulcer
391 sarcoma 301, G72,
392 684,

302
503
301
302
392
301
301
392

3 so
:iso

392

ISS
188
188
189

178
178
422
G41
013

400
506
GO

200
045

,
24

188
763

101

10?>

642

20G
110
741

69:^

710
685

697
276
301
405
250
391
180

738
251
247
74

379
186

241
03

290
730
417

739
212
230
600
218
730
180
391
218
70

170

Microscopical exam., could.

diagnosing sebaceous

cyst . . . . 62:;

sloughing fibroid . . 301
tinea .. 223, 24'.i

torsio testis 480, 606

triple phospliates. . 524
tubercle . . . . 740

of uterus . . 301
tuberculous breast 080

glands . . . . 370

tongue . . . . OOS
ulcer of larynx . . lo;i

xanthoma . . . . 732

distinguishing new
growths . . . . 5:?s

essential in albuminuria 5

Microscopical examination
effaces . . 170. 519

in p;iiirn-ititi- . . ln|

fowl's blood corpuscle
detected by . . 28*'.

for osazone crvstal:^.. 202
of pleuritic effusion. , 104
semen in sterility . . 647
sputum in phthisis . . 280
ill <tnni;ititi~ . . , . 512

>UIir,ir|;H\rul:ir ^l:ilhl 3811

Microscopical examination

oftissues,techniquefor 390
- - of vomit . . . . ,!<<'>

Microscopists. eye-tran m 44r.
- specks before eves in . . 72

Microsomia (see Dwarfism)
Microspora, ringworm from 247

Microsporon Audouini, ring-
worm from .. ..24 7

-
canis, ringworm from . . 24 7

- felirieum. ringworm from 21 r

- furfur, dhobie's itch from 25ii

tinea versicolor from 25it
- minutissimum, dhobie's

itch from . . . . 250
- - erythrasma from .. 251
- tardnni. rniL'wc^rni from 24 7

Micro.-pornsis . . . . 217

MICTURITION, ABNOR-
MALITIES OF .. 393

- arrested, by bladder

growth . . . . 470
calculus .. 470, 471

- cessation of, after iniury 278
- difficult, from enlartred

!" 2>il

395

394

580, 582
.. 304
.. 394
.. 394

ne-

303, 301
304

Micturition, difficulty in

Micturition, increased fre

quency of 393,
- - from appendicitis 304.

582. 07 7

bacteriuria . . 70, 394
balanitis . . .. 394
calculus . . . . 394
carcinoma of bladder

41, 281, 394, 471,
47^

rectum
uterus

in children . .

from chronic

phritis
coli bacilluria

- -
cystitis 194, 393. 470,

578, 581.
- - diabetes . . 260, 303

diverticulitis . . . . 45.".

enlarged prostnte 281,

393, 394, 396, 534, 742
after exercise. . ... 394
from fibroid . .

goiiorrhcea

hyperacidity of

irritalde bladder
movable kidney
ovarian cyst . .

oxaluria

pelvic lesions. .

penile calculus

peritonitis

phimosis
- - polyuria and . .

from prostatic
scess

prostatitis

742

304
.. 182

urine 394
.. 398

280, 301
.. 304

394,
304,

ab-

303.

424
742
394
592
394
534

470
470

[jyelitis
- pyelonephritis
- pyosalpinx

393, 576, 578
7S

394
renal calculus 278, 393, 304
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850 MOOREN'S ULCER MYELOCYTES

Mooren's ulcer ..734
MoorlifHd. Dr., illustration

lent by . . . . 158

Moral deterioration^ from
alcohol .. -.526

Moran-Axenfeld cliplobacilU,

conjunctivitis from . . 231

Morbus coeruleus {Fig. G7) 157
blood count in . . i)33

clubbed finders from 111

polycythiBmia in . . 532
- - (and ^ee t'oimciiital

lli.-art Disease)

Morbus cordis sine mur-
mure 88

- coxa) senilis . . . . 31U
- maeulosus of Werlhof

553, 55G

Morgagrii, hydatid of, cyst
from . . . . . . 481

Morgan's bacillus, ptomaine
poisoning from . . 717
summer diarrhoea from 384

Morison, Prof. Rutherford,
illustrations leiit by
142. 234, 389. f.lU. 665, 7.S7

Mornini? diarrlioea 172, 173
- sickness, in chronic alco-

holism. . . . 51, 2fi7

in preenancv . - . . 303
Moro's tuberculin reaction

iPIai:- XXX VII) .. 7711

Morphia, abdominal pain
from . . . . . . 42ti

- amenorrlicea from .. IS
- bradypnoea from . . 84
- Cheyne-Stokes breath-

iiig from . . . . H»8
- coma from . . . . 118
- contra-indicated in en-

terospasm . . . . 420

peritonitis . . . . 425
- convulsions from . . 144
-

leuL'openia from . . 3(il

- palpitation from 484, 486
- prick marks in diagnos-

ing 486
- tremor from . . 724, 726
- urticaria from .. .. 771

Morptiine, glycuronic acid

from 261
- reduction by urine after 261

Morphoea. atrophic strire of 529
- biildness from .. .. 71
- distinction from leuco-

dcrmia . . . . 529
- Iine;e atrophicai simu-

lating 365
- violet border of . . . . 520

Mortar-making, dermatitis
from 7.-.:.

Morton's disease .. .. 439
Mortuary altcndants. warts

of 2411

Morvan's disease 62, 257
Morvan's disease, syringo-

myelia and ..97
Mu>i|iiitM bill', Itching from 540

malaria and . . . . 29

swelling of face from 674
vesicles from . . . . 757

Motoring, sore tliroat from 615

Mountaineering, epistaxis
from .. .. ..221

- noises in the head in . . 406
- shortness of breath from 89

Mousy smell, of favus . . 246
Mouth, athetosis of .. 132
- bleeding of, from hsemo-

philia 273
- - in n.-idckin's disease. . 274

Mouth, bleeding nsvi of

{J'/nfr XVII) . . 292
- Iireatliing, foul taste from Tu-'j

snoring from .. .. 613
- bullous dermatoses 74, 99
- chicken-pox affecting . . 616

congenital syphilitic erup-
tion round . . . . 400

- herpes of . . . . 754
- injury to, ptyalism after 542
- Koplik's spots in {Plate

YIII) 178, 228
- ngevi in . . . . . . 283
- pain iTi . . . , 74, 267
- pigmentation in (see

Pigmentation in Mouth)

Moutli. cr)/it(i.

- scars round, in congeni-
tal syphilis . . . . 235

- small-pox affecting .. 6l6
- sore, iti pellagra . . 225

angles of, in con-

genital syphilis {Fig.
107) 234

Movable kidney (see Kidney,
Movable)

Mucinoid substances in

ascitic fluid . . . . 50
Mucocele of gall-bladder

253, 251
Mucomembranous colitis

(see Colitis, Muco-
membranous)

Mucous colic (see Colic,

Mucous)
- membranes, affected by

bullous dermatoses . . 99

blanching of, from
severe lijemorrhage

favus of

hiemorrhage from, in

blood diseases
in pseudo-leukaemia
in scurvy-rickets . .

into, in septic states

herpes of

leprosy affecting
naivi of 275, 283,

pigmentation of, in

Addison's disease 82,
- -

(and see Pigmentation
in the Mouth)

- - rhinoscleroma affecting

ringworm affecting . .

- -
syphilis affecting

telangiectases of
- shreds in stools, simulat-

ing tape-worm
- tubercles in perineum . .

on scrotum . .

Mucus and blood in stools

(see Stools, Blood and
Mucus in)

- excess of, in gastritis 43,

317,
- from nose
- slireds of, from mucous

colitis . .

- stained by eosin

methylene hlne

MUCUS IN THE STOOLS
(and SCO StooK) 170,

- uratc-i sinnilatin^'
- nrir a. ad with . .

MUCUS IN THE URINE..
Miilb-rry ra-li

Multiple benign lupoid

Multiple benign sarcoid -

Multiple serositis, general
account of

Mummification
Mumps, atrophy of testis

from . .

'

. . , . 66
- cervical adenitis simulat-

617
166
617
202
66

606
181
360

305
66
mn
542
595

120
246

596 !

37
'

67m
260
754
404
293

528

320
178

115
300
390

398
710
711

399
:i:i5

405
405

106
255

- deafness from . .

- dysphagia from.. 198,
- earache from
- epididymitis from
- epididvmo-orchilis from

478,
- hydrocele from . .

- leucocytosis rare in
- lymphocytes in cerebro-

spinal fluid in . .

" orchitis from
~ pancreatitis in . .

-
pry:ilism in

- rigor rare in
- salivary glands enlarged

in
"

.. .. 617.
- sore throat from 613,
- testicular abscess in
- trismus simulated by . .

Murmur, vesicular (see
Vesicular Murmur)

Murmurs (see Bruits)
- intracraniil

Muscae volitantes . .

from pletliora
Muscle hbres, in kidney

tumours
- -stoolslOl, 170,172,241

Muscle, could.
- intercostal, overstrained,

from bronchitis . . 432

pain in chest from 432
stitch from overstraia

of 431
- lar.-rarioti of ab,|oniinal 593
Muscle tone, mode of main-

tenance . . ><. 137
Muscles of arm, nerve

supply of - . 504
Muscles of arm, root Inner-

vation of . 509
- cahalici.rioh of . . . . U;;
- electrical reactions of

normal . . 582, 583
- flabby, with fatty heart 212

in rickets . . . . 714
- haemorrhagic knots in,

in scurvy , . . . 556
- hyperatgiaof, anasthesia

with 606
- hypotonia of, in tabes

dorsalis . . . . 236
- injury of, contracture

from . . . . 1 13

Muscles of leg, innervation
of 498, 499

Muscles of leg. spinal seg-
ments associated with 498

- ossiliactioM of . . . , 143
- pain in (-ee Pain m Muscles)
- parasites encysted in . . 729
- rupture of, purpura from 553
- slow relaxation of, in

Thomsen's disease
- swelling of, in myositis

ossificans
- swollen, in trichifiosis
- tenderness of (see Ten-

dertiess of Muscles)
- tricliinella in

MUSCULAR ATROPHY ..

progressive (see Pro-

gressive muscular

atrophy)
- dystrophy, primary (see

Mvopathy)
Muscular rheumatism 138,

431, 443
Musculo-cutaneous nerve 501

Musculospiral nerve (see

Nerve, Musculospiral)
Mushrooms, haemoglobin

uria from
Mussels, urticaria from . .

Mustard plasters, erythema
from . .

~ sore lingers from
- vomiting from . .

Mutism (and see Speech,
Loss oO

- aphasia distinguished
from . .

- in dementia
- melancholia

Myalgia, cervical, head'
ache simulated by . .

Myalgia, general account of 467
- inriTrosr.il, trndt-rness

ironi 707
- pain in the chest from . . 430

limbs in . . . . 463
- tenderness from 431, 706

Myasthenia gravis, bulbar

paralysis simulating 198

drooping of eyelids in 235

617

723
71
221

356

.328

5S4

143
464

464
59

467

28 4

771

222
230
765

621
623
621

294

- - nf i-hi

Myasthenia gravis, dysar-
thria in

.lv-|ilia-ia li-Mni 197,

Myasthenia gravis, electri-

cal reactions in

.*35

627
543

584

Myasthenia aravis. facies in

ifnis. 111. 112 1 ..235
- - knee-jerk in . . . . 359

muscles affe?ted in . . 197
- - nasal voice in. . .. 627

ptosis in . . . . 541

ptyalism from . . 543

rapid fatigue in .. 627

regurgitation of food 76 f

risorius weak in . . 235
- - sneerins appearance in 235

zygomatic muscles
weak in . . . . 235

Mycelium in erythrasma . . 251
- favus . . . . . . 247
- ringworm . . . . 247
- tinea versicol:r. . .. 250

MycetoTa 736
Mycosis fungoides, general

account of . . 731
ItrhliiLT ill . . . . 54il

Myeliti-;, acute bedsore from 258

liyperpyrevia from .. 309
- - from injury... .. 310
- -

-iriLHL'ury from .. 649

Myelitis, anssthesia from 608
- roii[|i[.-.-.|Mii. pain at um-

bilicus from . . . . 484
- constipation in . . . . 128
- contractures after . . 138
-

difficulty in micturition
with 395

- gangrene from . . . . 255
- girdle pain in . . . . 260
- knee-jerk lost after . . 358
- paralysis of bladder in . . 308

one leg from . . . . 49G
-

preci[iitate defaacation
from 314

- pupil reacting to light
but not to accommo-
dation in . . . . 551

- retention of urine in 396,308
- transverse, anaesthesia

with . . 62, 140, 516
withcut anicstliesia . . 516

- - from aneurysm . . 389
ankle clonus from . . 62
anterior cornual

changes in . . . . 62

atrophy of muscles
from . . . . 62

cervical cord affected

by 62

from compression 389, 516
cvstitis from . . . . 57S
dorsal cord affected by 62

drawing up of legs
with .. .. 140

extensor plantar reflex

from . . 'V2, 63

Myelitis, transverse, general
account of - . 62. 516
i^irdle pain from 140, 436

hyperPB^thesia with . . 140
incontinence of urine

in 57S

Myelitis, transverse, injury
and .. 380. 516

knee-jerk increased

from . . 62
lost from . . . . 62

- - loss of retlexps from. . 515

main-cn-griffe from . . (i2

from new growth . . 380

pain and . . . . 516

paraplegia from 514,
515, 516

priapism from . . 538
- - n.D. from 61. 62, 51--.

retention of urine in. . 57>*

simulating amyotro-
phic lateral sclerosis <

.

progressive muscular

atrophy . . . . *'<-

from softening . . 51';

spastic paraplesia from *'<.

sphincter trouble from
62, 1 I

from spinal caries .. ''-

thrombosis.. .. :> '

syphilis . . ..''''

tympanites from .. :> '

wasting of muscles
from .. 61, ":

- urine dribbling in .. '-'-'J--

Myelocytes {Plates II, /I")
22, 26

- in aplastic anaemia . . 23
- eositiophile (Plalr II,

F,.}. N. p. 22. .. 23

Myelocytes, general account
of 23

- in Hodgkin's disease 23,

37. 64, 377, 635
- leukaamia 23, 24, 55, 64.

274, 632
- lymphadenoma . . . . 23
- lymphatic leukaemia . . 2i'i

- lymphocytes sinmlating 23



MVKLOlVTES Nl'X'K 8dl

-
iieiitrupiiilu

- ill pernicious arKii.iii.i . .

- polymorphonuclear cclti

simulating
- ill splenic aniEiuia

Myeloid sarcoma (see S ir-

coma. Myeloid)
Myelomata, albumo^unti

with . .

\Ivl:il>ri--. hull;ii fr.nn

Myocardial changas. ac-

count of
- -

,t_'L' incKle-i.;c u£ ..

- - irom aleoliol . .

- - ;is -itw from . .

bacrk-pressure from . .

Clieyiie-ritokes breatli-

iiii^ Iroiii . .

dii:italis and . .

dy'spe.jsia simulating
- - dyypna?.L from
- - ea;;or^'ed lun^s from

lirst sound like sejoud
in . .

- -
ijallnp rliytliMi with . .

hf.irr lili)i;k with
Iieanhnni siniiil iti

i;,-

- - hearl failure fro.n 14,

iti.

- - lieirt i npuliedi-^pl-iced
Wlttl

- - -
lari,'e fr.im . .

- - iiisLimnii Irom
- -

irr('L,'ul-ir heart from. .

- - - pul>e from. .

- - liver o,ilart;ed troni . .

- - in II nil rei^iir'^itaiion

Myocardial changes, mode
of estimating -

Xiiulu'im treatment
and . .

- - nntnu'L,' Ih'er from ..

- - ledenia Irom . . Ou,
- - in uld people..
- -

palpilaliun Irom 3'iti,

4S4,
- - rlieumatic
- - shortness of hreatli

irom . . S't

- - simul Hint; adhere, it

piTiiMnlium
Myocardial changes, some

forms of . 484.

systolie liriiil from Sy,
from sypliih-i. .

- -
t.^cliye.irdi I Irom
varieties of . .

(and see Heart, Faitv ;

;ind livnn. Fil-roid)

Myocarditis, general ac-

count of
I..U1I 11. til.- li;irk tn.ni . .

-
parL-iicliyinatou>. acuti-

dilatation of heart
from

- - n .i-iii.- l.n.Ts

Myocardium, chronic affec-

tions of

Myocardium, diseases of,

general account of
- rin'.nu.lii' iH.dtltr, 1,1 . .

Myoclonus . . 138,
- rlH.r.M elejtrica and . .

- Iin;i!i7.ed convulsions
from . .

- parathyroid a:lands and

Myokymia, in intermittent
claudioation . .

Myotna cutis

ilvopathy.aLje incideiu-e of
- arm involved by
- atrophy of muscles iti (Jt),

000, r.u,
- deep rellexes in . .

- droopin;* eyelids in
- dvs.irttiria from
-

r^i.plilh.ihnns in

Myopathy, facies of (/'"/<.

in:.. IlH)
-

f iniily lii-'lory in <')i('.i,

-
librillary contractions in

- nu hbriilary contraction
-

tibriliary contr.octions

rare iu

Mi/f'/xi/h'/, mn/ii.
- i'Viedreich's ataxy simii-

latiiii: . .

- infantile . . . . old,

paralysis simulating,'. .

- juvenile . . . . ofu,
-

knee-jerk lost in
- Laudouzy-Dejerine type
-

lifupirit,' from . .

- lordosis from (/'(;/. 'HI)
- orbicularis palpebraruni

we ik in
-

parapleijia from

Myopathy, peripheral neu-
ritis distinguished from

513.
^imlllatinl; . .

- plantar rellcx in

lOS



8r.2 NECK ^ NERVE

yeck, conld.
- stiff (see Stiff Neck)
- snelliiiK of, from aneur-

ysm opening vena cava 159

tliyroid gland enlarge-
ment (see Thyroi<l
Gland Enlargement)

from vena cava obstruc-

tion 358
-

syphilis roseola on . . 383
- tics atlecting . . . . 13U
- ulcer of, from tubercu-

lous glands . . . . 379

yecrobiosij. of fibroids . . 090
Necrosis of bone, abscess

in heart from . . 59G

acute, mistaken for

acute rheumatism. . 338
anaemia with.. .. 35

- central, sarcoma simu-
lated by . . . . CG8

pyEBmia from . . o9G

suppurative pericardi-
tis from . . . . 59G

- of cartilage, in lupus 402, 73i>

- ear bones, otorrhcea from 42l'

polypi from . . 422
- fat (see ]''at Necrosis) . . 131
~ of femur, popliteal

abscess from.. .. G92

Necrosis of jaw . . 683
stomatitis from .. 542

- in leprosy . . . . GM
- of nasal bones, anosmia

from . . . . . . G12

bridge of nose fallen

in From . . . . 17J)

foul breath from . . 87
from injury . . 179

pus from nose due
to .. ..179

- - - from sypliilis 179, 210
- from periostitis . . 0G8
- of pubic bones, scrot-al

swelling from . . G97
-

tibia, taUpes from .. 114

Necrospermia .. C4G, 647
Needle in foot . . . . 3G2
- knee 3G2
- rectum . . . . . . 5S4 i

Needlewomen, acropar-
jEstliesia in . . . . 444

[

Needlework, cramps in arm
from . . . . . . 445

- eyestrain from . . . 44G
- pain in the eyes from . . 446

Needling of chest, in din-

gnosing empyema 35,

103, ICO
fluid in che^t lOJ, 530

hasmopneumothorax
530, G51

- - - hepatic abscess . . 253
- - - subplu-enic abscess G58
- - - pyopneumothorax

G51, 052
- - hrcmoptysis from . . 2SG
- - subcutaneous emphy-

sema from . . . . 203
- of meningocele . . , . 230
- of joint, in diagnosis . . 340

Negro blood, pigmentation
of mouth from . . 528

Negroes, cachexia in . . 99
- dirt-eating in . , . . 99
- perverted appetite in . . 99
- pica in . . . . . . 99
- pigmented moutli in . . 52G
- stomach disease of , . 99
- white-tongue in . . 99

Neisser, gonococcus of . . 182
Nfissi'r's stain, fur bacillus

diphtheriic . . 157, G14

Neosalvarsan, erythema
from . . . . 222, 22 1

Nephritis, acute, acute di-

latation of heart from 211
- - albuminuria in 42, 281

albumosiuia with . . IG

angic-neurotic a?dema
simulating (^Fin. 178) 412

anuria in . . . . 42

Cheyne-Stokes breath-

ing from . . . . lOS
from chill . . . . 2S1
chronic parcnehym.i-

tous nephritis "after 40S

Xfphritis, ronlti.

Nephritis, acutp, exacerba-

tion of chronic . 10

from exposure to coUl 42

froMi fiin^'atirig endo-
carditis .. 7, 8, 283

Nephritis, acute, general
account of . 9

- hematuria in 42, 275, 281
- Henoch's purpura

simniati'if; . . 55G

mercur.al stomatitis in 512

mitral regurgitation
from . . . . 211

cedema of 9, 281, 415

from beer simulat-

ing . . . . 412

Nephritis, acute, without
oedema 9, 11, 14, 281

pallor in . . . . 42

pneumococcal 9, 42

polyuria after . . 5:J5

pufliness of ankles in 42

face in . . ..42
pyrexia in . . . . 42
in secondary syphilis 542
simulated in anaemic

girls .. -.413
by carcinoma recti 7

in infants .. ..413

Nephritis, acute, simulated

by thrombosis of renal

veins . . 7

Nephritis, acute, in scarlet

fever .. ..14, 42. r,i i

from a specific fever. . 281

streptococcal . . 9

Nephritis, acute suppura-
tive, general account
of 594
tulic cusis in 42. 2Sl

without tube casts 10. 13

from typhoid fever . . 42

Nephritis, acute, universal

cedema in . . 412
uni-iiiia tn.ni. . .. lOS

Nephritis, acute, unrecog-
nized 9

Nephritis, acute, urine

changes in 9. 10. 14, 12

Nephritis, acute, various
causes of 9

- - vena caval thrombosis

simulating . . 749
- amenorrhcea from . . 18
- anasarca with . . . . liU
- anuria in . . . . 40
- ascending, albumitmria

from . . . . 13
causes of . . 7, 13

Cheynp-Stokes breath-

ing from
- - empyema from
- - hyperpyrexia in
- - perinephritis from

pleurisy from
urremia from lOS.

- B. coli with

pyocyaneus with
- bullae in . .

- cachexia with . .

- chronic, acute suporven-

aye incidence of
albuminuria with 7G,

191, 212, 274, 298,
a first siijn of

- - albuminuric retinitis

with 47, 212, 274,
- - anajmia in 11, 34, 7(5.
- - anasarca with

anuria from . .

- - apical bruit in
- - artfrio'^i'U.To^is with..

Nephritis, chronic ascend-

ing, general account
of

- - ascites with . . 42,
blood per anum in . .

blood-pressure higli in

10, 11, 42, 7G.
breathlessness in

- - cardiac impulse in

causes of

catarrh of small intes-

tine from . .

chylous ascites from . .

412
10

4 OS

13

408
274
42

Xefi/iritis. chronic, contd.
- - coma in . . . . 42
- - convulsions in .. 42

Cheyne-Stokes breath-

ing from . . . . 108
chvlous fluid in chest

from . . . . lOG
diarrhoea from . . 172

Nephritis, chronic, effects of 42

eidarged heart with 10.

11, 42, 54, 109, 274, 408

epistaxis from 11, 7G, 2GG
first symptom of . . 221

frequent micturition
from . . . . 393

at night with . . 394
gastritis from . . 317

general oedema in . . 10

giddiness in . . . . 42
hiematemesis in . . 274

hiemoptysis from .. 212

ha»morrhages in .. 11

headache in . . 11, 42
heart impulse dis-

placed with . . 298
heart sounds witll 10, 11

high-t«nsion pulse in 274

hydrothorax from . . 212
- - hyperacusis in . . 309

hypothermia in ..311
infantilism from . . 191

- - infarction of lungs
from . . . . 212

inllammation of serous
niemhranes in . . 11

- - ni^nniiiia in . . , . 11

Nephritis, chronic, interstitial

(see Granular Kidney;
irritabilitj' in . . 323
left ventricle large in 70
liver enlarged from . . 212
mitral regurgitation
from .. ..298

morning headache from 294

nutmeg liver from . , 3G8

obesity from . . . . 40S
(I'dema of leijs from . . 212

- -
ii:d[.itation^ in ..11

Nephritis, chronic paren-

chymatous, general
account of . 10. 408

- -
|Miiyuria in 42, I'.U.

- - radial artery thick and
tortuous with . . 212

resulting from acute

10, 408
retinal changes with 11, 42

haemorrhages with 212

ringing aortic second
sound with. . . . 408

shortness of breath iti II

simulated by polycys-
tic kidneys . . 42

- - stertor in . . . . 42
thick tortuous arteries

in . . . . . . 274
tinnitus from . . 723

tubal, anaimia in . . 32
coma in . . . . 11

Nephritis, chronic tubal.

Rose Bradford type If
- - - uncnna m . . 11

tube casts with 7':,

212, 27J, 2'.iS

- - uraemia in .. 42. 108

Nephritis, chronic, urine

changes in 10
- - weakness from . . 7t'i

- i-hvlous ascites with .. 1<I9

- chyluria with .. ..109
- from cold and damp .. 10
- convulsions from .. 144
- Fried lander's bacillus

with r.9

-
gastritis with . . . . 43

- haiuioslobinuria in . . 284
- high blood-pressure m, . 47
- latent y
- loss of appetite with .. 43
- mvxoedema simulating 38
- (I'dema with . . 109. 413
- pain in limbs in. . . . 4(i3

-
pleural effusion from . . 104

- pnenmococcus with . . )'.9

Nephritis of pregnancy,
general account of '>. 8, 9

yijihriiis, contd.
-

rigor in . .

- simulated by chi'onic

peritonitis

myxcedema . ,

- from s-'arlet fever
- stiphylococcus with
- srreptococcus with

Nephritis, tube casts with 6,

109,
- tubercle bacilli with
- unilateral
- urate deposit uncommon

witll . .

Nephritis, varieties of
- vi-rtiL''.* Iruin
- ill WhiT- di~H;(-._-

Nerve. anterior crural,
affections of -

Nerve, anterior crural, dis-

tribution of . -

Harve. anterior crural, par-
alysis of

sphial segments de-

rived from
Nerve, anterior thoracic,

muscles supplied by. .

- - -
spinal se::nieiit.- su[i-

- Arnold's
- auditory, noises in ear

due to lesion of

tumouron, tremor with
- cases, obscure, syphilis

at tlie root oE
~ circumllex, aft'eeled by

weislit-carrring
Nerve, circumflex, muscles

supplied by . .

- - neuritis of

paralysis of, arthritis

simulating . .

spinal segments sup-
plying

weifirht-carryin^ affect-

ing . .

- external cataneous. pain
ni

Nerve, external plantar,

distribution of
- - -

spinal segments de-
rived from

Nerve, external popliteal,

distribution of
n.-uriri- ol - .

Nerve, external popliteal,

paralysis of . .

spinal segments de-

rived from
in Tootii's palsy . .

-
fifth, byperidrosis in area

of
"

- - neuralgia in . .

ptyalism from
neuroses of . .

tumour of, an£BSthesta

from
neuralgic pain from

- glossopharyngeal, para-
lysis of . .

- gumma of, muscle wast-

ing from
- - R.D. from
-

hypoglossal, paralysis of

03, 135,
- impulses, motor, rate of

discharge of . .

- inferior dental, neuralgia

Nerve, inferior gluteal, dis-

tribution of . .

spinal segments de-

rived from
- inferior laryngeal
- intercostal, abscess irri-

tating . .

aneurysm irritating

4:;;,

callus involving

herpes affecting

new growth irritatitiLT

Nerve, intercostal, tender

points on
- internal outaneons. neu-

ralgia of . .

Nerve, internal plantar,

distribution of

47
234
C17
69
09

421)

09
281

741

6, 9
I 'yl

330

439

498

493

498

504

504
US

723
729

407

1C.-5

505
477

50G

605

103

4 39

498

498

498
1119

499

498
513

054
402
642
643

711
711

CI
01

543

724

40?

49S

498
US

434
432
431
432

707

442

498



NERVE NKi urns 853

y-Tir, iii!<niiil /iliiiifar, cond}.
- - -

sjMii.il ^^ejinciits di_'-

nveiJ from . . JliS

popliteal. claw-foot
fioMi ji^-^inri nf . . IH'.I

Nerve, internal popliteal.

distribution of - 498
liit<-TOai!.'i sUppIiiA]

by . . .. I'J^

lum'bi-icale=:5Uii|ili'?d
liv .. .. lii'.i

Nerve, internal popliteal.

paralysis of. 49D

^pui.il >e-m.-tiH Ar-

rived from . . -lliS
I— ulnar nerve lionio-

loL'iie of . . . . I(i9 I

Nerve, long thoracic, mus-
!

cles supplied by 504
Nerve, long thoracic, par-

alysis of ( /'w. -'117)505.506

spinal ^e_'ine-it5 siip-

plvji.i.' . . . . .'.Ill

Nerve, median, muscles

supplied by . . . . 504
- -

p;ir.(ly-i^ "I. l< h;n'iil<-

p:ir.Uv"si5 siiiiuliitiiiy 5UI)

spiiiul ae:jnie.its sup-
plvini.'

'

.. . . r>lll

Nerve, musculocutaneous,
muscles supplied by.. 504

..I

I'l
iul

Nerve, musculospiral. mus-
cles supplied by . . 505

- - uearaiu'ia of . . . . WJ
- - paralysis of li'i, 'tiH, ^.n.i

- - spinal se^jiueits sup-
plyini? . . . . .'iiij

- new trrowth on, niiurle

«nsti!iLr from . . . , (U

IM," from.. . . r,l

- iiiurli. ]. ir.ilv^i. nf , . 7im;

Nerve, obturator, distribu-

tion of 498
L.'O'tii.'iilate hranrli i.i

" -
^[Mii.il -eL,'Miont< (Irri-

vt-il trnm . . . . I'.iS

Nerve, obturator, paralysis
of 498

- -
spinal seijme:it5 ilf-

rived from . . I'.i8

-
optic, compression of,

blindness from . . 7G"J
- - cortnections of (Fii.

US) :!n'i

liippus from .ivial

lesion of . . . . .'!.">_'

- - lesion of ont', pupil
rhan'.'e-^ from . . 'h»2

Nerve, optic, opaque nerve
fibres of iPnue XfX) 4IG

- - lunioMr of. Iiyperme-
rroj-ii from . . \l'.it\

proptosis due to . . JoO
-

[)lirenic. ascending; fibres

in . . . ." . . Kiii

- - compression of, no

pain witli . . . . -I^ll

diaphragm.'iupplied liy "ny
irritrition of, by ca.seoii3

elands . . . . .'UlS

hiccough from 307, Siiti!

pa'-alvsi-; of . . . . *>'»

role in vomitinET .. 71! I

- - roots derived from . . 7"H
- twii:^ fn liver and L'dl-

M;..M.-T . . . . Till'

Nerve, posterior scapular,
muscles supplied by.. 504

- - -
^^pinal so^'nients

saj-plvitiLT . . :>(il

-
fiudic. neuritis of . . I'J'.i

- pyriformis. spinal se-j-

meats derived from.. 108
-

ijinilratiis femoris, spinal
secrments derived from UiS

- recurrent laryngeal, eom-

pressed by tliyroid
sland enlargement . . 7'22

paralysis of ("see

l'Mr:ily^iS r.iryn-

Nerve regeneration, sensory
recovery after . . 606

- - time re luire 1 for . . .'iS:;

Xrrn: >oiilil.

-
rodt-^, su-ra!, injiirv of,

claw^oot from"
'

. .

Nerve, sciatic, distribution

of

injury of, talipes front

Nerve, sciatic, paralysis of

ii;;,

spinal segments de-

rived from. .

- seventh, paralysis nf (see
r.inlv^i^. F.ici.ih

Nerve, subscapular, muscbs
supplied by -

- ~ r-pmal :-e.'ments sup-
plyin.-

Nerve, superior gluteal, dis-

tribution of -

^pinal M^.'lne[lt:^ d.--

ri\i'd from
Nerve supply of heart 433.
Nerve supply of the scalp

( h'hi. -J'.ioi

Nerve, suprascapular, mus-
cles supplied by

Nerve, suprascapular, par-
alysis of

- -
sjiinal segments sup-

plying
"

. .

supratrochlear, para-
lysis of (see Paraly-
-;"js nf Third Xervet

Nerve, ulnar, effects of

division of
- - lllHTIKll pnpIltiMJ ll'TV I'

l,oni,-.ln-.-lll- Ol

Nerve, ulnar, muscles sup-
plied by

- - neuralgia of . .

paralysis of (set- Para-

lysis, ulnar)
- -

spinal segments sujiply-

Nerve vagus, branches of
- - compressed by tliyroid

gland enlargement
- - - no pain with- irritation by aneurysm
- - - c;iseoiLs glands .108,
- - - lii.'coiiu'h from
- - - by medi;Lstinal fibro-

504
ML'

- - -
Uicliycardi-,i

7n;i.

- - - by thoracic new
fjrowtli . .

larytitjeal paralysis
from changes in . .

neuritis of
- -

paralysis of (see Para-

lysis of Twclttli

Nerve)
- - relation to coUL'h
- - role in vomiting
N'erves, callus involvini;.

muscular atrophy from
(U,

R.D. from r.l

- electrical reactions of

normal
- injury of, contractures

from . . . . 138.
- - muscular atrophy from
- - R.D. from . . 01
-

olfactory, absence of ..

- - neuritis of
- - role in t;LSte . .

Nerves, sensory, distribution

of i/'w. ::.:. 1 - -

Nerves, spinal, distribution

of sensory divisions of
- thickened, in von Reck-

linghausen's disease. .

N'ervotLsness, accentuated
lirst heart sound from

- from alcohol
- alcoholism simulated by
- extrasystoles from
- in Oraves's dise.ise 229,

48(i. 703,
- iuerea.sed knee-jerk with
- irrei^ular heart from . .

- palpitation from 481,
- pol\ uria from . .

- -Iiorrtjess of breath from
--

tachycardia from S8. 70i'.

- tremor from 721. 72.'i.

Neuralgia, abdominal 425, 4?6
Neuralgia, anterior crural 439

l"'.i - from antrum disease .. ISO
-

Iirarlii;d. altiTriatin'.,' uilh
498 r;il,-.ni..dyni;i . . . . ^?,'^

1 1- Neuralgia, brachial, general
account of . - 442. 443

499 - - \mi:<t\ rranip ^nww-
lit.-d liy .. .. l.".l

i;ts Neuralgia, calcanean .. 439

I

- ccrvico-brachial .. 177

I

- - pain ii\ shoulder from 17.j

I

- from decaying tooth 29H,
535

"

44S, 710
- dLsseminated sclerosis.. fi'iO

'lO.") - distinction from head-
ache 2,n',

498 - cir.ich.' from . . .. L''i,'

- iroin car h'>ioMS .. 7ln
i''>^ Neuralgia, epileptiform .. 44/
708 Neuralgia from error of

refraction . . 449
710 rvlrrn:.! cut.ilj.' hi.^ . . \V.\

lami i-vc l.'siori- . . 71i)

504 111 t,'out. l:U

Neuralgia, facial, general
506 account of . - 448

- -

piv.ih.ni trotn . .
:. I _'

^nl
I

-
;,f(,.|- bcqics i;il. II.-..

I

118, 7.',1
I

I

- interco'^tal, aneurysm
! sininlatinu' CH. V.\\\, 707 I

Neuralgia, intercostal,
60G general account of .. 431

,

- - nii'-li i-,tinil hmiour
simulating . . i;;i

- new yrowlh of spine
simulating . . , . 7ii7

- pain on breatliinu* with 131
,

in the epigastrium
from . . . . 4.3(i

hypo hondrium from
4.30, 451 :

- ~ on movement with 4:il
!

-
i)leuri-^y simulatin-j .. 7M7

|

- pneumonia simulating i

4;{2, 7117
- siunal abscess simu-

lating .. .. 707
caries simuhited by 1-il

simulating . . 4.11

- tender i»oirits with
from 1.11, 4:{i;. 4'.n

7(i;i. 701 teaderness from 70i;, 7U7
new - - x-rays fiefore diagnos-

7nr,
,

in^ .. . , 4311. 7o7
.

- intcstiMal, cnlic simu-
4ar>

;
l;itcd by , . . . 11.-.

703 I Neuralgia, intestinal, general
account of .115

- nf kidii.-v, -iinuLitm-
^tnnr 425

11^ Neuralgia, mammary (." 431
7iii Neuralgia, metatarsal 439

Nsuralgia minor, general
account of 71 1. 712

,
C,:\ ~ ;if|iT TtfUrUlS . . . . i:U

, 03 - .ibtur.itor . . . . 13'.i

- in osteitis deformans . . (i7U

583 - ovarian, appendicitis
simulated by.. .. Gi'to

111 -
pain in the chest from

03 430, 431

, o:{ — j.iw from . . . . 4r,2

tU2 - paroxysmal he.idache
IIP.' and 2!l(

''"'• Neuralgia, phrenic .. 431
- sciatic . . . . . . 4;;s

G05 - in talMS 131
- tender s()Ots with 290,

427 131, 430, 4.-.n

- tenderness of scalp from ilii

732 - tinnirus from . . . . 72.;

Neuralgia, trigeminal, gene-
2 ral account o( 447

720 - - ll-nlll L'l ll|r,,m.. . . 7i.l

720 na^il dischari,'e from 17.S

517 - - unequal jiupils in . . ."<-'»2

- trismus simulated by . . 72!)

770 - from tumour of lifch

3'.i nerve . . . . 711
54'.) Nonrasthenia, aemi.ihagy
180 with .. .. .'. 2J'i

535 - anffistliesia in . . . . 7Ii;

SS - ataxic jiaraplei^ia simii-

704 latim: 313
720 - blue br.H!i and .. .. 103

.\'„rns//.r,ii'i, <-mU}.
- complete incap.icitatiou

from . .

-
constipation from

-
crayni--,' for synipa.t!iy in

- di-cniiiMTcd s/lcrnsi,

MnniUhrig ..
- d v^rnenorrha- 1 from 11)2,
-

dy.p.-psia from
- 'vaiigcratinn of sym-

jitoins in
-

fatiLT.ability in . .

- he.adachc from . . 400,
-

hyperaciisis m . .

- hyperaesthesia in 010,
- hysteria simul.ating
~ imaginary sexual dis-

order in
- incubation period of
- insomnia from 321,
- intention tremor in
-

irritability in . . 323.
-

knee-jerks exaggerated
in .. .. 35S,

- over-work and . .

- o.valuria and
-

pain in the arm from , .

back from
- - face in. .

limbs from . . 103,
-

palpitation from 100,
ISl.

-
phthisis simulating

- I.ho.phalcs in ..
- plantar rellex lle\or in..
- polyuria from
- from pyorrho'L
- rapid pulse from
- sex incidence of
- shortness of breath in . .

- strangury in
- suicitlc from
- temperature sribnormal

in
- tender[iess of scalp from

710.

Neurasthenia, traumatic . .

- tremor from
- weakness from . .

- worry an.l . . Ii;i;,

X.'unti- Irnin ;i|c.,holisrn . .

Neuritis, brachial, general
account of .

- from cerebral tumour . .

- of (irciimllex nerve
- contract ri's from
Neuritis of external popli-

teal nerve, in diabetes
- iii.-.onini.i frtnn . .

- intercostal, te'iidernevs

from . . . . 700,
- multiple (see Neuritis,

I'eripheral)
- muscular atrophy from
- neuralgia after . .

- occupation neurosis sin^-

ulaliug
-

olfactory, anosmia frotn
-

optic, albnniiniiric reti-

nitis siniulariiii,'

Neuritis, optic, appearances
of (Phil*- XIX)
from atoxyl . .

- - lilack spots before eyes
from

- - bradypiifpa with
- - cerebellar tumour
- - cerebral abscess SI,

1 17, 300, 50-J.
- - - haininrrhagc

lesions SI. 85. 110,
2y5.

- - - tumour, 84. 117,

3O0, 315.429,502,
537, 525, 020,

- - i-onvulsions and
from encephalitis 120,

- - fungating endocarditis
- - headache with
- -

lierpilitary
- - hypermetropic disc

simulating . ,

menini,'itis. 120, 307.
515. 525. 500, 590,

- - never functional
- - optic atrophy after . .

- - from otitis media

715
121
710

313
l'.t3

400

710
715
71.-,

30'.t

611

100
715

100
100
424
115
715
449
405

4 SO
313

^00
535

OP.*

309

712
715
72 t

715

716

443

177
13S

499
;;2l

477
131

170
012

116

416

020
SI

711
110

34
708
700

040
120
110



854 NEURITIS NOSE

.\euritis, oplic^ contd.

pachymeningitis
pellat'ra

- - plumbism 34, 119,
rare with hjemorrliage
from retrobulbar neur-

itis . . 446, 525,
sinus thrombosis

sphenoidal sinus dis-

ease

spinal meningitis
uraemia

vertigo and . -

vomiting with
- pacliymeningitis simula-

ting
- pain in the shoulder from
- paralysis agitans simu-

lating . .

-
peripheral, from alcohol

Gfi, 113, 25ri, 443. 4V,n,

1G6, 505, 555,
anai^thesia from 50,

ankle-jerk lost in
- - from arsenic. 34, 04,

Of), 60, 73, 25G, 4']3,

405, 400. 505.
arthritis simulated by
ataxy from . .

bacteriological exam-
ination in . .

in Banti's disease
- - from beer

beri-beri . . 03,
bilateral facial para-

lysis from . .

blood-count in

in cachexia . .

from carbon bisulpliide
- - Cauda equina lesions

simulating
chemical substances

causing
Neuritis, peripheral. In

children
chronic pyaemia
cirrhosis

- - contractures from 140,

cramps from 06,
in diabetes, 59, 03,

140, 255, 443,

diphtheria, 50, 04. 05,
113, 140. 153, 154,

3G2, 405. 512,
- - disturbed sensation in
- ~

dysartliria from
extensor paralysis from
fixed pupil in

flaccid paralysis from
foot-drop from
in fungatiug endocar-

ditis
- -

(jritit.'r<'!ie from I'-'i'),

Neuritis, peripheral, general
account of . . 63, 64.

65,
glove aniostliesia from
from glycosuria 200,
gout . . . . 04,
liair analysis in

high-steppage gnit in
in Hodgkin's disease

hypersesthesia in

hyperalgesia in GOfi,
- - from hifluenza 04,

140. 465,
Klebs-Loeffler bacillus

in

knee-jerk lost in 358,
Korsakow's syndrome

with ;.

Neuritis, peripheral, from
lead :i4. 65. 113, 140,

44;;. 4i;5. 4G0.

Neuritis, peripheral, list of
causes of
from leprosv 03,

{Fig. 200)
in leuksemia . .

limping from..
loss of power in

of weight from . ,

in lymphadenoma . .

Manchester epidemic
of .. .. CG,

- - in malaria

ymritis, /.irri/jfural, cotitd.

525 - - from mercury 33, 05, 505
225 - - muscle atrophy from
759

,
01, 03, 351, 440,

S4
I

405, 512, 515, 770

myop:itliv simulating GO

762
'

Neuritis, peripheral, myo-
120

I

pathy distinguished
I from .. .. 513, 514

231 from naphtha . . G5

417
I occupation and .. 65

85
;

cedema of legs in . . 414
- pain in 56, GO, 440,

403, 405, 400, 505, 512
-

parsestliesia with 440, 515
477 paraplegia from 510,
474 514, 515

- paresis from . . . . 256
- pelvic lesions simu-

lating . . . . 515
- perforating ulcer of

70 foot in . . . . 735
G(tG in pernicious anamiia 04
44u plantar reflex in . . 08

I

poliomyelitis simu-

lating .. ..512
529 from pregnancy . . 04
351

I

purpura with. . . . 553
50 I Raynaud's disease

simulated by . . 250
64

I
reaction of degenera-

01
'

tion in 50, 59, 00,
529 I 61,63,440,405,477,
414 I 512, 514, 515

rectal examination in 515
027 reflexes in .. 03. 515
64 scoliosis from 153, 154
467 - - in secret drinkers . . 66
05

I

Neuritis, peripheral, sensory
changes from 03, 465, 607

515 I front snrt? tliroat . . ITii
- - in splenic anffimia . . 04

65 stocking anaesthesia
from . . . . 56

512 symmetry of . . . . 56
64 from syphilis 04. 405. 460
64 tabes simulated by .. 514

distinguished from 007
351 talipes from .. ..113
465 tenderness with 440, 405

tremor in . . 65, 250
460 trophic changes in . . 256

from tuberculosis . . 405

typhoid fever . . 64
589 unsteady gait in . . 56
250 wasting from 256, 514
027 wrist-drop from . . 56

of pudic nerve 193, 194
514 - retrobulbar, age incidence 760
512 - - Mindness from 445,
5f; :,_',-,. 7c.n, 702

Neuritis, retrobulbar, gene-
Oi ral account of 445, 760

25(; ~ - from intluenza . , 440

optic neuritis after . . 525
- -

pain in e^'e from 445, 702
465 pliotophobia from . . 524
50 from plumbism . . 440

505 scotoma from 700, 762
406 from syphihs.. .. 446
529 waxing and waning
57 sight with . . . . 445
64

j

- sciatic 438
140 - of suprascapular nerve. . 500
007 - tenderness of spine from 713

:

- vagal, after fevers . . 7U3
466 tachycardia from . . 703

Ncurofibromata. rheumatic
154 nodules simulated by 732
440

I

- skin tumours from . . 732
- in von Recklinghausen's

465 disease .. .. 710
' - pain from . . . . 431
Neuroma, vulval swelling

from . . . . . .' 700
Neuromata of brachial

plexus 443
Neuromimesis, artliritic

505 form of . . . . 350
04 Neuromyositis, pain in the

302 limbs from . . . . 463
514

I

- Senator on .. .. 464
770 Neuroses of bladder .. 398
04 - blue brain and . . . . 163

Neuroses, occupation, of
529 I arm 445
64 I

- from pvorrlioea.. .. 74

JVcuroscs, contd.
- vasomotor (sec Vasomo-

tor Neuroses)
albuminuria in .. 13

Neurosis, abdominal dis-

tention from . . . . 418
- aniesthesia in . . . . 518
- caries simulating . . 477
- cheilitis and . . . . 365
- diarrhoea from . . . . 173
- disseminated sclerosis

simulating . . 517, 518
- earache from . . . . 202

;

- of fifth nerve . . . . 543
- hysteria distinguished

from .. .. ..487
- lachrymation from .. 178
- nasal discharge from . . 178
- new growtli of spine

simulating . . . . 477

Neurosis, occupation 445. 47o
-

o]>tic disc examinations
in cases of suspected 120

-
ortliopnoea from .. 418

- pain in the hand from. . 151
- paraplegia from . . 514
- in pregnancy . . . . 543
-

iiroloni?ed pyrexia from 563
- psfudo-angina from .. 434

Neurosis, pyrexia and . . 570
- reflexes with . . . . 518
- salivation from.. .. 543
- spasm of oesophagus from 435
- vaginismus from .. 194
- writer's cramp simulated 151
- (atid '^cf Hysteria)
NeuiMi|i|i]|r ni\i-locytes(see

My.-lnryl.'M
Newliurn. abdominal dis-

tention from cystic
kidneys in . . . . 12

- hremoglobirmria in . . 284

j

- intestinal obstruction in 129
I

-
jaundice of 325, 326, 329

I

- malformed rectum in .. 129
-

miliary abscesses in . . 557
- ophthalmia of (see Oph-

thalmia Neonatorum)
- pemphigus of . . . . 401
- prolonged pyrexia in . . 567
- septicaemia in . . . . 507
- tetanus in . . . . 730
- umbilical inflammation

in . . . . 567, 656
- vaginal hemorrhage in 392
New Zealand, hydatids in 291

Nicholson, on testis growths 090

Nicotine, tremor from , . 720

Night blindness (and see

Vision, Defects oO 734,763
from retinitis pigment-

osa 701
- cramps ". . . . . . 150
- starts, from hip disease 303
- sweats in Barlow's dis-

ease . . . . . . 054
- -

phthisis 288, 476, 054
rickets . . . . 654

~ terrors .. .. 321, 402
NIGHTMARES ..402
NiL,'!it-workers, pallor in . . 21
Nintti nerve paralysis .. 706

Nipple, brown in pregnancy 430
- cracked, pain in the

(^^[ict from . . . . 429

NIPPLE. DISCHARGE
FROM 181, ''^''. 'NO,

087, 730
- eczema of . . . . 730
- epithelioma of . . . . 429
- inflamed, pain in tlie

breast from . . . . 429

Nipple, Paget's disease of 730
pink normally . . . . 430

- retracted by carcinoma 087
in Paget's disease . . 730

- scabies of . . . . 755
- secondary areola round,

in pre'.rnancy. . .. 430
Nitrate of silver (see Silver

Nitrate)
Nitric acid (see Acid. Nitric)
Nitrite of amyl (see Amyl

Nitrite)
- sodium, in Cammidge's

reaction .. ,. 100
in diazo-reaction .. 173 ing

Nitroglycerine, angina ab-
dominalis relieved by 115

pectoris relieved by. . 47*'.

Nitroprusside test for ace-
tone 3

for melariuria . . 74i;

- -
{_Platc XXXI V) . . 74H

Nits 378
Nocturnal emission 15, 424
- enuresis . . . . . . 424
Node on bone, after injury 667
-

periosteal, in typhoid
fever . . . . . . 670

- sino-auricular . . . . 545
Nodes. ]';irrot's. in con-

L'riiii.il -vphilis 385, Ot;;i

Nodes, syphilitic .. . . 669
NODULES 402
-

apple-jelly, in lupus . . tini

- cutaneous, from bromides '.i>i

iodides . . . . 98
- definition of . . . . 402
- in erythema multiforme 489
- lupus . . 402. 735, 738
- mycetoma . . . . 730

on elbows . . . . 732
neurofibromata simu-

lating . . . . 732
on scalp . . . . 732

- in rodent ulcer. . 403, 735
- in skin, age incidence of 33S

in acute rheumatism 338
Bazin's disease . . 404
from carcinoma . . 402
from cysts . . . . 402

cysticerci . . . . 405

epithelioma . . . . 403

erythema keratodes.. 4ii4

nodosum . . . . 404
fibroma . . . . 402

glanders . . . . 4i>2

gonococcal arthritis.. 338
due to knuckle pads. . 405
in leprosy . . 63, 403
in multiple benign

s:ircoid . . . . 405
from myom.a. . . . 402
in osteo-arthritis . . 338
sarcoma . . . . 402
scrofulodermia . . 403

syphilis .. . . 403
varicose veins . . 404
in yaws . . . . 403

Nodules, subcutaneous, in

acute rheumatism I 1.

In:,. l-_'s. :i;;;. 338. 405
Noises in ears, various 722, 723
NOISES IN THE HEAD .. 405
~ - :iL'e v,<-i.U-U<;- ..f . . .Jn7

- - Ironi iUi;L'niia., .. 295
atheroma , . . . 295
cerebral aneurysm . . 295

Noises in the head, list of

causes of - - 406
vcrtJL'O ttith . . . . 407
Wiissermann's test in

cases of . . . . 407
- headache from . . , . 290
- hearing better amid . . 105
Noma . . . . . . 255
- bleeding gum from . . 72

Normoblasts {Platf //,

Fid. -) 22

Northumberland, tricho-

phyton rosaceum in. . 247

Norway, leprosy in . . 505

Norwegian, leprosy in (Fig.

173) 404

Nose, acne affecting . . 489
- angi'jma of . . . , 220
- bleeding from (see Epis-

taxis)
- blowing, epistasis from 220

subcutaneous empliy-
sema from . . . . 203

- bottle 51
- bridge of. depressed in

achondroplasia . . 1S7

congenital sypliilis

{Fin. 106) 234, 235
fallen in, from injury 179

nasal bone necrosis 179

syphilis . . . . 179
- broad, in myxcedema . . 23 1

and flat, in Mongolism 237
- bullous dermatoses affect-



NOSE (KDEMA 855

iV(j.s'f, could.
-

cerebros|ii[ial lluid from
119. 178

,

- cliromidrosis of . . . . 655
- crusts in, from atrophic

rhinitis . . . . 179
- defornioJ bv exostosis 2U4
-

.]ii>litht.-ri;i of . . . . 179

NOSE. DISCHARGE FROM 178
- (.iii.i -'' ]ti^,;li:ir-f.

- dry, from fifth nerve

paralysis . . . . tH'J

- emissary vein to . . 220
- eiidothetiotiiii of 17'.', ISO
-

eiilarf,'eil. hy rosacea . . *_'41

- epithelioma of 171*. ".79
- excoriation of. in nasal

diphth(rii . . . . 178
- fibroma of .. .. I'L'ii

-
foreif^n boily in S7. 179. 2'JM

- gangrene of, from em-
bolism . . . . 3i

- haimorrhage from (see

J'ipistaxis)
- inability to breatlie

throiiijh, from hyper-
trophic rhinitis . . 179

- lesions ol. causing epis-
taxis 2*20

- lupus of . . 179, 7:i5
-

pickin-*, efiistaxis from 22U
- - from worms .. .. -'ilvt

-
jtink t;:j!

-
polvpi in (st'f I'olvpus

N;isil}
-

projectinij, in micro-

cejihaly . . . . 188
- pruritus of . . . . j40
- Raynaud's disease affect-

ing . . . . 2J0, f;90
- red. with cirrhosis .. 'All
-

re^rurf-'itation of food
throu-jh (see Regursi-
tation of Food tlirouirh

Xose)
- rhinoscleroma of . , 733
- rodent ulcer of 179, 73o
- running at (see Discharge,

Nasal)
- sarcoma of . . . . 179
-

sepsis in, arthritis from 339
- - foul breath from . . SlJ

- - menitiL'itis from .. 590
•- syphiluderni of . . ., 490
- tuberculosis of . . ..179
Nuclear paralysis, facial . 493
Nuctein, derivatives of . . 742

|.|,n-[.h,,t.- ir,.,i, .. .VJ-

.Nucleoproteid, albuminuria
and . . . . . . 424

- in cerebrospinal tluid . . 305
-

ncphrili-; . . In

Nucleoproteld. reactions in

urine . 4. 5
- uric acid from . . , . 712
- in urine, with oxaluria, . 424
Numbness, as an aura of

epilepsy . . . . 07
- in disseminated sclerosis 009
- of finsers, in acropar-

sesthcsi.i . . . . 444
- - occupation and . . 444
- after flushitj^' .. . . 241
- in sciatica . . . . 438
- sense of, in paroxysmal

tachycardia . . . . 703
- from peripheral neuritis 405
- in tabes fi09

Xummular sputum 149, G41

Nursemaids, hypertrophy
of breast in . . . . <;S5

- scoliosis in . . . . ir»4

N'lir-fs. .li:tinTC of finger in 240

Nutmeg liver (see Liver,

Nutmeg)
Nntmei;-!7ratf'r skin, in

prurigo ferox . . .. 490
- - xerodermia .. .. 488

Nyctalopia, causes of - - 763
Nvi..iiii.-'rV n-aL-.-nt, alkap-

I..M and . . . . 74r.

Nylander's test for sugar 262
NYSTAGMUS 407

:i.ini :ilbiiiiMn . . . . in;
- aural irritation . . . . 408
- amblyopia with . . 759

yijsta-jinus, c'li-'i!.

- from anterior polar
cataract . . . . 759

- in blind persons . . 407
- from cerebellar abscess 517

lesions . . , . 5<j

tumour 407, 408, 517, 592
- choroiditis . . . . 759
- colour blindness . . 107
-

congenital cataract . . 407
- corneal opacity.. ,, 759
- disseminated sclerosis

148,407, 408.490, ,502.

517, 728, 700
- Friedreich's disease 113.

140, 407, 513
- hippus with . , . . 552
- after injury . . . . ins
- from macular culol)onia 759
- in miners . . . . 407
- ophthalmia . . . . 701

neonatorum 407, 759
-

persistent hyaloid artery 759
- after poisoning . . . . 408
- from retinitis . . . . 759
- in syringomyelia ll'i,

40S. 508
- from unusual retinal

pigment distribution 407
- varieties of . . . . 407
- vertigo with .. 408, 751
- from working in dim

light .. .. .. 407

OBERMEIER,
spiro-

clia^e of (see Spiro-
oha^ta Obermeieri)

OBESITY 408
- abdominal distention

from . . 45, 055. G5r.

- amenorrha?a from .. 18
~ ansemia with . . . . 32

I

- from cerebellar tumour 41i>
[- constipation \v ili . . 127 1

- with deficient ovariim I

activity .. 4ii9, 040
- in Dercuni's disease .. 41o
- after epididymitis . . 409
- in eunuchs . . . . 109
-

fatty heart with 53, 90. 212 ;

-
glycosuria and . . 200, 2i!4 -

- from hvperncphroma .. 409
- la.-k of Vx.-n-iM. , . . . is:.

- life iri>iiraii(;.' ..nd .. 4ns

Obesity, list of causes of . . 408
- at menopause . . . . 409
- meralgia paraesthetica

and 439
- after orcliitis . . . . 409
- palpitation from . . 4S5
- pancreatic apoplexy . . 70
- from pituitary lesions. . -109
- a preglycosuric state . . 408
- shortness of breath in. . 53
- simulating ascites .. 4 4

-
sterility from . . . . 040

- umbilical hernia and . . 483

Obstipation (see Constipa-
tion)

Obstmction. intestinal (see
lMte-tin;d Obstruction)

Obstruction to urine out-

flow, causes of . 7
Obturator externus. nerve

supply of . . 498, 409
- hernia (see Hernia, Ob-

turator)
- internus, nerve supply of 498
- nerve . . . . . . 498
- neuralgia . . . . 439

Occipital lobo lesions,

hemianopsia from 302, 552

pupil reflex and . . 552
tumour of, visual aura

with . . . . OS
- lymph glands (see Lym-

phatic Glands. Occipital )

~ reeion.flat. inMoniiolism 190

Occipito-frontalis, eyelid
raised by . . . . 542

Occipito-posterior presenta-
tions, dystocia from. . 201

rii'ciput. pain over, from
otitis media . . . . 202

Occult blood (see Blood,
Occultt . . . . 101

Occupation, acropaniisthesia
and 444

- actinomycos and .. 645
- acute yellow atrophy and 334
-

ankylostomiasis and 81, 520
- anthrax and . . 55y, i;74
- aortic disease from . . 20ii
- artliritis from . . . . 470
-

asper£:i!lus of lung and 045
- [(eri-beri and .. .. 414
- bulUb from . . . . 90
- caisson disease and .. 307
- cervical rib svmptoras

and .. . . ..443
- ch.-incre of finger and . . 240
- chronic pharyngitis from 013
~ chlorosis and . . . . 30
- cow-pox and . . . . 240
- cramps and .. 150, 151
- dead liTii-'crs from li;2, lr.3
- deafness and . . . . 100
- dermatitis from .. 755
- in diagnosini: heat-stroke 119

drugs in sweat and
Dupuytren's contracture

and . .

earache Irom
epistaxis from . .

epithelioma scruti

- erythema from
- eyestrain trom
- linger numbness and
- glanders from
- housemaid's knee an.i.
- Itching and
- lead poisofdng and 11
- jftt VHTirnrle enJarL'ciI I

055



856 CEDEMA OPERATION

(Edema, contd.
- of feet in chlorosis 37,

with cirrhosis

in erythronielalgia . .

polymyositis . .

- from tilariasis . .

- general, in infants
- - fungatins endocarditis

gastro-enterilis
nephritis . . 9.

snake-bite
- of genital organs, in

acute nephritis
- hands, from anijioncu-

rotic cedema . .

heart faiUire . .

niyxcedeinasimulaliiig
from Raynaud's dis

ease
- head, trom vena caval

obstruction . .

- inner side of eyelids,
from conjunctivitis . .

- from iodides
-

jelly-fish slings..
- of labia, in nephritis . .

- labium minu? . .

(Edema of larynx, acute

bacterial -

j^'-'.

in angina I^udo\ ici . .

from Bright's disease

IS'J, 4-JO.

iodism ir.O, 418, OoU

laryngeal obstruction
from

from laryngeal ulcera-

tion

orthopnrea from
stridor from . .

suffocative, laryngeal

paralysis simulatin;
-

leg (one) in Milroy's dis-

ease {-ftp. 177)

274
371
441
4G4
410
413

7

413

,
10

337

413
413
38

413

751

231
410
224
412
701

616
'jy9

G50

418

419
418
050

495

411
from pelvic tumour 411

414from phlebitis
- - - rectal examination

with .. ..411
thrombosis 8, 410, 749

-_ vaginal examination
with . . . . 411

-
legs, albuminuria with.. 412

from anremia. . . . 413

angioneurotic cedema 414

ankylostomiasis . . 54

from aortic regurgita-
tion .. ..207

with arteriosclerosis.. 11

ascitPv; . . . . 52
from back pressure 52, 212

in beri-berii: . .
^ (i3. 414

Bright's disease 105, 412
cachectic states -. 413
from ciircinoma of

kidney . . . . 750
recti . . . . '

chlorosis . . . . 413
chronic nephritis . . 212
in convalescents .. 414

- - after duodenal ulcer.. 414
from emphysema .. 217
after tractured femur 414
atter gastric ulcer . . 414
with granular kidney 11

alter hcemorrhage . . 413
from heart failure 52,

105, 412, 413, G94

high blood -pressure . . 212

Hodgkin's disease . . 413
inferior vena cava ob-

^tructior^ . . . . 414
- - Ifuka-mia . . . . 413

(Edema of legs, list of causes
of 415

- - from ni:daria. . .. 413
iiialis^rnant cachexia . . 413

massaije for . . . . 414
in Meige's disease . . 414
from mitral regurgita-

tion .'. 210, 211

myocardial changes 90, 300
nivxiL'dema .. .. 414

- -
nephritis . . 412, 413
with luitmes liver . . 334
in old i>eople .. 414

peripheral neuritis .. 414
- - pernicious anaemia . . 413
- - from portal obstruction 272

(Fdiina of legs. co7itd.

pseudo-leuktemia in-

fantum
in Raynaud's disease

from renal growth . .

simulated by myx-
oedema

from splenic anjemia
starvation

syphilis
with tricuspid regurgi-

tation
tube casts with
from tuberculosis
after typhoid fever . .

varicose veins
vena cava obstruction

749,
- from ligature . .

- lineie albicantes from . .

- over liver abscess
- of loins, in nephritis 9,
- hines. acute, in Bright's

disease
- from lympliatic obstruc-

tion
- with malignant jiustule
- over mastoivl
- in Meige's disease
- from mercurials
- of neck, from angina

Ludovici
anthrax
cellulitis

erysipelas
(Edema of neck, from vena

cava obstruction 413,
- with rii-pliritis . .

- from neurotic lii,'aiurf. ,

- luitmeg liver with
- of pnlins, in erythema

keratodes
- penis in nephritis
-

pleural effusion and . .

- with jiolycystic kidneys
-

polyuria after . . 535,
- of prepuce, from balanitis

from chancre. .

- retina
-

scalp, in nephritis
from superior longi-

tudiiuil sinus throm-
bosis

wound infection
- scrotum, in nephritis . .

from peri-urethral ab-
scess

- from sea-cat pricks
- of soles, in erythema

keratodes
- solid, from lymphatic

obstruction . .

(EDEMA. SYMMETRICAL
- (n.ni llii-ninhosis

(Edema of tongue, acute,
causes of

- transient
- of trunk, from renal

srowth
- umbilicus in tuberculous

peritonitis

(Edema, universal..
~ - from aspirin . .

- - beer swilling . ,

in Bright's disease . .

- - from drugs . .

infusion

(Edema, universal, list of
causes of

fn.ni ^ii;ikp-!iite
- from vi'riuus obstruction
- of vulv;i. in anasarca . .

- from wi'cver-fish pricks
(Esophagismus
Q'^sophagoscope . . 195,
- in diagnosing foreign

body in oesophagus , .

Oesophagus, aneurysm
opening into 267, 120,

205,
- bean in . . (Fi'ff. 95)
- bono impacted in
- bullous dermatoses affect-

ing
- cardiac end of, site of

sensibility of . .

-
chickcn-iiox affecting

413
414

537
413
413
413

92
412
413
414
410

750
410
3G5
370
412

410
559
597
226
410

413
413
413
413

4 lit

412

C97
224

r.sts

411

434
195
195

194
on;

iHsophugus. contd.
- cicatricial stenosis of 435
- coin impacted in . . 105
- epithelioma of (see Car-

cinoma of Q'isophagus)
- foreign body in 194, i90,

205, 2G7
- hcematemesis from affec-

tions of . . . . 2G5
- idiopathic dilatation of

(Fiff. 98) 19S, 763
- opened by foreign body

205. 267
mediastinal new growth

205, 267
- obstruction of, by ab-

normal subclavian

artery . . . . 190
acetoiiuria from . . 4

anosmia from. . . . 33

by aneurysm.. 195, 434

bougie in diagnosing 763
- - cachexia from . . 33
- - by carcinoma .. 195

constipation from .. 123
after corrosives . . 194
trom fibrous stricture 194

foreign body . . . . 194

leucopenia with .. 361

(Esophagus, obstruction of,

list of causes of . 763
- -

i.L'^i.>pli:iL,''.i>i-ope ill dia-

gnosing . . . . 195

pain in the chest from 430
x-ravs in diagnosing

(Fifj.^n) 195, 703

(Esophagus, obstruction of,

general account of 194-6
Iruni tuutli-plcilt .. 194

- pouch of. vomiting due to 703

(Esophagus, pouches of . . 196
- small-pox affecting .. 016
- spasm of, dysphagia from 435

neurotic . . . . 435

pain in chest from . . 435
- vagus branches to . . 143
- varicose veins in, haemate-

mesis from . . . . 2G5
Oidium albicans . . . . 74

in sputum . . . . 645
-

tropicale. in Ceylon . . 645

phthisis simulated by 645
- - in sputum . . . . 645
(til nf r:uW. erythema from 222

iiiU, \.i|,itile- bullJBfrom.. 96
I >|il ,iL'f (-''C Age ; and Age

Incidence)

Olfactory aura . . . . 68
- nerves (see Nerves, Ol-

factory) . . . . 012

Oligaemia. definition of . . 20

Olijgocvthajmia, cord changes
from 69

- <leiinition . . . . 20

Oli^'ochromjemia, definition 20

Oligospermia, sterilitv from
046, 647

Oliguria (see Anuria)
Olivo-ponto-cerebellar atro-

phy 727

Omentum, abscess of (see

Abscess, Omental)
- cyst of 001
- fat necrosis in . . ..707
- in hernia.. .. 075, 682
- hydatid cyst in . . 057, 058
- lesions of, pelvic swelling

due to . . . : 088
- loaded with fat. . . . 45
- matting of, from chronic

peritonitis .. 171, 367
- simulating enlarged liver

48, 307
- thickened by carcinoma 49

colon growth simu-
lating . . . . 425

stomach growth simu-
lating . . . . 425

- tumour of, bile-duct ob-
struction by . . . . 331

- - jaundice from .. 331

kidney simulated by 354
malignant . . . . 331
movable kidnev simu-

lated by . ^ . . 063

simulating enlarged
liver .. .. 331

Oineritiim, could.

spleen simulated by.. 001
tuberculous .. 331, 601

- in umbilical hernia . . 483

Omphalo-mesenteric duct,

cyst of . . . . 483
Onions, foul breath from. . 86

taste from , . . . 705

Onychauxis . . . . 400

Onychia 400

Onychogryphosis . . . . 400

Onychomycosis • 249
Onychorrhexis . . . . 4uu

Oophoritis, pain i:i ili-ic

fossa from . . . . 452
- -

pclris from . . . . 40S

Opaque nerve fibres, optic

i^Plale XIX) .. -.416
Operation, abdominal, h^-

matemesis from 200, 274
- acetonuria after . . 1

- acute dilatation of stom-
ach after . . . . 17::

peritonitis after . . 592
- for angioma of tongue. . 091)

- anuria from . . 40, 42
- in appendicitis .. .. 454
- aspiration pneumonia

after . . . . • . 25lt

- atrophy of testis from. . 00
- bradypnoea after . . 84
- bronchopneumonia after 289
- cervical closure after . . 18
- coti bacilluria after . . 70
- in coli bacilluria . . 455
- diagnosing actinomycosis

of liver . . . . 375
antral tumour . . 085

appendicitis . . - - 450

appendicular adhesions 458

breast tumour .. 181

calculus . . . . 41
- - carcinoma317,459,080,08:

cause of f:oces per
urethram . . . . 238

intestinal obstruc-

tion , . ..211
cholecystitis .. .. 4 5n

diaphragmatic hernia 6-"'-'

duodenal ulcer . . 45^^

hEematocele .. 481, 48-

hydrocele of hernial

sac . . . . . . 081

lipoma of cord .. 681

mucocele . . . . 254

nature of pelvic swell-

ing 091

new growth of testis. . 096

submammary abscess 686
- - torsio testis . . 480, 690

tuberculous abscess of

liver .. .. 375

breast . . . . 080

iliac glands . . 459

ureteral calculus . . 455

ureteritis . . . . 455
- distinguishing empyema

from abscess in the

liver 103

from subdiaphrag-
matic abscess . . 10"

- double pupil from .. 175
- embolism of lung after. . 290
- empyema after .. .. lO'J

- for empyema of gall-

bladder .. .. 254
- enuresis cured by . . 218
- epididymo-orchitis from 478
- epistaxis from . . . . 220
- in error, in tabes . . 484
- erythema from . . . . 222
- fistula after . . . . 620
- hjemoptysis after . . 100
- hypothermia after .. 311
- infarction of lung after 100
- infective parotitis after 694
- in jaundice cases, fatal

oozing after . . . . 555
- neurasthenia after . . 715
- cedema after . . ..411
- pain in pelvis after . . 468
~ paralysis of palate after

588, 589

pliarynx after .. 588
- pleurisy after . . . . lOiJ

- for pneumococcal ar-

thritis .. ..310



OPERATION — OSTEOSARCOMA 8;-)7

(.'lirnilioii, <:/,/<{.

- pymmki nft*ir .

- pyrevia after
- reLrurLTitrnion of food

tliroui.'!i lioso after . .

- reteiitiori of urine after
- status lympliaticus and
- subplirenic abscess from
- for tuberculous cajcum. .

-
ty|ihoid joint . .

- ulceration of larynx from
- urgent, for diverticulitis

straii-riilated hernia
twisted ovarian pedicle

- - volvulus
- urinary Iisiula after . .

-• (and see Laparotomy)
0|itithaImia, catarrhal
-

sonocoi^cal, artliritis and
- infectious
- neonatorum. anterior

polar cataract from..
artliritis and . .

blindness from
corneal opacity from

1,'onorrhipd
nvsta^mus fn

5, iiiXi

407

- -
perforation of cornea

from
- - ulceration with
- photophobia from

Ophthalmii! arrerv (sot;

Artery, Ophtlialmic)
- veins, eriLjori-'ed, in cav-

ernous sinus thrombo-

Ophthalmopk'^'ia (and see



858 OTALGIA — PAIN. ABDOMINAL

OTHER-HANDNESS 17

Otitis, acute hsmorrhagic 421
- media, from adenoids . . -'-'2

- - artliritis from . . 339

Otitis media, bacteriology of 422
broiicliopiieamoiiia
from . . .. 2S9

- - cerebellar abscess from 592
- - cerebral abscess from

81, 30t;, 752
- - cervical glands enlarged

from .. ..370
- - chorda tympani par-

alysis from. . . . 70G

Otitis media, complications
of 84

- - convulsions witli . . 202
deafness from 105,

308, 422, 423
delirium with. . .. 202

- - earache from.. .. 202
- - e:zema from . . . . 422
- - empyema from ., lOG

granulations from 421, 423
- - haemoptysis in .. lOG

haemorrhage from ear
in 421

headactie from . . 295

liearing impaired with 202

hyperiesthesiaacustica
in 16G

infarction of lungs
from . . . . lOG

- - in influenza . . . . 5G4
internal carotid artery

eroded from . . 421
- - jugular vein throm-

bosis from . . . . 1 OG
lateral sinus erosion in 421

- thrombosis from
84, lOG. 150, 280. 5fi7

mastoid abscess from 8 1

- - tenderness witli . . 202
- - membrana tympani

perforated from . . 422
meningitis from . . 59n

- - noises in the head from 40G

optic neuritis from . . 202
ot^)rrhcea due to . . 421

otoscopic appearances
of 202

pain in hyoid area from 449
ear from 1G5. 422, 42.^

over occiput from 202
on opening mouth

with . . . . 202

pleurisy from .. ]i\c,

pneumococcal . . 3S0

polypi from . . 421, 423

prolonged pyrexia from oG7
- - pulmonary embolism

from . . . . 150

pyrexia with . . . . 202
rieors from (Ftff. 244) 507
after scarlet fever 10, G17
screaming from . . 202

septicffiniia from . , 5G7
- - simulating meningitis 202

sunpurative meningitis
from . , . . 84

swelling of meatus from 422
- - tenderness of scalp

from . . . . 712
tinnitus from 1G5,

422, 423, 723
tuberculous . . . . 422
in typhoid fever . . 595
unilateral headache
from . . , . 204

vertiso from 423, 752, 753
- - vomiting with 202, 765

Otorrliagia (sen Hiemorrhage
from Kar)

OTORRHtEA ..421
I Uorrlni-:i, :ilbuminous dis-

cliarL'c ill .. .. 421
- artliritis from . . .. .^39
- cerebellar abscess from 517
- from cerebral absress . . 423
- from diphtheria of ear. . 422
- diphtheria of skin with 558
- from eczema . . .. 422
~ enithelioma . . . , 422
- foreign body . . , . 422
- furuncle . . . . 202, 422
- mastoid abscess . , 423

Oforrhcea, conkf.
- necrosis of bone . . 422
- noises in the head from 400
- from otitis media 421, 422
- parotid abscess.. .. 423
-

rigors from . . . . 597
- from scarlet fever . . 227
- sinus thrombosis from. . 597
- from suppurating lymph

gland 423
sebaceous cyst . . 422

- - temporomandibular
ioint . . . . 423

-
syphilis . . . . - . 422

- tuberculous .. .. 422
- from wax in ear. . . . 421

Otosclerosis, deafness from
IGG, 753

- noises in the head from 40G
- paracusis Willisii with 105
- tinnitus from .. 723, 753

vertigo from . . . . 753
Ova of anky lostomura ('Fi7«.

28, 29) 80
in ffeces . . . . 81

- ascaris, in faeces 328,

(Fitj 217) 520
- bilharzia (Fig. 2G) 70

in faces . . . . 79
- - urine .. 282, 472, 581
- distoma, in ftoces . . 328

in sputum . . . . 202
- in f^ces . . . . . . 220

Ova in faeces, mode of

examining for 519
- in sputum . . . . 015
- of taenia solium 519.

(Fiff. 21G) 520
- trichoceplmlus disnar

(Fig. 28) 80, 520, (Fifj.

213) 521
Cjvarian ab=ce'i<: . . . . 573

Ovarian activity, deficient,

general account of 646
excessive nicnorrhagia
from .. ..387

obesity from 408. 400. G40
- cyst (see Cyst. Ovarian)
- secretion, menstruatioi

and . . . . 18. 388
- tumour (see Ovary,

Tumour of)

Ovaries, absent, sterility
from . . . . . . ii4G

- defective, in ateliosis .. 101
- destruction of both,

amenorrliooa from . . 18
- prolapsed tender, dyspar-

cania from .. 103, 104
levator ani spasm. . 193

vaginismus from . . 193
- thyroid relationsliip to 409
Ovaritis, appendicitis simu-

lated by 450, 0G5, G78
- generallv bilateral 457
- pain in iliac fossa from. . 456
- simulated by undue ab-

dominal aortic pulsa-
tion . . . . . , 543

Ovary, affections of, effect

on menstruation .. 10
anjBmia with . . . . 32

appendicitis simuiateil

by . . . . 450, GG5

eosinophilia with .. 219
- - pain in the back from 428

ureteric calculus simu-

lating . . . . 578
- carcinoma of (see Carci-

noma of Ovary)
- cystic, felt per rectum 5S7
- fibrbma of . . . . 089
- fanctionless, with uiii-

cornuate uterus . . 19
- hyperajsthetic, in hysteria Gil
- impacted tumour of.

backache from . . 408

pain in thigh from 4G8
- inflammation of (see

Ovaritis)
- neuralgia of . . . . 605
- new growth of, pelvic

swelling due to . . OS.S

felt per rectum . . 5S7
- papilloma of , . . . 49
-

prolapsed, pain in the

pelvis from , . . . 4G8

Ovarif, cotihi.
- sclerosed, pain in the

pelvis from . . . . 4G8
- sensory skin area of . . 408
- small cystic . . . . 193

dysmenorrhoea from 192
- tumour of (and see Cyst,

Ovarian), albuminuria
from 13

C80

427
19

331
120
200

030
331

663

331

331

631
G40

029

089

G91

amenorrhcea with
anemia from. .

ascites from . .

- - bearing- down pain
from

- - bilateral

bile-duct compression
by

dvschezia from
dystocia from
enlarged spleen simu-

IntiriL;
- -

jaundice frum

Ovary, tumour of. kidney
simulated by 353, 354,

;
microscope in dia-

I

gnosing
I pancreatic cyst simu-

I

lating
!

rectal examination in

1 diaffiiosing . .

; secondary portal glands
!

from
Ovary, tumour of, some

signs of . . 630,
- -

sterility from. .

swelling in hypochon-
drium from

I

teiiaculum in dia-

: enosing

I

twisted pedicle of. ap-
pendicitis simulated

by ..
- - vajzinal examination

diagnosing.. 331. 031
; Over-eating, acute con-

I

gestion of liver from. .

' - obesity from
Over-exertion, acute dilata-

tion of lieart from 211.
- cramps from
- left ventricle enlarged

from . .

- mitral regurgitation from 211
- ruptured aortic valve

from . .

Over-strain, mental, impo-
! tence from
- pain in the limbs from. .

and stiffness from . .

- subacromial bursitis from 470
- tenderness of spine from 715

Over-study, niglitmare from 402
; Over-use. cramps from . . 151

i Over-work, dyspepsia from 319
- evening headache from 294
- insomnia from . .

- malarial attack from . ,

I

— neurasthenia from
I

- pain in the back from . ,

- twitching from . .

Ovum (see Ova)
Oxalate of calcium crystals

(Fig. 181) ..
i - - in intestinal sand
-

crystals in urine 9,
- uric acid with 424, 741. 742

Oxalates, amount passed
normally

Oxalic acid (see Acid, Ox-
alic)

OXALURIA
- aching in loin from
- age incidence of
- calculus simulated by
Oxaluria. diet and. .

-
dysp<-p^i:i. w itii . .

- from endoccnous sources
- frequent micturition from

394, 424
- after gooseberries . . 281
- in gouty persons . . 424
- lijcmaturia from 275, 281
- hypochondriasis and . . 424
- irritable bladder from.. 424
- nervous dyspepsia and 424
- neurasthenia and . . 424
- nocturnal enuresis from 424

334
408

214
150

20G

210

313
403
4C4

321
32

400
428
130

423
509
218

423
281
424
2S1

424
2S1
424

Oxaluria. cintd.
- nocturnal micturition

from 218
- nucleoproteid with . . 424
- after oxalic acid poison-

ing 268
- pain in testis from . . 483
- nifch pancreatic affections 100
- and phosphaturia alter-

nating . . 424, 524
- powdered - wig pheno-

menon from . . . . 423
- priapism from . . . . 538
- renal calculus with . . 424
- after rhubarb . . . . 281
- spermatorrhoea and . . 424
- after tomatoes . . . . 281
- whit« precipitate in urine

from 423

Oxybutyric acid (see Acid,

Osybutyric)
Oxygen, convulsionsstopped

by 146

Oxyhemoglobin, hemato-
por[iliyrin simulating 744

- spectrum of (Fig. 30) . . 80

Oxyuris vermicularis .. 520
an.al irritation from.. 520
no blood changes with 20
blood in stools from. . 79

- - in children . . . . 520

eosinopliilla rare from 219
no eosinophilia with.. 520

gonorrhcea simulated 520

grinding of teeth from 205

priapism from . . 538
vulval irritation from 520

07,:cna, from atrophic rhi-

nitis 179
- foul breath from . . 87
- from hypertrophic rhi-

nitis 179
-

syphilis . . . . . . 170
O/.onic ether, in blood test 280
- effervescence with pus 575

PACHYMENIXGITIS,cervical, claw-hand
from . . . . 109, 110

pain in arms from 110,
443, 444

tenderness of spine
from . . . . 444

- cervico-dorsal, pain in

the shoulder from . . 477

simulating myoUbro-
sitis . . . . 477
neuritis . . . . 477

- -
syphilitii' . . 477

Pachymeningitis, chronic

hypertrophic hemor-
rhagic 515, 516

- headaciie from .. 291, 525
- hyy>eracusis in . . . . 308
- lumbar puncture in dia-

gnosing . . . . 525
- noises in the head from 406
- optic neuritis from . . 525
- root palsies from . . 509
-

syphilitic , . 400, 509

pain in shoulder from 475

photophobia from .. 525
- vomiting from . . . . 525
Pacific Islands, elephanti-

asis in . . . . 28
Pads on Angers (Fig. 160)

34 7. 405

Dupuvtren's contrac-
tion wirli .. .. 347

Paget's disease, general
account of . 730
leontiasis ossea and.. 2fll

psorosperms in . . 730

Pain, abdominal, acute.
from appendicitis 193

colic . . . . 193

dvsmenorrluea . . 193

dyspepsia . . . . 193

embolism of pan-
creas . . . . 7G

funeating endocar-
ditis . . . . 70

haemorrhage into

Graafian follicle 103
into pancreas . . 70

pancreatitis . . 594



PAIN, ABDO.MIXAL I'AIN l.\ KPKiASTKILM 859

Fain, ahdomiual , runlil.

~ - ;unite, jterloratetl lu'as-

tric ulcer . .

- - - ruptured oviiri;in

cyst
- - - - pyusalpinx
- - - - tubal gestation

VXi,
twUted ovarian cv^t

from aneurysm IIT),

-'71,
- -

ani;rina abdomiualis , .

- -
aptjeiulicitis .. 11J>,

- -
biliary colic .. ll'>, 7il7

Pain, abdominal, blood-

pressure changes with 437
- - fri.nn r:iri|[|iilli:i •!

bowel
- - colitis . .

- - constipation from
- - from corrosives
- - in diabetes . . Sr>,
- - from duodenal ulcer
- - LMstrili^

PAIN, ABDOMINAL.GENE
RAL

Pain, abdominal, oeneral.
from colic

dysentery . .

- - -
t,'astric crises

intestinal obstrnc-
tion

- - - inurplirt

Pain, abdominal, general,
from neuralgia 425,

- - -
peritonitis . .

- - - pneumonia
- - - ulcerative colitis . .

- - - visceroptosis
- - from trout
- - in Heiiocli's purpura

;i-13,

in influenza . .

- - intense, from perito-
nitis

from intestinal neu-

li:..

11,-),

11 r,

- - - obstnu'tiori
- - intussii'^crption
- - movalilc kidney
- - nmeous colitis
- -

pancreatitis . .

- - perforated pastric nicer
- - perforative peritonitis
- - pleurisy . . 11a,
- - plumbism
- - pneumonia .. lir>,

Pott's diseise
- - pyloric obstriictinn . ,

- - in relapsini; fever . .

from renal colic 115,
spasmodic, from colic

- - from spinal caries ..

spondylitis deformans
tabes dorsalis

- - tulierculous bowel . .

- - -- peritnnitis 4H,
- - typlioid
- all over, in rat-bite fever
- - in poliomyelitis acuta
- in anaesthetic area
- anal re«;rion, from vesical

carcinoma
- at an:::Ie of ri^lit scapula,

from pall-stone
- in the ankle, from syno-

vitis . .

- arm, from acropar-
jc^tliesia

adiposis dolorosa
- - aneurysm
- - - of subcla%-ian artery
- - axillarv plands
Pain in the arm. from

brachial neuralgia
- - - neunii-
- - carcmoma of liver
- - cervical caries

pachymeningitis . .

rib iio, 443, r>ns.
- -

cystic breast . .

- - herpes . . 44r»,
- - left,from aortic disease

angina pectoris 3111,

433. 47i!,
- - - aortic incompetence

regurgitation

Puiii in III'' arm, coiitil.

left, from beart disea^^e 4J-'>

103 lumbar puncture in

diagnosing cause of 412
Vy.\ from mediastinal new
103 growtli .. .. 434

neuromata , . . . 443
593 occupation and . . 444
103 Pain in the arm, from

occupation neuroses . 445
:!;!1 |i:iclivni.Miiiii.'ins lln. 477
:-;l(; peripher;d neuritis .. 113
in; - -

psychalpia .. .. 44r.

7i;7 Pain in the arm, radicular 444
- - skiagram in diagnosing

cause of .. ..442
from spinal caries . . 444

11,-, gliosis .. . . 443
] I,-,

_ tumour , . , . 443
r_'l - - syrirgimyelia .. 5()H

•JUS vertebral growtli . . 444
3yo writer's cramp, etc... A\'>

271 - a^ an aura of epilepsy . . CJ
7(ii'i -

in,tbi.-a.\i]l:i, fnini abscess i\\\{>

- - from ;ib^r.-- of liver 507
424 PAIN IN THE BACK (and

see Backache) . . 427
425 froni abdominal aneni-
l-'''.' ysm . . . . 4:w
4'_'.'t - - abscess .. .. 428

acute rlieumatism .. 427
425 aneurysm 195, 271,
4211 290, 428. 429, CtU.

- - aortic incompetence..
426 - - appendicitis . .

425 biliary colic ..

425 bladder lesions

450 carcinoma
42('. - - Cauda equina tumour
115 (12,

- -
debility

7<'.7 duodetial ulcer

4(;.'> dyspepsia
- - fevers . .

502 - - fibrositis
- - gall-stoiio

115 giistric ulcer 2t;o. 42S. -

315 - -
herpes

(;i'.3 - - hypenesthesia with .

115 from infective artliritis

1 H'> - - injury
7*17 - - kidney affections
(;5S local blush with
115 - - lumbaijo .. 428.
503 - - malaria
115 - - mediastinitis ..

503 - - meningitis
lit; myositis
115 - - neuriistlienia ..

33); new crowtii . .

7<'i7 ovarian lesions

503 over-work
115 pancreatic calculus
715 psychaigia
115 - - rectal lesions..

7(; Pain in the back, referred
r.57 areas of (/'";. 2;ii)

574 - - ill relap^iMp fever
50S from renal embolism
500

'

sciatica

427 , serum injections
- - .skin lesions . .

397 spinal caries 156, 3(i4,

428, 429, 516,
llfi growth

- - stone in kidney
438 typhoid spine

- - uterine lesions

111 vesicuhij seminales
443 lesions

434 Weil's disease
413 —

:r-rays in diagnosing
443 cause of

- - in yellow fever 273,
442 - at back of eye, in in-

1 1:; tluonza
- ill back of ri-lit rhe^t,

443 frnni LMtl-^tnries

4t4 PAIN. BEARING-DOWN
551 - -

cystoscope in diag-
*;8i:

I

nosing cause of
4 77 ' from impacted fibroids

445 ovarian tumours
- -

pelvic abscess
535 disorders . .

433 hematocele
207

; pre-^sure on bladder. .

I'rii/i, hrarinij-ilmni. rmilil.

- -
jirc-ssure on rectum .. 42(1

rectal examinatiun in

diaimosiiig cause of 427
- - from retroverted gravid

427

427
42li

ITI

Uterus

sigmoidoscope in din

giiosing cause of .

tenesmus with
from uterine disjilace-

meiit . . . . 42.;

va'^'inal examination in

<liagnosiiig cause of 427
big toe, from exostosis 071

- bladder, from calculus
carcinoma
retention

(and see Strangury)
- in the bones in infaritile

scurvy
- - Icukannia
- - osteumyelitis

pernicious an;emia . .

rii'kets

from sarcoma 071,
- - in scurv_y rickets

secondary syphilis . .

syphilis
- boring, in tabes. .

PAIN IN THE BREAST .

742
394
305

r.i;o

403

429

714



800 PAIX IN EPIGASTRIUM — PAIN IN LOINS

pain in i/ic cpigaslrium, could.

from tetracblorethaiie 334
with uiuiiie abdominal

aonic pulsation . . 543
- at external abdominal

riiit:. in orL'liitis . . 47S
- - ureteric cilrnlus . . 47l*

PAININTHEEXTREMITY
(LOWER) .438

PAININTHEEXTREMITY
(UPPER) .442

PAIN IN THE EYE .. 445
- - in acute fevers . - 440
- -

conjunctivitis 231, 445
_



l^AIN IN L(»I.\S I*ALLOR 861

Ill dfiiuiie
from e[iitlidyino-oi\-lii

tis 478
5fU- - in inllue;iz;i , .

- - with iiivji^'iuaiiuti ui

rfi'tutii . . . . \1^.i

- - niov;itilc kiiliier , . 4i;n

puiK-rt-atic ciik-ulus , . 1111
-

periiiophric ahscfs^ . . 4ol
- -

iiolycystii' (iisf_';i>;e . , .'J.iT

rcfiJilVahulus 40. 117. L*7S

disease . . 27(1. L'7 7

- - - eniliiilism .. .. L'83

t-TOWtll .. .. 3-'>"'

- - tiilxTcutoiis kiiliiev . . 4t;<l

(ami see liackaclie ;

and I'ain ii tlii? hack :

Jiiid Arliiii^' in the Loins)
- loss of weight from . . 7fi9
- at lower end of sterniiin.

from pericarditL-A . . 4S3
- in liitnljostit-ral region

from pyosalpinx . . 582
- mastoid, from ahsL-ess.. •Jil2

Pain on micturition . . 396

- - .arriiiMiiia urcllinf . . 1S4
- - - vo;;ic;e . . . . 41

invading bladder . . 'y>^-^

cystitis
"

. . . . .-)7S

Pain on micturition, aeneral
account of 469, 470. 471

- - ni L'Miir.rrluiM is-j, run
from prostatic ubscfss ISl'

prostatitis . . . . 182

strangury and .. (UD
- - from stricture . . 390

ulreratioii of tdadder o.SO
- - ureteric calculus , . ?,{\1

- - urethral sore? ., 1S4
- - urethritis . . . . ;;yG
- in tlie nioutli, after

corrosives . . . . 2(;7

stomatitis . . . . 74
- m imisrles. in acme rhe i-

mati-sm . . . . 4(53
- - dengue . . . . 411(1

- -
hysteria, .. .. Ml
multiple neuritis .. 5U5

- myositis ossilicans .. 143
frotii over-strain , . 4(j4

polymyositis . . . , 404
rhe(miatism . . . . 4(i(J

fcnmi injection . . i>7^\

trichinosis . . 4G4, 72ii
- neck, from anevirysm .. 434

angina pectoris . . 4.S3

caries . . 42'J. (!4S

cervical ril) . . . . llu
in delicate patients . . 429
from fractured spii.e 048
itillamed u'lands . . 379

- - mediastinal new growtli434
meriint'itis . . . . 138
new sTowtlt . . . , 048

pachvineiuiigitis .. 477

[>htliisis .. . . 432

pyorrhd'a rdveolaris. . 048
rheiimutoiil arthritis 048

- -
spinal caries , . . , 010
(and see Stiff Neck)

- neuralgic, from herpes.. 754
in osteitis deformans 070
(and see >reural>,'ia)

- of obscure origin, svi'hilis
and .. . ." . . 477

-
occi|utal. from otitis

media . . . . . . 202
- osteocopic . . . , 4G3
- ovarian, ureteric calculus

sinuilaliiii,' . . . . 578

pclv).-. Inim - rypt.

Pain UI Ihr pr/ris. onfj.
from hysteria
labour
local congestion
after operation
from peritonitis

prolapsed ovaries

pyelitis
rctroHe\ed uterus

- - retroverteil utcrii-; . .

- — salpiiJL'o-oophuril IS

19:;. it;s.

- - sclerosed ovai-n-ir.

Pain in the pelvis, spasmodic
twisted ovarian p. dii4i'

PAIN IN THE PENIS
- -

(and sec I'ain on
Micturition 1

from appendicitis . .

- - balanitis
~ - carcinoma

of bladder 281, 397.

470, 472,
recti

cavernitis
chordee

cystitis 397, 47o.

gonorrhcca
gout . .

herpe-
- - iniury
Pain in the penis, list of

causes of . . 469.
- - from IvniphauLritis . .

- - papilluma of bladder
- - paraphimosis

phimosis
piles . .

- - prostatic abscess 47(i.

affections . .

calculus
- - prostatitis . . 4 7o.
- - rectal fissure . .

- - renal colic
- - stricture
- - trii-'onal lesions

tul)ercidous bladder

ki<I ney
ureter

ureteric calculus 4 7 2.

ureteritis

urethral calculus

m urrlH 17

467PAIN IN THE PELVIS
- - from abortion
- - adhesions

appendicitis . .

- - carcinoma uteri
- - after cliildbirth
- - from extra-uterine

gestation . . 408. 090

fibromyoma . .

trauze-jiacking
ha-morrliagic corinis

luteum cvst . . 408

408
4 OS

409
468

408
408

468
4(iS

I

urethritis
- - vesical tlisea

IS

283.
173

277

17

474

PAIN IN THE PERINEUM 474
- - imm bartcrmrii 70

I'v^tin- . . . . 578
Pain in the perineum, list

of causes of .

from jirostatic ilis.Mve
- -

prostatitis
vesical carcinoma

-
pix'cordial, in acute rlicu-

matism
- - angina pectoris 170.

aortic incompetcmo
l'()7,

arteriosclerosis

endocarditis . .

excitement . .

oil exertion , .

from fibroid heart . .

llatulence

granular kidne_Y
heartburn
heart disease. .

myocardial affections

myocarditis . .

over-strain of heart . .

- -
pericarditis . .

- prostate, from prostatitis
- UI rectum, from anal

fissure

carcinoma

prostatitis

Pain, referred

Pain, referred.

disease

pleurisy
- round the lieart
- over sa^?ro-iliac joint

sacrum, from carcinoma
I recti

427.
from heart

/'an,, r.m!./.

- m scalp from tic doulou-
reux . . . . -.711

- scapular re.'ion. from
cervical rjl) . . ..Ill

- scrotum. from peri-
urethral abscess .. o;i7

I'ajn-^eusc, lo'S uf l ~i-i-

Alial'.-.-^iai

PAIN IN THE SHOULDER 474
from ali-r.'-.- ol li>,.>f

/v

. Irnni anterior crnri tis 4 39

344,

aneurysm
angina pectoris

59,

43:;

4:

470

0,

475
i:i5

!7

- - aortic regurgitatioi
- - arthritis
- -

biliary colic . .

carcinoma of liver . .

- - congestion cf liver . .

diapliragmatic pleurisy
- - duodenal lesions

gall-stone . . llo.
- -

gastric lesions

liemiplegia
- -

iiepatic lesions

Pain in the shoulder, list

of causes of - 474.
from mediastinitis . .

occupation
pachymeningitis

- -
[ihthisis . . 431'.

pleurisy . . 432.
- - j-neunionia
- - pneumothorax
- - subacromial bursitis. .

- - Wassermann test in

c:i?es of

from weight carrying'

j-rays in detectini:
cause of

- between shoulders (see

Vain, Interscapular)
- i-1 side, iu pneumonia . .

- sole, from gonorrlia-a . .

- somatic . .

- in sjune after tyjiboid
fever . .

-
stabl)ing, from pleurisy 432

- starting, at niglit. frma

hip disease . . . . 321
- bi.'luTid sternunu from

clironic mediastinitis 435
Ilatillenc/ . . , . 435
lieartburn . .

- - - mediastinal iiev

growth . .

mediastinitis

CESOphaireal lesions
-

supra-orbital, iu :ui<.'iti,

pectoris
- - from errors of refrac

tion . .

- suprapubic (see I'ain i

llvpoLM-triunii
Pail on swallowing

4 7

15

430

J3J

43

433

4J0

198

43S
438
439
738

202

^'ont . .

ingrowi ig toe-nail . .

- - iIortou% disease
- tongue, from epithelioma
- on top of head, from

niuis media . .

PAIN INTHE UMBILICAL
REGION - 483

-
1 1 ../,( ma int.Trrign 483

- - h.-rma .. ..483
inllamed sebaceous cyst 483

- - intestinal colic .. 425
- - new -.Towtli .. .. 483

plumbism . . . . 4Sli
- -

S|unal lesions.. . . 484
- - tabes 484
- - tulierculons peritonitis 483
- over ureter, from calculus 41
~ in (iretlira, from epi-

tiielioma . . . . 097
- at urethral orifice, female,

from cystitis . . 397
- vesical carcinoma 397
- in vulva, from caruncle 702
- -

cystitis
- - kraurosis

yirolapse of urethral
- - varicocele
- - vesical carcinoma
Tainful erections (see

I'riiipisni)
- fatness (see .\di;«osis

Dolorosa!

Pains, growinn
- - (ami ^i/e ' iruumL: 1

I'amters' cramp . .

Painters, plumbism i

I'ain tini:. deterioratio:

-lualitv of. in -ei.

I.aralv-i>
Pal Mr. alaxv uf . .

Palate, bleeding nxvi of

ll'h/.' AT//)..
- - from stotnatiti';
- bullous dermatoses atT

397
701
702
701
397

464

151

117

a I

292

nig
carcinoma of (see Car-
cinoma of Palate*

cleft (see Cleft Palate)
dermatitis herpetiformis

atlecling
eiiilothelioma of

epithelioma of (see (""ar-

cinoma of Palate)
ervthema bullosum alTect-

99

uig
v'unmia of

rp.

013.
M

211



862

i'aihr, contd.
- in angina pectoris . . 433
- distinction from anasmio. 21
- ill infantile scurvy . . 55G
- of foot, from intonnittent

claudication . .

- in Meniere's diseaiie . .

PALLOR PAR.$:STnESIA

nephritis
iiifirht workers

441
75'-*

42
21

433
24

3J7

-
pericarditis

~ pernicious anojmia
-

})yoiiepIirosis
- from ruptured tubal

prestation . . . . 093
- sudden, from liaimat-

emesis . . • 26S
- of toes, in K;iyiiaud's

disease . . . . 441
- with tuberculous arthritis 348
- ill undergrouiid worker= 21

I'alros. cbeiropompholyx on
it7, 75G

- congenital syphilitic erup-
tion on • . . . 400

- eczema of . . • • 4*Jl

- horny overgrowth in,

from erythema kera-

todes 40j
- hyperkeratosis of, from

arsenic - . 34, 73

pilaris

6oi- piuk
-

pityriasis rubr

affecting . . -.004
- pruritus of . . . . 540
- small-pox not atlccting otil

- syphilis of . . . . 491
- syphiloderm of . . - . 490
- xanthelasma of.. .. 324

Palmar fascia, contracture
of 142

Palmaris brevis, nerve

supply of . . . . 504
- longus, nerve supply of oUl

Palpebral fissure, dimi-

nished, from sympa-
thetic paralysis . . 217

- - small, from cord lesion 501

paralysisof arm with CiOl

from spinal lesion. . 507
- Ussure^s, unequal, from

habit 540

PALPITATION .. ..484
- from ab:^ni.tlie . . .. 48(=

- from absinthe . . . . 480
- in acute rheumatism .. 211
- from alcohol . . . . 48il

- aniemia .. .. 4S1, 4S7
- from aortic roguigitatioii 207
- athletes' heart . . . . 214
- chlorosis . . . - 274
- chronic nephritis . . 11
- cocaijie . . . . • . 480
- coffee 480
- delinition of . . . . 484
- from digitalis . . . . 486
- drugs . . . . - - 484
- dyspepsia . . 435, 485
- emotion . . . . . . 48fj

- endocarditis .. .. 211
- exercise and . . . . 487
- from fatty heart . . 485
- fibroid heart . . . . 213
- flatulence . . . . 435
- after flushing . . . . 241

Palpitation, fear of heart

disease caused by
- from L'a^tntis . .

- in iiraves's disease
- Iieartburn
- with hepatoptosis
- from heredity . .

- high blood-pressure
- in hysteria
- insomnia from . .

Palpitation. list of causes of

484, 485
- frum lung affections 481, 485
- mitral regurgitation .. 210
- morpliia . . . . . . 48G
- myocardial affections

2J3, 300, 484, 485
- myocarditis . . . . 212
- nervousness . . . . 484
- neurasthenia . . 4GG, 486
- overstrain of heart . . 214
- with parenchvmatous

goitre 722

485

322
368
484
484
48*5

322

703

48G
486

,

486
48G
484

,
504
U5

P(ilpilaiio7t, contd.
- ill paroxysmal tachy-

cardia
- in Stokes-Adams syn-

drome
- from tea . .

- tobacco . . . . 485,
- thyroid extract. .

- valvular heart disease..

Palsy, crutch . . 65
- Saturday night . .

I'ampiniform plexus, throm-
bosis of, priapism from 538

Pancreas, affections of, co-

etlicient of urine in . . 100
- calculus in (see Calculus,

Pancreatic)
- carcinoma of (see Carci-

noma of i'ancreas)
- cirrhosis of, no Cam-

midge's reaction in . . 100- fat globules in faeces

with

fatty acid crystals in

fieces with . ,

undigested muscle-
fibres in fieces with 101

- cyst of (see Cyst, Pan-
creatic)

- disease of, acid f:eces

with
diabetes from

Pancreas, disease of. indi-

cated by Cammidae's
reaction

iiidigestiuii due tu

jaundice due to

keratin capsules
detecting . .

- htemorrhage into (see

Haemorrhage into I'an-

creas
;

and Pancrea-

titis)
- lesions of, fatty diarrhoea

with . .

glycosuria with

pancreatic reaction in

urine with . .

- new growth of, pain
epigastrium from

- tumour of, asritos from

Pancreas, tumours of. general
account of - - 630, 661

kuiney simulated by 354

portal obstruction from 46
Pancreatic artery, oi)ened

by gastric ulcer . . 2G8
- colic (see Colic, I'ancrea-

tic)
- diarrhcca . . . . 172
- extract, infantilism im-

proved by . . . . 191
- incompetence, fatty stools

in 191
- - infantilism from

Sahli's capsules
tf-ridi:

PANCREATIC REACTION,
CAMMIDGE'S

Pancreatitis, acute, abdo-
minal pain from 2G4,

age incidence of

in alcoholic persons. .

collapse from2G4, 43fi, 661

constipation with 131,
26 1, 661, 7G7

Pancreatitis, acute, diagnosis

101

101

mi
101

100
llll

101

328

264

437
437

437

437
4(;

Pancreatitis, acute, contd.

pani in epigastrium
from . . . . 43G

perforated gastric ulcer
simulated by . . 389

peritonitis simulated

by .. .. 594, GGl

191

191

I DO

767
131
131

of



PAR.i^]STHESIA ~ I'AHALVSIS 863

I'ltfifsrlifSKi, nin/,1.

- iruiii (juniliineil degener;!-
tions of cord . . . . 1 14

- ill ilisseiniiiuted sclerosis .'ilT

-
Iiy^teria Ill

- neuritis . . . . . . olo
- paralysis agitans . . 725
-

poriplieral neuritis .. 405
ParaHiri wax, in liistolo^'v 391
- workers, eitrcinoma of

srnttnni in . . . . Cr2l

Parageustia . . 705
l'.ir'.LL.'nniTnii-» Westerniaiii 040

r.ir.it'i.livd.-. foul Ipreath

frotii sr.

- - laste from . . . . loo

Paralysis of ahiloiniiiul

niustlcs, from diph-
theria 154

- aliduetor, asphvxia from 158
- - functional ".. .. 4115

- - larvnt,'eal uhstniotiori

from .. 418,
- -

urtlioptiiea from 41S,
- - from syphilis. .

- of accommodation in dis-

seminated sclerosis . .

- acute ;iscendiiig 511,
- aijitans, bilateral cortical

s(ift<'nini,' sinuilatinL,'. . 725
- ' lira.-!nal ino:H>ple,-iairi 503
- - dillirult swalidwm^' in 543

Paralysis agitans. fades of

"/ itn/i,

,'umvrh:L

'ONf>l.

no
4U1
158

7(10

518

Ir-l:

ill) 236
io3

725

:iT2

5(J3

Paralysis agitans. general
account of

liy-UTi;i .-.irnniati'd by
- - itis(.iinida from
- - lack of expression in

- - mercury poisoning
simuiatiriu' • . . . 72(i

- - njvxii-dcma simulating 234
- - m-iinlis sinnilated by 503
- -

pi \';di^in in . . . . 543
- - ^.ll.^^- n.irni:d in 4il8, 503
- - riL-'idit V in . . . . 'J3ti

- - shulllin-gait in .. 41)8

- -
sjiasin of orbicularis in 236

- - staring appearance in 230
- - tremor in .. 721, 727
- - without tremor
- - weakness of one leg ii

- - winking defective in. .

- - writers' cramp >inm-
latfd by . .

Paralys'S of anterior crural

nerve . .

Paralysis of one arm,
atrophic, causes of .

- - - imut br;irhial plexus
iiijury . . . . 5o0

- - - cerebral abscess . . 502
- embolism . . 501
- - - - hiemorrliage . . 501

tlirombosis . . 501
tumour . . . . 502

chorea . . . . 503
disseminated sclero

503
4118

ir.l

498

504

- - >VI"I

- -
talip.-. wnh . .

Paralysis, ataxy simulating
- of back nuiside^. rit-<jliusis

from . .

- bladder, from fractured

spine . .

- - lucmorrliage intosftinal

meninges . .

- -
myelitis
paraple'_'ia
retention of urine from
from tabes
urine dribbling from

- bowel, from peritonitis

spinal lesions. .

- brachial plexus, pain
with . .

proLTres^ivemu'^cutar
atrophv di^t.n-

^.'inslird InMlL . .

Paralysis. BrownSequard.
general account of 58.

496.
- bulbar, age incidem f

allied to progressive
muscular atrophy. .

atrophy of hand nms-
cles with . .

masseters in

tongue in 1'.I7, l'.i3,

543, 5S1),

aspiration pneumonia
from

cell de'-'eneration in..

ililliculty in articula-

tion in

mastication in

plionation in
- - - swallowinu' in

- - dribhlin- ni s;di

r>uclienn( palsy.

502
507
502

507

503

Paralysis of one arm, from
Erb's palsy

Paralysis of one arm,
hysterical

tioiii iiijnrv at birth ito-

Paralysis of one arm. from
Klumpke's palsy . . 507

p..r.dy^i^ ;.-ir:ins . . 503
- - - vascular brain lesions 50 1

Volkmann'scontrac-
tracture . . . . 500

- - - yawning and .. 51)3

- arm. from cervical rib.. 5US
- - from myoiiathy .. 509
- -

jieroneal atrophy .. 509
Miiall palpebral fissure

with .. .. 501

pupil with . . . . 501
- - from tumour of cord 509
- - from birth injury . . 511
- - Landry's paralysis
- - leprosy

poliomyelitis acuta

progressive muscular

atrophy . . . . Gl

51S
505
5(l!t



8G4 PARALYSIS PAROVARIAN CVST

4tll

41)4

Paralysis, conld.
- hiryngeal stridor from 05 1

- - buflocativecedema simu-
lated by . . . . 495

- - without symptoms . . 494
- - from syphilis 495, 589, 051
- - thyroid enlargement

495, 722
- - tracheotomy required 495
- - Irom tuberculouS!jIa,tidsl95

ulceration of larynx
simuhiini; . . . . 491

Paralysis, laryngeal, uni-

lateral . . 495
- - urgent syniiitonis from
- - varieties of . .

- - voice altered with 15U,
- - without speech defect
- - T-rays in diagnosing

cause of . . . .

- of one leg, Brown-

S6quard type 49G,
from caudn, equina
tumour . . 02,

- - - in disseminated scler-

osis

epiphysitis simu-

lating
from growth in spine

- ^ - gumma of cord

Paralysis of one leg, from
hysteria

- - - myelitis
- - - new growth of cord

paralysis aijitans . ,

- - - poliomyelitis acuta

spinal caries
- meningitis

syphilis
syringomyelia
tumour of cord . .

Wassermann reaction
with

T-rays in diagnosing
cause of . .

- of tlie legs in amyotro-
phic lateral sclerosis. .

in Landry's paralysis

Paralysis of the legs, in

Little's disease 132,
- - from iMT(inf;il atropliy
- -

spinal caries . .

- - Tootli's peroneal palsy
- - transverse myelitis . .

- - Werdnig-Hofi'manii

type
- levator pa!pebr,u superi-

oris (and see I'tosis)

(Fig. 227)
Paralysis of long thoracic

nerve {Fki. 2n7) 505.
-

lips, in bulli.ir iKtr;Uysis
- lumbricales. talipes from
- masseters, in bulbar par-

alysis . .

- - from fifth nerve lesion
- median nerve, isclitemic

paralysis simulating. .

- of musculospiral nerve
from crutch
fracture

- - - wrist-drop from . .

- neck in Lanilry's par-
alysis . .

Paralysis of obturator nerve
- ocular muscles, diplopia

from . . . . 170,
- - - in disseminated scler-

osis

ptosis %vith

from sypliilis
3rd nerve lesion . .

- - - (and see Strabismus)
- painful affections simu-

latins . . . . . .

-
palate, in biiHKir piinlysis

Paralysis of palate, causes of .

- - after diphtlieria 04,

154, 190, 512. 027,
- - from glossopharyngeal

nerve lesion

in myasthenia gravis '

nasal voice from 64,

154, 512,

regurgitation of food
through nose from
64, 15}, 512, 588,

Paralysis of palate, coiitd.

after removal of ade-
noids

stertor from . .

- - from syphilis. .

after tonsillectomy . .

unilateral. without

speech defect

Paralysis of pharynx, causss
of
from glossopharyngo d

nerve lesion
- - regurgitation of footl

tlirough nose from
-

plirenic nerve, from dijili-

theria . .

- p.seudo-bulbar, age iiui-

dence of
- - no atrophy of tongue

m

070
499
496

497
4 90
490
498
500
499
499
499'
500
500

62
518

139
509
154
00

due to cortical soften-

ing
emotional expression

uncontrolled in . .

f,acial paralysis in . .

palate affected in . .

pharynx affected in..

regurgitation of food

through nose from
17S,

spasticity in . .

starchy facies in
- pseudo-livpertrophic (see

Myopathy)
- of [lupil. complete
Paralysis of sciatic nerve. .

auEesthesia from . .

from forcible ex-
tension of knee. .

fracture of femur. .

- A. pelvis
gait with . .

from hip-joint injury
Hbdgen splint

injury to lumbar
spine

- - - new growth
pelvis lesions

- - -
splint

- - -
talipes from

- - - from wound
Paralysis of serratus mannus

(F;7. 207 1 505,
- seventh iif-rve (se'- r,ir-

alysis. Facial)
- shoulder, from polio-

589
04 7

589
589

028

588

700

05

589

589

589

027
493
588
588

588
027
027

551
499
499

11.3

499
499
499
499
11.-i

113
113
499
113
113
113

Paralysis, amid.
- twelfth nerve 63, 135, 543
- ulnar, adductor pollicis

affected in . . . . 110
claw-hand from 109, llO
flexor carpi ulnaris

affected in . . ..110
livpothenar wasting
"from .. .. 110

ischiemic paralysis
simulating . . . . 500

lumbricals affected in liO

progressive muscular

atrophy distinguislied
from . . . . 01

_ _
^...(.nry rh:inL'<-'^ in.Hi U'l

Paralysis, unilateral, from
gross intracranial lesion 118

- of the vagus, death from 05
after diplitheria . . i;5

tachycardia from . . 05
- vocal cord (see Paralysis,

Laryngeal)
- Volkmann's ischemic

114, {Fifi. 58) 141, 503
from splint . . . . 01

Parametric abscess (see
Abscess, Parametric)

i'arametritis, acute perito-
nitis from . . . . 592

Paramyoclonus multiplex
136

- - n-tnotfd head from. .

i'arapliimosis
PARAPLEGIA
- ankle-cloims in . .

- ataxic (see Ataxic Para-

plegia)
- from bilateral cerebral

softening
- rases of sudden onset . .

- from Cauda equina tu-



PAROXYSMAL ILKMOGLOIJINURIA I^KRICAKDITIS a 05

Paroxysmal haemoolobin-
uria c-''!' II.i-nni-li'i.i!i-

l\ .i])

Paroxysmal tachycardia.

general account of 547.

548. 703

raroxysiiial)
- - palpitation I'roiii . . 48i
I'arrot's nodes, in conu'i^ni-

tal syphilis . . MSii. (".09

Particles of new srowtli.
in ascitic fliiiil 4S. 49

in pleuritif' Ihiiil lOL*,

111'), '2W
- ~ - serous etTiisioii . . 107
- - - sputum . . . . 044
- - - urine ..7. 27C>, oSQ
~ - - vomit .. 7(1(1. 7l'i7

I'arturition (see ('Iiililbirtli

and Labour)
Passion, cerebral vein ruji-

ture from . . . . 1 1.'i

Patellar clonus . . . . o'lS

- reflex (see Knci'-jiTkl
I'aterit ductus arteriosus,

bruit-s with 91. 156, 157
no chit)hed (iugers

witii 91, 111, r.3;j

no cyanosis with
91, 111. i.'>n. r>33

- - - no polvcvthaMnia
with ". . . . 7)33

witliout =vinptoni-; 7'_'ll

thrill with . . i:t7, 72n

x-ray appearances in 91
- fnranien o\;de. no syni-

plnni- i.r-iL'ir- In.tii . . 157

Patent septum ventrlcu-

lorum, bruit of *U, 15i;.

i:.7. 'Jl--., 533
- - - cardiac impulse di—

placed with .. L'l:.

clubbed litiL'er> uirb
1 1 1 . 1.M 5

- - - - toes with .. '2l7>

- - -
cyanosis \\ iili III.

- - - dyspnrpa. with . . t'l'i

- - -
epigastric puU:iliuti

with . . . . 21.".

- ~ - lart;e lienrt with .. "Jla

jiolycylhaMnia with -'15
- - -

pulii
with .. 111.

tbnll with . . 157.

Pavor nocturnus . .

- -
rpih-p^y and ..

- -

l";initly In-lory ;iiid ..

Pavy's disease

Pavy's solution In estimat-

ing sugar
Pavy's test

iviwhk's -rip
Pears, fal^^e intestinal s;ind

after . .

Peas, inhaled, traTii^-rerie of

hint' from
- oxalate from
I'eau lisse, Iti svriiiL,'omyelia
tvckham. fat bny of

"

..

I'ectinens, nerve supply of

Pector.disniiijor. almphy of

nerve sufiply of

root iniiervatiini of . .

wasting of, in piithiiiis
- minor, nerve su|ipiy of. .

i'ectoriloquy, witli lironchi-

ectasis. . . . 29:3.
- over fibroid luni^' L'Ofj,
- in phthisis
- jineumonia . . IGU,
Pediculosis capitis, anaj-

mia from
- - cervical glands en-

larged from
- - eosinophiiia rare from
- - irritation of neck with
- - nits with
- -

occipital glands en-

larged in . . 377,

pyrexia from..
stilT neck from

- carbolic acid in treating
-

corjioris,eosino|ibili:i rare

from . .

- — purpura from

D

263
261

- Itching ill .. 49U. 510
- nnMun;:itis from. . .. 59U
-

pruri;,'0 distin-,'uished

from .. .r . . 490
-

iiubis. hathiiig-druwers
area alYocted" by . . -Kd

- -
eosinophiiia rave from -'19

glands eiiUnved in . . (179

other [tarts alle>--ted by Kd
- jmrpura from . . . . 55.1

- teudertiesis of scalp from 71il

- vestimeiitorum, purpura
from . . . . . . 553

Peeling after scarlet fever 10
Peiiosi:; rheumatica in acute

rheumatism . . . . lo5

age and sex incidence of55i;

arthritis with . . 55U
- - .! vili.Tii:i with 5515

Peliosis rheumatica, general
account of 556

- - lixniuirhage into anklc
from

"

. . . . ."SIJ-J

into hip-joint from 3(13

into knee from . . 3fl'2

Henoch's purpura
simuliiting . . . . 550

not inlhienced bv sali-

cylate . .

*

. . 55C,

limping from.. 'MV2, 3tl3

- - purpura in . . . . 553
- -

pyrexia from.. .. 550
sore throat with .. 550

systolic liruit and . . ^uii^\

Pellagra { PUiu-s /A', A' ) 226. 228
- desquamation in . . *_"_'0

- erythema in . . lljl', 13L'3

of liands in . . . . '2'2\\

- dead lin-crs in . . .. lO'J

~ L'.i-.tn)^iutcstiiial syni-

Pellagra, general account of 225
~ m (Ireat Hrilain .. L"J5

- Italy 2-J5

- nervous symptoms in . . l'"J5

- optic atrnpliy in . - -"^5

neuritis i[i . . . . L"J5

-
(liginentiition of skin in l."-'l.l

-
jiyrexia in . . . . 570

- salivation in . . . . -_''>

- simulating ]itomairu-

poisniimu' . . . - --''

- skin chan-es ii, -I'^ru 226
,- sore toTiL'ue and miiuth in -".'5
|

- lenipcrature cliart ill .. l.''J5

- I hcuiies of causation .. L'l'll

pelhscher, illustration sup-
plii'il by . . . . 519

Pelvic abscess (see Atisccss,

Pelvic)
- adhesions (see Adhesions)
- bone lesions, pelvic swel-

lin- due III . . . . (IMS

Pclvi.- bone le-ions. prhic
>wclUiiL.' diK' ru . . liSS

Pelvic cellulitis, notes on 691

Pelvic floor, prolapse of . . 538

r.ivi Crnf.l.

nuctinition

Im J..
I -JO

- glands (see Lymphatic
I i lands. Pelvic)

- luiiniatooele (see H;e:nato-

celel
- inllammation. amenor-

rhi-ta from. . Is, I'.t

iidlamed iliac glands
irom .. .. 459

- - paralysis of sciatic

ii.'i\-<> iium . . I'.c.i

Pelvic lesions, conditions

simulating . 468
- -

freijiient. micturition

from . . . . 742
- -

jieriplieral neuritis

sinudated by . . 515
sciatica simulated by 439

-
pain (see I'ain in Pelvis)

-
sepsis, prolonged pyrexia

from . . . . . . 507

septicaimia from . . 507
- swelling (see Swelling,'.

Pelvic)
- tumour, albununUM.i

from 7

(Iillicidiy in micturi-
tion with . . . . 395

frequent
from . . . . o'J4

- - iliac veins obstructed

by 411
- - rnuscle wiisting from 01

ledema of leg from . . 411
- - paralysis of sciatic

nerve from . . 499

paraplegia from . . 514
- -

pyosalpinx causiiiL' . . 58"J
- - retention of urine with 39
- - K.D. from .. . . 01
- - sinudating catida.

equina tiunimr . . Il3

- -- v;iginal exaininatiiui

in diagnosing . . 394

Pelvimetry 201

I'elvis, beaked, in rickets. . 187
- contracted in achondro-

plasia . . . . . . 187
- -

d3'stocia from . . 2W
mode of detecting Lido, 201

- cliondroina of . . . . 07S
- fracture of -'7S. 470, 499
- hour-glass, in rickets . . IK?
- osteomyelitis of . . .. 07S
- pain in (see Pain in the

Pelvis ; Dysmenor-
rhoja)

- rostrate, in rickets . . 1S7
- sarcomaof 113. 07S. OSl, 091
-

spleen in . . 028. 030
- tumour in, dystocia from L'oo

Pemphigus, acute (edema
of tongue from . . 09N

- albuiniimria in .. .. 13
- bleeding gums with . . 72
- bulla; in . . . . 90,9S, 55S
- olieiropompholyx sinm-

lating . .

"

. . . . 750
- colon affected by . . 74
- colour of . . . . 001
- dysphagia from. . .. 19S
- eosinopiulia in .. 99, 219
- limbers all'ected by . . 239
- ioliaceiis. . . . 'lol

Pemphigus, general account
of 98

- ib-hinLT in . . 540
- mouth artVctcd by . . 74
- mucous surfaces alTected

lyv 74

Pemphigus neonatorum 96, 401
bacillus pvuryaii.-iis

bulUe in . . . . 90

congenital syphilitic, . <l7

impetigiiuius form .. 97

poverty and . . . . 97

relation of nudwife to 97
- -

stapfiylococci catisnii.' 97

types of . . . . 97
- pyrexia in . . . . 75
- relation to urticaria . . 99
- urticaria sinudating .. 771
- viigina artected by . . 74
- vegetans. . . . . . iiol

- vulgaris, bulUn in .. tiol

- - crusts in . . . . Ool

Peiucilliinu Ldaucum, in

sputum . . . . 045

Pentruin-Iike dw;irf . . 1S8

Penis, absence of erections

of, list of causes of - 313

nn|>i<r.-nr.. Iimhi . . :-;l2

~ calculus m . . 3'.H

- - (andsee ("'alculu~. I'l'c-

tliral)
- cvaiiosis of . . . . 150
- i]i:ibctic eczema of .. 4()1
-

discliarge from (see Dis-

charge, Urethral)
- elephantiasis of. uiqio-

tence from . . . . 312
-

epitlielioma of (see Car-
cinoma of Perns)

- erection of, lunlue (see

Priapism)
- fracture of . . . . l(iS

- gumma of. caries of piibes
simiil.ditiL' . . - . 09S

Penis, gumma of. general
account of 619

- ha-iii:it(.Tii;. nl" . . . . 173

Penis, herpes of • 618
- irc|,niu'"f. fnim lier|>es. . 754

/'.«/,v. rnnhi.
- luiiusof . . .. . . 019
- malformetl. impotence

from 312
- pain ill (see Pain in thi'

I 'cm IS,

Penis, painful erections of

182. 537, 53S
- painful erections of, from

t;onorrhi.i:'a . . . . 182
- Raynaufl's disease af-

fecting .. ..099
- sarcoma of, caries of

pubes simulating . . 098
- scabies affecting . . lol
- sore on (see Sores, Penile)
- ulceration of (see Ulcer-

ation of Penis ; and
Sores, I'enilej

Pentose, Hial's test for . . 201
- bisimith salt-s reduced by 202
- in (Jammidge's reaction 100
- copper salt reduction by 201
- osazoue crystals from

201, 202
-

[ihlorosluciii test for . . 201

Pep|)erinint, heart-burn re-

lieved by . . . . 297
~

oil, leucocytosis from . . 30O
Perchloride of iron, in dia-

celic acid test . . I'o

thirst from . . . . 720
in Ullelmaim's test . . 320

Percussion, abdominal, iu

ascites 44
- heart mapped out by . . 200
- of stomach, little value of 244
i'crforation of bowel, in

typhoid fever 574, 595

i'crfor:ding ulcer, in tabes 257

(and see Ulceration of

the Foot, Perforat-

inu')

Pericardial etTusion, bron-

chiectasis after . . 292
- - chest bulged by . . 109
- - libroi.l Inni: after .. 292
- - heart impulse displaced

with . . . . 299
imiiscernible witli 297

liver de|)ressed by .. 307
- - in polvorrhomerutis , . lOil

- - vkod:nc n'sniiaiice from (111

- - liHL'.'d in UN). die- . . 321

Pericardial rub, bruits dis-

tinguished from 433
Perii.-ardilis in acute rlieii-

niatisni lo5, 337. 4tl|. ill 1

- adherent pericardium
after . . . . 53, 54

- angina pectoris-Iike piiin 433
- anxious look m . . . . 433
- with arterioscleros,is . . 11
- in UriL'ht's disease .. 105
- canter rhythm with 213, 587
- cariliac impulse with . . 213
- cliililied Ihitjers from .. Ul
Pericarditis, friction sounds

of -i:;. 433

Pericarditis, general account

of
- with granular kidney . .

- heart failure from
- intercostal sjiaces tilled

upni ..

metliastinitis after

mitral regnrL-dtatioii troiii

211.
- myocarditis with
- orthoinRBa from
- without ])ain
-

pain in the chest from
430,

precordia from
attowerend of sternum

from
-

pallor in. .

- palpitation from 4KI.
-

pleuroiiericarditis simu-

hiting
- precordial dullness of . .

- wilhout pyrexia
- shortness of breath froi

SS,

siinnl il' d by aorti<

gurgitation . .

213
11

41H

213

751

213
212
418
433

433
433

433
433
485

433
2 1 3

571

133

93
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J'-ruanlitis, cnnld.
- suppurative, in pyiemia 59(i

(and see L\voi)iieumo-

pericardium)
- systolic bruit from 80, 91, 213
- - thrill with . . . . T'-'U

- tenderness from . . 700

Peri.-ardium, adherent,
after acute rheumatism 53

pericarditis. . . . 53- aiigiua pectoris from TOS)

- -
apical systolic bruit in 89

ascites from .. . . -ili

- - back pressure from . . 4(j

- - cardiac impulse dis-

placed from . . 213

in children . . 14. 54
- - clubbed fingers from 111
- - diastolic collapse of

veins with . . 90, 213

shock with.. 90, 213

Friedreicirs sis^ii witli 9i>

Pericardium, adherent,

general account of, 53. 213
\\CUn. LMllill-^Td witli

14, 54, 213

failure from 4G, 418

impulse displaced
from .. ..299

hiccough from .. 308

impulse relatively fixed

in o4
- - mediastinitis with . . 213

mitral regurgitation
from 89, 90, 211, 214

- - orthopnoea from .. 4LS
- -

palpitation from . . 484
- - in polynrrlioiriiMiitis. . 107
- -

preconIi;il hiiL'iiiLr with 213
veins .l!l:iU-d with.. 213

- -
presystolic bruit with 214

- - pulsus paradoxus with 90
little relief from digi-

talis witli .. ..211
_ _ ^,.,.-;;,<v impiilsi' «ith 51

Pericardium, adherent, signs
of 90
simulated by myocar-

dial changes . . 54
- -

systolic murmur with 213
retraction with 54,

90, 213

unsuspected .. ..213
- - varieties of . . . . 53

without signs or symp-
toms . . . . 53

- aneurysm ruptured into

93, 120, 431
- bacillus coli infecting . . 052
- epithelioma of cesopliagiis

opening into . . . . 052
- librous thickening of,

from polyorrhomenitis 107
-

foreign body in ceso-

pli;);7iis (iiipriing into. . 052
-

?ii!idiii)ilir;i^'iiiatic ab-
r.-H^-s ujitMiini,' into .. 052

~ vagus brandies to . . 14.S

Perichondritis of ear, car-
ache from . . . . 202

- of larynx, sore throat
due to. . . . . . 013

- from svphilis . . . . 203
- thyroid . . . . . . 721

I'ericolitis, abscess from . . 003
~ from diverticula . . 125
- vi->iro-colic fistula from 125
rcri<;a-strio adhesions .. 437

Perihepatitis . . 52
- ascites with 40, 47, 52
- chronic . . . . . . 373
- from chronic peritonitis 47
- witli cirrhosis . . . . 371
- liver enlar^'ed with .. 47- eda:e with . . . . 5'J

-
multiple tappings with 52

"
j>ain due to . . . . 371

- from paracentesis . . 52
- i'l polyorrhomenitis . . 107
- simulating cirrhosis . . 52
-

sypliilis and . . . . 52
Perimeter, in detecting

cause of blind spots . . 72
scotoma . . . . 700

- mapping focal blindness 301
i'eriijpum, abscess in (see

Abscess, Perineal)

Prrinriim, atnfd.

Perineum, aching in (see
Pain in the I'erineum)

- boils affecting . . . . 474
- bromidrosis of . . . . 054
- carbuncle affecting . . 474
- condylomata affecting. . 474
- diabetic eczema affecting 474
-

epithelioma of (see Carci-

noma of Perineum)
- extravasation of urine

into 470
- fall on, urethra injured

by 470
- gouty eczema affecting 474
- hernia in . . . . 700
- injury of. prolapse from 538
- intertrigo affecting . . 474
-

Jacquet's erythema of. . 401
- lacerated, dyspareunia

from . .

"

, . . . 193
- - levator ani spasm

from .. ..193
- - vaginismus from . . 193
-
pain in (sec Pain in Peri-

neum)
-

rigid, dystocia from . . 200
- siims in . . . . . . (J20
- - (and see Fistula, Ure-

thral)
- sores in (see Pores, Peri-

ncnl)
-

syphilis of . . . . 020
- testis in .. 482, 681
- ulceration of (see Sores,

Perineal)
-

iii-inary fistula in . . 397

Perinephric absce-ss (see
Abscess, Peri iiephric)

- haemorrhage . . . . 353

Perinephric lesions, general
account of . . 106, 353

Perii'dic lircatliML; i -I't*

Chej'nc-.'^tokf.'s I'.rcath-

ing)
- pdlyuria , . . , . , 530
-

pyrexia, in llodgkin's
disease . . . . 509

Periosteum, abscess of (see

Abscess, I'eriosteal)
- fibroma of .. 179, 071
- fibrosarcoma of. . .. 170

Periosteum, gumma of .. 669
- ha^nurrhai:.- lMMie;ith 38.

71'. 99. 007
- lipoma affecting .. 071

Periostitis, abscess from.. 693
- - in heart from . . 596
- anaemia with . . . . 35
- of femur .363

popliteal abscess from 092
- gummatous, pain in the

face from . . . . 447
- of ilium., .. 452, 454
- infective, scurvy-rickets

simulating . . . . 070
- from injury . . . . 707
- of jaw . ." . . . . 683
- -

parotitis simulated by 083
- leucocytosis from . . 093
- limping from . . 302, 303
- mastoid, pain and tender-

ness over . . . . 202
- necrosis due to.. .. 008
- orbital, exophthalmos

from 229
skiagram in diagnosing 230

- pymmia from . . , . 500
- in pysamia . . . . 707
- pyogenic, syphilis simu-

lating
"

. . . . 009
- sarcoma simulating . . 093
- sinuses due to . . . . 008
- of spine . . . . . . 715
- suppurative, albumos-

uria with . . . . 10
of ilium, appendicitis

simulated by . . 454

pain in iliac fossa
from . . 462, 454

pericarditis from . . 590
- swelling on a bone from 007
-

syphilitic .302, 303, 022, 060
- - forehead enlarged from 2(i4
- tenderness from . . 707
- traumatic . . 302, 363
- tuberculous 302, 363, 668, 707

660
452
521
522
452

:. 434

I'cn'osfiris, rontd.
~ ill typhoid fever 595, 707
- of ulna {Fif}. 278) 608
-

:r-rays in diagnosing . , 008

Peripheral neuritis (see

Neuritis, Peripheral)
Periproctitis, abscess from 238
- bladder up.Mi.'d bv .. 23S
- cai-riiM.iiM >nriulatea by 719

Periproctitis, general account
of 719

Perisplenitis, pain in the
left hypochondrium
from . . . . . . 450

- in polyorrhomenitis . . 107
- rub from . . 450, 640
Peristalsis, absent in perito-

nitis 82

PERISTALSIS, VISIBLE.. 521
- visible . . . . . . 44
- - under abdominal scar 521
- - in ascending colon . . 063
- - carcinoma coli 77,125,-120
- - - of duodenum . . 661
- - dilated stomach .. 060
- - divarication of recti.. 521

duodenal obstruction 521
- - eastrectasis .. .. 174

from Hirschsprung's
disease . . . . 127

hypertrophic stenosis
of pylorus . . . . 707

with intestinal colic. 425
obstruction 130,

241, 310, 388, 522,

660, 061

ladder-rung type . . 522

laparotomy and . . 522
from pyloric obstnic-

tion 215, 317, 521,
653,

strangidated hernia . .

- - ventral hernia
vertical type . .

from volvulus

Peritoneum, aneurysm nip-
tured into

- carcinoma of (see Perito-

nitis, Malignant)
- fibrous thickening of,

from polyorrhomenitis 107

Peritoneum, hydatids in

49, 220, 057, 058
- miliary tubercles on . . 47
- ovarian papillomata in 40
- palpaldc thickening of. . 425
- retrosignioid i)0uch of. . 452
- secondary ovarian growtli

on . . . . . . 45

Peritonitis, abdominal dis-

tention with . . . . 115
- after abdominal injury 593
- acute, acute pancreatitis

simulating . . 594, 001

albumosuria with . . 16

from appendicitis 47,

131, 388, 453. 592
ascitesfrom .. 45, 47
in Bright's disease 46.

4 7, 55

Peritonitis, acute, colic simu-

lating 593

>'oristJpati(iri with 131. 592
effect of injury simu-

lating .". .. .''.93

empyema from .. 106
- - from funijating endo-

carditis .. .. 389

Peritonitis, acute general,
colic distinguished from 425

general alnlnTiuiiMl

pain from 425. .'.•:

Peritonitis, acute general,

general account of 425. 593
- - - froni appendiciri-; . . 17

- - - borborygmi absent
with .. .. 3SS

from diverticulitis 453
dry furred tongue

with .. ..383
- - - from duodena! ulcer

47, 388, 592
- - - dysentery . . . . 47

foul breath in . . 86
from gastric ulcer 47, 388
impaired note in

flanks with . . 388

Prri'onitis, mntd
Peritonitis, acute general,

intestinal obstruction

distinguished from . . 388

legs not drawn up in J..'

morphia avoided in 4j.'.

motionless rigid ab-
domen with . . 388

pain increased by
pressure in . . 425

from perforated ulcer

131, 592
- - -

perirectal abscess. .

pleurisy from
- - - pneumonia simulat-

ing . . 425,

prognosis in
- - - from prostatic ab-

scess . . . . 47
- - - pyosalpinx . . .. 47

pyrexia with 131. 425

rigid abdomen from
131, 425, 502, 767

rising pulse from
425, 593

septic, after abor-

47
100

593
425

of

592

592

592

'>92

592

92

592

tion

from abscess

kidney
liver . .

spleen . .

after childbirtl

dullness in fianks

with . .

endometritis
-

frerpicnt micturi-
tion with

- from gall-bladder
perforation

nippocraticfacies
with .. 388, 593

leucocytosis with 593
liver dullness dis-

appearing with 502
after operation.. 502

- Irom paramemtLs 502

pneumococcal . . 592

pulse-rate with

388, 592
from pyosalpinx 502
retention ot uritie

with .. ..502
nib with 388, 502

tympanites wuli
388, 592

from ulcer of

bowel . . . . 502
from wound . . 592

simulated by ruptu-
red tubal gestation 503

simidating . . . . 593
sordes in . . . . SG

from stercoral ulcer

of colon . . 47
- - - strangulated hernia 452

suppurative nephritis
simulating . . 594

tenderness with . . 131
thirst trom. . . . 720
from tuberculous

ulcer of bowel . . 47
- - - in typhoid fever 47,

388, 505

urgent laparotomy
for .. .". IJ.

from volvulus .. l'-

vomiting with 388,
425, 592, 707

- acute, intestinal obstruc-
tion sinuilatins . . 59

- - laparotomy in 47, 593, 707

Peritonitis, acute non-

suppurative . . 47
from duodenal ulcer 47

- - - dysentery . . . . 47

gastric ulcer . . 47

gonococcal .. 47

from perirectal ab-

scess . . . . 47

pneumococcal . . 47

from prostatic abs-

cess . . . . 47

pyosalpinx . . 47
- - - stercoral ulcer of

colon . . . . 47
~ tuberculous . . 47
- - - from typhoid fever 47
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Peritonitis, acute, vascular
lesions simulating .. 594

-
hi.rtH.ryi-'iiii :ttisf[it. witli 8*J

- in BriL'lit's disease . . IUj
- from carciiionaa of colon 593
- over carcinoma of liver 373
- chronic, abdominal tu-

mours from .. .. Gfil

albuminuria in . . 47
ascites with 11, 40,

47, 373, 425
- - in Bri2;ht's disease 40, 55
- - constipation in . . 47
- - dullness with. . . . 47
- -

Piii-y^ted ascites with 057

Peritonitis, chronic general.
general account of - - 425

- - tivil.ind cy^f" MniulLitiiiL' 45
- - hydronephrosis simu-

lating . . . . 45
intestinal obstruction
from . . . . 130

- - liver enlargeniotit sinui-

lated by .. .. .If.?

- - loculated ascites with 44
- - masses of thickened

peritoneum felt in 425
- - omentum matted in.. 307
- -

pancreatic cyst simu-

lating . . . . 45
- - from paracentesis . . 47
- -

perihepatitis and 47,

5-J, 373
- - in severe ark'emias . . 55

Peritonitis, chronic simple 47
- -

siniulatinLT nephritis. . 47
- - from syphilis.. .. 52
- - tube cast5 in . . . . 17
- - from tubercle . . 42.'>

- - vomiting in . , . . 17
- coated tongue in . . 7u5
- collapse from .. .. 311
- diaphragmatic, phrenic

neuralizia simulating 431
- from gall-bladder rup-

ture . . . . . . 25 1

- foul taste in . . . . 705
- hiccough from .. .. 307
- hypothermia in.. .. 311
- irniicaiiuria from .. 314
- intestinal obstruction

with . . . . 388, 5t)3
-

local, adhesions from .. 174
from duodenal ulcer. . 174

gall-stones .. ..174
- -

gastric ulcer . . . . 174
- - over splenic infarct.. l'.2;i

Peritonitis, malignant, gene-
ral account of 17. 49,

51. ti:.7

- from mesenteric embolism .iSD
- - tlirombosis . . . . 389

r: pain in the pelvis from. . 468
-

pelvic, dvsmenorrho^a
from .." .. .,192
empyema from . . 100

pleurisy from . . HiO
-

perforative, colic simu-
lated by .. -.115
liver dullness dimin-
ished in . . 3GG, 3GS

-
peristalsis absent in . . 82

- pneumococcal, umbilical
fistula from . . . . 031

- pleurisy simulating . . 432
-

pylephlebitis simulating 507
- nyresia with .. .. 115
-

rarely due to infection
from above diaphragm 100

- tuberculous, abdominal
lumps with 47, 48, 130, OiU

- - - pain with ., .. (157
- - - swelling from G55, 057

wall inllltrated by 48
- - acute ascites from . . 4 7
- - adhesions from .. I'lU
- - age incidence of 48, 483
- - anemia witli.. 32, G57
- - ascites from 4 \. 45, 47,

48, 130, 425, 031
bands from . . . . 13U

- - Calmette's reaction
with .. ..031

caseous glands in . . 48
- - - masses in . . . . 18

portal glands in . . 3;;0

PrrUo-iilis. fuhrrcn/;'!^, ,;<nt:f.

cirrhosis simulated by 057

simidating . . . . 570

constipation with . . 057
dullness witli, . . . 48
f»cal fistula frnni . . 48

Peritonitis. tuberculous,
general account of 47, 48
glands affected too .. 031

- - guiaea-pig inoculation
in diagnosing 48, G57

- - iliac glands involved in 45'.t

- - infiltrateil omentum in 48
intestinal obstruction

from . . . . 130
joints affected too . . 031

leucopenia in.. .. 3G1
matted intestines with 48
from milk . . . . G31
nausea with . . . . 057

Peritonitis, tuberculous,
notes on . . 657
obstruction from . . 057
cedema of abdominal

wall from . . G31, 657
other organs affected

with . . . . 48

pain in abdomen in 48

peculiar dullness with 44

pigmentation of skin
with , . . . 057

pyrexia in 4S, 570,

031, G57
- - redness of abdominal

wall from . . . . G31
- - simulated by malignant 40
- - simulating cirrhosis. . 48
- - -

enlarged liver . . 48
- - - malignant disease

48, 51, GOl
- - - ovarian cyst . . 48
- - swelling in hypochon-

ilrium from 0.29, 031
tenderness of abdomen

in 48

types of . . 47, 48
- - umbilical discliarge

from . . . . O.Il

fistula from . . 05(i

inflammation from 050
umbilicus affected by 4S3

reddened in 43, 48, 425
urachal cyst simulating OGO
von Pirquet's reaction

with .. ..031
- in typhoid fever . . 251
- vomitins with .

I'erityptditis
- :.h~,-..--- Ir.un

Perleche, general account of 366

115.

21

a28
24

I'ernicious an»niia. Addi-
son's disease simulated

by 520. (Plate XXII)
- - age incidence of
- - amyloid disease simii-

latiiig . . ...

aplastic anemia dis-

tinct from . .

ankylostomiasis simu-

lating . . . . \

- — arsenic in 33, 06, 520.
ascites in . . 40,

atypical in early stages
Babinski's sign in

bleeding gums in
- - blood changes in

count in diagnosing
C34,

Pernicious anaemia, blood

picture in i P/'i/.- Ill)
- - itofie-ni.irr'iw Iiyper-

trophy in . .

- - canter rhythm in

colour index: hitrh i

21, 24, 55, 04; 31
variations in

- - deafness from
- - diarrhoea with
- - dilatation of heart in

epistaxis frnm
fatty heart from 51.

- -
fungatiiig endocarditis
simulated by

gastric carcinomasimu-
lating 21, 274, 317
HCl deficient iu ..270

J'-niin-nts aincinifi, cuiilil.

haimaternesis in 200, 274

htemoptysis in . . 287

haemorrhage into middle
ear in . . . . IGG

hypenesthesia in .. 010

lymphocytosis in . . 04
- - increasing [)allor in .. 24
- -

jaundice simulated by
324

- - Irnioii 3'ellow skin ni

Pernicious anaemia, leuco-

cytes in . . 24.
- — leucopenia in

loss of nuiscle power in

loss of weight in 24,
marrow hyperplasia in

megaloblasts in
- - megalocytes in

myelocytes in

nerve symptoms in . .

noises in the head with 400
cedema of legs in 413, 415

pains in . . . . 407
in the limbs in . , 403

palpitation from . . 484

penile erections absent
in 313

|>eriptier.d neiuitisfroni
0.1

pigmentation of the
mouth in 33, (Philr

XXIf)
skin in

- -
pleuritic elTusion ii

- -
|ioikilocytosis in

primrose-yellow skin

325
509

301
24
24

770
707
317
04
23
24

04

10 ;

509

G4
Prussian-blue reaction

in 21

jinrpur
I m . . . . 553

Pernicious ansmia. pyrexia
in 25, ''^y.i {Fiij, 240) 569

- - renal infarct m . . 8

rigors in . . , . 596
salvarsan in . . . . 52G

^ - shortness of breath
from . . . . 87

spinal cord changes in

G4, 09. 010

spleen enlarged in 032, 034
stomatitis in . . . . 512

syphilis simulating .. 527
- - tenderness of bones in

407, 707
tinnitus from. . . . 723
uric acid and . . . . 742
urobilinuria 274,

324,

407
587

509

100
172

221

21

yellow skin in

Peroneal muscular atrophy 500
- type of progressive mus-

cular atrophy ("see

Tooth's Peroneal Atro-

phy)
Peroneus brevts, nerve

supply of . . . . 498
- longus, nerve supply of 498
- tertius, nerve supply of 498

Perspiration, deficient, in

myxoedema . .

- in malingerer .. 117,
- Malta fever
- after pneumonia
- during sleep in infantile

.scurvy
- thirst from
- in trichinosis
- (and see Sweating)
Pes cavus, from spina bifida 113

tight boots .. . . 113
- vanH in Friedreich's

disease
- - (and see Talipes)
Pessaries, discharge due to

185

Pessary felt per rectum . ,

Petechiaa (see Purpura)
Petit mal . . . . 08

loss of consciousness ill 145

polyuria from . . 535

Petroleum, for trreedy colon 123
Petrous bone, exostosis of 071

Peyer's patches, eidarged
in lymphatism . . 3S2
sloughs of, in tvpii.ii<l

fever . . . . . . 036

1411

180
587

136

Pfeitfur's bacillus, in iullu-

enza . . . . 405, 504

Phaged^ena . . . . 737
-

oris, bleeding gum from 72

Phalanges, tuberculous dis-

ease of . . , . 608

Phalanx, osteoma of .. 671

PhaMin, haimoglobiniiria
from . . . . . . 28 I

Phantom tumour 45, U2. 390
abdominal distention 45

swelling from . . 055

age incidence of . . 691
- - amenorrhcea with .. 691
- - anaistlietic in dia-

L,'nn^in!,' .. 4.'., 0;H
- -

diaplintL-iii iitid - . O'.'l

Phantom tumour, general
account of . . 659
lielvie swelling due to ii'!i''>

relation to menopause 45
- - sex incidence of . . 45

Pharyngitis, acute, bacteria

causing . . 613
- -

-,>j\'f- tliroat from . . 'il.l

tonsillitis and . . 016
- blood spitting from . . 285
-

chronic, from occupation
013, 61t;

sore throat from . . iil3

from smoking 613, 610
- from syphilis . . . . 73

Pharynx, branch of vagus
to .. .. "..148

- cliicken-poxaffectingOlS, 010
- diphtheria membrane on 419
- dermatitis herpetiformis

afTecting . . . , 74
-

epithelioma of 379. 3Sii, 613
- erythema bullosum of . . 71
- lupus of, blood-spitting

due to . . . . 285
- paralysis (see Paralysis

of Pharynx)
- pemphigus affecting ., 71
- red, in scarlet fever . . 227
- rhinoscleroma affecting 733
- small-pox affecting 013, 010
- stenosis of . . . . 19S
- ulceration of .. 2')2. 0|5
Phonazone. glycurornc acid

from . . . . . . 26L
- reduction by urine after 261

Phenol, aansrene from . . 255

Plienolphthalein . . . . 320
Phenvlalaiiin, alkaptonuria

ind 740

Phenvlslucosazone crystals

(Fio. 137) ..

'

.. 202
- melting point of . . 202

Phenylhydrazine in Pam-
midge's reaction

- hiTjmogloliinuria from . .

- osazone crystals from . .

Phenylhydrazine test for
- . 262,sugar

Pliffivlliii-tosazoiM-
- melting point of

Phenylpentosazone, melt-

ing point of . .

Phimosis, chancre obscured

by .. .. 617.
- convulsions from
- frequent micturition from
- enuresis from . .

- pain in penis from
- priapism from . .

- pyuria from . . 575,
Phlebitis, erythema from
- limping from
- obscure pyrexia from . .

- lydema of one leg from
- pain in leg from
- thrombosis of iriferior

vena cava after
- of varicose veins

Phlebolith, simulating stone
in ureter

Phlebosclerosis. thrombosis
from . .

Phlegmasia alba dolens,

pregnancy and
ulceration after

Phlegmonous gastritis

Phloroglucin test, glyciir-
onic acid and. .- lor pentose . .

100
284
261

713

202
202

019
144
394
218
473
538
581

414
438

414
433

455

25S

737
737
706

201
201
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riilyctenuhir conjunctivitis
(^Plale Xi) . . . . 230

Phocomeliis . . - . 1!SS

Pronation, defective, in

bulbar paralysis . . llio

Phosphates, acetic acid test

for .'«2l

- aRiuniiniiria siniLilatt'd hy -V-M

Phosphate, ammonio-mag-
nesic 524

crystals of . . . . b'J.^

- ammonium, solubility of h'l'A

- calcium deposit of . . 524
in intestinal sand .. o99

solubility of . . . . 523
stellar crystals of . . 524
urine cloud from . . 4

- iron, white precipitate of 170
- magnesium, deposit of. . 524

needles of . . . . 524
- - solubility of . . . . 52;-{

urine cloud from . . 4
- potassium, solubility of 523
- sodium . . . . . . 523

dihydric . . . . 523
- - nionohydric . . . . 523

Phosphate, triple .. ..524
crystals of {Fig. 221) 524

riiosphates, cleared up by
acetic acid 4, 1S3, 574

- discoloured by blood

p!^.'iMeiit .. .. J)

Phosphates, effects of heat
on
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I'i'imnUatinn of Ihr skin, ctmttl.
- - from ;ii"?ieiiic ;i;i, (I'fafc

(7/1 114, 73, .^-JS.

(Fi-f. :l-2o) o2'J
- - in brotizrd di:ihete.>

;i7i;, rrjs

- - ciifliexiii . . . . ii-S

- - chloasinii . . . . •>-'i

- - cliromiilrosis biin i-

hititi- .. .. .^-.".I

- - ill cirrhosis . . H'j^ ')!

- - from cit'.loitiHirilis .. 'J'J

- - after erytlie iKi [Kiiml.i-
uiin .. .. iX'.i

~ - from tibroiJri of uterus '.''J

- - in Graves's Oisc-ase

no, 236 (Fij. '2-22)

iJ27, 7'2'2

- - from li;iNUuc!iruMi;i-

rosis . . . . .'.*JS

- ~ jifter lierpes . .

iti Moilirkiirs disease
- - from JTiit'Sliiial stasis
- - irritants
- - in Kjjiusi's disease

.-.1,'S.

- '
leprosy . . --'jO,

- - witli leucoderiiii.-i
- - from leiieorrluc-i
- - after lichen planus . .

- - in malaria
- - from maliji:iiant disease G57
- - ill oelironosis. . 5'J8, 74G
- - pancreatic disease lir.. 1MJ4

pellacra {P/ales I.\. .V)

22V; -J2S

Iiernieious anaimia . . o27
- -

phtlieiriasis . . . . r»27
- - preitnancy .. .. 5-7
- - from radium . . . . 2'2'i

in rheumatoid artliritis

3r.. :iV2, o27
- - round scars of syphilis

711)

5'J7

527

731
r>2S

in*

52S

from silver
- - solar plexus irritatiou 527

in Still's disease .. :}78
- - from syphilis 21)1). 2411,

490. 528, 530, 5(;0. 7;i7

- - tinea versicolor 25u, 529
- - with tuberculous peri-

tonitis . . . . G57
in urticaria nigricans 528

" - from uterine disorder 527
- - round varicose veins 554
- - from vesicants . . 527
- - witli vitiligo . . . . 529
- - in von Recklim:-

hausen's disease 710, 732
- - X:nithniiM. . . . . 732

- ii-iiiii .:-nv< . . . . 22:1

Pigmentation of tonoue in

Addison's disease (Pfait^

XX/)
urethra,

disease

vulva, iu

in Addisous

Addison's dis-

526

528

528

415

474
4iiO

421;

78

easie

Pigmented crcsce-it at disc

man?i:i
Piles, aching in [lerineurn

from . .

- backactie from . .

- beariiiu' down pain from
- blood per annni from
- from carcinoma of rectum 581 I

-
t'l cirrhosis . . . . 51 1

- inflamed, dvs.-hei^i I f;om 12S
j

dyspareunia from .. 193
- - levator a-ii spasm from 19.1 !

- - rectal ccaminatioa in I

diairncsing . . . . 191
'

- - sp:ism of spiiincter
from . . .. 12s I

speculum in dia^'nosiri-^ 19t I

"

(149- strangury from
- vaginismus from

pain in jiciiis from 471.
- rectum from . .

periproctal abscess from
[priapism from . .

rectal examination in

diasiiosiiig
retention of urine af^e^

operation for

sense of fullness in rectum
- wei'-'lit ill rciTinn from

19:;

Fi/rs. contil.
- sometlung coming down

rectum in . . . , 7S
- tenesmus from . . . . 71S

PiIocar[iino, orytliema from 222
-

ptyalism from . . . , 542

Pin, aorta opened by . . 2ti7
- in knee, limping from.. 302
- a'sopluigus perforated by 207
- in rectum . . . . 5Si
- in testing analgesia . . iini;

- in uretlira . . . . 1S4
Phis and needles, sense oU

in paroxysmal tachy-
..ardia

"

. . . . 7'i3

peripheral ncunti-^ 1(15

Pink-eye . . . . . . 231
Pit workers, noises in the

head in . . .. 4l)(i

Pits, from small-pox Stll, ijUl

Pituitary body, acromegaly
and .." 3U2, 409. 537

dystrophia atliposo-
\'f>rHt:.!is'and .. 4'i9

Pituitary deficiency, sym-
ptoms of - 410

- -laud drtccts, delayed
sexual development
from 19n

fatness from 190, 4n9
- — glycosuria from . . I9n

heidache with .. 190

infantilism and 1S9, 190
- - - polyuria from .. 190
- - - vomiting with .. 190
-

lesions, high blooi|-[ircs-
sure and . . . . 3SS

-
secretion, menstruation

and 3SS
- tumour, hemianopsia from

{Fig. 139) 300, 302
Pityriasis, ringworm dis-

tinguished from . . 249
- scalp atTected by . . 249
- ro^eri. ervllir;i'^fn-i ^inni-

latm^-
"

251

Pityriasis rosea, oeneral
account of . . 604
Iierald patrh of . . CUl

itching m . . .. 54(1
- - macules 111 . . . . 383

parts alfeclcd by .. tiOl

psoriasis distinguished
from .. . . f,(i4

- - scales in . . . . t;()l

- - seborrlitiM distin-

guished from . . t;il4

- - syphilide distinguished'

from . . . . t;(il

- - tinea circinata tlis-

tinguished from . . f.M4

versicolor sinuilating 250
- rubra, after dermatitis

herpetiformis . . UiH
- - desipiamation in .. iS'tl

- - after drug eruptions. . li'U

- - eczema . . . . mu
- - erythema multiforme f.ni

Pityriasis rubra, general
account of i/'/f/-

xxn ) . . 604
- - itchiiiL: in . . ..5 111

after lichen planus ,. I'.ol

psoriasis . . . . t;o4

- - scales in .. t>Ol, iji)2

- -
pilaris, crusts in 001, 4S8

- - - eczema simulated by 001
- - - exfoliative derma-

titis distinguished
from . .' . . 489

- - - firiLTPrs affpi'led by ->!'.•

Pityriasis rubra pilaris, rjene-

ral account of 488
-.Mi-.-r.d li.'ilili iHi-

allected by .. 4S9
hair follicles and . . 4^:8

- - - itchiiii,' in . . .. 5iii

slight in . . . . 489
- - - lichen planus di^-

tingnished from |S9

on palms . . . . Hill

papule of 4S7. 4SS, t;il4

parts affected by . . 487
- - -

pill,•k..d.^^>^^l ^kii) ri !^S

Pityriasis rubra pilaris,

psoriasis distiiinuished
from , , 489, 'i'>l

i'ltiiriiisiti rnhrn jiUnris. oinfil.

- - - .scales in 48S, Onl, r.ol

on soles . . .. 001
- vei^icolor (see Tinea

Versicolor) .. .. 250
Phir'piit:i. ndhrTciit .. 'JO I

Placenta, delay in delivery of 20 1

- Oh.m-.- ..t. dy-ruri.. hnin -no

m .. .. '. . lo;

Placenta prsvla, diagnosis
of 393
hannorrhage from . . 393

Plague, gangrene from . . 255
- Ivmpli-gland eTdargernent

in . . .. 370, 37S
- purpura in . , . . 553
- rigor rare in . . . . 595
Plantar ligament (see Liga-

ment, Long Plantar)
-

nervi', e-vtfriKd. . . . 498
- - int.-rnal . . -.498
- n-lte\, A-jr and . . . . '.H

PLANTAR REFLEX, EX-
TENSOR ..68

- - - ..l.dnrMinalreilexlost

wilh .. .. 35S
- - - in .alcoholisni . . 119

- - - in aniyotrojihic lateral

sclerosis G2, 118.

5US, 517
under anaesthetics '19

with ankle-clonus . , 39
- - - ill ataxii- paraplegia OS

brachial monoph-u'la 5n*J
- - -

I'.rown-Serpiard par-

alysis .. ..I'.';

from cerebellar ab-
scess . . ..517
tumour .. lis, 517

- - - cerebral abscess . . <i8

embolism . . <><

liDemorrhage . . M
- - - - thrombosis . . 08

in chorea . . . . <i9

- - - coma . . . . 09
from combined de-

generitionsof cord 1 1 1

- - - in concussion . . 09
disseminated scler-

osis 08, 14.S. 307,
490, 502, 517. 72S

epilepsy . . . . 09
- - - evidence of organic

disease . . . . 358
in Friedreich's ataxy

08. 512

liemiplegia 39, 08.

139. 303
- - - with increased knee-

jerk . . . . 31)

in infants . . i'>'.K 510
new groivtii in spine 711

- - - paraplegia . . . . 39
- - - pernicious aiiafmia 09

primary lateral scler-

osis . . . . i;8

with [lyramidal tract

lesions 39, 08, 140. 517
iu saturnine ence-

phalopathy . . 09

during sleep . . 09
iu spastic paraplegia

314. 511'
- - - syringomyelia 08. 5iiS

talipes antl. . . . 112
in transverse mye-

litis . .

'

02. 08
ursD^ia . . . . 09

ilexor, iu hysteria 09, 497
- - - infantile paralysis. . (SS

I, JNih-y's paralysis OS
- ii''in-:i-.ihenia . . 400

- - -

pciiplier.il neuritis OS

primary musi-ular

dystrophy . . 118

- - - sciatica . . . . 438
tabes dorsalis . . 08
Tootli's peroneal

atrophy . . . . OS

Plantar reflex.' mode of

testing . . 68
Pliint.Ti^. ii.Tv-.' supply of P.iS

- loriL'U-. rtipiun-. of . . 5.". 1

I'l.uit-. bulla- frniii . , '.'i.

Plants, dermatitis from . . 755
Plates, coloured, list of -. \ii

Pleiades 758
Pletliora 221

Pleura, actinomycosis allect-

iiig . .

'

. . . . 458
- aneurysm niptured into 434
- lil)rous tldckeniiig of,

front polyorrhomenitis 107
- L,Ms in (see Pneuiuo-

thorax)
- nnbu'iiant diso ise of,

bliiodstaiiied effusion

from . . . . . . 102

Pleura, new growth of • 104
- - -

|>;iiM in bark fnim . . 710
INciind :iOh<-inris (-,.. Vd-

ln-t..n-. Pl.-ni-d.

PLEURAL EFFUSION 104
froin ali.-,ce.-,s ol [i\-er 5'.i7

albuminuria and . . 101
in P.riL'ht's disease .. 105
brnn.-lnectasis after .. 292

- -

di.iphiM-in di'pressed

i.y 058

Pleural effusion, expansile

pulsation of . - - 694
- - lilinml iiiiiL' aft.n- . . 292

h.'art displaccul t)y 298. ti94

froin heart failure 101. 105
- - insidious . . . . S^
- - liver depresseil by . . 307
- - from iriediastinal sar-

coma . . . . .312

nephritis .. . . 101
- - ledema and . . . . 101

orthopnrea ami .. Pit
- -'

palpir;ition fn.in . . HI
[,:Uiir!r- of -n.Uth M. Pl?

Pleural effusion, physic.1l

signs of .299
- - from pica, . . . . 9'.)

with imeiimothorax. . 432

Pleural effusion, pneumo-
thorax from tapping of

..::i. 532

polyiuia atlL-r . . 5;;5

shortness of hreatli

Qrst sign of . . 88
- - skodaic resonance with Oil
- - in spletiomegalii- poly-

cythajmia . . . . 033
- - tinged in jaundiet.' .. 321

I'leurisy, abdominal pain
from . . . . . - 115

- ai-nte, bloodstained elTu-

sion from . . . . l')2

- ill acuiorheumatism I05.
ir. I. oil

- ailherent jiericanlinm after 54
- from aiicnirysni.. .. 434
-

appendicitis . . . . 400
- in l)roticho|Uieiimo!iia. . 105
-

diajihragmatic, a|>|iendi-
citis simulated by 432

cholecystitis sinuilated

by 432
- - diaplirasm still with.. 307
- - liver dejire^sed with. . 307

pain ill shoulder from 709

pi'fifotiitis sinudated

by 132

phrenic neuralgia siinu-

hitii.L' .. . . 431
- - no rub with . . , . 132

Pleurisy. diaphraqmatic,
sites of pain with . 432

- empyema after . . . . 597
- ill endocarditis .. ..31
- friction sounds in 432. 433
-

Iierpes zoster sinuilating 754
- indigestion simuhited l>v 310
- from irifarction of hmu' 100
- infection from below dia-

phragm . . . . 108
- inlorcostal neuraK'ia simu-

lated hv . . . . 707
- from jugular vein throm-

bosis 100
- lateral sinus tliromhosi- 100
- liver aliscess . . . . 370
- in lobar pneumonia . . 105
- niediastinitis and 5',.

3ns, 751
- iiftt-r operations . . l')G

- from otitis media . . lOrJ

- pain in back frotn . 71i''

- - on breatliint,' fnnn 43-
in tlie chest from i:;n, 432
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105,

3*4"

Plcuris;/^ co/iUl.

-
piiiii on eoughins from . .

at crest of shoulder
from

in tlie epigastrium from

liypoclioiidrium from
450,

iliac fossa from 454,
like a knife from

- - ill limbs with. .

shoulder from 474,
- simulating pericarditis

433,
- from phthisis . .

- pleurodynia simulating
- pleuropericardial adhe-

sions from
- pneumococcal . .

- in pysemia
- pyrexia in
-

quiet, cougli from
- referred pain in. .

- rigor after
- shortness of breath from
- stabbing pain from
- from subphrenic abscess

370, 451,
- subphrenic abscess simu-

hUiriq:
-

systolic bruit from
thrill with

- tearing pain from
- tenderness of chest from

432, 706.
- in typhoid fever

rieuritic effusion in acute
rheumatism . ,

Oigopliony with
- - anaemia witli. .

- - from appendicitis
with arteriosclerosis. .

- - from ascending neph-
ritis

- - bacillus coli in

from blood diseases..

bloodstained . .

breath sounds dimin-
ished witli . .

in Briglit's disease . .

bronchiectasis after..

cancer cells in

cardiac impulse dis-

placed by . .

chest bulged on one
side by
slirunken after

- - from cbolangitis
Pleuritic effusion, chylous
- ~ - from injury to tbo-

r;icic duct
leuka:miu . .

nephritis . .

_ new growth
clubbed fingers from
distinguishing features

- - dullness over. . 1G8,
- - from duodenal idcer. .

- - fibroid lung after
- - from gall-bladder in-

fection

gastric ulcer . .

with granular kidney
from growth of lung. .

guinea-pig inoculation
from . . 104,

- - from gumma in liver
- - heart displaced by . .

- - from hepatic abscess
- - in Hodgkin's disease

from hydatid cyst of
liver

hydatid of liver simu-
"

Intinu'

Pleuritic effusion, from in-

fection from tielow dia-

phragm
- - m li/iika'MiJa . .

liver puslied down by
in lymph.adenoma . .

Ivmph-gland enlaiige-
ment with . .

from mediastinal new
growth

microscopical examina-
tion of . . 104.

- - movement of chest
deficient witli

I

Pleiirific iffiitiiiin, confil.

432
I

from new growth . . 290
I in liver . . . . lOG

432 palpitation from . . 484
43G from pelvic peritonitis lOG

- - perinephritis . . . . 100
451 peritonitis .. -. lOfi

4f!0 in pernicious ancemia 100
432 phthisis . . . . 104
405 Pleuritic effusion, physical
470 signs of - 168

Pleuritic effusion, pneumo-
503 thorax from tapping of 532
104

.

- - in pn]yMrrlioinr,iiI)s.. 100
431 '

]iseudo-l.'uk;i:nii;i in-
'

fantuin . . . . 100
54

I

- -
pylephlebitis .. ..300

432
I

pyosalpinx . . . . 100
590 ( from renal calculus . . lOli

102 refraction of chestafter 109
150 Pleuritic effusion, rheu-
432

I

matic. diagnosis from
507

, tuberculous . . 105
S9

i Pleuritic effusion, simple- - 105
432 - -• skodaic resonance with

108, Oil
659 - - in splenic anosmia . . lOG

'

splenic enlargement
G58 with . . . . lOG
90 from subphicnic ab-
720 scess . . . . G50
432 - - tinged in jaundice . . 324

from tuberculous kid-

ney lOG

tuberculous, simulated

by mediastinal new-

growth . . . . 104

tubularbreathing with 108
unilateral . . . . 104
vesicular murmur de-

ficient over . . 20c
vocal fremitus dim-

100 inished with . . 1G8
100 voice sounds dim-
100 inished with . . 1G8
290 Pleurodynia, a form of

myalgia . . . . 407
108 - pnin in the chest from. . 430
105 - pleurisv simulating . . 431
292 - i»ncumonia simidaling
290 431, 432

I - tenderness with 431, 700, 707
200 Pleuropericardial adhesions,

common . . . . 54
108 Pleuropericarditis, pericar-
1G8 ditis simulated by . . 433
1 00 Plexus, brach ia 1, cen- ica 1

IOC rib affecting ,. ,. 551

compressed by thyroid
1*"' gland enlarirenient 722
100 effects of fall on
100 shoulder on . . 507
100 - - fibroneuroma of ..443
111 - -

paralysis of . . . . 02
104 - cervical, compressed by
200 thyroid gland enlarge-

08, 709

105
108
100
100
11

P/i^umococci. could.
- in ascitic fluid .. ..48
- bacteriuria from . . 09
- bronchopneumonia from 5G8
- in cerebrospinal Iluid . . 305
- empyema from 103, 104, 105
- gastritis from . . . . 207
- in infective endocarditis

209, 507
-

laryngitis from 158, 199,
418, 419. GIG. 050

- meningitis from 305, 5G7, 590
- nasal discharge due to 178
- nephritis from . . 9, 09
- in otitis media . . . . 422
- in phthisis . . . . 04 1

- pleurisy from . . . . 105
- pneumonia from .. lo5 1

;

- recovered on blood cul-

ture . . . . . . 597
- rheumatoid arthritis from 35
-

si.'ptiiiiiinia from 425, 590
- M.n- tliroatdue to .. 013
- in >putum .. .. 643
~ suffocative laiyngitis from

I

158, 010

I

-
pyelitis from . . . . 57G

I

- pyelonephritis due to . . 09
- ulcus serpens from . . 734
- ureteritis due to . . G9

' - urethritis due to . . 70
- in urine . . . . . . 09

I'neumogastric nerve (see
I Nerve, Vagus)
Pneumonia, acute abdomi-

nal pain from 115, 425
dilatation of stomach

Pneumonia, could.
- Cheyne-Stokes breathi.ig

in . . . . . . 108
- chlorides in urine in . . 335
- coated tongue in . . 705
- convulsions from . . 144
- cough from .. H9. 335
- crisis in . . . . . . 574
- delirium in . . . . 109
- in diabetes . . . . 204
- diazo-reaction in . , 173
- empyema with 35, 10",

104, iFig. 71) 100,

291, 574, 597, 043

ending bv lysis {Fi'i. 71) 100----
283
218
404
705
513
259
270
540
335
335
311
094

endocarditis in
-

eosinophilia after
- febricula representing .

- foul taste in
- in Friedreich's atnxy .

- gangrene of lung in
-

gastric llCl deficient ii

~ heart block from
- herpes facialis in
- hot dry skin in
- hypothermia after
- infective parotitis in .

- influenza complicated by 563
- intercostal neuralgia simu-

707
325
593

- acute, in influenza
- acute nephritis from
- albuminuria in . .

- albumosuria in

173
. . 465
.. 10

13. 14

.. ii;

2.:t2 Plexus, cervico-brachial,
diagram of . . . - 507

100 Plexus, lumbar, diagram of 500
inr, Plexus, lumbar, distribution
11 of 498, 499

159 - mesenteric. meteorisni
,

from lesion of . . 389
!

105 - pampiniform, thrombosis '

100 of. priafiism frmn , . 538
108 Plexus, sacral, diagram of 500
100 Plexus, sacral, distribution
100 of .. .. 498. 499

I
growth invading . . IKl

lOG '

Plexrs, srlar, mcteorisnt
from lesion of . . 38'.t

375 pi^ment.ition from
irritation of . . 527

Plucked-lowl skin, in pityri-
106 asis rubra pilaris . . 488
100 Plumbisnusee Lead Poison-
108 in-)
100 Plum-sti.Ti*-. r.iUr from .. 117

PNEUfMATURIA .. 529. 530
100 - from carcinoma recti . . 582

Pneumobacilli. in cercbro-
104 spinal fluid . . . . 3n5

- sore throat due to . . 013
200 - in sputum .. .. 043

Pneumococci, acute ascites
108 from 47

appendicitis simulated by 400
- arthritis due to . . 339

Pneumonia, aspiration, gene-
ral account of . 259

- - after immei-sion . . 260
- bacillus inlluenzai in 290, 043
- bncteriaimia in . . .. 597
~ bleeding gums in . . 72
-

blistering in . . . . 14
- blueness of lips in . . 593
- bromidrosis after . . G54
- broncho- after anaesthe-

tics 289 i

- - age incidence of . . 280
albuminuria in . . 13

bacillus influenza} in. . 20O >

- - ^bronchiectasis from . . 292

caseous, cyanosis from 159
- - in children . . 100, 280

convulsive movements
of chest in.. . . IGO

coutrh from . . ..149
cyanosis from 159, 100. 420

dyspnoea from . . 500

empyema from 103, 160
- - gangrene of lung in

259, 052
- -

general tuberculosis

simulating . . . . 310
- - haemoptysis from 280, 289
- - hyperpyrexia in . . 309
- - from influenza . . 280
- -

knee-jerk absent in .. 510
diminished in . . 358

- -
laryngitis simulating. . 160

- -
leucocytosis with 35, 301

orthopn<iea from 418, 420
- - from otitis media . . 280

pleurisy rare in . . 105

pneumococcal 105, 508
- - prolonged pyrexii from

503, 568
retracted head from

589, 590
shortness of breath

from . . . . 88
- - from sinus thrombosis 289

sticky rales in . . 200
- - streptococci causing.. 568

mucking in of inter-

costal spaces from
ICO. 420

- caseous broncho, cyanosis
from . . . . . . 159
leucoevtosis in . . 30o

432

370

100
100
100
292

642

042

lated by
- jaundice in
- laparotomy in error in
- leucocytosis in . .

- from liver abscess
- lobar(and see Pneumonia)

without abnormal signs 100
acute onset of . . 280
bronchial casts in . . 044
chlorides absent frotn

urine in . . 100, 289
- - crepitations in . . 042

crisis in {Fig. 272) 042
- - cyanosis from . . 100
- - diplococci in sputu.ii in 289

duration of . .

ending by crisis

lysis
fibroid lung from

- - gangrene of hniLf IrMti

r,l-l

Pneumonia, lobar, general
account of

Iiaimoptysis from 280

Iierpes facialis in

high respiration ratio in 289

hyperpyrexia in . . 300
- - knee-jerks lost in . . 350

leucocytosis with 35, 361

pain in iliac fossa from 454

perspiration after . . 642
- - physicalsigns with 100, 042
- - without physical signs 042

pneumobacilli in . . G43

pneumococci in . . 643
- - pungent skin in . . 042
- - pyopneumothorax from 053

ridges on nails after

{Fig. 300) 7r,:t

rigor ):i .. 594, 5ii5

- - simulating phthisis .. 280
- - skiagnim of {Fig. 13(1) 289

sputum in 149. 289.

335, 041, 042
stridor in . . . . A^')

sudden onset of 160, 042

superposed on phthisis 280

temperature charts of

IGU, 042

urate deposit due to r41

vocal cord jiaralysis
from . . . . 405

- lobular (see Pneumonia,
Broncho-)

- nares active in . . . . 503
- nephritis Jrom .. 9. 12

- pain in the chest from
4o0, 4:;-.'

iliac fossa fiom . . 4)in

shoulder from 474, 470

side in . . . . 335
- peritonitis simulated bv

425, 593
- pleurodynia simulated by 432

simulating . . . . 431
- pleurisy with .. .- 432
- pleuritic mb in. . . . 335
- polymorphonuclear cells "5
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432

-IIS

Pntumonia. i'ontd.

- polyuria alter . . . . o30
- pulst^respiration ratio in

~ pylephlebitis simulatini; 507
- pyrexia from . . . . 574
- ranid respiration rate in 42r»

- riETor in . . . . . • -i^S

'after 5^7
- septic, abscess irom . . 2^0

haemoptysis from . . 'JSil

- shortness cf breatli from SS
- without signs . . . . 432
- skodaic resonance witli f'.ll

- sordes in . . . . '»-

- speech loss in . . . . OL'IJ

- spleen enlar^'ed in G3l\ 037
- from subphrenic abscess 370
- ill typhoid fever . . 5'.).')

- typhoid fever sinmlated (i37

Pneumonoconiosis (/''?/ 70).

ir>'i. 288
- lihroid Inii'j- from . , l".i2

-
l,,rnic.i>ryMs from l'8r., 28S

Pneumoperitoneum, list of

causes of • 652
- hver anliness lust with y\'M\

- sueoussion in . . . . tirii;

in tvplioid feviT . . t;o3

PNEUMOTHORAX .- 530
- ;uiite cyanosis from .. I'l'.i

- - dyspna'a troin . . liiti

- bruit d'airain over . . Itl8

- chest bulged on one side

by
"

lt'8

- - movement delicient

witli .. .. ir.s

- from cuts or stabs . . 532
- cyanosis from .. ..432
- diaphrasm immobile witli 432
- dyspnoea from . . . . 432
- from cnncrnne of tuiiL'. . 532

Pneumothorax, general ac-

count of
- beart di?|ilaced bv It'.S.

2(i0, f>52

failure from . .

Pneumothorax, list of causes
of 531

- hver dullness diminished 3C.r.

depressetl liy.. .. 3G7
- metallic tinkling with KIS
- onset during coughing. . 432
- orthopiicpa from .. 418
-

pain in chest from lOS,

430, 432
- - shoulder from 474,
-

partial . .

- from ptith:>-i~ . . 531

Pneumothorax, physical

signs of 168, 432
-

pl.viind flluMuii uilii . ,

- prustrutiun from
- rapid feeble heart from
- rare from fractured rib
- sense of tenriiii.* ;it oi

uf J32

Pneumothorax, subphrenic
abscess simulating

(;52. n58, 659
- succussion witli lt;8. 53ii

- ^ndden oii'^ff of , . .. 432

Pneumothorax, symptoms
at onset of 531

- withouL Mniplunis . . 532
- from tapping an elYnsion 532
- tubercle bacilli in sputum

with 531
- TBsieular rnunmir dim-

inished with . . . . ITiS

- vocal fremitus diminished
with n;s

- voice sounds diminished
with IT'S

-
I'-rays in diacrnosinu

432. {Fit). 22ro 531

roikilocTtcs iPlatcs II, III)
22, 24

Poikilocytosis . . . . 22
- in pernicious ati;t;niia . . 5t5'.i

- severe anemia .. .. 572

Poisoning, amiria from 40. 41

Poisoning by arsenic, gene-
ral account of 717, 718

- - (and ^... Ar^.-i.ii )

Poisoning, delayed chloro-
form 4

531

530
432
432
432
532

Poison int/. fonld.
-

gastric contents analysis
in diagnosing. . . . 110

- by lead (see Lead)
- mercurial (see Mercury)
- by morphia (see Morphia)
- nystagmus after . . 40S
- phosphorus (see Phos-

phorus)
- ptomaine (see Pto-

maine Poisoning)
Poisons, bradypna-a irom S4, 85
- Cheyne Stokes brcatldng

from . . . . . . InS
- dia:.'nosisof .. .. U)S
- foul taste from . . . . 705
- hasmo^jlobinuria from . . 284
-

hypnt'iernii:i from . . 311

Poisons, jaundice due to 335.

336. 337
- purpura from . . . . 55;i

- vomiting from . . . . 705
Polarimeter. in estimating

sugar . . . . - . 21)3

Polio-encephalitis (see Ya\-

cephaliti-)
Poliomvelitis acuta, in

adiilt.^ .. Ill, 51.-.

atrophy of leg from . . 5n(i

muscles from il 1 , 5n'.i, 5 1 2

- - claw-hantl from .. Inii

- - coiuiitionsarisina from 135

contractures after 13S.

IIU. 5011

convulsions in 110, 50i)

electrical reactions in 50'.i

fever in . . llo, 512

gastric u[iset simulated

"by 512

Poliomyelitis acuta, general
account of 512

- - l,.-,i,l.i.-lie Ml .. .. llu
- - nifantile paralysis from

113. 140, oHi, 512
- - Landry's type . . 5iS
- - lvm|ihocvtes incerebro-

"

spinal'lluid in . . 305
- - malaise in . . . . 1 lo

lijii';s in .. 110, 512
nil ovr-r in .. . . 5o;(

[laralysis from . . 509
of one leg from . . 5U0

paraplegia from 510,

512. 5M. 515

periplicral ruMiril.^ ~iniu-

latin- .. . . 512
- - pyrexia in ., lli', h'')'^

- - P.Ti. in .. 01. 5p.>

rcllexe-^ in . . .. 5(l<i

- - rJL'or in . . . . 5'.i4

n<) sensory chuni:es in 509
shnidder wasting trom

iFin. T.M .. -- 50

Poliomyelitis acuta, some
effects of

et aln liuni

une<]ual knee-jerks in
- - vasomotor changes in

vomiting in . .1 10,
- anterior chronica
- anterior cornual cells

affected by . .

- chronica, age incidence of

contracture-; from 13S,
- - fibrillar contractions in

- claw-foot from . .

-
polio-encephalitis related

to
Politzer'3 acoumttcr {Fiq.

73) 104

Polvchrnmntnphilia (Plahs
'

If. Ill) .. 22, 21

Polycystic kidney, general
account of . . 357

- - (and -<< Kidnev. Cvstic)

POLYCYTH>EMIA
"

. . 532
- from altitude .. 532, 533
- arsenic . . . . . . 533
- asthma . . . . 532. 533
- bronchiectasis and . . 533
- bronchitis and . . . . 533
- from cholera . . . . 533
- clirotuc bronchitis . . 532
- colour index in .. .. 533
- with congenital heart

•lisoase 215. 532, 633. 720
- delirium from . . . . 100

I'olijcythani ia. coitii.

- from drugs
- emphysema . . 532.
- fibroid lung . . 532.
- heart disease
- methaimoglol)ituiria ami
- mitral regur-gitation and
- from mitral stenosis 532,
- with patent interVL-n-

tricular septum
- from pregnancy toxaemia
- ptomaine poisoning
- pulmonary stenosis 217.

532,
- renal disease . . 532,
- restricted fluid intake. .

- severe diarrha-a
thirst

vomiting
- shortness of breatli from
- spleen ofilarL'i'd willi

Polycythjemia, splenomega-
lic, main features of .

- - J-la/,' .VA7.\ )

- - (see Splenomegalic
Polycythamua)

- from summer diarrhnea

roiyuonum aviculare. ery-
thema Irom . .

Polygra[ih tracimr. in dia-

t-Tiosing cause of total

irref_'u)arity of heart. .

lilirillation . .

heart-hlock S3,

(Fio. 233) 540,

Polygraph, in heart cases.
- - in paroxysmal tachy-

cardia

pulsus higeminus . .

hisff-riens (Fir. 235)
- - ventncntareMrasvsrule

(Fi>7. 234) ..

"

..

I'olymoriiiionuclearceils. m
ascitic fluid . .

- - cerebrospnial lluid

305.
- - characters of . .

- - dimiiushed in per-
Tucious anaemia

in Hodgkin's disease. .

- - increaseil in empyema
with liver abbcess. .

supiHiration 35.
mveiocvtes ^imulatmg

- - {Phiif II Fkj. K)
m pleuritic ettusion..

- -
iinfiirncrnra . .

- - iflain < iiNnilnT< of. .

Polymyositis acuta
- ciyUH-ma m
- pain in the hmhs from. .

- trichinosis simulated by
!'(.lv"jii;i. fn>ni --atanicr . .

Polyorrhomenitis. general
account of . . ICC,

- Iivdroc.-I.' lium. .

I'olvplasmia, ilelinition of

Polypus, cardiac ..
- of cervix, projecting

from v;igina . .

- of ear. from caries

deafness from
from otitis . , 421.
timdtus from. .

- malignant, in heart . .

- nasal, anosmia from . .

epistaxis from
- - lieadnche from
- - witli l)3'pertroi)hic rhi-

nitis
- - snoring due to

from sphenoidal sinus
I disease

j

taste impairment from
loss from . .

- rectal, blood per annni
from . .

and mucus stools

from
carcinoma simulated

by
in children
felt by lin;.'rr. .

- -
friMjiiciit d''-^irp tod''fa'-

..,1.. from . .

Polypus of rectum, general
account of

533
533
533
34

533
533
533

215
533
533

533
533
533
533
533

PoJijims of raium, cn/ihi.
- -

intussusception simu-

lating .. ..717
- -

ninlti{)|e . . 7<S. 585
- - periproctal abscess

from . . . . 719
- - protnision of.. .. 78
- - sense of fullness in

rectum from . . 78

simulating prolapse.. 78
- - speculum in diagnosing 585
- - tenesmus from .. 718
- uretlira, discharge due to 183

seen with etnloscope.. 183
- uterus, bloodstained dis-

char;;e from . . . . 186
carcinoma simulating 391

inf-norrhaL,'ia from 3',iii, 3JI1

- - inrn-o-M\ts ffuin . . 392

Polypus of uterus, general
features of ..391

- -
inirio--rope in dia-

534
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Popliteus, nerve supply of 49S

PoieiicepbaUis . . . 13^
- contractures from . . 139
- comnilsions from . . l-AU

-
diplegia from . . . . 139

- dwarfism from . . . . 1S8
- infantile diplegia fr6m.. 511
- mental defect with . . 144
- muscular atrophy with 144
- paralysis with . . . . 144
- poraplesia from .. 510
- spasm with . . . . 144

Pork, colic from .. ..117
- ptomaine poisoning from 717
- trichinosis from 4(i4, 729
- urticai'ia after .. .. G73

Portal glands (see Lym-
phatic GlaT^ds. Portan

- pyremia. rigors in . . r)9rj

"(and see Pylephlebitis)
Portal vein obstruction 50, 51

by abscess of liver 330
- - - from adhesive pyle-

phlebitis . . 273

albuminuria from.. 272
in appendicitis . . 51

ascites from 4.i, 51, 272

by carcinoma 51, 'i'Mi

causes . . . . 45
- - - from cirrhosis . . 272

by colon tumoui^.. 4(j

- - - congestion of sto-

mach from . . 765
dilated abdominal

veins from . . 272

by duodenal tu-

moure . . . . 46

enlarged gall-bladder 632
enlarL'ed trlauds .. 632
LTiimni;! <-( livi-r . . 330

Portal vein obstruction,
licematemeslsfrom 265,272

htemorrhagic erosions
from . . . . 272

- - - by hepatic aneurysm
4G, 51

hydatid cyst of liver 330
- - - kidney tumours . . 46

leukajmic glands 45, 51
- - - liver tumours 46, 632

lymphadenomatous
glands . . 45, 51

malignant glands 45, 51
nausea from . . 272
oedema of legs from 272

by pancreatic tu-

mours . . 46, 632
- - - pressure on portal

vein . . . . 272

by sarcoma . . 330

by sarcomatous por-
tal glands . . 51

- - - spleen enlarged from 632

splenic enlargement 272
stomach tumours 46, 632

suprarenal tumours 46
thrombosis.. 45, 51

tuberculous gland 45,51
varicose gastric veins
from . . ,. . 272

-
cesophageal veins
from . . . . 272

- - - voniiritii^ from 272, 765
Portal vein, thrombosis of 51

(and see Thrombosis
of Portal Vein)

Porters, arthritis of shoulder
in 470

- bursa over spine in 155,

(Fiff. 65) 150
- kyphosis in .. .. 155

Portugal. Mediterranean
fever in . . . . 560

Port-wine, priapism from 538
Position, sense of, cord

paths for . . . . 607
Post-heraiplegic atlietosis
^

(see Athetosis)
r chorea . . . . , . 131
t*osthitis. priapism from.. 53S
Post-mortem examination

in di:ignosing aneurysm 291
- - - carcinoma of duo-

denum , . . . 662
congenital absence

ot bile-ducts . . 320
syphilis . . . . 329

Post-morh'in examination, could.

in diagnosing dia-

phragmatic hernia 652
diverticulitis . . 453

encephalitis . . 120

heat-stroke . . 120

phosphorus poison-
mg . . . . 337

pnmary neoplasm of

spme . . . . 516
sinus thrombosis . . 120

- - -
splenic vein throm-

l»osis . . . . 272

Post-mortem wart. . . . 240
- wound, epitrochlc;ir gland

enlarged from . . 381

Post-partum ha:;morrhage

(see Haemorrhage, Post-

partum)
Post-pharyngeal abscess

(see Abscess, Post-

pharyngeal)
Post-puerperal sepsis, foul

breath from . . . . SCi

sordes in . . . . ;6

Posterior inferior cerebellar

artery (see Thrombosis)
Posterior scapular nerve -. 504
Postural albuminuria 15

I'li^tur'"'. .HivbMl rib ?ym-
ptoms and . . 444

- clonus and . . . . 136
- effect on hfemic bruit . . 91
- erythromelalgia and .. 441
- in testing knee-jerk .. 357

Potash, caustic, in examin-

ing for tubercle bacilli 042
- in cystin test . . . . 161
- examining for psoro-

sperms . . . . 730
- melanuria test . . . . 740
- methylene blue and . . 747
- phosphates insoluble in 740
- test, for pus . . . . 575
- in Trommer's test . . 261
- urates dissolved by . . 740
- (and see Li«iuor Potiissa;)

Potassium bromide (see

Bromides)
- cirbonate, in Bang's pro-

cess . . . . . . 263
- chlorate, er^'theina from 222

hiemoglobinuria from 2S4
- - methiemoirlobitunmia

from .. .. 161
- - ptvalism from . . 542
- - purpura from . . 553
- -

sulphhjemoglobiriaamia
from . . . . 161

- fcrrocyanide in Perl's
test 24

-
iridoxyl sul|»liate .. 314

-
iodide, for actinomycosis 458
anosmia from .. 612

- - in diagnosing gumma
230. 015, 619

nature of ulcer of

tongue . . . , 379

syphilis 63. 199, 4S0,
588, 022. 735, 738, 739

^umma of liver and. . 253 !

larvngeal obstniction
from . . . . 41S

- - noises in the head from 406
02dema from 413, 415

of face from . . 413
|

of larynx from 418, 650
i

nasal catarrh from . . 612
- - orthopncea from . . 418

peculiarities of sweat
after , . . . 655

- - photophobia from . . 525

purpura from . . 553
stridor from . . . . 050

- -
syphilitic bone pains

relieved by . . 660

pyrexia checked by 508
- - (!\nd see Iodide)
-

phosphate, solubility of 523
-

salts, polyuria from . . 535
-

sulphocyanate, in Bang's
process . . . . 263

Pot-belly, in rickets G35, 600
Potmen, plumbism in .. 117
Potato particles in stools. . 107
Pott's curvature, psoas

abscess with . . . . 364

Pott's ctirvaliire, contil.

shortness of breath
from .. ..89

- - from spinal caries 364, 516
- disease (see Spinal Caries)
- fracture . . . . . . 114

Pouches, oesophageal 196
- - ;i-.' in.'id.'iH-L- of . . 196

dysphiiL'ia due to . . 763

vomiting due to . . 763

x-rays in diagnosing
(Fi^. 96) 196

Poultices, erythema from 222

Poupart's ligament, fulhiess

below, from psoas ab-
scess 304
line of . . . . 674

Pouting of lips in myopathy 235

Poverty, pemphigus neona-
torum and . . . . 97

- typhus fever and . . 335

Powdered-wig phenomenon
in urine . . . . 423

Pozzi, cochleate uterus of 645
- - - Ivsmeiiorrhii'a with 102

Pozzi's syndrome, of endo-
metritis . . 387

Preacher's hand in pro-
gressive muscular atro-

phy 110

syringomyelia . . 110
Pre-auricular lymph glands

(see Lymphatic Gland,
Pre-auricular)

Precipitin reaction, in hy-
datid disease 226. 658

Precocity, sexual, with

suprarenal tumovu" . . 664

Precordium, bulged, with
adherent pericardium 213

- - in children .. .. 89

by lar^e heart . . 200
from mitral regurgita-

tion . . 89, 210
- pain in (see Pain, Pre-

cordial)
- tenderness of . . . . 708
- veins distended in . . 213

Preglycosuric state, obesity
and 408

Pregnancy, acetoimria in 4
- acute yellow atrophy and 273
- albuminuria from 7, 9, 13
- albumosuria ill .. ..16
- amaurosis in . . . . 759
- amenorrhoea during 18,

303.688. 689
- appendicitis in . . . . 601
- appetite increased in . . 264

perverted in . . . . 43
- ascending nephritis from 13
- iiscites simulated by . . 44
- bacteriuria in . . . . 69
- bladder distention simu-

lating . . 665, 688
- Braun's sign oE . . . . 393
- breast changes with . . 689
- brown nipples in . . 430
- chorea in . . . . 133
- chorion epithelioma after 391
- chronic nephritis from.. 7
- coli bacilluria in 12, 452
- coma in . . . . . . 144
- constipation after .. 127
- convulsions in 137, 144, 140
- decidual casts in . . 103
- dysmenorrhcea cured by 102
- eclampsia in . . . . 146
-

ectopic (see Ectopic
'

(.Testation)
-

epilepsy simulated in . . 146
|

- extra-uterine (see Ec-

topic Gestation)
- fear of. amermrrhcea from IS
- tiliroid simulating . . 088

softening during 201, 090
- IlusliinE: in . . . . ill
- ffptal heart in . . . . 689
- - movements with . . 6S9
-

glycosuria in . . . . 204
- haiinatoma of vulva in. . 701

|- hajmoglobiniiria in . . 284

Pregnancy, haemorrhage
from uterus during . . 392

- heart-imjml^p dt^phiced
by 209 '

- Hegar's sign of . . . . 393

I'n/N'uir'/, rn„lil.

Pregnancy, herpetic derma-
titis in.. 96. 98

- hydrops amnii with . . 45
- hypogastric swelling from 600
-

hysteria simulating 142, 300
-

impetigo herpetiformis in 08
-

indigestion simulated by 315
-

leucocytes in blood in.. 300
- lineaa alhicantes from- . . 365
- mastitis in . . . . 685
- mastodynia in . . .. 431
- menstruation in . . f''^'^

- milk flow from ni[iple I'^l

- mollities ossium and .. 21.'

- Montgomery's glands in i::

- morning sickness with. . -'•

- need for examination _ "

-
iifpliriris with . . . . '-.

Pregnancy nephritis, general
account of . 8. 9

- neurosis in . . . . 543
- noises in ears and . . 723
- non-occurrence during

lactation . . . . 35
- ovarian cyst simulating 688
-

pain in the breast in . . 429
-

palpitation from . . 485
-

pai-ageustia in . . . . 705
-

pelvic bone tumour with 601

swelling due to . . 688
neuritis from 61. 61

~ phantom tumour simu-

lating .. 659, 691
- phlegmasia alba dolens in 737
- pigmentation from . . 527
- polyuria in . . . . 264
-

ptyalorrhoea in.. .. 543
-

pyelitis in . . 12, 451

relation to Bright's
disease . . . . 9

-
pyelonephritis in 12, 570

- renal tube casrs dnn to. . 7

Pregnancy in retroverted

uterus .689
- secondary areola in . . 430
- severe vomiting in . . 532

Pregnancy, signs of 19, 45, 393
- superinvoluiion of uterus

after 19
- swelliiiiT of brensts in . . 685

in iIi:fC fo^s:i frnlM . , ImS

Pregnancy, technique of

examining during
-

tetany with
- thirst in . .

-
thyroid gland enlarged

during
- toxaemia, polycythsemia

from . .

Pregnancy, with tumours
- types ni nephritis in . .

- ur.niiiia in . . 1 1'>,

- urrtlirii -reiio^i- l.v

Pregnancy, uterine hamor-
rhages during

- vomitinir from 315, 761,

pereistent in . .

- vulval varicocele in

Pre-hemiplegic chorea . .

Prepuce, epithelioma of (see
Carcinoma of Penis)

- herpes of 184, 473, 753,

Presentations, abnormal
ftfital . .

Pressure, prolonged, gan-
grene from . . . . 2-'>->

- ulceration from.. .. 73"

Presystolic bruit (see Bruit,

Presystolic)
- thrill (see Thrill, Pre-

systolic)

Presbyopia, eyestrain from 4 40
- increased by glaucoma 233
- pain in the eye from .. 4li;

Prevention of conception.
menorrhagia from 3S(;, 3SS

PRIAPISM l'^-. 537

Priapism, list of causes of 538

200
151

721

533
689

393

7'il

134

754

200

onhipa . . 1'^-

Pricking sensation, from
miliaria . . . . 75-t

Pricklv heat, itching' in • 510

Primary lateral sclerosis.

general account of 517
ti.nd -..- i.it.T.d

SL'Ierosis)
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I'limary muscular dystrophy.



874 PSORIASIS ~ PUPIL

717

Psoriasis, aintd.
-

stainiiit? of ^kiii from . . C03
- svplnlide simulating,'

491, (103, 001
- tinea circinata distin-

guished from.. .. 249

Fsorosperms in Paget's
disease . . . . 73"

Psychal^ia. facial pain from 449
- pain ill the arm from . . 445

Psychasthenia, aiiropliagy
with 240

Psychic rcllex of pupil 551, 55'J

Pterygium . . . . . . 309
Ptomaine poisoning, bac-

teriology of . .

diarrhcea from 171.

L'24, 717
- - epidemic ,. 554. 717
- - erythema in . , 222, 224
- - from Oaerttier's I)acilhis554

Ptomaine poisoning, general
account of . . 224

- - L'euerMl ^\;ls!itlL' from 511

Ptomaine poisoning, notes
on 7(7

- - ifilema from .. .. 415
- -

pellagra simulating . . 225
- - polycythdsmia in . , 533

from poik . . . . 717

purpum from 553, 554
- - severe diarrlni-a iii . . 533
- - from shellllsli . . 415

summer diarrhopa allied
to 717

- - vertit^o from . , . . 752
- - vomiting from 171.

221. 717
PTOSIS 540
-

congenital .. ..542
- from conju[icti\-itis . . 541
-

hysteria . . . . . . 141
- myasthenia gravis . . 541
- myopathy . . . . 235
" cedema . . . . . . 541
-

paralysis of cerrical

sympathetic 511, 552, 722
of seventh nerve

(Figs. 227, 220, 230) 541
- - third nerve . .



PUPIL PVKLoNKPlIUrnS

ililatalioii to I

tJilateii. from ;il

-
Jint'urysm

- by utropiiie
- lielKidoiiria,
- from catiileps
- epilepsv
-

I.y friylit
- ill plaiic-onia :

705
r>o'2

7(11,

iiM.ni

137,

- - mania
by sudden sensory

stimuli
- double, from aocideut..
- -

coiit-'t'iiital
- - diplupia from
- - from operatio
- eccentric from n

tumour
- in epilepsy
- Used, from alcohol

belladonna
- - in fflaueonia . .

- - peripheral neuritis . .

- - uroatnia
- in liystoria
- immobile, in ,'eneral par-

alysis . .

- - to lit,'lit. in tabes
- inactive, with iritis

after corneal ulceration
dislocation of lens . .

inhiry

iridodinlysis . .

- - iritis . .

- - from persisiteiit pupil-

lary niemlirane
- - lifter rupture ol

M.hi,M-trr ..

Pupil, irregular shaped
-

[:"ipji\ Iroiti brain h.'sions
- - in myopia
- loss of convergence reflex

in, in alcoholism
- - - - diphtheria

tabes

psycliic reflex in
- non-reaction to acconi-

inodation in dissemi-
nated sclerosis

- paralysis of, complete..
-

pi[i-|ioint. from opium
jioisoninu' . . 119,

- -
pontitif hajmorrhaLre

llti,

Pui^il rea.tion^ altered
air. r ih|,li(lMTi.,

Pupil reactions, in hemi-
anopsia



876 PYELONEPHRITIS PYREXIA

Pi/rlorirphiifta. rntiltl.

- from carcinoma of bladdcroTfl
- - uterus . . , . 570
-

cystitis . . . . . . 5(ii

-
cy=titi-: gimulntprl Iiy . . 578

- from eTiI;iru.'<'i! inn-itiite 57t.>

-
frcMjuPtil Till, nil II Iroiii 57S

- PrierlliiThl. I- Iki. illii.with tVJ

Pyelonephritis, general ac-

count of
- ticiiiL li;i:iiiato;^'i^nons iii-

ffi'tJOIl

- kiiiiicv eiilari^ed in 355,
-

knu-ocytoftis slight witii
- niataise from
-

pcri-ureterie lymphatics
and

- piieumococcus with
- in prefjiianoy
- pyrexia from
- pyuria from . . 'ibo^
- riuor? in . .

- renal pain from. .

- - tenderness from
- skin dry and harsh with
-

staphylococcus with
- from stone in kidney . .

-
strei)tocoecus with

- from stricture . .

- tonjjue i;lazed in
- tube casts with. .

- tubercle bacillus with
- unRmia from . .

- iiriiie changes with

ryleptilebitis, adhesive, hje-

niatemesis from . .

- - mchena from. .

portal obstruction with
- - spleen enlarged with
- - sudden ascites witli . .

thrombosis of portal
vein in

- liiKitiatemesis from
- obscure pyrexia due to
-

proloiii^ed pyrexia from
-

^epticiL'mia. from
-

svipiairative. abscesses of

liver from . . 332,
albumosuria with

- - from appendicitis 32G,
333, 567, 59r.

- - appendicitis simulated 5H7

576

570
3liU

355

57fi

no

.J .70

57fi

57f;

GO
577
GO

57G
576
578
GO

57G
57G

272

73
5G3
G37

50G
IG

Pylorus, stenosis of. causes
colic simulatftl by . .

constipation from . .

copious vomiting due

diarrhcea with

empyema from
hectic fever with

jaundice from
333,

50G
lOG
50G

.59 G

5G()- - leucocytosis with
- - liver enlarged from

333, 50G
often overlooked . . 333

- - pain over liver from. . 50G
- - peritonitis simulated by 5i>7
- -

jileurisy from . . lOil
- - pneumonia simulated 5(17
- - prolonged pyrexia from 5G 7
- -

jiyre'sia from.. .. 333

rigors from 326, 333,
567, 595

septioremia from . . 567
- - tender liver with . . 5'.h>

tyjihoid fever simu-
lated by . . . . 5G7

I'yionis. adhesions romid.
from duodenal ulcer. . 171

gall-stones .. ..171
gastric ulcer . . 174

jieritonitis . . . . 174
- riininoma of (.see Carcin-

oma of Stomach)
Pylorus, congenital stenosis

of 384
Pylorus, hypertrophic sten-

osis of. . . . 7G5, 766
- in diac fossa , . . . G7S
- normal, palpable in chil-

dren GGO
- spasm of. dyspepsia from 310
- - in infants . . . . GGO
- stenosis of, from adhe-

sions . . . . . . 174
bismuth and j'-rays in

diagnosing 174. 241,'

245, 653
- from calcined cyst . . 174
- carciuoHia 174. 270.

207. 31S, 653. GGO

- - bv oyst
dilatation of stomach
from 171, 317, 653,

llatulence with
from gall-stones

- - gas in stomach from. .

gastric juice c'.ianges

with
from gastric ulcer 269,

- - gastro-enterostomy for

from healed ulcer 207,
- - heartburn from

from hydatid cyst . .

- - ituliu'estion from
in infants

keratin-coated capsules
in diagnosing

methylene blue in dia-

gnosing
- - necii for operation with

Pylorus, stenosis of, notes

on
- - from old ulci'r

- - renal tumour. .

sarcinai with 241, 320,
- - by spasm

stonuich tube in dia-

gno.sing . . 124,
after ulcer
visible peristalsis from

245, 317, 521, 653,

vomiting with 115,

171. 215. G53,

Pylorus, stenosis of. without

vomiting
- - v\iMkrje>7, Iruiu

without many sym-
ptoms

yeasts with .. 241,

Pyodermia, leucocytosis
slight with . .

Pyomctra, ai;e incidence of
- from carcinoma 18G,
- endometritis
- foul discharge due to 186,
- metrostaxis from
- sound in detecting

Pyonephrosis, from carci-

noma of bladder
- - uterus
- cystitis
- dianhuM with . .

- iroin I'idnrgeil prostate

Pyonephrosis, general ac-

count of 356
- kii cy ' iTLTed from

35
- leucocytosis slight witli

- normal urine with
-

pallor with
-

pelvic swellijig due to . .

- polyuria from . .

- pyrexia with
-

|)yuriu from 357. 5.3G,

575, 576,
- without pyuria 357,
- from renal calculus 270,

357, 57G,
- renal tumour from
- sweatitig with . .

- from tuberculous kidney
- ureteric calculus
- variations in size of

Pyopneumopericardium,
from bacillus coli

- churning sounds with . ,

- from epithelioma of ccso-

phagus
- foreiirn body
- subdiaphragmatic abscess
- succn^sjon ill t-best from

Pyopneumothorax, general
account of . .

- n.TdUiiu III dia-nosiiig

r.;;t), G5l,
- <kiuL'rini nf

Pyopneumothorax. sub-

phrenic
- succussmn witli

I'yorrhtra alveolaris, acute

giistritis from

357
G88
536
357

577
I

G52

658
G51

Pyorrhoea alrco!ons, cnnt'l.
- - anamiia from 32, 74
- - arthritis from 74, G48

bleeding gums from 72,

73, 74

blood-spitting due to 285
death from . . . . 74

dyspepsia from . . 74
foal breath fmin 71. 87

Pyorrhoea alveolaris. general
account of 73, 74

- - gnni rcL-L'^-sion from.. 7.'1

hajmorthages due to. . 555
hidden . . . . 74

- -
joint le~sions from . . 252
loss of weight from . . 7G9

- - neurastlienia from . . 74

pain in the neck from G4S

purpura from 71, 555, 557

pyaemia from. . . . 74
retraction of gums from 589

septiciEmia from . . 637
stiff-neck from . . 648
stomatitis from . . 542
teeth loose from . . 73

Pyosalpinx. aching in lunibo-
s;nT;il n^-_'inn from .. 582

- arinr ,1-iir- from . . 47

pi'i in. till 1- from . . 502
- albuinu.Miria with . . IG
- ansemja from . . . . 35
- appendix abscess simu-

lated by .. ..678
- bacillus coli in . . . . 530
- cvstitis from . . . . 582
- diverticulitis simulating 453
- empyema from . . . . 106
- frequent micturition from 394
- leucocytosis with 360, 361
- leucorrhoea from . . 582
~ opening into bladder . . 575
- pain in lumbosacral

re^'ion from , . . . 582
- after parturition .. G78
- pelvic jiain from . . 468

swelling due to . . 688
- periods i)rofuse with . . 582
-

jileurisy from . . . . 106
- pus in stools from . . 557
- pyuria from . . . . 575
- felt per rectum. . . . 587
- rupture of . . . . 468

into bladder .. 581, 582

simulating dysmenor-
riicEu .. ..193

- septicaimia from . . G37
- simulated by diverticul-

itis . . . . . . 453
- simulating typhoid fever 3G1
- suppurative peritonitis

from . . . . . . 47
- swelling in Douglas's

pouch from . . . . 587
- vaginal discharge with. . 678

examination in detect-

ing . . 582, 587, 678

Pyramidal tract, facial fibres

of 492

lesions, ankle-clonus
witli .. ..39
Babinski's si-jm in. . 68

Pyramidal tract lesions,
effects of . . 496

extensor idantar re-

Ilex with. . 30, 68
increased knee-jerk

with .. 30. 358
results of . . 501, 502

(andsee llemiplesia ;

and Paraplegia)
Pyrexia, from .acute con-

gestion of liver . . 334

pancreatitis . . . . 661

peritonitis . . . . 131

pleurisy . . . . 102
rheumatism . . . . 228
rheumatoid arthritis 341

yellow atr0[)liy . . 333
- from alveolar abscess .. G83
- in alveolar cchinococcus

disease . . . . 37G
- angioneurotic mdema

2'JG, 414, GOO
-

appenilicitis 115. 2S3,
454. 460. 582, 665, 677

- from bacferiuria . . 70
- bad lught . . . . 573

Pt/rcxia, contd.
- in blood diseases . . 5i>G

- bullous dermatoses . . O'.i

- from carcinoma .. 57o
of bowel . . . . 77

of liver 77 (Fw. 145)
32G, 373, 374, 571

- caseous glands 308, 7iit

- with catarrhal jaundice 329
- with rellulitis .. . . 410
- .ercbi-!lar abscess .. 517
- rerehnd ;ibsce^s SI, 30G
- - ha-nion-liML-.- , . SI. 3ili;

Pyrexia, in children . . 573

Pyrexia, in children, with-

out apparent cause . . 57)
- from .linl iiiLMli- . . 3G0
- choh-ry.-nri^ .. .. 450

Pyrexia in cirrhosis of the

liver (/'('/. I2t 35.

326, (Fiq. 167) 371,

570, 571
- colibacilluria 455, {t'iq.

103) 45G
- colic 50:;

- colitis Gr,;i

- congestion of liver . . 360
- from convulsions 144, 574
- corresponding pulse-rate

of 573

respiration-rate of .. 573
- in coryzal cold . . . . 178
- crises of, in cerebro-

spinal meninsitis 566, 500
- from cystitis 282, 470, 578
- diarrhcea with .. .. 171
- delirium with . . . . 160
- in dengue . . . - 466
- dermatitis herpetiformis 75
- diphtheria . . . . 574
- from distoma hcpaticum 328

-diverticulitis .. .. 453
- Egyptian splenomegaly 634
- empyema . . . . 574
- encephalitis .. 502, 511
- endocarditis .. ..574
- erysipelas . . . . 98
~ erythema buUosum . . 75

nodosum . . . . 4iil

scarlatiniforme . . 2137

- from excitement . . 573
- exertion . . . . 464, 571
- in exhaustion of labour 201
- fourth disease . . - - 220
- fungating endocarditis 7,

34, 334, 566, 57 4

- from gall-stones 252,

254, 327, 437, 573
- gangrene of lung . . 250
- gastrie careinoma. , , 270

Pyrexia, general considera-

tions regarding . .

57^
- in glandens . . - . 07
- gout .. 339, 344.
- gumma of liver 334,
- Ilanot's cirrhosis
- Henoch's purpura
- hepatic abscess 291, 360,
- hip disease
- Kodgkin's disease
- increased intracranial

pressure
- infective parotitis
- inflamed glands 380, 381,
- influenza
- intestinal colic . .

- intracranial lesions
- with jaundice . .

- in kala-azar
- in Kirkland's disease 615.
- leukaemia(/'i«7. 4)25, 570.
- lymphadenoma
- malaria . . . . 335.

Pyrexia in malaria, charac

410
568
372
343
507
363

500
604
450
465
425
311
32G

30ters of . . 29,
- maliu'naut pustide
- in Malta fever . . •

. ,_- mastitis . . . . • 6S'
- mediastinal growth .. J3.i

- Meige's disease 22G, 411
- meningitis 138, 145,

147. 225, 511. 590
~ morning hypothermia

with' ..' .. .. ^n
- in myositis ossificans .. 143

- nephritis . . . . -42
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Pht. in,, .-oitld.

Pyrexia, neurotic . .

- uli-^i'iiri'. Iiuetena! ax-
.inii(i;itioi! of urine in

i|i;:yiio?iii;,' cause of Oil,
- - blootl cultures in Jia-

t-Miosinf^ cause of . .

- - friMii ricep luberculo is

f;t.r.-<-^ cxaniiiiati Jti ii

diat,'iiasiiij; cause of

from gall-stones
infetted ciidocarLlitio

- - ovarian abscess
- -

|.lilel)itis
- - pvlephlebilis . .

ttilKTi'iiliTi r.'-t in .lia-

L-iiu-nr_- . Ml-., i.f . .

PYREXIA WITHOUT OB-
VIOUSCAUSE

- after openition . .

- from osteomyelitis
- otitis media
- with paroxysmal liiumo-

^lobinuria
- from pediculo'iis
-

peliosis rheumatira
-

pelhii,'ra . . L"J.'>,

-
pempliiizus

-
periodic, in n-laii^in;,'

fever . .

- with peritonitis 1 1-"),

-
pernicious anusmia

-
phthisis su^'Sestcil hy ..

- in pleurisy
- pneumonia . . Kin,
-

poliornveliti- acuta lln.

Uli, -JOit,

-
polymyositis

- pontine ii^morrhai.'e . .

- portal vein thrnmhiwi":

PYREXIA. PROLONGED
- - Irnni ;ippriMhriti- . .

- - in hruiicliupnuuinoiiia
from cerebral absfess
in cerebrospinal menin-

jritis

coli bacilluria

empyema
er>'sipelas . . hi'i'.

- -
Klii'iidular suppuration

- - Hodj^kin's disease . .

influenza {Fi<7. 240)
- - lateral sinus thrnin-

bosis ( /'"/. •_' H )

Pyrexia, prolonged, list of

causes of

Pyrexia, prolonqed. from

malignant disease
- - - endocarditis {Fi*i.

MtMJiterranean fever. .

otitis media . .

- -
jielvic suppuratidii . .

- - pernicious anemia . .

I'Vicmia (Fii}. i'f4)

pylephlebitis . .

septiciomia
- -

syphilis
- - throat abscesses
- - tuberculosis . .

- - tuberculous meningitis
- - typhoid fever
- - umbilical sepsis
- - Wassermaim test in..
- with prostatic abscess

IS-J. 470,
-

prostatitis . . ISi'.

- pseudo-leukaemia
- py;emia . . . . Z'.'>:}.

-
pyelitis . .

-
pyelonepliritis . .

- pyonephrosis
- rat-bite . . . . 4l^.">.

- in renal colic
- rheun atic. e'Tect of sali-

cylates on
- in rlieumatoid arthritis
•- in ritroi-s . .

- fro'ii s;dpiiiL'n-n.p'ifiriTJs

Pyrexia, from sarcoma . .

Ol (

- in scarlet fever. . '2'21,

- secondarv syiihilis
-

septic arthritis . .

- septicaemia
- from serum injections ;!;l'3.

J'i/r,iui, i-iiiiHl.

570 I

- in severe aruumia . . .j72

j

- simple colitis . . . . 7S
I

- from sinus tlirombosis
57;j

I

r,U, fi{\-

- in spinal menitmitis .. 417
ii7:3 I

- from sulKliaphrai^matic
ah>xs^ . . -ir>I. i\-,9.

073
I Pyrexia, sudden drops in- . 574
- with SLippiiralu lu--

573
I phritis .. .. :>\H

573 pylephlebitis . . 3:i3, oliti

574 -
>ypiiilis .. 331, aCJ, r,14

573
I

- (and see Temiierature
573

I Chart) . . . . 591
573 I

- from testicular abscess {i'2'2
' - tonsillitis .. 34, 574

57;; - tremor from . . . . 7*-M
- in tr'c'iino-iis .. 4t;4, 7*J'.l

571 - from tuberculous kidney 117
574 menin^'itis . . . . 574
Ot;s peritoniii<4S. 570. G31. t;57

'2y)'2 - ulcerative colitis ,. 7.S

I

- after urinary operations 42
2S5 - from various bites . . 5'.lS

37H . _
vicjtiii^f dav . . . . 573

551! I - WpiTs disease .. .. 3.3«

570
I

- yellow fever . . . . 273
'5 Pyriform cells in urine .. 7 J-'

ryriformis, nerve supply of I'js

331!
, I'yro^'allic acid, liaiaio-

4l'5 I

;:lobimiria. from .. '2S\

-'5
I'yrosis. with lieartburn . . 43('.

571' - merycism and . . . . 3SS
31 - note on . . . , . . 7ti4

571 - r-'lation to In-arlburn .. I'SM!

PYURIA 574
''I- - albuminuria wiih .. 575
•U'.i pyuria, from appendicitis. . 582
ll;i -

;ipp..|,<|irnl:ir .Ll,-rf-s .. L'S!!

51 - bacillus ruh .. . . 11.*

563 - bactcriuria . , .u
5(17 _ billiarzia . . 5Sil. :,^l

5r,S -. (Mrrilinnia of b!;i,],hT 11.

5i;7 171, :,s<\. :,S2

pyuria, catheter in dia-
5*;t;

gnosing cause of 575
51!'." - from .ystiri> is:;. I'.ii.

5i!.s Pyuria, cystoscope in dia-
5*;7 gnosinn cause of 575
5*19 -

,.ysr,.^>..,,,„ .,M.-...n„..
5(14 ill (J-Jul, .VI ) . . L'Sl'

- druLTs for . . . . <i5ii

5*17 - L'rowth of bl.ad'ier '27*'-. I'Sl

- Iiexametliyleneteiramine,
5G3 etc.. for . . . . )15()

- lavage of bladder in dia-

570 L'nosini: sonrrc nf . . 575
- fn.ni h-ii.'<.n-hu-a . . 5S1

.'.(.i; Pyuria, list of causes of 575
5(15 _

inuro.'M-ftpr in dia>,*iiu-ni'-'

5i;7 Ij. 7M
-''"" - not. nbvi<ius to chemical

5';|^
t.'sts 1-.'

5H7 _ - - naked eye .. .. 1-
5ii7 - fioni phimosis .. .. 5S1
5ll7 - pneuinaturia witli . . 530
5r..S _ from jTostatic cnlarL'e-
507 meiit . . . . S. 2711
5(;ti - prostatitis .. . . o>yl
:>i;t;

pyuria, from pyelitis i -',

5-1 1 L-ls. 576
Ml --

pycluncphi-ifis .. l'_'. 355
5iis -

[lyonephrosis 357, 53(;,

57(1. 577
5S1 _ rr-nal r;d.-uln= 2711, L'7S. .^.77

47N - - tnnu.nr .".I. 330
•'" Pyuria, from rupture of

j'"> abscess into bladder.. 581
451 _ with stricture .. .. 581
.T7(i - from supimrative iie-

357 phritis 594
ri7(i - tests for . . .. .. 575
451 - tuberculous bladder 27i!,

282. 397. 471, 579
57 1 kidney 117. 27H. 279.
35 L'S2, 355. 4(10, 577, 579

59 1 _ ureteric calculus 472, 578
• 1911 - urethritis . . . . 5«1
570 - vesical calculus 276, 282,
':t'5 471 5S0
273
334 i^UADRATf'.-; himborum.
339 W nerve supply of .. 499
555 Quiilhceps extensor femoris.
,55t myoclonus of .. 137

Q'((ii/ri'-r/'s '.ft. /rnvn's. <-i<i,hl.

- - - nerve su(iply of 49S. 499

pai-esis of . . . . 512
wasting' of . , . . 43',»

t^uarriei-s, silicosis in . . 2SS

(Quartan malaria (see Ma-
laria:)

guarlcrly .Tournal of Medi-
cine, liL'ure from . . 34 7

Ab-i'.'e's disease and lit

Oulncks^s disease . . . . 411

(.jluinirjc. amblyopia from 759
- bla.'kuatcr Irvcr and . . 2S I

- dea|m-ss from . . . . Kill

Quinine, effect in malaria
31, 5:;.;, .-,.;y. ;,\m\. i;r.7

- - on malaria, parasite^ 335
- erythema from .. .. 222
- ha;mo;,'lobiiinria from .. 281
- headache from . . . , 295
- noises in the lieai.1 from loij

- nyctalopia from . . 7i>3
- purpura from . . , , 553
-

jiyiijmia luiinllueiiced by 59(1
- retinal vessels constricted

by 759
- scales from . . . . (102
- tinnitus from . . , , 723
- urticaria from , . . . 771

Quinsy (/V'l^^ .VA'17) .. 610
1.1'uinsy, asymmetrical as a

i;u
198
542
1113

1147

416

-
dysplia^'ia from. .

- ptyatism from . .

- sore throat due to
- stertor from
- submaxillary L'laiid- in

flamed from . .

- trismus .simulated by .

Quotidian malaria (-c

Malaria)

pAIMUT. opa.,u.. opti,-
IV nerve fibres in
- skin-cureiv. peripln-r.d

neuritis in , . . . 115

- skins, hats from . . 3:;

mercur>- in curint: 33. ii5

Rabies (see Hydropholna)
Radio'.'raphv (see .(-ray.- ;

and Skiii^'raml
Radium, biu'ii from . . 223
- erythema from 222, 223
- lead or silver screens for 223
- for Mooren's vilcer . . 734
-

pi;,'mentation of skin from 223
- rodt-nt ulcer cureil by . . ISn

Radius, mveloid sarcoma of

1172. {FUjs. 28(1, 287) 1173

- in rickets . . . . 155
- sarcoma of, skiai-'nim of (172
-

syphilis of, skiai^'ram

sliowini::
- tbi.-k.M,r.d in rick.'t^ . .

Railway spine . . 713.

iir.9

151

715
724

762Rainbow vision
from L'lanroma . . 1'33

Rales, from aneurv-m . . -91
- bubblirii,', with bronrhi-

ectasis .. .. HIS

bronchitis . . . . ir.7

fibroid lun^' . . - . l'!8
- consonaling. over libroiil

lunjT . ." .. .. 201!
- - in I'hthisis . . . . 288
- crai-klitii.'. from aneurysm 195
- - with bronchiectasis

292. II i."?

- - over em[jyema . . lo3

fibroid lung 21(1, 299
from stenosis of bron-

chus . . . . 290
-

non-consoiiatitig, with
bronchitis . , . . 217

- from pldmonary embolus 29'i
-

sticky influenzal . . 29n

Ranula, ptyalism from . . 512
- tont,'ue swollen from . . 098
Rarefaction of bone (see

Bone Rarefaction)
Rash (and see Erythema,

etc.) . . .'. . . 224
- in cerei)rospinaI menin-

1,'itis 591
- druL' (see Drug Kx-^lij

y.Vv/y, cniil.



S78 REACTION REGI'KIJITATION

liraclioil. Coit/rl.

Reaction of degeneratiOti,
conditions causing .. 61
in liabpk'- . . . . 59

- - with faci;il paralysis. . 493
- - from sunima o£ nerve CI
- - in infantile paralysis 00
- - infraspinatus . . 506
- - from injury .. Gl, G'i

- - myelitis . - . . 51-5
- - neuritis . . . . 477
- - new growth .. .. 01
- -

partial . . . . 5Sn
- - from pelvic tumours. . Gl
- - peripheral neuritis 56.

59, 60, 01, 410.

465. 512. 514, 515
- - peroneal atrophy . . 513
- - poliomyelitis . . 500, 513 '

- -
progressive muscular

atrophy . . . . Gl
- - sciatica .. Gl, 03
- - syringOQiyelia . . 61
- -

talipes . . . . 112
- - Tooth's peroneal atro-

phy 00, 61. 113
- - transverse myelitis 61, G"2

- - tumourofcauila equina 61

REACTION, DIAZO .. 173
- Easoii's . . . . . . L'S5

Reaction of stools- . . . 170
- vomit . . . . 766
Reaction, Wassermann's

(^ee Was-i'rrnanii)

Reaction, Widal's {see

Widal)
Reactions, elcL-trical, v\

tetany . . . . 3

Reading, book seeming to
recede during . . 703

- eye-strain from. . .. 446
- headache from . . . . 449
~ pain in the eyes from . . 446
Ueceptaculum chyli. ob-

structed, chylous ascites

from . . . . . . 50
- - - chylurta from . , 50
- - rupture of . . . . 109
l.'fL-essioM of '^au\< . . oS'.)

Rectal crises, from tabes

173, 515, 650, 719
- examination, in acute

constipation . . . . 120
- - anal fistula and . . 78
- - aneurysm felt on . . 587
- - in appendicitis 110,

283, 454, 587, 077
- - appendix felt on . . 587
- - in ascites . . . . 49
- - for carcinoma of colon

130, 172. 330
- - recti 7S, 129, 130,

453, 587. 718
- cases of bearing-down

pain . . . . 427
iliac fossa pain .. 110

- — cedema . . . . S
of one letj . . 411

- — pus in stools .. 557
- - in Cauda equina tu-

mour . . . . r,.^

- -
chyluria . . . . 109

- - coccydynia and . , 5S7
- - cryptomenorrhfra . . 17

detecting bladder
growth 41, 277, 281,

471, 472, 579, 580 I

enlarged pelvic I

glands . . . . 472
polypus . . . . 585

- - - retroversion of
uterus . . , .587

- - - submucous abscess -"VS'i

uterine enlargement 587
- - in diagnosing aial

fissure . . . . 191
- — ascites . . . . 587
- - - carcinoma of pros-

tate .. . . 470
cause of swelling in

iliac fossa . . 065
- - - diverticulitis . . 453
~ - -

dysche/.ia . . 121, 138
- - enlarged prostate

277,281, 587, 39 1, 396
- - - impacted faeces 172, 718
- - - inflameil glands . . 459

;,'flat rn'scs, cn/ifti.

- in diagnosing intestinal

obstruction . . 450
obturator hernia ..081

- - ovarian tumour . . 331
- -

piles .. 191, 581

prostatic abscess
1S2. 470, 581, 587, 020
affections ..397
calculus 470. 473

prostatitis 182, 470,

578, 581
rectocele . . . . 539
tuberculous bladder 471

kidney 280, 282,
355, 577

prostate . . 479, 020
seminal vesicles. . 470
ureter 277, 471,

473, 579
ureteric calculus 41,

472, 578. 587
urethral calculus . . 395

- in diarrhoea . . . . 170
- diseased ovary felt on 587
-

ectopic gestation felt

587
- - with growth in liver.
- - in IiEematuria cases . . 277

hydatid felt on . . 40
in intestinal obstruc-

tion . . 129, 130

intussusception felt on
78, 116, 127, Ui),

585. 717
- - for invagination of

rectum . . . . 120
- - ischiorectal abscess felt

on 587
in jaundice . . . . 330
himba^o . . . , 439

Rectal examination, malig-
nant

'

shelf
'

felt on 587
Rectal examination, method

of making . . 584
- - for new growth . . 172
- - papilloma recti and.. 79

parametric abscess felt

on 587
pelvic adhesions and 130

- - - elands felt on . . 381
- - for pelvic tumour . . 63
- - in peripheral neuritis 515

pessary felt on . , 587

pyosalpinx felt on .. 587
rectal polypus and . . 78
sacral disease and . . 587
in sciatica . . 438, 439
of seminal vesicles . . 587
ill simple colitis . . 78

Rectal examination, struc-
tures palpable on . . 587
in tenesnms . . . . 718
thickened ureterfelt on 280
in thieves . . . . 584
vaginal growth felt on 537
for venereal ulcer of

rectum . . . . 79
vesical calculus felt ou 587
vesiculaj seminales felt 277
(and see Rectum, Ab-

nornialitit's ft^t ppr)
Rectal shelf, in abdominal

malignant disease .

Recti abdominales, divari'

cation of
Recto-abdominal examina-

tion in virgins
Rectocele, rectal examina-

tion in diagnosing . .

- iiiniulatin? prolapse
Recto-vaginal fistula
l;.-rto-v,->i^-al fistula 238
RECTUM, ABNORMALI-

TIES FELT PER
- aii~ce-^s opHnni'.: into .

- adenoma of
- affections of. pain in the

b.ick from
- ballooned
- bilharzia affecting
- bullous dermatoses affect-

ing
- blood per (see Blood per

Anum ; andMeliBTa)
- carcinoma of (see Car-

cinoma of Rectum)

587

483

193

583
, 5S6

584
5Sl
71S

13S
i:;i

Rcclum, coitfd.
- catarrh of, diarrhcea from 172
- coli baciUuria after opera-

tions on . . . . 70
Rectum, concretions in .. 718
- - tenesnms from . . 718
- enterolith in . , , . 581

Rectum, fibrous stricture of

585, 586
dyschezia from . . 129
in women . . . . li".t

Rectum, foreign bodies in 584
;ihsi;f^- due to . . .'.Si

tenesmus from . . 718
- gumma of . . . . oi^o
-

liasTiorrhage from (see
Blood per Anum ; and
ilelajna)

- hair ball iu .. 584, 718
-

insensitive, in dyschezia 121
- invagination of, blood

per anum from . . 129

constipation from . . 139
defajcation unsatisfied

in

dyschezia from . . 139
lumbar pain from . . 139
mucus from , . . . 129
felt per rectum . . 129

- irritation of, by pelvic
abscess .. .. 437

- loaded, dystocia from . . 200
priapism from . . 538

- lesions of, pain in legs
from . . . . . . 443
tenderiie-;s of ^pine
from I Ft'/. 291) 710

Rectum, malformations of

(Fi>js. 249-252) 586
intestinal obstruction

from .. .. 129
- occluded by fcetal head 587
- opened by carcinoma of

Madder
uterus

- - caseous glands
- oxyuris vermicularis in
-

pain in, from piles
- papilloma of
- polypus of (see Polypus

of Rectum)
- pressure on, bearing down

717,

136
120 i

120
129
139
139
718

390

129
78
78

585

pain from
by carcinoma uteri

distended tubes

dyschezia from
by fibroids , .

- - ovarian tumour
- prolapse of 78,
- retention of urine after

operations on
- sense of fullness in, from

carcinoma . .

piles

weight in, from piles

something coming
down, pile causing . .

- tuberculous, carcinoma
simulated by

- ulceration of (see Ulcera-
tion of Rectum ; and
Carcinoma of Rectum)

- venereal ulcer of . . 79
- villous tumour of . . 79
Rectus abdominis,on guard 592
- - rijid.overliverabscess 370

tumoursimulated by 659
Recurrent fibroma of naso-

pharynx
- laryngeal nerve, paralysis

of (see Paralysis,
Laryngeal)

Red corpuscles in amoeba
crenatcd (Plate //,

Fi>j. D)
- - fragilitv of (see Fra-

u'ility of Red Cells)
- - insignificance of

'

oc-
casional

'

in urine. .

- - normal numbers of 20,
- nucleated

in Hodekin's disease
-- - 0%'al. in birds
- - in pleuritic effusion.. 102
- - punctate basophilia in 23
- - size of . . . . 32- iu tube cjists . . . .

179

532

01
206

lii'd corpuscles, conid.
in urine . . 9, 12, 1 1

various sizes of . . 22
Red currant jelly sputum,

from new growth . . 200
- nucleus, lesion of, tremor

from . . . . . . 729
- vision . . . . . . 7u2

Reduplication of first sound,
from acute endocar-
ditis 211

arteriosclerosis . . 588
granular kidney . . 588

liv|iertrophv of lieart 588
REDUPLICATION OF

HEART SOUND 587
- - - c.inter rliytltiUiiiuu-

lating . . . . 587
mid-Jiastolic bruit

simulating . . 587
Reduplication of pulmonary

second sound. . . . 2
with nutrul re-

gurgitation .. 210
- second sound, accentua-

tion and . . . . 588
from arteriosclerosis 588
grarmlar kidney . . 538

high blood-pressure
298, 588

mitral stenosis . . 588
Redux crepitations in pneu-

monia . . 160, 012
Reeling, from cerebellar

lesions . . . . 58
Reeling gait (and see Ataxy) 25 1
- in tabes . . . . . . 751
- from vertigo . . . . 751
Reflev, abdominal, absent,

from lateral sclerosis 518
witli brachial mono-

plegia . . . . 503
in amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis . . . . 503
lost extensor plantar

reflex with.. .. 353
- - - evidpnce of organic

di^c:i^.- .. .. 3:.S

Reflexes, abdominal, changes
in 495
in disseminated scler-

osis . . . . . . 502
- Achillis (see Ankle-jerk)
- centres in cord (Fig. 211) 513
- corneal, in facial paralysis 413
-

deep, increased iu

hysteria . . . . 131
- lost, in epilepsy. . . . 1 (3
-

palate, absent, in hysteria 463

impaired, in bulbar

pflsy . . . . 627
- patellar "(see Knee-jerk)
-

plantar f^ee Plantar Re-
fiex)

Reflexes, pupillary, general
account of 551, 553
(and see Pupil Reflex)

Refraction, errorof, diplopia
from 175

eye-strain from 446,
524, 525

headiK-he from 295,

440, 449, 712
neuralgia from . . 449

photophobia from . . 534

pricking of eyes from 295
strabismus from . . 649

supraorbital pain from 440
tenderness of scalp

from . . . . 712
visual defect from .. 701

(and see Astitrmatism ;

Hvpermetropia : ilyo-

Regeneration of nerve, sen-

sory recovery after - 606
time required for . . 583

Regional anatomv of ab-
domen '. . . . GOO

Kegurgitatim, aortic (see
Aortic Regurgitation)

- of food, in bulbar

paralysis . . . . 764
in infants . . . . 764

- - mvasttienia yraris . . 70 i

REGURGITATION OFFOOD
THROUGH NOSE 588



liKlJUKiiJTATlON IIIIEUMATISM 879

Jin/lin/t/,ili<>li nj jo > /. ,-iiilil.

- -
tiiriju;,'li iiosf froiti biii-

liar paralv-i^ HS, .')89

cleft juiiire .. ITS

liiplitheria I'll.

US. 190, 51-.', 7r.4

Iiv^teri:! . . . . ''J^y

Regurgitation of food through
nose, list of causes of 588

- - - iMini ni\..-thriii:i

1,'ravis . . . . ITS
- - - - paresis of palate 513

perforated palate 178

syphilis . . . . ITS
- mitral (see Mitral Re^.-ur-

Kitation)
- pulmonary (see Pul-

monary rucompeteiiep)
-

tri'juyjiid (see Tricuspid
liegurLritatioii)

licinforcement .. .. 35T
lieiiisch's test, for ar>eiiic. . TS
i:rl i\^A<^iX fever, clillls in. . 037
- - lillli ;in<l .. . . i;;iT

Relapsing fever, general
account of 2r. 28, 336. 637

- -
L'fOL;rapliii-;U di-triliu-

tlM '.M'l

- - hyperpyroxiv iri , . 3(10
- - hypothermia after .. 311

launJice in . . . . 3L'5

pains in back in . . (J37

- - parasite^ in biood in L'7

- -
i«vre\ia of . . 3;;*"., r.37- ri^ror in :*\M, .')'.)'». 5'.m;

spirillum of (I'lnlc

XXVIU) .. .. t;U

spiroohietes in '>Wi, (137

- - spleen eiilan-'ed in 03l', 1137

- - >iweatins in . . .. I53T
- -

teinjH'rature chart in

(Fir;. 5) '27

He;nittent fever. [iur|nira in o.J3

Henal abscess (>ee Abscess,
Renal)

- calculus (see Calculus,
Renal)

- colic (see Colic. Renal)
- crises in tabes . . . . ")1.'»

- er)ithelial colU, from acute
l-!rii:ht'?5 di've:i^e . . 112

- tube-casts (see Tube Casts)
- tumour (see Kidney,

Knlar^od)
- vein^, invaded by new

Renal veins, thrombosis of,

tliagnosis 7
Renal veins, thrombosis of,

sinulaling acute ne-
Dhritis . . 7

K-Miiiiii. ti-<.t for . . , , 3"JU

Ke'^iti. bulla) froiu. . .. 9'')

- erythema from . . . . '2'2'2

- in urine, white rins from i

Re^otiarice, in femoral
hernia, . . . , . G74

- impaired, from aneurvsm
I'Jj, 'J08, 2iil

- - bronchus obstruction 208
- - over fibroid lun^ KIS,

21(1, 2112, 290, tun
in phthisis .. .. 2SS

- -
piieiiinord'i . . . . ll'.i)

- - from pidnionarv em-
bolus . .

"

. . 2;)0
- - pnlmonarv infarct .. li'.n

- - stenosis of bronclms. . 290
- increased, in emphv^Piiia

li;7. 217

Resonance, skodaic it'>8.299. 61 1
,

!;.'-(. (,iri, bliick urine troni 745

Reir'!ratioii.(!'heyne-Siokc.s,
(~ee Cheyiie-Stokes
Respiration)

- in chorea . . . . 13T
- embarrassed, in tetany 1."j1

- pulse-rate and . . . . 'i4'.»

-
rapid, in pneumonia 335, 425

- - shallow, from pneumo-
thorax . . . . 531

- rate. iiL inieunioiiia .. l!3<;

- - pvfM.i and . . . . 573

Respiration, slow . . 84
- - from cerebral aliscess 502
-

superficial, with perito-
iiiti.^ 592

Respiratory bliind-piun;>, t-i

lipart failure . . . . 420
Re?;t in bed, in chlorosis . . 30

clTe;_T \^i^ll adherent

pericardium . . 214
mitral r.-i,'iJru'itatioti 214

-
p:iin and stiltnes-- after 4r,.'5

- - eoritraotures fi'om .. 114
- -

talipes from . . ..Ill
Restlessness, in acute yellow

atrophy . .

'

1'73, 333 '

- from alcohol .. .. 72(;
- witli anuria . . . . 42
- in children, from colic. . 125

\

- eclampsia . . . . 14<"i

- from hfflmatemesis . . 2ii8

-
Iiysterical pyrexia .. 310

- at ni^ht ill rickets 115,711
Retching 701
- with undue abdominnl

aortic pulsation . . 543
Retention of urine, alcohol

and 3'.>5

- - from lihidder grouth
2SI, 390

bhidder felt above

pubcs with . . 395
- - from carcinoma of

ovary . . . . 019

prostate .. .. ('.49

- - cold and . . . . 395

c-ystitisfrom .. 57S. 050
- - distinction from amina

39. 395
- - dribbling' with .. 395
- - from enlar„'ed prostate

395. 390. r.l9

Retention of urine, oennral
account of . 395. 396

- - IniiM L-dfioithuM . . >.\:i

~ - irj Jiy-lcria . . . . 3'.l0

ii,r.)titinencp«iuml:ited 395
- " fiom inllanied urethral

ciinuicle .. ..0 19

in lateral sclerosis 398. 517

myelitis 390, ;;9S. 5TS
after o|)oritions . . 42

- - from ovaiian cyst .. 049
- -

)i;iin from . . . . 395
above pubes with.. 39

- - from paralvsis of

blailder '. . 390, 39S
- -

jiaraplc'-'ia . . . . 390
- -

lidvic ninioiu . . 39
- -

peripriJ-t.ilic abscess 049
- -

iK:'rirectal atisce^s . . 049
- -

pcritointis . . . . 502
- - prolapse . . . . 019

prostatic abscess 1S2. 390
- -

prostatitis 182. 390. 581
retroverted !,'ravid

uterus 39, 019, OSO
- - sphincter s|iasm .. 3ti8

- - spinal disease . . 39
- - strangury from 39.

395. 010
stricture 30. 395. 390, 049
in tabes dors.dis 390,

398, 578, 050

typhus . . . . i",38

from urethral c;dcnlus

282, 010
- - urethritis . , . . r>i9

ntrriric fibroid . . 19

Retina. In albuminuric
retinitis 416

Retina, detached, appear-
ances of 416,

I //„/, A'.V) lbs

bhick spots betoie

eyes from . , . . 72
- - blindness from . . 7i>2

- - by growth . . ..117
- embolism of (see Km-

bolism. Retinal)
- Ii;i?morrba£:e into (see

H;cmorrliaL:es Retinal)

Retina In optic neuritis - 416
Retina, pigment patches in 416

Retina, after retinal em-
bolism - 416

Retina after thrombosis of

of retinal veins . . 416
- wlnre fian-iins in. in

;dbiuninuric retim'tis 410
- - - opaque nerve librcs 410

Retinal nrtcry. spasm of

blindness from . . i<>\

- - embolism of (see V.m-

holism. Retinal)
- chanu'es, with nephritis 42
- - uni'mia , . . . 1 JO
- e'^amination, with growth

in liver . . . . 52

haMuorrhaije (see Ilte-

niorrhau'e. RetiriaH
- vein, tliroMibo-ed (see

Thrniiiln.H-. Ibnin;d)

Retinitis, albuminuric, ap-
pearances of 416,

{i'h-iie XX) 418
- - with arleriuscleiosis. . J

- - black spots before eyes 72
- - cerebral h;cmorrhage

and 119
- - in chro[iic nephritis

11. 212, 274, 408
- -

j:rramil:ir kidney 1, 1(10
- - heart failure with .. 1
- -

hii,'h blood-|iressure
with .. 1. 212

- - mitral re^'ur^itation. . 212

optic neuritis simu-
lating .. ..410

iti uniimia . . . . .M5
- amauro'^is with.. .. 75n
- in artpriosclero^is . . 90
- cerebral lumnoribagp and 515
- in diabetes . . . . 20.1
- with hiirh hIo()d-[iressure 4S5
- interstitial nephritis . . 9i)

- nephritis . . . . 47
- neuro-. in funL;;itiiiu.* endu-

carditis .. .. 7
-

photopholiia from . . 521
-

pii.'nientosa, tamili:il .. 701

ni'^dit-bliiidness from
Tt.l. 703

- - ophthalmoscopic ap-
pearances of TtJl, 703

visual held con-itricied

lu . . . . 700, 701
- ur.T3mia and . . . . 759
- of yellow spot, nystagmus

from . . . . . . 750
RctracticJM of the .\bdomen

(see Abdomen, Re-
tracted)

RETRACTION OF THE
EYEBALL ..217

- .vr[i,|-. ,,1 linives's dis-

RETRACTION OF THE
GUMS .589

RETRACTION OF THE
HEAD ..589
iinni bfonchopneu-

inonia . . . . 590
- -

capillary bronchitis . . 5;iO
- - cerebellar lesions . . 592

dyspna-a . . . . 50'J
- - increased intracranial

].n'<-=ui-e . . . . 500

Retraction of the head, list

of causes of . . . . 589
iH.ni niciJifiLMli- 2'.t."'.

323. 500. 59M. 04lt, Ollt

- - tuberculous meningitis 040
-

nipple, from carcinoma 087
P;,,_.,.t'. ,liMMS.- .. 730

Retraction of ribs, systolic,

with adherent peri-
cardium . . 90, 213

- - - ill normal persons. . 90
lietrobnlbar neuritis Csee

Neuritis, Retrobulbar)
Rictrotlexion of uterus (see

rterus. Retroflexion ofl

Relroperitoneal cyst, (lilata-

tion of stomach froni

174. 053

Retroperitoneal cyst, notes
on 661

- -I.UHJ- i-ce Lymphatic
I daiid^. Retroperitoneal!)

- liernia . . . . . . 452
- tissue, aneurysm leaking

into . .

"

. . . . 120

Retropharyiii^eal abscess

(see Abscess, Post-

pharynj-'eall

Retropulsioii, in paraly^i^
agitans . . . . 72'i

Retroversion of uterus i^ee

^teru^, Retroverted)
Retroverted gravid uterus

(see t'terus, Retro-
verted (iraviil)

RiKibdomyoma ot kidney 350
Rheumatic iever(see Rheu-

matism. Acute)
Rheumatism, acute, acute

endocaiditis in . . 211
- - - necrosis mistaken lur ;i.i8

adherent i)ericardmm
alter . . 53, 5t

- - aije inciilence ot . . loa
- - ;ilbuinimjria in . , 13
- - albumosuria in .. 10

an;emia from . . 34
aortic dise;ise trom 40, 2oO

- - -
rei,'NrL.'it;ition from 93

- .Mrlinn- . . . . 337

Rheumatism, acute, associ-
ated conditions of 14

- - l-njinidrosis in . . 0.">4

- - i.erebral embolism and 110
- - in children . . . . 40 4

chorea in 105, 133,

337, 404. 014
chroiuc mediaslinitis

Iroin . . . . 751
- - coma in . . ..117

delirmni in . . . . 100
does not atVect one

joint only . . 311, 304
- - drenching sour sweats

in . . . . . . 338
- - endocarditis in 90, 00. 105,

209, 2S3, 401, 571, 014
- -

eosinophilia after .. 218
- - crythcina in . . 223, 337
- - - iiuiiiiforme from .. Iii5
- - - nodusiim fiuin Iil5.

22S, on
- - - simplex in . . . . 228
- - f uiiily histoi y and

133, 337. 101, 01 t

- - lances inllamed in ,. 0I5
- - fcbricula rejiresenting 40-1
- - ligation very rare nfter 339

'

Hitting
'

of joint pains
it) :i3S

Rhcuma;:sm. acute, general
account of . . 337

- - !.'iinuc(jccal arthritis

iriistaken for 338, 340
- - u'rowing pains atid

3(i3. 101. 100
- - heart-block fioin .. 510
- - - disease and :i5, 10,

89. 93. 11(5. 20;i.

337. 404. 4«5. 704
- - Henoch's jiurpuia siinu-

latini.' .. .. 3 43
- - in history of he:irt

dise:ise' .. .. 11

hydrocele from ., 4S1

liyperpvrexia in ]t'i9,

3(19, 310, 571
infantilism from .. 180

- - jaundice in . . . . 325
- - joint pains with Rt5,

228, Oil
- - Kirkland'sdise:ise simu-

lating .. . . 010
- -

leucocytosis In .. 30M

limping from . . . . 302
niediastinilis from 5i'.

51. 308
- - nienorrhaijia from . . 380
- - mitral ilisease in . . 337
- - - regurt'itation after 80

stenosis after 35,

485. 70 4

- - no nmsile atrojihy
with .. .'. 338

- - myocnrdial chaiiL'es

"after .. 51, 701
- - myoc:irditi-^ in . , 212

nii,'htMiaie and . . 402
- - nodules and . , 337, 338
- - pain in the back from 427
- - -

epii,'astrium from.. 430
- - - foot from . . . . 302

joints in . . . , 403
limbs from.. .. 403

- - - muscles ill . . . . 403

p;ilate inllanied in . . 015
- -

palpitation in . . 211
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Hhrumafisniy couiii.

Rheumatism, acute, peliosJs

and . - 556,
- -

pericarditis in 54,

105, 337, 404,

permanent stiffness

rare after . -

pleurisy in 54, G14,
witli effusion from

polyorrhomenitis from 10

stenosis

precordinl pain in

puerperal fever simu-

lating

pulmonary
after

purpura of, age iiici-

dence of

pyrexia in

rheumatoid

211

92

arthritis

distinguished from 343
- -

rigor in . . . . 595
- - salicylates and 34, 228,

464, 614

reduein.2 temperature
ture in 89 (Fiff.

149) 338, 574

scarlatina simulated by
22S, G14

septic arthritis mis-

taken for . . . - 339- septictemia simulating 310
soro thrnnt in 22S. 464, 613

- -

-[,I,-,.ii
.•iiIiirL-eii in .. 6:52

Rlieumatism, acute, sub-

cutaneous nodules in

105, 228, 405
- - sudamina in . . . . 338
- - never suppurates 338, 339

suppurative arthritis

mistaken for 338, 341

tachycardia from . . 704

thyroid gland enlarged

tonsillitis in 105, 211,

337, 614

traumatic arthritis mis-

taken for . . . . 338
- - trichinosis simulatins;; 464

tuberculous arthritis

mistaken for . . 338
- unknown in infants.. 311

urate deposit due to. . 741
uvula iiillamed in .. 615

- brachial )ii-iir:ilL'i:i .-nnl . . 442
- chronic, exrici-i- \<-\\r\ ins; 466

interscapiiliir piin tioin 461
- - massage relieving . . 466

pain in the hand from 151
466

463, 466
.. 466

672
466

151
142
478

ioints from
limbs in

muscles from
- - sarcoma simulatintj . .

- - weather and . .

writers' cramp simu-
lated by . .

- contractures from
- epididymo-orchitis from
- gonorrhceal (see Arthritis,

(lonococcal)

Rheumatism, muscular 431, 467
- - brncliial neunilLjia simu-

lating .. -.443
simulating tetanus . . 138
stiff-neck from .. 138
tenderness of umscle

insertions in
- nails affected by
- scarlathiiii

Rheumatism, tabetic pains
mistaken for . 13'',

- tenderness uf scalp in . .

- - spine from
- urethritis from .. .. ISl
liheumatoid arthritis, acute

(see Artiu-itis, Rheu-
matoid)

Rhine valley, mol'.ities

ossium in

Rhinitis, atrophic, anosmia
fi'om . .

crusts in nose from . .

nasal discharge from
ozjena from . .

taste loss from
- caseosa, not tuberculous 179
- chronic, from syphilis.,. 179
-

diphtheria of skin with 558

. . 443

;. 10

lihuiitis, amid.
- foul breath from
- hypertrophic, adenoids

from . .

anosmia from
inability to breathe

through nose from
nasal discharge from
ozaeiia from . .

polypi from . .

snoring due to
taste loss from
tou'^iis lai^e from . .

- membranous, not always
diphtheritic . .

- purulent (see Discharge,
JJasal)

- rhinolitlis from . .

- taste impairment from
- tuberculous
- ulcer of cornea from . .

Rhinoliths . .

Rhinophyma .. 241.

Rhinorrliagia(see Epistasis)
Rhinoscleroma, epithelioma

733

440
712
713

242

612
179
179
179
705

simulated by
Rhinoscleroma, general ac-

count of . . 733
- skin tumour Iruni . . 732

Rhomboids, nerve supply
of 504

- root innervation of . . 509

Rhonchi, with bronchitis

167, 217
- typhoid fever . . . . 636

Rhubarb, chrysophanic acid
in . . . . 744, 745

- erythema from .. .. 222
- heartburn relieved by. . 297
- oxalate from . . . . 424
- osaluria after . . . . 281
- pink urine after . . 7J5
- yellow urine from . . 744

Rhus, sore fingers from . . 239
- toxicodendron, blisters

from . . . . . . 97
bullre from . . . . 9)!

dermatitis from . . 755

erythema from 222, 224

pruritus from . . 54U

Rib, carcinoma of . . . . 707
- caries of. pain in the

chest from . . . . 431
- cervical (see Cervical Rib)
- fractured (see Fracturt;

of Rib)
- hydatid of . . . . 707
-

periostitis of, after ty-

phoid fever . . , . 686
- resection in empyema.. 103
- retraction, systolic, with

adherent pericardium
54, 90, 213

- sarcoma of . . . . 707
- tuberculous . . 668, 686
Ribs, beaded, in rickets"--.

155, 167, 035
- eroded by aneurysm . . 434
- everted, from emphysema 366

in rickets . .

'

. . 635

Ribs, lesions of, tenderness
due to

- local bulging of, from
liver abscess . .

- overlapping of. from
fibroid lung . .

-
periostitis of

- pushed out, by ascites. .

-
syphilitic nodes on

Rice, decorticated, beri-
beri and 63, 226,
in cholera

Rice-water stools . . 268,
Ricin, hieraoglobinuria Iron

Rickets, age incidence of

154. 242, 361
-

ankle-joint disease simu-
lated by . . . . 3G4

~ ankles large from
(Fir/. 85) 186

- anterior fontanelle in . . 145
- baldness in . . . . 711
- Barlow's disease simu-

lating 556
- beaked pelvis in . . 187
- bending of bones from. . 242
- bones unduly curved in 635

707

370

168
707
43
669

414
717

.
273

I 284

liickcl.f, contd.
- bow-legs from . . . . 186
- bronchitis in . . . . 145
- cachexia with . . . . 99
- carpopedal coutractious

and . . . . 152, 420
- catching cold in . . 145

Rickets, chest in iFlg. 76) |6?
- coma in . . . . , . 144
- constipation in 123, 145
- convulsions from 144.

145, 420
- coryza in . . , . 145
- craniotabt'S from 152, 205
- defective hygiene causing 145
- diarrhoea in . , . . 145
- di*^t anil . . . . . . 145

Rickets, distinguished from
achondroplasia I8B

Rickets, distinguished from

osteogenesis imperfecta IBS
- dw;irli~[n Iruin [Fn/. s:,) iSi;

- eosinopliilia 111 . . .. 219
- epiphyses large in . . 635
- fat heavy child in . . 385
- flabbiness of muscles in 714
- flat feet from {Fig. 85) 186
- fontanelles delayed in

closing in . . . . 635
- forehead bulging in .. 187

large in . . . . 201
-

gastro-intestinal upsets
in U5

Rickets, general account of 145
- greenstick fracture from 242
- Harrison's sulcus in 145,

167, 187, 635
- head large in 145, 205, 511
- head-rolling in .. 145, 711
- hip-joint disease simu-

lated by . . . . 304
- hot-cross-bun head in

187, 205
- hour-glass pelvis in .. 187
- hydrocephalus simulating 204
- infantile scurvy and . . 99
- insomnia from . . . . 321
-

irritability in . . . . 145
- knee-joint disease simu-

lated bv . . . . 364
- knock-knee from (/'(V?. 85)186
- kyphosis from . . 155, 18S
- larvngismus stridulus and

145, 420
- limping from . . 362, 363
- liver depressed by . . 367
- long bones curved in . . 145
- lordosis from . . . . 188
- marasmus from. . , . 385
- mucous stools in .'. 145
- muscular debility in . . 145
- night sweats in. . . . 654
- pains in the bones in . . 3(>4
- paraplegia from . . 510
- pigeon breast in . . 187
- pot-belly in . . 635. 660
- pseudo-ieukaemia and 37. 635
- quadrate head in . . 635
- radius thickened in 154, 155
- reslessness in . . . . 711

at night in . . . . 145
- ribs beaded in 155, 167, 635
- rosary in . . . . 145
- rostrate pelvis in . . 187
- sabre tibiai from . . 18G
- sacro-iliac joint disease

simulated by.. .. 304
- scoliosis from . . 153, 154
- screaming in . . . . 145
- scurvy- (see Scurvy-

rickets)
- short legs from {FIq. 85) 186

Rickets, signs of 145, 635
- spasmophilia and . . 420
-

spinal cariessimulated by 714
curvature from 1S7, 714

- spleen enlarged in 632, 635
- sweating of head in .. 145
~ teeth delayed in . . 155
- tender bones in. . 145, 714

scalp from . . 710, 711

spine in . . . . 714
- tetany with 3, 145. 151
- transverse colon visible

in 060
- tuberculous spine simu-

lated by . . . . 364

liickcts, contd.
- W'erdnig-Hoffmann par-

alysis 135
- wrists large from (Fi^. 85) 186
Ricketts on small-pox

561, 563, 757

Rickety girdle .. ..187
Riedel's disease, cyanosis

from 158

dyspnoea from . . 158
- lobe 062

age incidence of . . 366
floating kidnev simu-

lated by .". .. 367
- - gall-bladder simulated

by .. .. 663. 678
£rall->fories and . . 366

Riedel's lobe general ac-

count of . 366
- - ki'ltiL'V siinul.ited by 353

lafiarotomy in dia-

gnosing . . . . 232
movable kidnev simu-

lated by . ." . . 063
sex incidence of . . 3G6

simulating enlarged
gall-bladder . . 252
movable kidney . . 252

tight-lacing and . . 300

Rigg's disease (see Pyorrhoea
Alveolaris)

RIGIDITY OF THE AB-
DOMEN .592
from acute peritonitis

131, 388, 425, 592, 767

appendicitis . . . . 677

appendicular abscess 592
colic . . . . 425, 593
diverticulitis . . . . 453
in infants . . . . 321
after injury . . . . 593
from nervousness . . 592

pleurisy . . . . 593

pneumonia . . . . 593

pyelitis . . . . 451

ruptured tubal gesta-
tion . . . . 593

suppurative nephritis 594
- of the back from aneur-

ysm . . . . . . 461
arthritis of spine . . 461
fibrositis . . . . 461
infective arthritis .. 461

myalgia . . . . 467

myositis . . . . 401

spinal caries 364, 429,
461, 080

new growth . . 461

spondvlitis deformaTis

461, 714
- in combined degenera-

tions of cord . . . . 133
- decerebrate . . . . 139
- in Friedreich's ataxy . . 139

Rigidity, hemiplegia and
139. 303

-
iliac, in appendicitis . . (.''4

from ureteral colic . . A'<i

- in lateral sclerosis . . 139
- muscular, from bilateral

cortical softening . . 725
in disseminated scler-

osis 728

epilepsy . . . . 729

meningitis . . . . 729

paralysis agitans . . 725

polymyositis . . . . 404
uKBmia . . . . 729

- of neck, from caries . . 048
fracture . . . . 648

- in paralysis agitans . . 236
- of spine, from caries . . 713

spondvlitis deformans 648
l^Mi.lcTii.'-^ uirh . . 712

- in lr:tii>vcr-f I'oj.i li?~ions I.'19

Rigor, description of typical 594
RIGORS 594
- in angina Ludovici . . 1199

- angioneurotic oedema .. 699
- abscess of liver. . . . 597
- after appendicitis 326, 582
- from bacteriuria . . 70
~ blood cultures in dia-

gnosing cause of . . 595
- in blood diseasas . . 596
- bronchiectJisis . . . . 598
- after child-birth . . 596



iiUiOKS SALIVATION 881

- iroiJi L-liol;tMi.'iUs UJI,

3:itJ, 333, 3(>SI,

- cholecystitis . . 450,
- chronic pancreatitis . .

- coli-lxicilliiria . .

- convulsions in cliihlreii

reprospiitiiif,' . .

- echimpsiu simulating . .

- from empyema..
-

epileptiform convulsions

simiihited b}'. .

- in erysipelas . , oliS,
- erythema scarlatinifornie
- fungating endocarditis. .

- from gall-stones -J4,

3'_'7, 374,
- gonorrlia'a
- gout
-

iiepatio abscess L'Ul. 320,
- in HodL'kin's disease . .

-
Iiysteria simulating

- from infective parotitis
- iiiUuenza . . ^ys.
-

jaundice witli . .

- Irom Intcral siinis throin-

iK.sm .. {Fi.j. IMI)
111 li-ukainiia

Rigors, list of causes of 594,
- in malaria I'l'l, o68,
- mastitis . .

- menitigitis. rare. .

- at onset of fevei's
- from otorilitea . .

-
pancreatitis

- with parovysmal lixmo-

globinuria
- in pernicious an;ijniia . .

- pneumonia
- from portal-vein ilirom-

bosis . .

- prostatic abscess IS'J,
- in puerperal fever
- pulmonary tuberculosis
- pyiomia 33.'!, {Fi<j, 24-J)

-
pvelitis . .

-
|)vli'|.ldelutis ..

- r;it-bit.e frv.T ..

- relapsing fever ,. 5il(;,

- relation to convulsions
- from renal calculus
- in septicaiinia .. h^nt,
- sinus thrombosis
- small-pox
- subphrenic al)scess
- suppurative pyleplilcbitis
- testicular abscess
- tremor in . . 724,
- in typhoid fever 595,
- typhus fever
- urromia simidating
- - after urinary operations
- in yellow fever.. 273,

Ring-form of malaria jiara-
sitc

Rings, brown urinary, uitb
nitric ncid

Rings, white, in urine,
causes of

Riliguorm, ainprciu :tir:ita

simulating . . 71,
- bald
- baldness from .. 71,
- beard atlVcted liv

- bt;.rk-dot

Ringworm of body skin.

general account of 247,
248,

- broken ban-: in . ,

Ringworm, cultural differ-

entiation of - -

- favii- ili-^liiiL'inv|i..d In. til

- ecziMiia ^Miiulali-d by . .

-
eryfbi'ina fnnn , .

Ringworm, general account
of .. 247,

-
imi'etigo simulated by. .

-
U'piilophytou causini; ..

- niiu-dus mendjratie af-

b-rtPd by
Ringworm of the nails

•-'47, 249.
- - eczema simulating . .

- - cout simulatini;

psoriasis simulating..
rheumatism simulating

D

:)97

597
2(14

594
074

-
pit\"iKi:^is djstiiiguish(.'d

from .. .. .. 21'.)

-
psoriasis distinguished

I from 2 Ml

Ringworm of the scalp 2 1 7. 248
- seburdLU-a disiinu'iuslird

In.tn 2 1'.'

- trlid-rn.^-- .,1 -r;i|p 1|-mIM Tin

Ringworm. Tokelau 253

Ringworm, various para-
sites causing . . . . 247

- (and see Titica ,

Riiuio's test . . liM. li;.".

Rire en travers (/'(;/. lid) 2.';-">

Rising to the throat, as an
595
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Sallowiiess, from abscess of

liver . .

- in cacliexia
- cirrhosis . .

Salol, blaclc urine from . .

- carboluria from
- ferric chloride reaction

after . .

- glycuronic acid from . .

- reduction by urine after
- urine after

Salpingitis, appendicitis
simulated by . .

- frequent micturition from
- generally bilateral
- hsematuria from 275,
- pain in hypochondrium

iliac fossa from
452, 454,

pelvis from . .

Salpinco-oophoritis, amen-
oiTbcea from . .

- dysmenorrhoea from . .

- dyspareunia from 193,
- ectopic gestation simu-

lating . .

- f-riilonn-tritis with

Salpingo-obphoritis, general
account of

- levator ani spasm from
- menorrhagia from 380,
-

pelvic adbesions from . .

-
pelvic bone tumounf simu-

lating

pain from
swellinir due to

-
sterility from . .

- swellings behind uterus
from . .

- vaginismus from

Salpingopharyngeus. click-

ing in ear due to

Salt, taste of
- thirst from
Salvai?;an. condylomata

cured by
- deafness from . .

- in diagnosing gumma 230,
- -

syphilis 199, 480, 5G0,
619, 604, 622, 738.

- erythema from 222.
- gumma of liver and . .

- in pernicious anaemia , .

SAND, INTESTINAL
- - (I'hUr XXII /)
- undi.:r skin, sense as of,

from cocaine . .

Sandalwood oil, erythema
from . .

Santonin, alkali test for . .

- convulsions from
- pink urine after. .

- urticaria from . .

- yellow urine from
- xanthopsia from

Saphena varix, general ac-
count of

- - hi-iTii;i. sinuil;iti'd 675,

impulse on coughing in

074, 675,
reducible 674, 675,

- vein thrombosis 8,

Saponin, hasmoglobinuria
from . .

Sapnemia, loss of weight
from . .

- rigor in . .

with carcinoma of

stomach . . 630,
Sarcinae ventriculi 115

(Fifj. 121) 211. 318,
;t2n. n53,

Sarcoid, multiple benign.
Sarcoma, alveolar, hyper-

nephroma and
- of antnim
- basisphenoid, blood-spit-

ting due to . .

- blood cysts in . .

- of bone, abscess simu-
lated by

- - callus simulating
central necrosis simu-

lating
enchondroma simu-

lating (/'^f?. 282)671
eosinophilia from

332
I

99
371
745
746

170
261
261
170

456
394
457
283
451

456
468

19
192
194'

690
387

690
193
387
193

691
193
688
646

193
193

723
706
720

700
166

,615
588,
739
224
253
526
599
598

766

405

356
685

285
073

672
672

668

Sari-niiia, rnnfil.

Sarcoma of bone, general
account of .671
metastases in lung from 671

- - microsco[ie in dia-

gnosing . . . . 672
from osteitis deformans 070
osteitis simulating . . 693

osteomyelitis simulated

by . 672

pain in . . 671, 072
rheumatism simulated

by 672

secondary in spitie . . 714

spontaneous fracture

from . . 242, 243

syphilis simulating
669, 672

a'-rays in diagnosing
668, 672, 693

- brain, hemianopsia from 301
- breast, age incidence of 687

blood discharge from 181
fibro-adenoma simu-

lating . . . . 687
- cachexia from . . 413, 415
- of cajcum, swelling in

right iliac fossa from 065
- Cauda equina . . . . 62
- cervical glands . . . . 380
- cord, diagnosis by lumbar

puncture . . . . 305
-

crusi)enis, caries of pubis
simulating,' . . . . 698

Sarcoma, endosteal 672
- of eye. secondary in liver 252
- femur, limping from . . 363
- -

popliteal aneurysm
simulated by . . 692

skiagi-am in diagnosing 692
- fibula, limping from . . 362
- general wasting from . . 59
- of groin glands . . . . 680
- heart, heart-block from 83
- ilium, pain in iliac fossa

from . . . . 454, 460
- from injury . . . . 480
- of innominate bone,

sciatica simulated by 438

Sarcoma of jaw . • 683, 684
odontoma simulating 684

spread to nose . . 179
- kidney, aching in loin

from . . . . 273

Clieyne-Stokes breath-

ing from . , . . lOS
colic from . . . . 278

- - hjematuria from 275. 278

rarity of . . . . 355
renal enlargement from 278

secondary deposits in

lung from . . . . 105

simulating enlarged
gall-bladder . . 252

uremia from.. .. 108
- larynx, hoimoptysis from 287
-

leg, ulceration of . . 738
- leucocytosis with . . 300
- of liver, ascites with

46, 47, 52, 330
jaundice with 52, 330
liver enlai^ed with 47,

52, 252, 330

primary . . . . 374

secondary to eye . . 252
- loss of weight from . . 708
- of lung, luemoptvsis from

2S7, 290

secondary to bone . . 671
to kidney . . . . 105
to various primary

growths . . . . 290
skiagram of (Fiff. 42) 105

- medi;istinum, bronchus
ulcerated by . . .. 287

- - hemoptysis from . . 287

liypotiiermia with

(Fig. 143) 312

interscapular pain from 461

pleural effusion from 312

pyrexia from (Fiff. 248) 570
vena caval obstruc-

tion by . . . , 751
- melanotic, in eye 253,

374, 379
black spots before

eves from . . 72

731

731

672
2 4;;

5S8
695
678
081

113

091 -

587
093
072
707
676

Sarcoma, melanotic, contd.

in inguinal gland? . . 381
in liver 253, 374, 746

secondary to eye . . 374
melanuria from 374,

745, 746
from mole . . 379, 381
of pre-auricular gland 379
secondary in spine . . 714
of skin

*

. . . . 680
of toe . . . . 381

~ microscope in diagnosing
74, 391. 588, 615, 672

- mycosis fungoides simu
'lating . .

"

Sarcoma, myeloid .

- - of bone
- -

jaw, bleeding gum from 72

ptyalism from . . 542

{Fiffs. 2S0. 287) 673

spine . . . . . . 648
- of neck, pyrexia from

(Fig. 248) 570
-

nose, discharge from . . 179
- crdema of legs from 413, 415
- of palate, microscope in

diagnosing
- parotid gland . .

- pelvic

aneurysm simulating
sacral plexus invaded

by
salpingo-oopboritis si-

mulated by
simulating cauda equina
tumour . . . . 63

-
periosteal, of frontal bone 204

- prolonged pyrexia from 563
- of prostate, rectal ex

amination for
-

]iulsation in
- of radius, skiagram of.,
- rib tenderness from
- Scarpa's triangle
Sarcoma of skin . . 080, 731
- - papules from.. .. 487
-

spine, kyphosis from . . 154

:r-rays in diagnosing. . 154
-

spleen, excessive rarity of 632
- sternum, tenderness from 707
- stomach, spleen simu-

lated by
tumour in epigastrium
from

- suprarenal, secondary in

cranial bones. .

- - simulatini; erilarsed
L';ill-bl;idder

Sarcoma of testis . . 480,
- thymus, vena caval ob-

struction by . .

- tibia, limping from
- - skiagram of . .

- tongue . .

- tonsil
- ulna, skiagram of
-

uteri, from Gbroid
in girls

menorrhagia from . . 387

metrorrhagia from
390, 391

microscopical diagnosis 391

pelvic swelling due to 688

polypus simulating . . 391

rapid enlargement of

uterus with . . 391
- of vertebrae, interscapular

pain from . . . . 461
- vulval swelling from . . 700
-

jT-rays in diagnosing 105,

154, 668, 671, 672,
681, 692, 693

Sarcomatosis, chlororaa
allied to . . . . 556

- purpura in . . 553, 555

Sartorius, nerve supply of

498, 499

Satin-wood, bullaa from
- dermatitis from. .

- erythema from . . . . 222
- pruritus from . . . . 540

Saturday night palsy . . 65

Saturnine encephalopathy
31, 119, II*".. 147

TJabinski's -^i^-ti in . . 69

coma in . . 118, 144

convulsions with . . 1 14

698,

391,

030

060

711

G96

751
362
071
099
615
672
690
387

55

Saunders, Dr. P. \V., illus-

tration supplied by . . 508
Savour . . . . . - 706

Sawdust, dermatitis from 755
- pruritus from . . . . 540

Sawyer's Physical Signs.. 94
illustrations from .. 167

Sawyers, serratus ma^nus
paralysis in . . . . 506

Scabies. buUas in . . . . 600
- eczema simulated by . . 755
- eosinophilia rare in . . 219
- face not affected in . . 755
- fingers atfected bv . . 239
- itchiiiu' in . . 490, 540

Scabies, notes on . . . . 755
Scabies, parts affected in

401. 563, 755
- prurigo distinguishi'il

from 490
- pustules in , . 558, 600
- scabs in . . . . . . 600
- vesicles in . . GOO, 753

and burrows in .. 562
SCABS 599
- in anthrax . . . . 674
- dermatitis herpetiformis 755
- eczema . . . . . . 600
- over epithelioma . . 621
- in erythema iris . . 756

multiforme . . . . 600
- herpes .. .. 431, 400

impetigo . . 558, 600
scabies . . . . . . 600
from scratching . . 600

- in seborrhoea . . . . 600
- small-pox . . 501, 601
-

syphilis 600
- yaws . . . . . . 001

Scalding on micturition,
from bacteriuria . . 70

- - gonorrhoea .. 182, 700

Scalds, albuminuria from 13
- bull« from . . . . 96
- hyperpyrexia after . . 309
Scales from belladojuia . . 602
- carbolic acid . . . . 602
- drugs 602
- in eczema 488, 601, 602, 603

marginatum . . . . 250
- erythema scarlatiniforme 602

"simplex . . . . 602
- from fevers . . . . 602

Scales, general account of 601
- from ii-htlivo^is. . .. 602
- iodine 602
- keratosis pilaris 601, 602
- lichen scrofulosorum . . 488
- lupus erythematosus 242,

602, 603

vulgaris . . . . 402
- pemphigus foliaceus . . 601
- mica-like, in pityriasis

rubra pilaris . . . . 488
- in mycosis fungoides . . 731
-

pityriasis rosea . . . . 604
- - rubra . . . . 601, 602

pilaris 488. 001, 604
- prurigo . . . . . . 490
-

psoriasis 249, 488, 491, 601-3
- from quinine . . . . 602
- in ringworm . . . . 248
- scarlatina . . . . 601
- sehorrhcea 600. 001, 602
- seborrhoeic dermatitis .. 401

eczema . . . . 242
- syphilis 490, 491, 601, 602
- tinea circinata . . . . 249

imbricata . . . . 250

tonsurans . . . . 602

versicolor 250, 529, 601-2
- urticaria . . . . 602
- xeroderma . . . - 602
- (and see Desquamation)
Scalp, cii-soid aneurysm

of (Plaie XXXF) . . 694
- eczema seborrhoeicum of 491
- epithelioma of . . . . 378
- favus affecting . . . . 246
- hypenesthesia of, in

neurasthenia . . 611
- inflammation, hyperacusis

from . . . . . - 308
- multiple benign sarcoid 405
- nerve supply of (Fi!/. 290)710
-

pityriasis of . . - • 249
-

psoriasis of . . 249, 603



SCALP — SEBACEOUS CVST 883

Scalp, coHfil.

~ rlifmiiatk- iioilules on

Scalp, ringworm of L'i7.248, ^'|»:.'

- .~el.'ar.-uiH cyst of 73'-'

seborrhueic ee7,em:i affect-

in? .. .. 401. (103

- segmental areas of (FiV;.*.

292. 293) 712

some skin affections of 710
-

syphilirle^ affectini; . . 560
- tender (see Tenderness

in the Scalp)
- varirella jityectintr the.. 7'>G

- meniiiL'iti-^ fnmi . . '<'M)

SCALY ERUPTIONS 601

."^caiiniiii: ^Illl^h ( ~r-e

Spee^'li, ricauniny)

Scapula, pain under (see
Pain in the Shoulder)

- position of, in sermtiis

macnus paralysis 505, 506
80

506

620

-
systolic limit below left

- winded . .

Scar, epitlielioma develop-

- on head, in JacUsonian

epilepsy
Scars. coy,tracture from . .

- ectrojiion from . .

- from favui
- folliculitis (lecalvans ..

- healed t'umina {Fin. -- ')

541,
- after herpes zosi:er 131,
- in Ifprosy
-

lU[iU3
- lupus erytliematosns 71

242, 217. 602
- multiple benii;ii sirooid 405
- pigmented, from syphilis

147
14.S

220
247
71

404
402

60S

!0:i, 560
_



884 SEBACEOUS CYST - SEXUAL PRECOCITY

Sebaceous
ci/st^

coiitd.

suppurating, i" ear .. 4'2'2

at umbilicus . . . . 483
- glands, acne vulgaris and 489
- - ill ear . . 421, 422

hypersecretion of,

rosacea
lichen scrofulosorum

and
- -

-lupus erythematosus
and . .

seborrhcea and

syphilis affecting

Seborrhcea, baldness from

241

488

002
602
490
71

capitis, face affected by 242
- crusts in . - • 602
- eczema marginatum dis-

tiM-uivli.-il fn.m --'"n), 2:.l

- favus >livtii,L-iiisli.-il fruiii 2-17

Seborrhcea, general account 602
•

540
3G5

378
G02
602
002

604

401
555
G6

704

(see
and

pani

it<;hii:.
-

lips affected by. .

-
occipital glands enlarged
from . .

- oleosa
- papules in
- parts affected by
-

pityriasis rosea distin-

guished from, .

- ringworm distinguished
from 249

- scabs in . . . . . . 600
- scales in.. GOO, 601, 602
- sicca . . . . . - 602
- syphilis simulating . . 384
- tinea circinata distin-

guished from. . . . 249

sycosis distinguished
from . . . . 240

- - versicolor simulating 250

Seborrhoeic eczema of in

fants
Secret drinking . .

neuritis from. .

in women
Section, abdominal

Laparotomy :

Operation")

Segmental arei^s of

referred to spine . . 71G
- -

ofsr:i||,(/w'/.s-, 2;i2 -".tH) 712

Segments of cord, lumbar,
muscle connections of 499

Segments of cord, sacral.

muscle connections of 499

Segments, nerve, cardiac 708
Seidlitz powder, in inllatiiig

stomach . . . . 653

Semicircular canal, hiemor-

rhage into . . . . 752

Senator, on neuromyositis 404
Senile oliangps, cerebral

h;Mniorrli;i::re and . . 515
- pninins .. .. ..540
Senile tremor, general ac-

count of 724, 725
Senilism . . (Fi(i. 93) 191

Senility, gangretie from . . 255
-

i)enile erections absent
from 313

Senna, chrysophanic acid

in .. .. 744, 745
- pink urine after . . 745
- ypllow urine from . . 744

SENSATION, SOME AB-
NORMALITIES OF 604

Sensation disturbances, with
cord lesions . . . . 607

Sensation disturbances in

peripheral nerve lesions 606
Sensation, normal mechan-

ism of 606
-

|»i'rvfi"sioii of, from alco-

hol 140
- retarded . . . . 70S
Sense of fullness (see Full-

ness, Sense of)
- movement, disturbed in

tabes C09
-

iKisition, disturbed in

t:d..-s .. .. Hi,
Sensibility, deep

drl:iv.d. in tabes

Sensibility, epicrltic
-

l(i-.-.i>i". Ill lirown-Sequard

Sensory area, nviiriuii . . 408

Sensory areas corresponding
to tongue .449
face, head, and neck

,

(Figs 188-Ii»n 448

Sensory areas of human
body (FIcifc A'AT) . . COS
individual teeth . . 4 !'.i

Sensory impulses, paths of 55
- localization in ronl

iFi'j. 210) 518
-

loss, in circumllex palsy 5O0
- tracts in cord (Fig. 258) 607

Semen, examination of. in

sterility - - 045. 047

Semicircular canals, audi-

tory nerve ending in 103

Semicircular canals, lesions

of individual - - 751. 752
MriiJ...n'V dlM-;i..- ..

"" "

vorti-o ;jinl . .

Semilunar cartilage, dis

placement of . .

Semimembranosus, bui-sa

under 092
- nerve supply of . . . . 498

Seminal vesicles (see Vesicu-

Ige Semiiiales)
Semitendinosus. mvocloinis

of
- nerve supply of . .

Sepsis, albumosuria from
- chronic, anaemia with . .

- - lardaceous disease from
8.

Sepsis, chronic, various
causes of

- gaiii-'rene from . .

- headache from . .

- oral (see Oral Sepsis, and

Pyorrha?a Alveolaris)

Septic states, hajmorrhagic
erosions in . .

- - hyperpyrexia in

Septicaemia, some account
of

- aciioluric jaundice frun
- from acne
- acute rheumatism sinui

lated by
- ri.ti;>^inia fi'oiri

- frnm ;ip!i'-fi.liritjs , . '•'w

Septicsemia, bacteriology of 597
~ blood cultures in dia-

gnosing 555, 5G7, 0.S7

- from cerebral abscess . . 507
- cerebrospinal fluid cul-

tures in diagnosing . . 507
- after childbirth. . . . 037
- from cholangitis . . 037
- coated tongue in . . 705
- from cuts . . . . 597
- empyema .. 507, 037
- endocarditis in . . . . 90
- foul taste in . . . . 705
- from glanders . . . . 567
- glandular suppurntion .. 567
- hiBmoglobinuria from . . 284

hyperpyrexia in . . 309

51

350

137
I

498
16
35

35

35

290

2Gfl

574

567
;i:i5

037

310
597

Sensibility, protopathic

0119

606
009
606

497
606

- jaundice in
- from leptothrix. .

- leucocytosis with
- malaria simulatini:
- from otitis
- pelvic sup]iuration
- pneumococcal , .

meningitis in. .

- from pneumococcal nrth-

ritis
- prolonged pyrexia from

503,
- purpura in . . 553,
- and pysimia, relation-

ships between 59G,
- from pylephlebitis
- pyorrhcea alveolaris
- pyosalpinx
- pyrexia from . .

- rash in . .

-
rigors in 555, 594, 595

- from septic teeth
- spleen enlarged in 032
- due tfl staphylococci .

streptococci . .

- from suppurative artb
ritis

335
567
567
568
507
507
425
590

340

5G7
555

07, 037
.. 037
.. 037
. . 555

597
597
597
037
335
335

311

Seplicamia. could.
- sweating in . . . . 338
- from throat abscesses . . 507
- typhoid simulating . . 505
- from umbilical sepsis . . 507
- whitlow . . . . . . 037
- wounds . . . . . . 037

Septicopysemla, bacterio-

logy of . . 597
-

periostitis in . . . . 7u7
-

rigors in.. .. .. 595

Septum, interventricular,

perforated (see Patent I

Septum Ventriculorum)

Sarositis, multiple, general
account of - 106

SEROUS EFFUSION IN

CHEST (and see Pleural

Kllusion ; and Pleu-

ritic Effusion)
- membranes, inflammation

of, in chronic nephritis 11

leukcemia . . . . 25

Serratus magnus, atrophy
of 513

nerve supply of . . 504

paralysis of 505, {Fi'i.

207) 500
- - root innervation of . . 509

Serum disease . . 223
- haimot.'Iobiiiuria from . . 284
- liiemolytic. ha^moglobin-

uria from . . . . 284
- horse, anaphylaxis from 223
-

injections, acute oedema
of tongue from . . 098

Serum injectious. effects of 554
- - erytlit;ma from 222. -'2:i

fatal result from . . 224
furred tongue from . . 223

giant urticaria from.. 098

headache from . . 223

itching from . . . . 223

loss of appetite from 223

cedema from.. .. 41(t

pains alloverfrom 223, 554

purpura from 553, 554

pyrexia from.. 223, 554

urticaria from 223, 554, 771
- - vesiculation from . . 223

vomiting from . . 223
- iodized, in examining for

psorosperms . .

- ioiut pains from
- lassitude from . .

- oedema from
- in pustules
- reaction, Eason's
- - hydatid 49, 220.

291
ill M;dta fever

Serum reactions, phenomena
of (and see Wasser-
mann ; and Widal's

test) . . . . 223
in whooping-coush .. 045

- test forGaertner'sbacillus 554

of ptomaine poisoning 554
- treatment in fungating

endocarditis . . . . 34

Servants, acropaifesthesia
in 414

- arsenic administered by 71S
- chlorosis in . . . . 30
- gastric ulcer in. . . . 30

Seventh nerve paralysis

(see Paralysis, Facial)
Servia. typhus fever iu . . 335

Sewers' cramp . . . . 151

Sewers, sore throat and . . 615

Sewing, headache from . . 449
- machine, menorrhagia

from . . . . 380, 387

Sex incidence of abdominal
aneurysm . . . . 544
acute rheumatoid arth-

ritis .. .. 342

yellow atrophy 273, 333

adiposis dolorosa . . 431

acroparaesthesia
aeropha?y
alcoholic peripheral

neuritis— aneurysm 435, 437,
angina pectoris

- - anorexia nervosa
aortic disease. . 14.

.s>,r ificidnicc, could.

appendicitis . .

asthenic dyspepsia
bacteriuria . .

bath pruritus
- - carcinoma of breast

stomach
thyroid gland
tongue

cidorosis

chorea
chronic glossitis
cirrhosis

congenital di-location

of hip
obliteration of bilc-

ducts
dermatitis herpeti-

formis . . . . 99
diverticulitis . . . . 453
duodenal ulcer 75, 271, 45!

erythema nodosum .. 404
- - erytliromolalgia . . 441

false angina pectoris 434
femoral hernia 674, 680
filariasis . . . . 109

- - Friedreich's disease . . 140
functional albuminuria 15

hiccough . .

gall-bladder disease . .

gall-stones 110, 310,

. . 451

. . 319

. . 09

. . 540

. . 687

. . 310

. . 721

. . 738

. . 30

. . 133

. . 738

. . 371

156

329

307
451

328.

730
554
554
410

253,
370. G58

400

gastralgia

gastric ulcer 30,

gastrostaxis . .

glaucoma
Graves's disease

haemophilia . .

Hanoi's cirrhosis

hepatoptosis

437
437

203, 437
266

550
372
368

444
240

00
004
434
770
210

hypersthenic dyspepsia 319

hysteria . . . . 405

inguinal hernia . . GSO
intermittent claudica-

tion .. 440, 441

liydrarthrosis . • 349
intestinal neuralgia . . 420

lupus eiythematosus 710

myxoedema . . 38, 414
- - neurasthei.ia . . . . 400

Facet's disease . . 730
- - paroyxsmal hiemo-

globiimria . . . . 284

tachycardia . . 703

peliosis rheumatica . . 550

phantom tumour . . 45

pseudo-hypertrophic
paralysis . . . . 513

Raynaud's disease . . 441

renal calculus . . 40
- - Riedel's lobe . . . . 306

sarcoma of breast .. 087
secret drinkine . . 06

spondylitis deformans 715

sterility . . . . 045
stone in bladder . . 282

sulphonal poisoning.. 744

symptoms from cer-

vical ribs . . . . 443

syphilitic aortic disease 2U>
tabes -tIS

tropical abscess . . 309

typhoid spine .. 715

umbilical hernia . . 483
undue abdominal aortic

pulsation . . . . •''43

uretliral calculus . . 283
venereal ulcer of rec-

tum .. ..79
"Weil's disease . . 330

Sexual development, de-

laved, in pituitary in-

fantilism . . . . 190
- disorder, neurasthenia

and 400
- excess, impotence from 313

menorrhagia from 3S8, 392

metrorrhagia from 390, 392-

- excitement, Bartholin's

gland active in . . 185

pain in testis from . . 483

priapism from . . 538
- feeling, abse*ice of, ster-

ility from . . . . 640
- precocity, with supra-

renal tumour. . . . 004



SHALLOTS SKLUiUAM 885

Shallot;-, foul t;iste from.. 705

SliiLine, IjlnshiiiEr from . . 'ill

Slir-i'p. dr-;fonia liepaticuni
in 328

Shelf, rectal, in abdominal
malignant disease - 587

Slioll, ill larynx .. .. 157
i?lieil-IJ=li poisoning, cedcma

from . . . . . . 415
urticaria and.. .. 90

t>lierren. on suiiesthesia

(Fig. 2o7) GOG

Sherrington, ileoerehrate

ricidity of .. .. 13i)

Shigii's bacillus, in dv^cn-

tery .. .. 172, 71G

Shingles (see Herpes)
Shins, erythema nodosum

affecting . . . . Gr.:^

.Ships, beri-beri on . . G-J

- scurvy on . . 'SO, 72

Shivering . . . . . . 5'.t I

- from biliary colic . . ll'>

- from gall-^toiK?. . .. K'.7

- (and see Rig.iis)

Shock, from acute jiancrea-
titis \:U'

- anuria from . . . . 12
- athetosis after . . . . i:\\i

- baldness from .. .. 71
- from lilow on cpiijastrium 7G5
- bradypntea from 81, 85
- constipation from .. 124
- delirium from . . . . 1G9
- diabetes insipidus from o'M
- diastolic, with adherent

pericardium . . . . 213
- dyspepsia from.. .. 31'J
- from iiangre!ious appen-

dix 43G
- hypothermia after . . 311
- with intestinal obstruc-

tion 131
- paroxysmal tachycardia

from . . . . . . 703
- from perforated duodenal

ulcer nr,

gasiric ulcer . . . . 43G
- ptyalorrhcea from .. .^13
- from semilunar cartilage

iniury . . . . 7G5
- sudden nervous, coma

from lis
- from testis injury . . 7G5
- vomiting from .. .. 7G5
Short, Dr."a. Rendle. illus-

trations lent bv 234 711

SHORTNESS OF BREATH 87
- - from anitinia. . .. 87
- -

ankylostomiasi.-x .. 521

atmospheric conditions
8 7, Si)

bad air . . . . SO
- - bronchitis . . S5. 88
- - bronchopneumonia .. 88
- - in caisson work . . 89
- - from chest deformities 89
- - chronic mediastinitis -135

nephritis . . . . 11

in convalescence . . S8
- - cough and . . . . 150

from deformity of chest 87
- - in diabetes .. 87, 88
- - from emphysema So. 89

fatty heart . . . . 53
- - in fevers . . . . 87
- - fii-st sisn of pleural

etTusion . . . . 88
- - from fungating endo-

carditis . . . . 7
- - ("iravf^"^ dispasp . . 87
- - itrrV ),,Ml|MTTii-,L-.-. . . S;

Shortness of breath, froin

heart conditions 7^, 88
- - in It'ukiemia .. .. S7
- - lobar pneumonia . . 88
- - lung conditions .. S7
- - on Tuountains . . SD

witli myocardial atl'ec-

tioTis .. 11, 85. 00
- - nervousness . . . . SS
- - in neurasttienia . , S8
- - from obesity . . . . 53
- -

partial asphyxia . . 89
- - in pericarditis . . -133
- - pernicious anajmia . . S7

phtlii-^i; , . . . 88

Siiornit'ss of hn-iilh, rniitil.

pleurisy . . . . 89

jjolycytlucmia .. 87
friim I'litt's curvature 89
renal atYections . . SS

-spleiiomegalic polv-
cythajmia . .

"

. . G33

suli[ilirenic abscess . . G58
in uraimia . . . . 87

Shoulder, athetosis of . . 133
- atrophy of muscles of, in

amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis . . . . 508
- blade, pain under (see

Pain in the Shoulder)
- cliorea electrica affecting 134
- definition of . . . . 475
- depressed, from fibroid

lung 2IG
- fall on, Erb's palsy from 507

Shoulder, fibrositJs of 475
- lowered, from fibroidlunu ItlS
- mycetoma of . . . . 73G
-

niyoi'atliy of . . . . 5M
Shoulder, myositis of 475
-

umiiKirinn in-uiosis of . . 47G
~

jjani in (si-i- I'.un in the
Shoulder)

- pneumococcal artliritisof 330
- shrugi^ing tic . . . . 13G
- sores on, inllamed axillary

glands from . . . . 380
-

Sinengel's. scoliosis from 153
- tuberculous disease of. . 347
- wastint: of, from polio-

myelitis (Fig. 19) 59

Shoulder-joint, arthritis of

475. 476
- - lu-iirui^ ^nnnl:.t.-d Lv 5<n;
- .ir.'.-t or l.t.i. liriTl^ .Ml . . 477

Shoulder-joint, method of

testing movement in.. 475
- osteo-artliritis of 315, 347
-

rarity of i.'out of . . 345
- spondylosis of . . .. 714

Shoulders, asymmetry of 153
-

Iiii-'h and square, in

emphysema .. .. 107
- lice affeVtin- . . . . 540
- lineal albicantes on . . 3l»5
- local fatness of, in

Dercum's diseaae .. 410
- multiple benign sarcoid

affecting . . . . 405
- pain between (see Pain,

Intel-scapular)
- syphiloderms of . . 490
Shrapnell's membrane, per-

foi-ation in . . . . 423
Shreds in stools 172, 399, 438
Shru-jgimj Tic .. .. 13i;

Shullling gait in paralysis
a!,'itaris . .

*

. . 49S

Sliyiiess, blushing from .. 20
Sicil}', kala-azar in . . G33
Sick lipada.-hp. LMstri.- .'ib-

sorptioii -lopjiod dnrifii: 52G
Sick headache, general

account of - . .. 526
- - Lrlaucoina simulating 233

Iieredity and . . . . 52G
- -

hy|)eracu5is from 308, 309
- - misraine and.. .. 52G
- - photophobia in 525, 52G
- - riijor in . . . . 595
- - vomiting from . . 526
Sickness (see Vomiting)
Sickness, sleeping (see Sleep-

ing Sickness)
Siderosis . . . . . . 288

Siegle's speculum, in Gelle's

test IG5
Sight, impairment of, from

plumbism . . . , 31
- loss of. from cerebral

tumour . . . . 08
retrobulbar neuritis. . 445

- short, kyphosis from . . 155
- (and see Blindness; and

Vision. Defects of)

Sights, repulsive, vomiting
due to . . . . 705

Sigmoid colon, carcinoma
of (see Carcinoma of

Sigmoid)
- - dilated .. .. G70

f;eces distending .. 670

Siijnv^itl cohm, rotihl.
- — palpable . . GGG, G7G

scybala in . . . . GGG
thickened in colitis . . G7G
tuberculous . . . . GGG

~ sinus, thrombosis of . . 597

Sigmoidoscope in ascites., 49
-

diagnosing adenoma recti 719
carcitmma of bowel

77, 78, 126, 129,

172, 585, G7G
of sigmoid . . . . t''7i;

catarrh of colon . . 172
cause of obstruction

211. 310

pus in stools . . 557
- - colitis 7G, 78, 172. 717
- - diverticula . . . . 125
~ -

dy^-h.-zia .. -.121
- - intestinal oljstruction 459
- in iliarrluea . . . . 170
- cases of bearing-down

pain . . . . . . 427
- Iphesmu^ . . . . 718

Sign, Braun's, of pregnancy 393
Sign. ClivosTck's . . . . 3
- ~ in tetany . . . . 152
- Ifalrymple's .. .. 722
- lOrb's in tetany.. 3. \'->'l

Sign. Hegar's, of pregnancy 393
K.r-n:_--^, in inniinL'it i~ 315

Siqn. r^agnan^s -.611
Sign. Moebius's 215, 229
Sign. Romberg's - . 57. Go'.t

Sign, Stellwag's 215. 229. 722
- Truns-cniV ..3. 151. 152

Sign, von Graefe's 229. 722

Signs, prop.-r n.inifs ;t>-

j^ociatcd with (-ee end
of Index)

Silica in intestinal sand.. 599
SilicosLS 288
Silken crepitus . . . . 152
Silvernitrate, alkapton a?id 746
- - argvria from . . . . 5*29
- - in irrigating bladder. . 277

testing for chlorides. . 37G
as vesical styptic . . 580

- in screening radium . . 223

Sin, the unpardonable . . 105

Singing in the ears, in

arteriosclerosis . . 11
- head in insanity . . 4't5

- (see Noises in the Head)
Sino-aurioular node . . 545
- rhythm, slow . . . . 54G
Siiuis. antral (spp Antrum

of iliL-'limmv)

Sinus arrhythmias .. 545
- crivcriioiiv. arterial cuni-

nnirjication witli . . G9 t

- - emissary vein from . . 229
tLroml>osed (see Throm-

bosis of Cavernous
Sinus) . . . . 229

- of bre;Lst, from tubercle G8G
- from empyema.. .. 635
- ethmoidal, blood-spitting

from lesions of . . 285
- - distended orbital swel-

ling from . . . . 230
infected, foul taste

from . . . . 705
- - inflammation in, antral

disease simulating 463
fovd taste from . . 705
nasal discharge from

179, 181
- - suppuration in, head-

ache from . . . . 294
- - - meningitis from . . 59')
- of foor, from mycetoma 73G
- frontal. blood-sj>itting

from lesions of . . 285
- - disease of, cerebral

abscess from 147. 5i|2

- - - pus from nose 'iue to 179
- - distended, orbital ridge

thickened from.. 230
- - - pain over eyebrow

from . .' 2311. 119

Sinus, frontal, empyema of 180
enlari-'ed with age .. 2i'3

- - exostosis of . . . . i;71

infected, antral disease
-inuilatini: . . . . 4l>"

- - - foul ta~te from . . 7i.i5

Hums, jrnnlii', coiiUi.
- -

infected, headache
from . . . , 294

- - -
subjective smells

from . . . . 612
-

infection, foul taste from 705
-

lateral, eroded . . . . 421
- - throtnbosed (see Throm-

bosis of Lateral
Sinus)

- mastoid, suppuration in,

lieadache from .. 29 1.
-

perineal, from prostatic
al:iscess . . . . 620
tuberculous prostate 620

- from periostitis.. .. 6G8
-

scrotal, from testicular
abscess . . . . 622
from tubercle 022, G96

-
siutuoid, thrombosis of. . 597

- sphenoidal, blood-spitting
from lesions of . . 285
infected, foul taste

from . . . . 705
headache from . . 294
infundibular swelling
from .. ..231

- - - meniimitis from . . 59U
nasal discharge from

179, 181

optic atrophy from 231
neuritis from .. 231

- - -
polyjii from . . 231

- - - proptosis from .. 231
- from spinal caries . . 635
- superior longitudinal,

emissary vein from . . 220
thrombosis of (see

Thrombosis)
Sinuses, bone, anjemia with 35
-

joint, an:Bmia with . . 35
- nasal, distended, blind-

ness from . . . . 762
exophthalmos from

229, 230
orbital tubercle simu-

lating . . . . 230
suppurating, earache

from . . . . 202
- - - thrombosis from . . 229
- in neck, from actinomy-

cosis . . . . . . 6SS
Si^tli nerve paralysis (see

I'aralvsis of SivtIi

N.TV.I

Size, abnormal sensations of 763
Skeletal dwarfism. . . . IBS
Skiriie's tubes, 1,'ojiococci in 185

Skiagram of aneurysm (/'^iy.

100) 209, 4.35
- ()f bf-an in bronchus . . 195
- bismuth above carcinoma

of a^soph;igus . . 196
in normal colon . . 426

- bone rarefaction in rheu-
matoid arthritis . . 344

- carcinoma of spleiuc
fiexure . . . . 125

- - stomach . . 269, 270
- Charcot's hip . . . . 350
- chronic periostitis . . 668
- cervical rib (Fi'js. 18G,

187) 443
- dropped stomach .. 318
- enchondroma of liand.. 671
- exostosis of femur . . 670
-

gall-stones . . . , 327
-

ijouty hands . . . . 346
- hands in acute rheu-

matoid arthritis . . 342
- hour-glass stomach (Fig.

128) 263
- hydatid cyst of lung . . 291
- idiopathic dilatation of

(-esophagus . . . . 198
- lobar pneumonia . . 289
- normal stomach . . 2G9
- pads on fingers. . . . 347
- phthisis . . (Fig. 4 1 ) 103
- pyelography in hydro-

nephrosis . . . . 356
- pyopneuniothorax .. 531
- n'-nal calculus . . . . 279
- sarcoma of lung . . ln5

radius . . 672, G73
tibia 671

-
sjiine on ofe calcis .. 440



«86 SKIAGRAM SORDES

Skiagram, coniii.

- stenosis at cardiac end of

oesophagus .. .. 197
-

syphilitic radius . . CG9
- thymus gland, enlarged 419
- tuberculous kidney . . 280
- vesical ca.lculus.. .. 282
- ureteral calculus . . 455

Skiagraphy (see jr-rays ;

and Skiagram)
Skin, appearances in jaun-

dice 324

Skin, benign tumours of . 732
- I.rown iiaper. in pniri^'o 49U
- blood crusts on, from

jaundice . . - . 32-1

-
capillary pulsation in . . 207

- coarse, in cretinism . . 234

myxcedema . . . . 234
- cold and clammy, after

abdominal injury . . 593
-

crystals in . . . . *^5">

Sl(in, diphtheria of 558
- discoloration, from snake-

bite . . . . . . 337
- diseases, eosinophilia in 219
- dry, in cretiidsm . . 234

myxcedema . . 234, 537
- - and harsh, with cir-

rhosis . . . . 371

pyelotiephritis . . 570

shrivelled, with car-

cinoma . . . . 374
- epithelioma of (see Car-

cinoma of Skin)
- flushed and dry, from

belladonna . . . . 170
- glossy, in syringomyelia 110
- greenish, in chlorosis . . 274
- hot dry, in pneumonia. . 335
- inelastic, from diarrhoea 171

emphysema and .. IGO
- lemon-yellow, in per-

nicious anffimia . . ofiO

- melanotic sarcoma of 381, fiSO

- moist, in Graves's disease 23G
- nodules in (see Xodules)
- nutmeg-grater, in kera-

tosis pilaris . . . . 488

prurigo . . . . 490
- pale and sweaty, from

poisons . . . . 170
- pigmentation of (see

Pigmentation of the

Skin)
- plucked-fowl. in pityriasis

rubra pilaris . . . . 4SS
- primrose yellow, in per-

nicious anfemia fi4. 770
- pungent, in pneumonia i"i42

- ringworm affecting .. 24 7

- rodent ulcer of . . . , 179
- sallow, in myxoedema.. 234

Skin, sarcoma of 4S7, G8n, 731
- scratch marks on, from

jaundice . . . . 324
- stains in sypliilis . . 384
- tense and shining, from

ascites . . . . 4 3
- fliickfr<cd. in niyxicdema -SR

SKIN TUMOURS .. .. 730
- uU'fratioii c^fi; Ulcera-

tion)
-

yellow, in cretinism . . 234
lardaceous disease . . 35
from picric acid . . 529

Skins, mercury in curing. . 05
- in stools. .

'

. . ..399
- rabbitfscp bViM.it skins)
SKODAIC RESONANCE . . 611
- - over plcurnl elVn-ion 290

over pleiiiitic effusion 1C8

Skull, in acromegaly .. 237
- anosteoplasia .. .. 187
-

big, in rickets . . . . 187
- enlarged, in acromegaly 204
- flat occipital region of,

in mongolism . . 190
- fracture of (see Fracture)
- hot-cross bun, from con-

genital syphilis GG9, 711
rickets . . , . 205

- ivory exostoses of 204,
230, G71

- natiform. from congenital
syphilis . . . . GG9

- osteoma of . . 84, 230

Skull, conid.
- secondary carcinoma of 204
-

syphilitic nodes on . . GG9
- tender, in rickets . . 145

Skutsch's pelvimeter . . 201

Slaughterers, warts in . . 240

Sleep, Babinski's sign in . 09
- excessive, in hypopitu-

itarism . . . . 410
- lack of (^ee Insomnia)

Sleep, requirements at

different ages.. . 320
- urine amount and . . 534

Sleepiness after epileptic fit 143

Sleeping on back, priapism
from , . , . . . 538

Sleeping sickness . - 28

enlarged Ivmph glands^ '

2S
2S

305

28

305

769
540
477

442

513
543

geographic distributioi

lymphocytes in cere-

brospinal fluid in . .

spread by glossnia
palpalis

trypanosomes in cere

brospinal fluid in. .

Sleeplessness, loss of weight
from . .

- trom pruritus . .

Sling bracheitis requiring
- brachial neuralgia re-

lieved by
Slipping through one's

hands, in pseudohyper
trophic paralysis

Slobbering, in idiots, etc.

Slouahing 255
- from erysipelas.. .. 074

Sloughs in stools, in typhoid
fever . . . . . . G3G

Small lymphocytes (see

Lymphocytes, Small)

Small-pox, acne simulating
559, 5fi3

~ acute oedema of tongue in 098
- albuminuria in .. ..13
- albumosnria in . . .. 16
- arthritis with . . ..340
- bathing-drawers area

affected by . . . . 401
- bromide rash simulatinfr 503
- chicken-pox simulating

.SOI, 503
- confluent . . (F19. 238) 501
- copaiba rasli simulntin-? 503
- discrete . . (Fl{f. 237) 501
- eczema simulating .. 502
- erujTtion .. (Fvj. 305) 757
- erythema in . . . . 22.'l

- - multiforme simulating 5G2
- paiiL'TfTip from . . . . 255

Small-pox. general account
of 5G0-63

- hrematuria in . . . , 275
- haemoptysis from
- hsomorrhages in
- hydrocele from . .

- impetigo simulating
' - iodide rnsh simulatin]
' - itching in
- lencocytosis rare in

Small-pox, malignant i

- menorrhaffia from
- mouth affected by
- mucous membranes af-

; fected by
- pain in the eyes in

! limbs in
- papules of . . . . 501)

Small-pox, parts affected by 757
- pharynx affected by . . 013
- pits from . .

"

501. GOl
- prodromal rash in . . 554

Small-pox, purpura in 272,
I

553, 554
I simulating . . . . 5G2
' - pustules in 558. 559,

501, GOl, 753
- Kieketts on 561, 563, 757
-

rigor in . . . . . . 594
,

- roseola preceding . . 560
- scabs in .. .. GCl. 001

,

- scarlatina-Iike rash in.. 500

j

-
septic dermatitis simu-

lating . . (Fig. 239) 5G2
I
- sore tliroat in .. 013, GIG

I

- spleen enlarged in 032, 037

2S7
.501

481
502
563
on I

."iOO

,
272
3SG
GIG

501
440
405

SmnU-po.r, ccntd.
- stomatitis from. . . . 542
- syphilide simulating 500, 502
- thyroid gland enlarged in 722
- typhoid fever simulated

by 637
- ulceration of larvnx from

158. 199, 287, 292
- vaccinia simulatine 562, 757

Smallpox, varicella distin-

guished from. . . 757
- vcslrl..'^ of 50O. 753, 757

Smells, vnniitinu' due to. . 705

SMELL, ABNORMALITIES
OF 611

Smell, sense of. deficient,

list of causes of . 612
- loss of. in liy.^fpria . . GIO
- mousy, of favus . . 216

Smells, as aura of epilepsy 07
!

Smells, subjective sensation

of 612

Smells, undue sensitiveness

to 612
Smile, nasal, in myasthenia 235
- sardonic (see Risus Sar-

donicus)
- transverse, of mvopathv

(Fig. 110) 235

Smoking, chronic glossitis
from . . . . . . 738

pharyngitis from . . 013
- cough from . . . . 148
- foul breath from . . 80

taste from . . . . 705
- heart failure from .. 418
- irregular heart from .. 480
- loss of weight from . . 709
- low blood-pressure fiom 82
- noises in ears and . . 723
- orthopnoea from .. 418

\

- palpitations from .. 485

j

~ pharyngitis from . . 016
- pulse-rate and . . . . 486
- variable incidence of ill-

effects of .. .. 4S5

Smoky urine . . . . 9

Snail-track ulcers in syphilis 615

Snake-bite, albuminuria
from . . . . . . 413

- erythema from . . . . 223

Snake-bite, general account
of 337

- cedem:i from 413, 415
- purpura from . . . . 553
- venom, gangrene from. . 255

hremoglobinuria from 284

\
jaundice from 325, 337

i Sneering, appearance as of,

in myasthenia gravis 235

Sneezing, epistaxis from.. 220
- regurgitation of food

through nose from . . 588
- subcutaneous emphy-

sema from . . . . 203
Snellen's type, in detecting

hysteria . . . . 760

SniffinV' tic 136

SNORING 613
- stertor and . . . . 647

Snow blindness, erythropsia
in . . • . . . 702

- - hemeralopia from . . 763
- pain in the eyes from . . 446
- workers in. photophobia

in .. .. .. 524

Snuff, anosmia from .. 612
- nasal discharge from . . 178
SnufTles in congenital

syphilis 385, 400, 035

Soap, dermatitis from . . 755
- erythema from . . . . 222
- pruritus from ., .. 540
- in rclievins constipa-

tion in infants . . 128

Soda, caustic (see Caustic

Soda)
- fingers affected bv . . 239

Soda-water, regurgitntion
of food through nose
after 5S8

Sodio-potassic tartrate, in

Fehlin^'s test . . 201

Nylander's test . . 202
- - Pavy's test . . . . 261
Sodium acetate, in phenyl-

hvdnizine test ". . 262

297

319

402

224

100
173

746
748
523

014
84

IGO
160

535

617
018

019
701 1

700
isi

018

Sodium: contd.
- bicarbonate, heartburn

relieved by . .

in inflating stomach
31

interscapular pain re-

lieved by . .

-
cacodylate, erythema

from . . . . 22
- carbonate, dead fingers

from 163
- chloride, thirst from . . 720
- dihydric phosphate . . 523
- hydrate (see Caustic Soda)
- monchydric phosphate 523
- nitrite, in Cammidge's

reaction
- - diazo-reaction
- nitroprusside, melanuria

and
- - tests (Plate XXXIV)
- phosphate
~

salicylate, in acute rhcn-
mati^m
bradycardia from . ,

- - deafness from
delirium from
effect in acute rheu-

matism
- (and see Salicylate-'^)
- theocin-acctate, polyuria

I

from . .

- urate . . . . 344, 34

;

Soft sore, balanitis simn
i lating
- - bubo from

chancre distinguished
from .. 618

condyloma simulating'

Soft sores, general account
of .. 6|-

~ - on t.'lans peni:^

I

herpes simulating

I

inguinal glands infected
I from .. 017. 019
- - on scrotum . . . . 095
- - syphilis and . . . . 079

ulceration of penis from
617, 018

i of urethra .. . . 184

I
urethial discharge due

to 184

stricture from . . 181
vulval swelling from 099

i Softening of the brain (see

Cerebral Softening)
- cord (see Spinal Cord,

Softening of)

I

- sninal, allocheiria from
Soil, tetanus bacilli in . .

I

Solar plexus lesions, meteor'

!

ism from

pigmentation from irri-

tation of . . . . 527

Solei, pseudohypertrophy of 513

Soles, auEesthesia of, vertigo
and

- cheiropompholyx on 97.
- congenital syphilitic erup-

tion on
- eczema of
- pout of . .

- horny overgrowth in,

from erj-thema kera-

todes . .

- hyperkeratosis of, from
arsenic . . 34, 73

-
pityriasis rubra pilaris

affecting . . ..604
- pruritus of . . . . 540
- syphilis of .. 400. 491

Soleus, nerve supply of .. 498

Solitary follicles, enlarged
in lymphatism . . 382

Somnolence, in meningitis 225

Sordes. in acute yellow
atrojihy . . . . 72

- asthenic states . . 72. 73
- bleeding gums from . . 72
- in cachexia . . . . 72
- fevers . . . . 72, 73
- general paralysis - . 72

peritonitis . . . . 86
- intestinal obstruction . . 86
- pneumonia . . . . 72
- post-puerperal sepsis . . SO
- typhoid fever . . 72. 86

17

730

389

751
750

400
491
345

405



SORE — SriXAL CARIES 887

Sore, ilissectitig'-room, epi-



888 SPINAL CARIES SPLEEN

62
715

17

Spinal carirs, coiihl.

spontaneous fracture
from .. ..24 3

stifE neck from . . C48
- - swelling in ili;ic fossa

from .. . . 678
- - tenderness in back from

154. 3G4, (180

spine from 116.516, 713
transverse myelitis

from . . 3S9, 51C
other tuberculous le-

sions and . . -.516
with tuberculous peri-

tonitis . . . . 48
- - ureteral calculus simu-

lated by . . . . 461
- - a"-raTs in diagnosing'

116, 154, 304, 429,

401, 477
- cord, amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis of (see Amyo-
trophic Lateral Scler-

osis)
- - carcinoma of . . 433
- - central canal of, in

syringomyelia . . 02
- - chans'es, from anaemia 610
- - - pernicious aniemia 64
- - - transvei"se myelitis

after typhoid
- - combined sclerosis in

(see Combined Scler-

oses)

compression of, allo-

cheiria from

paraplegia from 510, 514

penile erection ab-
sent from . . 313

transverse myelitis
from . . 389, 51G

contusion of, priapism
from . . . . 538

disease. p;iiii in the
chest from . . . . 430
retention of urine

with . . . . 30
disseminated sclerosis

of (see Disseminated
Sclerosis)

- - double hemiplegia from
lesion of . . . , 503

- - embolism of . . . . 517

gumma of, allocheiria
from , . . . 17

- - haemorrhage into 140,
509. 514, 515, 538, 008

hemisection of, allo-

cheiria from
priapism from

- - insular sclerosis in ("see

Disseminated Scler-

osis)

lateral sclerosis in (see
Lateral Sclerosis)

lesion?, acute bedsore
from . , . . 357

Spinal cord lesions, ataxy
from . . 57

constipation with.. 313

difficulty in micturi-
tion witli . , 395

Spinal cord lesions, effects

of cervical . . . . 507
- - - L'aiiL'n-nr hiiiii . , 355
- - -

hemiple;,'ia from . . 303

paralysis of bowel
from . , . . 389

precipitate deftcca-
tion from . . 313
micturition with 314

ri-iaity fn.tii . . 1.19

Spinal cord lesions, sensory
disturbances with . . 607

small palpebral fis-

sure from
pupil from

in tabes

tympanites from
urine stream changes
from , . . . 394

- - neoplasm of, allo-

cheiria from . . 17
- - neoplasm of, ataxy

from . . .". 58
- - - Brown-S6quard

phenomena from 5S.'Ui6

17
538

507
(

507
!

57
I

389

Spinal cord, confd.

neoplasm of. paralysis
of one leg from . , 496

pachymeningitis of . . 51G
reflex centres in (Fig.

311) ., ..518
- - sarcOma of . . . . 305

sensory localization in

(Fi/j. 310) . . . . 518
tracts in 55, (Fig.

358) 607

softening of, allochei-

ria from . . . . 17
from enteric . . 510
from injury . . 310

paraplegia from . . 510

I
penile erection ab-

' sent from . . 313
from scarlet lever. . 516

sypliilis . . . . 510
; thrombosis . . 516
! not tinged by jaundice 324

tumour of, atrophic
palsy of arm from 509

paralysis of one leg
from . . . . 500

, spa,stie paraplegia
from . .

^

. . 500
I Spinal endarteritis .. 17

j

-
gliosis, pain in arm from 443

- lesions, sciatica simu-

j

latcd by .. 438, 439

I
.r-rays in diagnosing. . 461

- meninges, tumour of,

hypei"a3Sthesia from 610
- segment, 5th cervical,

eflfect of lesion of. . 507- 6th cervical, effect of
lesion of . . . . 507

7th cervical, etTect of
lesion of . . . . 507

8th cervical, effect of
lesion at . . ,501, 507

1st dorsal, effect of
lesion at . . 501. 507

Spinal sepnients. cervical,
muscle distribution of 509

Spinal segments, cervical,
muscles supplied by . . 504

- - lunihar. muscle con-
nections of. . . . 498

lumbar plexus and .. 498
- - sacral, muscle connec-

tions of . . . . 49S
s;i.T;il j.l.-xu- and . . 49M

- tlin.rnl.,,-!- ,-,.,. Throni-
Im^S >pM,:dl

- tumour, pain in arm from 413
Spiiiati, paralysis of, in

Erb's palsy . , . . 507
- root iimervation of . . 509
Spindled fingers, in rheu-

matoid artlu-itis (Firf.

153) Hi'*, 378
Sjtitie, actinomycosis of

713, 714
- aneurysm crodintr

516, 661, 670
i

- carcinoma of 154, 467, 648 I

- caries of (see Spinal
Caries)

- congenital defect of . , 713
SPINE. CURVATURE OF (53

angular, fcom iinni-

rysm . , ..711
new growth . . 714
tubercle . . . . 713 ,

asymmetrical chest
j

from . . . . 168 !

from caries . . . . 048 I

dwarfism from .. 187 I

liver depressed by . . 367
- - Pott's, shortness of

breath from . , 89

jisoas abscess with . , 675
in rickets . . 187. 714

syringomyelia 257, 508 I

(and see Kyphosis ;

Lordosis ; and Scoli-

osis)

Spine, entassement of . . 499
- crridr-d hy an.-nrvsni i;;i. 71.';

paiu' in tr-t'is from 1S3

Iiy mediastinal now
growth . . . . 434

- fracture of (see Fracture
of Spine)

; S/iinc, conld.
' - growth of, kyphosis from 154
I pain in the back from 428

prominence of back
I from .. ..169

I

-
liydatid of 154, 155, 032, 714

! kyphosis from . . 151
tenderness of spine
from . , . . 714

-
IiviM-Tj-.tlir.^ia nf, in

lirUClvthrJIlLl .. . . Oil

Spine, hysterical . . . . 715
Spine, infective arthritis of 648

int(>(Nc;ipnlar pain
from .. .. 101

- - -
jiaiii in ili;ic fossa
from . . 452. 45 4

Spine, injury of, effects of 715
- - (and see Injury)
- invaded by new growth 713
- irritable . . . . . . 715
Spine, lateral curvature of

CHMl ^,.r SrohoSIS) . . 153
Iiarkaclir from . . 438
in butcliere' boys . . 154
from caries . . 154

- - - caries simulated by 439
from diphtheria 153, 154

- - - empyema . . . . 153
- - - fibroid lung . . 153

in Friedreicii's ataxy 154
from hysteria . . 153
infantile paralysis 153

myopathy , . 153, 154
in nursemaids . . 154

occupation and .. 154
from paralysis of
back muscles . . 153

periplieral neuritis

153, 154
rickets .. 153, 154
sore throat. . . . 154

Sprengel's shoulder 153

unequal legs .. 153
weak back .. 153

weight carrying 153, 154

wry-neck . . 153, 154
- lumbar, injury to, sciatic

nerve paralysis from 113

talipes from .. 113
- malignant disease of,

pain in arm from . . 443
testis from . . 483

- necrosis of, swelling in

iliac fossa from . . 078
- new growth of, aneu-

rysm simulating . . 714

angular curvature 714
backache from . , 409
caries simulating . . 516
girdle pain from . , 714
intercostal neuralgia

simulated by . . 707

malingering simu-
lated by .. ..714

pain in back from. . 714
neck from .. 048
shoulder from . . 4 75
umbilicus from ..481

- - - paralysis of one leg 499
- - -

parapletjia from 514, 714
- - - post-mortem dia-

gnosis of . . . . 510
~ — - primary very rare. . 516

from prostate .. 714
- - -

rigidity of back from 401
root palsies from . . 509
from sarcoma . . 714

- - - secondary to breast

510, 048, 714

thyroid . . 648, 721

simulating neurosis 477

spastic paraplegia
flora .. .. 113

spinal caries simu-
lated by.. .. 048

simulating , . 711
stiff neck from . . 048
from testis.. .. 714
transverse myelitis
from ..

"

. . 510
r-ravs in diagnosincr

461. 477. 484
- on OS calcis . . 410, 071

ski:i£:ram of . . 440
- o=teo arthritis affecting

345. 340

Spine, could.
- osteo- arthritis^ of, pain in

454

35 S

715

715
345
713
343
154
116

iliac fossa from 45
- penetrating wound of,

acute bedsore from . .

-
periostitis of

Spine, railway
-

rarity of gout of
- pytemic abscess of
- rheumatoid arthritis of . .

-
rigidity of, with caries. .

from Pott's disease . .

spondylitis deformans 048
- sarcoma of . . . . 154
- tender (see Tenderness

in the Spine)
- tuberculous disease of . . 347

anajmia from . . 33
(and see Spinal Caries)

Spine, typhoid .340
Spino-cerebellar ataxy,

trfnjnr jn , . . , 737

SPIRALS, CURSCHMANN'S
153

Spirilla, in Vincent's angina 611

Spirillum of relapsing fever

{Plale XXVIII) ..Oil
- of Vincent's angina (P/o/r'

XXVIII) .. ..oil
Spirochsetes, in chancre

618. 074
-

syphilis . . . . . . 739

SpirocluEta ohcrmeieri, ia

I'lood lilms . . ..637
-

pallida {/•/', h- XXVIII) 014

Spirochseta obermeien,
characters of.. . . 28
li^'ure of (Plate

; XXVIII) 611
Leistiman's stain for. . 28
in relapsing fever 28,

336, 596, 037
;

-
pallida, in cerebrospinal

[

fluid 305

j

from chancre 619,620,701

I

fixing method for . . 701
rheumatoid arthritis

from . . . . 35
I sore throat due to . . 013

stains for . . . . 701
in syphilis 73, 334, 097
ulcer of palate . . 588

Spitting of blood (see

H.-BmoptysisJ
Splanchnic vessels, arterio-

sclerosis of . .

Splashing, gastric (see
Succussion)

Spleen, abscess of (see
Abscess of Spleen)

- carcinoma rare in
~ dipping over
- dislocation of 029. 630,
- embolism of (see Kin-

holisni of Sfilecn)

Spleen, enlarged, heart
disease and

- — in Ilodgkin's disease

37, 55, 04, 370, 380

impacted in pelvis . .

from injury . .

- - in kala-azar . .

Spleen, enlarged, kidney
simulated by . . 353,

- - - -
sHnui.'ilnig

laparotomy in dia-

gnosing
in lardaceous disease

8, 35. 375, 035
leukaemia, 24, 55, 64,

99, 273. 383. 570. 611

Spleen, enlarged, list of

causes of . . G31. 632
- - HI h injiliadenoma 51.

329, 679

lymjiliatit: leukaemia

25, 51. 550
malaria 273,274,568,637

- - Malta fever 460. 560, 637
- - movement witli respir-

ation . . . . i]'29

Spleen, enlarged, notes on
662. 6G4

omental tumour sinu^-

lating . . . . 604
ovarian tumour simu-

lating . . . . 630

1

632
44

,
641

632

,

509
628
641
29

062
66 i

003



SPLKKX STAIN 8S9

Spleen, adarijfj, contd.

pain in tlie loft hypo-
chondriuin from . .



800 STAIxV STOOLS

Slain, contd.
- Leishman's
- — for malaria parasites
- Neisser's

diphtheria bacilli and
- Romanowsky's. for mal-

aria parasites

Stain, Ziehl-Neelsen, tech-

nique of

Staining of skin, after

eczema
brown (see Pigmenta-

tion of Skin)
after herpes . . GDO,

- -
psoriasis
from syphilis. .

Stains, for "fat droplets . .

Stammering
Stammering bladder

St:i|n'(liris nm--i'l<'. ii:tr:il\>i>;

of . . . . I'Jo,

stapes, foot fixed, sounds
heard better in noise
with , .

test for
- pressure on, gidiliness

from . .

Staplivlococci ( P/olf

XXVfJh
- in ascitic lluid . .

- hacteriuria
- bonj swelti[ig from
- in cerebrospinal fluid ..
- empyema from . .

- epididymo-orcliitis due to
- in impetigo
-

laryngitis from . .

- membranous conjuncti-
vitis from

- meningitis from
- nasal disciiarge duo to. .

- orchitis due to . .

- pemphigus neoniitonim
duo to

- in phthisis
-

pyelitis from
- recovered by blood cul-

ture . .

- rheumatoid arthritisfrom
- septicfemia from
- sore throat due to
- suffocative laryngitis

from . .

- in sycosis vulgaris
- ureteritis from , .

- urethritis from 70, IS'2,
- in urine . .

Staphylococcus pyogenes
albus, in furuncles . .

in normal uretlira. .

in otitis media
urethritis due to . .

aureus, cystitis due to
in furuncles
infective endocar-

ditis

nephritis dup to . .

in otitis media
prostatitis due to..

pyelonephritis due to
ureteritis due to . .

urethritis due to . .

Staphyloma, posterior . .

Starch grains, stained by
iodine . .

in stools . . 170,
from pancreas dis-

ease

Staring .ippearnnce, in
Craves*s disease

- -
paralysis agitatis

Starts on going to sleep . .

Starvation, acetonuria due
to

- angemia from
- cachexia from 33, 4i:i,
- diacetic acid in urine..
- general wasting from . .

-
glycosuria in

-
leucopenia with. .

- loss of weight from . .

- cedema of legs from 41."5,
- phosphates in . .

- wasting from . .

Status epilepticLis. .

-
lymphaticus, convulsions

from . .

fill

4S
CO

GG7
305
lot
478
55S
C50

231
30,-.

178
G7

!)7

G41

597
35

335
G13

GIG
558
47L'

581

CU

422
G9

422
70
70

422

2on

422
70
69
G9
70

41G

170
211

23G
23G
13G

4

3.S

415
4

59
2G4
3G1
7GS
415
522
381
144

Status lymphaticus. general
account of ..382

Stays, iireust irritated by 430
Steam engines blowing oft

in head . . . . 40G
- sore throat from .. GI3

Steel, effect of sweat on,
after mercury . . G55

- groovers, subacromial
bursitis in . . . . 47G

- welders, photophobia in 524
.Stellar phosphate.. .. 524

Stellwag's sign . . 229
Stellwag's sign, in Graves's

disease . . 215. 722

Stelwagon, on bath pruritus 540
- vesicular sypliilis . . 75G

Stenosis, aortic (see Aortic

Stenosis)
- mitral (see Mitral Stenosis)
- of cesopha^^us (see (Eso-

phagus, Obstruction of)
- of pharynx . . . . 198
- pulmonary (see Pul-

monary Stenosis)
- pylorus (see Pylorus,

Stenosis of)
- tricuspid (see Tricuspid

Stenosis)
- of urethra (and see Stric-

ture) . . . . 7, 194
- of vagina . . . . 17
Stenson's duct, calculus in G94
Stercobilin, absence of. in

carcinoma of pancreas 101
Stercoral ulcer of bowel 47
- - ciecum . . . . 459
STERrUTY .645
- curettage in curini; . - G4G
- impotence distimf from 312

Sterility, list of causes of. . 646
- from salpingo-ooplioritis f.go
- semen examination in.. 645
- sex incidence of . . 645
- from x-rays . . . . C7
Sternal region, eczema

seborrhoeicum of . . 491
Sternomastoid. callus in.. 142
- injury of, wry-neck from G47
- myoclonus of . . . . 137
- rupture of . . . . 142
- spasm of. hysterical . . 141

torticollis from 141, 142
Stprnum, eroded bv aneur-

y^fn .. IGS. 434

Sternum, lesions of, tender-
ness due to . . . 707

- node on. from yaws . . 403
-

periostitis of . . . . 707
- sarcoma of . . . . 707
STERTOR 647
- coma witti . . . . G47
- in convulsions . . . . 143
- definition of . . . . G47
- in epilepsy . . . . 85
- with fatty heart . . 212
- in malingerer .. .. 147
-

nephritis , . . . 42
- Stokes-Adams disease.. 83

Stetlioscope in abdominal
examination . . . . 82

- detectiner malingerer of
deafness . . . . 166

- diagtiosiiig hour-gla.ss
stomach . . . . 318
osteo-arthritis . . 347

- testing knee-jerk . . 357
- succussion detected by G51
Stif! back (see Rigid itv of

the Back)
STIFF NECK ..647

after burn . . . . 648
from cold . . . . G47
from drauglit . . 429
fractured spine . . 648
infective arttiriti'; .. 648

- - inflamed lymphatic
glands . , . . 647

injurv . . . . 648

meningitis . . 2.t5, G49
a form of myaltria . . 467
from new growth . . 648
pyorrhoea alveolaris.. 648

- - rheumatism . . . , 138
- - rheumatoid arthritic G48
- -

spina! caries . . . . 648

spondylitis dcfonnans 648

Stiff neck; contd.

in tetanus 138, 417,

599, 649, 730
torticollis . . . . G47

Stigmata, venous, from
alcohol . . . . 72G

Still's disease, anaemia in

35, 378
emaciation in . . 35- {Fi<i. ir.ri) . . . . .;77

Still's disease, general ac-

count of ..373
joint changes in . . 37S

limping from. . . . 362
- - Ivmphntic glands en-

"

Inru'cd in" 35. 37d, 378
Still's disease, main sym-

ptoms of . . . . 35
pain in foot from . . 36*J

pigmentation in ,. 378

spindled finger-joints
in 377

spleen enlarged in .15,

378, G31
Stins, bee-, dysphagia from 198
-

jellv-fish, erythema from 224

itching from . . 224, 540
a^dema from . . . . 224
urticaria from . . 224

- tongue swollen from 198, 698
- vesicles from . . . , 757

Stinging-nettle, wheals from 771

Stitch, appendicitis simu-
lated bv . . . . 457

- in athletes . . ..431
- pain in the chest from. . 430

iliac fossa from 452,
454. 457

- from overstrain of inter-

co'^tal muscle. . . . 4."1
- teriderne-'is from . . 7ll7

Stockbrokers, chronic pliar-

yngitis in .. 613. GIG

Stocking anaesthesi.a in

hysteria . . . . 4G5

peripheral neuritis . . 5G

Stocking and glove anajs-

thesia (Fig. 25G) .. GOG

Stokers, cramps in . . 150
- loft ventricle enlai'ged in 206
- occupation neurosis in.. 476
- pain in ^Imulder in . . 476
-

piK.tniihuhia in.. .. 524
,

Stokes-Adams's disease . . 83 i

age incidence of . . 146

.apoplectic attacks in 146
arteriosclerosis and.. 146
bradycardia from 83, 116
bundle of His in . . S3

- - coma in 83, 118, 144
convulsions with 144,

146, 48G
cyanosis in . . . . 83

electrocardiogram i i
|

diagnosing . . . . 486
i

- -
epilep-^v -imuhifed hv

s;;. 1 ii;. .'.u;

Stokes- Adams's disease,

general account of 146, 546
heart-block and 486, 546
simulated bv sino-

auricular changes. . 546
stertor in . . . . S3

syncope in . . 83, 546
|

palpitations in . . 486
Stomach, .aneurysm ruii-

tured into 76, 120, 2G5, 271
- atonic, diagnosis of 244, 245
- - gastrectasis from . . G53
- - sense of fullness in . . 244
- carcinomaof (see Carcin-

oma of the Stom.ach)
- coneestion of, vomiting

from . . . , . . 765
- contents (see Gastric

Contents)
- defective motility of.

gastric contents with 31'.i

STOMACH. DILATATION
OF (and see Dilatation
of .Stomach)

Stomach disease in negroes 99
tenderness of spine

from {Fig. 294) 716
- fermentation in . . .. 241
- gas in, from Ttyl*^'ic

obstruction . . . . 245

Stomach, oas in, contd.

gas in splenic flexure

simuhitirig . , , . 245

j-r;"iy.- in <li:iLrni".>-ing . . 245
Stomach, hsmorrhagic

erosion of -'liO. 269, 272
- hairhall in . . . , 71K
- herniated into thorax . . G52

Stomach, hour-glass {Fiy.
12.S}, :>i;r,, 318. 765, 706

- hypenL-the^ia of . . 319
- hypertonic, diagnosis of 244

liorizontal position . . 244
sense of fullness .n . . 214

- india-rubber bottle (see
Carcinoma of Stomach,
Diffuse)

- inflation in diagnosis (see
Inflation of Stomach)

- injury of, haematemesis
from . . . . . , 2G5

- insomnia and . . . . 320
- lavage of (see Lavage)
- leather bottle (see Cnr-

cinoma of Stomach,
Diffuse)

- liver aliscpss ruptured
iiit'. . . . . . . .s;ii

Stomach, methods of ex-

amining . . 319.
-

motility, currants in test-

320

320
244
244
GG3
269
173
244

- normal capacity of

perpendicular position
site of . .

skiagrams of 245,
- paralysis of
-

percu-*sion, little value of
- san-nrnit of . . t;:^.'". C.r.il

Stomach succussion. general
account of 174. -'i 1

,

211. :.:-, 651. •;'.-', 653
- size of, modes of deter-

mining . . . . 24 1

- tube, in diagnosing pyloric
obstruction . . "|24, 215

- ulcer of (see (iastric Ulcer)
- vagus branches to . . 148
-

i'-i-ays and bismuth in

outlining (see r-rays)
Stomach-ache, spinal caries

simulated by. . . . 154

Stomatitis, acute gastritis
from . . . . . . 267

- - iidiin.i nf toneue in.. 6;iS

Stomatitis, aphthous . . 740
- barttTiul»)^'\' in diagnosing

nature of . . . . 542
- bleeding from . . 72, 74
- blood-spitting from . . 285
- with dermatitis herpeti-

formis . . . . 74
- dyspliagia from 74, 198
- with erythema buUosuin 74
- foul breath from 74, 87

ta'itp from . . . . 705

Stomatitis, general account
of 74

- intianied neck gl'ind-s .. 379
-

lips swollen Horn . . 74
- from mercury 33. 73. 74, 726
- microscope in diagnosing

nature of . . . . 542
- from oidium albicans . . 74
- pain from . . . . 74
- perltche witli . . . . 3GG
- witli pemphigus . . 74
- from phosphoru^i . . 73
- ptyalism from . . . . 542
- salivation from., .. 74
- in scurvy . . . . 72
- sprue . . . . . . 172
- from syphilis . . . . 73
- taste loss from . . . . 705
- tongue swollen from 74, 69J
- tuberculous . . . . 542
- ulcer of tnnsjjne fntrn . . 7.1S

Stomatitis, ulcerative 740

Stomatitis, varieties of 542
- \V:L-.-L'rnj;uin's tt-.-c m

di;ignosing nature of 542

Stone (see Calculus)
Stonemason's lung, haemo-

ptysis from . . . . 286

Stools, abundant, in hypo-
pituitarism . . . . 410

- acid, from fei-nientation 170



STOOLS SUGAR s<U

Sriio/.i. m/ifft.

- alkuliiie. from imtrefao-
tioii . . . . . . 170

- amoeba ooli in . . . . I7i'
- aiiicebse in . . . . 77
- bacteriology of, in zy-

motic diarrlicna . . 384
- bile in 170
- black (and see iJlooil [ler

Anum : and Molic:ia) 75
from bilberries . . 75
from bismiitli stilplude 75

- - from iron snlpliide . . 75
- - from cliarcoal . . 75
- blood in . . . . . . 170

witli ulcerative colitis 172
and mucus in, from

arsenic . . . . 73
carcinoma of bowel 453
colitis 77, 7.S, I'Jl,

171, (>C,Z

- dysentery .. .. 172
- - - enteritis . . . . iltl9

- - ~ Henocli's purpura 550

intussusce[Uion 78.

127, 171, 5S5, OOS, 678

polypus . . . . 585
- bulky pale offensive, with

crpli:ic disease ., 171
- - fi-nm [)anrn"ific disease 11(5

Stools, characters of fer-

mentative . 246
Stools, characters of putre-

factive . . 246
-

< 'Ji:ticut-f,cvden crystals
in ..' .. .. 102

- cholera vibrios in . . 273
-

clayey, from pancreatitis OGl
- comma bacilli in . . 717
- connective tissue in 170, 172
~ diet before tKstini,' . . 170

Stools, dyspeptic . .171
Stools, examination of. gene-

|

ral account 170

STOOLS. FATTY
- - Willi caiciiioma of

pancreas . . 51,

pancreatic disense 1 IM.

- fatty crj-stals iii

from pancreas dis-

ease
- frothy sour
- fniit-stones in . .

-
irreeu, sii^niticance of . .

- -
slimy, from simple

colitis
- leucocytes ia . .

- lime salts in
- meat fibres in, in pancrea-

titis 111'.

Stools, mucus in .. 170.398
from arseni.- . , . . (8

carcinoma of bowel,
129, 354, .*i98, 453,

585, G30
catarrh of small intes-

tine..

colitis . .

- - constipation . .

- - in dysentery . .

- - from listula . .

- - intussusception

- - wiiti invaiL'ination of

rectum . . . . 129
- - from mucomenibranous

colitis . . . . 438
due to pelvic abscess 427
in rickets .. .. 145

- -
spastic constipation 125
due to tlircad-worms 79

- - ulcerative colitis 172, 459
- muscle fibres in 170, 172
- occult blood iti (see

Blood. Occult)
- offensive, from pancreatic

disease
- pale bulky, from

ereas lesions
- - from bile-duct

structioii
- - frothy, copious

hill diarrhtea

sprue
ofTensive. from pan-

creas disease 172

239

330



S92 SUGAR — SWELLING

Sugar in cerebrospinal fluid 304
- dermatitis from . . 755
-

fingers affected by . . 239
-

indigestion, stools with 171
- polarimeter in estimat-

ing SliS

- pmritas Iroin . . . . 540

Sugar, quantitative estima-

tion of . . . . 263
- taste of . . - . - . TOlj

- ill urine (see Glycosuria)
Suggestion, amcnorrhcea

from . . . . . . IS
- treatment, of functional

aphonia . . . . 4!)5

- - in hysteria . . 308, 52G
- - neurosis .. .. 487

photophobia cured by 526

Suicide, by arsenic .. 717
- from melancholia . . 405
- neurasthenia .. .. 309
- with phosphorus . . 336
- strychnine .. .. 417
- due to tuuiitus. . .. 722
- voices urging to . . 405

Sulcus. Harrison's 145, 167

Sulphanilic acid in diazo-

reaction . . . . 173

Sulpliate, ammonium, in

acetone test . . . . 3
- copper (see Copper Sul-

phate)
-

iiidoxyl, in urine . . 745
- of zinc, vomiting from. . 765

Sulphates, ethereal, in urine 314
- phosphaturia and . . 523

Sulphhaemoglobin^mia 157,101
Sulphide, ammonium, in

lead test . . . . 65
in reducing oxyliEemo-
globin 284

- iron, black motions from 385
- lead, from cystin . . 161

Sulphides, B. aerogenes
capsulatus producing 256

- foul taste from . , . . 705

Sulphocyanate of potash,
in Bang's process . . 263

Sulphonal, bradypiicea from 84
- Cheyne-Stokes breathing 108
-- coma from .. ..118
- cyanosis from . . . . 157
- er.ythema from . . . . 222
- hasmatoporphyrinuria

from . . . . . . 744
- hHemoglobinuria from . . 281
- metlijemoslohinuria after 157

Sulphonal, poisoning by . . 744
-

I'Lirpura from .. .. 553
- reducing substances in

urine after . . . . 157
- urticaria from . . . . 771

Sulphur chloride, acute
vellow atrophy from 334

]aundicefrom325, 334, 337
- dioxide, nasal discharge 178

Sulphuretted hydrogen,
eosinophilia from . . 219

heemoglobiimria from 281

Sulphuric acid (see Acid,
Sulphuric)

Summation of painful
stimuli . . . . 708

Summer, cheiropompliolyx
and . . . . . . 756

- diarrhcea in . . 171, 533
of infants . . . . 533

Sunburn, pellagra simu-

lating . .

"

. . . . 22G

Sunsliine, deficiency of,

rickets from . . . . 145
- eyestrain from . . . . 446
Sunstroke, headache from 296
- hyperpyrexia after . . 309

Sunliglit. norkei-s in strong,
photophobia in . . 524

Superciliary ridges in acro-

megaly . . . . 685

Superficial circumflex iliac

vein, in apppiidicitis. . 454

Superinvolution of uterus 18. 19

Superior gluteal nerve .. lys
-

|;iryt.-.-..l M.Tvr .. 118
- loniiritndiniil siiuis, eniis-

sary vein from . . 220
rtirembosis (see

Tlu'ombosis)

Superior, conld. I

- oblique paralysis (Fit/.

83). 177
- rectus paralysis (//;/. 83) 177
- vena cava (see Vena

Cava, Superior)
Supinator brevis, nerve

supply of . . . . 505
-

jerk, increased in brachial

monoplegia . . . . 502
- longus, esrajiein pliuuiiic

wrist-drop . . . . 65

myoclonus of . . -. 137

nerve supply of . . 505

paralysis of, in Erb's

palsy - . . . 507
root innervation of . . 509

Supjinsitories, dvschezia
r.'li.'vd hv . . .. 122

,

SUPPRESSION OF URINE 39
|

Suppur:itiun, ulbuniosiin;!
,

with 10 '

- anaemia with . . . . iil

- lardaceous disease from
172, 375, G35

- leucocvtosis with 35,
3611. 572

Suppuration in liver, general
account of 369

-
polymorplioiuicli:':ir cells

increased in . . . . 35
- prolonged, amenorrhea

from . . . . . . 18

Supraclavicular lymph-glands
(see Lymphatic Glands,

Supraclavicular)

Suprahyoid cyst, tongue
swollen from. . . . 698

Supranuclear paralysis . . 492
Supr;i[)iibic |)ain (see Pain

in HvpogastriiHU)
Suprarenal, higti l)lood-

pressure and . . . . 388
- rests, hypernephroma

and . . . . - - 355
- sarcoma of .. 252, 711
- secretion, menstruation

and 388
- tumour, no Addison's

disease with . . . . 331
- - n.^citp^^ from . . . , 46

Suprarenal tumour, enlarged
spleen distinguished
from - 629. 630
haMrii.tnn.. dii.- to . . 630

Suprarenal tumour, kidney
simulated by :{3i,

354. 630
laparotomy in dia-

gnosing . . . . 354
- - fiver enlargement simu-

lated by . . . . 331

portal obstruction from 46
sexual precocity with 664

spleen simulated by. . 664

simulating.. .. 662
- - swelling in hypocbon-

drium from 351, 629

Suprascapular nerve 504, 506
Snpraspinatus, nerve supply 504
- pseudo-hypertropliy of 513
- too deep'to test R.D. in 506
-

w;isting of. In phthisis. . 61

Swallowing, arrhythmia of

heart and . . . . 515
-

difiiculty in (see Dys-
jiliagia)

Swallowing, pain on
- pulse rate and . .

Sweiit, bl;u-k

Sweat, bloody
~ blue
- foul smelling

.. 198

.. 549
. . 654
.. 655

651, 655
.. 654

- green . . . , 651, 655
- iodide in. . . , . . 655
- mercury in . . . . 655
- red . . . . 654, 655
- tinned in jaundice .. 324
- urinous . . . . . . 655
- violet (iSl

- Vrllnw 651
SWEATING. ABNORMALI-

TIES OF -.654
- from abscess of liver . . 5 t7

- absence of .. ..651
from sympathetic par-

alysis . . . . 217

Stealing, conld.
- in acute rheumatoid

arthritis
- from biliary colic
- clammy, from snake-bite '.

- with colic . . . .

- from coli bacllluria
- constipation from
- crises, in tabes 515,
- in Graves's disease
- of head in rickets
- in influenza
- malaria . . . . 30,
- in pyajmia
- pyonephrosis
-

relapsi[ig fever . .

- rigors
- salpingo-oophoritis
- sensation as of, in

syringomyelia
- in septic arthritis
- septicaemia
- from sinus thrombosis . .

- sour, in acute rheuma-
tism . .

- sudamina from . .

- from suppuration
- thirst from
- unilateral, in hysteria..
- - from sympathetic irri-

tation
- urate deposit due to

Sweats, in blood diseases .

- with liver abscess
- rught (see Night Sweats)
- from i:iya!niia . .

- in ityphoid fever

Sweep's cancer of scrotum

695,
Sweets, blue urine after . .

- eosin in . . 745,
- iirreen urine after
- nierlivleii.. hilt- in

SWELLING. ABDOMINAL
Swelling, abdominal, from

abscess

aneurysm
appendicitis . .

ascites
- carcinoma 317, 318,

constipation . . 127, i

distended bladder
diverticulitis . .

gastric ulcer . .

- - heart impulse displaced
by ..

from hydatid disease i

intussusception 78,

115, 127,
linea allieantes from. .

Swelling, abdominal, list of

causes of
- - Ijver pushed up by ..

from meteorisni

obesity
palpitation from

pancreatic cyst

phantom tumour
simulated by hysteria
in tuberculous peritn-

uitis. . . . -IS.

Swellings of abdominal wall

SWELLING. AXILLARY
SWELLING ON A BONE
- - in.iu e;illii. . .

in chloroma . .

gout . .

from injury . .

in osteo-arthritis

osteomyelitis

periosteal bajmorrhagc i

periostitis . . 667,

pulmonary osteo-

artbropathy
sarcoma
scurvy-rickets

- -
syphilis

- - tubercle

typhoid fever
- in Douglas's pouch, from

ajipendicular abscess

leaking ectopic gesta-
tion

pammetric abscess

pyosalpinx
-

ei>isastrium, from aneur-
ysm . .



swelling; — SYPHILIS SdH

Sinl!iii>i in i/iw //<.«,•.</. rmH;!.

rJL'lit, from hip-joint
disease (5155, C

- hydatid . . . . (!

- - - - iliac abscf^s
- - - - jmpficted f!y:^os

- - - -
iiitnssiiscpptioii

- - - - kidney . .

- - - — locnl ppritoriiti-;. .

inov;ible kiiiney

osteoniyeliti-^
- - - - phantom miiiour

psoas iihscess . .

Riedel's lohc . .

- sacro-iliac joint
disease Ufij,

- sarcoma . .

_ of ea^inim
- - - -

sfdiial disease . .

- stomach . .

005
GTS
078
005
005

tuberculous caicumO?
plands

- - - U:il,.l.Tih._- -plr-.-.

SWELLING. INGUINAL
Swelling, inguinal 582, 6G4.

678

665. 666, 679.



894 SYPHILIS TABES

^'_V/)A'7(A',
rontJ.

-cxtr.iijenital chuncre in

(Fid. -3) ^"'

Syphilis of face ..735
- facial paralvsi-s from

(fiV/. 'JSO) 541
- fauces affected by .. 018
- abroid heart from 53, 2i:J

lung from . . . . 292
- linsei^ affected by 239, 240
- follicular tonsillitis simu-

lated by - - . . *il4

- fusiform aneurysm from 210
- gangrene from . . . . 255
- -'eneral paralvsis and

213, 495

wasting from . . 59
-

Liiiigivitis from .. .. 73
- ?umma from . . 52, 403
- - in liver from . . . . 527
- (and see (iumma)
- hasmatemesis from 200, 275
- Iiffimoglobimiria from

281, 285
- headache from . . . . 294
- heart-block from 83, 540
- heart effects of . .

- liemianopsia from
- hemiplegia from

Stj/ihifis^ con/d.

-necrosisof jaw from .. 083
nasal bones from 179, 210

- nephritis from . . . . 9

- noises in the head from 400
- obscure nerve cases due

to .. .. 309, 407
- occipital glands enlarged

herpes from

hydrocele from . .

impotence from
incubation period of

iifantilism from

.. 301

119,
303, 304

.. 184
479
313
018
189

inguinal glands enlarged
184

- intermittent claudication

and 440

Syphilis of internal ear .. 752
- iodide in diagnosing 03,

480, 508, 5SS, 004, 022
- iritis from . . -. 403
- no itching in . . . . 750
- Jacksonian epilepsy from

137, 147
- iaundice from . . . . 320
- lachrymal glands enlarged

in . . . . - 095
- lardaeeous dise-ise from

S, 35, 172, 372. 375, 035
- aryngeal paresis from.. 589
- laryngitis from 73, 013
- (if iarvnx. distinction from

.;ircitiom;i 199

Syphilis of larynx, notes on

616. 617
- - phthisis with.. .. 199
- larynx ulceration from. . 293
- leontiasis ossea from . . 204
- leprosy mimicking 403, 404
- leuco-melanodermia from

(Fios. 223, 224) 528, 529
- leukoplakia from 209, 739
-

lips affected by. . . . 305
- of liver, ascites with 40, 47

rare from . . . . 371
cirrhosis distinguished

troni .. ..371
Syphilis of liver, general

account of . - 372
- - jaundice from . . 325

rare from . . . . 371
- - liver enlai^ed with 47, 320
- liver lobe dwarfed by . . 300
- lupus simulated by .. 402

Syphilis, lymph-gland en-

largement in 240, 376,

377, 491, 618. 679
- macular (Fig. 170) 383
- measles simulated by . . 383

simulating . . . . 384
- mediastiuitis from 435,

(Fig. 303) 749
- medulla oblongata degen-

eration from . . . . 197
- if^nifere's disease from. . 166
- meningitis from . . 147
- mercury in 63, 99, 480,

588, 004, 622
- Miculicz's syndrome in 695
- miners' phthisis and . . 288
- mucous tubercles from 620
- multiple cranial nerve

paralyses from 541, 5S9
- myocardial affection from

14, 704

- cedema of legs from 413, 415
- onychia from . . . - 400
- ophthalmoplegia interna

from . . . . . . 552
- orchitis from . . . . 06
- otorrhcea from . . . . 422
- ozjena from . . . . 179
- pachvmeninsitis from

40G, 477, 509, 51C
- pain in limbs from . . 460
- pancreatitis from . . 100

Syphilis, papular forms of 490
-

pajiules in 4iil. 1S7,

5ri9, "oil, 750
- paralysis of palate from

588, 589
of pharynx from . . 588
vocal cords from 495, 051

- paraplegia from 510, 517
- paroxysmal hfemoglobin-

uria from . . . . 284
- perforating ulcer of foot

from . . . . . - 735
- -

palate from 178, 210, 588
- perichondritis from . . 203
- perihepatitis from . . 52
-

jierineal affections due to 020
-

jieriostitis from.. 204, 022
- peripheral neuritis from

01, 04, 465. 460
-

perlfeche simulating . . 36G
- pernicious aniemia simu-

lated by . . . . 527
- pharyngeal stenosis from 198
- pharyngitis from . . 73
- pigmented scars from

209, 300
- pigmentation of mouth

from . . . . . . 527
skin from . . 528, 529

-
pre-auricular glands en-

la-ed in .. .. 695

Syphilis, primary, general
account of - 618

- primary lateral sclerosis

from . . . . . . 517
~ pseudo-elepliantiasis vul-

v;b from . . . . 701
- pseudo-paralysis in . . 348
-

ptosis from
'

(Fig. 229) 541
- pupil reacting to light

but not to accommo-
dation in . . . . 551

- pustules in 490, 557,
558, 559. 502, 750

- pyrexia in 502. 563. 568. 614
- rarefactionof skull bones

from . . . . . . 152
~ raw ham colour in . . 490
- regurgitation of food

through nose from .. 178
- retrobulbar neuritis from 440
- rhinitis from . . . . 179
- rosacea distinguished

from 242
- roseola in 73, 015, 018

changes with temper-
ature . . . . 384

Syphilis, rupia in 000. 601
- ru[)tured aortic valve and 210

heart from . . . . 213
- salivary glands enlarged 095
- salvarsan in diagnosing

480, 588, 604, 019, 622
- scales in 490, 491, 001, 602
- scarring from . . . . 701

of face from (Fig. 227) 541
- -

]iahite from . . . . 210
- sciatica due to .. .. 407

Syphilis of scrotum .621
- seborrhcea simulating . . 384
- second infection with . . 019
- secondary, acute ne-

pliritis in . . . . 512
- — ;diinnnnuria in . . 334

Syphilis, secondary, condy-
lomata of . . 700

in e ir in . . . . 422

St/p/iilis, secondary, contd.

epididymis affected

in 479

generalized lymph-
gland enlargement
in . . . . 370, 377

herpes zoster simulat-
ed by . . . . 756

- - hyperacusis in . - 309

jaundice in . . . . 334
mercurial stomatitis in 542
mucous patches in . . 739

osteocopic pain in . . 463

pain in the limbs in . . 463

periostitis in . . . . 711

pyrexia iix . . . . 334
roseola in . . . . 334

simulating catarrhal

jaundice . . . - 334
sore throat in . . 334

Syphilis, secondary, tender

bones in 669
tendcrrii's^ of scali' in 711

thvroid gland enlarged
in ..' .. -. 722

vesicles in . . . . 756
- serpiginous ulcers in . . 403
- severe anaamia from . . 527
- shedding of nails in . . 400
- simulating leprosy . . 03
- skin stains in 384, 490, 756
- small-pox simulating . . 502
- snail-track ulcers in . . 015
- soft sore and . . . . 079
- softerung of cord from. . 510
- sore throat in 491, 508,

613, 014, 700
- (Plate XXVF) .. .. 610
- sore tongue in . . . . 491
-

spinal meningitis from
200, 499

tlirombosis from 389, 510
-

spirochictje in 73, 334,
679, 739

- - (Plalc XXVI/O 01^
- stenosis of trachea from 050
- stomatitis from 73, 542
- strabismus from

495, (Fig. 228) 541, 589
- stridor from .. 05U, 051
- tabes and 440, 495, 515
- tachycardia from . . 704
- tenderness of bones in 015
- ~

.,.,![. in .. 615, 710

Syphilis, tertiary, lupoid 403

Syphilis of testis .. 479. 696
scrotal listula from . . 621

- therapeutic test and 63,

71, 199, 480, 500, 568,

588, 004, 619, 022,

690, 735, 738,
- tlirombosis from
- tiruM ^innilating
- tniiviK ;itlV.'t.-d by
Syphilis of tongue
- tr.aiisverse myelitis from
- tubercle associated with
- ulcers from
- ulceration of bronclms

from . .

- - larynx from 158, 199.
2S7, 419,

Syphilis, ulceration of leg

from . . 403.
nose from

palate from . . 210,

perineum from
scrotum fronx

tongue from . . 209,
tonsils in

vulva from . .

Syphilis, urethral effects of
- valvular heart disease

iron\ . .

- varicella simulated by. .

- varicose abdominal veins

irvux (Fig. 303)
- vesicles in . . 490,
- vulval swelling from . .

- Wassermann's test in 33,

52,03. 71, 73, 93, 179,

184, 197, 199, 210,

292, 304, 377, 403,

480, 491, 541, 568,

004, 015, 622, 679,

690, 735,
- yaws simulating

490Syphiloderms
(and see Sypliilide>-)

Syringing ear, vertiijo from 7-'i3

Syringomyelia, ape-linnil in 1 10

Syringomyelia, arthritis in 349
- ataxy in . . . . 58
- atrophic palsy in

(Fig. 202) 609
- Babinski's sign in . . 08
- brittle bones in . . . . 257
- Brown-S6quard pheno-

mena in . . . . 58
- bullae in .. 96, 97
- central canal changes in 62
- Charcot's joints in 257, 510
- claw-hand from 109

(Fig. 45), 110, 257
- cold sensations in . . 609

sense lost in . . . . 97
- cord segments affected

by
"

110
- dissociative anaesthesia

in .. 110. 257, 516
- erythromelalgia with . . 441
- gangrene from . . 255, 257
- gliosis in . . . . 110
- glossy skin in . . . . 110
- heat sense lost in . . 97
- main succulente in . . 110
- Morvan's disease and 62,

97, 516
- muscle atrophy in 01,

110, 257, 508,
- nystagmus in 110, 408,
-

pain in the arms in

and cramps in

sense lost in . .

- paralysis of arms in

one leg from . .

- paraplegia from 511,
- parts affected in
- preacher's hand in

-
precipitate defajcation in

- R.D.in
- reflexes in
- scoliosis in . . 110,
- sense of sweating in

Syringomyelia. sensory

changes in 62. 63. 508.

608. i/V/. L'l;.')

- shnulatinu' amyutrophic
'

lateral sclerosis . . 02

leprosy . . 03. 383
- - progressive muscular

atrophy 02 110. 257
- skin lesions'in 02, 96, 97, 110
- sores in . . . . . . 516
- spastic paralysis in . . 110
- spinal curvature in 257, 508
~ spontnnfous fracture in 257
- su.viilrnr liiuid in . .

^-'

Syringomyelia, symptoms of

i

- trophic changes in llO,
:

- ulcer of foot with
' - vasomotor disturbances

I

in
- whitlow-; ill

Systolic retraction of ribs

90,

737
220
588
019
021
738
383
701
184

4 85
750

749
562
099

738
403

609
508
508
009
97

503
500
510
608
110
314
01
508
350
009

609

257

736

110
110

TABBS, cervical

Tabes dolorosa

dorsalis, Achillis-jerk lost

acroparsestliesia in . ,

acute cystitis simu-
lated by . .

acute dyspncpa in . .

allocheiiia in.. 17,

anfemia from . .

anEBSthesia in . . -Ififi,

analgesia in 56, 440,
f.07,

- - anomaJous cases of . .

anosmia in

Ai^ll-Robertson pu-

pils in 116, 420,

444, 456, 614, 551,

050, 719,

astereosnosis in

ataxy in 57, IIG, 251,

4G6,

bedriddenness from..

bladder and rectal

trouble in . .

hone atrophy in

brain wear and

466

515
444

G50
159
609
650
614

609
51-i

6U'

768
609

515
59

515
349
61.i



TABES — TEA 895

Tabes dorsalis, ront:l.

carcinoma of l)l;ii.li.itT

simulated by . . <>-iO

bowel simulated by 719
- - cardiac crises in . . 487 ,

cessation of crises in . . JO
Charcot's joints in ,

(Fig. ICyl) 31'J, r>15 !

colic from . . . . r>9:i

- - - simulated by .. 115

constipation in .. 128
- - crises early in . . tiOO
- - - (and see Cri^o-;)
- - cyanosis in . . . . l'»0

cystitis in .. 57S. HoD
- - deafness in . . . . KJO
- - deep tenderness ah-;ont

in . . . . . . ."(1 j

deliciem-y of fat in . . 'J3G

Tabes dorsalis, diarrhoea in

17;{, 7IJ
- -

difficulty ill micturition

with . . . . 3i'''

dilatation of pupil to

lieht in . . . . 5,)2

dyspepsia simulated l)y ;U5
emotional rellcK de-

ficient in . . . . 237

prythromelaI<;ia with -111

Tabes dorsalis, fades of

{F,.}. 11.-.) 236
- - Ilail joint in .. .. /.I'.'

LT.ut HI . . . . ''7

- - i.M'iL'i''ic from '27>.^, 2.'i7

Tabes dorsalis. gastric crises

in U.=i. llti, 173. 3iri,

425, 437, !S1. 4S7.
515. ilUK. 7t;8

ulcer simulated by 315

gastro-enterostomy in

mistake in. . . . 4S1
- - general abdominal

crises in . . . . 515

Tabes dorsalis. general
account of - . 514. 515

- - ^-n-'ll.- p:iiii II. I'lin, VM\
- - - sensation in lltJ, GOil

tjout simulaU'd iiy .. 43(5

- -
iiiirli-steiipint,' trait in 252

lustory of syphilis in 515

Iiyper.bsthesia m . . iUO
'of chest ill. . . . 70S

hypotoniaof nmsclesin 230
- - inco-ordinatioii iti . . liOi)

incontinence of faices 719
- - - urine in . . . . 57S
- - ijitestinal crises in

115, IKi, 4S7, GOS)

intolerance to hot
wat^r in . . . . GOO

- - knee-jerks absent in

IIG, 315, 358, 420,
425, 437, 4GI1. 5M,

G50. 710, 7GS
still present in 359.

437, 515, G50
one knee-jerk per-

sistent in . . . . 515
lanrneeal crises in

i59'. 418, 420, 487, 515

paralysis with . . 495
- - larynx insensitive in 515

lieiitniug pains in IIG,

"315, 166, 515, li()9. 050
no loss of power in . . 515

- - loss of sleep from . . G50
- - lymphocytes in cere-

brospinal fluid in

116. .305, 440
mamma insensitive in 515
mistaken for rheu-

matism . . . . 440
- - neuralgia in . . .. 431
- - neuritis of esternal

pojiliteal nerve in.. 490
- - nunil.'iie^s in . . . . lioi)

orrljoiiMii':! in . . 41S

Tabes dorsalis, the pains of 440
pains in the face in . . 449

limbs in . . . . 463

spontaneous cessa-

tion of .. . . 719
umbilicus in .. 484

palpitatiori from . . 484
- -

paralysis of bladder in 39S

paraplegia from . . 514

5fi

236

315

551
551

<- i:;7

.719
515
515

4 30

609

Ttih'i liorsiihs. Coutd.

penile erection absent
in 313

perforating nicer in

257, 515, 735, 737

peripheral neuritis sinm-

lating .. . . 514
distinguished from 607

plantar rellev llexor iu 63

posterior column de-

generation in . . 57
- -

pseudo-tribes tlistin-

iTuished from
- -

ptosis iu (Fig. 115)
- - pupils immobile

ligtit in . .

not reacting to con-

verecnce in

small in . . 236,
- - -

nnpipinl in 23(t.
- uirliour juipil rliru

Tabes dorsalis. rectal crises

in 173, 515. 51V. 6-'

no U.D. in . .

- - renal crises in
- - retention of urine in

396, 39S, 57

rheumatism simulated
t.v ..

Tabes dorsalis. Romberg's
sign in 57,

- - sallow coinpli-xion n

sense of movement
disturbed in

- - -
position impaired in

111. r.n',1

Tabes dorsalis. sensory

changes in {Fvj. 26::) 609
- - se\ incidence of . . 515

sheddini: of nails in . . inn

sphincter trouble in

173, 460

staggering in.. .. 751
- -

slnirit'ury in . . .. 649
-\\.irin_* crises in 515, 651

-v)i(nlis and .. 410, -195

- - i.'iidun jerks al»se-it in 4 14

Tabes dorsalis, tenesmus in 719
- - ti-^ti-; iii^f^Msjtivc in .. 515
- -

tin-ling in . . . . 0(t9

- - tongue insensitive in 51.'j

tuberculous bladder
simulated by . . 650

ulnar analgesia in 444, 009
urethml crises in . . 515

- - urine dribhline in . . 39S

Tabes dorsalis. vesical crises

of '1.1.650
- -

Miiiiitirig ill ;il-'.. 137, 765
- - Wiissermarui reaction

in .. .. in;. 440
- - - - negative in . . 305
- - wasting in . . 50, 650
- - no wasting in .. 515
- - weakness only apparent

in . . . . . . 515
weather and pains of 440

wrinkling of forehead
in .. (Fig. 115) 236

writers' cramp simu-
lated by

- mesenterica. anorexia
nervosa simulating , .

cceliac disease simula-

ting
- - iliac glands involved
~ - nifteorism from
TACHE CEREBRALE -

TACHYCARDIA
in. Ml .ilrnli.-.I . . :n;-,.

- ariicmia . . . . 703.
- aneurysm
- auricular librillatioii
- belladonna . . 703.
- with bradypncea
- from caseous bronchial

glands
- - elands .. 703,
- in children
- convalescence . .

' - from digitalis . . 703,
- after diphtheria 703,
- from excitement

' - exertion
- in Graves's disease 215.

229, 486, 702. 7(i3.

151

771

171
45!)

3K9

702
702
Tnl

7iH

703
701

Tiir/r/run/i'i, c »,/</.

- hysteria
- after inlluenza 703.
- from lack of training . .

703,
- mediastinal fibrosis

new growth . .

- mitral stenosis . . 703,
- myocartiial clianges
- nervousness
- witli parenchymatous

u'oitre
- paroxysmal
- - auricidar only
- - - tihrillation simula-

tin?
from cardiosclerosis

518,

cyariosis witli
- - i-i«^i-Intc:irdiiiLTnnis in

549
518

7'ii/i/"\ iijiitiiits, I.

- Uodgfii spUnl
- hysterical

113

IU, 141

"'!>; 1 Fn.

20. 7(t

Tachycardia, paroxysmal,
general account of

547. 548. 703
- - from mitrtl >iciin-.K

51-S, 519

p;dpitatioris from .. 4H( .

- - polygraph tnicings in 518
,

- - pulse rapid in . . 5 19

rcgidar in . . 5 IS
- friun pneumc)_M-;tric

irritation . . . . 703
- severe hionmrrhage . . 120
- thvroiil extract 703,

701. 705
- tobacco . . 703. 7ol
- tuberculous meningitis SI
- va;r;d neuritis . . . . 703
- vagus paralysis. . . . 65
-

.r-rays iti (iia^nosing
cause of . . . . 701

Tactile sensibility, loss of,

paralysis simulated by 501
' - vocal fremitus, alisent

over ]ineumotliora\
16S, 132

- - dccre:L>ied over libmid
lun- 16S, 202, 290

frotn growth ot

bronchus . . 290
- - - -

pleuritic effusion lOS

incre.Tsed. from em-
physema . . 217

- - - - over libroid lunff

168, 216
in phthisis . . . . 288

'I'aniia cchinococcus, in doss 058
- -

ireo'jraphical distribu-

tion of .. .. 658
- - livil:itid di^.-Kc from 6.5S

Tsnia mediocanellata -. 519
- - riisitiuphdia from .. 21 il

- - liead of {Fig. 214) 519
Tajnia solium. eosinophiHa

from 219
- - headoftffV.*. 212,213)519
Taenia solium . . 519
- - ovum of (Fig. 210) 520

Tailors, actinomyces in . . 045
~ sporotrichosis in . . 290
T;iiloi-s' cramp . . . . 151

TALIPES Ml
Talipes, acquired, general

account of - . 1 12
- fn.iri .ii-rlinti^ . . . . IU
Talipes calcaneus, definition

of 112
- from (:irrim)m;i of rectum 1 1 1

Talipes cavus. definition of 112
- irom rclIuhtK nt c:ill . . Ill
-

.•.illlpnfind iri.TurH . , 111

Talipes, congenital, general
account of .112

- in coHLr-'nit^j! -ji/oti.'

p:.niplcL'i:. .. ..112
Talipes equinus, definition

of Ill

lengthening of leg from 153
from long stay in bed 141

- extensor plantar rellex

with 112
- from fibrosis of calf

muscles . . . . 114
- fra("ture . . . . . . 114
- I'riedreich's atnxv 6",

113. 110. 512
- from li;i3mato-rharliis . . 113

- in infantile hemiplegia. . 112

paralysis . . . . 113
- from injury to lumhar

spine . . . . ..113
- limpinirfrom .. .. 362
- in mynpiitliifs . . . . 113
- from necrosis of tibia . . 114
-

p;iralysis of arm with .. 112
- from panilysis of inter-

ossei . . .-114
- - lumbricidcs . . . . 114

Talipes, paralytic, general
account of - . 1 12

- itnni p.i"ioii . . . . Il:-;

-
peroriiMl atrophy . . 5l:i

.

-
perij)heral neuritis 113, HO

- poliomyelitis .. llM. 512

Talipes, postural . . ..113
- from pmlon^cd rest .. 114
- -i-;ir coiiiractiuns . . 114
- sci;itii: nerve injury . . 113
- spina bilida ..' .. 113
- sprained ankle .. ..114

,

- tlirombosis of cerebnd
veins . . . . . . 113

:

- tight boots .. .. 113
- in Tootli's peroneal pfil-^y

60
Iniii-rculous :iiikli-

.llt.'C IV|.|M'ld tr\''

113
111
II t

lllr Itll

Talipes valgus, definition of 112

Talipes varus, definition of 112
- ,ith-r ulion|i|ni.'-roiii.'h . . 113
'I':. 1km- (<.. .-[•....,1, )

Tannic acid . . . . 720
Tannin, hajmoglobinuria

from . . . . . , 284

Tape-worms, aniemia from 510
- appetite increa.sed by .. 43
- deficient .-ippetite from 519

,

- eiTtlieni;j liom 223. 226
i Tape-worms, general account

j

of 519
- mucomembranoiis colitis

simulating 115. 309, 519
- nose picking from . . 519
- ova of . . . , . . 510
- types of . . . . . . 519
- (and see Tii'iiia)

j

Tapping (see Paracen-
tesis)

Tar products, hulhn from. . 06
- - erythem;! from . . 222

Tai-sus, tuberculous disease
of 068

limping from . . 362

I)ai[i in biot from .. 362
Tartar, bleeding gums from

72. 73
- fold breatli from . . S7
- retraction of gums from 589
Tartaric acid 317, 318, 310
T:nl rates, polyuria from .. 534

TASTE, ABNORMALITIES
OF 705

In ::;:i

Taste, component parts of 706
Taste, foul, list of causes of 705

uith fa.aal paNy . . 403
- - from paralysis of chorda

lymiiani" . . . . 493
- loss of. from Fallopian

canal lesion . . . . 494
in liysteria . . . . 610

Taste, loss of. list of causes
of 705

- ni.T;dlic.i[i licdniilonr.-nx 117
- (tlb'ii^lVc. vonutiML,' due

to . . . . . . 76.'t

Taste, perverted, causes of 705
- rule of olfactory nerve in 706

Taylor. Dr. Frederick, illus-

tration lent by . . 25

Ten, caffeine in .. .. 534
- constipation from . . 124
- dyspepsia from 319, 321
- false angina pectoris

from 434
- gastritis from .. 267, 317
- heart irregular from . . 1S6
- insomnia from 320, 321, 322
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Tea^ coniil.

- irrit-ability from . . 321
- ox:il:ire from . . . . 42-i

-
piilpitatioii from 484, 486

- polyuria from 534. 535
- rosacea from . . . . -41
- in test meal . . . . 319

Tears, excess of. in (Iraves's

disease . . - - 230
- first appearance at

seventh day . . . . 220
- not tinged by jaundice. . 324

Teeth, carious (see Caries,

Dental)
- chattering, in malaria . . 30
- defective, dyspepsia from 3iy

gastritis from . . 43

loss of appetite from. . 43
- delayed eruption of in

rickets . . . . 15o
- dropping out of, from

cancrum oris.. .. "4

TEETH, GRINDING OF .. 265
- ilut<^hinsoniun. in con-

genital syphilis {Fig.

108) 234, 235
- loosening of, from pyor-

rliosa . . . . . . 73
- notched, in congcnitd

syphilis {Fig. 107) 234
- segmental sensorv are;is

of 449
- septic, acute gastritis

from . . . . . . 2G7

arthritis from . . 339
- - septicJCmia from . . 597

(and see Pyorrhoja
Alveolaris)

- wideapart in acromegaly 237

Teething, convulsions from

144, 145
- insomnia from .. .. 321

Teetotallers, cirrhosis in . . 52

Tegmentum, lesion of,

tremor from . . . . 729

Telangiectases on cheeks,
in chronic alcoholism 51

cirrhosis . . . . 51
- Kaposi's disease . . 731
- leprosy . . . . . . 403
- of mucous membranes . . 221
- multiple liercditary, epis-

taxis from . . . . 220
- in rosacea . . . . 241
- round trunk, from cir-

rhosis . . . . . - 750

emphysema . . 750

Telegraph operator's cramp
151, 445

Telephone ear . . 203, 724

Telling's disease, abscess
from 238

Temporal bone growth,
deafness from . . 1G6

- iobe, sensory speech
centre in . . . . 624

- muscle, atrophy of, from
cerebral tumour . . 447

- - paralysis of . . . . 70C>

Temperature chart, in acute

gout 330
carcinoma of liver . . 32G
cirrhosis , . 35, 371

- - coli bacilhiria . . 45r)

erysipelas . . . . 568

gonococcal arthritis.. 33S

Hodgkin's disease . . 570
of hypothermia in

malignant cachexia 312
mitral stenosis . . 311

- - in influenza . . . . 564
- - Kirkland's disease .. (515

- - leukaemia . . . . 28
malaria 2S, 29, 30, 31

malignant endocarditis oGiJ

Mediterranean fever. . 565

meningococcal menin-

gitis . . . . 591
otitis media and lateral

sinus thrombosis . . 567
- - pellagra . . . . 225

pernicious anfemia . . 509
- - pneumonia and em-

pyema . . . . IGO
rat-bite fever . . 598

- - relapsing fever . . 27
rheumatoid arthritis. . 341

TEA TENNIS-PLAYERS

i\-mpcrnlurp charts, contd.

sarcoma of mediasti-
num . . . . 570

showing eflcct of sali-

cylates in acute
rheumatism . . 33S

typhoid fever . . 565
- - tvphus fever G3S. 030

Temperature, mechanism
of maintenance of . 571

- sense. L'uitl p;itli- I'li- . . i;ii7

in hrown-.S.;quard

paralysis . . . . 497

syringomyelia 508, 51G
- - in cretinism . . . . 234
- sulinormal (see Hypo-

thermia )
- sudden change of, menor-

rhagia from . . . . 38G

Temporal artery, tortuous 400
- muscle paralysis . . 700

Temporo-mandibular joint,
arthritis of, earache
from . . . . . . 202

trismns simulated by 729
- - osteo-arthritis of . . 347

fixation of jaw by. . 542

ptyalisfu from . . 542

Temporosphenoidal lobe,

abscess of, noises in

the head from . . 406

tum.ur of, olfactory
aura with . . OS

Tenaculum, in di.agnosing
ovarian tumour . . 089

Tenderness, abdominal,
absent in colic . . 115

from acute peritonitis 131
arsenic . . . . 78

colitis . . . . 115
duodenal ulcer . . 271

gastric ulcer . . . . 115
local spot of, from

ulcer . . . . 317

1
from phantom tumour 659
in relapsing fever . . 33G
from tuberculous bowel 76

peritonitis . . 48, C57
- in back, from fibrositis. . 461

infective arthritis . . 4GI

myositis . . . . 461
- -

spinal caries . . 364, G80
- of bones ui itifantile

scurvy . . . . 99
leukaemia . . 407, 707

pernicious aniemia

467, 707
rickets . . . . 714

scurvy . , . . 72

scurvy-rickets . . 38

secondary syphilis . . 6G9
severe ansemia . . 467

syphilis . . . . 015
- of breast, from mastitis

685, 686
- - mastodvnia .. .. 431
TENDERNESS IN THE

CHEST .. 706
- - from diaphragm lesions 7(19

- - liver abscess , . . . 709
in pleurisy . . . . 423
from stomach lesions 7(iO

- over colon, in colitis 78, 003
- along diaphragm inser-

tion, from neuralgia. . 431
- of ear, from furuncle .. 422
- epididymis . . . . G97
- epigastrium, diffuse,

from gastralgia . . 437
with duodenal ulcer. . 75
with gastric ulcer 75, 269
gastritis . . . . 207
liver lesions . . . . 709

local, fromgastriculcer437
from pancreatitis .. 001
in phosphorus poison-

ing 330
from stomach lesions 719

subdiaphragmatic ab-
scess . . . . 658

-
eye, from retrobulbar

neuritis . , . . 762
-

eyeball, in glaucoma . . 233
- over eyebrow, from fron-

tal sinus distention . . 230
- of feet, in erythromel-

algia . . . . . . 441

597

591
438

462
290
754

709

C58

330
351

70

405
63

597
272
368

59C
3G9
57G

Tenderness, contd.
- frontal, from frotJtal

sinus empyema . . ISO
- of gall-bladder, from gall-

stones . . 254, 437
from cholecystitis
if inflamed

- general, in cerebrospinal
meningitis . .

- gluteal, in sciatica
- of gum, with antral

abscess
- head, from neuralgia . .

- from herpes
- in hypogastrium, right

from liver lesions
- hypoeliondrium, from

subdiaphragmatic ab-
cess
in phosphorus poison-
ing

- hysterical
- iliac, in appendicitis 454, 677

Tenderness, intercostal . . 707
- over kidneys, from

bacteriuria
-

legs, from peripheral
neuritis

- — sciatica
-

liver, from cliolangitis

333, 3G9,

gall-stones
- - nutmeg change
- - suppurative pyle-

phlebitis
- -

tropical congestion . .

- in loin, from pyelitis . .

with suppurative neph-
ritis . . . . 594

from tuberculous kid-

ney . . . . 579
- lumbar, in sciatica . . 438
- over McBurney's spot

from appendicitis 451, 454
- mastoid . . . . 202. 597
- of metatarsus, in ifor-

ton's disease . .

- mid-orbital, from asti^;-

matism
- of mouth, from stoma-

titis
- in muscles in hysteria . .

multiple neuritis
- - myalgia

from overstrain
in peripheral neuritis

440. 405

polymyositis . . 464
rheumatism . . . . 443

,

tetanus . . . . 152

; tetany . . . . 151
- over museulospiral nerve,

in bi-achial neuralgia 442
- of neck, iu Kirkland';

disease

posterior triangle, ii

bnichial neuralgia

Tenderness, pain with
- of palms, in erythem;

keratodes
- over pancreas, from pan

creatitis . , . . 707
- of periosteum, in infantile

scurvy . . . . 556
- from peripheral neuritis 007
-

precordial, in aiigini

pectoris
lieirt disease. .

- of prostate
' - rectal, from abscess
1 in appendicitis
- renal, from pyclonepliri

j

tis 570
stone . . . . . . 451
tubercle .. 355, 473

- over sacro-iliac joint .. 080
TENDERNESS IN THE

SCALP
from ccreliral rumour

- - concussion
in diabetes
from heart lesions . .

- — in hystpria
Tenderness in the scalp,

list of causes of

I

- - from lung icsions

in malaria

Tcnd/Tiii'ss in the scalp, contd.

711

439

449

74
141
505
431
464

010

442
427

4U3

708
708
182
585
454

from metungitis
middle-ear suppura-

tion

neuralgia
in neurasthenia
rheumatism . .

rickets
- - from 'itomru'li lesion:

in ^vpliili- . . <;15

Tenderness of scalp, various
visceral causes of

- sciatic, in sciatica 34G, 438
~ scrotal, from peri-

urethral abscess . . 097
- in shoulder, from dia-

phragmatic pleurisy. .

- - from liver lesions

from sub.acromial bur-

sitis
- skin, from peripheral

neuritis
- skull, from cerebral dis-

ease . .

- soles, iu erythema kera-

todes ..' . . . . 405

TENDERNESS IN THE
SPINE
from abscess forma-

tion

from caries . . 154,

from hysteria
Tenderness of spine, after

injury
Tenderness of spine, list of

causes of

from Pott's disease

in rickets

from spondylitis defor-

mans . . 714,

after typhoid fever . .

from visceral disease

vertebral growth
- sternum . .

- behind sternum, from

oesophageal lesions . .

- over superior maxilla,
from antrum disease

- of testis, from epididymo
orchitis

- in the thigh, from ante-

rior cruritis . .

- over tuberculous bone. . 669
- over ulnar nen-e, in

brachial neui-algia
- over ureters, from bac-

teriuria
- of uterus, from metritis 194
- of vertebral spines, with

caries
- in vulva, from kraurosis

Tendon, injury of. contrac-

ture from
- ossification of
- reflexes absent early in

hemiplegia
- sheaths, gonococcal

fection of

gout of

rheumatic nodules over 405

TENESMUS -716
- iu acute infective diar-

rhoea 717
- from arsenic . . . . 717
- atheroma . . . 437
- bearing-down pain with 420
- from carcinoma of sig-

moid G6G
- in cholera . . : P?
- from colitis . . 171, 71

712
711
712
712
711
711)

711

712

709
709

4G5

295

712

714
444
715

715

713
110
714

715
715
716
444
708

709

180

478

439

442

516
701

143
671

303

340
345

drugs
- dysenter>' 70, 172, 710,
- infantile diarrhcea
- intus<:nsception 603,

Tenesmus, local pelvic

causes of. list of

- from p'Tipinrrni-
-

ptoniiiine poisoning
Tenesmus, from tabes
- tuberculosis of bowel . .

- unripe fruit
- vesical (see Strangury )

- from vesical calculus . .

Tennis, plantaris longus

rupture during

Tennis-players, subacromial

bui-sitis in

18
717
717
717

718
719
717
719
666
717



TENOSYNOMTIS - THERAPKUTIC TEST S97

Tenosynovitis, crejiitus from
15(J, 152

- melon-seed bodies in . . IW
- pain in the hand from . . lol

- writer's cramp simulated 151

Tensor fasciae leraoris.

nerve supply of -laS, 499 ,

Teratoma of parotid gland ('.9o
j

Teres major, nerve supply 1

of »"''

root innervation of . . ^"9

- minor, nerve suiiply of..
;>"'

root imiervatlon of . .

•^^>-*

Terror, pupil dilated Iry . . •''1

Tertian malaria (see ilal-

aria)

Test, acetic aciil and boiling,

for albumin *

f.ir ph..-lili:ites
.. y2i

Test for Acetone iP'"''- _

.VA.\7 1l .. .4S

^ :dk;di. lor i-lirvsophainc

^"'i
'-f,

santonin . .
i."**

- - uroerytiirir- .. .. i4.i

- amnioMiuin siilphi'le. for

lead
,•

''

Test lor BenceJones s

proteid

'

'
'^

Test, benzldin. (or blood
jj'

Test. Bial's
, ,

^°'

Test, lor bile pigment (''"'

.Y-V.vri .750
_ l,,r bil.- |[. sti...l- . 1'"

- hnir.-t. I'lr iilluuno^.- . - 1''

Test, bleaching powder, lor

indican 314

Test boiling, lor albumin 4

Test, boiling, tor albumin.

precautions in 424

^ for lion.Mondn.IlHii H'l.
!;;;•

Test, Bottger's, for sugar 262
_ bromine, for im-lannii.i .41'

- Calmette's tuberculin . . 5.3

- Congo red . . • •*-'J

- corrosive sublimate for

nr..b,lin ..
I4"

Test, for diacetic acid 1(0

_ - (7Y.,(. .V.V.V/ll .. 74s

Test, diazo 'J3
Test, Fehling's .

i<>\
- Irrni.-nl.itioii. for gluc.ise .4.1

Test.fermentation, for sugar 262
- foam, for bili- . . . . . l-i

- lielle's
!'''

- (Imelin's, for bile pig-

ment . . -
'

1

- <'uai.icum. for blood . . 1"

- - iodine m uriti.-and .. 9S

Test, Gunsberg's iri<"'

XXXVt .. .750

Test, Heller's 5

for albumose. . . . !»

- Hofmeistel's, tor albu-

mose . . - - 1 ^

- Holini.'ren's. for colour

blin.lness . . . . .1^-

Test, Huppert's, for bile

pigment • 7*3. ?»*
_ „„ ili.ii.'al. O'hUr

x.xxiv) .. .. 71s
]

^ iodine, for liile pigment .4:1
I

- iodoform for arerone .. 3

Test. Jaffe's, lor indican . . 314

Test. Legal's. for acetone. . 3

|l,,,i,,i )...!:. -;i'. I.il I'll-. .

a:_«
- Mal^li's. for ai^eiiic . . .S

Test meal, in chronic dinr-

rli.ea .. .. 170, 17-'

hyperchlorliydria
.. 4.i

- - simple . . . '^1-'

- meals, importance of .. '-."

- methyl orange . . . . :i'il I

- Moore's, alkapton and . .

'^tj'-^
- - indican and . . . . *-*"''-

Test, Moore's, for sugar . . 262
- M,,r..'- tob.iviihn 1 /'/../.

.V.V.VI7/I.. .. 770

Test, nitric acid, for albu-

min . . 4. 5

,,lbuin..M. .. 15, If.

bib- i.i-ni.-iit . . .4.;

,n.li.:ni .. -.311

Test, nitroprusside, for

acetone 3

- - iii.l;.iim-r. . . . 1.'.

Test. Nylander's, lor sugar 262

Tisl. ninlil.

- for occult blood ^1,

ozonic ellier. for pus . .

II'
I.11.3
I

261
24

713
201
524

11;

262

iieurastln
715

Test, Pavy's
- r.-i-r

Test, phenylliydrazine,
tor

sugar 262,
- phlon.glu.in
- tor phos].bates . .

- plios|ibotungsli.-,
for

albimlosc

Test, picric acid, for sugar
- I'nissian bini-. formcbiH-

una 741;
- Reinscli's. for arsenic . . .h

- for reiinin . . .

^'•^^}

-Kimi.cs .. .. "-.l. 1'-'

Test, Rothera's (/''"'

XXXIV\ ..

Test, Rothera's, for acetone

Test, safranin. for sugar
- siU.-r nin:0.'. I"l II. .]'-

ton
- two-gla£s

in gonorrhoea
ur.-Thriri^

Test, Trommer's
Test, Uffelmann's. for lactic

acid

Test for urobilin . .

- - ,;•(.,/. XXXIV)
- von I'lniilet's,

in tuber-

culosis
- watcli
- Weber's . .

- whispered voice
^ Widal's (see Widall
- Woo.lmck's tubiTcillin

(/;.». .v.v.vr/i

Testes, excision of, obesity

from . .

- in groin, in p.seudo-

bermapliroditisin
_ ine.iuality of, pli.TSio-

logical
- undescended, in ateliosis

Testicular sensation, lost

in neoplasm of te-stis

Testis, .abscess of (see

.\bscess of Testis)

- abseni-e of .lee|. tender-

ness in. in labes

Testis, atrophy of 66, 3i:t,

748
3

262

7 11;

is:i

1X2
5.S I

261

320
325
748

573
104
1115

nil

7(1S

4118

040

«G
191

s 4S1

Tishs. ,(uilil.

- injury 10,

after ..

shock from . . .

•_'''

vomiting from • '''

Testis, malignant growths of

4B0. bilt}

- mispl;,.ed. :..!. i.-.Mnp.n-

1 ncnni lo.!" . .
1.1

' _ -
atr..|.liv

..1 .. ';•'

Testis, misplaced or retained,

general account of 48.i

_ neoi.la.sni of. bann.ilo,-.-le

slinulatini: . . " '

""^1

I hydrocele simulating 4S1

! after injury . . .• 4S1

tubea-le simulating.. 4S0

-
paiti in (see I'ain in the

T.-~licl.-l

-
i.aihl.-^s. svf.hilitic . . I'.2'-

Testis. relationship to hydro-

celes .. 695

- n.i^ini.d. al.|..-i..b.ill^ _

^iinulat..d by . .

4.1^^

limping from.. .. 31.3

nam 111" lilac fossa from
'

452. 454, 457

- - swelling in ilia.' b.ssa 457

Testis, sarcoma of 480, 696

Testis, syphilitic
. 479, ti9b

scn.lMl lislula from . . 1.21

tl,..|-.|..'Ulii-
ti'-l of . . 1122

Testis, syphilitic, tuberculous

distinguished from isi'. 622

- l,.r-i..ii ol. ^irariL'ul.il.'d

beriiia sininlatinL' . . •1''.2

- tuberculous (see Tuber-

culosis of Testis)

Testis, various affections 477 81

Tests for acetone 3

Tests for albumin 4

Tests, for albumose •., IS, '»

Tests lor alkapton . . 746
_ .[nil. il 1....CI. 11 ilcll.-:li->'

,.1 >..

Tt'lnniis. riMltl.

- from soil

- spasms ill

- still neck ill 13ti. 41.,

599, 1149,

Tetanus, strychnine poison-

inn distinguished from
- l,.|,,hi .li-lin;.-ni-I..Ml 1

- - Ml.iulalll.g ..

- trismus ill 152. I'.P.l,

- from a wound 13^.

Tetany, accoucheur's hand
in

- aL'i' incidence of

- calcium salts aii.l

- car|.oiiedal contractions

in

Tetany, causes of

Tetany, characteristic hand

in
- iiom .bU.iuluin.
- Chvostek's sign in

- ci"amps in . . 139.

- from diarrhcea and voinil

ing . . ... •

- electrical reactions in 3,

- epidemics of
- Erb's sign in . .

- from ergot
_ f..vers
- i.-:isli-,.,l:.-i-

Tetany, general account of

- hvsteru-al
- d'urillg lactation
- from leail

- loi'alized convulsions froii

- muscle e.vcitabillty in-

creased in .. 151.

- muscles tender 111

- parathyroids an.l

-
jiositioii of anus an.l

legs in. .

- during pregnancy
- good prognosis in

- respiration einb,.iTnssi-il

730
599

599

13»

151
151
152

730
3

2

151

151
584
151

152
151
151

151

151

152

151
151
il44

152
151
152

151
151

3

11

after gonorrlii:ea

after injury . .

obesity from . .

after orchitis. .

penile erection absent

- carcinoma of (see Car-

cinoma of Testis)
- chronic torsion of (see

Torsio Tcsli^i

Testis, cysts of the

hv.lroi'ele simul.itiiii-'

- ectopic, api.endicitis

simulated by. . 4S2.

in ateliosis . .

gangrene of . .

hernia with . .

I simulated b.v

in inguinal canal

intestinal colic simu-

lated by . .

liable to malignant
disease

pain in
- - in perineum . .

.-Scarpa's triangle

strangulated hernia

siraul.ated by
in thigh

- - torsion of

Testis, embryoma of 480,
- enlarged by abscess . .

from epididymo-orchi-
tis

- - by gumma . .

from malignant disease

- -
sv). hills

- epithelioma of scrotum
invading

- [janL'reiie of
- L'onococ.'al infection of

Testis, gumma in . . 479,
- - hernia of
- Ill inguinal canal

479
313
313
41 IS

313
313

- for i\ -till

Tests for dextrose ,.!
Tests for hsematoporphynn 744

Tests, lor hearing 164

Tests for indican 745

- l,,r iiiela.iili-i.i , . .!•

- for ni.-lliyl.-ii.-
bln.^ .. 74,

Tests for nucleoproteid 5
^

- for pentose . . . '-*>1

- proper names associate.1

with ''I7
- miinic-I.irk . .

li;«
Tests lor urates \xi
Tetanic contractions lf{
- versus tonic .. ..13.

Tetanus, asphyxia in . . Li"

- bacilli of 138, 599, .30

- bacteriological examina-

tion in diagnosing ..
.^99

- chloroform in . . - '^0

- ronvnl-ioii- in . 13>*. 729

- ,lniiii-nik bi.rllb in . . 41.

Tetanus, general account of

- habit spasm simulating 138

- heart failure in . . . . 138

- hydrophobia simulating 138

- Iiyperacusis in . . . . 309

- hyperpyrexia in . . 309

- hysteria simulafiiis 138.

417. 729. 730

- localized convulsions froml44
- lo<-kjaw in 138, 417, 599

- mind clear in . . • . 41 .

- in new-liorn . . . . .30

- without obvious wound 599

- opisthotonos in 417. 599. 7.30

- pain in l-'*

- from penetrating woun.l
599. .30

- priapism from . . . •

;*38
- retracted head in • • ^89
- rigor in . .

• "'*•>

- risus sardoniclis in 138,

417, 598. 599. 7.30

- from rustv nail •
- "'"^^^

- simulated by im|iacted

tooth .. .. ISS^. 'S"

182 - - meningitis ..
. J''^

523 musi'iilar rheumatism l.i»

stry.-hniiie l.oisoniiiL'

138, 729

481
481

i;sl

191
482
483
081
081

483
081
483

696
022

478
022
480
479

021

- 1,1 rickets 115. 151

Tetany, signs of . .

- Nirv. bum.' |ioisoning ols-

il'iiivh.'il Irjni. .

- telalius simulate.! by
138,

- after thyroidectomy . .

- trismus in

- Trousseau's sign in 151.

- from tylihoid fi'ver

Tel rachloret bane. acme

yellow atrophy from
- in aeroplane varnisli . .

- epig.astric l.aiii from . .

I

- flatulent dyspepsia from
- jaun.lice from 325. 331.
- loss of appetite from . .

- vomiting from . .

Tetronal. bradypno-a from
- coma from

Thapsia. sore fiii-'el^ from

Theatre, insomnia from . .

Thenar miLscles. atrophy of

(see un.ler .Mrofdiy)
root innervation of . .

Tlieociii acetate, polyuria
from

Therapeutic test, for actiiio-

mvcosis
acute rheumatism 404.

adherent pericar.liiiin

a'c'iiia abdoiniiialis

115. 310.

pectoris
xsthnia
chlorosis

cretinism

diagnosing cause of

intetscapular pain

tyl>e of constipation
- _ distinguishing cretin

from Mongol
epilepsy - .

'.'- gumma 230, Ol.i.

of liver . . 253,

hy(iothyroidisui
lichen planus. .

malaria 530. 50S. 590,

myocardial disease . .

- - niVxiedema
'

38, 119. 235. 415,

151
42U

2, 3

152

15'3

151
730
1.52

151

334
334
334
334
337
334
334
84

118
2.'!9

322

509

535

458
014
214

438
470
535
36
511

462
122

238
535
619
334
409
489
037
485



THERAPEUTIC TEST THROMBOSIS

Thcrafiemic ff^st, conld.

for pernicious anemia 526

rodent ulcer . . . - 180

svpliilides . . . . 560
- - syphilis 63, 71, 199,'

588, 604, 622, 696,

735, 738, 739
of bone . . . . 069

syphilitic testis .. 480
ulcers . . . . 403

thyroid infantilism . . I'M

ulcer of pahite . . 588
- - - tonirue . . - . ^T'J

Thermo-aniesthesia, defini-

tion of 606
- from jiosterior inferior

cerehellar artery
tlirombosis (Fig, 264') 610

- ill syringomyelia . . 608

Thermometer, in diagnosing
pontine hiBmorrhage
from opium poisoning 31

trance from death . . 85
- makei-s, mercurialism in 33
- in stoniacli . . . . 271

Thermometry in children.

notes on 573

Thermometry, general con-

siderations regarding
571, 572

- (and see Temperature
Chart)

Thieves, rectal examination
in 584

Thighs, condylomata on. . 700
- cramps in . . . . 150
- glands draining. , . . 679
- Jacquet's erythema of . . 401
- linefe albicantes on . . 365
- local fatness of, in Der-

L-um's dise;ise . . 410
-

jiaiil down (see Pain in

the Thigh)
-

jtain in (see Pain in Thigh)
-

pempliigus neonatorum
affecting .. ..401

-
position in tetany .. 2

- scabies affecting . . 401
- seborrhceic eczema af-

fecting .. -.401
- sore on, inflamed inguinal

glands from . . . . 381
- testis in . . . . . . 482
- wasting of, from hip

diseiise . . . . 156
witli knee dise:ise 01, 363

- x(-n.,l,.riiu:. iiir.TriiiL' .. 488
Thud nr!\r |m,mI\M~ (spe

l';iiM\H- .ifriiird Nerve)
Thirsr, m di:il..'ti-> .. 2G4
-

Jili..-),|i;,Ii,- di:d.L-tes . . 522

THIRST. EXTREME .. 7(9
ill diabetes .. 260, 719
fevere . . . . . . 719

- - from gastrectasis . . 720
- - hiemorrhage . . . . 720
- - liavingnotliing todrink719

in liysteria . . . , 719
from ingestion of salt 720
loss of fluid . . . . 720
pliospliorus poisoning 336

poisons . . . . 720

jjolycythaemia from . . 533
- polyuria and . . . . 719
- in pregnancy . . . . 2G4
-

rigors . . . . . . 594

Thomas, Mr. Thelwall,
operation by. . . . 455

- olivo-ponto-cerebellar at-

rophy of . . . . 727
Thoma-Leitz hiemocyto-

meter . . . . . . 21
Tlioma-Zeiss hiemocyto-

iMfi.T .. . . 21
Thomsen's disease, chief

characters of . . . . 584
Thonii'ic duct, chylous

effusion from lesion of 106
new growth, ascending 380
obstructed, chylous

ascites from . . 50

chyluria from 50, 109
bv* new !.'rnwtli 50, lOO

THORAX. DEFORMITY OF 166
- herniation into . . . . r.52
- pain in (see Pain in the

Chest)

Thorax, conld.
- pediculosis pubis affect-

ing 401
- syringomyelia affecting 608
- tenderness of (see Tender-

ness in the Chest)
- varicose veins on (see

Veins, Varicose Tlior-

acic)
- (and see Chest)
Thorn in foot, limping from ".62

- knc.'. liiripirtL' from .. :;i;2

Tliord-ippli- l^y^l;ds . . 7111

Threads, prostatic. .. 399
Thread-worms - - 520
- bloiii.l ami rnni'us stools

from . . . . . . 79

Thrill, with Jiscites . . 44
- congenital heart disease 157
- diastolic, with aortic re-

gurgitation .. 207, 720
mitral stenosis . . 216

- hydatid . . . . . . 375
- with ovnriaii rysf ., 45

THRILLS, PRECORDIAL 720
-

presystolic. di^apinMrance
of 518
in mitral stenosis 94, 720
from tricuspid stenosis 721

- pulmonary systolic . . 91
-

systolic, from aneurysm 720
aortic stenosis 92,

207, 208, 720
atheroma . . . . 720

congenital Iieart . . 720
dilated aorta.. .. 720
functional . . . . 721
from mitral regurgita-

tion .. .. 210, 720

patent ductus arterio-

sus . . . . . . 720
interventricular sep-
tum .. ..215

pericardial friction . . 720

pleuritic friction . . 720

jjulmonary stenosis

111, 217,

tricuspid incompe-
tence

Throat, burning in, from
waterbrasli . .

-
erysipelas of

- foreign body in (see
Foreign Body)

- Elebs-Lofiler bacilli in 196
- pain in (see Pain in the

Throat, and Sore

Throat)
- swabbings from
- ulcerated (see Sore

Throat)
Throbbing, from aortic

regurgitation

Thrombosis, ante-mortem
cardiac, from mitral
stenosis

cerebral embolism
from . . 133,

pulmonary embol-
ism from

- arterial, gangrene from
- causes of
- of cavernous siims, causes

of 220
distiiii/ni^bfil from

orbilal rrllnlitis 2.S0

exophtiiahrm^ from 597

eyelids red from . . 229
frontal veins en-

gorged from . . 229
mastoid swelling

from . . . . 22'J

ccdema of eyelids
from . . ..507

ophtlialniir veins

engorged from . . 229

squint from . . 597

suppurative menin-
gitis from . . 229

- cerebral, age incidence of 133

aphasia from. . . . 62t>

apoplexy from .. 147
atliHtosis after . . 132

- - I'.abiriski's sign with.. 68
- - brachial monoplegia

from . , . , 501
coma from . . . . 118

720

721

296
651

157

207

280

147

280
258
25S

Thrombosis^ cerebral, contd.

headache from 294, 295

hemianopsia from . . 301

hemiplegia from 68,

258, 303
onset of . . . . 147

premonitory symptonxs 147

siiuis, cerebral abscess
simulated by . . 597
headache from . . 768

hemiplegia from 303, 304

meningitissimulated
by .. .. 597

optic disc congestion
from . . . . 597

from otorrhcea . . 597

pain about ear from 597

rigors from. . 595, 597

vomiting due to

765, 7G8
- -

S|K,.l,..,,;,ra|.|.-iat.ft..ri:i2
- -

I -\|>Im[i~. . 117. 304
UMilaliTal jtansi^;froni IIS

veins, after influenza 113
measles .. .. 113

talipes from . . 113

vertigo preceding . . 752
- femoral, difBculty of

detecting .. ..411
oedema of one leg from 749
vena caval thrombosis
from . . . . 749

- gangrene from . . . . 255
-

iliac, from appendicitis 106

difficulty of detecting 411
extension to vena cava 8

- infarction from.. .. 8

Thrombosis of inferior vena
cava7, 46,52. 414.415,749

albuminaria from 7

ascites from . . 46
from carcinoma

recti . . . . 7

extension from leg 8

cedema from . . 7

peritonitis simu-
lated by . . 504

- renal tube casts
from . . . , 7

Thrombosis of inferior vena
cava, simulating acute

nephritis . 7, 749
- - - -

spli-en not en-

larged by . . 632
- varicose abdo-

minal veins from 52
- innominate vein . . 751
- of jugular vein, extension

from sinus . . . . 597
infarction of lung
from . . . . 106

from otitis media . . 106
- lateral sinus, broncho-

pneumonia from . . 289
embolism of lung
from lOG. 159, 259. 644

gangrene of lung
from . . 259", 644

from otitis media
84, 106, 150. 289, 567

pyrexia from (Fitj.

244) 567

rapid pulse with . . 84

rigors from . . 567
- mesenteric, constipation

with 131
hasmatemesis from . . 131

- - from heart disease .. 131
- - intestinal obstruction

simulated by . . 389
- - laparotomy in diagnos-

ing . . ..

"

,, 389
melcena from .. 131
meteorism from . . 380

peritonitis from . . 389
- oedema of one leg from . . 8
- pampiniform plesiis.

priapism from . . 53S
-

popliteal, difficulty of. .

detecting . . . . 41"
Thrombosis of portal vein 51
- - - from appendicitis.. 51

ascites from 45, 51, 272
characters of as<'itic

fluid in . . . . 51
haematemesis from 272

jaundice with . . 51

T/iroriibosis of portal vein, conld.

melaeiia from .. 272

piles from . . . . 5L

pyrexia with . . 51

rigoi*s witli . , 51

^,,1,.,.,, riil.iiv.-a with
•2:-:. 6;i2. 636

Thrombosis of posterior
cerebellar artery, effects

of 58
inferior cerebellar

artery, ataxy from 610

sensory changes
from {Fig.

264) 010
-

post-partum, white leg
from . . . . . . 411

- pulmonary, from mitral
stenosis . . . . 289

-
renal, albuminuria from

7, 740
haimaturia from 7, 749
infarct!*

Iilbf ra

I from
> tntni

7

749
Thrombosis of renal veins,

diagnosis of . . j
Thrombosis of renal veins,

simulating acute neph-
ritis . . 7

nii.r-r..-l-. In. Ill . . 7

Thrombosis, retinal, appear-
ances of .. 416
blindness from .. 702
black spots before eyes
from . . . , 72

- - vein {Plate XX) . . 418
-

saphenous, extension to
vena cava . . 8. 749

cedema of one leg from 749
- of sigmoid sinus .. 597
-

spinal, allocheiria from. . 17
in enteric . . . . 516

injury and .. .. 517

paraplegia from .. 516

softening of cord
from . . . . 516

in scarlet fever . . 516
from syphilis 389, 516
transverse myelitis

from , . . . 389
-

splenic, autopsy in dia-

gnosing . . .. 272
in blood diseases . . 640
htematemesis from .. 272

- - infarction from .. 640

laparotomy in dia-

gnosing . . . . 272

splenomegaly and .. 272
- of superior longitudinal

sinus, coma from . . 118

convulsions from
120, 511

encephalitis simu-
lated by . . 120

sinmlating . . 511

headache from . . 120

meningitis simu-
lated by 120, 591

simulating . . 511

cedema of scalp
from .. ..597

optic neuritis from 120

paraplegia from

510, 511, 591

post-mortem dia-

gnosis . . 120

pyrexia from . . 511
retracted head
from . . . . 589

vomiting from
120, 511

- systemic venous, pulmo-
nary embolism from. . 290

- of vena cava, oedema of

back from . . . . 7

inferior, ascites from 46

superior . . . . 751

Bright's disease

simulated by. . 413

cedema of face

ard anus from 413

from whitlow . . 413
- venous, in cachexia .. 411

gangrene from . . 258

in leuksemia .. .. 411

leucocytosis with . . 360

limping from . . . . 362
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Ifironilmsis. vnioii.s. conUi.

ill muliijniiiit disease III

cedeina from . . . . 4lU

pulmonary embolism
I'rom .. .. l-'>9

- - ill typlioii] fever . . Ill

Tlirowint^. subacromial Imr-

sitis from . . . . 1715

Thrusli 71

Tlmmtts, doiiIilf-joititeJ,
ill Mongolisiii . . li)l

- pink . . . . . . tir*!

Tbuiiipiiiu' of lieirt .. 4.Sl'>

Tliymol, for ankylostomia-
sis . . . . . . 5'Jl

Thymus t,'land, astlima si-

mulated by .. .. •").".'!

enhir^'ed. coma from 111

convulsions from 144, Wo
dullness ovi-r .. 41'.l

in lynipliatism . . 3H'J

orthoima-ri from
418, 410

skiagram of . . -Hi)

stridor from . . iLJl

traclieal olj>tniction

by .. 41S, tl.->l

- -
I la-morr liaise into . . l-'iV

- - sarcoma, vena caval
ob^^truction by .. 7")1

Thyro^'lossal duct
"

. . (!'.»S

Thyroid cartilage, peri-
ehondntis of . . . . nl3

- extract, benelit of, in

tliyroid infantilism inO
- - in cretinism .. .. Oil

enuresis cured by .. :.'1S

for hypothyroidism . . 4U0
- - menopause conditions

henelJteil by .. 403
in mvMrdema .. 5-^7

palpitation from 4S4, 4.SG

tachycardia from 703,

704, 70,".

weight reduction by. . 77U
- gland, absce-ss in (see

Abscess. Thyroid)
- - adenoma of . . . . 7i'l

bruit over, in Graves's
disease . . . . -1'*

carcinoma of :^ol, r. is,

(J7L', 711, 711. 7i'l

- ~ cyst of .. .. 71' 1

- - defect, ateliosis and. . IStO

i-retinism from . . I'.Hi

- - i'lf ilitihMii :i^h1 lS:t. I'.H)

THYROID GLAND EN-
LARGEMENT .. 721

- - - irom ali.-^i-c^> . . 7l"J

- - - in acute rhiMiniatism 7L'2

adenomatous .. 7L'l

in cholera .. .. 7-*'-'

from cystic goitre. . 7'_'1

fibrous goitre .. 721
ill Graves's disease

21.i. 220, 4Si;,

604, 70.^. 721,
722. 726, 770

laryngeal ])aralysis
from . . . . 40.'>

from ligneous goitre 721
in malaria . . . . 722
from malignant di-

sease . . . . 721
- - - during menstruation 721
- - - movement on swal-

lowing . . . . 721

orthopntea from
41S, 410

- - - iiarf^nchvmatous .. 721
1., i.n-n;n,rv .. 721

Thyroid gland, enlarged,

pressure symptoms of 722
- - - in pyiemi;i . . . . 722

stridor from .. i;51

- - ~ swellini: of neck from 721
in syphilis . . . . 722
irachea obstructed

by .. 41S, Gol
in tvphoid fever , . 722

- - - variola . . . . 722
li;'emorrhage into, acute

dyspncea from . . 721
death from . , 721

hydatid of . . . , 722
- - ovarian relationship to 400

rapid enlargement of 15S

Tliyriiiii [iliiml. an/id.
- - Kiedel's disease of . . l.'iS

-
secretion, menstruation

and Ti^S
- treatment, no benefit in

adijiosis dolorosa . . 410

in distinguishing cretin

from JMongoi . . 2.18
- - mj'xa'dema 119. 23J, 415

Thyroidectomy, tetany
alter ..

"

.. 3, lol

Tibia, arrested growth of,

from injury . . ..Ill
- i)edsore over .. .. 2-j7
- deformed, in congenital

syphilis . . . . 235
- enlarged by tuberculous

ahsces-s . , . . iW.)
-

epiphysitis of, limi)ing
from . . . . . . ."i>2

- epithelioma invading . . (172

- greeristick fracture of . . 3iJ2
- myeloid sarcoma of .. 672

j- necrosis of, talipes from 114
!

- node on. from yaws . . 403
- osteitis deformans affect-

ing 670
- osteomyelitis of . . 362, 404

I

- overgrowtli of, from in-

jury . . . . . . 114
-

periostitis of, limpins

j

from . . . . . . 362
I

- sarcoma of 362, (Firj.

I

283) 671. 603
-

syi>hilitic nodes on .. 6i>0

,

- tuberculous abscess of. . 060

Tibitu, sabre-shaped, in

rickets . . . . 18G
Tibial artery, cessation of

pulsation in . . . . 34
Tibialis anticus. nerve sup-

ply of . . 40S. 490
-

posticus, nerve supply of 408

Tic, convulsive, simulatin-^
chorea 133

- douloureux, age inci-

dence of :. .. 447
- - cerebral tumour simu-

I.OirjL- .. ,,117
Tic douloureux, general

account of . 447

Iiypenirusis from 3'is. :;o'j

I
pain in seal]) from . . 711

'

]iliotophobia in . . .)2.")

- ~ ptyalorrhn-a related to 043
- - tenderness of scalp

from . . . . 711
'

trophic cliariL'es in .. 447

j

- habit, effect of will on
!

movements of .. 133

Tics, spasmodic .136
TickliriL'. In.TouL'h fnan .. 307
- in throat, before luemo-

inysis 286
Tight lacing, furrowed liver

from . . . . . . 367
- - hepatoptosis from 366, 36S
- - h\er dullness dimin-

ished from . . . . 366
- - -

depresseil by . , 367
iiienoiThaL'ia from 3S6, 387

- - liiedefs lobe and .. 366

Tigtitnessin chest, in bron-
chitis 432

' chronic mediastinitis 43-5
- - from mediastinal new

tjrowth . . . . 434
- - from overstrain of in-

tercostal muscles . . 432
Tilbury Fox, imiietiiio con-

tagiosa of . . . . 401
Tincture of arnica, derma-

titis from . , . . 755
- iodine, test for bile i»ii^'-

ment . . . . . . 743
Tinea (and see Ringworm) 247
- circinata, eczema dis-

tiiiLTUi-hrd from . . 249
Tinea circinata, general

account of . . . . 249
itchini; with . . , . 219

lips affei-ted by . . 365

lymph-glands enlarged
with . . \ . 210

- - microscofie in diagnos-
ing .. . .

"

..219

Tiiii'ii nrrni/ifft, could.

pityriasis rosea dis-

tinguished from . . IW)1

psoriasis distinguisheil
from . . , . 249

scales on . . . . 240
- - simulated bv carbolic

acid
"

. . . . 223
- - spores in . . . . 223

svphilides disting-'

uished from 219. 3S4
- - T. imbricata simulat-

ins 250
- .hvabMii. . . . . 219
Tinea imbricata. general

account of - . 250
irhlby.i-is simulating 250

- - lepidophytoii of

scales in

T. circinata simulating
- mapginatum. batliing-

draweis area affected

by
itching in

-
sycosis, carbuncle simu-

lated by
eczematous folliculitis

distintruished from
Tinea mycosis, general

account of
- -

tni'.'ro-rope in diamios-
ins . .

seliorrluea distinguisli-

j

ed from
' - -

svphiliil.-^ distinguish-
.-1 IJMMI

j

Tinea tonsurans, general
I

account of
- - scales in
- versicolor, chloasma si-

mulatini,'
- - colour of
- - distribution of
- - eczema seborrlui-ictun

simulating . .

- - erythema from
,

~ -
eryrliia^m.i simulating:

I

Tinea versicolor, general
! account of

leprosy siinulatiia: . .

macules in
- - microsporon furfur in

pigmentation from ..

pifvria.sis rosea simu-
lating

scales in 2^*0, 520. 601,
svphilides simulating

250,

I

Tingliiiir. as an aura of epi-
I

lepsy . .

- from peripheral neuritis

465,
- sensation from miliaria
- in tabe-.
- from tinea circinata

TinklinLr. metallic. .

TINNITUS
- ileafness and

I

- with facial paralysis
- after liushintr . .

- intrni.Taiual murmur with

Tinnitus, list of causes of. .

- Ill M.-nuT.-"^ di-case ..

- from otitis media lt;5.

422, 423
- otosclerosis . . . . 75.S
- plethora . . . . 221

,

-
syphilis of internal ear. . 752

-
telei'lione ear . . . . 203

- wax in ear . . . . 421

Tiredness, from phthisis. . 572
Toadstools. hiBmo;;lobiii-

I
iiria from . . . . 284

Toast, in test meal . . 310
Tobacco, amblyopia from 750
- central scotoma from . . 760

j

- colour blindness from
! 759, 760, 762
- coimh from . . . . 148
- deafness from . . . . 166
- dyspepsia from . . . . 310

I

- false angina pectoris from 431

!

- furred tongue from . . 43
' - gastritis from .. 43, 317
- Iieadache from . . . . 205
- heart, heartburn simu-

1 iating . . . . . . 297

Tobacco, coiit'l.

~ heart failure from .. 418
-

henieralofiia from . . 763
- infantilism from . . ISO
- insomnia, from .. .. 320
- intermittent claudica-

tion ami . . . . 41it
- irre<?ular lieart from . . 1st;

- loss of appetite from . . 13
- low blooil-pressure from S2
- orthoptnea from .. lis
-

palpitation from 481, Is5
-

pulse-raie and . . . . INti

- tachycardia from 703, 7h1
I

- tinnitus from . , . . 723

I

- tremor from . . . . 721

;

- variable incidence of ill

:;.ji)



900 TONGUE TREMOR

Tongue^ dry, contd.

with anuria . . . . 42
from belladonna . . 705
in untniia . . . . 40

- epithelioma of (see Car-
cinoma of Tongue)

- erythema bullosum affect-

ing' 7-4

- fibrillar contractions in 135
- fibrillation of, in bulbar

palsy 027
- fissured, in acromegaly 237

Mongolism {Fig. 119) 237
- - from syphilis . . 739
- furred, from acute con-

gestion of liver . . 334
alcohol . . . . 43
alveolar abscess . . G83

appendicitis . . . . 677
catarrhal jaundice . . 329

- - chronic alcoholism . . 51

in cirrhosis . . 51, 371
from defective teeth . . 43

- - in fevers . . . . 705
foul taste from . . 705
from gastritis 43, 2(j7

peritonitis . . 388, 705

pneumonia . . . . 705

septicaemia . . . . 705
serum injections . . 223
taste loss from . . 705

- - from tobacco . . 43
in typhoid fever . . 705

-
glazed, with pyelone-

phritis . . - . 57G
- gumma of 379, 69S, 739

foul taste from . . 705
- haemorrhiitre into 698, G99
- herpes of . . . . 754
- impaired sensation in,

from fifth-nerve lesion
- indented at edges, from

acute congestion of

liver . .

by teeth, from gas-
tritis

-
large, in acromegaly . .

- - diabetes

Mongolism (Figs. 118,

119) 237
- leukoplakia of . . . . 739
- like a hag of worms .. 135
- iiaivi of 283
- normal protrusion dis-

tance of
-

paralysis of (see Para-

lysis of Tongue)
- pemphigus aflectiiiu'

Tongue, pigmentation of,

in Addison's disease

(P/ah- A'.V/) ..

- protruded, iii iTetirii^m
- - mongolism 190, (Figs.

118.119) 237, 238
- Raynaud's disease affect-

iMi; . . 286, G99
- sarcoma of . . 698. 699

Tongue, sensory areas of
skin corresponding to 449

- sore, in pi-liayr;! . . 22't
- - syphilidfs and . . .'tiio

- - in syphilis ., .. 491
- stomatitis affecting . . 74
-

strawberry, in erythema
scarlatiniforme . . 227

scarlet fever . . 227, 562
- swelling of in angina

Ludovici . . 198, G99
- - angioneurotic cedema 099

06

334

207
237
264

38

52G
L'o4

from bee-sting



TREMOR TrBP^RCT'LOSIS 901

'/'rcmor, coiwl.

Tremor, from alcohol H'^
Jio, 726

Tremor, ataxia and - 727
- froni cerebral cinbolism I'i'i

-
I ImriM <]i>tiiiL'iiislieiI from i:;;'.

Tremor, coarse, general
account of . 727

Tremor, from drugs - - 726

Tremor, fine, general account
of



902 TUBERCULOSIS

Tuberculosis of hJaiUhr, conld.

cystoscopy in. . 471, 579
:

epithelioma simulating 1

282, 579
I

- - frequent micturition
j

from 471, 534, 579, 742
,

Tuberculosis of bladder,

general account of

282. 471. 579
- - bKtiiaturia from i-'T.'),

282, 397, 471, 579

pain in penis from
397, 471, 579

other parts affected in 397

prostate affected with

282, 471, 579, 620

pyuria from 2S2, 397,
471, 575, 579

- - rectal examination in

diagnosine; . . 471

renal tubercle simu-

lating 282, 471, 579

secondary to kidney. . 579

seminal vesicles affected

with 2H2, 471, 473, 579
- - strangury from . , 649
- - tabes simulating . . 6oU

testes affected with

282, 471, 479, 579, 622
tubercle bacilli in

urine from 282, 471, 579
- ~ nrpti-ric cnlculns siniu-

Iiitmu' .. 172, 578

Tuberculosis of bone, gene-
ral account of 668. 669

sypliilis sinniliiliiiL,' .. r.i'.'.i

tubc-n.-uHri in diiii-riiosis 'j<19

von Pirquet's reaction
in diagnosing . . GG9

a--rays in diagnosing. . 609

(and see Caries)
- bony swelling from . . GG7
- of bowel, bladder opened

by 582
diarrlicea from . . 458

- - haematuria from . . 275

liyp'TphisHc colon from 001
Tuberculosis of bowel, inci-

dence of . 458
pneumoperitoneum

from . . . . 6.52

pyuria from .. .. 575
- of bre;ust, carcinoma

simulated by 181, 686
mastitis simulated by 686

Tuberculosis of breast, notes
on 686

- -
[iriin Willi . . . . 42!)

- - pus from nipple with 181

simulating carcinoma ISl
- cachexia from 4, 13,

33, 413, 415
- of cascum, appendicitis

simulated by.. .. G77
- - cure liv excision . . 458
- -

(Fiff. 194) . . . . 458
Tuberculosis of caecum,

general account of 458
l;ip;irot.iiniy in dla-

I^nosiTiL: . , . . 677

pain in iliac fossa from
454, 458

from phthisis . . 458
simulated by tuber-

culous iliac glands 459

simulating appendicitis 458
carcinoma . . . . 458

swelling in iliac fossa
from . . 458, 677

tubercle bacilli in

fseces with .. . . 458
- Calmettr-'- test in [Plnfr

A'A.V 17/, .. .. 77U

Tuberculosis, cervical glands
enlarged from . . 379

- of choroid (FhiW X.T) . . 418
- chronic mediastinitis

from . . . . 751
- of colon, abscess from. . 6G3

blood in stools from. . 66G
- - cacliexia from . . 66G

carcinoma simulated

by . . . . 125, 666
obstruction from . . 666
tenesmus from . . 6G0
tumour in iiypochon-
drium from . . 653

697
479

397
582

Tttherciilosis, contd.
- of cornea . . . . 734
- from cow's milk 308,

379. 385, 031, 768
- deep-seated, obscure py-

rexia from . . . . 573
- of ear . . . . . . 422 -
-

ppididyiiii-; . . . . 622
j

Tuberculosis of epididymis, ,

-

general account of . 479 -

noduli-; 111 seminal
vesicles with . . 473 ,

—

Tuberculosis of epididymis,
notes on

pain in testis from
witli tuberculous blad-

der . .

prostate
ulceration into bladder 579

- epididymitis from . . 66
- fatty liver from . . 37.3

- of fauces, sore throatfrom613
-

linger fsee Dactylitis)
-

general, in children .. 355
choroidal tubercles in 640
in guinea-pigs . . 104
headactie in . . .. 64n
head retraction in . . 640

hyperpyrexia in . . 309

kidney involved in . . 355
no leucocytosis in . . 640
liver enlarged in . . 375
lumbar puncture in

diagnosing . . . . 640
of lungs, bronchitis

simulated by . . 310

bronchopneumonia
simulated by 310, 568

hyperpyrexia "from 310
after measles. . . . 385

meningitis in. . . . 640

optic neuritis in . . 640
- - purpura in . . 553, 555

relatively slow pulse in 636
no renal symptoms
with

spleen enlarged in 632,

typhoid simulated by
036,

- - vomiting in . .

- general wasting from . .

- generalized lymph-gland
enlargement in

- giant cells in
- of glands, lymphadenoma

simulating
- guinea-pig inoculation in

diagnosing . . 104,
- of gums, bleeding from
- haimatoporphyrinuria

from . .

Tuberculosis of hip-joint . .

-
liyiiotliermia in morning
'with ~.

~ of ileo-c.TCcal valve
- influenza simulating ..

- intestinal, acute ascites

from . .

albumosuria with

perforation in

suppurative peritonitis
from

- jaundice in
- of joints (see Artliritis,

Tuberculous)
- of kidney, aching in loin

froni . . 279, 577
age incidence of 277, 279
albuminuria in 7, 279. 577
anuria with . . 40, 42
calculus simulated by 279

Cheyne-?tokes breath-

ing from . . , . 108
colic from .. 117, 577

cystoscope ir» dia-

gnosing 282, 355,

577
640

640
640
59

376
403

744
363

312
458
5G4

47
16
47

47
325

579
355

454
460
579

577
106
106

355
576
117

Tuberculosis of kidnci/, contd.

guinea-]iig inoculation
in difignosing . . 577

ha3maturia from 275,

277, 279, 280, 282,
355, 35G, 577, 579

kidney enlarged from
282, 352, 355,

tender from
pain in iliac fossa from

452,
loin from . .

penis from . .

part of general tuber-
culosis

perinephritis from . .

pleurisy from
polyuria from
prostate atfected in

280,

pyonephrosis from . .

pyrexia \vith . .

pyuria from 117, 279,

282, 355, 460, 575,
577, 579

rectal examination in

280, 282, 355, 577
renal colic from . . 279

tube casts due to . . 7

seminal vesicles af-

fected in . . 280, 355

simulating calculus

117, 577
tuberculous bladder

282, 471

strangury from .. 649
tenderness in loin with 579
testes affected in . . 355

secondary to . . 479
thickened ureter seen

with cystoscope
tubercle bacilli in urine

with 117, 279, 355,
4G0,

tuberculosis elsewhere
with

tuberculous bladder
from

sinuilated by . .

with tuberculous perito-
nitis .. ..48

typhoid simulated by 5G6
uraemia from 108, 146
ureter felt per rectum

with . . . . 579
infected from . . 473

ureteritis from . . 277

vaginal examination in

280, 355
- - wasting with.. .. 117

x-rays in diagnosing
279,(A.7. 134)280, 577

- of knee, Haker's cyst
witli . .

- Lachrymal glands en
larked in

Tuberculosis of larynx,
notes on 199, 293, 616, 617

57G

577

. . 577

579
579

092

G95

". 579
Tuberculosis of kidney,

cystoscopic appear-
ance in (Plate AT) 282

empyema from . . 106

frecjuent micturition
from 277, 279, 282,

355. 393, 577, 579
Tuberculosis of kidney,

general account of

279, 355. 577

piitluM. ;nid .. .. r.i:,

- - son^ tlin.at due to .. r,13

tonsil atrected with . . 615
ulceration of.. .. 293
voice ciiange with . . 150

- latent, loss of weight from 708
- leucocytosis rare in . . 360
- liclien scrofulosorum with 488
- of liver . . . . . . 375
Tuberculosis of lymph

glands (see under

L3'mphatic Glands)
- marasmus from . . 385
- mediastiruim affected by 435
- of metacarpus . . . . 668
- Mieulicz's syndrome in 695
-

miliary, choroid tubercles
in

*

417

prolonged pyrexia from 506
- - riser in . . . .595
- milk and . . . . 768
- morning pyrexia with .. 631
- Moro'<" te-^t in (Plate

A'A'A' [//).. .. 770
- of nails 400
- nose . . . . . . 179
- obscure cases of . . 385
-

occipital glands enlarged 378
- cedema of legs from 413, 415

Tuberculosis, contd.
- opsonic index in diagnosing

479, 677
- orbital . . . . 229, 230
- orchitis from . . . . 66
- pain in limbs with . . 4G5
- of palate, lupus and . . 588

perforation due to . . 588

phthisis and . . . . 588
sore throat from . . 613

- pancreatitis in . , , . 100
- of penis .. .. 617, G19
-

periostitis in . . , . 707
-

peripiieral neuritis from 405
- of peritoneum (see Perito-

nitis, Tuberculous*
- without physical signs. . 'tM
- polvorrhomenitis from. , Hi7
- of portal glands 45. 330
- portal glands enlai-ged in

51, 325
- prolonged pyrexia from 5G3
- of prostate . . 184, 697

abscess from . . , . 581

aching in perineum
from . . . . 474

difficulty in micturition
with . . . . 395

haematuria from 275. 581
nodules in epididymis

with . . . . 582
seminal vesicles with

473, 582
no pain during mic-

turition with . . 470

perineal sinus from . . 020
rectal examination and

479. 620
withrcnal tubercle280,355
testis involved G20. G22

secondary to . . 479
tuberculous bladder

with 282, 397, 579, G20
simulated by . . 471

kidney with
*

2S0. 077
- pulmonary, acute, rigor in 594

elastic fibres in sputum 598
febricula representing 464

miliary, no tubercle
bacilli in sputum.. 643

pain in tlie limbs in. . 463

prolonged pyrexia from 560
riL'or-^ in.iii . . .'i'.i5, 598

Tuberculosis, pulmonary.
sputum in ..641
typhoid sinmlatiiig . . 565

rapid . . . . - . 549

(and see Phthisis)
- of rectum, carcinoma

simulated by . . 585
- of rib, submammary

abscess from . . . . GSG
- sahvary glands enlarged

in 695
- of seminal vesicles 184, 697

aching in perineum
from . . . . 474

enlargement in . . 587
nodules in epididymis

with . . . . 473
rectal examination

and .. -.479
secondary to testis 587

testis involved witli 022
tuberculous bladder

with 282. 397. 579
simulated bv.. 471

kidney with 281,
355, 577

prostate with . . 582
- simulated bv paratyi>hoid 505
- of s|iine (see Sjiinal Caries)
- --t.irii.iriri- imrn. . . . .'.42

Tuberculosis of testis - 696
Tuberculosis of testis, gene-

ral account of 479. 622

Tuberculosis of testis, hernia

testis from - •>--. 623
other organs involved

with .. .. 622

primaiy . . . . 479

prostate involved with 620

with renal tubercle . . 355

scrotal fistula from 621, 022

secondary to bladder 479

kidney .. ..479
prostate . . . . 479



TUBERCrLOSIS TYPHOID FEVEH 903

5S7
ISO

171

622

t;'2i

409
739
G15

7c8

2 "2 1 1

738
47-_'

173

173
473
454
473

TifhfTciiIosis, contd.
- - seminal ve^iicles infected

with
- - simulutiii^; Tieo|tl;isni
- - - tuhprculous bl;i'l(lf I"

Tuberculosis of testis,

syphilitic testis distin-

guished from i>^".

- - Ulli.n 111.. (I- h!;hi.]rr

with

kidney w'ah
- - ulcenition uf scrutnni

from

wasting witli . .

- tongue . . 510, (JDS,
- of tonsil . .

- tufierciilin tests in 56t5,

573, 677, 738. 740,
- tvphoid simulated by .. 5fiG

- ulceration of bowfl from L'S3

opening iTito bladder 575
of larynx from
nose from

- - tonsue from . .

- of ureter
- -

cystoscope in tliu-

giiosing
- - frequent micturition

from

kidney tender with
- - pain in iliac fossa fi*om

penis from. . 471.
- -• rectal e-\ami[iation in

diagnosing 277, 471,
473,

- - secondary to kidney. .

simulating tuberculous
bladder . .

- - tubercle bacilli in urine
with

- - vaginal examination in

- of urethra
- uteri. carciTioraa simu

lating ,

erosion sinuilating . ,

metrorrhagia from 390. 391
- - microscopical diagnosis 391
- of uvula, sore throat from (!13
- of vas deferens.. .. G97

with tuberculous
bladder .. ..397

- vi>cer;il. mnlliplr- bcniLrn
~ar.'nid wilb . ,

~

. 4(1.')

Tuberculosis, von Pirquet's
test for 3 1. 3^.'^ 45'.i,

479, 561), o73, C.:;!,

609, 696, 73S, 71i'.

768. 769
- vulval swelling from . . 699
- weakness from . . . . .'j66

- Woodcock's tes;r in

{P/atr XX.XVI) .. 7f-S
- vaws distinguislieil from 403
Tuberculous glands (see

Lymjihatic Glands^
- nodule in brairi, hemian-

opsia from . . . . 301
Tubular breathing (see

Bronchial Breathing) 16S
Tumour (see under Swell-

ing)
Tumour, abdominal, from

aneurysm . . . . 331
from carcinoma of

duodenum . . . . 272
stomach 270, 371,

31

constipation from
distended bladder caus-

130
39

471

473

ISl

391
391

31 S

127

from diverticulitis . . 4.')3

gastric ulcer . . . . 318
heart impulse displaced

by 299

intussusception caus-

ing .. 78, 115, 127
- linet-- albicantes from 365
liver pushed up by . . 367

-

multiple, malignant.. 47
- tuberculous 47, 4S. 13i)

from ovarian ilise;u^e 19

palpitation from . . 485
from prec'nancy . . 19
simulated by hysteria 390
sinuilating ascites . . 41
from tuberculous
omentum . . . . 4S

, ankv-
164

81

93

Ttiiiiiiiir. fi'/ifii

with tuberculous peri-
tonitis .. 48,

-
green, in chloroma

- phantom (see I'hantom
Tumour-^)

- pulsatile (see towelling,

Pulsatile)
- renal (see Kidnev. Kn-

larijodl

TUMOURS OF THE SKIN 730
Tuiiili^.'-I(ilk \\itli fitot-pii-ri-

{Fk,. 74) lt;4

- tests

Tunnels, workers
lostomum in . .

Turkish bath, capillary

pulsation duriiig

Turner. Dr., temperature
charts sn|i[i|ied l»v

(Fi(/.S. 2(1S, 269) 638. 639

Turpentine, anuria from 4". 41
- bull:e from . . . . 96
- dermatitis from . . 755
- erythema from . . . . 222
- iKumaturia frinn . . 27.'>

- liieinoglubinuria frnm . .

-
leuco<-ytusis from

- nephritis froni . .

- priapism from . .

- strangury from t'>49.

Twelfth nerve (see Xervi-,
Vjli^Us)

Twins, detection of 20(1,
- dystocia from . .

Twitchinirs. with anuria..
- henuplegia preceded by 131
- thie to incre;i-*ed intra

cranial pressure
- nuiscular. from alcohol
- - in chorea

delirium tremens . ,

from fatigue . .

in general paralysis.,
(Iraves's diseajse

hysteria
from nervous e\

haustion
overwork

- from UHRmia . .

Two-glass test
- - in gonorrhipa
- ~ urethritis

Tympanic membrane, jier

forated . . 2U2. 422
hearinirtrood wiih. . 165

ruptvired, from a blow
on ear . . . . 421

haemorrhage from ear
due to . . . . 421

Tympaintes (and see

Meteorism)
- abdominal distention

from . . . . . . 418
- with acute peritonitis .. 592
- from carcinoma coli . . 330
- with cirrlio'^i-^ . . . . 371
- in ,..•].:.. di-.M-c . . 171

Tympanites, distinction from
ascites . . 44

- heart impulse displaced
Ijy

- from Ilii-schspning's dis-

ease
- orthof)nrea from

' - palpitation from
- from pancreatitis
- simulating ascites

Tympany, thoracic

Type-setters, plumbism in

Typhlitis, abscess from . .

-
pain in right iliac foss;i

from . .

I

Typhoid bacillus (see

I

'

Bacillus Typhosus)

I

- fever, abdominal full-

ness in

abscess from . .

I

acute ascites in

air^lutinalion test

albuminuria in

albumosuria in

ambulatory tyi>e
- — anorexia in

apjicndicitis simulated 459
- - appendicular abscess

simulating . . . . 361

2St
360

538

201
200
42

590
7-6
136
136
136
130
136
136

13(;

136
40

183
182
.581

299

130
418
485
594
44

611
117

110

459
47

171
13
16

459
036

7>/./-.w,; l.r.r. ,„„r./.

Typhoid fever, arthritis in

340, 311

atrophy of testis fruni M
- - bacteria-niia. in . . 597

blanching in . . 1211, 574

bteedin;-' gums in . . 72
- ~ blood-count in dia-

gnosing . . . . 636
culture in diagnosing

564, 636

per anum in . . 76
- - carriers of . . . . 251

character of pyrexia ill 636

("heyne-Stokes breath-

ing in . . . . 108
cholangitis from . . 333
coated tongue in . . 705
coma in . . . . 117

constipation in 504, 595
contractures after .. 114

cramps in . . . . 152
date of rash in . . ii36

de.afness from . . 160

deep-seated suppura-
tion simulating . . 301

(lelirium in .. 76. 169

diarrhtra in 76, 171.

239. 504
diazo-reaction in .. 173

dilatation of heart in J14

diflitlieria sinuilating 037
- - em|ivema of gall-

bladder from 254, 333

epididymitis from . . 66
- - ei)ididvmo-on'hitisfrom

478, 696

epistaxis in 76, 221, 636

fattv heart from . . 212

fatty stools iii . . 239
febricula representing 404
foul breath in . . 86

taste in . . . . 7(t5

frontal headache in.. 564

gall-bladder enlarged in
'

253. 254

nipture in . . . . 254

,
gall-stones after . . 254

g.inirrene from . . 255

ga,stric Hri deficient
1 "in 270

Typhoid fever, general
account of . . 564

- - L'cinMil prritonitis from .388

- ~ - tuiiercidosis simu-

lating .. 636. 010

j

wasting from . . 59

h:emos?lobinuria from 284

j

ha;rnorrhai:e in . . 574

I
headache in 76, 500.

572. 636. 640

j
hip-joint stiff after . . 310

I

hyperjiyrexia in 309. 574

hypothermia after .. 311
indeliiute onset of . . 030

I

indicanuria from .. 314
infective parotitis in 694
influenza simulated bv 505

simulatinL' . . .504. 039
intestinal hicmorrhage

in .. .. :. 120

jaundice in 325, 320. 335

j

- - knee-ierks exagi-'erated
'

after . . . . 358

I

lassitude in . . . . 036
'

leucocytosis rare in . . 300
rio Icucocvlosis in . . G40

leucopenia in 76. 171,

335. 361, 030
- - low pulse-nitio in . . 335

lymphocytes in . . 030

malignant endocarditis
simulated by . . 5ii5

simulating . . 507
ilediterranean fever

simulating,' . . . . 560
- - memory defects after 2ii

- - menorrha42"ia from . . 3Sii
- - mental dullness in . . 70
- ~ meteorism in.. .. 389

middle - ear disease

complicating . . 595
necrosis of jaw from, . 083

nephritis from . . 42
nodes from . . . . 670
cedema of legs after. . 414
orchitis from. . . . 06

Tiif>hoid fa'er, contd.

osteitis of femur after

pain in the eyes in . .

iliac fossa from 454.

pancreatitis in
- -

p;iraple'/ia from
- - paratvphoid simulalini,'

565,
-

jierforation in 47, 389.

340
446

mo
5 1 1;

574, 595.



904 TYPHOID FEVER UMBILICUS

Ti/p/toill I':IH'I\ COlltd.

weak fii-st sound in . . 214
- - Witlal's test in 04, 76,

•2'>i. 335, 459, 564,
57:;, 636

Typhoid spine 340. 714. 715
tenderiicssof spinefrom713

- state 638

Typhus fever, blood in-

spissated in . . . . 161
chills in . . . . 637

- - coma ill . . . . 117
crisis in (Fuj. 2611) 639

- - cyanosis in . . . . Itil

- - diazo-reaction in ,. 173
dilatation of heart in 214
dirt and . . . . 335
distinction from ty-

phoid . . . . 335

liyperpyrexia in . . 309

jaundice in . . 325, 335
leucocvtosis rare in . . 360

- - lice and . . . . 335
- -

lysis m (Fi^. 268) 638
- - niahs^nant eniiocarditis

simulatinu' . . "tti3, -^(i7

Typhus fever, notes on 637, 638
- - pain in the eyes in . . 446

photopliobia in . . 525

prolonged pyrexia from 563

prostration in . . 637
- - purpura in .. 553, 554

rash of . . 335, 638
- - retention of urine in 638
- -

rigor in . . . . 594
- - in Servia . . . . 335
- - spleen enlarged in 632, 637

temperature charts of

638, 639
termination by crisis 335
tosiemia in , . . , 214

vomiting in . . . , 638
weak first sound in . . 214

Typists' cramp .. 151, 445

Tyrosin, alkaptonuria and 746
-

crystals (Fi<r. 148) 333
- in urine, in acute yellow

atrophy . . 273, 333, 765

T TFFELMANN'S test, for^ lactic acid . . . . 320
Uj^anda, sleeping sickness in. 2S
- trypanosomes in . . 28

Ulcer, anal, dysehezia from 128

pain on defecation
from . . . , 585

spasm of sphincter froml2S
- carbolic acid in treating 746
- of cornea (Plate XID . . 232
- cutaneous, from syphilis 304
- duodenal (see Duodenal

Ulcer)
- epithelioma starting from 731
-

epitheliomatous, diii^'ram
of (Fi{/. 300) 737

- gastric (see Gastric Ulcer)
- gummatous, diuiiram of

(Fig. 298) 737

microscope in dia-

gnosing . . . . 381
- Mooren's . . . , 734
- of neck, from epitheli-

omatous glands . . 38(1

tuberculous .. .. 379
-

perforating 735. (Fit;.

297) 736, 737
in diabetes . . . . 737
in tabes . . 257, 515

- rodent (see Ulcer. Rodent)
- sarcoma starting from. , 731
-

tuberculous, diagram of

(Fig. 299) 737
- in the mouth, from

stomatitis . . . . 74
- on tonsils, in syphilis . . 383
Ulceration of bladder, from

appendicitis . . . . 582
- - from carcinoma in-

vading bladder . . 582
from cystitis .. 578, 580
epitheiioma . . . . 580
injury . . . . 580
pyuria from . . . . 575
simple, cvstoscope in

diagnosing . . . . 580
frequent micturition 580

580

I'iccnin'm of hhjtjilrr. rmitil.

Ulceration of bladder,

simple, general ac-

count of . . 1

liaamaturia from . . ;

pain on micturition
with

subcutaneous emphy
sema from . . . . L*03

from tuberculosis . . 580
- of bowel, arthritis from 339

acute peritonitis from 592
- -

dysenteric, stenosis
from . . . . 125

from dysentery . . 283
iiBematuria from 275. 283

malignant, pus in stools
from . . . . 557

- - opening into bladder 575

pyuria from . . . . 575
Ulceration of bowel, tuber-

CUlOUS . . 2S3, 458
albumosuria with. . 16
blood peranum from

76, 657
diarrhoea from . . 657
emaciation from . . 76

painin abdomenfrom 76
with phthisis

pus in stools from. .

stenosis from
tenderness in ab-
domen from

tubercle bacilli in

287
287
459

203

typhoidal, pus in stools 557
venereal, pus in stools 557
(and see Colitis, Ulcer-

ative)
- bronchus, hasmoptysis

from . .

varieties of . .

- caecum, stercoral

cutaneous emphysema
from

tuberculous, simulatinn
carcinoma . . . . 125

- cheek, from actino-

niy.-npi)^ . . , . 453
.lir-t w;ill. :ictinoniv<-otic 458

ULCERATION OF THE
CORNEA ..733

- - adhesions of iris from 733
anterior polar cataract
from . . . . 733

from conjunctivitis . . 231

epiphora in . . . . 221)

fluorescin in detecting 733
from gonorrhoeal con-

junctivitis . .

hvpopvon from 231,
- - (Plate XII) ..
- -

iridocyclitis from
iritis from
from lachrymal sac

suppuration
laclirymation from . .

opaque cornea after. .

in oiththalmia neona-
torum

pain in eye from 445,
perforation from
photophobia from 524,

- -
prolapse of iris from . ,

pupil irregular from . .

- ~ with ro';.^'-p;l , .

Ulceration of cornea, various
causes of 733. 734

ULCERATION OF THE
FACE 735

-
linger, causes . . . . 240

in Knvnaud's dispjise 162
~ -

trn|,|ii,- ..240
ULCERATION

FOOT
perforating 257. 735,

(Fig. 297) 736,
in diabetes
in tabes 257, 515,

735, (Fig. 297)
736, 737

with talipes . . . . 112
- fncnumlinf^ajin wliooji-

ing-cough . . . . 739
- hand over chondroma.. 671
- iaw, from actinomycosis 458
~

larynx, due to angioma 29S

Vlceration of the larynx, conld.

carcinoma . . , . 199
after cut throat . . 287
decubital . . . . 199

diphtheritic . . 287, 292
earache from. . . . 202

hEeraoptysis from , . 287

histological diagnosis 199
from injury . . 199, 292
intubation . . 287, 292

simulating laryngeal
paralvsis . . . . 494

leprous" 158, 199, 287, 292

lupoid 158, 199, 287,
293, 419

malignant 158, 287,

293, 419, 650
oedema of larynx from 419
stridor from . . . . 650

syphilitic 158, 199,

287, 293, 419, G5fl

traumatic 158, 419, 650
tuberculous 158. 199,

287, 293, 419, 650
tvphoid 199, 287, 292,

419. 650
Ulceration of larynx, varieties

of
variolous 158, 199.

287.
OF THE

199

231
733
232
733
733

220
733

231
733
733
733
733
551

734

ULCERATION
LEG
from anthrax
atheroma
in Bazin's disease 404,
from cold
from deficient innerva-

tion

elephantiasis . .

epithelioma . .

fracture

glanders
injury
after phlegmasia
from pressure

- - rodent ulcer . .

- - sarcoma
Ulceration of leg,

syphilis
tubercle
varicose

epithelioma from
from yaws

- in leprosy
- of neck . .

nose, epistaxis

from
403.

737,

63,

from
220,

736
37
37

OF THE
735

737
737

leprous

malignant . . . . 220
from syphilis. . . . 220
tuberculous . , . . 220

- cesophagus, subcutaneous
emphysema from . . 203

-
palate, microscope in dia-

gnosing nature of . . 588

spirociunetapallida from 588

syphilitic . . 210. 588

therapeutic test of
nature of . . . . 588

tubercle bacilli from 588
Wassermann test and 588

- penis from balanitis . . 617
chancre .. 617, 618

epithelioma .. 617, 619

gumma .. 617, 619

herpes 617, 618, 754
soft sore . . 617, 618
tubercle . . . . G17
(and see Sores, Penile)

- perineum (see Sores,
Perineal)

- pharynx, earache from 202
in syphilis . . . . 615

- rectum, bearing-down
pain from
from carcinoma

- -
proctoscope in dia-

gnosing
- -

simple
subcutaneous emphy-
sema from

- - traumatic, carcinoma
simulated by- venereal .'. . . 7S
distinction from car-

cinoma . . , . 79
sex incidence of . . 79

426
585

129
129

203

585

Ulcr.rado)). conld.

Ulceration of scrotum 179,

621. 696
- skin in Bazin's disease. . 404

from epithelioma ,. 731
in Jacquet's erythema 401

Kaposi's disease . . 731

leprosy . . 404, 601
from lupus . . . . 402
sarcoma . . . . 731
in scrofulodermia . . 403
serpiginous, syphilitic 403

from yaws . . . , 403
syphilitic, Wassermann's

test and . . . . 403

therapeutic test of . . 403
- small intestine, bladder

opened by . . . . 582
dysenteric . . . , 582
tuberculous . . 582

- throat (see Sore Throat)
ULCERATION OF THE

TONGUE .738
dyspli:ii:ia frnni . . 19g

Ulceration of the tongue,
list of causes of . . 738

- - trom sypliili->. . 2o'.', ".7li

vjirieties ot . . . . 198
-

tonsil, malignant . . 615
tuberculous . . . , 615
in Vincent's angina . . 614

- trachea, by carcinoma of

thyroid . . . . 721

haemoptysis from . . 287
varieties of . . . . 287

- at umbilicus, maHgnant 483
microscope in dia-

gnosing nature of . . 483
tuberculous . . . . 483

- of urethra, behind stric-

ture 478
from calculus . . 478

epididymo-orchitis
from . . . . 4 78

from syphilis. . . . 184
- vagina, from prolapse.. 185
- vulva, from chancre . . 700

epithelioma . . . . 70O

syphilitic . . . . 701
Ulcerative colitis (see Colitis)
THciis serpens , . . . 734
Ulna, chronic periostitis of

(Fig. 278) 668
- node on, from yaws . . 403
- sarcoma of, skiapram of 672
Ulnar amesthesia. in tabes 609
- deflection in osteo-arth-

ritis 347
rheumatoid arthritis

(Fig. 154) 342. 343
- nerve (see Nerve, Ulnar)
-

paralysis (see Paralysis,
Ulnar)

Umbilical cord, infection of,

bleeding due to . . 76

short, dystocia from . . 200
- - tetanus from infection

of 730
Umbilical region, organs

contained in . . .660
- - pain in (see Pain in

Umbilical Region)
r'mhilicus, abscess at, in

tuberculous peritonitis 483
- altered by ascites 43, 425
- dilated veins at. . . . 43

in cirrhosis 51, 371
- eczema intertrigo of . . 483
- fistula at (see Fistula,

Umbilical)
- fixed by carcinoma . . 49
- glands draining, . . . 679
- hasmatidrosis of . . G5!j
- haemorrhage from, from

congenital obliteration
of bile-ducts . . .. 329

- liernia at (see Hernia,
Umbilical)

- inflamed, in fat persons 656
new-born . . . . 656
from perigastric abscess 656
tuberculous peritonitis 656

- lipomatosis round . . 410
- malignant deposits at

317, 656, 657
- reddened in tuberculous

peritonitis 43, 4S. 42-3, 483



UMBILICUS URINE 905

I'mhi/iciiS- vnntd.

ovarian cyst and \\
- scaliie? of
-

septic, prolonged pyrexia
from . . . . . . 5(17

- - septicsemia from .. 5(17
- swelliiiir at {^ce Swellinir

ill I'mbilical Kegioii)
- ulceration at . . . . 4S3

,

I'^ncinate synis lesions.
anosmia from . . (".12

tumour of, olfactory
aura witli . . . . fiS

taste loss from . . 705
I'nconsciousne^^ (see Coma)
Underground workers, |i:dlor

in' 21

T'npardotiable sin .. 405

I'nreality. sense of, as an
aura of epilepsy . . 07

I'raclius. carcinoma in . . 19
-

cy.st of . . 065, f'.r.C, fiVtl

- malii,Miant nodules in . . ()."t7

- site of . . , . . . rili5

l'jtBnn':i. acetOTUU'ia in , , !
- acutp. witli chronic

nepliriris . . . . 11 :

- from ncute nephritis . . l')8 I

- aUiuniinuria in S5, 1 Kl, I

:j15, 417. 51>4
'

- uitliniit .iniNniiiMiriii . . .^15 I

Ursmia. amaurosis in 759, 7<il
|

-
:inili!y<)['i.i in . . . . 75'.l

- aiiaiiinia in , . . . 1 Hi
-

apperite lost in.. .. -Ht I

- from liscenUing neplirili'5

los, iir. I

- a.stlinia sinuilated by . . 5S5
j- P>abinski"s si!:;n in . . tli)

-
bradycardia in . . . . srt I

-
Iiradyinnea in .. SI, S5 .

- bromidriisis in . . . .
*.."» 1

- from calinilus disease . . lOS
- Chevne-Stokesbreathiiit:

in 108
- from chronic m^pliriti^. . IMS
- coma in 40. S.I. 117,

144. in;. 117
'

- - first siijri of . . ..lis
- convulsions in 40. S'.,

137, 144. 1411. 417. 5'.i4
'

- from cystic kidneys 42. I'lS
j

- delirium in . . ID. lH'.t i

- drowsiness in . . 4ii, 296
j

- dry tori^'UP in . , . . pi i

- dyspmca from . . . . 21";
- from pn!ari,'ed prost;iIc 1 10 ,

- gastrins, in . . . . :iI5
|

Uraemia, general account Of 40
- aidduipss in . . . . 1(1

- headache in 14*1, 2:U. 296
- heart enlarged in . . 1 in

- hiccou?h in . . . . :;()S

- hi^h blood-pressure in

85, 140, ai5
I- hypen^yrexia in .'JOD, 574 I

- hvpotliprmi.i in Hi, ;;l 1

- iridii^ostinii -iniul.-d.^d l>v :;i:.

Uraemia, latent, oeneral
account of . . . . 40

- from neptiritis . . . . 42
'

- new irrow-tli of kidney. , litS

- opisthotonos in.. ..117
- optic neuritis in . . s.'i

- in pregnancy . . ..lit;
-

pupil reaction in . . 701
- pupils contracted and

fixed in . . . . 170
small in . . . . Id

- from pvelonephritis . . 570
- renal disease .. ,. 591
- retinnl chanijcs in , . HO
- rerirnrls with . . . . .'tl.i

-
rigidity of face in . . 720

- rison^ simulated in . . .".lt(

- sliortne'^-* of breath from S7
- simulated after severe

hwmorrhaffe . . . . 120
-

simulating cerebral ali-

scess . . , , . . S5

iKEmorrhage . . 85
tumour . , . . 85

epilepsy , . . , \\c
- from sliiiiure (if urethiM 110
Ursemi^, symptoms of 40, 42
- timntii- Ironi . . . . 72";
- tremor from . . . . 72 1

Vrr^mia, routd.
- tube casts in .. 85, 117
- from tuberculous kidney

lOS, 140
- urea in blood in . . 85

cerebrospinal fluid in

85, 304
- uridrosis in . . . . 055
- vetiespction for . . . . 118
- vomitine from 290, 315, 704
TTratp rleposit. pink from

urnrrvtbriii

URATE DEPOSIT IN

URINE
- of sodium ill bursa

cartilnge

joint . .

on kiiuckles ffiV. 158) 315

skiagram of . . . . 340

j--rays in fletectinc . . 345

Tjratps. after biliary colic 451

743

740
:;) I

.ui

cleared up by heating
-

crystals of
- pink . . . . 574,

Urates, significance of
- tPst= for. .

- white
- wliite rin^r from. .

Urea in acute yellow
atrophy

- in blood in ummia
-

cerebrosjiinal fluid

in UHRUiia . ,

- decomposed by fuminp
nitric acid

- dimiiushed in acu(e

yellow atrophy
nephritis

- nitrate, white rim? from
- in phosphonis poisonincr
TVeoniPter in fermentation

test

Ureter, .appen ranee with
tubprculous kidnpv
<r/a/,- xn ..

Ureter, blood coming from

- cal.'uln^ ill (~(.'e Calculus.
I'reterii'i

- kinkinc of. from movable
kidliPV

- lymphat ics round, pyelo-
nephritis and. .

- obstnicted by aneurysm
bladder trrowth 277.

- — can'inonia , . 41
fibroids

hvdroneplirosis from
41,

- pain over fsee raiiO
" patulous, with dilated

i-pii;d pelvis , .

-
poutiuLi of, in pyelitis . .

- psoas abscess opetiin<;
into

- papilloma of

Ureter, pus coming from
(f>!a!'- XV) . .

- - from, seen tliroui:rli

cvstoscope
- thickened bv

282

282

tuberrle

280. 570
- tuberenlnns (-^ee 'I'nbpr-

eiiliisis of I'rpfiT)

Ureteritis, acute, general
account of . . 455

- - pani in ili;ic fossa from
452. 451

- appendicitis simulated by 455
- B. roll with .. 09, 4 72
- - pTocvanens with . . oo
- calculus sinuilated by 4.'>5

- from coli hacilluria . . 455
- cvstoscope in diai?nosincr 473
- frequent micturition from 4 72
- Friedlrinder's bacillus with Ofl

- from kidney tubercidosis 277
- operation in diagrnosincr 455
- paiti in penis from 471, 472
- pneumococcus with . . 00
- staphylococcus with 09, 472
- streptococcus witli . , 09
- tubercle bacillus with . , 09
- tuberculous . . . . 472
- vesical lesions simulated 472
Urethra, absppss openinir

into 581

ISl
1S3
394

D
238

Crcthra, cnift/.
- 1!. xerosis in normal . .

- bacteria in normal
- blood-drops from, calcu-

lus caiisint; . .

- calculus in (see Calculus,
I'rethral)

- carcinoma of (see Car-
cinoma of Urethra)

- caruncle of (see Caruncle)
- catheter in, discharge

ilue to
- eocaine in examinint: . .

-
i-uitL'enital ileficiency in

Trethra, discharge from
(see Discliarse, Urerhni

- epithelioma of (see Car-
cinoma of Urelbni)

URETHRA. FACESPASSE
BY

- - - from carcintmia recti 5S2
- fistula of (see l-'istula.

Urethral)
- Ilafiis [lasspil throucrh,

from (Mreinoiua. reeti 582
- fn,v,L-n bodies in ISI. 181

Urethra, gas passed throunit

529. 530, 5S2
- ironococci in female .. is.'i

- i-'raiuilar areas in . . IS.'l

-
Iierpes of . . . . IS (

-
iiijertions into, discliarge
"due to . . ~, . 181

- - epididymo-orcliitisfrom4 78
- injury of (see Injury of

Urethral
- instrumentation of. epi-

ilidymo-nrcliitis from I7S
- lacerated, from frai/tnred

pelvis . . . . . . 470
- iKUvus in . . 275, 283
- obstmcted. by Madder

i,'rowtli

"

. . . . 390
bv cahulus . . . . ?,'M\

- - ehrornc neplu'itis from 7

papilloma of bladder 4 72
- papillomata of . . . . 181
-

|i:irts of. in relation to

i,'onorrli(pa . . , . 182
-

piL,'mentation of, in

.Vddison's disease . . 528
-

i)olviius in.dischai-gedue
to 1S3

Urethra, prolapse of 7iin, 702
- leetum opcnini* throueli

(Fi'j. 249) 5S0
- rupture of . . . . 278
- - achinu' in perineum

from ..171
-

sf:iplivlocncc'i in normal O'.t

- streptococci in normal.. 09
- strii'ture of (see Stric-

ture of T'rethrri)

Urethra, syphtllticlesions of 184
- liib.-n-nl..si> of . . . . IM
- ul.'pratioii of . . ISI. 17S
I'n-thral . rises in tabes .. 515
- ^'lands, infection of .. 183
Urethritis, abscess of testis

from . . . . . . 022
- from bacillus coli . , 182
~ bacteriolo^'ical diagnosis

of .. .. 478, 581
-

cystitis from . . . . 581
simtdated by.. .. 579

- dvspareunia from .. 193
- elTect of alcohol on .. 184
- - instnimentation on .. 184
- - inii:.iit iniiTtioiis on 18!

Urethritis, endoscope in

detecting . . 183
- epididymo-nrcliitis from

4 78, 090
- fistula from . . . . 020
~ frnni L'onornri-i 7'), 182

Urethritis, gonorrhsal 182. 5S]

181.trou ty
-

priapism from
- pyuria from . .

hematuria from 27.

from injury
instillations in treatinp
from instnimentation .

irritant iniections

leucocytosis in . .

from leucorrhci^a

levator a?n ^i.>asm fron:

r42

538
575
282
181
4 78
182
1.81

300
182

I'n-fhriris. nmhl.
- due to microcorcuscatar-

riialis 70
-

iion-gonococcal . . 181. 1S2
- -

cystitis from . . . . 1S2

epididymitis from . . 182

prostatitis from .. 182
- pain in penis from 409, 173
- due to pneumococcus . . 7ii

-
posterior, diairnosis of. . 57;i

-
jirostatic abscess froni

182. 470. 581
affections from . , .197

-
prostatitis fi-om 470, 578. 581

- pyuria from . . 575. 581
- reteiitit)!! of urine from 049
- from rheumatism . . 181
-

septic, epididymo-orchitis
from 478

- - from leucoiTlui'a . . 478

prostatitis from . . 473
-

stapliylococcal 70, 182. 581
-

strangury from.. .. 049
- due to streptococcus . . 70
- with stricture . . . . 5S1
- two-glass test in . . 581
- uric acid and . , . . 742
- vaginismus from . . 193
- vesiculitis from.. ., 473
- (and sep I ;onorrlitra)

Urethroscopy 183
ill di:iL'iiosiiig nretliral

iian'iiv .. .. 283
rretlirotMiiiv. aiinn.i afler 42
Urie arid (see Arid, Tlrie) 201
URIC ACID DEPOSIT IN

THE URINE 741
Uridrosis 655
URINE. ABNORfVIAL COLOR-

ATION OF
cetone ill (see
uria)

.Vcetoii

743

i Urine, acidity of, general
account of

- albumin in (se.- Albu-
minuria)

I

- albumose in (see Albu-
I mrsuria.and Alliumosi.-)
- alkaline, disintegration

of casts in

I

- ammonia in normal
- ammoniacal

\

- amovmt of, diminished i

j

in acute neptiritis
heart failure

!

- -
(aiitl see .\nuria)

, increased, in clironi

523

n

524
524

nepliritis



906 URINE UTERUS
Urine, ronUl.

Urine, brown . . 745
ill acute nephritis .. 9

hajinoirlobimiria . . 284

jaundice . . . . 324
ring in, with nitric test

5, 314
- raicium oxalate crystals in218
- calculi passed in . . 40

URINE, CAMMIDGE'S RE-
ACTION IN .. -.100

- carbolic acid in. ferric

chloride reaction witli 170
Urine changes in acute

nephritis 9. 10, 14, 42
yellow atruii!i3- .. 273

alcoholism . . . . So
Urine changes in bacteri-

urla 70
- - uith calculus.. ., 40
Urine changes in chronic

nephritis .. 10
cirrhosis . . . . 371

cyclical vomiting . . 384
- -

cystic di>;ease , . 12
Urine changes in cystitis. . 578
- ilKihi't.- iii.'IIitu^ . . 530
Urine changes with l<rdney

new growth . . 7
Urine changes in lardaceous

disease 8
with polycystic kidneys

42, 357
Urine changes. In pyelitis 578

pyelonephritis . . 57G
stricture . . . . 8

- clilorides absent ill pneu-
monia . . IGO, 335
diminished in Tiephritis 10

phosphorus poisoti-
\n.S. .. . . 33G

-
ciiylous (see Chyluria)

Urine cloud on boiling,
causes of 4

- clots in . . . . . . 27G
- - type with new growth 278
- colourless . / . . 743
- copaiba in, white ring

from . . . . . . 5
-

cystiii in . . . . IGl
- dark, from alkapton . . 2G1

brown, from liiBmo-

globiimria . . . . 275
i^reen 743

Urine, in diabetes . ..261
- diacetic acid in. . . . 170
-
dribbUng, from enlarged

prostate . .

'

. . 394
fractured spine .. 398
hEBmorrUage into spinal

meninges . . . . 398
myelitis

"

. . . . 398
paralysis of bladder. . 398
paraplegia . . . . 398
retention . . . . 305
retroverted gravid

uterus . .

'

. . 689
stricture 39, 394, 470
tabes 398

- effects of acetanilide on 157
sulphonal on . . . . 157
trional on . . . , 157
veronal on . . . . 157

- effervescence with acetic
acid . . . . . . 4
nitric acid . . . . 5

-
epithelial cells in 9, 10,

575, 742
in acute nephritis. . 14

- ethereal sulphates in . . 314
- exercise and . . . . 534
- extravasation of 278,

470, G21
- fieculent . . . . 283
- filaments in. from gleet 183
- fluorescent, from eosin . . 745
- fragments of growth in

7. 27f;. 580
- free htemoglobiii in, in

nephritis . . . . 10
- Friedlander's bacillus in 09
- gas in (see Pneumaturia)
- gonococcus in . . 09, 70
- cravel in, after renal colic 451
Urine, green . . 747
-
greenLsh-brown, from

jaundice . . . . 324

I'riiie, could.
-

hiematoporphyrin in (see
Hjematoporphyrinuria)

- hEemoglobin in (see

Hsemoglobinuria)
- high-coloured from acute

congestion of liver . . 334
lardaceous disease . . 8

pernicious anemia . . 324
- hydatid booklets in . . 357

' -
hyperacidity of. frequent

j

micturition from . . 394

j

- incontinence of (see In-
'< continence of Urine)
(

- indican in (see Indican,
and Indicanuria)
brown ring with nitric

acid from . . . . 5
- iodides in . . 73, 9S
- iodine co-elficieut of , . luO

Urine, jaundice and changes
in 324

- lead in 34, 73, 119, 147
-

leakageinto vagina, from
carcinoma . . . . 582

- leucin in . . . . 705
in acuteyellow atrophy 273

- leucocytes in, in acute

nephritis . . . . 14

(and see Pyuria)
- linen stained by ]aundiced324
- melanin in . . . . 374
- methiemoglobin in (see

MetliJemoglobinuria)
- micrococcus catarrhalis in 70

melitensis in . . . . GO
- milky, from chyluria . . 108
Urine, milky, from phos-

phates .. los, 524
Urine, mucus in . . .. 399

from cystitis.. 194,578
- in myxoedema . . . . 38
-

nitrogen, diminished in

phosphorus poisoning 330
- normal amount of 393, 534
- nucleo-albumin in, white

riiiL' from . . . , ."»

Urine, nucleo-proteid in . . 4, 5
ill nephritis . . . . lu
with oxaluria .. 424

-
oily, from cystiii .. IGI

Urine, oranqe-coloured . . 743
Urine outflow, causes of

obstruction to .7
uij-^tnu:tud. kidney

change^ from . , 8
- ova in, in bilharziasis . . 472
-

painful and frequent
desire to pass (see

Straneury)
- pale abundant, after

aneina pectoris . . 433
in diabetes . . . . 2C1
lardaceous disease . . 8

- passed through vagina. . 283
- phosphates in, diminished

in nephritis . . . . 10
(and see Phosphaturia)

- pigment granules in, in
malaria . . . . 31

Urine, pink . . 743, 744
from drugs . . . . 745

- - eosin . . , . . . 745
- pneumococcus in 69, 70
-

poi'ter coloured, in acho-
luric jaundice . . 335

- port-wine coloured . , 744
-

powdered-wig appearance
in 423

-
prostatic threads i-x . . 183

- pus in (see Pyuria)- reaction of, in acute
nepliritis . . . . 9

bacteriuria . . . . 70

Urine, red 744
- red corpuscles in, in acute

nephritis .. .,14
cystic kidneys . . 12
insignificance of

occasional . . C
(and see HEematuria)- reducing power of, with
alkapton . . . . 74c
substances in, after

dmgs . . . . 157 I

-
reduction, life insurance '

and 7-43
I

Urine, renal tube casts in,

general account of . . 6
(ami ^t;e Tube L'iists)

- resin in, white ring from 5
- retention of (see Reten-

tion of Urine)-
salicylates in, ferric

chloride reaction with 170
- salol in, ferric chloride

reaction with. . ., 170
-

sleep and . . . . 534
- smoky, in acute nephritis 9
-

specific gravity of, in

diabetes .. 2G1, 53G
diabetes insipidus. . 537
low, in chronic neph-

ritis 10, 274, 298
from cystic disease 13
lardaceous disease 8

sugar in spite of 12
raised in acute neph-

ritis . . , . 9

lardaceous disease 8
- spermatozoa in, with

oxaluria . . , . 424
- spontaneous coagulation

^ of 108
-

^t;i[ilivInr(M.Ti ill 09. 70
Urine stream, changes in. . 394

,
Urine stream, sudden stop-

I

page in . . .394
I

-
strei>tococci In .. O'.i, 7n

I

- suLTMr in (see GIvcos-

I

una)
! Urine, suppression of . . 39
- sweet-briar odour of .. 101
- toruUti in . . . . 201
- tube casts in (see Tube

Casts)
- tubercle bacilli in G9, 70,

279, 282
- turbid, from phosphates 183
-

tyrosin in . . . . 705
in acute yellow atrophy 273

- urates in (see Urate
Deposit in Urine)

- urea in, diminished in

nephritis . . . , 10
nitrate in, white ring
from . . . . 5

- uric acid in (see Acid,
Uric)

- urobilin in (see Urobilin)
- urochrome of normal . . 743
- weather and . . . . 534
- white precipitate in, from

oxalates . . . . 423
ring in, from albumose

15, 10

Urine, white rings with
nitric acid in, causes of 5

Urine, yellow . . 743
UrinoiuetiT. in meastiririi,'

specific cravitv of blood 534
Urobilin with cholangitis. . 101
- in fsEces . . , . . . 743
- fluorescent test for

{Plate XXXIl") 748
- with gall-stones . . 101
- jaundice . . . . 101
- red. with corrosive sub-

limate .. .,170
- source of , . . . 743
-

spectroscope in detecting 743
>pectmm of {Fig. 36) 80

Urobilin, test for
- urine colour from
Urobilinuria, in cirrhosis

371,
- fluorescence from
- from intestinal putre-

faction
- in malaria

Urobilinuria, notes on . .

- in pernicious anoimia

274, 324,
-

spectroscope in

gnosing
Urochrome
Uroervttirin
- alkali test for . .

Uroerythrin in urine
Uronephrosis (and

Hydro ncplirosis)

Urotropine. for gall-stones G50
-

haimoglobinuria from . . 284

dia-

324,

740,

325
743

743
325

743
31

743

743

325
743
743
743
743

see

rmtro/n'ih, rn/thl.
- for jiyuri:) . . . . 050

Urotropine, strangury from
1)49, 650

I

Urticaria, age incidence of 489
-

angioneurotic cedema
simulated by. . . . 673

- from aspirin , . . , 413
- bullous . . , , . . 771
- burning in . . . , 771
- in dermatitis herpeti- 98

formis
- dermatitis lierpetiformis

simulated by. . . . 771
- diet and. . . . . . 771

Urticaria, drugs causing .. 771
-

erysipelas sinuilated by 771
- erythema from . . . . 222

multiforme simulated 489
-

factitious, epidermolysis 98
bullosa related to , .

hjemoglobinuria with 284
-

fingei-s affected by . . 239
- from fish . ." , . 673
-

giant, from serum , . 698
- from hydatid disease , . 376
- itching in 489. 540, 771
- from jelly-fish stings . . 224
~

lips affected by. , , . 365
- nisricans , . . , 528
-

p.ipulnr form ,. 487, 771
-

jparts :iir.-ctHd bv .. 489
-

pcni|ilii-ii^ related to .. 99
siiiuil-.iicd by. . , . 771

-
I'ii-'nieritosa, itching in. . 732

wheals i-i . . . , 732
xanthoma simulating 732

- from pork . . . . 673
- prurigo simulating . . 489
- in rat^biie fever . . 598
- scales in. . . , . . 602
- scarlet feversimulated by 771
- from serum ., 223, 554
- shell-lish poisoning and 99
- tache c<!T^'brale in . . 702
- from strawberries , . 225
- wheats in . . , . 771

Uterus, absence of, sterilitv

from . . . . G45, G4G
- affections of, pain in the

back from . . , . 428
- anteversion of, from

pendulous belly . . 201)
- carcinoma of (see Carci-

noma of Uterus)
- cervix of (see Cervix

Uteri)
Uterus, casts of . . . . 193
-

chorion-c[)ithelioma of

390, 391, GS8
-

coclilcate, sterility from
fi45, G4G

- congestion of, dysmenor-
rhff'a from . . . . 192
meriorrli.ii-'ia from 38G, 387

Uterus, congestion of, sym-
ptoms of . . 387

- diseases of. anaamia with 32
-

displaced, bearing-down
pain from . . . . 42ii

chronic nephritis from 7, 8

renal tube casts due to 7

simulating cauda equina
tumour . , . . 63

sterilitv from , . 64G
- distended with blood 18,688
- double, with rete-ition,

amenorrhcpa with . . 18
- drawn up, by ovarian

cyst . . . , . , 45
- enlarged, by carcinoma 391

tibromyoma . . 3SG, 391

pregnancy . . . . 393
rectal examination in

detecting . . . . 5S7
from sarcoma . . 391

- felt per rectum , . . . 587
- fibromyoma of (see

Fibromyoma)
- eravid (see Pregnancy)
- hour-irlass contraction of 201

dystocia from . . 200
- hyperinvolution of. Ster-

ility from . . . . G45
- impacted tumour of,

backache from . . 4G8

pain in thigh from 468



UTERUS VEINS 907

I'l'Tiis, fonld.
- inertia of, fivstocia from i?iH)

Uterus, infantile . . . . 645
-- - ,iiiii>iinrrliii-;i from . . IS
- -

-t.-nliry fr-'in 04.j, r>4G

Uterus, inversion of 539
Ijimanual exiimiimtioii

in 530

fibroid siinulatiiitT . . 539

Iiiurnorrlia^je from . . 539
|

siniulaiinp prolapse.. 539

sound iti diairiiosin^. . 5S9

vulval swdliiii; 'rem 700

Uterus, lesions of, cachexia
with 90

- - chloasma from . . 5t;7

- - pain in Iei,'S from . . 14-

IciidfTTirss of ^piiif^

fioiii (//./- -".'Il 7 If.

Uterus, normal secretion

from 185
- polypus of (see i'olypiis

of Uterus)
-

position iti ascites .. 45
- I'ozzi's cochleate, dys- \

menorrlio'a with . . 192 i

- prolapse of (see Prolapse i

of the Uterus)
- retroflexion of, dysnien-

orrtioea from . . . . 102
- retroverted dysmenor-

rlirt'a from . . . . 192
- - <1 v^p^iriMiiii:! frnm 1113. 104

V ACCINAL ERUPTIONS 757

45

L'atiri^'

111

Uterus, retroverted gravid,

tiearing down pain
from 427

cvstiti-: from . . 57S

ditliculty on mictu-
rition with . . 395

distended bladder
from . . 45, G(35

- - - frc(|Uent mlcturi-

rition from . . 394
retention of urine

with .. 30, (^40

strunfjiHT from .. dlO
- ~ - tenesmus from . . 718
- - - vaLrinal examina-

tion in dia^'nos-

inu; .. .. 394 '

- - levator anispnsrn from 103

nienorrliai,Ma from 3S{;, 387

pi'iri in tlie [jelvis frnin 4fl8

Uterus, retroverted, preg-
nancy in . 689

- - rrrt;il c \:iniiiiation in

.U-tectiiji,' .. .. 5S7
sciatica simulated by 4 30

- - vatjini'^mu^ from . . 193
- - vomiting' from . . 7i'i5

- nijiture of . . . . 2i'l

- i^arcoma of (see Sarcoma
I'teri) 3S7

sepsis of, arthritis froTU 3-!9

- - white le'-T from .. 411
- small adult, sterility from

(14 a, GIG
- '-uliinvoUition of 3Sli.

Uterus, superinvolution of 19
- - iinuMM-.niHi'a fruin IS, 19
- tenderness of . . . . 104
- tetanic 201
- Iiihe-culous .. 300,301
- tumour of. ana*mia from 35
- - chronic nephritis from 8
- - jaundice from . . 331

Uterus, tumour of, kidney
siirulated by . . . 353

- um.'uiriu;it<-, dvarv func-

tionless witli .. . . 10
- var\'ini: hardness of . , 45

I'va ursi. lilack urine from 715

polyuria from . . 53.»

Uvula, c;ircinonia of. sore

tliroat from . . . . G13
- diphtheria memhr.ane on 410
- i^'umma of, sore throat

from (US

Uvula, inflaiied, general
account of . 615

_ _ -ure riinp;Lr from .. r.l3

Uvula, loui,', cout:h from
149. 150

- tuberculous, sore throat

from G13

_ tre^^tnient in fun

endocarditis . . . . 31

Vaccinia, anthrax simulated

bv Im 1

- smail-pox simulated bv
502. 75

Vagabond's disease. i>iL:-

mentation in . . . . 52

Va^riiia. absence of . . 1

amenorrhrpa from .. 1

clyspareuni;i.
from .. 19

sterility from . . '''l

- bullous dermatoses af-

fect ini; .. -.9
Vaqina. casts of • .18
- closed, sterility from . . (.1

- closure of. after feveiN. . 1

- ilprnntiti'^ beriietiforniis

185

10

540

200

530

VAGINA. DISCHARGE
FROM..
(and see l)iscli:ir-c,

VaL.'in:d)
- discoloration in prcg-

naticv . .

- distention with blood

(see Hffimatocolpos)
- epithelioma of (see Car-

cinoma of Va<rina)
- erythema hulto'^um af-

fecting
- extroversion of bladder

throuizh
- fibroid of . . 530,
- growths of. dystocia from
- hypertrophied cervix pro

"

iectins throut:li
- imperforate, ameiiorrhrea

from . . . . ^^

cryptomenorrtayafrom 17
- kraurosis fiffectini: 104. 701
- new -jrowlli of. fi4i per

rrctuTTi . . '-^7

Vaqina. normal secretion

of 185
-

peniphitTUS afTectirii: .. .4

-
polviai^ projecting.'

tiiron!.'h - - . . 530
-

riffid, dystocia from .. 20(i

- sepsis of, artlu-itis from 330
- short, in pseudo-lierma-

phroditism . . - . Gti*

- stenosis of .. 17, 104
- tumour of, sinuilatin;,'

prolapse . . - . 539
- ulceration of, from jiro-

lapse . . . . - . 185
- urine leakint* throu;;h,

from carcinoma . . 582

passed throuiih . . 2S"

Vaginal examination, in

ascites . . . . 40

bladder f?rowth ami.. 41

calculus in ureter fett

ofin carcinoma
bladder
uteri

in cases of beari

down pain
cedema of one lej

pus in stools

Cauda equina tumour
- ~ chyluria

cystic kidney felt on 354
in diaffnosinp' cause of

frequent micturition S04

swelling; in iliac

fo^-sa , .

diverticulitis

lihroid . . 353,
- - - obturator hernia . .

ovririan cyst 353,

intlammation
^

tumour .. 331.r,31

pelvic tumour . . 394

prosalpinx 582. 587, <">78

rennl tuberculosis. . 355
- - - retroverted gravid

uterus

I salpinsritis . .

j

tulierculous kidney
- - lumb.itjo

I

cedema cases. .

41

471
41

427
411

Ii3

109

r.G5

453
391
OSl
394

391
45r,

28U

ViKjiual ixdiiiiiinlinn aintil.
\

ovarian cyst arnl 45. 49
,

for p<4vic tumour .. 113

- ^ i!l'.r|;.1ir;i .. l.'IS, l:;;.

Vaginal examination, tech-

nique of .201
in tenesmus . . . . 718

- - thickened ureterfelt on 281)

- - tuberculous ureter felt

nn . . . . . . 570
- - nn-tcric calculus felt on 578

Vaginismus . . 193
-

sterility from . . . . till*.

V:i^initis, .actiin^ in jieri-

iieum from . . . . 474
- chanicters of discbarL.'e

frnm 18.-»

- membranous. due to

bacillus coli .. .. l^iC

casts from . . . . isc>

- - .hie to dipbtheri;!.
l.;trilH .. .. ]8i;

- fnuii p.-s,n-ii-s , . . . IS.-,
j

Vaginitis, senile adhesive. . 392 !

- -
cnret.t;i.^'e in diat^nosint; 392

^rratiuiiir, metrostaxis
from .. .. 392

Vagus nerve (see Nerve,"

Vixcus)
\'alerian, ervthema from. . 222
- fnni t;i^t(- from. . . . 705

Valvular disease (-ee Heart)
\';iinbn. rrytlienia from . . 222

Vanill;i. dermatitis from.. 755
Varicella (see Chicken-pox)
Varicocele, aching in testis

from . . . . . . 482
- atrophy of testis from. , ftil

- It.atr-of-worms feel of . . 7ol
- with erUarL-'ed kidney . . .^52

- liernia simulated by (;S2. t;07

-
imiuilse on oouyhing in 482

- witli kidney growth . . 351',

~ of vulva.." .. 700, 701

\"aricose ulcer, epitheliom;i.
hnni 73S

Varicose ulcer Of leg - 735
- \-'in- (see Veins, Vari-

cose)
\';[rin|;i, (see Small-pox )

Varix, sapliena. general
account of . . 675, <''8(i

Varriisli. ;iero|il;i,ne, rvui-

pr.sition of .. .. 33 1

- bulla; from . . . . 0(1

- erytliema from . . . . 222
\'as aherrans of Ilaller, cyst

from . . . . . . 481
- - deferens, noilular, from

tubercle .. 470, r.07

thickened, from epi-

didymo-orclittis. . 478
witli tuberculous

testis . . . . 000
- -

(aiul see Spermatic
Cord)

Vasa brevii. large spleen
obstnictini? , . . . 272

ViLsodihitors in relieving
angina abdominalis .. 3in

Vasomotor (list uriiance from
cervical rib .. .. HO
in syringomyelia .. 110

- neuroses. . . . . . 413
albnmitniria in . . 13

electrical reactions in 584
~ - liremoglobinnria with 284

in Raynaud's disease 103

Vii.ter, ampulla of (see Am-
pulla of Vater)

Ve'-'ctahle cells in faeces . . "i20

\"e'_'etables. scurvy cured bv 30

from lack of . . . . 5r>(i

Vein, axillary, obstructed
bv carcinoma . . 250

- cerebral, rupture of. from

passion . . . . 113
in whMOpirii:r-coUirli 113

- - tlirnni!in-i- of ".. 113

Vein, direction of flow in,

method of testing . . 749
- eini-s:irv, from cavernous

siim-^e-^ . . . . 220
mastoiil . . . . 220

- - to nose . . . . 220
-

jugular, limit de diable

lV/», jitgiilnr, conUl.

comprc'.^sed by thyroid
gland enlargemerir 722

- - throinliosed . . loil. .".97

- iliiic. <)b-;tructed by pelvic
tumour . . . . 411

thrombosed 8, im;. 411
- innominate. ol)structed 75(>

bv merliastimd new
'

growth .. 3^11. 419
thrombosed . . . . 751

-
puplitr';d, obstrucied bv

:niriirv^!n .. .. 411

Vsin, portal, obstructed ( -e
riirt;d X'ciii ' n.stru.-fion)

- - pressure on, ascites

from . . . . 272
liaunatemesis from

jaundice from . . 272
- - thromliosed (see Throm-

bosis of I'ortid \eiii ;

ami Pylepldcbitisi
- pulmonary. ;Mii'ury-.;rn

ruptured into . . 43 1

- renal, invaded by ^'rowth 7
- retinal, tbromboseil (see

Thrombosis, Hetitial)
- rupture of. purpura from 55S
- saphenous . , . . 075
-

splenic, thrombosed ("^ee

Tbromliosis, Splenic)
- subidavian. obstructed Ijy

carcinoma . . . . 25I>

-
superlii'ial circumllex iliac.

congested, in appendi-
citis 454

Veins, abdominal distended,
with ascites . . . . 44

- - - from portal obstiui--

tion . . . . 272
- diastolic collapse of.with

adherent pericnnlium OO
- of forearm, distended.

from axillary :i.iu'Urv>m 007
- frontal, engorged, from

cavernous sinus iliMnn-

bosis . . . . . . 220
- of neck, diiistolic collapse

of. with adherent jieri-

cardium . . . . 213

distended, from aneur-

ysm {F'kj. 00) 20S

pulsation of. with

tricuspid regurgitation 93
from obstructed vena

cava . . . . 208
- obstructed, by aneurvsm 41o
- - gland-^

"

.. .. 410
ii-denia from . . . . 410

bv tumours . . . . 410
~ opbtlnilmic, engorged,

from cavernous sinus

thrombosis . , . . 229
- pelvic, pressure on, O'dcma

of vulva from . . 7i.n

-
precordial, dilated, with

adherent jiericnrdium 213
- r.n]s;ition in rei'vic^d . . 309

VEINS. VARICOSE AB-
DOMINAL 748

|,,„n rintH.-,-; , . 7r.O

(Ful. 303) 719
' - - - from \-eria caval ob-

!

struction . . 749
' thrombosis 8. 52
' - - gastric, from portal

obstruction . . 272
in nose, epistaxis from 22l)

tedema of leg from . . 41')

- - o'sophngeal, from cir-

rhosis , . . , 207
h;nmatemesis from

205. 207
from portal obstruc-

tion . . 2i'.7. 272

orbital, intemiittent

exoiihth;dmos from 230

pain in the leg from. . 438
- -

piilebitis in .. .. 438
- - j)igmentation round. . 5.")4

po|)liteal . . . . 092
from popliteal aneur-

ysm .. .. '.92

,

- - purpurJi round .. 5.') I

- - ruiitured, vulval swell-

ing from . . . . 700



908 VEINS VIPER BITE

Veins, varicose C07ttd.
- - subcutjuicous nodules

from . . . . 404

VEINS. VARICOSE THOR-
ACIC 750

- - - from aiieurvsm

(Fig. 90) 208
chronic mediastinitis 435
mediastinal growth

104, 308, 419
- - - new growth in cliest

104, 290
- - - new growth ifidlcated

by . . . . 751
vena cava obstnic-

tion . . 208, 413
- - ulcer of le-; from . . JliC*

- - vaginal, dystocia from ^00
\ ena cava infeiior invaded

by new growth . . 7

oijstructed.albumin-
13,

of

750

749

381

una from
ascites from

- by ascites
- - - - bv fnivinoina

"kiibi.T

Vena cava inferior, ob

structed. causes of . .

bjeiiiarKcd medi'
astinal plands

- intrathoracic new
growtli . . 52

- mediastinal tjrowth 40
mediastinitis 46, 52

- new growth . . 415
- oedema of lee's

from 52. 414, 415
after phlebitis . . 414

- - - - reversal of blood
flow ill surface
veins from . . 749

- - - - by thrombosis (see
Thrombosis)

- - - renal growth in-

vading . . . , 750
- -

superior, aneurysm
openitiLT into, acute

dvspnoea from . . 92_ bruit of .. 92
_ - _ cyanosis from 92----- oedema of face

and arms from 92
- — obstructed . . . . 750
- - - - by aneuiTsm 158,

159. 413, 415, fi73

hlo;it.-df;i.-i.-; from 158
Vena cava superior, ob-

structed, causes of . . 751

cyanosis from
157, 159

by enlarged medi-
astinal glands 381

by growth of lung 159
gumma . . . , 413

- - - - hEemorrhage into

intrathoracic sar-

coma . . . . 159
mediastinum . . 159
thvmus . . 159— mediastinal fibrosis

159, 415, 673
------ gumma . . 415
- new growth 415, 419— mediastinitis . . 413— new growth 102,

104, 290, 413, 673
cedema from . . 415

of face from . . 673
and arms froml59
neck and arms

from .. 413
- - - - by tlirombosis . . 413
- - - - varicose thoracic

veins from . . 413
- - - opened by aneurysm 159
- - cyanosis from 159

dyspnoea from 159

swelling of face 159
stenosed bv aneur-

ysm '(Fiq. 99) 208

cyanosis from . . 208
- - - - neck veins dis-

tended (Fio. 99) 208
- varicose thoracic

veins {Fig. 99) 208
- - - - thrombosis ("see

Thrombosis)

Venereal ulcer of rectum . . 79

Venesection, leucocytosis
after 360

- for unemia . . . . 118

Ventilation, bad, appetite
bad from . . . . 321
headache from 295, 321

- - insomnia from 321, 322

irritability from . . 321
- 5ore throat and. . . . 615
V( utricle, left, dilated, from

aortic disease 211, 212
- - - aortic regurgitation

94. 95
- - - arteriosclerosis .. 211
- - -

b.nck-pressure effects

of 212
- - - from fibroid heart. . 213
- - - :7rnmilar kidney . . 211

I

- - - hiu'li blood-iin?ssure 211
! Ventricle, left, dilatated.

mitral regurgitation
from 90, 211. 212. 298

presystolic brnit from 95
and hypertrophied,

from chronic

Bright'? disease. . 212

high bIood-pre-5-
sure .. .. 212

mitral regurgitation
from . . . . 212

enlarged from alco-

holism . . . . 206
- - - from aortic disease 206
- - - arteriosrleriisi'-; . . 206

Ventricle, left, enlarged,
i;auses of . . . . 206- - from granular kid[iey 206

(iraves's disease .. 206
liard work . . . . 206
site of impulse with 206

failure of, right ventricle

enlarged from . . 215

hypertrophied in aortic

regurgitation . . 94
stenosis . . . . 92

- - - site of impulse with 299

Ventricle, left, hypertrophy
and dilatation of .. 211

- - - - fr-nm mitral regurgl-
tion . . . . 210

- rate of independent beat
of 545

-
right, dilated, pain in

epigastrium from . . 436

tricuspid reiruigita-
tion from . . 92

and hypertrophied,
from mitral re-

gurgitation . . 210

enlarged, from bron-
chitis . . . . 215
cardiac impulse dis-

placed from . . 215
from emphvsema

215, 217

episastric pulsation
from . . 206, 215

from failure of left

vpntricle . , 215
- - - frnin ilbmid InnLT . . 215

Ventricle, right, enlarged,
general account of .. 215

- - - from mitral reguriji-
tntion . . . . 206
stenosis . . . . 215

pulmonary incompe-
tence . . . . 215
stenosis .. 215. 217

site of impulse with 206

hypertrophied, in con-
genital lieart. disease 91
from emphysema . . 299
fibroid lung . . 216
see-saw impulse with 54

strain of, from lung
affections . . . , 485

palpitations from. . 485
- single . . . . . , 157
Vermiform appendix on

left side . . , . 452
Vermin destroyer, strych-

nine poisoning from. . 417
Veronal, bradypncea from 84
- hullaj from . . . . 96
- Cheyne-Stokes breathing

from 108

Veronal, contii.
- coma from . . ..118
- cyanosis from . . . . 157
- erythema from . . . . 222
- liaimoglobinuria from . . 284
- methaemcglobinuria after 157
- polycythfemia from . . 533
- purpura from . . . . 553
- reducing substances in

urine after . . . . 157
- urticaria from .. .. 771
Verruca Tiecrogeuica, fingers

I affected by . . ..240
I
- plana juvenilis . . . . 488

I

papule of . . , . 487
- vulgaris . . , . . . 488

1
Vertebras (see Spine)
VERTIGO 751
- in acute cerebellar ataxy 58
- from alcohol . . .", 752
- anaesthesia of soles .. 751
- arteriosclerosis . . 752, 753
- ataxy with . . . . 58
- on boat . . . . . , 752
- bradypno3a wi h . . 84
- cerebellum and.. .. 751
- from cerebral abscess . . 752
- - lesions . . , . 84

tumour . . . , 752
- on cliff edge . . , . 752
- from diplopia . . , . 752
- dyspepsia . . , . 753
- ear lesions . . . . 408
- in epilepsy . . . . 752
- from facial palsy . . 493
-

foreign body in ear . . 752
- after fractured base . . 752
- from gastric disturbance 752
- gout 753
- high blood-pressure . . 752
- laryngeal spasm . . 752
- lesions causinc . . . . 407
- in Meniere's disease 752, 768
- migraine . . . . 752
-

nephritis. . . . . . 752
- noises in the head with 407
- nystagmus with 408, 751
- optic neuritis and . . 752
- from otitis media 423,

752, 753
- otosclerosis . . . . 753
- preceding cerebral hae-

morrhaee . . . . 752
- from ptomaine poisoning 752
- semicircular canals and 751
- from syringing ear , . 753
-

syphilis of internal ear 752
- tobacco . . . . . . 752
- train travelling. . . , 752
- wax in ear .. 421, 752
- (and see Giddiness)
Vesicants, bulla; from 96, 97
- pigmentation from . . 527
- various . . . . . . 97
- - dermatitis from .. 755
VESICLES 753
- in anthrax . . . . 674
- from bites . . . . 757
- bromides . . . . 757
- burniiiff from . . . . 753
- in cerebrospinal menin-

gitis 591
- from chancroid.. .. (118
- in clieiropompholyx . . 756

-chicken-pox .. ..610
- crusts from . . . . 753
- in dermatitis . . . . 755

herpetiformis 710, 753, 755
- in eczema 487, 488, HOO,

753, 754
- erythema multiforme

227, 489, 756
- from frostbite . . . . 757
- in glanders . . . . 559
- herpes . . 477, 600, 753

progenitalis .. .. 618
zoster . . 431, 4G0, 754

- hidrocystoma . . . . 753

-impetigo.. .. 558,562
contairiosa . . , . 755

- from iodides . . . . 757
- itching from . . . . 753
- in Jncquet's erythema. . 401
- lichen planus . . . . 756

urticatus . . . , 756
- lymphangioma circum-

scrii)tnm . . . . 756

Vesicles, contd.
- with malignant pustule 559
- in meningitis . . . . 225
- miliarial . . . . 753, 755
-

occupations causing .. 224
- in scabies, 562, GOO, 753, 755
- from serum injections.. 223
- in small-pox 554, 560,

61G, 757
- from splint pressure . . 757
- in strophulus . . . , 756
-

syphilis . . 560, 562, 756
- syphiloderms . . . . 490
- vaccinia . , . . . . 757
- varicella . . . . 753, 756
- variola . . . . . , 753
- on wheals . . . . 77I
- from ar-rays . . , , 223
VesiculEB seminales, affec-

tions of, pain in the
back from . . . . 428
felt per rectum . . 277
gonococcal infection of

182, 587
not normally palpable 587
tuberculous (see Tuber-

culosis)
Vesicular murmur, absent,

over empyema . . 103

pleuritic effusion

206, 20s
- - - - pneumothorax

432, 530
- from stenosis of

bronchus . . 290
deficient, from aneu-
rysm . . . . 208
bronchus obstruc-

tion . . . . 208

emphysema 160. 167,217
over fibroid lung

168, 206. 292, 643
pleuritic effusion ..168
pneumothorax . . 168

pulmonary infarct 160
Vesiculitis, aching in peri-

neum from . . . . 474
- prostatitis with.. .. 473
- from urethritis .. .. 473
Vestibule, auditory nerve

ending in .". . . 103
Vibices . . . . , . 552
Vibrios, cholera . . . . 273
Vicarious menstruation . . 274
- - blood jier anum from 79
Villous tumjiir of bladder,

kidney enlarged by . . 281

cystoscope in dia-

gnosing . . 281, 395
detected per rectum 281

frequent micturition
frcm . . . . 281

hjematuria from
275, 281, 235

ha3moi;lobinuria

simulating . . 235

pain in kidney from 281

penis from . . 469
retention of urine

from .. .. 2S1
- - - stoppage of urine

stream by . . 394
ureter obstructed

by .. .. .281
Vincent's angina, bacteri-

ology in diagnosing . . 614

diphtheria simulated

by 614
follicular tonsillitis

simulating . . . . 614
foul breath from 87, 614
fusiform hacilli in . . 614

Vincent's angina, general
account of iPia/e

XXV/I) .. 612, 614
neck glands and . . 379
onanisms of (Plate

XXVIII) .. ..614
sore throat in .. 613

spirilla in . . . . 614
ulceration in . . . . 614

Violin playing, deteriora-

tion in quality of, in

general paralysis .. 120
Violinists' cramp . . . . 151

Viper bite, general account
of 337



VIKGIMA CREEPER WARTS 909

Virginia creeper, rlius toxi-

coiieiidroii instead c.i 224

Visceroptosis iFi^. 50) 127
- abdominal outline in . . 420
- colon in (Fif/. 183) 420
- general abdominal pain

from 42G
-

kidney displaced in . . 420
- liver displaced in . . 420
- noises in the head in . . 400
- r-niys in ifiagnosing

(Fig. isyj 420

Visible peristalsis (^ee iVn-
stidsis. Visible)

Vision, <'entral

Vision, colour
- concentnc limitation of.

in disseminated scler-

osis

VISION. DEFECTS OF ..
- - iroin choroiditi-^
- ditniifss of from diahetc-'i 20lt
- double (see Diplopiii)
- nerve paths of (/'";. KSS) 300
Vision, normal, general

account of
- penphrnil
Vision, red

Vision, yellow
\ ivitui--,. pyrexia
Visual acuity

75S
758

517
757
410

757, 758

. 762
;i2l, 762

757
OS

59

- cortex lesion, crossed

amblyopia from
hemianopia from . .

-
lield, concentric limita-

tion of

constriction of, from
choroido-retinitis 700,

functional . .

glaucoma 700, 701,
in hysteria
optic atrophy . . 700
retinitis pigmentosa

70U. 701
- -

spiral contraction of 759
- word centre (Fig. 200) 024
'

Visual," deliriitioii of a 625

010

Vitiligo, pigmentation with

A'itreous, haemorrluige into

529

-
hazy, in glaucoma



910 WASH-LEATHER SLOUGH — WRIST-DROP
Wash-leather slouch, in

gumma . . . . 739
Washerwoineii, acrojiar-

lESthesia in . , . . 444
- dead fingers in . . . . 163
- nail cliaii^'es in . . , . 399
- sore lingci-s in . . . . 239
Was[j stin^, tongue swollen

from COS
Wassemianii reaction,

aneurysm and 435, 714
in cases of noises in

the head .. ,.407
pain in shoulder . . 477

in cerebrospinal fluid

120, 305
- chancre and CIS, G19,

C20, C74
in congenital syphilis

235, 3Sj, G35
cranial nerve paralyses 541
in diagnosing nature

of ulcer of tongue. . 379
for digital chancre . . 3S1
in familial acholuric

jaundice , . 332, 034
general ]>aralysis 120, 243
gumma of liver and

253, 334
in iiismoglobinuria . . 2S5
leprosy .. .. 401
miner's phthisis . . 2SS
negative in tabes . . 305
in obscure nerve cases 309

- -
pachymeningitis and olG
in prolonged pyrexia 503
spinal meningitis . , 499
stomatitis , . . . 512
syphilides and 559, 5GU
in syphilis, 33. 52, G3,

71, 73. 93, 179, 184,
197, 199, 210, 292,
304, 377, 403, 480,
491, 541, 5GS, GO-},

615, 622, 679, fi9G,

735, 738
of Ijoiie , . . , GGO

syphilitic arthritis .. 3 IS
- - - liver . . . . ;!7'j

ulcer . . . . 403
tabes .. .. IIG, 4^0
ulcer of palate . . 5SS
von Jaksch's disease 634

Wasting (and see Atrophy)- from carcinoma of bowel 77
"Uiodenuni . . . . 061

- - liver .. .. 373, 374

Water-hammer pulse in
aortic regurgitation 93,

94, 207. 208, 720
U ax in ear, cough from .. 148

deafness from 164, 1G5, 421
earache from. . , . 202
eczema from . . . . 422
noises in the bead from 406
otorriioea from 421, 422
speculum in detecting 164
tinnitus from 421, 722, 723
vertigo from . . 421, 752

Waxy casts . , . . o
A\'eakness, from alcohol . , 726

i

- carcinoma of bowel .. 77
- cerebral softening , . 725
- chronic nephritis
- diabetes . . . , 260,- malaria . .

-
muscular, in general

paralysis
- from neurasthenia
- from phthisis . .

-
progressive, from new
growth of lung
in pellagra . . . . 225

- from pyloric obstruction 123
- tremor from , . 724, 725
- from tuberculosis . . 56G
Weasels, fever from bite of 598
Weather, effect on tabetic

pains 440

76
264
30

146
715

290

4G6
615
534
165
220
751

224
234
224
224
221

rectum . . . . 78
stomach . . . . (;7S

- chronic pancreatitis . . 264
- cirrhosis .. .. 59^ 371
- above clavicle, from'

phthisis . , . . ifio
- from cceliac disease . . 171
- congenital syphilis . . 334
-

cyclical vomiting , . 765
- diabetes . . .'. 43, 59, 264
- diseases, enophthalmos in 217

fatty heart from .. 212
Wasting, general (and see

Wri-iit. l.oSsS of) .. 59- in lir.ive.s's disease .. 726- from hypertrophic sten-
osis of pylorus . . 766

- with liver abscess 59, 370
- from pancreas grow1:h.. 6G1

disease . . . . ne
- in phthisis 159, (Fi/j.

165) 351- from starvation 59, 384- of tongue, in bulbar
paralysis . . . . 543

- from tuberculous kidney 117
- ulcerative colitis 59, 70 !

- rheumatic pains and
- sore throat and. .

- urine amount and
Weber's test

Weeping . .

- ill eczema
Weever-fish pricks, ery-

thema from . . 222
festering sores from, .

headache from
cedema from . ,

vomiting from
Weichselbaum. diplococcus

of (see Meningococci)
meningitis from

Weight-carrying, arthritis
from . . , . . . 47(

atropliy of muscles
from

brachial plexus change
from

dead fingers from . .

lieadache from
kyphosis from
pain in arm from . .

sliouldcr from
in scoliosis from 153

WEIGHT, LOSS OF
in Addison's disease. ,

from alcohol . .

alcoholic neuritis
alkalies . .

aneurysm . . 258
anorexia nervosa

- - atheroma
batnlluria

with cachexia
from carcinoma

Weight, loss of, confd.

phthisis . . 288, 768
rheumatoid arthritis 35
sleeplessness , . . . 769
starvation . . . . 7C,s

tabes . . . . . . t>jQ
after tropical infec-

tions , . . . 770
(and see Marasmus)- sense of, from acute
congestion of liver . . 334
in epigastrium, from

gastritis . . . , 317
in liver region . , 369
in rectum from piles 78
right hypocbondrium,

in catarrhal jaundice 329
Weil's disease, albuminuria

hi 13
weii's disease, general

account of . . 336
jaundice in . . 325, 326
purpura in . . . . 553
rigor in . . . . 594

Weir-Mitchell treatment
in anorexia nervosa. . 771

Welders, electric steel,
photophobia in .. 524

West Coast of Africa,
malaria on . . . . 31

West Indies, yellow fever in 336
Wet sand in bag sensation

from osteo-arthritis. . .347

146

163

163
163
296
155
163
163
154

768

99

Watchmaker's cramp .. 151
Watch test, forbearing .. 164
Water, arsetiical contamin-

ation of . . . . 718- deficient ingestion of.

constipation from . .' ]-i5
-

pellagra and . . . . 226
\\ aterbrash, burning in

ttiroat from , .

"

. . 296- with beartbvirn , . 4.36- huskiness from . . . . 296
- note on . . . . _ ^ 7(;^

relation to heartburn .'. 296

129, 270, 271

330, 585,- cirrhosis
- colitis
- diabetes

dnigs . .

Graves's disease 215,- -
hysterical
with ioint infections
in leukaimia . .

with liver lesions
from malignant peri

tonitis
new growth of lung. ,

ovarian new growth 690
in phosphatic diabetes 522
progeria 191- - py:«mia . . , . 335
Still's disease . . 35
from fubercnious bowel 76

Weight, loss of. minor
causes of . . 769
in old age . . . , 770
from pain . . . . 7(;n

peripheral neuritis . . 770
periproctitis .. .. 729
nernicious anaemia 24, 770

'68, 769
,. 770
.. 663

68, 770

70
43
770
99

770

49
290

WHEALS 771- from bites . . . . 771
Wheals, drugs causing ..771- ni li.-h.Mi urti.Mtn.- . . 756
-

strophuln^ . . . . 771
- urticaria . . . . 771

pigmentosa . . . . 732
- (and see Urticaria)
Werdnig-HofJmami para-

^,,
'ysis 135

u erlhof, morbus maculosus
of , . . . 553, 556

AVhetstone crystals , . 741
Whooping-cough, asphyxia

in 145
-

Bordet-Gengou bacilli in 645
- bronchitis simulating . . 645
- cerebral vein rupture in 113- a cold simulating . . 645
- convulsions from 144, 145
-

cough after . , . . 149
-

biemoptysis from 286, 289- hernia of lung from . . 169-
lencocytosis in . , . , 360

- cedema of face from . . 413
-

orthopncea from , . 418
-

paroxysmal cough in . . 420
-

peroneal atrophy after. . 513
- serum reaction for . . 645
- subcutaneous emphysema

from . . . . . . 203
-

talipes from . , . . 113
- Tooth's peroneal palsy

after 60
- ulcerof froenumlinguaein 739
- violent coughing bouts 289
- vomiting from 150, 420, 765
Whip-worms (Fig. 218) 520
AVhiskers. pediculosis pubis

affecting , . . , 401
AVliispered voice test .. 164
Whistle, Galton's (Fig. 75) 165
M'histling noise in ear .. 723
White corpuscles (see

Leucocvtes)
White leg .". .. 410. 411
White rings In urine, causes

of 5
White-tongue in negroes, , 99
AVhitlow, axillary abscess

from . .

'

. . . . 666
- due to bacillus coli , . 240
-

diphtheritic , . . , 240- cow-pox causing , . 240-
epitrochlear gland en-

larged from .. -.381- fiMLrers affected bv ., 239
-

IriK-ocvtosis witti' . . 360
-

linijiing from . . . . 362
- pain in foot from . . 362-

septicfemia from .. 637- in syringomyelia 110, 257- thrombosis of innomin-
ate vein from. . . . 751

^^ idal test, in diagnosing
cause of prolonged
pyrexia . . . . 563
Mediterranean fever. . 566
negative in ulcerative

colitis . . . . 76
paratyphoid fever and 637
in typhoid fever, 64,

76, 254, 335, 459,

^.,,. 564, 572, 63G
Wdhs, paracusis of . . 165
AVilson, Dr. S. A. K., on

cervical rib paresis . , 508
illustrations lent by
(Figs. 234-7) 491, 492

Wind, from gall-stones . . 316
Wind, general account of.. 245~ per rectum , . 241, 246
AVine, polynria from 534, 535-
priapism from ., ..538

Winged scapula .. .. 5Q6
Winki ng, defecti ve, in

Graves's disease . . 236
paralysis agitans . . 236

Wisdom tooth, impacted,
tetanus simulated by 730

trismus simulated by 729
Wolf bite, hydrophobia

^ from 730
Women, borborygmi in , . 82
- dyschezia in , . . . 129- fibrous stricture of rectum

in 129
-

gall-stones in . . . . 130
- secret drinking in . . 704
-

tetany in , . , . i,-,i

Woodrock's tuben-ulin re-
n-rioii (rhirr -V.V.VI7) 7tS

Wnnl. antimjv lYuni 55:i. fi74

Word-blindneEs, general
account of . . 625
hemiano[isia with . . 625
lesion causinc . . 625

- centre'; ill hriin [Fii/. 2i;6'i 624

Word-deafness. general
account of . . .-625

Work, liard. heart changes 15
large from . . , , 54

- manual, aneurysm and
196, 291

Worms, appetite increased 43
- convulsions from . . 144
- enuresis from . . . . 218
-

frequent micturition from 394
-

grinding of teeth from. . 265
-

lencocytosis from .. 572
- insomnia from . . . . 32I
- intestinal cast simulating 398
- nightmare from . , 402
- nisrht terrors from . . 321
-

priapism from . . , . 538
- under skin, sense as of,

from cocaine , , . . 611
- tape (see Tape-worms)- tenesmus from ,. .. 7I8
- vomiting from .. 765, 767
- (and see Parasites)
Worry, brachial neuralgia

increased by . . , . 442
-

constipation from .. 124
-

dyspepsia from . . . . 319
- insomnia from .. .. 32I
- malarial attack from . . 32
- neurasthenia from . . 466
- effect on neurasthenia.. 716
"

ptvalnrHi(n;i from . . 543
-

>|H',U- 1,,'tMTi' eves from 71
-

tj.- .|Miii,,iiMii\- and ., 447
Wound, dipinlieria of .. 737
- gangrene of lung from

259, 260
- pyaemia .after . . 335, 596
- septicasmia from , . 637
- tetanus from 138, 417, 599
Wrigsjling, in chorea .. 133
Wrinkling of forehead, in

tabes (Fig. 115) 236
Wrist-drop from diphtheria

(Fig. 22) 65
-

hysterical , , . . 350
- from phinibism 3 1, 65. 5(i5
-

mii-.^'iilnvpir;,l p:ir,ilvsi= 65

Wrist-drop, plumbic, dis-

tinction from musculo-
spiral paralysis . . 65

- Satur-l;u- i]j-ht jiaNr . . 65



"WillST ZVGO.MATIC PROCESS Oil

Wrist, ^out of . . . . 345

Wrist-jerks, iiiorc;ised, in

bra,chi:il monoplegia o(>'2

liemiplegia .. .- 31)^

AVrists, atlietosis of .. 131
- burrows of acanis on . . 540
- iroiiococcal rirtliritis of.. ;^1U

-
larere, in rickets (/'(>/. 85) isr.

- liciien planus affecting. . 1303

- multiple beiiigii sarcoid

affecting . . . - '105

- osteo-artliritis of . . o47
-

paralysis of (see Para-

ly;is. and Wrist-dro]))
-

jiosition in tetany . . 2
- pulmonary artlnopatliy

of 352
- scabies affecting 4()1.

5iii, 755
- tuberculous disease of.. 347

writer's cramp simu-
lated by .. .. 151

Writer's cramp .- . . 151

A\ ritniL'. aiaxy exhibited on 56
- defe<tive.

'

in general

paralysis . . . . 1-0
- difficulty in. from supra-

scapular nerve palsy 5nri

- loss of jicwer of . . ''-'I

Wry-neck (see Torti»'ollis)

VANTHELASMA paipe-
^V brarum .324

- tuiM-io.Mini . . . . 31'4

Xantliin bases, list of . 742
- - uric arid Iruni . . 74'J

Xanthin, Fehling's solution

reduced by . . . . 2r.l

Xanthoma diabeticorum. . 73'_*

- macules in . . . . 3S:j

- multiplex . . . .

7.V^
-

jinj>u!i? of . . . . 4S7

Xanthoma planum, general
account of • 732

- ^kni tunlun^^ iroiii . . 732

Xanthoproteic reaction in

cerebrospinal fluid . . 304

Xanthopsia 762
nil.

Xerodermia pigmentosum 383

Xerodermia, general account
of 488

- nutmeg-grater skill in .. 4SS
- of conjunctiva . . . . 734

nyctalopia from . . 703

X-rays in asthma cases . . 535
- atrophy of testis from Ufi, (57

- and barium, in diagnos-
ing constipation .. 122

spastic constipation 245
- - stomach examination

with .. ..244
techidque of . . . . 122

- and bismuth, in diagnos-

ing cscal distention. . 457
- - - carcinoma coli 77,

(Fig. 53) 125,

(Fifj. 54) 126, 330, 354
of tpsophaijus l!>ts

(Fig. 97) 197, 4t;i

- - - - of stomach 271,
G30. 7G7

cause of gastric suc-

cussion . . . . (553

intestinal obstnic-

tion .. 241, 31 fi

dilatation of colon 054
- of stomach 115,

317. 622. G7S

gastric tumour .. L6.i

X-ra;/,^ ami /•i>imtf/K ctinfd.

ill diagnosing i.M-:tric

ulcer . . - - 209

gastroptosis
(Fig. 144) 318

hernia of stomach 052

Hinichsprung's dis-

ease . . . . 390
hour-glass stomach

;;is, 700

idiopathic dilatation

of u.-sophai:ii

ileocau'al kink
intestinal obstmc-

tion

oesophai-Mis obstair-
tion (Fig. 95) 195,

pyloric obstruction

174,211
- - - subdiaphragmatic

abscejss . .

visceroptosis
duodenal ulcer and . .

- - in outlining stomach
- burn from
- in case of pain in the

back
- chest lesions
- cicatrix, ei>itlielioma

starting from
- congenital heart disease

and
- in deciding whether pus

i-; above or below ilia-

phragni
- dermatitis from. .

- in determining position
of heart

- - size of stomach
- diagnosing acromegaly. .

aeropliagy
aiieun'sm 03. 92, 93,

150, 159, 195, 20S,

2n'.l, 2!i). 29i>.

411, 119. 42'.'.

437, 401, 170.

198

03

Co 3

532
420

003
223

42S
33

31

M\:

299
244
537
245

291.

i-.si,

711.

atony of bowel
bone disease . .;il

raijs III ilidgiiusiiui. coiitd.

- fracture . . 152, 7o7
- - of jaw . . . . i'>S'.i

spine . . . . 715
- fusiform aneiuysm .. 210

j-
gall-stone 110, (Fuj. I

140) 327
I- gas in stomach .. 215 I

- gastric ulcer from car-

cinoma . . . . 174
- i,'uut . . . . . . ;'>45

- Lirowth of bene .. 213
- ~ lung .. I't.-., 15'.(

spine . . 151, 4S4
- hour-glass stomach . . 174
~ hydatid cyst .. 291, 470
- hydronephrosis (Fig.

100) 350
- injury to joint . . 470
- intercostal neuralgia 430
- internal glands .. 570
- intratborncie growth

52, (Fig. 42) 105
- ivory exostosis . . 230
- lartje bronchial gland 370 '

- liver abscess . . . . 370
- mediastinal fibrosis . . 15'J

- - lesions . . . . 70S
new growth 03. 102.
41 1. 419. 435, 401, 470

- necrosis of jaw . . 083
- new growth in chest. . 15ii

- - -
ofjspine . . . . 477

- odontoma . . . . 08 1

- orbital periostit
-

I
"•'' 008

rowth (Fig. 02) 152
- - - tubercle . . . . 009

calculus . . . . 577
in ureter . . . . 41

- - caries of bone . . 24:'>

cnseous bronchial

i,dands85, (Fig. 01) 140

glands .. .. 3118

mediastinal inland 7o4
cause of intercostal

pain 707

laryngeal paralysis 495

liminng . . . . 'WA
iL'dema of one arm 411

- - - pain in ann .. 442
heel .. .. 071
shoulder . . 470

pamlysis of one le^ 499
- - - radicular arm pain 444

cervical rib o:i. llo.

102, (/'w.<. ISO. 1N7)
443. 444. 508

coiiirenital dislocation

of hip . . .. 150

constipation from kink 120

dyschezia . . . . 12^

enlaived mediastinal
-lands .. ..381

eidarL'ed thymus (Fig.

180), 419
- - exostosis . . 204. 071

foroisii body in irso-

phagus . . . . 207

phlhisis 103, 104, 150,
2S7. 28S, 45S, 470,

077, 708
- pneumothorax 432.

(Fig. 220) 531
- iiyloric obstnu'tion

124, 245
- renal calculus 117.279.

:i57, 451, 530
- rlieumatoid arthritis ".43

- >alivary calculus .. 695
- sarcoma 008. 084. 093

of Iione . . . . 072
- sciatica .. 43S, 439
- short tibia . . .. 114
-

spastic constipation 121
-

spinal arthritic . . 401

caries 110. 154. 304,
129. 401. 477

newtxrowlli 154,401,4S1
-

sj)ine of OS calcis .. 4;;9

- spondylitis deformans
401, 711

- - stenosis of bowel -. 125
- - subacromial bursitis 470
~ subdiaphafimatic ab-

scess 451, 532, 652,
058, 059

from empyema. . 658
- - tuberculous iliac glands 459

kidney 279. 280, 577
- - vuienipted molar . . 402
- - ureteral calculus 281.

(Fig. 192) 455, 472, 57"^

- - vertebral le-;ions .. 401
- - v<'sical calculus 2S2, 58ii

- epididymitis from . . 0(;

- epithelioma from . . 223
- erythema from.. 222,223
- in excluding aneurysm 551- functional disease . . 432
- effect in leukiemia . . 25
- linijer affected by .. 210
- orchitis from , , . . 00
-

pNti-rit ductus arterio-

sus nnd .. ..91

X-nii/.f, onitii.
- photophobi;i from . . 524
- pigmentation fio u .. 223
- in jiyelograpliy . . . . 354
- in seeing imniofnlity of

dia|ihni;:tn . . . . 432
- spleen reduced li}' .. 25
-

sterility fioin . . . . 07
- in tachycardia .. .. 7ii4

- ve^iculation from . . 223

Xylol, clearing with .. 391

\''vVWXIXIt,
movement

of i)aralyzed arm in 5i)3

Yaws, bony swellings from 403
- fnnidiicsial f\-.Tf^cetife-^

lit b':;

Yaws, general account of 403

Yaws, raspberry granula-
tions In .601

Yeasts. fermentatiiMi in

bladder from . . 5;;o

- in gastric contents 241.

318, 320, 700
- sugar testing . . . . 202
Yellow atrophy, acute (see

.\cute Yellow Atrophy )

- fever, acute yellow atro-

phy simuhiting .. 330
- - :dbumiiu(ria in 13. 273

;irniria in . . . . 42
- - black vomit in . . 273
- - bleeding gums in . . 273
- - blood inspissated in.. 101
- - chill in .. .. 273
- - coma in . . . . 117
- - cyanosis in .. .. 101
- - dengue simulating . . 330

Hushed face in . . 273
- - L'aiiL'rriie from . . 255

Yellow fever, general ac-

count of . 273. 336

geographical distribu-

tion. . . . . . 273
hx'inatemesis in . . 205
hamiaturia in . . 275

- - hairnoirloliinuria from 284
headache in . . . . 273

liyper[iyrexia in .. 3"9
- - jaundice in .. 273, 325

loss of weight after . . 770
- - malaria simulated by 273
- -

j)ain in back in . . 273
- - - limbs in . . 273. 4ii3

- - pernicious an:i^inia

simulating . . . . 330
- -

petechia! in . . . . 273
- ~ pulse-rate slow in . . 273
- - purpura in . . . . 55:-;

- - pyrexia in . . . . 273
- - ri;*or in . . . . 594

Yellow spot, cones in . . 75S
choroiditis affecting.. 759

nystagmus from lesion

of
"

759
retirutis affecting . . 759
role ill vision. . . . 75S

YeUow vision .. 321, 762

yiEHL-NEELSEN stain.
'-^ technique of 641
Zinc acct.Oc, lu urobilin

test . . . . . . 325
- sulphate, vomiting from 705

Zimmerlin, myopathy of 135
Zona (see Herpes)
Zygomatic muscles, weak.

in myasthenia gravis 235
-

proces-i. enlar'.'ed, in

acromegily . . . . 237



PROPER NAMES ASSOCIATED WITH DISEASES, Etc.

Addison's anjemia (see
Pernicious AJiairaia)

Addison's disease 18, 33,

34, 84, 82, 117,

172, 219, 296, 311,

526, 627. 528, 722,

762, 7i;4, 765,
Aran-Duclienne type of

amyotropbie lateral

sclerosis

Argyll Robertson pupil

110, 231s 302. 31J,

420, -444, 4(W, S14,

551, 660, 71il. 726,

760, 761, 762,

Astley Cooper, irritable

breast of

Babinskj's sign

Bang's method of

mating sugar
F.:i!itl'S (ilMMSe . .

Barlow's disease :is, 72, '.li

Bazin's disease

Bell's palsy
Bence-Jones's albumo-

suria . 4,

Bial's test

Blot's breatliin? , .

BoHck. Iifnii;ri sarcoid of

P.onii-t-(M-nu'on bacillus . .

Bottger's test

Braun's sign of pregnancy
Brighl's disease 9, 46, 4'

esti-

;t7.

768

431

263
111

404
494

s 16

261
107
405
(,;45

262
393

Fehling's solution

178, '261, 263,

Feltling's test

Fcruii>soirs speculum
Flint's murmur . .

Fordyce's disease

Fox. i_'olcott. vaccini.'

eiTtlieina of

Friedreich's ataxy 57

68, 113. 138,

140. 134. 251.

510, 512, 513.

Frohlich's syndrome

(iacrtner's ba<?illiis

tialton's whistle {Fig.
Uauclier's disease 631,
Gelle's test

Giemsa's stain

Giraldes, organ of

Gli?-nard's disease

Gmelin's test

Gowers, epilepsia nied

Graves's disease 13.

S2, S7. .II, fl'.l.

206, 215,

236,
38S,

157.

301.

743,

54, 55,

107, 152, 158,

191, 212, 266,

412, 413, 414,

1115,

166,

283,
420,

95,

365,
form

I 60,

139,
407,
727,

384,

75)

633,

17

323,
486,

703,

.'64,

4116,

543,

721,
'A, 736,

a of

18,

136.

220,
3119,

481,
694.

734,

728
190

654
166
634
165
701
4SI
669
743
145

Brocq, pseudo-pelade of 71. 710

Brown-Sequard's paraly-
sis . . 58, 496. 407

Oalraette's t*^sr . . . . 573

Cammidge's test 100, 117

Charcot's disease of joints
a'ui. li;2) 257. 3J9, 515,

516. 597

Ciiarcot, lateral sclerosis

of 135

Charcot-Leyden crystals

102, 153

Clievne-Stokes breatiiiiiL.-

'H(.Fig.i%), 107, 108,

147, 213
Cllvostek's sign . . 3, 152

Clark, Andrew, arthritic

liainioptysis . . . . 287
Toudc catheter . . . . 396
Curschmann's spirals . . 153

Dalrymple's sign . . .. 722

Deierine. myopathy of . . 135
- olivo-poiitiue atropliy of 727

Dercum's disease

4118, 410, 431, 732
Dietl's crises

115. 117, 280, 665, 765
ni.ii'.'lMs's pouch . . 587
Ouchenne's palsy . . 507
Duhring's disease 99, 219
I lupuytrcn's coutracture

142, 347

Dupuytren's friicture . . 114
Duroziez's sign . . . . 93

Eason's reaction . . 286
Eberlh's bacillus (see

Itaciilus Typhosus)
Frb'^ myopathy . , . . l:;:i

Erb's palsy . . 507
Erb's sign . . 3. 152

Laennec, metallic tin-

kling of . . .,168
Landry's paralysis .. 518

Legal '~s test 3
Leistiman-Donovan bodies 633
Leishman's stain 21,
Levaditi's stain

S, 31, .568

701

Levden, myop.athy of .. r'.5

Little's disease 132, 139, 729
Ludovic's angina l'.i8. 413,

115, 512, 651, 699, 729

Haldane-Gowers biemo-

globinometer .. 21

Haller. vas aberrans of ., 481

Hanoi's cirrhosis , 372
Harrison's sulcus

145, 167, 187, 635
Ifeberden's nodes . . 346

Ilebra, prurigo ferox of . . 489
Hegar's sign of pregnancy 393
Heller's test . . . . 5

Henoch's chorea electrica

134. 137, 144

Henoch's purpura 76, 284,
343, 362. 363, 556,

765, 767

Hirschsprung's disease

126, 127, 130. 389. 651
Ills, bundle of .. .. 83
Hodgeu's splint . . . . 113

Hodgkin's disease 13, 18.

23. 25, 37, 46, 56,
61. 64, 72, 106, 266,
274, 292. 329, 376.

(Piq. 168) 377, 378,
379, 380, 413, 415,
527, 563, 569. 570.

032, 635, 655
Hofmeister's test .. 16

Holmgren's test . . . . 762
Huntingdon's chorea .. 134

Huppert's test ..743
Hutchinson's teeth . . 235

Jacksoni.an epilepsy
137. 144, 147

Jacguet's erythema . . 400
.TaUi's test . . .. 314
Jenner's stain .. .. 21

Kahler's disease . . . . 17

Kaposi's disease .. 52S, 731
Kernig's sign . . , . 315
Kirkland's disease 615, 616
Klebs-Loeffler's bacillus

154, 196, 689
Klumpke's palsy 507
Koplik's spots . . 178, 228
Korsakow's syndrome 2ii. 465

McBurney's spot 461,
McCall Anderson, psori-

asis rupioides of

Madura foot

Magnan's sign
Marie, spondylose rhizo-

melique of . . 714,
Marsh's test

Meckel's diverlicnlum ..

Meige's disease . 226,
Meniere's disease

166, 723, 752, 765,
Miculicz's syndrome {Fiq.

3) 25.

Milroy's disease (Fiij. 179)
Miiiiti.'uniery's gland
IVIoore's test

Mooren ulcer

Morgagni, hydatid of . .

Morgan's bacillus 381, 7

M,.r..'. te^t

fviorton's disease

Morvan's disease i-'. 97,

Neisser's stain

Nylander's reagent
Nylander's test . .

157

Obermeyer, spiroclaete of 28

Oppler-Boas' bacilli

31G, 3'20, 766, 767

Paget's disease .. 2ni, 730
Parkinson's disease (see

Paralysis Agitans)
Parrot's nodes . . 385, 669

Pavy's disease . . . . 16

Pavy's solution ., ., 263

Pavy's test -.261
Pawlik's grip . . . . 2110

Perl's test. . . . . 24

Peyer's patches . . 3S2, 636
Pfeifler's bacillus 465, 864
Politzer's acouiheter {Fiij.

73) 164

Pott's curvature 89, 304, 516

Pott's fracture .. .. 114

Pozzi, coclileate uterus of 645

Pozzi, syndrome of . . 387

. 411Quincke's disease

Raynaud's disease I5. M.
96, 97, 117. 162, 163,

203, 223, 240, •255,

256, 267, 2.59, 284,

413, 414, 415. 441,

444, 584, 698,
Beinsch's test

Riedel's lobe 252. 353.

Rigg's disease
Hiiiiie'.^ tcM
Romaiiou>k\"'^ j-tain

liomlieiv'- -CJh ..

Rose Bradford kidneys
Rothera's test

.•^ahli's capsules . .

Schonlein's disease

366.
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Tliis work iiiius at l)eiiii; <>!' pnu'ticul utility wlu'iicvor dilliculty aiiscs in (Iciidiiiu tlio precise
cause (if any ])articnlar symptom. It eoveis tlie wliole uroiiiid of .Medieiiie and Siirtiery, and deals

with Diaanosis from a nniipie standpoint. It is an Index in that its articles are arranijeil in

alphabetical order. Whilst the body of the hook deals with Siimjiloiiix. the (jeneral Index, eon-

taininfi some 4.").(KI() references, gathers these toiiether under the various Disriisrs in wliieli they
ocenr.

•
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.and si'iiior snutelits. . . . 't'lii- pvihli-luT IS lo li.' f(nii.'nililliili-il.*' -Jiiu. Mid. J'>»i .

"Till' lil-.t {ilitiiill of this stati'ly viilumi' lliis lirrli iAli:illsti-.| wiflilll rlilTc JIMI'-. . . . 'I'lif ..litiir llii< :iil.l.-il IH-W ilvtii'lcs,

revised old otle>, iilid ikmvI.V ikiillilcd" tin- iiiiiiilnT of illiistriitiiiii-. 'I'lii-sr ;iic not only i-\<rll.'nlly n-prodllioil. lull lit-iil with rcitl

Uiflicultie.s in diau'iio^is."- I.itifil.
••

Heyond i|m"ftioli a luiir ,lr furrr. and ri'll|..'t^ tin- lii-licsl iTrdir n|ion all .oiir.-ni.-d iii il- |.roilnrtioii. Tli.- nio-l n-niarkalilo

featurr- in tlio hook is its full indo.\. . . . an c^si-iitial part ol tin- srln-nir."—J'nn/.
"

-V liotahU' colitriljution to niodrni nn-dioine . . . iiii iiiiiiirn-o ainonnf of \aliial.lc infoi-lnatioii. . . . 'I'lii- illii~liMlit»ns am
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A COMPLETE GUIDE TO TREATMENT IN A FORM CONVENIENT FOR REFERENCE.
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\V.' .Miiuot do MioH' than nToniuirii.l it in n-rm- d lii-li l.mdiirKin : it i- -i \(.|i|]ii.' tli.ti vh.,,,],] ]„ ,,, thr inut.U ul .-vctT

prat-titioiMT uf nH'tlniiic,' -Jim. Maj. .Imir.
"

.Since we lir>t rv\ u-wM tliis doak on its ;i|i[ie;LraiK-f in I'.ms. six fni'tlii't- cilitions li;ivr hci-ti i-^siie-l^a L.'r;ilil"yinu' cviilencp ot
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known to our n-ailn-," -Lnnni.

-Vou- I*ir/ifirinil. Srctnid Edi/ian. f'dhf iriisrtl. i)rnnf Sm. Chilh. 25 nrl.

AN INDEX OF PROGNOSIS
AND END-RESULTS OF TREATMENT.

Edited by A. RENDLE SHORT, M.D.. B.S., B.Sc. Lond.. F.R.C.S. Eng.,

In coN.ii NCTiox wnii 2."5 Spi.c iai, C'<iMniiu kh!-^.

Tiiu iniiu-i|>;il
iiinis ol" this \'nhiine aiv : (1) 'I'n set torlli tin- Hrsiilts. and pait iculuily flic

End-rostilts, of \arinus rni'tlHids oT Treatrm-nt. in .siicli a i'min as will tMiahk' the I'ract itiont-r to

ulttaiii a lair. nnl)iasi-<i. rcasonrd opinion as ta tiic pfos|K'Ots of secminy Cor liis jiaticnt |K-inianc'nt

relief, and tlu' risks oC snob tivatincnt ; (2) Tit rnrnisb data by nu-aiis of \vbi<'b. apait from the

question (tf Tit-atincnt . one may swk lo arri\r at an aecinate forecast of what will probably Iiappcn
to the individual patient.

' We Iiiive formed jl liii-'li opinion of tlie vuluo of the Iwh-.r "j I'nnpK.Ms . . . an. I ili.-ii'c tn i.-unnin.-ii'l rii.- work ru nin- ri'aiU.Ts

ns one wliicli they would do well to plai-e upon their hookslieives.""- -/.'';/. J/ril. Jfur.

"The editor" and his '2i eontriblitors are to he warmly eoiiLratulafcd ujioii ihe re-ulr. Tiie artiele-; .nc short :iiid coiiipact

elearly written, and :ls (.oniprelieiisive as it lia.s lieen pracliralilc to make tlieni."-— l.iiin--r.

"Truly an ori^'inrd and unique «ork wliicli sliouhl prove of i-on~idfraliie vahic to the praetitioiier."— -V'//- I"//, .1/"/. Join .

"Its ;iinis cannot fail to a.ppeal to prHCtitioners, for tin- art. of proL'tiosi^ is \ itally iin]Hirt.iiit. . . , Thr usi-fiiliic-s i.tE this

work will be unclia.|lenged ; as a referenee hook it i-s niiiijiK-."- -//r-.v"/'//.
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about a co-operation of workers in su)i.'cry in the ailva)icemcnt of their art. ... In the matters of ))rinting, illustration, and

general ^'et-np, the ne\\- ioiu'iial has heen \ erv well served.
'"— TIic l.nucil.

••
This .loin-nal lias ijeen reniarkal.h' tortile excellence of its ilhustrations, and those in the present volimic torra no excep-

tion."— /(i/V. M,,l. J„ur.
, ,,

•• \K iiniiosinv iinarlcrlv symiiosinni V word of sne'ial praise is due to the ilhistntions in colour: they are wholly

adnrnalilr, 1 siirjia^s the standard u-ually attained ill medical periodicals."
— Mfd. J^rmx ami Cin-iihtr.

A'oie llcadii. Crn-.fi) Hvo. 5 '- iiel.

WHEN TO ADVISE OPERATION
IN GENERAL PRACTICE.

By A. RENDLE SHORT, M.D., B.S., B.Sc. Lend., F.R.C.S. Eng.,

Srii/f'i- As^i.^f'iiU Sitnjnni. Hrisli>f tli'iial Iitl'inHiiif : Lcctitirr on .Snn/'f/. r,nrnMhi «j Jlris/til : Etc.

\n attempt is made in this book to fjive the best piiidanee ;iv:iilablc- at the i>risent time

tiiw:irds the formation of a sound jndonient in dillieidt eases.

" In all his opinions .\lr. Short appeal-.- to us to ado}.t a very sound iiosition, not unduly conservative, but never incliiieil to

advocate operation except on verv itood .'rounds. . . . Owes niiich to brief narratives of the authors jiersoiial experience."
—

llrU. .Mill. Jniir.
" So excellently conceived and full of coinmoii-sense ami sound teaching- that criticism is almost unstracious . . . there are

few recent medical hooks so very well worth the price."
—

Ilmiiital.
••

.\. praiseworthy effort to enable the man who has not for some years had the advaiitai;e of lios]iital practice to benelit by
the experience of up-to-date surgery, ... -V .subject of the utmost importance to iirai-titioners in L-eiieral. . . . We heartily

commend the book."—Med. Press and Circ.

.Vme lleiiilif. Tin Side Cniuiriulil English Tniiislntiini . .".10 Ilhistridions. Denn/ Sio. 8 6 net.

LIGATIONS AND AMPUTATIONS.
By A. BROCA,

Pro/esscur d'Opciaiions it A/'/'a' i-iis .'t in Facuite <u- Mi'ticciuc iii- /'arjs.

Al moKizKD Translation by ERNEST WARD, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.S.
" A sreat feytiire of this little book is the number and exoeUfnce of tlie illustrations—thev -^liow step by step e-idi of the

oi'erations deseribed. . . . W'q tliink tliis hook, especially tlie !nn)iut:itiotis section, will be rend uitU interest by the many surgeoas
who are now en^.-iL'ed in tliis dii.s-s of work, . . . anatomical descriptions are careful and complete. ... A lumiber of useful

bints about i»ossihlo mistakes are siven. . . . The second part on amputations is admiraltly done"—Urtl. Jour. SKr(i.
•'

Operations are described in trreat detail, and illustraterl by litrures wliicb show every ste|> and follow one another in such

close sequence that thev mav almost be cominu'ed to a cinema tOL.'rapb libn . . . extremely well done.''— lin'f. Med. Jour.
"

.Meets ji resil want. . ." . In it are described in careful and lucid detail the underlying principles of all these operative proce-

dures as hiid down by the master ^'aralxruf, . . . The illustrations are models cf simplicity and clearness. . . . The translator

has done his work ailrninibl\-."—J/c</. Press ami Circ.
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LEJARS' URGENT SURGERY.
TUANM.All.lJ i i;iJM Mil, Si, \ I. Mil ,\Sli I.AII^I J'kI.MU MllllKlN

By W S. DICKIE, F.R.C.S. Eng..

And ERNEST WARD, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.S.

\"()L. 1.— SrctKi.V I.— IntKiductmy. I I.— Til. •

I lead. 1 1 1.— 'I'lie Xcck. I\'.—Tht-
(7hfSt. \'.

—The Siiine. \'I.-The .Miilomen. Inde.x.

\01.. 1 I.—SectKjX \'II.— 'I'he C.enito-LTinaiy OiKans. \1]I.—The Rcdiim and
.\mi?. 1 \.^Straiit,'ulated lleinia-. .\.—']"he Extremities. Index.

'I'liis iini(|iir uuik is nut iiitciidcil miIi-Iv or evi-ii |kiIi;i|js cliicMy Inr I In- SiiiLicmi : Iml will lie

rnliiid iiivilhlaiilc to tlir ciillsciellt ions (JciutuI I'ractitiimrl . who is a( :iii\ Iiiik liahlr In lie ciiii-

I'roiitfd \)\ c-mcriicncics (Icinaiidinu .Miriiical iiitcrlcn-ncc.

•It will \<r,n,-i,i flir -iv;iti-st |iii.-il.lc lii-lp t.. :iMy Ii.mI ii>:h, iint
.|.,,,-, ilu vis.-.l in Mir_Tlv n lio i- ,Ml|r,| iiiilh h, |..t1..im.

T m.-LJor oiiiT^itiiiii, :iiiil i-ii-ii .-|i.-(iidi>r -iii-jcon- uill iIctIm^ iii:ni\ ii^i'liil Inni- fmin ]t> |.(.ni-;il. . . . 'I'l.i' aiitlior . . . h:.- Im-i-.l
liimsi'ir M',-un-ly iii.(.ii lli^ (uvn cxiicri.'nc.-, ,o tlint the n^nl.T . . . IlikI- llr.- .IcUiiiIr -•iii.l:iH.r nin.'l, In- M.|'k^ \ ,:if.' i.-uick-,
rrrillL', if iir ;ill, nii tin- si,[c of i(iii~cr\ :.Ii>Tn." -Itnl. Jmn kI Siinf.

•Till' :iiitlnir . . . spi'iik- im i^rlv ;iri.l d.-lipiilrlv hut lii.t .lulni-tiriillv. iluuvin- ii|niii .1 \;i-t i-viu-rir-iii-c. . . . flu- cli.i|.tM\s
1)11 ;<l»loMiiii;il >iirL'.'n- liKiy lir n-M.I «iili ;,ll till- al»nr|.li f the

'

Anil.iau Nv.-lit-' Kiiii.rt.uiriii.-iit-.' It 1- <lMi. 1.) ilir tr.ii-latiir
III sjy (iMt lii, iMirk liiis lii-i stn-Mii-lv ucll iluii," tin. i,.m n-^uls a- if ,.|,iii|iii~i.il in soiiinl Kiil'1i-1i." Ijnir.l."

Altl L'h MKiiiy riviils, still rniii.iiii,- liy fur tlir lii-l uork of it^ Uiml." -liril. Mril. .'<.»;.•
.Viiiiiii;: Mil' liiii-st siir^Mciil ucirks ihoiIiiitiI in tlii- riiiintrv iliiriin.- tin- hisi ti-ii vniirs. \\ ,• siiv t!ii- ili-lilii-r:ililv —Ih'^riliil

••I'lii- tnin-litiuli is cMi'llfllf mill Mm illii-lnitiiHis I.,.vihi.I .ill |irii.,.." ^.1/.,/. i'less iiml Cn',

Soil- liniihi. :;n! Kilitiuii [Hr/iriiiliil]. /{iiisiil iiiiil /iir^iii/ ic-arilliii . Cnwii Sra. 5 mi.

THE NEWER PHYSIOLOGY
IN SURGICAL AND GENERAL PRACTICE.

By A. RENDLE SHORT, M.D., B.S., B.Sc. Lond., F.R.C.S.

Tlii- must n.Mi'Ui.nl l.iiuk ui I|. -1 1 illl In M i u , 1 1„.
|
„ .irt il :,ini 1

- ii,i..,,,.| in ||„. jihi -i,,l, ,...„., 1 l,„iii.l..li,ilis (if hi,, cvcry-
iliiy wiirk . . . Ii:is ilijin- till' ]irul|."iiiii n rcnl sit\ n-n ill |ii MlinL.' 11 uilli tin,- littli- viiliinii-. It is writti-li uilli ilc-lii'litflll fni-loMi
from ti-,\t-l)onk riL-iihty, iiml «,• stroiiL-ly rcrom I its |.o,-m.s~i.)ii tn nvi-ii llin liiisii..>t, with the ,sii..-i;cstioM tlnil it In- iifrii-n.l 11-

:i book nf iilniisiiri- ainl not ns a t;i,-k."- -/;///. .]/,it. .Ii>ni .

••
llti-.it IIS \\;is fill, value of tin- liook at its lirst issu,., Tt is now inilis|icn-salik' to tlio practitiraic-r ulm ni~in~ to kmo Inni-nll

vcrscil III till' ra|.iilly .iiiL'ini.litinj.' ai-pa of |iliysiolOL'ical kliou Icik'!- iva.lv to lie a|i|.lioil In infdii-iiii-.- /,„,/,,/."
'I'l itliiiflii'i'il liavi- noa|i|.iTlionsion<-onci.rnii|._-tlicsn,-ocssof this-rc.atlv rr'vi,s(.il filition. ... ft inn iiiilnrl lir ,lonl.i..il

if tlipri- 111- any hook ot similar i-alilin- vvliirli a|,|ii-ils ,„ tlmroii-hlv to Iho L'l-ncral iiractirioniT . . . nt tin iltiiii.li- ol limik- In
is iiniiorrillH'il to liliy. ho may at li-asr itlmi-.I this volmni. .is a safe iiivi-stmi-nt.'—/Ai.v/.i/a/.

"TliiTo is somothiiii; vi-ry f.i-i-inatiiiL- alioiit this liiiok, ami ..s,„.,.ially in ooiiiicftioii with tin- |.r.-riit rnusn.l mlitioii.
'1 hero I- noil" that wi- oaii morn ron-cinntiotlsly riTO ii-inl to rlii- stinli-nf ami jirai-titioniT."- I'l'hhii '/../ .hun-

Jt is to I.I' lio|i,.,l tliat if llii-iv 1.,. unyoiii. who lias o,ra|.n,l ri-aililiL' flii- littlo I 00k lin will ltI it wirhnnt .Irlav : it naiimit
l.nl to III' l.oth int.'iistiir^. ami ni-tnii'tivc ro lillii." — /.V),v/../ Mnl.-liiir .luiir

Kighlli Kililimi. Lmiif Hvi). 042 /)««rv. 21 - mi. Pnsl(i<<i- S'l. li'illi •-'(;•_' Jlliislniliiiiis.

imiiiilliiii I'liiii I'liilis.

TEXT-BOOK OF NERVOUS DISEASES.
FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS AND PRACTITIONERS OF MEDICINE.

By CHARLES L. DANA, A.M
, m D., ll.D., :

Vrotrssw vl y.n.n,, /,,,.,„,„,, ,„ i;.n„ll r,i,r,,,,l,, M,,l„,il r,.li,,i, : (»„,,„/(„„, ri,„sni„,i I,. l:.ll,,,„ llmpihil ,imll,.llH
Mdiilmllnii SInli /Jns/.i/ul, ,h.

The matter lias licoii eompletcly reiiKKJelk-d and hi'(iiii;lif u|i tn ilato. .Many illiistfatiniis
have been changed and many new ones added.

' The aiitlior is a liullroloeist and n-yclioloeist of i-ii-at jirartnal cNi'mi'mi- and tin' hook niav l.r roii-iilti' I with a.U an' i".-
'•—liril. Mrtt. Jntir.

" Wf are inueli pleased with lir. Tlaiia's work."— /^ii/'/in .1/.,/. .{,„'.
III its jw.seiit attractive form Dr. Daim's trxt-hook i- assured -tin'wi'ler rero-nition and ai.i're.'i,iiioii. To those in setireli

of a not too Imlky but not too sui.erlicial treatiM' . . . written niaiidv Irom the .hnn-al lieu-point it eaii he .'oidi.lciitlv reeom-
llteliiled. — LfiDctl.

•Wo have 1,0 lie.sitatioii hi i;eeommc-ndim.- this book as one of the best tevt-hooks of lier>ous ihseaM's wliieli have ajipeared
recently.

—lUrinr of .\riiniii/ji/,
'
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DISEASES OF THE

THROAT, NOSE, AND EAR.
By W. G. PORTER, M.B., B.Sc, F.R.C.S. Ed.-iMajor R.A.).

/.,-fr Siir-irnii to thr Kjii'. Eni\ (mil 'J'/imaf Infiniiunj, KOiiihunjIi^ <lr.

Fully revised for the Author while absent in the Service of his Country

By P. McBRIDE, M.D. Ed.. F.R.C-P. Ed., F.R.S.E.,

I'liiisuUiit'i Simiion Eur ami Tlironl JhpiiitiH' nf, Hoi/al fiitiniixr'i. Eiliiituinih, rfc.

PUBLISHERS' NOTE.

TIic volume has ht-fii brought Ifvel with the latest teaehiii»i hy the kiiuluess of Dr. 1*. -MeBridc,
wlio ueiicinusiv imdertook the revision for his Irieiid durini* his aljseiiee. The ]>uhhshcrs are

eoiitideut that the .meat service thus rendered will he fnlly ap])reeiated, and that Alajor Portcr'.s

untimely death in action in France, since the revision was made, will uive an added interest to

the volume. ^ ^^
*'

Tlie book remains a source of soiiml teaching of moderate dimensions for the senior stuilent ;uij the f^eiieral jiractitioiier."—Lancet.
" A very successful atteni))t to compress u sufficiency of information on the throat, nose, and ear into the compass of just

over 251) [lages of text. . . . We know of no manual of its size better suited to the needs of the general practitioner."
—Brit. Med.

Jour.
"

I'lic second edition sustains well the liiu'h opinion whicli we exprc-sfil in VMZ. Its author, absent abroad in the service

of his country (and ~ince killed in action). h;is t)eeii fortvuiate in securing itn- scrvi.-es of so eminent a physician as Dr. Mcltride

to revise his second edition. , . , One of the most <-omplete and accurate h;uidhooks on the subject that we possess."
—

Lary/i-

(joloyij." The late Major Porter was to be congratulated upon having the benefit of a master hand for the revision of his book. It

is a manual which holds its particular jjosition amonfjst those treating of the triple speciality, through givintj just what the general

practitioner requires in the attainment, rouglily speaking, of two objects : first, the medical care of the slighter class of cases that

come under his view, and, secondly, a capability of a full appreciation of what the expert can do when the time for his inter-

vention arrives, and tlic diairnostic knowledge wliich is essential for such appreciation."—Proc. Ro;i. Soc. J/crf.
" Such a second edition is \ ery welcome, and justifies the opinion we entertained of the hook when it aiipeared."—/*rflt7///o»tr.

Deintf Hvo. Cophntshf I//ns(ratrtf in Black am! White, atnl Cofotns. 17 6 act. Positase Qif.

FAECES OF CHILDREN & ADULTS:
THEIR EXAMINATION AND DIAGNOSTIC SIGNIFICANCE,

WITH INDICATIONS FOR TREATMENT.
By P. J. CAMMIDGE, M.D. Lond.

Diseases ol'tlic iiiistro-intestinal traet and disturliaiiccs (if dij;estion arc aiiionyst the eoninioue.st

ailments tliat nudieal men are ealled U|i(in tii diafirKise and treat : l)ut with rare exceptions advan-

tage is not taken of tlie lielp whicli an examination ol' the l;cccs miglit give, and this to the great
detriment of tlie ])atient.

'* We commend tlie Ijook to all wlio are interested in tlie seientille side of our profession, us a stimulating contriliution to a

eomiiarutiveiy little-known in-ovinee of (iliysiolo^'v .and medicine."—Lancet.
" A volume on this subject was liaiily wanted in ICiiL'Iish, and En;?lish physicians may congratulate themselves that

Dr. Canimidtie has been jiersnaded to supply the j^ap. , . . The chapter in especial in which the author discusses the

diaf^nostic value of examinations, is most stinudating and so also is that following, in which he discusses the indications for

treatment.''— Praclifitmrr,

A C0MPLI':TK TKXT-BOOK. Demij 8vo. Fiilli/ lUu.'^triitcil. 12 6 ml. I'osliigc 6(1.

MEDICAL DISEASES OF CHILDREN.
FOR GENERAL PRACTITIONERS AND SENIOR STUDENTS.

By REGINALD MILLER, M.D. Lend., F.R.C.P.,

PhijsicUui to Out-Paiinils, Puddiinjton Green Chihlrm's J/us/jital, ami -S/, Mary's Hospital.

" A book of teaching value, and judged by this standard the work is an undoubted success. . . . The chapter on infective

diseases is a creation. , . . .Since Dr. W.B. Clieadle's original lectures on the rheumatic state in childhood, we do not know
better account of the many and varying manifestations of rheumatism."—Lancet."

Well wortliT of rankini,' with "the best. . . tlie root of the matter in a few sentences. . . . "We think very highly oi

Dr. Milli'r':^ i)ook."— .l/.y/. I'n-ss utid Circ,
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